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RICAN COLONIFATION.
(toreanj jointryaogiou0H. R. No. 44.)

: Iwl S1 1843.

Mr. J. P. K3NNEDY, .from the Committee on Commerce,. submitted the fo.'
lowing.

REPORT::
The Commiltee oin Comnmerce, to whom was referred the memorial ofike friends of Jfricax colonization, assemrnbled in convention in the
city of Washington. in May last, beg leave to submit the following
report;

The necessity of making some provision for the colo`iization and settle-
merit of the free colored population of this country began, at. an early pe-
nod, to attract the.attention of the public. During the administration of
Mr. Jefferson, the State-of Virginia made an application to fhe General
Government for. aid in, this. purpose. That State desired to originate some
measure which should provide an asylum for this population,.either on the
coast of Africa or in some other appropriate region beyond the limits of
the Unrion. Resolutions were more than once adopted by its LegidatTlre,
expressive of the interest which the State felt in the subject, and of the
importance attached to it; add at length th'e Governiwar s directed, in
1816, when Dr. Finley was employed at W-UILtgtv i; "is memorable[
enterprise of establishing tir Americar tolo;,i.iati'n Society', -c"qrrespond
with the President for the promoting 3if that design. The assistance ef the
Senators and Represea:tatives of !,> State was invoked co the same enii.
The society was founded in Dect mber, s 6.. It comprised many emi:

neat individuals from' the several 3t tes; was characterized by its freedom
fron sectional distirzitions; enlister the aid of men from every quarter of
the Union; and was generally reckved and applauded as a beneficent and
highly na;Minal ,.ndertakiug.

Its design, as set forth inl an. article of its constitution, was to act "iin
co-operation with thle General Government and such of the States as might,
adopt regulations on the subject" Virginia, Maryland, Tennressee, and
Georgia, were the first to respond to the invitation invoking their assist-
arce. They passed resolutions commending the subject to the country,
and generally announced' their accordance in the Op'inion, expressed by
Mr. Jefferson, that it was desirable the United States, should undertake 'te
colonization of the free people of color on the coast of Africa.
The society, very soon after its organization, laid its -plans before Con-

gress, and solicited the countenance and' support of. that body. The best
disposition was manifested towards'it, and it may be sett down to its praise,
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that one of the earliest ancd most valuable results of its labors was the
adoption by Congress of more energetic measures for the suppression of
the slave trade. That trade was denounced as piracy, antd subjected to
the penalties of such anl offence. Foreign States were invited to co ope-
rate in the effort to destroy this trade, by treating it in the same manner;
anid upon this foundation has eventually grown up that active, and, it is to
be hoped, effective hostility to the traffic, which shall succeed in its ultimate
abolition. In regulating this subject, at that time, Congress passed an act
by which the right of any State to dispose of captured Africatis brought
within the territory of the United States, in contravention of its laws, wvas
revoked, atnd the i-'esident was clothed wvith authority to restore these un-
fortunate beings Lo their native country.

Mr. Monroe, believing that the benevolent views of Congress in reference
to recaptured Africans demanded that duec provision should be made for
their shelter, sustenance, and defence, temporarily, at least, after their arri-
val in Africa, .and that this could onlv be secured through the services of
an agent empoweredto superintend the subject by actual personal exami.
nation and assistance, interpreted this act to confer the powers which he
deemed essential to its effectual application. This opinion he comrnu.
nicated to Congress by special message, and expressed his determination to
proceed in the accomplishment of the objects of the lawv, by co operating
with the Colonization Society in the selection of a station for the temporary
or permanent residence of such Africans as might be brought within the
description of the case provided fbr.

Proceedinlg still further in the same design, when the society had obtain-
ed possession by purchase of the tract of country since designated by the
namne of Liberia, Mr. Monroe directed that the recaptured riegroes should
be placed upon its soil, under the care of an agent of the Government, with
such supplies and assistance as mlight eniable then, should they desire it,
ultimately to attain the advantages which it was the purpose of the society
to secure to those who might, murder their auspices, voluntarily engage in
thle esiablishmnent of their coloilv.
Thus the colon of Liberia rost! into existence, both as a home for re-

capture(l Africalns, restored lh thle humanity of our Government. to their
OWnI couLntry, and as a WCell-orTaniized com nunity of free colored. men, pre.
pared and disposed to extend their useful arts, civilized laws, arnd Christian-
itv, both along the coast and into the interior of Afric.a.
About halt the States of tlhe Union have expressed their decided appro-

bation of the schem-le of African colonization, anrd the citizens and Legisla-
ture of AMarylan(d have proceeded to plant a flourishing colony at Cape
Palmas. Through the efforts and under the influence of the American
Colonization Society, nearly twenty eligible tracts of country have been pur-
chased between Cape Mouit and Cape Palinas, and on many of then prom-
ising settlements established. The enterprise is demonstrated to be practica-
ble, and capable of indefinite extension. Though the colonies embrace but
a fewv thousand emigrants, their salutary influence is wvidely felt, and many
thousands of the native population have sought their protection, submitted
to their laws, and enjoy the advantages of their instruction. Able and dis
interested citizens ot the United States have,, from time to time, devoted
themselves to their interests, and, under the authority of the cololnization
societies, have assisted therr to frame their social institutions, their govern-
ment and laws. They exhibit to the eyes of a barbarous people the model
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of a free, temperate, industi ious, civilized, and Christiarn society. They have
legislative assemblies, courts of justice, schools, and churches. Though
having enjoyed in this country but very imperfect means of irnproveement,
and left it with small means, they have done miuch for themselves, and
much for civilization and Christianitv-have enacted laws for the extirpation
of the slave trade, and, wherever their righltful authority exists, executed
them witnh vigor; they have su.cessftifly engaged in agriculture and in
lawful commerce; they have opened the way for many Christian mission-
aries, of different communions, to the heathen tribes, and afforded them
protection and facilities in their wvork. In fine, Liberia and the Maryland
settlement at Cape Palmas present themselves to this country and the
world, not only as eligible asylums for our free colored population, and for
such as may- become free, but as republican and Christian States ilfformed
by the elements of indefinite growth antd imnprovenment, capable,dUly coun-
tenanced, and guarded against the interference of' unfriendly Powers, of
rising to honor aLnd greatness, and of diffusing the inlflulence of its laWs and
example over wide districts of Africa.

Adverting to the fact that the suppression of the slave trade has been,
almost from, the origin of this Government, an object of interest to our
people, and that it is nowv still more earnestly sought by the most enlight-
ened nations ; that this trade, being nutrtured only in] the barbarism of Af-
rica, may be Soon checked and ultimately overthrown by the efforts of the
colonies planted by our citizens ; that the colonies now established have
most obviouslv stimnulated the industry of the natives in their vicinity, have
created a comminierce wiich promises every day to become more valuable,
and have auspiciously beagun the beneficent labor of African civilization
that thev furinish shelter and refreshment to our own ships and seamen,
and are growing into importance as ports and depots for our naval squad-
rons; and, above all, that they have been fouided by the benevolence of
our citizens and public authorities, withe the laudable purpose of giving a
safe attel prosperous homet to that portioll of oUr population, who, however
disqualified by our lawvs or our habits fromn being incorporated, wvith ad-
v:ultage to themselves, into our political society, are still entitled, as depend-
ants iipoti on r guardianship, to O1rsy'Smpathy and support. Adverting to
all these colnsiderations, the committee are of opinion that the colonies of
Liberia and Maryland. Inow existing, anrd those which may hereafter be
established Ott the African coast, may justly invokie the regard of the Gov-
eminient, anid ask from it some measure of protection and support.

In what mode arid to vheat extent these should be afforded, is a question
of more doubt and greater difficulty. Many of the earliest and most dis-
tingnished friends of African colonization, both in and otit of Cong-ress, re-
garded the efforts of the American Colonization Socicty as experimental,
and preliminary to the action of Governrmernt, and soon) after its origin
avowed the opinion "c that Congress ought to be requested to take under
its protection the colony already planted, to make provision for its increase
by suitable appropriations of money, and by authorizing the President to
mrake ftmrther purchases of land from the natives, as it might be wanted
to provide for its security, internal and external, by such regulations for
its temporary government as might be deemed advisable, by authorizing
the Presiden't to employ a suitable naval force, as well for the more effect-
ulal suppression of the slave trade as for the purpose of impressing the na-
tives with respect for the establishment; and to make provision for the
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purchase, from time to time; of suitable territories on the southwestern
coast of Africa, for the establishment of other similar colonies, as fast as
they could be formed, with due regard to the national resources and to the
public good."
An application to Congress for such aid was urged by the late General

Harper, in a report made by him, as chairman of a committee, to the soci-
ety, in 1S24; and although he observed " it might be doubted whether,
on a subject so vast in its consequences and connexiorns, and so new, Con-
gress would act immediately, this did not furnish any sufficient reason for
delaying the application. Time must be allowed ior viewing the subject
in all its bearings-for reflecting on it maturely, and for public opinion to
receive and communicate the proper impulse. Nothing," hle adds, " the
committee apprehend, will tend so effectually to produce and to hasten
these desirable results, as full discussions and explanations of the whole
subject in Congress."

Whihst the committee dnly appreciate those high considerations o~fpa,
triotism and philanthropy by which the opinions just cited were sustained,
and cherish the belief that, at a period not very remote, the enterprise of
African colonization is to be prosecuted by this nation \vithl an energy and
on a scale far transcending any as yet realized in the acuial condition of
the colonies now plaruied, they see grounds for hope, that at a moderate
expense, and with that aid and countenance which can be readily granted,
without fully assuming all the hazards and responsibilities of a system of
colonization, their permanency, growth, and prosperity, may be secured.

It is vitally important that the territory of the colonies should be en-
larged, and that heir jurisdiction should become clear and incontestable
over the whole line of coast between Cape Mournt and Cape Palmas, a
distance of about three hundred miles; and that, in case of hostilities be-
tween this and any European country. their righits as neutrals should be
recognized and respected. The increase of lezitinmate commerce on thle
western coast of Africa is already strongly tempting the cnterl)rise of Eng-
lish merchants ; and serious difficulties have arisen between BlritiSh traders.
claiming rights, independent of the Government of Liberia anld Mfaryland,
within their territorial limits. Naval officers of Great Britain have been
called on by British sL jets to inter pose anid dvf iid thern against the rev-
enue laws of the colonies ; and thle French, th*,conirnittee are informed,
have sought to obtain a cession of land,-s within tile limits of Liberia, just
referred to, and to which the people of that colonv havc a pre-eniptive
right.

.As neither Great Britaini nor any Eurolpcaln Govcrlmeilit has, to the
knowledge of thle corrimlittee, claimned political jurisdiction frorn Cape
Mount to Cape Pa~lnras; as such claim, if by possibility it exists, has arisen
long since the colonies 'werc founded, as those who occupy those settle-
ments have gone thither to establish for themselves, their posterity, and
multitudes who may follow then, a republican comnmonwe-altit, capable of
indefinite enlargemerit, it is essential that they be not distLurbed in the ex-
ercise of rights already acquired, or precluded from extending their author-
ity over the entire line of coast (from Cape Mount to Cape Palrmas) gene-
rally known as liberia. An appropriation of a few thousand dollars, to
enable the colonists to effect negotiations with the native chie1s, by which
their title to this region of Africa should be extinguished, and the jurisdic-
tion of their Governmnent over it rendered unquestionable, would, ini the
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judgment of your committee, whether regarded as a measure auxiliary
to the suppression of the slave trade, or to the interests of American com-
merce, be highly expedient. In all treaties for the purchase of lands, it
might be stipulated, that, on the part of the African chiefs, the slave trade
should be forever abandoned, and their attention directed to the more gain-
ful pursuits of agricultural industry, and to the exchange of the rich pro-
ducts of their country for those of the manufacturing skill of this and other
civilized nations. The people of the colonies, thus encouraged, would co-
operate most effectively with our naval squadron in carrying out the hu-
mane and philanthropic purpose of the recent treaty for the overthrow of
the slave trade, and become factors atdid agents to increase and extend
American commerce in that quarter of the world. It is believed that
$20,000 thus expended would effect more for the furtherance of both these
olbjects than $100,000 expended in any other way.
The committee have abundant evidence, to which they refer in the doc-

umnents accompanying this report, to show the increase of lawful commerce
on the African coast, and that, for want of adequate protection, and the due
attention of our Government to the subject, it has been prosecuted by our
own citizens under great disadvantages. To the testimony of Dr.. James
Hall, a gentleman entitled to full confidence, and who has resided long in
Africa, the committee invite the special attention of the Hlouse. This testi-
mouvy is confirmed by the information recently given to the world in the
report and accompanying documents of a committee of the English House
of Commons, appointed to inquire into the condition of the British settle-
ments and their relations to the native tribes of western Africa.
The annual imports from western Africa into this country probably ex-

ceed a million of dollars, and into Great Britain are about four millions.
The palm oil trade, now becoming of great value, had hardly an existence
twelve years ago, is rapidly increasing, and may be increased to an, almost
indefinite extent. Hitherto, the slave trade has been at war with all ii-
provement and every kind of innocent commerce. Its cessation will be suc.
ceeded by the cultivation of the soil, and the, growth of trade in all the
varied and valuable productions of the African climate. It is of infinite
importance that the natives of Africa should be convinced that agricultural
labor and the substitution of lawful trade for the infamous commerce in
lhiunan beings will be for their advantage ; and that, in their intercourse
with them, our owvn merchants should possess every privilege granted to
those of England, or any other nation.
The establishment ofa commercialI agency, (as recommended by Dr. Hall,)

to reside in Liberia, and occasionally to visit, in a Government vessel, va-
rious poinits on the coast, to ascertain the best sites for mercantile establish-
ments, to form conventions and treaties of commerce and for the suppres-
sion of the slave trade wvith the principal chiefs, to take charge of the stores
and other propertV sent ont for our ships of war, to guard the rights and
interests of our seamen, and secure for American vessels a free and unre-
strained right of trade at all important stations, the committee would rec-
ommend as an object urgently demanded by interest and humanity.
The time has arrived, in the opinion of the committee, when this sub-

ject of African colonization hais become sulficiently important to attract the
attention of the people, in its connexion with the question of the -political
relations which these colonies are to hold with our Government. Founded
partly by the private enterprise of American citizens and partly by the fid
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of the Federal and State authorities, recognised as political communities by
onr laws, and even owing their regulation in some degree to the legisla-
tion of a State of this Union, (as in the cate of Maryland,) they have at.
tained a position in which, obviously, they wiust very soon become objects
of consideration to the world, both for the commerce which may be under
their control, and for the agency they are likely to exercise in the final dis-
enthralment of the continent to whichl they belong. It may speedily become
apparent to the observation of Christendom, that the slave trade mnay more
certainly,effectually,and cheaply bedesiroyed by the colonial power on shore
than by all the squadrons of Europe and America afloat. The growth of
such a conviction will inevitably draw an anxious and friendly eye towards
the American colonies, from every Power which sincerely pursues the
charitable work of relieving Africa from her horrible traffic; and mankind
from the reproach of permitting it. The influence of such a sentiment, we
may conceive, will greatly advance the interests and magnify the value of
the colonies. It would appear to be our duty, before an occasion of con-
flicting interest may a-ise, to take such steps towards the recognition of
our appropriate relations to these communities as may hereafter secure to
them the protection of this Government, and to our citizens the advantages
of commercial intercourse with them.
The idea of an American colony is a new one. It is manifestly worthy

of the highest consideration. The committee see nothing in our Constitu-
tion to forbid it. We have establishments of this nature, though somewhat
anomalous in the character of their dependence upon our Government, in
the Indian tribes which have bemn placed beyond the limits of the States,
on 'the purchased territory of the Union. The African settlements would
require. much less exercise of political jurisdiction, much less territorial su-
pervision, than is presented in the case of these tribes. They would require
aid. towards the enlargement of territory, occasional visitation and protec-
tion by ouir naval armaments, a guarantee, perhaps, to be secured to them
by the influence of our Government, of the right of neutrality in the wars
that may arise between European or American States. They would stand
in need of the highest commercial privileges in their intercourse with this
the mother country; and the recil)rocation of such privileges, on the part of
the colonies. to our own citizens, would doubtless be an object to be secured
on our side. Questions of commercial regulation would frequently arise,
demanding the care and supervision of this Government. The profitable
trade of our citizens may be deeply involved in the adjustment of such ques-
tions. The interest which we may have hereafter in this subject is one
which it would be impolitic for us to neglect or abandon.
The committee, without further exposition of a subject which presents

topics for large discussion, and which abounds in considerations of the
highest magnitude and concern, have thrown ont these general views, in
the hope that the attention of the country may, at an early moment, be at-
tracted to their examination, through which a plan may be devised for the
permanent and prosperous guidance of the colonies. For the purpose of
aiding in this exatnination,atid in illustrationof the viewscontained in this
report, the committee have appended sundry documents hereto, to which
they bieg leave to refer.
They submit with this report the following-resolutions:
Resolved by the Senate and House of' Representatives of the United

States of dmerica in Congress assembled, That the increasing import-l
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ance of the colonies on the western coast of Africa, both in regard to the
commerce of that coast and their influence in suppressing the slave trade,
renders it expedient that an agent shouit.- be appointed by the Government,
to protect and advance the interests of American trade in that region; that
said agent should reside at some convenient point in the said colonies; and
that he should be empowered to form treaties or conventions with the na-
tive tribes on the coast of Africa, for the advancement of American trade,
and for the suppression of the traffic in slaves.
.Rnd be it further resolved, That the subject of settling the political re-

lations proper to be adopted and maintained between this Governm-ent and
the colonies now established, or which may herealler be established, on the
coast of Africa, by the citizens or public authorities of the United States,
or of any of the States, be referred to the Secretary of-State, with a direc-
tion that he report thereon to the next Congress.

MEMORIAL OF THE CONVENTION OF THE FRIENDS OF AFRICAN COLO-
NIZATION, ON THE SUBJECT OF TRADE WITH THE C6AST or AFRICA.

June 25, 1942,-Refcrred to the Committee on Commerce.

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States:

The convention of the friends of African colonization, assembled .at the
city of Washington,

RESPECTFULLY REPRESENTS:

That, in the course of its recent proceedings, it became. necessary to take
into consideration the present condition and prospects of the colonies of the
free people of color, from our country, which have been established on the
western coast of Africa. Your mernorialists, in the investigation of this
subject, were necessarily led into many inquiries closely conLectewvith
the products and trade of that continent, and partictilarl ;the slave trade,
its present extent, the various plans for its suppression, and the causes of
their failure. Believing that they have acquired, in the course of their in-
vestigations, a valuable mass of information, fromn the most authentic
sources, touching all these interesting subjects, they have deemed it their
duty to place some of the results of their labors before the American
people, and their Representatives now assembled in Congress.

It is generally knowing that the scheme of forming colonies of the free col-
ored inhabitants of the UTnited States, in Africa .or elsewhere, originated
wvith the Legislature of Virginia in the year 1802, when a resolution^ was
passed directing inquiries to be made of the practicability of its accom-
plishment. A subsequent resolution of the same Legislature was passed
in IS16, and a similar one by the Legislature of Maryland, calling for the
aid of the General Governnmernt. Nothing of a more decisive character
appears to have been projected in relation to the subjectat-1hat time. It
no doubt became a matter of thought and conversations among our benev-
olent and patriotic countrymen, who could not faith to know, from their
own observation and experience, and forom the history of the world in all
ages, that the existence of two distinct races of men wiader the same Gov-
ernment was a great anid growing evil. They saw that the marked dis-
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tinction between them could never be obliterated-that their co-existence
in the same land, with equal rights and privileges, had never been found
practicable. They knew that this evil was not one of choice,.but forced
upon our country in times of darkness, and when under the dominion of
another Government. They felt that the people, who aspired to the honor
of holding tip to the world the spectacle of a free and equal Government,
were bound to make every effort to redress every wrong-to remove, at
any cost, any thing that threatened public peace and the perpetuity of their
institutions. It is not strange that with sulch thoughts and feelings they
should he brought to hope and to believe in the practicability of such an
enterprise. They saw. the difficulties were great, but they saw the power
to be applied to their removal, also great. Thie remembrance, too, of what
had been done to make their country what it was. gave hope and courage
for what remained to be done to take it what it ought to be. They
trusted, still more than all, to the Providence that rules the destinies of lna-
tions; to whose approval and help, in such an effort, they knew they could
not look in vain. To that help they had trusted in greater difficulties and
far sorer trials, and had been delivered, and could not doubt now that it
would be as freely and as fully given, to enable thorn to ennoble that de-
liverance by the accomplishment of such a l)urpose.
A hope and belief thus awalkened animated Robert Finley, of New Jer-

sey; and he came to Washington, in the wvinter of 1816-'17, oln no other
errand than to propose this scherfe, and impart his own feelings of confi-
dence in its success to his countrymen. It was the closing act of a useful
and honored life as a minister of the gospel, and became him as a man,
a patriot, and a Christian. The hopes of his own heart were gradually
kindled in those of others; and in the course of a few weeks he had se-
cured the approbation and co-operation of most of the distinguished states-
men then in Congress, and other citizens from each section of the Union.
The subject was well considered and matured, a meeting called, and the
American Colonization Society thus organized. Its whole object and pur-
pose was declared to be the colonization of the free people of color of the
several States, with their own consent, on the coast of Africa.
The first measure adopted by the society was to send agents to that

coast, to ascertain the nature of the country and its products, the character
and condition of the natives, and the practicability of procuring a suitable
territory, and establishing a settlement among them.
When satisfied upon these subjects by the information thus acquired,

further tneasures were adopted, which led to the acquisition of the desired
territory, the transportation of the first free colored colonists, and their
establishment in the land of their ancestors.
The history of their progress and success has been given in the annual

reports and publications of the society, exciting so great and general an
interest among our countrymen, that auxiliary societies were formed in aid
of the object in almost all the States, most of whose Legislatures, also, have
at various times passed resolutions of approbation and encouragement.
Some of the most important of these publications, bearing upon the subjects
which seem now to deserve your consideration, and the resolutions of Vir-
ginia and Maryland, before referred to, with some of the proceedings of
the State Legislatures and of' Congress, your memorialists beg leave to
present with this memorial. They also exhibit more recent and most in-
teresting documents, showing the present condition of the colonies thus

8
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established, and of those parts of the African coast where a commerce has
been opened of the most iiiviting character, developing vast and hitherto
unexplored resources of that great continent, presenting the prospect of
new and most extensive markets fol our products and manufactures, and
offering in exchange the rich productions of Africa. They present, also,
with these papers, recent and authentic statements showing the present
unexampled extent ond barbarity of the slave trade, and the utter failure
of all the plants and operations by which its-suppression has been attempted.
Among the various sources of information upon these interesting sub-

jects, to which the convention has had access, your memorialists beg leave
particularly to refer to the statements of Dr. Hall, of Maryland. TIhisgen.
tleman conducted the enterprise which resulted in the establishment of the
flourishing colony at Cape Palmas, under the auspices of the Legislature
and people of Maryland, in 183S. For several years past he has been per-
sonally engaged in commercial pursuits on the coast, and, from his oppor-
tulnities of information, high character, and intelligence, the utmost reli
ance may be placed on his representations. He attended the meetings of the
convention, and his answvers to the inquiries of the members were deemed
so important that they were afterwards obtained in wvriting, and are low
herewith submitted.
Your memorialists have thus been enabled to collect front various sources,

and lay before Congress, information upon subjects of great national im-
portance, in relati-n to which, both our people and the Executive and Le-
gislative departments of our Government have, on all occasions, manifested
a deep interest. These are-

1. The African slave trade
2. The lawful commerce now opening with the African continent; and
3. The colonies of colored emigrants from our country, situated on

that.coast, and their intimate and important connexion with the trade of
Africa, and a large and interestingg portion of the population of many of our
States.

It has been justly our boast, that the Legislature of our country was the
first to denoLunce the trade in human beings that has so long desolated Africa
and disgraced the world.

Othernations have united in this condemnation; and now, and for many
years past, it has been marked by the indignant reprobation of every civil-
ized people. But the censure of the world, the solemn treaties and decla-
rations of nations, the severest enactments for its punishment, and most
earnest efforts for their enforcement, have been all in vain. Your memo-
rialists now lay before you decisive and recent proofs that the slave trade
has not only continued, but increased-increased, both in extent and atro-
city. Prosecuted as an illegal and prohibited traffic, it is now conducted
by miscreants destitute of every hurrman feeling, stimulated by its inordinate
profits, in small fast-sailing vessels, where these crowded wretched-victims
are sacrificed with a wantonness and barbarity hitherto unknown, and;
which would have shocked even the hardened pursuers of this trade at an
earlier period.
You will observe, among the papers presented, a calculation, made from

recent and creditable information, showing that the number of the slaves
that reach their destination, outliving all the horrors of their seizure, the
march to the coast, their detention there, and the fearful and fatal passage
in the hold of the slave ship, constitute lbut a small proportion of the whole

9
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number subjected to these accumulated and inhuman ontrag#* This ap.
palling calculation shows that the whole number of victims thus-sacrificed
amounts annually to haifa million.!-that, instead of diminishing, it is in-
creasing. and in a new form and character orunexampled cruelty.
Such is the present state of that trade, which the Congress of the United

States, upwards of twenty years ago, branded with its proper namve of
piracy; which all tile civilized nations of the earth have proclaimed to be
against all law, human and divine; which they all profess to have pro-
hibited ; which the two greatest triaritime nations of the-earth have resolved
should be abolished, and against which their naval forces have been ar-
rayed. One of these nations, and the one most able to carry this resolution
into effect, has most earnestly and1 zealously, and with vast labor, and ex-
pense, and perseverance, attempted its accomplishment. HI-r cruisers
have been stationed on both sides of the ocean, wvatchiing tile shore, stained
with blood, where the merchandise of humi-In misery is freighted, and
the shore equally polluted as its point of destination. They have searched
through all frluds aid disguises for the guilty prosecutors of this trade,
with tribunals prepared. for their condemnation; and her own statesmen
and philanthroipists publicly acknowledge the lamentable result of these
great means and efforts to be as we have stated. She has made many cap-
tures, rescued niany captives. Of the offenders thus taken, none, it is be-
lived, have been punilshed otherwise than by the loss of their plunder. Of
the captives,nmany, it must be acknow-ledged, have never been delivered
from the fate to which they were destined. The profits of tile trade are
represented to he so enormous as to enable " Offence's gilded land to shove
by justice," and those who should enforce the obligations of lawvs and trea.
ties are either unwilling or unable to interpose their authority. While it is
doubtful whether, even where captures have been niade, the good intended
has been accomplished, there is no doubt that vast numbers have escaped.
We are hills brought to the sad conclusion, acknowledged by those wvho

have been most engaged in the investigation of this subject, and most com-
petent to form a decision, that nothing has been accomplished by all these
means to rescue Africa from outrage and the world from this reproach.
Nay, it is still inore sad-the evil has been.aggravated, and it is seen anti
acknowledged that no better results can be expected. from any further use
of these means alone. Sir 'T'. F. Buxton, a gentleman wvho has been con-
spicuious for his efforts to procure the abolition of the slave trade, and his
researches and publications upon this subject, says, in a work of recent date,
that " it is, however, but too evident that, under the mode wve have taken
for the suppression of the slave trade, it has increased. It has been proved,
by documents that cannot be controverted, that for every village fired, and
every drove of human beings marched in former tines, there are now
double. For every cargo then at sea, two cargoes, or twice the number in
one cargo, wedged together in a mass of living corruption, are now borne
on the waves of the Atlantic. But whilst the numbers who suffer have
increased, there is no reason to believe that the sufferings of each have
been abated; on the contrary, we know that in some particulars these have
increased ; so that the sum total of misery swells in both' ways. Each
individual has more to endure, and the number of individuals is twice what
it was. The result, therefore, is, that aggravated suffering reaches mrilltipli-
ed numbers."

" I-do not see how we can escape,the conviction that such is the result
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of our efforts, unless by givingway to a vague and undefined hope, with
no evidence to support it, that the facts I have collected, though irue at the
time, are no longer a true exemplification of the existing state of things. In
the most recent documents relating to the slave trade, I find noaround for
any such consolatory surmise; on tie contrary, I am driven by themto
ihe sorrowful conviction, that the year frorn September, 1837, to Septem-
ber,1ISS3, is distinguished beyond all preceding years for the extent of the
trade, for the intensity of its miseries, and for the unusual havoc it makes
on human life. Once more, then, I must declare my conviction, that the
trade will never be suppressed by the system hitherto pursued ; you will
be defeated bv its enormous gains. You mrlay throw impediments in the way
of these miscreants, you may augment their peril, you may reduce their
profits, but enough, arnd more than enough, will remain to baffle all your
efforts; better to do nothing than to go on, year after year, at a great cost,
adding to the disasters and inflaming the wounds of Africa."
This gentleman will be found to be fully confirmed j,. these fearful

conclusions by -the documents contained in the parliamr ntary papers of
England, the reports of the commissioners to Lord Palnit.:ston, and his
despatches and correspondence.

If, then, it be plain that nothing can be expected from continuing the
measures hitherto pursued, but the aggravation of this evil, the onlyiin.
quiries should be, Are there any other measures that mnay provemore suc-
cessful ? Is there any remedya
Your memorialists are sure that our people and our Government have

the same interest and feel the same desire they have ever manifested to
adopt such a remedy, if there be one. In the language of the committee
of Congress, in 1S22,'" So long as it is in the pokver of the United States
to provide additional restraints uponhthis odious traffic, they cannot be with-
held consistently with the justice and honor of the nations"
They do not wish that any department of our Government should engage,

from mere benevolent impulse, in rash adventures of doubtful humanity.
They know that, with ius, limits have been wisely assigned to those in
whom power has been confided, which are not to be transgressed. The
slave trade has been already declared to be and treated as an evil within
these limits, and most justly; for itwvars not only upon defenseless Africa,
buat upon all the nations of the world, affecting directly the peaceful com-
nmerce of all, tempting the cupidity of their citizens to evade their laws and
disgrace their institutions, and debasing and brutifying, in a school of the
most monstrous iniquity,crews of pirates and plunderers, the enemies of all
mankind.
They have, therefore, the consolation of believing that their researches,

in relation to a. subject within the legitimate powers of Congress, have en-
abled them to brine such facts and circumstances to its notice as shall show
that there is a remedy for this wrong, and a remedy also equally within the
sphere of its undoubted powers.
This remedy is to be found in the lawful commerce of Africa.
This commerce is already developing the vast resources of that great

continent, inviting all nations, and most emphatically and peculiarly ours,
to participate in its advantages. The substitution of this trade f6r that
which now debases and desolates her is the claim which Africa now makes
upon. the civilized nations of the world. Nor is it addressed merely to their
sympathy for the sufferings of all oppressed outcast from the family of
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nations, nor to their indignation against her cruel spoilers, nor to the retri-
bution which they owe for past participations in her oppressions. She
shows in all her plains and forests that the sarnc benignant Providence that
has scattered its gifts over other lands has been bountiful and profuse to
her, and she can thUS call them to a commerce that shall enrich.themselves
and civilize and deliver hier. So that inducements are presented to all: to

tlie humane, to engage in a wvork of mercy and justice; and to the selfish, to

seek that gain that flows from the peaceful intercourse of nations,
Already is this rernedy in operation-already producing its humiallizilng

results upon tile shores of Africa. This commnierce has begunii, and is rap.
idly in creasing. OLur citizens. Wvith their characteristic enterprise, have
successfully embarked il it and all that need be asked for it from our
Government, is the samie protection and enconragement that are extended'to
our cormmnerce wihh other countries.
The answers of Dr. Hall, and the other papers slubimlitted by your

mernorialists, will show the disadvantages under wVhich it labors for the
wvant of this protection and encouragement, and tihe imPportant consequences
to be expected when tlhe sample aid and facilities are extended to it that are

given to other branches of olr Iconmnmrce. With these papers will be found
the reports of our naval officers, and particularly one fromn Commodore
Nicholson totlme Secretary of the N;Ivy, suggestiniig the growingimport.
ance of this trade, and thme necessity of a conitnercial agetCy oni the coast.
Siince then time trade, and consequetitly this necessity, have greatly increased.
Other nations are awakened to jst.st perceptions of the importance of this
growing, trade ; and.acquisitions ofterritoryan(1settlements upon the coastofAfrica have been miacde, and arenow ptrojectilln,with time view of par-

ticipating ill this commerce, bytlme British Government. and also recently
by France. These anticipatiorts of great commercial advantages from the
trade %vith theat continent catnot be thought unreasonable, when it is con-
sidered that it is estimated to contain a population of onle hundred and
fifty millions of people, inhabiting a country of extraordinary fertility,
abounding in as great a variety of valuable productions as any other por-

tion of thc world.
Yotrmietnorialistscannot dotblt that Congresswill see, frommi the proofs

they are prepared to exhibit, the propriety 01 searing, byproper measures,
to our citizens, a just share in these advantages ; a.aldtlata great and grow-
in.g trade is now presented to uts, of sufficient consequence, on its own ac-

cotint alone, tojustifytile fasteiirig care of our Government.
But its intimate and close connexion- withtile subject alreadymentioned

is obvious.
It is by the substituition of Iawvful commerce wvith Africa timat. the slave

trade is to be abolished.
'T'his istlme only measurethalt has hitherto been successful. Wlhellever

it has beenoffered to the oppressed natives of that continent, it has been
accepted ; and none can doubt, thatwvhenever they can be brollghlt to see
that there are all around them rich gifts of Providence, -valuable to other
nations, theywill offer them in the interchanges ofptceoful commerce,
and gladly renounce the inhuman system ofmlutual rapineand destruction
towvhich they have been stimulated.

Congress will see, fronmthle documents and publications ready to be pre-

sented by your memorialists, that there isinowvlit one opi io itpon this
subject. Our own officers a-id citizenswvho have been familiar with the
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coast of Africa, those of England whose situations in her navv and asgov-
ernors of' her settlements have given them the most ample means of obser-
vation, all Concur in confirming what the American Colonization Society de-
clared after her agents had explored the Wester:n coast, that no measures
for the suppression of the slave trade, confined to operations on- the oceall,
could arrest it; that it must be assailed where it originated-on, thle land.,
The coast is now known to be bordered by feeble and, scattered tribes, who
arc the interlmnediate agents between the powerful kings and chiefs ill thie
interior, wvhto seize and bring dowvn their gangs of' slaves, and the slave
ships who pinrchase ancd transport then). They receive and keep the slaves in
large receptacles till thle arrival of the slave ships, and mlakre all the ar-
raugemetits for their confinetnrent, support, and embarkation.
This intermediate agency is essential to the trade ; and -it is plain that a

small active naval force upon the coast canhbreak it utp, (destroy the facto-
ries, and disperse the foreign miscreants who establish and conduct them.
Your isenmorialists presume that there could be no just objection to such

application of torce, it' necessary, as all civilizedi nations, having now con-
curred iii denouncing tile slave trade, volld be willing andd desirous it
should be so applied.
There can be ito diffirence between force ott thle occani to recApture

and release tlte slaves frorn thle sla-vC ships, and its application on shore to
rescue them before they are embarked, except that the latter wotild be the
onlv effectuLaLl Wa.y to accomnplislh the ol:bject. It; hovuvcr., such objection
should be thought wvortlhv of' consideration, there can be no doubt that all
nations would unite ill negotiations to remove it by common consent.

It Nvill be seen, by thle documents thus submitted, that the native Africans
themselves are ready to abandon this agency ; ardt that treaties and
arran ateents can be easily made withl thern, presenting inducements un-
der the influence of' which thev are xvill ing to relinquish it. It will ap-
pear that this has already bcen accotmplisheci to a considerable extent ; so
that, by these rmeans, there arc nowv several hundred miles of coast de-
livered front the horrors of' thc slave trade, land where a lawvful trade has
1)een substiltlted.
Tite eflects produced by this abandonmenit of savage life, and the adop-

lion of'a systern v Iticl gives thern peace attd see(nrity, anld Cetcourages int-
dtistry atdi improvcniertt must attract tile attention of' thle neighboring
tribes, and produce a MalL t ilt infl uence upon them.
Our GovernmetIt hias ailtraev tlet honor of having beert the first to pro-

pose to other nations sotime systcmn of united action a ainst a trade which is
aconmmnon ofence wuid a c' )ttint t'proacli to the vorld. in1 1'920, it de
inolilleed it as Piracy by out'rl laws. Ili I s}<, tile House of' lReptresittatiVeS
passed a resolution autlorizitug the President to open a negotiiatioul with tile
other maritimec nations, for tIeipturpose of' making it piracy by' the lawv of,
nations. Ini 1S823, ill the corresponldence bbetween Nt'r. Adanms anled Mr.
Canning. otl the right of search, thucit, as tow\V, asked by the British Govern-
nient, it vas proposed by the torniet' as a substitute for the rigltt of search,
to carry out the pu1t'posc of' this tesol ltioll. hItImake it piracy. TI'he same
proposition was itt ade, tIhrouughl our ministers, to other lIlations.

'T'his substitute was llrge'd by Mr'. Adams, as a stronger attd bette' reme-
dy ihuatn that proposed bl the 13ritisht Govertininent-as one that would
"tuore effectually accoMPplish1 the great object Of slppressing the trade than
auty other measure we could adopt."

13
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Your ietnorialists are entirely confident that tile honor and interests of
ouir country will be maintained in the negotiation now again pending be.
tween these two Governments upon the sarne interesting subject. They
are also equally confident of the sincerity of the British Government in en.
dleavoring to. adopt suich measures as shall result in the complete extinction
of the slave trade.

EBut, in the course of their inquiries, they have beeti brought, by the doc-
urments and publications before referred to, to the conclusion, that whether
anly agreement in relation to the right of search or exainiriation cal be made
or not, some other measure, far more decisive and efficient, must be adopted
by the two Governments, either in connexion with it, or as a substitute for
it, or nothing important will be accomplished.

Thle substitute proposed by Mr. Adams, in 1823, however desirable in
itself, and however acceptable it might be, if considered practicable by the
British Governiment, would require tim-ie, and perhaps have to encounter
long, and difficult negotiations vith other maritime Powers.

But a rr-asure appears to your memorialists to present itself, in the pa.
pers before referred to, in itself sufficient and indispensable, as they believe,
to effect the desired object. That measure they have already suggested.
Let then, unite in giving to Africa a free and lawful commerce. Let them
visit her coast in conceit; open all the avenues and facilities to a peaceful.
and profitable intercourse ; remove all obstructions, and present to tier peo-
)le a commerce that shall enrich and civilize her, in the place of thiat which
n)ow desolates and debases tier.
T'hus shall they execute the great and humane purpose to wiich they

have pledged themselves, redress thie wrongs of Africa, free the world from
its shame, atid open to their own people newv sources of prosperity andliew
fields of enterprise in the boundless resources of that great continent.
As African colonization will be the most efficient ally, as it has already

been, in accomplishing these great results, directly and powerfully aiding
in the introduction of lawful commerce, and ill the suppression of the slave
trade, your mnemorialists hope they may be excUred i'or calling tile atten-
tion of Congress to the protection thyleave been directed to ask ill behalf
of the infant and interesting settlements upon the coast.

If as frietidly ports, upon a distantLind barbarous coast, where Arnerican
trade to a considerable amount now exists, and is rapidly increasing ill ex-
tent and importance, thev afford the aieds arnd facilities necessary to com-
nerce, they are entitled, for the sake of commerce, to adequate protection.

If, as ports of the sate descriptions, they afford refreshimenit and stlc-
Cor to our public vessels cruising ii thloses scas, a rid it', by their influence
and the advantages they affd to the natives, they promote the abolition
ot tile slave trade, then are they also, for the sake oft tle abolition of thie
slave trade, entitled to adequate protection. That thle are rinost import-
aint instruments inl efiecting both these great purposes is abundantly shown
in all their past history, and will appear ill the papers subinitted.

It may be superfluous, With these claims to protection, to say any thing
of their own merits.

In fact, so closely connected is African colonization 1vith African com-
merce and the suppression of' the African slave trade, that ally measures
calculated to effect either of these objects necessarily )romote the others.
If, therefore, the proper and usual measures, stich as are every where ap-
plied to the wants of commerce, are adopted for the protection of our citi-
zens engaging in such pursuits on the African coast, and if the measures
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necessary for the final termination of the slave trade are now put into vig-
orous execution, the incidental protection they will atford to the colonies,
such as the presence of a small portion of our naval force, and the estab.
lishment of commercial agencies and other necessary arrangements for the
safety and convenience of our merchant vessels, will be all they will require.

It should not, however, be forgotten that they have claims of their own
to the patronage and countenance of the Getperal Government.
They originated in the humane policy of our laws'. Thle act of IS19 re-

quired the President to discharge duties which made it necessary for hirn to
senld agents to reside on the coast of Africa, to receive and protect thle native
Africans delivered from our slave ships, or illegally brought into our couiln
try. With these agents werc also sent thle necessary means to cuable them
to fulfil these duties. Among thle colonists now in Liberia are these lib-
erated Africans, and those onivlwom they have continually depended for
protection. They are nowv civilized and useful citizens of a free and pros-
perous settlemnent.
The President of the United States, in a special message to Congress, at

the succeeding session, courinunicated the regulations and arrangements
thus mnasde for the execution of the act of 1819, and froilr that tirne to the
present arn agent hath resided on thle coast, and the instructions to our naval
officers visiting tlie coast, and their despatches to ouir Government, show
that the protection of these settlements has been always an acknowledged
national duty.

It should also be remembered that they have nierits of their own, inde-
pendent of thle great services they are rendering in the aid and facilities they
present to our vessels and citizens trading on the coast, and to the efforts
of our Government in suppressing thle slave trade.
They aflord to thle States of the Union the means of removing their free

colored population. 'Ttis has been long and ardently desired by many of'
theem, from motives of humanity to this class of their people, as well as of
advantage to themselves. Applications have been made to Congress for
aid, in various ways, to the accornplislhnent of this object, by several of the
States. An11d VouL inemorialists respectfuLlly suggest tthat one measure, par-
ticularly requested by the States of Virgihlia, and Mlaryland, seems now to
require consideration. Both these States have asked for thle settlements of
our colored people oll the coast of Africa now established, and such as may
he hereafter established, that our Government slioulcd enter into such nreao-
tiations and arrangements with other nations as mlay secure the safety a~nd
neutralityv of the colonies to he thus planted.

Mr. Jefferson's letters on thwart subject, at an early period, slhoxv that he
approved of this suggestion,,tad gltve it his support ; and directed some
measures to be taken, by some of our tuinisturs at foreign Courts, prepara-
tory to its execution. 'T'hiev have hitherto, from their very interesting
character and situation, attracted the sympathy and respect of all nations,
so that it has not been thought necessary to resort to such arrangements in
their behalf. But the comlmerce of Africa, now opening to thle world, is likely
to present new and most important changes in the situation of that coast,
where trade;and the acquisition or territory for commercial settlements are
no\y in considerable progress; so that it mray be highly desirable to resort
now, or at such convenient occasions as may present themselves in
our negotiations with other Governments, to the proper and necessary mu-
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tual arrangements to secure the, safety of all such settlements, and place;
both the trade between them and Africa, and our citizens on the-coast, on
just grounds of equal advantage.

Your memorialists conclude by expressing their hope that the views they
have thus presented,Sand the proofs by which they are sustained, will en-
able the wisdom of our National Legislature to apply the means they may.
think proper to accomplish objects greatly interesting, in many ways, to the
prosperity and honor of our Government, and to the cause of human im-
provement and happiness throughout the world.

F. S. KEY,
E. WHITTLESEY,
R. R, GURLEY,
H. LINDSLY,
H. L. ELLSWORTH,

Committee of Colonization Convention.
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ProceedingsP of- tfie convention qf the friend. of Rrgican colanization,
held in the Capitol, Was/sin-gon city, .,May 4,1842.%:

This convention atsembled at half past 7 o'clock in the evening'of the
4th 'of May, in the Hall of the House of Representatives, the- use of vhich
had been granted by the H-louse for the occasion. The Hon. Joseph R. Un-
derwood, of Kentuckv, was unanimously chosen to preside, and Matthew
St. Clair Clarke, Esq., appointed secretary.
The Rev. William Hawley invoked the divine blessing upon the pro-

ceedings. Mr. Gurley, the Secretary of the American Colonization Society,
rose and in effect said:
Mr. PRESIDENT : At the request of the executive cbrnmittee of the

American Colonization Society, I venture to submit to this convention a few
remarks touching the objects which may be deemed worthy of the consid-
eratiori of this convention. I regret that this duty -has not devolved. poi
some one abler to do justice to the cause we have aissembled to promote.
But apologies on ihis occasion are perhaps worse than impertinent, anld. 1
shall at once say that we are called upon to give our best thoughts and en-
ergies to advance a scheme of vast magnitude and deepest-interest to oali
free colored population, to such as may become free, to our national Union.
and to Africa ; which embraces in its promised beneficence two;race of'
men and two continents. Sir, the fathers of the society ne-ver imagined
that this scheme could be carried iiito complete effect : I doubt even
whether they anticipated the results which have been alreadyattained, with-
out the countenance and co-operation of the General Goveerntnent aiid ihe
St:Ie'Governments. The American Colonlization Society, at its origin; pre-
sented a memorial to Congress. in which they say: "1 Your metnorialists are
delegated by a numerous and highly respectable association of their fellow-
citizens, recently organized at. the seat of Government, to solicit. Cor.iiresy
to (aid wiith the power, the patronage, and thie resource-S of I/sie country,'
the great and beneficial object of their inMsitltion-an oldect deemzed
worthy of t/e earnest attention, and of th/ strenuous and persevering
exertions, as well of every patriot, in whatever condition of, life, as of
every enlightened, phila nthr/opic, and practical statesnan."
A report favorable to the views of the mrnemorialists was made by aicom-

atittee of that body, but no decided action taken upon the subject. Simi-
lar memorials, for several successive years, were addressed by the Society
to Congress; and to the very able exertions in the House of Representa-
tives-of.one of its earliest, most liberal, and most distiiguished friends,'the
Hon. C. F., Mercer. is our country and tle world indebted for the ,passage
of a laiw stigmatizing the slave trade with the name and penalty of piracy,
and nlso for thee act revoking forever the authority of any State to:dispose
of recaptured Africans brought within the limits of our country,.and ern-
powering the President of the United States to restore such :unfortunate
persons to Africa,! and there provide, while it might be necessary, for~their
security,.comfort, and defence. Mr. Monroe, theen President, saw at once:
that; in the execution of this-law, it might be for the public interestlto co-
Operate -with .the. American Colonization Society, then about to secure terb
ritory~onithe African coast; and the spot obtained for a colony was chosen(
taia-bthe' home-of the recaptured Africans% Thus the 'colony.ofrLiberia
.rose:'iito existence under the countenance-of the Government, and, as an
asylmfor A-fricans released from captivity by our law, derived from it

2
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some degree of protection and aid. But the earliest and ablest friends of
the society sought and expected still further assistance. I need hout refer
to the published opinions of General Harpur, Mr. Fitzhugh, Mr. Madison,
Chief Justice Marshall, and others. I fear the magnitude, the graudenr of
thC cause, has been of late someVhat let down from the high position it
occupied before the eyes of the founders of the society, bult I. trust it will
be permitted to reassume, before the mind of this convention, all its origi-
nal importance and beneficence.
Much has been accomplished. But it must be acknowledged that the coni-

nunities of Liberia are encountering many adverse influences ; that they
want numbers and capital; are exposed to the interference of traders of for-
eign nations, and that they turn anxiously their eyes towards us for encour-
agement. And is it to be expected that these people, who,. a few years ago,
landed on the barbarous shore of Africa, with little or no property, just es-
caped from a depressed and embarrassed condition, an unsubdued for-
est before them. in an untried tropical climate, and exposed to the depre..
dations and somedirnes to the hostilities of wild and faithless men. should
Ihave effected all that is necessary in their great enterprise; that they should
have spread out all along that coast, and far into the interior, the beauties
and advantages of our arts, civilization, and religion ? Sir, they have done
every thing which could with reason have been expected of them. Their
wwell-ordered government; their schools, churches; their manifest improve-
ment in education, morals, manners; their enthusiasm for liberty; hostility
and success against the slave trade-demonstrate that they constitute a
well-organized state--inl its infancy it is true, but informed by a generous
-and noble spirit; and that, if protected and sustained as they should be,
they will iit'use new life into tile throbbing heart of Africa, and work out
for her perishing children a mighty deliverance. It is not my purpose to
enter into the subjects which -rmay and will receive the earnest attention-of
this convention. 'I'here is some danger that, unless this nation can be dulv
aroused to the importance of guarding the interests of our African settle-
inents, they ma.t feel impelled to look for assistance to other quarters. I
will not for a moment believe that this convention will withhold from the
colonists of Liberia their symipathy and support. I am happy to see before
me many of thle faithful and aable friends of this cause, and I rejoice to ob-
serve that we are favored by the presence of one (Dr. Hall) who has long
resided upon the coast antid in the colonies of Liberia, who is familiar with
the. whole condition ot things there, who has wvon honorable and imperish-
able, distinction by the wisdom and energy exhibited in his establishment
of the colony of Cape Palmas. and his administration as the governor of its
affairs. I trust that this -gentlemari will not withhold from us the benefit
of his experience and his counsels. I see, also, several eminent Senators
around me, friends of our enterprise, and whose talent and eloquence will
be felt to the remotest regions of the republic ; and some of the fathers of
the American Colonization Society are present, wvho may well remember
the days of its first trials, and to whiom it was indebted for exertions which
will be the more appreciated as they are the more remembered. I will add,
onkl, that a series of resolutions, which I venture, very respectfully, to sub-
mit to the contention, have triet the approbation of the committee of -the
Colnoization Society, and of other friends of that institution, and are offered:
mainly with the view of bringing immediately unrder the observation, of
the meeting such topics as may be deemed worthy of its consideration.
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Mr. Guricy then offered tile following resolutions:
"1 Resolved, That, in the opinion of this convention. the American Colo-

nization Society, like our Federal Union, rests upon principles in which all
wise, patriotic, and benevolent men-may agree, and by the support of which
they promote the good of our common country, tile best interests of our
colored population, the suppression of the African slave trade, and tile moral
and intellectual renovation of Africa.

" Resolved, That this society, in the prosecution of its exclusive object-
tile colonization, with their consent, of the free people of color residing in
our country, in Africa, or such other place as Congress shall deem moost ex-
pedieit-being required by the terms of its constitution to act in cooperation
with the General Government, and such of the States as may adopt regu-
lations on the subject, was designed to be a national institution, and may
justly look for some measure of countenance and support from tile Federal
and other Governments of the country.

"Resolved, That the results contemplated in the execution of their scheme
by the fathers of the American Colonization Society were of unsnrpassed
grandeur and beneficence, and that the success of their efforts in the estab-
lishment, mostly by private means, of the colony of Liberia, is demonstra-
tion that these results can be, and therefore ought to be, by the application
of adequate powers and resources, attained.

"1 Resolved, That the members and friends of the Colonizati~n Society
are solemnly pledged before earth and Heaven not to abandon, in their
weakness, those free persons of color who, confidingly, under their auspi-
ces, have gone forth, in the face of difficulty and danger, to plant upon the
barbarous shore of their mother country liberty and Christianity, but rather
to extend to them assistance and encouragement in their honorable alln
magnanimous enterprise.

RResolved, That at this timle, when our country is agitated by conflict-
ing opinions oil the. subject of our colored population ; when Africa is de-
prived annually, by the niost cruel commerce, of nearly or quite halt a mil-
lion of her inhabitants; when thousands are turning their thoughts and
hearts to Liberia, as a small and attractive Christian state, looking forth to
animate our hopes of the redemption of the most degraded and afflicted
portion of the world; when this colony is exposed to danger, if not threat-
ened with extinction, we are urged by the highest and most-affecting con-
siderations that ever roLused patriotic and Christian mthen to actioN to adopt
a national policy that shall tend to unite our own citizens, benefit our
colored population, overthrow the slave trade, and bless, enduringly, two
races of men, an-id two of the largest quarters of the globe.

" Resolved, That this convention are deeply sensible of the favor shown
to the colony of Liberia by the successive administrations of our Govern-
nient, and that they doubt not the whole country will sustain the Govertn-
nient in the maintenance of sulch naval force and the application of such
Means on the African coast as mlay be necessary to guard our comminierce
(already becoming of great value) onl that coast, fulfil all the humane pro-
visiouts of the law for the benefit of the recaptured Africans, and effectually
suppress the African slave trade.'

"Resolved, That it should be deeply impressed upoml the public rniud,.that
both as auxiliary and protective to the interests of American commerce on
the African coast, and as a means for the extinction of the slave trade, thet
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colony of Liberia is of incalculable importance, and deserves the vigorous
and generous support of this nation.

"i.desolevd, That it be earnestly recommended to the friends of African
colonization throughout the-Union to call conventions in their respective
States. for the advancement of the cause anid to increase the funds of the
society.

' Resolved, That it be recommended to the directors of the American
Colonization Society to consider the propriety of appointing a Nvell-qualifiedl
agent or agents to visit the ditlfrent States to promote the assembling of
SUChl conventions, and to communicate to theem the inlteressing facts in re-
atioii t0 the condition and prospects of the society and thle colony.
"hesolved, That the Rallant officers of our navy, who have repeatedly

rendered such important services to the cause of African colonization andl
tho colonies or settlements of Liberia, are entitled to the warnmest thanks
of all tlhe friends of on r country and hlimanitv.

A'esolvedt, That, since the cause of Illhe Aericati Colonization Society
c'mnibutes emphatically and powerfully to establish and propagate civili-
zafioii andl Christianity in Africa, it should be dear to all the friends of
misiolnS ; anld since, to meicet numerous applications of iritere~ting compa-
nties Of free colored persons and liberated slaves for removal to Liberia, thle
society has chartered a large ship, and assumed heavy respondsibilities, far
beyond its means, for tile outfit of an expedition of more than twvo hundred
emigrants. all. the friends of the society be invited to send in their donations
tO its treasuLV, and the clergy of every name to take up collections for it oi
.,r abiout the 4th of tJuly next.''

F. S. Key, Esq., then introduced to the convention Dr. Jarnes Hall, who,
he observed, after a residence of several years in Africa, and having been
the governor of thle colony at Cape Palanas in its earliest and most trying
years, and personally acquainted with the native tribes for a good distance
in the interior, as well as extensively along the coast, w-ith the commerce
_o[ Africa and the details of the slave trade, and wvhose sound. judgment and
sa.racitvsall who knew him vwoilld acknowledge, wvas prepared to comrnui-
nicate inforinalion of the highest value to the friends f' thic cause.

[Dr. Hall has done us the favo) to put it writing thle following state-
ment, as comprising the principal facts and opinions offered ill reply to va-
rious interrogatories propounded by Mr. Key at this tinme, a'nd by other
gentlemen during the progress of the convention.]

DR. HALL'S STATEMENT.

With regard to the African commerce, Dr. Hall said that the legitimate
commerce on the wvest coast of Africa was nowv principally in the.hands of
The English, and mainly from the following causes, viz: The slave trade
Previous to the last half century was prosecuted more vigorously bv the
English, under the special patronage of Government, than -by any other
nation. Possession was taken of a vast extent of coast, and forts and for-
tifications were erected for the special protection of this traffic by their cotn-
nidrcial vessels ; consequently. at the abolition of tllis traffic, they had far
greater facilities for prosecuting a !awful and honorable commerce that
lther nations. Thle principal articles. too, used in this traffic, were either

produced or manufactured in England, or in their India possessions, which
gave them, for a time, almost exclusive control over the lawful commerce,
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as they had before maintained over the slave trade. Why they retain this
ascendency is in some degree, doubtless, attributable to the fact that there~
is a -greater demand for articles of African produce in England than iii any
other part of the world ; that London is the great centre of commerce. and
that there is wore capital in Etigland to be invested in commerce than iEL
any other country. But there is another cause, independent of tlese. wtlicid
has operated strongly to secure to the English merchant a monopoly of tlis
trade. I refer to the fact that their cotnmnerce has been fostered andlri:ir
tected to a greater extent than that of any other nation. They have ll11i-
fornily maintained a force on that coast amrply sufficient to render their
commerce as secure in Africa as in any section of the civilized world. TheV
in fact have had the absolute control of the commercial relations of the whrol.,
coast. The vessels of other nations have been often necessitated to seek
their protection, and which has, to my knowvledge. often been granted. 'T'he
effects of this protection have not been alone to preserve their vessels fromt.
violence from the natives and pirates, and to relieve sutfferers by wrecks,
sickness, and other disasters, but, from thle system of trade adopted by then,
a safe return for money invested in that trade by English v-essels has been
secured, and that. too, by a system of protection that has not been extend-
ed to the commerce of arnv other nation to anv thing like the same extent,
and to American commerce not at all. In the large nmarts of trade. as In
the great rivers of thle bights of Benin and Biafra, the whole cargo of a
vessel is at once put on. shore, into the hands of the native chiefs and trade-
men ; and to the honor of barbarians alone the owner of anN7' other vessel
but an English one is dependent for his return cargo. The amount lhe re-
ceives will depend altogether upoiln the will of the chiefs and tradernen, and
generally just so far as they shall deem it for their interest to make pay-
ment to secure a. continuance of the master's trade. or to maintain a fair
reputation, so far they will fulfil their contract, and but too often no
further.
But the case is far otherwise with the British trader. Every port, bav,

river, or roadstead. has been visited and is often visited by a Government
vessel, and with the chief and head trademen of every tribe treaties oC
conimerce, more or less definite, have been made, and the fulfilment of the
same is, to a greater or less extent. enforced. In most instances, nto force,
or even a call for it, is necessary, as the bare fact of its existetice is equally
efficient with its exercise. It is needless to remark that the Americati coni-
merce has received n1o suchlC protection thtalt but a very small part of the
coast hia ever been visited by anv American vessel of war, and in no in-
stance coming to my knowledge has any intercourse taken place between
them and the native chiefs. No American influence lhas, to my knowledge,
operated to increase, foster, or protect thle American commerce in Africa,
except through the agency of the colonization societies, and, through them,
the colonies of liberia. '.'e verv founiding of these colonies, ernbracitg
within their influence a coast of some three hundred miles. has opened to
us a commerce which was hefore wholly monopolized by European trading
vessels and the slave dealie

Not only do the energetic, aned intelligent colonists vastly increase the
exports of their little territory coi~centrare the trade of the surrounding
country carry onl open. fair, and liberal commerce avith vessels of all na-

bionsubt thle colonies are a refuge and hoome to thle A-nierican citizen vis-
ting that coast, from what cause soever. They serve as regular ports of
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entry and clearance, where all important mercantile papers, so essentfil i X
commercial operations, can be obtained. They serve as hospitals for the
sick and invalid seamen who have ascended the baleful rivers on that coast.
Again and again have I seen vessels steered into Mesurado roads by a
native Krooman, under the direction of the last surviving ofileer or seaman
of a vessel, which has ventured up the Rio Pongas or Nunos, and which,
had it not been for these colonies, would inevitably have been dismantled
by the natives, and left to rot in their mnuddy creeks.

In cases of partial damage or total wreck, whet), for wvant of those colo-
nies, the crews would fall a sacrifice to the African fever and the rough
treatment of the natives, and when the voyage would be materially re-
tarded, or entirely broken tip, the colonies have furnished a home for the
unfortunate officers and seamen, and enabled the master to execute such
documents as would secure insurance to the owner, or afforded such' aid as
to fit the vessel for the further prosecution of her voyage. In fact, the
American colonies have, more than all other causes, protected and fostered
our commerce on the African coast.
With regard to the influence of the colonies upon the missionary opera-

tions, I can answer that it is equally favorable and still more essential. It
is a fact that, there has been a vast expenditure of life and money by the
missionary societies of Great. Britain to establish missions in the various
towns far to the wvindward of Sierra Leone, and every attempt, without
exception, has proved a failure. The attempt has not been a solitary one.
but renewed from time to time for a period of years, and always with the
same unhappy result. We can judge from this what would have been the
inevitable consequence of the like attempt by American agents on the coast
line now occupied by the colonies of Liberia, when the natives were far
more barbarous, and less inclined to improvemeI t. I am confirmed that
they would have been attended with like disasters. The advantages which
the mission stations derive from the colonies are manifold, and must be ob-
vious to every one.

In the first place, their protection was absolutely necessary to the exist-
ence of the mission, to defend it from petty depredations and violence-as,
for instance, the recent transactions at Heddington. There, all the comforts
and necessaries of life are alone secured by and through the labors of the
colonists. By these their houses are built and rendered tenantable; their
services are always required in all domestic duties, even in health, and ill
sickness their services and assistance are indispensable. Independent of
all this, the most important, the most useful, and most successful preach-
ers and teachers, in all 1te mission stations in d2frica. are the colonists
themselves, tender the superintendence of the white missionaries. Colored
men are the most useful and most efficient laborers in any cause or calling
-in Africa; with a less amount of intelligence and talent than the white man,
they can effect more.

In answer to your queries as to the capabilities of tile Africo-American
for self-government, arid the fitness of the territory of Liberia for the estab-
lishment of a civilized and self-supporting communinity, I feel it only neces-
sary to state, in general terms, what are my thorough convictions, from all
intimate acquaintance with all the Liberia colonies for the past eleven years;
and for facts tending to show the correctness of my impressions I refer you
to the details and statistics of the colonies which have, from time to time,
been transmitted to this country, and laidbefore the American public.
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The Liberians have shown a capacity for maintaining a free and inde-
pend ent government-a capacity and disposition for a fair degree of moral
and intellectual improvement. 'TIe soil of Liberia is one of the most pro-
ductive in the world, and capable of yielding all the varieties of vegetables
and all the staple commodities of the tropics; The climate of Africa is one
that will prove as favorable to the American emigrant as does the climate
of our Western States to the New Englander. In fine, all that is wanting
to favor and perpetuate, on the coast of Africa, an independent Christian
government,, is an increase of the number of select emigrants; an increase,
for a certain period, of the appropriation to each individual on his arrival,
and a general protection from the Government of this country. But with-
out these advantages, carried out to a much greater extent than heretofore,
I am equally well convinced that the colonies at present established on the
coast will not be able to maintain themselves against the various adverse
influences which are constantly operating against them: they will either
be swallowved up in the mass of barbarians by whom they are surrounded,
or they will claim arid receive the patronage and protection of the English
Government.

Trhe Hon..JAIAMES T. MOREHEAD, Senator from Kentucky, then address.
ed the convention:

I am apprehensive, Mr. President, that I venture somewhat rashly to
present myself on this occasion before you. My attention has not of late
been directed with much care to the operations of your society, and it is
probable that what I have to say will be neither interesting nor profitable.
Yielding, however, to no one in the high estimate I have formed of the
value anid importance of the colonization scheme, and believing that upon
its success depends much that concerns the well-being of the free colored
population of our country, I avail myself willingly of this occasion to ex-
press, in the most public manner, my cordial concurrence in the objects you
have in view, and my ardent solicitude for their advancement.

At a very early period in the history of our Government, the subject of
colonizing the free people of color of the United States became one of deep
and profound interest. To the State of Virginia, more perhaps than to any
other, belongs the merit of having made the greatest efforts in behalf of that
peculiar portion of the colored race. On the 31st December, 1800, the
House of Delegates of that State passed a resolution requesting the Gov-
ernor to correspond with the Prcsident of the United States on the subject
of purchasing land without the limits of the Commonwealth, whither free
persons of color might be removed, which led to a correspondence between
Mr. Monroe and NMr. Jefferson; the result of which was, as we are informed
by the latter, that an in'effectual negotiation wvas instituted by our minister
in London with the Skifrra Leone Company. A similar effort, with no bet-
ter success, was made by Mr. Jefferson with the Portuguese Government
to obtain an establishment within their colonies in South America.

Fifteen years afterwards, on the 21st December, 1816, the General As-
sernblv of Virginia again took the subject in lhand, atnd resolved that the
Executive be requested to correspond with the President of the United
States, for the purpose of obtaining a territory upon the coast'of Africa, or
at sonie other place not within any of the States or Territorial Governments
of the United States, to serve as an asylum for such persons of color as were
then free, and might desire the same, and for those who might be thereafter
emancipated within that Cpommornwealth; and her Senators and Represent-
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atives.in Congress were requested to exert their best efforts to aid the Pres.
identiin tthe.attnitimenit of the object.

There cannot be a doubt that this movement, otl the part of Virginia,
exerted a preponderating influence in producing the subSequent organiza-
tion of the American Colonization Society..' But it is due to the memory ofa
philanthropic citizen of New Jersey, that his instrumentality in the promo-
tion of that object should be distinctlyackovowledged. You are aware,sir,that
I allude to the Rev. Robert Finley, whose name is so closely interwoven
with the early history of your institution. For a series of years,';-the state
of the free blacks iii the Uniited States had very much occupied the mind"
of that pious and venerable gentleman ; and on the 14th February, 18:15,
he announced, in a letter to a friend in the city of New York, the subsist.
ing plan of colonization on the African coast. Other friends of the cause-
and..,as wve have seen. the illustrious Commonwealth of Virginia-had
placed their chief reliance on the powerful agency of the Federal Govern-
inent. Mr. Finley took a different, and, ,ts the result shows, a more prac-
ticable view. "C(annot the rich and benevolent," he inquired, "devise
mearns to former a colony on some part of the coast of Africa, similar to the
one at Sierra Leone, -which. might gradually induce many free blacks to go
alrid settle-devising for them meals of getting ,there, and of protection anld
support till they are established?. Could they be sent to Africa, a three-
fold benefit would arise: we should be cleared of them ; we should send
to Africa a population partly civilized and christianized, for its benefit ; our'
blacks themselves would be put in a better condition."
Animated with the hope of accomplishing an object of such vast import-

a;nce, Mr. Finiley visited Washington about the Ist of D)ecember, 1s1i.
He;opened the -subject to the President of t'ne United States, to the heads
of Departments, to several members of Congress, and to some prominent
private citizens. and proposed a ineeting of those wvho were favorably dis-
posed towards the scheme. On tlhe 2st of Decemiiber, a meeting accordinlg-
ly took place, over which Mr. Clay, then the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, was called to preside. Addresses were delivered bv sev-
eral distinguished gentlemen,* and resolutions, preceded by an appropriate

Mr. Clay (on taking the chair) stated the object of the meeting to be, to eQnsider of the pro-
priety and practicability of colonizing thc free people of color of the United States, and of fortmng
an association in relation to that objvet.

"In regard to the various schemes of colonization which hald been suggested, he expressed a
decided preference to some part of the coast of Afric i. Theve ample provisions might tie made for
the colonv itself, and it might be entered instrumental to thc introduction into that extensive
quarter of the globe of the arts, civilization, and Christianity. There was a peculiar, a moral fit.
ness in restoring them to the land ot their fathers."

"1 It was proper and necessary, lhe said, distinctly to state, that he understood it constituted no
part of the object of the meeting to touch or agitate, in the slightest degree, a delicate question
connected with another portion of the colored pop elation of our country. - it was not proposed to
deliberate on, or consider at all, any question of emnancipatior, or that was connected with the
abolition of slavery. It was upon thit condition alone, lhe was sure, that tnativ gentlemCenk fonMt
the South and West, whvom he saw present, lhad attended, or could be expected to co-operate.'

Mr. Elias B3. Caldwvell (of the District of Colombia) then rose, 8n1d enftrcEd in soine very
eloquent observations, first, the expediency, and, secondly, the practicability ot the proposed plat:
Of colonization. He was followed by

-Mr. John Randolph, (of-Roanoke,) wvlro eaid "that it had been properly observed by the
chairman, that there was nothing in the proposition (referring to the resolution. adopted by the
meeting) submitted to consideration, which in the smallest degree touched another very important
and delicate question, which ought to be left as niuchl as possible out of view." "It was a noto-
rious fact, he added, that the existence of a rmixed and intermediate population nf free nearnes.
was viewed by every slaveholder as one of the greatest sources of die itsectirity, and also uuprof
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preanmble, were unanimously passed. declaring. first. that an association
be formed for the purpose of collecting information, and to assist inl the
formation amd execution, of a plan for the colonization of the free people
of color, with their consent, in Africa or elsewhere, as may be thought
most advisable by the constituted authorities of the country ; secondly,
that Elias B3. Caldwell, John Randolph, Richard Rush. Walter Jones,
Francis S. Key, Robert Wright, James A. Blake, and John Peter, be a com-
mittee to present a respectful. memorial to Congress, requesting them to
adopt such measures as may be thought advisable tor procuring a territory,
inl Africa or elsewhere, suitable for the colonization of the free people of
color.

After the appointment of a committee to prepare a constitution for the
government of the society, the meeting adjourned to the 2Sth of December
following.
On that day, the minutes of their proceedings inform us. "1 an adjourned.

mneetingt of the citizens of Washington, Geoirgetown, and Alexandria, and
many others. was held in the Hall of the I-House of Representatives. for the
purpose of receiving and considering, from the committees appointed to
that duty, a constitution of the society for meliorating the condition of the
free people of color in the United States, by providing a colonial retreat OIL
this or the continent of Africa; and a memorial to Congress, requestitg the
sanction and co-operation of the General Government in the object of the
institution aforesaid."' A constitution was reported, and, leaving been clis-
cussed and amended, was unanimously accepted.
On the Ist of .Januaqv, 1S17. the first election of officers under the con-

stitution took place, when the Hon. Bushrod Washington. one of the Jus-
tices of the Supreme Court of the Unite(l States, was unanimously chosenL
president, and William H1. Crawford, of Georgia, Hlenrv Clay, of Kentuckv,
Williarn Phillips, of Massachusetts, Henry Rutgers. of New York, Johi E.
Howard, Samuel Smith, and John C. Herbert, of Marvland. John Tavlor,
of Caroline, Virginia, Andrew Jackson, of Tennessee. Robert Ralston andt
Richard Rush, of Pennsylvania, John Mlasoon, of the District- of Coltumbia,
and Robert Finley, of Nev- .Jersey, were appointed vice presidents.

Stuch, sir, was the origin of the American society for colonizing the free
people of color in the United States. Before tracing its progress to the
period of the establishment of the colony of Liberia. I trust I m)ay be ex-
cused for calling your attention to sonie material and important circurt-
statnces connected with the proceedings of these original friends and advo-
cates of the cause.
The second article of the constitution declared that the object to which

the attention of the society was exclusively to be directed was, to promote
taublencss, of slave property." ''In a worldly point of view, tihen, Witlgnut entering into the
general qtLestion, and apart from thcse higher anil nobler motives which had teec presentedl to the
ineetinr, the owners of slaves were interested in providing a retreat for this part of our population
'T'here was uo fear that this proposition would alarm them; they had been accustomed to think
seriously of the subject." " If u place could be provided tor their reception, and a mode of sendl-
in, theo lience, there were hundreds, nay, thousands of citizens, who would,by manuinitting theLr
slaves, relieve themselves tfror the cares attendant on their possession."

Mr. Robert Wright (of Maryland) said '' that he could not withhold his approbation f a.

measure that had for its object the melioration of the lot of any portion of the hutinan race, par-
ticularly of the free people of color, whose distressed state rohs them of the happiness of self-gov
enment, so dear to the Atmerican people. Ant, said he, as I discover the most delicate regard
to the riglits of property, I shall with great pleasure lend my aid to restore this unfortunate people
to the enjoyment of their liber'y."
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and execute a plan for colonizing, with their consent, the free people of
color residing in our country, in Africa or such other place as Congress
shall deem most expedient.

It will not have escaped your observation, that at the meeting of the 21st
December, a committee was appointed, by unanimous consent, to prepare
a memorial to Congress, requesting them to adopt such measures as might
be thought most advisable for procuring a territory, in Africa or elsewhere,
suitable to the purpose of the association.
On the 28th of December that committee was instructed to report to the

annual meeting in January next, when the president and board of mana-
gers were required to prepare and present the memorial. On the 14th of
January, 1817, it wvas presented to the House of Representatives.
The memorialists stated, that "' they were delegated by a numerous and

highly respectable association of their fellow-citizens, recently organized at
the seat of Government, to solicit Congress to aid with the power, the pa.
tronage, and the resources of the country, the great and beneficial object
of their institution ;" and they concluded their memorial by praying Con-
gress, "s that the subject might be recommended to their serious considera-
tion; and that, as an /zurmble auxiliary in the great work, the association
represented by them might be permitted to aspire to the hope of contribut-
ing its labors and its resources."
From the whole tenor of these proceedings it is abundantly manifest

that no question was raised, that no doubt was then entertained, as to the
constitutional power of Congress to interpose for the establishment, tile
support, and the protection of the proposed colony.
The memorial, having been read and ordered to be printed, was referred

to the Committee on the Slave Trade, which was composed of members
firomi different States.

On the 11th of Febrnary, the committee reported a joint resolution, ap-
proving the views of the memorialists, and asserting the power of Congress
over the whole subject. The President of the United States was authorized
to enter into a convention with the Government of Great Britain for re-
ceiving into the colony of Sierra Leone such of the free people of color of
the United States as might consent to he carried thither ; and in the event
that such an arrangement should be impracticable, to obtain from Great
Britain and other maritime Powers a stipulation guarantying a perma-
nent neutrality for any colony of free people of color that might, at the ex-
pense and under the auspices of the United States, be established on the
African coast. They resolved, also, that adequate provision should there-
after be made to defray any necessary expenses that might be incurred in
carrying the preceding resolution into effect.
The lateness of the period at which the report was made prevented any

definite action -by the House. Congress adjourned on the 4th of the en-
suing March.
At the next session, the memorial of the society was again referred to a

select committee of the House of Representatives; and on the 18th of
April, Is IS, another report was made, which proposed the adoption of a
resolution declaring "that the President of the United States be re-
quested to take such measures as he might deem proper to ascertain
whether a 'suitable territory can be proctired, on the coast of Africa, for
colonizing such of the free people of color as might be willing to avail
themselves of such an asylurm, and to enter into such a negoti-ation with the

Qs2
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native tribes of Africa, or with one or more of the Governments of Europe,
as might be necessary to obtain such territory, and to secure to the con-
ternplated colony every advantage which he might deem essential to its
future independence and prosperity."

I do not find that. this resolution of the committee was ever disposed of
by the House; nor is it material to any purpose I have in view in refer-
ring to it. Mny object is to awaken attention to opinions, that prevailed
contemporaneously with the organization of the society, on the question
of the authority of Congress to aid in the transportation of our free colored
population. It would not be difficult, if it were important, to show that
the Government of the United States did, at a subsequent period, by co-
operating with the society in the restoration of a party of recaptured Af-
ricans to the shores of their native land, materially and without disguise
subserve the interests o1 the colony.
Pending the movements which were thus making in the national Legis-

lature, the society itself was not inactive. Agents were despatched, at its
own expense, to survey the coast of Africa, and to select a place for the
reception of emigrants. Notwithstanding the lamented death of one of
the agents, the mission was eminently satisfactory. No doubt was left of
the practicability of procuring a suitable territory, on terms more advan-
tageous than had been anticipated. The society proceeded, by the emi-
ployiment of its own resources, to make arrangements for the consummation
of its designs, and in the early part of the year 18Mo the first emigrants
to Liberia embarked at New York.
Twenty years have elapsed, Mr. President, since the colony of Liberia

was planted. It has outlived the embarrassments and perils of a first es-
tablishiment, and its present flourishing condition furnishes conclusive and
gratifying proof of the stability of its institutions and the wisdom and
benevolence of its founders. For want of more recent information of'
sufficient exactness to be implicitly relied on, I avail myself of a, publica-
tion made in 1838, by one whose character gives assurance of the authen-
ticity of the statements contained in it-I mean the late Governor Bu-
chanan, whose untimely death may well be regarded as a national calam-
ity.
The territory of Liberia extends three hundred miles alone the coast of

Africa, and from ten to forty. miles into the interior.
It contains four separate colonies:
NIONROVIA, whliCh was established by the American Colonization Society,

and includes the villages of Monrovia, New Georgia, Caldwell, Mills-
burg, and Marshall;
BASSA COvE, established under the auspices of the united coloniza-

tion societies of New York and Pennsylvania. The towns of Bassa Cove
and Edina are in this colony;
GREENVILLE, established by the Mississippi and Louisiana coloniza-

tion societies at Vinou ; and
-MARYLAND, established by the Colonizatiou Society of Maryland at

Cape Palmas.
These colonies contained in 1.938 a population of about five thousand,

all colored persons, of which three thousand five hundred were emigrants
fioin the United States, and the remainder native Africans, who attached
themselves voluntarily to the colonies, and became subJect to their laws.
The commerce of the several colonlieS is already respectable. The ex-

ports were estimated, during the year before mentioned, at between eighty
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andlone; hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars, in cam wood, iorv,
palm oil, and hides; and the imports at an equal or greater amount.
The schools are abundant, and facilities of education accessible to all.
At Bassa Cove and Monrovia are public libraries, the former of which

contains twelve or fifteen hundred volumes.
The militia is well organized, and has proved itself adequate to the Cup-

fence of/fhe colonies from the incursions of the adjacent native tribes.
Two newspapers are now published at Monrovia, the editor of onle of

which is a. colored man of more than ordinary intelligence.
The government of Liberia is essentially republican. The governor is

appointed by the society. His powers are defined by the constitution and
laws. The vice governor, secretary, register, treasurer, legislative coun*.
cillors, 8herifis, and constables, are chosen by the people. The elec-.
tCons are held annually in every village, and are conducted with great
propriety and decorum.
The judiciary consists of tlhe governor and a competent number of

justices of the peace, appointed by him. Their jurisdiction extends to
cases affecting the peace. and to all actions of debt not exceeding twenty
dollars.

In the courts of monthly sessions, whether acting as courts of law or
chancery, the governor or vice governor presides, and thle justices are his
associates. They have appellate jurisdiction in all cases whatever.

In this manner justice is impartially administered. The rights of life.
iberty, and property, are secure under the laws, and the colonists are sat.

isfied with their administration.
It may be added that the affairs of the colony of Maryland are govern-

ed by a separate constitution and a code of laws tramned by the Coloniza-
tion Society of Maryland.

I hope I have not fatigued you with these details.
Arid now, sir, I have to ask, what does all this signify and to wvliat does

It tend ?
Who does not look back upon the origin and progress of these infant

colonies with profound astonishment that so much has been accomplished.
and forward to their future destiny with intense interest and solicitude ?
Who will gainsay, with such an array of facts before him, that it may be
reserved for the slaveholders of the United States to become glorious ill-
.truments for the restoration of a people buried in ignorance and bar-
i)arism, for the illumination of a continent shrouded in the darkness of
accumulated centulries ? Who knows that future generational of ransorned
Africa may not point to thLe slave-trodden soil of the new world of the
I-Vest, as the soil froin which sprun11g the germ of their long lost civ-iliza-
tion and happiness ? Who can tell that in the course of human events,
*1t the wonderful dispensations of that Being whose ways are past findings
out, the history of His chosen people, the wretchedness of their captivity,
ad the glory of their deliverance, mlay niot prefigure the captivity, the de.
liverance, the elevation of another race of bondmen from a condition nio
tess abjebt, to "I pre-eminence in civilization and religiori no less dis.
tinguished ?
The first persuasive indication that such anticipa-ons are not whollyviS-

ionary consists in the fact that thle first e cieient measure for tile abolition
of the slave trade was the act of an Armericani Coneress. originatiiig fromt
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the policy, sustained by the eloquence, passed Ey the co operalion of Anleri-
can slaveholders.

Sir, enlightened. public opinion, both in Europe anid Ameri. has con-
curred in the truth of the proposition, that thle Africatii slave trade is the ill-
famous cause of African degyradation. I shall not stop to discuss that
proposition now ; nor shall I do more than refer to thle distinguiished efforts
of \Wilberforce, arid Pitt, and Fox, and Sheridan, and their associated ill the
British House of Commons, to extirpate, a traffic so sanguillary and cruel,
so perfidious and mercenary, as to shock every sentiment of liumanity, anll
outrage every principle of justice anid honor recognised among men ,4c-
knowledging, however, as I do, the tribute wvhich, in) comlmlon with the civil-
ized world, I owe to those illustrious nmen, I cannot repress tile feelings
of patriotic exultation wvhen I look to the position which my own COunttry
occupies. While. session after session of the British Parliamnent, for more
than a quarter Of a Century, tihe elo(uence of these( champions of htunianit
and of truth. were met and rebelled t)y the arglument that the abolititnii oi.
the slave trade would result in "1 great and serious mischief to the Britisi'
West India plantations," "to thle ruin of individluals."' andla " to the diiiii-
nation of the supplies of the kingdom.'' the Congress of the United States
not only availed itself of the first momelnts of thle e:xistellee of its Constitul-
tional power over the subject, btll, in its eaernlvess to assert it, anticipated
its powe6r to denounce and punish the horrid trade. It is known that tile
period assigned by the federal Constitution for the exercise of that power
was the year 1SOS. In his annual mlessage of tile 2d Decemilber, 1806, MIr.
Jefferson '; congratulated Congress onl thle aipproaclh of the period at wvhichi
they might interpose their authority constitutionally to wvithdrawv the citi-
zenis otf the United States from all further participation in those violations
of human rights which had SO lonzt continued ol tihe unoti'endig inhabit-
aits of Africa, and which the morality, the reputation, auic. the. best inter-
ests of our country. hadl lon- been eager to proscribe. Although," hie added.

nlo law that you may pass call take prohibitory effect till the first day ot
the year 1SO8, vet the intervening period is not toWo lolng to 1)revent, IJy
timely notice, expeditions wvhich Cultillotihe completed before that day.'
1vhrich tI at sessioti, that is to say, on thle 2d March, 1S07, a law was passed
-Avlieri prohibited the imnportation ot saves (atel the 1st JIanunary, ISOS-sbh-
jected vessels fitted out or sailing for tile purpose of transportingr them to
aqjy lport or place within the jurisdiction of the United States to seizure and
:OnietulatiotI ill any O' the Circuit or district-courts for the districts where

tIle vessels mig-lht be found seized-imiposed a forfeiture of twenty tholl-
sand dollars onl persons fitting out vessels to be employed itt tile slave trade,
and of the vessels in which iiegroes hrid been transported-puinished by
imprisonment from five to ten vears,as well as by fine, tile act of taking otl
shipboard negroes or mulattoes from the coast or kingdoms of Africa, and
tratisportim, and selling them as slaves-and authorized tile President to
etnplov earned vessels to cruise on any part of tile coast, and to instruct
tleik- ir "otinianders to seize and bring in vessels found otl the higli seas con,
trary to tile provisions of the lawv.i;
On the 3d March, 1819, another act wvas passed, giving tile President

' " We ought, not," savy Mr. Walsh, (Appeal, 323,) " to overlook the eircumrtance that
these messures were taken by a Legi;lature eompoped, in uonsideraewe part, of the representatives
.t tibe Alaveholding States."
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power to employ the armed vessels of the United States to cruise on the
American coast or coast of; Africa, to enforce the acts of Congress prohibiting
the slave trade, and requiring vessels engaged in the traffic of slaves to be
seized and brought into port. The President was further authorized to
make regulations for the safe keeping, support, and removal out of the
United States, of the negroes that might be brought within their jurisdiction.
and to appoint agents on the coast of Africa to receive them.

This act was preceded by a resolution offered on, the 1st March, 1S19,
by a member from the State of Virginia, and adopted without a division
by the House of Representatives, which declared that every person who
should import into the United States, or knowingly aid or abet the import-
ation of any African negro or other person, for a slave, or should purchase
any such slave, knowing him or her to be thus imported, should, on con-
viction thereof, be punished wiilh dleath."

A.t the ensuing session of Congress, the intention of that resolution was
carried into effect, by the passage of an act declaring the slave trade to be
piracy, and punishable with death.

These, I repeat, were the inost effectual and decisive movements ever
made among nations for the suppression of the trade ; and I take great
pleasure in adding, that the law of 1820 wvas recommended by a committee
of the House, in a report founded on the memorial of the American. Coloni-
zation Societvy.
While Congress was deliberating on the last of these important umeas-

tires, another evett occurred, to which, for a few moments, I solicit youi
attention.

IIn the ronth of February, 1820, a small vessel left the harborof New& York.
on a voyage across the Atlantic. She was the American ship Elizabeth-
her cargo, eiglhty-eight emancipated slatves--her place of destination, the

The life of Wilberforce, written by his sons, contains a 'Tabular view of the abolition of the
slave trade." The following extracts from it may not be without interest

91 1787: Wilberforce avows his design of moving abolition--abolition committee formed. J788
M1fiddle passage bill. 1789-'0t) : Examination of evidence and motion in Parliament. 1791
Sierra Leone Company formed, 1792 : Dundas's resolutions-abolition carried irl the House of
C(ommri.s. 1793: House ol (Cumons refuses to confirm its vote of the preceding year-foreigo
.slave trade bill rejected. I794: Foreign slave trade bill passes the Commons, but is lost in the
Lords. 17933: Motion far abolition 'ejected in the Commons by an increased majority. 1796:
Motion for abolition introduced, but lost on its third reading. 1797: Trhe new Parliaiment adopts
Mr. Ellis's plan of leaving the question to the colonists-motion for abolition again lost. 1798:
Annual motion for abolition again defeated. 1799: Annual motion for abolition again lost.
slave trade limitation bill carried in the Commons. 1800-' I Motion for abolition deferred, in ex-
peectation of a general convention of European Powers. 180I2: Annual motion for abolition re-
newed. 1803: Annunl motion postponed, in consequence of the excitement, of the expected in-
vasion. 1804: Abolition carried in the Commons. 1805: Order in council extinguishes thl
trade to the nevw colonies. 1806: Abolition again carried in the Commons. Foreign-slave trade
abolished. 1807, [March 25:] British slave trade abolished-Sierra Leonc Company dissolved,
and the settlement given up to Governmnent-African institution formed. 1808: North American
slave trade terminated,' (by a latwpassed, as we have seen, 2d Miar-ci 1807.) " 1810: Tre
new Government of Venezuela abolishes the slave trade. 181 1: Slave trade hnade felony bv Great
Britain-Portugal renounces the trade out of hl r own territouy-Chili abolishes. 1812 Buen s
Avres abolishes. IS13: Sweden abolishes. 1814: Detnmiark and Hollatnd abolish. 1815: France
abolishes-Pontugal, on receiving a sum of money, albolishes to the north of the equator, and inti-
iates that she will finally abolish in eight years. 1817: Spain, on receiving a sum r.' money.
promises total abolition, inl 1820, to tile north of tile equator-riahit of search conceded by Portu-
gal and Spain. 1818: Holland concedes the right of svareh. 1820 : Slave trade declared to be
piracy lty Great Britain, in a freaty with. the Arabs o'l the Red sea, ANPo ar T-V. UNITED STArUS.
1822: The Spanish Cortes prohibits the Fkav6 trade. 184 : Slave trade made piracy by Great
Britain."
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Western coast of Africa. Her errand was not to discover a new continent.
but to emanicipate an old onie. She was commissioned as the instrument,
not of rapine and crime, but of philanthropy, of religion, and of peace.
She weut, not to snatch her offspring, from the bleeding bosom of that injured
continent, but to restore to Africa a portion of her outcasts; not to invade
and to conquer, not to ravage and destroy, not to pamper the superstitions
of an idolatrous pecnle, but to titifetter the human mind, to plant the stand-
ard of civilization, to lay the foundation of free and liberal institutions. to
build temples to the living God. uVnIO PLANNED THE EXPEII'rioN ? WVii
CRH&T.ERED THE ELIZABETH ? WHo FURNISHED HER CARGO? The Gov-
ernment of the United States, or the 'Government of any State or Territory
of the American Union ? No, sir, but private individuals, philanthropists.
Western and Southernl men, men reared under the institutions of American
slavery, themselves slaveholders-they were among the patrons of the noble
enterprise. And now, without recounting the various expeditions of a
similar kind which your society has fitted out, allow tne to say that, under
the auspices of such men, under the patronage and control of a private as-
sociation, with no other means of support than those which have been de-
rived from the munificence of charitable individuals, with no other reliance
for success than their own persevering, unabated, undaunted efforts, and
the, smiles of Heaveln-from such a feeble beginning, in the course oc
twenty years, a colony has been planted, and is growing tip, on the Afri-
can coast, a free, flourishing, happy colony, of more than three thousand
American emigrants, whose destiny, we trust, is beyond the reach of vicis-
situde-and Matt the work, in great part, of American slaveholders. Let
the work proceed as it has commenced, let. it proceed until the population
of Liberia shall have swelled to the number of ten or twenty or fifty thou-
sand souls. Then, if it shall be asked what slaveholding America hasddone
for the benefit of mankind, for the mitigation of the direful curse of slavery.
for the melioration of the condition of the African race, we may turn ti
that scion of a noble stock, an American colony of emancipated slaves.
WXe may tell of the obliteration of the foulest blot on the character of otir
age, the traffic in human flesh. We may point to idols prostrate in fhe
dust-to the tall spires of Christian temples glittering in the sutn-to altars'
at whose feet thousands of wvorshippers how before the Christian's. noit tilt
Pagan's God-to institutions founded on the basis of religion and of law--
to a land teeming with the bounties of Heaven, and covered with inemori
als of industry and art-to a people educated, intelligent, and free-in a
word, to a contir.ent rescued, or destined to be rescued, fromn the dominlion
of ignorance and barbarism, and superstition and sin. Th/is is a consuli:-
ination worthy the ambition of every American philanthropist. I say
nothing in this connexion of the eradication of slavery from our own soil.
That is a subject of too much delicacy to be touched. But there are pur-
poses connected with the operations of your society, wholly independent ot
its influence upon our domestic institutions, sufficiently high and holy to
rouse the efforts and animate the zeal of every manl who aspires to the
glory of becoming a benefactor of his species. ''There are purposes con-
nected with its operations, to the fulfillment of which. we are prompted by
other and higher motives than-those of personal or even national interest--
by our regard for the -happiness of millions of ouir fellow-men-by our de-
sire to enlarge the boundaries of the empire of civil and religious freedom-
by our love to CGod and c-an. If there be on earth a nation bound. more:
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than anv other by imperious obligations of self-protection and pullic policy,
to say nothing of considerations of moral duty, to engage in an enterprise
SO full of benevolence and patriotism, ours is that nation. Here, in the
midst of us, in a land consecrated by the struggles of our forefathers in the
cause of liberty, exist a people. between whom and ourselves there never
can. in tile nature of things, be any possible affiliation-a people cut off, as
well bv the distinction of color as by the immutable laws of social order,
from all connexion or fellowship with oturselves-an inferior and degraded
people-

I' Steeped in ptverty to the very IipsLiivo to captivity they and their utmost hopes"-

the descendants of an anicestrv as ignorant as themselves, torn by the land
of rapine from-i the embraces of their native land, and cast by our )arent
Country upon her dependent colonies, against their consent, andt contrary to
their vehement ruinonstrances ; of such a people, our tables of population
inform Lus, there are two millions and a half within the limits of the Ame-ri
cani Union. Recognising themi in the light in whicl t-ey are regarded by
*he Constitution of the United States, and bv the constitutions and laws
of thle States that tolerate 'slavery, they are private property. No human
pover can disturb by violence the tenure by which they are held. With
themn, therefore, the Colonization Society professes, in the utmost good
I ith.t to have n1oth iln to do.

But closely connected by ties of blood, and bot.und tip 'with thern ill a
commllon de-stilly, is another class, less numerous. but equally degraded,
ot' colored freedmeni, to the et.licacy of whose instrumentality in restoring
z]hielr faitliaxland, tle attenitionI ofjud iciotus and benevolent nmen has long beeti
s-ro-Iv directed. I'hle same tables of population to which I have refer-
-ed iulbtrin uls that this latter class amounts in number to more than three
]-Ltidred thousand souls. TIhte proposition is to civilize Afriea by colonizing
tiheni; anid thle question arises, can that object be accomplished? Is the
acItlievenienit p)racticable ? Is it within the compass of human agency, by
ihe use of such meaus as the society has resorted to, to establish anrd per-
petitate a colony of colored freemen on the continent of Africa ?

It is no part of my purpose to discuss those questions nlow. The discus-
SOi would conduct tne i'to a wide field of speculation. I choose to resort
r.o fact instead oof argument. The fact then. is, that such a colony has been
es'abli.hedl--established without any material agenev of the Government
oi the United States-by a private association,wth extremely limited re-
sources, derived alone from the contributions of benevolent individuals-
writhl a regularly constituted government-permanent, free, and, in regard
to its political action.self-supported-a government of laws, enacted mainly
by themselves, and well adapted to their condition. Such a spectacle ex-
iStS. SuChI a work has been accomnplished ; and history fulrnishes no account
of an enterprise conducted under suci) aUspices witl;suclh signal success.
The remaining question of the practicability of perpetuating the colonv,

unless it receives the aid and co-operation of the constituted authorities of
the Unlited States, is one of great difficulty, and of the deepest interest.
What can and what ought the Government to-do, in support of an enter-
prise so vast in its conceptions, so momentous inI its results ? I am fully
aware ofthe delicacy of the question,a-and I shall treat it with extreme can-
tioni. I am iiot about to onter into an argument to show that Congress has

'the constitutional power to appropriate money for the supporr, or to assume
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thridirection and control of the affairs, of the colony. It may be allowable,
however, to suggest, that the time has been when some of our highest
functionaries, some of our wisest constitutional jurists, some of our most
esteemed patriots, and some of the enlightened States of this Union, were
of opinion that such a power was iiot denied by the Constitution. I pro-
pose to speak of what Congress has the acknowledged authority to do, iLl
connexion with that which, in the pursuit of a just and beneficent policy, it
has done, without impeachment and without distrust.

Sir, when the law of 1820 for the prohibition of the slave trade went
into effect, strong hopes were entertained that, with the concurrence of the
civilized nations of the earth, the detestable and inhruman traffic would no
longer tarnish an era distinguiished for its achievements for the benefit of
mankind. But time hlas proved that those hopes were utterly delusive.
At the very moment of my addressing yourthe African slave trade is pros-
ecuted to an alarming, nay,unprecedented extent. Never before, in the
history of the world, have its ravages been so destructive of human fife,
so fraught with human wretchedness and wvo. The mind recoils with dis-
may from the contemplation of the fearful truths which(6jTighFituivestiga-
tion of the subject discloses; butt we owe it to ourselves to look them in the
face.

I have said that the extent of the trade is at this moment alarming and
unprecedented. Thie celebrated historian of the A-Vest Indies, Bryan Ed-
wards, computes the nDumrber of negroes that were imported, in British ves-
sels, into all the British West Indian and. American colonies, at an annual
average of twenty thousand, fromn 1680 to 17S6. In the debate in the House
of Commons, on the 2d April, 1792, Mr. Fox said: "He thought the, least
disreputable way of accounting for the supply of slaves was to represent
them as having been convicted of crime by legal authority. What does the
House think is the whole nnindber of these convicts exported annually from
Africa? Eighty thousand!."' Mr. Pitt declared, in the same debate, that
"he knew of no evil that ever existed, nor could he imnagine any evil to
exist, worse than the tearing of eighty thousand persons annually froze
their native land, by a combination of the most civilized nations in the most
enlightened quarter of the globe." In the year 1807, the number of Afri-
cans annually enslaved was estimated at sixty thousand, and il 1817 are
two hundred and forty thousand!
Such wat the extent of the trade which involved so strongly the interpo-

sition of the civilized world. To show what it is, I call VToUr attention to
a publication, which I have in my hand, of a gentleman of intelligence and
distinction ill England, Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, entitled "The African
Slave Trade and its Remedy." It brings the history down to the year
1840, and the developments it contains of the extent and enormity of the
trade are of a character so astounding, that, if it were not for the respecta.-
bility of the source from which they come, they wvould startle us by their
apparent exaggeration, and defy belief.

Mr. Buxton sets out with the proposition, which he supports with ofi-
cial and documentary testimony, that upwards of 150,000 human beings
are annually conveyed from Africa across the Atlantic, and 50,000 into the
Mohamedan dominions.

His next resort is to statements and proofs of the probable mortality in-
cident to the seizure of the victirns-to the march to the coast. and the de-

3
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mention there before embarkation-to the middle passage-and, lIstl.y, the
mortality after landing at the place of destination, and ill seasoning.

It is impossible for me to bring those statements and proofs in detail
before you. I must content myself, after referring you to them, with the
remark that they exhibit " a complication of human misery and suffering"
which has neither resemblance nor parallel in the annals of mankind.

Mlr. Buxton thus stums up his calculations, after a thorough and candid
examination of the facts adduced by hirm:
Of 1,ooo victims to the slave trade, one-ha/f perish in the seizure,

march, and detention - . - 500
Of 500 consequently embarked, one fourlhI, or 25 per cent., perish

in the middle passage - - - - 125
Of the remaining 375 landed, one-.fifM, or 20 per cent., perish in the

seasoning - - 75

, Total loss - - - - - - 700

So that 300 negroes only, or three-tenths of the whole number of victims,
remain alive at the end of a year after deportation; and the number of lives
sacrificed by the system bears to the number of slaves available to the
planter the proportion of seven to threw.
Applying this calculation to the number annually landed at Bra-

zil. Cuba, &c., which fie rates at - - - 150,000
Of these, one-fifth die in the seasoning - - - - 30,000

120,000
The iiumber of lives annually sacrificed being in the proportion

of seven to three 2S0,00.a.
e- -

Annual victims of the slave trade - 400,000

Proceeding in like manner with the Mohanedan slave trade, we
find the numbers to be-

Exported by the Imaum of Muscat - - - - 30,000
Carried across the desert - - - - - 20,000

50,000
Loss by seizure, march., and detention - - 50,000

Annual victims of Mohaamedan slave trade - - - ,0
Christian 400,000

Annual loss to Africa -- - 500,00o

"it is impossible," says Mr. Buxton, "to reach this result without susr.
pecting, as well as hoping, that it must be an exaggeration.

iI have not, however," he continues, - assumed any fact without giv-
ing the data on.hich it rests; neither have I extracted from those da
ally immoderate inference," but "have, in almost every instawe,. aboated
the deduction which might with justice have been made." cif, thes, we
ar~e to put confidence in the authorities which I have quoted! (most of themt



officia',) we cannot avoid the conclusionn, terrible as it is, that thd slave
trade annually dooms to the horrors of slhvery-

Christian - - - - 120,o,000,
Mohamedan - -, - 50,000

170,600
And murders-Christian - - - - 280,000

-Mohamedan - - - - 50,000
330,000"

Total - - -.500,0

With these appalling facts presented to our view, Mr. President, whoat
course does it become the Government of the United States to puirsue ?
Since the vear 1807, when, first among the nations, its outstretched arm
was wielded for the defence and protection of a dowil-troddeft 'continent,
the atrocities of the slave trade have been a thousand fold increased, and
millions upon millions of an unoffending people, in defiance of the laws of
enlightened Christendomhave been doomed either to captivity or to death.

I repeat the question, what, under such circumstances, is it cour duty to
do? Shall we fold our arms and witness with cold and mute indifference,
the laws of the nation trampled on and evaded, the feelings of humanity
brutally insulted, the rights of metn outraged without a blush ? 'Or shall
we nobly exert the powers given to us by the Constitution-to exterminate
those' monsters in the form of men, those guilty destroyers of the innocent-
and helpless, those implacable enemies of the human family, who have re-
notinced the protection of all laws, in the pursuit of their scherneis of car--
nage and of crime ? If the policy in which your laws of 1807 and. of 1820
had their origin was really demanded by motives of honor, of' bnev6leence,.
of justice, and of patriotism ; if the causes which saperindUcod your. legis;'
lation upon the slave trade-a legislation that has conferred upon our county-
try 'a glory as' imperishable as its Constitution, I trust, will be-were 'so
imperative then, how strongly are we impelled by a just regard to the
national character to persevere in'that policy until its wisdom and benign
nity shall be vindicated in the full, accomplishment of its 'ends:! Sir, f6r
one, I think there is no receding, with honor, from the position we' have
taken; and so deeply am I impressed with a sense of our national respon--
sibilities, that I do not hesitate to declare, humble as I am, and incompe-.
tent as I feel myself to be to the discharge of a duty so important. in all its
aspects, that if no one else shall be found to undertake it, I will bring the
subject before 'the councils of the nation, and invoke their aid in arresting
a traffic which exists only by the sufferance of the great Powers of the earth,
and which, if it continue to exist, will render them accessories to a crime
that will stain' forever the character of the age in which we live. .

Mr. M. then proceeded to submit an answer to' the question, he had pro-
pounlid~id: what can and what ought the Government of the Unrited States!
io'do towards supporting the Liberian colony? He did notinsistion its-
direct interposition. However desirable that might be to the friends of
colonization, he did not think it indispensable lo its success. There were
two modes of giving it support, each of which was not only compatible
with the constitutional powers of Con'gress, but was- demanded, as -he be-
lieved, by the consistency and honor as well as by tihe interest of the
nation.
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The first mode was to provide the means of rigidly enforcing the laws
tor the abolition of the slave trade. The law of 1319, to which he had
heretofore referred. contained provisions authorizing the Presidenit to cause
the armed vessels of the United States to be employed to cruise oii the coast
of. Africa or elsewhere, where attempts might be made to carry on the
slave trade ;-.tormanke such regulations as he may deein expedient for the
safe keeping, support, and removal of recaptured Africans; to appoint an
agent or agents, to reside on the coast of Africa, for their reception there-
and a bounty of twenty-five dollars was authorized to be paid. by the
Secretary of the Treasury, to the officerss and crews of the commissioned
vessels of the United States or revenue cutters, for every negro delivered
to the agent appointed to receive them.

Mr.; M. did not, know that any systematic efforts were now made by the
Government, to enforce these provisions. Without their enforcement, it
vas manifest the law was a dead letter; and it could be no matter of sur-

prise that the slave trade wvas prosecuted to the extent which had been
shown.. The whole efficiency of the law depended on the employment of
the armed vessels of the United States on the African coast. If that were
not doute. its other provisioiIs were nugatory. There could be no intercep-
tion and. seizure of piratical vessels; no recaptures of kidnapped negroes;
noternmpicyinent of receiving agents; and the proffered bounty to the offi.
cers and crews of the armed cruisers, which was designed as a stimulant
to active exertions on their part, was wholly unavailing. Mr. M. was of
opinion that Congress ought to look to it, that these benevolent require-
metits of the law were enforced. We noow have in service and on the
stocks several steam ships of war, and it has been proposed to construct an
additional number, which he hoped would be ordered before the adjourn-
ruent of Congress. Nothing seemed to hirm more available thaii the em-
ploytnient of such vessels for the suppression of the sla'kve trade. A single
steamer crimising on the coast of Africa would furnish security to a long
line of that coast; and an avenue thus would be opened for the substitu-
tion of i lawvfmml and profitable commerce for the subsisting commerce in
flesh and blood.
The second mode to which Mr. Mr. had reference was the introduction

of this very commerce ; and this brought him to speak of the benefits and
advantages of al enlarged commercial intercouirse with Africa. The opinion
had, been advanced by intelligent mien, in the correctness of which Mr. M1.
concurred, that the surest corrective of the slave trade would be found inl
substituting a legitimliate commerce in its stead. The worthy and well-in-
foraied1 gentleman, Dr. Hall, whose statement to the convtelitionI had given
so ruch satisfaction and whose opportunities of forming a correct Judgment
are.entitled tothe highest credit and respect,has told you that the Africans are
habit latlly a conminarcial people; that their personal agency in ministering to
the slave: trade is produced by their propensity to barter for the merchandise
of ihe. slaver; and that,if that trade wvas abolished, mutual exchangesof their
own productions for those of other nations would necessarily ensue. !ro
some extelnt, these exchanges are nowLI made. Tle present commerce of
Africa-is of much greater importance tlhian is generally supposed, and it is
rapidly increasing in value.* ''The principal benefits derived from it accrue

*aTIbe British colony of Sierra Leone was settled in 1787. Its total population in 1836 was
37,4;:, of which number, 105 were whites. The total value of exports in 1834 wag £65,558,
of whicl the amount to Great 'Britain wag £5l,31. -
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to the nations of Europe, and especially to England.'Th~ere had been-no
deliberate efforts to direct it intto American chaninels. Eat it 'i stated by
Drr. Hail, and indeed no consequenlce could be More natural, ;tfiat the
establishment of the colonies of Liberia, stretching along a coast of three
hundred miles, has already laid the foundations' of a comrnmercewith the
United States, which was previously monopolized by European' trading
vessels and slave dealers. AlOng the whole extent of coast from Sierra
Leone to Cape Palmas, the slave Lade has ceased; and the result has been,
not only a less constrained intercourse with the natives, but a very exten-
sive interchange of commodities, as well with the colonies as with foreign
nations.

It would well become the Government of the United States to direct its
earnest attention to a subject with which its interests may be so speedily
and intimately connected. The idea of securing to herself the advantages
of the commerce of Africa is no new idea with Great Britain. For a. series
of years her policy has been marked by a strict regard to that object. The
conferences of the Congress at Aix la Chapelle exhibit strong proofs of a
common jealousy, on the part of the sovereigns of Europe, of her designs
upon the African coast; and there is no absolute certainty that her solici-
tude for the universal abolition of the slave trade, expressed by her minis-
ter on that occasion, may not have been attributable, in part, to. her view
"of the commercial advantages" to,'be derived "from the opening of a
great continent to British industry." It was said by Mr. Wilberforce, in
the House of Commons, on the 11th of February, 1818, that, " in a com-
mercial point of view, it was of incalculable advantage to have the sup-
ply of that large tract of country from the Senegal down to the Niger, an
extent of more than 7,500 miles, with the necessaries and gratifications
which British manufactures and commerce afford." The immense prepa-
rations lately made by her for the exploration and possession of the vast
region tributary to the Niger convey no ordinary meaning; and Mr. M.
repeated, that it would be well for the United States if these extensive
movements would arrest the attention of the Government, and cause it to
*be directed to the facilities which the established colonies of Liberia would
afford for the acquisition of a commerce destined, sooner or later. to be-
come of "s incalculable advantage" to the people of this country.

In addition to the effect which an American naval force on the coast of
Africa would have in arresting the progress of the slave trade, its emrplay-
ment in that direction would operate as an encouragement as well as pro-
tection to the commerce of the United States; and the infant colonies on
the coast would derive, from the presence of such force in their neighbor..
hood, a confidence of security which would strengthen them in their career
to the maturity that awaits them.

These, Mr. M. said, were his views, very discursively expressed,-and he
would detain the convention no longer than to offer his acknowledgments
for the attention with which they had listened to him.

Francis S. Key, Esq., made a few remarks in reference to the importance
of the topics before the convention, the deep interest of the statements just

[he imports from the Gambia, Sierra Leone, and Cape Coast, by one mereantile house in Bingr
land, for the years 1832, 1833, and 18:34, amounted to £276,773. In 1839 the annual importation
of palm oil was upwards of 12,000 tons, which, at the market-price of £28 per ton; amounted to
£336,000, giving employment to 14,000 tongs of shipping.-Marzin's Britishl Coloniee, pages
5'44 and 540,
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made, and his ardent desire that the meeting, before its final adjournment,
sbeuld adopt vigorous measures for the benefit of the cause and the colo
nies of Liberia. When time would allow, he, would be happy to address
the convention in reference to some questions which merited its consider.
tion, andhe knew that they might hope for the aid of a distinguished Sen-
ator frornVirginia, tiow present.

Q.n potion of Mr. Gurley, the convention adjourned to meet the next
evening, at half past seven o'clock, in the Masonic Hall.

MAlm 5, 1842.
The convention met in the Masonic Hall. Mr. Underwood again took

the chair.
Mr. Gurley rose, and expvQssed the hope that the meeting would not be

inuhaote to dispose of the matters before them, but patiently consider the
immense iniportaoce of the subjects submitted; that they concerned the
union of these States; the highest interests of the two most numerous classes
of persons inl this country; indeed, the welfare of the population of two
quarters of the world. Consider the intimate relations of the colonization
scheme to the. prosperity of this country-to the suppression of thle slave
.trawiq- to the civilization of Africa, and the moral renovation, through
Christianity, of her miserable inhabitants-the success of our African colo-
nies, and also their wants and dangers-and we must feet its weight upon
our consciences, pnd not lightly dismiss it from our thoughts. He would
notocctupy the time, for he saw before him the distinguished and eloquent
Senator from Virginia, (Mr. Rives,) who wvas ever disposed to give his
support to. every patriotic and philanthropic object, and who, like his honl-
orable friend from Kentucky, whose speech had aroused the deepest sym-
pathies of our nature the, last evening, was able to do ample justice to tile
ca,,se.
The Hon. Williain C. Rives then addressed the convention in a speech

replete with able argument, and eloquence of anl order which high senti-
ments of patriotism and philanthropy only could inspire. We regret deeply
our inability to present this speech to the public. AMr. Rives alluded to
the transient nature of many of the political controversies and party strifes
of the day, when compared with the permanent and increasing beneficence
and, glory of a scheme adapted to raise the character and enlighten the
p.oKspects of a race of men, and bring a whole continent from barbarism to
civilization and Christianity. He spoke of what he conceived to be an im-
possibility-the levaration of the colored race in the United States to social
and political, equality with the whites-deeming the obstacles in the way
of such elevation too numerous and fixed to be overcome by any human
power. He discussed, at some length, the doctrine of De 'rocqueville, that a
social and equal union between two races so distinct as the white and col-
ored was not.to be:expected; that, to enjoy the highest privileges of free.
men, our colored people.must seek them in Africa. Hie believed coloniza-
tion to.be a "great and fruitful idea," and that in time its benefits would
be spread abroad throughout vast districts of Africa, and voices of encour-
agenment come and invite the return of her long-exiled children. He spoke
ofthe slave trade, and urged with great force the duty of our country to do
1ts patt towards itssq ppression, by affrding countenance to our African
settlements, and. maintaining a squadron to act inl concert with those of
other friendly Powers against it. Fle a!ucded to the pledge given by. the
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*distinguiished Senator from Kentucky, (Governor Morehead,) that he would
move in the Senate of the United States for the adoption of some efficient.
measure on this subject, and avowed his purpose earnestly to co-operate
with that gentleman in so humane and noble a design. It was neither con -
sistent with the justice or honor of this nation to refuse the proposition Or'
England on this subject, unless she proceeded in her owvn way, honestly
and effectually, to aid in effecting, the great end which the whole civilized
world were solemnly bound to see attained-the utter extinction of the
African slave trade. I-IF alluded so the late work of the secretary of the
society, (the "' Mission to England,") as worthy of the deepest attention ot
all the friends of the cause, and, for its views on the whole subject before
the convention, deserving to be every where read and considered. Ile was
more deeply than ever impressed with the vast utility of the scheme of At-
rican colonization, and that it merited the favor and support of the Stares
and the nation.
The speech was altogether worthy of the great reputation of the very

able Senator, and excited warm and universal applause.
F. S. Key, Esq., in a brief, but very earnest and effective speech, ex-

pressed his gratification that the two Senators who had favored the cor.
mention with their sentiments had pledged themselves to move in the Sen1-
ate on the subject of the slave trade. It was time that this aborninabJe
commerce was put down. This could be done only in Africa; and lie
thought England and America should go together to the chiefs of Africa.
and, offering to them, as a substitute for the traffic in the blood and sinew;>
of their people, the articles they desired, to be paid for in the various -rick
products of their country, assure theni that the slave trade must forever
cease. Should they refuse to comply with this proposal, (which fie could.
not believe possible,) let then be cut off from all friendly intercourse witti
both nations, their factories broken up, and their means of carrying on this
trade be utterly destroyed. Then let these nations call upon Spain and.
Portugal utterly to abandon this trade, or expect the force of these great
maritime Powers to be arrayed against them. Their refusal would, in hisL
view, be good cause for war.
The Rev. Dr. Parker (miissionary from China) rose and said, that he had.

been requested to express his sentiments, and, as a friend of man and thile
African race, he complied With this request. Yet I never (he observed)
rose to speak tinder a sense of so many reasons why I should be Silent.
For a number of years I have been in a measure secluded from the civil-
ized world, and, to a very considerable extent ceased from the use of my
mother tongue, while I have been unaccustomed to address deliberative
assemblies. If, for these reasons, I should venture only with deliberation
to speak before an ordinary assumnbly, how much more diffidence must I
feel before judges, and honorable and eloquent members of Congress, and.
Senators of the United States ? But if I am permitted to speak with rev-
erence before the Judge of all the earth, surely, with due modesty, I may
speak, sir, in your presence, and in that also of the honorable and distin-
guished citizens around me. In the language of the ancients I also wi L
show mine opinion, for I have somewhat to say in God's behalf. Yes, sir.,
for it is not ill behalf of mhan alone we speak, when we advocate the claiftis
of the American Colonization Society. faze plead the cause qf God. 'Tis
His, for His spirit prompted its organization, His providence has furnished
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the distinguished men who have conducted its interests, anid His blessing
has crowned it with success. It is lrulzy God's.

It resembles, ill the first place, in its character, the morally sublime prin-
ciple imbodied in the British and Foreign Bible Society, uniting in its sup.
port men of all religious denominations and political creeds.

In regard to sundry objections urged against it-that it abets the cause
of slavery, 'and is in coalition with those who desire to strengthen and per-
petuate the servitude of the colored race; that it is inadequate to the end
which it proposes to effect-I remark, that its legitimate province is with
the free, and with those who may be manumitted, and with the varied and
imperious claims of the 100,000.000 or more of Africa, and that indirectly
it operates with salutary power upon the great interests of our federal
Union, and upon the African race at the South, whatever may be their
condition, and we should rejoice therein. If we concede the inadequacy
of the scheme as a means of entire relief to the whole colored race, we
maintain that it is good as far as it goes. You, sir, recollect the case of the
ship leiamnz Brotwn, whose life boat was insufficient to save all the ship's
company, and of which sonie were left to perish, that a part might be saved.
What had been the jiidgment of the whole world, hadl those who controlled;
that boat refused to rescue as many as they were able, because they could
not preserve all? If there be analogy ini the cases, we say to those who
would dash otir life boat to pieces, in the name of all that is sacred in a few
lives, do it not. Let us sa're those we can; and give us the means, and,
on the same principle, and out of similar materials, we may construct an
ark that shall save fromn the overflowing deluge of sorrow and oppression
(l large portion of all the African race.

Sir, I have intimated my conviction that a new and auspicious era has.
arrived in the history of the Colonization Society. The sentiments of the
whole 'Christian world are ripe for measures in behalf of long-injured Af-
rica. There are indications of Providence to this effect on both sides of the
Atlantic. The spirit animating the minds of Sir Thomas F. Buxton, J. J.
Gurney, and Dr. Hodgkin, and the measures of the Earl of Aberdeen, show
this in England. Sir, I look at home. The high and noble stand taken
by those Senators of the United States who have instructed us by their wvis-
dTom and captivated us by their eloquence daring this convention show this,
-,,And was worthy of the nien themselves and of the cause. I have no doubt,
if these speeches are faithfully reported, they will electrify the land, as they
did the assemblies who had the felicity to hear them. Yes, sir, they will
pass throughout the Union, and reverberate from the English and African
coasts. In the halls, cathedrals, and Parliament of Great Britain, they will
meet with cordial responses. If the honorable Senator from Kentlclky
(Governor Forehead) should perform no other act, his eloquent address of
the other evening wvas a work worth living for, and gives him a place
among the distinguished benefactors of mankind. Ile will enjoy the con-
soling consciousness of having, discharged a momentous duty to an afflicted'
and degraded portion of the children of our great common parent. He has
shown the constitutional and legal right of Congress to do what may be
necessary. We have already denoLn1cetd the African slave trade as piracy,
and affixed to it the penalty of piracy.
Much light had been shed on the early movements of Congress, caused

by the efforts, of the friends of this caulSe, in reference to thie slave trade
and the disposal of the recaptured Africans. Hie was glad to observe the.
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resolution to call upon the State Legislatures for assistance. Nothing would
be more desirable and favorable than for these Legislatures to make their
appropriations, to be expended under the directions of the American Colo-
nization Society. Through this one broad and deep channel let the tribu-
tary streams flow.
We may congratulate the honorable Senator from Kentucky that he has

so cordial and able a coadjutor in the Senator from Virginia. Would that
the sentiments of the North and East might respond with the eloquence
and power we have heard from the South and West. True it is, that warmer
hearts and more liberal supporters are not to be found than exist in New
England. I quote the words of Judge Daggett, of New Haven: 6iIf ever
there was a heaven-born institution-one whose founder and supporters
were prompted by the purest inotives-it is the American Colonization So-
ciety." The disclosures from the South, which we have heard, confirm my
faith in the society; and I delight to find the hearts of the friends of the
cause beat in happier unison in regard to the great objects of the society.

Dr. Parker then alluded to the great mortality occurring among the col-
ored population going from the South to reside in our Northern cities, and
spoke of the encouragement to he derived from the statements of Dr. Hall.
and the glorious prospects opening before those who went to Africa, both
to found a new empire and renovate an old one. He spoke of the claims
of our commerce on the African coast-of the hitherto unfortunate attempts
to suppress the slave trade, which he deemed like the endeavor to pump.
out a leaking ship, when the leak itself might easily be stopped. Let us
send men to civilize Africa, our steamers to break up the slave factories,
and the work will soon be done. He was impressed with the value of col-
onization from his long residence in Canton, where assembled merchants
and travellers from all parts of the empire. Good influences must emanate
from Liberia to all parts of Africa. The reverend gentleman fervently in-
voked the divine blessing upon the institution,
Governor Morehead, of Kentucky, then rose and offered the following

resolution, which he supported briefly but ably:
Resolved, That the executive committee of the Colonization Society be

requested by this convention to prepare a memorial to the Legislatures of
the several States of the Union, calling their attention to the present con-
dition and prospects of the colonies oin the vest coast of Africa, and soli-
citing their co-operation in the promotion of the scheme, by the appropria-
tion of money, or otherwise, that the memorials be forwarded to the Gov-
ernors of the several States, with a request to lay the same before their
respective Legislatures; and that this memorial be presented for the ap-
probation of this convention at its next meeting..
This motion was seconded, and unanimously adopted.
The convention adjourned to meet the next evening, in the same place,.

at half past 7 o'clock.
MIAY 6, 1842.

The convention met, and Judge Underwood took the chair.
The president presented to the convention the following letter from the

Rev. J. N. McLeod, a delegate from the New York City Colonization So-
clety; which was read.
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To the convention of the Iftripnds qf coionization," in session in ti.t
city of FWash/ngton:

GENTLEMEN: The undersigned was appointed to attend your meeting,
in behalf of the *" board of managers" of the New York State Coloniza-
tion Society, in company with Anson G. Phelps, Esq., and the Rev.. Dr.
Spring. The former gentleman has been prevented from appearing, and
the latter was tinder the necessity of leaving the city after the first even-
ing-of your deliberations. I regret that circumstances compel me also to
leave town to-day; and, before I do so, I feel it due to the convention to
express my hearty concurrence in the objects which they have in view,
and in the proposals which have been under consideration the two past
evenings, respecting the means of their accomplishment.
As I understand the objects of the convention, they are, to enlist the

aid of the Federal and State Governments in carrying out the plan of colo-
nization; to secure to the citizens of our own country the advantages of
the African commerce, which is daily increasing in importance; and to de-
stroy the infamous slave trade, by the substitution of a legitimate conm-
merce in its place, as well as by the force of authority.
These are objects which are of surpassing importance to the destinies

of two great continents, which, while they are separated by the ocean,
are united by their common relations to the colored race; and they ought
to commend themselves to the heads and hearts of every patriot and Chris-
tial in the land.
While I regret that tile Northern section of our country has been so ini*

perfectly represented in the convention, I have no fears for the results.
Trhe movement has been commenced in the right place, and those who
have begun it so auspiciously will find many in all parts of the Union to
co-operate with them in carrying it forward. The proposals of the con-
vention are in their influence conservative of our Federal Union; they ad.
dress themselves to the interests of our commercial men on the seaboard
of the North and East as well as the South; and they come home most
powerfully to the common sympathies of our country for African wrongs
and oppression. Certainly, thlen, I cannot be mistaken in saying that the
appeal of this convention, made here at the seat of Government, will meet
with a hearty response in all other portions of our common country.
The New York Colonization Society holds its anniversary on the 11th

instant, ahd I have great pleasure in hearing that it is to be favored with
the presence of the distinguished secretary of the parent society. Let
him carry with him the proceedings of this convention; and let him hn-
part to those with whom he shall meet in the commercial metropolis the
generous enthusiasm which has animated your two past meetings, and the
work will go on to a successful and glorious accomplishment.

I am, gentlemen, most respectfully, yours,
JOHN N. MoILEOD.

WASAHINGTON, may 6, 184?.

(n motion of the Hlon. E. Whittlesey, this letter was referred to the
executivee committee.of the American Colonization Society

In obedience to the resolution of the convention adopted tl; last evening,
Mr. Gurley submitted the following memorial to the several State Legisla-
tures, which had been prepared by the executive committee of. the
American Colonization Society:
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MEMORIAL.

The convention of the friends of African colonization, assembled ir
Washington city, respectfully represent: that the American Colonization
Society having been established near the close of the year 1816, by a re-
spectable body of citizens from every section of this Union, for the Iu-
mane and philanthropic purpose (in co-operation with th1e General Gov-
ernment and such of the States as might adopt regulations on the subject)
of founding colonies of free persons of color, with their own consent, on
the coast of Africa, proceeded to explore that coast, purchase by fair ne-
gotiation with the native tribes an eligible tract of country, and assist such
free persons of color as were disposed to emigrate in their removal and.
settlement in Africa.

Impressed with the difficulty and magnitude of the enterprisesand the
importance, if riot absolute necessity, of the countenance and aid of the
Government, memorials were early addressed to Congress. and in conse-
quence, sustained as they were by the avowed opinion of the Legislatures
of several States, measures were adopted by Congress for the more effect-
iial suppression of the African slave trade, by.its denunciation and pun-
ishment as piracy; and authority was conferred upon the President of the
United States to make such regulations and arrangements as he might
deem expedient for the safe keeping, support, and removal beyond the
limits of the United States, of all such Africans or persons of color as
might he delivered and brought within their jurisdiction, and to appoint a
proper person or persons, residing uipon the coast of Africa, as agent or
agents for receiving those persons of color "delivered from on board ves-
sels seized in the prosecution of the slave trade, bt the commanders of the
United States armed vessels."
The then President of the United States, Mr. Monroe, perceiving that

the benevolent provisions of this law for the benefit of the recaptured.
Africans might be most economically and effectually fulfilled by securing
a home for these persons within the limits and under the protection of such
colony as might be founded by the efforts and donations of the members
and friends of this society, determined to act in co-operation with the
society in regard to the station to be chosen for the temporary or perma-
nent (as rri"t be) residence of such Africans; and when the society had
obtaineC v -ission, by purchase, of a portion of the tract of country It,
Africa since designated by the name of Liberia, such persons were placed
upon its soil, under the care of an agent of Government, with such means
of subsistence and defnce as might enable them ultimately to attain the
advantages which it was the endeavor of the society to secure to those
voluntarily enraged under their auspicies in tile establishmenIt of their
colony.
Thus the colonv of Liberia rose into existence, both as a home for the

recaptured Africans restored by the humanity of our Government to their
own country, and as a well-organized community of free colored men,
prepared and disposed to extend their useful arts, laws, oivilization, and.
Christianity, far abroad among the native population of Alfrica.
Animated by the idea that their scheme was equally patriotic and Chris-

tian, tending to unite the minds of our countrymen on subjects in refer..
ence to which differing and warring opinions are to be deprecated, engag-
irg their thoughts and exertions in measures to remove. with their owti
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consent, our free people of color, and such as may become free, from cir-
cumstances and influences that embarrass and (]epresA, to those which
stimulate, encourage, and exalt, and which must enable them to secure for
themselves and posterity a free, independent, national existence, where
such an existence may prove with increasing power an element destructive
of the atrocious slave trade, and of renovating moral and intellectual life
to the barbarous and uncounted tribes and nations of Africa, withdrawing
the people of Africa from the shades of ignorance, from cruel and degrad-
ing superstitions, from wars, and their fruitful parent, that infamous com-
merce which annually for centuries has consigned vast numbers of its un-
offending inhabitants, of all ages, both sexes, and of all conditions, to slavery
or death-to industry, to the arts and practices of civilized life, to lawful,
profitable, and peaceful trade, and the inestimable privileges of law, letters,
liberty, and Christianity. Stirred by these high considerations, this society
has proceeded, mostly by private means, in its great enterprise. Individuals
from every State of our Confederacy, of every political and religious opin-
ion, the clergy and the churches of every name. have viewed the plan of
the society as of a character not only unexceptionable, but of comnprehen-
sive benevolence, operating for good in all relations and directions, embracing
in its promised beneficence the interests of both the white and colored races
in this country, and of the more numerous population of Africa.
The settlements of Liberia demonstrate the entire practicableness of the

scheme. Though embracing but a few thousand emigrants, they exhibit
on a distant and barbarous shore models of good government, of free insti-
tutions, of order, industry, civilized manners, and Christianity. Their ju-
risdiction extends along several hundred miles of coast, and the salutary
influence of their example along the coast and into the interior still fruther.
They have legislaItive assemblies, courts of justice, schools, and churches.
But it must be recollected that these communities, which have done so mulch
for themselves, and so tnuch to spread out the advantages of our civiliza-
tion and religion before rude and heathen men, who have passed laws for
the extirpation of the slave trade on every spot touched by their rightful
authority, are of a people wvho here enjoyed but very imperfect opportu-
-nities and inducementls for improvement, who left us almost without means,
many of them recently liberated slaves, and all going forth unfortified and
unsustained by either national or State power, to found, in an untried climate,
on the borders of a continent remote from civilized nations, a republican
commonwealth and the church of God. They have nobly efet ted their
object. But their condition is one of weakness, of difficulty, of danger,
demanding, in the judgment of your memorialists, the sympathy, the im-
mediate and generous support, not only of individuals, but o; evcry State
Legislature in the Union. To abandon, or even to neglect the couirnunities
of Liberia at this time, when it is clear that all the great and beneficent
ends proposed by their establishment may; and that by means which, divid.
ed among the several States, or paid out of the common funds of the nation,
would affect injuriously no one interest of the country, and which will be
more than repaid with interest by the advantages of African commerce to
be secured through those settlements, would be not only a violation of
solemn obligation to the people of these colonies, but a sacrifice of the
important commercial interests of our country. Y;our memorialists have
abundant evidence to show that these interests on, the African coast are
becoming of great value, and that to Africa we may look for a market of
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vast extent to some of our great staple productions, as well as for our

manufactures; and that the returns willbe in the palm oil,camwood,ivory,
gold dust, and the precious gums, and other of the richest products of the
most favored regions of the tropics. I

It is necessary for your nieniorialists merely to allude to the various
political, social, and economical considerations that should operate with
wise and patriotic men', more especially in our Southern, and to some ex-
tent in all the States of this great Confederacy, to incline them to regard
with favor the plan and policy of this society. Nor is it important to con-
sider how far il the progress of this scheme there may arise some friendly
co-operation between the General Government, whose peculiar province it

is to foster and protect the commerce of the country, and whose acknow-
ledged duty to suppress the ACrican slave trade, still depriving Africa every
vear of a half million of her inhabitants, and the Governments ot the several
states, impelled by the combined considerations of interest and humanity
to contribute to it their aid. To adopt the language of a former memorial,
it is the duity of the society to place the scheme in which they are engaged
before all who have the power to accomplish it, and to trust that the wis-
dom and patriotism of those to whom it is committed will devise the most
proper and effectual means for its success. And they prefer, in earnestly
soliciting for this enterprise the favor and pecuniary aid of the Legislature
which they have the honor to address, to dwell upon those elevating thoughts
so well imbodied in the language, slightly modified, of the first memorial
ever submitted by this society to the General legislature of the Union.
"Independently,;' said the president and hoard of managers at that time,
"of the motives derived from political foresight and civil prudence on the
one hand, and from moral justice and philanthropy on the other, there are

additional considerations and more expanded views to engage the sym-
pathies and excite the ardor of a liberal and enlightened people. It malt
be reserved for this nation (the first to denounce an inhuman and abomina -
ble traffic, in "'- built t and disgrace of which most of the civilized nations
of the worLd .e partakers) to become the honorable instrument under
Divine Provi, jnce of conferring a still higher blessing upon that large and
interesting portion of mankind benefited by that deed of justice; by de.
mzonstrating that a race of men, comiposing numerous tribes, spread over a

continent of vast and unexplored extent, fertility, and riches, unknown to

the enlightened nations of antiquity, and wvho had yet made no progress ill
the refinements of civilization. for whom history has preserved no nilolU-
merits of arts or arms-that even this hitherto ill-fated race may cherish the
hope of beholding the orient star revealing the best and highest aims and
attributes bf man. Out of such materials to rear the glorious edifice of well-
ordered and polished society, upon the deep and sure foundations of eqnai
laws and diffusive education, would give a sufficient title to be enrolled
among. the illustrious benefactors of mankind, whilst it afforded a precious
and consolatory evidence of the all-prevailing power of liberty, enlightened
by knowledge and corrected by religion. If the experiment in its more
remote consequences should ultimately tend to the diffusion of similar bles-
singls through those vast regions and unnumbered tribes yet obscured in
primeval darkness, reclaim the rude wanderer from a life of wretchedness
to civilization and humanity,and convert the blind idolater from gross and
abject superstition to the holy charities, the sublime morality, and human.
izing discipline of the gospel-the nation or individual that shall have
taken the most conspicuous lead in achieving the benevolent enterprise-
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-will have raised a monjimeut of that true and imperishable glory, founded
ini the moral approbation and gratitude of the human race, unapproachable
to all but the elected instruments of divine beneficence-a glory with which
the most splendid achievements of human force or power must sink in-the
competition, and appear insignificant and vulgar in the comparison. And
above all should it be considered, that the nation or the individual vhose
eni.r-ies have been faithfully given to this august work will have secured,
by this exalted beneficence, the favor of that Being whose compassion is
over all his works, and whose unspeakable rewards will never fail to bless
ihe humblest effort to dlo good to his creatures.
The colony of Cape Palmas is a conclusive evidence of what a single

State, andi by an appropriation of a few thousand dollars annually, can ac-
cormplislh in this cause; A prosperous colony of about six hundred emi-
grants 1has risen, with all the order and institutions of a well-organized
society, under the fostering care of the Legislature of Maryland and citi-
zes11 of this State. at the cost of less thai] the establishment of a single
plantotion of the South.

But it -.s vain to expect that either the various interesting settlements,
scattered along an extended( line of coast, under the care of the parent
society, and opening a rich and inviting territory for the possession and
.!omne of our free colored population, or the settlement at Cape Palmas,
.011n prosper, maintain themselves against the adverse influences of great
power with which they are contending, effect the hill purposes for which
they have been planted, unless their numbers shall,' by emigration, be
a ugmented, and increased funds be supplied by the bounty of individuals,
Ihe States, or the nation. An annual appropriation for the present of
even ten thlonsand dollars, from the Legislature of each State, with the aids
wvvhich may be anticipated in the Union from the donations of benevolence,
w'VOulld throw a new light of hope and cheerfulness over the settlements
ol Liberia, and give assurance that Africa herself must rise from ruin, to
t and in honor and power among the nations of the world.

On motion of (;overnor Morehead. this memorial was adopted, and it
Vn.s oordered that a copy thereof be forwarded to each Legislature of the
Uiaited States, for the purpose of being brought forthwith to the attention
ofl all of them.
The resolutions ofifred by M\,r. Gurley, on the evening of the first meet-

ing of. the convention, having been read seriatim, it was determined to
consider theem separately.
The first resolution was adopted without amendment.
The second resolution being under consideration, at the suggestion of

>ir. Key, the clause "t was designed to be a national institution" was
stricken out, and the clause "as they may deem consistent with their con-
stitut ional powers and duty" was added at the close of the resolution; so
tha., as finally adopted, it reads thus:

Resolved, That this society, in the prosecution of its exclusive object,
the colonization, with their consent, of the free people of color residingil"
our country, in Africa. or such other place as Congress shall deelli
lmost expedient, being required, by the terms of' its constitution, to act in
co-operation with the General Government, or stuch of the States as may
adopt regulations on the subject, may justly look for such measure of stup-
port from the Federal and other Governments of the country as they may
deem consistent with their constitutional powers and duty."
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The third and fourth resolutions were adopted without amendment.
The fifth resolution was, at the suggestion of the Rev. .Nir, Hawley, and

with the assent of the mover, amended by strikinig out the words " if not
threatened with extinction." so that it reads as follows

"Resolved, That at this time, when our country is agitated by conflict-
ing opinions oln the subject of otirrolored population; when Africa is de-
prived annually, by the most cruel commerce, of nearly or quite half a
million of her iuhabitaiits; when thousands are turning their thoughts and
hearts to Liberia, as a small and attractive Christian State, looking forth to
animzte our hopes of the redemption of the Ilmost degraded and afflicted
portion of the world ; whene this colony is exposed to danger-we are urged,
by the highest and most affectingy considerations that ever rotised patriotic
and Christian men to action, to adopt a national policy that shall tend to
unite our own citizens, benefit our colored population, overthrow the slave
trade! and bless enduringly two races of metn, and two of the largest quar-
ters of the -lobe."
The sixth resolutioll was adopted without amnendmient.
rile seventh resolution was modified by the substitution of the word

"colonies" for "1 colony" of Liberia, so that it reads:
"1 Resolved, That it should be deeply impressed upon the public mind

that, both as auxiliary and protective to the interests of American coIn-
nierce on the African coast, and as a means for the extinction of the slave
trade, the colonies of Liberia are of incalculable importance, and deserve
the vigorous and generous support of this nation."

All the other resolutions in the series oflfred by Mr. Glurlev were then
adopted munanimnously.

Mr. Gurley then rose and said, that he had just seen announced in the
papers the decease of an aged, venerable, and generous friend of tile Amer-
ican Colonization Society, the Hon. Elijah Paine, late judge of the district
.omrt of the United States iii Vermont. For ma-ny years had this excel-
lent man labored in the cause, and for the children of Africa, anid but re-
cenitly had given, out of hlis own mearis, one thousand dollars to the Colo-
nization Society. It was to his exertions, iti great part, that money conl-
tinued to flzov annually into the society's treasury from the State of Ver-
mont. It was hardly a month since he (M~r. GUrley) had received a let.
ter fromt him, evincing his unabated zeal and attachment to the great objects
of the society. Feeling, therefore, that the cause lhd experienced no
common loss in the death of this venerable individual, hie begged leave to
submit the following resolution, which he believed would be cordially ap-
proved by every member of the convention:

" Resolved, That this convention has heard with p'ofomnd grief and
regret of the decease of the lion. Elijah Paine, president of tbe Vermont
Cololization. Society, one of the earliest, ablest, and most munificent bene-
factors of this institution."

This resolution was passed unanimously.
The Hon. H. L,. Ellsworth and the Hon. Elisha \Whittlesey made somne

very -important statements and rem rks, in relation to numerous and affect-
Iig letters received by the executive committee. of which they were mon.
bers, and the pressing pecuniary wants of the society, in order to assist
more that two hundred emigrants, now ready and anxious to emigrate to.
Liberia.
The Rev. Mlr. Balfinch commenced his remarks by saying that he rose
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in compliance with a request addressed to him just before the commence-
ment of the present meeting, and should therefore present such thoughts
as had occurred with but little preparation. I-le thought that the cause of
colonization had suffered from being viewed too exclusively in connexion
'with, that of emancipation in this country. On this subject he should say
blut little, for two reasons. It seemed to hii unnecessary to connect the cause
before the-convention with the exciting topic adverted to. The object ofthe
Colonization Society was in their constitution stated to be, the settlement of
the free colored people upon the coast of Africa,witi their own consent.
Emancipation, then, was not included as part of the object of the society's
efforts. True, inembers of the society and others might form their own
opinions about the ultimate result of their labors; they might come to
different conclusions on the subject, without exposing the society itself
Justly to the charge of inconsistency. But another reason he had for re-
garding the colonization cause, in his present remarks, in those points of
;-iexv which were distinct from the question of abolition, was that, should
Thle enter on that question, his own views might be found at variance with
some which had been expressed by other speakers. He desired rather to
occupy that common grouitd on which all the friends of the cause could
ineet. And was not this common ground sufficient ? Two grand objects
were legitimately, and without objection otl the part of any, within the
contemplation of the society, as the result of its labors. One was, the sup.
pression of the slave trade; the other, the civilization and conversion of
Africa. Are not two such objects enough, without uniting with them anly
other, to render this the noblest undertaking that ever demanded the enl
ergies of the philanthropist and the Christian ? The suppression of that
trade which had been for centuries the disgrace of civilized man, 'and the
raising of a mighty continent to participation in the blessings of intellect.
ital, moral, and religious light-were not these sufficient ? What mind so
vast, what pkilanthropy so capacious, that these could not fill ?
To these two objects, then, it the accomplishment of which the Coloni-

zation Society tnightt bear its part, he should confine his remarks. And,
first, with regard to the slave trade: Who had not heard the melancholy
tale of the sufflirings endured by its unhappy victims; the internal wars
of Africa ; the thousands of lives lost in combat; the severing the p~rison-
ers from their country and their home; their loathsome confinement. by
hundreds, in the crowded slave ship ; the lives lost during that dreadful
passage; the murders perpetrated to conceal the character of the vessel, or
ti lighten her of her loadl? Who had rlot heard of these ? Yet these hor-
rors still continued, though so long the indignation of the Christian wvorld
had been directed against them.
Many years ago, before any other Power had declared against this

sharrmeful traffic, one great nation, our own, our beloved country, had ut-
tered her voice,and denounced it in the name of humanity. She then had
stood proudly eminent, iii the station that became her, as the great repub-
lic of inodern times, amid the admiration of the civilized world. But
years have passed by, and we survey another scene. That unhallowed
traffic still continues, and nation is calling unto nation to put it down.
The world has become sensible of the disgrace which humanity has too
long endured. In the time-worn monarchies of Europe. the impulse is
felt, and nobie sentitnents,first uttered here, meet with a response in evety
cabinet there; and the action taken in the cause shows that warm human
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feelings can glow beneath the purple on the breast of kings. And now
one nation holds back-one nation alone seems ready to declare that her
inviolable flag, shall screen the miscreant whom she was herself the first
to denounce as a pirate. Our country ! shall this be so? No we trust,
indeed we knowv; that the subject of the right of search will be settled in
a manner which shall, in every point of view, maintain our nation's honor.
But there needs more than this. Not only should the United States give
their assent to the measures adopted by the rest of the civilized world in
this great cause-they should take the lead; they should resinie that
station which long since they claimed. Our colony on the African coast
should be made the centre of active operations on the part of our naval
force against the robbers of the sea ; while, by its influence exerted inland,
it destroyed at once the facilities for the unhallowed traffic, and the wish
to engage in it ; substituting an honorable commerce for the horrors that
had hitherto existed, and the spirit of Christianity, the spirit of love, for that
savage thirst for gain that has led the miserable natives, for ages past, to
uake merchandise of their brethren.
While on thesubject of the slave trade, lie would relate an anecdote told

him a few days since by a gentleman of this city, illustrating the manner
in which the laxw:s of our country had been evaded by some unworthy citi-
zens. Some vears since, the gentleman referred to had visited one of the
Spanish islands. While he wvas there, an American vessel arrived, withan American captain andaan American crew. They disposed of their
cargo, and then a nominal sale took place ; the American papers were
deposited with the consul, and papers from the authorities of the island pro-
cured, and the vessel, now denationalized, proceeded on a slaving voyage
to the coast of Africa, incharge of a Spanishcaptain. And who was the
captain? A boy fourteen years of age, who was hired at so much per
wveek, to give his powerftil protection in making piracy legal.
But besides the suppression of the slave trade, there remained another

object, and one which mightwell eucgage all the energies of Christian
philanthropy. The undertaking of African colonization was emphatically
a missionary undertaking. And what [night be the success of Christiall
missionaries there, when the spirit in which the enterprise was carried on
should come toibe known and appreciated among the inhabitants of the
coast ? It had been his pleasure, a short timne since, to listen to an address
from a most intelligentnman, a chief of the Choctaw tribe of Indians. He

had heard with surprise of the advances made by that and other tribes in
Christian education and the arts of civilized life. T'he idea was now refuted,
that it was impossible toChristianize and enilighten Indians. It had been
effected; and tribes, savage but a short time since, were now with joy re-
ceiving the glad tidings of the kingdom of God. But, in addressing the
Indians, themissionary had every thing against him. The wvhite man had
ome amnonathem, ofa different race from theirow h;he had wvaged war

against them ;he had appeared sometimes as awrathful conqueror, at other
imles as a tempter, beguiling arid corrupting themii by his intoxicating

;!',aught. rhe Indian looked upon the white manashis foe; and often
NvoUldhe tauntingly reply to the exhortationsof themissionary, by telling
him to teach his own brethren justicefand forbearance, before he came to
enforce the lessons of his religion upon the red man. Yet had themis-
siojarv won his way,and savage tribes were bending to the sceptre of the
Saviour. Itiwhat differentt aspect will Christian influences approach the
benighted myriads of Africa. The colonists appear, not as conquerors, but

4
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as brethren, of the same race as those whom they strive to enlighten. And
while inviting them to the reception of the white man's faith, they. are
themselves the inonuments of the white man's mercy and justice. It is in
the voice of Christian synmpathy and love that America addresses Afaipa.
long and deeply injured Africa. We call .on her children to abandon that
horrible traffic in which the merchandise 1has been their brethren's fleshl
and blood. We, too, we tell them, have sinned in this thing-not like you.
ior we sold not our own fellow countrymen, and those of our own race, to
strangers; but we have sinned. And now we come to you, and we bring
to you these your brethren, whom we have liberated, and for whom we
bave. putic-lased from you this home on your shore. We bring you that
sacred book from which we have learned thus to do. It is the lawv of love,
the law of God. Your soil is already hallowed as the resting place ot
Xorne who have died willing martyrs to your good andL to the promulga-
lion of this great law. Here rests the heroic Ashmnun, here rests Buchan.
an, here rest others wvho like then have given their lives for the glory of
G'od and the good of man. These are the pledges of our sincerity. We
have given of our substance-wve have given you of the lives of thle most
'valued among us, that We might atone for the wrongs of Africa, that we
might whi this continent for Christ.

'Mr. President, can such ane appeal be unheeded ? Can the moral influ-
¢nce of this noble enterprise fail to aid, most powerfully, the direct efforts
(if the hiissionary in diffusing through that neglected and unhappy land
thle blessings of civilization and of. true and pure religion ?
Mr. Key moved an adjournment to Monday evening at lialf past sevei

o'clock, and also that a committee be appointed to obtain thle use of a suit-
uble church for Sunday evening, and for securing at that time a general
greeting of the friends of the. cause from the several churches in the city,
Ai order to spread its wants before then, and obtain their contributionsfor
Ais relief. Nlessrs. KeyI, Gurley, and Seaton, were appointed onl this cpni-
m}ittee.
TLe convention at(journed to Monday evening, half past 7 o'clock.

MAY 9, 1842.
Tlhe convention met, at thre hour appointed, in the Rev. Mr. Rich's

elhurch, 4- street, wheti the lion. Mr. Underwood resumed the chair. Mr.
Gurley made a few observations, and was followed by the Rev. Mr.-Cl ark,
Ot WVashihqtoii city, who expressed in a very, pertinent and impressive
mnanner his coivielions that much aid would be secured to the society
were tlheclergy Geiierally informed of many interesting facts that had been
submitted to the convention. EIe thought they might properly be called
onl to preach, each of therm, a serrnon on the subject of African coloniza-
-fioi, and to show how vitally the scheme was connected with all the great
interests of Africa. He moved a resolution, which, after having been, on
morion of the 11ev. Mr. Hawley, (who alluded to the fact of his suggestion
years ago, that the 4th of JulVy Would be a most appropriate time for col-
lections for this society,) slightly modified, was adopted, as follows:

Resolved, rhat the society be iatrticted to prepare a circular imbody-
Mng the most important facts relative to thle present condition and wants
of ithe society, and send the same to the diflierent clergymen throughout
ihe Utnited States, with a request that a disenurse be preached to their
Respective societies, and -a collectionL be taken up about the 4th of Jully
next, or atsuch time as may be most convenient to the clergy, respectively,
in aid of the funds of the American Colonization Society."
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Mr. Gurley said that, in coniplianice with a suggestion of his friend,Ar.
Key, lie hadembodied in the form of a resolution the idea of personal il-
dividual exertions for the cause-a matter of special, of immense impor-
tance; for, in truth, the very life of the cause depended upon thepersonr,
efforts of its friends. He then submitted the following resolution:
'Resolved, That this convention are deeply impressed with the great ne-

cessity, at the present time, of personal exertions on the part of the friends
of the American Colonization Society, to extend its influence, and especially
to increase its resources; and that every friend of the institution be ear-
nestly requested to make collections for its benefit, and transmit the anmonln
to the society."

Mr. Key then read the following resolution
"Resolved. That a committee be appointed to prepare and present a nie

morial to Congress, recommending suchmeasures to be taken for the pro-
tection of the colonies now established on the African coast, the promotion.
of American commerce on that coast. and the suppression of the slave trade!
as the National Legislature may approve."

In sustaining this resolution, Mr. Key said
He should not detain the conventionlonger than would be necessary to

show what measures might be asked and expected from Congress in rela-
tion to the subjects mentioned in the resolution, and'some of the important
consequences that wouldresult from their adoption.

All would agree that nothing should be asked, or could be ex-, ectecl, from
Congress, that was not plainly within the constitutional limits ol weir powv-
ers and duties. The action of Congress is to be solicited, in the memorial
contemplated by the resolution, in behalf of three objects: the protection
and promotion of American commerce on the coast of Africa, the suppres-
sion of the slave trade. and the protection of the colonies now established
on that coast.
That the power of Congress extended to the first of these objects, (the

protection of our commerce every wheree) was shown ili theTpai', words ol
the Constitution. It was equally plain that it would be a duty Congress
would never hesitate to discharge, whenever protective measures should
seem to be necessary or proper.

All he had to show, therefore, under this head, was, that protection and
encouragement are now necessary and proper to be extended to our trade
on that coast.
Those who had the gratification of hearing the very interesting statements

oDr. Hall in relation to African commerce, made during the cornvetntion,
could not doubt that those statements alone, coming from a highly respect-
able and intelligent gentleman, personally acquainted 'with the trade, and
the facts he stated, would enable the convention to make out a strong case.
.Justifying and requiring the action of our Government, by the adoption or
the usual and proper measures for protecting and fostering a commerce
now presenting great inducements to American capital and enterprise.
To the representations of Dr. Hall could also be added much additional

evidence, to the same effect, derived from recent and authentic sources,
and confirmed by all the discoveries which had been made of the poptlls-
ion. productions, and resources of that great and long-hidden continent.

Are shall thus beenabled toshow thatapopulationestimatedat 150,000Q,00r
is to be found upon that quarter of the globe; that they inhabit a country
unsurpass d by no other portion of the earth in the fertilitv of its soil, the
excellence of its climate, and the richness -and variety of its products; and
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that it is intersected by mighty rivers, inviting the commerce of the world
to its most interior recesses.
We might conclude, even with less information than this, that the great

Creator of the earth had not left this portion of his work unblessed with the
abundant means which his boutntifulEhand dispenses every where else, for
the sustenance and comfort of man, and to invite distant nations to meet
together, as the members of a common family, in the interchanges of a peace.
ful and civilizing commerce.
And we now know that it is so. Light has pierced into the thick darkness.

that has long enveloped that outcast continent, and the treasures and bles-
sings of a benignant Providence are seen to smile in all lier plains and wave
in all her forests.

It is true this fair creation of God has been marred bv the wickedness of
man. A trade abominable and detestable beyond all epithets that can be
given lo it, at the very name of which ihe blood curdles, and no man hears
it, who,

-s Having human feelings, does not blush
Arnd hang his head, to think himself a man,"

has long desolated Africa, and disgraced the world.
This trade has been stamped with the double curse of offended Heaven-

carse to the givers and receivers of the guilty traffic-to Africa, in the
wretchedness, rapine, and murder of her childreti, and to her rapacious
tempters, in innumerable, just. and fearful retribuitions.
The wrath of God has been manifested at this crying iniquiity on the

blood-stained borders of all her coasts, where the angry elements are let
Moose against this inhuman trade. What is the stormyv cloud that darkens
these infested shores but the frown of the Almighty? What the fierce tor-
ijado, but the blasting of the breath of his displeasure ?

It is true that, tinder this curse, Africa. has long? groaned and bled, and
many a fair field, and happy village, and crowded town, has been made a
wilderness. It is true, she is still an awful sufferer. Even now, while wev
are speaking of her wrongs, some distant and peaceful hamlet, hitherto be-
yond the reach of the spoiler, hidden and hoped to be secured by interven-
ig forests, has been hulnted out and surrounded, and its sleep awakened
by tile shout of ruffians.

But. these horrors will have an end. The dawning of a better day ap-
pears. These wronged and wretched outcasts will be brought back into
hle family of' nations. The crimes that warring elements and fearful visi-
tatiotis and judgments could niot restrain shall have a conqueror. Man
shall be honored as the instrument in accomplishing this work of mercy.
Man's heart shall be softened and htnianized, and, glowing with love to
Gpod and man, go forth on this errand of compassion. Thus the virtue and
benevolence of man shall repair the outrages committed by the inhumanity
(f man. The trade that has wasted and debased Africa shall be banished
by a trade that shall enlighten and civilize her, and repeople her solitary
places with her restored children. And Africa, thus redeemed and res-
cned from her curse, and the world from its reproach, shall

II Vindicate the ways of God to man."
Already has this unhappy race been brought to see that they can par-

ticipate in the commerce of the world without crime anrd misery ; that Prov-
idence has blessed their land with abundant resources; that, instead of
offering their wretched and plundered brethren in exchange for the coM-
mocities of other climes, they have enough in the rich productions of their
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own soil to invite the trade of all nations to their shores. There are now
on the coast of Africa nations who no longer trade in human beings.
There are now hundreds of miles on that coast where this awful trade has
ceased; where hundreds and thousands, of peaceful natives hear no more
the signal gun of their cruel spoilers, tempting the strong to violence and
rapine, and filling the weak with terror. In the place of that trade thar
laid waste their country and debased their people, checking every effort oC
industry, stifling every virtuous impulse, and exciting to every vice. a law -
fati and humanizing commerce has been substituted, and, under its influence,
the African is rising from his degradation to his true rank and condition as
a man, and rejoices in the labors and pursuits of a peaceful and happy life.
There has been no ditficultv in effecting this change, wherever proper means
have been used to accomplish it. The portions of that ill-fated continent
thus delivered are gradually extending their limits. These bright spot.§art-
diffusing their light over the surrounding darkness. The trade thus estab-
lished, though originating in motives of huLlmanity that have been richly
rewarded, has now assumed a fixed course and character, and offers all the
ordinary inducements of mutual profit to commercial intercourse. Nothing
has been more interesting, in the progress of this convention, than the in-
formation laid before it, particularly that derived from Dr. Hall, of the
present state, the rapidly increasing extent and importance, and boundless
prospects of this legitimate African commerce.

Mr. Key here referred to the answers of Dr. Hall, and other recent pub-
lications, and showed the value and inexhaustible amount of many of the
productions of that continent, and their importance to the other parts of the
world, and the advantages of having so vast a market opened for the
products and manufactures of our country. He also showed the profitable
nature and extent of the trade, even at present; how rapidly it ha) in-
creased within a short period, and howv necessarily that increase mtu;t
continue.
He adverted to the immense demand for trade goods in Africa now sup-

plied by the slave trade, of which increasing portions every year would
fall into the course of this commerce. Howv that demand would increase
as the slave trade disappeared, (he said,) wvas obvious. What would be
its extent and importance to the rest of the world, when that vast continent.
freed from its desolating scourge, should reward the labor and enterprise of
a reclaimed, civilized, and increasing population, no human imagination
could conceive. As no limits could be assigned to its demands. so none
could 'be -set to the extent, variety, and richness of her returns. The spon-
taneous productions of her boundless and neglected forests alone. filled
with innumerable and valuable dye woods, and the majestic palm, the an-
cient and acknowledged symbol of fertility, would furnish the richest object
of commerce for ages. But when a trade like this shall have enlightened
all her coasts and the borders and sources of all hier rivers, when Africa
shall retain and ~nUrture and enrich her children, and they shall repay her
maternal care by all the culture that civilization and a pure and peaceful
religion shall have taught theme who can tell what shall be her place and
name among the nations of the earth ?
He had then (lhe trusted) shoiowvi the clearest and strongest case for the

action of the General Government.
A trade of considerable extent and importance already in operation,

rapidly increasing, anrd opening prospects the molst inviting. to comimerciaL
enterprise. LayiLn aside all consideration of the great consequences to be
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accQmplished by it in the rescue of a wretched and oppressed race, and the
gratification of the purest and best feelings of our nature, and regarding it
only as a mnatter of trade for its gains, and who could hesitate to say that
here was a branch of American commerce .deserving and demanding both
protection and encouragement.
How these. are to be afforded, it is for the wisdom of Congress to deter.

mnineh The convention has heard what will enable it to shew the necessity
of doing something that. shalt enable our citizens to participate equally
with those of other nations in. a trade that promises to be profitable to all,
and that shall assure, to such as may engage in it, the same advantages that
are extended to other branches of our national commerce.
The resolution recommends another and kindred subject, as proper to be

presented to the consideration of Congress. This is the African slave
trade.

If this abomination was now .for the first time to be brought before'
Congress, there could be no doubt of its power to entertain it, from its ne-
cessary connexion with the subject already spoken of; for it is emphati-'
cally the enemy' of lawful commerce, as it is of every thing else beneficial"'
and 'honorable to man. Its direct tendency is to close up ports that'should&
be free and ol)en markets to the vessels of all nations, and to fill the seas,.
the great and common highwvay of all', with lawless plunderers and pirates.
But it is not now for the first time to present itself to the legislation of'.

our national councils. The American Congress has the acknowledged
honor of being the first to take away the sanctions of law' from its pur-
suits; the first to denounce its inhumanity, and fix upon it the brand and"
punishment of piracy; and the first to propose, by the common consent- of
nations, that the slave trader should be subject every where to seizure and
punishment, as the enemy of the human race.
Mr. Key here referred to the various acts and resolutions of Congress,

the address of the British Parliament to the Prince Regent of July 9, 1819,
the report of the African Institution of England, the correspondence be-
tween Mr. Adams and Mr. Canning in 1823, and particularly the resolu-
tion of the House of Representatives of the United States of March 8, 1823,
by which "the President of the United States was requested to enter upon
and'to prosecute froitimie -to time such negotiations with the several mari-'
time nations of Europe and America as he may deem expedient, for the
effectual abolition of the African slave trade, and its ultimate denunciation
as piracy, under the law of nations, by the consent of the civilized world."
He also referred to the declarations and proceedings, and great and con-

,inued efforts of the British Government to suppress this trade, particullar-
ly to the treaty of Madrid of the 22d of September, 1819, by which Spain
consented to the immediate abolition of the trade north of the equator,
and promised its entire abolition after 1829; for hich concession the
British Government paid the sum of C400,000 sterling.

Here (he said) we had the gratification of seeing that. the great and'
proud land of our ancestors had zealously and powerfully seconded the
declarations and acts of our Government for the suppression of this crime.
The efforts of EDgland to accomplish this great object have been most costly
aind. unceasing. Under the influence of a jpst and laudable humanity and
a wise policy, she has ever persevered iln her war upon this trade. AIr.
Wilberforce, the best and greatest of her statesmen, in 1SiS, in a speech
in the House of Commons tupon the Spanish treaty,. speaking of the sum
paid to Spain for acceding to the abolition of the trade, said ."' he could not

5.14
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hit think that: the grant to Spaiii wbuld be more than repaid to Great
Britafil in commercial adv!3:tage bk the opbniig o'f a great continent to'
British-industry-al objectt which 'would be entirely defeated if the slave
trade; was to be carried on by the 'Spanish nation."

Thu's it appears that two of the greatest maritimb' nations have long since
decreed the destruction of this infa on1'traffic, and, pledged themselves't
the world for its accomplishinenrt. Nothing, therefore, can be more in ac-
cordance 'with the 'declared' will of the American people, nor within the 'ad-
initted sphere of action of their representatives, than to invite their atten-'
tion to the interesting subject on which they have thus spoken' and acted,
and lay before, them the "information this contention has obtained in rela-'
tion to the present state and circumstances of this trade.
And 'nothing can be more opportune than sulch a consideration 6f this

stibjbet now. It seems a design of Providence that the two great nati.,ns
who have' united in 'the noble and holy resolution 'of effacing'this foul blot
froln'the face of the earth, should be brought together, in amicable confer.
ence, to determine what remains to be done to accomplish what they have
vowed.

L.et us, then, present this subject to our people and their representatives-
and to the people and representatives of a nation as willing and ready as
our own to co-operate in this great work'. Let us show theni-
How it is that the slave trade has not been abolished;
And how it may be abolished.
The slave trade, though thus denounced, and thus warred upon, has not

been abolished!
Nay, it is worse; it has not been diminished! It is still worse; it has ii-

creased-and increased in every way-in extent and in' atrocity. We can
refer to calculations recently and reasonably made, from facts well ac-
credited, in Englaiid, to show that the extent of the trade is greater than
ever. it is thus shown that this pestilential crime now sweeps from Afri-
ca, every year, upwards of half a million of her people.
We can show also, from sources equally authentic, that the horrors' at-

tenidant upon this unnatural and wanton waste of human life are far more
terrible than were ever seen, or could have been expected, even in the per-
petrators of this hardening and brutifying traffic.

It is now a fearful and horrid process, carried on under the constant dread
of pursuia, in sharp fast sailing vessels, with the malice and fuiry of fiends.
The wretched victims are wedged together in the flul and close recesses of
these prisons, with scarcely space enough to each for the heart to swell in
the agony of its despair. The very si.&ve' traders of former days would be
shocked to look into the hold of a modern slave ship. If, in the days of
Clarkson and Wilberforce, when the pictures of the interior of the vessels
then in use' roused the indignation of their countrymen, a slave' trader of
that day could have been shown the representations now given of vessels
recently captured by British cruisers, and he could have been told that the
cruelty of his trade would ever reach such a measure of enormity, he would
have indignantly repelled such an intimation, and said-

" Am I a dog, that I should. do such 'things"
Mr. K. then referred to the documents and official statements and esti-

nmates in the late work of Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, anid to papers in the
sage and other publications, shoving the present course and state of the
SI ave trade, and the inetilciency of the means used for its abolition.
We are thus constrainedl to say that all this strolln desire, and them
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streanuous and persevering efforts, had accomplished nothing ; that, over
all this opposition, the slave trade had achieved an impious and -awful
triumph. So manifest is this, that the humane author to which he had re-
ferred, in the conclusion o.f his great and benevc.ent work, admits that it is
"' better to do nothing, than to go oil, year after year, at great cost, adding
to the disasters and inflaming the wounds of Africa."
The means, then, that have been used have failed, utterly failed, and

even, if nothing else can be done, had better be abandoned. Better let the
spoiler seize his prey, without inflaming his cupidity and his cruelty by
opposition-better let him bear it away slowly and securely, than give
him, by pursuit, temptations to torture, and the plea of its necessity.
What have these means been?
Treaties and stipulations with the nations whose shores are still polluted

by the reception of this impious merchandise of human beings-treaties
and stipulations, bought .and paid for, solemnly engaging to prohibit and
prevent these importations, and yet utterly disregarded; in some places
perhaps attempted, vainly and by insufficient means, to be enforced; in
others connived at; in others openly and shamefully permitted; in all, the
demand and the supply as great, if not greater than ever.

In the same work to which lie had already referred were to be seen, in
the reports of the British commissioners, and the despatches and corres-
pondence of Lord Palmerston, and other official documents, the clearest
evidence of the want of will, or the want of power, or both, in the officers
of Spain and Portugal, and some of the South American States, to fulfil the
stipulations they have made, to stop the importation of slaves within their
territories.

So manifest is this, that Lord Palmerston stated, in 1S3S, in a letter to Sir
G. Villiers, that "1 no reliance can be placed upon any of the subordinate
authorities of the Spanish Government, either in the colonies or inl Spain
herself, for the due execution of the laws of Spain and of the treaties for
the suppression of the slave trade." And Sir T. F. Buxton, in his very recent
work, "i declares his conviction that the- trade will never be suppressed by
this system;" that "its enormous gains will defeat it."

This measure, then, of negotiating treaties with the nations into whose
territories slaves are introduced, has failed.
Can any thing be done to make it more effectual ? England, wtithl whom

these treaties have been made, has the right to enforce their fulfilment.
She may make their infraction cause of war ; and her power wightenable
her alone to prosecute such. a war successfully. But, unless similar treaties
could be made with other nations, they could have no such right of inter-
foreiice in the internal concerns of other States. Could our country, art
the other civilized nations, obtain, by commercial advantages or otherwise,
similar treaties, so that the voice, and, if need be, the arms of all the civil.
ized world, could be brought to beat on these States, then success rnighr,
be expected.
There are great difficulties in the way of such a scherme, perhaps, at pres-

ent, impracticable. But we may hope that a time may come when the
nations now allowing these importations may be induced. by motives oi
humanity and interest, to enter into such engagements. It must, no doubt,
to be just, be vol-initary. And other nations, from the samne motives. and
seeing the importance of opening the African trade to themselves and to
the world, may find adequate inducements to such legotiatiolns. T'ill thent
these means cannot be available.
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Another measure resorted to, and most earnestly prosecuted by the Brit-
ish Government, is the pursuit and capture of slave vessels on the ocean.
Something has, no doubt, been, effected by these means. Many vessels
have been captured, and many slaves delivered. But the number, coum-
pared vith that of those that have escaped, has been insignificant. And it
is now seen and admitted that no sensible diminution of the trade can be
expected from any force and any vigilance that are brought to arrest it on
the ocean, the amount of what is thus restrained being far less than the
increase arising from the continually increasing cupidity with which it is
prosecuted.

All this, he said, was manifested by the reports of the British governors
*and officers on the coast, collected by Sir Thomas F. Buxton; and that writer
expresses, unreservedly, his despair of seeing any thing effectual accom-
plished, unless other measures are adopted. This hais beet- no surprise to
those whose opinions on this subject were forined from collect information
of the state and course of the trade. One of the earliest movements of the
Amnerican Colonization Society was to send two intelligent gentlemen to
visit and explore the coast of Africa, and obtain all necessary infornia-
tion of the circLUstances under which the trade wvas conducted, and of the
habits and dispositions of tlhe natives. The journal of this interesting voy -
age by Mr. Mills, and the information giveen by his worthy associate, Mr.
Burgess, accord remarkably wvith the views nowv presented in Sir Thomas F.
Buxton's book, and the answers and explanations made to the convention
by Doctor HIall. In their third annual report, in 1821, the society express-
ed their decided conviction that the slave trade could never be suppressed
by action ou the ocean. but could only be extirpated by operations on the
land, where it originated; and the same opinion has been often since ex.
pressed in subsequent reports. Experience has shows that these opinions
were correct, and th1e persons best informed upon thue subject nov- with
one voice acknowledge the inefficiency of these means of prevention.

It is plain, therefore, that the two great nations, united in a common
declaration of extermination against the slave trade, must adopt other and
niore decisive means of operation than those heretofore exerted.
The question now is, what shallQlese means be ?
It is perhaps worthy of consideration, whether both these nations can-

not devise some legislative restraints upon the indirect aid and facilities
afforded by some of their citizens to the commerce of the slave traders.
In our country it is believed are the principal builders of the vessels of the
slave traders. In Englanid, as shownI by Sir Thomas F. Buxton, a very large
proportion. if not almost all, of the trade goods, and the utensils and iu-
plemnents of the trade, used by the slavers, are manufactured. The saLes of
such goods and implements and vessels, if innocently made, in ignorance
of the use for which they were intended, could not be restrained; and it
would he difficult, if not impossible, in most cases, to affect the imanufac-
turers with the knowledge of the use for which they were purchased. Ic
is evident that, though some degree of restraint might be thLus imposed
utpon the trade, nothing decisive or permanent could be expected fromt
Such legislation. Something far beyond this is necessary to accomplish the
oojeet.
What that is, we cannot now reasonably doubt. A~'clear anl'ld m1ost

unianitilouis opinion. founded upon lung experience and uindoullbted facts. has
beer pronounced by British governors and officers long familiar with the
coast of Africa, the situation and disposition of the natives. and the opera-
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tioxis of those engaged in the trade. A humane and intelligent;associatibn
in England, with SirT. F. Bixton at its head, has been investigating thiis'sub.l
ject for years, and has now given to the world&the'ire'sult of its labors;
Many of our citizens; who -for upwards of twenty years, past have directed
their attention tn the same objects, and naval ofliters alnd agents 'of 'otir
Government who have been upon the coast; have on frequent occasions
expressed their views upon the "subject.
These all concur in designating thie true 'remedy for the'evil'that'has' 'so'

long 'baffled all other efforts; and it has every quality that 'seems necessary
to justify the strongest hopes of its success.

It seeks not to lop off the branches that may be within our reach, but
strikes at the root of the evil.- It assails the trade, where it;begins, on the"
soil of Africa; not on the ocean, where it has the means ofescape. It de-
pends not on catching flying purchasers who may escape, but stops the sale;
so that-there may be no purchasers. If it can create such a state of things
ir. Africa that there shall be no market for slaves there, the 'object is ac-
complished;
Such a state of things can only be created by opening another market,'

by the substitution of another trade.
Commerce; civilization,- and colonization, each introducing' the other,

each promoted by and promoting' each other, working together in concert
to offer to the natives the supplies they need, and showing them that they
can be had for prices far short of the blood and misery heretofore demanded
for them; shoving them that"their forests and' fields present all around:
them, and to all, abundant means of payment-that they should prefer the
certain products of peaceful labor to the sad chances of intestine war.
That the wretched natives of that continent would be influenced by such

Inducements, and were prepared to receive this substitute for the trade:
which now stimulates them to mutual violence and slaughter, is proved by
the evidence of those 'just' referred to, by the circumstances attending the
trade, and by the -'lccess which has already attended the efforts to effect
such changes' among them.
The coast of Africa is peopled by a belt of feeble and distinct kingdoms,

easily accessible to the influence of those who will bring trade to them of
any description, and easily awed by the appearance of naval force. Oi
those parts of the coast where they have discontinued the slave' trade, a
great and rapidly increasing improvenieiit has taken place in their condi-
tion and habits, and they are now engaged in procuring the products of
their country, and- availing themselves of 'the advantages of commerce.
Where' the slave trade still prevails, they are the factors or agents between
the interior' kings, who drive down their gangs of slaves, and the slave
ships. This 'intermediate agency 'is necessary to the trade. The great
mass of slaves is driven down from considerable distances in the interior,
to the chiefs or kings upon the coast, where they are kept in large recep-
tacles, by thousands, where many of then perish. These places are known
to the slavers in the vessels -as they pass along: the coast, who communicate
by signals with the shore, and take off their cargoes.

It would therefore only be necessary to operate upon these nations oln
the coast. If they abandon the trade, the supply from the interior ceases.
There are several very interesting statements quoted in Sir T. F. Buxton's

book, from the governors of the British settlements on the coast, partici'-
'larly those -of Colonel Nicholls and Governor Turner, showin, the ease
with which arrangements can be' made with those chiefs for the abolition
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of the slave trade and the introduction of lawful commerce. The conqur-
ring statements and opinions of Dr. Hall the convention has heardBut
the proof exhibited by the success that has attended all the attempts of this
nature, made in the neighborhood of the civilized settlements on the coast,'
is conclusive. Thuis, for several hundred riles of cnast, the slave trade has
ceased; and this change has been effected by' treaties, and sometimes by'
thedestruietion of the factories and establishments of the foreign miscreants,
the-outcasts'of all nations, engaged in every species of lawless'violen'ce and.
plunder.
The natives are now enjoying the advantages of this change, and the'

great and obvious improvement in their condition cannot fail to attract the
attention of the adjacent population ; and there is no reason 'to doubt that
the-whole'vestern coast may, by proper efforts, be soon delivered front.
this scourge, and made to exhibit the same improvement.
Under the influence of these encouraging prospects, the British Govern-

ment has already commenced this course of proceeding. Thus originated
her expedition to explore the Niger, of the unfortunate failure of' which
we-have all heard.
We are now negotiating' with her, on the subject of the suppression of

the slave trade, and discussing questions about' the right; of search. How
it is 'to. result, he, of course, could not pretend to conjecture. But one thing
he could say, and appeal to British authority of the 'most unquestionable
character to prove it-that it was a matter of little or 'no moment to the
slave traders how it resulted. It would not sensible affect their trade. It
would do nothing with those that were' not 'discovered; nor with those
that, though discovered, could not be caught. And we all 'know that the
trade is so managed as to provide well for both these ways of escape.' It
is, moreover, no new expedient. The Britislh cruisers, for several 'years,
have exercised it to a greater extent, in relation to vessels under our flag,
than it is now asked, and it has proved ineffectual.
We may, then, safely conclude that, whatever our Goverenment may say

to the application now pending,'something' far beyond any arrangement
the two' Governments may make upon this subject must 'be done, if they
desire-to abolish the trade. Let them agree to do that which, all may now'
perceive, presents the sole hope of success, and they may well waive th6-
discussion of all lesser topics. Let them unite in the determination to give
commerce, civilization, and colohiization, to Africa. Wherever they shall:
present these, the demon they would destroy will flee before them. Let
a proper scheme be formed to accomplish this. Let the' officers of our'
respective naval forces detached to execute this service be instructed to act
in concert-to visit the most extensive slave marts, convene theIkings and"
chiefs before them, and let them' know that these 'two nations have ulnitd
their forces to abolish the trade. Let treaties of amity and commerce be
thus formed along the coast- and all thb facilities and inducenients of com-
merce be opened between the natives and the people of both Governments,
and with all the world.' Thus, and thus only, can the solenin pledge of
England and' America be redeemed, the rescue of Africa accomplished, and
the cause of humanity and the prosperity and honor of the world sustained'
as they ought to be.
To join in such a work as this, no nation has' inducements like ours.

Our products and manufactures are particularly adapted to African com..
merce, and her articles of export njost valuable to us. And we have fa-'
cilities and advantages peculiarly our own, arising fromn the .colored race
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among us, and presenting to them and to ourselves the prospect of incal.
culable benefit.

That unfortunate race has been treated among us with a humanity that
might have been expected from those who had not covetously sought them
for gain, but been compelled reluctantly, and against their earnest protests.
to receive them. 'T'hev have u6t been worn down and wasted by hard
bondage, as in other slave countries, where the slave trade is resorted to
to repair the losses thus occasioned. Their great increase, equal to that of
any race any where, proves that they have been no victims of inhumanity.
A great number of them have been liberated, and live among us, both in
the slave and free States, under circumstances that must ever be unfavorl-
ble both to them and to us.

Let their fathers' land be opened to them. There is their home. They
are the men eminently qualified to bear commerce, civilization, and colb-
vization, to the land of their ancestors. Let them return to dispense there
the blessings they have received here-the arts of' civilized life; the re-
straints of law and order; principles and habits of morality and industry;
and, above all, the great teacher and dispenser of all good, the Christian
religion. They are men,' and they will feel tie irresistible impulse to bear
these blessings to the benighted brethren of their race. It is not in human
nature to resist such an impulse thus to exalt themselves and enlighten
those to whom they are thus bound.
They are also, if not the oiily men that can effect the redemption of Af-

rica, certainly the best qualified to accomplish it. Providence seems to have
decreed that Africa shall not be the white mlan's home. He who "made
of one blood all the nations of the earth" hath " assigned" also "the
bounds of their habitation," and Africa is reserved for her original race.
They must be the settlers on her coasts, the adventurers to explore her
mighty rivers and boundless forests. The late expedition to ascend the
Niger cost nearly seventy thousand pounds and many valuable lives. Who
can doubt that such an adventure could have been made by our colonists
on the coast, or by our colored people here, at less than a tenth of the cost.
and with no hazard of life ? Let us then propose this scheme, and enter
upon its execution with a*ri energy and zeal proportioned to such induce-
ments and facilities.
He now called the attention of the convention to the onlyr other subject

embraced by the resolution.
The memorial is to present to the consideration of Congress the colonies

now established oil the African coast.
Here, it may be thought, we are introducing a subject of a more doubt-

ful character. It may be asked what Congress can have to do wvith these
colonies, where our Government has no sovereignty or jurisdiction. Our
Constitution, it will be said, gives no powers to the General Government
to acquire-or govern foreign territories. Foreign conquest and dominion
were not objects intended to be authorized.

If it be admitted that our Constitution does not permit the acquisition of
territory, and assuming the government of it, onl the coast of Africa, it would
by no means follow that protection might not be afforded to settlements
there established, for the purpose of acconiplishing thereby any of the le-
gitimate objects of government. Our Government, like all others, may
certainly be brought under the plainest obligations to extend its protection
to a foreign territory, whenever the interests or safety of its own citizens,
or its engagements with persons in such territory, may require it. What
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the memorial is to request of the representatives of the National Government
is, not to assume the government of these settlements, butlo protect them.
And this he would undertake to show as plainly within the power of Con-
gress as the protection of commerce or the suppression of the slave trade.

All agree that the commerce of the United States is, by our Constitution,
placed distinctly and exclusively under the control and protection of the
General Government.
Our commerce, then, with these colonies is to be protected ; and, if that

branch of our commerce be sufficiently important to our citizens to justify
it, doubtless the colonies themselves may be lawfully protected froni danger.
And if it shall be made to appear to Congress that the trade of American

citizens on the coast of Africa dosei es encouragrenellmt and requires pro-
tection, and that these friendly and civilized settlenients on a barbarous
coast are necessary to render such aid and relief to our citizens, so engaged.
asmav enable them to prosecute their trade safely and advantageously,it

wvould follow as a plain m-atter of duty that our Go'vernment should sustain
and protect. then. That these colonies did afford aid to the tride of our
citizens, and that their support and protection were legitimate objects of
the care and attention of the National Government, had been declared, aild
proved, and recognised, on frequent occasions. Every trader to the coast
knows this. Dr. Hall has shown their great importance in this respect,
and the many instances in which the vessels and lives of our citizens have
been preserved by the relief they have afforded. Anld this is confirmed by
our naval officers on the coast, the instructions theyhave received from our
Government, and the duties thev have been called to discharge. These all
show that, as friendly ports on a distant and inhospitable coast, their pro-
tection is essential to the protection of commerce.

Again: their preservation is essential to the prosecution of the other ob-
Jeet mentioned in the resolution-the suppression of the slave trade. The
power of Congress over that subject, as has been shown, was never ques-
tioned. Arnd if Congress way lawfullv undertake measures for the sup-
pression of tlat trade, and the colonies are necessary or important to make
those measures successful, their preservation and protection are within the
power of Congress.
That they are the most. powerful auxiliaries in the war upon this vile

trade is at once siowvn lby the fact that they have annihilated it every where
within the reach of their influence. rhis shows that,whenever lawful trade is
brouligt within the reach of the natives, they will abandon the trade in slaves.

Hle referred to the answvers of Dr. Hall, the reports of the AfricarrInsti-
tution in England, arid of the American Colonization Society, and the work
of Sir Thomias F. Buxton, to show the extent of coast in the neighborhood of
these African colonies now freed fromn the slave trade, and the happy effects
thev were producing by their influence and intercourse with the native tribes.

'the sanmje documents. also, to which he had already referred, the reports
of our naval officers, and the instructions under which they had cruised,
showed that these settlements have been always regarded as important
stations for the aid and refreshment of our public and private vessels, and
as exerting a beneficial influence in promoting lawful trade and suppress-
ing the slave trade.
No higher claim need be offered to justify the protection nowv to be ask-

ed for them. But there is a higher claim. The faith of our Government
is pledged for their protection. To that pledge they owe their existence,
and to its fulfilment hitherto their present safety and prosperity. -
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It can.be shown to Congress that their statute in 1819, for the prohibition
of the slave trade, required that the Africans captured under its provisions
should be removed to Africa. Its second section authorizes the President
"c to make such regulations and arrangements as he may deem expedient
for the safe keeping, support, and, removal beyond the United States, of all
such negroes, mulattoes, or persons of color, as may be so delivered and
brought within their jurisdiction; and to appoint a proper person or persons,
residing upon the coast of Africa, as agent or agents for receiving the nie-
groes, mulattoes, or persons of color, delivered from on board vessels seized
in the prosecution ofthe slave trade by commanders of the U. States armed
vessels." By this act, $100,000 was appropriated to carry it into effect.
The President, in the execution of th;e duties thus assigned to him, ne.

cessarily considered that the Africans thus to be kept, supported, and re-
moved, or received on the coast of Africa, were not to be left to perish, or
again to be seized and transported on a barbarous coast. He was author.
rized to appoint agents to receive them, anid they and the agents were, of
course, to be protected and supported. He therefore made the " regulations
and arrangements" required by the act; and despatched agents, with proper
means to assist them in the discharge of these duties, to reside upon the
coast. They were sent there in a public ship, and directed" to select the
most suitable place on the coast of Africa, to which all persons taken under
the act should be delivered to them." All these regulations, and the meas-
tires thus adopted by the President, were communicated to Congress by
him, in a special message, at the next session. At the same time, the Sec-
retary of the Navy communicated to Congress his instructions to the coni-
manders of our armed vessels for the execution of this law, requiring them
to deliver whatever Africans they might capture to the agents on the coast.
The place selected by the agents was the territory then acquired on the
coast by the American Colonizatioln Society, for the settlement of such free
colored persons from our country as should be willing to emigrate. And a
certain portion of the first colonists were engaged as assistants to these
agents, to enable them to support and protect the Africans to be delivered
to them. In this manner, all the regulations and measures adopted by the
Executive, in fulfilling the humane provisions of this law, were distinctly
brought to the notice of Congress.

At the succeeding session, the President's message again brought before
Congress the slave trade, and the measures taken to enforce its prohibition.
A memorial was also presented by the American Colonization Society,
asking " the national countenance and assistance" to their object. It rep-
resented that there would be a " settlement of captured Africans upon the
coast, in consequence of the measures already adopted," and that it was
" evidently most important, if not necessary to such a settlement, that the
civilized people of color of this country, those industry, enterprise. and
knowledge of agriculture and the arts, would render then most useful as-

sistants,'should be connected with such ani establishment." It stated, further,
that a territory had been acquired, anid that. they were about to send out a
colony; and they called the attention of Congress to the important effects
that might be expected from such establishimients upon the slave trade.
"' That such points of settlement would dianuse their light around the coast,
and gradually dispel the darkness which has so long enshrouded that conti-
netit, would be a reasonable hope, and would justify the attempt, even it
experience had not ascertained its success. Although, therefore, much may
be effected by the vigilant operations of a well-disposed naval force, it is to
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_be feared that much.will always remain to be done,. until some degree of
civilization is .attained by..the inhabitants of the coast of Africa. The pres-
ent..me~asures, therefore, for the suppressionof the slave trade, if -uncon-
nected with others for the improvement of the natives, must be long. col-
tinued, and the effects produced by them ivill be partial, tedious, and un-
certain; and.the least relaxation of this vigilance will revive it.
The subject, thus brought to the notice ofthe National Legislature, was re-

ferred to a. committee, which, towards the close of the session, presented an
able and interesting report. This report wvas accompanied with the reso-
lution already referred to, recommending the slave trade to be made piracy.
and subjecting it to the punishment of death. The committee, speaking ot
the act of 1819, says: " The unavoidable consequence of this just and hu-
miane provision is to require some preparation to be made for their tempo-
rary succor, on being relanded upon the African shore. And no prepara-
tion can prove so congenial to its own object, or so economical as regards the
Governrmentcharged with this charitable duty,as that which would be-found
in a colony of the free people of color of the United States. Sustained by the
recommendations of numerous societies inl every part of the United States.
and the approving voice of the legislative assemblies of several States, with-
out inquiring into any other tendency of the object of the memorialists, your
committee do not hesitate to pronounce it deserving of the countenance and
support of the General Government.
They add: "Of the constitutional power of the General Government to

grant the limited aid contemplated by the accompanying bill and resolutions,.
your committee presume there can exist no shadow of doubt; and they
leave it to a period of greater national prosperity to determine howv far the
authority of Congress, the resources of the National Government. and the
welfare and happiness of the United States, will warrant or require its ex-
tension. Your committee are solemnly enjoined, by the peculiar object oi
their trust, and invited by the suggestions of the memorialists, to inquire
into the defects of the existing laws against, the African slave trade. So
long as it is in the power of teie United States to provide additional re-
straints upon this odious traffic, they cannot be withheld consistently with
the justice and power of the nation."
Of the resolution appended to the report, they say: " In proposing to the

House of Representatives to make such part of this offence as occurs upon
the ocean piracy, your committee are animated, not by the desire of mani-
festing the horror with which it is viewed by the American people, but by
the confident expectation of promoting, by their example, its more certain
punishment by all nations, and its absolute and final extinction. May it
not be believed that, when the whole civilized world shall have denounced
the slave trade as piracy, it will become as unfrequent as any other species
of that offence against the law of nations? Is it unreasonable to suppose
that negotiations will, with greater facility, introduce into that law such a
provision as is here proposed, when it shall have been already incorporated
in the separate code of each State ? The maritime Powers of the Christian
world have at length concurred in pronouncing sentence of condemnation
against the traffic. The United States, having led the way in forming this
decree, owe it to themselves not to fullowo the rest of mankind in promoting
its vigorous execution."
Such are the sanctions under which the lights have been kindled that

now shine upon shores long darkened by tile crimes of all nations.. The
humane policy of those measures has never been changed. Agents are stilV
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appointed. Cargoes of captured Africans have been received there, and
they are now a portion of a civilized and prosperous cornnjunity, reflecting
honor upon the land under whose auspices they have been sent to dis.
pense the blessings they have received to those that sit around them 4 ill
darkness and in the shadow of death."
How can this work of our own hands be abandoned ? What our power

and policy have thus planted must be fenced round by our protection.
Onl every ground, therefore, of their own merit, and the support thus

pledged to them, and as aids to commerce, and as allies against the slave
trade, they must be sustained and protected. In truth, these three great
subjects are one and indivisible. African commerce calls for the destruc-
tion of the slave trade, and to destroy the slave trade you must foster
African commerce; and African colonization is the life of African corn-
merce, and the death of the slave trade.
And such is the indissoluble connexion of these three great agents in this

great work, that if the distinct claims of the colonies could be disregarded,
our Government, in fulfilling its obligations to suppress the slave trade and
encourage commerce, would incidentally and necessarily extend protection
to the colonies. Indeed; this incidental protection and assistance, properly
applied. would give almost all the aid they require. The claims of com-
merce alone will demand the presence of a portion of our naval force, and
the appointment of commercial agents, as usual in other places, with proper
powers to afford the facilities to trade and protection to our vessels.
The sane means will be necessary to act efficiently against the slave

trade, and form treaties with other nations for its abolition.
These means, effectually applied, will constitute the chief defence re-

q(ired by the colonies. Some of them, perhaps but recently established,
ate not yet sufficiently strong in numbers to be entirely secure ; and most
of them may need an additional supply of armns. One measure now seem-
ing to require attention is that of negotiating with the natives for the safe-
tv and neutrality of these settlements. This interposition has been asked
by the States of Virginia and Maryland ; anid AMr. Jefferson has long
since expressed the opinion, when the application was made by Virginia,
that such a measure was proper in itself, and could only be effected by the
s'xereise of the powers vested in the General Government. This must ne-
cessarily be done by the authority of Congress.

Sutch, then, is the view which the resolution proposes to present to Con-
gress of these subjects. He trusted it had been sufficiently shown that
none ot them were even near the border of those limits which have been
fissigned to the powers of Congress. a
He believed it would now appear that the time for decisive action was

come; the time to renovate and repenple a wasted and wo worn land;
io drive away its cruel spoilers, and to introduce commerce, colonization,
and civilization, with all the virtues and blessings in. their train.
The failuresand disappointmentsof the pastnow show the path to success,

and make it manifest'that we need no longer waste our efforts in doubtful ard
uncertain measures. We know what is to he done, and how it is to be done.
We have undoubted facts to make out a clear and strong case for the

action of our Government, on all the grounds on which it is to be claimed.
Ilts power over the subject is proved and settled, the will' to exert it cannot
be found wanting in the representatives of the 'Americain people; and we
may confidently hope, that what our Government was the first to declare,
it will be the foremost to execute.
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In conclusion, he called upon the friends of that great cause iii whose
behalf the convention had assembled, to rejoice in its brightening prospects.
African colonization was about to receive a new impulse, to assume %, new
and commanding position among the means that are destined to remove a
curse and bestow a blessing upon mankind. United with commerce and
civilization, giving and receiving strength by the association, she will go
forth to certain conquest.
The colonization of Africa, by its own free and civilized descendants,

would seem, from its Very nature and necessary consequences, to be the
chosen and fitted instrument for her deliverance. And now experience has
proved that it is so. Of all the instruments put in use to effort the pur-
pose, this is the only one that Ihas never failed to produce results commen-
surate with the extent of its application.
He had never doubted its success. From its origin, when first proposed

by the venerated Finley, to the present time, in its darkest day he had
never doubted. It originated in Christian hope and benevolence, and had
the favor of IHleaven ; and that favor had been manifested in all its course.
Christians and patriots came around it ; and though many of them had
since been called away from their earthly labors, Christians and patriots
were still around it.; and this convention had the gratification of seeing
that, under the impulse of the feelings which had called it into existence,
there were still Arnerican statesmen ready and able to 'maintain it.
And what (he asked) were the triumphs to which it aspired? If the

extinction of the slave trade was to be its only trophy, who could estimate
the amount of human guilt and suffering that would he thus prevented ?
If but one tribe of helpless creatures could be thlus delivered, one den of
slaughter and pollution broken up, the victims (of a single slave ship res-
cued, (and victories like these colonization had already achieved and was
now daily achievilng., who would regret that. the labor of his life had been
devoted to such a cause?

But what shkulld be our zeal and energy when wve know that the mon-
strous iniquity against which wve are engaging demands and receives an-
nually half a million of our fellow-creatures as its victims ?-victims to a
fate far more tremendous than death.

If it was eveii only death, think what death must be in the hold of a
slave ship ! -Where else was ever such a bed of torture prepared by man
for muati ! It is a sad and fearful things to die under all the circumistarnces of
alleviation that can be brouigt around us-when the bed is smoothed by
the hand of affection, wvhen the cooling draught and the refreshing breeze,
and the gentle words and ministry of sympathizing friends, soften the
pains of dissolution. But when the body is in chains and the heat in agony,
where there is nlone to pity or to help, none present but demons and their
victims; where the living, and the dying, anid the dead, are crushed together
in one loathsome mass of anguish and pollution, it is terrible to die.

It is still more terrible to live-to live through all these, horrors-and to
come forth a. breathing skeleton of despair, and put on the iron yoke of
wasting bondage.
Who call be unconcerned, and know that things like these are done and

doing upon the earth we inhabit ? That it presents, as it revolves, this
foul and bloody blot to the eye of Heaven. calling for the lightning of the
Almighty to consume the wvork which he had blessed, and mnan hath cursed?
All, all are guilty in his sight-not only those who perpetrate, but those
who permit the outrage.

5
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Let then all, all people and all nations of the earth, rise in the majesty
of human nature, and with united voice proclaim throughout the world
hat this enormity shall cease; and let them never rest till, by their united
arms, it shall be accomplished. Let all join in a work of mercy that shall
appease the wrath of Heaven, and vilt the smiles of angels. Let the
ocean no longer bear away from Africa her wretched people, but return
her outcasts, free, civilized, and rejoicing.

Trbis work will be done-the voice of inspiration has proclaimed it, and
fulfilling prophecies around us show that the dawning of this day of bright-
ness is at hand. " Ethiopia is stretching forth the hand." " Her solitary
places shall be glad." -A Her wilderness shall blossom as the rose."

Yes, the colonizatilI of the colored race on the land of their fathers is no
longer a theory, a scheme, aln experiment, but a fact, a work in) .progress;
andl it will go on. A great nation has resolved it, patriotism cormimands it,
benevolence urges it, religion impels it, and it will go on.
A free and happy land, rejoicing in the best gifts of Heaven, will make

this grateful otlering to the great Giver of its blessings; will stretch forth
the hand of love and mercy to an outcast and down-trodden race, and lead
them to their home. Africa will take jo her bleeding bosom her long lost
cldiLI ern, and they shall wipe away her tears ofagony, break oflfall her chains
enlightein all her darkness, and the days of her .abasement shall be ended.
Where can human hearts be found insensible to such a work ? rhe

whole world inay well be called upon to make that which redounds to the
honor and happiness of the world the business of the world.

Btic this call must be most loud and effectual where this ill-fated race is
found, and found in such circumstances that its removal is indispensable to
its enjoyment of freedom and happiness, and essential to the interests of
those fromt whom they remove,

TLie call is to our country. Hle trusted she would nobly answer it. HIe
thought he valued as he ought her deeds of patriotism and valor, the tri-
umnphs achieved by her flag. But when that standard flings forth its folds
over the destitute and abandoned ; when it calls together the outcasts of a
dark and distant land, guides them to a happy heritage, and there waves
over them-their pride and their protection ; then are its stars a constella-
tion of glory ; then does it achieve a higher triumph thean its proudest battle
fields have won.

This is the boon that lie would ask for his country ; not the renown that
arms or arts can give, blut a aiame and example that should enlighten and
animate the Wvorld by being active and eminent in a wvork of mercy ; that
she should showv her gratitude to Heaven for the blessings she has received
by the blessings she bestows, and secure the protection of Heaven by fol-
filling its high behests in sending forth its light to those who are in dark-
ness. Ile (id covet for his native land the honor of repairing the wrongs
and repeopling the desolations of injured Africa, and restoring her to a
place among the nations of the earth ; thus making a great continent, re-
deemed and enlightened by her labors, a living monument to hier praise.
The Hon. C. F. Mercer seconded this resolution.
Mr. Mercer then rose and alluded to the early days of the society and to

the transactions connected with its origin, in which. the gentleman near lhim,
(Mr. Key,) and one lamented individual, (the late Elias B3. Cald well,) arid
himself, had been especially concerned. I-Ie spoke of the first movements
in Congress for the cause, and especially of the passage of the lawv denoune-
in;> the slave trade as piracy, and of thie act by which the recaptured Af-

66
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ricans had been brought under the protection of the General Government,
and due provision made for their restoration to Africa ; of the benefit mu-
tually secured by the Governmeent and the Colonization Society, by acting
in concert at the time the colony of Liberia was founded, and of the obli-
gation of the National legislature to extend its protecting care to colonies
that had sprung into being under its auspices, and withoLut the existence of
which it. had been well nigh impossible to carry out the humane provisiorIs
of Congress for the benefit of the recaptured Africans.

The resolution was adopted.
On motion of Mvlr. Key, the following gentlemen were appointed a coIll-

mittee to prepare and present thle memorial contemplate(d ini the resolution
to the'Corngress of the United States .Messrs. Key, Whittlesey, Gurlcy,
Lindsly, and Ellsworth.

After transactincg other business, the convention adjourned sinle die.

S9asivers of Dr. J(nnes Haill to t/e/fillowuig interrogalories addressed to
him by F S. Key, Esq.

Ques. 1. Hlow long and under what circumstances have you been ac-
quainted with the western coast of Africa, the colonies there established,
and the course and extent of commerce onl that coast, and the state of the
slave trade ?

Ans. I have been well acqtuainted with the American colonies on the coast
of Africa since November of 1831, having at that time received the ap-
pointalent of assistant physician to tlhe colony of Liberia, where I continued
for near two years.. I subsequently, under the direction of the Maryland
State Colonization Society, founded the colony at Cape Palmnas, denomi-
nated Maryland in Liberia. I remained in this colony for the term of
three years, in the capacity of governor and physician, during which time
I made some general surveys of that section of the coast, ascended a large
river near one hundred miles, and made many treaties of amity and com-
merce with the kings and chief's in the territory contigtlons to our pur-
chased territory.
Upon my resignation of thie agency of thie Maryland State Colonization

Society, I commenced mercantile operations on the coast, exclusively oln
my own account, and personally superintended by myself, extending from
Sierra Leone to Cape Coast Castle, althoUgh1 mainly confined to the vicini-
ty of thle American colonies. These were continued until the autumn of
1840, daring all of which time I was frequently in all the American-colo-
nies, and at all tile slave marts between Sierra Leone and Cape Palmas.
Since that period I have been actiul. as general agent of thle Maryland
State Colonization Society, have still a vessel trading onl the coast, and main-
tained, fron- both causes, an extensive correspondence with the colonies.

Ques. 2. State thle present condition of these colonies, particularly that of
Cape Palmas, and tinder what circumstances it was founded, and at what
expense, and how it is governed, and the number of inhabitants of them all.

Ans. T'he term Liberia is applied to an extent of about 300 miles of the
wvest coast of Africa, com niencing at about 64 degrees of north latitude, and
running due southeast, in true course, to Cape Palmas, in 44 degrees north
attitude, thence about 30 miles, nearly east, to Tabou-extent into the in-,
Iterior undefined. The whole of 'this coast line, however, is not under the
jurisdiction of the American colonies, many intermediate points being occu-
pied as English and American trading factories, and one, until very recently
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as a slave factory. The first settlement wvas made at Cape Mesurado, the
northernmost point of Liberia, which has extended some distance into the
interior, up the St. Paul's river, on which are the villages of Caldwell,
Millsburg, and the White Plains labor school. The town of Monrovia
was at one time the centre of a very extensive trade from the interior.
Large quantities ofcamwvood and ivorywere shipped from this port. This
has been in a great degree broken upby the energetic prosecution of the
slave trade at Gallinas, about 100 miles to the northwest. This colony has
declined, certainly, in point of numbers,owing to the decided unhealthiness
of its location, and the calls made upon it for the establishment of new
colonies, although it is yet the capital of Liberia proper. About 25 miles
below Mesurado is Marshall, a small town at themouth of the Junk river.
Some 15 miles further are established many large colonial factories, at a
place called Little Bassa. The next principal settlement is Edina, on the
north side of St. John's river; and opposite to it, on the south side, is the
colony established by the New York and Pennsylvania colonization socie-
ties. Some few milesup the St. John's is the new town or farm section
calledBexby. These colonies at Bassa, or this colony, (tor they were a
few years since incorporated into one,) is in many respects preferable to
that on the St. Paul's, and deserves equal rank and importance. The ju-
risdiction of the Colony ceases at Bassa Cove, and no claim is made to ter-
ritory by the American colonies for near 100 miles, to the Sinou river,
where the colonization societies of Mississippi andLouisiana established a
colony under the most favorable auspices, and which would, if properly
fostered and supported, have been one of the best on the coast. The river
is large, and affords a safe and commodious anchorage for all colonial ves-
sels. The extent of territory purchased on the coast is very limited, and
the colony but feeble, from the paucity of its numbers. Again follows an
extent of near 100 miles of coast line unclaimed by the colonies, until you
arrive at Cape Palmas, which was purchased by the Maryland State Colo-
nization Society in February, 1834. This colony embraces about 1,500
square miles. Its character is strictly agricultural, producing in the great-
est abundance vegetable provisions, for consumption of its inhabitants and
for supplying commercial and national vessels. Although established but
eight years, it is far better fitted for self-support than any other colony on
the coast. Here was the first carriage road made in the colonies; and here,
to a far greater extent than in the other African colonies, either English or
American, is the plough used in agriculture.
This colony now contains about 600 emigrants, mostly from Marvland;

and the statistics of births and deaths show it to be on the increase, inde.
pendent of immigration. The total expense of the founding of this colony,
purchase of territory, transporting emigrants, furnishing supplies, paying
the salaries of officers,both inrAmerica and Africa,has been about$130,000-
$16,000 by individual contributions, $16,00 accruing from trade by the
agent of the society in the colony, and about $100,000 appropriated by the
State of Maryland.
This colony is characterized as being a strictly temperance colony, ardent

spirits having never yet been admitted except as an article of the materia
medica. And it is remarkable, too, for having been settled and thus far
nurtured without war or open hostility with the native tribes embraced
within its limits.

I am unable to state the number of emigrants in all the colonies, but they
probably fail short of four thousand.
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I perceive it was not the intent of your question that I should enter into
a detail of all the minutife respecting these colonies, and shall therefore
merely state, in addition to the above, that, as to territory, they have suffi-
cient for all present plurposes, and, as they increase, can extend it so as to
accommodate the whole colored population of the United States, although
it would be extremely desirable to increase the extent of coast line at as
early a period as practicable. With regard to the fertility of the soil, it, is
unequalled in richness, and abundantly productive of all the great variety
of tropical fruits and vegetables, and of the most valuable staples of export
in the world.
Of the character of the Liberians.-Their government is strictly republi-

can, representative or elective. All officers, of what rank soever, in all the
colonies, are colored men, anid all elected, save the two governors, one re-
siding at Mesurado, appointed by the American Colonization Society, and
the other at Cape Palmas, appointed by the Maryland State Colonization
Society. Of their capability to maintain such form of government, expe-
rience is the best evidence, as in no one instance have the constituted aui-
thorities been set at naught or trampled upon.

The colonists are generally religious and moral; perhaps a greater pro-
portion are members of some Christian church than is to be found in any
other community. A large majority of them, particularly the younger por-
tion, are instructed in the common branches of education, and some are
truly intelligent and learned. The most eloquent preachers and most suc-
cessful physicians that have been in the colony are colored men. In their
commercial transactions they are as upright and honorable as could be ex-
pected, considering their former habits of life. They are rather disposed to
be indolent than industrious. I think they are capable, with proper protec-
tion and patronage, and judicious and select additionsfrom the United States,
in time, to produce an entire moral and political revolution in western Africa.

Ques. 3. What is the nature and extent of the trade they carry on with
the natives and with other countries ?

AIIs. I have no statistics fromn which to answer your third interrogatory,
and can only say, in general terms, that the citizens of the early settlements
are decidedly a commercial people. As I before remarked, there was at
one time a very large commerce carried on at Monrovia. There were then
established there six regular commission houses, quite a number of coasting
vessels were employed in the native trade, and some foreign vessels were
constantly in the roadstead.
At the present time, although the trade from the interior is greatly di-

minished, from causes before noticed, yet the coasting trade is well sus-
tained, extending from Sierra Leone to Cape Palmas, The colonists
build small vessels, of from teul to forty tons, and trade for the commodi-
ties of the coast with merchandise purchased from European and Arner-
ican vessels. In the prosecution of this coast trade, they labor under
great disadvantages, as their competitors, the foreign merchants, are the
very ones of whom they are obliged to purchase their merchandise, and to
whom they are to sell the proceeds thereof. Were the whole coast line
between Cape Palmas and Monrovia secured by treaty to the colonists, an
ample field could be open for the prosecution of a very extensive and profit-
able commerce. Buit this would not be practicable, as the natives prefer
open and free intercourse with the trading vessels of all nations.

Ques. 4. What effects have they produced on the natives in their vicinity ?
Ans. The effect of the colonies upon the native tribes, both near and re-
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mote, is decidedly favorable, and that perhaps to a greater extent than is
often the case in the colonization or settlement of a new and barbarous
country. Although, in Liberia proper, there has not unfrequently occurred
wars with tlhe surrounding tribes, yet tlhe evils arising therefrom are far
more than counterbalanced by the good effected. The commercial inter.
course with thle natives alone is of vast benefit to them individually, be.
sides tending rapidly to develop the resources of the country. Their in.
direct benefit, too, hfirongh the missionary establishments within the influ-
ence of the- colony, is of weighty consideration, as I am vell convinced
that, without their protection, no mission station could have been estab.
lished, and certain-ly not successfully prosecuted, had thle Anmericall colo.
inies niot existed. But the most important advantage accruing to the native
from the establishment of the colonies arises from the bare fact of the ex.
istence of a community of blacks, like themselves, maintaining a well regu-
lated government, tand convorrsant with and exercising the arts and habits
of civilized life. It is a universal impression, pervading all the tribes of
western Africa, that thle white manl is of a distinct and superior order of
beings; that there is an insuperable bar between them ; that one is doom-
ed to be a savage and tht other a civilized man. The bare existence of the
colony is a convincing demonstration of thle absurdity of this opinion, and
will do more to elevate them ill the scale of being than could be done by
all and every other measure that could be projected.
Ques. 5. State the course and extent oL the slave trade, as at present existing.
Ans. As mny knowvledge, from personal observation, is confined almost

exclusively to wlhat.is termed ilhe windward section of the west coast. of
Africa, called the grain anid ivory coasts, I shall only speak of tile slave
trade as carried on there. It will at once occur to you that any thing like
definite or accurate statements with regard to the number shipped will be
out of the question, as the slave trade has for a long period only been pros-
ecuted clandestinely. To the windward of Sierra Leonc the traffic has
heretofore been prosecuted pretty extensively in the kio Pongas and the
Rio Grande, and in the Bissaous or Bissagos islands. Not having- visited
either of these places, I am unable to speak with aimuclh accuracy of what
number has at any time been shipped, but should think, from what I know
of the aamount of goods sold at those factories, that at least ten thousand
were shipped annually from all. I believe, however, most of these have
been broken uIp by the English cruisers. The Gallinias river, about 100
miles to the leeward of Sierra Leone, has been the most important and ex-
tensive slave mart on the windward coast. Here were located at least
eight factories, generally containing fromt 200 to 400 slaves each, and from
all these were shipped annually at least ten thousand, and by some esti-
mated at double that tiumber. Connected with this mart are many smaller
factories, scattered along the coast, as at Sugony river, Cape Mount, arnd Dig-
by, where slaves are purchased by sub-factors, and sent to Gallinas for
shipping, or perhaps to which large quantities of slaves have been sorme-
times transported for exportation, when Gallinas was over-strictly guarded.
This market, since my last visit to the coast, has been broken up by the
British cruisers, and I amn entirely unable to say whether the factories have
been abandoned or not. To the leewvard of Cape Mesurado, some 20 miles
from Bassa, existed another factory, at a place called New Cesters, which
was likewise broken up;) at the same time with Gallinas., The principal
agent, a Florentine by birth, has since settled as a merchant at Cape MesLu-
fado. To what extent the slave trade is carried on at those places since
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the landing of the boat's crew of the British cruisers, and the destrLuction
of the factories, I am unable to say; but doubtless, were the cruisers at all
to relax their vigilance, it would immediately be prosecuted wvith the tit-
most vigor.
From the immediate vicinity of New Cesters no other slave factory has

existed for a long period, until you reach Whidah, a distance of over 1,000
iniles. I believe there has been at least fonr British cruisers stationed on
that section of the coast of which I speak tor tile past five years, and per..
haps at times more. The great mart for the slave trade, however, is far
to the leeward, commencing at Whidah, and extended south of the lilhe to
Cape Negro, a distance of near 2,000 miles, including the delta of the Niger,
the Congo, and Gaboon rivers.

Qries. 6. State the course and extent of tile other commerce onl the coast,
and the prospects of its increasing importance.

Ans. The -whole extent of the coast line of wvest Africa is a mart of com-
merce. Therc is not often an extent of ten miles of beach without its ca-
noe landing, and stall or large trade town, established specially for the
purpose of the exchange of commodities with merchant vessels. In many
places the trade is very inconsiderable, not being sufficient to induce the
master of a trading vessel to clew up and anchor; in others, of an equally
unpromising appearance, the whole cargo of a vessel may, in the time of
an ordinary voyage, be exchanged for African produce. In the large riv-
ers, many vessels of from 200 to 400 tons are continually to be seen, en-
gaged in traffic.

Tihe principal articles of export iii former years were gums, wax, Mela-
gaitta and Guinea pepper, hides, ivory, and gold. All these articles are now
of secondary importance to dye woods and palm oil, The latter article,
when used barely for the manufacture of soap and in woollen factories,
has found a ready and permanent mhirket both in Europe and America.
But of late experiments have been made by which the stearine is separat-
ed from the ealine; both of which products being in great demand, it 'may
reasonably be supposed that any amiount of the article will always filld a
read market at a fair profit. The production of this article is greatly on
the increase, and no probable limits can he fixed as to the extent to which
it can be ftzrnished. In small towns, where I could tell years since only
purchase a fews gallons in calabashes, for the use of the crev, it is nowv ob-
tained in purncheons for exportation. In fact, the whole palm oil trade of
the wv'nd ward coast has been created within the last twelve years, and now
thousands of punicheons are shipped annually. The camwvood is one of
the inost important dye woods in the world, and we believe is mostly, if
not altogether, obtained from Africa; and it can there be obtained to almost
ally extent, being in the interior one of the most common forest trees. The
demand for it is steady and uniform, both inl this country and in England.

'Tlhe principal articles used in trade with Africa are tobacco, rum, gun-
powvder, mnueskrets, cotton goods in all varieties, sills, manyvariede sieh-d-
warc, many also of crockery and glassware, beads in all their varieties,
and various trinkets of small importance, and for which the demand is de-
creasin. Of these articles. the one most in demand, and that which must
necessarily constitute a portion of every cargo destined for native trade, is
tobacco, and of that kind which cani only be obtained in the United States.
The articles next in demand, and of which the amount used far exceeds in
value tobacco, are the coarse, heavy cotton goods made in imitation of
many varieties of the India cottons. These, it is believed, can be produced
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at as low a price in this country as in Europe, were thei'e sufficient encour.
agement offered to induce our manufacturers to engage in imitating the
particular patterns required. Gunpowder and rum can also be produced
here cheaper than in England. These five articles actually constitute two.
thirds of the value of a cargo used in the palm oil and camnwood trade.
The main importance of this trade to the United States I should attribute to
its affording a steady and increasing market for the above articles, two of
which are important staples of this country. There is also a great demand
for nmanv articles of American provisions at all the various settlements on
the coast, exceptingg the English, from, which, among other things, our salt-
ed provisions and fish are excluded,) and which will rapidly increase as the
settlements multiply an(l enlarge.
Of the actual amount of our commerce on the African coast I am unable

to form any accurate opinion, as I am in possession of no statistics with re-
gard thereto. I believe, however, I can reckon at least 5,000 tons of Amer-
ican shipping engaged on the western coast alone.

Ques. 7. By whom and under what advantages and disadvantages is it
now carried on?

Aits. I should judge at least two-thirds of the native trade of the whole
continent of Africa, excepting the Mediterranean, of which I knowv noth.
ing, to be in the hands of the English. Of the remaining third, perhaps the
Americans have one-half, and the balance is divided between the French,
Germans, and Portuguese. Tile. English maintain the ascendancy, for
many reasons. In the first place, they were at one time the most extern
sive and successful prosecutors of the slave trade, and obtained jurisdiction
over very many important points of tlw coast at that time. Then the
good's nsed in the slave trade by all nations, even to the present day, are
mainly the production of England and her India colonies, (tobacco only
excepted.) Consequently, upon the'abolition of the slave trade, a vast ex-
tcnt of the coast was under English influence, and a demand existed for
the products of her manufactories, which she, better than any other nation,
could supply.

Again: England is the great central mart for all articles of commerce for
the wholo world; and there, more than any where else, a marlket may be
found for every thing. The amount of capital too, in England, seeking in-.
vestment, is a powerful agent in opening new sources of commerce. But
there is one cause perhaps as powerful in its influence as all others corn-
bined,in securingamajorityof this trade to the English, which arises from the
peculiar manner in which the trade is prosecuted, and the general and ample
protection afforded by tile English Government to her African commerce.
The whole trade of the African coast consists ill a system ol barter of

commodities. Every large tooth of ivory, quintal oi' camriwood, or cask of
oil, must command, ill most instances, a moiety of every article used in that
commerce. The want of one important article of trade, as, for instance, a
musket, tobacco, or even a cutlass or flintts, will .prevelit the trader from
making a purchase, even although he may offer four times the value of the
article in question in other merchandise. From this cause, where the com-
merce is well established, and a demand created for all articles desired in
that trade, the merchant will enjoy great advantage, in the cotnplete assort.
mnentl of his cargo, over his less fortunate competitors. Then there is estab-
lished, throughout the wvhole coast, a system o.f credit, wvhickl is exceedingly
prejudicial to the vessels of all nations whose commerce is not protected on
that coast.
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The native traders on the beach are merely the factors for the people of
the interior, and have no capital to trade upon; consequently, the foreign
trader is obliged to land his goods to be sent into the interior and exchang-
ed for his return cargo. This whole cargo, therefore, is at the mercy of these
people; and, where there is no protecting power at hand. they are solely
governed by what they may deem their interest as to the amount which
they will refund. If the merchant is an old' trader on the coast, and it is
supposed he. will continue the business, they are anxious to secure a con-
tinuance of his custom, and probably may pay him up well. But, on the
other hand, should it be a transient vessel, and one which it may not he
supposed will visit the coast again, but a poor return will be received for
the cargo landed. Now, the British Goverrnment maintain a large squadron
on the coast, whose duty it is, in addition to the suppression of the slave
trade, to-form treaties of commerce, more or less perfect, with the African
chiefs and head trade men; to see the conditions thereof well fulfilled; to
demand satisfaction for all trespasses committed by the natives on the per-
sons or property of British subjects,aand to relieve merchant vessels, in cases
of wreck, pestilence, or any other disaster. This, it will readily le per-
ceived, gives the British commercial vessels very great advantages over
those of all other nations, and renders their commerce on this barbarous
coast(where to the vessels of other nations the risk is so great as to swallow
up the large profits of the trade) almost as safe as in any part of the world
where it is protected by the regular custom-house laws of civilized nations.
Ques. s. What, in your opinion, is necessary to give our vessels the

benefit of-this trade?
Ans. In order to secure to our African commerce the same footing as is

enjoyed by that of England, nearly similar measures must be adopted as
are in operation by that Government, varying, however, according to our
peculiar relations with Africa. In the first place, there ought to be a cer-
tain amount of naval force on that coast, cruising from Sierra Leone to Am-
brize bay, frequenting most those parts where the American trade is most
largely prosecuted. This is perfectly practicable, without the least risk of
ihe sacrifice of the crew from the climate, by observing the most simple
precautions, viz: not to permit any officer or seaman to sleep or remain on
shore after nightfall, and not to enter any of the rivers dtiring the rainy
season or near the commencement or close of the rains.
The smallest size vessels, with one good pivot gun, are as effective and

useful as a frigate.
A general commercial agent should be. established at the most suitable

place on the coast, having under his charge a depot of provisions and ma-
rine stores, for the benefit of the national vessels, and miany o1 the more im
portant articles for supplying commercial vessels, on payment therefor, as
from slight losses of anchors, chains, spars, and sails, a voyage is entirely
broken tp-wvhence the exorbitant insurance charged for vessels engaged
in that service.

This depot ought to be made at Cape Palmas, for three very important
reasons: 1st. It. is decidedly the most healthy station on the coast of Af-
rica. 2d. It is the most central point within the range of the Americant
commerce. 3d. At is the point most easily attained, frorn other and pow-
erfill causes than its proximity. It is the southwest point on tile coast of
Guinea, where the coast line, after running from Cape Verd nearly in a due
southeast direction, changes to the due east and east-northeast. It is then
a prominent point, and. easily, made in. the rainy season, where for a long

6
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period no observation can be had; and from the course of the coast line,
when land is made from sea, you can always judge whether you are to the
windward or leeward, and regulate yourself accordingly. At certain sea.
sons, too, owing to the steady course of the wind from. one point, and the
strong current created thereby, no vessel can beat to the windward, and
most of the year a disabled vessel would find it difficult to do so. Vessels
bound to windward are 06fter, in sight of port three or four days, and una'
ble to get up. On this account, it is very important that Cape Palmas should
be selected.

Another matter,too, is worth of notice: Cape Pahnas is the most produc-
tive part of the graini coast, where rice is always procured for trading vessels
bound to the leeward, and from which other colonies are often supplied.
A suitable agent at this place, with a proper naval depot, and a small

squadron constantly cruising on that coast, ready at any time to furnish
requisite aid to our merchant vessels, would materially advance the inter-
est of the American commerce ; and were it certain that no measures
would be taken by any other nation to form treaties of commerce along
the coast or up the branches of. the Niger and other large rivers with the
native chiefs, to the exclusion of our commerce, as is done in the Senegal
bv the French, and in the Gambia and Sierra Leone and other settlements
by the English, perhaps nothing more could be expected or desired. But,
should it be found that measures may be taken 'to exclude our vessels
from free and open commerce with other points of the coast, as well as
those above referred to, it is practicable at this time to prevent the consum-
miation of such a measure, and secure to Arnericav vessels forever equal
privileges with any and every other nation. Let a person well acquainted
with the commerce of the coast, the points most important to be secured,
and conversant, too, with the manner of making contracts and treaties with
the native chiefs, be appointed and sent to the coast in! a Government ves-
sel, with power and instructions to visit any point of sufficient importance,
and make a regular treaty of commerce with all the chiefs and headmen,
securing to the vessels of the United States free and unrestrained right of
trade wvithin their several jurisdictions, not to be annulled by any fuiture
contract or transfer of territory to any other nation. This measure, if it
did not actually secure to us forever a claim to this commerce, (in common
with other nations,) would give uts good grounds for contesting any ques-
tion about it, and resisting encroachment.

Ques. 9. What protection do these colonies requJre?
Ans. The establishment of the above proposed agency, and the constant

presence of any number of national cruisers on that section of the coast, with
the understanding, on the part of the native chiefs, that they were in soine
measure for the protection and defence of the colony, would materially pro.
mote the interests of the colonies, and free them from any apprehensions of
danger from the natives. Up to the present time, the colonists have de-
fended themselves nobly and successfully when attacked by hostile tribes;
yet the weaker colonies, more recently established, might be extirpated
by a well-concerted assault, and they actually need at least a show of suc-
cor and protection.

Ques. 10. Isor is not a consul or commercial agent or agents necessary
on that coast, for the protection of the colonies and American trade; and
where should they reside ?

Ans. I conceive this interrogatory to have been answered in reply to
No. S. I think but one actual accredited agent of Government would be
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better than a larger number, allowing him, in case he should deem it ad-
visable, to appoint a sub-agent in other settlements, for specific purposes,
accountable directly to him. My -reasons for this opinion are, that it is dif-
ficult to find the proper persons for such a station who are willing to go to
Africa with any thing like a reasonable compensation; and, unless they
were persons well qualified for their peculiar station, no good would result
from the arrangement; that a large expenditure of money on a number
would be injudicious, and bring the whole into disrepute with Government;
that one depot for marine stores would be sufficient, and in case there were
more they would be attended within creased expense; that there would be
more responsibility in the acts ofoPe person than more. The main point
is to get theproper agents, as all operations in Africa clearly show.
Ques.1 1. Are not the colonies renderingconsiderable aid and protection

to American commerce?
Ans. The colonies have served materially to increase as well as aid the

American commerce on that coast, and that in two ways:1st. They have
developed the resources of the country interior to the colonies, and vastly
increased the exports from that section. 2d. By the transportation of
emigrants in vessels chartered by large shippers in our commercial cities,
they haie had their attention directed to that trade, and many have subse-
quentlyem barkedtherein. Probably one-quarter of all the American coiii-
merce with west Africa for the past ten years is attributable to this cause.
The colonies afford aid to the American commerce in various ways. In
ordinary voyages, they serve as regularports of entry and clearance, fur-
nishing protests, debenture certificates, and the many docurnetits so import-
ant in conimerce. In case of partial injury to vessels,so common on long
voyages, repairs can be advantageously made here. In.case of totalwreck,
which has in a numrnber of instances occurred to American vessels, (two to
my knowledge,) the crew have been saved from all the misery that wolild
have necessarily been entailed upon them on a barbarous and deadly coast;
they have been clothed and fed and attended in the fever which so certain-
ly attacks all who sleep on shore, and in every respect found a comforta-
ble home, until opportunities have occurred for shipping. The colonies are
often resorted to for medical aid by vessels which have been up the rivers
in the rainy season. On my first landingili Monrovia, in 183-1,t-w-o-Amer-
ican vessels were then lying in the roads from the rivers to thewindward,
with but one well person of the original crew on board of each. Had it
not been for the colony, most likely the officers and crews of these vessels
would have died, and the vessels been dismantled by the natives, as has
been often the case tip those rivers. Instances like the above not unfre-
quently occur. The existence of these colonies has, in my opinion, lessen-
ed the risk attending a trading voyage on that coast very materially; in
fact, changed the features of our commerce there altogether.

QUes. 1I. How will the proper protection of these colonies, and the pro-
motion of American trade on that coast, operate on the slave trade?

Ans. It may be proper to state, before affording a direct answer to the
question, that the very establishment of the colonies has absolutely broken
up the slave trade within their boundaries. The location of the first colony
was on an island that had, time immemorial, been occupied by slave fac-
tories. The first severe wars in which this colony was engaged was on the
question. of the slave trade. The slave factories of Tradetown and New
Centers were broken up by Ashmun early in the history of the colony.-
Subsequently, two factories have at different times been destroyed at Little
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Bassa, achieved, too, by hard fig/hing. Grand Bassa was formerly a
slave mart; the last slaves were shipped on the day I landed, in a schooner,
to pay for the first purchase of territory there.

If, therefore, the colonies have, without assistance or protection, purged
100 miles of coast line of this traffic, what may not be hoped from them
when they shall receive that countenance and protection which they so
justly merit, and which they have so long required.

Ques. 13. Do you believe the kings and chiefs on the coast now engaged
in the slave trade could be compelled or prevailed on by any, and what
means, to abandon the trade ?
Ans. Taken in connexion with all the means at present employed for the

suppression of the slave trade, I am of opinion that treaties might be made
with the chiefs and headmen, which would effectually extinguish this trade
on the windward coast, (so called,) beyond which my personal acquaint-
ance does not extend. It would be but reasonable to suppose, however,
that the same measures would operate as successfully throughout the
whole extent of the slave coast. In order to effect this object, a joint com-
mission should be established, representative of such Powers as would be
disposed to act therein. They should visit the coar, and call a grand pala-l
var of the headmen of every tribe contiguous to every known slave mart.
The whole matter should be canvassed in a fair and candid manner. The,
history of the trade should be given. The evils attendant on, not only its
victims, but all in any way connected with it, should be fully portrayed.
The reasons should be given why all Christendomn had denounced the traf-
fic. The determination of the whole civilized world to extinguish it should
be forcibly impressed upon them. The advantages of honorable and law-
fiul commerce should be pointed out. Comparisons should be instituted
between the prosperity and happiness of those sections of their own coun-
try where the slave trade had long been abandoned and where it still ex-
isted. Then option should be given to them to renounce the traffic abso-
lutely and entirely, (and thereby secure the friendship and good wvill of the
civilized world,) or to attempt to continue it and suffer the consequences.

It is my opinion that, under these circumstances, all hope of successfully
combating the settled determined policy and will of the white man would
cease, and a contract or treaty, binding them under the most weighty pen-
alties to annul this traffic, would at once be ratified. Perhaps they might
as is customary in all palavers between Africans and Europeans, demand
some compensation for the sacrifice they would allege they must make in
acceding to such a proposition; but this would fall far short of the expense
of fitting out one additional vessel for capturingslaverson the high seas. And,
were it not demanded, it would be advisable to give a bonus, as the receiving
a valuable consideration is the customary seal to all African contracts.

I said this measure, in addition to those already in operation, would ef-
fect the desired object. It cannot be supposed that a barbarous chief would
adhere to any contract of this kind, (especially with a white man,) where
no penalty would be exacted for a breach thereof. And it is plain no pen-
alty could be exacted unless a sufficient force should be at hand. It would,
therefore, be necessary to remit in the prosecution of no one measure at
present in operation to effect this grand object. It may be asked, if no de-
pendence can be placed upon a treaty, what is the use of making one? A;
slight knowledge of the manner in which the slave trade-is carried on will
explain. At all the slave marts I have visited, a kind of treaty is entered
into between the slave dealer and the prince or headman of the country.

1.q. No:. 2S1
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A grant is made of a piece of land on which to erect a barracoon or slave
factory, and the requisite buildings are erected thereon, on payment of a
specific sum. Goods are then distributed to the roving traders, who go to
the bush for the purchase of slaves, or the slaves may be sent dowvn by
some dealer or warrior from the interior. The king gets a certain percent-
age or premium on every slave sold. His men, also, do all the manual la-.
bor for the slaver, procure food for the slaves, keep guard over them, and
secure such as may chance to escape. When the vessel arrives to receive
the slaves, all hands are turned to at once to put them on board with all
possible despatch, and if they escape clear, the king and his people receive:
additional remuneration. It will therefore be perceived that nothing could
be done by any slave dealer on the coast, were it not for the cordial and
active co-operation of some marl of power and influence. It will readily
be perceived what advantage would accrue from the treaty proposed. Not
even a barracoon could be erected, ere it would come to the knowledge of
some cruiser on the coast, and a. stop at once be put to the proceedings
k But, it may be asked, suppose the native chiefs will not come into any
agreement of this kind ? I think justice and humanity would warrant at
any time the forcible entry of all-factories and barracoons, the liberation of
all Slaves found therein, the dispersion of any foreigners that may be on
shore under suspicious circumstances, and a blockade of that part of the
coast, excluding the natives from all intercourse with Europeans. These
measures, I am confident, would sooa bring them to terms.
Ques. 14. Do you believe the slave trade can be effectually suppressed

by any other means than by supplying the natives with trade goods, by the
substitution of lawvful trade for the products of Africa ? ;
Ans. Lawful commerce would at once be established, on the annihila-

tion of the slave trade, and is now carried on to a greater or less extent at
all the slave marts. It cannot be prosecuted to a greater extent than arti-
cles of export are supplied, and there is not a native on the coast but knows
the regular market price of every article of Africant produce. Where the
slave trade is prosecuted, all hands, both near and remote, are engaged in
some way or other in advancing it, to get their European luxuries through
such employment; but let it be abandoned, and the same people are at
once induced to supply their wants by producing and marketing articles of
tragic with which their country may abound; and the moment they are ex-
posed on the coast for sale, purchasers are always at hand, and lawful com-
merce at once becomes substituted, without Government interference or pat-
ronage. The establishment of large trade factories for the purchase of Af-
rican produce would, however, be a strong inducement to the adoption of
the proposed treaty.

JAMES HALL.

.Inswers of Dr. Hall to questions in relation to the purchase of addi-,
tional territory and the destruction of slave establishments.

The advantages to the American commerce arising from the colonies at
present established would be increased in a direct ratio with the increase
of the jurisdiction of the colonies or the establishment of new ones. Many
places contiguous to colonies already established could probably at this
time be purchased for a slight consideration, and would afford eligible sites
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for new colonies, to be founded by the State societies; for instance, Gor-
toway, near the colony of Cape Palmas.

This would be merely improving upon the plan lately adopted by the
English cruisers in attacking and destroying the barracoons and slave fac-
tories. For instance, Gallinas, which has for the last eight years contained
eight barrocoons, with from three to six hundred slaves in each, was two
years since burned by the English cruisers; consequently,few or no slaves
could be shipped until the factories were partially re-established. By the
last advices, we are informed that these factories had been re-established,
and again been broken up. Now, had a treaty been made with the chiefs,
abolishing the traffic entirely, and a sufficient force left on the coast, occa-
sionally to visit this post, the last attempt would not have been undertaken.

BALTIMORE, June 6, 1842.
DEAR SIR: In our recent advices fromn Africa we are sorry to find that

the Prench Government have sent three,vessels of war on the coast, and'
purchased territory at three points, in the immediate vicinity of our colo
nies, probably with a view to secure to themselves an equal footing on the
west coast with the English. If we have nothing to apprehend from the
French, it shows that they apprehend much from the E;ngiish. Will our
Government ever be blind to their own interest, and continue longer to
neglect our African colonies, which, with proper fostering and the addition-
al material with which we can supply them, will be able to compete with
and surpass any other settlements which can be established ?
Governor RUsswurm writes that they have purchased Butan,a beautiful

elevation, in plain sight of Sinou, only eight miles distant; Gorroway,
about thirty-five miles to the windward of Cape Palmas, a very iinpor-
tant place, and one which I informed you Virginia ought to purchase.
Grand Bassa point is the other place; but whether he means the point of
rocks at. the Cove, wvhich the Pennsylvania and New York societies have
erroneously supposed they owvned, or Grand Bassa point, some twenty-five
miles to the leeward of Cape Palmas, I am unable to say. The matter,
however, ought to be looked to at once; and I thought proper to give you
all information I am possessed of, that you may use it in your memorial, if
it is not too late.

Very respectfully, yours,
J. HALL.

Hon. F. S. KEY, Washington., D. C.

The following article, in relation to the condition of trade on that section of the western coast
extending from Cape Palmnas to the bight of Benin, is from the pen of Dr. Jarmns Hall, and ap-
peared in the Maryland Colonization Journal of the 15th of April, 1842:

OF THE TRADE.-Previous to the last half century, it is well known that
the whole western coast, within the points above mentioned, was one vast
slave mart. Not a harbor, river, bay, inlet, or even open roadstead, but
afforded anchorage for vessels employed in this traffic. All the maritime
Powers of Etirope were engaged in it. The "; Most Catholic and Most



Christian Majesties" of France and Spain,and the"'Defenderof the Faith"
of England, werethe patrons and protectors of it, and participants in the
profits accruing therefrom. The coast is now studded with forts and for-
tifications, erected specially for the safe and successful prosecution of this
trade. The interest taken in the business by the Americans was princi-
pally that of transporting the slaves from the barracoons and factories of
the European merchant to the place of market. The articles principally
used in this trade, with the exception of tobacco from Brazil and the United
States, were of English manufacture. Some few light articles of little
value, and used principally as presents to the native chiefs, were obtained
from Germany, France, and Italy. As England abandoned this trade ear-
lier than most of the other Powers, and controlledmany of the most im-
portant points of the coast where articles of her manufacture, heretofore
used in the slave tratifL, had become almostnecessary to the native African
tribes,she was very soon able to open a most lucrative trade with them for
miany important natural products of the country greatly in demand in the
European market. These are the causes which first gave the English the
advantage in the African trade. But they have retained this advantage
from another cause than bare possession of territory and the fact of the
almost exclusive demand for articles of English manufacture. Didnone
other exist, they would soon find successful competitors in the American
merchants. The nature of the coast, and the character and habits of the
natives, are such as would render of no avail the fortification of a few points,
by any Power, in securing the trade. The whole coast line is a market.
TIhie sea at all seasons of the vear is so tranquil, and the anchorage along
the coast so good, that vessels of any burden can lie at anchor sufficiently
near the shore to enable them to transact their business with considerable
despatch. There-is not an extent of over ten miles for the distance of two
thousand buit affords a canoe landing sufficiently safe to admit of land-
ing a cargo and shipping of produce in return. Consequently, no Power
could, bysand force, monopolize the trade, without belting the whole coast
with settlements which the fatality of the climate renders impracticable.
The natives, too, are averse to yielding their right of trafficking with vessels
of all nations, and will, in most cases, only admit of settlement with a res-
ervation of this privilege. The other obstacle to successful competition
noted, viz: the productions of the articles for trade being of English manu-
facture, would soon be obviated by the Americans. Many, and in fact
imost of the staple articles of the African trade could be produced of better
quality and at a cheaper rate in America than in England, were there a
sufficient call for then to induce their manufacture. Many, too, are nowv
.ictualty produced here, at a less price than in England; and one, the most
iMportant article of traffic, is produced solely by the United States, viz:
the lon,, heavy leaf tobacco. Such articles as could not be manufactured
in the United States as lowv as in England, or could not be procured here
at all, could be readily shipped from that country and entered in bond, and
afforded on the coast at a very slight advance on the price charged for them
by English vessels. We say all these objections. to successful competition
could be readily obviated by the enterprising Yankee. Did none other exist,
the Americans commerce would double and quadruple in a very short
period, and-doubtless in a very few years rival that of England. But the
most serious barto the consummation of this, and that too which individual
enterprise cannot overcome, arises fromn the manner in which that trade is
carried on;. Either fioro necessity or a design to produce the very result
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which has followed, the English traders very early adopted a system of
dashing, or making presents to the headmen or kings of the country, and
then entrusting the cargo to such trademen as they shall direct. In some
places, as the Bonny and Calabar rivers, the dash, or comey, as it is there
called, of a first rate palm oil ship, amounts to over one thousand dollars
at the first cost of the goods. The whole cargo is then given on credit to
such men of the place as the king shall designate, and he becomes respon-
sible that payment shall be made at the time agreed upon by the parties.
In most of the large places, the amount of this comey, and the terms of
trade, are matters of treaty between the kings of the country and the com-
mander of the English squadron. In case payment is rot made at the time
agreed upon, some vessel of war is applied to, and the payment enforced.
Now, wheti the natives enjoy this advantage of credit, although they may

receive the cargo at a high rate, no one can compete with the English trader
who cannot offer the same terms. This might be done if the natives pos.
messed capital; but this is over the case ; they are altogether improvident,
and live only on the slight commissions they make upon the merchandise
passing through their hands to the bushmen. But this credit cannot, with
any degree of safety, be given by the merchant vessels of any nation who
has not a sufficient force on the coast to enforce payment in case it should
be necessary, which wvill surely be the case if it is apparent no force is at
hand. Thts is the( principal cause why the English continue to mnonopo.
lize at least four-fifths of the entire commerce of western Africa. Their
vessels of wOvr belt the whole coast; they make treaties of commerce with
the native kings; they seek redress for any injury sustained by their mer.
chantmen, either in their persons or property; and, in fact, they control the
whole commerce of the coast. We affirma that the want of adequate
protection to our commerce is the only bar to a successful competition
f7r this trade by american vessels.

ADVANTAGES OF THE AFRICAN TRADE .TO THE UNITED STATES.-The
advantages of this connierce to the United States would arise principally
from its affording an outlet or market for the productions of our soil, rather
than from any present necessity we labor under of obtaining the African
produce in return, although for this there probably will be an unceasing
and increasing demand.
The leading article in the African trade, and without which no commerce

can be conducted with the native tribes, and which can be procured from
no other source whatever, is the long leaved, heavy tobacco of Virginia,
Kentnckv,and Missouri. Deprive the European traders of this one article,
and lucrative commerce with Africa would be totally impracticable. The
manner of conducting trade will readily account for this. There being no
currency or medium of circulationm on the coast, all trade necessarily con-
sists of the barter of one article for another; and, as tobacco has from long
usage become an article of necessity, a certain portion of the price paid,
-even for the most insignificant article which they have to dispose of, must
consist of it. It is mluchl the same with manv other articles of commerce,
but not to the same extent as with tobacco, Hence, another great advan-
tage the English merchant has over the American, as a much greater variety
of articles for this trade are manufactured there than in America. and there
being ever an abundance of tobacco in London and Liverpool, while few
or no articles of English manufacture are to he found in the American
market, in consequence of the limited demtand bor them. It may be said
that, if the European traders are obliged to use our tobacco for the prose-
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cation of this trade, it is sufficient for us-that it finds a market. Not so.
We lose almost the whole of the carrying trade, especially to the continent,
and gain not the immense profit which is realized by the Africo-European
traders, after having reshipped it to the coast.

'L'he next in importance to tobacco are cotton goods, for the most part
heavy sheetings, checks, and prints, those in which the cost of the stock is
the heaviest item of expense. These, it is well known, can be produced in
the United States as cheap or cheaper than in England, as has been proved
in the South American markets. As yet,lhowever, British prints, in imi-
tation of India goods, have supplied the market, as the American cornrmeree
on that coast has not been sufficientlv extensive to induce the manufacturers
to commence upon the articles. With regard to cotton goods, we suffer
more than in tobacco, for the cotton for that trade is not necessarily of
American production; and, besides, we lose the 'profit of its manufacture
in addition to that of its carriage and the extra profit in Africa. We have
placed cotton second to tobacco, merely from the fact that it is not always,
like tobacco, demanded as a part in every contract. The proportion in
value, however, used in this trade, is over three of the former to one of
the latter, and by English traders as twenty to one. Much of that now
used by American traders, particularly such as is printed after the India
node, is manufactured in England ; but the plain bleached muslins of
American manufacture have almost entirely superseded the English bafts
and mamoodies, and are now ever sold by the bale to English merchants
on the coast.
Gunpowder is the next article extensively used in this commerce, and

the kind most in demand can be afforded on better terms in America than
hi Enalanid; consequently, when it is not prohibited, as it is at all the Eng-
lish settlements, the American trader can undersell the European.

Spirits, either whiskey or rum, is likewise an article extensively used
ill this traffic, although to a less amount in value than either of the pre-
ceding. But, like tobacco, it must necessarily form a part of the cargo for
the native trade. This can always be procured at as low a rate in the
United States as in the English West India islands; and the large markets for
it at the leeward, particularly the Spanish and Portuguese, are almost ex-
clusively supplied by American vessels.
These are the only articles used, inl what is strictly termed the native

trade, which can at this time be produced at as low rates in this country
as in England anid oti the continent, and they constitute at least two-thirds
in value of all the merchandise required in this kind of trade.

Trhe articles which constitute the other third are those in which the labor
is the most important item of expense in their priod etion, and which can
consequently be afforded much cheaper in Europe, wvhere labor is less in
demand than in the United States; as the finer cotton and silk fabrics, mnus-
kets, hardware, crockery ware, beads, and various articles of minor im-
portance, generally used as ornaments, and which are rapidly going into
disuse, as the native tribes become more intelligent and civilized.

Other articles of American production are in limited dernand at the pres-
ent time at the various settlements on the coast, as flour, beef, pork, bacon,
butter,lard,cheese,soap,candles,&c. The demand for these is increasing,
and some few are coming into use with tihe natives. Little, however, can
ever be expected from any of the last-mentioned articles, in comparison
with the four others, viz: tobacco, cotton, gunpowder, and rum. The

7
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demand for these is on a steady and rapid increase, and no calculation can
be mi-ade as to the enormous amount that wvil be required to supply the
immense, thickly peopled, and productive back country, which depends oln
the, west coast for its supplies.
Were our commerce well fostered and protected, as is the English, at

this time, ouir tobacco, which is nowv transported to Europe in foreign bot.
toms, and enriches their merchants by the enormous profits which they
make on it in tl-e African trade, would be shipped directly to the coast in
our own vessels, thereby not only benefiting, the producer, but the Ameri-
can ship owner arid the American merchant. A large and steady market
would be opened for our cottons, not only to the advantage of the pro-
ducer, but. the manufacturer; and very soon we should be able to compete
with the English, who have so long monopolized this profitable and rapidly
increasing commerce. The advantages we possess, of being able to afford
even now on better terms than they two-thirds of the actual value of mner-
chandise employed ini this trade, would soon induce the manufacture or
importation of other articles required, on much more reasonable terms than
at present, so that no bar whatever would remain to our complete success.
As we before remarked, the p12incipwal advantage to be derived from}

commerce with Africa is the profitable market it furnishes for two of otir
largest staples, (viz: tobacco and cottoni,) together with other American pro.
ducts required to a less extent; yet the return cargo received for the above
generally consists of such articles as find a ready-market in the United
States, although there is not one of theim but night at this time be dis.
pensed with or procured from other sources. 'There is one, however, now
the principal staple of that part of the coast of' wvhich we speak, that we
predict villa, ere long, be one of the necessary articles of consumption ill
this and other civilized countries. We mean palm oil. This forms at heavy
item in the list of the imports of England. It has heretofore been Uised
there, as in this country, principally in the manufacture of soap, and even
for that purpose it has to that country become an article of necessity. Ill
the United States it is less in demand, from the fact that animal oils and fat
can generally be obtained on more reasonable terms than in Europe. Recetit
experiments in England, however, have resulted in extracting the stearine
from the oil, from which can he manufactured firm and durable candles.
said to be equal to those of sperm or wvax. We are led to conclude from
these experiments that palm oil is yet destined to supply the place of the
whale and seal oil, which is so rapidly decreasing in quantity, and pro-
cured with greater labor and difficulty every year. 'I'his oil can he pro-
duced by the ulatives in. any quantity, and ,afforded at such rates as wvill
pay well for its transportation. The traffic in it. and the dernand fbr it,
are rapidly increasing, and wvith this demand does the production of it in-
crease also. In the vicinity of the American colonies the exportation of it
has increased ten-fold in as many years, it) many cases an lmurndred-fold,
and yet the whole is produced within a very fewv miles of the beach. When
we consider the great facility with which this article is manufactured fronm
the palm nut, the wonderful productiveness of the palm tree, (the reindeer
of the tropics,) and the boundless extent of territory in which it grows
spontaneously, and the myriads of inhabitants which swvarmn these fruitful
forests, ready to labor for the smallest consideration, we cannot doubt but
this oil will yet form one of the heaviest articles of traffic in the commer-
cial, world.
The article next in importance to palm oil, exported from the Nvest coast
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of Africa, is camwood, one of the most valuable dye woods used in the
ants, and we believe obtained almost wholly from that continent. Of this,
also, there cannot, for ages, be any lack, as but a short distance in the in-
terior, say from 60 to 100 miles, it is one of the most common forest trees,
and is used as firewood in cooking. To what extent the demand for this
will increase is impossible to say; as yet, it has ever found a ready market
in our Northern cities.
The gold trade, which is principally monopolized by the English, is per-

haps next in importance, or perhaps of more importance than that of the
camwvood; (being possessed of no statistics, wve are Unable to judge.) This
is mostly confined to the various European settlements, to which the gold
is brought from a great distance in the interior. In some places along the
coast, a little is washed from the sand, and sold to transient vessels by
the natives.

Tlie ivory trade but a few years since was of more importance than
both the two lust together, but it has gradually decreased, and probably on
that section of the coast of which we are now speaking it is of less amount
in value than either of the above. But little is bought by American ves-
sels, as the United States cities offer a poor market for the article, in com-
parison with those of Europe.
There are many other productions which have afforded cargoes and

parts of cargoes to American vessels, and which are sometimes in demand
and sometimes not, as the case. may be, but none of which we can ever
calculate upon as the regular valuable staples of African trade. Amoilg
these may be reckoned rice, coffee, ground nuts, beeswax, gum copal,
hides, ginger, malgutta, and red pepper, &c.
Of thie amount in value of the exports from the section of the west coast

of which we are speaking, we have not the means of formilg any correct
estimate, and choose not to give an opinion at hazard. Of the proportion
of this trade enjoyed by Americans, in comparison with the different
European nations, we are also without adequate information, and might
err greatly in an opinion with regard thereto; but of this much we are certain:
that. a very large proportion of the trade is in the hands of the English
that their merchant vessels are protected ; that treaties of commerce with
the native chiefs are entered into by Her Majesty's officers ; and that all
laudable measures are taken, both by the Government and the merchantmen'
on the coast, to preserve their commerce, even to the exclusion of that of
all other nations.
And we here take occasion to repeat our previously expressed convic-

tion, that were the same protection offered to our merchant vessels, and a
disposition shown bv our naval officers on that station to cultivate the good
wvill of the African chiefs; were treaties of commerce entered into with
them, whereby we should ever be guaranteed equal privileges of traffic
with other nations; and were such contracts as are made by olur merchants
enforced, or were the natives led to believe they would be enforced, we
should in a very short period, with the natural advantages we possess of
producing at a less rate than our competitors a majority of the most valu-
able articles used in that commerce, be able to compete 'with any and every
other nation, and ultimately to gain the ascendancy. Without this foster-
ing aid and protection, we predict that but few years will elapse ere such
treaties will be made, and such a system of trade estaD.ished by the Eng-
lish Government and traders, as will greatly diminish our present strug-
gling commerce, and ultimately drive our vessels from the coast altogether.
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MARYLAND STATE COLONIZATION SOCIETY.

BALTIMORE, Mzrarch 4, 1843.
DEAR SIR: I have taken the liberty of sending to you, herewith, some pa-

pers that explain the views of the Maryland State Colonization Society it)
regard to the political relations of the colony that they have established at
Cape Palmas, on the'west coast of Africa, and to which they have given
the name of Maryland in Liberia.
The State Society is in no wise connected with the American Coloniza-

tion Society, except in community of purpose and kindness of feeling. Ma.
ryland, as you are aware, was always a favorer of the colonization scheme.
In 1816, the Legislature passed resolutions approving it. In 1827, an an-
nual appropriation of $1,000 was voted by the same body, to be expended
in the removal of the free colored people of Maryland to Africa; and in
1831, when the Southampton massacre had drawn public attention anx-
iously to the subject of the colored population, the Legislature passed a
law appropriating $200,000, to be expended at the rate of $10,000 per an-
num, not only to pay the passages of colored emigrants from the State, but
to provide for them a comfortable home in Africa. At the previous ses-
sion, the State Society had been incorporated.. Their purpose was declared
to be the removal of the free colored people of Maryland, with their own
consent, to Africa; and, to promote this, a perpetual existence was given to
them. They were authorized to receive donations ;aid bequests, to ac-
quire territory by purchase, and, generally, to do all such acts as might be
necessary and proper, not contrary to the laws of the United States or the
State of Maryland.
The society, thus incorporated, had already existed fOor some time as a

voluntary association, distinct from the society at Washington, except that
the Maryland emigrants were sent to the settlements of that body.
The theory of colonization in Maryland was, and now is, that the scheme

can be best prosecuted by each State acting for itself in the matters directly
or indirectly connected with the colored population, and that extraneous
interference is to be deprecated and prevented. The experience of upwards
of ten years has confirmed this theory most satisfactorily in Maryland. In
pursuance of it, in 1S33, the State Society determined no longer to send
emigrants to the old colony at Mesurado, but to found a settlement at
Cape Palmas for their reception. This was successfully done on the 22d
February, 1834, by Dr. James Hall. Since then, the colony of Maryland
in Liberia has gone otn to increase in numbers, strength, and prosperity,
without one untoward event to check its progress. Its population is at this
time about seven hundred, counting emigrants from this country only.
Its coast line is about thirty miles in length, including the embouchure of
the river Cavally and Cape Palrnas; and the territory, widening towards the
interior, extends indefinitely in that direction. The soil is fertile and the
climate salubrious. When the population was five hundred, the deaths in
a year were nine, and the births seventeen. With the exception of the
Cape of Good Hope, it is probably the largest missionary station in Africa.
The Episcopal, Presbyterian, Catholic, Baptist, and the Methodist churches,
have strong and efficient agencies at Cape Palmas, the white persons con-
nected with which enjoy generally good health. The government of the
colony is republican. When the first expedition sailed from Baltimore, the
colonists took with them a charter granted by the society, and formed upon
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the model of the bill of rights of Maryland, and also an ordinance for the
temporary government, copied, as closely as circumstances permitted, from
Nathan Dane's great ordinance for the government of the Northwest Ter-
ritory. Afterwards there was prepared, by able lawyers, with great pains
and labpr, a remedial code, which has been in force about six years. Ail
the colonial officers, including the governor, are persons of color, and the
manner in which the laws are administered, and the order which prevails
in the settlement, do them infinite credit. With but very few exceptions,
the colonists are all professing Christians, orderly and 'iloral, and, as the
society have every reason to believe, happy and contented in their new
home.
The political relations of the colony that has thus grown tip under the

care of the State Society are of much interest, and the attention of tha so-
ciety was first drawn to them particularly in 1838, when the correspondence
took place which I now encloses to you, and which, along with the other
papers enclosed, will explain fully the views of the subject taken by the
State Society. I observed in the newspaper, that when you moved to
print an extra number of your late report, Mr. Adams alluded to the rela..
tions of the colonies generally to the United States; and it is with a view of
showing what has been done to illustrate these, so far as the Maryland So-
ciety is concerned, that I have taken the present liberty; and without tres-
passing further o01 your time. but referring you to the enclosed documents,

I remain, dear sir, with very great regard, yours, truly,
JOHN H. B. LATROBE,

President Maryland State Colonization Society.
Hon1. J. P. KE-NNEDY.

AN ACT to incorporate the Maryland Stnte Colonization So'iety, passed December sepsion, 1831,
chap. 314.

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the General assembly of llMaryland, That
George Hoffman, Thomas Ellicott, Nicholas Brice, Alexander Nesbit,
Thomas E. Bond, Nathaniel Williams, John Hoffman, James Howard,
Moses Sheppard, Peter Hoffman, William McDonald, Luke Tiernan, Sam-
uel Baker, Peter Neff, Solomon Etting, John J. Harrod, John Gibson,
Charles Harper, John H. B. Latrobe, and Charles Howvard, together with
such-other persons as may at this time be members of the association called
the Maryland State Colonization Society, and who may hereafter 'become
members thereof, according to the mode that may he prescribed in the by-
laws of said society, and their successors, be, and they are hereby, created
and declared to be a corporation and body politic, by the name, style, and
title of "1 The Maryland State Colonization Society," and by that name shall
have perpetual succession, and shall be liable to sue and be sued in any
court of law or equity in this State, and may have and use a common seal,
and the same may alter and renew at pleasure; and shall have power to
purchase, have, and enjoy, to them and their successors, in fee or other-
wise, any lands, tenements, and hereditaments, by gift, grant, bargain and
sale, devise, or other act of any person or persons, body politic or corporate,
whatsoever; to take and receive any surm or sums of money, goods, or
chattels, that shall be given, sold, and bequeathed to them, in any manner
whatsoever ; and to occupy, use, and enjoy, or sell, transfer, or otherwise
dispose of all such, lands, tenements, and hereditaments, money, goods, of
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chattels, in any such manner as they shall deetmrnine to be best adapted and
most conducive to the object of colonizing, with -their own consent, in Af-
rica, the free people of color of Maryland, anid such slaves as may be manl-
umitted for the purpose, and which is hereby declared to be the sole alnd
exclusive object of the said society ; and, as soon after the passage of this
act as may be convenient, to elect such officers as they, or a majority of
them present at a meeting held for the p)lurpose, may deem proper; and to
make and ordain shall by-laws as may be necessary for the organization
of the said society; for prescribing the times of meeting, the qualifications
and terms of membership, and all such other matters as may be necessary
to secure to the said society all efficient and continuing existence, for the
purposes of their incorporation, and for no other, and for regulating and
mranaginig the concerns of the said body corporate: Provided, however,
That the Constitution and laws of this State and the United States be not
violated thereby.

CONSTITUTION OF MARYLAND IN LIBERIA.

At a meeting of the hoard of managers of the Maryland State Coloniza-
tion Society, held oIn the 2°d of November, 1833, AIr. Latrobe, from the
committee on the subject of a constitution and form of government and di-
gest of laws for them territory that may be acquired by said society in Africa,
to be called Maryland in Liberia, reported the following form of a consti-
tution, which, after being read and considered, was, on1 motion by Dr. Ba-
ker, unanimously adolte:d
The Maryland State Colonization Society of Maryland, One of the Unit-

ed States of North America, to all persons to whom these presents shall
come, greeting:
Whereas the Maryland State Colonization Society, desirous to hasten as

far as they can the period when slavery shall to cease exist in Maryland, and
believing that this can best be done by advocating and assisting the cause of
colonization, as the safest, truest, and most efficient auxiliary of freedom,
under existing circumstances, have determined to establish a settlement or
settlements of free colored people and emancipated slaves, under the
auspices and control of the State Society, at or near Cape Palmas, on the
vest coast of the continent of Africa, to be called Marvland in Liberia:
And whereas it is not less the desire of the society that the evil of slavery
should be removed frolic Mlaryrlavd, than that the emigrants to Alrica
should find their happiness and prosperity promoted by their change of
home ; and that, through their instrumentality, the blessings of civilization
and the gospel should be extended to a benighted land: And whereas, act-
ing with these views, it becomes the duty of the State Society to afford to
the settlements which they may cause to be established a system of equal
laws, that shall secure 'o every emigrant and his descendants the unialiena-
ble rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Therefore, be it
known, that tile Maryland State Colonization Society do hereby solemntly
enact the following "'Condlihtuion," as the basis and foundation of the
government of any and every settlement or colony which may be estab-
lished as aforesaid, under their auspices and control, in Africa, ratifying and
confirming the same. according to its tenor, to all emigrants to such settle-
ments, and their descendants, so long as the powers of government shall
continue to be exercised by the Maryland State Colonization Society:
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ARTICLE 1. The Maryla!nd State Colonization Society shall have rfll
Dowevr and right, from time to time, as they may think fit, to make and or-
dain rUles, regulations, and ordinances, for the government of thle territory
acquired by themn in Africa, called iMaryland in Liberia, not repugnant to
the provisions of this constitution, until the State Society shall witlidrawv
theiL ents, and yield the government wholly into the hands of thle people
of tl erritory.

Atcr. 2. Every emigrant of' full age, before he or she shall be received
ini Maryland ini Liberia, shall read or have read to him or her ibis consti-

. tutiou, and sign a declaration to support the same anid they shall, in so
doing, bind themselves to refrain fromt thle usC of ardent spirits, except in
case ot sickness.
ART. 43. No person shall hold any office in the daid territory, wvho either

uses ardent spirits, with the above exception, or traffics in it; and the State
Society are pledged to carry the principle of abstaining from it, and pre-
venntng a traffic in it, into the local government of' thle territory, and ha've
all the powers necessary for that purpose.
ART. 4. Religion, morality, anid knowledge, being necessary to good

government and the happiness of mankind, schools, and the means ot' ed-
ucation, shall forever be encouraged. 'l'he utmost good faith shall always
be observed towards the natives; their land and property shall riot be
taken from them without their consent ; anid in their property, rights, and
liberty, they shall never he invaded or distulrbed, unless it may become ne-
cessary to do so, to repel aggressions on their part; but laws Ifunded in
justice anid humanity shall. from tinie to time, be nmade for preventing
wrongs being dolne to thlem, and for preserving peace and friendship with
t lemIll.
ARr. 5. Nio taxes shall be laid in the territory, except for thle purpose of

defjtece, of internal improvenment. education. and the support of the local
govertirnment of the territory. Duties anid port charges, for the same pulr-
poses ot revenue, shall be imposed, from time to time at the discretion of
the State Society.
ART. 6. All elections shall be by ballot ; the qualifications of voters to

he fixed by the State Society.
ARI'. 7. 'Plat the great ancd essential principles of liberty and free gov.

ernmien-t mway be recognlised, and forever unalterably established,, it is
hereby declared, as PLarLancd parcel of this constitution

1. All en have a natural and unalienable tight to worship Almighty
God according to the dictates of their owvn consciences; and no one shall
be hurt, molested, or restrained, in his person, liberty, or estate, for wor-
shipping God in the manner and season most agrecable to the dictates of'
his owVn conscience, nor for his religions professions or sentiments, provided
ble does not disturb the public peace, nor obstruct others in their religious
worship ; ancd all persons demeaning tlmeniselves peaceably, as good ineni-
bers of' the community, shall be equally under the protection of thme laws;
anid no subordination or preference of any one sect or denolmliation to
another shall ever be established by law ; nor shall any religious test -be
required as a qualification, for army of-ice or trust in the conmrriunity; and all
religious societies in tile community shall at all tirmies have the exclusive
right of electing their public teachers, and contracting with them for their
support and maintenance.

2. Every member of the community may freely speak, wvrite, anid plul)-
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lish his sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that
liberty.

'3. rhe people shall be secure, in their persons, houses, papers, and pos-
sessions, from unreasonable seizures and searches; and no warrant to
search any place, or to seize any person or thing, shall issue without de-
scribing them as nearly as may be, nor without probable cause, supported
by oath or affirmation.

4. No person shall be accused, arrested, or detained, except in cases as-
certained by law, and according to the forms which the same has provided;
and no person shall be punished but by virtue of a lawv established and
promulgated prior to the offence, and legally applied.

5. In all criminal prosecutions the accused has a right to be heard by
himself and counsel; to demand the nature and cause of the accusation,
and to have a copy thereof; to be confronted by the witnesses against
hitml; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor;
and in all prosecutions a speedy trial by an impartial jury of the neighbor-
hood or district in which the offence shall have been committed; he shall
not be compelled to give evidence against himself, nor shall he be deprived
of his life, liberty, or property, bult by due course of law.

6. No person shall, for the same offence, be twice put in jeopardy of his
life or limb ; nor shall any person's property be taken or applied to public
use, unless just compensation be made therefor.

7. All courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury done hirm in
his lands, goods, person, or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of
law, and right and justice administered freely without any sale, fully with-
out any denial, and speedily without any delay.

s. No power of suspending laws shall be exercised, except by the au-
thority which has enacted them, or its direction.

9. Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor
cruel punishments inflicted. All persons shall, before conviction, be baila-
ble by sufficient securities, except for capital offences, when the proof is
evident or the presumption great ; and the privileges of the writ of "s ha-
beas corpus" shall not be suspended, unless when in cases of rebellion or
invasion the public safety may require it.

10. The person of a debtor, where. there is tiot strong presumption of
fraud, shall not be detained in prison after delivering up his estate for the
benefit of his creditors, in such manner as shall be prescribed by law.

11. No ex post facto law, nor law impairing the obligation of contracts,
shall be made.

12. The members of the community have a right, in a peaceable man-
ner, to assemble together for their common good, and to apply to those in-
vested with the powers of government for redress of grievances, or other
proper purposes, by petition, address, or remonstrance.

13. Every member of the community has a right to bear armyis in de-
fence of himself and the community.

14. The military shalt in all cases and at all times be in strict subordina-
tion to the civil power.

15. No title of nobility or hereditary distinction, privilege, honor. or
emolument, shall ever be granted or conferred; nor shall ally office be
created, the appointment to which shall be for a longer term than during
good behaviour.

163. Emigration shall not be prohibited.
17, The right of trial by jury shall be forever inviolate.
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1'8.. No person shall be debarred from. prosecuting or defending any civil
cause, for or against hih or herself; before any tribunal in the community,
by him or herself, or counsel.

19. There shall' be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude inl the set-
tlerments of the Maryland State Colonizatiorn Society in Africa, otherwise
than-for, the punishmentsof crimes, whereof the, party shall have been duly'
convicted; nor shall any male person arrived at the age of twenty-one'
years, nor feniale person arrived at the age of eighteen years, be held to,
serve any person as a servant, under pretence of indenture or otherwise,
unlessssuch person shall enter into such indenture while in a state of perfect'
freedom, and on condition of a consideration in good faith, received or to,
be received, for their services, except as before excepted.

20.. This enumeration of certain rights,belonging to;tlhe emigrants tb the
settlements which the Maryland; State Colonization Society may make in,
Africa, and their descendants, shall not' be construed to deny or disparage
the exercise, by the said society, of all; others necessary of incident to gov-
ernmenti

21. And, lastly, it is hereby declared, that this article shall be construed,
reputed, audiadjudged, in all cases, aost favorably on the behalf and for the
best benefit and behoof of the emigrants aforesaid, and their descendants.
Ant. 8. Noialtdration'shall be made in this constitution, except by the'

unanimous consent of all present at a meeting of the board of; managerss.
called for the purpose of taking such amendment or; alteratioii -into consider-
ation, or by a vote of two-thirds of the members present at two' successive
meetings of the board of managers, called as aforesaid, provided that the'
declaration of rights contained in the se-v'emh article shall in no wise-be
altered~
Don6 at the office, of the MarylandState Colonization Society, in-the city'

of Baltimore, in the State of Maryland, this twenty-second day of Novem-
ber, in the year of oudr Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirtysthree.

In testimony whereof, the president of the said society hath hereunto set
(V, s..] his hand, and caused the sear of the said society, to, be affixed

heteto,' by order' of the board of managers.,
GEORGE HOFFMAN7-

President of tIe 'Miryland State' @Qlenizatiow-Society.
JOHN HOFFMA'N, Treasurer.

NICHOLAS BRICE, Vice President,
NATHANIELWILLIAMS, VicePresident,
ALEXANDER NESBIT, Vice PWWrcWiden7,'.
MVOSES SHEPPARD;
PETER HOFFM AN'Y
$0LOMON, ETTING,
CHARLES HOWARD,-. . Miangers.i.
C. CARROLL Hi.ARPER,
SAMUElJ'L BAKER? M.> D.;
JOHN J. HARROD,,'
E. G. EDRING'rTUN,. M.1 D'.
WILL. GEO. READ,"
F4. ANDERSON,

Witness: JOHN H. B. LATROBE,
Cor. Sec'ry of the Maryland State Colonizettion Society.

JAMES HOWAhD,
Recording 'Secretary.

S
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ANIORDINANCE for the temporary government of the territory of the Maryland State Coloni-
zation Society in Africa, called Maryland in Liberia.

SEc. 1. Be it enacted and ordained by Ihe Mlar~yiand Slate Coloniza-
{ion Society, That the territory of Maryland in Liberia shall be divided
into townships, each of which shall contain, as near as may be,a superfices
equal to nine square miles; and, hereafter, a certain number of townships
shall be made to constitute a county.

SE,-. 2. Be it enacted and ordained, That the estates of proprietors in
the said territory, dying intestate, shall descend to and be distributed
among their children, and the descendants of a deceased child or grand.
child to take the share of their deceased parent, in equal parts, among
them; and, where there shall be no children or descendants, then in equal
parts to the next kin, of equal degree; and among collaterals the children
of a deceased brother or sister of the intestate shall leave, in equal parts,
among them, their deceased parent's share; and there shall in no case be
a distinction between the whole and half blood, saving, in all cases, to the
widow of the intestate her third part of the real estate for life ; (that is to
say, land and the improvements thereon, in which, at any time during mar-
riage, the intestate had all absolute and unqualified ownership,) and one-
third part of the personal estate, (that is to say, all the property held by the
intestate at the time of his decease, other than real property,) after the pay-
ment, of the debts of the intestate.
SSEc. 3. Be it enacted and ordained, That estates in the said territory

may be devised, or bequeathed, by will, in writing, or any written instru-
ment, expressing an intention to devise or bequeath, anid describing the
property intended, so as to identify it, signed by him or her in whom the
estate may be, (being of full age,) acnd attested by two witnesses, signing
the same in the presence of each other, and in the presence of the testator.
And real estates may be conveyed by any instrument describing, so as to
identify it, the estate to be conveyed, and showing the intention of the per-
son making the conveyance to convey, signed and delivered by the person
(being of full age) in whom the estate may be, and attested by two wit-
nesses.

SEc. 4. dnd be it enacted and ordained, That before such wills shall
take effect, they shall be proved, by the testimony of one or both of the
subscribing witnesses, to have been executed by the testator, when he wHs
of sound tnind and understanding, before the register (hereinafter men-
tioned) of the district of the said territory in which the testator resided, and
deposited, with the register's certificate that it has been proved endorsed
thereon, for record among the records of his office.

SEc. 5. Be it enacted and ordained, That before such conveyances shall
take effect, according to their tenor, they shall he acknowledged before a
justice of the peace (hereinafter mentioned) of the said territory, and de-
posited for record with thre register of the district of the territory il which
the land lies which is intended to be conveyed-it being the duty of the
register to note, on the back of said conveyance, the time of its being de-
posited for record. All deeds of real estate, by way of pledge, shall be exe-
cuted, acknowledged, and deposited for record as above, before they shall
have any effect.

SEC. 6. Be it enacted and ordained, That personal propeftv shall pass
by delivery, except where' the sale or conveyance thereof is by way of
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pledge, or where the person conveying the same retains possession thereof';
in which case, the conveyance shall be in writing, and acknowledged, and
shall take effect when deposited for record, as in the case of real property.

SEc. 7. Be it enacted and ordained, That a wife shall be entitled to
dower in all real estate ot which her husband may at any time be pos-
sessed during their marriage, in case of her surviving him; and no deed,
executed by him, shall have effect to deprive her of such dower, unless she
signs the same, and acknowledges, out of the presence of her husband, be-
fore the person taking his acknowledgment, that she voluntarily executes
it. Sales and conveyances of personal estate may be made, at any time7
without the consent of the wife, by the husband alone.

SEc. 8. Be it enacted and ordained, That in case any person possessed
of property, real or personal, in the said territory, shall die intestate, (with-
out having made a will,) or without, in his or her will, having appointed an
administrator, until further enactment and ordinance upon the subject, an
administrator and two appraisers shall be appointed, in writing, by the
agent, which administrator shall give bond, with security, to be approved
by the agent, for the faithful discharge of his office of administrator, to be
deposited with and preserved by the register; but no administrator shall
take possession of the property of the deceased person. before an inventory
thereof shall be made, and the property appraised by the appraisers in
writing; which inventory and appraisement shall be affirmed to before a
justice of the peace, and returned to the register, with the justice's certifi-
cate of the affirmation endorsed thereon, to he carefully preserved and re-
corded in a book kept for that purpose; and such administrator may, at all
times, be called upon by the parties interested, or any of them, for an ac-
count of his administration; be liable to have his appointment revoked, at
the pleasure of the agent ; ani, together with his securities, be responsible,
in his and their persons and property, for the faithful discharge of his office
of administrator. A commission, not to exceed ten per cent., may, at the
discretion of the agent, be allowed to the administrator, upon the amount
that shall actually come into his hands of the intestate's estate.

SEc. 9. Be it enacted and ordained, That the real estate of a deceased
person shall not be resorted to for the payment of his debts until the per-
sonal estate shall be exhausted. Creditors shall be allowed four months,
after administration granted, in which to present their claims, authenticated
by their oath or affirmation, against the estate of a deceased person. The
family of the deceased person, should there be any family, may occupy and
use the real estate, without committing any acts to injure it, until the di.
vision thereof, unless it is ascertained by the administrator that the real
estate must be resorted to to pay the debts of the deceased, in which case
he may take possession of and sell it at the end of the said four months. It
shall be in the discretion of the administrator of a deceased person to pay
any claim presented after the said four months have expired, if he shall
deem the same just. At the expiration of six months after administration
granted, the creditors and heirs, respectively, shall be entitled to the pay-
ment of the former's claims, or the division of the estate, according to law,
among the latter, as the case inay be.

SEc. 10. -Be itenacled and ordained, That where the estate of a de-
ceased person does not admit of partition among those interested, without
loss and injury to some of them, the same may be sold, after proper notice,
at public sale, to the highest bidder, by the administrator, and the proceeds,
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after deducting expenses, divided among the parties interested, according
to their respective rights.

&cC. 11. Be it enacted and ordained, That the agent shall also, in like
,manner, appoint guardians for the persons and property of minors who
halve lost both parents,which guardians shall give bond, with security.) to be
approved by the agent, for the faithful discharge of their office, in the -care
and honest disposition of the property of the minors that may come into
their hands. Guardians' bonds shall be deposited with the register, as in
the case of administration bonds. The relation of a guardian to the person
of his ward shall be the same, as near as may be, as that of a parent to a
child ; provided, that the guardian shall not be answerable, pecuniarily,
beyond the estate of the ward, for the maintenance of the ward.

ASEc. 12. Be it enacted and ordained, That there shall be appointed,
from time to time, by the Maryland State Colonization Society, an agent,
with the title of governor, whose commission shall continue in force for the
term of two years, unless sooner revoked by the society. He shall reside
in the territory while in the exercise of his office, and shall represent there
the State Society, and be invested with all its powers, subject to the consti-
tution of the territory and the ordinances and decisions of the State Society.

SF.c. 13. Be it enacted and ordained, That there may be appointed
from time to time, by the State Society, an assistant agent, subordinate to
the agent, whose commission shall continue in force for the term of two
years, unless sooner revoked by the State Society. He shall reside in the
territory while in the exercise of his office; shall be one of the council of
the agent; shall co-operate with and assist him in the discharge of his du-
ties; and, in the event of his absence or death, shall exercise his authority.

SEC. 14. Be it enacted and ordained, That it shall be the duty of the
agent to obey and carry into effect all the ordinances and regulations of the
State Society which are communicated to him; to exercise a general super-
intendence over the concerns, police, and officers of the territory; to inake
a semi-annual report to the State Society of the condition and relations of
the territory, together with an account of all his receipts and expenditures
on behalf of the society; to recommend such laws as from time to time he
muay see proper, to the State Society ; to negotiate and sign all treaties witl
the natives; to execute all conveyances on behalf of the State Society, and
superintend the correspondence of the territory. He shall also be the com-
mander-in-chief of the militia of the territory, and issue commissions to all
officers in the same below the rank of general officers. All general officers
shall be appointed and commissioned by the State Society; all company
officers shall be elected by the companies, respectively; and all intermediate
officers shall be appointed by the agent. The agent and assistant agent
shall have all the authority of justices of the peace, except in case of small
debts, (hereafter mentioned.)

SEC. 15. Be it enacted and ordained, That in cases of necessity, where
no rule has been made by the State Society, the agent, in council, is au-
thorized to make the necessary rules or regulations, of which he shall, by
the first opportunity, inform the board of managers of the State Society, for
their approbation; and they shall be in force until they are revoked by the
board of managers, and notice of their revocation is received by the agent.

SEC. 16. Be it enacted and ordained, That there shall be appointed by
the agent, from time to time, a secretary, whose commission shall continue
in force one year, unless sooner revoked, and who shall reside in the terri-
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Story during 'the exercise of his office. He shall!take charge odfatd carefilly
!keep all the papers, records, and archives of -the territory relating to gov-
ernment:; shall be present at and exactly record the 'proceedings of the
agent in council ; shall publish all the ordinances and notides'of the govern-
;ment,'so that the people may be informed thereof; issue the agent's orders,
'as he may direct; keep a copy of the correspondence atid reports of the
agent; record in a proper book all treaties made by the agent; 'and at-
tendJ to the recording, by the register, of all other instrumernts proper to
be recorded, in which the government is interested; and perform gener-
ally such duties as may be imposed upon him 'by the agent', in conducting
'the internal affairs ~and correspondence of the territory.

Svo. 17. Be it enacted and ordained, That there shall 'be appointed by
the agent a competent number of justices 'of the peace, whose commission
shall continue in force for one year, unless sooner revoked for cause. It
'shall be their duty to take cognizance of all breaches of the peace or the
l4ws of the territory ; to issue their writ to arrest offenders ; to takIe from
them security, in all 'bailable cases, to appear before the proper tribunal,
'and, in default of security being given, to send the offender to the agent,
with-a certificate of the default; to take security to keep the peace, when,
upon oath or affirmation before them, allegation is made that it will be
broken; to issue search warrants; to act judiciallyin all criminal cases where
the offence is theft, and the value of the article stolen does not exceed one
dollar, sentencing the offender to restoration of five times the value or. the
thing stolen, and, in default of restitutionsending the offender to the agent, in
the custody of a constable, with a certificate of conviction, that such punish-
ment may be inflicted as may be provided by law in such cases: Provided,
That no warrant or writ shall be issued in ttny criminal matter, or for any
alleged breach of the laws of the territory, whereby the liberty of an individ-
ual may be restrained, or his or her house or premises searched, except the
offence shall be committed in view of the justice of the peace, (when he
shall personally arrest the offender, without the form of a writ or warrant,)
or upon the oath or affirmation of a credible person, who shall testify to the
facts from personal knowledge, or shall state circumstances which, in the
opinion of the justice, make it probable that an offence has been commit-
ted, or that there is reason to suspect that stolen property is in the place
(which must be particularly described in the writ or warrant) authorized
to be searched.

Justices of the peace shall have jurisdiction in all civil causes where the
amount in dispute between the parties does not exceed twenty dollars, and
all fines not exceeding that amount may be collected before' them. They
shall have power to summon Witnesses, at the request of parties, in any
cause before them, and to fine there not exceeding ten dollars for non-
attendance when summoned, or, if in attendance, for refusing to answer
questions propounded to them, and not subjecting them to the risk of puin-
ishment, other than a pecuniary fine. All judgments given by a justice of
the peace shall be in writing, entered in a book kept by him for the pur-
pose; and either party may, on demand, have a copy thereof.

Justices of the peace shall endorse all acknowledgments required-by law
to be made before them on the instrument acknowledged. Two justices of
the peace shall have power to issue their joint writ, directed to the sheriff,
requiring-him to summon all persons to aid in quelling a riot and in main-
taining the authority of the government.



SEc. 18. Be it enacted and ordained, That a competent number of con-
stables shall be appointed by the agent, whose appointment shall continue
in forceone year, unless sooner revoked. Their duty shall be to exe-
cute all writs and summonses directed to them by a justice of the peace;to
interfere to quell all riots or riotous conduct that may happen in their pres-
erice; -to arrest all persons guiltyof a breach of the peace before them, and
take them before a justice of the peace, to be dealt with according to

law. Fees for their services, according to a table to be made hereafter,
shall be allowed to justices of the peace and constables.

SEnc. 19. Be it enacted and ordained, That there shall be elected by the
qualified voters of the territory the following officers: a vice agent, two
counsellors, a register, a sheriff, a treasurer, and a committee on new emi.
grants. There shall also be elected by the qualified voters of every town.
ship a committee of three persons, residing in the township, tobe called the
"selectmen ;" and all male colored people who have subscribed the oath
to support the constitution, and hold land in the territory in their owvn right,
or who, not holding land, shall pay a tax of not less than one dollar per
annum, for the support of education and the purposes of government, (be.
ing of full age,) shall be entitled to vote for these officers, as well -as all
other offices that may be filled by the people ; and all persons shall be eli-
gible to said offices, provided that, in addition to the said qualifications,
they know how to read and write.
'SEc. 20. Be it enacted arid ordained, That, previous to each election,

the sheriff shall designate, by public notice, some convenient place in each
district or'township where polls shall be opened, and appoint three judges
and a clerk for each of the polls. All elections shall be by ballot; the time
of holding the elections shall be the first Monday of March in each year;
should any thing prevent an election from being held, the then incumbents
shall hold their offices until a new election does take place.

SEc. 21. Be it enacted and ordained, That the vice agent shall be elect-
ed annually. He shall be a member of the agent's council ; he shall aid
the agent and assistant agent in the discharge of their various duties, and,
in the event of the absence or death of the agent and assistant agent, shall
exercise the authority of agent; he shall have all the powers of a justice
of the peace, except in the case of small debts.

SEc. 22. Be it enacted and ordained, That the two counsellors shall be
elected annually, and, together with the assistant agent and vice agent,
shall constitute a council, 'which shall deliberate and consult. without the

privilegeof voting, with the agent, on the appointment of officers, the form-
ing rules and regulations, and the general interest of the territory, when-
ever requested so to do by the agent. In, case of the absence or death of

the agent, assistant agent, or vice agent, the senior counsellor shall exercise
the authority of agent.

The assistant agent and vice agent shall also advise with the other mem-

bers of the council on any subjects connected with the general welfare, as

oftbn as they shall think proper, and report the result to the agent, if they
see fit, or actupon the same in case of his absence.

SEc. 23. Be it enqcted and ordained, 'hat the register shall be elected
every three years. It shall be his duty to record all papers, deeds, wills,
inventories, arid other instruments, which in any way affect the title to

property, that may be handed to him for that purpose; he shall take proof
ofwills, and certify the same on the will itself. He shall record deeds re-
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lating to real estate in one set of books, deeds of personal estate in another,
wills and probates in another, inventories in another, certificates in another,
patents and licenses in another; and to each volume he shall make an al-
phabetical index as he proceeds. Hle shall be allowed such fees for record-
ing as may be hereafter fixed upon, not to exceed ten cents for every
hundred words recorded, and also fees for searches.

SEC. 24. Be it enacted and ordained, That the sheriff shall be elected
annually. It shall be his duty to execute all summonses, writs, execu-
tions, and judgments, issued by the courts of the territory, and to him di-
rected i to summon juries; to attend, either in person or by deputy, at the
sessions of the courts; to take charge of all persons directed to be impris-
oned by the judicial authorities, and to be responsible for their safe keep-
ing; to give notice of and organize elections; and, whenever so required
by the joint writ of two justices of the peace, to summon all persons to
aid in quel4ing a riot and in maintaining the-authority of the government.
He shall give bond, with security, to be approved by the agent, to account
for and pay over all moneys that may come into his possession belonging
to others, in the discharge of his office. He shall have all the powers of a
constable, and shall be allowed such fees as may be fixed by law hereafter.

Skc. 25. Be it enacted and ordained, That the treasurer shall be elect-
ed every three years. He shall take charge of moneys belonging to the
government, keeping an account thereof, and distinguishing the several
sources from which they accrue. He shall also take charge of all public se-
curities and evidences of debt in which the government may be interested.
He shall deliver up and pay over the property or money in his keeping
only uponi the order of the agent. He shall make out an account of his
receipts and disbursements every six months, and shall furnish one copy
thereof, to be recorded among the archives of the colony, and another to
be transmitted to the State Society.
He shall give bond, with security, to be approved by the agent, to ac-

count for and pay over all moneys that may come into his possession in
the discharge of his office.
SEC. 26. Be it enacted and ordained,, That the committee on new emi-

grants shall consist of three persons, elected annually. It shall be their
duty to assist the officers of the territory in providing for the reception, ac-
commodation, and provisioning of new emigrants; to meet at stated pe-
riods to hear their complaints and wants, and the reports of the selectmen
respecting them, and make known the same to the agent. They shall
have, under the control of the agent, the distribution of rations to the new
emigrants, and shall make a weekly return to the agent of the number of
emigrants on rations, ard the quantity distributed to them. The senior
member shall be chairman of the committee.
SEc. 27. Be it enacted and ordained, That the selectmen of each town-

ship shall consist of three persons, to be elected annually by the voters of
the township. It shall be their duty to take into consideration the agri-
culture of the township, its health, the proper objects of medical attenl-
tion ; cause nuisances, prejudicial to the public health, to be removed; as-
sist the committee on new emigrants in the discharge of their duties in the
township, and act generally as conservators of the public morals and pro-
moters of industry in their township.
The senior member shall act as chairman. When they see proper, they

may call public meetings in their township upon subjects connected with



the. agrficujitue, health, and, morals of their, constituents, when thehairr,
man,shallact as moderator. They shall make a quarterly examination of,
the schools in the township, and report their number and the number of
their. pupils, illwriting, to thp agent.
They shall attend to keeping clear and inr.repair all streets and, roads in;

the township, and generally perform suph duties in the towxnship as may;
assist ini its good governmaltt The chairman shall act as-;coroner, of the
townqbip, and shall sumnionajury, to ascertain the cause of. every sudden.
and suwiCiOus death that may happen in the township,tand report their

vordit trothe'agent. Phe selectmen shalliappoint their clerk, to be called
the 1owsvshi clerk, wv.hose duty it shall be-. to keep a record of their pro-
ceedipgs, publishland serve their. notices,.anid make ou't during' the first.
three months of his appointment. a list, or correct the list last made, of all,
householders and their occupations in the to'wrnship, a copy of which,:
when completed, shall be furnished to the agent. It shaltalsobe his duty,,
within thle same, period, to make out and hand to the sheriffl, list of all,
persons in tbe township qualified to serve as jurors.

SEC. 2$.. Ac it enacted and ordained,; That, until otherwise provided
for byla' , there.slhall be a court held on the first Monday of every month,
ti be called' thlt court' of monthly sessions, the judges of which-shall be the
agent (in his absence' the assistant, and in the absence of the agent and as-.
sistant a~ept, the vice agent) and'two justices of the peace. 'lThe justices.
shall be tiedd by the agent to attend, two. at every court, :accordftig ;t:
seniority,,so that all the justices, in rotation, shall fill .thp. station of judges.
of the cpurt. The agent, assistant agent, orvice agent,.respEtlvely,as
they happen' to.be upon the bench, shall act as chief judge. The courts of
monthly. sessions shall -have original, JurisdidtiQu of all civil and criminal
cases, other than , those, corpmiurped to the justices of the peace, and shall
have appellate jurisdiction in. all civil cases whatsoever. The members of
the court for the. month of January, in every.third year, shall appoint the
clerk of the cpurt, to act as such for the three years succeeding the date of,
his appointment. Ffe shall keep a record'of the proceedings of the court,,
and of all jqdanientus.pronounced-by it, and.shall have the. custody of its
seal. He' shall sign and issue all' writs and' summonses, 'and shall take.
charge of all papers in suits'before the court, subject t-o its order. When-.
ever required, he shall give. certified copies, tinder the., seal of the court, of,
all judgments rendered by it.

SEc. 29. Be.it enalcte( aind ordaei)ned, That nQ person shall serve as a,

juryman ugless he be of. the age of twenty five, years, of good name
anrd reputte, and shall koiow how to' read and write; and, in surmmoning
jtwtymen, it shall be the duty of the sheriff to summon them in rotation,
from arnon- all the ihhabitants, so that the performance of the duty shall'
interfere as little as may be with ordinary avocations No one shall be
excused form serving as a juryman, bit, upon application to the court,,
stating. a, sutlicient reason-saving and excepting.. school teachers, physi-
cians, officers appointed by the State Society, vice agent, counsellirs, jus,
tices of the pqase, constableszsecretary, register,.and collector.

SEc. 30.. Be it enacted and ordained, That a storekeeper;. whose.dulty it.
shall be' to ta'ke charge of thie public stores; a surveyor, .whose..duty it
shall be to locate roads and lots, and when required by the court or agent,
or upon individual application, to resurvey the same; an -inspector of
arms, whose duty it shall be to see that the ordnance, arms, and public de-
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fences of the territory are kept in good repair; a collector, whose duty. it
shall be to collect and pay to the treasurer all duties, taxes, and charges,
arising out of the commercial as well as the internal regulations of the ter-
ritory; a public auctioneer and a librarian may from time to time be ap-
pointed by the agent, to hold their offices for one year, unless sooner re-
voked, whenever he shall think that the necessities of the territory require it.

SEc. 31. Be it enacted and ordained,. That there shall be at least one
public school in every township of the territory, the teacher whereof shall
be appointed by the agent in council. It shall be the duty of every parent
to send his or her children, and of every guardian the child or children un-
der his or her care, of a fit age, to school, when there is a public school in
the township, until they shall learn to read and write and cast accounts;
and every father, or if there is no father, then mother, and it' there is
neither father nor mother, then guardian, the children of whom, or under
whose care, are not sent to school, after being notified thereto by the se-
lectmen, shall be fined, at the discretion of the selectmen, not less than
twelve and a half cents nor more than twventty-five cents for every month
that each child is not sent to school ; which fines may be collected, as small
debts are, before a justice of the peaice, and shall be appropriated to the
use of public schools.

SEc. 32. Be i? enacted and ordaine(l, That all males between the ages
of sixteen and sixty, residing in the territory, shall be enrolled ill the gen-
eral njilitia, and be liable to be called Upon at the discretion of the agent,
under officers appointed by hirn, in the defence of the territory. The vol-
zunteer militia shall consist wholly of uniformed volunteer companies, who
nmay elect their own officers, to he cornlmissioned by the agent, and enact
by-laws for their government, to be approved by the agent; every-such
by-laws containing a provision, that each company shall hold itself in
readiness, at all times, to perform suchLIactUla I military services as Inay be
required by the agent. When two or niore volunteer companies are form-
ed, the agent shall, appoint a major to corniraltJiui them.

Military. ofifeces, such as disob iience of orders, arsenre from and
neglect of duty, violation of y-hliovs, shall be tried by a quarte;ri court
martial, composed of commnissiuiiud odilcers appointed by the agent, wfkpse
sentences shall be in writing, .id shall be subject to the agent's approved.

SEC. 33. Be it enacted a(tad i.t!tine(d, That traffic in ardent spirit is ex-
*pwessly prohibited within lhe tecr tory ; and all persons convicted of selling
it shall tbrfeit their licenescs as t Fders, nor shall other licenses be given to
them for one year after the date of the conviction ; besides being subject
to such fine, nlot exceeding one hundred dollars for every offence, (one-half
vwhereof shull. belong to the ilfOrmexi..) as the court where the conviction
takes place may think proper to impose. A sufficient quantity will be
kept ini the government stores to supply the demands occasioned by sick-
aess; and here only may ardent spirit be lawfully obtained.

SEuc. .34. Be it enacted anad ordained, That no emigrant shall be per-
initte(d to deal with tile natives., for land, nor for any other thing, without
the license of the agent in council, to continue in force for one year, unless
sooner revoked, being first had aind obtained-labor, food,and clothing, for
the actual use of thle emnigrant, excepted. No person shall carry on trade
of aniv kind in the territory without the license of the agent being first had
and obtained.

SEc. 35. Be it enacted and ordained, That every man with a wife, or
Vo
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man. or woman with a child or children. on arriving in the territory, shall
have conditionally, for him or herself and family, a farm lot, containing
five acres of land, which shall be his or her own, absolutely, upon condi-
tion that, within two years after receiving it, he or she puts, or causes to
be put, improvements upon another lot, to he designated by the agent,
equal to.those which were upon his or her lot when it was first given to
him or her, or which were afterwards put there for him or her at the ex-
pense of the government; or, if within two years after he or she shall
have received a vacant unimproved lot, should he or she select such, or
the agent in his discretion give such, he or she shall clear one acre of it,
and erect a substantial native house thereon, to the satisfaction of the
agent. If these conditions should not be complied with, the lot sllall be
forfeited. and belong again to the government. Unmarried men, of full
age, shall have each a half farm lot, upon the same conditions as above.
If the man marries, or if he has the whole of his half farm lot in good
cultivation, he shall have the entire farm lot, of which lie before had but
one-half. If a man, a member of a family that already has a lot, marries,
he shall have a lot Upol) the same conditions that lots are given to new
emigrants, as above.

'[i'he agent may, in his discretion, if an emigrant desires, give to him or
her, instead of a farm lot, a town lot; but in such case the towvn lot must be
cleared, fenced, and a good house, to be approved by the agent, must be
built upon it. within one year, or the same shall be forfeited. Any emi-
grant who is the absolute owner of a farn lot mlay have a town lot, at the
discretion of the agent, on paying a price therefor, and clearing, building
on, and fencing the same within one year ; and an emnigrant who is the
absolute owner of a town lot may have a farm lot, at the discretion of the
agent, on paying a price therefor, and performing the same conditions that
are imposed upon new emigrants.
When an emigrant receives a lot in the first inlstance, the agent shall

give to him a certificate, containing the condition on which he is to be-
come the absolute owner; and wvhen the condition is complied with, the
certificate shall be exchanged for an absolute deed.

Persons holding town or farm lots are to keep the streets and roads con.
tigUous thereto clear and ill good travelling order, to the middle thereof,
and to cultivate stich trees as may be planted or left standing there for
shade.

In the first settlement of the territory,assistance mav be afforded to ernji-
grants in clearing, fencing, and building on their own lots, at the discretion
of the agent; and, when necessary, on their arrival, rations shall be given
to them for their support; provided no person shall receive rations for a
longer period th-an six months after his arrival.

Should the agent deemn proper, he may cause long native houses to be
built, in convenient places, in which new emigrants may be received on
their arrival, remaining there until they can get a house built on their own
lots, or otherwise provide for their own accommodation; provided that
they shall not be entitled to remain in the said long houses longer than six
tfionths from the time of their arrival in the territory.

SEc. 36. Be it enacted and ordained, That no person shall own land in
the territory who does not reside therein.

SEC. 37. Be it enacted and ordained, That, until a more full code shall
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be prepared, the following general rules shall regulate the punishment of
offences, not hereitibefore provided for, in the territory:

Murder, rape, setting fire to a house at night in which a person or per-
sons then reside, shall be considered capital crimes, and shall, on conyic-
tion, bIe punished with death ; trading in) slaves shall also be punished with
death. Sedition, mutiny, and insubordination to the lawful authorities,
shall be punished by the court of sessions, on conviction, by exile, fine,
and imprisonment, labor o01 the public works or farm, with a clog, and
close imaprisonnment at night, or all or any of these punishments. Quarrel-
ling, riot, sabbath breaking, drunkenness, and profaneness, may, upon con-
viction in the court of sessions, be punished with fine and imprisonment.

Carnal illicit intercotirse with native women shall _bbc-piiiFslhed, on con-
viction, by fine and imprisonment for the first offence; and a repetition of
it shall be punisherd, on conviction, by fine and imprisonment, labor on the
public farm or works, and close confilueinent at night.

All other criminal offences, cognizable by the court of monthly sessions,-
may be punished by fine and imprisonment, labor with a clog on. the pub-
lie farm or works, with close confinement at night, and exile, in the discre-
tion of the court, and according to the nature of the crime.

Criminal offences cognizable by justices of the peace shall be punished
by fine and imprisonment, labor on the public farm, and close confinement
at night. In case of failure to find security for good behaviour, when re-
quired, the person so failing shall perform such labor on the public farm,
with close confinement at light, as the, agent may deemn proper, until he
shall find security, or the object for which it was required of him shall have
been answered.

Persons failing to find security to appear at court to answer criminal
charges against theni may, at the discretion of the agent, be compelled to
work on the public farmi, and subjected to close confinement at night, until
the meeting of the court.

SEc. SS. Be it enacted saed ordained, That it shall be the duty of the
agent to cause to be cleared and cultivated, in each township, a public
farm, of such extent as he may think desirable, to be under the manage-
ment of a person appointed by the agent, unless before appointed by the
State Society.

Persons who are, at any time, without means of support, after the period
has elapsed during which they are permitted to draw rations, persons seml-
tenced by the proper authorities to wvork on the public farm, shall be made
to work in the cultivation of this farm, and its produce shall be applied to
their support in the first instance, and afterwards to the use of the gov-
ernment.

In the first. organization of a settlement, the agent may require, if he
thinks it necessary for the public good, that all male persons in good health
shall labor for a time on the public farm, for the general support.

Attached to each public farm, there shall be one or more long native
houses, for the accommodation of the laborers; a part shall be allotted to
the accommodation, expressly, of persons laboring under sentence of the
law, which shall be-strong enough to confine them at night.

SEc. 39. he it enacted and ortained, That the power of pardoning
offences belongs to the agent.

SE~c. 40. Be it enacted and ordained, That bed and bedding, wearing
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appMrl, cooking utensils, an axe, and a hoe, shall in all cases be exempted
from liability for debts incurred by their owner.

SEC. 41. Be it enacted and ordained, That no person shall reside in the
territory, without permission of the society or the agent.-

SEC. 42. .nd whereas, although circumstances require that the govern-
ment of the said territory should remain ill the State Society for the present,
yet the time is looked forward to when the people shall assume the gov.
ernmerit to themselves exclusively; and as it is the desire of the State
Society to prepare 1heem for that period in such a manner as will best gnar-
anty their prosperity as anindependent people; and whereas it is proper
that the course contemplated by the State Society should be clearly ex-
plained in the beginning, for the satisfaction of those who mav abandon
their present country for Africa, the country of their fathers; therefore,
Be it enattedtnd ordained, That, so soon as there shall be five thou-

sand male inhabitants; in the territory governed by the State Society ill
Africa, upon givingpIoof thereof to the agent they shall receive authority,
witlhtime and place appointed, to elect representatives to represent them
in a general assembly; provided, that for every five hiindre.d male inhabit-
ants there shall be one representatives anid so on, progressively, with the
number of male inhabitants shall the right of representation increase, until
the number of representatives shall amount to tweenty-five; after which, the
number and proportion of representatives shall be regulated by the assem-
bly itself: Provided, That no person shall be eligible to be elected as a
representative unless he has resided three years in Maryland in Liberia,
and shall hold real estate in the territory, in his absolute possession; nor
shall any person vote for a representative who is not qualified as prescribed
for voters for the offices hereinbefore enumerated.
The representatives thus elected shall serve for the term of one year;

and in' case of the death of a representative, or his removal from office, the
agent shall cause a new election to be held by his constituents, for a mem-
ber in his stead, to serve the residue of the term.
The general assembly or legislature shall consist of the agent, legislative

council, and house of representatives. The legislative council she'll consist
of five members, to continue in office three years, any three of whom to be
a quorum; and the members of the council shall be nominated and ap-
pointed in the following manner, to wit: As soon as representatives shall
be elected, the agent shall appoint a time and place for them to meet
together; and when met, they shall nominate ten persons, not of their own
body, having the qualifications of representatives, and return their names
to the State Society, five of whom the State Society shall commission to
serve as :aforesaid ; and whenever a vacancy shall occur in the council, by
death, resignation, or removal from office, the house of representatives shall
nominate two persons, qualified as aforesaid, for such vacancy, and return
their names to the State Society, one of whom the State Society shall ap-
point and commission, for the residue of the term; and every three years,
at least six months before the expiration of the time of service of the mem-
bers of the council, the said house shall nominate the ten persons qualified
as aforesaid, and return their names to the State Society, five of whom the
State Society shall appoint and' commission to serve as members of the
council three ears, unless sooner removed. And the agent, legislative
council, and house of representatives, shall have authority to make laws, in
all cases, for the good government of the territory, not repugnant to the

10'0
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constitution of the territory and the ordinances and decisions of the State
Society, until the government. shall pass wholly into the hands of the people
of Maryland in Liberia; and all bills passed by a majority in the house
and a majority in the council shall be referred to the agent, for his assent;
hut no bill or legislative act whatsoever shall he in force without his assent.
The agent shall have the power to convene, prorogue. and dissolve the
general assenibly, when in his opinion it shall be expedient.

SEC. 43. Be it enacted and ordained, That whenever the council of five,
hereinbefore mentioned, shall come into office, they shall supersede the
counsellors hereinbefore mentioned, whose powers anid functions they will
at once perform.
'SEc. 44. Be it enacted and ordained, That, until the State Society shall

wholly withdraw their agent, and give lip the government of the territory
to the people thereof, all commissions, patents, licenses, treaties, deeds of
public lands, rules and regulations, whether issued by the State Society or
its agent, shall be in the name of the Maryland State Colonization Society.

Snc. 45. Be it enacted atnd ordained, That 1the agent shall have the
power, at his discretion, to extend the time hereinbefore prescribed for a
compliance with the conditions necessary to vest the absolute ownership of
a farm or town lot in the person obtaining the same, in case the clearing,
fencing, or building, shall have been actually commenced thereupon.

MISSIONARY RooNis, BOSTON, June 25, 1838.
DEAR SIR: Within a few days i have received a letter from Mr. Wilson,

our-respected missionary at Cape Palmas, in wvhich he desires information
in the following case, and which is the occasion of my addressing you. As
there will probably be an opportunity of sending letters to Cape Palmas
from Salem within two or three weeks, I shall be greatly obliged if I might
have the explanatory views of your board in season to transmit them to
Mr. Wilson. I ought to add, that the friend who wrote me this morning
from Salem is not yet confident as to the tirne when Mr. Brookhouse will
send his vessel.
Mr. Wilson states that the board of your society has passed an ordinance

requiring every colored person within the boundary of the colony to per-
form military duty, irrespective of their character, pursuits, or engagements.
He says that, in consequence of this, Mr. Russwurm ' has gone so far as to
say that one Mr. James is exempted only by his good will; and that, if he
sees fit at any future time, he shall not hesitate to impose the duty on him;"
and more, which is not material to the statement of the case.

" You remember," he adds, " that we have now in our employ only two
persons who have any connexion with the colony. One of these persons
was placed in our care by Dr. Hall, while lie was a minor, with the ex-
press understanding that he should be employed by us as a -teacher when
qualified. According to the agreement, and with the expectation that he
would be released from all obligation to the colony, we have expended
much time and labor in fitting him for this vocation; and now, as soon as
he enters upon this business, military regulations are made to bear upon
him, which will preclude all engagements as a teacher." Mr. Wilson was
of opinion that Dr. Hall's agreement with him exonerated this young man
from obligation to perform military service under the laws of the colony.
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The ageist thought otherwise, but they agreed to refer. the matter to their..
respective boards.

It seems important to us, as it will no less to you, that the two benevo.
lent societies should understand each other, that neither they .or their.
agents may do any thing to oppose, or which mnay.seem like opposing Unl-.
necessarily, each other's measures. I w onld therefore respectfully inquire_.

1. Whether Mr.. Russwurmis right it understanding the regulation. of.
your board .as requiring military ilty from our missionaries, if. they reside"
within the bounds of the coloby, and happen to be colored men. Mr. James
is a colored man, and sustains the relation of assistant missionary to us..
This we regard as a point of no stall importance, as, in consequence of the
climate, we shall aim to send as many colored missionaries and assistant
missionaries as wve can, andecan hardly conceive of circuLmstances in which.
we should be willing to have them engage in warlike conflict withl the na-
tives to whom they are sent only to preach the gospel.

2. I would inquire whether your board regard the agreement made by.
Dr. Hall with Air. Wilson as exempting' the young mall from the obliga.
tion to perform military service. We do not feel a great interest in this in-.
quiry, arid shall instruct Mr. Wilson to relinquish his claim upon him, if.'
such be yous- desire, as soon as he can dispense with his services.

It is a grave question, how far one incorporated benevolent society can,
assume jurisdiction over the agents of another. It can only be settled by a
free conference between the societies themselves. I beg, dear sir, that you
will have the goodness to communicate your views freely ; and believe me
to be, with great respect, most truly yours,

Rt. ANDERSON,
Sec'etaary .1. B. C. F. A.

JOHN H. B. LATROBE, Esq.,
President Md. late Colonization Society.

Mr. Latrobe's reply to the above.

BALTIMORE, Julty 2, 138,.
MY DR.AB SIR: Yours of the 2Sth ultiino is before ine, and I hasten to

reply to it. The 32d section of the ordinance for the temporary govern-
merit of the colony, which was in operation from the day of the purchase
from .the natives, provides " that, all males between the ages of sixteen arnd.
sixty, residing in the territory, shall he enrolled in the general militia, and
be liable to be called upon, at the discretion of the agent, and tinder officers
appointed by him, in the defence of the colony." The ordinance then pro-
vides for the organization of volunteer corps, pretty much after the fashion
of such things in this country. At the lime this ordinance was passed, no
reference was had certainly to any persons not connected with the colony,..
although its phraseology is ample erough to cover all residents, *vWlether.
connected with the colony or not, missionaries among the rest. Mr. Russ-
wurm appears heretofore, with respect to Mr. James, whose case you men-,
tion particularly, to have given,-in point offaet, the proper construction.
to the 32d section, by nrot calling on Mr. James to do military duty; and,
by. the opportunity from Salem, referred to in your letter, instructions will
be given to him to adhere to that construction in all his acts hereafter.
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I now proceed to reply to thetwo questions with which your letter con-
cludes. The first is, whether we require military duty from the missiona-
ries- of your board, residing in our colony, if they happen to be colored men.
From missionaries,wholeave this country as such; be they white or

colored,and whose character in Africa is that of missionaries only, were-
quire no military duty, no jury duty, no police duties, nor can we impose
Offices upon them. They haven)o right to vote,nor. are they eligible to
office: They have the same relation to the colonial government at Cape
Palmas that a foreigner who comes to this country for a temporary purpose
has to the Government ofthic United States-a relation well understood. If
such persons contract debts in the colony, they are answerable according
to the laws of the colony, and as colonistswould be answerable. If they
commit a breach of the peace of the colony, they are punishable by the
laws of the colony. If they conimmit a crime, they must take the laws of
the colony as the measure of their punishment. And an Englishman in
the United States can no more plead the factof his being such, as a bar to
an action of debt to a citizen,.or on that account claim exemption from
punishment for a breach of the peace or a crime, than a missionary at Cape
Palmas can set up his peculiar character and functions for the same pur-
pose. All this is perfectly consistent with an exemption from military
duty, jury duty, &c., as enumerated already, and is I believe law the world
over.

I state all this fully, my dear sir,more fully possibly than is necessary, to
enable you to understand the views entertained by our society; but I am
most anxious that now,when the occasion has presented itself, there should
be a free interchange of ideas, and a perfect understanding between us.
Thus much for missionaries who leave this country and go to Africa as
such, among whom are Mr. Wilson and lady, and Mr. James.
There is another class of persons, however, towhom your question re-

lates: these are persons who, being colonists, enter int(o the service of thd
missionaries and become missionaries, or teachers, or in any manner at-
tach6s of the mission; persons who have been sent from this country at the
expense of the society, and take upon themselves, either by signing the
constitution, or by goings to Africa at the expense of the society, the obliga-
tions of colonists. These persons we hold liable to the perfbrmaice of all
the duties of citizens, and among others military duty. They are like na-
live Americans, who enter the service of a foreign resident here. The
foreign resident is exempt from military duty,r but the servant is not; his
duty gross out of his citizenship, and there is no mode, certainly not by
entering into' the service of a foreigner, by which he can expatriate himself.
England, you are aware, does not admit the right of expatriation, and
sought her seamen in our ships until the late war protected our flag from,
this species of aggression; and in America I believe it to" be the better
opinion, even now, that the right of expatriation cannot exist. One of the
States, indeed, provided the mode by which it 'could be done, but- that State
stood alone, and the doctrine is abandoned. We would be, you yourself
must see, in a sorry plight, if as soon as our emigrants disembarked they
turned around, and, by declaring they would be no citizens of ours, relieved
themselves from obedience to our laws.
The class of persons, therefore, last mentioned, we hold liable to military

duty, and all other obligations of colonists; and we do not admit that, while
they reside in our territory, they can possibly exonerate themselves.
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This I think a full;answer to your first question. The next. is easily. an.
swered.; aud we at once say, that all agreements made by our agents.in
Africa, within the scope of their authority, are binding on us. Dr. Hall is
now absent from Baltimore, but the assurance of AMtr. Wilson that such an
agreement as you mention, in respect to the young boy youi educated as a
teacher, was made, was quite sufficient to satisfy us of the fact,and instructions
will be sent to Mr. Russwirnm to consider him upon the same footing with
Mr. Janies. In a matter of this sort, it gives us too much pleasure to render
your board any service to allow us to cavil about the claims that we might
have upon the. individual, and we at once say, we abide by the agreement
of Dr. Hall.

In a part of your letter you spealc of Izo boys, though your second ques.
tion is confined to one. This may make some difficulty, unless it is referred
to. mIn-oor late despatches, we learned with great pain of a difference be.
tween Mr. Wilson and Mr. Russwurni, in relation to a militia fine imposed
upon Mr. Banks, a teacher at Cavally, who spent several days of each week
in town, (Harper,) and did military duty when he happened to be there on
parade days. Mr. BaWils appears to have been a colonist, who had re.
ceived his deed for property before he went into the missionary service;
and the question ini his case, with Mr. Wilson, appears to have been a ques.
tion of fact, as to whether he wvas in town on parade day. Mr Russwlurm has
said n1otiling ill his despatches either harsh or unkind, but has enclosedus
tile correspondence with Mr. Wilson, and the statement of Mr. Revey, a
Baptist minister and estimable mail, who is our colonial secretary. These
I now send to you, (copies.) Banlks, who is alluded tb ill their correspond.
ence, does not seen to be the person referred to ill your second question,
although he' may be. There is a part of one of Mlr. Wilson's notes to Mr.
ltulsswurm, to which I watit particularly to call your attention. It is wheye
he says: "Furthermore, I charge you never again authorize otle of your
officers to enter my premises for the purpose of collecting fines, serving
writs, &c."
This is, ijn fact, claiming the benefit of sanctuary for the premises belong.

ing to your society; and I am sure you have. only to hear such a claim
made, to perceive how wholly untenable it is, and how utterly inil)ossibleit
would be for the society to allow it. In deeding the present. property at
"Fair Hope" to you, we did not mean to exempt it from the operation of
our laws, and to create upon it all independent porter; and we think a
person living in a house belonging to a church alight as well claim exemp-
tion of a warrant from a debt, as Mr. Wilson to claim exemption for the
premises at Fair Hope from the service upon them of legal process.

In the last paragraph of your letter, my dear sir, you, say: "It is a grave
.question, how far one incorporated benevolent society can assume jUrisdic-
tion over the agents of another. It can only be settled by at free confer-
ence between the societies themselves."

It appears to mne, and so it does to mutual friends with whom I have
consulted, that you misunderstand our relative position. We claim to be
the government of the tract of country that we have purchased from the
natives. Except so far as the natives reserved rights in their deeds to us,
we are the legislature of Maryland ill Liberia. When the colony becomes
an independent nation, it will be by talking from our society the power we
now hold; and our society is to be considered, with reference to the.colony,
ifi the same light in which you would consider the government of any civ-
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ilized nation in relation to its people and its territory. When you send a
mission to Greece, you deal with the government of Greece; when you
send a mission to Cape Palmas, you deal with its government: in Balti-
more. The question, therefore, is not how far one incorporated benevolent
society can assume jurisdiction over the agents of anothebrbut ..how far
such agents are. subject to the laws of the foreign country'lttto which they
go to reside. True, we are both benevolent institutions,'incorporated in
this country; but while your benevolence is wholly religious in its aspect,
ours is almost wholly political, and our powers are corresponding. True,
we know that we cannot succeed without aid from on high, and that our
most efficient guaranty is a strong, true, and abiding feeling of religion
among our colonists; and some of us look to the missionary agency which
our society will have in Africa as among its first recommendations. Still,
our main functions are political. We are establishing a people on a dis-:
tant shore; they are dependent upon us.; they look to us for laws; they
are under our tutelage; we must acquire territory and make treaties, build
forts, make roads, organize a civb judicature and a criminal one; provide
for equipment of soldiers, adopt a flag, &c.; all of which are political, du-
ties, performed, it is true, from feelings of benevolence and humanity, but
political, nevertheless-just as much political. to liken small things with
large, as the duties performed by the East India Company, which, like .our-
selves, is but a char ered company.

I am afraid you will consider my letter unnecessarily prolix; but I am
so desirous that there should be a free and. full communication between us,
that I rtin this risk. We are certainly fellow-laborers to one end-the im-
provernent and civilization of the heathen ; and although that is the direct
object of your and the collateral result of our labors, we should not the
less strive to preserve the most friendly, nay, the most affectionate rela-
tions; and nothing will conduce more to this than a proper understanding
of our. relative positions.
Some fifteen years' experience in colonization have made me well ac-

quainted with the difficulties of organizing a government in Africa out of
the elements sent from this country. With the very best materials that
can be procured, there is still great difficulty. But the thing can be done;
and these difficulties ought not to dishearten us. To suppose that our agents.
and officers in Africa are always right, would.be lo attribute to them much
more than we are disposed to do. To obtain agents who are in all pos-
sible respects qualified, is out of the question. The heads of the best govern.
ments among civilized men are rarely so; all that we can do is to procure
the best persons in our reach; and we are obliged to be satisfied when we
see that there is an improvement from year to year in the condition of the,
colony, although the details of each week's business might afford some
cause of dissatisfaction.
A copy of this letter will be sent to Mr. Russwurm, and instructions will

be reiterated to him to preserve, by all the means in his power, the kind-
est relations and feelings to the establishment of your board. This charge
has been given to him again and again, and shall now be repeated most
emphatically.

I beg you to believe me, with the greatest respect, most truly yours,
JOHN H. B. LATROBE,

President 3Maryland State Colonization Society.
Rev. R. ANDERSON.

10
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MISSIONARY ROOMS, BOSTON, July 11, 1838.
-MY DEAR SIR : Your letter of the 2d instant is a good illustration of the

utility of the free correspondence I proposed between our. two societies.
The views you present were entirely satisfactory to my owh mind, and yes-
terday they proved no less so to our committee. The truth is, we have never
beforelead occasion to consider this subject. When I saw it must come
up, I endeavored to secure the attendance of Mr. Hubbard, the legal mem-
ber of our committee, but he was unable to attend. No opinions were
formed at that meeting, which immediately preceded my writing you, in
respect to the jurisdiction which your colonial government might properly
exercise over our missionaries, and of course none were expressed; but I
was instructed to write you on the subject. What we wished was, that
ourmissionaries and assistant missionaries, white and colored, sent from-
this country, or raised tip from the native tribes- not subject to your gov.
ernment, should be regarded as foreigners when in the colony. This is
found to be in accordance with your views. The distinctions you inake
between your main object and ours, and the inferences drawn from thence,
commend themselves strongly to our judgments ; and we shall send in-
structions to Mr. Wilson, and give instructions to our future missionaries
sent into your colony, in accordance with the principles you have ad-
vanced. Yours, of course, is the government of the territory; anel our
missionaries and assistant missionaries are foreigners, with the privileges,
duties, and liabilities, which belong to such in this country.

Mr. Wilson did not send mne a copy of his correspondence with Mr.
Russwurm, though he said it was to accompany his letters. I regretted to
perceive, and before writing you informed our committee, that he had miss
taken the tenure of the grant of land made to our board by the colonial
government. We understood it, and have always understood it, as given
to us only for missionary purposes, and as no more out of your jurisdiction
than the dwelling place of any foreign resident in Baltimore would be out
of jurisdiction of the civil authorities of the State of Maryland. Neither
iwe nor our agents will have any controversy on this subject.
You will understand me, however, when I suggest, in respect to the

whole matter of jurisdiction, while the governors of your. colony are col-
ored men and our missionaries are Southern men, that while all necessary
care is taken to preserve the principle of right, (which ought not to be con-
ceded by your agent,) difficulties which may arise, and which threaten to be
serious, should, as far as may be, be referred for settlement to the societies at.
home. I wish such a reference may never again be necessary. I would
not have it required as a matter of authority, or a thing of course, or what
our agents may require as a matter of right, but suggest it in view of what
I know of human nature, even in its best estate. You will see at once
what can safely be done, and desire no less than myself to prevent even
the appearance of unfriendliness between the colonial government and
missionaries. Bodi parts of the great work would find enemies enough to
make the most of such things.
We will do what we can, dear sir, to ensure all possible respect for your

authority and for your agents at Cape Palmas.
I am, sir, with great respect, most truly yours,

R. ANDERSON,
Secretary I.. B. C. F. M.

JoHN L. H. BATROBE, Esq.,
President Md. State Coloni~ation Society.
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4. declaratory ordinance touching the sovereignty of Maryland in
Liberia.

Whereas the Maryland State Colonization Society was formed for the
purpose of founding upon the west coast ofAfrica a free, independent, aud
sovereign republic, to be inhabited by persons of color emigrating from the
United States of America, who, from their peculiar condition and circurn-
stances, cannot be considered as owing to the American Governments any
other than a local allegiance, determined upon their withdrawing from the
territory of the said Governments: And whereas, in pursuance of the said
purpose, the said society has purchased of the native kings and proprie-
tors as well the sovereignty as the property of the territory now known
by the name of Maryland in Liberia, and has settled therein a body
of persons of the description aforesaid, who are now living there un-
der a regular and well-organized government, the principles of which
are set out in a constitution enacted on the 22d day of November, 1833;
which said constitution has been adopted by the emigrants of the said ter-
ritory, by going into the said territory to live under its provisions, and
signing a declaration to support the same: And whereas the said constitu-
tion, for the present, vests in the said society certain legislative powers:
And whereas the said society have proceeded under those powers to or-
ganize the government which now exists for the said territory, and which
has been acknowledged and submitted to by all the residents in the said
territory: And whereas it appears, frolwl the foregoing facts, that the said
government is as legitimate, sovereign, and independent, as any in the
world, neither the United States nor any one of-them claiming or exercis-
ing any authority within the said territory: And whereas it is proper that
all persons visiting or settling in the said territory should understand dis-
tinctly the position in which they stand with relation to the said Govern-
ment: Therefore-
Be it enacted and ordained, and it is hereby declared, by the Maryland

State Colonization Society, That the government now subsisting in the
territory of Maryland in Liberia, agreeably to the constitution of 1833, is,
and of right ought -to be, sovereign and independent of all authority not
provided for in that itistrurnent ; and the said constitution, and the laws,
ordinances, and treaties, made under its authority, are the supreme law of
the land: and that it is the duty of all persons who now are or hereafter
may be within the said territory to obey and conform to the same; and of
all persons holding offices under the said constitution or laws to enforce
obedience thereto from all persons whatsoever who may be within the
said territory for any purpose or upon any pretext whatever, without any
respect of persons.
And be it enacted, ordained, and declared, That all free colored emi-

grants from the United States who now are or hereafter may be settled in
the territory called Maryland in Liberia, and all persons whatsoever born
in the said territory, owe allegiance to the government of Maryland ill
Liberia, and to no other government whatsoever.

.rind be it further enacted, ordained, and declared, That all other per
sons who now are or hereafter may be within the said territory, on any
pretext or for any purpose whatsoever, owe during their residence within
the said territory a local and temporary allegiance to the said government,
by which is to be understood obedience to the laws during their residence.

17
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ndbe it ,further enacted, ordained, and. declared, That in case any
enlargement or addition shall at any time hereafter be made of or to the
territory of Maryland in Liberia, this and all the other laws of the said
goreriment shall immediately, by their own proper vigor, be extended to
and apply within such enlargement or addition.

crid- be itFurther enacted, ordained, and declared, That nothing in this
ordinance shall be construed to affect, alter, or extend the relations which
practically exist between the government aforesaid and the native Afri-
cans not of American descent resident within the said territory, or to cur-
tail the authority. practically exercised over said Africans by their own
kings and other authorities, leaving, the question of right as to such au.
thority entirely open and unaffected by the provisions of this ordinance; so
that-the relations of said Africans to each other, and to the government
and citizens of Maryland in Liberia, shall remain in all respects the same
asthey were before the passage of this ordinance, both in right and ii
face, :(dejure et defacto.)

.dnd be itfurther enacted, ordained, and declared, That all free colored
persons, emigrants from the United States of America, who shall have sub.
scribed- the aforesaid declaration to support the aforesaid constitution, and
all natives of Africa who shall be permitted by the governor and council
to subscribe the said declaration, and shall actually subscribe the same,
and all descendants of either of the said classes born in the territory afore-
said, shall be deemed citizens of Maryland in Liberia.

dind be itfurther enacted, ordained, and declared, That the Maryland
State. Colonization Society hold all their rights, both of government and
property,-in Africa, in trust, to be administered according to the best judg-
ment of said society; for the benefit of those persons who now are or here!
after may be citizens of Maryland in Liberia, in their collective capacity,
and -will so continue to hold and administer the same until they shall with.
draw their agents, and yield the government wholly into the hands of the.
people of the said territory.
'dnd be itfurther declared, That no person or persons in America has

or have, or ought to have, any beneficial interest in the, government or
property aforesaid; but that the same is, and of right ought to be, held and
administered exclusively for the purposes aforesaid.

4
BALTImoRE, December 8, 1842.

DEAR SIR: Advices just received from Africa relate an occurrence whicb
has given me very great grief and mortification, and which, I am sure, will
affect you a's it has done me. The facts are as follows:

It appears that the store of the Presbyterian mission at Cape Palmas
was robbed by some people belonging to King Freeman's tribe, which, as
you are aware, is within the limits of the society's jurisdiction. This rob-
bery was an offence which the laws of the colony made punishable,and
which the courts were open to examine, and the power of the colony suffl-
cient to redress. It would have been supposed that, on the robbery being
discovered, application would have been forthwith made to the constituted
authorities; and that this idea was presented to the missionaries of your
beard, if it did not occur to them, is proved by the accompanying testimony.
Instead of such an application, however, the declaration was made by Mr.
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Griswold, to the effect that he would not apply to our. laws for redress, if he
never got the goods stolen. The precise words used ,at differenttimes you
will see stated by the different witnesses. On the arrival of the Vandalia,
however, application is made to her officers, and in consequence our terri-
tory is violated, a drum-head court martial or palaver is held upon the king
of the tribe containing the offenders, and a sentence is pronounced by a
lieutenant of the United States navy, in the very presence of our people and
our courts.
Now. my dear sir, had application been made by your missionaries to

our laws, and had they then failed to procure redress, the exception to the
general rule might possibly have arisen, and, we being too feeble to enforce
our laws, the missionaries would have had a semblance of right on their
side in asking the armed interposition of their country's vessels ofwar. But
this was not the case. Not even the form of asking protection from. the
government under which they lived was gone through; but, avowing a de-
termination not to ask such protection, the aid of strangers to our govern-
ment in Africa was invoked, and the consequences are as stated in the tes-
timony.
That Captain Ramsay did wrong in yielding to the request without first

inquiring whether our laws had been appealed to, I have no doubt,
though I can make all allowance for his doing so, ignorant of the feeling
of the missionaries which induced them to bear the theft without attempt
to detect the offenders, ratherthan apply to the laws of the colony for re-

dress. But I confess, my dear sir, I cannot find any palliation for conduct
which so ill becomes the sacred character of your messengers of God's
mercy to the heathen.
You must be perfectly aware, my dear sir, it would be impossible for us

to permit this state of things to recur, and to maintain .our dignity or re-

spectability in the eyes of otur own people, the natives, or visiters to the
coast; and thatjit will be painfully and absolutely necessary for us to re-

scind the conveyance which the Presbyterian missionaries have for the land
they occupy at Cape Palmas, and request their immediate removal front
our territory, unless the A. B. C.F. M. give.such absolute and peremptory
instructions to their agents as shall make them conform to the laws of the
civilized territory on which they no.w reside, and prevent such occurrences
as the painful one now referred to.

In conclusion, I must earnestly entreat you, my dear sir, not to misun-
derstand me in this matter. I have no feeling to gratify, no pride of opinion
to support. Long and humbly relying on protection from on high, for tbQ
cause of African colonization, I have labored to support it. It is to me no

matter of gain. God knows; and in writing to you, asI do, it is with the
earnest hope you will not let what I say beweakened by an idea that I
am opposed to missionary labor, opposed to its prosecution by your board,
or by any good men. I declare now, as I have done again and again, un-

less we can have a religious people at Cape Palmas, our cause must fail;
that if we proceed upon the principle of extirpating the natives, as has
been wrongfully charged, we ought to fail; that we will deserve to suc-

ceed only in proportion as, by elevating the natives to the rank of civilized
and Christian men, we make colonization a blessing to Africa as well as a

benefit to America. And yet, entertaining these feelings, itwill become an
imperative duty, notwithstanding, to deprive ourselves of the benefit of
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missionary services from your agents, if only to be obtained on such tetms
as shown by the accompanying statements.

:1 beg to renew the assurances of my sincere respect; and remain, very
truly, your obedient servant,

JOHN H. 13. LATROBE,:
President Md. State Colonization Society.

Rev. R. ANDERsON,
Secretary, 4,e.

MISSIONARY RooMs, BoSTON, December 28, 1842..
..My DEAR SIR: Yours of December 8th, and postmarked December 23d,

wqks-rcceived on, the 26th, and read to our prudential committee yesterday.
By recurring to my letter to you under date of July 11, 183S, you Will

see that, without any reserve, we recognise the agents of your society at
Cape Palmas as thle government of the territory ceded to you by the na-
tive owners and occupants, and our missionaries and assistant missiona-
ries residing in that territory as owing the same sort of deference to the
government thus instituted as would be expected of foreigners in onrown
country. Our present views on this subject are the same as they were
then; and the question we found it necessary to -propose at the late annual
meeting of our board was based on the assumption, that, if we remained
at Cape Palmas, and within your territorial limits, we should of course be
subject to your laws. Our correspondence with the mission, too, since my
letter to you above alluded to, has been on the same assumption.
The committee are therefore of the opinion that, after the robbery of the

mission store by the natives residing within the territorial jurisdiction of the
colony, application for redress should have been made, in the first instance;
to the colonial authorities; and they deeply regret that this, appears not to
have been done. An apology is due to your society and to the governor
of the colony. Had Mr. Wilson been there, the error would not, we pre-
sume, have been committed. Whatever views he might have entertained
as to the policy of your government in relation to the missions, he- too well
understood his own relations to the government.' Mr. Griswold had but,
recently arrived, and his ardent temperament needed the restraints of more
experience.

I am instructed to write to Mr. Griswold and the mission in such a man-
ner as will be likely hereafter to secure all proper deference to your colonial
agents in the matter of jurisdiction, I have also been instructed-to express
to you, as president of the society, the views and feelings of the committee
as above. I am also happy to acknowledge the friendly and respectful
terms of your letter, and to renew my assurances of the respect with which
I am, very truly, your obedient servant,

R. ANDERSON,
J. H. B. LATROBE, Esq. Secretary .. B. C. F. M!
J. H. B. LATROBE, Esq.

R-ep. N01. 299'.
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-AGENCY HousE, September 24, 1842.
DEAR SIR: I take the liberty to send you for perusal a copy of the
Constitution and Laws of Maryland im Liberia," and also copies of laws

sent to King Freeman by the Maryland State Colonization Society.. I

It is not my object to enter into details of the differences between the
Presbyterian mission and the colonial government, but I feel it my, duty to
place these copies before you without delay.

I have the honor to remain your-obedient servant,
JOHN B. RUSSWURM,

agent Md. State Colonization Society.
W. RAMSAY, Esq.,
Commanding U. S. ship Vandalia.

P. S. As the code. can have no interest after perusal, you will please
order it to be returned.

J. B. R.

VANDALIA, oFr CAPE PALMAS,- September 26, 1842.
Captain Ramsay returns, with his compliments to Governor Russwurm,

the constitution and ordinances relating to the government and privileges
of the Maryland State Colonization Society at Cape Palmas. Captain
Ranisay would be glad to know the particular object of the Governor in
laying these -papers before him.
Governor RUSSWUaM, Cape Palmas.

AGENCY HOUSE, CAPE PALMAS, September 26, 1842.
DEAR SIn: You have kindly invited me to state the reason which in-

duced me to lay the constitution of this colony and other papers before you,
which I shall proceed to do in as concise a manner as possible.

1. I indulged the hope that, by a perusal of the above documents, you
would be better qualified to judge whether occurrences hereafter to be de-
tailed came under the jurisdiction of the colonial government or not
whether the said governtrient was not duly organized and fully competent
to decide on all such; and whether any other foreign power had the right,
by the law of nations, to claim jurisdiction over occurrences which had
happened in said duly organized government, until redress had been
sought of the constituted authorities, and refused.

2. The Mkarylanid State Colonization Society claims to be a benevolent
society, duly incorporated by the State of Maryland; claims to have ac-
quired a territory in Africa by fair purchase from the natives, and duly or-
ganized a regular government, by the appointment of suitable and compe-
tent officers for carrying into effect the ordinances of the same; claims full
and sovereign jurisdiction over all events and transactions which may
occur, and over all persons resident for the time being in said territory.

3. The colonial government feel that they have not been treated with all
due-respect by the Presbyterian missionaries, in their present palaver with
King Freeman. Without notifying them of the robbery of their premises,
they gave the natives to understand that they should seek redress of the
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man-of-war which was daily expected on this coast from the United States,
and by this act endeavored to lessen the influence of the government;
w-hen they well knew that, if. thernmatter. had been duly presented, every.
effort would have been made to recover their goods, and they would have.
been recovered; as they have hitherto been in all cases where extensive
robberies have been committed on the society's-store and on the Methodist
mission premises. For this line of conduct the government can assign but.
one cause, bitter prejudice, which, as Christian missionaries, should be -laid'
aside, for the time being at least, while they continue in the black man's
country.

4. The colonial government feel that there has been a want of courtesy
on the part of Captain Ramsay towards them, because he did not cause the
necessary inquiries to be made, whether an application for redress had been
made to the authorities on shore, before he despatched Lieutenant Ring to
hold a palaver at the mission house.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN B. RUSSWURM,

agent Md. State Colonization Society.
uW. RAMSAY, Esq.,

Commnandingg U. S. ship Vandalia.

Bxtractsfrom the annual report of the Maryland Colonization Socieliy
February, 1842.

"It is again the grateful duty of the board of' managers to express their
profound acknowledgments for the favor which, during another year, it
has pleased the Almighty to vouchsafe to the colony of Maryland in
Liberia.

-"On the 20th of December, ult., the brig Harriet sailed from Baltimore,
with thirty emigrants and supplies, for Cape Palmas. The day after, in-
telligence was received from Somerset county that there were forty colors
ed persons there who were ready to embark. Had the board been advised
of this in due season, the last expedition would have numbered seventy
emigrants, which the Harriet could have taken without inconvenience, and
at a very small additional expense.
",The intelligence from the colony during the past year has generally

been very satisfactory.
" The health of the colonists, as shown by the report of births and deaths

for twelve months, would be considered remarkable in any quarter of the
world. In a population exceeding five hundred, the deaths were but nine,
or less than two per cent., while there were seventeen births.

." This statement is made from the official report of Dr. S. Ford McGill,'
the colonial physician, a colored man, the son of an emigrant from Balti-
more, educated at the North for the situation that he now occupies with
so much credit and usefulness.

" In the early perio s of colonization in Africa, the emigrants suffered,
no doubt, from expos tre, ignorance of the proper mode of treating the
diseases of the climate, and the want of medical attendance. Now, how'
ever, with comfortable shelter, medical experience, and a good physician
at hand, an emigrant may remove from America to Africa with lem3 riks

baa4
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than attends ninety-nine out of a hundred of -the citizens of this country,
who annually seek new homes west of the Alieghaniess:

' With a single exceptions the conduct of the colonists has been marked
by obedience to the laws;. and, even in the case in which it was other.
wise, the humble submission of the offenders corroborated in the end the
authority of the government.

"It was the wish of the board, in founding the colony, to make agricul-
ture the prevailing occupation of all classes; and this has, toea considerable'
extent, been accomplished, though the demand for the labor of the colonists
at the large missionary establishments has drawn the attention of the colo-
nists from their farms more than was expected. The views of the board,
however, in this respect, remain unchanged, and the instructions sent to
the agent require him to promote, by all means in his power, an agricul-
tural spirit among the people.
"Cotton has been raised successfully, though as yet upon a small scale.

It has been, however, spun, knit, and worn by the colonists.
",The sugar cane has succeeded well; and, with the aid of a mill built

in the colony, several barrels of sirup were manufactured during the past
vear. Preparations have been made to produce sugar in the coming year.
"The coffee tree. thrives at Cape Palrnas, and it is hoped that coffee will

be made an article of export, and become a valuable staple.
"At the end of seven years, the board can speak confidbntlv of the tem-

perance principle, which they made a fundamental law of the colony when
it was established; and they firmly believe that, under Providence; the
remarkable success that has attended the, settlement, a success to which
history affords no parallel, the harmony that has existed with the natives,
and the general comparative prosperity, are to he attributed to the strict
observance of the colonial laws in this particular. By none can the im-
portance of the temperance principle be more highly appreciated than it is
by the emigrants themselves.
" The advantages of the geographical position of Cape Palmas are more

and more perceptible every year; and, as the legitimate trade on the coast
of Africa increases, the situation of the colony in a commercial point of
view becomes more and more important.

" As the point where the African coast changes its general direction from
southwvest to the north of east, Cape Palmas i<, of all other places, the
place of rendezvous for any armed force which may be stationed in these
seas. It is nearly central between the mouths of the Niger and the mouths
of the Senegal and Gambia. It is on the direct route from Europe and this
country to the former river, and is a point made by all vessels bound for
the great bights of Benin and Biafra. It is hoped that it may, for these
reasons, participate in the aid afforded incidentally to colonization by the
General Government, in its efforts to suppress the slave trade.
"The erection of a light-house at Cape Palmas has often been suggested

by the traders on the coast, and a subscription for the purpose has been
offered by many of them. It is believed that before long this will be. ac-
complished.

"During the last vear, the United States ship of war Cyane, Captain
Latinier, visited Cape Palmas; and Captain Latimer's account of the colony,
transmitted to the Navy Department, furnishes the evidence of an impartial
and intelligent eyewitness of the prosperity of the colony.
"The population of the colony at this time is about five hundred and

11
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fifty, exclusive of the 'missions. Atll-the emigrants are comfortably settled
in homes of their own; and are engaged in- occupations that furnish themj
with support. *Nearly all are more or less engaged in agriculture, whibh
is the exclusive employment of many of them. There are a nuniber of
mechanics, some of whom were ;such before they left this country, and
others have been made such by the exigences of'their new situation.

"c There is at!Cape Palmas one uniformed, company of artillery and an-
other. of infantry; and the colonists who do not belong to either of these
are enrolled in the general militia. The whole are well armed.

"cThe last despatches from Cape Palmas announced, very much to the
regret of;the board, the wish of the present governor, J. B. Russwurin,to
resign the situation which he has held for the last five years with so much
credit to himself and usefulness to the society. The board have declined
for the present to accept Mr. Russwurm's resignation, for considerations
which they have urged upon him, and which they believe will induce him
to retain his- place as governor for another year.

"c The board have been fully justified by experience in the policy which
five years since led them to appoint a colored man their agent in Africa
and the governor of their colony. Indeed, those who at first doubted the
prudence of the course pursued by the board have since followed their
example, and a colored man is now governor at Monrovia, as well as at
Cape' Palmas. Alt the officers of all grades at Cape Palmas are colored
persons.
"The relations of the colonists with the natives are peaceful. It is thd

determination of the board of managers. that they shall remain so,! if peace
can be preserved by any conciliatory policy, and by avoiding all causes of
difference and collision.

." A colony has therefore been formed, capable of self-support, self-goT
ernmert, and self-defence, and at an expense which, in comparison with
thh result, is trifling indeed. It is in no spirit of self-glorification, but a simple
statement of a fact., that the board say that no record of similar success,
in the same time or at the same cost, is to be found in the history of colo-
nization, as far back as it can be traced."

CORREUPONDENCE BETWEEN CAPTAIN DENMAN AND CAPTAIN OAKE, OF
THE BRITISH NAVY, AND GOVERNOR ROBERTS.

Extractsfrom Governor Roberts's letter of October 7,1841.
The general. condition of things in the colony continues the same. Our

present relations with the native tribes around us are quiet and undisturbed,
and the only apprehension that we labor under at present is the interfer-
ence of British traders with our commerce, and the active part taken by
them to cut off our communications of trade with the natives, and to con-
fine our operations within a very small compass. To do this, they are calling
to their aid the assistance of British officers, by making to them complaints
and 'misrepresentations of the policy pursued by the' authorities of' the
colony. How the matter will terminate I know not.
'Captain Denman, commander of Her Majesty's sloop Wanderer,.is now

in our harbor, and has commenced. the following communications, copies of
which I send you, marked Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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We have always held Captain Denman in-the, highest esteem; his con-
duct towards the colony has always been honorable and gentlemanly, and
we have no doubt will continue so, if' not deceived by the misrepresenta-
tion of British traders, (a few,) who it seems are determriined to destroy the
interests of the colonists, and put at defiance the laws of the colony.

In this matter I shall use the utmost discretion, and avoid, as far as possi-
ble, all collision with either British officers, or traders ;. but in the mean time
shall, so far as prudence and the nature of the case will admit, defend the
right of the colony to exercise jurisdiction, at least, over the purchased, ter-
ritory. Mr. Dring's property, seized at Bassa Cove for infraction of otkr
laws, has been sold some two or three months ago, by order of Governor
Buchanan. * X * * *X
Our commercial affairs become paralyzed, for British traders have becoip

so inveterate against our speculators, that theyallow them but a small share
in the trade along the coast. They effect this, sometimes, by ordering our
traders from the spots where they have selected to trade, alleging their ex-
clusive right, either by treaty or purchase, when in most cases, they have
neither. When this is not resorted to, they effect it by putting a factory
near the colonists, and sell goods at such reduced prices as to entirely
disable the colonists to compete with him. This they can do without loss,
because their goods are bought in England, and the poor colonist can ornly
be furnished with goods second handed, and very frequently has to pay
higher pricesthan what the natives have to payat those British factories; and,
unless the society will take prompt and immediate measures to acqttire terri-
tory, I fear they will succeed too well in confining us to the limits of, Cape
Mesurado and Bassa Cove, (if in fact they will grant. us quiet possession of
the latter, which appears doubtful, from the language of Captain Denman's
last communication.) Why the United States Government will hnot look to
this matter is strange. I am fully convinced, from late developments, that
the British Government is making an effort to secure to themselves the en-
tire trade of this part of the coast, which is becoming quite important.

No. 1.

HER MAJESTY'S SLOOP WANDERER,
Cape Mesurado, October 6, 1841.

Sin: 1 have the honor to inform you that I have received a complaint
from Mr. Dring, master of the British brig Ranger, stating that property to
a considerable amount, belonging to him, has been seized'at Bassa Cove by
some Liberia authorities, under the pretence of an infraction of the laws.

British vessels have been in the habit of trading at that place for a long
series of years, not only without interference molestation, but with the
right of trade, and of forming factories purchased from the natives, and
guarantied by treaty. I therefore have to request that you will inform Ale
tpppn what grounds the seizure in question has been made.

I have the honor to be, sir, your mQfst abqdient servant,
JOSEPH DENMAN,

Commander and senior officer on theSierra I.,eonxe. disi.
To the GOVERNOER of Monrovia.
A true copy J. N. LEWIS, Colonial Secretary.
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;Copy of answer to the preceding

GOVERNMENT Housn, MONROVIA, October 6, 1841,
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of to-

day's date, and hasten to-inforhi you that-the seizure made by the author-
ities.of Bassa Cove'was in conformity with the laws made and provided to
regulate the commerce of these colonies.

These laws -had been 'violated by Captain Dring, of the British brig
Ranger, by landing goods and trading with the natives of B&ssa Cove, with-
out first complying with the regulations of the customs,
The Commonwealth of Liberia, by treaties, and subsequently by pur-

chase, and that prior to any claim set forth by British traders, lay claim to
the territory of Bassa Cove, and has full power to exercise authority over
that part of our territory.
-The authorities of Liberia have studiously avoided all collision with

British traders, and have allowed them indulgences that they now assume
as their right, and would wish to set at defiance all colonial authority.

In this I feel fully assured they will not be supported, especially by you,
sir, for whom the late Governor Buchanan had the warmest esteem and re-
spect;; and I am sure not by the British Government-that is too mag-
nanimolus.

I have the honor to be your most obedient servant,
J. J. ROBERTS.

Captain DENmAN,
Commander and senior officer on the Sierra Leone division,
of M. B. Majesty's sloop Wanderer, Mesurado Road.

A true copy:
J. N. LEWIs, Colonial Secretary.

No. 2.

HER MAJESTY'S SLOOP WANDERER,
Cape Mesurado, October 6, 1841.

SIR: In reply to your letter of this day, I regret to be obliged to request
that you will afford me further information respecting the seizure of the
property of Mr. Dring at Bassa Cove.

It is undoubted that British factories were established at that place, and
that trade was carried on by virtue of purchase and treaties, long prior to
the exercise of any territorial power by the authorities of Liberia, and, I
may add, long prior to the residence of any Liberian citizen.

It is therefore incumbent upon me to ascertain the grounds and princi-
ples upon which the claims of Liberia are founded, as it is undoubted that
these British factories and this British trade did actually exist; and it cer-
tainly'does appear to me that the same have been supplanted by the color
nists of Liberia, and thle property in question unjustifiably detained.
The friendly disposition of Great Britain to the cause of Africa must un-

questionablr extend to Liberia, a colony from. which results of the most
beneficial nature may be expected, if its labor and resources are properly
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applied, and it may be assured that'every British officer on this station is
very desirous for its prosperity ; but, at the same time, it is our imperative
duty to protect the interests of British subjects, where it appears they have
been in any manner infringed.

I have therefore to request that you will furnish ine with more explicit
information as to the ground for the seizure of the property in question;
and have the honor to 'be, sir, your most obedient servant,

JOSEPH DENMAN, Commander.
oro the GOVrERNORt of Monrovia.

A true copy:
J. N. LEwis,, Colonial Secretary.

Copy of answer to the preceding.

GOVERNMENT HOUSE, MONROVIA, October 7, 1841.
SIR: In reply to your letter of yesterday, requesting further information

respecting the seizure of the property of Captain Dring at -Bassa Cove, I
can only say (so far as I have been informed) that Mr. Dring, in violation
four maritime laws, landed goods and traded with the natives of Bassa
Cove, when expressly forbidden by the authorities of that place.
Of the fact " that British factories were established, and that trade was

carried on by virtue of purchases and treaties, at Bassa Cove, long prior to
the exercise of any territorial power by the authorities of Liberia," I am
not informed. It is upon this ground that the claim of Liberia is founded:
that the authorities of Liberia have purchased that entire section of territory
called Bassa Cove; and hold that we have a right to insist that all traders
within our limits conform to the laws made and provided to regulate our
trade, at least until a prior right be established. These regulations are
made to secure to the commonwealth the duties arising from the sale of
goods within our territory, and to put our own citizens on a footing with
foreigners.

It is customary for traders on this coast to make commercial treaties with
the natives, and sometimes to purchase a small lot of land for the time
being, on which to erect a factory house. This Mr. Dring might have done
at Bassa Cove. If so, priority and extent can only be determined by com-
paring documents.

It is certain that British traders have carried on a traffic with the natives
of Bassa Cove. It is also certain that Spanish and other traders have done
the same.

It is not the intention of this government to restrict British more than
other foreign traders. Our feelings toward themn have always been of the
best kind. I regret, however, that this has not been reciprocal on the part
of two or three of your traders on the coast. In several instances violence
has been exercised by British traders on our colonial factories, themselves
abused, and their property destroyed.
As to the seizure in question, I have no doubt the matter, when properly

understood, will be amicably-settled.
The friendly disposition of Great Britain to the cause of Africa, no one
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will question.; and that she will extend to Liberia the same friendly;feeliug
we- do',sircerely hope.
Of British officers on this station, we have never had cause to complain;

their conduct toward the colony (so far as I have any knowledge) has been
gentlemanly and friendly; such we hope it will continue.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. J. ROBERTS, Governor off Liberia.;

Captain DENMAN, &C.,
H. B. Majesty's sloop Wanderer, Mesurado Road.

A true copy
J. N. LEWIS, Colonial Secretary.

No. 3.

HER MAJESTY'S SLOOP WANDERER,
Cape Mesurado, October 7, 1841.

SIR: Since I had the honor of sending you my letter (No. 2) yesterday
I have obtained sufficient respecting the transaction at Bassa Cove to ena.
ble me to acquaint your excellency of the views which I entertain upon
the claim of the settlers of Liberia to the coast between New Cesters and
Grand Cape Mount river, both inclusive, and of the Liberian law by
which all persons not settlers of Liberia are excluded from trade, or even'
communication, with the natives within those limits.

It appears that, under this law, property belonging to Mr. Dring, to the
amount of three hundred dollars, has been seized for trading at Bassa Cove.

Factories have been maintained by British subjects at various periods;
and, for a long series of years, British vessels have been in the constant
habit;of prosecuting a free and uninterrupted commerce with the natives
of Bassa Cove, subject only to the customary presents to the native chiefs,
and unmolested by the claims or interference of. the settlers of. Liberia.
More recently, a purchase of the country, for the purposes of trade and of
forming factories, was effected by British subject.

So far from Bassa Cove havi.ag been at earlier date occupied and
held under the control of the Liberian settlement, even so recently as
March, 1841, a treaty of peace was actually concluded between the colo-
nists and the inhabitants of Bassa Cove, wherein reference is made to a
treaty of 1836, by which it is said their country was " formally ceded by
the rightful owners."

It therefore follows that any previous purchase of that territory by the
Liberian colonists was a nominal one, not supported by possession or the
exercise of any substantial right whatever; and such purchase or treaty
cannot for a moment be allowed to conceal and overthrow the rights purI
chased, and so long previously exercised, by British traders.

In your letter of yesterday you state that "4 seizure was made bv:the
authorities of Bassa Cove, in conformity with the laws made and provided
-to regulate the commerce of these colonies," but you do not in any man-
ner explain how the rights purchased and -exercised by British subjects
have passed into the hands of the settlers of Liberia.
The laws which the settlers of Liberia agree to enact for their own gov,
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emnient would have control over any foreigner who voluntarily emi-
grated to their territory and resided amongst them; but how those laws
should be made to extend to British vessels trading at places which they
have purchased, and where they have long prosecuted trade, I cannot un-
deratand-unless, indeed, the law which declared the territory of Liberia
to extend fronm Grand Cape Mount river to New Cesters, both inclusive,
would, by possibility,, be conceived to give a title to the possession of this
extent of country, and at the same time to annihilate the claims and rights
of all other parties whatever.
With reference to what has occurred at Bassa Cove, I shall hold it-my

duty to represent the circumstances to my Government, strongly express-
irng my opinion, not only that the property of Mr. Dring was unjustifiably
seized, but that the attempt to supplant British trade at Bassa Cove is
altogether indefensible; while I heartily regret that I should feel myself
compelled to take a view which may be supposed to be in any marn-
ner injurious to the interests of Liberia. I cannot but perceive that the
policy pursued by the colonists upon this occasion must, if persevered in,
necessarily involve them in many other similar questions; and it is neces-
sary for me to state, that, where British factories exist, a free and habit-
ual trade is established, the attempt of Liberian settlers to intrude them-
selves, for the purpose of supplanting that trade cannot be viewed by Her
Majesty's ships with indiffereuce ; and in any future instance that may
occur in any other quarter I shall feel it my duty to protect the British
interests involved.

I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant,
JOSEPH DENMAN,

Commander and senior officer on the Sierra Leone division.
To the GOVERNOR of IMonrovia.

A true copy: J. N. LrwiF-

No. 4.

HER MAJESTY'S SLOOP WANDEREI{,
Sierra Leone, October 21, 1841.

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th instant,
but, after having expressed mny views so fully in my letter of the same date,
I will only observe that the laws under which the master of the Guinea-
man was fined and the property of MIr. Dring confiscated extend far
beyond the powers, not only of the settlement of Liberia, but of ally regu-
larly constituted State, inasmuch as it attempts to legislate for places over
which it has no jurisdiction, and endeavors to exact penalties for transac-
tions between parties not subject to its control.
The laws by which thi settlers of Liberia agree to govern themselves

cannot extend beyond . eir bona fide possessions, neither can they make
it criminal for foreigners to trade at their own long-established factories;
nor can any right to purchase land already belonging to British subjects be
founded upon them.
Any endeavor of the-settlers of Liberia to usurp an exclusive power in
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places where British factories have been fixed, or habitual trade, prose,
cuted, must be regarded as an offensive attempt to injure our commerce.

I therefore have to inform;you that no further obstruction to the Britisl
traders can be permitted, either at Bassa Cove or at any similar place, and
that I have given directions to this effect to the cruisers tinder my orders;
but I trust that no future instance of a similar nature will call for their in.
terference.
On the other hand, I do not wish to be understood as claiming any ex.,

elusive right of trade for British subjects; on the contrary, Great Britain
looks to the extension of the legitimate, commerce of all nations with Af-
rica as her best auxiliary in the struggle against the slave trade, and as
the only means of eventually sealing its extirpation.

I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant,
JOSEPH DENMIAN, Captain.

To the GOVERNOR of Monrovia.

A true copy:
J. N. Lrwis, Colonial Secretary.

HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S BRIG TERMAGANT,
Off Ba8sa, March 6, 1842.

SIt: The Liberian settlers of St. John's river having on various occa-
sions obstructed British traders at Bassa Cove, under a plea of its being a
possession of theirs, and the governor of Monrovia (Mr. Roberts) having
informed me that "he should be obliged to seize British goods landed
there," notwithstanding the prior claim of the English to the place, and
which had been fully proved to him by Captain the honorable Joseph Den.
man, in a correspondence upon that subject, I-beg to inform you that any
interference on the part of the settlers with Mr. David Murray, master of
the brig " Coquette," belonging to Messrs. Laurie, Hamilton, & Co., of
London, or his factory at Bassa Cove, will make it imperative on me, ac-
cording to the orders under which I am acting, to employ Her Majesty's
brig undei my command int protecting him and his property, as well as any
other Englishmen who may choose to trade there.

1 am, sir, your very obedient servant,
H. F. SEA(RANT,

Lieutenant and Comrnander.
Mr. LOUIS SHERMuAN. Bassa.

A true copy:
J. N. LEWIS, Colonial Secretary.

HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S ]BRIG TIERMAGuANT
Off Bassa, March 8, 1S49.

Sta: [In regard .to] the money ( 6150) belonging to Messrs. Laurie
Hamilton, & Co., of London, now in your possession, and which you
inform irle you are ready to pay when the law permits, I beg to state
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that I cannot acknowledge a law that allows a debtor to detain the prop-
erty of a foreign creditor (a British merchant) for an alleged offence, of
which it is impossible he could have been guilty, never having been in this
country.
A period of three years is now elapsed since the said law alluded to at-

tached it, and I consider the money ought to be paid immediately.
I claim also, on the part of the executors of the late Captain Spence,

payment for the following articles-one cask of muskets, containing fifty in
number; one case of cutlassess, containing ten dozen; one case of plates,
containing thirty-five dozen-which were unlawfully seized by one Lloyd
Fuller, on the 31st March, 1841, whilst in the possession of Mr. Weaver, of
Edina. after they had paid the customary duties. -

I am, sir, your very humble servant,
H. F. SEAGRAM,

.i!;Lieutenant and Commander.
Mr. Louis SHERIDAN, Agent, Bassa.

A true copy:
J. N. L£wis, Colonial Secretary.

GOVERNMENT OFFICE! BASSA COVE,
March 7, 1842.

Sin: Since the receipt of your note of this morning, I am favored with
an official communication, made from on board the vessel under you!. com-
niand, dated yesterday. The notification made to me I shall preserve a
copy of, and have the original laid before the American Colonization So-
ciety's board at the earliest day possible; and as the whole squabble is
or will be betwixt you and those authorities, I shall refer the subject to
their decision, assuring you at the same time that whatever steps the gov-
ernor of these colonies, as their agent, may deem proper to take in main-
taining the rights of Liberians at any place on the coast of Africa, shall
have my most hearty co-operation.

I have the honor to be, with un reigned respect, your most obedient hum-
ble servant,

LOUIS SHERIDAN.
To the COMMANDER of Her Britannic

AMajesty's brig Termagant, ofBassa Cove.

A true copy:
J. N. LEwIs, Colonial Secretary.

GOVERNMENT OFFICE, BASSA COVE,
March 8, 1842.

SIR: If the case is, as I understand, that you or some other person in.
terested have in possession a paper disavowing, on the part of the par-
ties plaintiff, the action in the case of Thomas Hunter vs. D. Murray, in
consequence of which an attachment was served on me, thereby making
nie liable for the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars, if otherwise paid

12-
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than agreeably toitheorderIofthe court, towhich' I am' held lbbdund for'it
your way ii'plain aid 'easy enough in 'the recovery of the' amount,'"b
having the attachment loosed, under the plea proper to' be'made.-

If the parties defendant in the case of Hunter choose to employ"me as'
their agent, (which'sh'all cost therii nothing,) by sending' me a written" di.
reaction to receive arid use the; letter or* declaration of Huinter to the 'p'..i
posse of loosing the money from the attachment, I will have it done at May
court.' Mdean'time,'the'rnote may be left withrwhom you please, to receive,
after tliat t'imethe sumifor' wliich it is drawn. Further than this I'canino't
go,' because the laws here are not controlled by the sanctions Of foreigner
neither can its subjects be exculpated from liabilities by such features 1w
may be given to cases, designing to suit them to temporary purposes.

I shall immediately lay before the governor your claim for the amount
of articles seized on'by the collector as the property of Captain Dring; I
shall then' have done my duty in that regard also, and I desire to hear no
more on the subject.

I have the honor to be, sir,your very respectful and most obedient hum.
ble servant,

LOUIS SHERIDAN..
Lieutenant SEAGRAM,
Her Britannic Majesty's brig Termagant, of Bassa Cove.

A true copy:
J. N. LEwis, Colonial Secretary.

GOVERNMENT HousE, MONROVIA,
March 12, 1842..

SIR: I received yesterday a letter from Louis Sheridan, Esq., agent for
the county of Grand Bassa, enclosing your correspondence with him on the*
subject of the right of British traders establishing factories at Bassa Cove,
in the county of Grand Bassa, Liberia, and your determination to employ
Her Majesty's brig " Termaganit" to protect them. I cannot believe Her
Majesty's Government will ever sanction the conduct of any British officer
who will encourage and protect British subjects in the violation of the
laws of any people, however weak or effeminate.

In your letter of the 6th instant, to Mr. Sheridan, you have been pleased
to say, " that the prior claim of the English to Bassa Cove had been fully
proved to Mr. Roberts by Captain Denman, in a correspondence on that
subject." This I beg to disavow; this proof I called for; I asked for doc-
uments to establish this prior claim. Captain Denman could not or did
not produce them, but insisted "1 that, as British traders had for a long se-
ries of years carried on an undisturbed trade with the natives of that place,
we had no right now to insist upon their compliance with any regulation
made by the government of Liberia."
Captain Denman, who, I believe, had no wish to create any difficulty

with or to domineer over us, was not desirous to press this matter, but-was
willing to leave the subject to be settled between his Government and the
American Colonization Society. I could wish that all British officers eni'
tertained the same good feeling toward us.
'The correspondence between Captain Denman and myself has been
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transmitted to the board.,of directors ,of the American Colonization Society
at Washingto~n,.and the subject will be laid before your Goverriment im-
mediately. Ach&Wy not await their an.9wer?
Ahs toCapt'ain Murray, he.cah have no object in establishing a factory

at Bassa Cove, other than to defy the authorities of Lib'eria, or7to open an
inlet for the futute clandestine introduction'of goods into the colony. The
trade at that place is of little imzpoertande. Therefore, sir, notwithstand-
intg my sincere wish to avoid any collision with Her Majesty's subjects,
and especially with any British officer, should Mr. Murray persist in vio-
lating our laws, and you are determined to protect him,. you leaves us
no alternative. I hope, however,.you wilt sLspend your determination' on
this subject for the present, afid dissuade Mr. Murray from making any
establishment at Bassa Cove until we can receive further information from
England and America.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. J. ROBERTS, Governor.

Lieutenant SEAGRAM,
Commandiiig Her Britannic Majesty's brig

"T'ermagant," Bassa Cove.
A true copy:

J. N. LEWIS, Coloidal Secretary.
HER NIASESTY'S SLOOP "FERRET,"

Off Bassa Cove, July 2, 1842.
SIR: I beg to acquaint you, that in consequence of information having

reached Captain J. Foote, the senior officer in command of Her Britannic
Majesty's squadron on the west coast of Africa, that British commerce has
received considerable interruption of late from the interference of the Li-
beria settlers with the masters of British merchant vessels trading at Bassa
Cove, I have arrived hlere, bykthe direction of Captain Foote, to inquire
into the particulars Of thie conpl)laints. made by the British traders to this
port, and in consequence beg you will do me the favor to afford me all the
information in your power relative to the following particulars:

"If. the masters of British merchant vessels have been prevented by the
Liberian settlers from trading at Bassa Cove on the same footing as they
have long been accustomed to do.
"If fines have been levied on masters of British merchant vessels trad-

ing at Bassa Cove, aind their property confiscated, for violating the laws of
the Liberian settlers.
"If property of the late Mr. Spence was seized from Mr. Henry Dring,

master of the schooner ' Ranger,' and also a sum detained, by a supreme
court at Bassa, from Mr. David Murray, master of the brig ' Coquette,'
belonging to Mlessrs. Lawrie, Hamilton, & Co., of London; and on what
grounds suchl seizure and detention took place.
"If the Liberian settlers have interfered with a British factory long

since established at Bassa Cove, and their reasons for so doing."
I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient humble servant,

J. OAKE,
Commander andsenior officer on the 4Sierra Leone station

To the LIBERIA AGENT resident at Bawsa Cove.'
A true copy:

J. N. LEnwIs, Colonial Secretary.
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GOVERNMENT HousE, BAsS Cov;

Sia: I have the honor to acknowledge he receipt .of your favor tinderidate the 2d instant, and in reply to the charges advanced against us, and
by you, stated as having been nrade to Captain J. Foote, of Her Britannic
Majesty's navy, beg Ieave to say, that however rmIaliciousness and spite
are set at work to do its mischief, the unyielding principles of truth and in-
tegrity, whih is the shield of the, upright, will be our defence.

I.do most positively deny that. British commerce, lawfully carried 'on
has had interruption, at any time since my being resident here, from the
interference of the Liberia settlers-. with the masters of 'British merchant
vessels trading at Bassa Cove.; but, on the contrary, the aforesaid masters
have so employed their skill and so well succeeded in fascinating our
traders, that they have been caused to neglect their proper ditties as citi-
zens of this commonwealth, and engage themselves in an inglorious con.
test against their own government, on a trial of the question, whether the
miserable traffic of the coast connected with the trade of the interior is
not of more importance than all the agricultural and rural interests of the
colony, otherwise than as connected with the means of trade; and even so
far have they gone as to sink the moral character of the place by their
time-serving accommodations to those gentlemen's wishes, in giving indul-
gence' to their desires. Over this part of the narrative, indignation and
pity prompt me to draw a veil.

I-wVill now give a statement, so far as I am acquainted with the particu-
Jars of your inquiry, and allow me, if you please, to suggest that, on a
review of the first item, you will agree.that yon do not mean exactly all
.you say; forasmuch as I presume the object of Captain Oake, of Hor
Britannic Majesty's navy, being placed on this'station is to prevent that
very kind of trading "they have long been accustomed, to"-and I do
most- sincerely wish him therein every possible degree of success; and
hence there must be some definite period to mark the time when they
were not only driven from the slave trade, but also when they became in.
formed that, in order to hold and enjoy the privilege of carrying on a law4
ful commerce at Bassa Cove, it were necessary they should conform to
certain regulations, as duties, port charges, -&c., according to the usages.
and customs of other nations; and this period bears date previously to any
claim set up by individuals of Her Britannic Majesty's Government; and
of 'none other have I yet heard.

In a conference on the subject soine time ago, held with one of Her Bril
tannic Majesty's naval officers, he seemed to 'ridicule the idea of our citi-
zens forming themselves into a government, from under which should
proceed law's to control Her Britannic Majesty's subjects; but that gentle-
mn.did not choose to recollect (for I can hardly think him so ignorant of
the fact, however I may excuse his intemperate zeal for free trade and un.
bridled licentiousness) that. 'the great nation under whose ensign he floats
upon the oceai's wave is herself bound by her individual sovereignty, and
in self-respect, to protect us in the rights we claim; and, under whatever
misnomer we may be classed, we claim and take precedent from England
forAhe. positions in which we stand. to the rest of the world of mankind..
And, once Fore, admit these facts, as, indeed, you must. what course can
we pursue more corresponding with the great objects for which the vast
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expenditure of means employed a'the 'charge of:HeY Britannic Majesty's
Government have been undertaken, than to enact laws having for their
scope and tendency to prevent the repetition of those outrages or suli' as
we-should be subjected to, without'the interposition of those restraints ?

;To your second query 1 answer, with a single: affirmative, Yes, sir!
Your third' regards the seizure of goods made by the collector of this port,

in consequence of a violation of our laws respecting the intercourse of for-
eigners at ports of entry within the jurisdiction of 'the commonwealth of
Liberia.

It does seem to me that an undue degree of importance is attempted to be
given to this subject, by having it appear that goods have been seized and
taken from gentlemen in London or elsewhere beyond our jurisdiction;
and while they, in the natn're of things, cold have nothing to do with us,
we, by some hocu's pocus arts, have so contrived as to take away these
same gentlemen's goods. Now, sir, this is either begging the question or
at least so altering the premises as to make them involve conclusions that
are not connected with the case.
We know nothing -of Messrs. Laurie, Hamilton, & Co., nor any other

person or persons who are interested in this case, excepting Captain Dring,
vhoacted in-defiance of what he knew to be our regulations of trade, and

in doing so he became liable to the penalties attached to those regulations;
and is it to be supposed that the chief executive of this government, who,
in his owvn person, ordered the seizure of those goods, could tamely look
and observe the infraction of our laws, without employing such means as
were in his power to bring the offender to justice ? And on what groiind'
did Captain Dring presume to act this defiance, the untenable one of him-
self as the representative of Captain Spence, who at some period did, as
an individual, purchase the right of trading at Bassa Cove ?
On this subject the then governor of Liberia was too well informed not

to know that Her Majesty's Government had made no such pretensions to
sovereignty in this neighborhood,.and that consequently no individual of
her subjects could maintain such a claim, independently of her sanction;
and add to this the notorious fact that whatever the claim and however'
held by Mr. Spence or Captain Dring, the conveyance by which this ter-
ritory was ceded to the government t f Liberia bears date scme months
before that of Captain Spence or lMir. Dring.
An attempt has been made to lay hold on the circumstance of some al-

lusion to our right of territorial jurisdiction being made in a treaty of re-
cent date with the Fishmen in the Cove. Whatever awlkwardness of that
kind may present itself, and become the subject of cavil, you will have to
attribute to the unskilfulness of the drawer of that instrument, who was
none other than myself; and no more was meant than to have a mere re-
cognition of our right made by all the parties signing to that instrument;
and this, I suppose, can hardly be construed to intend a recantation of
such right as had been before conveyed to us.
The case of Captain Murray is a truly ridiculous apd to me a very un-

pleasant one. I bedamd indebted to him in 'the sum of oine hundred and
fifty dollars,' for which I gave my note of hand. On' the very day
and within one hour of the time when I was called on for payment, an'
attachment issuing from the supreme court was served on me by -the
sheriff of this county, in which I was required, as garnishee, to say, at Ihe
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instance of a Mr. Thomas Hunter, of Monrovia, how much I was debtor
to Captain Murray.
The process was returned to the court of quarter sessions, and judgment

entered up against Captain Murray, on the complaint of Hunter, (of the
ground whereof I know too little to inform yon satisfactorily.) By this
means the claim of Captain Murray was locked up in my hands, to wait an
execution from the court, compelling me to pay the amount to the attach-
ruent. This has never yet been done, and, on the contrary, it is said that
the aforesaid Mr. Thomas Hunter has given to Captain Murray a paper,
certifying that he never authorized such proceedings against him, and that,
consequently, any steps taken to enforce payment to him by such means
were undertaken without his concurrence. Of all this jumble I know
,nothing, but thus informed. I, in a former correspondence on the subject,
begged, as I now do, if there is such a paper, or if such an one can be pro.
cured, I entreat that it may be sent to some agent here, who can use it to
release Xne from this vexatious affair.

Having now reached the last topic to which you allude, allow me to say,
ini answer thereto, I cannot conceive to what possible case your informant
alludes.

It have not heard of any British factory being at any time established ini
the Cove, other than in a way of clandestine intercourse kept up with the
Fishmnev resident there, arid which has een the occasion of those difficult.
ties you make the ground of complaint.

It is true that an officer of Her Britannic Majesty's navy did say to me
that he intended having one established there some time I think inl the early
part of this year; but if he did, it was much of a. piece with their former
doings there. It has attracted no notice, whatever; nor do I suppose it is
the intention of the now acting governor (Roberts) to concern himself in any.
wise respecting it, until the decision of Her Majesty's Government and our
board shall have made it imperative on him to act in some way concern.
ilng it.

I trust, sir, that what has been said will satisfy you that, in all the mat-
ters alleged against us, there is wvanting that which would inmbody them
into offences against Her Majesty's Government or her subjects; and I
would, oni the assurance of a verdict of acquittal, ask of you to entreat for
ts as a boon the gift of the territory of Cape Mllount, as being the best use
Her Majesty's Government can make of anyv title they have acquired to
that portion of territory, in view of their grand object of enfranchising the
world.

COur powers, it is true, at this time are but feeble, and consequently our
efforts are small, and must be limited for a time to come; ulat, sir, with the
good hand of our God upon us, I believe that you will find it a means of
greatly advancing the purposes of her most gracious Majesty, were the
right in that portion of territory to be ceded to us. as I am confident, from
deductions I have made in regard to facts reported to me, that an end would
thereby be put to the opportunities there aluided of clandestinely pursuing
the traffic in slaves, which I do firmly believe that, by Her Majesty claim-
ing to hold a possession there, she does but build up with one hand what
she pulls down with the other.
With these remarks, I beg leave to refer you to his excellency Governor

J. J. Roberts, for any further explanation you deem it needful to ask ta.,ih-
Ing these matters.

Praying God that he may succeed in every effort having for its object the
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amelioration of the condition of the human family, and save the common.
wealth of Liberia, I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient humble
servant,

LOUIS SHERIDAN, acting dgene.
Hon. J. OAKE,
Commanding "Ferret," Bassa Cove.

A true copy:
J. N. LEWIS, Colonial Secretary.

HER MAJESTY'S SLOOP FERRET,
0, Cape AMesurado, Jiuly 6, 1842.

SIR: Havinag received directions from Captain John Foote, senior officer
in command on the west coast of Africa, to inquire into certain complaints
made by the masters of British merchant vessels trading at Bassa Cove, I
addressed a letter, dated the 2d instant, to Mr. Louis Sheridan, resident
agent there, begging he would do me the favor of affording me all the in.
formation in his power relative to the following particulars:

if the masters of Bristish merchant vessels have been prevented by the.
Liberian settlers from trading at Bassa Cove on the same footing as they
have long been accustomed to do.

If fines have been levied on the masters of British merchant vessels
trading at Bassa Cove, and their property confiscated, for violating the laws
of the Liberian settlers.

If property of the late Mr. Spence was seized from Mr. Henry Dring,
master of the schooner Ranger, and also a sum detained, by a supreme
court at Bassa, from Mr. David Murray, master of the brig Coquette, be..
longing to Messrs. Laurie, Hamilton, & Co., of London, and on what
grounds such seizure and detentions took place.

If the Liberian settlers have interfered with a British factory long since
established at Bassa Cove, and their reasons for so doing.
Mr. Sheridan having very kindly complied with my request, and referred

me to your excellency for any further explanation I may require on the
subject, I beg to state that it would greatly facilitate my performance of
this duty by your excellency's informing me at what period the territory of
Grand Bassa point or cove was ceded to the Liberian settlers, as the prince
and the chief of the country state that they wish to Trade with all nations,
and that they have never sold any portion of their territory to the settlers
of Liberia.

I am also desirous (for my guidance in giving directions to those of Her
Britannic Majesty's cruisers employed, under my orders, on this part of the
coast, in the protection of British commerce) to be informed of the extent of
territory now under the jurisdiction of the Liberian settlers, and the names
of the different settlements; and I further beg the favor of your excel-
lency's acquainting me with the origin of the Liberian laws.
With my best wishes for the prosperity of Liberian I am induced to solicit

this information from your excellency, in the sincere hope that it may'ulti-
inately tend to prevent any interference (on the nart of masters of British
merchant vessels trading to places in the vicinity of the Liberian territory)
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with those regulations which you have adopted. with a view to the promos
tion of the best interests of the colonists.
With regard to the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars due to Mr. -David

Murray, master of the brig Coquette; Mr. Sheridan informs me that the sum
is in his hands; that he was prevented from paying Captain Murray by an
order of a court at Bassa, owing to a claim said to be made by Mr. Hunter,
Mr. Sheridan informs me that he has heard that Mr. Hunter denies ever
having authorized such proceedings against Captain Murray.

I beg your excellency will therefore be pleased to adopt such measures
as may release Mr. Sheridan from the responsibility hie is now iinder, with
regard tp the payment of this money, in order that Captain Murray may
receive the sum so long due to him, and which there appears to have been
no just grounds for detaining. I beg further to state to your excellence',
that I have been desired by Captain Foote to receive the sum due to Cap-
tain Murray, of the brig Coquette.

I have the honor to be, sir, your excellency's most obedient humble
servant,

J.OAKE,_
Commander and senior officer on the Seirra Leone station,

His Excellency Gov. ROBERTS, Monrovia.

A true copy:
J. N. LErIs, Colonial Secretary.

GOVERNMENT HOUSE, MONROVIA, July 7, 1842.
Sin: I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday, con.

taining sundry interrogatories propounded to L. Sheridan, Esq., of lBassa
Cove, which I hope he has been able to answer correctly, arid to vour
satisfaction, and requesting that I would give you further information on
the subject of our claims to the territory of Bassa Cove, &c.

I beg leave, sir, to informn you that, in A.ugust, 1836, Prince John and
Yellow Will, heirs arnd successors to old King Ben, the rightful sovereign,
relinquished to the authorities of Liberia all their right and title to the 4er.
ritory lying around the sweep of Bassa Cove; and subsequently, in April,
1839, the kings and chiefs of the Grand Bassa territory, including Black
Will and Grando, Fishmen now resident at the Cove, concluded a treaty
with the authorities of the commonwealth of Liberia, acknowledging the
validity of their claim under the contract of 1836, arid further ceding to the
commonwealth the right to exercise political power and control over the
persons and property within the territorial limits of Grand Bassa.

All the territory between Cape Mount and New Cesters, and the territory
of Grand Buta,'Sinou, and Blue Band, have been purchased or ceded to
the American Colonization Society, and we are now in treaty for several
other points.

- The law. prohibiting foreigners from trading with the natives between
Cape Mount and New Cesters originated in the legislative council assem-
bled at Monrovia in 1839.
Mr. Hunter informs me that the proceedings entered against Mr. Murray,

at Bassa, were authorized by him; consequently, for further investigation,
the case must come up regularly before the supreme court; when, if Mr.
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Murray or his agent can show cause why Mr. Hunter. should not recover
the amount charged, then Mr. Sheridan will be discharged from further
responsibility. If you or Mr. Murray will appoint an agent in Liberia for
that purpose, the matter will be attended to at the next sitting of the su-
prepe court.

I am truly sorry, sir, that any misunderstanding should exist between the
authorities of Liberia and British traders. It cannot be charged to any
wish on the part of the colonists. We have always been disposed to culti-
vate a. friendly intercourse with British merchants, but regret very much
that this feeling has not been reciprocal. Some of your merchants are dis-
posed to take advantage of our peculiar situation, and to domineer over us.
Such is the character of Mr. Murray, who, notwithstanding the remon-
strances of the authorities at Bassa Cove, (though he knew the natives had
ceded to the colony the territory,) still (in March last) he persisted in land.
ing goods, contrary to the revenue laws of the commonwealth. Mr. Mur-
re-'s goods were not seized, not because we conceived we had no right to
do so, but because Captain Denman, R. N.,had promised to lay this subject
before his Government;.and that I had also written to the American Col-
onization Society on the same. subject, and was therefore unwilling, not-
withstanding the gross insult to the authorities, to come-into collision with
any of Her Majesty's subjects until the matter could be properly understood.

I hope, sir, I have been able to convince you of the justice of our. claim.,.
and of the wrongs we have suffered, and would therefore beg that you
will give such instructions to the commanders of British merchant vessels
as will prevent any further interference.

That we have the good wishes of the gentlemen connected with the
British navy on this coast, for the prosperity of the colony of Liberia, we
have but little reason to doubt. Most of them have treated the authorities
with great respect, and are entitled to our acknowledgments.

I am, sir, most respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. J. ROBERTS,

Governor of the Commonwealth of Liberia.
J. OAKE. Esq.,
Commander and senior officer on the Sierra Leone

station, Mesurado Road.

A true copy:
J. N. LEWIs, Colonial Secretary.

HER MAJESTY'S SLoOP FERRET,
Off Cape Mesurado, July 9, 1842.

SiR: With reference to your excellency's letter of the 7th instant, in re-
ply to mine of the day previous, relative to the claims of the Liberian set-
tlers to jurisdiction over that part of the country of Grand Bassa where the
British merchants have been for some time in the habit of trading, I beg to
state that, as the matter will have to be submitted to the consideration of
Her Britannic Majesty's Government. it is desirable that the most satisfac-
tory proof of the territorial right acquired by the Liberian settlers over the
country of Grand Bassa should be shown; alid'as it appears to me; by
your excellency's letter of the 7th instant, that it was not until 1839 that
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the "kings and chiefs" of the Grand Bassa territory, including 'Black Will
and Brando, Fishmen resident- at the, cove, concluded a treaty with the set-
tlers, ceding to them the right to exercise political power and control over
the persons and property within the territorial limits of Grand Bassa:; for;
of course the transaction of Prince John and Yellow Will, in 1836, relin-
quishitng their right and title to the country of 'Bassa Cove, could give the
settlers nio claim over the country of the prince of Grand Bassa, where our
merchants had for a long time been in 'the habit of trading with the natives;
and it appears that they had been doing so for some time -prior to the na-
tives formerly granting to the late Captain Spence, on 18th- September,
1836, permission to establish a palm oil factory at Grand Bassa point.
Under these circumstances, it -is my duty, in pursuance of directions from
Captain Foote, the senior officer in command of Her Britannic Majesty's
squadron employed on the west coast Of Africa, to demand payment for the
goods of Captain Dring, ordered to be seized by the governor of Liberia
for an infraction of the laws of the settlers in a transaction at Grand Bassa
point, which place, for the reasons I have previously stated, could not have
been within the jurisdiction of Liberia at the period' of Captain Dring's al-
leged offence against the laws of the settlers.

Permit me to state to your excellency, that, if any satisfactory proof cain
be shown that the settlers of Liberia had any just claim to exercise author.
ity over vessels of other nations trading at Grand Bassa point, at the' period
of Captain Dring's offence,, I shall have much pLeasure in communicating
the same to my commanding officer, with the sincere hope that the interests
of the colonists of Liberia will meet with the favorable consideration of
Her Britannic Majesty's Government, as I firmly believe that their pres.
ence in this country is likely to greatly contribute to the civilization of the
natives.
With reference to Mr. Murray's case, I beg your excellency will do me

the favor to procure me a statement of the clainis of Mr. Hunter on Mr.
Murray.

I have the honor to be, sir, your excellency's most obedient humble
servant,

J. OAKE,
Commander and senior officer on the Sierra Leone station.

His Excellency Gov. J. J. RoBERTS, Monrovia.

A true copy:
J. N. LEWIS, Colonial Secretary.

GOVERNMENT HousE. MONROVIA, July 11, 1842.
SIR: Ill reply to your letter of the 9th instant, I beg leave to observe,

that the claims of the American Colonization Society and of the common-
wealth of Liberia, to the territory of Bassa Cove, and to ,the political coji-
trol and jurisdiction over the Grand Bassa country, are incontrovertible.

In my letter of the 7th, I endeavored to show this, by stating, most clearly
and 'distinctly, the origin and extent of our territorial claim to, and political
jurisdiction over, that country.

I beg leave to observe, sir, that, in my communication of the 7th instaiit,
I did not intend to be understood " that it was not until 1839 that the kings
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and chiefs of the Grand Bassa country ceded to us the territory of, Bassa-
Cove," but*that, in 1839, the kings and chiefs of the Grand Bassa country
colicluded'a treaty with the authorities of Liberia, acknowledging the pur-
chase of Bassa Cove from Prince John (the Prince of Grand Bassa alluded
to iri your letter) and Yellow Will, by the Colonization Society, in August,
1836; and, further, ceding to the aforesaid authorities all political control
and jurisdiction over the persons and property within the territory of the
Grand Bassa country, becoming themselves citizens of Liberia, by sub-
scribing to the laws of the commonwealth, &c.
You are aware, sir, that among the tribes of this coast there are a numn-

berof kings and chieftains, each claiming a particular extent of territory
anld.jarisdiction,. which accounts for the purchase from Prince John and
Yellow Will in 1836, and for the assemblage of the kings and chiefs of the
entire Grand Bassa country, in 1839.
Black Will and Grando, Fishmen resident at the cove, and alluded to as

connected with the treaty of 1839, are only sojourners among the Grand
Bassa natives, and have no claim to the territory, nor, so far as I am in-
formed, do they pretend to set up any.
By the treaty of 1839 they agreed to relinquish the traffic in slaves, and

to subscribe to the laws of the commonwealth, &c.
That the natives granted to the late Captain Spence, in 1836, permission

.to establish a palm oil factory at Grand Bassa point, we may not question;
and that British merchants have been in the habit of trading with the na-
tives of Bassa Cove prior to 1S36, is a fact well established. But, sir, will
it be insisted that, because British merchants have enjoyed these privileges,
it follows that the natives thereby relinquished their right to the soil, and
were debarred ever afterwards fro'm selling to whom they pleased the ter-
ritory, and of ceding to whatever Government they thought proper the
right of political jurisdiction over their country ? Carry out the principle,
sir, and the priority of claim to the settlement of Monrovia, and every other
Liberia settlement, would be very precarious. This I hope, however, will
not be insisted upon.
The payment youl demand, sir, for the goods of Captain Dring, ordered to

be seized by the governor of Liberia for an. infraction of the laws of the
commonwealth of Liberia, in a transaction at Bassa Cove, cannot be com-
plied with, for the reasons above stated ; and, further, that the Colonization
Society have approved the seizure.-

I have the honor, herewith, to send you a copy of the report of a com-
mittee of that body on the subject.

I have ordered Mr. Hunter to furnish you with a statement of his claims
against Captain Murray. As the proceedings in the case are recorded in
the court at Bassa, I cannot at present furnish you a copy.

I am, sir, most respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. J. ROBERTS,

Governor of the Commonwealth of Liberia.
J. OAKE, Esq.,
Commander and senior officer on the Sierra Leone station,

Hcr Majesty's ship Ferret, Mlesurado Road.

A true copy:
J. N. LEwis, Colonial Secretary.
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GOVERNMENT HousE, MoNROVIA, July 12., 1842..
SIR: Accompanying this, I beg that you will receive two copies of agte-,

-ments concluded between the native chiefs of the Grand Bassa country aild
tho authorities of Liberia.
You will observe that Prince John, after relinquishing his own right and

title to 'the territory around the sweep of Bassa Cove, acknowledges Yellow
Will to be therightful owner of certain territory, and binds himself to re-
spect any- purchase made from him.

I am not at present informed, nor do I exactly understand, why this allu-
sion is made, unless to secure to the colony the right to certain territory
purchased from Yellow Will prior to that date, and such as might subse-
quently be purchased. This I believe to be the most rational conclusion,
as I find that Yellow Will had, in 1832, and afterwards, August, 183X,
(just two days prior to the date of the instrument signed by' Prince John,)
executed deeds in favor of the society; and since that time, viz: 1837 and
1842, he has executed others, without asking the consent of Prince John.
The treaty concluded between the authorities of Liberia and the Fishmen

and others at Grand B3dssa establishes the right of the American Coloniza-
tion Society to all the land lying betweeri the present colonial settlement of
Bassa Cove and Tobacconnee point, &c.

I hope, sir, that these will be sufficient to establish in your mind the right
of the commonwealth of Liberia to exercise political control and jurisdic-
tion over the territory of Grand Bassa, including Grand Bassa point.

I regret, sir, that it is out of my power at present to furnish you with a
copy of the treaty of 1839, as it is not to be found in the office at this place;
It must be filed in the office at Bassa Cove, or has been sent to Americ'a.
This, however, would be of but little consequence, as the treaty of 1841 em-
braces nearly the same, and was executed prior to the seizure of Captain
Dring's goods, and of which he had been apprized.

I beg, sir, to observe, further, that all laws regulating the commerce of
the colony of Liberia originate in the legislative council held annually it
Monrovia..

Enclosed, sir, is Mr. Hunter's statement of the outrage committed on his
person and property by the nmate of the British brig, at the instance of Capt.
Murray, of London brig-. I have made inquiries on this subject, and
believe the statement made by Mr. Hunter to be without exaggeration; and
I believe this to be not the only act of violence committed by Mr. Murray
on our traders, as you, will observe from the enclosed copy of a letter from
Mr. Murray to Mr. J. H. Cheeseman, of this place.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully; your obedient servant,
J. J. ROBERTS,

Governor of the Commonwealth if Liberia,
J. OAKE, Esq.,
Commander and senior officer on the Sierra Leone station,

Her Majesty's sloop Ferret, Mestrado Road.

A true copy:
J. N. LEWIS Colonial Secretary.
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FnnuuAMy 1884.L!
SIn: As perhaps you are not aware of Tradetown being an English

settlements I give you notice to withdraw your factory from Tradetownl, as
you are committing a trespass on Laurie, Hamilton, & Co.'s property. If
you do not take your goods away, I shall have the pleasure of stopping it,
as your sheriff, Mr. Sheridan, of Bassa, owes me $150, and most likely I
will be under the disagreeable necessity of taking the amount. I should
have come down to Tradetown this morning with the brig. I therefore
give you this notice,-as you are liable to a $12 anchorage, and tariff duty
also, and you may depend upon this law being in full force.

I remain, sir, your obedient servant,
D. MURRAY,

gentt to Laurie, Hamilton, 4 Co.
To the CAPTAIN

of the boat or stoop lying off Tradetowln.

A true copy:
J. N. LEWIS, Colonial Secretary.

HER MAJESTY'S SLOOP FERRET,
Off Cape Mlesurado, July 12, 1842.

SIn: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency's
letter of the 11th and 12th instant, with their several enclosures, relative to
the trade of Her Britannic Majesty's subjects with the natives at Grand
Bassa point, and beg to informn your excellency that it appears to me requi-
site that the matter should be submitted for the consideration of my Gov-
ernment; for which purpose, I shall take the earliest opportunity of trans-
mitting the whole of the correspondence on this subject to Captain. John
Foote, the senior officer in command of Her Britannic Majesty's squadron
employed on the west coast of Africa.

I have the honor to be, sir, your excellency's most obedient humble
servant,

- eJ. ~OAKE,
Commander and senior officer on the Sierra Leone 9thtion.

His Excellency dov. J. J. ROBERTS, Monrovia.

A true copy:
J. N. LEwis, Colonial Secretary.
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EXTRACTS FROM LATE GOVERNMENT DESPATCHES FROM THE COLONY,

GOVERNMENT HOUSE, MONROVIA,
October 7,1841,

The general condition of things in the colony continues the same. Ofur
present relations with the native tribes arotind us are quiet and undisturb.
ed, and the only apprehension that we labor under at the present is, the
interference of British trae.ers with our commerce, and the active -part takeji
by them to cut off our communications of trade with the natives, and to
confine our operations within a very small cornpass. To do this, they are
calling to their aid the assistance of British officers, by making to them
complaints and misrepresentations of the policy pursued by the authorities
of the colony. How this matter will terminate I know not.

A* * * A

The health of the colony for the past three months has been very dis.
couraging, represented by the oldest settlers to be more unhealthy than at
any former season, and I am sure more so than at any time during my
residence of twelve ears in the colony.
The rains have been more incessant this season than formerly. It is to

this we attribute the unhealthy state of the people. I am happy, however,
at present, to inform, you that the health of the community is again return-
ing, and things are wearing a more favorable aspect. The spirit of farm.
ing is increasing, and the people generally are inquiring after the best mode
to carry on the operation.
The trade of the colony continues the same. W\Ve had hoped that the

natives in the interior and in the vicinity of Cape Mlotint and Gallinas
would have turned their attention to gathering carnwood, ivory, &c.,
and before this carried on quite a large trade, with the colony. This, as
yet, has not been the case; still we hope the coming dry season will bring
with it that event, as perhaps the great quantity of rain has prevented it
before.

*e ; ' * *,. , .

I am informed that the little settlement of Bexley is coming on finely;
that the people are all industrious, corrifortable, and happy; and that a
visiter, on his first approach tothe little village, will be pleased with its
fine, healthy, and cleanly appearance. The villages of Bassa Cove and
Edina are also improving; the citizens generally are Contented and happy..

Mr. Sheridan informs me he is now ready, and carr accommodate at
Bexley one hundred emigrants, and ill a few days will be able to accom-
modates some fifty. or sixty more.

I received a few clays ago, front MNrr. Hanson, superintendent at this
place, information that the wants of the settlement are various and many;
that they have exhausted all their means in making preparations for emi-
grants, and have so far succeeded as to be able now to accommodate about
one hundred. Immediately on the arrival of the schooner Regulus from
Sierra Leone, I shall despatch her to leeward, and shall furnish their set-
tlement with, goods, &c. Mr. Hanson has chosen a location for the antici-
pated expedition on the Blue Barra side of the river, which he represents
as a very healthy,.prominent.tsite.
The commercial operations of the colony are evidently on the advance,

and, should we be. able to succeed iul securing to the citizens the exclusive
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right of trade at several Points near our settlements, we shall see our colony
advance very rapidly. As it is, we are almost hemmed in on every
side: and when at any time our interior trale is stopped, our commercial
affairs become paralyzed; for British traders have become so inveterate
against our speculators, that thev allow them but a small share in the trade
along the coast; They effect this sometimes by ordering our traders froin
the spots where they have selected to trade, alleging their exclusive right,
either by treaty or by purchase, when in most cases they have neither.
When this is not resorted to, they effect it by putting a factory near the
colonists, and sell their goods at such reduced prices as to entirely disable
the colonists to compete with them. This they can do without loss, be-
cause their goods are bought in England, and the poor colonists can only
be furnished with goods second-handed, and very frequently have to pay
higher prices than what the natives pay at those British factories. And
unless the society vill take prompt and immediate measures to acquire
territory, I fear they will succeed too well in confining us to the-limnits of
Cape Mesurado and Bassa Cove.

I am fully convinced, from late developments, that the British Govern-
ment is making an effort to secure to themselves the entire trade of this
part of the coast, which is becoming quite important.

GOVERNMENT HousE, MONROVIA,
December 16, 1841.

* s * * Al**, *.

As to the general state of the colony, things go on as formerly; our re-
lations with the tribes around us continue peaceable.
The principal difficulty we apprehend at present is the improper inter-

ference of British traders with our commerce; and we fear this interference
is not confined to the traders, for they boast of the co-operation of British
cruisers to protect them in the violation of our lawvs. How much of this
may be true, I anm not at present able to determine; but from some re-
marks in Captain Denman's letter of the 21st of October, (a copy of which
I herewith send,) and from a conversation with Lieutenant Seagram on
the 14th ultimo, I am inclined to believe they are too much encouraged.
Lieutenant Seagram said to me, during the conversation, that Jackson,

of the schooner Guineaman, (who, by the way, is now at this place,) had
determined to establish a factory at Bassa Cove, our laws to the contrary
notwithstanding; and that he (Lieutenant Seagram) had received orders
from Captain Denman to protect British traders in thus violating our laws,
alleging that we had no right to the Cove, and that it was owned by Brit-
ish merchants. Of this we demanded proof, requiring them to produce
documents of a prior claim. Finding it difficult to do this, the position
was shifted; and it is now claimed on the pretext that British traders have
traded at the Cove (as they express it) time immemorial. I at once in-
formed Lieutenant Seagram that no such claim would be recognised by
us; and that if Jackson, or any other trader, should put goods. on shore at
Bassa Cove, in violation of the express laws of the commonwealth, Ishould
seize them. Mr. Seagram wvished to know, in the event of-a seizure, what
he should do-if he should make reprisals. I told him that matter was
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with him; if' his Government had ordered it,. he knew best. I have enf
deavored, and told Lieutenant Seagram that we should continue, if possi..
ble, to avoid any collision with the British traders; but, in the case of

I know it to be his only object and wish to put at defiance the.
authority of the colony, and to carry out his threats, made in April last,
after his trial before the supreme court.

This is now becoming a subject of vital importance to the well being of
the colony.- The English seem determined to monopolize the whole trade
on the western coast. British traders are making commercial treaties with
the natives all along the coast, and making a strong effort to keep us cooped,
up in our towns or settlements.

If the principle holds good, that, because they have traded at such and
such places, they have priority of claim, they will soon take from us Mon-
rovia, Marshall, Edina, Bassa Cove, and Sinoe. Such a claim, I presume,
will not extend to the interior settlements.
The Colonization Society, if they wish to secure our prosperity, (and I

believe they do,) should attend speedily to this matter.
Why the United States Government will allow the English to monopolize

this trade, I know not; and this they will certainly do, unless a vigorous
effort is made to prevent it, both on the part of the society and the Ameri-
can Government. I wish I could so represent the importance of this
matter as to convince you. of the necessity of immediate action on the
subject.
The health of the colony is at present good. We have no deaths among

the emigrants, either at Millsburg or among those at Monrovia, who came
in the Union. Dr. Day is at present on a visit to Cape Palmas; he left
about four weeks ago, in company with Mr. Canfield, for the purpose of
improving his health. Dr. Prout is employed daring his absence.
The schooner Regulus is now on her second voyage to leeward, and will

return about the first of next month, with, wve hope and expect, a full. cargo
of palm oil. The oil season has been most prolific; and but for the ab-
sence of the schooner at Sierra Leone, we should have done an excellent
business. As it is, we shall not be altogether behindhand. We have now
in store at Monrovia some twenty or twenty-five tons of camnvood, and
near five thousand gallons of palm oil; and at Bassa Cove, Ar. Sheridan
informs me, about five tons of camwood, and one or two thousand gallons
of oil. With this, and what we expect by the schooner on her return, and
what we may collect here in a month or so, we shall be able to make a
very respectable shipment. I regret we cannot ship by the Saluda, as the
palm oil, I fear, will suffer much.during the Harmattan winds if it remains
another month. We shall endeavor to prevent it.

GOVERNMENT HOUSE, MONROVIA, June 9, 1842.
GENTLEMEN: On the 29th January last, I embarked. on the schooner

Regulus, and visited Edina, Bassa Cove, Bexley, Sinou, Cape Palmas, a d
nearly all the intermediate native towns.
The people at Edina and Bassa Cove appeared glad to see me, as almost

every one had some business to be attended to. Alany had unsettled ac-
counts with the agency and commonwealth; some wanted farm land; oth rs
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title deeds for lands cleared and planted; awd not a lhw had grievances cof
every description to settle or be redressed.

I was detained, here eight days, endeavoring to attend to all these matters,
and, I believe, succeeded in settling some accounts, reconciling some diffli
culties, &c. On. my arrival at this place, I found anchored at the Cove a
"clong, black, suspicious-looking schooner." On my reaching the shore, I
ascertained this vessel was from New York, and had just landed a cargo.
of merchandise at New Cesters, in the charge of a Spaniard, vho came Out
in her as supercargo. I learned, further, that she had been overhauled at
New Cesters, by thte commander of one of Her Majesty's cruLisers, wvho pro-
nounced her papers regular, and that she was owned by -, of New
York, and chartered to deliver a cargo if merchandise at New Cesters, on
tile coast of Africa.. The collector at 13assa had boarded her thel day betQre
my arrival, avid reported that the captain refused to pay aty port charges,
alleging " that, as he was only supplying his vessel with ballast and water,
lie felt that he was riot bound to pay thle charges."
As the captain did tiot visit the shore, and as we, had no means with ill

our reach to flrce a compliance with our port regulations, we had, to coti-
tent ourselves with the indulgence that, ere long, we may be alble to assert
our rights, and not have the mortificatioli to see our laws disregarded,nldl
the authorities put at defiance, and by. those, too, wlho shoilud el tile irst to
respect Us, aud to take us by thle hand avid lead lls to a nation's glory.

Thie §CCond day after iny arrival all.assa Cove I mnet a stranger, (a white
manj,) wvho spoke good. English, though lie had all the appearance of1tafo--
eigner. I soon ascertained that this inian was the supercargo oft the New
York schooner. I questioned hirn as to the object of his visit to the coast.
of Africa ? li whoin the vressel was owned ? What kind of a cargo lie
expected to take fromn the coast ? And what brought him to the settlement ?
To the first, lhe answvered, he cane to purchase camwood and palm oil. I
said to hirm at once, You have come to purchase slaves. To which lie.
made no reply. To the second question, he said the vessel was owned by
Mr. B-, of New York, who would be on the coast himself in a few
days. As I supposed lie alluded to- B-, of New York, I asked
hriml what B-? He said he could not recollect his Christian name, but
it was a Captain B-, who had been trading at the colonies for sonic
tinc. Said he had never seen B-. himself.
By his many equivocations, T concluded that lhe knew very little about

B-, and perhaps B- less about hini. Said, thirdly, thle vessel would
take ito cargo from the coast; that she would sail iii a fbw days frorlone of
the Cape de Verd islands, from. thence to the United States direct, and would
be happy to take c large of any letters I might wvish to seud to Amlefrica.
It was sootI rumored in the settlement the vessel was going to Amierica.
The next day packages of letters, &c., were sent. by boats and canoes on
board, to be delivered in America. Whether they ever reached their des-
tinatiou or not I cannot tell. I did not believe him, therefore did not send
any. Fourthly, lie said he came to the settlement to see iflhe ceuld pur-
chase any quantity of camwood and palm oil; and said the captain would
be onl shore the next day to see me. I told him I knew him. to be a slaver
arid, as such, he, must leave the settlement immediately. Hc departed forth-
with, anid I have not heard of his visiting the settlement since. The cap-
tain did not.visit the shore the next day, nor did I see him at all. The
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foubh day the vessel got under way, and stood up the coast. aShesed/~
very fast.

I got information from the Fishmen at the Cove that she would return
in a few days to take a cargo of slaves. I was exceedingly anxious to ariin
and mah the Regulus, and wait for him, in company with the British cruiser
" Termagant," then off New Cesters. Many of the colonists offered'to vol.
unteer. I was afraid this might not meet the approbation of the board, I
therefore abandoned the idea. She did return, in about ten or fifteen'days,
took in a cargo or 250 SLAVES, and put to sea-all done in about twelte
hours,

After getting through with my business at the settlement, I set sail for
Sinous, where we arrived on the 8th February. I made but a short sta:
here; after giving some directions for the security of the prisoners wlio com-
mitted the murder detailed in my last communication, (15th April,) we
proceeded on our voyage. I was anxious to reach Cape Palmas in advance
of another vessel bound to the -ame place, and for the same purpose-.'
procure a supply of rice.

WVe anchored at Cape Palmas on the I ith, and learned, with much regrw,
that no rice could be bought.
The brig Harriet, from Baltimore, that had arrived a few days before;us,

had purchased what they could spare. This vessel brought out the twio
Roman Catholic missionaries. On visiting the shore, I found the other mis-
sionaries in luite a state of excitement. They regretted very much the
introduction of the Roman Catholic religion to the colony, and apprehend-
ed in these two wien formidable rivals; and well they might, for they are
both men of influence and talent; and their forms and ceremonies, in fact
their whole system of religion, are so well adapted to the feelings and nat.
ural dispositions of the natives, that they will fall into it immediately.

I visited most of the mission establishments, and was well pleased with
what I saw.

Rev. Mr. Wilson is doing much to redeem Africa's degraded sons. His
native schools are pretty well attended,and some of the scholars make con-
siderable proficiency.
The Methodist mission school is also conducted with much energy, and

will no doubt prove a blessing to Africa.
Rev. Mr. Minor, of the Episcopal mission, with whom I had some a-

quftintanice, I understood was sick; and as Dr. Savage, whom I saw pass
the governmrent-house several times, gave me no invitation, I had not the
pleasure of visiting that establishment.

Governor Russwurm manages the affairs of the colony with much iu-
dence and discretion, and every thing appears prosperous. The people,
genera ly, are contented and happy.
On the 14th we left Cape Palmas, well pleased with all we. had seen.

Next morning we heard heavy firing of cannon at some distance up the
coast, which could not be 'accounted for, except, as some conjectured, the
three French men of war we knew to be at "s Jarawav" had fallen in with
some pirate or slaver, whom they had engaged. At i o'clock, P. M., about
ten miles from the anchorage at "d Jaraway," we saw the; Frenchmen under
way, and standing to the southward. As we neared the shore, we dis-
covered a French flag flying on the heights, near one of the, large towns.
We were soon boarded by several canoes from the shore, and learned from
he natives that the Frenchmen had contracted for the purchase of the
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place; that-the purchasemorney was to, be paid in eight.or ten months; that
the Freichg had agreed. to establish and erect fortifications ;. that morning
the king. Oad headmen had visited the ships, and the commander, had fired
a number of guns. I sent word to King Jack (who I had known for
several years) 'that I had come to visit him, &c., but, as I had been in-
formed he had sold his country, without letting the Americans know it,
therefore I should leave immediately. He sent a rnssenger immediately
to inform me, if I would stay for him, he would come on board. Fifteen
minutes afterwards, the old gentleman was alongside. He said they had
not sold the country; but, when I reminded him of the French flag that
was still flying, he said they had only purchased a small place to establish
factories; and that, if I wished to purchase, he would sell me as much laud
as I wanted, pointing, at the same time, to an extent of about three miles
on the beach, saying he would sell me that. I told himn I would think of
it, and let him know in a few months. After receiving a dash, or present,
(which these dignitaries always seem to claim as a matter of course,) he
left us, telling me he should expect an answer. I afterwards learned, from
pretty good authority, that the French had purchased a large tract of country
at this place, by royal authority; and that the French Government, in-
tends making establishments along the coast, to prevent British merchant-
men monopolizing the trade. They made several other attempts to puir-
chase territory, viz: at Butaw, Kroo country, &c., but I believe without
success. They are to return up the coast in a few months, and will no
doubt make another attempt.
We left "I Jaraway" the next morning for " Grand Sess," where we ar-

rived the same evening, and the following morning the king and headmen,
having been invited, came on board. I was anxious to get this place,
therefore soon opened to them the object of my visit. They appeared, at
first, not disposed to sell, but rather we should settle among them and trade,
offering to give us as much land as we wanted. Finding that I would not
consent to any thing less than a purchase, after much talk and palavering,
the following agreement was signed, viz:

"We, the undersigned,king and headmen of the territory of Grand Sess,,
do agree, on our part, to sell to the American Colonization Society, forever,
for and in consideration of one thousand bars, (equal in value to $500,) to
be paid to us by the said society, a certain tract of land, in the territory of'
the said Grand Sess, bounded as follows': commencing at the' mouth of the
river Pow, and running along, the beach southeasterly two miles ; thence,
running east twenty-five miles; and thence northwesterly ten miles; and
thence west, to the mouth of the said river Pow. It is further agreed, that
this contract shall be forwarded to the American Colonization Society, in
the United States, for their approbation; and should they decline the pur-
chase, this agreement to be void.

";GOVERN<OR' TOM.
"WILLOW.
"GEORGE WILSON.
"JAMES LIVERPOOL.
'PALAVER HOUSE MASTER."

As an earnest, I gave them about 100 pounds of tobacco, with, theprom-
ise to inform them of the determination of'the society as soon as practica-
ble. This subject I hope you' will speedily attend' to. * It is a great
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rice and palm oil country, and foreigners would not like it to fall into our
hands. There were at the time two British and one American factories es-
tablished on shore, and it is understood in our contract that those factories'
are not to be removed, and to have the X`vht of undisturbed trade for three
years. The next morning we sailed for 'Little Sess," where we arrived
the same evening, and where the Fishmen had promised to pay the $1,000
stipulated in a treaty signed at Bassa Cove in 1839. After remaining here
two days, they paid us -four small bullocks, (worth about i10 each,) with
a promise, if we would remain two days. longer, they would give us six'
more bullocks, all they could pay at present; but as the expense of the
vessel would be about equivalent to the value of the cattle, I determined
to leave. immediately. The natives here are very hostile to the English;
For some imaginary insult, a British man of war, in company with three
British meichantmen, bombarded the town of these poor creatures, causing
considerable damage to property, and the loss of one or twvo lives, without
effecting any thing more. This place can be purchased, but at a very high
price; and, as I could see no great object in having it, (except to own all
the coast between Cape. Mount and Cape Palmas, which certainly is very
desirable,) -1 concluded at present not to say any thing serious to them on
the subject.

I called a few hours at "1 Tasson," to inquire if they were still willing to
sell to the Americans (as they had intimated to Governor Buchanan) their
territory, or any part of it. They agreed to sell, hut the amount demanded
being too large, (81,500,) I soon left them, promising to talk again on the
subject at some future day, and with a promise from then not to sell any
part of their territory without first consulting the Americans. This place,
I think, may be purchased for about $750.

1 stopped at several places within the bounds of the Kroo country, but
found the people pretty much every where opposed to selling the land.
They are willing to rent or lease for a terni of years, and only then in con.
sideration that no government be established independent of their own,
and no restrictions be put on their trade.
On the 22d I reached Sinou, after spending two days in attending to X

multiplicity of grievances and accounts, and settling, as far as possible, the
difficulties that had arisen on account of the murder detailed inI my common'
nication of the 15th April. We sailed again, and the second day out found
ourselves off " River Cess." I have long wished the society could be put
in possession of this place. The land is fertile, the harbor good, and the
entrance to the river better, perhaps, than any betwixt this place (Mon-
rovia) and Cape Palmas. Upon the whole, it would be an admirable lo-
cation for a trading-establishment, and, at some future time, for a settle-
ment.
This place is claimed by Captain Spence, a British merchant, who, for

several years, had a trading establishment here. About two years ago,
the natives, displeased with his conduct, ordered him to quit the place.
This he refused to do, when, about six months afterwards, they compelled
him to leave by force. Two or three British men of war endeavored to
re-establish him, but only succeeded in firing upon the town, in demolish-
ing the houses formerly occupied by Spence's factors, knocking down a
number of the native huts, and killing one man. I

Captain Spence's heirs, I understand, have abandoned the idea of ever
being able to establish any real claim to this place. The natives tell me'
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he has none, and showed me an instrument' signed by Captain Spence,
which is nothing more thanan agreement that grants to Captain Spence
the exclusive right of trade, for certain considerations on his part,
complied with annually. Not a word is said about the purchase of ter-
ritory. The natives are anxious (as they have been for some time) that
the Americans should buy a part of their territory immediately; but I de-
clined, for the present, making any contract, informing them that so soon
as it could be ascertained that no foreign claim existed, we would purchase.
They have agreed to wait your answer. We called at Grand Cora and
Tradetown for a few hours, but could see none of the headmen. They
were in the country, attending their rice farms. We saw at New Cesters
an American schooner from New York, landing a cargo of merchandise to
the supercargo I had seen at Bassa Cove on my way down, and who has
in his barracoon several hundred slaves.
The British man of war Termagant was lying off the harbor; but, of

course, the schooner took no slaves off, (at least at the time,) consequently,
the commander could not detain her. She sailed from thence to the Gal-
linas; that she afterwards returned and took slaves is doubtful. She is an
Eastern-built vessel, and had not the appearance of a fast sailer.

I arrived at Bassa on the 25th, where I spent two days more in attend-
ing to public business, particularly making arrangements to have complet-
ed immediately the school-house on Factory islands
On the 2d of March, after an absence of thirty-three days, I agaiu're-

turned to Monrovia, where I found that Colonel Lewis, wvhom I had left
in charge of public matters, had done every thing to my satisfaction, and
that peace and harmony generally prevailed.

The Legislature.-As there had been considerable excitement at the
late election, and two or three of themembers elect continued to manifest
dispositions hostile to the peace of the community, and as I felt anxious to
learn the decision of the board respecting an act passed at the last session
of the council, making certain persons ineligible to any elective office in
the commonwealth, I thought proper to delay the meeting of the legisla-
ture until April, by which time I expected certainly to have heard from
the board, when the constitutionality or unconstitutionality of the law
would be settled.
The meeting commenced on the 4th of April, and, for the first two days,

appeared rather squally. Brander and Davis objected to Sheridan's
taking his seat, the latter most vehemently. The objections urged were,
first, that the citizens of Greenville and Sinotf had not paid the poll tax re-
quired by the fifth section of an act passed .laruary, 1841, requiring public
officers to renew their bonds, &c.; and, secondly, that the deputy sheriff
at Sinou (instead of directing his returns to the sheriff of Bassa county, to
be by him forwarded to the colonial secretary) halWhimself forwarded the
returns of the election to the colonial secretary direct contrary to the
seventh section of an act to regulate elections. passed in January of the
same year.
Mr. Hanson, from Sinon, produced a letter written by Governor Bu-

chanan, July 1oth, and addressed to him, with the following paragraph, viz:
"As the year is so far gone, perhaps it would be best to leave the sub-

ject of licenses, taxes, and such things, required by our laws, until the be-
ginning of the next year, when all these and the tariff can be commenced
regularly, as they are elsewhere."
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On this question the house was divided. The result you. will find in the

minutes. Vai^!Qon and Gripon's case next came up; how it terminated you
are already, informed. *
The general condition of things in the colony appears prosperous and

encouraging. c
'Commerce.-The commerce of the colony is increasing daily. More

produce has been purchased by the colonists the past season than for sev.
eral preceding years. Accompanying this you will receive the collector's
report for the port of Monrovia for the quarter ending 31st *March, to
which may be added an equal amount for the ports of Junk, Bassa Cove,
and Sinon.
w4gricullure.-The interest now -manifested by the farmers, I think,

has never been surpassed. The success that attended the sugar operations
at the colonial farm, the NI. E. mission farm at White Plains, and Mr.
Willis's farm at Millsburg, have convinced the people pretty generally of
the practicability of farming. The people throughout the commonwealth
are becoming convinced of its importance, and are every where making
renewed efforts. Within the last four or five months, some eight or ten
families have left the settlements of Edina and Bassa Cove, and estab.'
wished themselves on the banks of the St. John's river, determined to try
their fortunes at farming.

Public buildings.-I am happy to inform you that the light-house on
Cape Mesurado is at length completed. It is twenty-four feet square, and
two stories high. The first story is intended to be used as an arsenal to se-
cure the guns, &c., belonging to Fort Norris battery. The second story is
to be fitted for the use of the poor and destitute of the colony. The loca-
tion is considered more healthy than the colonial farmi. Here they will be
more immediately under my inspection, and more convenient for the colo-
nial physician to attend them. Here we expect to have them well pro-
vided for, and such as are able, from time to time, to cultivate a small gar
den to be attached to the buildings. I am making preparations to have a,
large coffee plantation on the Cape, (the soil is well adapted to the growth
of.coffee,) which I believe can be made profitable, and will add much to
the appearance of the town.
We have commenced in Monrovia a commodious edifice for a court-

house and council room. It is fifty-six feet long, thirty-four feet wide, and
two stories high, built of stone, and to be so constructed as to have no wood
work (the roof excepted) exposed to the weather on the outside.
In April last, the small peninsula on which stood the government-house

at Sinou was washed away by the violence of the sea, demolishing the'
house, and otherwise doing considerable damage. Most of the timber, &c.,
has been saved,at considerable expense. I shall not proceed to have
another house erected until I hear from you.

I hope you have not overlooked the suggestion iil my communication of
1-5th April, relative to the government-house at Bassa Cove. Should ryou
conclude to keep it, it should be thoroughly repaired immediately.

I am happy to inform you that the school house on Factory island is so
far completed as to be tenantable. IDr. Johnson now occupies it, and has
commenced his operations, with every prospect of succeeding well. We
have had much difficulty, and some additional expense, in erecting the house
on the site first selected. After the walls had been nearly completed the.
second time, they tumbled down, and we had almost despaired of being;
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able at all to accomplish the work, but, by perseverance, we have succeed-
ed beyond our expectations, 'Dr. Johnson, 5th May, writes me : "The
kl*cuse is a noble one, and I hope will stand a good old age, &c." Accom-
panying this, you will receive Mr. Sheridan's account from Bassa Cove to
31st December, 1841 ; among which you will find the account against the
school-house on Factory island to that date. The carpenters' bills for ad-
ditional lumber, &c., are still unsettled, and will require about one thou-
sand dollars.

These bills we shall pay, and send you the entire account as soon as pos-
sible, that you, may settle the balance with the Ladies' Liberia School As-
sociation. I have sent them a copy of this account.

Thie colonialfarrn.-The operations at the farm are still going on. Mr.
Jenks superintended there the last season, and manufactured about three
thousand pounds of sugar and two or three hundred gallons of molasses.
He would, perhaps, have made some eight or ten thousand pounds, if force
to carrv the mill could have been procured. As it was, %we found the care
could not be more than half pressed, consequently losing one-half the quan-
tity. We therefore concluded to cease grinding, and to save all the larger
or Olaheite cane for seed, and to plant a larger crop for the next season,
expecting, in the mean time, that such arrangements can be made that we
shall be able the next season to work tile mill to advantage. We have no
power in the colony sufficient. The small cattle onl this coast will endure
nothing. We beg that you will send us, in all Decomber, or by the lst of
January, an inclined wheel, with its fixtures, which will not cost much in
America, and will answer our purpose better, perhaps, than a steam engine.
By the brig Hope I shall send you two or three barrels of. sugar from

the farm, ot as good quality perhaps as you villa get any where.
Thle schooner Regulus.-In.my communication of 15th April I informed

you I should send the schooner to America in all of the month of May.
The death of Captain Preston on the 16th May, the chance of selling the
schooner for a good price, and the opportunity of shipping produce to
America immediately, have caused me to alter the arrangement.

Tn the return of the schooner from Sinou, Captain Preston (who had re-
jained at Monrovia nn account of ill health) lvas dead. The mate's health
was very poor, and he the only navigator on board. I thought it unsafe
to despatch her for the United States under such circumstances. As Mr.
Teage was anxious to have a vessel of her class, I consented to sell her
for four thousand dollars, payable in palm oil.
As we cannot get Captain Preston's account ready to go by this vessel,

(as there are sonie amounts unsettled,) it will be forwarded to you -by the
brig Grecian, of Philadelphia, or the brig Harriet, of Baltimore, to sail from
the coast ill two or three weeks. I shall try to make arrangements here
to pay off the crew. The Regulus is to be put under the colonial flag.

The colonial warehouse.-Acconmpanying this you will receive the ac-
counts from the warehouse for the quarter ending 31st December, 1841,
and for the quarter ending 31st Mtarch, 1842.
We are now shipping from the warehouse, on board the brig, Hope, of

New York, about nineteen thousand gallons of palm oil (including eight
thousand five hundred gallons from Mr. Teage, received in payment for
the schooner Regulus) and twenty-five tons of camwood. We have used
every effort to make as large a shipment as possible. Had we been ;suP-
plied with suitable trade goods, we could now have shipped about twice
the quantity of produce.
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If it is the intention of the society to continue their trading operations,
it is important that they should make such arrangements as will eihsure
success.

This can be done. Keep constantly on hand at this place a supply of
trade goods, so that the factories established along the coast can be regu.
larly supplied, and success is sure.. As it is, we establish'factories, employ
factors, give thee natives considerable amounts as dashes for the privilege
of trading, and, in two or three months, just as we get established, our
stock of goods is gone, and the operation becomes a dead expense.
As I suggested some time ago, if you will supply us with goods and a

suitable vessel, we can, by every vessel bringing emigrants atid supplies,
send you back the nett cost of goods, reserving for the expenses of gov.
enmnent the profits arising from the sale of such goods, not including, of
course, supplies for emigrants.

Should you send uls another vessel to remain oni the coast, I would
recommend one of those New York centre-board schooners, of about io
tons, which will not, whleii loaded, draw more than six feet of water.
Such a vessel will sail pretty weil, atned can be taken over any of our bars,
Should this not meet your views, I would suggest another plan : ,buy a
good vessel, of about 250 tons, load her with emigrants, and a suitable
cargo of merchandise, and let hier remain on the coast, each trip, two or
three molntiths, during which timc, with what produce we can gather at thu
settlements before hier arrival, she can return to America with a full cargo.
it is highly insportant, gentlemen, for the safety of the settlements along
the coast, that you have a vessel of sonic class to visit them at least oince
or twice a year. As you have been .already advised on this subject, I
merely ntention the fact here to refresh your memory.

:Enclosed is a, copy of a correspondence between I-Ion. L. Sheridan, of
Bassa Cove, altd Lieutenant Seagram, of Her Majesty's brig "T''ermagant;"
also, a copy of my letter to Lieutenant Seagram, on that perplexing sub-
jcct-the right of Britisli traders to persist, in violation of the laws of the
conniuonwealth, to carry on a trade with the natives of Bassa Cove.

I should like to say more on the subject, but must defer it at present for
the want of tinie. It is a matter that deserves your serious attention. The
English and Fretich a-re no doubt making efforts to procure territory oni this
coast, and vily the Americans are so indifferent on this subject I know 1not.
When it is, perhaps, too late, they will wake up.
The general health ofthe people, in most of the settlements, is good. I

am sorry to say that at New Georgia and Lower Caldwvell it is otherwise;
and this IIust be owing to local causes. At New Georgia it cannot well
be otherwise than unhealthy. The town is surrounded on all sides by low
marshy land, and the water, especially in the dry season, is very bad.
No more deaths have occurred among the last emnigranits settled at Mills-

burg arid at this place.
Dr. Day left. this place ini the Regulus, 22d April last, for Settra Kroo,

where he expects to remain some months. As the destitute and sifferinig
condition of some of the people -up the river, and the invalids at the coloa
nial farm, require the attention of some medical man, I shall be. compelled,
of necessity, to employ Dr. Prout for a short time. I presume Dr. Day does
not expect to receive pay for the time he is absent.

I can find no trace of anyvmap of the coast commenced by Governor
Buchanan. I have set about the work myself, and shall try to have it
ready to forward to the board in a few months.
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The season. is so far spent fi'd Ishall 6t be able taO make th- con-'
teMplated' excursiot up St. Paful's river uil tibo'ut Deceibcr of IJa hi1
next-should' myr health, &c., permit.

Ai nd' that an African :linate has so impaired. my constitutioridas to
dnko' it important that- I should take, a trip to the United States or else.
wliere, and once at Ie16st in' three or- four years, which l have been in the
habit o' doingfor- the last ten years.-

It'had-been arranged between Governor Buchanan-and myself in 1841,
that' I should be spared to visit the Unifted States or England in 1842. Thei
death of Governor Buchanaii ofcourse' made void this arranigeme'nt.

I nouw beg that'the board will make such arrangements as to allow me
shouldd my life be spared so long) to'visitl'England or'Ameriica'in the stim-
wer of 1843. 1 am anxious to do3 o for 'tlhe double purpose of improving
my health, (if it should please an all-wise Providence,) and to obtain sitci
information as the trip may afford.

I amr, gentlemen, most respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. J. ROBERTS.

lo tie. EXECUTIVE COMmiTT$E .
Iqnerican Colonization Society, Wiziii gtlon, D. C.

-NJONROVIA, ./iugu! 2, 1842.hA~u; Sit: ': e g iThnere seems Iat present. de spirit olC
ituproverewnt il this part of the colony. I have not reccntlyyisited, the
Other. settlements, but .1 am persuaded the, same is true of them. .J1m praise-
ofliexley, too. much cannot be said of tbeii~persaveranpe inl agriculture., to
the entire exclusion of traffic, wvich6last.I fear hadjnearly-ruirid, too mailny
of our young, men. The improvement I allude.to n.this quarter is the
increasing attention that appears to be given to the clearing and cultiyatinjg
of farms and lots. There is an example~in-the persevering labor of one
man, which, if followed by every one, would soon. make the entire colonial
'settlements one fruitftal garden.;, .U.D:Alphin topk, about fifteen months.
since, from one. to. tWpo.acres of giroundd iii. acoiupete-wilderness of bushes,
a."ld by his own unaided labor cleared, gained, f ancedajid planted it.
He dug a well, too, which in the dry season enabled him to continue hfis
planting, by affording a ready fountain for watering plants. He selected
first a small house for a temporary shelter; since, hle. has built hlim a very
comfortable and more- roomy house. This shows what one man can do
and find time beside to do utcil other labor. I know not to w*vhat to at-
tribuite this taste for improvement, unless to a cessation Of those unhappy
causes vhich last yearkept'the people inl a constaiit state of ferment.

* * * . . .

AUGUST 5.-I have already made some remarks' about improvemefit in
the colony. I intend now to add some of the facts upon ivwhich!. ' have'
formed my opinion.

Id addition, to what I have already stated, rI sali first refer to the' flian
that the.-editor 'of the Herald has beeti obliged by the increase ofthibs-,tis:.
ness'to erect ail addition to his storehouse, which is built of stole, one story
and a half high, and measures fifty feet by twventy-four. There;hdave 'bbn'
five or six other stone buildings erected" here, of'a very' decent finish -arid
sufficiently commodious. The light-house has been :erected;'at 'a considere.
able expense. The first story of the court-house, in stone, is now up. The
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scbool.hotise!on Factory island 1isnow; lose. ifi:and. will be 'finishd
sooni..: Rev . W. Clark, bf the Baptist mission,' has built -.larg'e scliool''
house, store-room attached, and dormitory. Here-several frame houses haiv
been erected, and others repaired. The Meihodist-chnirch here' is- idbr-
going improvement, the' Baptist church at. Cadwell repairing, and .the'
Presbyterian.church here also undbr repair, an.d'all of them doing by sibh'
scription. "But what I am most glad tofSee is, thalt.the people are-begii-
ning to think that the earths themother f wealth and.health, comfort
and .independence. .. *:0 I might; add to the list of work which T has
been done that two small vessels (one of sixteen tons, and the other irmore.
than twenty, Ibelieve) have been built within the'year-; two, others are
on the stocks, anid a third for which timber is now being got.

3. LAWRENCE DAY,
Rev. R., R. GunLRy..

The. GOVERNMENT HousE, MONROVIA, august 11, 1842...;
SIR: The Vandalia has not yet arrived; we are anxiously expecting

her, and shall most assuredly avaiilourselves of all the advantages which
the visit of this vessel may afford for concluding.treaties and conventions
with the native tribes.
The general condition of things in the colony is as prosperous as ever,

particularly at this season of the year. The general health of the people
continues good., We are still ill the enjoyment of the blessing of peace.;
The inatives all around us coniniue friendly. Peace andl harmony among.
the colonists are pretty generally restored. Our merchants arermakiig"
great preparations to prosecute their.trade along the coast the c.ngisgea::-
son. T:They.are expecting an abundant harvest of palmn oil. Therime cropso'
are also encouraging.

In th'is paqti of the colony agriculture is increasing wonderfully; though
we have hid' but few importations from abroad, our -supply of potatoes,:
cassadas, plantains, &c., has not been limited.: -k"

:
With ferventi wishes for the success of colonization I am, sir, most rP4'i

spectfully, your obedient servant, J. J. ROBERTS.
:Rev. R. R.GuREYe

Secretary of the .4nierican Colonization Socie ashi tit''

GOVERNMENT HousE, MONROVIA, dUgusl 31, 1842."
SIR: Your letters of the 19th, 21st, and 26th March, by the United States

ship Vandalia, copies of which reached us by the barque Rhoderick Dhu,"
four weeks ago, were received on the. 17th instant.
The Vandalia remained some ten or twelve days, during which tim'e thew

captain and other officers visited the shore frequently, and appeared highly
gratifed with the condition of thitigs in the cblony. I found Captaini Ram
sey, anpd indeed all the officers, very kind, gentlemanly, and well disposed
towards the colony., a g ir i ou n̂ of.'

Captain 'Ramsey seems to take great interest in our prosperity, and
fred- to assist Us in any way consistent with his orders..

it*. N6., 2..1.46
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*.*;I-co-iniersed with hin.freely on several subjectspodinected withfourtrela.
tionsito~wards several of'the native tribes particularly the people of Grand
:Cape :Mount arid' New Cesters; :-

.Captain Ramsey..is of opinion that-no time should be lost to secure to the
colony all the territory between Grand Cape Mount and Cape Palmasr;
that, from what he hlas seen and heard since his arrival on the 'coAst,-<he is
fully.conviinced that' the English' would gladlyand no. doubt will soon
rmnke an' eort to, monopolize 'the wholb African trade; and, unless the
United States Government will give' to the colony some efficient aid, the
boundaries of Libe'ria -will be. Confined to our very doors, and, ill a few
years,'.emigration' must necessarily cease for the want of territory..
CaptaitnRamsey.very kindly offered to take 'me to Cape Mount. where

I have been anxious to go, for some time, to 'investigate the validity of' 'a
claim there, and-to make such purchases or treaties asI might:be. able.
.Bat his wish to -proceed as fast as possible to Berriby, to look after :the
murderers of the master and crew of the American schooner Mary Carver,
would prevent-his giving me as much time as would be required at"'this
seasonfof the year to assemble the 'kihgs and chiefs, before a-nv purchase
or treaty could 'be made. I shall avail myself of the first opportitnity to,
attend to 'this business,
Canot, who is still here with his'family, is getting somewhat disaffected

towards the Einglish. He says Seagram (who, it seems, was the prime
mover in the whole affair) has deceived him. I have concluded that, if in
case'the deed he holds cannot be set aside, (which 'is doubtful, fromt the
fact of its bearing the attestation of British 'officers,) to make some'arrain'ie-
merit with him that will put us in possession of his'right to the territory,
and, at the same time, shall endeavor to' procure from the proper persons
at Cape MoUnt such, a right as will put the question at rest among'the coun-
try people. Any arrangement that I may make with him shall' be subject,
of course, to your approval. With regard to New Cesters, Captain Ram-
say is clearly of my opinion, that' we should take immediate possession of
the territory, and disperse the' band of' men stealers that now' reside'there.
'Amonlg the old settlers it has been generally contended that we have a

.claim!to it, but no traces of any treaty or-deed of conveyance canbe found
in the archives of the colony.' ' '
The records of the colony, I regret to say, have been kept very loosely;

several important documents, to the knowledge of many of ;the citizens,
.cannot be found. 'By accident, I found, not long since, part of, an old jot!r-
lalkept by Mr. Ashmun in 1825, which ffilly*'convinces me of a claim to
at least that part of the territory near the river, and at present occupied by
slave factories. Mr. Ashman says, under date of 20th October, '1S25,
"Messrs. 'Waring and Warner were despatched to. the leeward on art im-
portant mission go Young Sesters (New Cesters) 'arid Grand Bassa. The
object of the mission to Young Sesters 'was to ratify a' bargain' made vir-
tnally severa!morths ago for all the territory lying along the banks vf the
river of that name, and extending north and-south half a league from either
bank of the river.

I'thie 'part of the commission the: delegates were: entirely successful,
and Mr. Warner, having means to the value of from. ole to.tro hundred
bushels of rice, remained, with instructions to~purchase and deposite ,that
quantity, 'andli'nmediately set himself about building 'a store and dwelling-
house, arid making such other improvements as might be in his. power."
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INovember 9, 1-825, he-says: '"An act has-beepn ;passedin:conformdity
to the arrangements made with King Freeman, of the- Sesters;,prohibitijg
the colonists fiom trading between Tradetown and l-Tabocanee,.except
through the factory, oin severe penalies. ,:Pricesi o be given and recoiWed
att.theiffactory 'arestablis~ted..
-King Freeman holds himself responsible for the safety of the-merchan.

dise sentt to" the factory.. The factorsiand freighters-make themselves respond.
-sible-to the. agent for the -failt-ful' discharge of-their -respective- trusts ; :an-d
the agent secures the colonists, who commit their merchandise to the Ii.
censedifreighters and -factors against all other than providential Iosses.'-'
Some time after, he says:.." Returned, from the mission to the leeward; by
the-schooner'St. -Paul's..Messrs. Waring andlBenson." The f4etoryat'tho
Sesteis was bnrnt about the first-of the-month,-by'a personiresident,-and,
.it-is supposed, actingutinder the-control of. King. West, of-Tradetown.
The incendiary pretended to an hereditary' family claim on'the territory;

ncear the-river, and had been irritated by Freeman's neglecting,'in'dispoasg
of the territory, so far to recognise his claim as even "to consult him inthe
business. 'But rodress.had been promptly demandedtand-immediately ob.-
tained. -.No property except-the house (which Freeman undertakes to re.
build at his own expense) was destroyed.
-Freeman and West are, and long have been, determined and-irreconcila.

ble' enemies. West, having an; immediate 'trade with foreigners, (not iei
than thirty vessels coming consigned to him every year,) has the most-re-
sources; Freeimain the. greatest-number of subjects.
But the business of the factory has suffered no interruption, nor areIts

prospectsimuch affected .by. the occurrence.
A large-fartn is about to -be broucghlt 'under rultivationj-but, for political

reasons of a very obvious and forcible nature,-Freerian disclaims all right
to demand or wish to receive,-for: the protection and-privileges afforded'the
factory, anydetfinite or valuable consideration. He also finds.it necessary
so far to. modify ;the leave 'given. (in construction) as not to define withW-acz
curate boundaries the cedled territory, and the modification of the leave
it has-been judged expedient to acquiesce in for a -season, without uiitro-
ducing -any- alterations in the "-o0riginal instrument." I shall, however,
postpone definite action with regard to this place until I can-learn the pleas.
ure ofthe board.

J-Received a deputation a few days ago from Little Cape Mount. Their-
object was to engage the authorities of Liberia to become mediator orito
take sides with them to 'settle the war now raging in that country ; they
express themselves heartily- tired of it, and-urge the necessity of bringing
the war. to -a speedy termitiation) to save their country from -devastation
and ruin. The invaders press 'them so closely that their farms are' almost
entirely neglected, and starvation will soon be staring them in the face.&-'
They propose for a sinall sum, as an additional consideration for our- in-

terference,rto-dede! to the colony' all the territory belonging to that tribe,
--and themselves to become citizens of Liberia. '-

I have agreed to inquire into the particulars, and if possible to settle the
war "palavar" without engagiing in .the contest, to-do-so." Tl.is seehi&-to
,satisfy them. They-assure methatthe other party'is equally' tired of 'the
war, but too proud to submit,-which-seems to'- be -the case with the others,
without our intervention.:;
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I have sent ,letters requiring a cessation of hetilities- until arrangements

can be made for a convention. .:

Accompanying you will receive certificates of the landing of one hun-
dred and three persons in the colony, from the State of-Tennessee, viz ,:
.nineteen'by the barque Union, in July,. 1841, and eightyfour by theship
-Mariposa. Lwas nota-ware of the arrangement by that State, otherwise
landing certificates would -have been promptly forwarded.

,I- am gratified to learn that the board approve my administration of tle
laffairs.of-the coloiy, and shell do -all in my power to merit a continiuance
of that confidence.
:The.sundry resolutions passed 20th June shall receive my particular

attention. IXshall continue to do-all in my power to encourage the settlers
in their efforts to cultivate the -soil. They are daily becoming. more coIi-
vinced of the importance of making their own sugar, cotton, corn, &c.,
and will be able soon to exchange Africarf produce for Ameican mnanu-
.iActures. It. is too true, sir, "that in times past" the colonists have not
duly exerted themselves in the cultivation and improvement of their farms-;
but- a spirit of enterprise is now every where manifesting itself; the people
are becoming convinced that, without an effort on their own part, they, cani-
tiot rise to eminence and independence. I think a little aid now,to assist
the farmers in getting working animals, would be appreciated.
* *, Z * * .* *- *

-I am encouarged to find, by the June number of the Repository, that Ltie
society are making renewed *florts :in favor of Liberia The -measures
adopted by the colonization convention at Washington, to seek from the
-General, Governmeift countenance and protection for the African settle-
-ments, are truly of high importance, and merit their immediate attention.
By * He * * *- * *

The otficers, generally, express themselves decidedly of opinion that the
General Government should do something for the colonies.

Captain Ramsey proposes to recommend it in his despatclies to the Sec-
.relary of the Navy. He thinks that the United States Government might
-or should enter into some commercial treaty, that will enable them (at least
indirectly) to aid the society in carrying out the great scheme of coloniza,
tion, and to furnish such assistance and. protection to the colonies as their
situation demands. -He proposes to recommend that we be furnished with
two or three small armed vessels, (to-be equipped and sailed at the expense
of the United States,) to protect.our commerce, and to give- a;standing-and
importance that will enable us more effectually to extend the limits and
influence of the colony, and tocarry out the great-object of the-Coloniza-
-tion Society; to establish on the west cost of Africa a permanent govern-
ment of colored: people, to civilize and Christianize a heathen country. God
-grant that-this may be fully accomplished.
-The reports that, have reached you, unfavorable to the disposition of the

colonists to instruct the native Africans in the useful mechaniciarts. &c;,
are unfounded and untrue. I believe nothing is more gratifying- to. a very
large portion of the colonists. thanto- think and. to, speak of the-good ther
-are-trying to do for Africa, and the pains they take to instruct native chil-
Adren, not only in the useful .mechanic arts, but to.prepare them to partici-
spate in allkthe blessings of civilization and Christianity. .

I-It-is-not uncomtrot to -see in the -streets-of MAonrovia (and other settle-
ments) native children, (girls and boys,) that from their appearance could
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not be distinguished. froti the children of American: parents.: Most of
them speak good English, and are decently clad.

Accompanying you will receive the copy of a deed, executed by the
chiefs of Grand Bassa,. inlfavoriof the A-nerican Colonization .Society, fob.
a fine tract of country in the vicinity of Edina. '1 at first thought itunn' .
cessary. (duringithe.embarrassed state of the society) to make any purch&
ses of+territory i rear of the settlements, but recent efforts by foreign~e
to purchase territory almost within the settlement, though not belongigrtb
it, has changed my opinion.
-Owing. to the great quantity of. rain that Ibas fallen the last .two or threi
months, very little public improvement has been going on, more thin
making arrangements for a vigorous effort the coming dry season, when, if
possible, we expect to complete our court-house, council room, and jailfX
this county, and thoroughly repair the court-house and jail in Bassa county,

I am- happy to inform youl that the general health of the people is good.
that peace and harmony prevail throughout the settlerncuts, and with the.,
native tribes around us, and that the. prospects of the colony are bright-

Iing.

GOVERNMENT HOUSE, MONROVIA, Oclober 21, ISY.,a
SIR By this conveyance you will receive the following docunments,yvit

Accounts from colonial warehouse to 30th September; collector's returns
of imports and exports for the port of Monrovia, for the quarter ending
30th: September; certificates of the landing of the emigrants from the State
of Tennessee; copy of a communication from the McDonogh people; deed
of conveyance for certain territory at Grand Bassa; copy of an instruinlit
purporting to be a deed for the territory of Grand Cape Mount.

I neglected to mention in my letter, 31st August, that,^owing to the nur-
ber of ujy engagements since the arrival of the Mariposa, I have: not: had
time to examine Mr. Brown's accounts, from Sinou.

Ail English schooner, the '" Royal Albert," from Liverpool, consignied`to
:Mr. Teage, was wrecked on- the beach, ten miles below this place, oi thej
evening of the 1st instant. The next morning early I was on the spot
with some- thirty armed mnen, and 'ucceeded in landing most of the cargo.
I remained there about forty-eight hours, until the property was secured,'
without losing by theft ten dollars worth. lam determined, so long`'as
I may. be trusted with the management of the affairs of the colony,--ever
to have another s" Nigor" scrape.

I am making arrangements to take a trip in the interior, as soon a4' `thr
rainy season breaks up, to exRlore the St. Paul's river, and, if possiel}
open an intercourse with those natives in the rear of Bopora, whore.
now prevented from passing through that country to the beach. If his
canbe effected, it will be the means of extending the influence of thd co0.
oily over a large tract of. country, and of opening a thoroughfare tilroug-h
which an immense trade will flow into the colony.
The emigrants, up to this date, are doing well, exceedingly so. Eight of:

the whole number have died, but only two, I believe, of African fever'
Dri.Daywill forward his report to you by this conveyance. None of-the
New Orleans people have died, except an old woman, wh6 'had beenman
invalid for several years itn America, arid died in about a week afteriihr
arrival.
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-; ;Gay. Roberts.x Afessage to le Jegisklure of thle Colony.
A,:;;-:;, JA:NUARY 9, 1843;

To Ike holorable t/e nembets of the LegWative Council:
GENTLEMEN On our present meeting, it becomes my daty to iinvite

ybour attention to the1 providential favors which our colony has experienced.
during the pa-st year, in the untiual degree of' health dispensed 'to its infhab.
itnts, in to rich abundance with which the'earthlNhas rewarded the labors
of the farmer, in the success that has attended the'efiorts ofi oar enterpris-
inguierchants, in the extension of -the influence of the colony over the
miAds of the heathen tribes around' us, and in tle progress of general .im-
provemient favorable to the prosperity. of our infantt republic. With these
blessirigs have been necessarily mingled the inconveniences and vicissi-
tudes incident to all new countries. Still, there is just occasion for our
mutual congratulations Lind tha kfulrness to that beneficet. Being who in
his g6odness has been pleased to favor us with such distinguished mercies.
.:Since the meeting of the legislature in April last, notlinlg of importance

has. occurred to disturb our friendly r"l1tioDS with foreigners or, with-the
natives of the country we inhabit. Peace and harmony prevail through-
out oulr borders.

In compliance with a resolution of the legislature at its last session, I
transmitted to the board of directors of the Aniericaii Colonization Society
all the facts that have come to my knowledge relative to the disputed.'claim
of. jrisdiction over certain territory in the vicinity of Granid- ,Bassa, gen-
erallylinown as B3assa Cove, or Grand Bassa. Point.'. Many of these facts
had beent transmitted prior to the date of that resolution. And soon, after
fliptadjouriment of the legislature I received from the board an elaborate
com'munlnication, fully approving the measures adopted by the authorities
hereto sustain the laws of the commonwealth, by;compelling all, persons
within the jurisdiction of the colony to submit to the 'majesty of 'the laws.
This communications will be laid before you. and it will-Ino doubt-giveyou
much: satisfaction to find with 'what promptness the board have taken, up
the-'subject, and their deterrninatioti to sustain, as far as practicable, the in-,
stitutions of the colony.

I hoped that this perplexing question had terminated with my cirres-
poild'nce with Captain Dennark in this, however, I was mistaken.: -In
July last Captain J. Oake, of Her Majesty's sloop "1 Ferret". renewed :tllhe
correspondernce, b'y~proposinig a series of questions relative to the jurisdic.:
tioe of ithe colony, to the seizure of certain property by the collector,at
Grand Bassa, belonging to AMr. Dring, of the 'British brig "Ranger," rand
relative to the detention of a certain amount~of money in the hands of
Honorable Louis Sheridan, claimed by one D. Marrey. To, all of these I
respondedand Ibelieve succeeded in satisfying Captain Oake of our priority
of- claim to, and right of jutiisdiction over the territory in. dispute, as also.
the justice of the seizure of Diing's goods, and ,the detention of the amout
claimed by Murrey. This correspondence the secretary willlay before
you.1
The subject of territorial limits, gentlemen, is becoming-one of consider-

able importance, and deserves. your deliberateandimmediate considera-
tion Recent developments are sufficient to convince,'us 'that unless some
bspeedV and efficient efforts are made to secure to the colony a 'greater- ex-
tent of- territory, emigration must cease,"or soon we shall not have siiticientv,
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territory to carry on our agricultu.al ;ptrsuiis. Foreign traders fre still mak*:-
ing encroachmetitS.LiP~fl us, and some of them have been guilty o the:mmUr
unprincipled artifices to destroy our commerce and monopQlfze the trade,

They u~se- every meanss,his wever dishonorable, to prejudice the.elative§S
agatist the; colony; prompting them to conimit depredationsti h&ni;te
property'.f colonial traders, speaking disrespectfully of the.coioial goven.
ment,,and representingit. as being ulable to protect its citizens qrpnforce id:
rnnt,, s v g.st.. beg. .,naid@";tf ~

-Shiould this state of things continue, in a fewv.years we shallfindaoi&
selves involved in unpleasant controversies with foreigners, and perA
in a -war with our neighbors. I know that this question hias given birth i&
a variety of opinions and speculations with regard to the propriety bfeW
tending the jurisdiction of the colony along the coast, beyond oi6r
present possessions, which indeed are very limited. Some speak ofIthe
planof lining the coast with Christian'settlemients as visionary arid imprac
ticable ; some as being-impolitic, unless we had the meansof guarding
anld protecting them; otherwise, they say, we will be responsible, or

every; outrage committed by the natives. Others insist that the settlers
should-push: their way irrifnediately into the interior, giving up' all idea of

ever extending the jurisdiction of the colony along the coast. Convincedd,
gentlemen,. as I believe you are, and as every, Liberian" must be, of the
great importance bf acquiring a more extensive territory along .the coas0,
itwouldbe.unseless, and consuming your. time to no purpose, for me to enter
into any arguments to prove the fallacy of the above objections, but woull[
recommend thatt a proper representatioil from theI citizens of. Liberia,!
throughh the American Colonizatioti Society, be made to the Goverijineript
of. Great Britaifi and the United States, setting forth the' importancetp thW
colony of allowing its jurisdiction to extend from Grand Cape Mount to thl",
Assinee river, I believe that just so soon t. - those Govertimenti can be

made satisfied of: the importance of settling Christian colonies along thiii
coast,:for the more effectual suppression of the slave trade, and for the ex-

tension of Christianity among a heathen and -barbarous people, they wiWlR
not only grant- us the privilege of acquiring, jurisdiction over the territory.
named, but will protect us frorm the improper interference of those who
aredoing :all they can do to injure and retard the progress of the coloiny- ;.

In my official commriunication to the board of managers by' the schoolnet
" Herald," in April last, I made an allusion to a resolution that had jut
passed' -the legislative couricil, solicitilig of the society a loan of several
thousand dollars, to assist the colonial authorities to make such publictni
provernents ill the colony .as our own resources would not warrant. In;
reply to I.iis part of1 my letter, the Rev. R. R. Gurley. under date 20th
ofJune, sya: "1 As the proceediiigsof the council have not been trainsmitted;
I will only say that, with every disposition to meet such a proposition,
without a; larger increase of our resources it will be out of our power. l:

shall not cease to hope that our. income at no distant day will be sutch all:
to meet every reasonable wislh of the. people of the colony.":
We, too, gentlemen, may hope and have great reason to expect,frori

recent movements -in the United States, with regard, to colonization,'that.
the day; is-not distant when the society will, be able to meet every reasons
able-wish of the people; for, notwithstanding that the deranged and de$
pressed condition of the finances of the United States have operatedcmotO-,
powerfully. against' the society, they have nevertheless shared a goodlyJ
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degree of public patronage. Confidence in the utility, the magnitude, and
grandeur of the schemee is increasing throughout the Utiion.
At a colonization convention held in the city of'Washington a few mlotithis,

ago, were adopted measures of high importance to the colonization dahise'
its friends are resolved to prosecute it with new vigor, and to-6eek:ifromn thd
General Government of the United States countenance and protection,!&nd'
from the State Governments co-operation and support. The humanea"id,
pious' every where are coming forward to their aid, and no doubt very, Addi
the resources of the society will be so augmented as to enable ,them iej:
carry on more successfully and vigorously their operations, both of rornov-
ing emigrants to Liberia, of opening the resources of the courary, and'in'
making such public improvements in the colony as may 'be ncessaryi'or
our protection and our convenience. i, ';

'I regret, gentlemen, to inform you that I have not been able to carry intb
effect an important resolution of the last council, authorizing me to have
compiled and published in one volume all the statute laws of the corilmon
wealth. Feeling sensibly the importance of such a compilation,soon after
the adjournrmnttof the legislature I made several efforts'to have the work
attended to, but without success. Every application to gentlemen whom I
considered competent to discharge such duties was refused, upon the
ground that their private engagements were such as to prevent them within
out serious injury to their own business, especially at that season of :the
year, from giving that attention to the work that would ensure' success'
Finding the year so far spent before I could procure the services of codrn
petent persons, and thinking that the present legislature would more thdan
likely make some necessary and iniportant alterations in the present code,
I concluded to defer the compilation until after the present session. "I
would here call your attention, gentlemen, to the propriety of expunging,
altering, or so amending the 4th section of "A bill for the regulation of
towns and villages in this conmmornwealth," as to make it the duty of th6-
governor, or of the governor and council, to appoint, from time to -time,
commissioners, with an equitable consideration, to carry into effect 'the
provisions of that act, instead of the commissioners appointed in the ;6th
section of the "c Act to provide regulations for the counties and'villages ih
the commonwealth of Liberia," passed in August and Septemberj 1839.'
And, further, that it shall be the duty of the commissioners so appointed to
see that at stated times the streets in the towns and villages are 6leired of
underbrush and noxious weeds, and that in the event of' persons re'11lsing
or neglecting to clear the street contiguous to their respective' lots, then,
and in that case, it shall be the duty of the said commissioners to proceed
forthwith to clear up any such neglected streets, to be paid'out of any
funds belonging to the commonwealth; to be refunded in such' Wvay~aid
manner as you may think proper to provide. Without entering irhit9 'hiy
arguments to prove to you, who must be equally convinced of the fiet, the
deleterious effects that the growth of noxious weeds in our streets' rilst
have upon the health of the community, I will only remark that, unddr
the present arrangements, the responsibility imposed by the 5th sectibnt bf
the article referred to has rendered it most dirlcult to procure the services
of proper persons (especially without an adequate compensation) to; ijider.r
take the duties of the office; consequently, in this respect, our towns' anbd
villages have been shamefully'neglected.-

I would call your attention to another subject: that deserves considered
16
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tion, and which mustibe provided for, if we expect to maintain the purity
ofspuir.,institutions.. :Iallude to the great difficulty with, which public
officers are ab~etol collect the fines and forfeitures imposed. by the courts in
the colony, ard th~e .indideretce with which civil and military orders are
somegtsnies treated by a certain portion of our community. According.to
our presentp system, most military delinquencies, and many offences. against
thezmunicipal.Iaws of the commonwealth, are punishable only by fines;
and,as ,our laws allow no imprisonment for debt, a certain class of individ.
uals,, regardless of consequences, (having nothing upon which the officer
can; lay. his, hands, of which some of them make their boast,) wantonly
refuse or. neglect to do those duties required by law, and that good and
responsible citizens are compelled to perform, thereby throwing the burden
of~certain public duties, that. should be borne by all,, on. part of the
community, One or two instances have occurred in the colony, whewvpub.
,ic-pffipers have been defied. I am happy to state, however, that that-.re-
sis~t4a;icei was confined to a very few, and of the class of individuals
re.freredito above, viz; persons without property, consequently regardless
of,,consequonces. It is not unfrequent to hear them say, when brought up
before a tribunal to answer for any conduct: "s Well, fine me, and then get
the. money when and where you can. I have nothing you can seize;;you
can't scll-my house, nor have I more personal chattels than the law protects
from- seizure.';' Merchants and others suffer from this very class of .indi.
viduals. How, frequently have I heard the bitter complaints of citizens
.with regard to the shameful conduct of such persons, whorn they have been
induced to credit-! Something, gentlemen, must be done to correct this evil,
or its demoralizing influence will be felt severely at no distant day.
_.-Qpposed as I am to the many changes and alterations generally made

in the statute laws of the commonwealth at each session of.the legislature,
1,am almost disposed to say nothing further on this subject; but I cannot
forbear. recommending to your consideration the propriety of one more
amendment, viz : that of so altering or' amending "A bill to prevent frauds
in the management of intestate and other estates," passed August and
$eptember, 1839, as to provide that persons assuming the responsibility of
settling estates shall be required to give bond and security for the faithful
mperformance of. their duty, as are required of administrators in the 4th
section of said act; and, furather, that all executors, administrators, or others
having the management of estates, shall be compelled, at each session of
the probate court, to render an account, in writing, of their doings in rela.
tion. to anyestate or property of which they may have had the manage-
wnent. And, further, 4t present we have no statute laws regulating the
Apportionment of widows' dowers, but have been conforming to a custom in
the colony, how obtained I know not, of allowing the widow one-third of
all thefreal estate, whether solvent .or insolvent. This right, should the
,esZate be insolvent, has been questioned; therefore, to avoid future misun-
*derstanding, I would recommend that some definite regulation be made
fwijhyregard to it.
h.,The subject of common schools, gentlemen; is one that deserves your
_attention.. Its importance is well known to you, and I believe will have

fyoour. consideration; for. if we expect, as I have no doubt all of you do,
that Liberia is destined at s.me future day to take a. stand among the na.
jtionso,9f Ethe earth, we must educate our children ; the, rising generation
must be informed, for on them depends the erection of the fabric, the
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foundation of which you are now commencing. A right education alone
caiii raise man to his true and proid'er'dignity, ard' vithbut it' we m'i 't&,ei'v)
remain cast 'on't and degradedd' Our ipecdiar 'sirnhiton dermads htdwat"4'
*o,; should make i strong'anrd vigorous effort :to im'pro've'o i' o:wiminit'if, '
if wre expect t'o mainttairi aisd hand downi to posterity' ti'nimp~ir'ed thepturlt:';
of' our republican institutionds. You 'know, aenttemen, 'thlat' in artignor'.nia'f
wohninity replublicanisin will'6on, de'4onerate into a wretched'demnio''radY
v mhichnust end in;afiarchy. The condition 'o o'ur race, too, idlotlier parta
of the world, 'and especially of the inhabitfints of' this heathei' cutintry't
should be motives to rouse'us to greater"diligence, that wve' mayysh6`w,'t&1
tho`:world that'tlib African ra6e is as'susceptible of mnental iinirovekmneilt as'
any ther. A't present, thleire are'schools established in seveial'of our lowhb'
atid villages, these, however; are under the patronage aiid control of v'ari.'
ouireligious institutions in America, abid may be discoritinned at any r16.
ment. It therefore becomes"us'to make'an effort't6 assist' oiifelves in thiis
great work of'i'mprovemeint; that we 'riiay he prepared for any emerp'
gencv. We can do s6mething,-ind should do something. Letlus'put itt6
shoulders to the wheel. and when we have done all that wve can do"I1
pledge myself there will be no' lack of aid. The sympathies'of the'beno.''
ole'ut every where are enlisted in our favor, especiaIlly with regard; t this;
subject; and when it is known 'abroad 'that we appreciate' learning, trnd
are doing all in our power to obtain it, and cannot succebd, then, and nOt
till then, shall we have the efficient aid of our friends abroad,'-and be 'able
to establish 'permanent schools for the education of our 'youth; Oh thii
stibject, I scarcely know, gentlerneni, what course to re' omrnetifd:to yout
consideration. An' act regulating common schools, ipassed:!.t-ulust dhd
September, 1839, makes every provision necessary for the gover'nmdn'vOf
schools, bit a very inadequate provision for- their niaintenancd."' Thli& 3d
section of that act provides that the snm of three dollar.- per yearibe' paiid
by all thnse who rmay be admitted into these schools, or by thdir parents
or guardians, if they be able; the said amount to be paid to tile' li'bl
committee, or any person appointed by' them, of course for the suppoVorp
the school, The Stli section provides, " that all persons 'shall! bnund b9,
law'to send their children to school, provided their ages vary--frorn fi:v6i to
tivelve yearnss and whomsoever fails to comply with the above regiliatint
shall without excuse be compelled to pay a' fine of three dollar's said:fine
to go into' the hands of the school committee, for the benefitof the schobql-.
Now, gentlemen, this is the only provision foir the :naintentanice of' p0bli
schools. How,thei ,could it be expected that competent teachers couldbeo
procured, especially when in no one settlement are to' le found .nrbie than
thirty or forty children vrhdse Oareints' or guardians are able to pay eVenOa
small amount towards their tuition ? No; under stich circtimstatnces'teacheS
coulld not b'e poured, nor have 'we been able the pastryear to supply ev~tx
those settlements that are entirely destitufe'of sciho'ls wVith a public teacher;
nor shall we be able until the commonwealth will takee the responsibility
and provide more effectually for the payment of teachers. ;'',f.

Another subject to which I would' call your attention is the -dmoralizing
influence that tippling shops must have in any communi .yauid dipecally ial
community like ours.' At suchi places are always to be found the idleianrdid!the
worthlesss, who are not b'ackward,forthe sake of a dram,iin etiticini'thbyo'tin
and the thoughtless, who. after a few visits-and a few' glasses liketh~ir-
dldeers,becone slaves to the intoxicating cnn, and soon a repYiach-tothdir
faitiilies and' to society. I feel that it will be altogether unnecessary for mee'to
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eiiuer,ilnto anyargumeits to prove to you, gentlemen, who are so well inform-
ed on this subject, its baneful effects upon the prosperityof a people. Some,
no doub t, vill curl the, lip, and saythat we have no cause ofalarm in Liberia;
thata, more temperate people exists no where; that gentlemen here touch
the glass very cautiously. and that drinking to excess is confined to a few
solitary-exceptions in the whole commonwealth. I admit all this to be
tru.te ;.b.ut dogs it plead any thing in favor of using ardent spirits ? Certainly
not; for if, the people are so temperate as not to indulge the use of it at all,
then of course we have no use for the article, and every one will say, let
it go; and if the people are only so temperate as to indulge in occasional
glasses, and as all will admit the danger of its increasing influence if used at
all, then away with it, before we are called to experience more of its per.
nicious consequences. Touch not, taste, not, handle not, the liquid poison.
The fact is, gentlemen, there are establishments in Liberia-I am happy,
however,. .to say their number is rapidly diminishing-where the poison is
still dealt out in small quantities, to the injury not only of colonists, some
few of whom, vill not give up the practice of taking it at stated times, but
to. natives, and to foreigners, whose health is materially injured in this
climate by its frequent use. I would therefore recommend that the duty.
on ardent spirits, &c., be considerably increased, and that the special license
to retailers be not less than one hundred dollars.

Notwithstanding the losses that some of our merchants have sustained
by shipwrecks, for the want of more experienced navigators, and the.
great competition with foreigners, increased by an improper interference
with our trade on their part, the commerce of the colony is steadily in-,
creasing,,though at present, for causes unknowvri to us, there seems to be a
cessation of trade. Our merchants are not discouraged by these difficulties,
but are determined to prosecute the trade along the coast with renewed
vigor. During the past year, three new vessels have been launched at
Monrovia, orec at Bassa Cove, two (which were foreign built) purchased by
colonists ; and there are now on the stocks, to be launched soon, three
others-one at Monrovia, one at Edina, and one at Greenville. I am in-
formed it is contemplated, by one or two gentlemen, to build arid fit a
vessel this year capable of performing a voyage across the Atlantic.
The want of adequate means and sufficient protection will for, soini

time prevent our merchantsfroi competing successfully with Ioreign traders,
and from making the coast trade as lucrative as, under other circumstances,
it would. be, not only to us, but also to foreign traders. Many of them
have adopted a system of crediting the chiefs and headmen along the coast
to a large amount, one halt of which they can never collect'; endeavor-
ing by this means to obtain their influence, and to prejudice them against
colonial traders, who are niot willing, if they were able, W waste their
property in. this way; and wherever colonial traders are to be found, they
pay extravagant prices for produce. If to monopolize the trade were thle
only objects of these mnci, their conduct might not be considered so repre-
hensible. But such is not the case. Their malignant and wicked designs
extend further than that, some of which have come to my knowledge, and
at, a proper, time shall be exposed. I beg you to observe, gentlemen, that
I do not wish to be understood to include all traders that visit this part of
the coast, as being inimical to the colony. No; there arc sorne honorable
exceptions among the traders, of almost all nations, who are courteous and
gentlemanly, and who seem to take a deep interest in the prosperity of
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these colonies, founded, as they know them to have been, by the hand or
benevolence and Christian philanthropy. But to return: if to monopolize
the trade were the only object of most of these traders, I think it would
not be difficult to convince them, as are some already, that, taking into
consid&rarion the losses they sulfer by robbery, bad debts, protracted vov-
ages, loss of life, &c., if the foreign trade was' confined to the settlements,
they would be able to purchase their cargoes here at a mnuch cheaper rate
than at present; and then the colonists, who are better acquainted with
the African trade, (which acquaintance alone has enabled them to compete
in any degree with other traders,) could regulate the prices, and thereby
extend the influence of the colony, and more effectually carry out the
design of the American Colonization Society, in civilizing the heathen of
this country. As it is, gentlemen, nothing but untiring perseverance onl
the part of our merchants will enable 'hem to maintain their standing;
this, I am persuaded, they will not fail to use.
Information has reached me, that some time iii March last, one D. Mur.

rey, a British trader, notwithstanding he had been repeatedly admonished
by the authorities not to do so, landed a quantity of merchandise to the
natives at Fishtown, in the county of Grand Bassa, contrary to the mari-
time regulations of this commonwvealth. From certain considerations,
arising from a misunderstanding with regard to that territory, and my aver-
sion to any collision with British traders, I have been induced to exercise
an almost unwvarrantable, degree of' forbearance. The native residents,
too, of that place, are guilty of a breach of faith, by not complying with
certain treaty stipulations entered into with this government. It now re-
mains, gentlemen, for you to determine whether the majesty of the lawVs
shall be maintained, and what course shall be pursued by the executive
with regard to these important subjects.
Another branch of our political econo-my, otl which depend our present

comforts and future greatness, I am sorry to say, is not increasing so rapidly
as I could wish to see it. Agriculture in the colony is not prosecuted with
that vigor, by a great many of the settlers, which its importance demands.
I know that farmers in Liberia have to contend with mnany disadvantages,
for the want of working animals, &c. ; still there is no, just reason for
despondency. The soil is good, and capable of producing abundant liar-
vests; this will be admitted by all; and in every instance where individuals
have perseveringly given the business a fair trial, it has not failed t6 yield
them a handsome reward. The greatest hinderance to successful tgricuilture iii
Liberia is the ruinous desire of most of our people to become wealthy in
a very short time; therefore, they are not-willing to trust to a slow but sure
mneans of becoming so, but prefer to employ their littfi capital in spectla.
tilos, become traders, and in nine cases out of ten, fromn their unacquaint-
ance with a system of which they have had no previous knowledge, in a
few years they become bankrupts ; then, as a last resort, Without sulffi-
cient means to give them a fair start, they go upon their farms, where they
have to plod and dig for several years before their circumstances are again
easy and comfortable. I am happy to state, however, from personal ob-
servation, that this practice of general Trading is losing ground. TThougli:
the crops amnong the natives last year in a great degree failed, the colonists,
especially in the upper settlements, were generally free from want, and inl
mnany instances were able to supply the neighboring natives. The past
season has been one of rejoicingamong the farmers. Rice crops, especially,

M3
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have been abundant, and I rejoice to find that the people throughout the
commonwealth are becoming awake to their true interests" and convinced
that the future prosperity and independence of the colony depend upon the
sgricultulral resources of the country. Several gentlemen, both in this and'
Bassa country, are turning their attention to this subject, and are establishing
coffee and sugar estates, though at present on a small scale. The expert.
ment has proved successful, and established beyond a doubt the fact, That
farmers in Liberia, if industrious, frugal, and persevering, may become ntdt
only independent, but rich. Therefore, to encourage this manifest spirit of
agriculture in the colony, I would recommend that some immunity be
granted to such agriculturists as will cultivate certain articles in certain
quantities.
Public improvements in the colony have not advanced so rapidly as I

had anticipated. This, in a great degree, has been owing to the difficulty
of procuring proper materials. I have the pleasure, however, to inform
you that, notwithstanding these difficulties, we have succeeded in finishing,
and have now in successful operation, a light-house on Cape Mestirado.
This, I believe, is acknowledged, by all strangers that have visited the
colony since its erection, to be a very important improvement. Of the court.
house for this county I can only report, that every efifrt has been made:
to drive forward the work, but, for reasons above stated, it has advanced
slowly. We are now encouraged, however, to hope that in two or three
months this building will be completed, or at least so far advanced as to be
used.

In Grand Bassa county, through the agency of I. Sheridan, Esq., we have
succeeded in thoroughly repairing the court house an'd jail, which have been
lor some time in a dilapidated condition.
The roads in the vicinity of some of the settlements have been some67

what improved, especially near New Georgia. The citizens of that place
are doing themselves much credit. They have nearly succeeded in open.
ing a ditch around that settlement, wvhich will not only add much to the
health of the village, but will soon more than repay the inhabitants, by the
great advantage it will give them in raising live stock.
The defense of the colony is as adequate as our pecuiniary circumstances

will admit, though perhaps not as much so as onr position requires, espe-
cially in our interior settlet'nerts. The past year I have had mounted on
light carriages two small brass field pieces, which, added to the large cannon
previously mounted, makes a pretty formidable appearance, and no doubt:
will contribute much' to secure to the colony for sorne time all un8dis-
turbed state of tranquillity, as il my opinion nothing is better calculated
to maintain a good understanding with otur neighbors. than a state of overt
military preparation.

I arn happy to infornm you, gentleirien, that the revenue of the comlnon-
wealth is steadily increasing. From official returns to the 31st Decenmber,
I have been able to make ulp1 the following summary statements of the
transactions at the colonial treasury for the year ending 31st December,
1842. The accounts in detail will be laid before vowu. The treasurer for
the county of Mlesurado acknowledges the receipt of the following
amounts, viz

Fronm the collector of customs, P. AI.-S2.940 93, duty on imports
S450 .50, anchorage duty; $57, light duty; $90 93. tonnage duty, C. V.
From the sheriff of the county-S22 20, court fines; and $37 06, mili

tary fines.
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From the cleric of the court of C. P.-$50, for auction license; S120 80,
for commission license ; 8119 25, for special license; and 8144 69, for re.
tail license. Making an amount total of 84,027 36.

'1he following have been the disbursements, viz: For public buildings,
including 8500 paid on acconnt of the light-house, 82,25b; for the session
of the legislature in 1842, 8262; for the judiciary, 8370kro-r-Fisoniers,
8350; for the defence of the colony, $200; for signal master arid light-
house on Cape Mesurado,$165; for elections, 832; for printing, 839 ; and
for coutingences. 833 12-rhaking 83,698 12; being 8329 24 less than the
receipts; which, added to 885S S0, balance in the hands of treasurer, 31st
December, 1841, will leave a balance in the treasury this day of 81,188 04.
The following are the amounts collected in the county of Grand Bassa,

viz:
By the collector for the port of Marshall. Duty on imports, 8230.
By the collector for the ports of Edina and Bassa Cove. Duty on im-

ports, 8726 17; anchorage duty, 812.
By the sheriff of the county. Court fines, $7P9; tax fee, 810.
By the clerk of the court of C. P. For commission license, 8125,

special license, 850; retail license, 8144. Making a-aminort total of
$1,376,17.
The following amounts have been disbursed, viz: For putlit-buildings,

$21950; for the legislature, 862 50; judici ry, $131 ; for defence of the
colony, $48; incidental expenses, 896-mnaking an amount total of 8587;
leaving a balance in favor of the commonwealth, this day, of 8789 17.
These, gentlemen, are the matters respecting the state of the common-

wealth which I have thought of importance to be submitted to your con-
sideration. Some others, no doubt, will arise in the course of your deliber-
ations, that may require equal attention. I am happy, however, in this
opportunity of committing the arduous affairs of our government to the
collected wisdom of this people. To you, then,gentlemen, who are charged
with the function of legislation, we look with encouragement for that
guidance arid support which may enable uis to steer with safety the vessel
in which we- are embarked.
The prudence and temperance of your discussions within these walls will

no doubt promote that conciliation so necessary for the advancement of
our political and religious institutions. That all should--be -satisfied with
any one order of things is not to be expected. But I indulge the hope that
a great majority of our citizens will cordially concur in honest and
disinterested efforts, which have for their object the general good of the
people, the maintenance of peace with our neighbors, and order and obedi-
ence to the laws by the citizens of the commionwealth, to establish princi-
ples and practices of administration favorable to the security of liberty and
property, and to the furtherance of civilization and Christianity among the
heathen tribes around us.

J. J. RdBERTS.
GOVERNMENT HOUSE, .January 9, 1843.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE VIRGINIA LEGISLATURE ON THE SUBJECT OF
AFRICAN COLONIZATION.

IN THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES, December 31, 1800.
Resolved, That the Governor be requested to correspond with the Presi-

lent of the United States on the subject of purchasing latnds without the
limits of this State, whither persons obnoxious to the laws or dangerous
to the peace of society may be removed.
A copy from the journal of the Houge of Delegates.

WILLIAM WIRT, Clerk H. D.

RICHMOND, June 15. 1801.
SiP: I enclose you a resolution of the General Assembly of the Com.

monwealth, of the last session, by which it is made my duty to correspond
with you on the subject of obtaining, by purchase, lands without the limits
of this State, to which persons obnoxious to the laws or dangerous to the
peace of society may be removed. This resolution was produced by the
conspiracy of the slaves which took place in this city and neighborhood
last year, and is applicable to that description only. The idea of such an
acquisition wvas suggested by motives of humanity, it being intended by
means thereof to provide an alternate mode of punishment for those de.
scribed by the resolution, who, under the existing law, might be doomed
to suffer death. It was deemed more humane, and, it is hoped, would be
found in practice not less expedient, to transport such offenders beyond the
limits of the State.

It seems to be the more obvious intention of the Legislature, as inferred
from the resolution, to make the proposed acquisition of land in the vacant
Western territory of the United States; but it does not appear to me to
preclude one without the limits of the Union. If a friendly Powver would
designate a tract of country within its jurisdiction, either on this continent
or a neighboring island, to which we might send such persons, it is not
improbable the Legislature might prefer it. In any event, ar alternative
could not be otherwise than desirable, since, after maturely weighing the
condition and advantages of each position, the Legislature might still prefer
that which appeared to it most eligible.

It is proper to remark, that the latter part of the resolution, which pro-
poses the removal of such persons as are dangerous to the peace of society,
may be understood as comprising many to whom the preceding member
does not apply. Whether the Legislature intended to give it a moro ex-
tensive import, or, rather, whether it contemplated removing from the coun-
try any but culprits condeminied to stiffer death, I will not pretend to decide.
But, if the more enlarged construction of the resolution is deemed the triue
one, it furnishes, in my opinion, a strong additional motive why the Legis-
lature, in disposing of this great concern, should command art alternative
of places. As soon as the mind emerges, in contemplating the subject,
beyond the contracted scale of providing a mode of punishment for offend-
ers, vast and interesting objects present themselves to view. It is im-
possible not to revolve in it the condition of those people, the embarrass-
ment they have already occasioned us, and are still likely to subject us to.
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We perceive an existing evil, which commenced under our colonial. system,
with which we are not properly chargeable, or, if at all, not in the present
degree; and we. acknowledge the extreme difficulty of remedying it. At
this point the mind rests'w.th suspense, and surveys with;anxiety obstacles
which become more serious as we approach them.: It is in 'vain for the
*Legislature to deliberate on the subject, in the extent of which it is capa-
ble, with a view toi- adopt the systernof policy which appears to it most
wise and just, if it 'has not the means of executing it. To lead to a souiid
decision, and make the result a happy one, it is necessary that the field of
practicable expedients be opened to its election on the widest possible
scale.
Under this view of the subject, I shall be happy to be advised by you

whether a tract of land in the Western territory of the UJnited States can
be procured for this purpose, in what quarter, and on what terms ?- And,
also, whether a friendly Power will permit us to remove such persons with-
in its limits, with like precision as to the place and conditions? It is possi-
ble a friendly Power may be disposed to promote a population of the kind
referred to, and willing to facilitate the measure by co-operating' with us
inithe accomplishment of it. It may be convenient for you to sound such
Powers, especially those more immediately in our neighborhood, onfthe
subject, in all the views which may appear to you to be suitable.
You will perceive that I invite your attention to a subject of great deli-

cacy and importance, one which, in a peculiar degree, involves the future
peace, tranquillity, and happiness, of the good people of this Common-
wealth. I do it, however, in a confidence that you will take that interest
in it which we are taught to expect from your conduct through life, which
gives You so man,1Dy high, claims to our regard,

With great respect, I have the honor to be, &c.
JAMES MONROE.

THIOMAS JEFFtR SON,
President of thle United S'tates.

WASHINGTON, November 24, 1801.
DAaR Sin: I had not been unminindful of your letter of June 15th, cover.

ing a resolution of the House of Representatives of Virginia, and referred
to in yours of the 17th instant. The importance of the subject, and the
belief that it gave us time for consideration till the next meeting of the
Legislature, have induced me to defer- the answer to this date.' You will
perceive that some circumstances connected with the subject, and necesari-
ly presenting themselves to view, would be improper but for your and
the legislative ear. Their publication might have an ill effect in more
than one quarter; in confidence of attention to this, I shall indulge greater
freedom in writing.
common malefactors, I presume, make no part of the object of that

resolution. Neither their numbers, nor the nature of their offences, seem
to require any provisions beyond those practised heretofore, and found
adequate to the repression of ordinary crimes. Conspiracy, insurgency,
treason, rebellion, among that description of persons who brought on us
the.alarm, and on themselves the tragedy of 1800. were doubtless within
the view of every one; but many, perhaps, contemplated, and one expres-
sion of the resolution might comprehend, a much larger scope, Respect

17
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toiboth opinions makes, it my duty to understand the resolution in all the
extents of. which it issusceptible.-
The idea seems to be, to. provide for these people by a purchase .of land.;

and it is asked whether such a purchase can be made of the United States,
in their Western territory? A very great extent of country north of the
Ohio has been laid off into townships, and is now at market, according to
the provisions of the acts of Congress, with which you are acquainted.
There is nothing which would restrain the State of Virginia, either in the
purchase or. the application of these lands; but a purchase by the acte
might, perhaps, be a more expensive provision than the House of Repro.
sentatives contemplated. Questions would also arise, whether the estab.
lishment of. such a colony within our limits, and to become a part of our
Union, would be desirable to the State of Virginia itself, or to the other
States, especially those who would be in its vicinity?

Could we procure lands beyond the limits of the United States, to form
a receptacle for these people? On our Northern boundary the country
not occupied by British subjects is the property of Indian nations, whose
titles would be to be extinguished, with the consent of Great Britain; and
the new settlers would be British subjects. It is hardly to be believed
that either Great Britain or the Indian proprietors have so disinterested a
regard for us as to be willing to relieve us by receiving such a colony
themselves; and as much is it to be doubted whether that race of men
could long exist in so rigorous a climate. On our Western and Southern
frontiers Spain holds an immense country; the occupancy of which, how-
ever, is in the Indian natives, except a few insulated' spots possessed by
Spanish subjects. It is very questionable, indeed, whether the Indians
would sell-whether Spain would be willing to receive these people-and
nearly certain that she would not alienate the sovereignty. Thc same
question to ourselves would recur here also as did in the first case: Should
we be willing to have such a colony in contact with us? However our
precedent interests may restrain us within our own limits, it is impossible
not to look forward to distant times, when our rapid multiplication will
expand itself' beyond those limits, and cover the whole Northern, if not
the Southern continent, with a people speaking the same language, gov-
erned in similar forms and by similar laws, Nor can wve contemplate
with satisfaction either blot or mixture in that surface. Spain, France,
and Portugal, hold 'possessions on the Southern continent, as to which I
am not well enough informed to say how far they might meet our views.
But either there or in the Northern continent, should the constituted au.
thorities of Virginia fix their attention of preference, I will have the disposi-
tions of those Powers sounded in the first instance.
The West Indies offer a more probable and practicable retreat for them.

Inhabited already by a people of their own race and color-climates cons
genial with their natural constitution, insulated from the other descriptions
of men-nature seems to have formed these islands to become the recep-
tacles of the blacks transplanted into this hemisphere. Whether we could
obtain from the European sovereigns of those islands leave to send thither
the persons under contemplation, I cannot say; but I think it hore proba-
ble than the former proposition, because of their being already inhabited
more or less by the same race. The most promising portion of them is
the island of St. Domingo, where the blacks are established into a sove-
eignty de facto, and have organized themselves under regular laws and
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government.' I should conjecture that their present tiaet might be killing
on many considerations to receives even that description which'would be
extled-for acts deemed criminal by us, but mneritorions perhaps by hinmlThe possibility that these exiles might stimulate and conduct vindictive or;
predatory descents on our coast,and facilitate concert with their brethren
remaining here, looks to a state of things between that island and us not
probable, on a contemplation of our relative strength, and of the dispro-
portion daily growing; and it is overweighed by the humanity of the
measures proposed, and the advantages of disemnbarrassing ourselves of
such dangerous characters. Africa would offer a last and undoubted re-
sort, if all others more desirable should fail us. Whenever the Legislature
of Virginia shall have brought its mind to a point, so that I may know
exactly what to propose to foreign authorities, I will execute their wishes
with fidelity and aeoal. I hope, however, they will pardon me for suggest-
ing a single question for their own consideration. When we contemplate
the variety of countries and of sovereigns towards which we may direct our
views, the vast revolutions and changes of circumstance which are now
in a course of progression, the possibilities that arrangements now to, be
made with a view to any particular. place may at no great distance of
time be totally deranged by a change of sovereignty, of government, or of
other circumstances, it will be for the Legislature to consider whether,
after they shall. have made all those general provisions which may be fixed
by.legislative authority, it would be reposing too much confidence in their
Executive to leave the place of relegation to be decided on by them, and
executed with the aid of the Federal Executive? They could accommodate
their arrangements to the actual state of things in which countries or pow-
ers may be found to exist at that day, and may prevent the effect of the
law from being defeated by intervening changes. This, however, is for
them to decide. Our duty will be to respect their decision.

Accept assurances, &cT.
* ~~~~THOMAS JEFFEMSON.

Governor MONROE.

RrCHMOND, December 21, 1801.
SIR: I have the pleasure to communicate to the General Assembly a

copy of my correspondence with the President of the United States, in
compliance with the resolution of 31st December last, relative to the pur-
chase of lands without the limits of the State, to which persons obnoxious
to its laws-or dangerous to the peace of society may be removed. As it
was known that the United States had lands for sale in the territory lying
between the Ohio and Mississippi, a proposition to make the acquisition
by purchase conveyed the idea of a preference for a tract in that quarter;
but as such preference was not declared, and a liberal construction of the
resolution admitted a greater scope, I thought it my duty to open the sub
ject in that light to the President. His reply has stated fully and ably the
objections which occur to such an establishment within the limits of the
United States. HHe also -presents to view all the other places, on the con.
tinent-and elsewhere, which furnish alternatives, with the advantages at-
tending each, and assures us of the promptitude that he will co-operate in
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carrying into effect whatever plan the' Legislature may adopt in reference
tot the? object; contemnplated' It, remains, therefore, for the General .As-
se~nbl~y t~explainn more fully theidescription of persons who are: to be thus
transported, and: the place- to: which it is disposed to give the preferences
As.soon- as its sense is declared ont these points, I shall hasten to commu'.'
nicate the;same to the President, and shall not fail to Iaylthe result before
you at your next session. It is proper to add,ithat it is the wish of the
President that the communication be considered as confidential.

I am, sir, with great respect and esteem, your very humble servant,
JAMES MONROE.

IN THE HousE OF DF.iLEGATES,
Saturday,hJanuary 16, 1802.

The Legislature of the Commonwealth. by their resolution of Decemiber'
last, having authorized the Governor to correspond with- the President of.
the UnitedStates relative to the purchase of lands without the limits of
this State, to which persons obnoxious to the laws or dangerous to the
peace of society might be removed, from which general expressions a
difference of construction has prevailed, to reconcile which, recourse must
be had to the actual state of things which produced the resolution; there-:
fore, resolved, that, as the resolution was not intended to embrace offenders
for ordinary crimes, to which the laws have been found equal, but only
those for conspiracy, insurgency, treason, and rebellion, among those par-.
ticular persons who produced the alarm in this State in the fall of 1800,
the Governor be requested, in carrying the said resolution into effect upon
the construction here given, to request the President of the United States,
in procuring the lands, to prefer the continent of Africa, or any of the
Spanish or Portuguese settlements in South America.

Resolved, also, that the Governor be requested to correspond with the
President of the United States, for the. purpose of obtaining a place with-
out the limits of the same, to which free . negroes or mulattoes, and such
negroes or mulattoes as may be emancipated. may be sent or choose to re-
move as a place of asylum; and that it is not the wish of the Legislature
to obtain, on behalf of those who may remove or be sent thither, the sov-
ereignty of such place. Resolved, also, that the Governor lay before the
next General Assembly the result of his communication, to be subject to,
their control.

WILLIAM WIRT, C. H. D.
January 23, 1802.-Agreed to by the Senate.

H. BROOKE, C. S.
A copy.-Test:

JA.MES PLEASANTS, JR., C. HI. D.

WASHINGTON, December 27, 1804.
DEAR Si.' Resuming the subject of the resolutions of the House of

Delegates of December 31st, 1800, January 16th, 1802, and February 3d,
1804, I have it not in my power to say that'any change of circumstances
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has taken place which enables me yet to propose alny specific asylum for
the persons who are the subjects of our correspondence. The island of
St. Domingo, cur nearest and most convenient recourse, is too unsettled in
the conditions of its'existence to be looked to as yet for any permanent ar.
rangements; and the European nations have territories in the same quar-
ter, and possess' the same kind of population. Whether the inhabitants
of our late acquisition beyond the Mississippi, or the National Legislature,
would consent that a portion of that country should be set apart for the per-
sons contemplated, is not within my competence to say.
MV last information as to Sierra Leone is, that the company was pro-

posing to deliver up their colony to their Government. Should this take
place, it might furnish occasion for another effort to procure an. ifacorpora-
tion of ours into it. An attack during the war has done the settlement
considerable injury.

I beg you to be assured that, having the object of the House of Dele-
gates sincerely at heart, I will keep it under my constant attention, and
omit no occasions which may occur of giving it effect.
Accept my affectionate salutations, and assurances of great respect and

consideration.
THOMAS JEFFERSON.

Governor PAGE.

VIRGINIA.

General Assembly begun and held at the Capitol in the city of Rich-
mond, on Monday, the third day of December, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and four, and of the Commonlwealth the
twenty-nin.th:
Resolved, That the Senators of this State in the Congress of the United

States be instructed, and the Representatives be requested, to exert their
best efforts for the purpose of obtaining from the General Government a
competent portion of territory, in the country oil Louisiana, to be appro-
priated to the residence of such people of color as have been or shall be
emancipated in Virginia, or may hereafter become dangerous to the public
safety: Provided, That no contract or arrangement respecting such terri-
tory shall be obligatory on this Commrnonwealth until ratified by the Legis-
lature.

H. HOLMES,
Speaker of the House of Delegates.

Agreed to January 22d, 1805.
C. TAYLOR,
Speaker of the Senate.

A copy.-Test:
JAMES PLEASANTS, JR., C. H. D.

RIcHMOND, February 2. 1805.
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to enclose a resolution of the General

Assembly, for an explanation of which, I beg leave to refer you to the
copies of letters which passed between the President of the United States

1.ss.
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and Governor Monroe, and to one written by the President to he, atd by
this mail transmitted to our Senators in Congress; but, for more satisfac..
tory information, I would refer you to the President himself, to whom .1
shall apologize for requesting you to trouble him on this occasion; but I
know-that he will with pleasure give you all the information you may
require.. From the nature of the delicate business contemplated in the
resolution, youi will see the propriety of its being considered confidential.

I am, gentlemen, with great respect, your obedient servant,
JOHN PAGE.

The REPRESENTATIVES-from Virginia in Congress.

THOUGHTS ON THE COLONIZATION- OF FREE BLACKS."

What shall we do with the free people of color? what can we do for
their happiness, consistently with our own ? are questions often asked by
the thinking mind. The desire to make them happy has often been felt,
but the difficulty of devising and accomplishing an efficient plan has hith-
erto appeared too great for humanity itself to accomplish. The mind
shrunk back from the attempt. The time was not arrived. The servitude
of the sons of Ham, described by Noah, in the spirit of prophesy, concern-
ing the future condition of his posterity, was not terminated. At present,
as if by a divine impulse, men of virtue, piety, and reflection, are turning
their thoughts to this subject, and seem to see the wished-for plan unfold.
ing, in the gradual separation of the blackfrom the white population, by
providing for the forimer some suitable situation, where they may enjoy
the advantages to which they are entitled by nature and their Creator's
will. This is a great subject, and there are several weighty questions
connected with it, which deserve a deep consideration.

Is it a practicable thing to form a colony of free blacks in our own wild
lands, or on the coast of Africa ?

Is it probable that the establishment would be productive of general
happiness ?
What is the most deservable situation for such a settlement ? In what

manner, and by whom, might such a colony be planted with the greatest
hope of success ?
Much wisdom would no doubt be required in arranging a plan of so

much magnitude, and sortie perseverance in executing it, and carrying it
to perfection. But it cannot be supposed to be among the things which
are impracticable to plant a colony, either of blacks or whites, either in
Africa or in some remote district of our own country. Most nations have
had their colonies. Greece and Rome planted many which grew and
flourished, and which, as they grew, added strength and lustre to the
mother country. At the present time, there are few nations who have
not their foreign settlements, and some of them, from year to year, are in-
creasing the numbers of their colonies. With what ease is Great Britain
transplanting a part of her population in the remotest regions of the earth,
and peopling New Holland-a land destined, like our own, to extend the
empire of liberty and Christain blessings to surrounding nations.t It does

Asodred to Rev. Dr. Finley.
It is a remarkable instance'ofthe mysterious and inscrutable ways of Providence, that the colony

of vew Holland, which is principally composed of British convicts, have become flourishng ; its
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not appeal that it would require much greater skill or labor to form a sep-
arate establishment for free blacks in our own distant territories than it is
to form alnew State. The people of color, observing the constant emigra-
tion of the whites. would soon feel the common impulse, if they could see
a place where they might remove, and which they could fondly call their
own. Many have both the means and disposition to go to any reason-
*able distance, or even to a great distance, where they could assume the
rank of men, and act their part upon the great theatre of life. 'T'heir local
attachments are no stronger than those of other men, their ambition no
less than that of any other color.
To colonize then in Africa would be a much more arduous undertaking.

The country must be explored, and some situation chosen, fertile and
healthy; expense must be incurred in fair and honorable purchase from
the natives; an honorable appeal perhaps be made to the nations of Europe,
as to thv justice and humanity of our views; an efficient government must
for a time at least be afforded to the colony; the free blacks niust be in-
structed that it would be to' their interest to remove to the land which
gave them origin, and instruction provided, to raise their minds to that
degree of knowledge, which in time would fit them for self-government.
These difficulties are real, and some-of them might be found to be very
great, but they aie not insurmountable. We have wisdom in our councils,
and energy in our Government. In such an undertaking, we should have
reason and the God of eternal justice on our side. Humanityr has many
a virtuous son, who would willingly and carefully explore the long line of
African coast which has not fallen under the dominion of any European
nation. rheir devotedness to their court try's interest and glory would
make them faithful to their undertaking, and their desire for the happiness
of the free people of color would induce them, if possible, to find a country
where health and plenty might be enjoyed. The consent of the-chiefs to
part with a sufficient portion of the soil might be easily obtained, especial-
ly when they are informed that the sole design of the colony was to restore
their own children, and bring them back free and happy. From what has
often taken place on the coast of Africa, we may be-assured that the-cost
of procuring the right of soil, by fair and just purchase, would not be great.
The expense of conveying the first settlers, of maintaining a sufficient
force to protect the colony, and of supplying the wants of the colonists
for a short period, might be more considerable; yet the wisdomiof Coni-
gress might devise some means of lightening, perhaps of repaying, the cost.
Many of the free ~people of color have property sufficient to transport, and
afterwards to establish themselves. The ships of war might be employed
occasionally in this service, while many would indent, themselves to pro-
cure a passage to the land of their independence. The crews of the na..
tional ships, which might be, from time to time, at the colony, would fur-
nish at least a part of that protection which would be necessary for the
settlers and in a little time the trade, which the colony would open with
the interior, would more than compensate for every expense, if the colony
were wisely formed " From the single river of Sierra Leone, where there
is a colony of Tree people of color, the imports in Great Britain were

inhabitants peaceable, orderly, and industrious; and, through the instrumentality of missionaries,
Christianity is flourishing among them, and, through them, likely to extend civilization, and the
benefits of the Christian religion, to the ignorant and superstitious natives of that country and
the adjacent islands.
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early, and the itxporis to the same river fully, equal to the imports and
exports, exclusive of the slave trade, of the whole extent of the western
coast of Africa prior to the abolition of that traffic." To allay. the jeal.
ousibs of other nations, which might arise from our establishing a settle.
ment in Africa, a successful appeal might be made to their justice and hu'.
manity. It would be only doing as they have done, should no such appeal
be made. Spain has her settlements in Africa ; France, on. the rivers
Gambia and Seniegal; Great Britain, at Sierra Leone and the Cape; Por-
tugalin Congo and Loango. Oil the principles of justice, no nation would
have a right to interfere with our intentions. Moreover, in this period of
the world, when the voice of justice and humanity begins to be listened to
with attention, is there not reason to hope that plans, the sole design of
which is the benefit of the human race, would be approved in the cabinet
of princes, and hailed by the benevolent of all nations? The colony would
not suffer for want of instructers, in morals, religion, and the useful arts of
life. The time at last is come, whennot a few are imbibing the spirit of
Him who came from heaven " to seek and save the lost." That spirit is
only beginning to go forth, which has already been so successful in teach.
ing the Caifre, the Hottdntot, the Boshemen, the means of present happi-
ness and the way of eternal life.t In the mean time, the great efforts
which aremaking to improve the mental condition of the people of color
seems designed in Providence to prepare them for some great and happy
change in their situation.

It need not be apprehended that these people would be unwilling tore-
flove to the proposed establishment. To suppose this is to suppose that
they do not long after happiness, that they do not feel the common pride
and feelings of men. In some of our great cities there are associations
formed to open a correspondence with the colony at Sierra Leone, and
prepare -their minds for a removal to a colony, should it be ever formed4f
The colony at Sierra Leone, on the western coast of Africa, seems, as if
designed by God, to obviate every difficulty, to silence objections, and
point out the way in which every obstacle may be removed, if measures
sufficiently wise are adopted in establishing a similar colony from this
country. The colony alluded to was first established in the year 1791.
Its first settlers were a few people of color wvho were. in Great Britain, and
from 1,100 to 1,200 of the same description in Nova Scotia. In the year
1811, the population hbad increased to 2,000, exclusive of many natives,
notwithstanding the sickness and mortality incident to a new settlement,
anid the settlement being once destroyed by the French. In the year 1816,
the population had increased to 3,000.§ All this has been accomplished,

Ninth report of African Institution.
t A plan of a school was laid in New York, October, 1816, for the purpose of training young

people of color as teachers for those of their own color in this country, and to have a supply of
instructors ready for the proposed colony,'should it be ever formed.

4 Such an association exists in Philadelphia.
-"Early in. the winter of 181 6, about thirty people of color left Doston, with a view of Settling

themselves in the British colony atSierra Leone, in Africa. The vessel in which they sailed was
the propertyand under the command of the celebrated Paul Cuffee. Captain Cuffee has- re-
turned to this country, and brings letters from the emigrants to their friends and benefactors.
We have seen one of the letters, dated April 3, 1816. It states that they all arrived safe at Sierra
Leone, after a passage of fifty-five days, anid were welcomed by all in the colony. The place is
represented as 'good.' They have fruits of all kinds, and atall seasons of the year. The gov-
ernor gave each family a lot of land in the town, and fifty acres of Igood land' in thecountry,or
more. in proportion to their families. Their land in the country is about two miles from town.
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or at least it was originated, and for many years maintained, by a com-.
pany of benevolent and, enterprising mnen-by men, too, who are far
removed from those places where free blacks are to be -foundTWhat,
then, might be done,,.under the blessings of that Being who willsithe hap-
piness of all his creatures, by the American Government, aided by the be-
nevolence of all its citizens, and surrounded with thousands who would be
willing to emigrate, and many of whom could carry with them property,
the useful. arts of life, and, above all, the knowledge of the benign religion
of Christ.

Is it probable tht the'generalgood would bepromoted b the efablish-
meant o'suchz a colony? If there is not reason to believe that it would
be for the general benefit, the idea ought to he given up, and the scheme
rejected. But is there not reason to believe that the interest of the whites
and the free people of color would be equally promoted by the latter being
colonized in some suitable situation? It canl scarcely be doubted that
slavery has an injinrious effect on the morals and habits of a country where
it exists. It insensibly induces a habit of indolence. Idleness seldom fails
to be attended with dissipation. Should the time ever come when slavery
shall not exist in these States, yet, if the people of color remain among us,
the effect of their presence will be unfavorable to our industry and morals.
The recollection of their former servitude will keep alive the feeling that
they were formed for labor;-aid that the descendants of their former mas-
ters ought to be exempt at least from the more humble and toilsome pur-
suits-of life. The gradual withdrawing of the blacks would insensibly,
and from an easy necessity, induce habits of industry, anrd along with it
a love of order and religion. Could they be removed to some situation
where they might live alone, society would be saved many a pang which
now is felt, and must in course of time be much more sensibly felt, from
the intermixture of the different colors, and at the same time be relieved
from a heavy burden, in supporting that large portion of this people which
falls into poverty, and must be maintained by others. If the benefit of the
proposed separation would be considerable to those States where the peo-
ple of color are comparatively few, how great would it be to those where
they are very numerous ? The love of liberty, which prevails in those
States, must be attended with a desire to see abolished a system so con-
trary to the best feelings of our natures. But however'strong the desires
of many, however lively the impressions of the great principles of right,
or however pungent the. convictions of a dying bed, it is believed to be
unsafe to encourage the idea of emancipation. The evil therefore increases
every year, and the gloomy picture grows darker continually, so. that the
question is often and anxiously asked, What will be the end of all this?
The most natural and easy answer seems to be, Let no time be lost; let
a colony or colonies be formed on the coast of Africa, and let laws be
passed permitting the emancipation of slaves, on condition that they shall
be colonized. By this means the evil of slavery will be diminished, and
in a way so gradual as to prepare the whites for the happy. and progres-
sive change. w.
The benefits of the proposed plan to the race of blacks appear to be nu-

merous and great. That they are capable of improvement is not to be
They have plenty of rice and corn, and all other food that is good. There were five churcheo-in
the colony, and three or four schools, in one of which there were one hundred and filty female
Africdans, who are taught to road the word of God."-Bostn!Recorder.
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contradicted, and that their improvement progresses daily, notwithstanding.
every obstacle, is not to be denied. Their capacity for self-government,
whether denied or not, is ever present to our view in the island of St, Do.,
mingo. But it is in vain that we believe them capable of improvement,
or that we 'are convinced that they are equal to the task of governing them-
selves,'unless this unhappy people are separated from their former masters.,
The friends of mall will strive in vain to raise them to a proper level while,
they remain among us. They will be kept down-on the one side by
prejudice too deep r6oted to be eradicated; on the other by the recollection
of former inferiority, and despair of ever assuming an equal standing in
society. Remove them, place them by themselves in some climate con-
genial with their color and constitutions, and in some fruitful soil ; their
contracted minds will then expand, and their natures rise. The hope of
place and power will soon create the feeling that they are men. Give
them the hope of becoming possessed of power and influence, and the
pleasure of their invigorated minds will be similar to ours in like circum-,
stances. At present they have few incentives to industry and virtue, cornm.
pared with those which they would feel in a land which they could call.
their own, and where was no competition, except with their owtn color.

This great enterprise must be undertaken, either by a unison of virtuous
and pious individuals, as in the case of the colony of Sierra Leone, already
mentioned in its original state, or by the Government of the United Stated,
Perhaps, on mature deliberation, it might appear a work worthy of the
Government, and one that could be accomplished with the greatest ease,
and in the most efficient mariner, under the patronage of the nation. None
but the nation's arm could reach to all the situations in which the free
blacks are placed through our extended country, nor any but its councils
be wise enough to accommodate the various interests which ought to be
consulted in so great an undertaking. If wrong has been done to Africa.
in forcing away her weeping children, the wrong can be best redressed by
that power which did the injury. If Heaven has been offended by putting
chains on those whom, by its eternal laws, it has willed to be free, the
same hand -;vhich provoked the divine displeasure should offer the atoning
stinrifice. Under a former Government, this guilt and evil were brought
principally upon our land; but for many years the State Governments,
under the eye of the General Government, continued this great violation
of the laws of nature. LIet, then, the representatives of this great and
free people not only feel it to be their interest, but their duty and glory, to
repair the injuries done to hurrl^:ity by our ancestors, by restoring to in-
dependence those who were forced from their native land, and are now
found among us.

It remains yet to answer the question: Should Congress, in their wi§-
dorn, adopt the proposed measure, would it best answer the end designed
to plant the colony in sonie distant section of our country, or in tLe land to
which 'their color and original constitution are adapted ? If fixed in the ter-
ritories of the United States, the expense of procuring soil might be saved,
and the difficulty of removing settlers to the appointed place would be' di.
mirished,'especially if the colony were planted at no very great distance
in the interior. But these advantages would be in part counterbalanced
by having in our vicinity an independent settlement of people who were
once' our slaves. There might be cause of dread, lest they should occ60
sionally combine with ouir Indian neighbors, or with those European
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nations who have settlements adjacent to our own, and we should have
them for our enemies. However great the distance at which such a set-

tlement would be made in our own country, it would furnish great-facility
to the slaves in the nearest States to desert their masters' service, and es-

cape-to a land where their own race was sovereign and independent. An
easy communication would also be open to send information to. those who
remain in slavery, so as to make them uneasy in their servitude. If re-

moved to Africa, these last difficulties would disappear, or be greatly di-
minished. There we should have nothing to fear froml their becoming
our enemies. Removed far from our sight, our contempt of them, pro-
duced by their situation, and by long habit confirmed, would gradually
die away, and their jealousy and suspicion proportionably decrease. The
colony could never become an asylum for fugitive slaves, and but little
opportunity could be afforded to communicate with this country in such a

manner as to render the slaves, uneasy in their masters' service. On the
other hand, great and lial-;ly results ujight be produced by their being col-
onized in Africa. It is the country of their fathers-a climate suited to
their color, and one to which their constitution, but partially altered by
their' abode in this country, would soon adapt itself. Who can tell the
blessings which might in this way be conferred on Africa herself, when
her strangers should be restored, and she should receive her children re-
deemed from bondage by the humanity of America, and bv the hand of',
virtue and religion restored from theircaptivity. Wit.h what delight would
shic view them, improved in arts, in civilization, and in knowledge of the
true God; she would forget her sorrows, her wounds would be healed, and
she woould bless the hands of hier benefactors. I)o we not owe to that
hapless country a debt contracted by our fathers; and how can we so

well repav it as by transporting to her shores a multitude of its own de-
scendants, who have learned the arts of life, and are softened by the power
o1 trtle religion, and who can therefore be instrumental in taming and plac-
ing in fixed abodes the wild and wandering people who now roam over

that great section of the globe ? A nation of Christains ought to believe
that all the earth is destined to enjoy happiness tender the dominion of the
Prince of Peace. Africa is not forgotten bv Him who " efds the spar-
rows." The spirit of her people shalt rise. Her sons shall assume their
proper dignity, and she shall yet rejoice in her Creator's favor. Heaven
executes its purposes by human agents; and perhaps this may be one of
those means which are laid up in store to bless the sable millions that now
exist, the pity of angels, but the scorn of thoughtless man. Could any
thing be deemed so effectual for the happiness of that portion of the world
as the plan proposed ? In this way there might soon be fixed a seat of
liberal learning in Africa, from which the rays of knowvledge might dart
across those benighted regions. Is it too much to believe it possible that
[Ye who brings light out of darkness, and good out of evil, has suffered so

great an evil to exist as African slavery, that, in a land of civil liberty and
religious knowledge, thousands and tens of thousands might at the ap-
pointed time be prepared to return, and'be the great instrument of spread-
ing peace and happiness ?. Lot not these reflections be thought wholly
visionary. We know that the ways of the great Ruler of the world and
Director of events are wonderful and great beyond calculation. We know
that great and increasing benefits arise to the natives of Africa from
the colony at Sierra Leone. From the vicinity of that colony, the son of

-Rt.p. No..
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an African chief,.who has seen and felt its benefits, thus writes in. the sum-
mer of 1815: " What a hCappy thing it is to see the peaceable state. that.
this country is now in quiet,. and free from slave vessels ; no dragging of
families from one another; no innumerable slaves chained together,, male
*and female; and the enemies of humanity, the slave traders, gradually
quitting the country !" It has struck me forcibly, that where the gospel
makes its appearance, there Satan's kingdom gradually diminishes. May
God give grace and perseverance to carry on his work; and make them
instruments in his hands of bringing them to perfection. On the 4th of
June, 1815, ninety children and one adult were baptized into the faith of
Christ in the colony, onl which occasion the same yolung prince thus
writes: ; 1. never was better pleased in my lifetime than to see so many of
my countrymen brought so far as to be baptized, and particularly when I
saw a grown up native come forward to be baptized. We had. likewise
the happiness of seeing our church so full that some were obliged to stand
out of doors. Five or six of the native chiefs were present on the occa-
sion. I had more hopes that day than I ever had of those poor perishing
countrymen of mine."*. The period in which we live is big with great
events, and as happy as they are great. It is pregnant with greater still.
We have lived to, see the day when inan has begun to learn the lesson of
freedom afid happiness. America is blessed with every blessing, civil and
religious. Europe begins slowvly, but sensibly, to reform her governments.
The gloomy and dread superstitions of A.sia begin to totter before the gos.
pel of Christ. Nor shall Africa be forgotten. The bosom begins to wvarm
with hope, arid her heart to beat with expectation and desire. Toward
this land of liberty she turns her eyes, amid to the representatives of this
great and free people she stretches forth her hands, panting for the return
of her absent sons and daughters. Happy America ! if sile shall endeavor
not only to rival other nations in arts and arms, but to equal and exceed
them in the. great cause of humanity which has begun its never-ending
course.

MEMORIAL OF THE1' AMERICAN COL.ONIZATION SOCIEIY.

.To the honorable the Senate and House of Repre.sentatives of the United
States in Congress assembled:

t1he memorial of the American Society for Colonizing the Free People of
Color of the United States, by their board of managers,

RESPECTFJULLY REPRESENTS:
That in the year 1816 a number of respectable individuals formed them-

selves into a society, at the seat of the National Government, for the pur-
pose of promoting the voluntary colonization of the free people of color of
the United States, in Africa or elsewhere ; and soon afterwards adopted
preparatory measures for the accomplishment of their purpose.
with this view, suitable persons were sent to the southwestern coast of

Africa, with instructions to visit the British settlement of Sierra Leone, and
other places in the vicinity, to select a proper location for the proposed
colony,'and to ascertain how far reliance might be placed on the favorable

Appendix -o Christian Observer for 1815.
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disposition of the native tribes; and from tbese commissioners a report was
received, of the most encouraging character. After some further inquiries
and preparatory efforts, a small colony was sent out in the year 1820,. and
placed on Sherbro island, as a temporary residence, until possession could
be obtained of a neighboring tract of land on the continent, which the na-
tives had promised to sell. The performance of this promise was delayed
and evaded, under various pretexts, for a considerable time, during which
the health of the colony suffered very materially, from the low, flat, and
marshy ground of Sherbro, where they were compelled to continue their
residence much longer than had been anticipated.

At length, however, the agents of the Colonization Society were enabled
to effect the purchase of an extensive territory at the mouth of Montserado
river, including the cape and bay of that river, and there the colony bas
been established. The soil is fertile, the land elevated nearly one hun-
dred feet above the sea, the climate as healthy as any in Africa, and the
anchorage in the bay and roadstead not inferior to any on the whole coast.
The distance from the colony of Sierra Leone is between two and three

hundred miles. The natives in the vicinity are divided into a great num-
ber of small and nearly independent tribes; and, being but slightly held to-
gether by any superior authority, may be considered as wholly incapable of
uniting, to any serious extent, for purposes of hostility. In a single instance,
an attack was made on the colony, while in its feeblest condition; butthe
facility with which it was repelled renders the future security of the colo-
ny from similar attacks unquestionable, under its probable increase of popu-
lation and the improved means of defence with which it has already been
provided. The conduct of the natives, indeed, is now of the most peaceable
and friendly character; and their kindness and confidence has been consider-
ably increased by the return of several individuals of distinction among
the neighboring tribes, who had been taken from a Spanish slave ship, and,
after receiving in America the most friendly attention, were restored by
the American Government to the homes from which they had been torn.

Notwithstanding the difficulties inseparable from the opening and first
settlement of distant and uncultivated regions, difficulties increased on the
present occasion by the scanty means to be drawn from the only sources of
supply open to the society, the colony has annually increased in popula-
tion, and now contains more than twelve hundred individuals. A govern-
ment has been established, republican in its principles, (as far as the un-
formed character of 1ie colony will permit,) regular and efficient in its ope-
ration, and thus far providing the necessary securities for life, liberty, and
property. One hundred and fifty miles of the coast are under the-colonial
jurisdiction ; and no less than eighty important stations, on this line, are
occupied by traders from the colony. From this territory the slave trade
is believed to be nearly, if not quite, banished ; and the natives begin to
engage in agriculture, and carry on a valuable commerce with the inhab-
iitants of Liberia. The trade of the colony has increased with remarkable
rapidity, and many of the settlers have each acquired by it, in' the course
of three or four years, property to the amount of several thousand dollars.
Many plantations have been cleared and put under cultivation, and so

fertile is the soil, that an annual product will soon doubtless be realized,
adequate to the supply not only of those who have already emigrated, but
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of'those also who may be induced hereafter to seek for happiness and in
dependence in the land of their fathers, and a home of their own.

: Schools have been established, and every child in the colony enjoys
their benefits. Fortifications and many public buildings have been erect-
ed ; a spirit of enterprise prevails; and peace, order, and contentment,
are the evidences of-general prosperity.

For more full and detailed information concerning the colony, the Socie-
ty refer to the accompanying extracts from the reports of the board of
managers. (See A.)

Such is a general outline of the operations of the society, and such the
present condition of the colony. In the progress that has been made, your
memorialists have found nothing to discourage them, 'and from the actual
state of things which they have thus been enabled to present to the view
of your honorable body, they derive the pleasing anticipation of being able
to demonstrate to the world, that they are engaged in an enterprise neither
unwise nor impracticable. In the course of a few short years, a small
number of individuals, actuated only by the most philanthropic motives,
possessing no political power, anL destitute of all pecuniary resources, ex-
cept stich as were to be found in the charity,.tbe benevolence, and the pd-
triotisnm of their fellow-citizens, and the efforts of Congress to abolish the
African slave trade, have succeeded in exploring a distant coast, in over-
coming, in a great measure, the very natural but very powerful prejudices
of the community in which they live, and in transporting to the western
shores of a remote continent, and maintaining, in a state of perfect secu-
rity, a colony of several hundred of the free colored population of their
country. But a period has at length arrived, when the society would no
longer be justified in relying on its own limited resources for accom-
plishing what yet remains of its patriotic undertaking.
The colony that has been settled, small as it is, is yet too large to be gov-

erned by a distant and unincorporated society. The acknowledged imper-
fections of human nature, and the uniform history of mankind, evince the
dangers necessarily connected with the sudden transition of any people
from a state of moral and political degradation to one of unqualified freedom.
If, with such evidences before it, the society should leave its infant settle-
nent to the' inadequate protection to be derived from its ow n resources, it
would be justly chargeable with all the evils that must necessarily result
from the defective powers of control with which it is invested, for tran-
quillity at home, or security fronm foreign (langer.

In reference, too, to the great objects to be accomplished, it is now time
to look to other means than such as can he supplied by individual charity.
The extent to which reliance inay be placed on this resource has been in
a great measure ascertained; and if, at the very commencement of the un-
dertaking, aided as it has been by all the charms of novelty, means have
been furnished for removing only a few hundred out of the many thousand
that are annually added to the free colored population of the country, itis
obvious that a further dependence on this resource would be little less than
an abandonment of the enterprise. The evil to be removed is continually
increasing; and with every exertion on the part of the Colonization Society,
unless access can be had to other resources, each succeeding year must find
it more remote from the object of its pursuit. Under these circumstances,
the society has felt itself justified iii.asking the immediate and effectual in-
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terposition of the Government of the country. The object it proposes to
accomplish is the removal to Africa, with their own consent, of such.peo-
pie of color within the United States as are already free, and of such
others as the humanity of individuals and the laws of the different States
may hereafter liberate.
Such an object, connected as it is with the justice, the humanity, and the

welfare of our country, and calculated to elevate the character and to im-
prove the' condition of a degraded portion of the human race, cannot fail to
be considered as one of deep and general interest; and the wisdom of the
National Legislature may be safely relied on for suggesting and applying
the necessary means for its accomplishment. Your memorialists confident-
ly trust that in this explicit avowal of the real and only design of the
American Colonization Society will be found its best vindication from the
contradictory imputations cast upon it, of attempting, at the same moment,
and by the same process, to interfere, on the one hand, with the legal obli-.
gations of slavery, and, on the other, to rivet the chains more firmly on its
present subjects. The society has-at all times recognised the constitu-,
tional and legitimate existence of slavery; and, whatever may have been'
thou ht of its unhappy influence on the general interests of the country,
the Government of the Union has never been looked to as the proper or.
authorized instrument for effecting its removal.

But to that Government it has been thought that resort might be had
for furnishing the means of voluntary emigration to another description of
population, exercising a confessedly injurious influence on every portion
of our country, but especially so on those parts of it in which slavery still
exists.
And if, in relation to the latter, the effects of such a measure should be

to afford to individual humanity a wider field for action, and to the State
authorities an opportunity and an inducement to encourage rather than to
forbid emancipation within their respective limits, your memorialists have
hoped that this consideration alone, instead of prejudicing their present
application, would operate as one of its most powerful recommendations.
And that such would be the case with the nation, they have every reason
to believe.
Pecuniary aid is now afforded to the operations of the society by an an-

nuity from the State of Maryland; and the Legislature of Virginia, besides
its early, explicit, and repeated requests to the United States to open a
channel for the removal of her free people of color, has, on two several
occasions, granted similar aid to this society.
The District of Columbia, the territory of which is situated between

these Commonwealths, and placed by their consent, and by the Constitu-
tion of the United States, under the-exclusive legislation of Congress, has
no other tribunal to which it can appeal for like assistance in removing
from its bosom the same description of persons.

There can be no State of the Union where these persons constitute, as
it is believed they do in all, a distinct caste from the rest. of the commu-
nity, that must not perceive the expediency of pursuing the same policy.

The reception 'which the Colonization Society has met, in almost every
instance, from the people, bespeaks a deep and general interest in its suc-
cess.
And the resolutions which have been adopted by a very large pro.

portion of the Legislatures of thd States, in favor of the plan of colo
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nizing. the free people of color, indicate it as an object entitled, in
every respect, to the aid and patronage of a Government, whose peculiar
province it is, in the exercise of its legitimate powers, as the exclusive
Legislature of the District of Columbia., to promote the welfare of the
people subject to its sole authority, by legislation) as unrestricted and dis.-
cretionary as can be exercised by any State Government over its citizens;
and, in its capacity of a General Government, under the limitations of the
Constitution, to suppress the African slave trade, by all the means, direct
or auxiliary, conducive to that great end of general policy and public mo.,
rality-a power claimed and practically exercised by the Government, in
a spirit manifesting a sense of duty as high and imperative as the power is
unquestionable. To that Government the question is now fairly submit.
ted, in the fullest confidence that it will receive the consideration due to
its importance, and a decision worthy of the Legislatnre of a free, a great,
and an enlightened nation.
Your memorialists trnst that in the connexion between their leading

purpose and the utter extinction of the African slave trade there will be
found a sufficient apology for calling your earnest attention to the presentV
extent of that traffic, and the hopelessness of success to the very limited;
efforts now directed towards its abolition.
The United- States are bound, not only by the general claims of human.,

ity on every enlightened nation, but by positive treaty stipulations with
Great Britain, to neglect no adequate and legitimate means of attaining
this object. It is for the wisdom of Congress to determine -whether any'
such means can be provided, and to weigh the obligations, both moral and
political, which urge their energetic application.

F. S. KEY.
W. JONES.
JAMES LAURIE.
S. B. BALCH.
0. B. BROWN.
WILLIAM HAWLEY.
THOMAS HENDERSON.
J. N. CAMPBELL.
W, W. SEATON.
S. SMITH.
WILLIAM RYLAND.
R. R. GURLEY.
JOHN UNDERWOOD.
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A.

POPULATION OF THE COLONY.

About 1,200, exclusive' 'of nlear" four hundred captured Africans,' wh'o,
have ~been transferred' to the colony by the' Government of the' United'
States.'

FORM OF GOVERNMENT.

At the time of the -departure of the first expedition to Africa, in 1820a,a
concise constitution often articles was'adopted by the managers, for the gov-
ernment of the. settlement, and all emigrants took an oath to support it.,*,
By this. constitution the society is authorized, either directly or through
its agents, to make all needful rules and regulations for the-government OfP
the settlement, and to appoint all officers in the colony. Slavery withira.
its limits -is absolutely prohibited, Every. settler, when arriving at the -agre''
of twenty-one, is bound to take an oath or affirmation to support this 'con-
stitution ; and the common law, as in force and" modified in the United
States, and applicable to the situation of the new colony, was to be en-
forced.
*Before and during the year 1824, a spirit of insubordination had been
evinced in the colony, and in some instances leading individuals had man-.
ifested anl utter disregard of the authority of the agent.
For this and other reasons, the present secretary of the so-ciety was

commissioned to visit the colony, and make such arrangrements as miight be.
necessary to restore order-, and secure thle permanent peace and harmonyy
of the settlement. He was joined by thle late' excellent Mrn Ashmun at thle
Cape de Verds, (to which-islands he had retired for a short season, for the
recovery of' his strengths which had.been-greatly impairedd) and, with his:
most valuable counsel and assistance, the present plan of civil government
for the colony of Liberia was adopted, in the presence and with the unani..
mous consent of the colonists, August 1,9, 1824, and the officers appointed
under it, August 20th, 1824. '[he great object aimed at in that for~m. of
government was to confirm and augment the power of the agency, and
yet to admit the existence of officers from among the colonists, and to al-
low on political questions a full expression of the popular opinion. This
plan having, after the experienIce of several months, proved itself well
adapted to promote the w~lfare and prosperity of the colony, received the
sanction of~the board of managers on the 18th May, 1825.

Trhe plan of' government, as submitted to the board in 1828, exhibited
a few deviations from the original form, though it continued in its princi.
pies the sanie. These deviations, Mr. Ashmun remarks, "1have.,grown
gradually Out of' the altered and improving state of the colony, and ~are
neither Wbe offspring of a rash spirit of experiment, nor have they been
made without evident necessity. This revised constitution, or form of
government, was adopted by t'he tuaRovaers of' the society, October 22d,

PLAN OF CIVIL GOVERNMENTr FOR THE COLONY OF LI 01uIA.

The necessity (if' a mild, just,i and efficient civil government,.for the
preservation of' individual and political rights among any people, and' th~e
advancement of ,tm'ne' prosperity, induces t~he board of znriwff au' h
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American Colonization Society to adopt, after mature consideration, the
following system of government, for the proper regulation of public affairs
in the colony of Liberia:

ARTICLES 1. The agent of the American Colonization Society, resident
in the colony, possesses, within the same, sovereign power, subject only to
the constitution, the chartered rights of the citizens, and the decisionsof
the board.
ARTICLE II. All male colored people, who have subscribed the oath

to support the constitution, and drawn and not forfeited lands in the colo.
ny, shall be entitled to vote for, and be eligible to, the civil offices of the
colony.
ARTICLE 111. The civil officers of the colony shall be appointed annu.

ally; and the polls for the general annual election of the colony shall be
opened on the last Tuesday in August, and continued open not more than
three nor less than two successive days, in the different settlements.
Elections shall be organized by the sheriff, by the appointment in each set.
tlement of a president, two judges, and two clerks.
ARTICLE IV. The colonial officers eligible by the annual suffrage of the

freeholders, in which the agent has the right to interpose his negative,as.
signing to the voters, in time to renew the choice at the same election,
his reasons for such interposition, are, for the colony, a vice agent, two
counsellors, a high sheriff, a register, and a treasurer; and for each of the
settlements consisting of not less than sixty families, two commission.
ers of agriculture, two commissioners to form a board of health, and two
censors.
ARTICLE V. The vice agent shall be admitted to the council of the agent

in all important matters, and shall express an opinion on all questions sub-
mitted to his consideration. He shall aid the- agent in the discharge of
his various duties, and in the support and execution of the laws; and, in
the event of the agent's absence or sickness, the vice agent shall become
the general superintendent of public affairs.
ARTICLE VI. The vice agent, with two counsellors, shall constitute a

council,. who shall meet, when requested by the agent, to deliberate on the
interests of the colony, and the measures to be taken for their security and
advancement.
The vice agent shall also advise with the other members of the council,

on any subjects connected with the general welfare, as often as he shall
think it proper; and report the result to the agent, if proper, or act upon
the same in case of. his absence.
ARTICLE VII. The duty of the counsellors shall be, to aid the agent or

vice agent with their advice and counsel, on subjects relating to the gen-
eral welfare of the colony, whenever thereto requested by either.
ARTICLE VIII. The high sheriff shall, either by himself or his deputies,

aid in the organization of elections; act as marshal for the governmentof
the colony-; execute all processes, judgments, and commands, of the court
of sessions; and perform, generally, the services required of the same offi-
cer by the common laws of England and the United States.
ARTICLE IX. The secretary-of the colony shall take charge of, and care-

fullylkeep, all the papers, records, and archives, of the colony, generally;
shall attend and exactly record the doings of the agent in council; shall
publish all the ordinances and legal enactmnents of the government; publish
government notices; issue the agent's orders, civil, military, and judicial,
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to the proper functionaries; deliver -a fair copy:of government papersene-
cessary to be recorded to the register of the colony; and manage its in;-
ternal correspondence on.the part and under the directions of the agent.

ABTICLID X. The register shall record all documents and instruments
relating to the security and title of public and individual propertyj.gov-
ernment grants, patents, licenses, contracts, and commissions; and all other
papers which are properly a matter of record, and to which the govern.
ment of the colony shall be a party.
Every volume of records, when completed, shall be delivered by the

register to the secretary of the colony, for preservation among the archives
of the colony.
ARTICLE XI. The treasurer of the colony shall receive, and safely keep

all the moneys and public securities required by law or the judgment of
the courts to be deposited in the public treasury, and shall deliver up and
pay over the same only by a requisition signed by the agent or vice agent
of the colony, to whom he shall render a statement of the public finances
on the Monday preceding the annual election of the colony.
ARTICLE XH . The commissioners of agriculture shall report, and serve

as the organ of the government, on all subjects relating to the agriculture
of the colony.
The commissioners composing the board of health shall report, and serve

as the organ of the government, on all subjects relating. to the health of
the colony, shall ascertain the. proper objects of medical attention, report
nuisances prejudicial to the public health, direct their removal, and make
themselves generally active in diminishing the sufferings and dangers of
the settlers caused by sickness.
Each of these committees shall record, for the future use of the colony,

all important observations and facts relating to the subjects of their charge.
ARTICLE XIII. The two censors shall act as conservators of the public

morals and promoters of the public industry, and be obliged to do all the
duties and invested with all the legal powers, on whatever relates to the
public morals and industry, which are lawfully required of, and possessed
by grand jurors, in such parts of the United States as recognize such aux-
iliaries to their magistracy.

It shall be the special duty of these officers to ascertain in what way
every person, in their proper districts, acquires a livelihood ; to report or
present idlers; detect vicious or suspected practices; and present, for le-
gal investigation and cure, every actual or probable evil, growing, out .of
the immoralities, either of a portion of the community or of individuals. 4'
ARTICLE XIV. The judiciary of the colony shall consist of the agent,

and a competent number of the justices of peace created by his appoint-
ment. The justices shall have cognizance of all cases affecting the peace,
and of criminal cases within the definition ofpetit larceny, and all actions
of debt not exceeding twenty dollars. In the court of monthly sessions,
whether acting as a court 'of law or a court of equity, the agent or vice
agent shall preside, and the justices be his associates.
The court of monthly sessions shall have original jurisdiction in all

actions of debt in which the amount in litigation shall exceed twenty
dollars, and -in criminal causes above the degree of petit larceny; and
shall have appellate jurisdiction in all civil causes whatsoever.
The requisite number of constables for the colony shall be appointed

by the agent annually.
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! AL clerk and a crier of the court of sessions shall also be appointed by

the-said court annually.-
'An auctioneer, Who shall conduct all auction sales except those of thesheri4t arid constables, in 'pursuance of. the judgment of the courts of the

colony, shall alto be created by 'annual appointment of the agent.
A, :i storekeepers, librarian, commissary- of ordnance, to be appointed by

the agent, shall be respected and obeyed in matters. belonging to their
respective functions, as officers of the colony.
'.Instriucters in all public schools, having the sanction of a public chatter,

or'participiting, in any degree in the public fundss, shall be appointed anid
employed by the regular school committees of the colony, but with the
agent's approbation and concurrence.
'.Alll custom, port, infirmary, medical, guard, and police officers, not ap-
pointed by' the 'managers of the Colonization Society, and whose services
are required' and defined: by the laws of the colony, together with the
public measurers, inspectors, and appraisers, shall be appointed by the
agent of the colony.
ARTICLE XV. The militia of the colony shall consist wholly of such

uniformed volunteer corps as shall obtain charters under the government
of the colony ; of which charters the following shall be fundamental
articles

1st. That the corps shall always comply with any requisitions for their
services, either wholly or in part, made by the executive government Of
the colony.

2d. That the corps shall ever preserve, and hold themselves, and their
arms and equipments, in a state of readiness for actual service at the
shortest notice.

3d. 'That the officers be commissioned by the agent. And
-ALth. That they shall muster, parade, and serve in the line of th-e' colony,

under general officers, when thereto required by the executive govern.
meant.
General officers shall be appointed by the agent; and, when especial

reasons do not forbid, shall be taken from the officers of the several corps,
and promoted 'according to rank and the seniority of their commissions.

All military offences and delinquencies shall be tried by a general court
martial, to be composed, except the officers and guards of the court, of
commissioned officers, and to sit quarterly.
A correct copy. J. ASHMUN.

FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COLONIZATION SOCIETY.

The society for colonizing the free people of color held its first anniver*
Nary on Thursday, the 1st day of January, 181s, in the chamber of 'the
House: of Representatives, and it will be worthy of note, if on no other
account, from the fame and talents of the individuals whose influence and
exertions have been 'blended to achieve the objects of the society. Nor
can aniy subject more justly ennoble the efforts of genius than the interests
of an institution grasping so wide a field of patriotism and humanity.
But to those patrons of it, by whose gra~cious endeavors it was begtin.and
advanced, it 'must have been eminently gratifying to find, in the report of
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the proceedings of the: past year, such abundant proofs of its prosperity
and' improvement. The concurrence of every part of the country to
strengthen and: establish it leaves no doubt that the warmest wishes of the
philanthropist will be satisfied with the success of its issue. The succeed-
ing publications, however, will best illustrate the views and resources of
the society.
The meeting was opened by the Hon. Bushrod Washington, with the

following perspicuous and elegant address:
"It is with peculiar satisfaction that I meet the founders and patrons of~the Arberican Colonization Society, after the experience of a year has as-

certained that their wise and benevolent purpose will be seconded by the
voice of. our common country.
From every quarter of the United States, the aspirations of good men

have been breathed to Heaven, for. the success of our future labors.
The resolution of Virginia, soliciting the aid of the General Government

iri effecting a similar. object, which had passed the popular branch of her
Legislature by a very large majority, before the organization of this society,
received shortly after the almost unanimous sanction-of her Senate.

Auxiliary societies have been formed in many parts of the country, and
in the populous cities of New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, for the
purpose of co-operating with the parent society established at the seat of
the General Government; and many similar associations await only the
measures which the President of the United States may be expected to takl,
in pursuance of the request of Virginia, to imbody themselves, and to com-
bine the resources of the Union for the completiong~f our comprehensive
and benevolent design.
Among a small but opulent society of slavehoiders in Virginia a sub-

scription has been raised, by the zealous exertions of a few individuals,
of such magnitude as to illustrate the extent of the funds which we -may
hope hereafter to 'command, and to induce a confident hope that our
labors will be rewarded by the willing contributions of a generous and en-
lightened people.

Other public-spirited individuals have forborne to make similar efforts
until the success of our preparatory measures shall have been clearly as-
certained.
The society have engaged two agents to explore the western coast.of

Africa, and to collect such information as may assist the Government of the
United States in selecting a suitable district on that continent for the pro-
posed settlement. The performance of this preliminary duty ha§ been
confided to Samnuel J. Mills and Ebenezer Burgess, gentlemen possessing
all the qualifications requisite for the important trust confided to them, and
their report may-reasonably be expected before the next annual meeting
of the society.
The addition which has recently been made to our stock of knowledge

of that continent, to which every eye is directed as the proper theatre of
our, future labors, is highly encouraging to that enlarged and beneficent
plan, which associates the political emancipation and future comfort of an
unfortunate class of men with the civilization and happiness of an afflicted,
oppressed, and degraded quarter of our globe.

Amidst these encouraging prospects, I cannot forbear a momentary tri.
bate of regret to the memory of a man to whom Africa is indebted for a
vindication of her capacity for moral and intellectual improvement, and the

*18i
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%world.for an illustrious example of disinterested benevolence. This event
is the more to be deplored. as the death of Captain Paul Cuffee occurred
after his usefulness had been recpntly tnanifested by the restoration of fifty
of his countrymen to the land of their forefathers-an act which must
afford to every Christian society fresh cause of gratitude to that God who
inspired this generous African to execute the counsels of universal benev.
olence.
An effort has been unfortunately made to prejudice the minds of the

free people of color against this institution, which had its origin, it is be.
lieved, in an honest desire to promote their happiness. A suggestion has
been made to then, which this society disclaims by the terms'of its con-
stitution, that they are to be constrained to migrate to the country which
may.be selected for the seat of our colony.. No suspicioncan be more un-
founded. It is sanctioned by no declarations or acts ofthis society, from
which alone our intentions can be candidly inferred.
As little can be apprehended by the proprietor who will not voluntarily

avail himself of the opportunity which this settlement will afford him of
emancipating his slaves without injury to his country. The effect of this
institution, if its prosperity shall equal our wishes, will be alike propitious
to every interest of our domestic society; and should it lead, as we may
fairly hope it will, to the slow but gradual abolition of slavery, it. will.
wipe from our political institutions the only blot which stains them; and,
in palliation of which. we shall not be at liberty to plead the excuse-of
moral necessity, until we shall have honestly exerted all the means which
we possess for its extipc.tion.

In the magnificent plans now carrying on for the improvement and
happiness of mankind in niany parts of the world, we cannot but discern
the interposition of that Alniighty power who alone could inspire and
crown with success these great purposes. But, amongst them all, there
is perhaps none uponwhich we may. more confidently implore the blessing
of Heaven than that in which we are now associated. Whether we con.-
sider the grandeur of the object, and the wide sphere of philanthropy
which it embraces, or whether wve view the present state of its progress
under the auspices of this society, and under the obstacles wbich might
have been expected from. the cupidity of many, we may discover in each
a certain pledge that the same benignant hand which has made these pre-
paratory arrangements will crown our efforts with success. Having,
therefore, these motives of piety to consecrate and strengthen the powerful
considerations which a wise policy suggests, we may, I trust, confidently
rely upon the liberal exertions of the public for the necessary means of
effecting. this highly interesting object."
The secretary,E. B. Caldwell, Esq., then proceeded to read the annual

report of the board of managers, as follows:
"The managers of the American Sbciety for colonizing the free people of

color of the United States, in submitting to the society their first report, are
encouraged to persevere in their efforts, from an increased confidence as
well in its practicability as in its importance. In a plan of such magni-
tiude, involving the happiness of many millions, and the success of which,
while it cannot fail to create a general interest, might conflict with estab-
lished prejudice, circumspection and delicacy become essential to its pro-
gress. The first step of the board of managers was to present a memorial
to Congress at their last session, which, with the report of the committee

M-8
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to whom it was referred, is now laid before the society. The nature and
novelty of the subject, not less than the mass of business which engaged
the deliberations of that body, did not permit them to pursue the report.
On the adjournment of Congress, the- board adopted suitable measures to
promote the views' of the society. without waiting the lapse of another ses-
sion. No efficient and decisive measures 'could be adopted, until it was
ascertained where the most suitable situation could be procured on the
west coast of Africa for planting the proposed colony ; and, although the
managers collected much interesting and useful information, and such as
gave them great encouragement to proceed, it could not supply the-place
of that which must be obtained from their own agents upon the spot. It
was therefore resolved, shortly after the rising of Congress, to appoint an
agent to visit and explore a part of the west coast of Africa. Upon fur-
ther deliberation, and considering the importance of the mission, the va-
riety of objects to which the attention of a single agent would be directed-,
the danger of having the main object defeated by the casualties to which
he might be exposed, as well as the importance of concert and co-opera-
tion in many difficulties which might occur, it was thought advisable to
increase the number to two. The managers accordingly, after having re-
ceived the most satisfactory testimony of their zeal, ability, and other
qualifications, 'ppointed Mr. Samuel J. Mills and Mr. Ebenezer Burgess
igeuts of the society for this purpose. It was supposed that much useful
information might be procured in England, and the inquiries of the agents
much facilitated by catling there, on their way to Africa. The members of
the African Institution in lEngland have been for many years engaged in
the laudable work of meliorating the condition of the long-neglected -and
much-abused Africans, and possess great influence in that country, and
particularly in the colony of Sierra Leone. A letter was therefore ad-
dressed by the president to that body, in hopes that the high character of
benevolence which characterizes the conductors of that institution, and the
similarity of the objects of its pursuits, would lead them cordially to co-
operate in the great designs of this society, and to give our agents all the
aid in their power. This letter, and the instructions and commissions of
the agents, are annexed to this report, for- the information of this society.
The agents sailed from this country the middle of November last.
The raising of funds to meet the expenditure necessary for effecting this

object has occupied much of the attention and labors of the board of man-
agers, and a still further increase of our resources will be essential to its
completion. Nor do we fear that the Americat' community will suffer
an object of so inuch importance, and of so high a character of benevolence,
to fail for the want of necessary pecuniary aid. We are happy to state
that auxiliary societies have been formed in Baltimore, Philadelphia, New
York, Virginia, and Ohio, and the board have received information of the
intention of forming other societies in different parts of the country. The
extension of these auxiliaries is of the first importance, as it is by their
means the public mind must be enlightened on the great' and important
objects of the society, and it, is through them, in some measure, the neces-
sary funds must he drawn for its support. In the prosecution of a plan,
which was-likely to attract the public attention to subjects of deep interest
and of great delicacy, it was expected that much jealousy would be excited,
and many fears and prejudices would be awakened. Persons acting from
the most opposite and contradictory views and principles have been ar-
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rayed in opposition to the society, from a mistaken apprehension of-its
tendency, as well as of the motives of its members. But, in the midst of
these difficulties,vwhich jealousy and prejudice have raised to impede our1
course, we are encouraged by the decided approbation of mnany of the-
most intelligent of our fellow-citizens in. different parts of the count,
arnong those the most distinguished for whatever is great or good, .and
almost all who have taken plains.to investigate and examine the statject,.
The more the public mind becomes informed, the more decided and general
will be its approbation; and we already number among our patrons many
whose dispositions were at first neutral, if not unfriendly.
The objectors to the society are generally those wvho acknowledge the

importance and utility of establishing the proposed colony, but suppose it
impracticable; and they refer principally: 1st. To the difficulty of procuir-
ing a proper situation for the colony. 2d. The supposed repugnance of;
the colonists. 3d. The expense of emigration. The first. objection is as.

S'tlring a difficulty without proof, and will be best answered by the report
of the agents who hate been sent to explore the country. The managers
are enabled at present tostate that, from information derived from various.
sources, they are persuaded that a situation can be procured in Africa, with.
the approbation and secured from the hostility of the neighboring nations,.
which will possess such fertility of soil and salubrity of climate as to riake,
it an inviting situation to the people of color in this country.

2d. The object-ion on the part of the colored people, it is readily seen,-
springs from first impressions, and is the result entirely of ignorance and
misapprehension. As these are removed, and their minds are informed
upon the subject, the phantoms which their alarmed imaginations had con-
jured up gradually disappear; and when they learn that the land of their.
fathers isnot cursed by a perpetual and unvarying sterility, nor inhabited
by the most sanguinary and ferocious savages, that instinctive principle'
which binds it to their affections is soon seen to unfold itself; and, though.
the managers have learned with surprise and regret that their fears have
been awakened in some places, by persons claiming their confidence, as
their peculiar and avowed defenders and. benefactors, they still believe
that the diffusion of juster opinions, founded on undoubted facts, in rela-
tion to the state of things in Africa, and the advantages of a settlement
there, will inake it very-generally, ifnot universally, the place of their
decided preference. The managers are the more confirmed in this opinion,
from their knowledge of the approbation of many of the mostintellignt
among the people of color to the plan.of the society, notwvithstanding the,
alarms which had been created, and the misapprehensions which had
been excited, and that many of those whowere at first violent in theirop.
position have become as decidedly friendly, upon learning the realmotives,
intentions, and objects of the society.
The managers have ascertained that there are numbers, of the highest

standing for intelligence and respectability, among that class ofpeople, who
are warmly in favor of the plan, from a conviction that it will, if accom-
plished,powerfully co-operate in placing the situationof their brethren
here and. in Africa in that scale of happiness and respectability among the
nationsof the earth from which they have long been degraded. Offersof
servicehave been received from many worthy and influential individuals
of theirvwn color, and from a number of families from different parts of
the United States. to become the first settlers in the colony, whenevera
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suitable situation shall be procured.- The managers can, with confidence,
state their belief that they would have no difficulty in procuring individ-
uals among them, worthy of -trust and confidence, to explore the country,
if necessary, and to plant a colony of sufficient strength to secure its safety
and prosperity. This being accomplished, there can be no difficulty it
presenting its importance to their brethren in such a manner and with
suich unquestionable testimony as must command their fullest confidence.
Without detailing the variety of information received by the board on this
subject, the managers cannot omit the testimony of Captain Patil Cuffee,
so well known in Africa, Europe, and America, for his active and en-
larged benevolence, and for his zeal and devotedness to the cause of-the'
people of color. The opportunities of Captaip Cuffee of forming a correct
opinion were superior perhaps to those of any man in America. His
judgment was clear and strong, and the warm interest he took in whatever
related to the happiness of that class of people is well known. The testi-
anony of such a man is sufficient to outweigh all thie UnllfoLunded predictions
and idle surmises of those opposed to the plan of the. society. H-e had
visited twice the coast of Africa, and became well acquainted with the
country and its inhabitants. He states that, upon his opinion alone, he
could have taken to Africa. at least two thousand people of color from
Boston and its neighborhood. In the death of Paul Cuffee the society has
lost a most useful advocate, the people of color a warm and disinterested
friend, and society a valuable member. His character alone ought to be
sufficient to rescue- the people to which he belonged fro6m the unmerited
aspersions which have been cast on them. The plan of the society met
with his entire approbation, its success was the subject of his ardent
wishes, and the prospect of its usefulness to-the native Africans and their
descendants in this country was the solace of his declining years, and
cheered the last moments of his existence.

3d. The objection urged on the score of expenditure, in transporting so
many persons to Africa, has been arrayed in all the imposing forms of fig-
ures and calculations. There is a material error in estimating the expense
of removing each' individual by the same ratio which may be incurred in
the removal of the first colonists, without making any allowance for the
thousands that will be enabled to defray their own expenses.
The advantages of the progress of the colony must have been equally

overlooked, as it may be expected soon to become sufficiently established
and flourishing to offer immediate employment to those who come among
them, and who will be able to work and provide for their own subsistence.
In addition to this, much may be expected from the augmented value of
the land in proportion to its settlement.
Our Western countries present the best comment on'this subject. An

emigration to Africa will be attended with less expense, and the emigrants
will be exposed to less inconvenience, and to fewer difficulties, when 'the
colony is established, than many of the emigrants to the Western country
now encounter; and yet we find thousands coming, even from the remote
parts of Europe, to the interior of America, without the means and advan-
tages which thousands of people of color possess in thii country, and that
they often rise to respectability and independence, and even to wealth.
The managers cannot pass the; occasion without noticing the death of

the Reverend Doctor Finley, one of the vice presidents, during the past
year. The deep interest which he took in the success o1' the society, and
the zeal he displayed in its formation, are well known to many present.
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In his last sickness, he was much gratified upon, receiving information of
the progress, of the society, and of its prospects of success. It gave donso-
lation and comfort to his* last moments. When we view the society in
this early stage of its proceedings, as animating the hopes and cheering the
prospects. of the dying Christian who had been engaged in its service,
when we view it as consecrated by the prayers of the pious, may we not
be led with humble confidence. to look to the good hand of an overruling
Providence to guide its deliberations.? may ve. not expect that the bene-
dictions of millions yet unborn shall bless its anniversary ?"
On motion of Mr. Clay, a letter of Thomas Jefferson, late Presidenit of

the U~nited States, was read, which he understood was in the hands of
some one present, and would show that the importance of such an irnstitu.
tioni had been long since duly appreciated, and had received the approba.
tion of that illustrious individual.

Copy qi a letter from T/owrczs Jefferson, late President of the United
Slates, to John Lynd.

MONTICELLO, January 2 1, 1811.,
SIR You have asked my opinion on the proposition of Ann Mifflin,;to.

take measures for procuring, on the coast of Africa, an establishment to
which the people of color of these States might, from time to time,
be colonized, under the auspices of different Governments. Having long
ago made up my'nmind on this subject, I have no hesitation in saying that
I have ever thought that thee most desirable measure. which could be
adopted for gradually drawing off this part of our population-most ad.
vantageous for themselves as xvell as for ns. Going from a country pos-
sessing all the useful arts, they might be the means of transplanting them
aniong the inhabitants of Africa; and would thus carry back to the coun-
try of their origin the seeds of civilization, which might render their so.
journment here a blessing in the end to that country.

I received, in the last year of my entering into the administration of the
General Government, a letter from the Governor of Virginia, consulting.
me, at the request of the Legislature of the State, on the means of procur-
ing some such asylum, to which these people might be occasionally sent.
1 proposed to him the establishment of Sierra Leone, in which a private
company in England had already colonized a number of negroes, and
particularly the fugitives from these States during the revolutionary war;
and at the same time suggested, if that could not be obtained. sonie of the
Portuguese possessions in South America as most desirable.
The subsequent Legislature approving these ideas. I wrote the ensuing

year (1802) to Mr. King, our minister in London, to endeavor t6 negotiate
with' the Sierra Leone company, and induce them to receive such of these
people as might be colonized thither. He opened a correspondence with
Mr. W - and Mr. Thornton, secretary of the company, on the sub-
ject; atid, in 1803, I received, through Mr. King, the result; which was,
that the colony'was going on in but a languishing condition ; that the
funds of the company were likely to fail, as they received no return of
profit, to keep them up; that they were then in treaty with the Govern'
ment to take the establishment off their hands; but that in no event should
they be willing.to receive more of these people from the United States, as
it. was that portion of settlers -who had gone irom the United States, who,

too,



by their idleness and turbulence, tad kept the settlement ill Sonstant dan-
ger of dissolution, which could not have been prevented, but for the aid of
the Marroori negroes from the West Indies, who were more industrious
and orderly than the others, and supported the authority of the Govern-
ment and its laws.

I think I learned afterwards that the British Government had taken the
colony into their own hands, and I believe it still exists.

The effort which I made with Portugal, to obtain an establishment from
them, within their colonies in Sonth America, proved also abortive.
You inquired, further; "-whether 1 would use my endeavors to procure

such an establishment, secure against violence from other Powers, and par.
ticularly the French-" Certainly, I .sAhall be willing to do any thing I
can to give it effect and safety.

-But I am but a pritrate individual, and could only use endeavors with
individuals; whereas the National Government can address themselves
at once to those of Europe. to obtain the desired 'sectirity, and will unques-
tiollably be ready to exert its influence with those nations to effect anob-
ject so benevolent in itself, and so important to a great portion of its cnn-
stituents.; indeed, nothing is more to be wished than that the United State,{
would themselves tundertake to make such an establishment on the coast
of africa.
Exclusive of motives of htimuanity, the commercial advantages to be-de-

rived from it might defray all its expenses; but for this the national mind
is not prepared. It may, perhaps, be doubted whether many of these
people would voluntarily consent to such an exchange of situation, and
but few of those who are advanced to a certain age in habits of slavery
would be capable of governing themselves. This should not, however,
discourage the experiment, nor the early trial of it. And propositions
should be made, with all the prudent caution and attention requisite to re-
concile it to the interest, the safety, and prejudice of all parties.

Accept the assurance of my respects and esteem.
THOMAS JEFFERSON.-

Mr. NM1rcer then rose and said he was happy to have it inl his power to
itiformi the society that the sentiments of our present Chief Magistrate were
not less friendly to its benevolent object than 'those of his predecessor,
whose letter had been just read. It was (said 'Mr. Mercer) through a very
interesting correspondence between Mr. Monroe, then Governor of Vir-
ginia, with Mr. Jefferson, that the General Assembly had first solicited the
aid of the Government of the United States to procure aii asylum for our
free people of color. Nor swas the sentiment which prompted thiseffort
in the councils of Virginia confined to a few individuals, distinguished tfir
the extent of their political views or by romantic feelings of benevolence.
'l'he resolution, to which the address of the president had just called the
attention of the society, passed the popular branch of the Legislature of
Virginia with but nine dissenting voices out of one hundred and forty-six,
and a full quorum of the Senate, with but-one. It was, in fact, but a r6pe-
tition, of certain resolutions which had been unanimously adopted by the
same Legislature, though in secret session, at three antecedent periods in
the last seventeen years. It was truly the feeling and voice of Virginia.
Many thousand individuals in our native State, you well know, Mr.

President, are restrained (said Mr. Mercer) from manumitting their slaves,
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as you. atid I are, by the melancholy conviction that they:'canniot yield.to
the suggestions of humanity without manifest injury to their country. - -,

The rapid increase of the free people of color, by which their number
was extended, in the ten years preceding the last census of the United
States, from fifteen tG thirty thousand, if it has not endangered our
peace, has inipaired the value of all the private property in a large section
of our country. Upon our low lands, (said Mr. Mercer,) it seems as if some
malediction had been shed. The habitations of our fathers have sunk
into ruins ; the fields which they tilled have become a wilderness. Such
is the table land between the valleys of our great rivers. 'Those newly
grown and almost impenetrable thickets, which have succeeded a wretched
cultivation, shelter and conceal a banditti; consisting of this degraded, idle;
and vicious population, who sally forth from their coverts, beneath the ob
scurity of night, and plunder the rich proprietors of the valleys. They in.
fest'the suburbs of the towns and cities, where they become the deposit.
ries of stolen goods, and, schooled by necessity, elude the vigilance of our
defective police.

it has been suggested, (said Mr. Mercer,) that resources will be wanted
to Save success to our enterprise. Let its commencement be but propi.
tious, and it will eventually prosper to the extent of our most sanguine
wvishes. The great obstacle to be surmounted will arise, not from the
sordid propensity of the slaveholder, but from the imperfect means within
our reach of transporting and early providing for the numerous colonists
who will present themselves to our charity, or be tendered to our accept.
.ance by their present masters.

The laws of Virginia now discourage, and very wisely perhaps, the
emancipation of slaves. But the very policy on which they are founded
will afford every facility to emancipation, when the colonization 'of the
slave will be the consequence of his liberation.

I have, Mr. President, offered these hasty remarks,.under the impression
that some of the facts which they disclose may have been unknown to tho
society. It has my most fervent prayers, and shall command my utmost
efforts for its success, which requires, to ensure it, nothing but our united,
zealous, and persevering exertions.
On motion of MIr. Clay,
Resolved; unalnirnofusly, That the thanks of the society be presented to

the board of managers, for the able and satisfactory manner in which
they have discharged the duties assigned to them by the society, and that
they be requested to furnish a copy of the first report of their proceedings
for publication.

Mr. Clay rose to submit a motion which he had hoped some other gen-
tlernan would have offered. It was a vote of thanks to the board of man*
agers. He would not be restrained from proposing it by the official rela.
tionlinlwhich he stood to the board. because, although lie was ex-offlcio'a
member, lie had really participated very little in its valuable labors, and
therefore could not be justly reproached with proposing thanks to himself.

Whilst he was up, he would detain the society. for a.fewv moments aIt
wvas proper again and again to repeat, that it was far from the intention of
the society to affect, in any manner, the tenure by which a certain species
of property is held. He was himself' a slaveholder; and he considered
that kind of property as inviolable as any other in the country. He would
resist as soon, and with as much firmness, encroachments upon it as he
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would encroachments upon any other property which he held. Nor was he
disposed even to go as far as the gentleman who had just spoken, (Mr.
Mercer,) in saying that he would emancipate his slaves, if the means
were provided of sending them from the country. It was also proper to
repeat, that it was equally remote frorrf the intention of the society that any
sort of 6obrcion should be employed in regard to the free people of 'color
who were the objects of its proceedings. Whatever was proposed to be done
vas td be entirely voluntary on their part.

It has been said that the plan of the society is impracticable and utta.
piano. Why? I-How have the descendants -of Africa been brought to
the shores of America ? By the most nefarious traffic that ever disgraced
the annals of mall. It has been, it is true, the work of ages. May we
not, by a gradual and persevering exertion, restore to. Africa that portion
of-her race among us that shall be liberated? He would not, he could
not, believe that man, in the pursuit of the vilest cupidity, in the prosecu-
tion of purposes of the most cruel injustice, which had constantly marked
the African slave trade, could accomplish more than might be attained in
a cause which was recommended by so many high, honorable, and animat-
ing considerations. Such was the cause in which this society is engaged.
The Christian, of whom unwearied constancy is the characteristic; the
philanthropist; the statesman,who looks only to the safety and happiness
of his own cotintry -in short, all good men, will find motives for engaging
their co-operation or their wishes iii behalf of the society. Its object is not
impracticable. Scarcely any thing-nothing, is beyond the power of those
who, in the pursuit of a just purpose, approved by good men, and sanc-

tioned by Providence, boldly and resolutely determine to command
success.
But the persons the amelioration ofwhose condition is the object of the

society will not, itis said, accept the proffered favor. Mr. Clay believed
at first that, from.want of information, very few of them would-not per-

haps one in a hundred in the interior. He was inclined to believe, how-
ever, that a number amply sufficient for the commencement of a colonial
establishment would go. These would be drawn principallyfrom the
cities,which would act as a sort of depot from the country for the colony.
Let five in a hundred only of that portion of our population be induced to
migrate, and a utumber abundantly sufficient to beginwith will be obtained.
The first difficulties obviated, and all will be obviated. Let the colony be
once firmly established and in prosperity, and all the obstacles will disap-
pear. Why should they not go ? Look at theearliest history of man; fol-
lowhim through all his subsequent progress, and you find him continually
migrating. What is the motive of this unceasing change of abode? To
better his condition. What brought our fathers'voluntarily to these shores,
then savage and forbidding, not less savage and forbidding, perhaps, than
those of Africa itself? To render themselves more happy.. This word
happiness (Mr. Claysaid) comprised many items. It comprehended, what
was hardly less important than subsistence, political and social considera-
tions. These the man of color nQver can enjoy-here, but are what lie would
find in the contemplated colony. And can there be any thing to a reflecting
freeman (atid some among the class of persons to whom he alluded were

doubtless capable of reflection) more humiliating, more dark and cheerless,
than to see himself, and to trace in imagination hisposterity, through all
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succeeding time, degraded and debased, aliens to the society of which they
are members, and cut off from all its higher blessings ?

Further, several of the slaveholding States already had, and perhaps all of
them would, prohibit entirely emancipation, without some such outlet was
created. A sense of their own safety required the painful prohibition. Ex-
perience proved that persons turned loose, who were neither frdemen nor
slaves, constituted a great moral evil, threatening to contaminate all parts
of society. Let the colony once be successfully planted, and legislative
bodies, who have been grieved at the necessity of passing those prohibitory
laws, which at a distance might appear to stain our codes, will hasten to
remove the impediments to the exercise of benevolence and hlmanity,
They will annex the condition, that the emancipated shall leave the coun-
try; andl he has placed a false estimate upon liberty who believes that
there are many who would refuse the booti, when coupled even with such
aconditiori.

But (Mr. Clay said) he would not longer digress from the object of his
motion. He was persuaded he would meet the unanimous concurrence
of the society iti the proposition that its thanks be tendered to the board of
managers, for the able and satisfactory manner in which they had executed
their duties.
On motion of Mr. Key,
Resolved, unanipmously, That the thanks of the society. be presented to

the president of the society, for his aid and influence in promoting the ob-
jects of the society, and that lie be requested to furnish a copy of his ad-
dress for publication.
On motion of Mr. Bayard,
Resolved, unanimously, That the thanks of this society be presented to

the members of those auxiliary societies that have been formed in various
parts of the United States, to forward the plan and to contribute to the
funds of this institution.-
On motion of Mr. Herbert,
Resolved, unanimously, That tihe future annual meeting of this society

be held on the last Saturday of December.
'rhe society then proceeded to the appointment of officers for the present

year, when the following persons were elected

The Hon. Bushrod Washington was unanimously elected president.
l~icC Presidents.

Hon. William il. Crawtbrd, of Georgia.
lion. Henry Clay, of Kentucky.
Hon. William Phillips. of Massachnsetts.
Col. Henry Rutgers, of New York.
Hlon. John E. Howard, )
Horn. Samuel Smith, 5 of Maryland.
Hon. John C. Herbert, 9
John Taylor of Caroline, Esq., of Virginia.
Gen. Andrew Jackson, of Tennessee.
'Robert Ralston, Esq.,Z

chard Rush, Esq.! of Pennsylvania.
Gen. John Mason, District of Columbia.
Samuel Bayard, of New Jersey.
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JJ'Iant>gers..

Francis S. Key. Benjamin G. Orr.
Walter Jones. Johln Peter.
John Laird. Edmund Z. Lee.
Rev. Dr. James Laurie. William Thornton.
Rev. Stephen B. Balch, William H. Fitzhiglh.
Rev. Obadiah B. Brown. Henry Carroll.

Elias B. Caldwell, Esq., Secretary.
John G. McDonald, Recording Secretary.
David English, Treasurer.

WASHINGTON, NVovember, 5, 1817.

To Samuel J. Mills anld kbenezer Buv'gess:
You have been appointed the agents of the " board of managers of the

American Society for colonizing the free people of color of the United.
States," for the purpose of visiting England and Africa on a mission of in-
quiry.
The object which you will keep in view while engaged in this mission

is, to obtain that information which will enable the board to concert their
future measures with a prospect of succeeding in their design. Your gen-
eral conduct will be governed by the following instructions:

I. iYou will make the necessary preparation for leaving this country,
and embrace the first favorable opportunity which shall present, for Eng-
land.

2. Upon your arrival in London, you. will present your instructions and
letters to such gentlemen as shall be named by the board, and to others
to whom you may have letters of introduction.

3. You will endeavor to procure information from those gentlemen rela-
tive to the state of the west coast of Africa, the best means of prosecuting
your inquiries when you arrive there, and to obtain letters of introduction
from the proper persons to the governor of the Sierra Leone colony, and
to any other gentlemen on the coast who may probably aid you in your
object.

4. When you have made the necessary preparations, which you are re-
quested to do with the least possible delay, you will embark for the coast
of Africa. You will make the Sierra Leone colony, with the approbation
of the governor thereof, your principal station, while you remain on the
coast.

5. You will make yourselves acquainted with the Sierra Leone colony,
particularly of its history, progress, improvement, and prospects, with a
view to furnish such information as may be useful in forming a colony on
the coast.

6. You will visit the coast above and below the colony of Sierra Leone
to as great an extent as shail be deemed expedient, and give a description
of that part of the coast visited by you, and endeavor to procure as much
information a's possible of other parts of the coast and of the interior.
And we would particularly direct your attention to the climate, soil, and
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healthiness of the country, and its fitness for agricultural improvements; as
it is in contemplation to turn the attention of the new colonists mostly to
agriculture, As connected with this object, you will procure all the in-
formation in your power as to the extent of the rivers on the coast;' their
sources, and how far navigable; the mountains, and general face of the
country; and, finally, every thing that may be considered interesting and
useful to the society, to enable it to form an opinion as to the most eligible
spot for the colony, and the prospect of success, when established. It
would be particularly desirable to ascertain the character of the different
nations or tribes on the coast, and more especially of those in the neigh.
borhood of the place you may recommend as a proper situation for the
colony.

,7. You will direct your attention particularly to the Sherbro country,
which country it is expected you will visit. 1By means of native inter.
preters, you will endeavor to consult with the native chiefs of the different
tribes, and explain to them the design vhich the board have in view.
Should circumstances permit, you will obtain from them a pledge that
they will promote the. designs of the colony, should one be established;
and that, as far as they have the possession of the country, a section of it
sball be given up to the Government of the United States, or the society, dt
a fair price, should Congress or the board hereafter make the request, for the
purpose of colonizing the free people of color, as the board propose.

S. After you shall have completed your inquiries, and as far as possible
attained the object of your mission, you will return to America director,
by the way of England, as shall-be deemed proper. It is desired that you
would return direct to this country, unless the inducements to revisit Eng-
land are strong.

r. You will obtain as particular and accurate an account of the territo-
ries, and their limits, claimed by the different European nations, on the wdst
coast of Africa, as possible, together with the character of the different
nations on the coast and in the interior, and the boundaries of their territo-
ries. On your return, you will present to the board a full account of your
expedition, and of the information procured by you, and improve every
opportunity which may present to inform the board of your progress.

10. You will keep an account of your expenses, for the inspection of the
board.

In addition to these instructions, you will be furnished with copies of
the constitution of this society, and of the memorial of the board of managers
which was addressed to the Congress of the United States during their
session of 1816-'17.

BITSHROD WASHINGTON,
President of the American Colonization Society.

E. B. CALDWELL, Secretary.

To Samuel J. Mills and Ebeneier Burgess:

GENTLEMEN: The board of managers of the American Society for colo
izing the *free people of color of the United States haveappointed. you

their agents, on a mission to explore tL part of the west coast of Africa. k

the purpose of ascertaining the best situation which can be procuredM
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colonizing, the free people of color of the United States. You will act in
conjunction as much as possible but, should you be separated, to fbr-
ward the objects of the mission, or by a dispensation of 'Providence, you
will act as if you' had a separate commission, taking care, in case of acting
separately, not to let your engagements interfere with each other. The
situation to which you have been called is one of great importance and
responsibility, and will require from you the greatest diligence, skill, and
prudence, as the success of the benevolent designs of the society may, it 'a
great measure, depend upon your mission. General instructions will be
given with this commission, but very much must be left to your own dis-
cretion and prudence, on which the board place the greatest reliance. The
objects of the society are of that enlarged benevolence, affecting, as they be-
lieve, Not only the temporal and spiritual interests of thousands of our
fellow-creature.s in this country, but in Africa likewise; that they calculate
upon the cordial aid and co-operation of the philanthropist of every clime
and country, whose assistance you may need in the prosecution of your
design; and they are the more sanguine in their calculations for this
friendly support, from the attention which this class of the human family
have received from the most distinguished individuals in Europe, and par-
ticularly in Great Britain. But whilst we thus say, "be ye wise as ser-
pents, and harmless as doves," and recommend you to the benevolent and
feelingstranger, your principal reliance will be on Him who has made
of one blood all the nations of the earth, and in whose hands are the
hearts of all the children of men, to turn them as he pleaseth. May he be
your protector, and preserve you from "the arrow that flieth'by day,"
and "the pestilence that walketh in darkness," and " the destruction that
wasteth at noonday." May that " Saviour who is to receive Egypt as a
ransom, and Ethiopia and Seba to himself ," who hath promised to "' call
his sons from far, and his daughters from the end of the earth," "make
for you a way in the sea" and in " the wilderness," and ";a path in the
mighty waters," that all may issue to His honor and glory, and the spread
of the Redeemer'skingdom.

B3USHROD WASHINGTON,
5 President qf the American Colonization Society,

E. B. CALDWELL, Secretary.

Copy of a letterfrom Genercal Harper.
BALTIMORE, -$)IgUSt 20, 1817.

DEAR SIR: Ever since I received your letter of July 11, requesting the
communication of such ideas as had occurred to me concerning the pro-
posed plan of colonizing the frce blacks in 'the United States, with their
own consent, and indeed from the time of our short interview at Wash-
ington, when you first mentioned' the subject to me, I have kept it con-
stantly in view, and revolved it much in my mind. Hitherto, however, I
have been prevented fromn putting my thoughts on paper, or even digest-
ing and reducing them to method, by various interruptions, arising in part
from accident, and in part from professional engagements, in the midst of
which I am obliged at last to write. This may interfere very much with
the order of my ideas, but will not, I trust, occasion any material omission
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Nor ,do I1. apprehend much inconvenience from the delay, hnethe pie-
paratory measures 'for the first step in this great enterprise, the institution
of a. mission to the southwestern coast of Africa, to explore the ground
and seek,,out a suitable situation for the establishment of the colony, are
not yet, I believe, entirely completed.
Although you confine your request to the communication of my ideas

concerning the manner arid means of accomplishing this great design, it
will not, I trust, be improper or unseasonable to throw out, by way of
preface and introduction, some hints on its usefulness and practicability,
which' have long engaged my attention, and are susceptible I think of veiyrfull proof. To many, and especially to you, this I ktnow is quite unnece -

sary; but great numbers of our countrymen, including many. persons of
good sense, considerable influence, and the best intentions, may have seri-
ous doubts on these two points, which it is of great importance to remove,
in order to gain their zealous co-operation. Towards the attainment of so'
desirable an object I wish to contribute my mite, for which this seems to
he a fit occasion.

In reflecting on the utility of a plan for colonizing the free people of
color, with whom our country abounds, it is natural that %re should b6e
first struck by its tendency to confer a benefit c.i ourselves, by ridding us"
of a population for the most part idle -and useless, and too often' vicious
a'id mischievous. These persons are condevined to a state of hopeless iii-
feriority and degradation by their color, which is an indelible mark of their
origin and-former condition, and establishes an impassable barrier between
them and the whites. This barrier is closed forever by our habits and our
feelings, which perhaps it would be more correct to call our prejudices,
and which, whether feelings or prejudices, or a mixture of both, make ns
recoil with horror from the idea of an intimate union with the free blaclks,
and preclude the possibility of such a state of equality, between them aid:
us, as alone could make us one people.. Whatever justice, humanity, and,kindness, we may feel towards them, we cannot help considering theii;
and treating them, as our inferiors; nor can they help viewing themselves
in the same light, however hard and unjust they may be inclined to con.
side such a state of things. We cannot help associating them in our
feelings and conduct nor can they help associating themselves, with the
slaves, who have the 4ame color, the same origin, and the same manners,
and with whom they or their parents have been recently in the same con.
dition. Be their industry ever so great, and their conduct ever so correct,
whatever property they may acquires or whatever respect we may feel for
their characters, we never could consent, and they never could hope, to
see the two races placed on a footing of perfect equality with each other;
to see the-free blacks, or their descendants, visit in our houses, form part
of our circle of acquaintance, marry into our families, or participate in
public honors and employments. This is strictly true of every part of our
country, even those parts where slavery has long ceased to, exist, and is
held in abhorrence. There is no State in the Union where a negro or mu'-
latto can ever hope to be a member of Congress? a judge, a militia officer,
or even a justice of the peace; to sit down at the same table tithi the r'
spectable whites, or to mix freely in their society. I may safely assert that
Paul Cuffee, respectable, intelligent,-and wealthy as he is, has no expect
tion, or chance, of ever being invited to dine with any gentleman. iiin Nstoi
of marrying his daughter, whatever may be lier fortune or education, to
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one of theireons, or of seeing his son obtain a wife amnong their daugbh-
ters.

This circutmstance, arising from the difference of color and origin be-
twjeen the slaves and the (ree class, dfitiniuishes the slavery of America
from that of ,every othpr 'country, ancient or modern. Slavery existed
amnongalmost ill'the ancient nations; it now exists throughout Asia, Af-
rica, and Amnerica,.and in' every part of the Russian and Turkish domin-
ions inEurope; that isin more than three fourths of the world.' But
the great body of the slaves every where, except in North and' South
America, are of the same racQ, origin, color, and general character, with
the'free people. So it ,as among the ancients. Manumission therefore,
byremoving the slave from the condition of slavery, exempted him from
its consequences, and opened his way to a full participation in all the ben-
efits' offreedor . He was raised.to an equality with the free class, became
incorporated family,' and might, by good fortune or,good
conduct, soon wash out the stain, and obliterate the rernembraince, of his
former degraded condition.
But in the United States this is 'impossible. You maymanumit the

slave, but you canilot make him a white man; he still remains-'a negro
,or a mulatto. The mark and the recollection of his origin and forMA.,r sthte
Still adhere to him; the feelings produced by that condition in his own
mind, and ,in the' millds of the whites, still exist; he is associated, by his
color.and by these recollections and feelings, with the class of slaves; anid a
barrier is thus raised between him and the whites, that is, between him
and the free class, which he can never hope to transcend. With the hope
he gradually loses the desire. The debasement, which was at first cor-
pulsoty, has now become habitual and voluntary. The incitement to good
conduct and exertion, which arises from the hope of raising himself or his
family in the world, is a stranger to his breast. He looks forward to no
distinction, aims at uo excellence, and brakes iio effort beyond the supply
of his daily. wants; and the restraintQ of' etaracter being lost to himn, he
seeks, regardless of the fLture, to obtain that suipiy by the means which
cost hirn the least rveenf trouble. The authority of tOte master being re-
moved, and its plhce -not being supplied by moral restr&irits or incite-
ments, he lives ih idlerpess. and probably in vice, and obtains a precarious
support by begging .)r theft. If; he should avoid those extremes, and fol-
low some regular i~c Larse of industry, still the habits of thoughtless ,i!uorov-idence, which he co)itracted while a slave himself or has caught frorifJhe
slaves among who.: lie, is forced to live, who of necessity are his compair-.
ions and associates, prevent.himn from making any permanent provision for
his support by prludent foresight and economy, and, in case of sickness, or
of b)odily disability from. any other cause, send him to live as a pauper at
the expense of the community.
There are no dcubt many honorable, and some very distinguished,.ex-

ceptions; but I may safely aripeal to the observation of every man, at all
acquainted with the class of people in question, for the correctness of this
picture.

Such a class must evidently be a burden and a nuisance to the commu-
nity; and every scheme which affords a prospect of removing so great an
evil must deserve to be niost favorably considered.
But it is not in themselves merely that the free people of color are a

nuisance and burden. They contribute greatly to the corruption of the
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slaves, and to aggravate the evils of their condition, by rendering them
idle, discontented, and disobedient. This also arises from the necessity',
under which the free blacks are, of remaining incorporated with the slaves,
of associating habitually with them, and forming part of the same class in
society. The slave, seeing his free companion live in idleness, or subsist,
however scantily or precariously, by occasional and desultory employment,
is apt to grow discontented with his own condition, and to regard as tyranny
and injustice ,the authority which compels him to' labor. Hence, he is
strongly incited to elude this authority, by neglecting his work as much'as
possible, to withdraw himself from it altogether by flight, anid sometimes
to attempt direct resistance. This provokes or irnpels the rriaster to sever-
ity, which would not otherwise be through necessary ; arid that severity,
by rendering the slave still niore 'discontented with his condition, and
more hostile towards his master, by adding the sentiments of resentment anrd
revenge to his original dissatisfaction, often renders him more idle arid more
,worthless, and thus indices the real or supposed necessity of still greater
harshness on the part of the master. Such is the tendency of that cori.
parison, which the slave cannot easily avoid making between his own sit-
uation and that of the free people of his own color, who are his compan-
ions, and in every thing, except exemption from the authority of a master,
his equals, whose condition, though often much worse than his own-, natu-
rally appears better to him; and, being continually under his observation,
and in close contact with his feelings, is apt to chafe, goad, and irritate him
incessantly. This effect, indeed, is not always produced; but such is the ten-
dency of this state of things, and it operates more extensively, and with
greater force, than is commonly supposed.
But this effect, injurious as it must be to the character and conduct of

the slaves, and consequently to their comfort and happiness, is far from
being the worst that is produced by theeexistence of free blacks among us.
A vast majority of the free blacks, as we have seen, are and must be an idle,'
worthless, and thievish race. It is with this part of them that the slaves
will neccessarily associate the most frequently and the most intimately.
Free blacks of the better class, who gain a comfortable subsistence by
regular industry, keep as much as possible aloof from the slaves, to whom
in general they regard themselves as in some degree superior. Their as.
sociati6n- is confined as much as possible to the better and more respecta-
ble class of slaves; but the idle and disorderly free blacks naturally seek
the society of such slaves as are disposed to be idle and disorderly too,
whom they encourage to be more and' more so by their example, their c6r'.
versation, and the shelter and means of concealment which they furnish,
They encourage the slaves to theft, because they partake, in its fruits;
they receive. secrete, and dispose of the stolen goods, a part, and probably
much the largest part, of which they often receive as a reward for their
services; they furnish places of meeting and hiding places in their houses
for the idle and the vicious slaves, whose idleness and vice are thus in.
creased and rendered more contagious. These hiding places and places of
meeting are so many traps and snares for the young and thoughtless slaves
who have not yet become vicious; so many schools, in which they are
taught, by precept and example, idleness, lying, debauchery, drunkenness,
and theft. The consequence of all this is very easily seen, and I am. sure is
severely felt, in all places where free people of color exist in considerable
numbers. 'T'hat so many resist'this contagion, that the free blacks thea
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selves, as well as the slaves, do not become still more generally profligate,
is a strong and consoling proof that the race possesses a fund of good dis-
ppositions, and is capable, irr a proper situation, and under proper manage-
ment,' of becoming a virtuous and happy people. To place them in such
a situation, to give them the benefit of such management, is the object of
your noble enterprise; anrd surely no object is more entitled to appro-
bation.

Great, however, as the benefits are which we may thus promise our-
selves from the colonization of the free people of color, by its tendency to
prevent the discontent and corruption of our slaves, and to secure to them
a-better treatment, by rendering them more worthy of it, there is another
advantage, infinitely greater in every point point of view, to which it may
lead the way. It tends, and may powerfully tendd, to rid us, gradually
and entirely, in the United States, of slaves and slavery: a great moral
and political evil, of increasing virulence and extent, from which nuch
mischief is now felt, and very great calarnity in future is justly apprehend-
od. It is in this point of view, I confess, that your scheme of colonization
most strongly recommends itself, in my opinion, to attention and support.,
The alarming danger of cherishing in our bosom a distinct nation, which
can never become incorporated with us, while it rapidly increases in num-
bers and improves in intelligence ; learning from us the arts of peace and
war, the secret of its own strength, and the talent of combining and di-
recting its force-a nation which must ever be hostile to-'us, from feeling
and interest, because it can never incorporate with us, nor participate in
the advantages which we enjoy; the danger of such a nation in our bosom
need not be be pointed out to any reflecting mind. It speaks.not only 'to
our understandings, but to our very senses; and however it may be de-
rided by some, or overlooked by others, who have not the ability or the
time, or do not give themselves the trouble to reflect on and estimate
properly the force and extent of those great moral and physical causes
which prepare gradually, and at length bring forth, the niost terrible con-
vulsious in civil society, it will not be viewed without deep and awful
apprehension by any who shall bring sound minds and some share of po-
litical knowledge and sagacity to the serious consideration of the subject.
Such persons will give their most serious attention to any proposition
which has for its object the eradication of this terrible mischief lurking in
our vitals. I shall presently have occasion to advert a little to the man-
ner in which your intended colony will conduce to this great end. It is
therefore unnecessary to touch on it here. Indeed, it is too obvious to re-
quire much explanation.
But,'independently of this view of the case, there is enough in the pro-

posed measure to command our attention and support on the scure of bel)-
efit to ourselves.
No person who has seen the slaveholding States, and those where sla-

very does not exist, and has compared ever so slightly their condition and
situation, can have failed to be struck with the east difference in favor of
the latter. This difference extends 'to every thing, except only the char-
acter and manners of the most opulent and best educated people. These
are very much the same every where. But in population; in the general
diffusion of wealth and comfort; in public and private improvements; in
the education, manners, and mode of life of the middle and laboring
classes ;--in the face of the country; in'roads,bridges, and innss; ili schools
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and churches; in the general advancementof improvement and prosperity,
there is no comparison. The change is seen the instant you .crosj't1ie ijne
wl~ich.separates the country ,where there are. slaves from that where there
arq none., -Even in the same State, the parts 'where slaves most aboinpd
are uniformly the worst cultivated, the poorest, and. the least populous;
wlrile wealth and improvement uniformly increase as the number of slaves
in Ithe country diminishes. I might prove and illustrate this position by
mnny examples drawn from a comparison of different States, as Maryland
anrd Pennsylvania, and between different counties iin the same State,,as
Charles county and Frederick, in Maryland; but itis unnecessary, because
every body who has seen the differentt parts of the country has 'been struck
by this difference.

Whence does it arise ? I answer, from this: that in one division,,of
country the land is cultivated by freemen, for their own benefit,.and inile
other almost entirely by slaves, for the benefit of their masters. It is the ob.
vi1bus interest of the first class' of laborers to produce as 'much and consum-e
.asi little as possible, and of the second class to consume as much and produce
as little as possible. What the slave consumes is for himself; what he
produces isfor his master. All the time that he can withdraw from labor
is gained to himself; all that he spends in labor is devoted to his master.A1l that the free laborer, on the contrary, can produce is for himself, ll
that he can save is s rnmuch added to his own stock. All the time that.l'e
lobes from labor is his own loss.

IThis, if it were all, would probably be quite sufficient to account for the
whole difference in question. But, unfortunately, it is far from being all.
Another, and a still more injurious effect of slavery, remains to be co'n-
sidered.
Where the laboring class is composed wholly,,or in a very considerable

degree, of slaves, and of slaves distinguished from the free class by color,
features, and origin, the ideas of labor and of slavery soon become connected
in the minds of the free class. -This arises from that association of ideas
which forms one of the characteristic features of the human mind, aid
with which every reflecting person is well acquainted. They who coll
tirtually from their infancy see black slaves employed in labor, and forming
by much the, most numerous class of laborers, insensibly associate the ideas
of labor and of slavery. and are almost irresistibly led to consider labor as
a badge of slavery, and consequently as a degradation. To be idle, on the
contrary, is in their view the mark: and the privilege of freemen. The
efect of this habitual feeling upon that class of free whites which ought to
labor, and consequently upon their condition, and the general condition of
thb country, will be readily perceived by those wvho reflect on such subjects.
It is seen in the vast difference between the laboring class of whites in the
86outhernl and Middle, and those of the Northern and Eastern States.
Why are the latter incomparably more industrious, more thriving, more
oroprly, more comfortably situated, than the former ? The effect is obri-
ous to all those who have travelled through the different. parts of our country.
What is the cause? It is found in the association between the 'idea of
slavery. and the idea of labor, arid in the feeling produced by this assobia-
tjoI, that labor, the proper occupation of negro slaves, and especially ar-
cultural labor, is degrading to a free white man.
Thus we see that, where slavery exists, the slave labors as little as poss

sible., because all the time that he can withdraw' from labor is saved to his
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dwni enjoyments-; and consumes as much as possible, because what he.
c"lnsiime' belongs to his master; while the free white ntan is insensibly1
but iriesistibly led to regard labor, the occupation of slaves as a degrade
tiod, and to avoid it as much as he can. The effect of these combined and
powerful causes, steadily and constantly operating in the same direction ,
nriy easily be conceived. It is seen in the striking difference which exists
between the slaveholding sections of our country and those where slavery'
is otn permitted.

It is therefore obvious that a vast benefit would be conferred on the
country, ard especially on the slaveholding districts, if all the slave labor-
ers could be gradually and imperceptibly withdrawn from cultivation, ahd
their place supplied by free white laborers-I say gradually and imiper-
ceatibly, becauise,.if it were possible to withdraw, suddenly'and at once, so
great a portion of the effective labor of the community as is now supplied
by slaves. it would be productive of the most disastrous consequences. It
woid6 create an immense void, which could not be filled; it would im-
poverish a great part of the community, unhinge the whole frame of so-
ciety in a large portion of the countiy,'and probably end in the most de-
structive convulsions. But it is clearly impossible, and therefore we need
notenlarge on the evils which it would produce.
Bnt to accomplish this great and beneficial change gradually and ii-

perceptibly, to substitute a free white class of cultivators for the slaves,
with the consent of the owners, by a slow but steady and certain opera-
tion, I hold to be as practicable as it would be beneficial ; and I regard
this scheme of colonization as the first step in that great enterprise.
The considerations stated in the first part of this letter have long since

produced a thorough conviction in my mind that the existence of a class
of free people of color in this country is highly injurious to the whites the
slaves, and the free people of color themselves. Consequently, that all
emancipation, to however small an extent, which permits the persons
emancipated to remain in this country, is an evil which niust increase with
the increase of the operation, and would become altogether intolerable, if
extended to the whole, or even to a very large part, of the black population.
lam therefore strongly opposed to emancipation, in every shape and degree,
unless accompanied by colonization.

I may perhaps on some future occasion develop a plan, on which I
have long meditated, for colonizing gradually, and with the consent of their
owners, and of themselves, where free, tho whole colored population,
slaves and all; but this is not the proper place for such an explanation,
for which indeed I have not time now. But it is an'essenftial part of Fibb
plan, and of every such plan, to prepare the way -for its adoption and iex.
edition, by commencing a colony of blacks, in a suitable situation and
under proper management. This is what youk society propose to accom-
plish. Their project therefore, if rightly formed and well conducted, will
open the way for this more extensive and beneficial plan of removing,
gradually and imperceptibly, but certainly, the whole colored population
from the country, and leaving its place to be imperceptibly supplied,4as it
would necessarily be, by a class of free white cultivators. In every part
of the country this operation must necessarily be slow. In the Southernli
and Sbuthwesitern States it will be very long before it-cn be accomp li ed,
and a very considerable time must probably elapse before it can -e31 corn
thince. IIt will begin first, and be first coripletded- iil the Middle Stat~i
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where the evils of slavery are most sensibly felt, the desire of getting.rid
of. the slaves is already strong, aind a greater facility exists of :stipp yin
their, place by white cultivators. From thence it will gradually extend;}0
the South and Southwest, till, by its steady, constant, and imperceptible.
operation, the. evils 'of slavery shall be rooted ount from every part of the.
United States, and the slaves themselves, and their posterity, shall be con-.
verted into a free, civilized, and great 'nation, in the country from which
their progenitors were dragged, to be wretched themselves'and a curs
the whites. r t

This great end is to be attained in no other way than by a plan of utii-
versal colonization, founded -on the consent of the slaveholders andof
the colonists themselves. For such a plan, that of the present .coloniza-
tion society opens and prepares the way, by. exploring the ground, select'.,
ing a proper situation, and planting a colony, which may serve as a ;0-
ceptacle, a nursery, and a school, for those that are to follow. It is in this;
point of view that I consider its benefits as the most extensive and im-'
portant, though not the most immediate.
The advantages of this undertaking, to which I have hitherto adverted,

are confined to ourselves. They consist in ridding us of the free people
of color, and preparing the way for getting rid of the slaves and of slavery,
In these points of view they are undoubtedly very great. But there are
advantages to the free blacks themselves, to the slaves, and to the immense
population of middle and southern Africa, which no less recommend this
undertaking to our cordial and zealous support.
To the free blacks themselves the benefits are the most obvious, and;

will be the most immediate. Here they are condemned to a state of hope-
less inferiority, and consequent degradation. As they cannot emerge from
this' state, they. lose by degrees the hope and at last the desire of emerge,
ing. With this hope and desire they lose the most powerful incitemenints
to industry, frugality, good conduct, and honorable exertion. 'For want
of this incitement, this noble and ennobling emulation, they sink for'the`
most. part into a state of sloth, wretchedness, and profligacy. The 'few
'honorable exceptions serve merely to show of what the race is capable ii
a proper situation. Transplanted to a colonycomposedd of themselves
alone, they would enjoy real equality: in other words, real freedomm,
They would become proprietors of land, master mechanics, shipowner,
navigators, and merchants, and by degrees schoolmastersjustices of the.:
peace, militia officers, ministers of religion, judges, and legislators. There'
would be no white population to remind them of and to perpetuate' their
original inferiority; but, enjoying all the privileges Of freedom, they would
soon enjoy .all its advantages and all its digiiity. The whites who mnght
visit them would visit them. as equals, for the purposes of a commerncer
mutually advantageous. They would soon feel the noble emulation, to.
excel, which is the fruitful source of excellence' in all the various depart-,.
ments of life; and, tinder the influence of this generous and powerful ,sen-'
timent, united with the desire and hope of improving their condition, the.
most, universal and active incitements to exertion among men, they would'
rise, rapidly in the scale of existence, and s'on become equal to the people
of Europe, or of European origin, so long their 'masters and oppressors,
Of all this the most intelligent among them would soon become sensible.'
'The others would learn it from them; and the prospect and hope of- such.
blessings would have an immediate and. most beneficial effect on their',coon
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diiion iad character; for it will be easy to-adopt sii6h' regulations:to
elude from this colony all bitt those who shall 'deserve .by their conduct
t&wb'e er'itnitted: ' i5 rendering the hope of'admission a powerful incentive-
toiindiustry, honesty, and religion. ..
To the saves;th aough not so obvious or immediate, are

yet certain and great..
'In the first place, ihey would be greatly benefitedby the removal -of"the

free blacks; who nl*w corrupt them, and render then discontentede thus
exposing'them to harsher treatment and greater privations. Iln the- rext
place, 'this measure would open the way to their more frequent and easier
alanumission; for many persons, who 'are nlow restrained from :manu-
mitting their slaves by the' conviction that they generally becomneza. nui-
sante whetn malnumitted in the country, would gladly'give.themn fridomi
if'thhey were to be senot to a place where they might enjdy itusefullyto
themselves aud to society. And, lastlv, as this species of ivanufnission,
attended by removal to a country where they might obtain all the advanik
trges of freedom, would be a great blessing, and would soon be so consider
cred by then slaves, the hope of deserving a:d obtaining it, would. be a great
solace to their sufferings, and a powerful incitement to good conduct. -it
would thus tend. to make them happier and better before it catue, alnd to:
fit them' better ifor usefulness and happiness afterwards.
'sich a colony, too, would enlargelthe range of civilization and com-

merce, and thus tend to the benefit of all civilized-and commercial nations,
In' this benefit our own nation would ;rio:.t largely; participates because
having founded the colony, and giving it constant supplies of new inem-
bers,-as 'well as its first and principal supply of necessaries and codnfortsg
its first connexionis would be formed with us, and would naturally gro&ws
with its growth and our own, till' they ripened, into fixed-habits of inter,
course, friendship, and attachinetit.
iThe greatest benefit, however,to be hoped from this enterprise, that

which, in contemplation, most delights the philanthropic'mind, still remains
to be unfolded. It is the benefit to Africa herself, fr6m this rbtttrndofher
sons to her bosom, bearing'with them arts, knowledge, and civilization, to
which'she has hitherto been. a' stranger. Cast-your eyes,my' dear sir,%on
this:vast continent; pass over the northern and northeastern partsand
the 'great desert, where sterility, ferocious ignorance, and fanaticism, seem
to hdld exclusive and perpetual sway; fi'x your; attention on Soudman
and the widely extended regions to, the south; 'you see there innutnerablb.
tribes and- nations of blacks,' mild' and humane in their dispositionns;-suffi-
ciently intelligent,'robust, active;' and vigorous, not averse from labor-. br
wholly' ignorant of agriculture, and-possessing some-knowledge of -the
rMtder'arts, which' minister to the--first wants of civilized man; you see a
soil generally 'fertile, a climate; healthy for -the natives, amnd a niighty river,
which rolls its:waters through vast regionis inhabited'by these tribes, and
seems 'destined, by dn all wise and beneficent Providence, one day to cou-
nect-themr with each other,; and all of them with the rest bf the'world,,in
the relations of commerce and' friendly intercourse. What afield is-here
presented-for the blessings of 'civilization and Christianity, which colonies.
of civilized blacks afford the best and probably the only means of intro-
ducing. These colonies, composed;of blacks -already'instr~ucted in the arts
of civilized life and the tr'u'ths'of the" gospel, judiciously placed well con'
ducted, and constantly enlarged, will extend gradually into' the interior;
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williform commercial and political connexions with the native tribes in
their vicinity, will extend those connexions to tribes more and more re-
mote, will incorporate many of the natives with the colonies. and in their
turn make establishments and settlements among the natives, and thus
diffuse all around the arts of civilization, and the benefits of literary, moral,
and religions instruction.
That such must be the tendency of colonies of this description, if well

placed,i well formed, and well conducted, cannot, I think, be reasonably
doubted. Stich a colony has already been established, with satisfactory.
success and flattering prospects. But it maybe doubted, perhaps, whether
the situation has been fortunately chosen with respect to all the objects
that ought to be kept in view; and it is still more questionable, whether
a sufficient supply of colonists of a proper description, to give it the extent
necessary. for rendering it in any considerable degree beneficial, canN'be
drawn from the sources on which it must rely. It is in the United States
alone that such colonists can be round in any considerable numbers. Ih
the choice of a good situation, too, on which so much depends, we have
far more assistance from .recent discoveries, and the extentioti of geograph-
ical knowledge in that quarter of the globe, than was possessed by the:
founders of that colony. We have the benefit of their experience, of their
discoveries, and even of their errors, which we may be able to correct or.
avoid. Useful therefore and meritorious as their establishment certainly: s,
we may hope to render ours far more extensively beneficial.
An objection, of some plausibility, is frequently urged against this

scheme of colonizing the free people of color, which it may be proper in
this place to tiotice. These people, it is said, especially the industriousoand
estimable part of them, will not go to the new colony. That many of them'
will decline to go at first, and some always, cannot be doubted. Itis even
probable, and may be safely admitted, that but few of them now think fa-'
vorably of the project; for inen, especially ignorant men, venture unwil-
lingly upon great * hanges, the extent, nature, and consequences of which
they are little capable of understanding. But it by no means follows that;
the same unwillingness or hesitation will continue, after the ground shall.
have been broken, the way opened, and the settlement formed. In the
first instance, none will engage but the most industrious, intelligent, and;
enterprising, who are capable of discerning the advantages of the under-.
taking, and have resolution and energy enough to encounter its first kard-
ships and risks. This is the case with all colonies, and especially those.
formed in distant, unknown, or unsettled countries. Some, resolute anil
adventurous spirits first embark, and they open and prepare the way fers
others. It is stated and believed, on evidence better known to you than
to me, that a sufficient number of such persons stand ready at this time: to
commence the colony, as soon as the necessary previous arrangements can
be made. I have no doubt of the fact, not only from information, but
from general reasoning on the human character, and my knowledge of
many individuals among the free blacks. When this-first step is taken,
(and in most enterprises the greatest difficulty lies in the first step,) when'
a settlement of free blacks shall have actually been formed, the way opened,
and the first difficulties surmounted, others will soon be disposed to fol
low. If successful and prosperous, as it certainly will be if properly con-
ducted, its success will quickly become known to the free blacks in every,
part of the country.
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However distrustful of the whites, they will confide in the reports made
to them by people of their own color and class. The prosperity of the
settlement, and the advantageous condition of the settlers, will soon be
universally understood and believed ; and, indeed, will he far mate apt to
be exaggerated than undervalued. The most ignorant and stupid of the
free people of color will speedily understand or believe that, in the colony,
they may obtain a state of equality, opulence, and distinction, to wtwhich
they can never aspire in this country: hence the desire to join their friends
and equals there may be expected soon to become general among thema;
nor is it too much to hope and anticipate that this desire will sl'eedily grow
into a passion; that the difficulty will be not to find colonists, but to select
them; atid that the hope of being received into the favored number, for
whom it may be practicable to provide annually, will ere long become a
most powerful. and operative incentive to industry, sobriety, and general
good conduct, among the whole class from which the selection will be an-
nullly made.
-4Having detained you thiis long, my dear sir, much too long, Xam afraid,

with there preliminary observations on the benefits which may be expected
from this undertaking, I proceed nowv to the manner of carrying it into ex-
ecuition. I shall not, however, treat this branch of the subject in its whole
extent, for which this is not the liroper place, but shall confine myself to
the objects more immediately in view at this time-the choice of a proper
situation for the first settlement, and the circumstances to Wvhich the attenri
tion of the agent, who is to be sent out for the purpose of exploring the
ground, ought chiefly to be directed.
The first of these circumstances is salubrity, with a view to which the

vicinity of low and marshy grounds, of swamps, and of rivers which are
apt to overflow their banks, otught to be carefully avoided. High situa-
tions, opemi to the sea, or washed by rivers with high and steep banks,
should be sought. Mountains in the vicinity, and in the direction fromt
which the winds regularly blow, are much to be desired ; and great at.
tention should be paid to the abundance of brooks and springs, and to the
quality of.their water. On all these accounts, an elevated and uneven
surface ought to be preferred, though less fertile than the flat low grotinds.
Too much attention ought not to be paid, in the first settlements, either to
great fertility or the convenience of navigation. The first establishment
should no doubt be within a convenient distance from a good port, bnt
need not be close to it ; nor ought to be so, unless the immediate vicinity
should be much more healthy thaan such situations usually are. The set-
tlement must be entirely agricultural at first, and will long, perhaps always,.
continue so, in, a very great degree. Commerce there, as in our own
country, must and will soon grow out of agriculture; but the first settle-
nients ought to be made with a view to the latter, far more than to the
former. Continuity to a good market for agricultural productions is, in-
deed, a very important incitement and aid to agricultural industry, and
therefore a very important circumstance in the location of an agricultural
colony; but it is far from being the most important, and care miust be taken
to prevent its being too much regarded.

Nor ought any thing in this respect to be sacrificed to great fertility,
vhich is most frequently found in 16w, flat, and unwholesome situations.
A good soil, well adapted to the cultivation of wheat, Indian corn -or
maize, and cotton, is all in this respect that ought to be desired; and such
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soils are, fouud in places possessing every advantage of good. water, with
a dry 4nd pure atirosphere. Wheat and Indian cprn are the best articles.
of food, and the soils that. produce them are fit also for various'other. grains
and vege'ahles, useful for food and of easy culture, especially the.sweet
potato and various kinds of pulse, which thrive well in hot climates. As
an object of tillage, with a view to exportation, cotton is by far the best,
because it thrives well in high and.healthy situations, of a light soil, may
be cultivated to advantage on small farms, and requires little labor which,
cannot-be performed by women and children.

Attention should also be paid to suitable streams for the erection of grist
mills, saw inills, and other water works, which will be almost indispensa-
ble to the colony in its infant state, and of great utility at. a more ad.
vanced, period. Fortunately, such streams abound most in the. countries
best, adapted inl other respects to agricultural settlements.
The character, condition, and disposition of the natives, will also require

very particular attention ; it being of the greatest importance to gain and
preserve their good ,ill, so as to cultivate and cement a free and friendly
intercourse with, them, obtain from them assistance and supplies. and
gradually communicate to them the knowledge and habits of civilized life.
For this essential purpose, we should not only avoid the neighborhood of
fierce and warlike tribes, but that of very large and powerful ones, who
will be much more unmanageable and dangerous than small ones in many
points of view.

It would also be best to select a situation as distant as possible from.
Sierra Leone. There would no doubt be some advantages at first in a close
neighborhood, but they would probably be soon overbalanced by thesjeal-
ousies and collisions which could hardly fail to take place between two
colonies established under different Governments, and with different views
and interests in many important points. This is an objection to Sherbr6
river, probably not, insurmountable, but sufficient to turn the scale in
favor of a more distant position, possessing in other respects equal or nearly
equal advantages.

If, indeed, an arrangement could be made with the British Government
for an union and incorporation of the two colonies, or rather for the recep-
tion of our colonists into their settlement, it might deserve serious consid!
eration. There would no doubt be many advantages at first in sending
them to a settlemerit already formed, where the first difficulties have been
surmounted, and a regular government exists. But this is matter for fu
ture deliberation. We ought now to search out a fit place for ourselves;
for it is doubtful whether an incorporation would be agreed to by thqs
Brtish GoVernmient, and far from being certain that the best placehas
been chosen for their establishment. When these points shall have been
ascertained, and wve know what prospect there is of obtaining a suitabl4i
situation elsewhere, a negotiation may be opened, if then thought advise!
ble, fSr uniting the two colonies.

There will always be one strong objection to the incorporation. Thq
British colony will be for a long time retained in the colonial state, subject,
to a foreign and distant Government, and, when ripe for independence,
will probably be compelled to seek it by force of arms. The nature a-nd
habitual policy of that Government will almost necessarily lead no this re-.
sult. Our colony, on the, contrary, ought to be republican from the.begin
ning, and forimed and fashioned with a view to self-government andiude,
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pendence, with the consent of the mother country, at.the earliest practica-
ble period. It is thus only that it can he most useful to the colonists, to
Africa, to us, and to the general cause of humanity.

.It would, however, be premature at present to decide on the question of
incorporation; and therefore, with a view to this interesting part of the
case, the agent should be instructed to investigate most carefully the pro-
gress and present state of the Sierra Leone settlement, and to ascertain, as
exactly as possible, all the circumstances of its locality, as relates to health;
fertility; objects of culture suitable to its soil arid climate navigation; the
nature of the country in its vicinity ; the character, situation, and strength
of the neighboring tribes; and the facilities of communication with the re-
mote and interior parts of the continent.
One very important circumstance in the selection of a suitable place for

our settlemlents, to which the attention of the agent ought to be particularly
directed, still remains to be brought into view. I mean the facility of corn.
munication with the Niger, that mighty river, which seems destined to
supply the link of connexion between the interior of Africa and the.civil.
ized world.

I take the question relative to the lower course and termination of the
Niger to be now satisfactorily settled. The discoveries of Park, in his last
journey. compared anid connected with the information deprived from Mr.
Maxwell and others, concerning the river Zayr, improperly called the
Conrgo, fromu the name of a little district at its mouth, to say nothing of.Sidi
Hlamet's narrative, as given to us by Captain Riley, which deserves great
attention, authorize us, I think, to conclude that these two rivers are the
same; in other words, that the Niger, after having traversed the interior
of Africa four thousand miles, falls, under the flame of Zayr, into the At-
lantic, south of the equator: thus laying open that vast continent to its inl
most recesses, and bringing its immense population into contact with the
rest of the-world. There is some doubt and mnuch contrariety of opillion
on this point, and this is not the place for entering at large into the discus-
sion. Fortunately, a decision of the question, which cannot be absolutely
decided till the course of the Niger shall be pursued to its termination, is
not necessary for our present purpose; for, whether this great body of
waters, collected in a course of two thousand miles, be lost, according to
the opinion of some, in the sands, marshes, and lakes, supposed to exist in
the centre of Africa ; or, as others have imagined, bse discharged into the
Mediterranean through the Nile, a river of a more elevated bed, and hardly
a tenth part as large ; or, being arrested in its progress eastward toward
the Indiani ocean, by the elevated country in which the Nile has its sources,
is driven through the feebler barrier of the mountains on the south, anid
thrown off to the Southern Atlantic; it is still the only avenue into the
interior of Africa-and a nobld-avenue it is. At Bammakoo, where Park
struck it in his last voyage, he states it to be a mile wide. From thence to
Houssa, a distance of between six and seven hundred miles, its course has
been satisfactorily ascertained. Throughout this great extent, in which it
receives many. large streams, and flows through a fertile country, its cur-
rent, though strong, is smooth and even, uninterrupted by cataracts or
shoals. As it advances eastward, it recedes more and more from the coast,
and' thlls becomes more and, more difficult of access. Settlements there-
fore on the Atlantic, formed with a view to commercial intercourse with
the vast countries on the Niger, and those more distant to Which it leads,
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must be placed as near as possible to its upper waters, where they first;
begifi-to be navigable for boats.
These waters probably approach much nearer the Atlantic than has hither-

to been believed. We have seen that, at Bammakoo, the highest point to
which it has yet been traced, it is a inile wide-as large as the Susquew
hanna at its entrance into the Chesapeake bay. It must therefore be av
very considerable stream much higher up; that is, much further to the
southwest, and consequently much nearer to the Atlantic.' It has its
source in the western part of a chain of mountains, which runs from vest
to east, nearly parallel with that part of the coast of Africa which extends
from Sierra Leone to the bight of Benin. These mountains separate it
from the rivers which,rising on their southern side,fall into the Atlatntic,in
the neighborhood of Sierra Leone. Their sources no doubt approach very
nearto those of the Niger; probably no great distance divides its naviga.
ble water rrom theirs. Suich a river, with a good port at or near its mouth,
and a fertile country on its banks, would present the proper situation for
a colony, planted with a view to the civilization of Africa, by the corn-
inerce of the Niger.
The course of such a commerce would be to ascend the Atlantic river,

as far as possible, in boats, with the commodities wanted for the interior
consumption, and to establish. at' that point a place of deposite, from
whence the merchandise wvould be sent over land to the Niger, and down
it to the various markets below. The returns would go up the Niger to
its highest navigable point, wherea town would soon arise; from thence,.
they would pass by land to the place of deposite on the other side of the
mountain, alnd there be put into boats, for transportation down the river to
the shipping port. If the Niger. should be ascertained to continue its
course to the ocean, an intercourse would gradually be extended down'
to, its mouth, where a great commercial city would arise; and to this mart
the return cargoes purchased above would gradually find their way down'
the stream. Thus an immense circle of commerce would imperceptiblybi
formed, embracing the whole course of the Niger, atid the vast countries
which it waters and lays open, and 'connecting them all with each other,
and with the whole commercial world. For a very considerable time this
commerce would he confined to the countries far up the river,niear to its
source. where settlements would first be formed, and civilization would
commence. As the communication- between these first settlements and'
those on the Atlantic became more and more safe, easy, and expeditious,
by means of intermediate settlements, good roads, and improved inland
navigation, colonies and trade would extend further and further down the
river. Other settlements would soon be commenced at its mouth. At-
last, these twobranches would nmeet and unite in a commerce vast as the
stream' on which it would be borne, and as the continent which it would
civilize, enlighten, and adorn.

Ages, indeed, may be required for the full attainment of these objects;;'
untoward events or unforeseen difficulties may retard or defeat them; but
the prospect, however remote or uncertain, is still animating, and the'
hope of success seems suifficient to stimulate us to the utmost exertion.
How vast and suhlime a career does this undertaking open to a generous
ambition, aspiring to deathless fame by great and useful actions! Who'
can count the millions that in future times shall know and bless the names
of those by whom this magnificentscheme of beneficence and philanthropy
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has been conceived, and shall be carried into execution ! Throughout the
wvidelv extended regions of middle and southern Africa, then.filod with
populous and, polished nations, their memories shall be cherished 'and their
praises sung, when other States, and even the flourishing and, vigorous
nation to which they belong, now in its flower 6f youth; shall have run
their round of rise, grandeur, and decay, and, like the founders of Panlyra,
Tyre, Babylon, Memphis, and Thebes, shall no longer be known, except
by vague reports of their former greatness, or by some fragments of those
works of art, the monuments of their taste, their power, or their pride,
which they may leave behind.

It is in connexion, my dear sir, with this great operation that I consider
your proposed colony of free blacks as most interesting and important. It
ought to be the first step in this splendid career, and ought to be located
with that view. In choosing a situation for it, therefore, the greatest regard
ought to be had to its' future connexion with the Niger. To this end, the
agent ought to be instructed to malke the most careful inquiries concerning
the sources of that river, and its highest or most southwestern point; he
should also make every effort to obtain the most full and accurate inform-
ation concerning the rivers that rise in the mountains opposite to its
sources, and take their course south westwardly to the ocean; their size,
the nature of the country through which they flow, the height to which
they are navigable for ships and for boats, and the harbors at or near their
mouths, should all be ascertained with the utmost care and accuracy.
That river which combines in the greatest degree the advantages of salu-
brity,soil, navigation,and good neighborhood, and at the same tite brings
us nearest to the navigable waters of the Niger, by a good pass over the
intervening mountains, is, I apprehend, the proper place, in itself, for the'
establishment of our colony.

I say in itself: because a place combining all those advantages may
still be very unfit for our purpose, if it lie within the claims 'of any Euro.
pean Power, or too near any of their settlements. It should therefore be
a particular object of the agent's attention to ascertain the situation and
extent of those claims, and the distance between any European settlements
and such place as may appear suited to our views. Inquiries concerning
the territorial claims of European Powers can best be made in London ;
but it is in Africa alone that such information, when obtained, can be ap.
plied to the object of the intended mission.
There is a river, called in some maps the Mesutrada, which, as there laid

down, extends its branches further northeast than any other, and enters
the ocean about one hundred or one hundred and fifty miles, southeast
of the Sherbro. It deserves, I think, the particular attention of the
agent, who should be instructed to make inquiries about it, with a view to
all the circumstances which may render it proper for a settlement, and to
visit it, should the result of this investigation offer encouragement,
The river Nunez, or Noones, also merits particular regard. Itnempties

itself into the Atlantic in latitude 100 1' north, about one hundred and
fifty miles northwest from Sierra Leone. It has a very good harbor at its
mouth, and carries from six to eight fathoms of. water about twenty miles
up, to a bar, over which there is however three fathoms. or eighteen feet.
After passing the bar, the water continues from five to eight fathoms deep,
to a point about fifty miles up from the mouth. From thence'to the falls,,
about fifty miles higher up, it is said to admit vessels of one hundred and
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twenty ton's. The coiuritry around and above the falls i drepresentdfi
elevatP'.d, fertile, and healthy; abounding in game;! well' supplied with'ex.>
cellent timberi,'and watered by numerous streams large enough f6-eiiiml;,f
Vidian corn,; aid'all sorts of pulse' 'and 'garden vegetables, are said to gr6-w
luxuriantly; cattle abound so, rnuch that"ai ox is sold for'a dolllar. `Thi
country below yields rice, Iridian corn, and all 'the 'usual tropical'prodider
tii.s; The natives 'are represented as"peaceable and friendly, and thi
principal chief, who resides about ninety miles up the river, a little below
the 'falls, and whose authority extends down to the mouth, and far into the
interior, is said to be a man of sense and abilities, of a mild and htimaned
characte', and favorably disposed towards the whites, and especially the
Americans.' He 'speaks English 'perfectly well. This place would sejed
therefore to deserve the particular attention of the ageiwtand the society~
III "addition to its other advantages, its upper waters appr6och near to those
of the river Grande-a very important and interesting feature of Afric6an-
geography, as respects commercial intercourse with the interior, and tlidl
e~itension of civilization by mneans of colonies of civilized blacks.

These, my dear sir, are the hints'that I thought I might venture to sig.
gest to you on this most interesting subject. I make no apology for the'
length of my letter. It might no doubt be curtailed 'with advantage; but'
it might also,,and with more ease, if not to a better purpose, 'be very mrnuA
enlargedd"' for I have touched briefly on less important 'topics, and alto'
gether omitted some which belong properly to the subject, but did n.t
seem to require immediate attention. Such as it is, I submit it to' ybur
consideration, with the hope that it mnay be of some use in the preparatory
arrangements which you are engaged in making.
'With the best wishes. I am, dear sir, your most obedient servant, "

ROBERT G. HARPER.
XLIAS !. CALDWVELL, Esq.,

Secretary qf the Colonization Society of the U. S.

IN THE Housr OF REPRESEINTATIVES, JANUARY 14, 1817.

Memorial of the President and Board of Managers of the nRricnic
Society Jor colonizing the Free 'People of Color of the United States.

To ;the Senate and House of Representatives of the United StatesM
America in Congress assembled:

The memorial of the President and Board of Managers of the " AmericAn'
'So'ci'ty for colonizing the' Free People of Color of the United States,"''
RESPECTFULLY SHOWS:
That your memorialists are delegated by a numerous and hixhglihy'We

spectable association of their fellow-citizens, recently organized' 't the'
seat of Government, to solicit Congress to aid, 'with the power', the p0ts
ronage, and the resources of the 'country, the great end beneficial object'
of' their institution-an object'deemed worthy of the earnest attention, and
of the strenuous and persevering exertions, as we'll of every patriot, ini,
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whatever condition of life, as of every enlightened,-philanthropic, and
practical statesman.

It is now reduced to be a maxim, equally approved in philosophy and
practice, that the existence of distinct and separate castes, or classes,
forming exceptions to the general system of policy adapted to thecom-
munity, is an inherent vice in the composition of society, pregnant with bane-
ful consequences, both moral and political, and demanding the utmost ex-
ertion of human energy and foresight to remedy or remove it. If this max-
im: be true in the general, it applies with peculiar force to the relative
condition of the free people of color in the United States; between whom
and the rest of the community a combination of causes, political, physical,
and moral, has created distinctions, unavoidable in their origin and most
unfortunate in their consequences. The actual and prospective condition
of that class of people; their anomalous and indefinite relations to the
political institutions and social ties of the community; their deprivation
of most of those independent,' political, and social rights, so indispensa-
ble to the progressive melioration of our nature; rendered, by systematic
exclusion from all the higher rewards of excellence, dead to all the el[
evating hopes that might prompt a generous ambition to excel-all these
considerations demonstrate that it equally import's the public good, as the
individual and social happiness of the persons -more immediately con-
cerned; that it is equally a debt of patriotism and of humanity to pro-
vide some adequate and effectual reinedy. The evil has become' so ap-
parent, and the necessity for a remedy so palpable, that some of the
most considerable of the slaveholding States have been induced to imr
pose restraints upon the practice of emancipation, by annexing conditions,
which have no effect but to transfer the evil fiom one State to another;
or, by inducing other States to adopt countervailing regulations, end in
the total abrogation of a right, which benevolent or conscientious pro-
prietors had long enjoyed under all the, sanctions of positive law and of
ancient usage. Your memorialists beg leave, with all deference, to sug-
gest that the fairest and most inviting opportunities are now presented
to the General Government for repairing a great evil in our social and
political institutions, and at the saine time for elevating, from a low and
hopeless condition, a numerous and rapidly increasing race of Men, who
want nothing but a proper theatre to enter upon the pursuit of happiness
and independence, in the ordinary paths which a benign Providence has
left open to the human race. hose great ends, it is conceived, may be
accomlpllished by making adequate provision for planting in soine salubri-
ous and fertile region a colony, to be composed of such of the above de-
scription of persons as may choose to emigrate; and for extending to it
the authority and protection of the Uhited States, until it shallhave at-
tained sufficient strength and consistency to be left in a state of' inde-
pendence. I

Independently of the motives derived from political foresight and civil

prudence on the one hand, and from moral justice and philanthropy on the
other, there are -additional considerations and more expanded views to
engage the sympathies and excite the ardor of a liberal and enlightened
people. It may be' reserved for our Government, (the first to denounce
an inhuman and abominable traffic, in the guilt and disgrace of which
most of the civilized nations of the world were partakers,) to become the
honorable instrument, under divine Providence, of 'conferring a still

23
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higher blessing upon the large and interesting portion of mankind bene.
fited by that deed of justice, by demonstrating that a race of men, com-
posing numerous tribes, spread over a continent of vast and unexplored
extent, fertility, and riches, unknown to the enlightened nations of an.
tiquity, and who had yet 'made no progress in the refinements of civiliza.
tion; for whom history has preserved no monuments of arts or arms ; that
even this hitherto ill-fated raceinaycherish the hope of beholding at
last the orient star revealing the best and highest aims and attributes of
man. Out of such materials, to rear the glorious edifice of well-ordered
and polished society, upon the deep and sure foundations of equal laws
and diffusive education, would give a sufficient title to be enrolled among
the illustrious benefactors of mankind ; whilst it afforded a precious and
consolatory evidence of the all-prevailing power of liberty, enlightened
by knowledge and corrected by religion. if the experiment, in its more
remote consequences,! should ultimately tend to the diffusion of similar
blessings through those vast regions and unnumbered tribes, yet obscured
in primeval dai kness; reclaim the rude wanderer from a life of wretch.
edness to civilization and humanity; and convert the blind idolater, from
gross and abject superstitions, to the holy charities, the sublime morality,
and humanizing disclipine of the. gospel, the nation or the individual
that shall have taken the most -conspicuous lead in achieving the benig-
nant enterprise will have raised a monument of that true and imperish-
able glory, founded in the moral approbation and gratitude of the human
race, unapproachable to all but the elected instruments of divine benefi-
cence-a glory with which the most splendid achievements of human
force or power must sink in the competition, and appear insignificant-and
vulgar in the comparison. And, above all, should it be considered that
the nation or the individual, whose energies have been faithfully given to
this august work, will have secured, by this exalted beneficence, the fa-
vor of that Being, " whose compassion is over all his works," and whose
unspeakable rewards will never fail to bless the humblest effort to do
good to his creatures.
Your memorialists do not presume to determine that the views of Con.

gress will be necessarily directed to the country to which they have just
alluded. They hope 'to be excused for intimating some of the reasons
which would bring that portion of the world before us, when engaged in
discovering a place the most proper to be selected; leaving it with per-
fect confidence to the better information and better judgment of your
honorable body to make the choice.

Your mermorialists, without presuming to mark out in detail the meas-
tires which it may be proper to adopt in furtherance of the object in
view, but implicitly relying upon the wisdom of Congress to devise the
most effectual measures, will only pray that the subject may be recom-
mended to their serious consideration, and that, as an humble auxiliary in
this great work, the association represented by your memorialists may be
permitted to aspire to the hope of contributing its labors and resources.

BUSHROD WASHINGTON, President',

The memorial, after being read in the House of Representatives, and
*ordered to be printed, was referred to the Committee on the Slave Trade-
Messrs. Pickering, Comstock, Condict, Tucker, Taggart, Cilley, and
Hooks. Their report and resolutions follow.
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FOURTEENTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION.

FEBRUARY 11, 1817.

Report of the committee consisting of M? . Pickering, Mr. Comstock, Mr.
(Condict, Mr. Tucker, Mr. Taggart, M1r. Cilley, and M1r. Hooks, On
cotonizing the free people of color of the United States.

The committee to whomn was referred the memorial of the president and
board of managers of the " American Society for Colonizing the Free Peo-
ple of Color of the United States," have had the same under their delib-
erate consideration. I'he subject is of such magnitude, and attended with
so many difficulties, it is with much diffidence they present' their views of'
itlto the House.
Were it simply a question of founding a colony, numerous and well-known

precedents show with what fiicility the work might be accomplished.
Every new Territory established by our own Government constitutes, in-
deed, a colony, formed with great ease, because it is only an extension of'
homogeneous settlements. But, in contemplating the colonization of the
free people of color, it seemed obviously necessary to take a different
course. Their distinct character and relative condition render an entire
separation from our? own States and Territories indispensable. And this
separation inust be sueh as to admit of'an indefinite continuance. Hence,
it seems manifest that these people cannot be colonized within the limits
of the United States. 11' they were not fat' distant, the rapidly extending
settlements of our' white inhabitants would soon reach them; and the evil
now felt would be renewed, probably with aggravated mischief. Were
the colony to be remote, it must be planted on lands now owned and oc-
cupied by the native tribes of the country. And could a territory be pur-
chased, the transporting of the colonies thither would be vastly expensive,
their subsistence for a time difficult, and a body of troops would be required
for their protection. And, after all, should these difficulties be overcome,
the original evil would at length recur,. by the extension of our. white
population. In the mean time, should the colony so increase as to become
a nation, it is not difficult to foresee the quarrels and destructive wars
which would ensue, especially if the slavery of people of color should con-.
tinue, and accompany the whites in their migrations.
Tuning our eyes from our own country, no other adapted to the col-

ony in contemplation presented itself to our view, nearer than Africa, the
native land of ne roes; and probably that is the only country on the globe.
to which it would be practicable to transfer our free people of color, with
safety and advantage to themselves and the civilized world. It is the
country which, in the order of Providence, seems to have been appropri-
ated to that distinct family of mankind. And while it presents the fittest
asylum for the free people of color, it opens a wide field for' the improve-
mtents in civilization, morals, and religion, which the humane and enlight-
ened memorialists have conceived it possible, in process of time, to spread
over that great continent.

Should the measure suggested be approved, an important question oc-
curs-In what way shall its execution be essayed ?
A preliminary step would be, to provide for the perfect. neutrality of
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the colony, by the explicit assent and engagement of all the civilized
Powers. whatever dissensions may at any time arise among themselves.
The next important question is, Will it be expedient to attempt the es.

tablishment of a new colony in Africa, or to make to Great Britain a pro-
posal to receive the emigrants from the United States into her colonyb6f
Sierra` Leone ?

At Sierra Leone, the first difficulties have been surmounted; and a few
free people of color from the United States have been admitted. A gradual
addition from the same source (and such would be the natural progress)
would occasion no embarrassment, either in regard to their sustenance or
government. Would the British Government consent to receive such an
accession of emigrants, however eventually considerable, from the United
States ? Would that Government agree that, at the period when that col-
ony shall be capable of self-government and self-protection, it shall be d-
clared independent ? In the mean time, will it desire to monopolize the
commerce of the' colony ? This would be injurious to the colonists, as
well as to' the United States. Should that country,- from the nature of its
soil and other circumstances, hold out sufficient allurements, and draw to
it, from the United States, the great bodyof the free people of color, these-
would form its strength, and its ability to render its commerce an object' of
consideration. Now, as the great and permanent benefit of the colonists
wyas the fundamental principle of the establishment, will the British Gove"
ernment. decline a proposition calculated to' give to that benefit the ims-
portant extension which will arise from a freedom of commerce ? to those,
at least, at whose expense, and by whose means, the colony shall be es-
sentially extended ? Should an agreement with Great Pritain be effected,
no frther negotiation, nor any extraordinary expenditure of money, will
be required. The work already commenced will be continued-simply'
that of carrying to Sierra Leone all' who are willing to embark.

it would seem highly desirable to confine the migrations to a single cot-
ony. Trlwo distinct and independent colonies; established and protected
by two independent Powers, would naturally imbibe the spirit and dis-'
tinctions of their patrons and protectors, and put in jeopardy the peace
and prosperity of both. Even the simple fact of separate independence
would eventually tend to produce collisions and wars between the two
establishments, (unless, indeed, they were far removed from each other,)
and perhaps defeat the 'further humane and exalted views of those who
projected them. The spirit which animated the founders of the colony of
Sierra Leone would be exerted to effect a union of design, and the cor-
dial co-operation of the British (Governinent with our own, and, it might
be 'hoped, hot without success. It would be in accordance with the spirit
of a stipulation in the last treaty of peace, by which the two Governments
stand pledged to each other to use their best endeavors to effect the entire
abolition of the traffic in slaves, while the proposed institution would te-nd
to'diminish the quantity of slavery actually existing.

If, however, such enlarged and liberal views should be wanting, then
the design of forming a separate colony' might be announced by the Amer-
ijan ministers to the maritime Powers, and their guaranty of the neutrality
of the colony obtained.
Your committee do not think it proper to pursue the subject any further

at thi's time; but that the Government should wait the result of the sug
tested negotiations, on which ulterior measures must depend.
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In conclusions youtr committee beg leave to report a joint resolution,
embracing the views hereinhefore exhibited.

JOINT RRSOLUl'ION for aboliihiig the traffic in Plavea, and the colonization of the free
pt ople of color of th- United Stialets.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives qf the United
States of .merica in Congress assembled, That the President be, and he
is hereby, authorized to consult and negotiate with all the Governments
where ministers of the United States are or shall be accredited, on the
means of effecting an entire and immediate abolition of the traffic in slaves.
And, also, to enter into a convention *with the Government of Great Britain
for receiving into the colony of Sierra Leone such of the free people of
color of the United States as, with their own consent, shall be carried
thither; stipulating such terms as shall be most beneficial to the colonists,
while it promotes the peaceful interests of Great Britain and the United
States. And should this proposition not be accepted, then to obtain froin
Great Britain and the other maritime Powers a stipulation, or a formal de-
claration to the same effect, guarantying a permanent neutrality for any
colony of free people of color which, at the expense and under the aus-
pices of the United States, shall be established on the African coast.

Resolved, [hat adequate provision shall hereafter be made to defray
any necessary expenses which may be incurred in carrying the preceding
resolution into effect.

NOTE -No proceeding took place in the House on these resolutions at
this session.

3 VitII) of exertions lately made for the purpose of colonizing the free
people of color in the United States, in ./ifrica or elsewhere.

The present age witnesses numerous and unexpected changes, and it is
peculiarly grateful to the benevolent man to notice among these changes
many which are ominous of good. As a traveller, wearied with the
roughness and barrenness of the region he has passed, enjoys the scenery
of a cultivated and luxuriant country, so the philanthropist, distressed.
with the confusion and misery which pervade manyvportions of the world,
may still fix his attention on those favorable occurrences in Divine Provi-
dence, and contemplate with peculiar pleasure the rising glory of the king-.
dem of Christ, and the prevalence of that religion which proclaims "speace
on earth and good will to men."
The success which attends charitable and benevolent societies has, in

many instances, surpassed the expectations even of their friends and
patrons; and whether the public are encouraged and gratified with the
success of past exertions, or whether t1'ey are alarmed and excited by the
miseries which thousands feel, and in Which other thousands sympathize,
it is but just to acknowledge that there exi s an unustial sensibility and
desire to aid the cause of humanity and religion. The tone of public feel-
ing is elevated. If any sufficient object can be assigned for benevolent
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exertion, and can be enforced byanyysufficientreasons, it willscarcelyfail
to receive all deserved approbation and support.

Influenced by these considerations, the following view of exertions lately
made for the colonizing free people of color is presented to the public:;

It is already known that the attention of many intelligent men in the
United States has been recently turned with peculiar force and a corres-
pondingzeal and spirit ofp erance to this subject. Some veryithn
portant preparatory- steps to such a measure haveeven taken. Soon after
the; commecnement of the present session of Congress, the expediency of
colonizing free people of color became a subject of consideration with'
manygentlemen of respectability froin the different States. 'The propriety'
of such a measure, could it be carried into effect,dvas generally admitted,
It was thought that a design of such importance, so intimately connected;
with the best interests ofthe citizens of the United States, anid promising
at the same time to improve and meliorate the state of that class of the
community for whomprovision was to bemade, should not be' abandoned.
withoutai Vigorous and a thorough effort to carry it into execution.
The formation of a Colonization Society was therefore proposed. AMany

were led the' more readily to approve of an institution of this kind, from:
knowledge that this subject occupies the attention of many worthy citizens.
in different States; but particularly from the consideration which hadbeen;
bestowed upon it by the Legislature 'of a highly respectable sister State,
(Virginia.) As the followving preamble and resolutionwere approved by.
the House of Delegates of that State,previous to the first meeting forthe-
formation of the Amierican Colonization Society, it will be proper to ititro-
duce them in this place, as they were afterwards amended by the Senate
and adopted:Whereas the General Assembly of Virginia have repeatedly sought to
obtainall asylum, beyond the limits of the United States, for such persons
of color as had been, or mightbe, emancipated under the lawvs of this
Cominonwealth, but have hitherto found all their efforts frustrated, either
by the disturbed state of other nations, or domestic causes equally tinpo'-
pitious to its success:
"They now avail themselves of a period wheu peace has healed the

wounds of humanity, aiid theprincipalnations of Europe have concurred
with' the, Government of the United States in abolishing the African slave
trade, (a traffic which this Commonwealthi both bef-re ald since the Revo-
lution,7zalously sought to terminate,) to renew this effort, and do there-
fore resolve, that the Executive be requested to correspond with the PresiS
dent of the United States, 'for the purpose of obtaining a territory on thi
coast of Africa, or sore other place, not within any of' the States or Terri-
torial Governments 'of the United States, to serve as an asylum for kich
persons of color as are now free, andl may desire the same, and for those
who may bu hereafter emancipated within this Commonwealth ; and that
the Sel~at6rs and Representatives of this State ill the Congress of the
United States be requested to exert their best efforts to aid the Preside it
of the United States in the attainment of the above object ; Provided,i
That no contract or arrangement respecting such territory shall be obliga-
tory on this Commonwealth until ratified by the Legislature."-

Believing that the Legislature of Virginia had entered upon this subject
with a spirit anid a determination to prosecute the measure proposed, and
desirous of producing a more general and simultaneous feeling and m6ve-
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ment in. aid of this object, by calling the attention of the General. Govern-
ment to the subject, a meeting for the purpose of forming a Colonization
Society. was appointed to be held in this city on the e1st of December,
l8I61 At the tihne proposed, ii very respectable number of. gentlemen
attended.

The follozwing extracts relative to the proceedings of the vieeting are
from the National Intelligencer of December 24,

Mr. Henry Clay, of Kentucky, having been called to the chair, and Mr.
Thomas Dougherty, of this District, having been appointed Secretary.:
.Mr. Clay, on takIing the chair, said that he had hoped to liave seen

called to the place for which he had the honor of being selected a gentle-
man (Judge Washington) who, from his naame, his exalted station, and his
distinguished virtues, would have conimnnicated an additional importance
to. the present meeting.
But as that gentleman was not present, Mr. C. regretted to learn, from

causes beyond his control, he would, with great pleasure, endeavor to dis-
charge the duties of the Chair. He understood the object of the present
meeting to be, to consider of the propriety and practicability of colonizing
the, free people of color in the United States, and of forming'an association
in relation to that object. That class of the mixed population of our country
was peculiarly situated. They neither enjoyed the immunities of freemen,,
nor were they subject to the incapacities of slaves, but partook,,in some
degree, of the qualities of both. From their condition, and the uncon-
querable prejudices resulting from their color, they. never could amalga-
inate with the free whites of this country. It was desirable, therefore,
both as it respected them and the residue of the population of the country,
to drain them off. Various schemes of colonization had been thought of,
and a part of our owvn continent, it was thought by some, might furnish a
suitable establishment for them. But, for his part, Mr. Clay said lie had
a decided preference for some part of the coast of Africa. There ample
provision might be made for the colony itself, and it might be rendered in-
strumental to the introduction into that extensive qnarter of the globe of
the arts, civilization, and Christianity. There was a peculiar, a moral fit-
ness in restoring thein to the land of their fathers; and if, instead of the
evils and sufferingswhich we had been the innocent cause of inflicting
upon the inhabitants of Africa, we can transmit, to hlipr-the-blessings of our
arts, our civilization, and our religion, may we not hoope that America will
extinguish a great portion of that moral dent which she has contracted to
to that unfortunate continent? We should derive much encouragementin
the prosecution of the object which had assembled us together by the sluc-
cess which had attended the colony of Sierra Leone. That establishment
had commenced about twenty or twenty-five years ago, under.the patron-
age of private individuals in Great Britain.. The basis of the popula-
tion of the colony consisted of the fugitive slaves of the Southern States,
during, the Revollutionary war. who had been first carried to Nova Scotia,
and who, afterwards, about the year I792,. upon their own application,
almost in mass,had been transferred to the Western coast of Africa. TWis
colony, after struggling with the most unheard of difficulties-difficulties
resulting from the ignorance, barbarity-, and prejudices of the natives:;
from the climate; (which were, however, found to be not at all insir-
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mountable; from wars, -African as well as European, and such-as aTe
incidental to all new settlements-had made a gradual and-steady progiew,
until it has acquired a strength and stability which promises to crown-tbe
efforts of its founders with complete success. We have their experience
before us; and can there be a nobler cause than that which, while it pro.
poses.to rid our own country of a- useless and pernicious, if not.a danger.
ous portion of its population, contemplates the spreading of the arts of
civilized life, and the possible redemption from ignorance and barbarism of
a benighted quarter of the globe!

It was proper and necessary distinctly to state, that he understood it con.
stittated no part of tife object of this meeting to touch or agitate, in the
slightest degree, a delicate question connected with another portion of-the
colored-population of our country. It was riot proposed to deliberate on,
or consider at all, any question of emancipation, or that was connected
with the abolition of slavery. It was uponi that condition alone, he was
sure, that many gentlemen from the South and the West, whom he saw
present, had attended, or could be expected to co-operate. It was upon
that condition only that he had himself attended. He would only fur.
ther add, that he hoped, in their deliberations, they would be guided by
that moderation, politeness, and deference for the opinion of each other,
which were essential to any useful result. But when he looked around
and saw the respectable assemblage, and recollected the humane and benev
olent purpose which had produced it, he felt it unnecessary to insist fur-
ther on this topic.

Mr. Elias B. Caldwell, of this District, then rose. He said he felt poeli.
liar embarrassment in obtruding himself upon the notice of so large and
respectable a meeting, in which he found some of the most distinguished
characters in our country. I ask, said he, your indulgence, in offering, to
the consideration of the meeting the resolutions which I hold in my hand,
and to a few explanatory observations. The objects of the meeting had
been feelingly and correctly stated by the honorable chairman. The sub-
ject seems to be divided into-

1st, the expediency; and, 2dly, the practicability of the proposed plait.
The expediency of colonizing the free people of color in the United States
may be considered in reference to its influence on our civil institutions, on
the morals and habits of the people, and on the future happiness of the free
people of color. it has been a subject of unceasing regret and anYioUs
solicitude, among n:any of our best patriots and wisest statesmen, A Jethe
first establishment of our independence,- that this class of people should
remain a monument of reproach to those sacred principles of civil liberty
which constitute the foundation of all our constitutions. We say in the
Declaration of Independence "s that all men are created equal," and hare
certain "6 inalienable rights." Yet it is considered impossible, consistently
with the safety of the state, and it certainly is impossible with the present
feelings towards these people, that they can ever be placed upon this equal-
ity, or admitted to the enjoyment of these "s inalienable rights," whilit
they remain mixed with us. Some persons may declaim, and call- it pS6
judice. No matter; prejudice is as powerful a motive, and will as certainly
exclude them., as the- soundest reason. Others may say they are free
enough. If this is a matter of opinion, let them judge; if of reason, let-it
be decided by our repeated and solemn declarations, in all our public aclb,
-This state of society unquestionably tends in various ways to injure thb
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morals-and destroy the habits of industry among our people. This vwill
be.acknowledged'by every person who has paid arny attention to the sub-
ject; and it seems to be so generally admitted that it would promote the
happiness of.the people and the interest of the country to provide a place
where these people might be settled by themselves, that it is unnecessary
tdiwell on this branch of the subject.
As to the blacks, it is manifest that their interest and happiness would

bepromoted by collecting them together where they would enjoy equal
rights and privileges with those around them. A state of degradation is
necessarily a state of unhappiness:, it debases the mind; it !cramps the
energies of the soul, and represses every vigorous effort towards moral or
intellectual' greatness. How can you expect from them any thing great
or noble, without the motives to stimulate or the rewards to crown great
and noble achievements? It not only prevents their climbing the steep
and rugged paths of fame,-but it prevents the enjoyment of the true happi-
ness of calm contentment, satisfied with enjoying but a part of what we
possess-of using only a portion of what is in our power. Take away,
however, the portion that is not used, and it immediately becomes the
object of our fondest desires. rhe more you endeavor to improve the 'con-
dition of these people, the more you cultivate their minds, (unless by relit'
gious instruction,) the more miserable you make them in their present
state. You give thern a higher relish for those privileges which they can
never attain, arid tuirn what we intend for a blessing into a curse. No,; if
they must remain in their present situation, keep them in the lowest state
of-degradation and ignorance. T'he nearer you bring them to the condition
of brutes, the better chance do you give them of possessing their apathy.
Surely Americans ought to be the last people on earth to advocate such
slavish doctrines-to cry peace arid 'contentment to those who arc deprived
of the privileges of civil liberty. They who have so largely partaken of
its blessings, wvho know so well how to estimate its value, ought to be
among the 'foremost to extend' it to others,"

I will consider the practicability of colonization under three heads: The'
territory, the expense, and the probability of obtaining their consent.

1. I'he territory. Various places have been: mentioned by ditferent
persons; a situation within our own territory would certainly possess some
considerable advantages. It would be more immediately under the eye
and control of our'Government. But there are some real and some appre-
hended evils to encounter. Many apprehend'that they might hereafter join
the Indians, or the nations bordering on our frontier, in case of wvar, if they'
were placed so near us-that the' colony would become the asylum" of
fugitives and runaway slaves: added to these difficulties, there are in'vt.
rate prejudices against suelch a plan, iin so large a portion of the country,
which it would be impossible to overcome or remove. Upon mature re-'
flection, with all the light that has yet been shed ;upon the subject, I believe
it will be found that Africa will be' liable to the fewest objections. 'A ter.
ritory 'rightilo doubt be procured there; the climate is best adapted to
their 'institnmtions, and they could live cheaper. But, Mr. Chairman, I
have a greater and nobler object in view, in.desiring. them to be placed in
Africa. It is the belief that, through them, civilization and' the Christian'
religion'would be introduced into that benighted quarter of'the world. It.
is the hope of redeeming many millions'of'people fror the lowest state of
ignorance and Superstition; anid restoring then to the knowledge and wors.
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ship of the true God. - Great and powerful as are theiother motives to this
measure, (and I; acknowledge them to be of sufficient magnitude toaattract
the attention and call forth the united efforts; of this nation,)' in my, opin.
ion-and you will findd it the .opinion ofalrge class of the communityl-all
other motives are small and trifling compared with the hope of spreading
among them the knowledge of the gospel. From the importance of this
view. of the subject,, permit me to enlarge a little upon it. Whatever 'may
be. the difference of opinion among the different denominations of Chris.
tians, I believe they-will all be found-to unite in the belief: that the scrip.
tures predict a thne when the gospel of Jesus Christ shall be spread over
every part of the world, shall be acknowledged by every nation, and per.
haps shall influence, every heart. The opinion is perhaps as general. tlhat
this glorious and 'happy day is near at hand. The great movements and
mighty efforts in the moral and religious world seem to indicate some great
design of Providence on the eve of accomplishment. The unexampled
and astonishing success attending the various and numerous plans which
have been devised, and which are now in operation in different parts of
the world, and the uniQn and harmony with which Christians of different
denominations unite in promoting these plans, clearly indicate a divine
hand in their direction. Nay, sir, the subject on which we are now delib
erating has been brought to public view nearly at the same time in dif&
ferent parts of our country. In New Jersey, New York, Indiana, Tenneg.
see,. Virginia, and perhaps other places,not known to me,the public atlen.
tion seems to have been awakened, as from a slumber, to this subject. The
belief that I have mentioned leads Christians to look with anxious solid.
tude and joyful hope to every movement which they believe to be instro
mental in accomplishing the great designs of Providence. They will r&
ceive your proposal with joy, and support it with zeal; and permit meto
say, that it will be of no small consequence to gain the zealous supportaid
co-operation of this portion of the community.
On the subject of expense, I should hope there would not be much differ-

ence of opinion. All are interested, though some portions of the commu-
nity are more immediately so than others. We should consider that what
affects a part of our country is interesting to the whole. Besides, it is a great
national object, and ought to be supported by a national purse. And, as has
been justly. observed by the honorable gentleman in the chair, there ought to
be national atonement for the wrongs and injuries which Africa has suffered.
For,although the State Legislaturescommenced earlyafter our independence
to put a stop to the slave trade, and ;the National Government interfered
as soon as;the Constitution would permit, yet, as a nation, we cannotrid
ourselves -entirely from the guilt and disgrace attending that iniquitous
traffic, until we, as a nation, have made every reparation in our power. If,.
however, more funds are wanting than it is thought expedient to appropri-
ate out o~f the public treasury, the liberality and humanity of our citizens
will not suffer it to fail for want. of pecuniary aid. I should be sorry, howls
ever, to see our Government dividing ally part of the honor and glory.
which cannot fail of attending the accomplishment of a work so great.,l
interesting, and which will tend so much to diffuse the blessings of. civil)
liberty-and promote the happiness of man.
Among the objections' which have been made, 1 'must confess that I amw

most surprised at one which seems to be prevalent, to wit: -that these people
will be unwilling to be colonized. What, sir! are they not men ?;. Will
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they not be actuated by-the same' motives of interest and ambition whielh
influence other men ?. Or will they prefer remainilg~in a' hopeless state of
degradation for themselves and their children, to the prospect of tIMe full en.
joyment of the civil rights of a state of equality ? What brought our an-
cestors to these shores-? They had no friendly hand to lead them; no pow-
erful human arm to protect them. They left the land of their nativity, the
sepulchres of their fathers, the comforts of civilized society, and all the en-
dearments of friends and relatives, and early associations, to traverse the
ocean.to clear thd forests,to encounter all the hardships of a' new settlement,
and to brave the dangers of the tomahawk arid scalping knife. How many
were destroyed! Sometimes whole'settlements cut off by disease and huln-
ger, by the treachery and cruelty of the savages; 'yet were they not dis.
courage. What is it that impels many Europeans daily to seek our'shores,
and to sell themselvbs for the prime of their life to defray the expense of
their passages? It is that ruling, imperious desire, planted inl the breast of
every man-the desire of liberty, of standing upon all equality -with hi's
fellow-mene. If wve were to add to these motives the offer of land, and to6
aid Lin the expense of emigration, and of first settling, they cannot be so
blind to their own interest, so devoid of every noble and generous feeling,
as to hesitate about accepting of the offer. It is not a matter of speculation
and opinion only. It has been satisfactorily ascertained that numbers'will
gladly accept of the invitation. And when once the colony isformled ind
flourishing, all other obstacles will be easily removed. It is for us to make
the experiment -and the offer;' we shall then; 'and not, till then,. have 'dis-
charged our dcuty. It is a plan in which all interests, all classes and descrip-
tions ofrpeople, may unite; in which all discordant feelings may' be lost in
those of humanity, in promotingg "'peace on, earth arid good will to men."?

Mr. John Randolph, of Roanoke, rose and said, that it had been properly
observed by the chairman,that there was nothing in the proposition [refer-
,ring to the resolution6s whichfollow] submitted to consideration, which in'
the smallest degree touches another very important and delicate qiiestion;
which 'ought to be left as mueh. out of view as possible. But, Mr.'R. said,
it appeared to, him that;it had not been sufficiently insisted on, with a view
to obtain the co-operation of all the citizens of the United States, not oily
'that this meeting does not in any wise affect the question ofnegro slavery,
but,Ias far-as it goes, mmust materially tend to secure the'property of every
master in the United States over his slaves.' It appPalred to himt that' this
aspect of the question had not been sufficiently presented to the public view/
It was a notorious fact, he said, that the existence of this nixed and inter-
mediate.,population of free negroes was viewed by every slavelholder as
one of the greatest sources of the insecurity anid also uipl)rofitableness of'slave
property.; that they serve to excite in their. fellovw-beings a feeling of dis-
content, of repining at their situation; 'and that they act as channels of corn-
munication not otily- between different slaves, hut "bet-ween the slavesof
different ;districts;. that they are the depositories of stolen 'goods, and,'the
promoters of mischief. In a worldly point of view., then, without entering
into the general questioni,and apart from' those higher] and ilhbler motives
which had been presented to the. meeting, the o vnerso-of slaves wer in;.'
terested, in providing a retreat-for'thispart of our population. There was'
no fear that this proposition-would alarm then: theyhad beenhaccustoifned'
tothink seriously of the subjects There' was:a popular work on 'agrinuL-
ture, by John Taylor, of Caroline, which was widely circulated -and nutich
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confided in, in Virginia. In that book,;muich read -because coming frofl"g
practical man), this description of people wvere'pointed out as X great evil.
If a place could be provided for their reception, atnd a mode of sending
then hence, there were hundreds, nay, thousands of citizens who would,
by manumitting their slaves, relieve themselves from the cares attendant
on their possession.
Mr. Robert Wright, of Md., said hie could not withhold his approbation

of atmeasure that had for its object the melioration of the lot of any pot.
tion of the human race, particularly of the free people' of color,' whose del
.graded.state robs them of the happiness -of self-government, so dear to the
American people. And, said he, as '1 discover the most- delicate regard to
the rights of:prop.erty, I shall with great pleasure lend my aid to restore this
U1lfortLunate people to the enjoyment of their liberty; but I fear gentlemen
are too sanguine in their expectations, that they %would be willing to abau-
don the land of their nativity, so dear to man. -However, I have nb
indisposition to, give them that election, by furnishing all the means con
template. But, while we: wish to promote the happiness of these flec
people of. color, we ought to take' care not to furnish the means of trans.
porting out of the reach of the master 'his property.'

Mr. Caldwell offered the following l)reamble and resolutions, which were
unanimously adopted:
The situation of the free people of color in the United States has been

the subject of anxious solicitude with many of our most distinguished
citizens, from the, first existence of our country as an independent nation'-.
but, the. great difficulty and embarrassment attending the establishment
of an infant nation, when first struggling into existence, and, the subse
quent convulsions of Europe, have hitherto prevented any great national
effort to provide a remedy for the evils existing or apprehended. The'
present period seems peculiarly auspicious to. 'invite attention to this imt
portent subject, and gives a well-grounded hope of success. The natioii1
of Europe are hushed into peace; -unexampled efforts are making, in vag
rious parts of the world, to diffuse knowledge, civilization, and the benfign
influence of the Christian religion; the rights of man are becoming drily
better understood ; the legitimate objects of Government, as foiindeddfor
the benefit and intended for the happiness of men, are more generdily,
acknowledged; and an ardent zeal for the happiness of the human rdee
is kindled in almost every heart. Desirous of aiding in the great cause
of philanthropy and of promoting the prosperity and happiness of bur-
country, it is- recommended by'this meeting to form an association or 'sd;
ciety for the purpose of giving aid and assisting in the colonization of the
free people of color in the United States. 'Therefore-'

Resolved, That an association or society be formed for the purpose of
collecting, information and to assist in the formation and execution of a
plan tor the colonization of the 'free people of color, with their consentinl
Africa or elsewhere, as may-be. thought most advisable by the constituted'
authorities of the country.

Resolved, That Elias B. Caldwell, John Randolph, Richard Rush, WalI
ter Jones, Francis S. Key, Robert Wright, James IH. Blake, and-John Pet~r,
be a committee to present a respectful memorial to Congress, requesting
them to adopt such measures as may be thought' most advisable for prO'1
curing a territory hi Africa or elsewhere, suitable forthe colonizationiof
the free people of color.
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Resolved, That Francis S. Key, Bushrod Washington, Elias B. Cald-
well, James iBreckenridge, Walter Jones, Richard Rush, and William G.
D. Worthington, be a committee to prepare a. constitution and rules for
the government of the association or society above mentioned, and report
the same to the next meeting for consideration.
And the meeting adjourned until next Saturday evening, at Zix o'clock.

H-ENRY CLAY, Chuairman.
THOmAS DOUGH:ERTY, Secrelary.

At, ani adjourned meeting of the citizens of Washington, Georgetown,
and Alexandria, and many others, held in the hall of the House of ERep.
resentativesof the United. States, on Saturday, the 28th day of Decembber,
1816, for the purpose of receiving and considering, from the committees
appointed to that duty at a previous meeting, a constitution of the society
for meliorating the condition of the free people of color in the United
States by providing a colonial retreat on this or the continent of Africa,
and a memorial to Congress requesting tho sanction and co-operation of
the General Government in the object of the institution aforesaid, a con.
stitution was reported by the committee appointed for that purpose, and,
having been discussed and amended, wvas then unanimously accepted.by
the meeting, in the following-words:
ARTICLE 1. This society shall be called "the American Society for col-

onizing the Free People of Color of the United States.".
AMT. 2. The object to which its attention is to be exclusively directed is

to promote and execute a plan for colonizing (with their consent) the free
people of color, residing in our country, in Africa, or such other place as
Congress shall deem most expedient; and the society shall acttA6 effect
this object, in co-operation' with the General Government and sudh of the
States as may adopt regulations upon the subject.
ART. 3. Every citizen of the United States, who shall subscribe these;

articles and be an annual contributor of one dollar 'to the funds of the -so-
cietyj shall be a member-on paying a sium of not less than thirty dol-
lars, at one subscription, shall be a member for life.
ART. 4. The officers of this society shall be a president, thirteen vice

presidents, a secretary, a treasurer, a recorder, and a board of managers,
composed of the above-named officers and twelve other members of the
society. They shall be annually elected by the members of the society,
at their annual meeting on new-year's day,.Wexcept when that happens to
be the Sabbath, and then the next day,) and continue to discharge their
respective duties until others are appointed.
ART. 5. It shall be the duty of the president to preside at all meetings

of the-society and of the -board of managers, and to call meetings of the
society and of the board, when he thinks necessary, or when required by
any three members of the board.
ART. 6. The vice presidents, according to seniority, shall discharge these

ditties in the absence of the president.
AMr. 7. The Secretary shall take minutes of the proceedings, prepare

and piiblish notices, and discharge such other duties as the board or the
president (or, in his absence, the vice president, according to seniority)
shall direct; and the recorder shall record the proceedings and the names
of the members, and discharge such other duties as may be required of
him.
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'2ART.- 8 The treasurer shall receive and take charge of the funds ofthe
Society,-under such security as1'may!be prescribed'by' the board of mand
agerst;-keep the accounts, and exhibit a stateMent' of receipts andrew.
penditures at every annual meeting and discharge such-other duties. s
may be required of him. i
'AnRT. 9. The board of managers shall meet on the first Monday iil Jan.

uary the first Monday in April, the first Monday in July, and the first
Monday in October, every year, and at such other time as the president
may direct. They shall conduct the business of the society, and take such
measures for effecting its object as they shkll' think proper, or shall be di.
rected, at the )meetings of the society, and make an annual report of their
proceedings. They shall; also- fill up all vacancies occurring during the
year, and make such by-laws for their government as they may deem
necessary:; provided the same are not repugnant to this constitution.
ART. '10. Everry society which shall be formed in the United States to

aid in the object of this association, and which shall co-operate withIts
funds for tkie purposes thereof, agreeably to the rules and regulationsof
this. society, shall be considered auxiliary thereto, and its officers -shall be
entitled to attend and vote at all meetings of the society and of the board
of, managers.
The committee appointed for the purpose having reported a draught

of a memorial to Congress. discussion arose, respecting the same; where.
upon it was, otn motion,

Resolved, That. the committee appointed to prepare and present to Con.
gress- a memorial on 'the subject of this association be instructed to report
the same tothe annual meeting of the society, for its consideration.
Ou motion, it was also
Resolved, That the- first election of officers of the society shall be held

on the fir't Wednesday in January ensuing, of which due' notice shallbe
given by the secretary in the public prints in the District of Columbia; aind
that, mireaniwhi'le, a book shall be opened for receiving subscriptions to the
constitution, at the reading rooms in Washington, Georgetown, and Alex-
andria, at the office of the National Intelligerncer, and with the- secretary
of this meeting.
And then the meeting adjourned.

H. CLAY, Chaurirman.
TttOMAS DoUGHERTY, Secretary.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1, 1817.
The American Society for colonizing' the Free People of Color of the

United States met this day, agreeably to the directions of the constitutioil,
The honorable Henry Clay, chairman ; Thomas Dougherty, secretary. Thp
society proceeded to the election of its officers.
The honorable 'Bushrod Washington was unanimously elected president.

VICE PRESIDENTS.

*H-on. Willitm H. Crawford, of Georgia.
He-on. Henry Clay, of'Ken bcky.
Hon. William Phillips, of Massuc/ausetts.
Col. Henry Rutgers, of New York.
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:i:Hon.0JohnE. Howard,):.Hon.:Samuel:Smith, > of Marylnd.i:

.:.Hon. John C, Herbert,
John Taylor of Caroline, Esq., of Virginia.
Gen. Andrew Jackson, of 'Tennessee.
Robert Ralston, Esq.)
Richard Rush, Esq. of Pennsylvania.
Gen. John Mason, oftl-e District of Columbia.;
Rev. Robert Findley, of Netv Jersey.

MANAGMUS.,

Francis S Key. James H. Blake.
Walter.Jones. John Peter.
John Laird. Edmund I. Lee.
Rev. Dr. James Laurie. William Thornton.
;iev. Stephen B. Balch.. .Jacob Hoffian..
Rev. Obadiah B.- Brown. Henry Carroll.

.. Elias B. Caldwell, Secretary.
W. G. D. Worthington, Recording S&cretary.
David English, Treasurer.

Resolved, That.the president and board of managers -be, and they are
hereby, instructed and required to present a memorial to Congress on the
subject of colonizing, with their consent, the free people of, color of the
United States, in Africa or elsewhere.
Mr. Clay having left the chair, Gen. Mason, one of the vice presidents,

presided as president.
Resolved, unanimously, That the thanks of this meeting be presented

to Mr. Clay, for the ability'and attention with which he. has presided as
chairman of the meetings in organizing, the society.
On motion of Milr. Herbert,.
Resolved, unanimously, That the Rev. Robert Findley be requested to

close the meeting with all address to the Throne of Grace.

Letter from the Committee of the -Colonization Society to tMe JIouVe of
Representatives.

WASHINGTON, January 23, 1819.
Smi: In obedience to instructions from the Americatn Society for colo-

nizing the Free People of Color of the United States, we beg leave to lay
before Congress some account of the measures pursued by the society 6or
accomplishing the great objects of its institution; and the result of their
inquiries and researches after such' facts and information as might most
clearly demonstrate how far-any scheme of colonization,'dependent for its
success upon the interior state of Africa, and upon the actual condition
and disposition of her native tribes,. might be practicable, Wand also enable
the founders of the intended colony to make the most prudent and judiciousP.~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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selection of a situation for it. In order to obtain the most recent and acn
curate information from sources of the most unquestionable authority, the
society sent out, at great expense, two agents, Nr. Mlills and Mr. Burgess,
who havd proved themselves eminently qualified for the undertaking.
The agents first visited England, with a view to acquire such; preparatory
instruction in the most efficacious mode of pursuing the objects of their
mission, as the great mass of rare, valuable, and authentic information, eol.
elected in that country, from various sources, might afford them. They
proceeded from England to the west coast of Africa, where they prosecut..
ed their esearches with such zeal, industry, and intelligence, as to have
contributedl essentially to the illustration of many important and interest-
ing facts, connected with the geography, climate, soil, and products of
that part of the continent ; and with the habits, manners, social institu-
tions, and domestic economy of its inhabitants. From the information thus
obtained, the present period would seem to be designated, by a combine.
tion of favorable circumstances, as tthe fortunate crisis for reducing to the
test of practical experiment these views and objects of the society. whieh
have already Tnet so encouraging a notice from Congress; and upon the
comprehensive utility and beneficence of which (abstracted from any doubts
of their being susceptible ol practical execution ) no question seeing to be
entertained in any quarter.
The present facilities for'acquiring the requisite territory from the na-

tive tribes, in situations combining every advantage of salubrious and
temperate climate, with fertile soil; the. pacific and humanized temper of
mind prevailing among these tribes; their existing prepossessions in favor
of;'the expected colonists from America; the actual settlement, in that
part of Africa, of some prosperous, intelligent, and well-dis;posed emigrants
from among the free people of color in this country; and the state of gen-
eral peace, so favorable to enterprises of benevolence and utility, holly
unconnected with any political schemes of territorial or commercial ag-
grandizement ; altogether form a conjuncture which must prove decisive
of the success of an immediate experiment. But upon any permanent con-
tinuance of so favorable a state of things, no; human wisdom or foresight
can calculate with any reasonable certainty, if the present opportunity be
not adequately improved.

It is now reduced to the single question, whether the undertaking shall
be adopted and patronized by the Government, so as to become essentially
national in its means and its objects ; or whether its ultimate success is to
depend upon the responsibility and !exertions of individuals, whose zeal
and perseverance, uinsubdued and unabated by difficulty, by delay, or dis-
appointment, may be surely counted orn; but whose unprotected exertions
and unaided resources, whether of power or of capital, must necessarily
be contingent and precarious, if not in their ultimate effect, at least in the
acceleration of the results.

it is now conceive(.. to be apparent, that, with the adequate aids alnd
sanction from the Government, the present generation cannot pass away
without permanentspractical, and Important benefits from the experlimeni-
benefits which will be felt equally in our social and domestic relations, as
in the advancement of the great object of political and internal morality,;
connected with the suppression of the slave trade; and this nation has
ever stood foremost in the most decided and vigorous efforts to abolip
that opprobrious traffic.
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From the Journals kept bthe agents, of their proceedings and personal

,observations, with an abstract of collateral information of unquestionable
authenticity and great interest, collected by them frotu sources not fre-
quently accessible to the general reader or inquirer, the society has be.
come possessed of many r-are and valuable materials, not only for forming
a more accurate judginent of the utility of the scheme of colonization, but
also for demonstrating how flagrantly and notoriously, and with what im-
punity, the prohibitory laws -of the United States and of other nations, in
regard to the slave trade, are violated by their respective citizens and
subjects. -Somne important hints also-may be derived from these docu-
ments, for making the penal sanctions of those laws more effectual ; and
there is good reason to conclude, that the establishment ot'such a colony
as has been projected by our society may prove an important and efficient
adjunct to the other preventive checks provided by law.
The body of accurate and valuable information thus collected will be

found aniong the documents, which we now beg,, sir, through your kind
mediation, to present to Congress.
We have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servants,

E. B. CAL)WELL,
WA L'1'E R ,)ONES, Committee.
F. S. KE Y,

Hon. HENRY CLAY,
Speaker of the House of Represenstatives.

IDN THE HlouSz OF REPRESENTATIV4S OF THE U. S.,
-- ------ January 23, 1819.

The Speaker presented to the House a letter addressed to him, signed
by Elias B. Caldwell, Walter Jones, and Francis S. Key, a committee
of the American Colonization Society, accompanied with an account of
the measures pursued by the society for accomtlishing the great object of
its institution, and of the result of their inquiries and researches ; as, also,
of documents showing the unlawful participation of the citizens of the
United States in the African slave trade ; which letter, and its accompa-
nying documents, were referred to a select committee ; and

Mr. Mercer, Mr. Mills, and Mr. Campbell, were appointed the said
committee.
An extract, &c.

Attest: THOMAS DOUGHERTY, C. H. R.

III THE IHOUSE OF REPRESiPNTATIVES OF THE U. S,
AMarch 3, 1819.

Resolved, That the account of Messrs. Davis & Force, for printing the
documents accoippnying the letter from the Committee of the American
Colonization Society to the Speaker of this I-Mouse, amounting to two
hundred and fifty-nine dollars, be paid out of the contingent fund of the
Souse.

Attest: THOMAS DOUGHERTY, C. H. R.
25 I - - - -
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FIFTEENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

TUESDAY, DECEMDEnR 30, 1817.

On motion of Mr. Mercer,
Resolved, That the committee to whom was referred the memorialYof

the Ameiican Colonization Society be instructed to inquire into the expe._
diency- of~making such further alterations in the laws prohibiting the ciii.
zens of'the United States from engaging in the African slave trade, as may
more effeetually cause [secure] their intended operation; and that the
said committee have leave to report by bill or otherwise.

.NOTE,-!-The subject of this resolution was not further acted on during
this session

Report of the Committee of the. Iouse of Represeniatives, consiv/ing f
Mr. Mercer, AMr. C4cnstock, Mr. Darlington, Mr. T'errell, and Mr.
Edwards-A4pril 18, 1818.

The committee to whom was referred the memorial of the "s president
and board of managers of the American Society for colonizing the Free
People of Color of the United States," have, according to order, had the
same under their attentive consideration.

Refeiring to the memorial itself, and to the report of the committee oil
the slave trade to the 14th Congress, your committee beg leave to addW
that a new interest hastbeen recently imparted to the benevolent enter-
prise of the memiorialsts, hy' the prospect of a speedy termination of, that
odious traffic, which has been so long the crime of Europe, the scourge of
Africa, and the affliction and disgrace of America. Spain and Portugal.
have at length concurred in that just and humane policy of the United
States, which Great Britain was the first to imitate, and whifchbby her
liberal and unremitting zeal, she has successfully extended throughout the
civilized woild.

So far as the civilization of Africa, the victim of this inhuman traffic, is
embraced amonga the views of the memorialists, the removal of this formini
dable impediment to their success is calculated to elevate the hopes ofthe
philanthropist, andl to secure to their enterprise *a larger-share of public
confidence.

Aunerice cannot but sympathize in the wish -to redeem from ignorance,
barbarism, and superstition, a continent of vast extent, spread out beneath-
every climate, embracing every variety of soil, and inhabited by a much
injured and degraded portion of the human race.

But ybur committee have no hesitation in acknowledging that they de-.
rive a yet stronger incentive to recommend this enterprise to the county
nDnce and favor of the [louse, fromn considerations peculiar to the United
States.'; These were presented to the last Congress by the report to which
your committee have referred ; and they deem it unnecessary, therefore
press them, upon the attention ol' the House. They cannot, however' for
bear to remark; that time is unceasingly aggravating all those domektiO
evils, for which the imieniorialists propose the only coinpptent reraedKlad
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thatithe. most auspicious circumstances conspire at present to promote its
successful application.

.-JEurope, after passing through a war of unprecedented extent and ca-
lamity,'enjoys a repose which she has rarely known, and which, for the
honor of humanity, it may be hoped she will be disposed to signalize by
some act of distinguished generosity.' She will not, surely, be content
with 'a mere forbearance of further injustice, but seek to repair the 'wrongs
which she~has inflicted upon an unhappy race of men.
The people of the United States have retired from the same conflict;-to

enjoyra prosperity which has never been surpassed in the history of the
world. Respected abroad, they possess abundance, tranquillity, and lhap-
piness, at home.
A survey of such blessings naturally inspires a sentiment, the existence

of which is illustrated not only by the formation 'of the society from 'which
this memorial proceeds-a society embracing individuals of every religious
and political denomination, and inhabitants of every State in this-wide-
spread Union-but by the almost unanimous proceedings of the Legisla-
tures of Virginia, Maryland, Tennessee, 'and Georgia, either recommend-
'ing or countenancing the same benevolent object.'

It cannot be supposed that the liberal and enlightened policy which die.
toted the resolutions and acts-of those particular States is confined'to them-
selves alone. Their neighbors, alike'circumnstanced,'actuated'by the same
interests and feelings, will be conducted, to the samne conclusion, 'in rela-
tion to questions not only of vital importance to them, but, in their remote
bearing, of scarcely less moment to the stability and prosperity of the
Union.'
The auxiliary colonization societies, which are daily springing up in

other quarters of the United States, evince that, if the feelings which' ani-
mate'them were local in their origin, they required only to be manifested,
in order' to awaken the sympathy and to secure the co-operation of the
rest of America in the attainment of their common object.
Your committee-would not thus favorably regard the prayer- of the me-

morialists, if it sought to impair, in the slightest degree, the rights of pri-
'vate property, or the yet more sacred rights of personal liberty,'secured
to every description of freemen in the United States.
The resolution of the Legislature of Virginia, the subsequent acts and

declarations, as well as the high character of the memorialists themselves,
added to the' most obvious interest of' the States who have recently sanc-
tioned the purpose or recognized the existence of the American Coloni-
zation Society, exclude the remotest apprehension of such injustice or
inhumanity.
The inemorialists propose to 'attain.the noblest end which beneivolence

can conceive, by-temperate and practicable means. '
As preliminary to their success, and in anticipation of the acts of the

Government; they have, at considerable expense, sent 'out agents toex-
plore the coast of Africa, and ito select-a seat for their contemplated colo..l
ny. Those agents were instructed first-tovisit Europe. Their reception
ilEngland, and the intelligence' which'had been received fromrthemndowil
tothe period of their. late embarkation- for Africa, were as favorable' as
could have been anticipated to thee success of their mission '
This success, however, cannot be complete, until the objectLi the me
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Mnoriai.s blbl,have received&-the; sanction, and their efforts the aid,ofit~e
Federal Government.. , .--Ji D

. , heJft.he-i~r.,emo-i tki does not funish.su:ffihient ground for the- interposition
of -th~1, N, tiinul-, Legislature in their behalff, it appears to your. committee'
itht tAereiolution of Virginia su sequqntiy sustained by a sinlilar regaL
IutLiqn, of. Marylandl and T'ennessee, unquestionably does so. -

,W-heth?.r,a treaty! for the territory~olf-tbe. proposed eolony-isito be-opn,*
ed with the native ,bt,ribes .of Africa', or with the European Govdrnineiith
whichbclaim, certain portions of the bshores- of that, continent, it-is~by'the
.authority-of-theUnited States alone that-such negotiations can--be effeieted
theiseyer4l States, having, by their. adoption of the Fcderal Constitwi
don, surrendered the power of negotiation to the General,-Governmen*.
have n undoubted right to claim the- exercise of that sovereign authority.
for, t eir4benefit,-vhenever it 'can be; exerted- consistently with the; wel
fare of the United- States. , .
Your committee cannot forbear to -add' another, to them-a very solemn

.olnsideqration, as an inducement ifor, the exercise of this authority in-the
manner proposed by the General Assemblyof Virginia. The act of Con.
gross which interdicts the African slave trade, and subjects the citizens of
the United.,States who engage. in its prosecution: to merited punishment,
jhas¢left-the unfortunate beings, whom the violations of this law are daily
casting :ipon the American shore,:to the separate provisions of the ek
sppetive States within whose jurisdiction they may chance to be founded -
.Toay.nothingof the abstract-propriety of transferring such an authors

ity, over the.persons and liberty of these foreigners from the National -to
the Stdte Legislatures, entertaining no apprehension that Congress will
be rendered thereby accessary, to any-act of cruelty or inhumanity it
inuWt.be xy'et apparent that the individual States have arit ht to-require-he
aid- now, sought.to be obtained from -the General Governments in order-to
enabie;,themselves to discharge the trust reposed in them, without'a viola
tion oftheir ldcal policy, or injustice to those unfortunate Africans placed
pttheir. disposal by the laws of the United States, -

- Ypumrgcommittee were instructed,by two other resolutions ofthe House,
toinquirei4to th expediency of making more effectual provision by-law
for preventing the participation of the citizens of the United 'States in thod
Africa.n.slAve. trade, and of correcting certain- abuses which are practiced
in the internal commerce of the- United States. Both these objects have
been. accomplished by bills which- subsequently. originated in-- the -othbr
branchof the National Legislature, and which came down to the House'
of Representatives tunder- circunistanceswhich ensured-to them an earlier
decision than would have followed a report from your committee.- The
beg leave, however, to remark, that the beneficial effect to beexpected
from any improvement of the preexisting laws, in relation to-the-forM~Y
species, of traffic, which commences its enterprises against humanity upon
a foreignand remote coast, and -atires it. upon that of America, in such
a.mnanher as to Delude detection-by-ordinary vigilance, inust depend on the
efforts of-another branch of the Government. --

Lt`does not become your committeeito do more, in-relation to-this'branch
of the:Iinquiry charged upon-them, than to intimate their opinion-tbhtni6'
act of legislation whatever would be so -likely to put down this iniAMLOito0iS
traffic as the multiplication of the revenue cutters upon the 'Aneritan1hores most frequented by the vessels engaged in it) and the employment
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f'suchbpait 6f the navy as-would be best adapted -to gstich service, iin';oc-

caisiofial visits to the African -coast, at the season when it is frequented'by,
the same description of vessels.''

Hodur'committee, therefore, ask Ito be discharged from the fuither con-
sideration of the second and third resolutions to which tbey hi'e'ibrefer-
red'and&beg-leave to recommend to the House, in relation to thy first, the
adoption of the following resolution:
Resolved, That the President of the United States be, andlie is hereby,

requested to take such measuress as he may deem proper ,o ascertain
whether a suitable territory can be procured, on the coast of Africa, for
colonizing sueh of the free people of color of the United States as may be
willing to avail themselves of such an asylum, and to enter into such ne-
gotiatian with the native tribes of Afirica, or with one or more of the Gov-
erniments of Europe, as may be necessary to obtain such territory and to
ecure to the contemplated colony every advantage which hie mjy deem
e'ssntial to its future independence and prosperity.

FIFTEENTH CONGRESS,, SECOND SESSION. i

JA'UAnY4, 1819.

On motion of Mr. Mercer,zit wds -:
.lst. Resolved, That the Secretary of the Navy be directed~tofreportto

this House a copy! of such instructions, if any, as may have'been issued by
his Deparment, in pursuance of the actof Congress of 1809,; prohibiing the
importation of slaves, to the .cbrnmanders of the several aritedJ vestels'of
the United States, for the purpose of intercepting, on the coast'of r'Afrida
or elsewhere, such vessels of the: Uniited States as may be; enga,-&ed in; the
slave trade.
t2&d Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be directedorepoit

to this' House the number and names of the slave ships,7it anytheipofts
from whichithey sailed, and where and by whom owned,-which havb been
seized, and condemned within;the United -States, for violatinsdof theB lw8s
thereof against the 'importation. ofi:slaves;- and if any negroes; inulI6(toes,
or persons of color, have been found on board such vessels,' tlieir 'hunibvr,
and the disposition which has been made of' them, by the seiveial State
Governments under whose jurisdiction they have fallen. -

'In obedience to the calls in these resolutions, the following-condmunica-
tions were made to the House of Representatives by the Secretaries of the
Depai'tmen.tsof the -Navy and of the Treasury:

NAVY DEPARTMENT, JanuajZ9, 14819,
SIR': In obedience to a resolution o'f the House of Representatives, pass-

ed on the 4th instant, in relation to the instructions issued by -this-,Depart-
ment-to the commanders of the' several armed vessels of the Unfte'd Sites,
in pursuance of'the act of Congress prohibiting the importation of slavs"'
passed on the 2d day'of March, 1807,1 :have th'e honor to transmit to3ou
toibe'laid before the House, the accompanying' papers, 'ubniered one to
eiWV'4 inclusively, -being copies of letters,'tAnd extracts'ofsetters, to ,orn-'
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m~an.,dingnaval officers, which contain all-the instructions that have issued
firomn this Department, having relation' -to the subject of inquiryof said
resolution-

1. have the honbr to be, Pyith the highest respect, sir, your most obedient
servant,:.

SMITH THOMPSON,.
The Hon. the SPEAKERS

,House of Representatives.

.|N.. Off4X 3.I.-

NAVY DEPARTMENT, January 22, 1811
S'iuI-:'b6ar, not without great concern, that the law prohibiting the

importation off slaves has been violated in frequent instances, near St. Ma-
ry's, since' the gunboats have been withdrawn from that station.
We are bound by law, by the obligations of humanity, and sound policy,

to use our most strenuous efforts to restrain this disgraceful traffic, and to
bring those.who shall be found engaged'in it to those forfeitures and pun.
ishments which are by law prescribed for such offences.

Hasten the equipment of the gunboats which, by my letter of the 24th
ultimo, you were directed to equip, and;as soon as they shall be ready, des'
patch them to St. Mary's, with orders to their commanders to use all pramc
ticable diligence in enforcing the law prohibiting the importation of slaves,
passed. March 2, 1807, entitled "An act .to prohibit the importation of slaves
into any port or place within the jurisdiction of the United States, from
and after~the 1st day of January, 1808."?' The whole of this law,;buts
pe:ciallythb 7th section, requirees youi! particular attention; that section de.
cares that any ship or vessel which shall be found in any river, portbay,
or harbor, or on the high seas, within the jurisdictional limits ofvthe
United States, br hovering on the coast. thereof, having on board.anynhn,
gro,;mulatto,.or person of color, for the: purpose of selling them as slaves,
or with intent to land the 'same in any port or place within the juris'
dictionlof the.-United States, contrary to the prohibition of the act, shall,
together with her tackle, apparel, and furniture, and the goods andeffeeta
whichsba0! be found'on board thebsamej be forfeited, and may be seized,
prosecuted, and condemned, in anyt court of the United States having"jUh
risdiction thereof.,.

It further authorizes the President of the United States to cause any-of
the .armed vRessels of the United States to be manned and employed to
cruise on anyl part of the coast of the-Vnited States, or territories there 6f,
and to instruct and direct the :commanders' to' seize, take, andhbrixg-intf6
any port of the United States, all such ships or vessels; and, moreover,'to
seize; take,-and bring into any port oftthe United States, all ships or ves
eels of the lUnited, States, wherever found -on the high seas, contravening
the provisions of the. act, -to be proceeded against according: to law-.
.,ou will therefore consider yourself hereby. especially instructed andre.

quired, and you will instruct and require all officers placed under yourctfni
mand, to, seize,.take, and bring into port; any vessel, of whatever nAalt.Be
found in any river, port, bay, or harbor, or on the high seas, within thejiu.
risdictional.limits.of the United States, or hovering on the coast th y
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!having on board any negro, mulatto, or person of color, for the purpose of
selling themas slaves, or with., intent to land the same, contrary to law; And,
moreover, to seize, take, and hringinto.pprt, all ships or vessels aof the
United States, wheresoever found, on the high seas orelsewhere, contra-
vening the-provisions of the law. Vessels thus to be seized may be brought
into any port of the United States; and.when brought-into port, must, with-
out.delay, be reported to the district attorney of the United States resid-
ingin the district in which such port may be, who will institute speh further
proceedings as law and ji6stice require.
Every person found on board of such vessels must be taken especial care

of. The negroes, mulattoes, or persons of color, are to be delivered to such.
persons as the respective States may appoint to receive the same. The com-
Wanders and crews of such vessels will be held, under the prosecutions of
the district attorneys, to answer the pains and penalties prescribed by law
for their respective offences. Whenever negroes, mulattoes, or-persons of
color, shall be delivered to the persons appointed to receive the same, du-
plicate receipts must be taken therefor; and if no person shall be appointed
by the respective States to receive them, they must be delivered " to the
overseers of the poor of the port or place where such ship or vessel may be
brought or found;" and an account of your proceedings, together with the
number and descriptive list of such negroes, mulattoes, or persons'of color,
must be immediately transmitted to the Governor or chief magistrate of-the
State. You will communicate to me ininutely all your piocdedings.

I ami, sir, respectfully, &c.
PAUL HAWLTON.

H. G. CAMPBELL,
Commanding naval officer, Charleston, S. C.

No. 2.

2Extract of a letterfrom the Secretary of the Navy to Captain. John H.
Elton, commanding the United States brig Saranac, New York, dated

NAVY DEPARTMENT, July 16,1817.'
' The recent occupation of Amelia island by an officer in the service of
the Spanish revolutionists occasions just apprehensions that, from'the vi.
cinity to the coast of Georgia, attempts will be made to introduce slaves into
the United States, contrary to the existing laws, and furtheriatt:mpts at
illicit trade in smuggling goods in violation of out revenue laws.: You are
hereby directed to detain and search every vessel, under whatever flag,
vhich may enter the river St. Mary's, or be found hovering upon the coast,
under suspicious circumstances, and seize every vessel freighted with
slaves, or whose doubtful character and situation shall indicate the inten-
tion of smuggling. In the execution of these orders, you will take special
care not to interrupt or detain any vessels sailing,.with regular papers. and
a national character , upon- lawful voyages to or' from a port -'or ports of the
United States. The traffic in slaves is intended to be restrained, and in
the performance of this duty you will-exercise your sound judgment in
regard to all vessels you may visit.- 7
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B~xactc of' letterfrom the Secretary of the Navy -to laptain, Johii i
'Elton: -cotnmanding the United States brig 'Saraneic' St."Arg',
Gorg ia;dated-;-
G-: ie.ot'gia,1date. NAVY DEPARTMENTS November7, 1 8.
Y6u'oi e authorized to detain and seindin for. adjudication, all ee

uhdribilkatever flags, which may be found hoveing upon our coast,. orI
in 'the "uisdictional limits of a marine leagueof a, suspicious characteryar,
that shaI have slaves on board, or that you shlW ascertain, upon due,a;Tj.'
nation, to be dther than regular trading.vesselps, with,papers and.documents.
in perfect 6rde'r,' conformably to the laws of nations and the existing.tre..
ties of the United, States with foreign Powers,. You will send suchye .s-
sels asyoun may so detain into the port of Savannab, with all the paper'
fund on board, under your seal, addressed to' the district attorney of the
Ohilted States for the district of Georgia.

No. 4.
Irtract of a letter from the Secretary of. the Navy to Captain John'D.&

.enley, dated November .1 4, 181 7.
Should 'you fall in with on your way to St. Mary's, or find in Aelniia,

any vessels acting as privateersl contrary to the laws of the United States,
you Atill capture such, and send them to Savannah, Georgia, to be dealt
with according to law. You will detain all prize or other vessels having
slaves on board, as the presumption is strong that they are intended to be.
smuggled into the United States.

.
.~~~~~N
No.. 5.

Extract of a letter from the Secretary of the Navy to Captain Daniel
T1. Patterson, commanding naval officer, New Orleans, dated '--

NAVY DEPARTMENT, December 17, 1817.
Pievibu6sy'to 'the loss of the United States brig Boxer, it was deter-,

mine.d ,toiincrease the naval force in the Gulf of Mexico, for the better pro.
tectiqnIqf oPur commerce and the revenue, as well as to prevent the intro-
ductionqf slaves into our territory.

For.this purpose, the United States ship John Adams, under the corn-
mandtof Captain John D. Henley, has been ordered to the Gulf, with the
bris -Prometheus and Enterprise, and schooner Lynx.

No.6.
Extract of a letterfrom the Secretary of the Navy to Commodore Rohki

D.' Henley, commailding United States naval force off dmelia island~
dated'R-
N-;VY DEPARTMENT, January 16, 1818q.,;

Maintain a strict discipline among the officers and crews of the eve'6V-
vessels, especially as to their conduct when on shore at St. Mary's' 0
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Aelia; and, When circumstances, ball,permit, you. will, send the sqnall ves-
sels Juponzheeig bbprig coasts to watcj the movement of, privateers an&
verel, itA gla,esvon board, all of..%lhich can have no other object;tbanAto
introduce them into the United Statesi in violation of existing laws.

;~~~~~~~~jq -taws,;

No, 7.

NAVY DEPARTMENT, spaay 30, 1818.
,kSis:' I enclosetoyou, herewith, for your information and government,.

fo~incopie~s of an act-of Congress, passed on the 20th day ofApriJBlast, an-
titled "An a0t in addition to an act to prohibit the introduction of;slaves
into anytpottoz;r,1ae '; hin tb~e ,, risdiction of the United States,Jifro.
and after;the, 1st day of January, 1808, and to repeal certain parts of the
samqe.
,,By order,of the Secretary of the.Navy.
,I am, very respectfL1y, &c.

BENJAMIN HOMANS.
CaPtain D). T, PATTERSON,

;Qmmanding navat offlcer, Nev. Orleans.

No. 8.
NAVY DEPARTMENT, May 30, 1818.

SiR: Agreeably to a request recently made by Commodore Henley, l
transmit herewith, for your information and government, four copies of
the act of Congress, passed on the l20th :.day;of April last, entitled '.'ArG
act in addition, to an act to -prohibit the introduction of slaves into any port
or placewithin the jurisdiction of the, United. States, from and after the
st day ofJaniar y, 1808, and to repeal certain parts oftihe same."
By order of the Secretary of the Navy.

I am, very respectfully, &c.
BENJAMIXN FHOMANS.

Captain A. J. DALLAS,
Commanding U. S. navalforce near St. .11Mary's, Ga.

JANUARY 21, 1819.

Letter frnm the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting the' inforrnatio=
called for by the resolution of the House of Representatives,4f the 4t:.
instant, ita relation to ships engaged in the slave trade, which hiive
been seized Tand condemned, and the disposition which has been made:
of the negroes, by the several State Governmnents under whose jurisdic-
,tion they have fllen.

TREASURY DEPARTMEVT, Jaqnuary 20,1819.
SI: In obedience to a resolution of the Ho~use of. Representativepsofthe 4th instant, directing the 'Secretary of the Treasury c to report to this
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House the numberand' names of the slave ships, if any, thie foiisbou
wihicb they sailed,, and wilele, 'and by w'honi owned, which lave beeti
seized and concerned within the United States, for violations of the laws
thereof, against the importation of slaves; and if any negroes, mt~attoes;
or persons of color, have been found on board such vessels, their number,
and the disposition which has been' made of then by the several State
Governments under whose jurisdiction they have fallen," I have the honor
to submit the enclosed communication from the Register of the Treasury,
the collector of Mobile, and the marshal of the Alabama Territory. -

Fr6ni these documents but little information is derived. Independent
of the:.proceedings now pending in the Alabama Territory, it is under
Stood tbat`proceedings hAve been instituted under the State authoriti",
which"have terminated in the sale of persons of color: illegally imported
into the States of Ge'orgia and Louisiana during the years 1817 and l8l8

There is no authentic 'copy of the acts of the Legislatures; of thoe'
States, upon this subject, in this Department; but it is understood that,
in both States, Africans and other persons of color, illegally imported, are
directed to be sold for the benefit of the State. In the former State, how.
ever, they are directed to ie placed at the disposition .of 'the society for
~colonizing the free blacks, upon condition of their transportation to sOme
foreign State, and on payment of the expenses incurred by the State in
Elation to them.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your most obedient ser.
,want,

W. H. CRAWFORD. -
The Hon. the SPEAKER qof the House of Representatives.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Register's Office, January 7, 1819.';;

Sln: The resolution of the I-House of Representatives of the Unifted
States, which you did me the honor to refer, calling for information rela-'
live to the slave trade, and if any violations thereof had arisen under the
act of July, 1807, 1 .beg leave to state, that it' doth not appear, from an
examination of the re'coid'ss of this office, and particularly of the accounts
<to the date of their last settlement) of the collectors of the customs, "and
,of the several marshals of the United States, that any forfeitures had been'
incurred under the said act.

Although there are no records at the Treasury of the facts, yet, from a
memorial-now before Congress, it appears there had been one ship con-
'demned in the port of Charleston, South Carolina, for a violation of the
act above' mentioned, calledthee---; upon the sale of which,,tbe
sum of' two thousand five hundred dollars, it is alleged, remainsinAtle
iha'ids of the clerk of the court of that district.
A other, aandthe only additional case that can at present be brought

into view, in relation toan infraction of the provisions of the aforemene
tioned act, is explained in'the certified copies herewith.presented, marked
A, of. the proceedings of the, court of Alabama territory, the originals
being' filed in the office of the Comptroller of the Treasury,.

I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient humble'seivant,;. ..
JOSEPH NOURSE.I

Eon. W. H. Cluwro3D.
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ST. STEPHENIS' ALABAMA TERRSITORY, JUly 22, 1818.
Si EhcIlosed is a copy or transcript of the minutes of our last general

ourt. '"The proceeding in this iase is perhaps unprecedented, but your
better judgment can more cortrctly de'terinine. I believe the' law recog-
niies' the marshal onlyfas 'the proper person to have tbe charge opropf
erty seized for a violation of the laws of the United States; but that
course would have deprived those particular friends of Judge Todilmnin o'f

geanid speculation, of which they boast very much. If it was proper that
th6ecburt should let out the negroes, as a saving to the Governmenti-vor
partieg interested, they could have been hired out for a very considerable'
sui, clear df all expenses; but this course would have destroyed na-grand
individual speculation.' And, on the contrary, had the' negroes been'left,
as is usual; in the hands of the marshal, he would have been enitlled to a
smli'all pittance for keeping; to which' thia judge could not reel incile his
malice.' You'will also observe'that this court has granted a commission
tW'take depositions in the Havana, 'a foreign Government, and in a Gov-
erniment where there i's no'difficul'ty in procuring any testimVnyI..There
has been considerable expense' on 'the part of the Govern'ment, 'and I 'can
ba~ard'an opinion that, if this course of proceeding is admitted, the prop-
erty will not be condemned.

Your obedient hurableservanit,
JOHN HAYNES,

Marshal Alabama Territory.
Jos. ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroher U. S.

P. S. Should you think this 'proceeding unlawful, you will please' to
'lay the papers before the proper authority, and indulge me with your
opinion.l. HAYNES

JULY TERM, 1818.

United &aies vs. vessel Merino: and cargo, the schooner Louisiana and
cargo, and the Constitution and, cargo.

Ordered, That commissions do issue to take depositions in the Havana,
to be directed to Messrs. Gray and. John Murdock, in Pensacola, to 'be
directed to General Gaines, Colonel King, and Captain Call, or either.of
them, arid that the said depositions be taken as evidence, as well in the
case of the United States against-the said vessels and cargoes, as in the
several libels for restitution for the negroes on board the said vessels.
And that the vessels and cargoes, in these cases, be delivered to claim-
ants on bond and security, to be approved by the court, being entered'into
in the appraised value thereof, conditioned to have the property irthcorn
ingi to abide the judgmnent of the court.

Ordered, That Samuel H. Garron, Lewis Judson, David Files, John
W. Simonton, John Whitehead, and Jotham S. Patton, or any four of
them, David Files being one, be accepted as securities to be given under
this order; and that Henry D. Merritt, Christopher Strong Stewart, and
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Daniel Duval, be appointed appraisers of the vessels and cargoes afore6
said.

Oi9ered (on. the. agreement of-tbelparties,)- That the one hundred and
seven neg!oes found on board the vessel Merino, the schooner Lpoilsiiana,
and' the Constituti'on, and libell.ed in thi's court, be placed in thepesseq~ipn
of James, Caller, Benjamin S.. Smroot, an4 David: Fles, on their!;eterti
into'b nd'in such amount and with sq'ch security as maybe approd:an4
agired4 upon'by the parties; conditioned that they have the said.qqgro'ee
orthcoining, to abide the order and degree of the court.
whereas one hundred and seven African negroes have been ron46ght

withini the; jurisdiction and'have been placed in the custody.of thiRsqu'ttp
as being' liable to forfeiture under the laws of the. United States: i404
wher'eas.certain persons have claimed the said negroes,,anddeny~thek.
iIglility to forfeiture as aforesaid.: Aind whereas the said ,causesj.iR,rieer
enc~ot'4l6 liability of said negroes, could not be decided at Julyjerwm
1818,, of the Alabama general court,sitting in. admiralty, it was: qgrqeep,
and with the advice and consent of the 'aid. court, and all of the persons
interested,jeither in the seizure of said ,negropes.aoresai'd, or those .caipi
ing restitution of the same, that' the said-negroes be delivered to pqmpe
responsible persons, to be admitted by tbe said -court aforesaid,.for Unfsi
keepingunltilthe court aforesaid, or their officers, shall demand the Saie;
when t e said negroes are to be returned into the custody of, the-court
aforesaid, to abide their decision in the.premises; all casualties in refer-
ence to the said negroes to be excepted from the liability of the said re-
spop.iJbl~q persons.

Whereupon, James Caller, David .Files, and Benjamin S. Smoot, .qatne
into court, being the persons agreed upon by the parties interested afore
said, by consent of the court aforesaid,,and stipulated, as well to allthe
parties interested, as to the court aforesaid' toakeepthem weland retura
them unto this court, when demanded by the said court, free from all es.
pensetQ any party concerned, under the penalty of one hundred thousand
dollars, to be levied of their goods and chattels, lands and tenements, if
they should make default in the stipulation herein mentioned.

1, Francis H. Gaines, deputy clerk' 'of the general court of the Alabama
Territory,do certify that the foregoing. pages, numbered 1, 2, 3, contairl
true extracts from.the minutes ofsaid'eourt, at July term, 1818.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and affixed miypri-
vate seal,'having no seal 'of office, the 23d day'of July, Aiil

[SEAL.] 1818, and '43d year of American independence.
F. H. GAINES, D. C. General Court."Il

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Register's Office, January 5,1819.

I certify the foregoing to be true copies of the originals on file inr t
Departmen.t. JN

JOSEPH NOURS9-,:
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COLLECTOR'S OFFICE!,
Port of 'Mobile, November:IV5,J1819.

Srn::j.A&C>@ongress aie now in session, I beg leave to suggest, for your
consideration, the subject of a revenue cutter forth4e coast of this dkrict.
Itis evident, from a view of our 4ocal situation, that no pa.At' of ''e'Ameri-
can coast aff6rds more inviting opportunities to violate the revenue laws,
and those prohibiting the importation' of slaves, than this. lIn other parts
of the country, revenue cutters and boats have been provided; here, from.
the Chandelier islands to the Perdido river, including the coast and nu-
merous other islands, we have only a small boat, with four men and an
inbPeetoJ, to oppose to the whole co#ifederaey'of smugglers arnd 'pirates.
Add towthis"a-view of the situation of the whole coast of West Floiida;
froMhitbePerdido to Florida point, opon to the: secure landing of slaves,
4lnd-thetneans of their introduction' into 'the United States. ShotuldWgest
Florida be given up to the Spanish authorities, both American and Span-
ish vessels, it 'is to be apprehended, 'will be employed in the importation
of slaves, with an ultimate destination to this country ; and,' even in, its
prevent situation, (the Seminole wvar having terminated,) the greatest fa-
biliti66 are offered for obtaining slaves from Havana and elsewhere, through
West Florida. Three vessels' it is true, were taken in the attempt last
suiimmer; but this was owing rather to accident than any well-timed
arrangement to prevent the trade. To' prevent violations of the laws, and
the laws prohibiting the importation of slaves into the United States, and
to defend our commerce from the depredations of pirates on our coast, a
revenue cutter is necessary; and it appears to me Pvident that such 'a ves-
sel on this coast would render more important services to the country than
any cutter employed on the Atlantic coast.

Th-e-capture of Pensacola, and the consequent change or circumstances,
prevdvt6ed me from transmitting an estimate of the cost of a boat of the
description mentioned in my letter of the 23d of February last, as I was
requestted to do; being fully satisfied that sound policy, both in regard to
expense and utility, required a much larger, vessel-one fitted to cruise
on the'coast from the Chandeliers, on the Mississippi, to the bay of Tampa.
Such a vessel would be able to clear our coast of pirates, and put an end
to the importation of slaves. If the revenue of the district is to be the
Criterion to 'decide the propriety of the measure, I know the Government
will-not make an appropriation for this object; but, if the measure be
tested by its general utility in support of our laws and protection of. our
commerce, I should suppose they would not withhold the necessary ap-
propliation.

Seven persons are now in custody for piracy, who were taken in!the
mouth of the Perdido by the military; and repeated instances have occur-
red of vessels being, plundered on the coast.
The'revenue boat now in use has been repaired since my letter of the

Feb-rtary last, without much expense, and may perhaps be servicea-
ble'for six or eight months longer. But it- appears to be necessary that l
should be authorized to purchase another,"when' the present one should
be found unfit for service, otherwise we night be two or three months
Without even a boat. The sails and rigging are stated to be now very
good, and' might be applied to another;. and with' those materials, I 'hoteld
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estimate the cost of a boat-of the like size at from two to three hundred
dollars.

1 have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant)
-on.W.H.C~ADDIN LEWIS, Collector,

Hon~. W. H. CRAWFIORi ...1n.
Secretary of the T. Msury U. S.

JANUARY 13, 1819.

Mr. Middleton, from the committee consisting of Mr. Middleton, Mr.
Upham, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Floyd, Mr. Mumford, Mr. Lincoln, and AS..
Lynn., reported the following bill, with the exception of the 5th section,
which was inserted as an amendment by the House of Representatives:6-

A BILL; in addition to the acts prohibiting the slave trade.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the .Unilerl
Slates of .merica in Congress assembled, That the President of tbe
United States be, and he is hereby, authorized, whenever he shall deem
it expedient, to cause any of the armed vessels of the United States tobe
employed to cruise on any of the coasts of the United States or Territories
thereof, or. of the coasts of Africa or elsewhere, where he may judge at-
tempts may be made to carry on the slave trade by citizens or residents'o
the United States, in contravention of the acts of Congress prohibiting the
same, and to instruct and direct the commanders of all armed vesselspof
the United States to seize, take, and bring into any port of the United
States, all ships or vessels of the United States, wheresoever found,.lich
may have taken on board, or which may be intended for the purposeof
taking on board, or of transporting, or may have transported, any negro,
mulatto, or person of color, in violation of any of the provisions of the act
entitled cAn act in addition to an act to prohibit the importationof4s&aes
into any port or place within the jurisdiction of the United n from and
after the first day of January, in the year of our Lord one ttnousand eight
hundred and eight, and to repeal certain parts of the same," or of any other
act or acts prohibiting the traffic in slaves, to be proceeded against accord-
ing to law. And the proceeds of all ships and vessels, their tackle, ape
parel,- and furniture, and the goods and effects on board of there, which
shall be-so seized, prosecuted, and condemned, shall be divided equally
between the United States and the officers and men who shall seize, take,
or. bring the same into port for condemnation, whether such seizurebe
made by an armed vessel of the United States or revenue cutter threpf;
and the aame shall be distributed in like manner as is provided by.la~w or
the distribution of prizes taken from an enemy: Provided, Thatthe.ffi
cers and men, to be entitled toone-half of the proceeds aforesaid, sbal8
safe k6eep every negro, mulatto, or person of color, found on board pf any
ship or vessel so seized, taken,.or brought into port for condemnation andp
shall deliver every such negro, mulatto, or person of color, to the miarslPn
of the district into/which they are brought, if into a port of the United
States, or,,if elseWhere, to such person or persons as shall be lavfully1AP-;
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ointedbiy the President of the United States, in the manner hereinafter
directed; transmitting to the President of the United States, as soon as
may be after such delivery, a. descriptive list of such negroes, mulattoes,
or persons of color, that he may give directions for the, disposal of them.
And provided, further, That the commanders of such commissioned ves-
sels do cause to be apprehended and taken into custody every person
found on board of such vessel so seized and taken, heing of the officers or
crew thereof, and him or them convey, as soon as conveniently may be,
to the civil authority of the United States, to be proceeded against in due
course of law inl some of the districts thereof.

Sic. 2. And be it further enacted, That the President of the United
States be, and he is hereby, authorized to make such regulations and
arrangements as he may deem expedient for the safe !keeping, support, and
removal beyond the limits of the United States, of all such negroes, mui
lattoes, or persons of color, as may be so delivered and brought within
their jurisdiction ; and to appoint a proper person or persons, residing
upon the coast of Africa, as agent or agents for receiving the negroes, mu-
lattoes, or persons of color, delivered from on board vessels seized in the
prosecution of the slave trade by commanders of the United States armed
vessels.

sEC. 3. And be itffurther enacted, That a bounty of twenty-fitme dollars
be paid'to the officers and crews of the commissioned vessels of the United
States or revenue cutters, for each and every negro. mulatto, or person of
color, who shall have been, as hereinbefore provided, delivered to the
marshal or agent duly appointed to receive them. And the Secretary of
the Treasury is hereby authorized and required to pay or cause to be paid
to such officers and crews, or their agent, the aforesaid bounty for each
person delivered as aforesaid.

SEc. 4. And be itfurlher enacted, That when any citizen or other per-
son shall lodge information with' the attorney for the district of any State
or Territory, as the case may be, that any negro, mulatto, or person of
color, has been imported therein, contrary to the provisions of the acts in
such case made and provided, it shall be the duty of the said attorney
forthwith to commence a prosecution by in-formation; and process shall
issue against the person charged with holding such negro, negroes, mu-
latto, mulattoes, person or persons of color, so alleged to be imported con-
trary to the provisions of the acts aforesaid; and it; upon the return of the
process executed, it shall be ascertained, by the verdict of a jury, that such
negro, negroes, mulatto, mulattoes, person or persons of color, have been
brought in contrary to the true intent and meaning of the acts in such.cases
made and provided, then the court.shall direct the, marshal of the said dis-
trict to.take the said negroes, mulattoespor-persons of color, into his cus-
tody for safe keeping, subject to the orders of the President of the Unitecr
States; and the- informer or informers who shall have lodged the informa-
tion shall be entitled to receive, over and above the. portion of the penal-
ties accruing to him or them by the provisions of the acts in such case
made and provided, a bounty of fifty dollars for each and every negro,
mulatto, or person of color, who shall have been delivered into the cus-
tody of the marshal ; and the Secretary of the Treasury is 'hereby author-
ized and required to pay or cause to. be paid the aforesaid bounty, upon
the certificate of the clerk of the court for the district where 'the pfosecu-
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'(ion 'rltideha e bEeenvliad;6.i'lx'tli&sealof office thereto qannxed, Stating
lihe n mber of ncgrbe's ini1atl eliv
'S;F. 5. And'be ,Ctoes,orhp'rsholor, "'li f'tie c

mardeo armed 'cssel'ot'iUnited States,s hieneihe shall niake
-any captu're'under the:iprovis'i6ris-of' fhis act, to bring the vie'ssel'and iR
.argo4 for:adjudication,' into`Abie .p-it o'f the State or T6rritory to which
suchves'l'so captured shall belongif he' can ascertainsthesame,if'no
atheh to be 'sent 'into any convenient port of the United States.

Snc.`6V And be itfur'ther enacted, That all such acts'or parts of acts'
may be repugnant to the proVisions of 'this act shall be, an'd the same aire
hereby, repealed.

SEC. 7. And be itfurthler enticted, That a sum not exceeding one buii.
4`red thoiusand dollars be, and the s-ame is hereby, appropriated to carry
this law ingto effect.

[This bill finally became a lawn the.3d March, 1819.-

MARCH 1X 1819.

NOTE.-In the course of the proceedings in the I-louse of Repre~senta-
lives on the foregoing act, Mr. Strother, a member for the State of Vir
ginia,.:noved -to strike out the 3d and 4th sections; which motion :ds
disagreed to by the House.

JANUARY 19, 1819.

Mr. Middleton, from the committee on the subject of the slave trade,
laid before the House sundry documents transmitted to him as chairnianof
the said committee; which are as follows:-

Extracts.from documents in the Departments of State, of the
andof the Navy, in relation t(o the illicit introduction of slave auto the:
United States.

:WASHINGTON, November 28, 1818-;
Sun: I am directed by a-comlhittee on so much of the Presideont'-s-e`9

sage as relates to the illicit introduction of slaves into thb United Siates
bo inquire whether you-have in your possession any particular information
which will enable you to state iletentt to which that violation of; our
laws has been carried of late,-or which may suggest any additibnal'pro
hibitory enactments tending mom efctetally to repress it.

I have'the honor to be,sir, very respectfully, your obedient ervati,
-ENRY .MIDDLETON,
-Chairman of a Comniittee f the Ilhouse of Representatzves.

Hon. Joiwn QUINCY ADAMS
Secretary of S£tate.

tP.,:No., 2..8.
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January i l819
,Srn' I have the honor of enclosing, herewith, copies of Ietters received

-itthe severaI Departmnents of State, the Treasury, and the :Navy contain-
i Pthe information possessed by the Executive, in relation to,the-subject
of your letter of the 28th November last, and requested by the :committee.
;nranwier to; the inquiry, whether any additional. prohibitory enactment
iightimore effectually repress the illicit introduction of slaves: into ,the

-Unitetl States, it is to be observed, that, by.the. act of Congress of- the
last session the first sactions of the act-of 2d March, 1807," to- pro-
llibit the importation of slaves into any port or place within: the jurisdic-
tioh of the United States, from and ,after the first day of Januaty, in the
year of our Lord one thousand- eight hundred anid eight," were repealed;
an'that the authority given to the President of the United States,- by the
7th section of the same act of 1807, "to instruct and direct-the com-
ahnders oI armed vessels of the United States to seize, takes and.;-bring
into any port of the United States, all ships or vessels of the United- States.
wheresoever found on the high seas, contravening the provisions. o thi8
&c(,"was thereby also 'virtually- repealed, so far as it could operate upon
the offences described in 'the six repealed -sections. And as the authority
thus.given to the President was expressly limited. to the capture -of -ships
or vessels of the United States contravening the provisions of that-act, it
is untiderstood as nout including the authority to-give similar directions and
instructions to capture and 'bring into port ships or vessels of-ihe United
States contravening the provisions of the act of 20th of-April,Al-818.

Treaties' have been concluded by the Government of Great' Britain, wilt
Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands, by virtuc of which the,commanders
of the armed vessels of Great Britain' are author-ized to capture, the slave-
trading vessels.under the flags of each of the others, and vice versai 'and,
to carry them into certain ports, where they are to be- tried by courts, con-
slisting of judges from each Of the two- parties to the several-treaties. Copies
of these treaties have been communicated by the British Government to
that~of the United States, with suggestions that it would be agreeable to
'Great Britain to enter into arrangements of a similar nature with theJlUhit-
ed States. The circumstances of the United States would render-it imr
practicable to give to such arrangements the indispensable character of re-

ocity; for which reasons they have been declined. But, as a viewof
-the treaties muay perhaps suggest to the committee legislative' measures in
aiaof the object which they are, intended to accomplish, and as that object
is the same to which the-efforts of this nation are earnestly directed, they
-are herewith enclosed, with the request that, when the committee or the
House shall have no further use for them, they nmay be returned.,

IVhave -the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your very humble and
,obedient servant,

:ibe'di-nt --- - JOHJN QUINCY ADAMS.
HENRY MIDDLETO0N Esq.,

Ciairman of a Comnaitree oif the Ho. -of Reps.

1A4 -
-N6. 28 1.
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Extract of a letterfrom Beverly Chew, Esq., collectorof Netw Orleana,,
to Ile Secretary of the Treasury, dated 17th dpril, 1818.

In consequence of information given me some days ago, that some per.
sons,'already distinguished in that way, were preparing to make another
piratical cruise, and that their boats were concealed in some of the canal
from the plantations into the lakes, I despatched an active and enterprising
inspector, who discovered and seized a remarkably fine boat, completely
equipped, mounting a brass cannon, and every way fitted for a cruise; one
man, named. Hacket, being left in charge. The owner of the plantati n.
delivered the sails, oars, powder, &c., belonging to the boat, together with
a pocket book, containing a commission and roll d'equipage, (in blank,)'
signed by Amable Humbert, styling himself as commiander-in-chief of the
province of Texas, in the republic of' Mexico, and purporting to be dated
at Galveston, to cruise against and capture the property of vessels of Spain'
By an account stated in the pocket book, it appears she was built in this
city, by a Captain Chambers, who is believed to be a part owner, and a
prosecution has been accordingly commenced. In proceeding to the city
with the boat and prisoners, the officers met Mitchell and O'Neal,:(tWoot
the characters alluded to,) with a party of men, going to take possession
of the boat which had been seized; the latter, having been sent in advance,.
was-captured, and is lodged in jail, to await his trial. Mitchell, with the'
remainder of his party, pulled across the river, drew up his men behind
some logs, and declared he would shoot the officer if he attempted to ap.
proach. Foom the weakness of the inspector's party, they effected their
escape. The same party, some days afterwards, robbed a vessel, and
sallied out of a small bayou just above Fort St. Philip, where there is a
small settlement of fishermen, vho, I have reason to believe, assume that
character the more easily to. conceal their real one, of smugglers.

-if has been stated to me, on the authority of a letter to a respectable-
gentleman of this city, that there were three schooners lying in theriver
AMermentau, belonging to Commodore Aury's squadron, smuggling their
cargoes on shore. The audacity of the piratical set, since they find Gal.
veston has not been, and, as they say, will not be suppressed, knows no
)ournds. In order to keep them somewhat more in check, and to defeat

their nefarious schetnes as Cfar as in my power, until Government aid us
with such force as it may deem best suited to the purpose, I have deter.
mined -to station an additional revenue boat and crews, with an active; en-
terprising officer, at anid near Fort St. Philip, and to increase the crewsof'
the boats at the Balize and Fort St. John. It will, I think, render their
operations a little more difficult, and I confidently rely on youir approb-
tion. The additional expense can be no consideration. But no effortsOf
the ollicers of the customs alone can be effectual in preventing thie intro-
duction of Africans from the westward. To put a stop to that traffic, a
naval force suitable to those waters is indispensable, and vessels captured
widh slaves ought not to be brought into this port, but sent to some other,
in the United States, 'for adjudication. Enclosed you will also 'find an- act
passed by the legislature of this State respecting slaves imported in vio-
lation ot' the lav of Congress of the 2d March, 1807. The object and
policy of this law requires no comment front ine. Vast numbers of slaves'
will be introduced, to an alarming extent, unless prompt and effectual!
measures are adopted by the Gwineral Government.
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COLLECTOR'S OFFICE, NOVA IBERIA,
July 9, 1818;

SIR: Since Mr. James Miller, collector of this district, left this'place,
agreeably to his request Ihlave sent him abstracts of the- accounts I have
kept in this office to the 1st of January last, which he said would ena-
ble him to make out his returns. He afterwards wrote me to make re-
turns to him, and direct them to the care of the Secretary of State. I com-
plied with his advice;, butafterwards,- concluding that he had made a misu
take, directed the last package to the care of the Secretary of the Treasu.
ry. In a short time after, I received information. that- Mr.-Miller was -in-
sane,,which has kept me from making any further returns to him. Mr.
Miller requested me to make returns of receipts and expenditures quar-
terly. 1-have supposed they were yearly returns, and have not returned
abstracts of them with the two last quarterly returns. I herewith enclose
the boats that have entered and cleared at this office since- I have transacted
the business-were all boats running between this and the adjoining dis-
trict, except a sloop from France, that had entered at New Orleans, and
afterwards brought her cargo to this place. As to fines and forfeitures, no
decision has taken place in the district court relating to my reports to the
district attorney of seizures, and Mr. Dick wrote -me a short time past
that I -might let one of the owners bail his boat, as great delay had taken
place in bringing the cause to trial. By Mr. Dick's advice, last summer,
I got out State warrants, and had negroes seized to the number of eighteen,
which were a part of them stolen out of the custody of the coroner, and
the balance condemned by the district judge of the State, and the in-
formers received their part of the nett proceeds from the State Treasurer.
Five negroes, that were seized about the same time, were tried-at Ore-
-lousas in May last, by the sarife judge. He decided that some Spania;ds
(that were supposed to have set up a sham claim, stating that the negraes
had been stolen from them on the high seas) should have the negroes,
and that the persons that seized them should pay one-half of the costs, and
the State of Louisiana the other. This decision had such an effect as to
render it almost impossible for me to obtain any assistance in that part of the
country. There has been lately up the bayou -Mermentau two schooners
from Galveston. They sold a part of their cargoes, and deposited the
balance, and I could get no assistance to take them. I made tiwb seizures
of wine, a part of one of their cargoes, in the neighborhood of the Ver-
milion bridge, about twenty miles to the westward of this place. I sum-
moned assistance; a part of which refused to assist, a part deserted while
guarding the property, and the balance not beingsufficiently strongto pro-
tect it, it was taken from them the ensuing night. The smugglers had
forcibly'prevented our removing the property in the daly time. A short
time before this, I had authorized a man to seize some snuggled property
on the bayou Cureusearp, about one hundred and thirty miles to the west-
ward of this place. He had taken about the amount of $.1,500, and said
he -could make seizure to a very large amount on that bayou, -and that
he had force sufficient to do it. On his return home, a part fron Galves-
ton and others retook the property, threw his commission in the bayou,
and I am told the man will have to leave that part of the country to save
his-life. Mr. Chew lately informed me that he expected -General Ripley
would order some troops here. On the 2d instant, a part of a company
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arrived at this place from. BqtopnRQuge,.commanded by Captain Amelung.
An expresss started from Plaquenmine after these troops left that place.
Theexpress passed this place, and arrived at bayou Cureuseare about the
time the troopsarrived here. In consequence, a large number of Africans,
that had lately been brought from Galveston to that bayou, were moved
off to.the:,westward. I do not think the small force that arrived willVie
of much use, as the captain does not appear inclined to go to the westwaid
of this place. The Creoles here, having lived under the Spanish GQV.
ernment, are much afraid of regular troops. A few regular troops statioid
in Opelousas would have a great effect in breaking up the pirates and
smugglers, in the western part of that country. During the last year I
spent out of my own. pocket more than $300 in trying to detect contra.
band negroes, &c. Mr. Miller promised to pay me the amount of his sal.
ary,.and remit it to me quarterly, (which he said Mr. Fromentin had ifh.
formed would riot be less than $450 per annum,) since which I have not
received.any thing from him. I drew on him, in favor of Joel K. Mead,
for $87, which, if paid, is all I have received for transacting the business
of this office [since the 1st May, 1817. If he has not received his pay,[
should be glad if the business could be so adjusted that I could get mine.

1 have the honor, sir, of being your most obedient servant,
JOSEPH ABORN.

Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD,
Secretary of the Treasury of the United States.

COLLECTOR's OFFICES NOVA IBERIA,
September 27, 1818.

SIR: On the 8th day of July last, Captain Arnelung, with eighteen of
his company, agreed to go with me to the bayou Nementou, to suppress
smuggling. On the day and succeeding. night after our arrival there,.we
took thirteen prisoners that came armed to support smugglers, &c. The
next day took one of their vessels, set some hands to work in repairing
her, and Captain Amelung returned to Nova Iberia for the balance of his
company; returned with them, and we proceeded on with twenty-five.
men to the bayou Cureaseau. On our arrival there we made more pris-
oners, seized three African negroes, two vessels, and part of their cargoes.
Runners had been sent ahead of us, and five or six vessels run out of the
bayou a few days prior to our arrival there. A large number of African
negroeshad been on that bayou, eightyof which left there a shot time be!
fore our arrival. and about twenty passed us the night before we arrived. We
proceeded down the Cureaseau, and came round to the bayou Nementoq.
Captain Amelung furnished me with a lieutenant and eighteen men,,gn4
returned by land to Nova Iberia with the balance of his company. we
proceeded with the vessels down the Nementou; met a felucca, 1com-
nianded bv one of Lafitte's captains, off the mouth of the bayou. The
captain took us for smugglers. We got him on board one of our vessels;
and notwithstanding his directing his men, in French, when he left his o0wn
vessel, to cut their cable if he did not return with the boat, run down our
boat, and kill every man on board, we boarded her after they cut their,
cable, and took her without the loss of one mun. Her cargo consists of cof!
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fee; to''o , refined wax for candles, olI, dry goods, and about 1I0,0 'pounds
of'quibkblver. I "arrived here yesterday; have suffered very much during
thei'i-es(6binwe lost three anchors, spriing`one mast,carriedrawa'your
yaids"and' sails.' I left the vessels in the Ver-n'ilion' bay; shall" start im-
mediatblftbbiinig them round 'to' this place. If there was' one' smaIl cut-
ter on this 'coas, she 'would'be of great service'.
My remaining absent so long, sir, must excuse me for'not answering

your letter relating to the resolution 'of the Senate of the united States.
There are no persons employed in this office at present except- myself,,
actin'g'`as deputy collector, though it is probable to me that, be'foie long,
froim the emigration to and increase of trade in this part of thie''ou'ntry,
it will be necessary that there should be 'appointed a permainent 'inspector
as'wel1'as a collector in this office.

I am,' sir, your most' obedient' servant,
JOSEPH ABORN,'

Dejtufly Collec'tor.
Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWIPORD,

Secretary of the Treasury of the 'U. S.

P. S. If Mr. Miller is Iiving,he has in his possession such're.Iturns as 'he
requested me' to 'make to him of receipts and expenditures,; &c., fromi 1st
of May to the 31st of December, 1817.

J. A:

Extract of a letterfrom George Graham, Esq., to the Secretariof Stale;
dated Bayou Rapide, 12 mintesfrom Alexandria, September 9,' 1818.

Galveston'is a position of much more importance'than the Goivrn'im'e'nt
has hitherto supposed. It is the greatest 'and best pait of'the'pe6vince
of Texas, and the possession of it is indispensably necessary for the 'ssup-
pression-of the most extensive and avowed system of smugglingithathats
ever been carried on in the United' States, and which,'from the nature of
the adjacent country, can never be checked while Galveston is occupied
by any other authority than that of the United States. At this point com-
mences a chain of islands, which runs southwestwardly along the coast, and
beyond the mouth of the- Rio Bravo' between'which and the'miainr land Is
a continued 'sound or bay' from three to twenty leagues in widtl heTe
only 'inlets 'into 'the sound northeast of :the' Rio'Bravo are thos'at"Ma'ta
gorda,-near the mouth of the Colorado, and at Galveston. The ba "at
Galveston affords from ten to'twelve feet water, according to the state of'
the tide. The anchorage on the east 'side of the bar is very good'; an'd;
as soon as it is passed', there are from four to'six 'fatho'.is water, and an"
easy access into one of the safest harbors in the world.-
At Matagorda, the bar is said to afford from eleven to thlirtee'ri feet''water;

but there is 'no anchorage outside the bar, and 'that within the"'harbor is
not good; The harbor of G'alveston is situated'"at the east end 'of 'Ser'-'
pent island, which is thirty miles long, and from two to six miiles'widere-`.
the'soil alluvial,' very much mixed with'shells, and generally dry and fed-
tile. It is but a'few fept above the level of high tide. This is iA1dr'fins'
a-part of the southern boun'da'ry'of the'bay of Trinity. It is 'entirlydes-
titute 'of'woods The present 'supply of 'fuel is derived 'from drift W66od.
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The climate jis a delicious, one; and, notwithstanding the water is as bad)
as li can leto be drinkable, the site is a very healthy one. The bny4
Trinity extends' northwestwardly to within a few miles of the SabIne -;
and southwestwardly, beyond the Brassos, it receives the Trinity, theiSt.
Jacynth's, and the ,Brassos-all large. rivers Affording good navigation-,
and watering 'the best parts of .the province of Texas. At the mouth-of.
each of these rivers is a bar,'which affords only four feet water; and the
only pass into' the bay for large vessels is that at Galveston. But the
point of view in which the possession of Galveston is at this time partic-
ularly interesting to the United States, and, on which account I would,
recommend its immediate occupation as a military post, is to put an end
to the system of 'smuggling that is actively carried on through this whole
country, and which is 'not' confined to merchants, but is,the avowed occur.'
pation of many, and extends even to the planters, who, entering into
the business in the first instance for the purpose of obtaining negroes
for their, own use,' have been induced, in many instances, from, the
profits; to continue the trade. If the same spirit of smuggling which'
prevails here (and it is a contagious one) extended to the same class of
people in the Atlantic States, the revenue of' the United States could not
be collected, and a large portion of the population would become hostile
to the Government.. Such is the nature of the country lying between
the swamps of the Mississippi and the Sabine, and such facilities does
it afford to smuggling, that it could not even be checked while Galveston
was subject to any other authority than that of the United States, except
by the military occupation of the mouths of every river and inlet ( for the
inlets make into very large lakes, through which the rivers flow) be'.
tween these points. But if Galveston were occupied by a single compaq
ny, under the command of an officer of great integrity and prudence, with
a revenue cutter under his control and direction, the whole of the smug-
gling 'trade now carried on west of the Mississippi swamp could be effect-
ually broken up in two months. To break up that carried on in :the:
swamp and at New Orleans, will be a work of more time and expense.

NEW ORLEANS, November. 18, 1818.
Sin: .J bavc the honor to report to you the capture. 1y the United States

ketch Surprise, Lieutenant Commandant McKeever, of .a small schoon-
er it ballast, under Mexican colors, coming fiom Galveston, and bound
to this place, having on board the ex-French General Humbert, who had,
for many months been exercising the office of Governor of that place and
of its dependencies, and, as smAch, issuing commissions to eleven priva-;
teeIs', a list if which I herein enclose. The above-mentioned vessel was
also sailing under his. commission. On board of her were a v.umber of,
Freinch- emigrants, from the- French settlement of Camp D'Asile, which
has been abandoned, and the inhabitants dispersed, in consequence oftheA
orders of our Government,' as communicated to them by Mr. Grahamoi
From; every thing I can learn, a total abandonment of Galveston, by the:,
piratical.association, wvill immediately, take plIce, if it has-not. alreadY
in consequence of the frequent captures of their cruisers by United Statesj
vessels, the great difficulty and loss they experience in introducing their:
captured goods into the United States, and the seductive invitational4..
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i, At Old ,Providence, whither they willriepair, and, under' his comr-
WijisflB, infest the West Indies.'
FTheirebrand is- on our western coast, and will, I hope, bring in for

Trial some of the vessels stated in the within list. The 'schoOnezF caPtured
by her, and reported by my letter of the 10th of August tiltimo, is tbd-
Iast mentioned one on that list.

I have the honor to be, with great 'respect, your obedient servant,.'
DANIEL T. PATTERSON.

-Hon. SECRETARY OF THE NAVY, Washington.

INotes des commissions Mexicaines en course conceder, par le GVnral
Amable Humbert, aux capitaines des cor-sairs ci-dessous.

Capitaines. Guns.
W. W. Mitchel - - e . . I
'Ene. Mouleton . . . . ,, . - l
Tn. Mitchel * -* - * I
Thomas Williams, (ketch Surprise) - - * - I
iFAndres - : . - - 2
Franco. Thomasy - - - - - 2
Frank - - - 2
Andre, (Italian) - - - - - - - 2
Ajustin, (plusieurs) - - - ° - - - 3
Gambi - - - - 2
Maison, (captured by the Firebrand) - - - - 2

Toutes les commissions donn6es apx dites capitaines, en arrivalt (Ins CO
port de Galveston, donnerons un quinzieme de la valetir de leur prizes qui
front au G6n6ral Ainable Humbert, pour les avoir conceder les commja-
sions Mexicaines.

SIXTEENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

'On the 201h or December, 1819, the President of the United States sent the following message
to the two Houses of Congress, and, in the House of Representative6, it was referred to the
-Committee on the Slave Trade.

Tothe Senate and Hoouse ofRepresentatives of the United States:
;Some doubt being entertained respecting the true intent and meaning of

the act-of the last session entitled "An act in addition to the acts prohibit-
,ing the slave trade,'" as to ilte duties of the agents to be appointed on the
coast of Africa, I think it proper to state the interpretation which has been
given of the.act, and the measures adopted to carry it into effect, that Con-
gress may, should it be deemed advisable, amend the same, before further
proceeding is had under it.
.The obligation to instruct the'. commanders of all our armed vessels to

seize and bring into port all ships or vessels of the' United States, -whereso-
ever found, having on board any negro, mulatto, or person of color, im.

Table: Notes des commissions Mexicaines en course conceder, par le General Amable Humbert, aux capitaines des corsairs ci-dessous.
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vVionationf of, former-acts-for.-theh .uppressofniofo the1sla,,ve,trade,3 fbeinpii4.

pivativ, was. executed withoutdelay.Noe-seizsires-hahyetytbeen-emedn :

but,b,ae heyethe tercontemplatedb by the. lawn and i p besut eudedi i
sem,emfp~rpyerppto rt9 make- the necessary regulations, applicable! to..sushi s. k
zurefres,fvcasxyrugtthe several -provsisis of theactti into .effect.
I t is en oinedbnthe Execr'rtive to causeall;'nggroess, mulattoes, -ori por.
sonso ,color, who may betakenunder the actb, torbe removedoAEkia
Itisetllei6obvious import of "the law, that none of the persons thus taken.

shouldoaie withinithinithe'.United. States; and.-no- place other tthaa1nh
coast of Africa being designated, their removal or delivery, whether car-
ried from the United States orlaniJed immediatelyfrom vessels
which they were taken. was supposed to be confined to that coast.No'
s!ettjVrnpnt.or- station. being, specified, the wholecoasLtu was thoughtto-bik
left openfor,-the.selectionof a-proper place at which". the. persons thus-
taken should be delivered.The Executive is authorized to appoint one
or more agents, residing, there, to receive such persons, ando 100,000are
appropriated for the general purposes of the law.
On due consideration of the.sevcral sections-of the act, andof-itshumane-

policy, it was supposed to be the intention of Congress that allth; -personal
above described, who might be taken under it, and landed in. Africa, shoui&
be aided in their return to their former homes, or in their establishmentit"
or near the place where landed. Some shelter orfo od would be:necessarvx
for then there as soon. as landed, let their subsequent. disposition be. what'
itmight. Should theybe landed without such provision having ieeivprne.
viously' made, they might -perish. It was 'supposed, by the aut horit,.
given to the Executive to appoint agents residing on that coast, that they-i

should provide such shelterarid food, andperformsthe other beneficentaud-1
charitable offices contemplated by the act. The coast of Africa having-
beer , little -explored,.and no- persons residing there, who, possessed-the-
requisite.qualificationsa to entitle them to the; trust, beingknown-tothe
Executive, to none-such. could it be committed. It was believed thaticitk-
zens onlv who would go henee,well instructed in the views of their Governf-
mnent,anid zealous to give them effect, would be competent to these duties,.
and that it wasnot the intention of the law to preclude their appointment.
It was obvious that the longer these persons should be detained in the
United States iAn the hands of the marshals, the greater would be thie ex-.
pense, and that for the same-term would the mainpurpose of the law be-
suspended, It seemed, therefore, to be incumbent on me to make the ne-
cessaryarrangementss for carrying this act into effectMu Africa intimeto
meet the delivery of any persons who might be taken ay the public;ves
sels, and landed there tinder it.
On this view-of the policy and sanctions of the law; it has been decide-

-to send a public ship to the coast of Africa,,with two sich agents, who
-will'tnik6 with them tools and other imiplements necessary for the~purposes,
abcve nrientioned.. To each of these agents.a snall salary has been allowed>
$1,50; tothe principal, and -$1,200 to the other. All our public agents oni
the, coast- of. Africa receive, salaries for their services, and it was undetrdo
stood that. none of our citizens, possessing the necessary. qualificatjoiiS,,
would accept these trusts, by which they. would be confined to :parts..the.
least -frequented and civilized, without a reasonable compensation Sudhl:
allowance, therefore, seemed to be indispensable to: the execution' of thy
act. It is-interided also to subject a portion of the sui.: appropriapd t
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t herorder'of the principal ~agent, for-the special objects above, tated>- Snotw
itgtingthelwholej including the'salaries f;theisagentsfor orie veatti rather
lessxthian one-third of, the appropriation. Speoial'itistrictions Dvill' be giveris
to~ithese.' agents defining, in'.' precise;-term's, their duties jfil: regard- to th&e
persons'thusg delivered 'to them; the: disbursemnent of the. money by th&
principal agent, and his accountability for the same. They will also have
power to .slectthe mnosti suitable placeton' the-coast of"Africaj at wiieh,; all
persons who may be taken' under this act shall -be 'delivered to th;m, with,
am;express injunctionf to- exercise no power founded 'on' the principlesof
colonizationi, or o.ther.power than that!of performing th&ebenevolentt offices.
above recited,- by the'.permission, and.sanction of' the existing. GovernmenttZ
under which. they may:establish, themselves. Orders will be given ito'thliw
commander9f -tlihe public ship' in 'which' they will sail to cruise along the
coast, to give the more complete effect to the principal object of'the act.;

JAMIES MIONROE."
WASHJNGTONY December 17, 1819.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1819.

On motion of Mr. Whitman, it. was
Resolved,' That the Secretary of the Treasury be directed to lay before

this 'House copies of such communications as he may have' received' since'
1816, and'such information as he' may possess, in relation to the illicit in-
troduction of slaves into the: United 'States, with: a statementiof the meas-
ures adopted to prevent' the same.
On motion 'of Air. Whitman; it was
.Rdsolved, Tha't the Secretary of the Navy be directed'to' lay'before this,

Housecopiesofsuch communications as hemayhave receivedl'since 1816'and'such information' as-he may possess, in relation to the introduction'of
slaves into the United States; with a statement of the' measures adopted
to prevent'the same.

In obedience to the foregoing orders of the Rouse'of Representatives,;
the Secretaries of theLDepartments of the Treasury and of the Navy'-madea
the communications which follow.

TREASURY DEPARTmrENT, Janfalai 11, 182O0
SiRt: In.obedience to a resolution of- the House of Representatives, of7

the'3lst ultimo, directing the Secretary, of the Treasury to lay before the;
House '; copies of such communications as he may have, received 'since
'1816,'andesuch information as he may possess, in relation to the illicit in-
troduction of slaves into the United -States, with a statement 'oflthe mensa:'
ures adopted to~prevent the same," I have the, honor to 'subtnit.the end-
closed letters, from different collectors of the customs, to this DepartmentL

It.appears, from in examination of the records of this office,' that no
particular instructions have ever been given bythe Secretary: of thee
Treasury, under the original or supplementary acts Orohibiting'the intro;
duction of slaves into the United 'States.
Thd general practice of the Department has been to confine its atten-



tioxniand to limit its instructions, to cases arising under the ievenueilawei
except where, by directions of the President of the United, States;,-thh:
superintendence of the execution of other laws has been specially'requiied:
of it. No such duty has, in relation to the laws prohibiting the introduce
tion of slaves into, the United States, been required of the Secretary of;
theTreasury.i

His letter to the War and Navy Departments, of the 16th July, 1817ta:
4copy.of which is also enclosed, was written during the absence of'thel
President, under circumstances which did not admit of the delay necessary.
to; obtain -his direction and instruction. An additional reason for'writing:;-
that letter may be found in the fact that the other heads of Department':
were absent, and the officers exercising their L.nctions provisionally werei
unwilling 'to incur the responsibility of the measures required by the;
occasion.

I have the honor to be your most obedient servant,
WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD.

Honorable HENRY 'CLAY,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 16, 1817.,
SIR: From information recently received by this Department, there is

'Ust reason to believe that Sir Gregor McGregor has taken military pos.,
session of Amelia island, in the name of the Spanish patriots. Consider.
ing that the restless and adventurous of all nations, and especially of the.
island of St. Domingo, have ranged themselves under the banners of the
*differerft leaders, by sea and land, who are engaged in the civil war.now
raging between Spain and her colonies, and that the port of Fernandina.
-will necessarily. become the common rendezvous of all the vessels sailing:
under the various flags of the Spanish provinces which have declared..
themselves independent, apprehensions are justly entertained, by the citi'.
zens of the southern section of the State of Georgia, that their peace and
tranquillity will be disturbed, and their rights infringed,.unless protected
by tile presence of a force sufficient to command respect from the troops.
-thus expected to be congregated in their immediate neighborhood.

In addition to the circumstances already communicated, the disposition
which has been manifested by the vessels of Spain, engaged in the Afri'
can slave trade, to introduce illicitly, into that section of the Union the
persons who, in the prosecution of their traffic:, have been subjected to
their control, seems to require the presence of a force sufficient to enforce
the due execution of the laws against the introduction of slaves into the
United States. - From the known character and conduct of the leader of'
the enterprise against Amelia island., there is just ground to apprehend
that this illicit traffic, if continued, will, under his auspices' assume a
bolder character; and, if abandoned, that it will be substituted by meac- i
tires equally derogatory to the laws, and more destructive of the right
and interests of the citizens of the eastern section of the Southern States.
'To guard against the unlawful introduction of slaves, and' to repress any)
'attempt that may be made by the foreign-belligerent force collected in that
neighborhood to excite domestic insurrection among the blacksit appeared
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teqme.to be absolutely necessary that a land and naval force be stationed
at-St. Mary's.

-As the portion of East Florida im mediately bordering, on the United
Staoesis but sparsely, if at all, inhabited, the entrance of vessels into the
river St. Mary's, freighted with slaves, can have no other object-than. the
violation of our laws, by covertly introducing a population which is pro-
hibited. Under such circumstances, and especially when the imbecility
orindisposition of the local authorities to preserve the accustomed rela-
tions between independent States are considered, and, above all, the
odious character of the traffic intended to be restrained, the seizure of
every vessel, freighted-with slaves, which shall be found in the river St.
fary's, or hovering upon our coast, is respectfully submitted.

I have the honur to be, &c.
W. H. CRA.WFORD.

The SECRETARIES of War and the Navy.

Extract of a letterfrom the deputy collector of Nova iberia to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, dated July 9, 1818.

By Mr. Dick's advice, last summer, I got out State warrants, and had
oegroes seized, to the number of eighteen, which were a part of those
stolen out of the.custody of the coroner, and the balance. condemned by
the district judge of the State ; aad the informers received their part of
the nett proceeds from the State treasurer. Five negroes, that were
seized about the same time, were tried at Opelousas, in May last, by the
same judge: he decided that some Spaniards (that were supposed to have
set up a sham claim, stating that the negroes had been stolen from them
en the high seas) should have the negroes, and that the persons. that seiz-
ed them sho"lId pay one-half the costs, and the State of Louisiana the
other. This decision had such an effect as to render it almost impossible
for me to obtain any assistance in that part of the country. There has
been lately up the bayou Nementou two schooners from Galveston; they
sold a part of their cargoes, and deposited the balance, and I could get no'
assistance to take then. I made two seizures of wine, a part of one. of
their cargoes, in the neighborhood of the Vermilion bridge, about twenty
miles to the westward of this place. I summoned assistance, a part of
which refused to assist, a part deserted while guarding the property, and
the balance, not being sufficiently strong to protect it, it was taken from
them the ensuing night. The smugglers had forcibly prevented our re-
moving the property in the day time.

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE, DISTRICT OF BRU;NSWICK, GEORGIA,
Port of Darien, .uly 5, 1818..

SIR:: On the 14th March I did myself the honor to address you on the
subject of Africans illicitly introduced into the United. States. Not being
favored with a reply, itinay be proper for me to state, that a demand be-
ing subsequently made, by the Executive of this State, for all such
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rai icalls!-{in -my poesessio, -in. coinpliance therewith; I deliVerod e6't

iis agent ninety-one negroes. I
I have- the honor to be, '&e.

W. 1. NeINTOSH, Col tftbe
Hon. WILL-.AM 'H. CRAWFORD,

Secretary: of the Treasury. I. X

Bxtract of a! letterfror the, collector of New COlefans to the Sedretpf
the Treasury,.dated April 17,V18'

It has been'stated to me, on the' authority of a letter to a respe&tbe
gentleman of this city, that-there were'three'schooners lying in the river
Merme'ritau, belonging to Commodore -Aury's squadron, smuggling ,,their,cargoes on shore. The audacityof the piratical set, since they find tal-'
veston has not been, and, as they say, will not be, suppressed, knows no
bounds. In order to keep them somewhat more in check, and to defeat
their nefarious schemes, as far as in my power, until Government aidus
with'sudhbforce as it-'may.'deem best suited to thepurpose, lhave'det~e'r
nined to station an additional revenue'bbat arid crews,-with an active and
enterprising officer, at and near Fort St. Philip, and to increase-the crew&
of 'the boats at t'he Balize and Fort St.'John. It will, I think, render their.
operations a little more difficult, and I confidently rely on your approl;
tion.' The'additioi'dl expense can be no consideration. But no efforts ofs
the dosffrs of' custom's alone can be effectual in preventing the introduce
tionfo'f-Africans from the wvestward: to puta "stop to that traffic, a navd:
force,'-'suit'able'to those waters,'is indispensable; and vessels captur"4
with slaves oughtnodt to'be'brought into this port, but' sent to Some others
in the United -States, for adjudicatioin. Enclosed you will also find-ad&ad"
passed by-t'eihe.Legisla'tu're of this State, respecting slaves imported i, v
latidn'of th'e`aw'of Congress of the 2d of March, 1807. Tue object-and,
policy. of this law requires no commentfroIme.Vast numbers of sles
will be introduced to an alarming extent, unless prompt and effectual meas,-,
ures are'.adopted by' the General Government.

Thbe master'of an' American schooner from Havana reports that:he
was offerfeda full freight of Africans for this river which e refused.

COLLECTOR'S OFricE, DiSTRICT OF BnuNSWICK, GEORGIA,
Port of Darien, March 14, 1818.--.

SIR: 1 had the honor to address you per last mail, and to enclose you
papers respecting forty-seven African negroes, taken, by the surveyor of
Darien, from one Jared E. Groce, on their way to the Alabama Territory,
through the Indian nation, and forty-one others at the Creek agency, from
the negro'houses of the agent. for Indian affairs. It is a painful duty, sire'-
to ekpw'ss'td-you-that I am- in possession of undoubted information that
African and Weist India negroes are' almost daily illicitly introdbced'-into
Georgidi, for sale or settlement, or, passing through 'it to the, Territoriefsl'f
the U'nirted;States for similar -purposes. These facts are notorious; andt
is'hot unusual to see such negroes -in the streets of'St. Ma'ry's, and b'dfrh
too, recently captured by our vessels of war, and ordered to Savannah,



wormelqgsalyfbarteredi by: hundredsin'ethbt Scity, for this bartering or
bop~ng (.s. it is.-cValledibhut.-in reality selling:) actually, took place belfrb

.any;q1qision had~passed by -thei-court respecting-them. Iw ceantiot butiagaih
~ppe5t.yo U, sir,- that.hmese irregularities and, mocking -;of the; laws, by
mcni ho understandihemu, and .vho, it was' presumed, would: have re-
spated them, are such,. that -it requires- the immediate interposition of
.i-/nga¢ss-toefect. a suppression of this- traffic; for, asithings are,-should
a lfithful officer of Government- apprehend such 'negroes, to, avoids the
pnal~ties.imposed by the laws, the- proprietors disclaim them; and-some

.agent of the Executive demands a delivery of the same to him, who-may

.employ them as. he pleases, or effect a sale by way of-a bond for;the res-
toration of the negroes when legally called on so to do; -which bond,-it is
-lugtderstood, is to be forfeited, as the amount of the bon4 is so much less
-thap the value of the property. And again,-sir, an officer disposed to
perform his trust with fidelity, is placed at the mercy of' the State; for,- to
carry the-intention of the Federal laws into execution, great expenses
may be incurred, and for which the State seems not to have made any
provision; but has, by its own law of the last session of the-Legislature,
invested the Executivre with the power of becoming a speculator on the
exertions, and integrity of such Federal officers as feel the weight of their
responsibility, and who are willing to perform their duty. For instance,
sir: after much fatigue, peril, and expense, eighty-eight Africans are
seized and brought by the surveyor to Darien ; they are remanded im-
mediately by the Governor's agents, notwithstanding the knowledge which
-his Excellency had that these very Africans were for some weeks within
sixty miles of his Excellency's residence ( the seat of Governmen, ) there
was no effort, no stir made by him, his agents, or subordinate State officers,
to carry the laws into execution ; but no' sooner than it was understood
that-a -seizure had been effected by an officer of the United States, a de-
mand is made for them ; and it is not d ificult'to perceive, by a compli-
ance, that-the very agg'ressors mtly, by a forfeiture of the mock bond, be-
again placed in possession of thEsmuggled property, at but little additional
expense to him-, but at the entire ruin of the officers who had executed
with fidelity the laws they -felt bound to observe. There are many
negroes (independent of those mentioned as having been bartered in Sa-
vannah, &c., before any decision had passed respecting them recently in-
troduced into this State and the Alabama Territory, and which can be' ap-
prebended. The undertaking would be great; but, to be sensible that
we hall possess your approbation, and that we are carrying the views-
and wishes of the Government into execution, is all we wish:;and it shall
be done,-, independent of every personal consideration.

- I have, &c.
WILLIAM 1. MclNTOSU, Collector.

Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD,
Secretary of the Treasury.

COLLECTOR'S OFFIC12,
Ivvannah, November- 5, 181.7.

i have the honor of informing you that the schooner Tentativureported to be under Spanish colors, with one hundred and twenty-eight
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slaves on board, was brought into this port on the 19th instant,:by a-prt
of the crew of the United States vessel the Saranac, John H. EltonI coin
wander, having been captured by said vessel, and, at the time:,aban.
doned by' her crew. The Tentativa has been' libelled by the proctor for
the captors; and the slaves, by nrder'of the court, delivered over to the
proctor for. the captors and the collector of this port, to be taken care of by
then until demanded by the competent authority. This order was pro.
cured by the proctor for the captors, with a view of preserving the 'lives
dIf the slaves, they being destitute of. provisions and clothing, and must
have perished had they been longer at sea. Four of them have already
died, but the remaining part of' them have been so disposed of as to. en.
sure comfort, to them for the present. Under the order of the court and
the influence of humanity, it appears to be my duty to interest myselffor
the sufferers; and, having an estate near the city, I inquired of my ageiit
how many of these people he could accommodate with huuse-room, and,
upon his statement, I have taken possession of forty in number, all of
whom I have clothed and shall continue otherwise to succor, until de.
handed by the competent authority.

I have, &c.
A. S. BULLOCK, Collector.

Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD,
Secretary of the Treasury.
*~S

Extract of a letter from the deputy collector of Nova Iberia to the Sec-
retary of the, Treasuery, dated September 27, 1818.

On the 8th day of' July Jast, Captain Amelung, with eighteen of his
company, agreed to go with me to the bayou Nementou, to suppress
smuggling. On the day and succeeding night after our arrival there, we
took thirteen prisoners that came armed 'to support smugglers, &e. The
next day we took one of their vessels, and set some hands to work in re.
pairing her; and Captain Amelung returned to Nova Iberia for the balance
of his company, returned with them, and we proceeded on with twenty.
five men to the bayou Cureuseau. On our arrival there, we made more
prisoners-seized three African negroes, two vessels, and part of their
cargoes. Runners had been sent ahead of us, and five or six vessels run
out of the bayou a few days prior to our arrival there. A large number
of African negroes had been on that bayou, eighty of which left there a
short time before our arrival, and about twenty passed us the night before
we arrived. We proceeded down the Cureuseau, and eame round to
the bayou Nementou. Captain Amelung 'furnished me with a lieutel-
ant and eighteen men, and returned by land to Nova Iberia with the bal-
ance of his company; 'Ve proceeded with the vessels down the Nemen-
tou, and met a felucca, commanded by one of Lafitte's captains, off the
mouth of the bayou. The captain took us for smugglers. We got him
on board of one of our vessels, and, notwithstanding his directing his men,
in French, when he left his own vessel, to cut their cable if he did not
return with'the boat,.and to run down our boat and kill every man on board,
we boarded her after they cut their cable, and took her without the loss of
on6e man. Her cargo consists of coffee, cocoa, refined wax. for candles,
bil, dry goods, and about ten thousand pounds of-quicksilver. I arrived
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here yesterday, having suffered much. During the line storm, we lost three
,anchors,,sprung one mast, and carried away our yards and sails. I left
the vessels in the Vermilion bay-shall start immediately to bring them
round to this place. If there was one small cutter od this coast, she would
be of great service.

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE,
Savannah. May 22, 1817.-

SIR I have just received information, from a source on which I cad
implicitly rely, that it has already become the practice to introduce into
the State of Georgia, across the St. Mary's river, from Amelia island, East
Florida, Africans who have been carried into the port of Fernandlna
subsequent to the capture of it by the Patriot army now in possesssion
of it.
As this species of traffic may be carried on for a'n indefinite period of

time, without the interposition of Government, I have deemed it my duty
to give you the earliest advice of it.
Immediately after the receipt of your letter of the 19th of March last,

I instructed Captain Smith to cruise with the cutter to the southward as
far as St. Mary's bar, with a view of preventing the landing of such peo-
ple on the seaboard ; but it is not in his power to guard the St. Mary's,
which is the route for the introduction of them. It becomes more neces-
sary for a guard to be organized by Government, as this State has never
legislated on the subject of the importation of slaves. Were the Legisla-
ture to pass an act giving compensation in some manner to informers, it
would have a tendency, in a great degree, to prevent the practice. As
the thing now is, no citizen will take the trouble of searching for and de-
tecting the slaves. I further understand that the evil will not be con-
fined altogether to Africans, but will be extended to the worst class oF
West India slaves.

A. S. BULLOCK, Collector.
Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD,

Secretary of the Treasury.

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE,
Port of Mobile, Octo5er 7, 1818.

SIR: It is understood that Judge Webb, one of the judges of the Ter-
ritory, has resigned. Permit ine, sir, to suggest the importance of an
early appointment to the vacancy, in order that the person appointed might
be present at the next session of the general court, on the first Monday
of January next. There are now pending before that court a number of
cases of very great importance to the public interest, particularly those of the
three vessels, their cargoes, and upwards of one hundred slaves.

I hope the attorney of the United States has informed the Treasury
Department of the proceedings of the court in these cases. Not having
seen him since, I have not attempted a statement of proceedings to me son
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very strange... This, however, appears. ertains-thatehe:vessels nd a
goes an.d the,-b laves have, been.delivered on bonds:,the fobnwerlto thb-owi.
.ers,;and the.sl.aves to.,thilee .o.ther.persons. :tTheb grand jury'oundqtrue
bills against.the.o.wners of the eessels,.,masters, and a supercargo ; allf
whom are discharged-why or wherefore I cannot say, except that it
could not be for want of proof against them.

It is certainly a matter of great importance that these cases be 'stamped
with the full force of the law, to prevent future importations. Two of the
vessels were. cleared at Havana for New Orleans, and one for this port;
-and all were American registered vessels-the former at New Orleans,
the latter it thisport.

Perhaps the magnitude and importance, of these cases would render it
expedient. to employ additional 'counsel, in .aid of the United States 'at.
torney, as he will be opposed by able lawyers from New Orleans. Should
you deem this proper, be pleased, sir, to direct tieh sum which may be al.
lowed.

I have the honor to be, &c.
ADDIN LEWIS, Collector.

Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD,
,Secretary of the Treasury.

NAVY DEPARTMENT, January 6, 1820.
SIR: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatires of

the 31st of December last, requiring the Secretary of the Navy to furnish
copies of such communications as he may have received since 1816, and
such information as he may possess in relation to the introduction of
slaves into the United States, with a statement of the measures adopted
to prevent the same, I have the honor to transmit sundry extracts of let.
ters, numbered I to 4, inclusively, comprising all the information commu.
nicated to this Department since 1816, in relation to the introduction of
slaves into the United States.

I have the honor to-refer the House of Representatives to my report
of the 9th of January, 181 9, on this subject; and I transmit, 'herewith,
paper marked. A, which contains that part of the instructions from this
Department to the commanding naval officers in relation to slave vessels.
The public vessels now cruising have not yet reported their operations,

nor is it known that any seizures have been made by them.
I have the honor to be, with the highest repect, sir, your most obedient

servant,
SMITH THOMPSON.

Hon. SPEAKER of the House of Representativeq.
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,No.41..

.icracoadaJ.letterfronzaptain QharlesrMorris to the -Secretary of the--Navy, dated'.

U. S. FRIGATE CONGRESS,
Off the Balize, June 10, 1817.

Most of the ge'ds carried to Galveston are introduced into the United
:States; the more bulky and least valuable regularly through Kthe' custom-
:'bouse, and themore'-luable and the slaves are 'smuggled in through the
-numerous inlets. to the westward, where the people are but too mueb dis-
posed to render them every possible assistance. Several hundred'cslaves
are now at Galveston, and persons have gone: from New-Orleans to pur-
chase them. Every exeition will be made to. intercept the,' but 1 have
little hopes of success.

No. 2.

Extract of a letter from Lieutenant CommandantlJohn Porter to the
Secretary of the Navy, dated

U. S. BRIG BOXER,
Off the Ba ize,- Jue 28,1817.

I shall leave this on Monday, to cruise off the Sabine. river. It is re-
,ported that attempts will be made to smuggle slaves into Louisiana from
Galveston, and the natural.presumption is, that they will attempt the Sa-
*bine or the Atchafalaya rivers. The depth of the water of those rivers, is
-very inaccurately represented on the charts, and it will not be in my
power to approach nearer the shore than within ter. miles of the Sabine,
-and not nearer than thirty off the Atchafalaya. Whatever can be done to
,prevent their being brought clandestinely into the country will --have to
'be performed by the boats, which, sir, shall be actively employed the mo.
Gent we arrive on the ground.

No. 3.

Extract of a letter from; Captain John D). Uenley to the Secretary of the
Navy, dated

U. S. SH-iP JOHN ADAMS,
Amelia Sound, January 24, 1818.

I yesterday detained the English brig Neptune, of London, for a vio-
lation of the slave act. By her papers it appears that she-cleared from
Jamaica for this port, With a small quantity of rum, and eight convict slaves,
sentenced to transportation for various offences. It is evident that their
object was to smugg-le then into the State of Georgia, thus making a Bot-
.any Bay of the United States. I shall send her to Savannah for trial.

27
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tract of a letter from' c.ptainJohn D'. Heizeny to thesec iary fxle
Navy, dated

U. S. SHIP JOHN ADAM!S,
Cumberland Sound, March, 17, 1818.

It. would .be gratifying to me to know how'far the commissions grant.
ed by Aury or McGregor, to vessels evidently commanded and'mannedby
citizens of the. United States, are to be respected. 1 have not the smallest
doubt, from the situation those pirates have fixed upo. for their rendezvous
that the goods found in their prizes will be disposed of principally in the
United. States, andthat the part which may consist of slaves will be smu'-
gled Pinto Georgia, as many of the inhabitants are too much inclined tofaf-
ford every facility to this species of illicit tradee.

A.

Extract from the instructions of the Navy Department to the command.
ers of all United States vessels cruising in the Atlantic ocean, GufV'of
Meaco, 4,c.
You'have also enclosed such parts of several acts of Congress, prohib-

iting the importation of slaves into any ports or places within the jurisdic.
tion of the United States, as' are necessary to, point -out to you'your duty
and; authority tinder these laws; and it is expected and required of you
by the President,'that a strict and vigilant altentibn' be paid to' the direc-
tion therein contained, that, if possible, this inhuiman and disgraceful traffic
may be suppressed.
By the act of the 20th of April, 180S,you will' perceive that it is 'made

unlawful to import or bring, in any manner whatsoever, into the 'United;
States, or Territories thereof, from any foreign kingdom, place, or country,
any 'negro, mulatto, or person of color, withi intent' to hold, sell, or' dispose
of such person as a slave, or to be held to service.
By this act it is also made unlawful for any citizen of the United

States, or other person, to build, equip, load. fit, or otherwise prepareany
ship or vessel, in any port or place within the jurisdiction of' th6 United.
States, or to cause any such ship or vessel to sail from any port or place'
whatsoe('er, within the jurisdiction of the United States, for the purpose
of procuring and transporting any such slaves to any port' or place what-
ever. And any ship or vessel enmployed in such importation of slaves, or
so built, fitted out! or prepared, is liable to be seized or forfeited. And
by the act of the 3d of March, 1819,the President is authorized to employ'
any of the armed vessels of the United States to cruise in such places as,
he may think proper, where hie may judge attempts may be made to car-
'y on the slave trade by citizens or residents of the 'Jnited.Statesj in eon
travention of the acts of Congress prolhibiting the' sane;. and to inst uct
such armed vessels to seize, take, and, bring into 'any port of the United
States, to be proceeded against' accord ing 'to lawiall- ships or vessels) of
the United States, wheresoever found, waich may have taken -on baroid,
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or.whiIeh may be intended for.the purpose of taking on board,.or of trpis-
'porting, or-may have transported, any negro, mulatto, or. person of'coor,
!in vj~lttiof of any ofr the provisions oi .theiact of theS2Oth April, 18iI,.
above-referred to,. or in violation of any other act or acts prohibiting the
traffic-in 'slaves.
You will perceive, from..the generality of the provisions in these laws,

you are authorized to take and bring in all ships or vessels of the United
States'which may have been in any manner employed or intended to ;be
employed, in the slave trade, or any other vessel offending agaipsttbhe
provisions of any of the laws you have enclosed. You will~particulorly
notice the two provisions to the first section of the act of 181,9; the first
of which -directs in what manner you are to keep and .dispose of the slaves
which'may be found on board of any ship or vessel seized by you. AIf
brought within the United States' they. are to be delivered to the mairlhal
of the district, where brought in, and transmit the evidence, of such deliy-
ery to. this Department. Upon the capture, therefore, of any vessel' hav-
ing slaves-on. board, you will immediately proceed to the island of, Sher-
bro, on the coast of Africa, and deliver such slaves to the agent appointed
by the President to receive then, pursuant to the provisions of the act, or
to any other agent so appointed, at any other place on the coast of Afiica.
The:second' proviso relates to the disposition of the officers and crews of
such vessels so captured by you. Great vigilance will be expected from.
you in the safe keeping of all such officers and crews, until they shall be
handed over to the civil authority, to be proceeded against according, to
lawv

P.! S. No provision having as yet been made for the reception of slaves.
upoin the coast of Africa, you will for the present, and until ordeied oth-
er`wise, consider the foregoing orders, relative to the disposition of such.
slaves as you. may capture, so far modified, that you will deliver then on.
Smith's island, at the mouth of the Chesapeake bay, to such ag nt as iaay
be appointed by the President to receive them there.

MAY 8, 1820.

Mr. Mercer, fr}om the corm7mnittee, consisting of Mir. Hemphill, Mr. Mer-
cer, Mr. Strong of New York, MIr. Edwards of Pennsylvania, Mr.
JRogers, AMr. Lathrop, and IMr. Abbott, to whom was referred, at the:
contntencernent of the present session of Congress, so muvch offthe Pres-
ident's message as relates to 'the slave trade, made the following re-
port:

The Committee on the Slave Trade, to whom was referred the memorial
of the president and board of managers of the American Society for colo-
nizing the Free People of Color of the United States, have, according; to
order, had under consideration the several subjects therein cinbraced, and!
report:
That the American Society was instituted in the city of Washington; oih

the 28th of December, 181-6, for the benevolent purpose of affording to thbe



fire-e people of color-of the United States. the 'means of establishing oneor
more independent. colonies on the western coast ot Africa. Aitergascsr
tinng- by3 a mission to that continent and other preliminaryiuquirie- ,
tbt.their: object is practicable the society requests of the. Congress of the
United States a charter of incorporation, and such other legislative gaid as
'their enterprise may be thought tolmerit and require. .
The niiemorialists anticipate from its success consequences the most ben.

eficial to thefree people of color themselves, to the several;States in which
they Rat present reside, and to that continent which is to be the~seak of-their
.fututeibstablishment. Passing by the foundation'of these anticipations, which
will'be seen in the annual reports of the society and their former memo.
rials, the attention of the committee' has been particularly drawn.to the
-connexion which the memorialists-have traced between their purpose and
the'policy of the recent. act of Congress for the more effectual abolition of
'IXe African slave trade.

Experience has demonstrated that this detestable traffic can be nowhere
so successfully assailed as on the coast upon which it originates. -Not only
does the collection and embarkation of its unnatural cargoes consume more
time than their subsequent distribution and sale in the market for which
they are destined, but the African coast frequented by the slave ships is
indented with so few commodious or accessible harbors, that, notwith.
standing its great extent, it could be guarded by the vigilance of a few: ac.
tive cruisers. If to these be added colonies of civilized blacks, planted
incommanding situations along that coast, no slave ship could possibly es-
cape detection ; and thus the security, as well as the enhanced profit,
which now cherishes this illicit trade, would be effectually counteracted.
Such colonies, by diffusing a taste for legitimate commerce among the
native tribes of that fruitful continent, would gradually destroy amn6ng
them, also, the only incentive of a traffic which has hitherto renderedall
African labor insecure, and spread desolation over one of thbemostbeau.
tiful regions of the globe. T[he colonies and the armed vessels eamployed
in watching the African coast, while they co-operated alike in the cause
of hunaanity, would afford to each other mutual succor.

There is a single consideration, however, added to the preceding view
of this subject, which appears to your committee, of itself, conclusive of
the tendency of the views of the memorialists to further the operation of
the act of the 3d of March, 1819. That act not only revokes the authori-
ty; antecedently given to the several State and Territorial Governments to
dispose as they pleased of those Africans who might be 'liberated by the
:tnibunials of the United States, but authorizes and requires the President
to restore them to their native country. The unavoidable consequence of
this'just and humane provision is to require some. preparation to be made
for their temporary succor, on being landed upon the African shore; and
no preparation can prove so congenial to its own object, or so economical
as regards the Government charged with this charitable duty, as that which
would: be found in a colony of the free people of color of the United .States.

'Sustained by the recommendations of numerous societies in every part of
the United States, and the approving voice of the Legislative Assemrblies
of several States, without inquiring into any other tendency of the object'
of'the'.memorialists, your committee do not hesitate to pronounce it de-
'serving of the countenance and support of the General Government. The
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extennttwhich these'shall be carried is A. question not so easily.deter.
mfiined. n a

The} memorialists. do not; ask- the Governrnment to assume the jurisdiction
of.thodterritary, or to become in any degree whatever responsible for tlhe
Mutureisafety or tranquillity of the contemplated colony. They have pru.
dently'thoU[>Iht that its external peace and security would be trost'effectu-
ally: guarded by an appeal, in its behalf, to. the philanthfopy-:of theiciviL.
sized world, and to that sentiment of retributive.justice withwhich -all
Christendom! is at present anitnated towaards a much-injured continent.\,
Of the cornstitutional power of the General Government to grant 'the lim-

ited aid contemplated by the accompanying bills. and resolutions, your
coinrnitteebpresumne there can exist no shadow of doubt;< and they leave
it to a period 'of 'greater national prosperity to determine lhow far the au-'
thority of Congress, the resources of the National Government, arnd..the
welfare and happiness of the United- States, will warrant or require its ex-
tension.

Your'conmmittee' are solemnly enjoined by~the peculiar object of their
trust.:and invited by the suggestions of the memnorialists, to" inquire, into
the defects of the existing laws against the African' slave trade. -KSo long
as it is in the power of the United States to provide additional restraints
upon This' odious traffic, they cannot. be withheldd, consistently. with the
justice and-honor'of the nation.

Congreessahas heietofore'marked with' decided. reprobation tie, authors
.and abettors of this iniquitous commerce, in every;formn which. it assumes;
fromi the inception of its unrighteous purpose in America, throughi.all;.the
subsequent stages of its progress, to its: final' consummation;. the out-ward
voyage, the cruel seizure, and forcible abduction of the unfortunate Afri-.
can from his native home, and the, fraudulent transfer of the property~thus
acquired. It 'may, however, be questioned if a proper discrimination ;of
their relative guilt has entered into' the measure of punishment annexed
to these criminal acts.
Your committee cannot perceive wherein the offence of kidnapping an

unoffending inhabitant of a foreign country; of chaining him down for a
series of days, weeks, and months, amidst the dying and the dead, to the
pestilential, hold of a slave ship; of consigning him, if he chance to live
out the voyage, to perpetual slavery in a remote and unknown land'.diffirs
in malignity from piracy, or why a milder punishment should rollbw the
one than:the.other crime.
On the other hand, the purchase of the unfortunate. African,.after' his

enlargement from the floating dungeon which wafts him to the foreigji
mTnarkett however criminal in itself, and yet more in its tendency! t en-
courage this abtomninable traffic, yields in atrocity to the violent seizure of
Jhis person, his sudden and unprepared' separation from his fatnily, his
kindred, his friends, and his country, followed vby.all the horrors of the
middle, paspage.- Are there are not united in. this Offence ai. thait is 'most
iniquitous in jtheftmost daring il robbery,,and crued in murder It's
consequences to! the victim, if 'he survive, to the country u'hichreceives
.him, and towthat fiom. whikh he is torn, are Like disastrous.,. If the inter-
nal Wats of Africa,.and their desolating effect, may.be imputed to thesl ave
trade, (and that the greater part of them must, cannot now be quc-tionpd,)
this crime, considered in its remote as well as its proximate consequences,
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istlie very daikest in the' :whole ,catalogue of human iniquities; and'altsi
authors should be considered as hostes hurmani generic. .

lii.proposing to' the House of Representatives to make such part df this
dfifefn-a occurs upon the ocean piracy, your committee' are animatedd;ht'ii
by'the'desiie of maniflestiig to the world the:horror with which itis viewed
byl'thi American people, but by the confident expectation of', promoting
bit this e,',ample, its more 'certain-punishiment by all nations, and!;its abso-
lute and finalextinctio.i.
May it ;not be believed, that,'when the whole civilized world shallihave,

derustil'e'd the slave trade as piracy, it will become -as tmfiiequent as any
Mother specieti of that offense against'the law of nations ? Isit unrIasona.
blet6d suppose that negotiation will, with greater facility, introduce, into.
that Tsuch'a'provision as is here 'proposed, when' it shallihave been
already incorporated in' the separate code of each State?

I'he maijtiMne Powers of the Christian world have at length' concurred
in pronouncing sentence of condemnation against the traffic. The United.
'Stat6s, having' led the way in forming this decree, owe it to.'themsel'ves
'not ztofiololw the rest of mankind in promoting its vigorous execution.

Iflit should be objected that the legislation of Congress would-be par.
'tial, andtits benefit, for a time at least, local, it may be' replied,;that the.
constitutional power of the Government has' already: been;.exercised in
defining the crime of piracy, in accordance :With! similar analogies to that
which' the' committee have sought to trace between this generaloffence
against the-ipeace of nations and the slave trade.,

InIMar>y of the foreign treaties, as 'well as in the *Iaws !of the United
Stwtess examples are to be found of piracies, which are not cognizable as
suth'by the tribunals of all nations. Such is the unavoidable consequence
of 'any exercise of the authority, of Congress -to define and punish this
.crienec, The definition and 'the. punishment can bind the' United States
alone.

MAY 8, 1820.

SIr'Mercer reported the following bill to incorporate 'the ;Aneri~can So.
6dty for colonizing the Free -People of Color of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represetiativesof the United
iate` of A.mrica in, Congress assembled, That Bushrod Washington,
William 'H. Crawford, Henry Clay, John Mason, Henry Foxall;',Stephen

B.WVlh J~arifes' Lau'rie, Obadiah B.- Browns Williami Wilmder, William
Rawleyr, Wailter Jones; Thomas Dougherty, Jacob Hoffman, Francis S.

Kesy, Flejiry .Ahton, William Thornton, Elias B. 'CaldWell',.'Richard
Smith, nnd Joihn Underwood, and -others, composing the' society in the
District of Columbia denominated' the American -'Society'for!-clonizing
thie Free' People of Color of the United States, and their succbstsr,- duly
6e1eted in the manner hereinafter mentioned, be, -and they are hereby,
bcoigtituted'and 'declared to be a body politic and corporate;:by the name
and' tit'e'of the American Society for 'colonizing the Free People of Color
of'th'e united States.
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'SC AA!,,4nd,1e,,prst4e4r, 3;cted,4;T1atsawi¶I,.cqrpqor~tIonjqe authorized

an~d, mppo.wiere4d ,t~t'tt ap r~eiv~, any, sim !o.s~n!o velr i~e
.gp~~erty, rei~a~ean personala, ofspy_ kiy, d ;or. nat1re'Whjich1sbatl or 'ia
Ii~re~ltexr~bl~g~ivze gir e,,Oi buueathed .to the sad ,r ba

Ws 46~td~S politi~ corporaJtes, apablef k~poai~n 9!~per0pr),b r persons, otrofmaking s9uch gil't. u Tir.a-t mon other property be laidW out or -dis-'
%.,t~e, pip- beiiAit f said c *pP5.4p'qs~of!.fc>tke~Sa l corporation, according to the in-'tintti;oft edie onors.

~.SE!; 3. And be it ifurter;.enacted, 'That tbte said corporatonheresy,
created shall have 'ull power and authority tofiWllaltlvacancies which may .
happen in their. number,; to make, ordain, establish,and execfte; sucIh
*lyy*Jaws and ordi Ra.es aB may be deemed useful to .th¢sociey"na the
s~aqwto alter, amend,..akrog te, at pleasure; tomap,'hivweian'd ute a,
cOIIImon seal, an4 tliesa)ne, to.break, alter, and renew, at. pleasure;toap-
pointsuh .otncers and gents as- mpy be. required forth ranagefaent of
thp; concerns of tihe said society, and to assign them their duties; and,
generally,-top~rqvida fof...the.tra~nsaction of all business appprtining to
aidsociety:. Provid~edeThat no by-law, rule, or ordinanpe,,othesid'cor-pora~tionshalLbe.J`e pU.p¶1gnant to the laweof the'Dist)ict of Co. iunbia.
s$c. 4. Jnd! beNirl/er aeneicted,That theIe shal, beananJnugt meet

ifngiof.!the..lp,§ of said, corporation,., at suchw time .ad pilac athe
poper, officers olf said corporation may appoint, q dtioce 'shall
4iF giyein in one or 'more of the. npewspqpeis pubiie4 in th .Drict of
Columbia; at which time and. place the Rmemner P o
,ehooqe fle officerspof th. society to seryc for one year ensuing tji~ir'elec
tior, and untiLothers. shall be e-iected,.and.codfsent¢to eve intle: laces;
but tfhe present office,,s oif the society may serve till ije next a~nnid ,eet-

Par~ until others be ppoiptpd or chosen.
Sac.,5. And be it further enacted, That theeaid COrpoprqatijon sha11 not

engage in any banking operations; and 'that the charter h vrebly granted
shell bje !iable to bhe amended, altered,-or repealed, at a1 time&s-6ereafr,
by the Congress of the :Unfte"dStates.
MAY T2, 1820.-The Committee of the Whole was discharsed, and this

bill Was postponed until the first day of the next session of Congress-;: at
whichl session-it uias not taken up.

MAY 5, 1520.

itr. Mercer reported the following amendments, proposed by the Coin-
rniittee on the Slave Trade to the billfrom the 'Se ratt entitled "FAni act
to continue inforce an act to protect he commerce f Ike. United' laes,
and punish the crime ofpiracy, and also to makefiurther: prouIsionfor
punishing the crimb of piracy."
After the third section of the bill, insert the fllowing:;seetiOnM;
And be itfurther enlucted, That if any citizen of. the Unite4, States, bi.e-

ing of the crewv or slip's company. of any. foreign, ship or vessel -engaged
;in the.slave trade, or any person- whatever, being of.hthe c "or.ship'sy,person -9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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tom-p'ang of; ainX'ship oi vessSli- owned in wh oin,'pa difor,,or in b'ehhl of, inyc otizenor citizen of hi6:'itnited Sta, shaUi
frol 'any su'cfh ship' or v~'ssel, and, onany'orei, e',sesi e any ne¢?'o;:
milatt 'no befd toloserviced'or labor by, their laws ofeither1'o'tlibb'SthtW&
Terli'6rip- oftft e6 United statess, with'inltenitto mpk suce negr'oramii
latto' a'sl'ave,"or' sht-all 'diecqoy, ot forcib l' bring or, carry, or shall red
such negro or'nua'tto on' boardanid tinch sip or ves; with'ite'ntI as'
said, such citizen or person shall be adjudged a pirate, and, o'n co66 viAfdj
the'retof, b6ef6ie'thpe" iruit"court of the United Stimtes for the' district wh'eirim
he mAy 4'bi'ougit or found; shall suf' death.'
'Ad b, 'iJif iet etcjcied, 'Th'at if any citizen '6Vthe Unite'd Stdtbk&

being of the,,V 'or 9 ip'.s compn oanyof any foreign slhiip' or vessel engg:de
in thl1ase'sla~tti'de,,,or any perso'iiwhatever, being'of the''c'rew or ship'
conipa'ny o'f'any'ship or vessel owned vholly'or' in part, or navigated fdo
or in~beilf of, any'itizern or citizens of the United States, shall forcibW'
eonfinqor_.'dtaiin',o aid and abet in forcibly confining'or detainiri' oh'
6oar-d su`h,'shi" or vessel, any negro or mulatto, not:held to service by 'h'.
Iawp ofitirtdfrthie' States or Territories of the Unite'd 'States,jwith in'te'iit'
to n n nro r u o a sla-,or shall on bord any such'sh'i
or vessel or' or attempt to. se1 as a slave, any negirooi; mulatto'not'held
to ser ice saoresaid or shAll, on the high' seas, or, aby where on"'`ide`
waidr,"tranlsei, or d'e dver, to any other'ship or vess'el,'any negro&or!
rnula6"niio't 'heid''to 'service'as aforesaid, with intent to malke such negrol
or ,mil~athoea, slave,' or shill land, or deliver on shore, fromn on board afy
such Pip essel, any' such negr'o or mulaito, with intent to make s'al'
of, or, 'having previously sold, such negro or mulatto as a slave, such cidi*
zen or perod sh-ll b6 adjudged a pirate, and, on conviction thereof biefdre'
'the, circuit court of the United States for the' district wherein he shall-'bie
brought''or ii'nd', shall suffer death.
NOTE.-These amendnients were agreed to by the House,-and became

a part of the bill which'passed' both Houses of Congress, and was approved
by the President of the United States, May 15, 1820. When the bill was
read the third time in the House of Representatives, and was on. its pas-
sag .e

Mr. Rich moved its recommitment to a select committee, with instruc-
tions to strike out the last section of the amendments; which motion was.
rejected by the House.

MAY 9,1820.

Mr'. lefcer, from the committee consisting of Mr. Hemphill, Mr. Mer-
cer,' ir'. Strong of New York, Mr. Edwards of Pennsylvania, Mr. Rogers,.
Mr. Lathrop, and Mr. Abbott, reported the following resolutions:

1. Resolved by the Senate and house of Representatives of the United'
States of-4merica in Congress assembled, That the President of the
United Statps be requested to negotiate with all the Governments where'
mi~ni~steis of the' Uniteid States are or shall be -accredited, on the mean's of'
effecting ,an entire an'd' immediate abolition of tlie slave trade.

2. Resoled, further, That the President of the United States 'be rl&-
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quested to ervyt;A int6a -stipul t6on or" foWiMTc;e.ldfati6nh'with tb several
maritime Powers, recognising,.the independence and, permanent neutrality
of any colony of the free peoplfeorfcolor of the United States, which shalM
be established on the western coast of Africa.

3. Resolved, further, That the President of the United.Stdtts` bd 'r6,
qatedlA,''ini z.-6c'ch6`8> 'a may deem it expedierit to niake 6f the public
ships of'th WT"nited Sta te's, to afordevera aid, not inconsistent withwthe;
pitlic welid, t't e efforts of the* Anierlcan Society for colonizifng the
Free People of `Co`l6i of the United States' uponi the W-estern coast'of
Africa.

Th'&se resoltionsw'aere committed to a Comrnmlittee of tlh Whole House0.

MAY 127 1820.

Mr. Ediard-s, of No61-th Carolina, moved that the Committee of the'
Whole'towliic is committed the' bill'to continue in force the actentitled&
" An act to protect the commerce of the United States, and to punish'the'
crime of piracy," the bill to incorporate the president and managers of the
American Colonization Society, and the resolution authorizing thde Presi-
dent of the United States to negotiate with foreign Governments on the-
means of effecting an entire abolition'of the African slave trade, be dis-
charged from the further consideration thereof;
And'the question' being taken thereon;.
It passed in the affirmative.
Mr. Edwards'then'moved that the said resolutions'do lie on the table.
A division of the' question on that motion was called for;
And on the 'question, Shall the first of. the said resolutions lie on the'

table ?
It was detierzined.in the negative, as.78.. 5

The question was then put, Shall the second resolution lie on the table?
And decided in the negative.
And the question was then put,' Shall the third' resolution lie on- the!

table'?
And passed in the affirmative.
Mr. Brush then moved that the first and second resolutions- be postponed}

until the next session of Congress.
And on the question, Shall the first resolution be postponed as aforesaid-?'
It was decided in the negative.
The question was then put, Shall the second resolution be. postponed ?"
And passed in the affirmative.
The first resolution was then ordered to be engrossed,' and read a'thiic

'time to-day.
The said first resolution being engrossed, was read a third time, passed,.

and sent to the Senate for concurrence.
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'MONDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1820.

On.motip-nof. Mr. Mercer,
*~esolt~edil, That. tie Presidentof the United States be.rqqsted to lay

before this lfouse any. correspondende, that he. does not deei nexpedient-
to dis Aose,, which may have existed between theEUxecutiyieef the United
.Statas Dand',the Government of any.of the maritime Powers of Europe, in
relation to the African slave trade.

Inmpursuance of-the call contained in the forgeoing.resolution,,the Presi.
-dent of theUnited States transmitted to the House of Representatives two
-messages, which, with their accompanying documents, are as follows:

I communicate to the House of Representatives a report from the
Secretary. jf State, which, with the papers accompanying it, contain ill
the information in, possession of the Executive, requested by. a resolution
of -the;House-of the 4th of December, on the subject of the.African slave
trade.

JAMES MONROE.
WASHINGTON, January 4, 1821.

DEPARTMENT OIF STATE, ,JanuarV 4, 1821.
The Secretary of State, to whom has been referred: the resolution of the

House of Representatives of the 4th ulnt., requesting~the-c)Dmu'nication to
*the House of any, correspondence, that the President: does: ilot.deem it in-
'exiedient:to.- disclose,' which may have existed between the Executive of
-the United States and the Government of any of the maritime Powers, of
Europe, in relation to the Airican slave trade, has the honor of submitting
copies of the papers .requested by the resolution. With 'the 'exception of a
note from the late Spanish minister,. Onis, communicating a copy of the
treaty between Spain and Great Britain on this subject, thetonly Govern-
tnent of Europe ;*Uth whom. there has 'been such correspondence is that of
Great Britain; and these papers contain all that has passed between them:
on the subject, in writing. Since-the arrival. of Mr. Canning, various-in-
fobrmaL conferences between him-and the Secretary of State have -been held,
in which the proposals on the part of Great. Britain have been.-fully dis-
ci'ssed,.wi-thout effeectinrga removal. of the-objections upon which the Pres-
-ident had, in the first instance, found himself under. thenecessity of de-
,dliningetheim. They !have not'yetterininatedi nor have.; any written corn-
,munications passed on the subject, with the exception; of the-note-from
M. Canning, aud .te answiert0oit,,herewith submitted, both of a date sub-
-sequent to that of the resolution of the House.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS;
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-TRANSLATION.]

Don Luis de Onis: to the SecretaryofSlats.

SIR: The introduction of negro slaves into Ame,:icanwas ofte.of th:e .ear-
fiest measures adopted by the august ancestors of the King, my master, for
the improvement and prosperity of those vast dominions; vey shortly after
their discovery. The total inaptitude of the Indians to various useful but
painful labors, the result of their ignorance of all the conveniences of life,
and the imperfect progress in civil society, made it necessary to have re-
cbuis to'.strong. and.: active laborersv for. breaking up and Cultivating the
earth. With the double view of-; stimulating them to active exertion, and
of promoting the population of those countries, a measure was resorted to
by-Spain,; which, although -repugriaut to her feelings, is-, not o. be con-
sidered-as having originated the syistemiI of.slavery, but as haiingmareri-
ally.atleeviated:the devils of t-hat.which already existed.in aosequence.of
abuiirbarous practice of-the- Africans, upon savingthelives,. considerable
portion of: the -captives in war, whom: they formerly Opu;oAeath.~:By the
introduction of this system, the negroes, far from suferingaddhiionol ensvils,
or being subjected; while in a state.;of slavery,: to.a;more ppainofl life than
iWheh-fpossessed of freedom in-their'own country, obtained; the: inestimable
advantage of a knowledge of the. true God, and of all.tile :b~eefits attends
ant. on civilizatin-.
The benevolent feeliigslof the .sovereigns of Spttin did not, bpwever, at

anytime permit their subjects to carry on this trade but by qpeeiallicense;
.and'in~the years 1789,and ,I798, and on the. 22dof April,.1804v certain
limited .Periods.^were.:fixed, for the' importation of slaves. Although the
lait-term had not expired ivhmt His:Majesty our Lord Don Ferdinand the
Seventhbwas restored. to thb throne, of which: a ;perfidiogs usurper had
attempted to-deprivehim, His Majegt-y, on resuming: the reinsof Govern-
meit, soon perceived that those remote countries had. become a. prey to
civil feuds; and, in reflecting on the most effectual means of restoring or-
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der, and affording them all the encournge'ment of which they are suscepti-
ble, His Majesty discovered that the numbers of the natives and free
negroes had prodigibubly increased under the mild regimen' of the Govihn.
3uent, and the? humane treatment of the Spanish slave'owvners';:thatlthe
white population had also greatly increased; that the' climatenis nocso>
noxious to, them as 'it was before the lands were cleared; andi'finally'that
the advantages resulting to the inhabitants of Africa, in being tran6portbd
to cultivated countries, are no longer so decided and exclusive, sihce
England and the United States have engaged in the noble undertaking-of
civilizing them in their native country.

All these'consideratiois combining with the desire entertainied'byfHis
Majesty of co-operating with ihe Powers of Europe in putting fan, end'to
this traffic, which, if indefinitely continued, might involve-them all in the
most serious evils, have determined His Majesty to conclude; a treaty with
the King of 'lhe United Kingdom of Great Britain 4nd Ireland, by which
the abolition of the slave trade is stipulated and agreed on,' under certain
regulations; and I have received his commands to deliver to the Presi.
dent a copy of the same, His Majesty feeling confident that a measure so
completely in harmony with the sentiments of this Government, and of
all the inhabitants of this republic, cannot fail to be agreeable to him.

In the discharge of this satisfactory duty, I now transmit you the afore.
said copy of the treaty, which I request you will be pleased to lay before
the President; and I have the honor to' renew the assurances of my dis-
tinguished respect.
God" preserve you niany years!

LUIS DE ONIS;
WVSHitG TON,' Mq? 14, 1 81 S.

Extra of lale-tter from Mr. Rush to the Secretary. of' State, dated Feb-
ruaryI 18,' ISIS

You! will: piobably have perceived, by the proceedings in the House
of Commons, that treaties have been, formed between this'Government
and both' Spain and; Portugal, securing, as' far as' may be done by ,treaty
the- final abofieiri,;after a specified time, not very remote,'of' the 'slave
trades Thu& is~a last hand to be pot' to the work of America, whose;legis'
lators 'ld" tli way, With Europe against them, in -this transcendent moral
reform.' -But it is a'triumph,'which as' little the courts as- the public-of
Europe-seem uwilhingb in any shape,to acknowledge.' The'palm'iSclaimbid
by others America is even placed in fault:.- In his. speech on -the Spanish.
treaty, delivered in the House of Commons on the 8th instantILbrd
Casttereegh observed'that it was-in vain for Britain alone to shut the door
of her c6ilnies'tmgAInst the slave trade; for that, .unless there was a'conb
cert of exkh1si69, the'other islands-of the Wbst'Indies, "s and the Southern
prov ~teolf the-United' States, would become the asylum'an'd depotof:it.""
I gladly caught the opportunity' of this; accidental meeting*: to: say what
could;nrmtfh~verebeen- otherwise-than acceptable; to the zeal for-abolition.
I stated) the' nature of our laws.- I stid-I felt sure that he would hearffroin

WWith Ldrd Castlereagli.
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bieiwi th pleasure that it was, upwards of nine years: sinee the traffic had
.been abolished throughoutthei Union; and that so far ;hIad pur acts of
`Congress carried ;the. prohibitionthat to import even a ;single.,pave into
.s.ny of the; States. had, during, the same* period, been!denouneed. as an
:.offence, and subjected. toxunusuafly rigorous penalties of fine and imprison-
ment. His lordship admitted the prohibitions, but intimated fedrs lest we
could not enforce them, alluding to the recent state of things at Amelia.
In the end, he invited ne, to look into all their conventions with other
Powers upon this subject, with a view to future conversation, adding that
.Ae. was, well disposed. himself to a proper concert of action between our
two Governments, for the more effectual extirpation of the traffic.
,-'I shall look into the conventions accordingly, and wait the' renewal of
'the' topic. Whether policy would dictate any concert, is a point upon
which, not being instructed, I will not presume to give any opinion. But
IhopeILdo not mnisjudge in thinking that, for the present, I am merely
bound. to listen to, without seeking, any further conversation. I will take
care puuctually to communicate, for the President's information, whatever
mnay be said to me, in like manner as my duty devolves it upon me to trans-
mit this first sentiment, so cursorily thrown out by Lord Castlereagh, It will
.be understood that, in adverting to our municipal prohibitions, I intended
ino advance to the point of national co-operation. It was. barely' for the
sake of an incidental and gratuitous vindication, after a public remark,
which, to say no more, was susceptible of unjust interpretations. On his
allusion to Amelia island, I reminded him that it was the very anxiety to
.prevent the illicit introduction of slaves that had formed a ruling motive
with the President for breaking up, with the public force itself, the estai)-
Aishment at that place.

Extract of a letter from Mr. Rush to the'Secrctary of State, dated April
15, 1818.

He (Lord Castlereagh) next spoke of the slave trade. The 'Govern-
rnent of Great Britain felt, he said, an increasing desire that the Govern-
ilient of the United States should lend itself to the measures of regulation
-going forward in Europe for its complete extirpation. These measures
mean, in effect, a reciprocal submission to the right of search.' He ex-
plained, by saying that only to a limited number of the armed vessels of
each of the maritime States would a power to search be deputed, while
the exercise of it would be strictly forbidden to all others. It was con-
templated, he continued, to form, out of an association of these armed ves-
sels, a species of naval police, to be stationed chiefly in the African seas,
and from Jose harmonious and co-operating efforts the best results were
anticipated. He added, that no peculiar structure or previous appearances
in the vessel searched, no presence of irons, or other, presumptions of
Criminal intention, nothing but the actual finding of slaves on board, was
lever to authorize a seizure or detention. He said that they had lately
Pressed France upon the subject, and that there was no doubt of her
eventual agreement. The recent vote in both her Chambers, on the, broad
principle of abolition, he regarded as a full pledge of her. ulterivrsteps.

I replied, that I was sure that the President would listen Alth ati ear



the mostlibberal to whatever diotinet proposals weremade; mor e specially
as the Uhited'Statbs had been long awake,4s wellLtothe morel'guilt!aato
the politidat'andsocial evils of the trdfic, and'had, aswas knownjraihWd
against it"the denunciations: of their own laws.. Thedistinct: propositions,
his lordship gave me reason' to think, would tbe made known, before long
through Mri. Bagot.

Ong)

Extrdat of a letter from Mr.. Rush to Mr. Adams, dated London, Jte
24, 1818.

In two former despatches, I have mentioned 'what Lord 'CGstlerengh.
has said to me relative to the slave trade. In mny interview wit' him oal
the eleventh of this month, he spoke of it in a manner more 'formnal'and
definitive. ,defnitfirse alluded to the late treaties concluded between Great Britain
and several of the Powers of Europe upon this subject. Entering into
conversation upon their particular nature and. provisions, he said that Aie
periodhad arrived when it was the wish of the British Government to
invite the Government of the United States to join in the measures which
Europe Was, so generally adopting for the more perfect abolition-of, his
traffic, and that it was now his 'design to submit through me proposals to this
effect. It will be perceived, by my despatch 'No. 14,* that at that period
it had been contemplated to make then through'the channel of the English
mission. at Washington. What may have led to a change in this respect
his lordship did not state, nor did 1 deem it material to inquire.

It had occurred to him, he said, to make the proposals by sending me,
accompanied by an official note, entire copies of all the treaties in question.
'T'hey would best unfold the grounds and principles upon a hich a concert of
action had already been settled by the States that were parties to them, and
it was his intention to ask the accession of the United States upon grounds
and principles that were similar. He added, that he would willingly re-
ceive my suggestions as to any other course that might strike me as better
adapted to the object. I replied, that none appeared to me more eligible,
and that, whenever he would enclose me the treaties, I would lose no
time in transmitting them-for the consideration of the President.

It naturally occurred to me, during our conversation, that the detached
and distant situation of the United States, if not other causes, might call'for
a modification in. some parts of these instruments; admitting that the broad,
principle of concert met approbation. His lordship upqn this point awas full
in assurances that the British Government would' be happy to listen'to
whatever modifications the Government of the United States might think
'fit to propose. Its, anxious and only desire,, he said, was to see a conven-
tion formed that would prove free from all objection, and be conducive to
the single and grand object to which both sides looked. 'fle ended by ex-
pressing the belief which was felt, that the maritime co-opc4ation. of 'the
United States would usefully contribute to the advancement of this great
work (if humanity.

Nothing further passed necessary to the full understanding of' the over-
ture, beyond, what the documents 'themselves and his lordship's note arc

April 35, 1818.



calculated to afford. To these 1 have thet1Odreite honor to refer,'as,
:djsclosijig, in Thiettst' authentic an'd detailed' anner, th~e wbole views' of
the British' Government upon this inter sing' subject.

Lord Castlereagh to Mr. Rush.

FOREIGN OFFICE, June '20, 1818.
SiR: The distinguished share which the 'Government of the United

States has, from the earliest period, borne in advancing the cause of abo-
lition, makes the British Government desirous of submitting to their favor-
able consideration whatever may appear to them calculated to' bring about
the final accomplishment of'this great work of humanity.
The laudable anxiety with which you personally interest yourself in

whatever is passing upon this important subject will have led you to per-
ceive, that, with the exception of the crown of Portugal, all European
States have now either actually prohibited the traffic in slaves to their sub-
jects, or fixed an early period for its cessation, whilst Portugal has also re-
nounced it to the north of the equator. Fromn Alay, 1820, there will not
be a flag, which can legally cover this detested traffic to the north of the-
line; and there is reason to hope that the Portuguese may also ere long,
be prepared to abandon it to the south of the equator; but so long as some
effectual concert is not established amongst the principal maritime: Powers
for preventing their respective flags from being made a cover for an illicit
trade, there is too much reason to fear (whatever be the state of thelawv
upon this subject) that the evil will continue to exist, and, in proportion
as it assumes a contraband form, that it will -be carried on under: the. most
aggravating circumstances of cruelty and desolation.

It is from a deep conviction of this truth, founded upon experience, that
the British Government, its all its negotiations upon -this subject, has en-
deavored to combine a system of alliance for the suppression of this most
abusive practice, with the engagements'which it has succeeded in lately
contracting with the Governments of Spain and Portugal for the total or
partial abolition of the slave trade. -I have nown the honor to enclose to
you copies o1' the treaties which have been happily concluded&with those
.P6wers, together with the acts which have recently passed the Legiglature-
for carrying the same into execution.

I have also the satisfaction to transmit to you a copy of a treaty which
has been recently concluded with the, King of the getherlands, for the
like purpose, though at too late a period in the, session to admit of its pro-
visions receiving the sanction of Parliament. I am 'induced the! more
particularly to call your attention to this convention. as it contains certain
provisions which are calculated to limit, in some 'respects, the powers mu-
tually-conceded by the former treaties, in a manner which, without essen-
tially weakening theiy force, many render them' more acceptable to the
contracting parties.
The intimate 'knowledge which you possess of this whliole subject ren-

ders it unnecessary for me, in requesting you' to' brin'gthese documents to'
the observation of your Government, to accompanythem wi~th any mrO-ie
detailed explanation. What I have earnestly to beg of you is, to bring
them under the serious consideration of the President, intimatirg-toehinm.
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the strong %§ishof the British Goveinment that the exer'tions oft the tw:o5State"smay.be,. ombined upon a soniewhat similar pprinciple, in order to
put down this great-moral disobedience, wherever it wlay be iomltteldto
the laws of both countries. I am confident this cannot effectually be do'ne,
-except by mutually conceding to each other's ships of war a qualified right
of search, with a power of detaining the vessels of either State with slaves
,actually on board.

Yog will perceive in these conventions a studious, and, I trust, a sue.
veessful attempt to narrow and limit this power within due bounds, and to
guard it against perversion. If the American Government is disposed to
.enter into a similar concert, and can suggest any further regulations, the
the better to obviate abuse, this Government will be most ready to listen
'to any suggestion of this nature-their only object being to contribute,
by every effort in-their power, to put an end to this disgraceful traffic.

I have the honor to be, with great truth, sir, your most obedient hum.
Ple servant,

CASTLEREAGH.

Mr. RuLsh to Lord Castlereagh.

LONDON, June 23, 18s1.
MY LORD: I have been honored with your lordship's note of the twen.

,lieth of this month, enclosing copies of treaties recently concluded between
this Government and the Governments of Portugal, Spain, and the Neth.
'erlands, respectively, in relation to the slave trade, and designed to draNv
tthe attention of the Government of the United States to this subject, with
.a view to its co-operation upon principles similar to those held out in
these treaties, in measures that may tend to the more complete and uni-
versat abolition of the traffic.
The United States, from an early day of their history, have regarded

with deep and uniform abhorrence the existence of a traffic attended by
such complications of misery and guilt. Its transcendent evils roused
throughout all ranks a corresponding zeal for their extirpation. One step
followed another, until humanity triumphed; and against its continuance,
.under any shape, by its own citizens, the most absolute prohibitions of
heir code have, for a period of more than ten )ears, been rigorously, and,
it is hoped, beneficially levelled. Your lordship will pardon me this allui
sion to the earnest efforts of the United States to put down the traffic
within their own limits, falling in, as it merely does, with the tribute which
you have been pleased to pay to their early exertions, in helping to dry
.up. this prolific source of human wo.

Whether any causes may throw obstacles in the way of their uniting in
that concert of external measures in which' Europe generally, and this
nation in particular, are nowv so happily engaged, the more effectually to
banish from the world this great enormity, I dare not, in the total absence
,of all instructions, presume to intimate ; much less have I any opinion of
-my own to offer upon a subject so full of delicacy and interest. But it is
still left to me to say, that I shall perform a duty peculiarly gratifying in
transmitting, by the earliest opportunities, copies of your lordship's note,
-with the documents which accompanied it, to my Government ; and I suf-
&Eienly kinow the permanent sensibility which pervades all its councils



upon this subject to promise' that the overture which the formerembraces
will receive from the President' the full and anxious!consideration due to
its importance, and, above all, to the enlarged philanthropy on the part of
this Government by which it has been dictated.

I have the honor to be, with the highest consideration, your lordship's
obedient faithful servant,

RICHS.ARD RUSHE.

Extract of a letter from the Secretary of State to Messrs. Gallatin and
,Rush, dated Department of State, November 2, 1818.

The President desires that you would make known to the British
Government his sensibility to the friendly spirit of confidence with which
the treaties lately contracted by Great Britain, with Spain, Pottugal, and
the Netherlands, and the legislative measures of Parliament founded upon
them, have been communicated to this' Government, and the invitation to
the United States to join in the same or similar arrangements has been
given. He wishes you also to give the strongest assurances that the soli-
citude of the United States for the accomplishment of the common object,
the total and final abolition of that odious traffic, continues with all the
earnestness which has so long and so steadily distinguished the course of
their policy in relation to it. As an evidence of this earnestness, lie re-
qusts you to communicate to them a copy of the act of Congress of thie
last session, in addition to the act of 1807, to prohibit the importation of
slaves into the United States-(acts of the last session, chapter,86,p. 81,)
and to declare the readiness of this Government, within their constitu-
tional powers, to adopt any further measures which experience may pros e
to be necessary for the purpose of attaining so desirable an end.'
But you will observe that, in examining the provisions of the treaties

communicated by Lord Castlereagh, all their essential articles appear to
be of a character not adapted to the institutions or to the circumstances of
the United States.
The power agreed to be reciprocally given to the officers of the ships

of war of either party, to enter, search, capture, and carry into' tort for
adjudicatinn,'the merchant vessels 'of the 'other, however qualified and
restricted, is most essentially connected with'- the institution; by each
treaty, of two mixed 'courts, one of which to reside in the external or co-
lonial possessions of each of the two parties, respectively. 'T'his part of the
'system is indispensable to give it that character of reciprocity, without
which the right 'granted to the armed ships of one nation to search the
merchant vessels of another would' be rather a mark ot vassala-e that of
independence. But to this part of the system, the United States, having
no colonies either on the coast of Africa or in the Wcst Indies, cannot
give effect.
You will add, that, bythe Constitution of the United States, it is IrO-

vided, the judicial power of the United States shall be vested it a S1-
preme Court, and in such inferior courts as the Congress may, from titne to
time, ordain and establish. It provides that the judges of these courts shall
hold their offices during good behavior; land that they shall he removable
by impeachment and conviction of crimes or misdemeanors. 'I'helre may
be some doubt whether the power of the Government of the United States
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is competent to.institutc.a court for carrying into execution their penal
statutes.beyond the territories of the United States-a court consisting
partly qf foreign judges, not amenable to impeachment for corruptionand
deciding upon the statutes of the United States without appeal.

That. the; disposal of the negroes found on board the slave-trading
vessels which might be condemned by the sentence of these mixed courts
cannot be.carried into effect by the United States; for, if the slaves of a
vessel condemned by the mixed court should be delivered over to the
Government of the United States as freemen, they could not, but by their
own consent, be employed as servants or free laborers. The condition of
the blacks being in this Union regulated by the municipal laws" of the
separate States, the Government of the United States can neither guaranty
their liberty in the States where they could only be received as slaves,
nor control them in the States where they ivould be recognised as free.

That the admission of a right, in the officers of foreign ship-s of war,
to'enter and search the vessels of the United States, in tiuhe of peace,
under any circumstances whatever, would meet with universal repugnance
in' the public opinion of this country ; that there would be nD prospect of
a ratification, by advice aInd consent of the Senate, to any stipulation of
that nature ; that the search, by foreign officers, even in time of war, is so
obnoxious to the feelings and recollections of this country, that nothing'
could reconcile themr to the extension of it, however qualified or restricted
to a tillme of peace; and that it would be viewed in a still more aggravated
light, if, as in the treaty %with the Netherlands, connected with a formal
admission that even vessels under convoy of ships of wai of their own
nation should be liable to search by the ships of war of another,.
You will therefore express the regret of the President that the stipula.

tins communicated by Lord Castlereagh are of a character to which the
peculiar situation and institutions of the United States do not permit them
to accede. The constitutional objection may be the more readily under.
stood by the British cabinet, if they are reminded that it was an obstacle
proceeding, from the same principle whieh prevented Great Britain from
becoming, formally, a party to the holy alliance. Neither can they be at
a loss to perceive the embarrassment under which we should be placed by
receiving cargoes of African negroes, and be bound at once to guaranty
their liberty, and to employ them as servants. SAhether they will be as
ready to enter into our feelings with regard to the search, by foreign navy
lieutenants, of vessels under convoy of our own navy commanders, is per-
haps of no material importance. The other reasons are presumed to be
anply sufficient to convince them that the motives for declining this over-
ture are compatible with an earnest wish that the measures concerted by
these treaties may prove successful in extirpating that root of numberless
evils. thetraffic in human blood, and with the determination to co-operate,
to the utmost extent of our powers, in this great vindication of the sacred
rights 0o' humanity.
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Copy-of a letterfrom Mr. Ruszto: Lord.asllerecgk.
Am- LONDON, December 21,.1818.

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary
from the United States, has the honor to present his compliments to Lord
Castlereagi .

-In the note of the 23d of June, which the undersigned had the honor to
address to his Jordship, in answer to his lordship's communication of the
20th of the same month, relative to the slave trade, the undersigned
,hd great pleasure in giving the assurance that he would transmit a copy
of that communication to his Government, together with the documents
wvbich accompanied it, being copies of treaties entered into on the-part of
Great Britain, with Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands, for the more
complete abolition of the odious traffic in slaves. He accordingly lostno
time in fulfilling that duty, and has novw thehonor to inform his lordship
of.the instructions with which he has been furnished by his Government
in reply.
.He has been distinctly commanded, in the first place, to make known

the sensibility of the President to the friendly spirit of' confidence in
which these treaties, and the legislative measures of Parliament founded
upon them, have been communicated to the United States; and to the in-
vitation which has been given, that they would join in the same or similar
arrangements, the more effectually to accomplish the beneficent object to
which they look. H-e is further commanded to give, the strongest assur.
ances that the solicitude of the United States for the universal extirpation
of. this traffic continues with all the earnestness which has so long and
steadily distinguished the course of their policy in relation to it. Of their
general prohibitory law of 1807, it is unnecessary that the undersigned
should speak, his lordship being already apprized of its provisions
amongst which the authority to employ the national force, as auxiliary to
its execution, will not have escaped attention. But he has it in charge
to-make known, as a new pledge of their unremitting and active desire in
the cause of abolition, that, so lately as the month of April last, another
act of Congress was passed, by which not only are the citizens and vessels
of.the United States interdicted from carrying on, or being in any way
engaged in the trade, but in which also the best precautions that legisla-
tive enactments can devise, or their penalties enforce, are raised up
against the introduction into their territories of slaves from abroad, under
whatever pretext attempted, and especially frdm dominions. which lie
more immediately in their neighborhood. A copy of this act is herewith
enclosed, for the more particular information of his lordship. That pecu.
liarity in the eighth section, which throws upon a defendant the labor of
proof, as the condition of acquittal, the undersigned persuades himself will
be regarded as signally manifesting an anxiety to suppress the hateful of-
fence-departing, as it does, from the analogy of criminal jurisprudence,
which so generally requires the independent and positive establishment
of guilt as the first step in every public prosecution. To measures of such
a character, thus early adopted, and sedulously pursued, the undersigned
is further commanded to say, that the Government of the United States,
RIcting within the pale of its constitutional powers, will always be ready to
superadd any others that experience may prove to be necessary for attair.-
ing the desirable end in view.
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But, on exaiminiig1the .provisions of the tredtiesi.*hichFyour'lordshipI

honored the undersigned by communicating, it has appeared to the Presi-.
dent that their essential articles are of a character not adapted to the cir-
cumstances'or'to'the institutions of the United States.
The powers agreed to be given to the ships of war, of either party,-;to;s

search, capture, and carry into port for adjudication, the merchant vessbls',
of the other, however qualified, is connected with the establishment, by
each treaty, of two mixed courts, one of which is to have its seat in tlL-.
colonial possessions of the parties, respectively. The institution of surlyK
tribunals is necessarily regarded as fundamental to the whole arrangements
whilst their' peculiar-structure is doubtless-intended, and would seem' to be
indispensable, towards imparting to'it a just -reciprocity.- But to this patt:!
of-the system, the United States, having no colonies upon the coast ofAf'
rica, in the West Indies, or elsewhere, cannot give effect.

.MoreoVer, the powers of government in the United States, whilst they'
can only.be exercised within the grants, are also subject to. the restrictioh-
of the Federal Constitution. By the latter instrument, all judicial poweer-
is to be vested' in a Supreme Court, and in such other inferior courts as-
Congress may, from-time to time, ordain and establish. It 'further pro-
vides, that the judges of these courts shall hold 'their offices during good'
behavior, and be removable on impeachment and conviction 'of crimes;'
and misdemeanors. There are serious doubts whether, obeying the spirits
oft'.ese injunctions, the Government of the United States would be coifn-
petent to appear as party. to the institution of a court for carrying into exi-
eea'tion their penal. statutes in places out of their own territory--a court
c asisting partly of foreign judges, not liable to impeachment under the'
authority of the. United States, and deciding upon their statutes withouV
appeal.
Again: Obstacles would exist towards giving validity to the disposal ofi

the negroes found on board the slave-trading; vessels, condemned by the-
sentence of the mixed courts. If they should be delivered over to the,'
Government of the United States as freemen, they could not, but by'their-'own-consent, be employed as servants or free laborers. The condition:
of, negroes and other people of color in the United States being regulated
by-the municipal laws of the separate States, the Government of the
fortmen could neither guaranty their liberty in the States, where-they could'
on-ly be received as slaves, nor control thein. in the States where they'
vould he recognised as fiec. The provisions of the fifth section of thbe-

-let of Congiess, which the undersigned has the honor to enclose, will b&'
seen to point to this obstacle, and may be taken as still further explanatory'
of its nature.
-rhese are some of the principal reasons which arrest the assent of the"

President to the very frank and friendly overture contained in your loid.
ship's communication. Having their foundation in constitutional impedi-
ents, the Government of His Britannic Majesty will know how to-appre-

(late their fore.. It will be seen- how compatible they are with the most
val nest wishes, on the part of tlie United States, that the measures- con-
(erted l)y these treaties may bring about the total 'downfall' of the traffic in
hunlallv blood ;'and With 1lheir (letermhination to cooperate, to the utmost'eCx-
tent of their constitutional power, towards this great consummation, so'
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Ainmperiouslg dtue at-the hands of all nations to the ~past wrongs and suffer-
.ingrof Africa.
Z the .undersigned prays, Lord Castlereagh -to accept the assurances of

tis distinguished consideration.
RICHARD RUSH.

,J4xtractofJa letterfrom Mr. Rush to the -Secretary oftSate, dated Lon-
;don,.- March 5,41819.

..Lord Cottlereagh. sent. me a few -days ago the; enclosed -printed Par-
,1iagnwietary -document. It-will be found to comprise a variety of interest-
ing; papers eja0ting to the slave trade, exhibiting all that -has lately-been
done by the Powers of Europe upon the subject,. and -the actual. and pre-
'-cise footing sipo.n which ilnouw stands. Its receipt was the first- notice
1hat-had.inany-shapeof the fact of-the. publication, or-or there beingany

intention to, publish my notes to this Government :of the twenty third of
,June and twenty-first, of December. It will be seen,'-from one ofthe pa-
..pers, how unequivocal and. animated. has been the refusal of France to
SHalIow her.vessels to -be boarded.and searched at sea for slaves. 'Now-
;tbere is nothing more evident,:as may be collected from ly. despatch of the
;fifteenth. of last April,'than -that' this is a-result which, at that'.-ieriod, Lord
-yjstlereagh did pot anticipate. Nevertheless;it- would seem,ofrOm a pas-
sage in his lordship's letter to Lord: Bathurst, from Pa'is, dated the loth of
.Tecetnber, -the last- paper in the. collection, and written subsequently to

-..all-the- conferences and declarations at Aix-.laCh-apelle,-that'le still in-
-.dulges a sanguine. expectation- that'"the French:Government -may 'be
brougbt,.at no distant period, to-unite their naval exertions'with those of

..tbe. other allied Powers, for -tbe -suppression of -the -trade." - Some of the
-eyidence -furnished- by the -African-Society in London -and -from Sierra
,-.Leone, as to the extent in which the trade continues-to-be unlawfully car-
Tied on, may -probably command attention in the United States.

What coramunications- may, at any former periods, --have .been made to
SAhe,-Government of the United States, by the Government ofFrance, Rus-
Asia, or Prussia, through any channel, either in -Europe or-at-Washington,
. .of - their intentions in, regard. to this naval -combination -for putting down
-the traffic, I, am- not.infoirmed. It is impossible' to refrain from'remarking,
that-to- me they remained utterly -unknown!until I -saw them recorded. in
.These pages. of a document given to the world byEiigltand.-

Extract of a letter from Mr. Rush to the Secretary of Stalei datd -Lon-
don, November 10, 1819.

On the -seventh of- this month I received a note from Lord Castlereagh,
-requesting-that I would call upon him at his house on the. ninth. 1 waited
aUpon-him at the hour appointed.

His object, he stated, was to say to me that-the Government of- Great
Britain. had lost none of its anxiety to see produced among-nations. a more
universal and effective co-operation than had yet been witnessed, -for the
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total abolition of the slave trade.. It was still carried on, be observed, to,
an extent that was afflicting. In some respects, as the evidence collected
by the African Institution and from other sources would show, the.voy.
ages wVere marked by more than all their original outrages upon humanity.
It was the intention of the Piince Regent again to invite the United States
to negotiate upon the subject, in the hope, notwithstanding what had here.
tofore passed, that some practicable mode might still be adopted, by which,
they could consent to become a party to the association, for finally extir.
pating the traffic. That I was aware of the addresses which had been
presented to his Royal Highness by both Houses of Parliament, at the
close of the last session, for the renewal of negotiations with the Govern-
ments both of the United States and France to effectuate this most desir.
able end.; that it was his lordship's design to enclose to me, at an early
day, copies of these addresses, as a foundation upon which to build in the,
new endeavor which this Government was now prepared to make. In.
doing so, his object, however, merely would be, that of bespeaking may
interposition towards making known to the President the measure con-
templated, since it was intended that all further negotiation should be
carried on at Washington. This he thought indispensable, after the pit'
failure, as it could not be supposed that I was prepared with any new au.
thority or instructions to resume it upon this side of the water. That the
new minister, Mr. Canning, wvho, his lordship now informed me, was to
sail as arIly in the spring as practicable, would accordingly have the whole
subject in charge, and be prepared to enter up6n it on his arrival, under
ardent hopes for an auspicious termination to his labors.

I replied, that I would, in the same spirit as before, make known the
communication to my Government. I adverted again to the obstacles,
which the Constitution of the United States interposed to the project, and
also to the peculiar and extreme caution with which the momentous ques.
tion of search mingled with it would be looked at throughout every part
of the country. I said that these reasons superadded themselves to that
derived from the failure of the attempt 'already made here, to give great
propriety, as it struck me, to a change of' the scene of negotiation; that,.
if any thing could be done, it could be done only, or at all events be done
best, at Washington; that the President, I was sure, continued to possess.
all his original sensibility to the importance of the subject, and would en.
tertain any proposals, differently modified, that were submitted, with the
same anxious dispositions as ever for a favorable result to their objects.
The conversation went off by a reference on my part to' the Holy

League. I remarked that, as the Government of Great Britain had de-
clared that the pi inciples of that league had its entire approbation, although
it had not formally bcome a party to it, so the United States, acting within
theirs constitutional limits, had long and earnestly striven, and would, it
might-be confidently affirmed, though restrained from going hand in hand
with Europe, always continue their efforts in the same beneficent spirit
for putting down' totally the slave trade. It is well known that the Earl of
Liverpool, not longer ago than last February, described, in the House of
Peers, the character of this league, as well as the insurmountable impedi-
ment which held back this country from signing it. He distinctly declared
that,' as the signatures were all in the autograph of the respective sover-
eigns, England, in point of form, could never accede to it; for it was not:
consistent with her Constitution that the Prince Regent should himself

24-8
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sign such an instrutnent without the intervention6( a responsible minister.
Upon rmy reminding Lord Castlereagh of this declaration, which I was the
more ready to do, since it was your wish that the illustration should be
brought into view, he candidly admitted that we, too, doubtless ha'd our
constitutional embarrassments; but he nevertheless hoped that such, and
all others, might, by proper modifications of the plan, be overcome.

Mlr. CGnning,,, to the Secretary of SElIe.

WASHINGTON, 'December 20, 1820.
The undersigned, His Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordinary and

minister plenipotentiary, took an early opportunity, alter his arrival in the
city of Washington, to inform Mr. Adams that, in pursuance of Lord Cas-
tlereagh's note, dated the 1I th November, 1819, communicating to Mr.
Rush an address of both Houses of Parliament, relating to the African
slave trade, he was instructed to bring that important question again under
the consideration of the American Government, in the hope of being found
practicable so to combine the preventive measures of the two countries as
materially to accelerate the total extinction of an evil which both have
long united in condemning and opposing.

Mr. Adams will find no difficulty in recollecting the several conversa-
tions which have passed between him and the undersigned on this subject.
lIe will remember that the last of those conversations, which tookyplace
towards the close of October, was terminated with an assurance on his' part
that the proposals of the English Government would be taken into full de-
liberation as soon after the meeting of Congress as the state oflpublic busi-
ness would allow, with a sincere disposition to remove any impediments
which appeared at first sight to stand in the way of their acceptance.
An interval of considerable length having elapsed since that period, the

undersigned is persuaded that Mr. Adams will shortly be at liberty to
communicate the definitive sentiments of his Government on a subject
which is-of tbo deep and too general an importance not to engage the at-
tention and benevolent feelings of the United States.

In this persuasion, the undersigned conceives it unnecessary, on the
present occasion, to go over the various grounds which formed the matter
of his late conversations with Mr. Adams.,

Notwithstanding all that has been done, on both sides of the Atlantic,
for the suppression of the African slave trade, it is notorious that an illicit
commerce, attended with aggravated sufferings to its unhappy victims, is
still carried on; and it is generally acknowledged that a combined system
of maritime police can alone afford thelmeans of putting it down with effect.
That concurrence of principle in the condemnation and prohibition of

the slave trade, which has so honorably distinguished the Parliament of
Great Britain and the Congress of the United States, seems naturally and
unavoidably to lead to a concert of measures between the two Govern-
ments the moment that such co-operation is recognised as necessary for
the accomplishment of their mutual purpose. It cannot be anticipated
that either of the parties, discouraged by such difficulties as are inseparable
from all human transactions of any magnitude, will be contented to acqui-
esce in the continuance of a practice so flagrantly immoral, especially at
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the present favorable, period,-when the slave trade is .completely:abolised
to. the north of ! the, equator, and countenanced -by Portugal alone to; the
south iof that line.
Mr. Adams is fully. acquaintedwith tho particular -measures-recom-

uended by His-Majesty'a ministers as- best calculated, in-theiriopinion,, to
attain the object which both parties have- in view; but he need not be re.
winded that the English Government is too sincere in the pursuit of that
common object to press the adoption of its own proposals, however satisfac.
tory in themselves, to the exclusion of any suggestions equally conducive to
the same end, and more agreeable to the institutions or prevailing opinion
of other nations.
The undersigned embraces this opportunity to offer Mr. Adams the

assurance-of his high consideration.
'STRATFORD CANNING.

Tlie Secretary of State to Mr?. Canning.

DEiXWt'rMENT OF STATE,
Washington, December 30, 1820.

SIt I have had the honor of receiving your note of -the 20th instant,
in reply to which I am directed by the President of the United States to
intorn yo6u, that, conformably to the assurances given you in-the conver-
.sation to which you refer, the proposals made by your Government to the
United States, inviting their accession to the arrangements contained in
certain, treaties -with Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands, to which
tGreat Britain is the reciprocal contracting party, have- again been taken
into the most serious deliberation of-the President, with an anxious desire
of; contributing, to the utmost extent of the powers within the competency
of this:iGovernment,. and. by. means compatible with its duties to the rights
ofIts own citizens, ,and. with the -principles of its ..national independence,
to the effectual and final suppression of the African slave trade.

At an earlier period of the communications between the two Govern-
ments. upon. this subject, the President, in manifesting his sensibility to the
amicable! spirit of confidence with which the measures concerted between
Great Britain and some of her European allies, had been made. known to
the- United Sta-tes, and to the free and candid.offer of.admitting the United
States jto a participation in these, measures, had instructed -the minister of
the; UnitedStates residing. ear. your Government to represent the diffi-
Puties resulting. as.well from certain principles of international law, of-the
deepest and. most. painful ..interest to these United States, as from limita-
tions of authority prescribed, by the people of the United States to the
Legislative and'Executive depositories of the national power, which placed
him under the necessity of declining the proposal. It had been stated
Jthata compact, giving the, power to the naval officers of one -nation to
-search the. merchant vessels of another .for offenders and offences against
the laws. of-the latter, backed by a further power to seize and carry into
a foreign port, and there subject to the decision of a tribunal composed-of
at least one-half foreigners, irresponsible to the supreme, corrective tribu-
nal of this Union, and not amenable to the control of impeachment for
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sqffiial.misdetneanor..wasan, investment ofpower over the persns,fprop--rity', and reputation.of the. citizenss ofwthis.nountry,.not. only uawarrantedbyt n de0gaetion of sovereign.power to theXltional Government. but soadverse to the elementary principles and indispensable securities of ,indi-'vi4ual r~ightsi,.iitearwoven. in all the political institutions of this country,that not even the most unqualified, approbation. of the ends totwhbich thisorganization of authority was adapted, nor the most. sincere and earnestwish to concur in every, .nuitable. expedient for their accomplishment,,could reconcile it to the sentiments or the principles of which, in the esti-mNation of the people and Governmnent of the United States, no considerc'ation whatsoever couldJustify the transgression.

In the several coiiterences which, since your arrival here,. I have had
.tbe ho-nor -of holding,:with you, and in which, this' subject has 1een .fAllyand freely discussed. between, us, the incompetency of. theqposver of thisGovernment to become a party to the institution of. triquna9ls, .organizedlike those stipulated in the conventions.abovenoticed and
ability of such tribunals with the essential character of the constitutionaltights guarantied to every citizen of the Union, has been shown by directreferences to the fundamental principles of our. Government, in.,wbich thesupreme unlimited sovereign power is considered as inherent in the wholebody of its people, while its delegations are limited and restricted by theterms of the instruments sanctioned by them, under which the powers ofJegislation,.judgpnent,. and. execution, are administered; and by specialindications of the articles in the Conltitution of the United States, whichexpressly-prohibit the constituted authorities from erecting any judicialcourts,; by the forms of. process belonging' to which Americn citizens.,should be called to answer for any. perval' offence, without. the intervention.Jofta grand jury to accuse, -and; of a juror of trial to decide upon .Ahe charge.
'But, while regretting that the character of the organized means of co-operation for-the suppression of the African slave trade, proposed by GreatBritain, did not admit of our concurrlence in the'adoption of them, the Pres-idert. has been'far from the disposition to reject or discountenance thegeneral proposition of conceited co-operation with Great Britain, to theaercomplishment of the common end, the suppression of the trade. Forthis purpose, armed cruisers of the United States have been for some timekept stationed on the coast -which is.' the-srere of this odious traffic; a

measure which it is in the contemplation of. this Government to continuewithout intermission. As'there are armed'British vessels. carged with the,same duty constantly kept cruising on the same coast, I amdirected by thePresident to propose that instructions, to be concerted -between the two'Governments, with a view- to mutual assistance, 'should -be, given to thecommanders of the vessels respectively assigned to that'serviee,;'that they-may; be ordered, whenever the~occasion may render it convenient, to cruisein company together, to communicate mutually to. each Pther all informa.tion obtained by the one, and which may be useful to' the execution ofthe duties of the other, and to give each other every assistance which maybe compatible with the performance of their own service, and adapted to
the end which is the common aim of.both parties.
'These measures, congenial to the spirit whichb.has so long and so stead-ily, unarked the' policy 'of'.the United States, in the vindication of theTights:of.humanity, will,. it is. hoped,! prove effectual to. the, purposes for



which this cooperation is desired by your Government; and to whiclt'bj5
Union will continue to direct its most strenuous and persevering exertions

I pray you, sir, to accept the assurance of my distinguished consider.
tion.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
The Right Hon. STRATFORD CANNING,
Envoy Extraordinary aind Afinister Plenipotenftiar

from Great Britain.

To the House of Representatives:
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary

of State, with the enclosed documents, relating to the negotiation for the
suppression of the slave trade, which should have accompanied a message
on that subject, communicated to the -louse some tine since, but which
were accidentally omitted.

JAMES MONROE.
WASHINGTON, January 12, 1821.

DEPART31EN-T OF STATE,
January 11, 1821.

The Secretary of State has the honor of submitting to the President a
copy of a despatch from the minister of the United States at London,
enclosing documents relating to the negotiation for the suppression of the
slave trade, which should have been transmitted with-those accompanying
the message of the President, to the House of Representatives, of the 4th
instant, but which were accidentally omitted.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

LIST OF PAPERS.

Extracts of a letter from Mr. Rush to the Secretary of State, dated 19th
November, 1819.

Lord Castlereagh to Mr. Rush, I1th November, 1819-copy.
Address from House of Comimons, 7th July, 1819, to the Prince Re-

gent-copy.
Address from House of Lords, 9th July, 1S19, to the Prince Regent-

Mr. Rush to Lord Castlereagh, 16th November, 1819-copy.

Extracts of a letter from IMr. Rush to the Secretary-ofState, datect
LONDON, Novnember 19, 1819.

I received, on the 14th instant, a note from Lord Castlereagh, dated
the 1 1th, on the subject of the slave trade. The addresses from the House

Rep. No., .'283..1282
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of Commons and House of Lords to the Prince Regent came with it. As.
the whole purport of this communication has been detailed, beforehand,
in My last despatch, l am not aware that 'any further explanations from
me are now requisite.
The distinct testimony which is borne, in both these addresses, to the

United States having been first in point of time among the nations of the
world to abolish the trade, will be perceived vith satisfaction. It is, so
far as I know, the first occasion upon which the acknowledgment has beers
made in any official or authentic manner by any State in Europe.

It appeared to me prudent to frame an answer of entire conciliation
to Lord Castlereagh's note ; and I hope that the spirit which it breathes.
may meet the President's approbation. It bears date on the 16th, and is.
among the enclosures transmitted herewith.

Lord 6astlereagh to Mr. Rush.

FOREIGN OWFICE, November 11, IsI9.
The undersigned, His Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, has the honor to transmit to Mr. Rush, by command of the Prince
Regent, copy of addresses which were presented by both Houses of Par-
liament at the close of the last session to his Royal Highness, which his.
Royal Highness has to request Mr. Rush will lay before the President,,
with an intimation that it is the zPrince Regent's earnest desire to enter
without delay into discussion with the Government of the United States
upon the important subject to which those addresses refer, and in the suc-
cessful accomplishment of which the common feelings and reputation of
both States are equally and deeply involved.

It has occurred to the Prince Regent's Government, that the difficulties
which have hitherto operated to prevent a common system of concert and
prevention, as directed against the illicit slave trade, between the two
Governments, could be most satisfactorily examined by selecting Wash-
ington for the seat of deliberation. Under this impression, the undersigned
has delayed to transmit to Mr. Rush the addresses in question till he could-
accompany them with some proposition to be conveyed to the Govern-
ment of the United States for giving practical effect to the views of Par-
liament.
The undersigned having lately had the honor of acquainting Mr. Rush

that Mr. Stratford Canning had been selected by the Prince Regent to
replace Mr. Bagot as his envoy and minister 'plenipotentiary in America,
and as that gentleman will proceed to his mission early in the spring, and-
will carry with him full instructions on this subject, the undersigned has
to request Mr. Rush will invite his Government, on the part of the Prince'
Regent, to enter, as soon as may be after Mr. Canning's arrival, upon the
proposed discussions.
Upon a subject so deeply interesting to humanity, the Government of

the United States can never require any other impulse than that of 'its
moral principles to awaken it to exertion; but, whatever of aid good
offices can contribute to smooth the way for an amicable and advantageous
proceeding on such a matter, the undersigned is convinced will be supplied
by Mr. Rush's zeal and enlightened attachment to the success of the great
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kcaute.whiych.this inquiry~involves; and, in this view the communication
'is ,sp.cially~r~cmmended tophisepersonal support and protection.
The. indersigned:avails himself of this opportunity to renew, to 'Mr.

Rush the assurances of his distinguished consideration.
CASTLEREAGH.

Mercurie, 7. die Julie, 1819.
Resolved, Tbatan. unlble ,address be presented'to: his Royal Highness

'the' Prince Regent,tI assure Wis Royal Highness that we acknowledge with
becoming. thapkfulness the, zealous- and persevering efforts. which,Jin cn
formity ith former addresses of this House, his Royal LHighness-has made
for accomplishing the total annihilation of the African slave trade by all
ithe foreign Powers whose subjects.have hitherto been engaged it.

That we also congratulate his Royal Highness on the success with
which his efforts have. bennalreadyy, attended-that. guilty traffic having
'been declared by the concurrent voice of all the great Powers of Europe,
ssembled in-r.Congress, to'be repugnant to the principles of humanity and

'of universal morality.
That,. consequently.on this declaration, all the States whose subjects

w,,ere formerly ,concerned in. this criminal traffic. have si.ce prohibited it,
the g'reaterpart absolutely 'and entirely - some for, a~time, particularly on
thht part of .the cast of Africa.,only which. is to the.,north of the line; of
the two States which still tolerate .the tratfic, one w.,ill -soon cease WUbe
Thius distinguished, the,.period.wbich $painhas solemnly fixed.for the total
abolition 'of the trade being.near atihand: one Power alone has hitherto
forborne to specify any. period when the traffic shall be absolutely
abandoned.

That the United,.States. of America were. honorably distinguished as the
first which. pronounced the condemnationon of this, guilty trafic; and that
they .have ,since, .successively .passed 'various laws -for carrying their pro
hbibition into effect ; .that, nevertheless, .we,cannot but hear with .feelings
'of deep regret,.that,,notwithbstandi.ngthestrongcondemiknation of the crime
by all the. great Powyers,of Europe, and' by the United States of America,
'.there .is reason,.tofear tba.t the, measures which have been hitherto adopted
for actually.suppressing_.thesecrinmes are ,notyet adequateito their purpQse.
'That we never, however, can admit the persuasion-that so greatCand

;generous, a people..as..,that of .Fra:nce,..which...has condemned this, guilty
conmnerce in the' strongest.tlerms, will be less earnest than .orselves9to
wipe away so. foul a ;boton.the character of a Christian people.

That we are, ifplo.ssible,.stilljess willing. to admit such a supposition in
the instance of thel'n.ited States-a, people derived originally;fromthe
,samnecomaion stock.with,o.urselv.es, and favoredi.like ourselves, in asde-
,;re, hitherto.perhopsunequalledin the history of the world,.with'the en-
joyment of religious and civil liberty, and all their attendant blessings.
.3That the consciousness, that.the Government of this; country was origi-

,nxlly. instrumental.iil.Leading the Americans into this criminal course must
naturallyy, prompt ustto call on then the more importunately to join .us in
,endeayoring to .put:an; end to.the evils of which it is productive.
.Thatwe also concei-ve that.the.establisiment of some .concert-and co-

,operatior in -the nueasures. to.-be taken by the different Powers for the-ex
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section 6f their common parptsU0 m8ay, inVariou''espect bewof griElt
practical utility; and that;under thiwpieibboftth~ibperstiaiti; severall'
of,:the European; States have already eoteiedinto& cd dtrtel ar'rafige-
mernts for seizing vessels engaged in the- eriminalotraffic; and for bringing
to punishment those who shAll still be; guilty of Ah:be nelhrious practices;
That we therefore supplicate his Royal.lighness tofrenew his beneficent

endeav6s9, inore'especially with the Governthents of' FAtIce and 'of the
united States of Amoriea, for the effectual -atttinhmerW of an object wh .h,
we all profess equally to' have in view; and we cannot but indulge the
confident hope that these efforts may yet, :ere; l6og, produce theirldes-red
efect; may' ensure the practical enforcernernt Of principless; universally-
acknowledged to be undeniably just and true-; and mtri obtain for the long
afflicted people of Africa the actual termination of their worigs and mis-
eries; and may destroy forever that: fatal barrier which,' by oqbstructing
the ordinary coiurse of civilization and social improvement, hadsto lone
kept a large portion -of the globe in darkness and. bbarbarinm-and rendered
its connexion with the civilized anti Christian nations of the'earthia fruit-
tul source -only of wretchedness and desolation.

Ordered, That the said address be presented -to his Royal-Highrness the
Prince Regent by such members of the' House as are of His Majesti's most
honorable Piivy Council,

G. DYYSON.
U. D. Dorn. Com.

An address precisely similar was voted about the same tihe' and pre-
sented in due course, by the House of Lords.

Die Veneris, 9 Julie, 1819.
Ordered, nemine dissentiente, by the Lords spiritual' and temporal in

Parliament assembled, That an humble address, &c.
Resolved, That an liumble address be presented to his Royal Highness',

the Prince Regent, to assure his Royal Highness that we acknowledge
with becoming thankfulness the zealous and persevering'effofts which, in
conformity with former addresses of this Hlouse, his Roval 'Highness hat
made for accomplishing the total annihilation' of the' African slave trade
by all the foreign' Powers 'whose subjects had hitherto been engaged 'in it.
That we also congratulate his Royal-Highnesson thie'success'with'which

his efforts have been already attended-that guilty trattc'having"-been de-
clared, by the concurrent voice of all the great 'Powers of Europe, assem-
bled in Congress, to be repugnant to-the' principles 'of' humanity and of
universal morality.
That, consequently on this declaration, all the States whose subjects

were formerly concerned in this criminal traffic have since prohibited it,
the greater part absolutely' and' entirely, -somefor a time, partially, on that
part of the coast of Afr'ica only which is to the north of the line. Of the
two States wvhich'still tolerate the traffic, one will soon.cease to be thus
distinguished, the period' which Spain has solemnly.'fixed for the total ab-
olition of the trade beim, near at hand.' One-Powet!-rtlone ha's hitherto"
forborne to specify any period when the traffic shall be absolutely' aban-
doned.
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That the United States of America were honorably distinguished as the-
first which pronounced!the condemnation of this guilty traffic, and that they:
have since successively passed various laws for carrying their prohibition
into efect. That, nevertheless, we cannot but hear, with feelings of deep}
regret, that, notwithstanding the strong condemnation of the crime by all;
the great Powers of Europe, and by the United States of America, there
is reason-to fear that the measures which have been hitherto adopted for.
actually suppressing these 'crimes are not adequate to their purpose.
That we never, however, can admit the persuasion that so great and

generous a people as that of France, which has condemned this guilty
commerce in the strongest terms, will be less earnest than ourselves to
wipe away so foul a blot on the character of a Christian people.

That we are, if possible, still less willing to admit such a supposition in
the instance of the United States-a people derived originally from the
same common stock with ourselves, and favored, like ourselves, in a de.
gree hitherto perhaps unequalled in the history of the world, with the en-
joyment of civil and religious liberty, and all their attendant blessings.

That the consciousness that the Government of this country was origi-
nally instrumental in leading the Americans into this criminal course, must
naturally prompt uL to call on them the more importunately to join us in
endeavoring to put an entire end to the evils of which it is productive.

That we aslo conceive that the establishment of some concert of co-op.
eration in the measures to be taken by the different Powers for the exe-
cution of their common purpose may, in various respects, be of great prac-
tical utility ; and that, under the impression of this persuasion, several of
the European States have already entered into conventional arrangements
for seizing vessels engaged in the criminal traffic, and for bringing to pun-
ishment those who shall still be guilty of these nefarious practices.

That we therefore supplicate his Royal Highness to renew his beneficent
endeavors, more especially with the Governments of France and of the
United States of America, for the effectual attainment of an object which
we all profess equally to have in view; and we cannot but indulge the
confident hope that these efforts may yet, ere long, produce the desired
effect, may ensure the practical enforcement of principles universally ac-
knowledged to be undeniably just and true, and nay destroy forever that
fatal barrier which, by obstructing the ordinary course of civilization and
social improvement, has so long kept a large portion of the globe in dark-
ness and barbariani, and rendered its connexion with the civilized and
,christian nations of the earth a fruitful source only of wretchedness and
,desolation.

Ordered, That the said address be presented to his Royal Highness the
Prince Regent, by the Lords with white staves.

Mr. Rush to Lord -Castlereagh.
LONDON, November 16, 1819.

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary from
the United States, has the honor to present his compliments to Lord Cas-
tlereagh, and to acknowledge the receipt of his note of the 11th of this
Month.
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The copies of the addresses to his Royal Highness the Prince Regent,
!rom both Houses of Parliament, at the close of the last session, respecting
,he slave trade, which, by command of his Royal Highness, came enclosed
in: his lordship's note, with a request that they may be laid before the
president, the undersigned will lose no time in transmitting to the Secre-
tary of State with that view. The intimation of its being the earnest de-
sire of the Prince Regent to enter, without delay, into discussions with
the United States upon the important subject to which these addresses re-
fer, and in the successful accomplishment of which the two nations have
a common interest, will, the undersigned is persuaded, be met by his Gov-
ernment in the same spirit of elevated benevolence which has given birth
to the desire in the mind of his Royal Highness.
The undersigned cannot avoid expressing his acquiescence in the opin-

ion, that the difficulties which have hitherto operated to prevent a system
of concert against the illicit slave trade between the two Governments,
aremost likely to be satisfactorily examined by selecting Washington as
the seat of deliberation. If, happily, they are of a nature to be removed,
it is by such a transfer of the scene of a new endeavor that the best hopes
may be formed; and it is hence, with a peculiar satisfaction, that the under-
signed lewjns that Mr. Canning, when proceeding on his mission to the
United States, will carry with him such full instructions upon the whole
subject as may prepare him for entering upon the interesting duty of giving
efect to the views of Parliament. The undersigned will not fail to make
known this intention to his Government, by the earliest opportunity that he
can command.
Upon a subject so universally interesting to humanity, Lord Castlereagh

has justly inferred that the Goyernment of the United States can never
require any other incentive than that of its own moral impulse to awaken
it, to exertion. But if, upon the present occasion, it needed any other,
the undersigned must be permitted to say that it would be abundantly
found in the friendly and enlarged spirit of this renewed overture from
the Government of the Prince Regent, and in the liberal justice rendered
to the early and steadfast efforts of the United States in the cause of abo-
lition by the addresses in question, from both Houses of the Parliament of
this realm. Following up their uniform policy in this great cause, never
tired of adopting new expedients of prohibition, where new evasions have
pointed to their necessity, the undersigned feels happy in being able to
state, feeling sure that the information cannot be otherwise than accepta-
ble to the unwearied and useful zeal of his lordship in the same cause.
that, besides the law of' April, 1818, of which the undersigned had the
honor to speak in his note of the twenty-first of Deceniber of' that year, a
subsequent act of Congress, of' date so recent as last March, has raised up
additional means for the extirpation of the baleful traffic. - By this act, the
President is specially authorized to employ armed vessels of the United
States to cruise upon the coasts of Africa; and other new provisions are
introduced for intercepting and punishing such delinquent citizens as may
be found forgetful of the denunciations of their Government, no less than
of their own moral duties, abandoning themselves to the enormity of this
transgression. It is well known that the sentiments of the President are
in full and active harmony with those of Congress, in the beneficent desire
Of putting a stop to this deep-rooted and afflicting evil. WVith snch pledges
before the world, the undersigned cannot err in' confidently anticipating
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that;the-fr.esh proposals of the Government of hiis Royal Highness wili .e
promptly, taken up at 'Washington, under the deepest 'convicticwns.of tetbr
importknee, and: with 'every anxious desire 'for id Favorable resulL that 'ean
be made; compatible with the Constitttion and other essential interests br,7
the republic.
The. undersigtied is happy to embrace this occasion of renewing to Lord

Castlereagh the' assurance of his distinguished consideration.
RICHARD RUS:.

FEBRUARY 9, 1821.

Report of the committee, consisting of Mr. Hemphill, Mr.; 3Mercer, AM;
Strong- of New York, Mr. Edwards of Penns~ylvania, Mr. lgersy
Mr. McCreary, and Mr. Folger, to which was referred so much of the
Presidents message as relates to the slave trade.

'T'he committee to which is referred so much of the President's message''
as relates to the slave trade, and to which are referred the two inessagev
of the President, transmitting, in pursuance of the resolution of the'
[louse of Representatives of the 4th of December, a report of the
Secretary. of State, and enclosed documents, relating to the negotiation
for the suppression of the slave trade, report:

That the conjmittee have deemed it advisable, previous to entering into
a consideration-of the proposed co-operation to exterminate the slave trade,
to make a summary review of the Constitution and laws of the United
States relating to this subject. It still disclose the'earnestness and zeal:
with which this nation has been actuated, and the laudable- ambition that
has animated their councils to take a lead in-the reformation of a disgrace-
lul practice, anti one which is productive of so much 'human misery ; it will;
by displaying the constant anxiety of this nation to suppress the African
slave trade; afford ample testimony that she %will be' the last to persevere
in measures wisely digested to effectuate this great and most desirable ob
ject, whenever such measures cai be adopted ift consistence with the lead
ing principles of her local institutions.

In consequence of the existence of slavery in many of the States, when
British colonies, the habits, and means of carrying on industry, could hot:
be suddenly changed; and the Constitution of the United States yielded
to the provision, that the migration or itnportation of such persons ashfif
of the States now existing shall think proper to admit shall not be prohib-
ited by the Congress prior to the year 1808.

But, long antecedent to this period, Congress' legislated on the subject
wherever its power extended, and endeavored, by a system of rigorous
penalties, to suppress this unnatural trade.
The act of Congress of the 22d of March; 1794; contains provisions

that no citizen or citizens of the United States, or foreigner, or any other
person, coming into or residing within the same, shall, for himself or
any other person whatsoever, either as master, factor, or owner, build, fis
equip, load, or otherwise prepare, any ship or vessel, within any port or
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place of the,IUnitedStates, nor shall causeany, shjp., or yesvsel to s,ailfroim
.any porter -pace ,within the, same,+ for the purposeif. carrying ofiany
trade or.traffic in. slavesB to any,. foreign country; or-for' "h"eifo,:of
procuringfrOm any' foreign, kingdom, place,. or' country, the inhabitans' of
such kingdom, place, or country, to be transported to any fotei'gn- country
,port, or place, whatever, to be sold or disposed of ,as slaves, iinde'rA6
penalty of the forfeiture of any such vessel, and ofthej'aythe n' oflarge
sums of. money by the persons offending against the directions of the act.

By an act of the 3d of April, 1798, in relationto the Mississippi Tern-
bory, to which the constitutional provision did not extend, the introduction
_of slaves, under severe penalties, was forbidden, and every slave import-
ed contrary to the act was to be entitled to freedom.
By an act of the 10th of' May, 1800, the citizens or residents'of this

,country were prohibited from holding any right or property in vessels em-
ployed in transporting slaves from one foreign country to another, on pain
of forfeiting their right of property, and also double the value, of that riglt
in money, and double the value of their interest in the slaves; inor were
tbey allowed to serve on board of vessels of the United States employed
.in. the transportation of slaves from one country to another, under the pun-
ishment of fines and imprisonment; nor were they permitted to serve on
,board of foreign ships employed in the slave trade. By this act, also, the
-commissioned vessels of the United States were authorized 'to seize ves-
-sels and crews employed contrary to the act.
By an act of the 28th of February, 1803, masters of vessels were not al-

lowed to bring into any port (where the laws of the State prohibited the
,importation) any negro, mulatto, or other person of color, not being a na-
tive, a citizen, or registered seaman of the United States, under the pain
aof heavy penalties; and no vessel, having on board persons of the above
,description, was to be admitted to an entry; and if aiRy sitch person should
be landed from on board of any vessel, the same was to be. forfeited.
By an act of the 2d March, 1807, the importation of slaves inrto any port

iof the United States was to be prohibited after the Ist of January, 1808,
the tine prescribed by the constitutional provision. This act contains many
severe provisions against any interference or participation in the slave trade,
Such as heavy fines, long imprisonments, and the forfeitures of vessels;
the President was also authorized to employ armed vessels to cruise on
-any part of the coast where be might judge attempts would be made to
violate the act, and to instruct the commanders of armed vessels to' seize
-and bring in vessels found on the high seas contravening the provisions of
the law.
By an act of the 20th of April, 1818, the laws in prohibition. of the

slave trade were further improved; this act is characterized with a pecu-
liarity of legislative precaution, espuciallv in the eighth section, which
throws the labor of proof upon the defendant, that the colored persons
brought into the United States by him, had not been brought in contrary
to the laws.
By an act of the 3d of March, 1819, the power is continued in the Presi-

'.dent to employ the armed ships of the United States, to seize and bring
-into port any vessel engaged in the slave trade by citizens or residents of
the United States; and such vessels, together with the goods and effects on
board, are to be forfeited and sold, and the proceeds tl be distributed in
like manner as provided by ltw\v for the distribution of prizes taken from
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ari; epeny; and the officers and crew are to undergopthe punishments 4i.
licte'd by pv ibu~i' ts. The President, by this'ict, is authorizedito lnok
suchi'"lations and arrangements as hebinaydeen expedient, 'fer thetsalf
;k p;"ig, ilpport, and removal beyond ihe' limits of;the United Statest of
ll WdYi negoes; mulattoes, or persons 6fcolor as may have beennbrouight
Within its jurisdiction, and 'to appoint a proper person or-persons residing
on! the 'cO'ast orf Afr'e'a as agent or agents for receiving the;negroes, mulat.
toes,,or persons of color, de ivered from on -board of vessels seized in the
prosecution of the slave trade.

An., in addition to all the aforesaid laws, the present Congress, on the
16th of May, 1820, believing that the then existing provisions would-not
be sufficiently available, enacted, that if any citizen of the United States,,
being of the crew or ship's company of any foreign ship or svessel, engaged
in the slave trade, or any person whatever, being of the crew or ship's
company of any ship or vessel, owned in the whole or in part, or navi.
gated fir 'or in behalf of any citizen or citizens of the United States,
shall land from any such ship or vessel, and on any foreign shore seize any
negro or mulatto, not held to service or labor by the laws of either of the
States'or Territories of the United States, with intent to make such negro,
o'rtmulatto0a slave, or shall decoy or forcibly bring, or carry, or shall re-
ceive, such negro or mulatto on board any such ship or vessel, with intent.
as atoresaid, such citizen or person shall be adjudged a pirate, and on con.
viction shall tf8 r death.

The' immoral and pernicious practice of the slave trade has attracted
much public attention in Europe within the last few years; and in a Con.
gres 'at Vienna, on the 8th of Februray, 1815, five of the principal Powers,
made a solemn engagement,' in the face of mankind, that this traffic should
be mnade to cease; in pursuance of which, these Powers have enacted
municipal ,lap's to suppress the trade. Spain, although not' a party to the.
original engagement,' did, soon after, in her treaty with England, sfip`U.
late. for thie immediate abolition of the Spanish slave trade to the north
of the 'equator, and for its final and universal abolition on the 50th of
MAyl).890.

Portugal likewise, in her treaty in 1817, stipulated that the Portuguese
slave trade on the coast of Africa 'should entirely cease to the northward
of ihl equator, and engaged that it should be unlawful for her subjects~to
purchase or trade in slaves except to the southward of the line. The precise
period at %which the entire abolition is to take place in Portugal does not.
appear to be finally fixed ;. but the Portuguese ambassador, in the presence
of the Congress of Vienna, declared that Portugal, faithful to her princi-
ples, would not refuse to adopt the ternm of eight years, which term will
expire in the year 1823.

At this time, among the European States, there is not a flag which can
legally cover this inhuman traffic to the north of the line; nevertheless,.
experience has proved the inefficacy of the various and rigorous laws.
which have been inade in Europe aid in this country ; it being a lamen-
table fact that the disgraceful practice is even now carried on to a surpris-
ing extent. During the last year, Captain Trenehard, the commander of
the United States sloop of war the Cy;ne, found that part of the coast of'
Africa which he visited lined with vessels, engaged, as it is presumed, in
this forbidden traffic ; of these he examined many; and five, which ap-
peared to be fitted out on American account, he sent into the jurisdiction
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of the United States, for adjudication. Each ofthem, it is believed,;haa
beencondemned, and the commanders of two.of them havebeen sentenced
to the punishmentpprescribed by the laws of the United States.
The testimony recently published, with the opinion of the presiding:

judge of the United States court of the southern district'of. the State: of
New York, in the case of the schooner Plattsburg, lays open a scene of the
grossest fraud that. could be practised to deceive the officers of Govern-
ment, and cpneeal the unlawful transaction.
The extension of the trade for the last twenty-five or thirty years must,,

in a degree, be conjectural, but the best information that can be obtained
on the subject furnishes good foundation to believe, that during that. peri-
od the number of slaves withdrawn from western Africa amounts to up
wards of a million and a half; the annual average would be a mnean some-
where between fifty and eighty thousand.
The trade appears to be lucrative in proportion to its heinousness; and,.

as it is generally inhibited, the unfeeling slave dealers, in order to elude
the laws, increase its horrors; the innocent Africans, who are merciless-
ly forced from their native homes in irons, are crowded in vessels and;
situations which are not adapted for the transportation of human beings;.
and this cruelty is frequently succeeded, during the voyage of their desti-
niation, with dreadful mortality. Further information on this subject will
appear in a letter from the Secretary of the Navy, enclosing two other let-
ters, marked I and 2, and also by the extract of a letter from an officer of
the Cyarte, dated Appril 10, 1820, which are annexed to this report. While
the slave trade exists, there can be no prospect of civilization in Africa.
However well disposed the European Powers may be to effect a prac-

tical abolition of the trade, it seems generally acknowledged that,. for the
attainment of this object, it is necessary to agree upon someconcerted
plan of co-operation ; but, unhappily, no arrangement has as yet-obtained
universal consent.
England has recently engaged in treaties with Spain, Portugal, and the

Netherlands, in which the mutual right of visitation and search is ex-
changed. This right is of a special and limited character, as well in rela-
tion to the number and description of vessels, as to space; and, to avoid
possible inconveniences, no suspicious circumstances are to warrant the
detention of a vessel; this right is restricted to the simple fact'of slaves
being on board.
These treaties contemplate the establishment of mixed courts, formed,

of an equal number of individuals of the two contracting nations, the one.
to reside in a possession belonging to His Britannic Majesty, the other
within the territory of the other respective Power. When a vessel is visit-
ed and detained, it is to be taken to the nearest court, and, it condemned,
the vessel is to be declared a lawful prize, as well as the cargo, and aie to.
be sold for the profit of the two nations; the slaves are to receive aeer-
tificate of emancipation, and to be delivered over to the Government one
whose territory the court is which passes sentence, to be employed as sell-
vants or free laborers. Each of the Governments binds itself to tuaranty
the liberty of such portion of these individuals as may lie respectively as-
signed to it. Particular provisions are. made for remuneration, in case
vessels are not condemned after trial, and special instructions are stipulat-
ed to be furnished to commanders of vessels possessing the qualified right.
of visitation and search,
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'Thesde Powers entertain'the opinion, that nothing 'slibiE dftheconces9
sion- of 'Ma qualified right o( visitation and search cin pract'ic'slly'suppss
the slave trade.' An association ofiarmed ship's is contemplatdt' fom-a
species of naval police, to 'bestationed principally in tb&Aftri'cahseas,
where thde- commanders of the ships *sill he enabled to co-operate in
harmony and concert.

'The United States' have been earnestly invited by the principal,Secre-
tary of State for Foreign Affairs of the British Government to join ii! the
same or similar arrangetments; and this invitation has been sanctioned
and enforced by an unanimous vote of the House of Lords and Commons,
in 6,manner that precludes all doubts as to the sincerity and benevolence
of their designs.

In answer to this invitation, the President of the United States has ex-
pressed his regret that the stipulations in the treaties communicated are of
a characters to which the peculiar situation and institutions of the United
States do riot permit them to accede.
-The objections 'nade are contained in an extract of a letter from the

Secretary of State, under date of the 2d of November, 1818,;in which it
:is observed that, "in examining- the provisions of the treaties communi-
eated by Lord Castlereagh, all the essential articles appear to be of a
character not adaptable to the institutions or to the circumstances of the
United States;. The powers agreed to be reciprocally given td the offi.
cers ofthe -ships of war of either party, to enter, search, capture, and car-into port foradjudication, the merchant vessels of the other, hover
qualified and restricted, is most essentially -connected with the institution,
by each treaty, of two mixed courts, one of which to reside in the exter-
nil or colonial possession of each of the twvo parties, respectively. This
part-of the system is indispensable to give it that character of reciprocity,
without which the right granted to the armed ships -of one nation, to
search the merchant vessels of another, would be rather a mark of vassal.
age-than of independence. -But to this part of the system, the United

.States, hfiving no colonies, either on the coast of Africa or in the West
Indies, cannot give'effect. That, by the Constitution of the'United States,
it-is provided that the judicial pdwer of the United States shall be vested
in a Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts as thec Congress may,
from time to time, ordain and establish. It provides that the judges of
these courts shall hold their offices during good behavior; and that they
shall-be removable by impeachment, on conviction of crimes and mis-
-demeannrs. There may be doubts whether the power of the Government
of -the United States is competent to institute a court for carrying into
-execution their penal statutes beyond the territories of the United States-
a court-consisting partly of foreign judges, not amenable to impeachment
forI corruption, and deciding upon statutes of the United States without
appeal .
"Ihat the disposal of the-negroes found on board of the slave-trading?

vessels, which might be condemned by the sentence of these mixed courts,
eannot be carried into effect by the United States; for, if- the slaves of
vessels condemned by the mixed courts should be delivered over to the
Government of the United States as free men, they could not; but by their
own consent, be employed as sem-vants or free laborers. The condition of
the blacks being, in this Union, regulated by the municipal laws of the
Separate States, the Government of the United States can neither guaranty
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their liberty in .the. States where they could only be received as slaves,
nor control them in the States where they would be recognised as free.
That the admission of a right, in the officers of foreign ships of wvar, to enter
and search the vessels of the United States in time of peace, under any
circumstances: whatever, would meet with universal repugnance in the
public opinion of this country; that there would be no prospect of a rati-
fication, by advice and consent of the Senate, to any stipulation of.that
nature; that the search by 'foreign officers, even in time of war, is soob-
noxious to the feelings and recollections of this country, that nothing
could reconcile them to the extension of it, however qualified or restricted,
to a time of peace; and that it would be viewed in a still nore aggravated
light, if, as in the treaty with the Netherlands, connected with- a forinal
admission that even vessels under convoy of ships of war of their own.
nation should be liable to search by the ships of 'war of another."
The committee will observe, in the first instance, that a mutual right of

search appears to-be indispensable to the great object of abolition; for,
white flags remain as a cover for this traffic, against the right of search by
any vessels except of the same nation, the chance of detection will be
much less than it would be if the right of search was extended to vessels
of other Powers; and as soon as any one nation should cease to be vigilant
in the discovery of infractions practised on its own code, the slave dealers
would avail themselves of a system of obtaining fraudulent papers, and
concealing the re al ownership under the cover of such flags, which would
be carried on with such address as to render it easy for the citizens or
subjects of one State to evade their own municipal laws; but, if a con-
certed system existed, and a qualified right of mutual search was granted,
the apprehension of these piratical offenders would bexreduced to a much
greater certainty; and the very knowledge of the existence of an active
and Vigorous system of co-operation would divert many from this traffic,
as the unlawful trade would -become too hazardous for profitable specula-
tion.

In relation to any inconveniences that M.!gh.t;1-ultfiorn such an arrange-
inent, the commerce of the unitedd States is so limited. on the African
coast that it could not be 'nuoh -.rceted by it; and, as it regaraz economy,
the expense of stationing few vessels on thtt coast would mot be much'
greater than t6 maintain him at any other place-
The committee have b:,iAfly noticed the practical results of a reciprocal

right of search, as it bears ,n the slave trade; but the objection as to the
propriety of ceding this right remains. It is with deference that the come
mittee undertake to illake any remarks upon it. They bear in recollec-
tion the opinions entertained i'm this country, on the practice of searching
neutral vessels in time of wr;r hut they cannot perceive that the right
under discussion is, in principles allied, in any degree, to the general
question of search ; it con involve no commitment, nor is it susceptible of
any unfavorable inference on that subject ; and, even if there were any
affinity between the cases, the necessity of a special agreement would he.
inconsistent with the idea of existing rights. The proposal itself, in the
manner made, is a total abandonment, on the part of England, of any
claim to visit and search vessels in a time of peace, and this question has
been unequivocally decided in. the negative in her admiralty courts.
Although it is not among the objections that the desired arrangement

Would give color to a claim or right of search in time of peace, yet, lest

W2
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the case in this respect may be prejudiced in the minds of any, the Moths
Mittee" will-observe, that the right of search, in time of peace, isonethat
is'not claimed by any Power as a part of 'the law of nations, nohation
preteIds that it can exercise the right 'of visitation and searchup'n the
cominon aind unappropriated parts of the sea, except upon the be~ligerent
.dlairhi. :A recent decision- in the British admiralty court, in the case of
'thbe Firench slave' ship Le'Louis, is clear and decisive on this point.'-The
,case.is annexed to this report.

fin rlgard, then, to tile reciprocal right wished to be ceded, it is reduced
to thd 'simple inquiry, whether, in practice, it will be beneficial to the t*6
contractfimg nations. Its exercise, so far as it relates to the detention of
vessels, as it is confined to the fact of slaves being-actually on board, pre-
eludes almost the 'possibility of accident or much inconvenience.

In. relation also to the disposal of the vessels and slaves detained, an
arrangement perhaps could be effected; so as to deliver themri up to the'
vessels of the nation' to which the detained vessel should belong. Under
such an understanding, the vessels and slaves delivered to the jurisdic'-
tion-of the United States might. be disposed of in conformity with the pro-
visions of our own act of the 3d of March, 1819; and an arrangement of
this kind would be free from any of the other objections.
An exchange of the right of search, limited in duration, or to continue

at' pleasure, for the sake of experiment, might, it is anxiously hoped, be
so restricted to vessels and. seas, and with such civil and harmonious stip.
ulations, as not to be unacceptable.
The feelings of this' country on the general question of search haWe of.

,ten been roused to a degree of excitement that evince their unchangeable
character; but the American people will readily see the distinction be-
tween the cases; the one, on its exercise to the extent claimed,.will ever
produce irritation, and excite a patriotic spirit of resistance; the other is
amicable and charitable ; the justness and nobleness of the undertaking
are worthy of the combined concern of Christian nations.
The detestable crime of kidnapping the unoffending inhabitants' of one

country, and chaining them to slavery in another, is marked with all the
atrociousness of piracy ; and, as such, it is stigmatized, and punishable by
our own laws.
To efface this reproachful stain from the character of civilized mankind,

would, be the proudest triumph that could be achieved in the cause of hu-
manity; On this subject, the United States, having led the way, owe it
to themselves to give their influence and cordial co-operation to any mease
Wur; that wvill accomplish the great and good. purpose; but this happy
result, experience has demonstrated, cannot be realized by any system,
except; a concession by the maritime Powers, to each other's ships of war,
Of~a qualified'right of search. If this object was generally attained, it is
Confi'dentlV believed 'that the active exertions of even' a few nations would
be sufficient entirely to suppress the' slave trade.

'rbg slave' dealers could be successfully assailed on the coast upon'which
tli 'trade originates; as' they must necessarily consume more time in ihe
tol'lection and embarkation of. their cargoes than in the subsequent distri-
butibn in the markets for which they are destined. This renders that coast
the most advantageous position for their apprehension; and, besides, the
African' coast frequented by the slave ships is indented with so few
commodious or accessible harbors, that, notwithstanding its great extent,
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lit could be guarded by the vigilance of a small number of cruisers. But,
-if the slave ships are permitted to escape froin the African coast, and to
be.dispersed to-differe[t parts of the world, their capture would be ren-
dered uncertain and hopeless.

T~he conirnittee, after much reflection, offer the followingg resolution:
Resolved by I e Senate an~d Abouse of Represeritdtives of tilie UniOttd
t of America ini'ongress assembled, That the Presideft 6f the

United States be requested to enter into Such arrangements ds iie inry
neem suitable and proper, with one or more of the mnaritimnePowers`6f
Europe, for the effectual abolition of the African slave trade.

NAVY DEPAiTMENT, February 9, 1821.,
Sin: I have the honor to transmit lo you such infbfmstion ds thris De-

,partnient affords upon the subject of the slave trade, in answer to your
Better of the 30th of January last.
The enclosed copy (No. 1) of a circular to the United Sot6i district

.attorneys and marshals has been answered, generally, that no slaves have
been brought into their respective districts, with the exception of Mary-
land, South Carolina, and Georgia; answers have not been received from
Louisiana.
There appears to have been partial captures made upon the coast, and

in the neighborhood of Georgia, by the public vessels'of.thb, Uited' States;
the slaves, in some cases, have been bomided out to individuals until ad-
judication.
The slave trade has been checked by our cruisers upon the southern.

coasts of the United States, and no great attempts appear to hhve bden
made to 'introduce slaves through illicit channels.

There are now in charge- of the marshal of Georgia two hundred and
bforty-eight Africans, taken out of a 'South American privateer,!the General
Ramirez, whose crew mutinied, and brought the vessel iGto St.: Mary's,
Georgia; sixty more are in custody of the mairshal,detained andr main-W
tained in the vicinity of Savannah; forty or fifty mroe have been sent out
o.f the State-under what orders it is not known.
The ships cruising on the coast of Africa, during th6 last year, captured

the followving-vessels engaged in the slave trade, but havingno slaves on.
board' at the time, viz

Schooners Endymion, Plattsburg, Science, Esperanza, arid brig Alex-
.nder.

These vessels have been condemned in the district courts of' Ne,%v
York and Massachusetts, and their commanders sentenced to fine' and
fimnprispnment, under the acts of Congress.*
The most detailed information that has been communicated to this De-

partn)ent, in relation to the slave trade, will be found in the enclosed copy
(No. 2) from the late United States agent, then resident in Africa, but
~since deceased;

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your most obed[,.t
servants

SMITH TflOMPSON.
1iOn. JosEPH HEMPuILL ,

Chairman of the Committee on Sldve Sldve Wade, Bt. A.
'`he information co'iifinedd Winhparagraphis nut derived 'fom any official source; it is

.nevertheless believed to be correct.
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- NAVY DEPARTMENT, January I3, 182r.
SIR: I duly received your letter of the 25th November last, anansw

to which' has been delayed by the -urgency' or public business.'
I request 'ytou 'will be pleased to inform me what disposition has b-ezy

mode o"t'he two hundred and fifty eiglt Africans mentioned in your letter<
aiid wbat,expense, ifany, has been incurred for their safe keeping, Iit is'
very desirable to save further expenses by an early decision of their case.

I wish also to be informed upon the cases of all others within yourj'u
risdiction, and coming within the execution of the laws for prohibiting andc
suppressing the slave trade.

I am, vbry respectfully, your obedient servant,
SMITH THOMPSON.

JoHN H. MOREL, Esq.,
Marshal if the district of Georgia, Savanna/h.

No. 2.

Extract of a letter from the Rev. Samuel Bacon to the Secretary qf the-
Navy, dated

CAhIPELAR, ((SHERERO ISLAND,) March 21, 1820.
The slave trade is carried on briskly in this neighborhood. Had I au-

thority so to do, I could take a vessel lying within the floating of one tide,,
say 25 miles from us, in the Sherbro, under American. colors, taking in a
cargo of slaves. Their policy is to come with a cargo of goods suited to
the market, deliver it to a slave factor on shore, and contract for slaves.
They then lie at anchor in the river, or stand out to sea for a specified
number of days, till the slaves are all procured and brought to the beach,
and placed under a hovel or shed prepared for the purpose, all chained
two and two. At the appointed time, or on a concerted signal, the vessel
comes in and takes' her slaves on board, and is off in an hour. This is
rendered necessary, as they cannot be seized unless they have slaves oi
board; and they are watched by the cruisers, so as to be taken when they
have slaves with them. The Augusta (the schooner I purchased) is a
vessel of 104 tons, a swift sailer, and was intended to take a cargo of 100;.
she has a camboose fitted to boil rice in large quantities. Slaves receive
one pint each per day.

UNITED STATES SHIP CYANE,
Of Sierra Leone, April 10, 1820.

During our stay at Sierra Leone, the European gentlemen who were-
residents at the' place treated us with the utmost respect, striving who
should be most forward in attention and hospitality. A party was formed
by those' gentlemen, to show our officers the interior settlements; and, from
their report on their return, 1 learned the extent of the colony, and the,
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benevolent philanthropy of the British nation, in alleviating the miseries
of the -oppressed and ignorant Africans. Not less than six thousand cap-
tured Africans have been landed at this settlement by the British ships of
war. On their arrival, those of a proper age are named and sent to the
adjacent villages. A house and lot is appointed to each family,:and they
are supported one year by Government, at the expiration of which they are'
obliged to look out for themselves. The captured children are also sent
to the villages, whete they are kept at school till married, which is always
at an early age. At the head of each village is a missionary, who receives
his annual support from the Government, and who acts in the double ca-
pacity of minister and schoolmaster.

Lieutenant Cooper and myself walked through the. villages situated to,
the westward of Sierra Leone. We landed at King Town, the former-
residence of King Tom. The house in which the king resided is in ru-
ins. and almost hidden from view by shrubbery. From thence we pro.
needed to Kroo Town, a small village, inhabited by' about five hundreds
Kroomen. The British ships of war on this station have each from twen-
ty-five to seventy of these men on their books.
The trade of this place is considerable. Several vessels entered and

sailed during our short stay; many of them were loaded with ship timber,
which is somewhat like our white oak. The other articles of trade are
ivory, camwood, wax, and palm oil. We sent a boat from Sierra Leone
for Mr. Bacon, who came up, and remained with us two days. He:has
already settled himself, with his followers, (until after tIje rain,) on Sher-
bro island. I fear this island will not answer his wishes; it is low, un-
healthy, difficult of access for ships, and is not very fertile. There :are-
many places to leeward possessing greater advantages, one of which I;
hope he will select for a permanent settlement.

After remaining nine days at Sierra Leone, we sailed for the Gallinas,
a place of resort for slave vessels; since which, we have made ten cap-
tures; some by fair sailing, others by boats and stratagem. Although they
are evidently owned by Americans, they are so completely covered by
Spanish papers that it is impossible to condemn them. Two schooners,
the Endymion and Esp-eranza, were sent home. We shall leave the coast
in the course of three or four days, for Port Praya, from whence we shall
proceed to Teneriffe for provisions.
The slave trade is carried on to- a very great extent. There are proba-

bly not less than three hundred vessels on the coast, engaged in that traffic,
each having two or three sets of papers. I sincerely hope Government
have revised the law, giving us more authority. You have no idea how
cruelly these poor creatures are treated by the monsters engaged in taking.
them from the coast.

Case of th/e French slave ship Le Louis, extracted from the 121a annual
report of the dlfrican Institution, printed in 1818.

This vessel sailed from Martinique on the 30th of January, 1816, on a
slave.trading voyage to the coast of Africa, and was captured near Cape
Mesurado, by the Sierra Leone colonial vessel of war, the Queen Char-
lotte, after a severe engagement, which followed an attempt to escape, im
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which eight men were killed and twelve wounded of thel3ritish; and preo
ceedihgs-havig'been; instituted against, Le: Louis in the vice'admiralttr
court~df Sierra Lebne, as beldnrging to, French -subjects; and as fitted out,
manned,; and navigated', for the purpose of carrying on the slave trade;,
after the.trade'hhd been abolished both. by the internal laws of France-
and by the treaty between that country anid Great Britainj the ship and
-cargo were condemned as forfeited. to His Majesty.

From &his;sentence' an appeal having been made to the high court of
adnitalty,.the case came on for hearing, when the court reversed, the
Judgilent:of the inferior court, and. ordered the-restitution of the property
to the claimants.
The judgment of -Sir Williami Scott was given at great length. The di.

rectors will advert to' such points of it as are immediately connected with
their presentusubject. "sNo doubt," he said, " could exist that -this was a
French ship intentionally engaged in the slave trade." But, as there were
facts whichiwere ascertained in consequence of its seizure, before the

,seizor could avail himself of this discovery, it was necessaryy to inquire
whether he-possessed any right of visitation and search ; because, it the
discovery was 'unlawfully produced, he could not be allowed; to take ad.
,vantage of the consequences of his own wrong.

The learned judge then discussed, at considerable length, the question,
whether the right of search exists in time of peace'; and' he decided it
-without hesitation, in the negative. s" I can find." he says, 11"no authority
that' gives the right of interruption to the. navigation, of States in amity,
upon the high seas, excepting that which the rights of wvar give, to both
belligerents against neutrals. No nation can exercise a right of visitation
and search upon the common and unappropriated parts-of the sea, save only
*on the belligerent claim." He admits, indeed, and with just' concern. that
if this; right be not'cowceded in time of peace, it will be extremely difficult
to suppress the traffic in slaves.
"The great object,. therefore, ought to be' to obtain the concurrence of

other nations, by application, by remonstrance, by' example, by every
peaceable instrument'which men can' employ to attract the consent of men.
But. a nation is not~justified in assuming rights that do not belong to her,
merely-because 'she means to apply then to a laudable pturpose'."

" If this right," he adds, "; is exercised in a state of peace, it must be
done by convention'; an'd it will then be' for the prudence of States to reg-
ulate, by such convention', the exercise of the' right, with all the soften-
i!ngs of Whkich it is susceptible."

I'he'judgment of Sir William Scott-would have been equally conclusive
against 'the legality of this seizure, even it could have been established in
evidence that France had previously prohibited the slave trade by her mu.
nicipal laws. For the sake of argument, however, he assumes that the
view he has taken of the subject might, in such a case, be controverted.
He proceeds, therefore, to inquire how far the French law had actually
abolished the slave't'rade'at't'he-time of this adventure. The actual state
of the matter, as collected from' the documents before the court, he ob-
serves, is this:

"O1i ; tht 27th!of Jdly, 1815, the British minister at Paris writes a note
'to Ptince! Talleyrand, then minister to the King 'of France', expressing a

-desirb on t.he part 'of his court to be informed whether, under the. law of
Frame as it then stood' it was: prohibited to French subjects to carry on
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.the slsve trade. lhe French ministerinforms him, in answer, an the 30th
ofitnlyi'that.thbtlaw of the;Usurper~on that subject was nuil andrvoid, (as
wireial.ihis!ddcreeq AAbua 'that His Most Chrtiatian Majesty had issued di.
Fe tionsdthet, oni the part ofP Ftance, I the traffic should cease from 'the
present time, every where, and forever.'

:,44om what fori.; these dwrectjonswere issued,. or to whom addressed,.
doe notiappear.;- butt 'upon;such authority, it must be presumed that they
wereacttually;issuedi ItIis, however, no violation of: the respect due to
t4bat'uthority to inquirre: what was the result or effect of, those directions
segiven ? what'followed in obedience to them, in any public arld.binding
form ? and I fear I am compelled to say that nothing of the kind, followed.;
andi that ithp; directiorns must hase slept in the portfolio of theoffice t-o which
they.were addressed; for itis,. think, impossible that, ifany public and
authoritative ordinancethad followed', it' could have escaped-the sleepless
attention 'of loany persons~in our own country to all public.fJiorhgnpros
cebdings, upon:this interesting subject. Still less would it have escaped
the notice of the British resident minister, who, at the distance'of a year
aoli half, is':compelled, on the part of his own court, to express a curios.
itytto kno-w what laws, ordinances, instructions, and other; public. and 'os-
tetsiblW acts, had passed' fol' the 'abolition of the slave trade.
1`Iona'the;3Oth of November, in the same year, (1815,) the additional

ardele'of the. definitive treaty, a very solemn instrumentnost undoubted.
1.,-is formally and publicly executed, and it is in these terms: ' The. high
-contracting parties, sincerely desiring to give effect -tothe measures' on
which!they deliberated, at' the Congress of Vienna, for the complete. and
universal aboitioan of the slave trade!; and having, each in their respect-
ive dominions, prohibited, without restriction, their colonies and subjects
from taking any part whatever in this traffic, engage: to' renew-conjointly
their efforts, with as view to ensure final' success to the principle which
tbeypoclaimed in the declaration of the 8th of February, 1815, and to
concert, without. loss of time, by their ministers at-the~court of Londcln, the
most effectual measures for the entire and definitive abolition of thetraffic,
so odious, and so higllly reproved by the laws -of reMigon and nature.'
"Now, what are the' effects of this treaty? According. to the view I'

take of it,-they are two, and two only': one declaratory of a fact, the other
promissory of future measures. It 'is to be. observed, that the: treaty itself
does not abolish- the slave trade; it does not i'nformr the subjects that-the
trAdeis hereby abolished, and: that, by virtue of the; prohibitions: therein
contained,; its-stubjects-shall not in future carry on the; trade; but the con.
tracting parties. mutually informeeach other of the fact, that-thidy haves-in
theirirespective dominions,. abolished the slave tiaddb without statingat all
tihe mode in' which that abolition; had: taken place.

"'It.next engages to take future measures for the universal abolition.
iThat,iith respect to both the declaratory and promissory Iparts, Great

Britain has acted' with the' optint 'fides, is known to the whole world,
which has witnessed its domestic laws as well as its foreign negotiations.

I am very far from intimating that the Government-of this country did
not act with perfect propriety, in accepting the assurance that the French.
,Government had actually abolished the slave trade as a sufficient proof of
the fact; but the fact is now denied by a person who has a right to deny
it; for, though a French subject, he is not bound to aknowledge the ex-
istence of any law which has not publicly appeared; and the other party
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having taken upon himself the-burden of proving it in'the course of'a 1&
gal inquiry, the court is comppelled to demand and expect the: ordinarvr.bji.
idence of such a disputed fact. It was not till the .16th of Jvinuary;iiu the
present year, ( 1817,S) that the British resident minister applies for the coi.n
munication I have described,of all laws, instructions, ordinances, and soon;
he receives in return what is delivered by the French minister, as the ordi.
nance, bearing date only one week before the requested communication.
namely, the 8th of January. It has- been asserted, in argument that no
such ordinance has yet, up to this very hour, even appeared in any printed
ed or public form, however much it might import both toeFrench subjects
and the subjects of foreign States so to receive-it.

"' How the fact may be, I cannot say; but I observe it appears before
me in a manuscript from; and, by inquiry at the Secretary of State's office,
I find it exists there in no other plight or condition.

"1 In transmitting this to the British Government, the British minister
observes, it is not the document he had reason to expect; and, certainly
with much propriety; for, how does the document answer his requisition?
His requisition is for all laws, ordinances, instructions, and so forth. How
does this, a simple ordinance, professing to have passed only. a week
before, realize the assurance given on the 30th of July, 1815, that the
traffic Ishould cease, from the, present time, every where and forever?' or
how does this realize the promise made in November, that measures
should be taken, without loss of time, to prohibit not only French colo-
nists, but French subjects likewise, from taking any part whatever in this
traffic? What is this regulation in, substance? Why, it is a mere prospective
colonial regulation, prohibiting the importation of slaves into the Frenelc
colonies from the 8th of January, 1817.

"' Consistently with this declaration, even if it does exist in the form and.
with the force of a law, French subjects may be yet the common carriers of
slaves to any foreign settlement that will admit them, and may devote their
capital and their industry, unmolested by law, to the supply of any such
markets.

"c Supposing, however, thexregulations to contain the fullest and most.
entire fulfilment of the engagement of France, both, in time and in sub-
stance, what possible application can a prospective regulation of January,
1817, have to a transaction of March, 1816 ?

" Nobody is now to be told that a modern edict, which does not appears
cannot he presumed; and that no penal law of any State can bind the
conduct of its subjects, unless it is conveyed to their attention in a way
which excludes the possibility of honest ignorance. The very production
of a law professing to be enacted in the beginning of 1817 is a satisfactory
proof that no such law existed in 1816, the year of this transaction. fit
short, the seizor has entirely failed in the task he has undertaken in
proving the existence of a prohibitory law, enacted by the legal Govern-
ment of Franice, which can be applied to the present transaction."
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(Presented to both Houses of Parliament,' by command of the Prince Regent, February, 1819.1

i1:,; ..,PAPERS RELATING TO THE SLAVE: TRADE.

No. 1.

tract of the protocol of the conference between the plenipoteittiarics of
,justria, France, Great Britain, Pru.ssila, uled Russia, held at Lontdon
on the 14th Decemxber, 1817.

Present: Lord Castlereagh, plenipotentiary of Great Britain.
Count Lieven, plenipotentiary of Russia.
Baron Humboldt, plenipotentiary of Prussia.
Prince Esterhazy, plenipotentiary of Austria.
Count Caraman, charge d'affaires of France.

The plenipotentiaries of Great Britain, Russia, Prussia, and Austria,
and the charge d'affaires of France, having agreed to meet together for the
purpose of resuming the conferences relative to the abolition of the slave
trade, Lord Castlereagh presents two convention which his Government
hias concluded during the present year, the one with Portugal, and the
other with Spain, on the subject of the abolition of the slave trade. His
excellency requests to defer to another day the consideration of these two
transactions, with reference to the further measures which may, under the
present circumstances, be to be taken respecting this question. The two
-said documents are annexed to this protocol, sub lit. A and B.
A note, dated the 19th February, 1817, addressed by the Portuguese

minister to the plenipotentiaries, on the question of the abolition of the
slave trade, is lead; their excellencies agree to take into consideration
the contents thereof; as soon as the subject shall again be proceeded in by
tb.m, and they order that it may, in the mean time, be inserted in the
protocol, to which it is annexed, sub lit. (,.

After which, the sitting was adjourned.
HUMBOLDT.
LiEVEN.
CASTrLEREAGH.
ESTERHAZY.
G. DE CARAMAN.

'NOTE.-The annexes A arid B to the protocol of the conference of tile
4th December, 1817, (viz: the additional conventions between Great
Britain, Portugal,-and Spain, signed at London on the 28th July, 1817,
And at Madrid on the 23d Septemeber, 1817,' respectively,) have-been al-
ready printed and laid before Parliament.

{knnex C to the protocol of the conference of the 4th December, 1817. Enclosed in No. 1-.1

Note of the Count de Palmella to the plenipotentiaries of ihe five Powers.
LONDON, Feb)'uary 19, 181i,.

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of
His Most Faithful Majesty, having received fromi his court the instructions
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requested -by his-predecessor, M. de-Freire, upon the subjeotof the infix
tation addressed to him by the plenipotentiaries of the Powers who signed
the additional article of the treaty of Paris on, the 20th of November, I81i5
considers it his duty to make their excellencies acquainted with the tenor
thereof, being persuaded that they will find therein, satisfactory proof of the
plain and candid line of conduct which the King, his master, has adopted,
from the beginning of this negotiation.

His Majesty the King of Portugal, not having signed the additional. ar.
tide of the treaty of Paris of the 20th November, 181-5, does not consider
-himself bound. to -take a-part in the conferences established in London, by
virtue of that article; and the less.so, as, at the time when the said con.
ferences were proposed at the Congress at Vienna, the Portuguese plen.
ipotentiaries positively refused to concur therein.

H-is Majesty being, nevertheless, desirous of giving this further proof of
his wish to co operate with the high Powers who signed the additional
article, in the accomplishment of the object proclaimed in the declaration
of the Congress of Vienna of the 8th February, 1815, has authorized the
undersigned, notwithstanding the efforts and the sacrifices which it has
already, and must still,'cost the Brazils to accomplish it, to accept the invi.
station of the plenipotentiaries of those Powers who signed the above-men-
tioned additional article, and to take part in (heir conferences, whenever
their excellencies shall have given him the assurance that the negotiation
in question will be grounded upon the following principles:

Ist. That, in conformity to the solenin declaration of the Congress of
Vienna, due regard shall be had, in proceeding to the abolition of the
slave trade, to the interests, the customs, and even the prejudices, of the
subjects of those Powers which still permit this traffic.

2dly.. That each of the said Powers having the right to enact (be final
abolition at the period vhich it may judge most expedient, that period
shall be fixed upon between the Powers by ieans of negotiation.

Sdly. That the general negotiation which may ensue shall in no way
prejudice the stipulation of the 4th article of the 'treaty of the 22(1 January,
I8I5, between His MostFaithful Majesty and His Britannic Majesty,wherei6
it is stated, that the period when the said traffic is universally to cease and
be prohibited in the Portuguese dominions shall be fixed by a separate
treaty between the two high contracting parties.
The principles thus laid down appear to the undersigned to be so clear,

and so conformable to every thing which the plenipotentiaries to whom
he has the honor of addressing himself-have themselves communicated to
him, that he doubts not they will explicitly acknowledge them in the ant
swer which he has been desired by the King his master to request they
will favor him with, and in consequence of which he will consider himself
duly authorized to accept the invitation addressed by their excelleneies to
his, predecessor, and to take part in the negotiation proposed at the sitting
of the Congress at Vienna, held on the 20th January, 1815.
The undersigned most readily avails himself of this opportunity to re-

quest their excellencies to accept the assurance of his highest consideration.
LE COMTE DE PALMELLA.

To their Excellenc'ies the PLENIPOTENTIARIES of /le Powers who signed
the additional article of the treaty of Paris, of the 20th November, 1815.
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No. 2.

Protocolof the confeyence between the plenipotentiariesof hefiue Powers,
of the 41h of February, 1815.

Present: Prince Esterhazy, Marquis D'Osmond, Baron de Humboldt,
Count Lieven, and Lord Castlereagh.
Lord Castlereagh reads a note verbally, containing a proposition on the

part of the Govertiment, the object of which is to make convention be-
tween the Powers represented by the plenipotentiaries assembled,for the
purpose of abolishinge illicit slave trade; and he accordingly invites his
colleagues to request forthwith instructions on this, subject horn their re-
spective courts, in the event of their not being provided with sufficient
authority to negotiate such a convention.
Lord Castlereagh then reads several reports derived from different socie-

ties occupied in the abolition of thle slave' trade, relative to the extent and
nature of this traffic on the coast of Africa, and requests the insertion in
the protocol of the proposition above stated, together with the said reports,
as annexes thereunto. All these documents are inserted, sub lit. A, B,
C, D.
The plenipotentiaries agree to invite verbally Count Palmella, minister

of Portugal, to assist at the ensuing conference on the abolition of the slave
trade, and adjourn for the present the further consideration of the subject.

CASTLEREAGH.
LIEVEN.
ESTERHAZY.
OSMOND.
HUMBOLDT.

[Annex A to the protocol or the conference of the 4th of February, 1818. First enclovitre
in No. 2,1

Memorandum of Viscount Castlereagh.

In laying before the conference the reports received fromt the African
societies in London, in answer to the queries addressed to them by His.
Majesty's Government, upon the present state of the slave trade, as con.
nested with the improvement and civilization of Africa, Lord Castlereagh
(the reports being read ) called the attention of his colleagues to the fol-
lowing prominent facts:
'hat a considerable revival of the slave trade had taken place, especiAlly

on the coast of Africa north of the line, since the restoration of peace; and
that the principal part of this traffic being now of an illicit description,, the
parties engaged in it had adopted the practice of carrying it on in aimed
and fast-sailing vessels:

That the ships engaged in this armed traffic not only threatened resist-
ance to all legal attempts to repress the same, but, by their piratical prac-
tices, menaced the legitimate commerce of all nations on the coast with
destruction:

'rhat the traffic thus carried on was marked with increased horrors, from
thelinhuman manner in which these desperate adventurers 'were in the
habit of crowding the slaves on board vessels better adapted to escape
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from the interruption of cruisers than to serve for the transport of human
beings:
That as the improvement of Africa, especially in- a commercial pointoi

view, has advanced in proportion as the slave trade had been suppressed,
so, with its revival, every prospect of industry and 6f amendment appears
to decline:
That the British Government has made considerable exertions to check

{he growing evil; that during the war, and whilst in possession of the
French and Dutch settlements on that coast, their endeavors had been at.
tended with very considerable success; b9t that since the restoration of
those possessions, and more especially since the return of peace had ren.
,dered it illegal for British cruisers to visit vessels sailing under foreign
flags, the trade in slaves had greatly increased:

That the British Government, in the performance of this act of moral
duty, had invariably wished, as far as possible, to avoid giving umbrage
*to the rights of any friendly Power; that, with this view, as early as July,
1816, the accompanying circular order had been issued to all British'
,cruisers, requiring them to advert to the fact, that th-e right of search (be.
-ing a belligerent right) had ceased with the war, and directing them to
abstain from exercising the same:

That the difficulty of distinguishing, in all cases, the fraudulent from
the licit slave traders, of the former of whom a large proportion were no.
.toriously British subjects, feloniously carrying on this traffic in defiance of-
the. laws of their own country, had given occasion for the detention of a
number of vessels upon grounds which the Prince Regent's Government
could not sanction ; and in reparation for which seizures, due compensa-
tion had been asssigned in the late convention with Spain and Portugal:

That it vas, however, proved, beyond the possibility of a doubt, that,
unless the ight to visit vessels engaged in this illicit traffic should be es-
tablished by the same being mutually conceded between the maritime
States; the illicit slave trade must, in time of peace, not only continue to
subsist, but to increase:

That the system of obtaining fraudulent papers, and concealing the real
ownership, was now carried on with such address as to render it easy for
.the subjects of all States to carry on the traffic, whilst the trade in slaves
remained legal for the subjects of any one State.
That even were the traffic abolished by all States, whilst the flag of

,one State shall preclude the visit of all other States, the illicit slave trader
will always have the means of concealing himself under the disguise of
the nation whose cruiser there is the least chance of his meeting on the
coast. Thus the Portuguese slave trader, since the abolition north
-of the line took effect, has been found to conceal himself under the Span-
ish flag. The American, and even the British dealer, has in like manner
assumed a foreign disguise. Many instances have occurred of British
.subjects evading the laws of their country, either by establishing houses
.at, Havana or obtaining false papers. If such has been the case in time
of war, when neutral flags were legally subjected to the visit of the bel-
gigerent cruiser, the evil must tenfold increase when peace has extin-
guished this right, and when even British ships, by fraudulently assuming a
foreign flag, may, with every prospect of impunity, carry on the traffic.
The obvious necessity of combining, the repression of the illicit slave

trade with the measure of abolition, in order to render the latter in any
degree effectual, has been admitted both by the Spanish and Portuguese
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Governments; and, in furtblrance of this principle, the late conventions
have been negotiated. But whilst the system therein established is con-
fined to the three Powers, and whilst the flags of other maritime States,.
and more especially those of France, Holland, and the United States, are
not included therein, the effect must. be to vary the ostensible character of
the fraud, rather than in any material degree to suppress the mischief.
The great Powers of Europe, assembled in Congress at Vienna, having

taken a solemn engagement, in the face of mankind, that this traffic should
be made to cease, and it clearly appearing that the law of abolition is.
nothing in itself, unless the contraband slave trade shall be suppressed by
a combined system, it is submitted that they owe it to themselves to unite,
their endeavors, without delay, for -that purpose ; and, as the best means,
it is proposed that the five Powers now assembled in conference under
the third additional article of the treaty of Paris should conclude a treaty
with each other, upon such enlarged, and at the same time simple princi-
ples, as might become a conventional regulation, to which all other mari-
time States should be invited to give their accession. This convention
might embrace the following general provisions:

1st. An engagement, by effectual enactments, to render not only the
import of slaves. into their respective dominions illegal, but to constitute
the trafficking in slaves, on the part of any of their subjects, a criminal act,.
tobe punished in such suitable manner as their respective codes of law
may ordain.

2d. That the right of visit be mutually conceded to their respective
ships of war, furnished with the proper instructions ad hoc ; that the visit
be made under the inspection of a commissioned officer, and no vessel be
detained, unless slaves shall be found actually on board.

3d. The minor regulations to be such as are established in the con-
ventions with Spain and Portugal, under such further modifications as,
may appear calculated to obviate abuse, and to render the system, if
possible, more unobjectionable as a general law, amongst the high con-
tracting parties, applicable to this particular evil.
After the abolition shall have become general, in a course of years,

the laws of each particular State may perhaps be made in a great Incas-
ure effectual to exclude import. The measure to be taken on the coast
of Africa will then become comparatively unimportant; but so long as
the partial nature of the abolition, and the facility to contraband im-
port throughout the extensive possessions to which slaves ate carried
from the coast of Africa, shall afford to the illicit slave trader irresistible
temptation to pursue this abominable but lucrative traffic, so Ion
nothing but the vigilant superintendence of an armed and international
police-on the coast of Africa can be expected successfully to cope wvith
such practices.
To render such a police either legal or effectual to its object, it must be

established under the sanction and by the authority ol all civilizedi States
concurring in the humane policy of abolition. The force necessary to te
press the same may be supplied, as circumstances or converierice may
suggest, by the Powers having possessions on the coast of Airiea, or local
interests which may induce them to station ships ot war in that quo.rter
of the globe ; but the endeavors of these Powers must he inetfectual, uin-
less backed by a general alliance framed for this especial 1)Ltpo.e. Ihe
rights of all nations must be brought to co-operate to the end in view,.

30
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by at least ceasing to be the cover under which the object, which all aim
at accomnplishing, is to beAdefeate'd. _ i'
At the outset, some difficulty muay occur in the execution of a co"mton'

system, and especially whilst the trade remains legal, within certain lim-
its, to the subjects both of the crowns of Spain and Portugal ; but if the
principIl Powers frequenting the coast' of Africa evince a determination
to combine their means against the illicit slave trader as a common ene-
my, and if they are supported in doing so by other States denying to
such illicit slave traders the cover of their flag, thd traffic will soon be
rendered too hazardous for profitable speculation. The evil must thus
cease, and the efforts of Africa be directed to those habits of peaceful
commerce and industry, in'wbich all nations will find their best' reward
for the exertions they shall have devoted to the suppression of this great
moral evil.

Lord Castlereagh, upon these 'grounds, invited his colleagues, in the
name of the Prince' Regent, should the powers under which they at pres.
ent act not enable them to proceed to negotiate a convention upon the
grounds above stated, to solicit without delay, from their respective
sovereigns, the authority necessary to this effect; his Royal.Highness
confidently trusting that the enlarged and enlightened principles which
guided the councils of these 'illustrious persons at Vienna, and which have
now happily advanced the cause of abolition so nearly to its completion,
will determine thern perseveringly to conduct the measure to that suc-
cessful close, which nothin- but their combined wisdom and continued
exertions can effectuate.

Lord Castlereagh concluded by calling the attention of his colleagues
to the indisputable proofs afforded, both by the present state of the col-
ony Of Sierra Leone, and by the increase of African commerce in latter
years, of the faculties of that continent, both in its soil and population, for
becoming civilized and industrious, the only impediment to which. un-
doubtedly was the pernicious practice of slave trading, which, wherever
it prevailed, at once turned aside the attention of the natives from the
more slow and laborious means of barter which industry presented,' to
that of seizing upon and selling each 'other.

It was therefore through the total extinction of this traffic that Africa
could alone be expected to make its natural advances in civilization--a
result which it was the declared object of these conferences, by all possi-
ble means, to accelerate and to promote.
NOTE-The proposition made by Viscount Castlereagh, in the pre-

ceding memorandum, was immediately transmitted by the several pleni-
potentiaries for the consideration of their courts; but no answer was re-
ceived from the respective Governments previous to the meeting of the
conferences at Aix-la-Chapelle, in September, 1818.

t(Mnex B to the protocol of tihe confererce or the 4th of February, 1818. Second erclo'ure
i,, No. 2.]

Queries proposed by Viscounat C'istlereaghl to, and answers of, the Afri-
can Society, in London, Deceniber, 1810.

Query I. What number of slaves are supposed at present to be annual-
ly carried fronm the western coast of Africa across the Atlantic '
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A;n's 're'r 1'. It would be impossible to give any other than acon6ectural
Answer to this question. " t has been calculated, but certainly on loose
and uncertain data, that th6numberO' slaves at present carried.frrotbe
sternn coast of Africa across the Atlhntic, amounts to upwiards of b'OO.
query 2. State, as far as you can, the coomparative numbers annually

withdrawn for the last twenty-five years, either by giving the probable
number withdrawn in each year, or upon an average of years.
Answer 2. The number of slaves withdrawn ftomIn western Africad~ur-

'ing the last twenty-five years is also necessarily involved in considerable
u.incertainty. It has probably amounted to upwards of a million and a
half. During many of the early years of that period, the number annual-
ly withdrawn is stated, on credible authority, to have amounted to near
.680000.

This agrees with the result of the evidence taken before the Privy
Council in 1787 and 1788. Even this enormous amount, however, is
more likely to fall below the real export than to exceed it ,' for, in. the
specification contained in the Privy Council report, the I'ortuiguese are
supposed to have carried off only I 5,000 annually, whereas there is rea-
s'on to believe that their export was much more considerable. Tlie nuin-
4ier carried off by ships of the United States is also. it is apprehended,
rated too low.
The abolition of the British slave trade in 1808 must of course have

materially lessened the extent of the slave trade.
The diminution in the price of slaves on the coast, however, wbich

followed that measure, appears in no long time to have had the effect of
tempting other nations to enlarge their purchases and to crowd their ships;
amnd British capital also gradually found its way into this branch of trade
through the medium of foreign houses. On the whole, it is supposed
that the average export of the last eight years may have somewhat ex-
ceeded the rate of 50,000 annually.
Query 3. From what parts of the coast have these supplies been drawn ?

State, as far as may be, the approximated distribution of these numbers
with respect to different parts of the coast of Africa.
Answer 3. Previously to the year 1810, these supplies were drawn

from all parts of the African coast, without distinction.
About a fourth part of the whole. it is supposed, was' drawn from that

part of the coast extending from the river Senegal to the eastern extrenm-
ity of the Gold coast. Of the. remaining three-fourths, one-half is sup-
posed to have been drawn from Whydaw, the bight of Benin, the rivers
'Bonny, Calabar, Gaboon, and the intermediate districts north of the equa-
'tor and the other half fronm Congo, Angola, Benguela, and other parts
south of the equator.

Subsequently to the year 1793, the slave trade between the Senegal
sand the eastern extremity of the Gold coast was divided almost exclu-
sively between the English and the Americans, probably mole than three-
fourths of it being engrossed by the fornier. -The contemporaneous abo'
lition of the slave trade, therefore, by these two nations, tended greatly
'to diminish the export of slaves from that line of coast. The Portuguese
had previously confined their slave trade almost entirely to the bight of
Benin and the coast to the. southwvard of it; but, in consequence of the
reduction in the price of slaves on the Windward and Gold coasts, which
followed the abolition of the British and American slave'trade,'they weres
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gradually drawn thither. Before, however, their expeditions to this part
o the coast had become very frequent, they were checked by theprO.
mulgation1of the treaty of amity between Gieat. Britain and Portugal,,ot
February, 180, confining the Portuguese slave trade to places under the
dominion of the crown of Portugal. The Windjward and also the Gold;
coast were thus preserved for some years fhom suffering so severelyby
the ravages of the slave trade, as would otherwise probably be the case.
Considerable cargoes, it is true, were occasionally carried. away fro"M
these districts during the years in question, especially when it could be
ascertained that there were no British cruisers in the way to obstruct their
pribgress.

But still, from the year 1808 to the year 1815, the slaves carried fromn
western Africa were principally taken from Whydaw, the bight of Benin,
and the coast southward of it ; and the coast north of that line was com.
paratively exempt from the ravages of this traffic.

Query 4. By what nations, and in what proportions, is it understood
that the gross annual supply has been purchased and carried away ?
Answer 4. Previous to the revolutionary war, the number carried away

n British ships was estimated at 38,000 annually. About 40,000 or
42,000 more were supposed to be carried away by the Portuguese, French,,
i)utch, Danes, and Americans.

This estimate, however, probably falls below the truth, as there is rea-
son to believe that the annual export of the Portuguese alone usually
amounted to 25,000; and the number of slaves introduced into St. Do-
mingo by the French, for some tine before the revolution in that island,
is known to have been very large.

For about two years after the breaking out of the maritime *ar of 179$4
the slave trade on the west coast of Africa suffered a considerable inter-
ruption. The French and Dutch were entirely driven from it, and the
captures made from the English greatly discouraged their trade on that
open and unprotected coast. Our maritime successes and the capture of
I)utch Guiana combined to revive it, and the English share of the slave
trade rose to the enormous amount of 55,000 slaves in a single year. The
only other nations that, during this period and down to the year 1810, were
eng1galged in the slave trade of western Africa, were the Portuguese and-
Americans. The number carried off by the Portuguese has been osti-
mnated at from 2(0,000 to 25,000 antiually, and by the Americans about
1.5,000. Notwithstanding the prohibitory act of America, which was
passed in IS07, ships bearing the American flag continued to trade for
slaves until 1809, when, in consequence of a decision in the English prize
appeall courts, %%hich renderedl the American slave ships liable to capture
and condemnation, that flaig suddenly disappeared from the coast. Ite
la(:ce was almost instantaneously supplied by the Spanish flag, which,

wvith one or two exceptions, was now seen for the first time on die Africam
coast, en-aged in covering the slave trade.

Tl'his suddlen substitution of the Spanish for the American flag seemed
to confirrii what was established in a variety of instances by more direct
testimony, that the slave trade, liici now for the first time assumed a.

spanish Idress, was in reality only the trade of other nations in disguise.
Q(uery .5. To what parts of the continent of North or South America,.

or the iblands in the West Indies, have these slaves been carried?
Answer 5. The slaves formerly taken from the coast by the French
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Dujtch-,and Danes, were almost exclusively for the'supply of their own
coloniess,

Until the abolition of the British and American slave trade the Portu-
guese carried the slaves taken by them from the coast, with scarcely an)
exceptions, to' the Brazils.
Subsequently to that event the Portuguese flag was for some years

employed in carrying cargoes of slaves to the Spanish colonies.
This practice, however, was greatly checked at least, if not wholly

suppressed, in consequence of instructions issued to British cruisers, au-
thorizing themn to bring in for adjudication such Portuguese ships as might
.be found carrying slaves to places not subject to the crown of Portugal.

For the last two or three years, therefore, the Portuguese flag has been
almost exclusively used in carrying slaves to the Brazils.

Before the abolition of the American slave trade a considerable number
of slaves were constantly introduced into South Carolina and Louisiana.
The chief part, however, of the American slave trade before that event,
and nearly the whole of it afterwards, was carried on for the supply of the
Spanish colonies.

From the year IS 10, as has been already noticed, whatever slave trade
may have been carried on by American capital has been under the
guise of either the Portuguese or Spanish flag, but chiefly of the latter.
The English for many years were in the habit of supplying the colonies

of Spain with a considerable number of slaves. The remainder of the
slaves they carried from the coast ivas distributed throughout their own
colonies. Between the years 1795 and 1805 the largest share of their
slave trade was carried on for the supply of Dutch Guiana, then in the
possession of Great Britain, Trinidad, and the conquered colonies. Cuba
also continued to receive a considerable supply of slaves from the English.

In 1805 Great Britain prohibited the slave trade for the supply of the
colonies she had captured during the war, and in the following year pro-
hibited that for the supply of the colonies of any foreign Power whatever.
The whole of the slaves, therefore, taken from Africa by the English,

in the years .1806 and 1807, excepting what may have been smuggled,
anust have been distributed among her old colonies, and in the prospect of
the approaching abolition of the British slave trade that number was very
considerable.
Query 6. What is the present extent and nature of the contraband trade

in slaves ?
Query 7. By what description of persons, under what flag, upon what

part of the coast, and for the supply of what market, is this illicit trade
carried on ?

Answers 6, 7. It would be impossible, by any probable estimate, to dis-
tinguish at the present moment the contraband slave trade from that
which may be considered as legal. The whole of the slave trade, whether
legal or contraband, which is now carried on from western Africa, passes,
smith a very few exceptions, under the Spanish and Portuguese flags.; the.
former being seen ehiefly to the north of the equator, and the latter to the
south of it. The flag, however, affords but a very slight presumption of
the real national character' of the adventure. In the case of a very great
majority of the vessels detained by our cruisers, it has proved a disguise
assumed by the contraband trader, in order to escape 'detention. Of. the
.slaves exported from the wester'ncoast of Africa, at the present time, esti-
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mated, as has been already said, at upwards of 50,000, probably .a -blIf is

i-ieid bff unndotr the- 'Spinislh, and the odier 'halT under the Portuguese
flag. -During the last months of 1814 and -the first months of 1815, serve.
ral ships beating the' Fiench flag appeared on the African coasts anid ear
ried off cargoes of slbves. Within the last twelve mo-iths, al', several
vessels bearing the American flag have come upon'ith6 coast, profesbedly
for ihe purpose of carrying on its innocent and legitimate commerce:
meeting, however, as they conceived, with a convenient opportunity of
carrying off a' cargo of slave's for the Havana rdarket', they have not scru?
pled to take them on board. Two vessels lider these circumstances
sailed fro4n the Rio Nunei full of slaves, in January, 1816, and it is sup.
posed beached the place of their destination in'safety. Another vessel of
the sane description was captured in the Rio Pongas, in April, 1816,
while employed in taking the slaves on board.

With these exceptions, the whole slave trade of western Africa, for the
last six or seven years, has'been carried on, it is believed, under the flags.
of Spin and Portugal.
The Spanish flag, however, is probably, in almost every case, a mere

disguise, and covers not bonafide Spanish property, but' the property of
unlawful traders, whether English, American, or others.

It 'is a well known fact, that, until the year 1809 or 1810, the Spanish
flag had not for a long time been engaged in the African slave trade
except in one or two instances. Its sudden and extensive appearance
subsequently to that period furnishes, as has already been remarked, a
very strong-pi'esumption of the fraudulent character of the adventurers
which it is employed to protect.
The 'ordinary course -of proceeding is this: the ship belonging'to the,

unlawful tender'calls at the Havana or Teneriffe; for the most part at the
formicr port. A nominal sale of ship and cargo is there effected to some
Spahish house; and regular Spanish papers, and a nominal Spanish cap-tamit, having 'been obtained, and her real captain having taken the character
either of supercairgo or passenger, she sails on her slave-trading expedi-
tinh -asa S'panish 'hip.

Since 'fhe Plortuguese have been restricted by treaty from trading for
slaves eftAih parts of the African coast, they have resorted to similar'
expedients for 'rotecting their slave-trading expeditions to places within
the prohibited district; and at the present moment there is little doubt
t-hat n-aoniidera'bie part of the apparently Spanish slave trade which is
carrying on to the north of the equator, where the Portuguese are for-
Addeii tobuy' slaves, is really a Portuguese trade.
-A ;'irth61r usn is now 'found for the Spanish flag, in protecting the French

slave traders; and itis affirined that the French ships fitted out in France
f&r the slave trade call at Corunna for the purpose of effecting' a nominal
transfer 6f the 'property engaged in the illegal voyage to some Spanish
hou e' 'and thii'sob'taining the requisite evidence of Spanish ownership.

In consequence of these uses to which the Spanish flag has been applied,
a Bleat itrcfiase of the apparently Spanish slave trade has taken place 'of
late; andidas the flag of that nation is permitted to range over the whole
extent of the African coast, it seems to 'keep alive the slave trade in places&
fo'xfr' which'it ivould 'otherwise have been shut out; and it has' of late re-
vived that trade' in situations where it had been previously almost wholly;
extingished.
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.Tbh Portughese flag is now' chiefly -seen to the south of the equator,
although sometimes the Portuguese traders do not hesitate still to resort to
the rivers between Whydaw and the equator, even without a Spanish
disguise. The only two cruisers which: have recently visited that part of
the. coast, found several ships under the Portuguese flag, openly trading
for slaves in Lago and the bight of Benin.

In a great variety of cases the Portuguese flag has been found to cover
the property of British or American slave traders. It will doubtless 6r
now employed to protect also the slave traders of other nations by which
the trade is prohibited. The limitation of that flag to parts south of the
line renders it less desirable for a general voyage to the unlawful.trader
than the Spanish flag, which is under no local restriction.
The extraordinary facility Nrith which a change may be effected in the

national character of a ship and cargo, intended to he employed in the
slave trader has been judicially established in a great variety of instances;
The Brazils and the island of Cuba form the great marts of the sale of the
slaves carried from the ,western coast of Africa, exclusive of those smug-
gled into the British and restored French and Dutch colonies.
Query S. Has this trade been lately carried on to a considerable extent

on the coasts north of the equator ?
Answer 8. The slave tiade, under the circumstances stated in the an-

swer to the last question, has certainly been carried on, during the last two
years, to a great extent, on the African coast north of the equator.
Query 9. By what description of persons, and under what flag?
Answer 9. 'T'his question has been already answered.
Query 10. Have those fraudulent slave traders come in armed vessels;

and have they employed force in order to effectuate their purposes ?
Answer 10. During the last two years many slave ships have come to

the coast armed, and have employed force to effectuate their purposes.
Query I1. When interrupted, have they threatened to return with arm-

ed ships of a larger class?
Answer II. They have, and in some instances have executed their

threats.
Query 12. From whence are these armed contrabandists chiefly fitted

out ?
Answer 12. A few of these armed ships have come from the B-azils,

and one or two from Martinique; but for the most part they have .come
from the United States, having first obtained a Spanish disguise 'at,Ha.
vana. They have consisted chiefly of vessels which had been employed
as American privateers during the war, and which sail uncommonly fast.
In more than one instance they have come in small squadrons of two or
three vessels, for the purpose of attacking and carrying any armed vessel
which might obstruct their proceedings.
Query 13. What has been the effect produced by their depre-dationsoon

the coast north of the line ?
Answer 13. The effects of these proceedings have been highly detri-

mental. Exclusive of all the evils which are inseparable fromna slave
trade under any circumstances, they have discouraged, and in some eases
crushed, the first efforts to extend agriculture and legitimate commerce,
which had been produced in this quarter by the cessation for a. time of the
slave trade. Even the innocent commerce of Sierra Leone with the sdr-
rounding districts, which had tended more than any thing else to~give a



steady impulse to the industry of the neighboring natives, has been sub-
jected towoutrage and spoliation, attended in' some cases withithelos' of life.
They operate most fatally in another point' of viewv. The'n tive chiefs and
traders, who began at length to be convinced, by 'the evidence of facts, that
the abolition was likely to be permanently maintained, and that it was
therefore absolutely necessary to engage heartily in schemes of cultivation,
if they -would preserve their influence, have learnt from recent events to
,distrust all such assurances. Notwithstanding all that had been said and
done, thernow see the slave traders again sweeping the whole range of
coast without molestation, nay, with the air of triumph and defiance. It'
will b'e long, therefore, before they are likely to yield to the same convic.
tion respecting the purposes of the European Powers to abolish the slave
trade, which they had been led to admit. 'Even if effectual means should
now be adopted for totally and finally abolishing this traffic, years will
probably elapse before they will be induced to forego the expectation of
its revival.. It would be difficult fully to appreciate the deep and lasting
injury inflicted on northern Africa by the transactions of the last two or
three years; and this injw.Iy will be the greater on this account-that in
the interior of that country, at least, they do not discriminate with any
accuracy between the different nations of Europe. They only ktiow, in
general, that the white men who had ceased to trade in slaves, and who
they understood were to trade no more in that commodity, except as smug-
glers, liable to be seized and punished, have now resumed the open, avow-
ed, and uncontrolled practice of that traffic.

Query 14. What system do you conceive best calculated to repress this
evil ?

Answer 14. I do not apprehend that the evil can be repressed, or even
very materially alleviated, unless the abolition be made total and universal;
and, even then, unless the slave trade be pronounced to be felonious, nrnd
punished as such. At present, no check whatever exists, not even, that
very inadeqate one, which, in time of war, arises from the right of search,
exercised by belligerents. It may be expected, therefore, that the slave
trade, instead of being diminished, will increase from day to day.
Mere prohibitory acts, even should they be adopted by all then Powers of
Euirope, would be eluded, unless regulations adapted to the very peculiar
circumstances of the case were devised for cbnfirming them.
Query 15.-What progress had there been made, during the war, to ex-

clude the trade in slaves from the coast of Africa north of the line ?
Answer 15. The progress had been very considerable, as has been

shown above, and was shown more largely by authentic documents com-
municated to Lord Castlereagh and the Duke of Wellington in 1814. The
restoration of peace in Europe has been attended with very disastrous
effects to this part of Africa.
Query 16. What effects can be traced to have arisen from such exelu*

sion upon the interior civilization, on industry, or upon the external com-i
merce of this part of the coast, compared with what existed twenty years
before ?
Answer 16. In some 'remarks, drrawn up in August, 1814, on the sub-

ject of the legitimate commerce of Africa, it was very clearly shown that,
atithat period, a very considerable effect had been produced by the ex-
clusion of the slave trade from northern/Africa, imperfect as that exclu-
sion was, on the external commerce, and consequently on the industry of
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Ahat part of the coast, as compared with what existed twentyyears before.
Since 1814, the slave trade in northern Africa has unhappily experienced
a, very.considerable. revival, and it is to be apprehended that a corres-Bonding check may have been given to the progress of industry and legit-
&mate commerce.it is obviously only when the slave trade has been eradicated, that any
marked progress in civilization can be expected. The existence of that
trade is necessarily a bar to improvement. Supposing, however, that it
.should be effectually abolished, we are already in possession of very satis-
factory evidence'to show that there is nothing in the local circumstances,of Africa, and as little in the character of her inhabitants, which would
prevent, in their case at least, as rapid an advance in the arts of civilized
life, and in the acquisition of moral and religious habits, as the world has
:.witnessed in any other similar instance. A part of this evidence is-de-
rived from the colony of Sierra Leone. The population of that colony,
in 1809, did not exceed 1,500 souls, chiefly Africans. Since that time, it
has swelled to upwards of 10,000. This laige increase consists almost en-
:.tirely of persons who, having been rescued at different periods during thelast seven years from the holds of slave ships, may be supposed, at the
time of their introduction, to have stood at the lowest point of mental and
moral depression.
The population of Sierra Leone, therefore, at this time, exhibits all the

..varying shades of civilization, (varying partly according to the time that
lias elapsed since their introduction into the colony, and partly according
to the character and opportunities of each individual,) from the enterpris-
ing trader, skilful mechanic, or industrious farmer, supporting himself and
his family in comfort, and performing respectably his social, and even re-
ligious duties, to the almost brutish state of the recently-lberated- captive.
Of these 10,000 Africans, all, excepting those who may yet be too young

.to labor, or who may have been too recently introduced into the colony to
be able as yet to reap the fruits of their labors, maintain themselves by their
own industry, chiefly in the cultivation of farms of their own. Making
due allowance for previous habits,arid the difficulties arising from difference
of language, they are found to be as susceptible of moral and intellectual
culture as any people whatever.

In the month of October last, the schools in the colony contained 1,237
scholars, whose advancement in knowledge was satisfactory to their in-
structers and to the Government; and it is said that a great eagerness ex-
isted among them to avail themselves of the means of instruction within.
their reach. The general conduct of the liberated captives has been such
as to merit the approbation and confidence of their governors; and not a

*few have already so far improved their. advantages as to be capable of dis-
charging such subordinate judicial functions as jurors, constables, &c.
From the foundation of the colony, indeed, these functions have been

almost exclusively discharged by Africans; and Sierra Leone exhibits the
important example of a community of black men, Hying as freemen, en-
joying the benefits of the British constitution, maintaining themselves by,
the ordinary pursuits of commerce, agriculture, or some mechanical art,
fulfilling their various social and civil relations by themeans only of such
salictions as the administration of British law and the precepts of charity
impose upon them, and-gradually improving, by means of schools and other
institutions, in knowledge and civilization.
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" A populationof 1O,000;freemen,"' observes Dr. Hogan, thewchief jtia&of the .colony,linri}a letter dated in October, 1816, collectedd upondoie
spot,;,8o fatoriblyeituatied, and guided and governed with a view to~sbuhnobIeatand ennobling objects, forms too -grand ,n stride in the: morlinmatch
of human affairs not to fix the attention of an enlightened observer. I
take this colony, tben, as it is; and, looking steadily to the great objects
which it-was, from its first settlement, intended to promote, am well~coni
tent." He afterwards adds, that, with so much to deplore as there ne.
cessarily must be Jn a population such as has been described, he distinctlyperceives "t all the principal elements of social oeder and effectual .civilizat
tion in existence and vigor, requiring only the care of a skilful hand tb
mould-them into form, and to collect from them the early fruits of a -suO
cessful and rapid cultivation."

7he case of Sierra Leone has been adduced chiefly for the purpose of
showing;that the African character is susceptible of improvement and civt.
ilization, inedegree perhaps not inferior to any other. It was in that part
of the, cast adjoining to Sierra Leone that the slave trade was, for a time,.
roost effectually extinguished; and the consequence of that suspension of
the slave trade was a very considerable increase of innocent commerce,
and particularly of the export of rice. 'Of that article, considerable qua'mn
tities were carried, during the peninsular war, to Portugal and Spain; andemanly cargoes have also been carried to Madeiia, Teneriffe, and the West
Indies. The trade in rice was one which might-have been indefinitely ex'
tended.Wprovided the slave trade had not revived. There is reason to fear
that 'it'srevival may destroy in the bud this promising branch of commerce..
Query 17. State what measures are now in progres for the improve.

ment of.Africa, and how they are likely to be affected by the continuance
or discontinuance of this trade, partially or generally.
Answer 17. This~question has received a partial answer above..
Sierra Leone and its immediate neighborhood may be considered as the

only part of~the African coast where plans of improvement can be pursued
Without immediately encountering the malignant influence of the slave
trade. It is almost necessary, therefore, to confine within that sphere, 'at
least for the-present, the direct efforts made for the civilization and im-
provement of Africa. Even the establishment formed in the Rio Pongas,,
for the instruction of tle natives, it is feared, must be withdrawn, in con-
sequenceof the revival of the slave trade.

At. Sierra Leone, between 1,200 and 1,300 African youths of Vat'
sexeesi most of them rescued from the 'holds of slave ships, are now dnder'
instruction. 'These have been brought to Sierra Leone from all parts 'of
Afriea44from Senegal to Benguela, so that there is scarcely a language
spoken;in-that extensive range of coast which is not spoken by some of
the Sierra Leone 'colonists.

In instructing these liberated captives, the views of their benefactors are
by no means confined to the benefits which they themselves may derive
from the instruction afforded them, but extend to the possibility thatindi'-
viduals may: hereafter arise from among them who may convey to their
own natiive-regionsthat light which' they have acquired at Sierra Leone.

Query 18. is there any reason to apprehend that the contraband trade
maybecome extensive in 'time of peace, even on the coast north of the
line, where so' considerable a progress had been made to suppress theslave
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tride generally, if some decisive measures -re. not adopted by the Powers
conjointly to repress the same ?
Answer 18. There is the strongest reason to apprehend this conee-

quence. Indeed, the event -here orily supposed possible, is actuallI at
this mornent matter of history.
Query 19, S0. Has it not been found that the trade is conducted witir

peculiar inhumanity and waste of life by these illicit traders ? State the~
instances that have latterly occurred to illustrate the fact.
Answer 19, 20. Undoubtedly. The slave ships are now crowded to ex-

cOss, and the mortality is dreadful. The following are some of the in-
stances which have come to our knowledge:

1. The Venus Havannera, under Spanish colors, of the burden of about
180 tons, carried off from the river Bonny 560. slaves. When captured
on her passage to the Havana, and carried into Tortola, the mortality was
found to have amounted to 120.

2. La Manella, a ship of the burden of 212 tons, sailed under the Span-
ish flag, and took on boaid in the liver Bonny 642 slaves. The deaths on.
the passage to the West Indies, previous to her capture, amounted-to 140.

3. The Gertrudes, a ship sailing under the Spanish flag, took on board
upwards of 600 slaves. This ship was taken while yet on the African
coast, and brought to Sierra Leon-e for adjudication. But, notwithstanding
the short time that had elapsed since the slaves were taken on board, such;
was the dreadful state of crowding, that about 200 died before the ship was
brought in, or within a short time after her arrival; Fnany, even of those'
who survived, were -so much debilitated by their sufferings as never to be
likely to enjoy sound health.

4. Nueva Constitucion, a vessel under the Spanish flag, of only 30 tons-
burden, had on board 81 slaves; but, having been brought in within a.
few days after the slaves had been taken on board, the bad effects which
must have followed such a state of crowding on a very long passage were
prevented.

5. The Maria Primeira, a ship under Portuguese colors, took on board
upwards of 500 slaves. This number was reduced to 403, in consequence
of extreme crowding, 'before she was brought into S;ierra Leone; and nearly
100 more died soon after, in consequence of the 'diseases contracted on
board.

6. Portuguese brig San Antonio, of 120 tons, took on board 600 slaves ;:
when captured, although she had only sailed 80 leagues, 30 slaves had
already died, and many more were found to be in a dying state, and-died
soon after. The capturing officer took 150 of the slaves on board his own
ship, to prevent the almost universal mortality he apprehended. When he
first went on board the slave ship, he found a dead body, in a state of ab-
solute putridity, lying among the sick.

7. The Spanish ship Carlos, under 200 tons burden, took on board 512:
negroes, in addition to a crew consisting of 84. About 80 slaves had died,
previnwi to her capture, and the rest were in a most deplorable state..
Many ;-vre instances night' be added; but these may be-eonsidered as-ex-
hibiting the ordinary rate of mortality on board the ships engaged in the'
illicit slave trade.
Query 21. What has been the general influence observable on the in-

terior of Africa, by the successive acts of abolition on the part of difereut
States ?
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Answer 21. Very little is known of the interior of Africa, or 'of the

anoral or political changes which take place there. Our knowledge is al-
most entirely confined to the banks of navigable rivers, and to the line of
the sea coast. There, indeed, the influence has been very obserivable, of all
the variations in the policy of European nations in respect to the slave trade;
and perhaps some corresponding effect may be assumed to be produced in
the interior regions, which are removed from observation. Many proofs
might be given of the evil effects produced on the coast of Africa by the
vacillation and uncertainty which has attended the measure of abolition.
And, if any truth be more than another fully demonstrated by expe-
rience, with respect to Africa, it is this: that, without an effective aboli-
tion of the slave trade by all the Powers of Europe, it will be in vain to
expect the development of the immense agricultural and commercial fac-
ulties of that continent; or that, except in v'ery partial instances, the many
millions of men by whom it is peopled should rise a single step in the scale
of civilization above their present degraded level.

Query 22. What do you conceive would be the particular effect of an
abolition of-the slave trade on the part of Spain ?

Answer 22. An abolition on the part of Spain would at once deliver the
,whole of northern Africa fronm the slave trade, provided effectual measures
were taken to seize and punish illicit traders. 'The Spanish flag being now
the only flag that can show itself in northern Africa, engaged in the slave
trade, the beneficial effects of such an arrangement may be inferred from
what has been already said.

Another effect would be this: No slave trade would be lawful but what
was found moving in the line between southern Africa and the Brazils;
and no slave trader, therefore, could navigate any part of the Atlantic
morth of the equator; so that the risk of smuggling into the West India
islands would be greatly increased.

By the prolongation of the Spanish slave trade, on the contrary, not
only is the whole of northern Africa, which would otherwise be exempt,
given up to the ravages of that traffic, and the progress already made in
dmpro% ement sacrificed, but facilities are afforded of smuggling into every
island of the West Indies, which could not otherwise exist, and which,
while slave ships may lawfully pass from Africa to Cuba and Porto Rico,
it would perhaps be impossible to prevent.

Query 23. What amount of slaves do the Portuguese import annually
into the kingdom of Brazil ?

Answer 23. The number has been estimated at from 20,000 to 30,000
annually'

DECEMBER, 1816.

(Ainex C to the pro ocol of the conference of the 4h of February, 1818. Third enclosure
in No. 2.]

Answers from Sierra Leone to the queries of Viscount Castlereaghz, dated
April, 1817.

Query 6. What is the present extent and nature of the contraband trade
in slaves?
Answer 6. For some time past, especially after the settlement was
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formed in the Gambia, and previous to the recent transfer of Senegal and
Goree to France,.the contraband slave trade was confined to the part of
the coast southward of the river Sherbro, in latitude seven degrees north,
with the exception of a few vessels which now and then took off slaves
from Bissao, and the trade carried on in the Rio Pongas.
The expeditionin 1814 crushed the trade in the Rio Pongas for two

year; but as many of the Rio Pongas traders have settled in the Havana,
they have, since their recovery from that shock, returned to it with more
eagerness and rapacity than ever.
From Sherbro and the Gallinas to Cape Apollonia, a most extensive,

and by far the. most abominable slave trade is carried on. In this district
the practice of kidnapping the natives who go off in canoes is chiefly pur-
sued. The vessels employed for this part of the coast are generally under
the Spanish flag, but connected with former and present slave factors on
that part of the coast.

It is supposed that very little, if any, slave trade is carried on between
Cape Apollonia and Popo, where the Portuguese factories commence;
and from which place to their most southern settlements a very extensive
trade is carried on.

It is generally carried on in large schooners and brigs, well armed andt
manned ; and from the circumstance of slaves being cheaper on the coast
than whilst the slave trade was permitted by Great Britain and America,
and from the risks run in each voyage, they crowd their vessels to art
inhuman and destructive degree.
The vessels are chosen for their force and swiftness, without the least

regard to the accommodation or the comforts of the slaves; and the persons
chosen to man and command these vessels are certainly far more cele-
brated for their ferocity and daring spirit than for their humanity.
There can be no doubt but that a very great proportion of the slaves,

carried from the coast are fairly purchased from the factories by the slave
captains, however unjustly they may have come into tie possession of the
factors; still it is equally notorious that the Havana traders do, whenever-
there is an opportunity, kidnap and carry off the free natives.
Query 7. By what description of persons, under what flogs, upon what

part of the coast, and for the supply of what market, is this illicit trade-
carried on ?
Answer 7. The greatest part of, indeed nearly the entire slave trade:

on the windward coast is carried on by vessels fitted out from the Ha-
vana and other ports in the island of Cuba, though many vessels come
for slaves from old Spain and Teneriffe, but their ulterior destination is.
ostensibly for the Havana.

Several vessels have been fitted out from France, as the i Rodeur,"'
from Nantes; and from the French West India islands, as the " Louis."
Though the settlements of Senegal and Goree have been delivered up sD.

very lately to France, yet there is a very active and.extensive slave trade
already carrying on from those places and the adjacent countries. Some
of the vessels are from France, some from Teneriffe ; and there can be.
no doubt but that this last-mentioned place, from its vicinity to these set-
tlemrents, will in a very short time become the depot for vessels intended
to be employed in this trade on the windward roast.
From experience in the trade, it has now become the practice to have

their vessels manned, &c., as much as possible with Spanish subjects, and.
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-the voyage under the control 'of a Spaniard.- But this is far from beih'
universally the case. It has been clearly proved, i ady Instanbes"that
The property was not Spanish: for instance, the Dolores proved. to be
English.; the Paz, English and Anqerican ; the Theresa, English and
French; the Triomphantei Portuguese, &e., with many others; besides
the vessels sent out by several Eh-lirh subjects resident in the Havana.
*TbeAlexanderandTriunnveratawere both under the command of Amer.

ican subjects, and came directly from North America to the coast, though
documented with Spanish papers from the Spanish consuls residing in
ports from whence they sailed.
The exertions of Captain Irby and Captaift Scobell induced the Portu.

:guese traders to confine themselves to their own factories in the bight of
Benin, or rather to those parts of the bight which are considered as Por-
tuguese.

With the exception of those places, where I fancy little but Portuguese
slave trading is carried on, the greatest part of that trade, from Sherbro to
Cape Apollonia, and among the rivers on the coast, as well as at Cape
Formosa and Gaboon, is under the Spanish flag; and there is every rea-
son to believe that three-fourths of the slaves carried from the coast north
of the line (except by the Portuguese in the bight of Benin) are procured
in the extensive rivers of Calabar, Cameroons, Bonny, Gaboon, &c.
A very extensive Portuguese slave trade is carried on in the bight of

Benin and Biafra, especially about Popo, Whydaw, and the Cameroon;
and those vessels wishing to trade in slaves fiom the Gaboons and the
places adjoining, lie at Cape Lopez, in about one degree south, and send
their large launches to those places to trade ; and small craft are also
constantly employed in carrying slaves from those places to St. Thomas,
from which they are shipped across the Atlantic. These facts have been
repeatedly proved in the court of vice admiralty here; for instance, in the
case of the Ceres, Joanna, Carolina, Dos Amigos, &c.
The islands of Cuba and Porto Rico are held out by the vessels under

the Spanish flag as their ports of destination, though there can be very
little doubt but that many are intended for, and actually do unload at, the
French West India islands. What becomes of the slaves after their arri-
Tal at the island of Cuba is no part of this question.
The Portuguese carry the greatest part of their slaves to Brazil, though

many vessels, as the General Silvera and the Temerario, were intended for
the Havana. IL: clearly appears, from the cases of the Intrepida and
others, that a very considerable trade in slaves is carried on between the
B~razils and that place. It may also be proper to remark, that, from the
open confessions of all the masters and supercargoes of slave vessels
brought in here,a most extensive slave trade is carried on at enery partof the
coast' distant from a British settlement. So eager are the slave traders to
-tarry on this trade, that after the cession of Goree and Senegal to France,
but before the British troops had all left the former place, two hundred
slaves were actually exported from it. The Moorish princes are already
ravaging the negro towns within their reach.
Query 8. Has this trade been lately carried on to a considerable extent

on the coast north of the equatoi. ?
Answer 8. The preceding observations apply chiefly to the trade carried

on north of the line; few of our cruisers go to the south of it, consequent-
ly very few vessels from that part of the coast are detained or sent in here.
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?qT thjs account, it. is difficulty toform any opinions at this place 'on the trade
carried on there, although no doubt can be entertained thatit i' still-tnore
extensive th'.an that carried on to the north. Nearly all these observations
are therefore intended for the trade north of the line, the extent and misery'
o.f which,. though dreadful, are not one-half of what is entailed on the
western coast of this continent.
Query 9. By what description of persons, and under what flag?'
Answer 9. It is impossible, from the art with which experience has

taught them to cover their vessels, to say how much of the slave trade car-
ried on is, bonafide, the property of the nation whose flag it bears; but,
from the proportion of vessels amongst those sent to this port for adjudica-
tion, which have been clearly proved to be fraudulently disguised- there
is no doubt but that much English, but more American property is engaged
ip it. The captain anid supercargo are generally, also, Spanish subjects,
though many instances have occurred to the contrary; and, during the war,
the sailors were often of that nation. Since the war, however; this prac-
tice is altered. The large American privateers have been completely fit-
ted out in America, with the exception, perhaps, of the gratings, and have
come to the Havana fully manned, where a sale, or pretended sale, having
taken place, a Spanish subject or two are put on board, whilst the Ameri-
can mate and sailors remain, engage for a new voyage, and come upon the
coasts; and there is too much reason to believe, at present, that inany English
sailors are also engaged in these vessels. With the exception of the Por-
tuguese flag in the bight of Benin and Biafra, and the rivers near the line,
the trade carried on to the north is chiefly under the Spanish flag; though
.afew vessels, like the Louis, (Frenich,) Rebecca, (American,) and two
schooners ( French) now said to be trading in slaves in the Gaboon, do now
and then appear under their own flags. Some vessels, as the Catilina,
have been also fitted out from Jamaica.
Query 10. Have these fraudulent slave traders come in armed vessels.

arid have they employed force to effectuate their purposes ?
Answer 10. The fact is so notorious, that the best answer to this query

may be an enumeration of some cases concerning which we have certain
information.

Ist. The schooner, name unknown, which destroyed the brig Kitty, of
Liverpool, murdered the master, (Roach,) and carried the black people,
two of whom were captured negroes of Sierra Leone, as' slaves, to the
Havana.

2d. The Camperdown, a brig of 16 guns, and a large complement of
men, commanded by the same person as the preceding. She destroyed the
sloops Rambler and Trial, belonging to this port, and carried the blacks off
as slaves. It is supposed that she carried off at least two hundred free
blacks in her different voyages, as she made slaves of all the people going
off in canoes. She had several skirmishes with the Princess Charlotte,
and was once chased by the Creole and Astrea.

3d. The Laura Anna, taken in the Rio Nunez, where they were obliged
to promise the sailors their wages to prevent an action.

4th. The Venganza, which fought the party sent to the Gambia after
her, and at last blew up whilst engaging.

5th. The Moulatto; a large black schooner from the Havana, which
made two or three voyages to the coast, carried off a great number of free
negroes, and beat the Princess Charlotte off
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6th.. A large black schooner, her companion, which also beat the
Princess Charlotte off.

7th. The Paz, which, under the American flag, beat off the Princess
Charlotte, and killed several of her men.

8th. 'The Leal, Portuguese, a large brig under Portuguese colors, with
12 or 14 guns, fought the Princess Charlotte off Lagos, for, a long time, but
was taken.

9th. The Rosa, formerly the American privateer Commodore Perry, fit.
ted out in America, and manned with Americans, but supposed to be the'
property of an Englishman who was an old slave trader, and partner of
Boostock at Mesurado, fought the boats of His Majesty's ship Bann and the
commissioned sloop Mary, for some time, but was at length captured.

I Oth. The schooner Guadaloupe, taken by the Young Princess Charlotte;
besides their regular charge of two round shot, ten guns were each of them
loaded with bags of 500 musket balls. She was taken by boarding.

1 Ith. Brig'li'emerario, from Bgrazil. She was built on purpose for this.
forced trade, has 18 guns, which were cast on purpose, with her name on
them. She made one voyage to the coast, when she was chased by the
Princess Charlotte, but escaped. On her second voyage she was taken, af-
ter an action of two hours, by His Majesty's ship Bann. She had a com-
plement of 80 men.

12th. Schooner Dolores, formerly American schooner Commodore
MeDonough, 'said to belong to an English house in the Havana, taken, af-
ter a severe action, by His Majesty's ship Forrest.

13th. Brig Neuva Paz, formerly the American privateer Argus, fitted
frown America, though supposed in part to be British property, and manned
with Americans and English. She took and plundered the schooner Apollo-
of this port, and made an attack on the Prince Regent, but was captured
by boarding, after a short but severe action.

14th.. Schooner Carmien, from Brazils, taken. for slave trading to the
north of the line.

15th. Schooner Triumphante, from Havana, late the American privateer
Criterion, of sixteen guns, commanded by a Portuguese subject, taken by-
the boats of the Prince Regent, after a severe action, in the river Came-
roons.

16th. American schooner Dorset, from Baltimore direct, called the
Spanish schooner Triumvirate, with an American supercargo, a Spanish
captain, and American, French, English, and Spanish crew, taken after a
smart action in the Rio Pongas, last January, by a vessel from this place.

17th. A large schooner, name unknown, supposed from the Havana,
took and plundered the brig Industry, of this port, last November, and
carried the greatest part of the crew off as slaves.

18th. Saucy Jack, an American privateer, which carried off a cargo of
slaves in 1814, and I believe convoyed several vessels to.and from the
coast; he boarded, but did not molest, a sloop from this place to Goree,
with rice.
These are specified instances, which have all been proved before some

court of' justice; and it is notorious that these are not one-eighth part of
the vessels of this description which come on the coast, for the purpose of
carrying on this trade.

It has also lately become the practice of these vessels to sail in company.
Captain Lawson, of the ship Diana, wished last year to seize one in the,
river Bonny, (or Calabar,) but durst not; and Captain Hogan, during his
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last cruise in the Prince Regent, looked into their rivers, but durst not
go in, though he had a crew of 120 men.
Query 11. When interrupted, have they threatened to return with

armed ships of a larger class ?
Answer 11 - Yes, almost uniformly ; although, from the universality of

the trade, it is difficult to remember every particular instance.
The Neuva Paz wvas one where the threat was put in execution; and

one of the most violent of the slave traders has very lately returned to the
Gallinas, and sent up a message, by an American, that he was waiting ror
the Prince Regent. Unfortunately, she was unrigged and repairing at
Bance island, which gaVe an opportunity to the trader of carrying off a
cargo of slaves. The Dolores and Temerario were avowedly fitted up
for the destruction of the colonial brig; and there can be no doubt but
that very violent and powerful attempts will be made for that purpose, as,
from the great annoyance she has been to the slave traders, the constant
terror which has existed of her being found between Cape Verd and Cape
P'almas, a circumstance which has prevented many vessels from carrying
on the slave trade in these limits,.and from the number of vessels she has
captured, she is the greatest object of hatred and detestation to the slave
merchants.
Query 12. From whence are these armed contrabandists chiefly fitted

out ?
Answer 192. The Havana is the port fromn which the majority of these

vessels are fitted out, though many of them, as the old American priva-
teers, are fitted out in America, and only go to the Havana fur papers
and whilst somie, like the Triumvirata, also Dorset, have the papers car-
ied from the Havana to America, a few, like the Louis, are fitted out
from the French islands; and the Portuguese come from the Brazils.
Query 13. What has been the effect produced by their depredations on

(he coast north of the line ?
Answer 13. The worst consequence of this contraband trade, as far as

respects the civilization of the coast, and the turning of the natives from
this inhuman and destructive trade to the arts of social life and the pur
suits of an innocent commerce, is, that the natives will never believe that
the abolition is really to take place ; and as long as one slave ship is al-
lowed to visit the coast, the natives will always be looking forward to
more, arid will never believe it to be for their interest to change their
present pursuits.
There can be no doubt but that the natives, immediately after the

English abolition act took place, were more inclined to believe in the
probability of an universal abolition of the trade than they are now. A
stop was put to the trade for some time, and it was nearly two years before
the slave traders took to other flags; and in this interim the natives began
to look forward to sonie other means of procuring the, luxuries and neces-
saries of life. A few vessels, with American and English men and papers,
and a foreign flag, began at last to appear, and the hopes of the slave fac-
tors for a renewal of this trade to revive ; and it is now increased to such
an extent that the slave traders who frequent the part of the coast near
Sierra Leone destroy every vessel they meet, unless of very considerable
force, and these they drive away. This at first had merely the effect of
injuring the owners of these vessels; but the practice being continued,
and the slave traders having declared their determination to persist in it,
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whatever might be the consequence, no English vessel, especially if con-
nected with this place, dare show itself on the neighboring coasts. The
result of which is clear: the innocent coasting trade is completely dle-
stroyed ; nothing but a large English vessel dare go; these go but seldom;
and the niatives, thus deprived of every other means of acquiring what to
them} have by habit become necessaries of life, must engage in the slave
trade.

Query 14. What systein do you conceive best calculated to repair this
evil ?
Answer 14. This certainly is a question which requires the greatest

consideration, and which will be very difficult to solve ; as, however, we
have the advantage of some eexperience to guide us, wve may be more able
to decide it now, with, a prospect of success, than any person could have
done in 1S07.
The following points must be firmly established before any adequate

success can be expected to follow the greatest efforts
1st. That the prohibition be positive and universal, and that all persons

agree in the same regulations for its extinction.
2d. That the penalties inflicted on persons and property engaged in it

be severe and certain;
3d. That power be given to all the contracting parties to enforce these

regulations; that the force employed for this purpose be adequate to the
object for which it is intended ; and that the remuneration offered to the
persons employed in this service be certain, and easily obtained.

It must be clear and evident, that, whilst any one Power is allowed to
carry on the trade, the subjects of the other Powers wishing to be engaged
in it will cover themselves with the -flat, of the permitting Power ; and,
from the experience these men have had in the art of fraudulent disguise,
will cover themselves beyond the possibility of detection. We need look
no further for a proof of this than to the difference between the Spanish
slave trade before the war, in the years iSOS, 1509, and now.

It is also clear', that, to make this a common cause, and not the cause
of each State entering into the a(rreement, the regulations, provisions,
and penalties, attached to it should be the saine in all ; and that it should
not only be agreed upon between the States, but that every individual
State should make a positive internal lav upon the subject, embracing all
the regulations, &c. And this is the more necessary to prevent any fu-
ture collisions or jealousies in enforeinr the penalties; for if the parties
are honest in the cause, and the penalties to be inflicted by all the par-
ties are equal, no difficulties can arise; but if they are unequal, a very
great ground is laid for complaints, reproaches, and disputes, which would
at onee destroy every thing which had previously been done.

As this may be a matter of much dispute, the following plan is pro-
posed, as less liable to obsection:
That all property found engaged in the trade, either in the inception,

the prosecution, or the conclusion, be confiscated to the seizor's use,
either by the courts of his owvn country or by a tribunal to be specially
appointed for that purpose.

That the sentence of inferior courts be final and conclusive, whenever
slaves are found on board.

That an appeal be allowed if no slaves are on board. That some fur-
ther punishment should be. inflicted on the parties engaged, which, in

3422
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case of resistance, should be much severe than when none was made;
and that this punishment should be inflicted as agreed on between the
contracting parties.
That death should be' inflicted, by the courts of the party's own couni-

try, onl the officers of any ship where the free natives had been kidnapped,
or any persons killed by their piratical resistance.
Neither agreements, regulations, nor penalties, will be of, any use, un-

less the contracting parties are determined, one and all, to enforce them
upon every person found engaged in thl trade, and also to use every
means of detecting them. This is an object which cannot be obtained with
a small force. A large one mnust at first be employed ; but there is every
reason to believe that this force, if actively and properly employed, would
soon render it safe to reduce it.
The whole coast of Africa will be frequented by the smugglers-and

smugglers there villa be, unless some very energetic measures are adopt-
ed to prevent the importation of slaves into the transatlantic world; and
it is not to be supposed for a moment that the coast of Africa can be
guarded by one ship..
Query 15. What progress had there been made during the war to ex.-

clude the trade in slaves from the coast of Africa north of' the line ?
Answer 15. Whatever exclusion has taken place during the last war

must be attributed chiefly to the war itself, and the activity of the officers
employed. Generally one, sometimes two, and now and then three ships
of svar were on the coast. After the settlement was formed in' the Gam-
bia, the slave trade wvas completely excluded to the northward of Bissao.
The trade between that place and Popo was reduced, from a most exten-
sive and open trade to a comparatively small and smuggling one. It was
entirely suppressed for a considerable distance round the British settle-
ments.
Query 16. What effect can be traced to have arisen from such exclu-

sion upon the interior civilization and industry, or upon the external com-
mierce of this part of the coast, compared with what existed twenty years
before ?
Answer 16. The civilization, to a certain degree, of the natives, fo!

some distance around the British settlements, and in those places where
the trade was entii ely excluded, is the effect of the partial abolition. The
natives have also become more peaceable and quiet, and have turned
their attention to the arts of a civilized life, and have left off those practices
whose only object was to procure slaves. In places where the exclusion of
the trade has only been partial, these advantages have not arisen. Wars,
kidnappings, and false trials, have not been so frequent, because the de-
mand for slaves was small. Still they existed, and the natives, with
minds unchanged, continued to have recourse to them when slaves were
wanted. No doubt can exist but that these circumstances have affected
the very interior of the continent, and that, though not more civilized,
yet they have been more peaceable and quiet since the abolition than be-
fore; for the slaves procured are not more in- number than answer the
present comparatively small demand. The effects upon the external coin-
merce of the coast have been astonishing. Compare the imports into Eng-
land at present with what they were twenty years ago. Let it also be
considered that not one-third, perhaps not one-quarter, of the trade goes
to England; and then some ideas may be formed of the capabilities of the
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coast of Africa to carry on an immense traffic in innocent articles. A
complete exclusion would do more to promote this object in five years
than a partial one in fifty.

Query 17. State what measures are now in progress for the improve.
ment of Africa, and how they are likely to be affected by the continuance
of the trade, partially or generally.

Answer 17. Little can be here said upon the measures in progress for
the civilization of Africa, which is not known already. Since Senegal
and Goree have been transferred, those measures are nearly confined to
Sierra Leone. Here the greatest improvements have been and are still
making, and hence must the civilization of Africa proceed. With comnin
mon attention, a large number of persons may be educated, anxious and
capable of spreading the blessings they have received throughout their
native continent. But where the slave trade is allowed no improve-
ments can come ; its pestiferous breath blasts at once the hopes of the phi.
lanthropist and the missionary, and a train of desolation, barbarity, and
misery, follows close on the steps of the slave trader.

Query 18. Is there any reason to apprehend that the contraband thade
may become extensive in time of peace, even on the coast north of the
line, where so considerable progress had been made to suppress the slave
trade generally, if some decisive measures are not adopted by the Pow.
ers conjointly to repress the same.?
Answer 18. 01 this not a doubt can exist. It will be carried on more

extensively and more ferociously than ever. It is since the conclusion of
the war that the large armed vessels have increased so very considera-
bly. Whilst the war existed, and condemnation followed resistance,
those persons who thought their property secure if taken before courts of
justice, sent unarmed and heavy sailing vessels; now, that there is nopen-
alty attached to it, every person engaging in the trade will send to the
coast vessels well armed a-id manned, with orders to fight their way
through every obstacle. The wages they give are enormous, from seven
to tern pounds per month; and, in consequence, their vessels will be soon
manned with entire crews of American and English sailors, the greatest
enormities will be perpetrated, and, unless not only the right of search,
with condemnation for resistance, be allowed, but also very vigorous
measures be adopted to enforce it, these crimes must all pass unpunished,

SIERRA LEONE, April, 1817.

[Annex D to the protocol of the conference of the 4th of February, 1818. Fourth enclosure
in No. 2.]

Letter of Z. Macauley, Esq., to Viscount Castlereagh, dated

LONDON, December 20, 1810.
MY LORD: I have been honored with your lordship's note of the 13th

instant, acknowledging the receipt of the answers made on the 26th De-
cember, 1816, to the queries which your lordship had proposed relative to
the then state of the African slave trade, and requesting the communication
of such further intelligence as I might have since obtained. l he answers
to the same queries which I delivered last week to Mr. Planta were writ-
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ten on the coast of Africa, in the month of April last, and therefore apply
to a period six months later than that to which my answers refer. Since
that time I have not received from Africa any detailed comnmunications on

this subject. Such as I have received, I will now lay before your lordship.
Colonel McCarthy, the Governor of Sierra Leone, in a letter dated April

20, 1817, observes "I am grieved to say that there is nothing favorable
to state with respect to the slave trade, which has not only been renewed
in those places from which it had been driven, but actually extended three
times as far as at any period during the late wvar." This representation has
been fully confirmed to me, and it is added, "1 that the slave trade is now
openly and undisguisedly carried on both at Senegal and Goree."
Governor McCarthy, in a subsequent letter, dated June 1 0, 1817, says:
"'he slave trade is carried on most vigorously by the Spaniards, Portu-

guese, Americans, and French. I have had it affirmed from several quar-
ters, and do-believe it to be a fact, that there is a greater number of vessels
employed in that traffic than at any former period." To the same effect
are the letters I have received from Sierra Leone, which, under date of
June 28, 1817, state as follows: "'The coast is crowded with slave ships,
and no trade can be done where they are. We could get rice to leeward,
but dare not go there, as.wve are certain of being plundered by them. I
saw it mentioned in a London newspaper, that a Carthagenian pirate had
been plundering our vessels. It was an Havana slave ship, and all the
Spaniards who come on the coast swear to do the same whenever they
have it in their power. If this should be suffered, we must give up all the
trade, and leave the African coast to the slave dealerss"
On the 20th of July, 1817, it is further stated as follows: "The slave

trade is raging dreadfully on the coast. Goree has become quite an em-
porium of this traffic. Our merchants are losing the whole trade of the
coast. The whole benefit of it accrues to the slave dealers. No other
trade can be carried on where the slave trade prevails.
This view of the subject is confirmed in a report recently published by

the Church Missionary Society in Africa and the East. The committee of
that society, in communicating to its subscribers the substance of the in-
formation recently received from their missionaries on the Windward coast
of Africa, observe as follows: "The natives saw the missionaries sit down
in the midst of them, while the slave trade was yet a traffic sanctioned by
the laws of this country and of the civilized world. They utterly disbe-
lieved, at first, the professions of the missionaries; and when at length
brought, by their patient and consistent conduct, to believe them, yet so

debased were their minds by that traffic, which our nation in particular had
so long maintained among them, that they had no other value for the edu-
cation offered to their children, than as they conceived it would make them
more cunning than their neighbors. But the missionaries gladly became
the teachers of their children, in the hope that they should outlive the
difficulties which then opposed their mission. The act of abolition seemed
to open a bright prospect to the friends of Africa. The numerous slave
factories which crowded the Rio Pongas vanished, and Christian churches
began to spring up in their room. The country was gradually opening
itself to the instructions of the missionaries, when the revival of the slave
trade. by some of the European Powers, proved a temptation too great to
be resisted. At the moment when the natives began to assemble to hear
the missionaries preach, and even to erect houses for the worship of God,
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at this moment their ancient enemy comes in like a flood, and, it is to be
feared, will drive away our missionaries for a time. So great is the de.
moralizing effect of the slave trade, and so inveterate the evil habits which
it generates, that it is not improbable it may be necessary to withdraw
wholly, for the present, the society's settlements formed beyond the pre.
cincts of the colony of Sierra Leone." Subsequent accounts render it
probable that this anticipation has been actually realized.

In addition to the facts already adduced to show the prevalence of the
French slave trade, a letter from Dominica, dated 7th January, 1817,
states, "that in' the month of November, 1816, a Portuguese brig, the
Eleanora, of Lisbon, with 265 Africans from Gaboon, arrived off St.
Pierre's, in Martinique, and on the 25th of the same month landed them
at Carlet, between St. Pierre's and Fort Royal, the brig afterwards return.
ing to the former port." It was also known that two vessels .had been
fitted out and despatched fromn St. Pierre's to the coast of Africa, for
slaves; and that, at the same tire, a fast-sailing schooner was about to
depart for a similar purpose. " The impunity," it is added, '" which these
infractions of treaties meet with in the French colonies will no doubt in-
crease the repetition of them to an unbounded degree."' In a subsequent
letter, dated Dominica, September 4, 1817, it is observed: "c A few
weeks ago, a large ship arrived from the coast of Africa, and landed at
Martinique more than five hundred slaves; they were disembarked some
little distance from St. Pierre's, and marched in by twenties."

In addition to these instances of slave trading, I have to state, that a
gentleman wvho returned about a fortnight since from a voyage to the coast
of Africa, informed me that, while he was lying (about three or four
months ago) in the -river Gambia, two French vessels, navigating under
the white flag, carried off openly from that river about 350 slaves.
The following extract of a letter from Cape Coast Castle, 5th of March,

1817, shows that the Dutch functionaries in that quarter, notwithstanding
the decrees of their Government, are actively engaged in the slave trade:
We deem it our duty to inform you of the conduct of the Governor of

Elmina; we are well aware that a particular feature in the Dutch Govern.
melt at this time is the desire of' preventing the slave trade, which their
representative in this country takes every opportunity of aiding zand abet-
ting. Portuguese vessels are furnished with canoes, and Spaniards supplied
with water. The beginning of last month a Spanish ship was four days at
anchor in Elmnina, receiving water, and bartering dollars for such goods
as were suited for the purchase of slaves. This vessel proceeded a short
distance to leeward, and came to anchor off Opamn, a place about eight
miles to the eastward of Tantum, where the master purchased to the num-
bter of 400 slaves, and carried them off to the coast; a Spanish schooner
also took slaves off from the same neighborhood about three months ago."

I have the honor to be, &c.
Z. MACAULEY.

Viscount CASTLEREAGH, IC. G., 4Sc.
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No.. 3.

Protocol of the conference between the plenipotent diaries of thefive Powers,
of the 71h of Februar~y, 1818.

Present: Baron De Humboldt, Lord Ctastlereagh, Count Lieven, Mar-
quis D'Osmond, and Prince Esterhazy.
The protocol of the last conference being read, the plenipotentiaries

approved and signed it.
Count Palmella having accepted the verbal invitation which, in con-

formity to what had been agreed upon at the conference of tile 4th of
February last, was made to him by the plenipotentiaries, Lord Castlereagh
communicates to him the convention concluded between his Government
and that of Spain, on the 23d September, 1617, relative to the abolition of
the slave trade, and invites him, in concert With the plenipotentiaiies, his
colleagues, to add his efforts to theirs, for the attainment of an object so
interesting to humanity, and which cah only be completed when His Most
Faithful Majesty shall have adopted similar measures.
Count Palmella replied, that, in accepting, by-his note of the 17th Feb-

ruary, 1817, th6 invitation which had been addressedt-o-his predecessor,
to take part in the conferences held in pursuance of the additional article
of the treaty of Paris of the 20th of November, I115, he had, by order of
his court, declared the conditions upon which he was authorized to assist
at these conferences; and that he did not doubt, from the reneweJ invita-
tion he had just received from the plenipotentiaries,-but that those " bases"
had been accepted ; the more so, as they were entirely grounded Upon
the most just principles.
Count Paltnella added, that he would lose no time in transmitting to his

court the communication of the treaty just concluded between the British
and Spanish Governments for the abolition of the slave trade on the part
of the subjects of Ris Catholic Majesty ; and that His Most Faithful Ma.
jesty, according to the known principles professed by him individually,
would doubtless behold, evith the most perfect satisfaction, the advantages
which would thereby result to the cause of humanity ; which principles
his pleniipotentiaries had solemnly declared at the Congress of Viella,
and to which Count Palmella entirely referred himself, ais also to tlhe ex-
planations given at the same period respecting the circumstances particu-
iarly affecting the Brazils.
Upon which, the sitting wvas adjourned.

IIUMBOLD T.
ESTERHAZY.
D'OSMOND.
LIEVEN.
CASTLEREAGH.

No. 4.

Protocol of' the coiY cence between the plenipolentiaries ()f the fil.G
Powers, of the 11th of February, 1818.

Present : Lord Castlereagh, Count Lieven, Baron De Humboldt, Mar-'
quis D'Osmond, Prince Esterhazy.
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The protocol of the last conference of the 7th of February, being read,
was approved and signed.
Count Palmella having declared' himself, at the conference of the 7th

of February, ready to receive and transmit to his court the communica.
tion of the convention concluded between. Great Britain and Spain, under
date of the 28d of September, 1817, the plenipotentiaries agree to enclose
the same to him, in a note, which is annexed to this protocol, sub lilt. A.
The plenipotentiaries do not consider themselves called upon to enter

at present into discussion on the subject of the conditions stated in Count
Palmella's official. note of the 17th of February, 1817, and to which he
alluded at the last conference, thinking it sufficient to refer, as to the prin-,
cipal object of their present proceeding, entirely to what is to be found
in the protocols of the conferences held on this subject at the Congress of
Vienna, as also to the solemn declaration of the Powers, dated on the 8th
of February, 1815, made at the said Congress.

Upon which, the sitting was a;djpurned.
HUN BOLDJT.
ESTER HAZY.
D'OSMOND.
.LIEVEN.
CAS''LEREAGH.

[AnrK A~ In llie prntocuml (i I ' ciii furenc'ut'tIfflee 1 of' F'ebrrur,1818. lrnuclostre in Noi. 4.)

Note of the plenipolLentiarics of' the jive Powers to Count Palmella.

LONDON, Decenmber 11, 1817.
'['he undersigned, in reference to the communication made to Count

Palnella, at the conference of' the 7th instant, lose no time in having the
honor of transmitting herewith, enclosed to his excellency, the treaty con.
eluded between His Britannic Majesty and His Catholic Majesty, which
stipulates on the part of Spain the final 'abolition of the slave trade, and
thus offers a very satisfactory result to the solicitude which' their respective
courts evince for the fulfilment of' the engagements th-ey have contracted
by the additional article of the treaty of Paris of -the 20th November,
1815. The complete attainment of this interesting object, now solely de.
pending on the abandonment, by the court of Portugal, of that part of the
slave trade which she has still reserved to herself south of the line, the
undersigned have the honor to invite Count Palmella to solicit fromn his
court full powers to enable him to act in conceit with then towards the
accomplishment of so desirable an object.

They have, at the same time, the honor to add, herewith, extracts fr'om
the protocols of the last twvo conferences on this sub ject, for his excel-
lency's information ; and they avail themselves of this opportunity to offer
him the assurance of their distinguished consideration.

LIEVEN.
HUMB OLJJT.
CAST'LEREAGEl.
D'OSMOND.
ESTERHAZY.
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Extract oJ the protocolfth the l14th of February, 1818;

Present: The Marquis D'Osmond, Lord Castlereagh, Baron De Hum-
boldt, Prince Estprhazy, and Count De Lieven..

.The plentpotentiaries suavingapproved the protocol of the last conference
dthe 11tth February, it is Signed. .
The answer of the Count de Palmella to the note.which the plenipoten-

tiaries addressed to him on the 11th February, is read, and placed upon
the present protocol, sub litt, A.

(Annex. A to the protocol of the 14th of February, 1819. noclosed in No. 5.]

LONDoN, February.12, 1818.
The undersigned has received the note which the plenipotentiaries of

those courts ;who signed the additional article of the treaty of Paris, of the
20th November, 1815, have done him the honor to address him,. under
date of yesterday.
He will take the earliest opportunity of conveying to the knowledge of

his court the treaty concluded between H4is Britannic Majesty and His,
Catholic Majesty, which their excellences have been pleased to commu-
nicate to him, officially, together with the extracts of the protocols of; their
two last conferences on this subject.
The undersigned, being already furnished with the full powers and in-

structions necessary to enable him ,to assist at the cornferences~held by their:
excellencies, anid to discuss,.in concert with them, the means of attaining,
the desirable objects intquestion, does not think himself entitled to ask for;
new full powers, unless the question should positively change its nature,:
byat refusal '(which the undersigned cannot possibly expect from the pleni-
potentiaries) to admit, on their part, the principles put forth in'. the first
note which he had the honor to address; to them.. Whenever their excel-
lencies shall think themselves called upon to enter into the discussioniof
those principles, they-will see that they all evidently and immediatelyispring:
from the declaration of the Congress of Vienna, of the 8th February, 181.,.
and fromn the treaty concluded at the period of the said Congress,..between
His Most Faithful Majesty and His Britannic Majesty, for the extinction of.
the slave tfade to the north of the line.
The undersigned takes this opportunity of, offering to their excellencies

the assurance of his high consideration.
THE COUNT DE PALMELLA.

MEMORANDUM.- The plenipotetitiaries having reason to understand that
the instructions under which Count, Palmella acted were not of a nature
which would enable him to conclude any convention, assigning any.:fixed
period for the abolition on, the, part of Portugal, without reference to, his
Government, did not think it'expedient to enter, tinder such circumstances,
into further discussions, with Count Palmella, inasmuch as they conceived
that such discussions could not have led to any satisfactory result.
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CONFERENCES AT AIX-LA-CHAPELLE.

No. 9.

Desqatcch from Viscontct Castlereaglh to Earl Bathurst, dated six-la-
Chapelle, November 2, 1818.

MY LORD: In the conference' of the 24th October I opened to the plen.
ip'Oeintiari's tie existing state of the trade iii slaves, and the progre made
by the plenipotentiaries in London in proposing further pleasures for ac-
cbtlip~islliig .ts final abolition.
N(As th' ftiftth exat'iinatioti of this qti§46oti required that the rninisieis
should have time to peruse the voluminousdoctiments connected with i4I-
gave notice that I should, on a future day, stibmit to them two proposi-
tions

The first, for addressing a direct appeal, on tihe part of the fivo courts, to
the Kinig o'f'P6H gat' fotdhded iipon the declaration iinad6 in His Majesty's
name, by his plenipotentiary at Vienna, and urging His Majesty to give
effeAi to that IeNl&'iation a'ttLe period fixed by Spain for final abolition, viz:
on thd 20th 'May, 1820.;
-The secdtd ,vwoqld be, that the Powers there represented should alept

thKe principlee of a qualified right of mutual visit, as adopted by the courts
of Great Britain, Spain,. Portugal, and the Netherlands, and should 'apply
the'-same towthe case of their respective flags, as circumstances should point

It was impossible not to perceive, in the short discussion. which erisuld,
that there wvas considerable hesitation, especially in the Frnrich' plenipoten,
tiary, with regard to the principle of the"Utter iaisure. tUnder these cir-
cnumstanice's;' thought it betterito avoid a prolongation of the conversation.
I had an intdrview"with' the Dtuke de 'Richelieu on the following day, &r
theipurpose of'urging his excellehcy 'to a'more fhavorablei view of this ith-i
portadit questi6di. This ldd to a very full examihatiodon of the measure, in
all its bearings; and; tloUgh I cafifnot say that I succeeded in shaking his
Grace's 'pivioil, I flatter myself I reduced the weight 'and number of his
obJeicaon's, and that'I brought his mind to feel the'extrfeme inconvenience,
aeV'dll &s!tndtal'objection, toileaving the questionwhere it is'.,

NIUis die' o the' Duke de' Richelien that' I shb'uld state that I have ouhd
his exctIleflctfuniforinly ankiou' t6 renidler the measures of his own Gov-
ernnit e§ffiecRitltO its oobject I"ana that he has been cordially disposedtb
reediveband follow up every irifrnation which:Ihave laid before him conr
derning 'thrmalpractiees of the subjects of lPrance in 'this traffic; buit he
seems, as yet, under great apprehension of'the effect in France of any cort.
cesgion ofthe 'nfttre above' suggested.
The Duke, however, gave rue eyerty asstlrance of its being fuilly-consid-

ered 1 iaiid,'as:a inodns of ddinl so, his excellency desired me to furnish
him with a memoranduim, stating the substance of those explanations wvichl
X ^had given 'him Of the question I now have to transmit to your' lordship
a'd6py of this paper, 'tnd to assure you that I shali lo'se no opporttullity, in
donrinction with "-the Duk6e of Wellirgton, of t'olld*ing lip, with zeal and
p~tseverahce, this imhpoitant pkrt of 'niy instructions:

:- ~' ' ' ' I have the hioi6or,&c.;
:arl -A't~uns~ &c. G'CASTLEREAGH.
Earl B-.kM'RUR51-',C,-i;
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Protocol of the.conference between theIfipe Powers, held at *lix-la Cha
pelle, the 24th October, 1818.

Lord Castlereagh makes known to the conference the result hitherto ob.
tained by, the measures adopted for the general abolition of the trade, in
slaves, and the actual state of things in regard to this interesting question,
distinguishing between the legal and the illegal trade. His excellency, ob-
served that, since the convention of the 23d of September, 1817, by which
Spain fixed the year 1820 for the final termination of this traffic, Portugal
was the only Power which had not explained itself as to the period of abort
lition. Lord Castlereagh added, that;while there was a State whose laws
authorized the trade, if it were but partially, and a flag which could pro-
tect it, it would scarcely be possible to prevent the continuation of this com-
merce by contraband means, the increase of which had been very consid-
erable of -late years; and that, even when the slave trade should be pro-
hibited by the laws of all civilized countries, an active and permanent scar-
veillance could alone guaranty the execution of those laws.

After this representation, Lord Castlereagh communicated several papers
relative to the question, referring to the details already submitted to the
ministers assembled in London. He at the same time explained his ideas:

1st. Upon the means of prosecuting the application of the principle of the
legal abolition of the trade.

2d. Upon the means of ensuring the execution of the laws.and conven-
tions relating to it.

Relative to the first object, Lord Castlereagh proposed that a measure
should be agreed upon to be taken with respect to the court of Rio de Ja-
Peiro, in order to induce it to explain itself as to the period it intended to
fix for the final abolition of the trade.

Relative to the second object, his excellency proposed to adopt generally,
and in an obligatory form, the measures decreed by the last treaties between
Great Britain, Spain, Portugal, and the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
These propositions were taken ad referendum, and it was agreed to re-

sume the deliberation in a subsequent sitting.
METTERNICH.
RICHELIEU.
CASTLE REAGH.
EARDEN BERG.
BERNSTrORFF..'
NESSELRODE.
CAPO D'ISTRIA.
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Noto from Visco'unt C'astlereagh to the IDuke de Richelieu, dated ibidla-
Cha'pelle, the 27th of October, 1818.

Lord -Castlereagh has the honor to enclose to the Duke de Richelieu the
memorandum which he yesterday promised to submit to his excellency's
.consideration:

Lord Castlereagh will be most happy to reply, without loss of time, to
any queries which the Duuke de Richelieu will have the goodness to put to
him on this subject, or to procure for his excellency any information which
may appear to him material, and which Lord Castlereagh may not have
the means of immediately himself supplying..

J, rdl Castlereagh. requests the Duke de Richelien to accept the assurances
of;his distinguished consideration.

[Third enclosure in No. 0.-Memorandum A.]

First.--s to right of visit.
None of the three conventions signed by Great Britain with Spain, Port

tulgal, and Holland, gives this right to King's ships indiscriminately. In all
it is confined to King's ships having the express instructions and author.
tas specified in the treaty.
Fhe provision is, in all cases, reciprocal; but the treaty with the Nether-

land'srestricts the exercise of this right to a specified number of ships of
each Power, not exceeding twelve ift the whole. Each Power, as soon as
it grants these instructions to any of its ships of war, is bound to notify to
the other the name of the vessel so authorized to visit.

Second.-Right of detention..

No visit. or detention can take place, except by a commissioned officer
having the instructions above referred to 'as his special authority for lthe
same; nor can he detain and carry into port any vessel so visited, except
on the single and simple fact of slaves found on board. There is a saving
clause. to distinguish domestic slaves, acting as servants or sailors,, from
th3se strictly appertaining to the traffic. The Powers mutually engage to
make the otficer personally responsible for any abusive exercise of author-
ity, indoeperidentjof the pecuniary indemnity to be paid, as hereafter stated,
to thle 6wner, for the improper detention of his vessel.

T/Iird.-.cdjudication.

The visiting officer finding slaves on board, as he conceives contrary to
law, may carry the vessel into whichever of the two ports is-the nearest
where the mixed commission belonging to the capturing and captured ves-
sels shall reside ; but by doing so he not only renders himself personally
responsible to his own Government for the discretion of the act, but he also
makes his Government answerable to the Government of the State to
whom the vessel so detained belongs, for the full compensationin pecuniary
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Adaage, which the united commission may award to the owners for the
detention, if Unjustifiably made.
'The 'mixed commission"has-nd jurisdiction of a criminal character, and

consequently can neither detain nor punish the persons found on board ships
so detained for any offences they may, -by' such -slave trading, have, comr
mitted 'against the laws of their particular State. The mixed commission
has no other authority than' summarily to decide whether the ship has been
properly detained or not for having slaves illicitly on board. If this is
decided in-the affirmative, the ship and cargo (if any on board) a;re forfeited,
the proceeds to be equally divided between the two State.s; the slaves to
be provided for by the State in whose territory the condemnation takes
place.

If the Iixed commission orders the vessel to be released, it is required
at.the salre moment to award such pecuniary compensation to the owners,
for the detention, as appears to them reasonable.
A table of demurrage is given in the treaties, and the Government of the

detaining officer is bound to discharge the sum 'so awarded, without -ap-
peal, within twelve months.
The mixed commission is composed of a commissary judge and a cotn-

missary arbiter, of each nation, as was provided in the convention signed
between Great Britain and France in 1815, for adjudicating the private
claims. ;

Fourth.-The sphere of operation.

In ihe Spanish and Portuguese conventions there is no other restriction
as to the limits within which detention, as above, may take place, than
what arose naturally out of the state of the 'awt, viz: that so long as either
Power mioh't'lawfully trade in slaves to the south of the equator, no de-
tention should&.take place within those limits.

In 'the convention with Holland, a line' is drawn from the straits of Gib-
raltar to a point in the United States, so as to except out of the operation
what may be called the European seas.

In all these conventions,'the whole range of voyage, from the coast 'of
Africa to the opposite shores of both Americas, including the West Indiet,
is subjected to the regulated surveillance thus established.

0-Oservation.v.

Upon the first head it does not occur that any further restrictions thaii
those provided in the Netherlands convention can be; required. But this
is always open to negotiation.
The same observation appears applicable to the second head.
'The'same observation applies also to the third head, with this distinc-

tion: that a State, such, as Austria for example, agreeing to the measure,
but having little or no trade on that coast, instead of immediately going to
the-expense of constituting commissions, might reterve'the power of doing
so whenever she thought fit'; or might be enabled, if' she prefer it, t o
authorize the commissioners of any other State to take cognizance in her
name 'of 'any cases in which the property- of Austrian subjects'might be
"coficerned. " ' '"

The fourth head seems most susceptible of comment, as it 'admits :the
possibility of search over the whole surface of the Atlantic,'and iri the
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West' Indian seas, where, the trading velels of commexcitl States are moye
numerous than on the coast of Africa.

Great Britain was herself so fully satisfied that: under thewcltecks estab-
lished abuse is so little to be presumed that she did not hesitate ito expose
her ownucommerce in those seals, however extended, to this,: as she.con-
'ceivesi imaginary. inconvenience;;.; considering: that so urgent a claim upon
her humanity would not only justify, but impose upon her as a moral duty
even a greater sacrifice.

But; notwithstanding, what Great.Britain has already doneienher. rea-
ties with the three Powers with whomn she has contracted, and is ready to
do with all otherlcivilized States, namely, to run some risk of inconvenience
for so noble a purpose, there is a distinction which may reasonably be
taken between giving effect to this system upon the coast of Africa,; and
for a certain distance-say two hundred leagues from that particular
coast, and the extending the same over the entire of the Atlantic and West
Indian seas. The latter, as the most effectual measure, Great Brin has
preferred', with whatever of inconvenience it may be cohuected in its ope-
ration; bIut she would not be the less disposed to attach value to the more
limited apple ication. of theprinciple.;

.It maybe stated, that so long as the laws of any one State shall permit
a trade in slaves, or that any flag shall exist inithe world.whichlis not com-
prehended in this system of maritime police against the contraband slave
trader, the evil will continue to exist. This reasoning, although plausible,
should not discourage a common effort against the abuse committed, and
'uponm close examination it will be found fallacious.;

ist.'The whole of the African coast north of the line is at this moment
emancipated from the traffic-by the laws of all; States having colonies..

2dly. 1By. the 20th.May, 1820, no flag of any such State will, be enabled
legally to carry on the traffic any where to the north of the line on either
side of the 'Atlantic, nor anly flag other-than the Portuguese be authorized
to trade south. of. the line.

Supposing, for a moment, that Portugal should not abolish to the south
'of the line tilltthe expiration of the eight years complete from the declara-
tion of' Vienna,. (viz: 1823,) what an immense sphere, nevertheless, of satu-
tary operation would not this conservative alliance have in the-interval?
The other branch of the objection is not more solid. It is true that the

ship and flag of the smallest Power might, in legal theory, cover these
transactions ; but where the property is not belonging to a subject of that
TPowerf-lnwof a State that has abolished,, the flag of that Power, so used
,infraud, would be no cover, and the property thus masked would be con-
dermned, whilst the sovereign whose flag was thus prostituted 'neither
could nor would complain.
But so long as any of ;the great Powers, such as. France, having a con-

siderable extent of commerce on those coasts, shall refuse to adopt the sys-
temi not only their example will discourage other States, whose interests
merely nominal, 'from taking a part,. but it will furnish the illicit slave
trader, with a flag, not only so much to be respected in itself, but so pre-
sumaible tobe-found on the coast for purposes of innocent commerce, that
no commissioned officer will run the risk of looking into such a vessel,. at
the hazard of involving himself and his Government in a question with-a
foreign Power. The practical as; well as the' moral effects of the principal
maritime States:making -conlmon'cause upon this subject is incalculable.
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In fact, it must be decisive; without-it, their flags must, be made the in-
strument of reciprocally withdrawing the subject from the authority of the
sovereign, when committing this offence.-

This latter point will appear clear, when we consider the working of the
system under the two alternatives. . If a.ll the great maritime States adopt
theprinciple, theircruisers form but one squadron against the, illicitrJsave
traders, and none of their flags. can be rnade to cover the fraudulent trans-
.action;-tht imnmediate.eeflect of which would be consideimbly to [multiply
tie, number; of | the cruisers,,co seqpe'etly the chance of icapturqs, wbil~at it
would reduce.the number. of the flags which the illicitislave traders conund
assume, Whereas, if France acts alone, the danger to the French illiJit
.trade is reduced to the chance of what her ;own cruisers may 'be enabled
to effect along the immensity of that coast; and even where a French
armed ship falls in with a French slave trader, by hoisting English, Span-
ish, Portuguese, or 'Dutch colors, the French officer, supposing hirm anxious
to do his duty, will be very cautious in hazarding a visit where there is so
reasonable a presumption that the vessel may be what the flag announces.

I3But take the other supposition, that all the principal maritime. Powers
shall act in concert, and that the ve'ssel suspected of having slaves on board
hoists the flag of any other. State, suppose the Hanspatic flag, the prjesunmp-
tion is soconclusive against a Hamburg vessel tradingi" slaves on her
own account, that no officer would hesitate to search the vessel in order to
detect the fraud.
'It may be further confidentlyy asserted, that, if the Powers. living a real

ard local interest come to an understanding, and acit together, the _bti~O
States will cheerfillly come into there measure, so far as not to vffp~their
flags to be so mionstropsly perverted andabused. 'he. omis si ifonf F a n:ce
is above all others important, from its station in Euro'Pe, and fromit pos-
sessions in Africa'; .its separation fromn the common effot, miore. especially
if imitated by Russia, Austria, and Prussia',will not only daisappoin~t all tie
hopes which the world has been. taught to f6rm, with respect to the labors
of the conference established in London under the third additional article
of the treaty .of Novemiber, 1816, but will introd ce schism and murmur
into the ranks of the friends of abolition'. the States aving, abolished
will no longer forni one compact aid unanii ious body, laboring to affiliate
the State which has yet to abolish, to a common.system, ard torender their
own acts efficaciouis;,. but they will compose two sects-one of States'thalt
have made the possible. inconvenience of .a restricted visit to their rner.-
chant ships bend to the. greater claims of humanity; the other, of States
co-nsidering their former obJectionas so far paramount, as rnot toadiit, of
any qualification, even for the indisputable advantage of a cause, ,o he
importance of which they have at Vienna given a not lessosolemn sanction.
This must materially retard the ultimate success of the measure, anid it
may in the interval keep aive an. inconvenient degree of controversy and
agitation upon a subject which has contributedt above1all others, seriously
to excite the nmoral and religious. sentiments oqf 6.11 nations,'b'ut 6speciaIy
of, the, British people, .by whom the question has .lng beenregIr"dd 'as
one of the deepest interest.

:335
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No. 10.;

DeSpOItch from lViscoitu Castlereagh to Bari Bathurst, da~ted--;,

;AIX-LA.CHAPELLE, November 12, 4818t
.Mj1 LbiRD: I have thb 'hbnor to enclose to your lordship the protocol

of the Cionferenices of the flliedimin;iste1S of the' 4th instant.
'+This protocol details the fuirtfierlproceedings upon the slave trade,'and

haessannexed to it the mernorandtm drawn up by me'on' the same subject,
which -ivas communicated to tyour lordship in my dispatchh of ths 2d
instant; !

I have, &c.
4 ; CASTLEREAGH.'

Earl BArnuRST,&c.

!.1-4;,,. [inelosure in No. °i.]

PWtocol of, the conferences belbein the plenipotentiariej i4he jive
Power.s~,held at 8ix Ia-la.pelCe, the 4t' of November, tS8.

In reference to the communications made to the conference on the 2-4th
of October, Lord Castlereagh this day developed his propositions relative
toitie abolitibn'o'f'the'slave trade-propositions the object of which is,' 0l
tliU'oie,'Iiand, t'6conplete'and 'extend 'the measures already adopted for
the aftainfimnt of the definlite extinction' of thistraific, and, on the oth&
h'tid,'to- ensuire the ,executlioian1'dthe'effieacy of'ihose measures. As toth~e
first 6bjec't, Lbrd Ca'stlerf' Ah proposed that some' meastiredsshould be ado'p-
'ed towds, His aj'esty, the King of Portugal an'd Brazil, 'and that a letter
should'be written in the nameof the soverqigqs, in the most pressing,.and
atfthe :samietime the most affectionate terms, in"ordeu to engage His'o'st
Faithful Najesty,reminding him of the part he had taken in the d6clarati6n
of Vienna, of tbe:8thbof February, 1815, to fix without further dela-y tlte
period for theq defiriitidve abolition of the slave. trade throughout hik r -sses-
,pions-a period which, after the engagemellts entered itto by t.!' .-.pd
tentiaries. of Hid said Majesty at Vienna, and inserted' in the protocol of
th&'20th November,4'181'5, should not extend beyond the year 180S, b't
which ihe,allied sovereigns desire, froijI the interest tfhey take in "his great
cause, to' see coincide vwith thit which His Majesty the'Eing of Spain hias
adopted in fixing the 30th of May,'1820, as the final term of that traff.c.
This propositiort vas' unanin6iisly received.
Lord Castle0ag6, in calling the atteiitioi 'of the conference to'the ddcla-

'-iation of the Ilenip'otertia'ries ofHis MostlFaithful 'Majesty,made at Viennr?,
on the 6th of February,1:815,5'that they'were forced to require, as aii iii.
dispensable cotid'ition for the final abolition, that His Britannic' Majesty
6ho6uld on' his-side &c6;setit toth& changes which they had'propos6dtdo the
commercial system between Portugal and Great Britain,"' renewed the as;'
surance that His Majesty the King of Great Britain was ready to accede to
all the reasonable modifications which should be proposed in the existing
treaties of commerce with Portugal; which assurance he had repeatedly

-V306
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given to the Portuguese minister in London. .Lord Castlereagh above allI
desired to call the attention of the conference to the expression reasonbhble
modifications, which he. made use -of, because he could loot suppose that
the Portuguese ministers intended to, demand, on the part of a- single Power,
sacrifices which one State could not well expect of another, as indispensable
conditions of a general measure, having for its object the good of humanity
alone. .;-- ,;.
As to the second object,, Lord Castlereagh communicated a memorandum

(A) containing explanations of the treaties concluded in 1817,;between
Great Britain, Spain, and Portitgal, and- the kingdom of the Netherlands,
establishing the right of visit against the vessels evidently suspected-of be-
ing engaged in thdt-rfde, in direct contravention of the laws already ex-
isting, or hereafter to be made by the different States.- Persuaded that,
after. the explanations given, and the-, modificationss proposed -in -the said
memorandum, such a measure might be adopted without any serious in-
-convenience, Lord- Castlereagh invited the plenipotentiaries to take it into
their- consideration in the sense the most favorable to the success of tile
abolition, and to agree to it; or if not, at least to substitute some couinter
project effectually to prevent the abuse which the-illicit trader will notifail
to make of the flag of the Powers who should refuse to concur in the above-
mentioned general measure. The meemoranduim of Lord Castlereagh was
annexed to the protocol, sub lilt. A.
-Lord Castlereagh added to these propositions, that, according to

opinion of several persons, whose authority was of great weight on this
question, it would be useful, and perhaps necessary, to consider the trade
in slaves as a crime against the law of nations, and to this effect to assimi-
late it- to piracy, as soon as, by the accession of Portugal, the abolition of
the tragic shall have become a universal measure. He requested the pleni-
potentiaries to take this opinion into consideration, without making at pres-
ent a formal proposition upon it.

METTERNICH.
RICHELIEU.
CASTLEREAGH.
WELLINGTON.
HARDENBERG.-'
BERNSTORFF.
NESSELRODE,
CAPO D'ISrTRIA.

No. 11.

bepaltli frDom Vi~Otmo Castlereagh to Earl Bathurst, dated

AIX-LA-CHAVELLE, Novembet, 23, 1818.
Mi LOflD F have the honor to transmit to your lordship the no6es-df

the Russian, French, Austrian, and Prussian plenipotentiaries, upon- the
twn propositions which were brought forward by the British plenipoten-
tiaries, and earnestly pressed upon their attention, as stated-if the Protoedl
of the 24th-ultimo.-
The result of these notes being extremely discouraging to 6ur hopesit

was-determined to review the objections brought forward to the measure

337
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of mutuallylconceding the right of visit, especially by#the- plenipotentiady
of France.

After,,presentifigithis review to the consideration of'the colif'erence'in
the memorandum B, (of which a copy is enclosed,-) and in an audience
with which I. was honored by the,Emperor -of Russia', I took occasion to
represent.to His, Imperial Majesty, in the strongest:t rms, the necessity!.of
taking some effective measure of this. nature, without delay, and without
waiting for the decree,.of final abolition oht-the phrt of Portugal. d.

His Imperial Majesty listened with his accustomed interest to myvrepre-
sentations on this subject,.and promised me to' give directionsito hi's mini*.
ters;to propose that the consideration of the question. should be reopened
in London, under fresh instructions.
The modification which I Ihave finally urged of' this measure, andplI

trust,;with considerable hope of success, is, that, in addition to the limits.
tion:ofE the right of visit to the coast of Africa, and to a specific numberiof
ships of. each, Power, the duration' of the convention should be for a limited
number of years-say seven; at the end of which period, the! severMl
Powers would again shave it in their power to review their decision,!after
some experience -of its convenience or inconvenience,, of its efficacy lto the
object, and of the necessity of its being renewed, regard being had to' thb
then state of the illicit slave trade. This arrangement would sufficiently
meet our most pressing wants, whilst it would. gn less permanently to die.
turb the acknowledged principles of maritime law, as regulating the right
of visit. By the aid of this latter expedient, I flatten myself that I have
mnade'a considerable impression in removing the strong repugnance which
was at first felt to the measure.
A proj6t of the letters 'to be addressed by the sovereigns to the King of

Portugal on this subject is also forwarded in this despatchh; and I havetib
request.that, your lordship will' receive the Prince Regent's pleasure as At

making a similar appeal to His RIV ost Faithful Majesty, on his Royal Higb-
ness's part, taking measures for forwarding the whole to the BrazU"
the first packbt.

! ~~Ihave,& CASTLEREAGH.
Earl BA"THURST, &C.

; LFirst encloou= ili No. 11.3

Opinion of the Russian cabin'el upon the slave trade.

AxM*.-LA-CHAPELLE, November 7, 1818.
The Russian cabinet has laid before the Emperor, and taken,"1n pur-

suance of his orders, into mature consideration, the different communica-
tions made to the conferences of 'Aix-la-Chapelle, by the plenipotentiaries
-of His Britainnic Majesty, on the subject of the slave trade.

There is no object in,which His Imperial Majesty takes a more lively
interest, and which he has more at heart, than that the decision upon-this
question may be conformable to the precepts of the 'Christian religion, to
the wishes of humanity, and to the rights and real interests of all the. PoW-
ers invited to assist therein.

Although. it cannot be dissembled that the measures in which these
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Indispensable conditions are to be united are; attended twitli. di¢caUtty, His
Imperial Majesty hopes, nevertheless, that the obstacles- ill not be insur-
mountable..-.

IIis Imperial Majesty entirely concurs in the proposition of the ,British
cabinet, to make an amiicable representation to the court of Brazil for the

purposee of engaging it to fix a .final and early termination to .the power
which it has reserved to itself to exercise, the trade. The force ofthe mo-
tives upon which-the wishes of the allied sovereigns rest, and that of the
example which they have already given, will doubtless. be sufficient to
inituence the free;determination which Portugal is invited to make.. The
cabimiet of Russia has hastened to draw out, upon .the invitation of the
British plenipotentiaries, the proj~t of a letter which may be addressed,
with this view, to the King of Portugal.. This proj6t is hereunto~annexed.
The Emperor. views with satisfaction the probable, success of a. measure

which will complete the accession, of all the Christian States -to the. entire
and perpetual abolition of the trade.

It. is only when this abolition shall have been thus solemnly declared in
all countries, and without reserve, that the Powers will be able to pro-
nounce, without being checked by distressing and contradictory exceptions,
the general principle which shall characterize the trade, and place it in the
,rank of, the deepest crimes.
T:.Then, and taking this principle for a basis, may be put in practice the
measures which shall serve for its application.
The cabinet of His Britannic Majesty has communicated those by which

it has already begun to give effect to the principle of, abolition!; thatis to
say, the conventions with Portugal, Spain, and the Netherlands. . ..

It is proposed to adopt generally, among the maritime Powers, the rules
laid down in these three conventions; and more particularly to establish,
as a general principle, the reciprocal right of visit to be exercised by, the
respective cruisers.
The cabinet of Ruslsia, in doing homage to the intentions, which have

dictated these dispositions, stipulated between the British Government and
the three courts above -mentioned, and in appreciating. their real. efficacy
on the supposition.that they wereluniversally adopted, has-only to express
its hopes that the special and most urgent interests which eadh of the
maritime, States must consult will not oppose the attainment. of, a -general
coalition. For, inasmuch as it is true that the universal establishment of
the reciprocal right of visit would contribute to this end, so it is equally
incontestable that the measures in question must necessarily become illu-
sory, if a single maritime State only, of whatever rank it may be, -finds it
impossible to adhere to therm It is therefore with a view to produce this
universal consent, that the allied Powers should use their, efforts, having
once agreed among themselves upon the principle of. then right of visit, to
obtain the free adherence of all the others-to the same basis.
The ministers of His Majesty the Emperor of Russia regret.not to be

able. to contemplate anaccession. so unanimous. It appears to them be-
yond a doubt, that there are some States whom no-consideraton.would
induce to submit.their navigation, to a principle of such high importance.
*t cannot, then, be disguised that it is not in this. principle that.the solution
of the.,difficultydis to be sought. ...

It has been asked if some other mode, equally sure in its effects, could
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ri6b be proposed, and of! which the general admission on the part";of'alI tIh
States might be more easily foreseen.

Without prejudging the result of the overture of the British'cabinet-"i
mode6 is here'subrnitted,'whichl in the -event' of' that 'iot being- adopted, is
withoult'exception' in respect 'to'the right of visiit ard which will;-perhaps,

obtain the suffrage 'of all Staites, equally'desirous of accomplishing a sacred
duty, in putting ahiend to thle horrors of tie slave trade. -

-This expbdiet would consist in a special association between all 'th
States, having for its 'end the destruction of the traffic in slaves,

It wbuld pronoiuice, a6s a ffindemental' principle, a law characterizitig
this odious traffic ad'a description of piracy, and rendering it punishable
such,-

It appears 'evident that the, general promrulgation of such a law could 'ho6t
take pice 'until the abolition was universally pronounced ;' that is to say,
until P6rtugal had totally' anid every where renounced' the trade.
The execution of the law should he confided to an institution, the seat

of which' should' be in' a central point on the' coast of Africa, ahd in the
formation of which, all.the Christian States should take a part'.

Declared forever neutral, to be estranged from all political'and local iff
terests likeithe'fraternal and Christian alliance, of which it would be'a
practical manifestation, this institution would follow the'single object of
strictly maintaining the execution of the law. It would consist of a mari-
time force, composed of a sufficient number of ships of war, appropriated
to the service assigned to them: ; '

Of a-jaidicial power, which should judge all crimes relating to the trade,
according to -a legislation established upon the subject by the cdmof
law:
-Ofia 8tprerne council, in which would reside' the authority of th6 insti.

tution;' which would regulate the operations of the maritime force, wold
revise the sentences of the tribunals, would put them in execution, woild
inspect all the details, and would Fender an account of its administration
to the future Euiropean conferences.'

The; right of visit and of detention would be granted to this institution,
as the means of ful6lling is end ; and, perhaps, no maritime nation would
refuse to'! stibmit its flag to this police, exercised in a limited and clearly
defined nianner, and by a; power too feeble to allow of vexations, too dig-
interested on all maritime and commercial questions, and, above all, too
widely combined in its-elements not to observe a severe but impartial jius-
tice towards 11.'

Would it not be possible to compose this institution of such' different
elemintls'as to give it no other tendency, as long as it remained tinited,'but
that of doing its duity P

The' expenses vhich 'it would occasion, divided amongst all the Christian
$tate';, could not-be very burdensome; and its duration would bei'egulated
according' to the time required for the development of African civilization,
which' it would protect; and it' might also bring about a happy change in
the system' of cultivation in the' colonies.'

In submitting these views to'the wisdom'' of 'the 'allied cabinets, that'bf
Russi-a reserves to'itself'the power, in' case they' 'desire-to search into' ad
examine them, of entering into more ample explanations. upon the subject.
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(Second encloauro in XO 1.3 :'*,

-Memoir of the French Government on the olave trade.

:- France has proved, in the most evident manner; that she desires to concur
effectually in the complete abolition of :the slave trade. Engaged-by the
decl,,ration to which she has subscribed, of the 8th of February, 1815, at
Vienna, with the Powers who signed the treaty of the 30th'of May, to em-
ploy for this purpose s: all the means at, her disposal, and :to act in' the
employment of these means with all, the zeal alid perseverance.due to suich
a great and noble cause,"? she flatters herself that she has complied 'with
*this-engagement; and. in a few months after the declaration of Vienna she
renounced the stipulation of IR14, which had given her a delay,of five
years foreffecting the cessation of the trade. She, declared, the 30th of July,
1815, that from that day the trade should cease on her part, every where
and forever. The acts of her administration have been conformable to
this declaration. The instructions given in the ports of'France,'and in the
colonies, have preceded a special ordinance of the King; prohibiting the
trade. . ..

This ordinance has since been confirmed by a law, enacted in March,
1818, which pronounces against the violators of the dispositionsagreed
upon the most severe punishments which the laws ofFrarice can inflict.
Measures uf surveillance havealso been prescribed, with.view to secure

the execution of the law; and the King has: ordered a naval force to ctnise
onthe Nwestern coast of Africa, aand visit allvessels which 'should be sus-
pected of continuing a trade which has been prohibited.

Such'- are the acts of the French Governmentt; they clearly prove that
'they have used "the means which they had at their disposal" to repress
the trade. ; , ''
They have-displayed their zeal, in-creating the means which were want-

ing, and in the adoption of -a formal law.
'Nevertheless, the Government of His Britannic Majestyf-who6, to secure

.the actual abolition of the trade,. evince an ardor which cannot but add to
the glory which the 'English nation have -acquired in fostering'whatever
has for its object the good of humanity, have been informed 'that the end of
their efforts, and of those -of the other Powers, is" not yet'attained; and
that, in despite of the measures taken to prevent it,' many slaves are still
carried away from the coast of Africa by;a contraband trade. 'And'theogy
have conceived that these violations of the laws evince the insufficiency of
the dispositions to ensure the execution of-them. They believe thata sys-
tern oftmeasures combined between the principal Powers already engaged,
by a clause in the treaty of the 20th of'November, 1815, to concert means
for this object, might' finally 'eradicate the evil. They' have proposed,
among other measures, to visit rigorously the vessels .which shall navigate
upon the western coast of Africa; and, in order that this visit should have
due effect, they havejudged that i wonid-be proper that each of the Powers
should grant to the others the right of' exercising it upon all the ships car-
rying its flag. The creation of: mixed commissions,.charged to pronounce
upon the legitimacy of the expeditions suspected of fraud, forms the second
part of the English project.

It would be' impossible not: to acknowledge ;that, in proposing' such a

4.I..
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measure, the Government of.His Britannic Majesty have done all that de.
pended on'them to accompany it with precautions to prevent its abuse.
With this. view ;the limitation of the number of ships of; war authorized

to visit, and of the places where the visit may be exercised, the rank of the
officers whoialone canl perform this service. give assurance of their-respect
for the-rights of each of the contracting parties.
Three Powers'(Spain,Portugal, and:the kingdom of the Netherlands)lhave

subscribed to these :propositions. ;
The Government of His Most Christian Majesty would eagerly followv

such an example, if, carrying their views exclusively to the object, they
did not'perceivei.in the means indicated for its attainment, dangers which
;attach.;perhaps to' their -particular position, but which it is their, duty-to
preventt' i>:

.It would be useless to discuss here, in regard to right, the question:of
Visit Mat sea, in profound peace.

The; English Government has done. homage to the principle which'en.
sures, in;thisirespect, the independence of all flags;' and it is only in 'limit.
*atiQn offthe priiiciple, .not in denial of its existence,' that, they propose to
grant to each Power, respectively, the facility 6f detaining ships carrying
the flag of others, and of ascertaining the legality of the trade in which
they, are engaged. . .

But upon this first point the Government of' His!Most Christian Majesty
feel an invincible obstacle to the proposition of England.
-France, bythe reverses and misfortunes which she has lately experienced,
and which, iftilie' have not. effaced, have at least obscured the glory
which she had acquired, is bound to evince more jealousy. of her own dig.
nity than if fortune had notibetrayed her. The nation, happy to be again
under the rule of its' legitimate sovereign, does not regret vain conquests,
but she' 'is more than ever alive 'to the feeling of national hon6r.

Without doubt, a concession,'accorrpanied by the necessary precautions,
and with that clause of reciprocity wvhich- would save the dignity of each
party might be proposed without fear of wounding the vanity of any one.
,But it would still be a concession; and the opinion of a nation habituated.
to judge of the acts of her Government under the influence. of a-lively imia-
gination',' would'-be'alarmed' to see abandoned, even with every possible
modification, what she regards as one of her most, precious rights, She
would conceive that the honor of her flag was thereby endangered-a point
of the utmost'delicacyj and on which she has ever shown a quick suscepti'
bility. She would see, in the, abandonment-of this right, a new sacrifice,
attached, as it were; as an indispensable condition to the evacuation of her
territory, pnd-as a monument of' the state'of.dependence'in which she was
,for a moment placed. There is iio ddiibt that, in giving a generous examr
ple,: in 'submitting to ;the reciprocal right of visit, which she regards as prop"
er tolattai -the; end proposed, England proves to the world that,:the visit is
not incompatible with the honor of her flag. But, placed in different cir-
cumstances, supported 'by. the opinion of the English nation, which for
twenty five years has called for the abolition of the trade, Great Britain-se-
'cures all her advantages; even in appearing to. abandon the absolute exer-
cise of them,.nnd' shy cannot fear that:the'idea of a compulsory sacrifice
might attach to the concession.
*Buteven should the Government of His Most Christian Majesty feel themn
selves authorized to overlook such powerful considerations, and to adopt,
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uotiwithsta:iRq4ig the dangers, which .tleyperceive in theory, the projOt rela-
tive to tie visit, they would still see,in its apple action serious cause of un-
.,easiness.

ilcanno't-obe denied that there exists between' the subjects ofGreatirli-
a-;ntpd France, nild, as it were,; blended with the esteemh 'which they mu-
ttially inspire, a sentiment of rivalry, which, heightened by nuimerousland
ijnforttma-t,e circumstances, has often assumed thp character of animosity.
Its is unfortunately too probable that the mutual exorcise of the right of visit
it sea would furnish it with new excitements. Whatever precautions. may
.beJtaken, however mildly it be exercised,. the visit must necessarily be a
source 'of disuibet ,and vexation. Can: it be thought that the vessel vhich
leliev~e~s she &au elude it will not seek to do so by, every means ?, twiq1
then be necessary that the visiting vessel exert force. TIhis force may pro-
duce resistance. On the high seas, far from a11 control, the subjects of the
tw(o Po`wers might be termpted to believe themselves no longer bound by
the orders of their own sovereigns; -and, listening to the voice of a false
pint: f honor, might take up arms in their defence. The ost prudent
;iiacdrntis will be illusory. Will the~captain of a ship of war charged with
the viit consent to show his commission to the inconsiderable trader? If
not, how is he to be constrained to do so, and what guarantee shall the de-
tainted vessel have, that the visit is not an arbitrary act ? How prevent,
alsc9, the possible In actions of the regulations agreed uponi for rendering
t1Ie visit less veariojis ? The trader may indeed complain,,and demand
punishment; but it is known by experience how difficult is the decision of
these abuses. Will not the oppressed be often without the jneatisof kniow-
ing %vhat pfflcer shall have abused, in his. case, the right reserved to the

or shall, have unduly arrogated it to himself? What proof 'do 'the
incidents bring which pass far from all witnesses, and which each of the
parties may represent under a different light.? The English :Government
know, that when they' have themselves vwish'd' to p'inish abuses comfitted
by 'their sips 'upon the coast of Franc6,or 'vithin the"limits of her'territoria1
jurisdiction, they have been prevented by the impossibility of prociring d.6-
utments sufficiently positive to ascertain the guilty.'

'These'inconveniences, which it would he imprudent to lose sight of, re-
cqive an 'additional importance'from the' probability that they'ivould lead to
tnuriial exasperation; and it is too well known that such sentiments amiong
the people have often disturbed the peace 'of nations.

If such a misfortune were to follow,woaildnot Europe hive a' right to
demand of the Po'wers a strict account oftihose measures which, concerted
for the good of humanity, should have'co romised'the public tranquillity ?

There is another consideration which would have induced the Govepr-
nient of His Most Christian Majesty to pause, even if ihe-y did noot see the
impossibility of admitting the proposition'of the visit. This' is in rferience
to the mixed'comnmissipns'which would bie empowered to adjudge the qiues-
ioes of prize, in the spirit of the regulations for restricting 'he'trade. ..

immediatee conseqtietice of such an institution would be to withdraw
the subjects of His Majesy' from their Natural judges; and his cosisnce,

ilnot permit him~to believe that he has tihe right to do so. Jurisdiction
Qs,fall the rights of sove'eigty, that which is the most essentially destin-

ed to the defence of the subject; and it may be said that it is the only one
exciusively'for the ititerest'of the latter. There are circiumstatnces in which
the common law of Europe admits that the jurisdiction of the; sovereign
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ceases of right, because he cannot in fact exercise ii. Itis when"a sibjedt
cbmmits Simon a' foreign tijitory a crime against the law- '6f thbi, cbuntily
upon which this territory depends; he is then liable to the applicatioif
those laws~, arid is sovereign, who cannot opjpose, tolerates it.'.t"

'But, except i. these circumstances, the sovereign could not consent tlit
hiis subject shouldpass under a foreign jurisdiction, In vaiin would it e
alleged that the mixed commniiion doe not* exercise its j.6risdictifon ina
crimiiaIuiurnaner. and that it only pronounces" upofi the legality!of the
seizure ~of the vessels having slaves illicitly on board."

To' pronounce upon the legality of the seizure is to jud the, q'uesti6n
,as much as it is possible to do it 7it is to decide that the captured .has or hks
not incurred the penalties attached to the crime which he has committed
His fate-is'theceforward fixed.
J'It'matters little that 'the penalties which he has 6or has noti ncu-red be

d'eterm'ieined by'the, code df hiis country, or by' that of another. When' he
has undergone the examination of the commission, it' only remains to ap-
ply 'ihis code', r' to sef him at liberty ;he is' then 'in reality ju'dged, aitd
that not by his natural judges. His Most Christian Majesty, it is repeated,
does not believe himself, in conscience, to have the right to sanction 'such
a change'inthe legislation of his kingdom; 'and, should' he think that this
right ;might belong to himni, it is out of all probability that the Powers whose
co-operation would be necessary to himj, in 'order to' admit of this change,
would acknowledge 'it.'
'It 'results from the preceding observations, that France has done all: tait

depe'nced upon'her to bring about the complete abolition of the slave trade
that she perceives in the project proposed by England, for, suppressing atl
possible, continuation of this odious commerce, dangers which will notpte
mhit her to admit it; ,that, in a 'word, it appears to her that, to 'attain' onie
desirable end; for the interests of a portion 'of mankind,, the risk'is rut; ot
coinpromising interests still more' precious, since they relate to the mail-
tenache of the peace and the 'repose of Europe.
:'Sheihas given her opinion' upon this subject with the more freedom; in

proportion to her anxiety to attain the objects to which her acts of legislu.
tion and admitnistrat'ion have"' been directed. She has no separate views,
inconsistent with heir declarations. The reports, indeed,,which announce
that' tie trade' is still actively continued on the French 'territory, are ante-
rior to the establishmient-'of a naval force 'upon the coast, and totihe'new
instructions, seiit to 'Senegal for putting an end to all fraudulent rade. This
is perhapss the place' to' remarks that' implicit faith' should not' be;'iven to tC
reports brought forward against 'the authorities of Senegal. 'Tre6 reports
which implicate them so seriously, that the accusers ought to,'be' alled
upon for their proofs, are. in'part prepared by persons who conceived them'-
selves'"to have other, grounds of 6co6plain t against these authorities.

Finance, ir4reover, woild n`ot feel that, she had sufficiently proved .her de-
sire to co-operate in the measure's' of repression against the trade, if she ,did
not indicate, in her turn, new means of effecting i.' Hitherto,'the disposi^
tion,s made, in'thisirespect have beenl directed against the transport of slaves,
since it is principally upon the manner of detaining at sea the vessels erA ,
played in this commirerce that they have been concerted. The principle is
good's'ince the length of the passage offers great probability that tei illicit
traffic maybe intercepted. But, on the other hand, the uncertainty of t e
sea, and consequently the hope of escaping observation, as well as the enor-
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Mous benefits it holds out, offer chances,' and an .attraction'sufficiently pmwQ
trf~ul fbr the slave merchants not-to be totally discouraged. The 'measures
vhich would tend to check the commerce of slaves, not in its. middle pas.

sage,.but. at its birth and at its. termination, that is to say, upon th¢;points
where the purchase and sale of the negroes are effected, might effectually
contribute, when combined with the other arrangement to accomplish thb
salutary work which is intended.

t

..
;.It is proposed, then, to establish: in the comrtoirs, where the purchase of

slaves is habitually made, commissioners, charged to notify the. same to, the
Government, and empowered to prosecute the offending: parties in tle
public tribunals. There might also be introduced into all colonies here
the proprietors are interested iin recruiting slaves, regulations like those of
the, registry bill, tc, fix the number of blacks existing in each plantation
and to ascertain by periodical computations that the law.h as not beea
eluded. The confiscation of the negroes upon each plantation, beyond the
number previously. declared, (saving, those born on the spot,), and a
heavy fine for each slave clandestinely introduced, might be the punish-
ment inflicted upon the delinquents. These measures, which enter into
the interior administration of each Government. might, however, be con-
certed between all; and, instead of mixed commissions, charged with pro-
nouncing upon the culpability of the individuals who import.the negroes,
committees might be established, charged with the duty of *watchiiag the
individuals who purchase them, and to make known to the superior author.-
'ities of the country the infractions which the inferior agents -might show-
reluctance in prosecuting. These arrangements are in the nature of those
which the Government of His Most Christian Majesty might take, without
fear to wound the rights of his subjects; and he is ready to come to acn un-
derstanding in this respect with 'the Powers who unite their efforts for
bringing abont the entire abolition of a trade odious in itself, and which
has been stigmatized with general condemnation.

[Third enclosure in No. 11.)

'Opinion of the austrian cabinet upon the que(ston of the slave trade.

.'.Since the abolition of the slave trade has been the object of the common
deliberations of the Powers of Europe, the cabinet of Austria has not
ceased to devote to this question all the interest which it merits in its great
relation with the good of humanity, as well as with the precepts. of soun&
morality and religion. Faithful to the principles solemnly:proclaimedil&
this respect at the period of the Congress of Vienna, and, to the successive
engagements founded upon those bases, Austria, although not able. from
her geographical position to co-operate directly for the success of so. merit-.
orious and noble an enterprise, has not less eagerly concurred' in all which
might advance and perfect it; and it has been with' these unalterable;sen-
timents that the minister of Austria has examined with the most serious.
attention the propositions made by the plenipotentiaries of His Britannic
Majesty to the present conferences, for completing and extending the syas.
tern hitherto pursued for attaining the final extinction of the trade, and for
ensuring the execution and the eficlacy of this system,

33
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'Hie Mlajesty lhe;Emperorisready to tak partin: the measures T

the' allied s~iiaereig~es are about to'adept'with hietcabinet o-f'Rio de JWrieiK.
'enngage it to fix'as soon a'possible the period ofcdefinitive abolition. ':':
;His Majesty cannot but feel that the :sovereign fof Brazil may meetAn

tiis~tranisaction difficulties 'more real, perhaps, and stronger, than anfy other
3Poter~has head'to.surmount xwrho has consented to this :salutarymeasure.
'But-he reckons too much upon the loyalty of this sovereign to admit that
Panytobstacles whatever wolld prevent him from 'fulfilling a sacred engage.
nient such as that'whici he has contracted in the face of the world by-the
declaration of the .8th of 1February, 1815.; ;i
'With respect to the measures proposed by the British plenipotentiairies

te-pu1t'an.end'to the illicit trade, as it appears admitted on all parts tatf a
system' of permanent suervrilklnce cannot be effectually established utitit
the abolition of the trade shall have; been generally and definitively pro-
nounced by all the Powers, the Austrian cabinet is of opinion, that, in ad.
journing to that period the ulterior discussion of the measures to be adopted
for this purpose, the intermediate time might be. usefully employed in re.
cPnciling' and conciliating all opinions, persuaded as it is that, provided the
fundamental principle-that of arriving .at the universal and effectual abo-
lition' of ithe trade be never lost sight of, and that each Power continues to
second with its utmost efforts those which the British Government have
hLitherto used in so honorable a cause-they will ultimately agree uponwthe
most effectual means for, securing its full and complete accomplishment.'

The! Austrian cabinet also desire that the ministerial conference estab-
1isited, in London for the consideration of this question may continue} its
,work in the sense most conformable to the principles by which it has hith.
erto been guided.

[Fourth enctosure in No. 11.)

Opinit n of the Prussian cabinet on the slave trade question.

Invariably attached to the principles of morality and humanity which
ioi-alboug-time have demanded the abolition of the slave trade,"and faith-

All to the engagemnents which they have made to this effect, the Prussian
Go.vernmeint is constantly ready to concur in every thing that may conttib-
ute to,+he defitiitive acc6mplishment of this noble end.

.:.In conseqtuence; they. do not hesitate to accede to the proposition of a
Fomauined rejpresenitationl tio the court of Brazil, in order to engage it to ac-
elerateo as'm2imhfas'ihe circumstances and the necessities of its situation
May'admit, the entire abolition of the trade.
:;A"s toth.e' measures of general police that may be adopted to prevent or
lutlt stop to the illicit trade, the Prussian Government cannot dissemble

thesi`iheparable inconveniences of the concession of a right of visit,'exercised
otrthc high seas;" a Concession which: will become but too easily a source
Ofxlbtlse aand niis'6-nderstanding, and -which would subject peaceable and,
inoent' traders to molestations, of which the idea alone will indisposif
-thlemhe:brhaps still more than the real- mischief.

-ihe Prussian Government,' in consequence, believe it to be their duty to
give the preference to 'every measure 'of precaution and of surveillance,



Thichsbeing confined to thes point of departure arid to the point of afrivta-thbt is, to the co~st eif ;Africa in'd the colonies interesed'in 'favorinthgteb
~~ili~it etiterprises-d ill adn'it ofi an execution more rigoro ndi iidre dd-
ciaive.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rni

[Fifth enclosure in No. 11.J

Memozrandum B.

The VIenipotentiaries of Great Britain, after attentively perusing the
notes given by the several cabinets oil the measures brought forivard, -on
the part of the Prince Regent, for effectuating the abolition 'of the slave
trade, cannot dissemble their deep regret that the deliberations of`ithe au-
gust assembly which is now about to terminate are not destined-`to be
barked'in the page of history by some more decisive interpositi6n than is
likely to take place, in relief of the sufferings' of Africa.
-TheO had persuaded themselves that it was reserved for the plenipoten-

tiaries assembled at Aix-la-Chapelle to have completed ationhe 'the*ork
of peace in Europe, and to have laid a broad and lasting foundationioh
,which the deliverance of another great quarter of the globe frobm' wcoburom
far more severe than European warfare, in its most aggra'Vteddifris,
night have been effectuated, by establishing anl alliance 4hich's ho'ul'dfff6r-
ever deny to the fraudulent slave trader, of whatever nation; th-edo.'ei of
their' respective flags for the purposes of his iniquitous traffic.-! Although
disappointed in this hope, they ivill not despair of ultimately erring at
their object, whilst they have so powerful a cause to advocate, andl'whilst
they can address themselves, not less to the understandings than to -t6e
hearts of those sovereigns,' who, when assembled in Congress' at'Vienna,
solemnly pronounced upon this question, and devoted their future exertions
to the consummation of this work of peace.

They' derive 'additional consolation from the perusal of the documents
*hbove referred to; for although 'thev fail them for the present -in their con-
*Vlusion, they nevertheless bear in all their reasonings such -h'otfiage to'the
principle, and in some of their details so fully evince the;"strong seng of
duty which animates the augnist sovereigns in the prosecution of this meas-
ure, as to be regarded rather as the precursors of some decided effort for
pOttting an end to this great moral evil, thai) as indicating on their part-any
abandonment of a cause which, in 'the face of mankind, they have takeni
under their especial protection. It has been the fate of this-qaiestion, in
every stage of its progress, to have difficulties represented as insurmounta-
ble, which, in a little time, have'yielded to the perseverance'and 'to the
more matured impulses of humanity.
The language in 'every country has been at times discouraging, and'yet

the principles of'truth and of justice have ultimately triumphed, s-o as to
have left only one great blot illthe civilized world at this day unr4 ove'd.
Every nation,one only excepted, has secured itself from- this p6lhntion,
and His Most Faithful Majesty'las taken steps sufficiently dec6isiive ifi'the
sane direction, to afford the rtiost'encouraging prospect of his'deiermlna-
tion to deliver his people, without loss of time, from a practice which must
degrade them in the scale of enlightened policy, so long as it shall con-
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tinue to b.e tolerated amongst them. It is against the fraudulent. .slays
ptrder, for, the w eifare of Africa,' that more decisive measures are ure
gently called for. Were it not for his pestilential influeneermore than half
of that great continent would at this day have been consigned to peace?
ful habits, and to the pursuits of industry and of innocent commerce. But
they are his piratical practices on the coast of Africa, in breach of.the
laws of every civilized GovernmentYwhich not only vex that extended
portion of the globe, but which have undone the work'of many years of
slow but successful improvement.

It was the fraudulent slave trader who introduced anew on those coasts
the traffic, with all its desolating influence on the interior of the country,.
and which, if not soon checked by measures of a decisive character,vwill
banish, not only every trace of improvement, but all commerce other thaa
that of slaves,

Onl th eve of the departure of the illustrious sovereigns from this place,
and after the ample deliberations which have already taken place on this
subject, the British plenipotentiaries cannot flatter themselves with the hope
of obtaining at this time a more favorable decision; but they could not
satisfy their own sense of duty, were they not to record their observations
upon-the objections which have been brought forward to the measures
which they were directed to propose, humbly but confidently submitting
them on the part of their court to the more matured consideration of tle
different cabinets. And as it is the species of' measure best calculated to
suppress this evil, upon which thev are alone divided in sentiments, as all
are agreed in the enormity of the offence, and all equally animated with t"
determination effectually to suppress it, they indulge the confident expect
,tation that the subject may be resumed at no distant period in the confer-
emces in London, and prosecuted, under more favorable auspices, to some
decisive result.
And first, with respect to the memoir presented by the plenipotentiaries

of Russia. The plenipotentiaries of Great Britain do homage to the sent
timents of enlightetied benevolence which on this, as on every other occa.
sion, distinguish the elevated views of the august sovereign of Russia.
They only lament that the Russian cabinet, in the contemplation of other

,measures to be hereafter talcen. should have been discouraged with respect
to the great good which lay within their reach; and that His Imperial Ma.
jesty sihoUld thus have abstained for the present to throw into the scale of
the proposed measure his illustrious and powerful example.

I.-appears that ilhe Russia n Government looks forward to the moment
when Portugal shall have finally abolished-the trade, for founding a sys7
-telll u.pott the coast pf Atrica, which shall be authorized not merely to
pronlounce Iupot the property of ihe slave trader, but which shall become
pete)nt to proceed critically against him as a pirate, and which, in addir
tion to those high functions, sheii have a naval force at its disposition,
and, be invested wvith a general right of visit of all flags, at least upon
those coasts; that thisinistittition should be composed of.elements
drawn from all civilized. States; that it should have a directing council
and a judicial system ; in short, that it should form a body politic, neutral
in its character, but exercising these high authorities overall States. The
British-Government will, no doubt, be most anxious to receive from the
Russian cabinet the further development of this plan which is promised;
but as the prospect of some iustitutioIl of this nature may form a serious
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obstacle to the adoptioh of what appears'to them the more pressing meas-
lTye,, -ttle British plenipotentiaries cannot delay to express their dolb'ts as'
to the practicability of founding, or preserving in activity, so noveI aid
so complicated asystem..

-If the mrhoment'should have arrived when the traffic in' slaves sh6ll have
been universally prohibited, and if, under those circumstances, the miod'e'
shall have been devised by which this offence shall'be raised in the crimi-
nal code of all civilized nations to the standard of piracy, they conceiefv
that this species of piracy, like any other act falling within the same legal
principle, will, by the law of nations, be amenable to the ordinary tribu.
ajals of any or every particular State.

,Twhat the individuals charged with the piracy can plead no national char'-
acter in bar of such'jurisdiction, whether taken on tfie high seas or on tihe
African coast.

If they be pirates, they are "hhostes burnahni generis"-they are under
the protection of no flag; and the verification of the fact of piracy 'by suf
ficient evidence brings therm at once vithin'the reach of the' fist criminal
tribunal of competent authority before whom they may be brought.

It seems equally unnecessary to have recourse to so new system for
arriving at a qualified and guarded right of visit,

In this, as in the former instance, the simplest means will be found i'he
best; and the simplest will generally be found to consist in somee inodi'fi-
cation of what the established practice of nations has for ages sanctioned.
-Right of visit is known and submitted to by all nations in time of war.
The belligerent is authorized to visit the neutral, and even to' de in

upon adequate cause.
If the right of visit be to exist at all, (and that it must exist, at 'least

upon the coast of Africa, in some shape or to some extent, seems to be
fully admitted by the Russian memoir,) it is infinitely better it should.ex-
ist in the formn of a conventional but mitigated regulation of the 'estab-
lished practice of nations, for the due administrations of'which every Gov-
ernment is responsible, than that it should be confided.to a new institution,
which to be neutral must be irresponsible, and whose very coinpositioi
would place it wholly beyond the reach of control.'
These observations apply to the period when all nations shall have abol-

ished the trade; but why should the Russian, Austrian, and PrUssian Gov-
ernments unnecessarily postpone the taking some measure of this nature
for an indefinite period, and until Portuial shall have universally'abol-
iehed??
Have theV not more than two-thirds of the: whole coast of Africa, upon

which it might at once operate, and as beneficially as if that' mich wished
for era was arrived?
<'Has not Portugal herself given unanswerable proofs upon this point, by

conceding-the right of visit north of the equator, where the abolition has
been completed, as well by her as now by Spain and -all other Powers ?,;

Perhaps it is because' no instance can be quoted that ally slave-trader
under'either the Russian, Austrian, or Prussian-flags, has yet appeared-on
the' coast of Africa, that these Powers, from a' sentiment of delicacy'to-
wards States more directly'interested both in the local and maritihie question,
have felt some reluctance to take. a lead inl giving their sanction to this
principle.
The Russian memoir seems expressly to withhold, or rather to delay, its
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adherence, until there is reason to presume that~a general. cothicrrence_-iaitaiablej; `btttsqre!y, in such cases, the most~cartain nnode.of obtain.
irig & general concirrdnce is. to augment the ranks of the concurring parties.

'The tiifted 'Stattes and France are probably alluded to as the dissents
ing Powers but, even in those States. how much: might. not the changes
Qfsucces have ben improved, had the.three Powers in question fol4.
I"6edw te exa ple of those .that have already adopted this system, an&
howlnarrowed would have been the chance of fraud, had the sphere of the
allidtice been thtus extended by their accession ! It, is still to be hoped that
their prent'dubts will yield to more mature reflection upon thfe nature-
of thi3 proposition. The first instance ,in which any. of. their flags should
be made the. cover of abuse, the. British plenipotentiaries are satisfied,
would be the signal for their vindicating its character, by taking an im-
mediate and decisive step on this subject; but, without waiting for such
a stimahis, they trust that the minds of those illustrious sovereigns remains
still, open to.every suggestion on this subject ivhich can improve thE
chances of general success, and that the opinion hitherto given, or the part.
Of! thiefr respective cabinets, will form no obstacle to the adoption, n. their
prt, of that, measure, whatever it may be, which,.under all the circunmi
stances of the case, shall appear to them most effectual to the suppression
of the mischief.

JIn adverting to the memoir which has been presented to the conference
by the pl~ehipotentiaries of France, the British plenipotentiaries are ready
tobear their testimony -to the spirit of fairness with which the sunbject.hav.
been'ii it, andu. to the auspicious protection which the cause of abolition,
hias idi siveir received from H is Most Christian Majesty.
The .French plenipotentiary has candidly conceded:

rhat the proposed measure cannot be considered as any. infraction
.ISve of nationss; that it confirms, on the contrary, that law, inas..:

ribcli s it. seeks to; btain a new power as a conventional exception 6orb
thie admitted: principles of the general law.

2dly. .Thdf it cal be regardedd as no exclusive surrender of the marn
ltnim'e :ght's 0o anry particular state, as its provisions are strictly reciproealF

acdt~o;r an object iti wluch all feel and avow that they have a cominor
interest.
3 Thit the principle of reciprocity may be still ftirther guarded, bW

comtiliiog the right of visit, as in the treaty ,with'Holland, to an equal and,
lifried tilumber of the ships of war of each State.

4liily~. That every endeavor has been made strictly to limit the exercise.
of the power to the immediate purpose for which it is granted, and by
saltasle iviprlati6nls to guard it against abuse.

Wv. Thaft', ini order still further to distinguish this system from the ori-
dinar Tright of visit, which every belligerent is entitled to exercise in time&
of war, ft ha beeti proposed to confine its operations, if, desired, to the,
coasts, of Afitca, and to a limited distance from those coasts.

dbjections on the part of France are of a more general description,
dtich as, i4t is hoped, time will in itself serve to remove; and first,-as;

td ;tl obbjetion which seems .o weigh ,so strongly, vz: .that the measured
if nol~w taknke rni'ght be 'falsely regarded by the Frencch nation as a cones
dessio~n, irnc6'ed upon 'their Government by the Powers of Europe, as the.
price of the evacuation of their territory. It is impossible to contend -in
argument against such a delusion; but it.may be observed, that, had the
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qthesz1>P~owmr.e~ bkeen; pressed ,to adopt :thWe artamgement. in: concert, with
Franci it does not seem possible that such :a invidious interpretation,
could have been given to so general and. so benevolent a rnteamre. ! But.
tiif happily, is one of those: objections -which .a-,shortctime must, serfvito
remoeltd.,. . , ,... ... .....
,The second objection is, that there is, as it were, some moral incompet

tepoy-in the French nation to conform1 tbhemselves:tQ.tlis measurei:that
what is' felt by the Crowns of Spain and)Portugal, and of.-the tNethelrlandaj
to be no disparagement of the honor of their flag, nor any .inconveniertt
surrender of -the commercial rights, and interests of their peoples. would in.
France work nothing but a sense of humiliation and discontent.
With great deference to the. authority upon which this conclusion is

stated, the plenipotentiaries of Great Britain cannot refrain from. indulge
iog tlhe hope, that, although in France there may at first-sight exist:prejui
dices against this. measure, when received in an exaggerated shape.aAdi
without the necessary explanations.-tbtha although there may. be also a.
feeling with respect to possible inconveniences, which., notwithstanding
every exertion on the part of the respective Governments,,might, occasions;-
ally attend, it in the execution; yet they confidently persuade themselves
that a .people so enlightened would nlot fail cordially to answer to, an ap!
peal made by their Government to the generosity of their feelings upom
such a point; and that the French nation would never shrink from aa conmr
petition with the British, or any other nation, in promoting whatever;might;
conduce to an end in which the great interests of humanity are involved,
It is true that Great Britain and France have been regarded as' rivals, WI
well as neighboring nations; but, if they-have had-occasionally tiidemisfor-
tune to contend against each other in arms, nothing has arisen in;the result
of those contests which should create a sense of inferiority-on either side..
Both nations have well sustained their national honor, and both have
learned to respect each other. Why, then, should the French people feel
that as derogatory to. their dignity-which, is viewed by the. Britishi nation
in so different a light? Let us rather hope that, after their lonig aid.cora-
mon sufferings in war, both nations will feel the strong interest they have
in drawing closer those ties of friendship which now happily, unite. them
and in cultivating those relations in, peace which may render their. inter-f
course useful to each other and to the world. What object more.-worthry
of their common councils and efforts than to give peace to Africa; ailt
could their rivalship take a more ennobling and auspicious character'? .,
Should a. doubt or murmnur, at the first aspect, arise- among tbie peopled

of-France, they may be told that four of the most considerable. of the mare;
itime Powers of the world have cheerfully united their exertions, in' this;
system for the deliverance of Africa; they will learn that. the! British! peo-.
pIe, so.'sen'itively alive as they are known to be to every:circutyistaancetbat.,
might impede their commercial pursuits, or-expose the national Hlag to.aia
unusual interference, have betrayed no apprehension in the instance before;
us. Not a single remonstrance has, beet heard,.either in Parliatneit;-O1
from any commerciaL body in the empire, not even.from 'any individual,
merchant or navigator. .Ifthe doubt should turn. upon. the prejudice whick
Such a: measure might occasion to the French. commercial interests:on' the.,
coast of Africa. they will, on inquiry, find that,.if. France wishes tq; pre4-
serve and -to improve lier legitimate commerce -~on -that coast, shecannot
pursue a. more 6ffeetual course than by uniting. her effioxts. to those ofother
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Powers for- putting down the illicit slhve trader, who is now become'&div
armed freebooter, combining the plunder of merchant vessels of whatever
nation, with his illegal speculations in slaves.

If the idea should occur, that French merchant ships frequenting, that
coast may experience interruption and delays by such, visits, that officers
may possibly abuse their trust, and that disputes may occur between their
sIbjects and those of foreign Powers, let them reduce this objection calmly!
to its true value-let them estimate it according to the extent of trade on
that coast, and the chances of such accidents occurring. Notwithstanding'
every precaution taken by the respective Governments, let them set this:
evil, taken at the highest computation, in competition with the great moral
question, whether a whole continent, in order to avoid these minor incon-
veniences, shall be suffered to groan under all the aggravated horrors of an
illicit slave trade; and let the Government of His Most Christian Majesty
judge whether it is possible that the French Government would hesitate
in the decision to which it would wish to come, upon such an alternative.

If any instance of abuse should occur for a moment to occasion regret,
it will be remembered that this is the price, and how inconsiderable a price,
which an humane and enlightened people are deliberately wilting to pay
for the attainment of such an object; it will be looked at in contrast with
the African villages that would have been plundered; with the wars that
-would have been waged in the interior of that unhappy continent; with
the number of human victims that would have been sacrificed to the cu-
pidity of the slave trader, if civilized nations hnd not combined their exer.
tions-for their protection.
The Freuch memoir argues against the principle of subjecting the prop-

ertV of French subjects to any other jurisdiction than that of their OWl] tri-
bunals; but it will appear that this practice is by no means unusual. In
time of war, and for the security of the belligerent, this is constantly the
case.
The neutral is, in all cases, amenable for the alleged infractions of the

rights of the belligerent in matters of blockade, contraband of war, &c., to
the tribunals of the belligerentnot to his own or to any mixed tribunal.

If it is said that this is not a case of war, but a regulation introduced in
peace, and for the first time, the obvious answer is, does the case warrant
the innovation ?

If it does, the novelty of the practice ought to form no decisive objection:
to its adoption ; hut it is by no means true that this is the first instance, in
tine of peace, where the property of the subject has been brought under
a jurisdiction other than the ordinary tribunals of his own State. Claims,
both of a private and public nature, have frequently, by conventional laws,
been. made the object-of such a proceeding, which is made to operate as a
species of arbitration. Canr we quote a more decisive example than the
two conventions which, in November, 1S15, referred the private claims
upon the French Government, immense as they were in amount, to the de-
cision of a mix-ed commission similarly constituted ?

It is also to be observed, that the subject gains a singular advantage by
having his case disposed of before such a commission, which he would not
obtain were he to have to proceed either in his own courts, or in those of
the capturing Power, for the restitution of his property, namely: that the
commission, in deciding upon his cause, not only has the power of pro-
nouncing upon his wrongs, but can give him, by its decision, ample dam-'
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ages, for the discharge of which the State of the capturing ship is mfhade an-
jrerable ; whereas. in an ordinary case of capture, he would have a dila-
t.6ry and expensive suit to carry on, against, perhaps, an insolvent captor.
i;:Inaving noticed the principal objections brought forward in the French
mnemoirs which they venture to persuade themselves are not insurmounta-
ble, the British plenipotentiaries have observed, with satisfaction, the ex-
ertions which the French Government have rhade, and are still prepared
to rmake, for combating this evil, at least as far as it can be alleged to sub-
sist within their own limits, and to be carried on by French subjects; but
they feel persuaded that the Government of His Most Christian Majesty
,Will take a Sore enlarged View of their power of doing good, and that they
will be disposed to extend the sphere of their activity to the suppression of
the mischief, wherever it can be reached by their exertions.

The British Government also does full justice to the manner in which the
French Government has, on all occasions sought from them such informa-
tion as might enable them the better to enforce the law of abolition; They
bear testimony, with pleasure, not only to the sincerity of their exertions,
but to the arrangements lately made, by stationing a naval force on the
(oast of Africa, for the more Wffectual suppression of the slave trade, so far
as it is carried on by French ships and subjects. They also view, with the
highest satisfaction, the determination now announced of introducing into
all the French colonies a registry of slaves. All these beneficent arrange-
ments may be expected to operate powerfully, so far as the mischief has
decidedly a French character; buit until all the principal Powers can agree
to have, as against the illicit slave trader, at least on the coast of ldjrica,
but one conimon flag and co-operating force, they will not have gone to
the full extent of their means to effectuate their purpose, in conformity to
their declarations at Vienna. With these observations, the British pleni-
potentiaries will conclude their statement, submitting it to the candid ex-
aminatioti of the several cabinets.

It would be a great satisfaction to them to be assured that the represent-
ations which thev have felt it their duty to make were likely to receive
their earliest consideration, and that the ministers of the several Powers in
London might expect to receive such further instructions as might enable
them, without loss of time, to resume their labors with effect; it being
lumbly submitted that the final act, which the sovereigns are about to so-
licit from His Majesty the King of Portugal, is, not an indispensable pre-
li.4ninary towards establishing, by common consent, on the coast of Africa,
at least north of the equator, some efficient system for the suppression of
the illicit traffic in slaves, which is at this moment carried on to the most
alarming extent, and under the most aggravating circumstances, such as
loudly to call for the special and authoritative interferen;3 of the illustrious
sovereigns to whom these remarks are respectfully submitted.

[iiSth enclosure in No. 11.]

Proj' of a letter to His Aiost FaithfAl Mlajesty.
Sin, 31Y BROTHER: At the period of the Congress of Vienna, the voice

of religion, and the groans of suffering humanity, obtained the most con-

353.
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Filing triumph~ The world conterihpldted the near pro ect of the! ternyi .
nafibnr of a sC6qnrga which has long desolated; Africa;: and ydur Majesty;
has justly acquired the right to-the eternal gratitude of nations; in proelaims
ifig,-in concert'with your allies,the principle of universal abolitionofthe trade
in slaves. Since them, the acts concluded at Paris in 1815, afid the happy
issue of the several negotiations devoted to the progressive exdcutibn off
this-mealiire, hedveistrengthened the generous hopes of the age, and have'
predicted the full accomplishment of the transaction which they have so.-
eri' ly ganctioned.

If the results Of the conference of Aix-la-Chapelle, which consumtnate
the pacifieation and guaranty the prosperity of Europe; still leave a Wish;
it is that of seeing ensured the final triumph of the. declaration of the 8th
of February, 1815, by the means 6f an act decreeing the abolition of the0
slave trade in all parts, and forever; that my allies and myself be not per-
mitted to separate without turning our confident regards towards thei
PoW'drs to 'whom the Supreme Arbiter of the destinies of the earth haW
reserved' the glory of putting an end to the afflictions of an unfortunate
populations
This definitive success will be, without doubt, the fruit of your Majesty~e

intimate relations with the Government of Great Britain, because a don,
cilttenee of conciliating intentions and of reciprocal sacrifices is alone di
a nature to prosper a work equally meritorious before God and in the
eyes of men.

It is only at the close of this negotiation that the measures of mutual
inspection, decreed for the strict execution of a law become general, will
crbwn the 'noble efforts of all the Powers called to govern the different parts
df the globe, by the same sentiments of fraternity, of justice, and of rel)i
gien! &c.

No. 12.

Despoth from Viscount Castlereagh to Earl Bathursd.

AIX-LA-CHAPELLE-, November 24, iSIS.
MAl L6RD: I have the honor to transmit to your lordship the enclosed

protocol of the conferences of the allied ministers, of the 11th and 19th in-
statit,-coifacining the votes of the different Poxvers on the subjects of thea
slave trade, which I have already foiwrarded to your lordship.

I have the honor, &c.
CASTLEREAGH.

Earl flAvRUaST, &c.

[First enclosure in No. 12.]

Protocol of the conference between the plenipotentiaries of the five Row-
ers, held at dlix-la-Chapelle, the 11th of November, 1818.

The Duke de Richelieu read his observations upon the means proposed
byothe'p'lenipotentiaries of Great Britain for inspecting and repressing the
illitit slave trade. The observations of the Duke de Richelieu, as welliad
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h rphidi~f bf:thie AustriaiW cabjnki, CAd th *Vliich the; Pu smn dayin
made known in a preceding aittidg` &ee Afifidied t fhie protocol.

METTERNICH.
RICHELIEU.
CASTLEREAGQH
WELLINGTON.
HARDENBERG.
BERNSTORFF.
NESSELRODE.
CAPO D'ISTHIA.

[Second enclosure in No. 12.3 --

Protocol of the conference between the plenipotentiaries of the five Pow-
ers, held at .ix.cIa-Chatpelle, the 19th. ofovember, 1818.

To resume the discussion of the ulterior measures to be adopted against
the slave trade, Lord Castlereagh read a memorandfiffi, in which he ob->
served, upon the different propositions which have occupied the preceding'
conferetices, and expressed his sincere regret that the present reunion hdcl
not brought about a more decisive result for the final sucde~s of- th"
abolition, nor, above all; some resolution directly applicable to the-
repression of the cruel abuses by which the fraudalentcdiiibirce hag
hitherto eluded!and frustrated the measures already agreed upon, and the
laws and Pegulations already in force in various States.

After having analyzed and discussed, in detail, the objecti6os brought
forward to combat the system of reciprocal visit'of ships sfispected of bein'-
engaged in the, illicit trade, and, especially those whioh were developed irk
the note of the plenipotentiaries of France, as well as the meatns of exi-ee-
lion proposed by the plenipotentiaries of Russia, Lord Castlereagh,inagain,
calling the most serious attention of the Powers to a cause so d'eservin'g' of
their interest, desired that the ministers of the courts taking part iii th&
conferences in London should be enjoined to continue their delibebations
upon this question, without waiting the effect which the formal measure
adopted towards,His Majesty the King of Portugal and the B~razils nhigh't
produce; particularly as the result of this step was not an indispenisab1d
preliminary to the resolutions to, be adopted, with common consent, for
effectually suppressing the illicit.traffic on the coast to the north of the line.
The memorandum of Lord Castlereagh was annexed to the protocol,

and the plenipotentiaries agreed to instruct the ministers-of the dourtsin'
London in the sense of this last proposition.
On the reading ofthis protocol, the plenipotentiaries of kRnssia added

that, independent of the instruction agreed upon between the courts, thli
ambassador of His Majesty the Emperor, in London, 'would be informed'
of the desire of His InmperiaI Majesty to see the ministerial conference i-'
London occupied, not only with the general question relative to the basis
of the system to be adopted against the illicit trade, but, at the sane tiided
the practical question of the amount of force necessary to be provided for
the execution of the general measures; His Majesty the Emperor of Ruds
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ox& beingtrjedy to.,ftrnishdiuis .contingent.- .as .soon as the ;regblatidn~ob
established for this purpose shall. be.agreed~ upon. v ';I:a,-fI<-s'

*o .ziOr $$ METTERNICHi.
RICHELIEU.
CASTLEREAGH.
WELLINGTON.-
HARDENBERG.
BERNSTORFF.
NESSELRODE.
CAPO D'ISTRIA.

No. 13.

DespatchlJfrom Viscount Castlereagh to Earl Bathurst.

PARIS, December 10, is18.
MY LORD: Since, I. arrived here,, I have deemed it my duty to

venew, with the Duke de Richelieu, the subject' of the abolition, in or-
der that I might be. better enabled to judge as to the course it would be
most advisable to pursue for resuming, in London, under the protocol
signed al Aix-la-Chapelle, on the 19th of November, the deliberations oh
this question.

In conference-with his excellency, it was agreed that Ishould have ahn
interview with the. Minister ofthe Marine and Colonies, the Count de Mol6,
and with the Count de Laisn6, the Minister of the Interior; as the two de-
partments in the Government the most competent to advise the King upon
f propriety, as well as upon the effect, which those regulations might be
expected to produce upon the public mind in France, which .I had bee di-
rected, in.,conjullction with the Duke of Wellington, to press iat Aix la-
Chapelle. -

1I had, accordingly, a conference with these ministers, of nearly three
hours, in which I was enabled to go through with them, in the utmost
detail, the whole of this important subject; to all the bearings of which:
they appeared to me to give their utmost attention, and with a desire that
the difficulties which they conceived, at least for the present, to stand in
the way. of their adopting the measure, might be found in' the end not to
be insurmountable.

At is unnecessary that I should attempt to report to your lordship' the;
particulars of, this extended conversation,, as they .would not, vary, in any
essentialpoint, from the arguments brought forward by the Duke de Rich-
eie.u, and which are already so filly before the Prince Regent's Govern-
ment; I have no reason to draw any more unfavorable inference from!thd
rhanner.in which these ministers treated the subject, and they assured me
of'their disposition to render public in France every informationi'whicli
might tend to throw light on this interesting question, and to strengthen it
injth&ipublic faror.

Upon the whole, my lord, whilst I cannot give you hopes of any itme-
diate progress, I venture nevertheless, to indulge a sanguine expectation'
that, if 'the object be pursued with the same persevering and conciliating
temper, on the 'part of Great Britain, which has already -achieved so much
for the cause of abolition, the French Government may be brought, at no
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distaht'voeripd, tomnrite itheir'naval exkrtions with those of the bther alieA
Powders for the suppression be :the illicit slave trade, under thi-J difiL
regulations submitted for this purpose to the plenipotentiaries assembled at
Aix-la-Chapelle.

I have the honor to be, &c.
CASTLEREAGI-L.

Earl BATHIURST, &C.

SEVENTEENTH- CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

MONDAY, DcCEEMBER 10, 1821.

-On motion of Mr. Sawye0,
'Resolved, That the committee on so much of the President's message ad

relates to the suppression of the slate trade be instructed to inquire ihto
the expediency of continuing in force for a further term an act ipassed 3d
March, 1819, which, by the act of the 15th May, 1820, was extended to.
two years, and entitled "hAn act to -protect' the' -commerce 'of the Unitedl
States, and punish the crime of piracy."

TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1822.

On motion of Mr. Mercer,
Resolved, That the committee on the suppression of the slave trade b&

instructed to inquire whether the laws of the United States prohibiting-thiat
traffic have been duly executed; and, if so, into the Genera efct pr&-
duced thereby on the trade itself; also, to inquire into and report the 'de-
fects, if any exist, in the operation of those laws, and to suggest adequate
remedies therefor. '

Mr. Gorhams, from the committee, consisting of AMr. Gorham, A*.
Hemphill, Mr. Poinsett, Mr. Phillips, Mr. John T. Johnson, Mr. Bor-
land, and Mr. Van Swearingen, reported the following bill, 'ins dddi-
:tion to " qn act to continue inforce an act to protect the commerce of
'the United States, and punish the crime of piracy," " and also to
makefiurther provisionfor punishing the crime ofpiracy."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofReesentatives of the 'Unite
States of Ai~merica in Congress assembled, Th at the first, second, third'
and fourth sections of an act entitled cc An act to protect the commerce 6f
the. UnitedStates;ah&d-punish, the- crime of piracy," passed on the 3d &da of'
'March, 1819, be, and the same are herebyrcontinued in 'force; 'in all reA.
8pects, as fully as if the said sections had' been'enhcted without limitation
in';thu said act, or in the act to which this' is an addition, and which was
passed on the fifteenth day of May, 1820.
'NOTE.-This bill was not acted upon during the session which it was

reported. It was taken up at the succeeding session of Congress, afi-
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Report o~f M~le Committee on /she Suppression ofthea Slave Trade, consist.
:ng of Mr. Gorhin^, Mr. Hemplhill, Mr. Poinselt, AMr2 Phillips, Mr.
Jo/hn A~. Johns~oon, 4k. flor4lRn~1, r. YVan .Swcaringen.

The Committee on the: Suppyession of the Slave Trade, to whom was re-
ferred a resolution of the House of Representatives, of the 15th of Janu-
ary last, instructing them to inquire whether the laws of the United Stites
probibiting that traffic have been duly executed; also, into the.gen'erai
operationn thereof; and, if any defeats exist iin those laws, to suggest ade-
qite remedies therefor, and to whom many memorials havebeen~refer-

iT lt'ouchiuig the same, subject, have, according to order, had the said
.,Fepqhutican:n memorl uider consideration, and beg leave to report):..

That, under the just and liberal construction put by the Executive on
the act of Congress of March 3, 1819, and that of the 15th May, 1820, in-
fiicting the punishment of piracy on the African slave trade, a-foundation
has been laid for the mostsystematic and, vigorous application of the power
of the United States to the suppression of that iniquitous traffic. Its un-
happy subjects, when captured, are restored to their country, agents 'are
,there appointed to receive them, and a colony, the offspring of private
awrity, is rising.on its shores, in which such as cannot reach their native

vibes winitd t46e means-of alleviating the calamities they may have eni
41ureadbefore.,ther liheraLion.
Whene t~hiae. jaurane provisions are contrasted with the system which

they superseded, there can be but one sentiment in favor of a steady ad-
herence. to its support. - The docurnent accompanying this report, and
marked A, states ttle number of Africans seized or taken within or with-
otit the limits of the United States and brought there, and theirpresent
c~1itio~n,.
, i~rt~dpesmot appear to yolrcomnittee that such of~the naval fore, of the
etyvau s has been hitherto employed in the execution .of the laws against
this¢.trafc gould have been moreeffectujally used for the interest and honor
ofthe nation.. _The documenttnarked B is a statementof the.naipesof the
'vessels, and their commanders, ordered upon this service, with the dates of
.ther de.p,arture, &c. The first vessel destined for this -ervice arrived upon
thec~astt jof Africa nMarch,- 1820,,and, in the felle weeksshe'remained
Oere,,sent iin for adjiidication four American vessels, all of which wore
w6iidemneid. The four which have been since employed in this. servicee

4veeinmae fiAve visits,; (the, alligator having made two Truisms ini the ps
smji~eX,) Ithe: whnle of .w hicl have amounted to a service of about-ten
Xopti by a single vessel, within a period; of near, twvo years;: and since
the middle of last November, theo9!rtrnencernent of the healthy seasonin
that coast, no vessel has been, or, as your committee is informed, is under
*order' for 'that service.
The committee are thus particular on this branch of their inquiry, be-



6appqjeqie4d rumors,havabeena cir ultitons that.ptiherbirainhestof4hp
pp>IiR,8erviw~q.ye Euffesefrom~theide nsatioin given.:toith.6inco2sidera;

.le force above stated, which, small as it has been, has in ieveryljubtanme
ke d^reeted,~b0t0h -in, its outiward and homeward voyage, ;toicruise !izithe

Before, theyquit this part of their inquiry, your committee'Abl, it; their
tdlty ,potaxtoaktthe loss of several of the prizes niade in this service is
sipupblIe to the Nsim of theships.engaged in it. The 'efficacy df;thisiforce,
opnwell as the health and discipline .of. the officers and crews, conspire to
qcoimmxendl ;eO raploy ent of, no smaller vessel than a carvvetor slolp

of war, to which itmwould be expedient to allow the. largest possible comm
le nt of men, ands if; possible, she should be accompantiediqhy a:tehder,

pr vessel drawing.less water. The vessels engaged in this service should
be.,frequentlyrrelieved, buat the coast should at no time be left without a
vessel to watch and protect its shores.
Yourcomwnittee find it imfipossible to measure with, precision the :effect

produced tJpon the American:branchi of the slave trade by the laws ahoVe
peentioned,!and. the seizures under therm. They are. unable to state whether
ihpse American merchants, the American capital iand seamen. whichlhere-.
tefore aided in this traffic, have abandoned it altogether, or have sought
shelter tnder the flags of other nations. It is ascertained, ho:veerv that
the American flag, which heretofore covered. so large a portion of thesliave
;ade, has wholly. disappeared from the coasts of Africa.; The trade, not-
withstanding, increases annually, under the flags of other nations. Frtanc.e
has incurred .the reproach of being the greatest adventurer int this traffic,
prohibited. by her laws; but it is to be presumed that this'. result, not.so
puch, from, the avidity of her subjects for this iniquitous gain,.'as' from the
safety which, in the absence of all hazard of capture, her flag affords to the
grepdy:a.d unprincipled adventurers of all nations. It is neither candid nor
just to impte to a gallant and.high-niinded people-the;exclusive comnnissiort
of crimes, which .the abandoned of all nations are.alike capable of perpe-
traling, with the additional wrong to France herself of using her.flag.to
cover and protect them. If the vigor of the American navy has saved its
banner from like reproach, it has done much to preserve unsullied its high
reputation, and amply repaid the expense charged upon the public revenue
by a system of laws to which it has given such honorable effect.
But the conclusion to which your committee has arrived, after consulting

all the evidence within their reach, is, that the African slave trade now pre-
vails to a great extent, and that its total suppression can never be effected
by the separate and disunited efforts of one or more States; and as the res-
olution tq which this report refers requires the suggestion of some remedy
for the defects, if any exist, in the system of laws for the suppression of this
traffic, your committee beg leave to call the attention of the House to the
report and accompanying documents submitted to the last Congress by the
'Committee on the Slave Trade, and to make the same a part of this report.
That report proposes, as a remedy for the existing evils of the system, the
,concurrence of the United States with one or all the maritime Powers-of
'Europe, in a modified and reciprocal right of search on the African coast,
with a view to the total suppression of the slave trade.

It is with great delicacy that the committee have approached this subject,
because they are aware that the remedy which they have presumed to
'recommend to the consideration of the House requires the exercise of the



,power of another department of this Government, and that objdetiois :to thiea
exercise of this power, in -the mode-here proposed, have hitherto existed ijj
-that Adepartmento ,',
Your committee are confident, however, that these objections applyrithdt

to a particular proposition for the exchange of the right of search, thian
that, modification -of it which presents itself to your committee. They con.
template the trial and' condemnation of suich American citizensias may *V
found;engaged in-this forbidden trade, not by-mixed 'tribunals sitting inmp
foreign-country, but by existing courts, of; competent jurisdiction, in the
United States; they propose the same disposition of the Captured 'Africanfs
now- authorized by law; and least of- all, their detention in Armerica.'

hey contemplate an exchange of this right, which shall be ini'all rew
spects. reciprocal; an exchange which, deriving its -sole authority;frorn
treaty, would exclude the pretension, which no nation, however,' has preb
sued to set up, that this right can be derived from the law of nations
and, further, they have limited it, in their conception of its application,-not
only to certain latitudes, and to a certain distance from the eoast of A'frice,
but to a small number of vessels, to be employed by each Power, and to
be-previously designated. The visit and search thus restricted, it is be.
lieved, would ensure the co-operation of one great maritime Power in the
-proposed exchange, and guard it from the danger of abuse.

Your~committee cannot doubt that the people of America have the in-
telligence to distinguish between the right of searching a neutral on the
high yeas, in time- of war, claimed by some belligerents, and that mutual,
restricted, and peaceful concession by treaty, suggested by your commitV
tee, and which is demanded in the name of suffering humanity.

In- closing the report, they recommend to the House the adoption of the
following resolution, viz:

Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested to enter
into, such arrangements as he may deem suitable and proper, with one or
more of- the maritime Powers of lpurope, for the effectual abolition of the
slave trade.
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Statement of the number of.'.fricans seized or taken within and without the litnits of the United Saies, and thelpresent situation.

Date of seizure.

Captured by the revenue cutter
Dallas,'in the General Rami
rez.

Captured ilnMay anld June, 1818
Seized in March, 1819, at Balti-

more.
Seized in Charleston, South Caro-

lina, April 9, 1819.
Captured in the brig La Pensee,

by the sloop of war Hornet,
November 12, 1S21.

Present situation, &F

184 in the hands of the marshal of Georgia; 18 liberated by a decree of court,and ready to be sent to Africa.

In the hands of the Governor of Georgia. A warrant issued from court, againstthese Africans,2Ist February, 1821 ; the marshal has been instructed'not topro-ceed on this warrant to take the Africans, because they are in the hands of the:Governor.
In the hands of the marshal of Alabama.
In the custody of the marshal of Maryland, subject to the orders of the Presideiit`-of the United States.
Sent to Norfolk, Virgiilia, and conveyed to Africa on board brig Nautilus; under,the charge of J. B. Winn, Esq., United States agent to Africa, in January, 182212Sent into New Orleans, and delivered to the marshal.

No.

202

37

100
10

220

CD:

Iz-

643

-

Table: Statement of the number of Africans seized or taken within and without the limits of the United States, and their present situation.



Slalement showing the names and rates of the several vessels ordered to cruise on he coast of .fricafor the suppression
of the slave trade; the names of their several commanders; the time oft/wit respective dCparturesfrom the United
.Slates; arrivals on the coast of .frica, aid departures therefrom; andthe number ofeheir captures.

Vessels' names. No. of -Commanders' names. Date ofdeparture Date of arrival, Date of departure Number of c ures. -
guus. from the United on the coast of from the coast

States. Africa. of Africa.

Ship Cyane - 24 Edw. Trenchard Jan., 1820 March, 1820 _ Four schooners, vizp:Endymion,
Esperanza, Plattsburg, and
Science, sent into New York.

Ship Hornkt - 18 George C. Reed June, 1820 ABrig Aexander,sentintoBostou.
Ship John Adams 24 A. S. Wadsworth July 18, 1820
SchoonerAlligator 12 R. F. Stockton - April 3,1821 May 6, 18e1 July, 1821 Four schooners, viz: Jeune Eu-

Oct. 4, 1821 Nov. 1821 Dec. 17,1821 gene, 'Mathilde, DaphAewiand
Eliza ; fi` JeunleEiigdie Ontt
into l1oston, the :rest recap-
tured.

Schooner Shark - 12 M. C. Perry - Aug. 7,1821 Sept., 1821 Nov., 1821 None.

All the above vessels were ordered to pass through the West Indies, on their return to the United States, for the prq-
tection of commerce against the depredations of pirates, as well as the suppression of the slave trg4e.

Od.,
a

,

t-o

B.
,,
2.w

Table: Statement showing the names and rates of the several vessels ordered to cruise on the coast of Africa for the suppression of the slave trade; the names of their several commanders; the time of their respective departures from the United States; arrivals on the coast of Africa, and departures therefrom; and the number of their captures.



SEVENTEENTH CONGRESS, SSECOND SESSION.'.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1823.

Mr. Mercer submitted the following resolution, which w'ns read and laid
on the table:

Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested to enter
upon and prosecute, from time to time, such negotiations with the several
maritime Powers of Europe and America as he may deem expedient for
the effectual abolition of the African slave trade, and its ultimate denunci-
ation as piracy under the law of nations, by consent of the civilized world.

FEBRUARY 28, 1823.

The Hause proceeded to the considerdtiboniofthe above resoluti6h
The said resolution being read, and debate arising thereon, Mi' Hdo6k-

moved -that the said-resolution 'be again laid on the table;,
And the question being iaken,
Itwas determined in the negative, "Nays 104;
Mr. Wright then moved an amendment to the said resolution `and f16-'

ther debate 'having arisen thereon,
The previous question being called for, and being demanded by a ina.

jority of the members present,
The said previous question was put in the form prescribed by the rules

and orders of the House, viz: Shall 'the main 'question be now put ?
And passed in the affirmative..
The said main question was then put; to wit:- Shall the said resolution

pass ?
And passed in the affirmative, N .131,

.Na~s,.

EIGHTEENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

JANUARY 26, 1824.'

Mr. Mercer laid'the following resolution on fhei table:
Resolved, That the President of the--United:Stn.ies be requested to corn-

municate to this House such part as he' mynbot'deemi iiexpedien4'to: di-
vtilge, of any correspondence or negotiation,ehici-he may have instituted
with any foreign Goverhment since-the 28th of Febiruary last,. il compl.
able with a request contained in. a resolution of the House 'of Representa-
tives of that date, relative to the denunciation of tihe 'African slave trade as
piracy.

JANUARY 27, 1824.

The above resolution.was adopted by the House, and, in compliance with
it, the President, on the. I 9th March, 1824, transmitted to the House the
following message, with the accompanying documents:



To the Ho-use of epr'esenta-fiveiS E*;a;
I transmit herewith, to the House of Representatiyes, a report from the

Secretary of State, with the pipers therein referred to, in compliance with
ajresolution of that House of the 27th January last.

JAMES MONROE.
WASHINGTONS., March 19, 1S24.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
F~Washington, Marcia 18, 1824.

The Secretary of State, to whom.has been referred a resolution of the
House of Representatives of the 27th of Januiary last, requesting the Presi-
dent to communicate to that House such part as he may not deem inexpe-
4ient, to divnlge, of any correspondence or negotiation, which he may have
instituted with any. foreign Government since the 28tlh of February, -1823,
in compliance with a request contained in a resolution of the same House
of that date, relative to the denunciation of the African slave trade as pi-
racy, has the honor to submit to the President copies of the correspondence
requested.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

LIST OF PAPERS BENT.
1. Mr. Canning to Mr. Adams, January. 29, 1823.
2. Mr.. Adams to Mr. Canning, March 31, 1823.
3.. Mr. Canning to Mr. Adams, April 8, 1823.
4. Mr. Adams to Mr. Canning, June 24, 1823.
.5. Mr. Adams to Mr. Nelson, (extract,) April 28, 1823.
6. Mr. Adams to Mr. Rodney, (extract,) May 17, 1823.
7. Mr. Adams to Mr. Anderson, (extract,) May 27, 1823.
S. Mr. Adams to Mr. Rush, with one enclosure, convention slave trade,

(extract,) June 24, 1823.
9. Mr. Adams to Mr. Middleton, (copy,) July 28, 1823.
10. Mr. Adams to Mr. Everett, (copy,) August 8, 1823.
11. Mr. Adams to General Dearborn, (extract,) August 14, 1823.
12.. Mr. Rush to Mr. Adams, (extracts,) October 9, 1823.
1.3. Mr. Sheldon to Mr. Adams, (extracts,) October 16, 1823.

:14. Mr. Sheldon to Mr. Adams, with two enclosures, correspondence
with Viscount Chateaubriand (extracts,) November 5, 1823.

15. Mr. Everett to Mr. Adams, with two enclosures, correspondence
with Baron Nagell, (extracts,) November 20, 1823.

Mr. Canning to Mr. Sdcms,

WASHINGTON, Jauuary 29, 1823..
Sin To the complete abolition of the African slavb trade, Great Britain,

as you are well -aware, has long devoted her anxious and unrewittbig ez-
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ertions. She availed herself, during war,.of her belligerent rigbts'and ex-
tended dominion in the colonies, to put down the inhuman traffic; inpeace,
she has spared no labors and shrunk from no sacrifice, to supply, by a gen-
eral co-operation of the. maritime. Powers, whatever* has been withdrawn
from her peculiar control by, the cessation of hostilities,' and theocolonialar-
rangements consequent on that event.' It is matter of deep .regret to His
Majesty's Government, that the result of their exertions is far from corres-
ponding either to the cause which demands or to the zeal which sustains
them. The pest, which they have pledged themselves to destroy,.if it be
in human power to destroy it, not only survives, toethe disgrace and afflic-
tion of the age, but seems to acquire a fresh capacity for existence with
every endeavor for its destruction.
To whatever fatality it may be owing, that, while the obligation of adopt-

ing and enforcing measures for the extermination of the slave trade is sol-
emnly acknowledged by the civilized world, this great object seems rather
to elude the grasp than to approach its consummation, Great Britain per-
ceives in the postponement of her hopes, however mortifying for the mo-
ment, no reason either to relax from her efforts or to abandon the expecta-
tion of final success. Impelled by the noblest motives to persevere in the
cause of abolition, and mindful, by what. slow laborious steps the present
point has been attained, she looks forward, through surrounding obstacles,
to that triumphant accomplishment of her purpose, the benefit and glory of
which will only be rendered more signal by the difficulties attendant on
its progress.

In calling on Europe and America to join with them in the discharge ot
this sacred duty, His Majesty and his ministers have appealed, sir, with the
more confidence, to your Government, as the United States have long pro-
claimed their decided hostility to the slave trade,.and are surpassed by no
country in the vigor of their legislative enactments for its repression. The
identity of principle existing on this subject'between'the two Governments
is distinctly recorded in the treaty of peace; and, in answer to every propo-
*sal which has since, by His Majesty's command, been addressed' to your
cabinet, for redeeming that pledge, by a broad and effectual applicationiof
the principle, a fresh assurance has been given of the unceasing interest
with which the United States continue to promote the cause of abolition.
When to this accord in principle and sentiment is added the. conviction,
avowed by both parties, that, in spite of laws and treaties, the accursed
traffic still thrives, tinder the eyes of an indignant world, it would seem im-
possible that the two Powers should be long prevented from concertina a
joint system of measures against. the common object of their abhorrence and
just proscription. Whatever circumstances, views, or impressions,.may.
have hitherto defeated this expectation, His Majesty's ministers are still
unwilling to despair of finding the United States at length prepared either
to close with the system of concert already offered to their acceptance, or
-to suggest a plan of equal efficiency in its place. The alternative embraces
a duty, for the performance of which both countries are responsible before
God and man.
A deep sense of this duty, and a reliance, by no means relinquished, oil

the general disposition of the United States, have prompted the several
communications on this question which have been addressed to you at
successive periods, either through me or by means of the Americep envoy
in London. You will readily call to mind, sir, that, in the course of 'last



safinmer;I apptizedyott:ofthd intentionn: of I-lieMaj6ety-s'iinist'ertoMpreje
-for',tin iearly:.reconsideration ref ttheij subject, submitting w-hetd' it might
-n, prqvre'agreeable t~the"Abmerican cab jnet to'anti'cipate'thait-intenided-;r'e-'
currence4io li ofin the part~of Great 'Britain,:by :some effientiprorpoalpori-
-giing with itself.- -' took: occasion, in repeatedconvers~tiotieto urge
anew those-.variolus. arguments. which support and justify the opinion of' His
-1jesty:?sLG~overnment;)and 'I also placed in your hands the officiit;papers
then recently printed by order of Parliament; in further evidence`of the ex-
tent to which' the trafllc'inlitiman. beings was still carried on from Afria,

. under circumstances of aggravated cruelty. In declaring, as on former
occasions; the readiness of HisM!Majesty's Ministers to!examine, with respect
and candor, whatever scheme ofconcert, if any, the kAnericanicabinet might
think proper to brintgforward, as.a substituted for theirs; you'will;r'momber
how. st-onglyIexpressed my belief that the only effectualI measure dsviseid,

ior' ike1y7 to be devised, .wasi a mutual concession 'of the right of search. 'In
-the exercise of that right, tinder such guards and with such limitations as
may serve to tranquillize:the' mobst apprehensive -and sqrupxxlois mindss' it
-is still conceived; that' the best and only cure for this intolerablee mischief is
to be found. You assured me, at a subsequent conference, 'that nmay repre-
'sentations- had been duly submitted to the President. I wish: it were in my
power to add, thatvthe cause'w.hi3hI pleaded had prevailed.

Fromn'the printed' documents which I had the'honor of communicating to
.youiit appears'that' the Frdianh flag is more particularly employed'to cover
the illicit trade on the coast of Africa. It would, perhaps, be unfair 'to con-
clude; that. Frenich property- and :French subjects are concerned 'to the full
'proportionIin 'which the c lors:of that! nation: are' used; but it is nianifest
-that-both are engaged in this commerce of blood to an extent which reflects
discredit, if not: on the motives of the -F7enci administration, at least on the
'efficiency of itsm'eaeires, and makes it imperative on those Governments
which are; pledged to 'each 'other or the .suppression of'the slave trade to
-declare their reprobation of: what is at best a culpable remissness, and to
'1Omit nothing' that may rouse the Fre'nch cabinet to-a more active exercise
o0f! it0AUthority:-
iIt was, apart of my instructions to bring this point:under your immediate
consideration, and to intimate that the remonstrances'of His Majesty's am-
.bassador. at Paris might be attended with. more effect, if the American en-
ivoy'at'.that' court were' directed to concur' with his excellency in 'a' joint
-representation on the subject.' It would be idle at present to repeat the
.'arguments adduced in executing this instruietion. Thee answer which you
returned, in the name of the President, was unfavorable' to the :step"I had
.suggested,;and such Bwas the result which i-. became' my duty to announce
to' His Mrvajesty's Secretary- of State. But no doubt was started with respect
-to the''grounds on. which 'myappplication rested; and of those notorious
'factsitoi.which I referred, as calling for a- joint and impressive 'appeal to the
.-goodfaith and'good feelings ofthe' French Government, you seemed to be
equally convinced withmyself.
The reasons, indeed, which you allege for declining at that time to cOm-

ply;.ith a proposal, no'less.simple inl its nature than luse~ftl in' its object, I
understood to 'be rather of a temporary 'character; and, under this impres-'
-sion J..I cannot but-hope- that; the period is now. arrived when they will no
JIongerJ e'found to stand in opposition to the great considerations involved
in -this question.
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; r#d-ikpea.,gtherefostl invitation-wihlha _read~i~teloir

to convey-t6tbc'6,on the putti'of His!2Majesty's' G6VG entitintnyyReemains
ii&*e to' rd iesat-ai ?ra uniiatio of ihe!,Inetiiif,i',e ter-
-&itiad on t4highlead by' the' G'verininent ,6C the'United'iates
''b6'trtit ~'you Willi accet the asurace 6t n

STRATF6iORD CA~4&isti
Hiion. Jo f* QUI NCY ADA S,
- ' -Se8fary of/State, 4"c. -;

-Mr. -darnm to Mr. Cannin.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, arM '31, 1823.

S3IR: Your letter of the 29th of January was, idmendately After being
Beeived, sutibmitted' to the consideration of the: Pr'ekid'fit' of .t'ihe"United
'Stites. The delay'hich'has hithertd procrastinMtd~a'rijiO 4tb 6'as-ten
'casioned~inot by any abatement of the: interest, -oil the' `htof'tld'G8dvrn-
ment of the United States, with which it regards every f
for-the full -and final suppression of'the Africdn 's nar''tio by any
hesitation with regard to the decision which had alre&Adfbeie`lbrMQ`
declared -respedting the 'proposal of submitting the vessels and-citizens of
the United States to the search of foreign 'officers lipen the hig4 seas;' but
by an expectation thattneasutres 'codtermplated iby'tie national House of
Representatives might, before the c6lose- of the session of Congress, indicate
-to the Executive Government of this country views upon which it would
be enabled to substitute a proposal for accomplishing the total abolition of
,the traffic, more effectual to its purpose, and less liable to objections on
*other, accounts, than that to which the United States cannot be reconciled,
'of granting the right of search. These measures were matured in the
branch of the Legislature where they originated, only at the very termina-

.tion of the session and the Senate had not the opp6rtLtrlity-of prorriouncing
its opinion upon them. There is, however, no dotibt on'the tiihndof the
'President that they would' have obtained their Mnoti6n;,rarid he haithere-
'fore, no hesitation in acting so'-far upon the 'exresed' atnd: 'almost omazni-
mous sense'of the House; as to declare the willingness of thisUrion to
join with-other nations in the common engagement to plirsue andhtopunish
those who'shall continue' to practise' this crime,'so'reprobated: by the just
and humane of every country-as enemies'to'the 'hittnin'ce, ad to'wfix
ltheth, irrevocably, in the class 'and under the -denonrdhtion 'of piratess"

I have the 'honor of enclosing, herewith, a copy of the 4th and 5th sec.
tions of, a law oftthe United States, passed'on "the 19th of! May,>1820'; by
which it will be seen, that any citizen of the Un'itd -Stat;,Wblnog of:the
crew or ship's company of any foreign ship or-vestelengagedftu-thtwslAIre
trade, or any: person whatever, being of the crew or ships ci6mpTY'6Ptfhy
ship or vessel owned in the whole or part, or navigated'fdorior'behalf 'of
'eny citizen-or citizens of the United States participating in theglottve !tiade,
is: declared to have incurred the penalties of piracy, and madliatbfe to
;ife for 'the 'crime: :with his life. The legislation of a single natiottiCn
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go, no f~zrtherp. arm it, abhorrence of this§tratic, or;tIo*trthe peppleX,,n.bj~ect ,to,itslaws,.foctam intion by thepracticeoaf others. ,,,.h
.IC rthe xnfiqrc~n~~is,,your fetter of the 29thofo.3anary, f romtjem.docu-.,
rments to-which it 'fers, eb correct, that the, Fren6ch la is mor
,larlydenployedto over the illicit trade onthe coast of'icaf Andjtecon
je-tlire likewise suggested in it, that this flag is used to cover the.,property
and thqipersons, of individuals bound to other allegiances, be well funded,
this statute makes every citizen of the United States concerned in- such
covert traffic liable, if detected in it, to stiffer an ignominious deal. The
code of Great Britain herself has, hitherto, no provision of equal severity
in the pursuit of her subjects, even under the shelter of foreign banners,.
and to the covert of simulated papers and property.

I am directed by the President of the United States to propose on their
part the adoption by Great Britain of the principle of this act; and to offer
a mutual stipulation to annex the penalties ofpiracy to the offence of par-
ticipating inrbthe slave trade by the citizens or subjects of the respective
parties.: -This, pr'4osal. is made as a substitute for that of conceding a,
mutual right oftsearch, and 6f a trial by mixed commissions,.which would
be rendered useless by it. Should it meet the approbation of your Gov-
2ernmept, it may be! separately urged upon the adoption of France, and'upon
the other, maritime Powers of Europe, in the manner most conducive to its
ultimate success.

I have:. the honor of tendering to you the renewed assurance of my dis-
tinguiAed consideration. U A M.
.r ~~~JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.-

Right Hon. $STRATFORD CANNING,
Envoy .Extraordoinary und Alinister Plenipotntiary

from Great Britain.

MAr. Canning to Mir. adams.

WASHrINGTON, april 8, 1823.
tSiR: ,I have received your official letter, dated the 31st ultimo, in answer

to that which !, had the, honor of addressing to you on the 29th of January;.
and, together with. it, a transcript of the 4th and 5th sections of an act of
Congress, approved the..15th of May, 1820.

Frornmthis communication I learn that the Government of the United
-States iswilling to join with other Powers in declaring the slave trade
.piracy under the. law. of nations, and treating the perpetrators of this crime
,as enemies of the human race; that the American Government is further
prepared to enter -into a formal engagement with Great Britain,.to the
eect, of carrying the principle just specified into immediate operations re
ciprocally, as to their respective subjects or citizens; fand, finally, that-as
soon as this. proposal shall be accepted by the British Government,' the-
United States will be. ready to concur in pressing its adoption on the. court
of France and other. maritime. Powers, in such, manner as may afford the
fairest-prospect of success.e

In whatever degree His Majesty's Government may be disposed to -re-
~ceive. 'this offers an acknowledgment that measures more efficient than
any fnow generally in force are indispensable for the' suppression ;-of the
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Tolave trade.it his tnot difficult,to foresee thatlfresh sentiments of. regret.will
_be excited' by the;..unfavorable. view. which the American administration
.Contilu~e.s~tO take, of'the principal measure suggested on the. panrt of M.fis-
Majesty.T,..That measure, you arem well,.aware,,sir, is.a mutual limited.
concession:ofthe right of search; Land though,,as.Ihave frequentlypstaited,
His-Mlajesty's Government,- itn. adoptinig Wit Iby..treaty.with severalofotthe.
maritime Powers, and in recommending it with,6arnestnesslto the accept-
ance -of others, particularly of the United States, have:, never opposed ;the-

-consideration of any other plan. brought forward. as equally effective,. yet.
having from- the first regarded it in. conscience -as the only., true and' prac-
tical cure for the evil. in question, they are naturally anxious, from .a.deep,
sense of duty, to place it in its proper;light and.to-guard it,, as far as. pos-
sible, from prejudice or misconception. I therefore deem it-of importance
on this occasionwto bring into one, point of view, the several limitations.
under. which it is conceived that the right of search might be so.exercised,
as to.aclear it of every imaginable difficulty. Togive the intended limita-
tions their just.value, it is requisite to bear. in mind .the particular-objec-
tions 'which have been urged against the interchange' ofaaright .of sea-rch t
'and for. these, in their full extent, I can hardly- be!.wrong. in referring~to
your previous correspondence, since the last communication which I; have-
received from you on this subject, though it describes the impressions df
the American Government as.remaining unaltered, does not exhibit.tany
argument in support of their opinion. .-.

In answer to-that.class of objections which::relate to the mixed.commis--
sions,.established by treaty betweeniHis Majesty and the courts ofLisboIl,.
Brussels, and Madrid, it inay suffice to remind you of the intimation, con-
veyed through Mr. Rush in the early .part. of last year, which I had sub-
sequently the honor of confirming at the Department of- State... It:might
be expected that any arrangement for the adjudication of vessels- engaged&
in the slave trade, independent. of those tribunals, would either leave the
detained vessels to be disposed of in. the ordinary way, by the sentence, of
a court of admiralty in the country of the captor, or place them .undet.: the-
jurisdiction of a similar court in the country:to which they belonged.,:On
the-former supposition, it is not to be anticipated that the.United States:
.could-hesitate to admit the jurisdiction of a foreign...court of admiralty,.
when.manctioned by mutual agreement, over the persons and-property..of,
*citizens abandoned to a pursuit so flagrantly iniquitous-as to be clasied.by
the Legislature of their country with crimes of the most heinous descrip-
tion, and which.the American Government has declared-its willingness top
treat as piracy under the law of nations. IGreat..Britain, for her part, de-
sires no other than that any of her.subjects, who so far defy .the laws and
dishonor the character of their country, as to engage in 'a,; trade of blood,
proscribed.not more by the acts of the Legislature .than;by-the'national
feeling, should be detected and brought to justice, evenm.by foreign hands,
and from under the protection of her fiag. In either of the supposed cases,.
it is clear that all impediments-connected with the.forms of proceeding.
and peculiar construction of the mixed commissions would be-completely
avoided; and, with respect to any embarrassments attending the.disposaL,
of condemned vessels and liberated slaves, it: has; already.been:.suggested
by a committee -of the House of Representatives that the' provisions of'the
act of Congress, passed the 3d of March, IS1 9,; might bee applied! tothemt
~without, difficulty or inconvenience.
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'The question! being thus relieved fom all connexion with the' mired
eCommlissiols, every constittttional'objection, arising lout'of their'alleged".ii,,
Aompatibility with the institutions of the United States, is a: once'renloved
frorr consideration Tihe remaining obstacles. may be'rd'iced under the
followingng'heads: the unpopularity of the right of searching this oountrv;
*it's tendecy, if imutiyaly employed, to produce an, unfriendly collision 6e-
*tween the two nations; 'and a certain supposed 'inequality which' would
attend'its exercise.
'With respect; to any doubt of its utility, created by a, persuasionithat very

few vessels under American colors' have been discovered, for some time
;past, on the coast of Africa, it requires but little reflection to prove that no,
conclusivee inference can be drawn from that circumstance. Not to 'dwell
upon' the extent and' nature of the slave coast, peculiarly favorable. to'the
*concealment-of trading vessels, it must be remembered that the' United
',States have: maintained at' no time, a greater ntimber of cruisers than% two,
rarely more -than one, -and latterly, during several months together, no ship
,of-war whatever, on the African station. As late as-the 14th of January,
1822,;it, bras stated 'officially by the Governor of Sierra Leone, "'that the
One'rivers Nunez, and Pongas were entirely under the control of renegade
European. and American slave dealers."
*But if it were even manifest that the active and judicious exertions of
.your naval officers in that quarter had really effected a total disuse ofthe
American flag in slave trading, the right of search would' still-be most high.
*4y desirable, in order to secure and extend so important an advantage. As
an example, indeed, to other Powers, particularly to France, whose sub.
jets, encouraged by the loose and equivocal measures of their Governmn~nt,
-are convicted, by a mass of evidence too strong to 'be resisted, of being.con-
-certied, to a deplorable degree, in this atrocious commerce, the concurrence
of ithe;'United States 'in a system of which the very first result is to'aug.
hient considerably the means of bringing offenders to justice, can hardly be
'rated at too high a value. The' example- which they, are called upon to
give, is not merely due to the claims of humanity: Great Britain and the
United States are not only pledged to put down 'the slave trade within the
limitss of their immediate jurisdiction; they are also-bound, by solemn obli-
;gations, to employ their utmost endeavors for its complete and universal
,extermination. They have both succeeded in their great' and benevolent
,object, so far as the rigor of legislative enactments is capable. of counteract-
ing'the temptation of enormous profit, which' stimulates the unprincipled
.avarice of the slave merchant. It is the' facility of escaping detection, and
slot any want of severity in the punishment attached to- a violation of their
:laws, wVhich, as far as' they are concerned, requires a more decisive remedy;
-and. a remedy adequate to the evil can only he found in such measures as
will, strip the illicit trader of every disguise. and throw' the chances entirely

.,on the side of failure in. his inhuman speculations. In the case of a search
:at sea, the means unavoidably. employedd in the commission of this crime
..-are fortunately, it-may be said providentially, of such a nature as in gen-
'eral to furnish a plain, substantial body of proof for the conviction of the
* criminal.
'"For theisatisfaction of those who seriously apprehend 'that the friendly
relations subsisting between the two countries would' be endangered by the
;admission of a practice which, in their opinion,' must necessarily produce a
svexatious exercise of authority on the part of-the searching officer, and fre.
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vnt\Gcoinplaints-son that of the merchant whose vessel is subject to
search, with the supposed aggravation ,of an uiieqtt&a pressure bil one of the
wntr'gting parties, His- Miajesty?s f.Governmrent would doubtless agree to
confine the right of visit to a fixed numbbr of cruisers on each side, restrict-
edflntheiperfomande 'of this duty to certain specified parts of the ocean,
and acting under regulations prepared by mutual consent,:forithe purpose
of preventing abuses, To these important lirnitationsvif'not deemed snllfi-
.cient, others might easily be added; the arrangement, for example, might
be temporarily adopted, in the first instance, for a short period, and only to
be continued in the event of its being found, on trial, to operate in a satis-
factory manner. With this understanding, a speedy termination Avould at
least be ensured to aty objectionable result attending its operation; and, for
the sale of interests so dear to humanity, an experiment, of which the ad-
vantaige;'as to its main object, is certain and complete, the inconvenience
contingent and momentary, might surely be reconciled with L due regard
to considerations exclusively national.
Supposing that inconvenience should' be found, in, practice, to press une-

qually on either of the two parties, Great Britain, and not the United States,
ismost likely to have cause of complaint, inasmuch as:thegreatereoxtent of
her trade, especially on the coast of Africa, must naturally expose her, in a
'greater-degreei to any 'injurious consequences of the. agreement. Great
'Britain.' however, is less disposed to shrink from any sacrifice, by which
;sho can materially advance the sacred cause o!f abolition, than' to lament,
*~nd, if possible, to dispel. those mistaken notions and unfounded jealousies
which deprive her exertions of their full. effect, and -serve but too success-
filly to protract the existence of a mischief which all unite in deploring. In
point of'principle, the honor of neither flag would be tarnished by having
its protection withdrawn for a season-from those -who perpetrate the atroci.
ties of the slave trade; and permit me, sir, to add, that'W hat Great' BritairL
'is ready to allow, in a matter so vital to her pride and'to her power, may
surely' be allowed reciprocally, by any other nation, however scrupulous
'inthermaintenance of its maritime independence.

That an agreement-between otir-respective cabinets, founded onarmutual
'right of search, thus guarded and explained, would fail to obtain the consent
,o(fthe American Senate, or that a nation so inquiring and enlightened -as
the United States would confound the proposed measure Nvithbthat practice
which afforded matter of painful conitenrion during the -last wars in Europe,
is what I am extremely utnwilling to anticipate. The two objects are; in
fact,lso totally distinct from each other, in principle, purpose, and mode of
execution, that the proposal of the British Government need only be pre-
'sented to the examination, I will not say of a select and-experienced .assem-
bly, but of the people at large, in order to be seen iniits true, bearings.
'So far is the British proposal from' tending- to commit' the American Gov-

ernment 6n the long-disputed question of the belligerent right of search,
that, if it may 'be supposed to touch that question at all, it appears'rather to
-operate in the sense of the United' States than unfavorably for their view of
>the subject.
The officers in trusted on either side with the dutty of examining suspected

vessels would necessarily act under instructions calculated to ensure aper-
'fectharmony between the principle and the application of this conceded
tight; nor is it to be feared that they would presume, in any case, toex-
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btead the visit thus authorized at sea beyond the particular- and .specii
.object. to which it is meant-to be confined.

I have the honor to request, sir, that you will again acept the assurance
of my highest consideration.

STRATFORD CANNING.,
Hon. JOHN QuINcY ADAMS,

Secretary of State,4.c.

E ~ Mr. 6ddms to Mr. Canning.
DflPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 24, 1823
SIR: In the letter which I had the honor of addressing you on the 31st

of March last, a proposal was made, to be submitted to the consideration
of your Governmetit, that the principle assumed in an act of the Congress
of the United States, of 15th of May, 1820, of considering and punishing
the African slave trade as piracy, should be adopted as the basis of a stip.
elation by treaty between the United States and Great Britain, and to be
urged separately upon the adoption of France, and upon the other. mari-
time nations of. Europe, in the manner most conducive to its ultimate~sue-
cess. It was observed that this offer was presented as a substitute, for that
of conceding a mutual right of search, and a trial by mixed commissions,
to which the United States could not be reconciled, and which would' be
rendered useless by it. I

Your letter of the 8th of April, to which I have now the honor to reply,
intimates that His Majesty's Government will be disposed to receive this
offer only as an acknowledgment that measures more efficient than any
now generally in force are indispensable for the suppression of the slave
trade; and that, although they have never opposed the considerationof
any other plan, brought forward as equally effective, yet, having from tha
first regarded a mutual limited concession of the right of search as the onle
true and practical cure for the evil, their prevailing sentiment will be`of
regret at the unfavorable view still taken of it by the Government of the
United States. Your letter, therefore, urges a reconsideration of the prb.
posal for this mutual concession of the right of search, and, by presenting
important modifications of the proposal heretofore made, removes some of
the objections which had been taken to it, as insuperable, while it offer
argumentative answers to the others which had been disclosed in my pre-
vious communications on the subject to you.

In the treaties of Great Britain, with Spain, Portugal, and the Nether-
lends, for the suppression of the slave trade, heretofore communicated,
with. the invitation to the United States to enter into similar engagements
three principles were involved, to neither of which the Government of the
United States felt itself at liberty to accede. The first was. the mutual
concession of the right of search and capture, in time of peace, over mer1
chant vessels, on the coast of Africa. The second was, the exercise of
that right even over vessels under convoy of the public officers of.their
own nation; and the third was the trial of the captured vessels by. mixed
commissions in colonial settlements, undergrio subordination to the ordinary
judicial tribunals of the country to which the party brought before them
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fil'huld belong. In the course of the:correspondence relating ito.-

hese proposals;' it has been suggested that'a substitute !for the, trial- by-
miredi domrmissions might be agreed to; and in yournletter of ithe sth of'
,4pvilnai'etrpectation is authorized; that an'arrangement; for the adjuidica-;
catibntof the vessels detained might leave them to be disposedd of in the
ordinary way), by' the sentence of* a court of admiralty' in the country of-'
the captor, or place them under the jurisdiction :of a' similar court in the
coultitry to which they belonged; to the former- alternative of which you
anticipate the, unhesitating admission of the United' States, in consideration
6f'the aggravated nature of the -crime, as acknowledged.by their laws,
which: would.be thus submitted to afforeign jurisdiction. But it was pre
ciselybecause the jurisdiction wasforeign that the objection was taken to
the trial by mixed commissions; and if it transcended the constitutional
authority of the Government of the United States to subject'the persons,
property, and reputation of their citizens, to the decisions of a court partly
composed of their own countrymen, -it might seem needless to remark,
that the constitutional objection could not diminish in proportion as, its
cause should' increase, or that' the power incompetent to make American
citizens amenable -to a court' consisting one-half of foreigners should be'
adequate to place their liberty, their fortune, and their fame, at the' dis-
posal~of tribunals entirelyfforeign. I would further remark, that the sen-
tence of a court of' admiralty in the country of the captor is not the'
ordinary way by which the merchant vessels of one nation, taken on the
high seas by the officers of another. are tried in time of peace. There is,
in the ordinary way, no right whatever existing, to take, to search, or'even
to board them; and I take this occasion to express the great satisfaction
with which we have seen this principle solemnly recognised by the recent
decision of a British court of admiralty. Nor is the aggravation of the
crime for the trial of which a tribunal may be instituted a cogent motive
for assenting to the principle of subjecting American citizens, their rights
and interests, to the decision of foreign courts; for although Great Britain,
8asyou remark, may' be willing to abandon those of her subjects who defy
the laws ands tarnish the character of their country, by' participating in
this, trade, to the dispensation of justice even by foreign hands, the United
States are bound to remember that the power which enables a court to try
the guilty authorizes them also to pronounce upon the fate of the innocent;
and that the very question of guilt or innocence is that which the pro-
testing care of their Constitution has reserved, forthe citizens of this Union,
to the exclusive decision of their own countrymen. This principle has not
been departed from by the statute which has branded the slave trader with
the name, and doomed him to the punishment, of a pirate. 'The distinc-
tiontbetween piracy by the law of nations, and piracy by statute, is well
known and understood in Great Britain; and while the former subjects
The transgressor guilty of it to the jurisdiction of any -and every country
into which he may be brought, or wherein he may be, taken, the latter
forms.a part of the municipal criminal code of the country where it is en-
acted, and can be tried only by its own courts.

'There remains the suggestion, that the slave trader, captured under the
Mutual concession of the power to make the capture, might be delivered
over to~the jurisdiction of his own-country. This arrangement would not
be liable to the constitutional objection which must ever apply to the-
jurisdiction of the mixed commission, or of the admiralty courts of tha



cdaptor; and if your-note is to -be understoodl as presenting.-it tikAthed a;
ter tof.ran alternative, to which your Government is disposed Aocad.4
amx authorized. to-say that. the President-considera-- it- as suflicient. thrsj
move the insuperable obstacle whichhad'precluded:the.asseant-oftheJttited
S~a~te~s t the fmer- proposals of your.,Government, resulting ftozwthl
character and composition of the tribunals ;to whom, their question of.Tgiat,
or innocence- wa. tol be committed..:
The; objections to!the right of search, as incident to the right of -&tden,

tion andtcApture; are. also-in a very considerable. degree. renioved; bypthe.-
introduction of';the, principle-that neither of them should be, exercisedii.bat,
under-.-the responsibility .of the captor to the tribunals, of, the captured- phyl
in danmiges. and costs. This:guard! against the -abuses of a power.soligble.
to~abuse would- be indispensable; but if the provisions ;necessaryfrtse":
curing effectually its practical operation would reduce the right itselfjto a
power: -merelynominal, the stipulation of it in a treaty would serve rather
to-mark the sacrifice of a great axid precious principle than to attain-ihe-.
end forwhichit-would-be given up.-

In. the objections heretofore disclosed to the concession. desired,of4het,
mutual and qualified: right: of search, the principal stress iwas laid :upon ,fth.
repugnance which such a concession -would meet in the, public feeling!f
this country, and of those to whom its interests are intrusted in- the departb-
ment of -its. Government the sanction of which is, required for the- ratifieal-
tion: of treaties. The irritating tendency. of the practice of search- and.,the.
inequalities of its probable operation were slightly noticed, and- have beet
contest-ed -in argument, or met by propositions -of possible palliatives or.
remedies for anticipated abuses, in your letter. Bat the source and foundai
tion. of alL these objections was, in our, former- correspondence, scarcely
mentioned and never discussed. They -consist in the nature of :the right-
of search at- sea,..which, as. recognised or tolerated by the usage, of nations
is awright exclusively of.ear, never exercised but by an outrage upon-Ithe'
rights of peace. - It is an act analogous to that of searching the dwellings-
housesof-tindvidualson the land. The vessel of the -navigator isihiS,
dwellingr~housef- and, like that, in the -sentiment of every-people- that-cher-
ishes.thle- blessings- of-, personal liberty and security, ought- to', be a sanetu
ary, inviolable to the- hand of power, unless upon the- most unequivoeat
publicunecessity, and-underthe most rigorous personal responsibility ofthe
intruder. Search at sea; as recognised by all maritime nations, .is confined
to the..single object-of finding and taking contraband-of war.- BytheAlaW.
of nature when two nations conflict together in war, a third-jretnaining,
neutral-, retains-all its rights -of peace and friendly intercourse with both
Each. belligerent, -indeed, acquires, by war, -the right .of preventing a third
party from administering to his enemy the- direct and immediate materials.
of -war; and,- as incidental to this right;.that-of searching -the merchant.
vessels of -the-neutral-on the high seas. to find them. Even -thus limitedly
it is an -act of power;which nothing but necessity can justify; inaginuch;
as it cannot be exercised but by carrying the evils of war tinto the abodes.
of peace, and by visiting the innocent with some of the penalties of gtlilt.
Among.-the modern maritime nations, a usage has crept in-, not -founded
upon the law of nature, never universally admitted, often successfull-y-ae-
sisted, and- against which all have occasionally. borne testimony, by re,

nouncing it in treaties, of extending this practice of search and: seize
ure to aUl the property of the enemy in the vessel of the friend.-
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lTis,; practice, ,Wwas, in, -its; origin-j, evidently, an* abusive; and;wrongil
estension-i of--the s.earchT!ffor- contraband;:,effected byI the belligerent.
;because-_ha wasR armed, submitted to. by, the.neutrallbecauee he asv
defenceless),andyacquieioed--inf by-his sovereign -for the:..sake o preserving;-:
a remnant of'peacePrather;thaubecome himself a party.to the war. HavK
ing. thus occasionallyi bee~n- practised by all as; belligerents,,and ,:subaistte
toby, all as neutralsijit has acquired. the force-of a -usage, wvhictb at-thet
occurrence-.of every war, the belligerent may enforce- or-relinquish; an&d1
which thetneutral may suffer or resistat their respective options.- ,-

This, search for and seizure of the property-of an,-enemy in the vesseldof;
afriend is a relic of the. barbarous warfare of barbarous ages-the cruel->.
and for the most partsow- exploded, system ofprivate. wa-re As it concernsr-
the enemyhimself, it- is inconsistent with that mitigated.usage of moderns
wars,which respects the private property of individualson the, landd . A&
relates to. the, ueutrals it. is a violation of his natural right to- pursue un-
moIested, his peaceftil commercial intercourse with his friend.-. Invidious as-
is its.character in both these aspects,; it. has other essential. .characteristics,.
equally.obnoxious. It is an uncontrolled- exercise of autthority, by Amman
in.. arms,-over a. man- without defence-; by.an officer of, one nation over-
the-citizen of another-; by a man intent upon-the annoyance. of his.enemys,
responsible for- the act of search to no tribunals and, always prompted to
balance the disappointment of a fruitless- search by -the; abusive exercises
of his power, andeto piinish-the neutral for the very clearness of his.neu-
trality. It. has, in short, all the features of-unbridled--power, stimulated
by hostile and-unsocialpassions.-

I forbear to enlarge uponi the further extension of this practice, burgrefbr-:
ring to injuries which the United States experienced, lvhen neutral,,in -a;
case of vital importance; because, in digesting a plan for the attainment-
of an object which both nations have equally at .heart) it is desirable to.
avoid every topic which may excite painful sensations on either side. I
have adverted to- the interest in question from necessity, it being one which.
could not be lost sight of in the present discussion,
Such being the view taken of the- right of searph,as-recognised by the-

law of nations and exercised by belligerent P~owers, it. is due to candor
to state, that my Government has an insuperable objection to its extension,
by treaty, in any mnarnner whatever, lest. it might lead to consequences still
more injurious to the United States, and especially in the circumstance
alluded to. That. the proposed- extension- will-:operate in.' time. of peace,;-
and derive its sanction from-compact, present. no indutemnents to its adop-
tion; on the contrary, they form strong objections to it. Every exten--
sion of the -right of search, on the principles 9of.that right, is disapproved.
If, the freedoml.of the. sea- 1s5 abridged-; by compact:forc-anyinew.:purpose,.
the example' may lead. to other changes; andiif itsfoperxtion;-is.extended
to. a time of peace- as well -as -of war, a- new -system:nwllbe,cOlmenced; for-
the.dominion--of 'the- sea; which -niay.eventually; especially, by-the abuses-
into which it-may !lad,.confound all distinction of- timeand:circumstance5,.
of peace and of war, and of rights applicable- to each State.,
The United States have, on great consideration, thought- it most advii-

sable to consider this trade as piracy, and to treat--it as such. They.-Ihave--
thought that. the trade itself might, with great propriety, be placed in.
that class of offences, and that by placing it there wee--shoud more -effect-.
ually accomplish the great object of suppressing -the trade than by anly
other measure which we could adopt.

wpl, N&i 28al,.1t.
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To, this measure; none of the objections which have been' urged against

theextension of the rightofsearch appear to be 'applicable. 'Piracybeing
an offence against:the humana race; has its well-known incidents of capture
and' punishment by. death by the people and tribunals tof every country.
;13y making this trade-piratical, it is the nature 'of the crime which deaws
-after it the necessary consequences' of capture and punishment. The United
:States' have done: this, by an act of Congress, in relation to themselves.
They have also evinced' their willingness, and expressed their desire, that
ethe change should 'become general, by the consent of every other Power,
wherebv it would be made the law of nations.' Till then, they are bound,
by the injunctions of their' Constitiutidn, to execute it, so far as respects the
.punishment of their own citizens, 'by their own tribunals. They consider
themselves, however, at liberty, until that consent is obtained, to co-operate
to a-certain extent with other Powers, to ensure a more complete effect to
their respective acts; they placing themselves, severally, on ,he same
ground by legislative provisions. It is in this spirit, and for this purpose,
that I have made to you the proposition under consideration.
'By making the slave ,trade piratical, and attaching to it the punishment,

.ns well as the odium, incident to that crime, it is believed that 'much 'has
been done by the United States to suppress it, in their vessels, and by their
-citizens. If your Government would unite in this policy, it is not doubted
'that the happiest consequences would result from it. The example of Great
Britain, in a manner'so decisive, could not fail to attract the attention and
.command the respect of all her European neighbors. It is the opinion of
the United States that no measure short' of that proposed will accomplish
the object so much desired; and it is the earnest desire of my Government
that the Government of His Britannic Majesty may co-operate in carrying
it into effect.

I'pray you, sir, to accept the renewed assurances of my distinguished
consideration.:

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
Right Hon. STRATFORD CANNING,

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
from' Great Britain.

Extract of a letter from Mr. .Rdams to Mr. Ne'.son, dated Department
of State, Washington, April 28, 1823.

A resolution of the House of Representatives, at the last session of Con-
.gress, requests the President to enter upon and to prosecute, from time totimesuch negotiations 'with the several maritime Powers of Europe and
America as he 'may deem; expedient, for the effectual abolition of the Afri-
carn slave trade, and- its ultimate denunciation as piracy under the law of'
nations,' by the consent of 'the civilized world. 'You will take an early
-.opportunity to make known this disposition to the Spanish Government;
communicating to thedf copies of the fourth and fifth sections of the act of
3d March, 1819, which declares this traffic practical when pursued by citi-
zens of the United 'States; and you will express the willingness of the:
American'Government to enter into negotiations for the purpose of declar-'
'ing it so by the common consent of nations.
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£xtract of a IteheK/iomi Mr. >tda?6s to Mr. Rbdney, datddDepartment.
of State, Washington, May 17, 1823.

A..resol.utioti of theil house of 'Represenitatives, at the late session'of Con-
.gress, requests the President of the United States to enter upon, and' prose-
e~l efir~m time tq. tinme, such negotiations with the several maritime Powers
o'Euriope. and America as he may deem expedient for the effectual aboli-
tion of thA'fricain slave trade, and its ultimate denunciation' aspiracy,
inider the lr of nations, by the consent of the civilized world.
, ..puIuance of the object proposed by this resolution, you'will cornmunicate to the Government of Buenos Ayres copies of the several ,acts of.

Congress for the suppression of the slave trade, of :the 2Oih of' April 1818,
(U. S. Laws, vol. 6, page .325;) 3d March, 1819, (page 435;) and~of 15th
May;,1820, (page 52P;),ppinting their attention, particularly, to the,fourth
anid Afih sections of the last,,which subject to the penalties'of piracy every
citizen ofthe Uinited States guilty of active participation in the, African
slave trade. The adoption of, this principle in the legislative code of all
the maritime nations wo,,uld of itself probably suffice for the suppression
orh'trade,; bult, as it 'would yet not authorize the armed vessels of any
one nation to capture those of another engaged in the,,trade~,a stipulation
to .that effect might.,be. agreed to, by treaty, conditioned that' 'tile! captor
siall',dehver over the captured party to the tribunals of his own. country
for't!r ial; to which'sho'uld be added, some guard of responsibility upon the
*capiiring officer, to p-eventthe abusive exercise of his power.

Bxhla1tfromn the general instructions to Richard C. .4ndernon *appoeint-
ed minaisier plenipote'n.tiary to the Republic oqfColombia, dated De-
partment of State, W9ashington, May, 27, 1S24.

A 'resolution of the' House of Representatives, at the. late session of Con-
gress, requests the President of the United States to enter upoxm, and to.
prosecute, from time to time, such negotiations wvith the several maritime
Powers of Europe and'Am-nerica as he may deein expedient for the.effectual
abolition of the African slave trade, and its ultimate denunciation aspiracy,
under the law of nations, by the consent of the civilized world.

In pursuance of this object, yonv will commniunicate to the' Colombian
Goverhirent copies of the several acts of our Congress for the suppression
lof ilieslave trade,,of the 20th of April, 1SI,9 (U. S. L',aws, vol.. 6, p. 325;)
of'34d, March, lSl9,.((p.,435;) and of 15th NMay, 1820, (p., 529 ;) pOinting
their attention particularlyto the fourth and fifth sections of the last*,which
subject to the peqltjies of piracy~every ci:izeii of the United States guilty
-or active participation in the African slave trade. The. adoption of this
priicip6le in thle legislative code of, all the naritinie nations -would of itself'
probably suffice for the ;suppression of the trade; ,but, asfit-would yet ilot*.
atuthoriize the arlzedrvessels of any o6ne nation to capture those of another
engaged in the trade, a stipulation .to thati effect inay be agreed' to bythe
treaty c'6nd~itioied that the captor shall deliver over the captured party to
theItribiimals of his own country for trial; to which should be added, some
gq,CLd of ,responsibility upon the' capturing officer, to prevent the abusive
exricis` of his powers.

35
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4iAtract of a letter from Mr. adams to Mr. Aush.

DEPARTMENT OF ISTATE,
Washington, June 24, 1821

A resolution of the House of Representatives, almost unanimously'
adopted at, the close of the last session of Congress,'requested the Presi-
dent of the United States to enter upon, arid to prosecute, from time t&
time, such negotiations with the several maritime Powers of Europe and,
America as he may deem expedient for 'the effectual abolition of the
African slave trade, and its ultimate denunciation as piracy, under the
law of nations, by the consent of the civilized world.
At the two preceding sessions of Congress, committees of the House"

had proposed a resolution, expressed in more general terms, that "c the, Press
ident of. the United States be requested to enter into such arrangements as-
he may deem suitable anrd proper, with one or more of the maritime Pow.
ers of-Europe, for the effectual abolition of the African slave trade ;" and.i
this resolution had, in. each case, been the conclusion of a report, recom-
mending that the United States should accede to the proposal of a Mutuai
and qualified concession of the right of search. The sentiments of the:'
committee-were, in this respect, different from those which had been ex-,
pressed-by the Executive department of the Government,' in its previous;
correspondence with that of Great Britain. No decision, by the House of1
Representatives, was made upon these resolutions, proposed at the prey
ceding sessions; but, upon the adoption of that which did pass, at thelast'
session, it was well ascertained tbatihbe sentiments of the House, in regard
to the right of search, coincided with those of the Executive; for they ex-
plicitly rejected an amendment which was moved to the resolution, andt.
which would -have expressed an opinion of the House favorable to the
mutual concession of that right.
You have been fully informed of the correspondence between the Gov-

ernments of the United States and of Great Britain, concerning the sup-
pression of the slave, trade heretofore, and have been from time to timenj
ef.ecttnally instrumental toit yourself. You are aware of the grounds upon'
wvhich the proposals, on the part of Great Britain, that the United States..
should accede to the stipulations similar to those which she had succeeded.'
in obtaining from Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands, were, on our part,
declined.

',lni. subject was resumed' by the British minister residing here, Mr. S..
Canning, a short titne before the decease of the Marquis of LondonderryF
It was suggested that, since the total disappearance ofthe British and Ameri-
can flags, as well as of those of the nations which had consented to put the
execution of their laws against the trade under the superintendence of
British -naval otlicers, it continued to flourish under that of France; that her
laws, though in word and appearance equally severe in proscribing the
traffic, were so remiss in the essential point of' execution, that their effect
wasr-rather to encourage that to suppress it; and the American Govern-'
ment was urged to join in friendly representations to that of France, by
instructing the minister of the United States at Paris to concur in those'
which the British ambassador at that court had been charged with making,;,
to ensure a more vigilant fulfilment of the prohibitory laws. This invita-.
tion, at that time given only in oral conference, was also declined, from ar
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impression that such a, concurrence might give;u'inibrage to ;the' Prench
Government; and' tend rather to irritation than to the accomblisehient of'
the object for which it was desired, 'Mr. Gallatin was, nevertheless, in-
structed' separately to bring the subject to. 'the 'notice of the Frendh 'Govern-'
ment; 'and'did 'so, by'a note corqnxunicating to;them copies of' the recent'
laws',of'the-United States for the suppression of the trade, and iarticularly-'
ofithat by which it has subjected every citizen of the United $tatms who,
after the passage of the law, should be polluted with it, to the penalties
of piracy.
On the 29th of January last, Mr. Canning, in a letter to this 'Depart-'

ment, repeated the invitation of 'a joint and concurrent remonstrance, tot
be made by the British ambassador and our minister ill France; and at the
same time called, with great earnestness, upon the Government of the United,
Statqs, either: to accede to the principle of the mutual and qualified right
of search, emphatically pronounced, in his belief, to be the onlzy effectual
measure devised, or likely to "be devised, " for the accomplishmentrof the
end, or to bring forward some other scheme of concert," which he again;
declared the readiness of His Majesty's minister'to examine with respect
and candor, as a substitute for that of the British cabinet.
However discouraging this 'call for an alternative might be, thus coupled

as it was with so decisive a declaration of belief that no effective alternai-
tive had 'been, or was likely to be, devised, an opportunity was offered in.
pursuance of the resolution of the House of Represer.tatives', adopted 'at
the close of the last session of Congress, for proposing a substitute, in our,
belief more effectual than 'the right of search could be, for tie' total and
final suppression of this nefarious trade, and less liable either to objectionis
of principle or to abuses of practice.
This proposition was accordingly made, in my letter to Mr. Canningot'

the 31st of March last, to which his letter of the 5th of April was the an-
swer. In this answer Mr. Canning barely notices our proposition, to ex-:
press an opinion that his Government will see 'in it nothing but an ac-
knowledgment of the necessity of further and more' effectual measures,
and then proceeds with' an elaborate review of all the objections which,'in
the previous correspondence between the two Governments, had 'been taken
on our part to the British connected proposal of a mutual rightof search
.and a trial by. mixed commissions. Our objection had been of two kinds
first, to the mixed commissions, as inconsistent with our Constitution; and;
secondly, to the right of' search, as a dangerous precedent; liable to abuse,
and odious to the feelings and recollections of our country.

In this letter of Mr. Canning, the proposal of trial by mixed commit
sions is formally withdrawn, and an alternative presented as practicable,.
one side of which only, and. that the inadmissible side, is distinctly offered,.
namely: of trial 'by the courts of the captor. The other sido of the alter-
native would, indeed, remove our constitutional objection, and iwit' it might
furnish the means of removing the principal inherent objection 'to the con-
cession of the right of search, that by which the searching officer 'is under
no responsible control for that act.;

But, in our previous correspondence, our strong repugnance to the right
of search had been adverted to merely as a matter of fact, without"t racing
it to its source or referring to its causes. The object of this forbearance
had been to avoid all unnecessary collision with feelings and opinions which
were not the same on the part~f£lreat Britain andl upon ors. They had';
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beep, fwiUingly left undiscussed. This letter of, Mr. Canning, howeveo
professediv, reviewing; all the previous correspondence, for the. removalor A
avoidably of our objections, and.contesting the analogy between the!right!
of' search, as it had been found obnoxious to us, and: as now; proposed.for,-
our, adoption ,by formal conmpact, I hare been. under the absolute ;necet. ii--
of pointing out;the analogies really existing between them, andi of shiow,
that,, asha right of search, independent of the right of capturt, and irresp..n-.
sible, or responsible only to the tribunals. of the captor, it is, as. proposed,
essentially liable to the same objections as it had been when exercised as
a belligerent right. Its encroaching character, founded in its nature as an
irresponsible, exercise of force, and exemplified.in its extension from search
for contraband of war, to search for enemies' property, and thence to search
for men of tie searcher's own nation, was, thus. necessarily brought 'into
view, and connected the: exhibition of the evils inherent in the practice.
with that of the abuses which have been found inseparable from it.
We have declared the slave trade, so far as it may be pursued by. citi-

zeus of the United States, piracy; and, as such, made it. punishable with
death. The resolution of.the House of Representatives recommends nego-
tiation'to obtain the consent of the civilized world to recognize it, as piracy
under, the law of nations. One of.the properties of that description of pi-
rqcies is, that those who are guilty- of it may be taken upon the high seas,
and tried by the courts of every nation. But, by the prevailing customary
law, they ate tried only-by the tribunals of the nation to which the vessel
belongs, in which the piracy was committed. The crime itself has been
however, in modern times, of so rare occurrence, that there is no uniformi-
ty in;the laws of the European nations with regard to this point, of which
we have had remarkable and decisive proof within these five years, in the
case of. piracy and murder committed on board the schooner Plattsburg, a
inerchantvessel of the United States. Nearly the whole of the crew, were.
implicated in the crime, which was committed on the high seas. Theyear-
riedat.'4e. vessel into Christiansand, Norway, there abandoned. her, and dis-
persed;. three of them were taken, up in Denmark, one. in Sweden, one at
)apltzigin Prussia, and one in France. Those taken u.p in Denmarkand

in, Sweden were delivered up to officers of the United States, brought to.
this country, tried, convicted, and executed. The man taken at Dantzig
%vas, by consent of the Prussian Government, sent to. Elsineur, afid there
confrontedmwith those taken in Denmark. Tlhe evidence against him on
the. examination was decisive; but, as he persisted in' the refusal to con-
fess hi's guilt, the Prussian Government, bound by an establishednmaxim of
their municipal law, declined either to deliver him tip, or to try him thenm-
selves, but sent him back to Dantzig, there to remain imprisoned for life.
The French Government, upon advisement of the highest judicial atithori-
Vy of the kingdom; declined, also, either to try the man taken up there, or.
deliver hinm up, unless upon proof of his guilt being produced against him
at.the place where he was confined; with which condition it not having been
incour power to comply, the mal remained there, aiso in prison, presumable"
.or life. From these incidents, it is apparent that there is no uniformity in

the triodes of trial, to which piracy, by the law of nations, is subjected in
different. European countries; but that, the trial itself is considered as the,
right and the duty-only of the nation to which the vessel belongs, on board
of which the piracy was committed, This was, however, a piracy commit-..'
ted on board of a vessel by its own crew. External piracies, or piracies
committed by and from one vessel against another, may be tried by the
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-'abrts^bf any! country, but are more pstiill'y tiibd by those of- the i6 tiv
vwhoseevessel have been the' sufferers of the' piraty,'as finany'ofthie Cibam
pirates, have been tried in the Britigh West India'-islands, and some of thNiie
-in our courts.

This principle we should wish to 'introduee into the s"tef,' by'hiich
the slave trade should be recognized as piracy under the 'la-w of nations,
namely: that, although seizable by the officers "and authorities of revelry aL-
tion, they should be triable only by the tribunals of thde country of the slhve-
trading vessel. This provision is indispensable to guard the i'nnioceY1it nay-
igator against vexatious detentions and all the evils of arbitrary .eardli.
In committing to -foreign officers the-pourer, even in a case of cOnventioanal
piracy, of arresting, confining, and delivering over for trial, a &ftizen of the
United States, we feel the necessity of guarding his rights'fr6m 'llaabused,
and from the application of any laws of a country other than his owtn.
The draught of a convention is herewith enclosed, which, 'if thi Brit-

ish Govemhrnment should' agree to treat upon this subject on the basis of a
legislative prohibition of the slave trade by both parties, -uhder the pehal-
tiesof piracy,you are authorized to propose and to conclude. These articles,
however, are not offered, to the exclusion of others which may be pro'pio'ed
on the part of'the British Government; nor is any one of the*h, excepting
the first, to be insisted on as indispensable, if others equally adapted to ati-
swer their purposes should be proposed. It is only from the consideration
of the crime in the character of piracy that we can adniit'theliiitatibh of
our merchant vessels by foreign officers for any purpose 'hdie6tr, 'and in
that case only under the most effective responsibility of the 68hkf i :fhe
act of visitation itself, and for everything done under it.

-If the sentiments of the British Government should be averse to the
principle of declaring the trade itself, by a legislative act, piratical, yoti'will
not propose or communicate to them the enclosed project of convention.
fIts objects, you will distinctly understand, are two-fold-to carry intoweff'ct
the resolution of the House of Representatives, ard to meet explicitly and
fully the call so earnestly urged by the British Government, that, in de-
cliziing the proposals pressed by them upon us, of conceding a mutual and
qualified right of search, we should offer a substitute for their consideration.
The substittite, by declaring the crime piracy, carries with it the' right of
search for the pirates, existing in the very nature of the crime. But to'the
concession of the right of search, distinct from the denomination of the
crime, our objections remain in all their original force.

It has been intimated by Mr. S. Canning, that the suggestion itself to
the British Government, oi the propriety of their passing a legislative sct,
might excite in them some reppgnancy to it. We should regret the excite-
ment of this feeling, which the very nature of the negotiation seems to fore-
close. Besides the legislive enactments which have virtually been press-
ed upon us, by all the invitations to concede the right of search, and to sub-
ject our citizens to trial, for violations of our own laws, by fore'igh" lribin-
-nals, Great Britain, in almost all her slave-trade treaties, has reqtuiird Stiil
obtained 'express stipulations for 'the enactment of prohibitory ladts, by
France, Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands.

It was not expected that she would receive with reluctance herself,'
mere invitation to that'which she had freely arid expressly reqtfitde froini
others. Still, if the sentitnent should exist, we would forbear press it to
the point of irritation. by importunity. You will, in' tle'first instaruce, sihi
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,ply state, that if the, British Government is prepared to proclaim the slave
Trade piracy by statute, you. are authorized to propose and to conclude-a
convention, by. which the mutual co-operation of the navtl force of Great
Britain and of the United States may be secured, for carrying into effect
the law which, on that contingency, will be common to both. Should the
obstacle 'to the prelimitiary prove insuperable, you will refer the objections,
'on the part of the British cabinet, to this Government, for consideration.:'

Bly the loose information hitherto communicated in the public journals,
it would seem that the proposition for recoguising the slave trade as piracy,
by the law of nations, was discussed at the Congress of Verona. We are
expecting the communication of the papers relating to this subject, prom-
ised by Lord Liverpool to be laid before Parliament. Heretofore, although
the United States have been much solicited. and urged to concur in the
measures of Great Britain and her allies, for the suppression of the trade,
they have been always communicated-to us as purposes consummated, to
which the.accession of. the United States was desired. From the general
policy of avoiding to intermeddle in European affairs, we have acquiesced
in. this course of proceeding ; but, to carry fully into effect the late resolu-
tion'of the.House of Representatives, and to pursue the discussions here-
after with Great Britain herself, whether upon her proposals or upon ours,
it is obviously proper that communication should be made to us of the
progress of European negotiation, for accomplishing the common purpose,
while it is in deliberation. If we are to co-operate in the result, it is just
that we should be consulted, at least, with regard to the means which we
are invited to adopt.

SUPPRESSION OF THE SLAVE TRADE.

d crnve ition for the suppression of piracy committed by the african
slave trade.

ARTICLE I.

The two high contracting Powers, having each separately, by-its own
laws, subjected their subjects and citizens, who may be convicted of carry-
ing on the illicit traffic in slaves on the coast of Africa, to the penalties of
piracy, do hereby agree to use their influence, respectively, with the other
maritime and civilized nations of the wqrld, to the end that the said Afri-
can slave trade may be recognised and declared to be piracy, under the
law of nations.

A RTIC LE: I.

It is agreed by the two high contracting parties, that the commanders
and commissioned officers of either nation, duly authorized, under the reg-
iflationls and instructions of their respective Governments, to cruise on t.he
coasts of Africa, of America, or of the West Indies, for the suppression of
the slave trade, shall be authorized. under the conditions, limitations, and
restrictions, hereinafter mentioned, to capture, and deliver over to the duly
authorized and commissioned officers of the other, any ship or vessel car-
Tying on such illicit traffic in saves, under the flag of the said other na-
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lion, orfor the account of their subjects or citizens, to be sent in for trial
and adjudication by the tribunals of the country to which such slave ship
or vessel shall belong. And the said commanders and commissioned of-
cers shall be further authorized to carry, or send in, any such slave-trading
-ship, so by them captured, into the ports of the country to which such
slave-trading ship shall belong, for trial by the tribunals and conformably
to the laws of the said country. But the slave ship so captured shall not
,be sent into the ports or tried by the tribunals of the captor.

ARTICLE III.

If any naval commander or comnmiosioned officeer of the United States of
America shall, on the high seas, or any where without the territorial juris-
diction of the said States, board, or cause to be boarded, any merchant ves-
sel of Great Britain, and visit the same as a slave trader, or on suspicion. of
'her being engaged in carrying on the illicit traffic in slaves, ill every case,
'whether the said visited vessel shall be captured and delivered over, or
sent into the ports of her own country for trial and adjudication, or not, the
'boarding officer shall deliver to the master or commander of thie-v-isited
vessel a certificate, in writing, signed by the said boarding officer with his
name, and the addition of his rank in thetervice of the United States, and
the name of the public vessel of the United States, and of her commander,
"by whose order the said visit shall have been ordered; and the said certifi-
cate shall declare that the only object of the said visit is to ascertain whether
the said British merchant vessel is engaged in the slave trade or not; and,
.if found to be so engaged, to take and deliver her over to the officers or the
tribunals of her own nation, for trial and adjudication. And.the command-
er of the said public vessel of the United States shall, when he delivers her
over to the officers or tribunals of Great Britain, deliver all the papers found
on board of the captured vessel, indicating her national character and the
objects of her voyage, and with them a like certificate of visitation, in
writing, signed by his name, with the addition of his rank in the navy of
'the United States, and the name of the public vessel commanded by him,
together worth the name and rank of the boarding officer by whom the said
visit' was made. This certificate shall also specify all the papers.r-eceived--
from the master of the vessel detained or visited, or found onl board the
vessel; and shall contain an authentic declaration, exhibiting the state in
which he found the vessel detained, and the changes, if alny, which have
taken place in it, and the number of. slaves, if any, found oil board at the
moment of detention. And the same duties herein described shall devolve
u.pon every commander or commissioned officer of the Royal Navy of
Great Britain, by whom or by whose order any merchant vessel of the
United States, or navigating under their flag, shall be visited for the said
purposes, and upon the boarding officer by whom the visit shall be effect-
ed, on the high seas or any where without the territorial jurisdiction of
Great Britain.

ARTICLE IV.

No merchant vessel of either of the contracting parties, under the convoy
of a public vessel of her own nation, shall, under any circumstances what-
ever, be captured or visited by or from any public vessel of the other na-
tion, as being engaged, or on suspicion of being engaged, in the slave trade.

38:3
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AI;T3CLE V.

N6 search shall be made, by or under 'the orders of theAcoimander dr
boarding officer of any public'vessel of either party visiting any inerchAnt
vessel: of the other, as being engaged, or under suspicion of being engaged,
in the slave trade, excepting- such as may be necessary to ascertain if there
be slaves on board for the purposes of the said traffic, or other proof that
the said vessel is so engaged. No person shall be taken out of the said
visited or captured merchant vessel of either nation, by the commanding
officer of the visiting vessel, or under his order. Nor shall any part of the
cargo of the said visited vessel be removed out of her until delivered over-
to the officers or tribunals of her own nation.

ARTICLE VI.

When a merchant vessel of either nation shall be captured, as being. 01J.
gaged in 'the slave trade, by any commander or commissioned officer of the
navy'of the other nation, it shall be the duty of the commander of any pub..
lie ship of the navy of the nation to which the captured vessel shall belong,
upon the offer thereof being made to him by the commander, of the cap-
turing vessel, to receive into li4s custody the vessel so captured, and to
carry or send the same into the ports of his own country, for trial and a -
judicatioti. And at the time of the delivery of the said vessel, an authentic.
declaration shall be drawn tip, in triplicate, signed by both the commander
of the delivering and of the receiving vessels, one copy of which shall be
kept by each of them, stating the circumstances of the delivery; the con-
dition of the vessel captured at the time of the delivery; the number of
slaves, if any, on board of her; a list of all the papers received, or found
on board of her at the time of capture, anld delivered over with her, and
the names of the master or commander of the captured vessel, and of every
person on' board of her, other than the slaves at the said time of delivery.
and the third copy of the said declaration shall be transmitted, with the
said captured vessel; and the papers found on board of her, to one of the
ports of the country to which the said captured vessel shall belong, to be
produced before the tribunal appointed or authorized to decide upon the
said capture; and the commander of the said capturing vessel shall be'
alithorized to send the boarding officer, and one or two of his crew, with
the said captured vessel,)o appear as witnesses of the facts in relation to
her capture and detention, before the said tribunal. The reasonable ex-
penses of which witnesses, in proceeding to the place of trial, during their,
necessary~detention there, and for their return to their own country, or to
rejoin theii station in its service, shall be allowed by the tribunal of trial:;
and in case of the condemnation of the captured vessel, be defrayed froii
the. proceeds of the sale thereof, and in case of the acquittal of the said yes-
sel they shall be paid by the Goverrnient of the capturing officer.

ARTICLE VI.

The commander or commissioned officer of the navy of either of the con-
tracting parties, having captured a merchant vessel of the other, as being
engaged in the slave trade, if there be no public vessel of the nation to
which the said captured vessel belongs cruising upon the same station, to
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th~tcom~mwnder of whom the said captured vessel~msiy-be delivered overeas
ptipulaqtpd in. the preceditng article, shall carry or send. the, said captured
vessl somam. convenient port of; her own country, there to be delivered
uppto the competent tribunal, for trial arnd adjudication. And the, said'
captpred vessel shall there be libelled, in the name and behalf of. the cap-
tors; .and in case ,of ,the.condemnation of the said vessel, the proceeds, of
,.thePalethereof and of, her cargo, if also condemned, shall be paid to the
commander of the.s~aidcaptiiring vessel, for the benefit of the captors, ,to
be distributed according to the, established rules of the service of the nation
.to which such capturing vessel shall belong, for the distribution of prize
monkey.

ARTICLE VIII.

The captain or commander and crew of the said vessel so captured.and
sent in for. trial and adjudication, shall be proceeded against conformably to
the laws of the country whereinto they shall be so brought upon the charge
of piracy, by being. engaged in the African slave trade; and the captai%
or cogmaipder, the boarding officer, and otherpersons belonging to thp
capturing vessel, shall be competent witnesses to t.he facts relating to tho-
said charge and to the capture of the said vessel, to which they shall be
personally knowing: but every such witness, upon the criminal trial for
piracy,shall he liable to be challenged by the person accused, and set aside
as incompetent, unless he shall release and renounce all his individual
claim to any part of the prize money, upon the condemnation of the vessel:
and cargo.

ARTICLE IX.

It is agreed between the high contracting parties, that the right of visit-
ingcapturing, and delivering,,over for trial, the vessels engaged in the.
African slave trade, and assuming their respective flags, is mutually con-
ceded to the officers of their respective navies, on the consideration that
they have, by their respective laws, declared their citizens and subjects,.
actively participating ini the said traffic guilty of the crime of piracy.
That no part of this convention shall be so construed as to authorize the

detention, search, or visitation, of the merchalit vessels of either nation, by
the public officers of the navy of the other, except vessels engaged in the
African slave trade, or for any other purpose whatever than that of seizing
and delivering up the persons and vessels concerned in that traffic, for trial
and adjudication, by the tribunals and laws of their. own country.

ARTICLE X-

It is farther agreed, that this right of visiting, detaining, and delivering;.
over for trial, vessels engaged in the slave trade, shall be exercised only by
the commissioned officers of the navy of the parties, respectively, furnished
with instructions from their respective Governments, for the execution of'
their respective laws for the suppression of the slave trade; that the board-
ing officer, and the captain or commander of the vessel exercising these
rights, or either of them, shall be personally responsible in damages and
costs to the master and owners of every merchant vessel so by them de-
'livered over, detained, or visited, for every vexatious or abusive exercise
of the right. In the case of every vessel delivered over, as herein stipur
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lated, for trial, the tribunal shall be competent to receive the complaint of
the master, owner, or owners, or of any person on board of such captured
vessel, or interested in the property of her cargo, at the time of 'her deteti.
tion, and, on suitable proof of such vexatious or abusive detention or visita.
tion, to award reasonable damages and costs to the sufferers, to be paid by
the said commanding or boarding officer, or either of them, so charged with
vexatious or abusive detention or visit. And the high contracting parties
agree, that their respective Governments shall, in every such case, cause
payment to be made of all such damages and costs so awarded, to the per.
sons so entitled to receive them, within twelve months from the date of
such award; and if any case.of such vexatious or abusive detention or
visit should occur, in which the vessel detained or visited shall not be de-
livered over for trial and adjudication, as herein provided, the commander
and boarding officer by whom such vexatious and 'abusive detention or
visit shall have been made, shall also be responsible in costs and damages
to the sufferers, upon complaint before the competent admiralty court of the
country of the said commander and boarding officer; and the respective
'Governments shall, in like manner, cause payment to be made of any
damages and costs awarded by said court, wvithin twelve months from the
date of the -award.

ARTICLE XI.

A copy of this convention, and of the laws of the two countries actually
in force for the prohibition and suppression of the African slave trade,
*hall be furnished to ei'erv commander of the public vessels instructed to
carry into effect such p1rohibitionr; and in case anly such commanding officer
of the nWavy of the United States, or of Great Britain, shall deviate in any
respect from the dispositions of this treaty, and from the instructions of his
Government conformable to it, the Government which shall conceive itself
-to be wronged by such conduct shall be entitled to demand reparation; and
in such case the Government of the nation to the service of which he may
belong binds itself to cause inquiry to be made into the subject of the com.
plaint, and to inflict upon him, if he be found to have deserved it, a pun.
ishment proportioned to the transgression wvhich may have been committed.

ARTICLE XIl.

The present treaty, consisting of articles, shall be ratified, and
the ratifications exchanged within one year from this date, or sooner, if
possible.

In witness whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the
;same, and thereunto affixed their seals.
Done at -, the - day. of -, in the year of our Lord

Mr. ddarns to Mr. Middleton.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, July 28, 1823.

SIR: At the close of the last session of Congress a resolution was adopted
by the House of Representatives, almost unanimously, requesting "the
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president of the United States to enter upon. and to prosecute, from time
to. tune,sch negotiations with the several maritime Powers of Europe
and America as he may deem expedient for the effectual abolition of the
African slave trade and its ultimate denunciation as piracy, under the law
-of nations, by the consent of the civilized world."

In. pursuance of this resolution, instructions for carrying it into effect
have been given to the ministers of the United States destined to the re-
public's of Colombia and of Buenos Ayres, and to the minister who has re-
cently departed for Spain. But, as a negotiation for co-operation to effect
the-suppression of the African slave trade had already been commenced
with Great Britain, a special instruction upon the subject was forwarded
to Mr. Rush, together with a full power and a draught of a convention to be
proposed, in substance, to that Government, and which he has been au-
thorized to conclude.
A copy of that instruction and draught are herewith enclosed, the gen-

eral terns of which you will communicate, at such time and in such man-
ner, to the Imperial Russian Government, as you shall think proper.
You will also communicate to them the purport of the resolution of the

House of Representatives above cited, and copies of the laws of the
United States prohibiting the slave trade. You will particularly invite
their attention to the two sections of the act of the 15th of May, 1820, by
which this offence. when committed by citizens of the United States; is
subjected to the penalties of piracy.
The proposal that this principle should be recognised by the general

consent of civilized nations, recommended by the resolution of the House
-of Representatives, appears to be substantially the same with that made
by Great Britain at the Congress of Verona. It was not acceded to by
any one of the other Powers there assembled, and the conferences on this
subject terminated there by a mere renewal of the joint declaration against
the traffic at the Congress of Vienna. So long as the trade shall not be
recognized as piracy by the law of nations, we cannot, according to our
Constitution, subject our citizens to trial, for being engaged in it, by any
tribunal other than those of the United States.
The admission of the crime as piracy by the law of nations would seem

necessarily to subject the perpetrators of it to capture by the armed force
of every nation. And this might endanger the lawful commerce of the
maritime nations, by subjecting them to the abuses of vexatious searches,
without some special provision to guard against them.
This is the object of the stipulations proposed in the draught herewith

-transmitted, requiring that all vessels of one nation, which may be cap-
tured as slave traders by the cruisers of another, should be delivered over
for trial to the tribunals of their own country.
You will see that Mr. Rush is instructed to correspond with you upon

this subject. If the draught of the articles enclosed should lead to the cOil-
,clusion of a convention between the United States and Great Britain, a
*ommunication of it to the Russian Government will be made as soon as
possible, and we shall propose that His Imperial Majesty's accession to it,
if agreeable to him, shall be invited.

In the mean time, you will informally suggest to his ministry, that it
will be the desire of the Government of the United States to proceed in
,this matter in perfect good understanding and harmony with them; and
you will further intimate that, as this has now become a general concern
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fithesiwhole civilized world, and -as Great Britain isinegotiating, jinth,
tqndseverally,,witheach and every of her allies in -Enrope',Ipartland
again with them altogether, while she is also separately treatingi ith
-s, we wish it to be considered whether it would not be expedirent~onlli
sides that communication should be made to us of all the jointly concerted
measures while they are mere proposals, and not that the knowledge of
them should be withheld from us until they are matured into positive
treaties.

I am,. with great respect, sir, your very humble and obedient servant,
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS;

H1FaWar MIDDLETON,
EBrn.oy Extraordinary and Mlinister Plenipotentiary of the

United S'tates at St. Petersburg.

Alr. Adams to Mr. Everett.
-DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington., august 8, 1823.
SIR: At the close of the last session of Congress, a resolution was

adopted, almost unanimously, by the House of Representatives, "That
the President of the United States be requested to enter upon and to prose-
cute, fromn time to time, such negotiations, with the several maritime
Powers of Europe and America, as he may deem expedient for the effect.
tual abolition of the African slave trade, and its ultinmate denunciation at
piracy, under the law of nations, by the consent of the civilized world."

Iti pursuance of this resolution, instructions for carrying it into effect
have been given to the ministers of the United States destined to the re-
publics of Colombia and of Buenos .Ayres, and to the several ministers of
the United States in Europe.
As a negotiation for co-operation, to effect the suppression of the African

slave trade, had already been commenced with Great Britain, a special
instruction upon the subject has been forwarded to Mr. Rush, together
wifh a full power, and a draught of a convention to be proposed, in sub-
stance, to the British Government, and which he is authorized to conclude.
A necessary preliminary to the conclusion of this proposed convention,

should it meet the assent of the British-Government, will be the enactment
of .a statute declaring the crime of African slave trading piracy by the
-British law. In that event, it is proposed, by proper co-operation, that
the influence of the two Powers should be exerted to obtain the consent
of other nations to the general outlawvry of this traffic as piracy. In the
mean time to. give at once effect to the concert of both nations, it is pro-
posed -that ithe armed vessels of both, duly authorized and instructed,
shall have power to capture the slave-trading vessels which may assume
the-fag of either, and, if not of their own nation, to deliver over the cap6
tured slave trader to the officers or tribunals of his own country, for trial
and adjudication.

This -principle is essential, as connected with that of constituting -the
traffic piracy, by the law of nations. So long as the offence was consid-
-red as.of inferior magnitude, the Constitution of the United States forbade
thesubmission -of it, when charged upon their citizens, to any foreign tri-

-0o
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btinal, raind, whetithercrimie and-ithe punishitientare aggravated, to involveal
the life of the accused, it affords but a more imperative indu0erient,-for:)seik
cprria;to himn the benefit of a trial by. his countrymetvandhispeers.

- It appears that, at the conferences of Veronai.the. proposition! wasmtade
bythe British Government! that the slave trade should be recognized: and
proclaimed as piracy by the law of nations. We have therefore-reason 'to
hope:that the proposal nowimade: to them on; the part' of the United -States-
vill: be. favorably considered by them. In that case, further communica-
tionson the subject, with other. Governments, will ensue.

In, themean time, to fulfil the intentions of the House of Representa-
tives in relation to the Netherlands, you will communicate to their Govern- -

ment a. copy of the resolution, together with copies of the laws of the
United States prohibiting the slave trade, with particular notice of the two
sections of the act of the 15th of May, 1820, by whicl the crime of being
concerned inl the African slave trade, when committed by citizens' of the
United States, is declared to be, and is made punishable as for, piracy.
And you will announce the. readiness of the* American Government, should
it:suit the. views of His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, to enter
upon a negotiation, for the purpose of carrying into effect the object of the'
resolution, of the- House of Representatives-namely, the denunciation of
the African slave trade as piracy by the law of nations.

1 am, with great respect, sir, your very humble and obedient servant,
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

ALEXANDER H. EVERETT, Esq.,
Charge d'Vlffaires United States to the NSetherlands.

Extracts of a letter from Mr. adams. to General Dearborn; envoy ex-
.traordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States at
Lisbon, dated

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, .'ugust 14, 1823.

At the close of the last session of Congress, a resolution was adopted,
almost unanimously, by the. House of Representatives "rhat the Presi-
dent of the IUnited States be requested to enter upon and to prosecute,from
time to time, such negotiations, with the several maritime Powers of Eu-
rope and America, as. he may deem expedient for the effectual abolition
of the African slave trade, and its ultimate denunciation as piracy, under
the.law of nations, by the consent of the civilized world."
A negotiation, for concertina measures of co-operation to effect the sup-,

pression of the African slave trade, had already for several years been.
pending with Great Britain; for which reason, a special instruction has
been transmitted. toMr. Rush, together with a foll power, and a draughts of sin
convention to be proposed, in substance, to the. British Gdvernmeut, and
which he is authorized to conclude.

Should this proposal meet the assent of the British Government, a ne-
cessary. preliminary. to the conclusion of the.convention wvil be, the pas-
sage of anl act of Parliament declaring the crime of African slave trading,
when committed by British subjects, piracy. An act of Congress'to that
effect, as relates tokcitizens'of the United States, has been in force, as yoW
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are aware, these three years. When the crime shall have been Constitittea
piracy by the statute law of both countries, each with reference to itsOwtv
citizens or subjects, the principle offered by the projected convention is
that the armed vessels of each, specially empowered and instructed to that
end, shall be authorized to capture slave-trading vessels assuming the
flag of the other, and to deliver over the captured.. vessels to the public
cruisers or to the tribunals of their own country, for trial. This plan isi
offered as a substitute for that which. was offered to us by Great Britain,
which wvas predicated on the treaties already concluded between that Power
and Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands. The leading principle of these
treaties was the mutual concession of the right of maritime search, in time
of peace, to the armed vessels of both, cruising for slave traders, and a
mixed court of commissioners and arbitrators, sitting in colonial posses-
sions of the parties, for the trial of the delinquents. To this system the
United* States have steadily declined to accede. for two reasons: one, be-
cause they. had an invincible repugnance to subject their' merchant vessels
to the maritime search of foreign officers in time of peace; and the other,.
because they could not subject their citizens to the jurisdiction of foreign
tribunals, upon trials for offences against their laws.
At the conferences of Verona, the British Government appears to have

proposed that the African slave trade should be declared piracy by the law
of nations. This is the same proposition recommended-by the resolution
of the House of Representatives of the Urnited States. The ultimate ob-
ject of the United States and of Great Britain, therefore, is the same,
The negotiations suggested by the resolution of the House must depend

materially for their character and progress, with reference to other Powers,
upon the event of that which is thus pending with Great Britain. The
instructions to the ministers of the United States in other countries have
therefore been only of a general character.

lPortugal is the only maritime Power of Europe which has not yet de-
clared the, African slave trade, without exception, unlawful. Her own
internal situation has, perhaps, recently tended to diminish the influence
of those interests which have heretofore prevailed to delay and postpone
her acquiescence in the principle of total proscription upon that trade. It
is hoped that she will not much longer resist the predominating spirit of
the -age, calling so loudly upon the rulers of mankind effectually to put
down the crying sin of that abominable traffic.

In communicating to the Portuguese Government copies of the resolu-
tion of the House of Representatives, and of the laws of the United States
prohibiting the slave trade, you will state that the Government of the United
States will be read to enter, at any time when it may suit the views of:
that of Portugal,. upon the negotiation contemplated by the resolution.

Mr. FRush to Mr. e4dams, giving him the substance of a conversation
with Mr. Canning.-[EXTRACTS.]

LON.DON, October 9, 1823.
This' latter subject, [the slave trade,] he said it was his wish to take

inl hand with me himself, and thus keep it detached from the general
negotiation.

8 8 6 * 8*. 8 8 *
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Whilst -we, were speaking of the mode of taking up the question of the.

slave trade, I did not scruple to intimate, even at this early stage, that,
unless his Government was prepared to say that it would cause a statute
to be passed, declaring the trade, by its own subjects, to be piracy, and ren.
dering it punishable as such, in manner as had been done by the United
States, I was not authorized to make any proposals upon the subject; that
this, in fact, was the only basis upon which it fell within the intentions of'
my Government to attempt any arrangement of the subject whatever. I
was happy to hear Mr. Canning say, in reply, that he did rot, speaking
from his first impressions, see any insurmountable obstacle upon this score.
to our proceeding with the subject.

Extract of a letter from Mr. Sheldon, charge d'affaires of the United
States at Paris, to the Secretary of State.

PARIs, October 16, 1823.
In the same conference I also informed Mr. de Chateatibriand of the

resolution of the House of Representatives respecting the slave trade,
which made the subject of your despatch (No. 2) of the 14th of August.
He repeated, in substance, what he had before stated to Mlr. Gallatin in.
conversation, viz: that the French Government were sincerely desirous of
putting an end to that trade, and were taking all the measures in their'
power to effect it, by pursuing offenders, and executing rigidly the lawvs
now in existence; but that the public opinion generally in France, ond
more especially in the Chambers, was against it, owing not only to the
prevalence of the colonial interest in the question, but particularly to the-
circumstances under which their stipulatinns with Dng' "ad upon this sub-
ject had been made. So tender were they Lyp'on this poUint, that. the propo-
sition of adding new rigors to theii laws would he Taken as a Iiew con-
cession to that Power, and, instead. of being adopted in the Chanmbers,
would be more likely to prcvoke an attempt to repeal the prohibitcny
measures already established. ii order to rid themselves, in that way, of
one of the charges imposed i.on them by the foreign occupation ; that
time was necessary to wear ;Lway these impressions"- and, until that
should have arrived, no minister in. France could be strong enough, upon,
this point, to do more than to watch over the execution of the laws already
in force, which they were now' disposed to do fully and faithfully, and"
which, if not entirely efficient, at least made the prosecution of the trade,
under the French flag, hazar'doius and difficult.
At present, therefore, it is not probable that France will consent to the-

proposal of the President to enter upon.the negotiation contemplated by'
the resolution of the House of Represcntatives. I have, however, made
the proposal, in obedience to your directions, and have the honor to en-
close a copy of the letter to Viscount de Chateauibriand, in which I have
communicated to him that resolution.



Eri~ract bf a Aleter from 'Mr. 5S7i'lddn,cii2d'adires, to te Se-
tary of Stat, dated'

PARis, November 5 18931
'I hatve received' answers from Viscount de Chateatubriand'on the "subject'

of 'the'newv and more effective' measures proposed against' the slave trade.,
Onththe' subject of the slave trade, the answer'maniifest's a disposition to'

adopt such new provisions 'as may be found necessary for its niore effect.
*al suppression, and this disposition' really exists-, but, after what Mr.
de Chateaubriand had' stated in conversation, and which I have already
communicated, these new and more rigorous legislative provisions can
only be introduced gradually, and some time will be required for effecting
that purpose.

Mr. Sheldon to the Viscount de Chateaubriand.

- PARIS, October 15, 1823.
r SiR: The minister of the United States to this court had, some time' be-
fore he left. Paris, transmitted to your excellency copies of the laws suc-
cessively adopted by the United States for the suppression of the slave
trade. This communication was intended for the special purpose of making
the French Government acquainted with the fact that, so far as the United
States were concerned, their legis:.%tion upon this subject had been ineffect-
ual; that their laws had been violated, and the trade had continued, until
they had denounced against it the highest punishment that a human tribunal
call inflict. Since it has been declared to be piracy, and punishable with
death, the American flag has no longer been soiled with it.
At the last session of Congress, that body, desirous that the co-operation

of the other maritime Powers might be obtained in measures which we
had found to be so effectual,fornally requested the President.to enter upon
and prosecute negotiations with those Powers to that end. I have the
honor to enclose a copy of the resolution Adopted, with great unanimity,
by the House of Representatives, upon that' subject, and I am directed to
.declare that the President is ready to enter upon the negotiation contem-
plated by it with France, whenever it may be agreeable. to her. Instruc-
tions to the same effect have been given to all the ministers of the United
States accredited to foreign Powers, and the favorable results which are
hoped from them will be made known at the earliest opportunities to the
French Government. It may be expected that a co-operation in measures
equally effectual with those heretofore brought forward for the suppression.
of this trade, and not open to similar objections, will be generally and
readily afforded.

I beg to offer to your excellency the renewed assurances, &c.
B.' SHELDON.
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[TRANSLATIO1N.]

Viscount de Chateaubriand to Mr..Sheldon.

PARIS, October 29,1823.
SIR: You, did me the honor of writing me, on the 15th of this month,.

that the Government of the United States had only. attained the effectual
suppression of the slave trade by making it piracy, and by rendering those
guilty of it liable to the same punishment. You have, at the same time,
informed me that that Governmenit was disposed to co-operate with the
other Powers; by negotiations to attain, by the same means, the complete
and general abolition of this traffic.
The communication which you, did me the honor to address to me can-

not but deserve great consideration. I ha-e requested the keeper of the
seals to review, with great care, the laws and ordinances which have been..
made in France for obtaining the abolition of the trade; to certify, after
this examination, in what points they inay be insufficient, and to. propose
for completing them, in case of need, all the new dispositions which might
accord with the independence and rights of the flag, and which might ap-
pear most proper to assure in France, in an efficacious manner, the abso-
lute cessation of a traffic sq contrary to the rights of humanity.

Accept, sir, the assurances, &c.
CHATEAUBRIAND.

BEtract ofa letterfrom Mr. Everett, charge d'affaires, to the Secretary
of State, dated

BRUSSELS, November 20, 1823.
I have received from the Baron de Nagell a preliminary answer to my

note of the 7th upon the slave trade, of which 1 have the honor to enclose
a copy.

[TRANSLATION.]

Mr. Everett to Baron de Nagell.

BRUSSELS, November 7, 1 FS23.
SIR: I have the honor to subjoin to your excellency, by order of my-

Government, a printed copy of the laws of the United States which for-
bid their citizens to pursue tile slave trade; also, a copy of the resolution
of the House of Representatives of the sth of February, 1S23, by which
the President is requested to concert, with the maritime Po wers of Europe
and of America, the measures which may be most proper to effect the
abolition of that trade, and to make it, by the universal consent of the-
civilized world, equivalent to the crime of piracy.
Your excellence will remark that it is already viewed in this light by

the laws of the United States. The art of the 15th of Mlarch, 1So0, de-
clares (sections 4 and 5) that the persons subject to the jurisdiction of the
republic., who shall be engaged in tile slave trade, either by seizing these

36
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unfortunates by force or fraud, and carrying them on board their vessels,
or by keeping them there, and making them'1an object of traffic, shall be
deemed pirates, and punished with death.

In fact, this pretended commrlerce bears all the characteristics of piracy:
that is, of felony committed on the sea. And, as it has been denounced
as a:criine by the greater part of civilized nations, it ought to fall into the
particular class of crimes to which it naturally belongs, and findergohthe
penalties which the usage and the law of nations impose upon them. An"'
unanimn(us declaration of the Christian Powers to this effect would inevi-
tably produce the entire cessation of the trade. The public ships of each
Power would then be authorized, by the law'of nations, to cruise against
the persons who might be engaged in it, without regard to the c6lor of the"
flag with which they might pretend to be sheltered. Whilst, if the trade
is only regarded in each country as al offence against the municipal laws,
it would be lawful for any one nation alone, by permitting it, to afford an
asylum, under its flag, to the pirates of all the others.
The known character of the King, and the zeal which His Majesty has

already displayed in his efforts to bring about the abolition of this infamous
commerce, furnishes a presumption to the Government of the United States,
that that of the Low Countries will voluntarily co-operate with it to that
effect. In communicating to your excellency the subjoined papers, and in.
praying that you will be pleased to lay them before the King, I am charged
to announce to him the desire of the President of the United States to ob-
tain the -co-operation of His Majesty in this work of justice, and to estab-
lish a concert between the two Powers, in the measures which they may
pursue in common, to render the slave trade equivalent to the crime of pi.
racy,.by the universal consent of the Christian world.

I eagerly embrace this occasion to repew to your excellency the homage
of my most distinguished consider. tion.

A. H. EVERETT.

[TRANSLATION.]

Baron de Nagell to Mr. Everett.

BRUSSELS, November 13, 1823.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the

7th of this month, containing some propositions in regard to the slave trade,
and to inform you that, without delay, I laid this paper, and its enclosures,
before the King.

I shall hasten to impart to you the determination of His Majesty, as soon
as I shall have been informed of it; and, in the mean time, I seize this op-
portunity to renew the assurance of my distinguished consideration.

A. W. C, DE NAGELL.
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EIGHTEENTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

MARCH 17, 1824?,

On motion of Mr. Mercer, it was
Resolved, That the Committee on the Suppression of the African Slave

Trade be instructed to inquire into the expediency of amending the exist-
ing laws of the United States for the suppression of that traffic, so as to ex-
tend the penalties thereof to cases of expeditions fitted out il foreign ports
or places for that traffic, by, or on account of, citizens or persons residing
withing the jurisdiction of the United States.

APRIL 16, 1824.

Mr. C )van, from the committee consisting of Mr. Govan, Mr. Liver-
,more, Mr. Herrick, Mr. Test, Mr. Wayne, Mr. Spaight, and Mr. Eaton,
reported the following bill:

A BILL respecting the slave trade.

fle it enacted by the Senate and iouse' of Representatives of the United
,States of w9,nerica in Congress assembled, That from and after,; he pass-
ing of this law, if any citizen of the United States, or any person resident
therein, sball, in any port or place whatsoever, build, or in any respect fit,
equip, man, load, or otherwise prepare, or cause to be prepared, or in any
respect fitted, equipped, manned, or otherwise prepared, or be in any respect
concerned in equipping, manning, or preparing, any ship or vessel, for the
purpose of being employed in the slave trade, or in the transportation of
slaves from any foreign port or place to any other foreign port or place
whatsoever, foe the purpose aforesaid, every such. citizen or other person,
so offending, shall, on conviction, be punished by fine not exceeding five
thousand dollars, and by imprisonment not exceeding seven years; and
:such ship or vessel, her tackle, apparel, furniture, provisions, and cargo, oi.
board thereof, shall be forfeited. And any citizen, or other person, resident
as aforesaid, who shall voluntarily serve on board of such ship or vessel,
or shall sail on board thereof, knowing the same to be intended to be em-
ployed in the slave trade, or in the transportation of slaves as aforesaid,
shall, on conviction, be liable to be punished by fine not exceeding three
thousand dollars, and by imprisonrmient not exceeding five years.

SEc. 2. .nd be it further enacted, That nothing in this act contained
shall be construed to affect, or in any wise repeal, any acts hitherto passed
for the prohibition or suppression of the slave trade; but the same acts, and
every clause thereof, shall remain in full force, in the same manner as if
this act had not been made.
NOTE.-This bill was never acted upon by the House.
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EIGHTEENTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION.

FEBRUARY 16. 1825.

Report ofthe con-tvnittee consisting of Mr. Govan, Mr. Herrick, Mr. Test,,
Mr. WO'Vne, Mr. Spaight, Mr. Eaton, and Mr. flerkimer, to twhob.
Was referred so much of the President's message of the 7th of Decern-
bertael as daeetes to the suppression of the slave trade.

The Committee on the Suppression of the Slave Trade, to whom was refer--.
red so much of the President's message of the ith December last as re-
lates to that subject, have, according to order, had the same under con-
sideration, and respectfully report

That, pursuant to the almost unanimous request of the House of Repre--
sentatives, expressed by their resolution of the 28th February, 1823, the
President of the United States concluded a convention with Great Britain
otl the 13th of Match, in the following year, by which the African slave
trade was denounced to be piracy under the laws of both countries; the
United States having so declared it by their antecedent act of the 15th May,
1820, and it being understood between the contracting parties, as a prelim-
inary to the ratification of the convention by the United States, that Great:
Britain should, by an act of Parliament, concur in a similar declaration.

With great promptitude, and in accordance with this agreement, suich:
an act was passed, declaring the African slave trade to be piracy, and an-
nexing to it the penalty denounced against this crime by the common law-
of nations. A copy of this act was transmitted by the British Government
to the Executive of the United States, and the convention submitted by the
President to the Senate, for their advice and consent.

rile convention was approved by the Senate, with certain qualifications,...
to all of which, except one, Great Britain, sub modo, acceded; her Govern-..
nlent having instructed its minister in Washington to tender to the accept-
ance of the United States a treaty agreeing, in every particular except one,.
with the terms approved by tile Senate. This exception the message of.
the President to the House of Representatives presumes " not to be of suf-
ficient magnitude to defeat an object so near to the heart of.both nations"
as the abolition of the African slave trade, "and so desirable to the friends
of humanity throughout the world." But the President further adds,.
"' that, as objections to the principle recommended by the House of Repre--
sentatives, or, at least, to t~he consequences inseparable from it, and which,
are understood to apply to the law, have been raised, which may deserve
a reconsideration of the whole sulject, he has thought proper to suspend.
ihe conclusion of a new convention until tile definitive sentiments of Con-
gress can be ascertained."

Your committee are therefore required to review the, grounds of the law-
of 1820 and the resolution of 1S23, to which the rejected, or, as they rather
hope, the suspended convention, referred. Tlhe former was the joint act of
both branches of Congress, approved by the President; the latter, although
adopted with extraordinary unanimity, wvas the single act of the House of
Rnrr( sentatives.
Upon the principle orintentio'z of the act of Congress of 1820, makings
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ithe slave trade punishable as piracy, the history of the act may reflect some
light.
A bill -",m the Senate, entitled "c An act to continue in force the act to

protect the commerce of the United States, and punish the crime of piracy,
and also to make further provision to punish the crime of piracy," caine
to the House of Representatives on the 27th of April, 1820, anid wvas. on the
-same day, referred to a Committee of the Whole to which had been referred
-a bill of similar purport and title, that had'originated in the House of
Representatives.

Upon the 8th of May following, the Committee on the Suppression of
the Slave Trade reported an amendment of two additional sections. to the
-Senate's bill; also, a bill to incorporate the American Society for colonizing
the free people of color of the United States, and three joint resolutions, two
.of which related to the objects of that society; but the first of which, in
behalf of both. Houses of Congress, requested the President "to consult
and negotiate with all the Governments where ministers of the United
States are or shall be accredited. on the means of effecting an entire and
immediate abolition of the African slave trade." The amendatory sections
denounced the guilt and penalty of piracy against any citizen of the United
States, of the crew or company of any foreign vessel, alid any person what-
-ever of the crew or company of 'any American vessel, who should be en-
gaged in this traffic.*
The amendments, bill, and resolutions, along with the explanatory-re-

port which accompanied them, were referred to the Committee of the Whole
above mentioned; and, on the I Ith of the same month, the House proceeded
to consider them. After a discussion in the committee, the piracy bill and
its amendments, having been adopted, were reported, and both were con-
-curred in by the Houser. The following day, the bill, as amended, being
then on its passage, a motion was debated, and negatived, to recommit the
bill to a select committee, with an instruction to strike out the last' section
.of the amendment. 'the bill then passed, and was ordered to be returned,
-as amended, to the Senate.

On the same day, a motion prevailed to discharge the Committee of the
'Whole from the further consideration of the bill and the resolutions which.
accompanied the report; and the particular resolution already recited being
Ainder consideration, to try the sense of the I-Iouse on its merits, it was'
nioved to lay it on the table. The yeas and yeas having been ordered on
this motion, it was rejected by a majority of 78 to 35 members. It having
been again proposed to postpone the resolution till the ensuing or second
%session of the same Congress, and this proposal being also determined ill
.-the negative, the resolution was engrossed, read the third time, passed,
and ordered to be transmitted to the Senate on the same day with te piracv
-bill.

The amendments of this bill underwent like scrutiny and debate in the
Senate, and were finally concurred in, the day after they were received
-from the House of Representatives, without any division apparent on the
-Journal of that House.

The resolution, which had' been received by the Senate at a different
hour of the same day, was read a second time on the 15th of May, was
further taken up, and considered-as in Committee of the Whole, reported

SSee preceding pages, for these amendments, bill, and resolutions.



to 'the 'House without amendment, and ordered, after' debate, to pass .to at
third reading; but this being the last day of the session of Congress, and a
single member objecting " that it was against one of the rules of theSenate'
to read it the'third time on the same day withoutunaninous consent," it
remained on the table of that body, on its final adjournment, after an inef.
fectual'effort to suspend one 'of their rules, against which many of the friends.
of the resolution felt therelves compelled) by their invariable Usage, to
vote 'in union with its enemies.
One of the objections to the resolution, in the Senate, was founded upon

the peculiar relation of that branch of the National Legislature to the Ex-
ecitive, in the ratification of treaties; which seemed, in the opinion of
those who urged this argument, to interdict their concurrence in a request
of the' President to institute any negotiations whatever.
A contemporary exposition of the object of the amendments of the piracy

bill, and the resolution which the House of Representatives adopted by so,
large a majority, will be found in the report, which accompanied them,
from the Committee on the Suppression of the Slave Trade.d Those ob-
jects, it will be seen, weie in perfect accordance with each other. They
were designed to introduce, by treaty, into the code of international law, a
principle, deemed by the committee essential to the abolition of the African
slave trade-that it should be denounced and treated as piracy by the civil-
ized world.
The resolution being joint, and having failed in the Senate, for the reason

already stated, the subject of it was revived in the House of Representatives,
at a very'early period of the succeeding session of Congress, by a call for
information from the Executive ; which, being received, was referred to a
committee of the same title M ith the last. Their report, after reviewing all
the'`in'tecedent inieasures' of the United Stares for the suppression of the slave.
trade; ir'ently recommended the co-operation of the American and British
nhVies'aciai'nst this traffic, under the guarded provisions of a common treaty,
authorizing the practice of a qualified and reciprocal right of search.

This report closed with a resolution, requesting the President of the
United States to 'enter into such arrangements as he may deem suitable
and proper, with one or more of the maritime Powers of Europe, for the
effebtual abolition of the African slave trade,"t
The Un'ited States had, by the treaty of Ghent, entered into a format

stCpillation with Great Britain, :that both-the contracting parties shall use
their best endeavors to accomplish the entire abolition of this traffic."
'The' 'failure of the only joint attempt which had been made by England

and America, at the date of this report, to give effect to this provision, being'
ascribed, in part, to a jealousy of the views of the former, corroborated by'
the' language and conduct of one of the principal maritime Powers of Eu-
rope, in relation to the same topic, the committee referred to .the decision.
of Sir'William Scott, in the case of the French ship Le Louis, to demon-
strate that Great Britain claimed Io right of search, in peace, but such as
the' 'consent of other nations should accord to her by treaty, and sought it
by a fair exchange, in this tranquil mode, only for the beneficent purpose
of an enlarged humanity.

Certainfacts, disclosed by the diplomatic correspondence of France and
England, during the pendency of that case in the British court of admi-
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pl ty, were calculated to guard the sympathies of America from being mis-
guided by the language of the former Power.
The painful truth was elicited, that France had evaded the execution of

her promiseat Vienna to Europe arid mankind. That she had, long, after
the date of that promise, tolerated, if she had not cherished, several branches
of a traffic which, she had concurred in denouncing to be the opprobrium
of Christendom, and which she had subsequently bound herself, by the
higher obligations of a solemn treaty, to abolish, as inconsistent with the
laws of God and nature.

Succeeding events in the councils of the French nation hlave not impair-
ed the force of this testimony. What authority can lbe accorded to the
moral influence of a Government which insults the humanity of a generous
and gallant people, by pleading, in apology for the breach of its plighted
faith, that its subjects required the indulgence of this guilty traffic ?
The Emperor Napoleon, who re-established this commerce.on the ruins

of the French Republic, also abolished it again when he sought to concil-
iate the people of France, during that transient reign which immediately
preceded his final overthrow.

Congress adjourned without acting on this report.
By all instruction to the Committee on the Suppression of the Slave Trade,

of-the 15th of January, 1822,4the same subject Wvas a third time brought
directly before the House of Representatives. The instruction, called the
attention of the committee to the present condition of the African slave
trade, to the defects of any of the existing laws for its suppression, and to
their appropriate remedies. In the report made in obedience to this in.
struction, on the 12th. of April, 1822, the committee state, that, after hav-
ing consulted all the evidence within their reach, they are brought to the
*mournful conclusion, that the traffic prevailed to a greater extent than ever,
and with increased malignity; that its total suppression, or even sensible
diminution, cannot be expected from the separate and disunited efforts of
one or more States, so long as a single flag remains to cover it from detec-
lion and punishment. They renewv, therefore, as the only practicable arid
efficient remedy, the concurrence of the United States with the maritime
Powers of Europe in, a modified and reciprocal exercise of the right of
search.

In closing their report, the committee add, in effect, that they " cannot
doubt that the people of America have the intelligence to distinguish be-
tween the right of searching a neutral onl the high seas, in time of war,
claimed by some belligerents, and that mutual, restricted, and peaceful coin-
cession, by treaty, suggested by your committee, and which is demanded
in the name of suffering humanity." rhe connmittee had before intimated
that the remedy which they recommended to the House of Representatives
presupposed the exercise of the authority of another department-of the
Government; and that objections to the exercise of this authority, in the
mode which they had presumed to suggest, had hitherto existed in that de-
partment. Their report closed with a resolution differing in no other re-
spect from that of the preceding session, than that it did not require thle coni-
currence of the Senate, for the reason already suggested.*
The report and resolution were referred to a Committee of the Whole,

and never further considered.

0 See report made April 12, 1822.
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After a delay till the 20th of the succeeding February, a resolution was
submitted to the House, which was evidently a part of the system of meas.
tires for the suppression of the slave trade which had been begun by the
.ct of the Ad of March, 1819, and followed uip by the connected series of
reports and resolutions which the committee have reviewed, and which
breathe the same spirit.

This resolution, in proposing to make the slave trade piracy, by the con-
sent of mankind, sought to supplant, by a measure of greater rigor, the
Qualified international exchange of the right of search for the apprehension
of the African slave dealer, and the British system of mixed tribunals cre-
-ated for his trial and punishment-a system of which experience and the
recent extension of the tialfic, what it sought to limit, had disclosed the
entire inefficacy.
The United States had already established the true denomination and

grade of this offence by a municipal law. The resolution contemplated,
as did the report which accompanied and expounded that law, the exten-
-sion of its principle, by negotiation, to the code of all nations.

It denounced the authors of this stupendous iniquity as the enemies of
'the human race, and armed all men with authority to detect, pursue. arrest,
-and punish them.
Such a measure, to succeed to its fullest extent, must have a beginning

somewhere. Commencing with the consent of any two States to regard it
as binding on themselves only, it would, by the gradual accession of others,
enlarge the sphere of its operation, until it embraced, as the resolution con-
templated, all-the maritime Powers of the civilized world.

While it involved, of necessity, the visit and search of piratical vessels,
as bellig,,erent rights against the common enemies of man, it avoided all
complexity, difficulty, and delay, in the seizure, condemnation, and pun.
ishment of the pirate himself. It made no distinction in favor of those pi-
rates who prey upon the property, against those who seize, torture, and
kilM, or consign to interminable and hereditary slavery the persons of their
enemies.
Your committee are at a loss for the foundation of any such discrimina-

tion. It is believed that the most ancient piracies consisted in converting
innocent captives into slaves ; and those were not attended with the destruc-
tion of one-third of their victims by loathsome confinement and mortal dis-
ease.

While the inodern, therefore, accords with the ancient denomination of
this crime, its punishment is not disproportionate to its guilt. It has rob.
bery and murder for its mere accessories, and moistens one continent with
blood and tears, in order to curse another by slow consuming ruin, physical
arid moral.
One high consolation attends upon the new remedy for this frightful and

prolific evil. If once successful, it will forever remain so, until, being un-
'exerted, its very application will be found in history alone.

Can it be doubted, that, if ever legitimate commerce shall supplant the
source of this evil in Africa, and a reliance on other supplies of labor its use
,elsewhere, a revival of the slave trade will be as impracticable as a rover-
sion to barbarism ? that, after the lapse of a century from its extinction,
except where the consequences of the crime shall survive, the stories of the
African slave trade will become as improbable among the unlearned as the
expeditions of the heroes of Homer?
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The principle of the law of 1820, making the Slave trade a statutory
piracy, and of the resolution of the House of R~epresentatives of May, 1823,
which sought to render this denunciation of that offence universal, cannot,
therefore, be misunderstood.

It was not misconceived by the Rouse of Representatives when ratified
with almost unprecedented unanimity.

All unfounded suggestion has been heard, that the abortive attempt to
amend the resolution indicated that it was not considered as involving the
right of search. The opposite conclusion is the more rational, if not, indeed,
irresistible; that having, by the denomination of the crime, provided for the
detection, trial, and punishment of the criminal, an amendment, designing
to add what was already included iti the main proposition, would be super-
fluous, if not absurd. But no such amendment was rejected. The House
of Representatives, very near the constitutional close of the session of 1823,
desirous of economizing time, threatened to be consumed by a protracted
debate, entertained the previous question while an amendment, the only
one offered to the resolution, wa.s depending. The effect of the previous
question was to bring on an immediate decision upon the resolution itself,
which was adopted by a vote of 1 31 members to 9.

It is alike untrue that the resolution was regarded with indifference. The
House had been prepared to pass it without debate, by a series of measures,
having their origin in 1819, and-steadily advancing to maturity.

Before the resolution did pass, motions had been submitted to Jay it oti
the table, and to postpone it to a future day. The former was resisted by
an ascertained majority of 104 to 25; the latter without a division.

Is the House now ready to retrace its steps? The committee believe not.
Neither the people of America, nor their representatives, will sully the glory
they have earned by their early labor and steady perseverance in sustain-
ing, by their Federal and State Governments, the cause of humanity at home
and abroad.
The calamity inflicted upon them by the introduction of slavery, in a

form and to an extent forbidding its hasty alleviation by intemperate zeal,
is imputable to a foreign cause, for which the past is responsible to the pres-
*ent age. They will not deway to themselves, and to mankind, a generous
co-operation in the only efficient measure of retributive justice to an in-
-suited and afflicted continent and to all injured and degraded race.

In the independence of Spanish and Portuguese America, the committee
behold a speedy termination of the fewv remaining obstacles to the extension
of the policy of the resolution of May, 1823.

Brazil cannot intend to resist the voice of the residue of the continent of
America; and Portugal, deprived of her great market for slaves, will no
longer have a motive to resist the common feelings of Europe. And yet,
while, from the Rio de la Plata to the Amazon, and through the American
Archipelago, the importation of slaves covertly continues, if it be not openly
countenanced, the impolicy is obvious, of denying to the American shore
the protective vigilance of the only adequate check upon this traffic.
Your committee forbear to enter upon an investigation of the particular

provisions of a depending negotiation, nor do they consider the message re-
ferred to them as inviting any such inquiry.
They will not regard a negotiation to be dissolved, which hais approached

sso near consummation, nor a convention as absolutely void, which has
been executed by one party, and which the United States, having first ten-
,dered, should be the last to reject.
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FEBRUARY 28, 1825.

Mr. mercer laid the following resolution on the table :
Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested to enter

upon, and prosecute from time to time, such negotiations with the several
maritime Powers of Europe and America as he may deem expedient, for
the effectual abolition of the slave trade, and its ultimate denunciation a;
piracy under the law of nations, by the consent of the civilized world.
The above resolution was not acted upon during the session.

MARCH 3, 1825.

Mr. Forsyth laid the following resolution on the table:
Resolved, That while this House anxiously desires that the slave trade

should.be universally denounced as piracy, and, as such, should be detect-
ed and punished under the law of nations, it considers that it would be
highly inexpedient to enter into engagements with any foreign Power, by
which all the. merchant vessels of the United States would be exposed4.to
the inconvenience of any regulation of search, from which any merchant.
vessels of that foreign Power would be exempted.
The above resolution was not acted upon.

M iRCH 2, 1825.
Mr., Tucker, of Virginia, laid the following resolution on the table:
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be required to ascertain the prob-

able expense of extinguishing the Indian title to a portion of the country
lying west of the Rocky mountains, that may be suitable for colonizing
the free people of color; the best known routes across the said mountains,
and the probable cost of a road and military posts necessary to a safe com-
munication with such colony ; and to report the same to this House at the
next session of Congress.
On the 3d March, 1825, Mr. Tucker moved the House to consider this

resolution. The motion-failed..

NINETEEN'rH CONGRESS. FIRST SESSION.

FEBRUARY 18, 1825.

The. following resolution was submitted to the Senate of the United
States, by Mr. Rufus King, of New York:

Resolved, That, as soon as the portion of the existing funded debt of ihe
United States, for the payment of which the public land of the Uuited States
is pledged, shall have been paid off, then, and thenceforth, the wholdof
the public land of the United States, with the nett proceeds of all future sales
thereof, shall constitute or form a fund, which is hereby appropritted,;and
the faith of the United States is pledged that the said fund shall be inviols-
bly applied to aid 'the emancipation of stich slaves, within any of'the
United States, and aid the removal of such slaves, and the removal, of such
free. people of color, in any of the said States, as, by the laws of the States,
.respectively, may be allowed to be emancipated, or removed to any terri-
tory or country without the limits of the United States of America.
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DECEMBER 19, 1825.

Mr. Forsyth laid the following resolution on the table:
Resolvedd. That the President of the United States be requested to cor-

miuuicate to this House copies of such portions o the correspondence be-
tween the United States and Great Britain, on the subject of the. conventions
for suppressing the slave trade, as have not heretofore been, and which can
be communicated without detriment to the public interest.

DECEMBER 20, 1825.

The above resolution was adopted by the House.
On the 27th December, 1825. the President transmitted to the House the

following message, with its accompanying documents:

To the House of Representatives of/he United Stales:
.In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the

20th instant, I transmit, herewith, a report from the. Secretary of State,.
with copies of such portions of the correspondence between the United
States and Great Britain, on the subject of the convention for suppressing:
the slave trade, as have not heretofore been, and which can be communi-
cated without detriment to the public interest.

JOHN QUINCY AD)AMS.
WASHINGTON, December 27, 1825.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
''Vaslhington,December 22, 1825.

The Secretary of State, in compliance with a resolution of the House of
Representatives of the 20th instant, which has been referred to him,.re-
questing the President of the United States to communicate to that House
copies of such portions of the correspondence between the United States,
and Great Britain, oni the subject of the convention for suppressing the slave
trade, as, have not heretofore been, and which can be communicated with-
out detriment to the public interest, has the honor to submit, herewith, to
the President, copies of all the correspondence upon that subject which is,
embraced by the call of the House.

Respectfully submitted:. ..

H.. CLAY.

PAPERS SENT.

Mr. Addington to Mr. Adams, March 2, 1825, (copy.)
Mr. Clay to Mr. Addington, April 6, 1825, (copy.)
Mr. Addington to..Mr. Clay, April 9, 1825, (copy.)
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Mr. addington to Mr. Adams.

WASHINGTON, March 2,1825.
SIR: On the 6th of November last, I had the honor to inform yoti that I

'had received full powers from His Majesty to conclude and sign, with this
Government, a convention verbatim the same, as that entered into on the
13th of March, last year, between Great Britain and the United States, with
all the amendments subsequently effected in it by the Senate, the erasure of
the words, "and America," in the first article, excepted.

Ill reply to that communication, you did me the honor to acquaint me
that the President had decided upon referring the whole subject to Congress,
whereby it became necessary for you to postpone giving a definite answer
to my proposal.

This resolution of the President was, at the commencement of the ses.
,sion,. carried into effect; and I understand that the subject has been under
the consideration of Congress. You will therefore, 1 trust, sir, allow me
now to request to be made acquainted with the definite intention of the
President, with respect to the proposition submitted by me on behalf of His
Majesty's Government.

1 have the honor lo be, with distinguished consideration, sir, your most
-obedient servant,

H. U. ADDINGTON.
Hon. JOHN QUINcY ADAMS.

Mr. Clay to Mr. addington.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, .pril 6,1825.

SIR: I have the honor to inform you that the delay in the transmission
,of a definite answer to your note of the 6th of November last has proceeded
-from an anxious desire on the part of the late President of the United States
4o ascertain the practicability of reconciling, if possible, the views of the
-Government of the United States with those which are entertained by that
of HIis Britannic Majesty, in respect to the convention for more effectually
'suppressing the slave trade. With that object, the correspondence with
your Government, and the convention in which it terminated, together with
what has since passed between the two Governments, both here and at
London, were submitted to Congress during its late session. Of that refer-
ence you were apprised by the note of my predecessor, of the 4th December
last. It has so happened that neither the Senate nor the House of Repre-
sentatives has expressed, directly, any opinion onl the 'subject. But, on,
another convention, having the same object, concluded with the Republic
,of Colombia, on the ioth day of December, 1824, which was formed after
the model of that which' is pending between the Governments of the United
States and 'Great Britain, the Senate has expressed a very decided opinion.
In the Colombian convention, the coasts of America were excepted from
its operation; and yet, notwithstanding this conciliating feature, the Senate,
after full deliberation, in the exercise of its proper constitutional powers,
has, by a large majority, deemed it inexpedient to consent to and advise the
.ratification of this convention.
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Thin Government of His Britannic Majesty is well acquainted with the
provisions of the Constitution of the United States, by which the Senate is
a component part of the treaty-making power; and that the consent and
advice of that branch of Congress are indispensable in the formation of all
treaties. According to the practice of this Government, the Senate is not.
ordinarily consulted in the initiatory state of a negotiation. but its consent
and advice are only invoked after a treaty is concluded under the direction,
of the President, and submitted to its consideration. Each of the two
branches of the treaty-making authority is independent of the. other, whilst
both are responsible to the States and to the People, the common sources
of their respective powers. It results from this organization, that, in the
progress of the Government, instances may sometimes occur of a difference
of opinion between the Senate and the Executive, as to the expediency of
a projected treaty, of which the rejection of the Colombian convention
affords an example. The people of thie United States have justly consider-
ed that, if there be any inconveniences in this arrangement of their execu-
tive powers, those inconveniencies are more than counterbalanced by the -

greater security of their interests, which is effected by the mutual checks
which are thus interposed. But if is not believed that there are any incon-
veniencies to foreign Powers, of which they can with propriety complain
To give validity to any treaty, the consent of the contracting parties is.
necessary. As to the inode by which that consent. shall be expressed, it
must necessarily depend with each upon its own peculiar constitutional
arrangement. All that can rightly be demanded, in treating, is to know the
contingencies, on the happening of which, that consent is to be regardert
as sufficiently testified.. lhis information the Government of the United
States has always communicated to the foreign Powers with which it treats,
and to none more fully than to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland. Nor can it be admitted that any just cause of complaint can arise
out of the rejection, by one party, of a treaty which the other has previously
ratified. When such a case occurs, it only proves that the consent of both,.
according to the constitutional precautions which have been provided for
manifesting that consent, is wanting to make the treaty valid. One must.
necessarily precede the other in the act of ratification; and if, after a treaty
is ratified by one party, a ratification of it be withheld by the other, it.
merely shows that one is, and the other is not, willing to come under the
obligations of the proposed treaty.

,I am instructed by the President to accompany these frank and friendly
explanations by the expression of his sincere regret that, from the views.
which are entertained by the Senate of the United States, it would seem
to be unnecessary and inexpedient any longer to continue the negotiation
respecting the slave convention, with any hope that it can be made to as-
sume a form satisfactory to both parties. The Government of His Britannic
Majesty insists, as an indispensable condition, that the regulated right of.
search, proposed in the convention, should be extended to the American
coasts, as well as to those of Africa and the West Indies. The Senate,
even with the omission of America, thinks it unadvisable to ratify the Co-
lombian convention. And it is, therefore, clearly to be inferred, that a
convention with His Britannic Majesty, with a similar omission, would not
receive the approbation of the Senate. The decision of the Senate shows
that it has made up its deliberate judgment, without any regard to the rela-
tive state of the snilitary or commercial marine ; for all the considerations
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belonging to a view of that subject would have urged the Senate. to an
acceptance of the Colombian convention. It is hoped, therefore, that His
Britannic Majesty cannot fail to perceive that the Senate has been guided
by no unfriendly feelings towards Great Britain.

Before closing this note, I must express my regret that I arn unable to
concur with you in the view which you have been pleased to present of the
act of the British Parliament, by which it has denounced as piratical the
slave trade, when exercised by British subjects. It is acknowledged that
the 'Government of the United States considered such a denunciation as
expedient, preliminary to the conclusion of the projected convention. BTit
the British Parliament, doubtless, upon its own sense of the enormity of the
offence, deemed it proper to atfix to it the character and the penalties of
piracy. However much it may be supposed to have been actuated by an
accommodating spirit towards the United States, it can hardly be imagined
that it would have given that denomination to the~fact of trading in slaves,
from motives of concession merely, contrary to its own estimate of the
moral character of that act. The Executive of the United States believed
that it might conduce to the success of the negotiation, if the British Par-
liament would previously declare, as the United States had done, the slave
trade to be piratical. But it did not follow, from the passage of that act,
that any treaty, in which the negotiation might terminate, was to be taken
out of the ordinary rule by which all treaties are finally submitted to the
scrutiny and sanction of the respective Governments. No peculiar advan-
tage has accrued to the United States from the enactment of that British
law. Its continued existence, moreover, nowv depends upon the pleasure
of the British Parliament.

But-there is no disposition to dwell longer on this subject. The true
character of the whole negotiation cannot be misconceived. Great Britain,
and the United States have had in view a common end of great humanity,
entitled to their highest and best exertions. With respect to. the desire of
attaining that end, there is no difference of opinion between the Govern-
ment of His Britannic Majesty and that of the United States, in any of its
branches. But the Senate has thought that the proposed convention was
an instrument not adapted to the accomplishment of that end, or that it was
otherwise objectionable; and, without the concurrence of the Senate, the
convention cannot receive the constitutional sanctions' of the United States.
Without indulging, therefore, unavailing regrets, it is the anxious hope of
the President that the Government of His Britannic Majesty should see, in
-all that has occurred, nothing towards it unfriendly on the part of that of
the United States, and nothing that ought to slacken their separate or united
,exertions in the employment of all other practical modes to effectuate the
great object, so dear to both, of an entire extirpation of a traffic.which is
condemned by reason, religion, and humanity.

I pray you, sir, to accept the assurance of my distinguished considera-
tion.

-H, CLAY.
HENRY U. ADDINGTON, Esq.,

Charge d'Alaires from Great Britain.
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Mr. Iddington to Mr. Clay.

WASHINGTON, april 9, 1825,
Sit: I have the honor to acknowlvldge the receipt of your letter of the

r6th instant, in which you announce to me the definite decision of the Presi.
dent with regard to the convention for the more effectual suppression of the
slave trade, which I had the honor to submit for the acceptance of this
Government, on the 6th November last.

In expressing my regret at the failure of the benevolent efforts which
have been employed in a cause so dear to humanity, I may venture to as-
sure you that, however deeply His Majesty's Government may deplore the
present disappointment of their hopes, they will consider the unfortunate
issue of this business as in no wise affecting the friendly feelings which exist
between the two Governments, and will accept with pleasure the expres-
sion of the President's desire that every exertion should still be used for
effecting the entire extirpation of that odious traffic which the convention
was designed to suppress.

I cannot dismiss this subject without a brief observation on that part of
your letter in which you animadvert upon the argument employed in mine
of the 6th of November last, relative to the act passed by the British Par-
liament, for denouncing the slave trade as piracy. The expressions used
by you would lead to a belief that I had represented the passage of that act,
on the part of Great Britain, as rendering 'it imperative on the American
Government to accede to the convention, even at the expense of a sacrifice
of their constitutional prerogatives.
A reference to the expressions of my letter will, . apprehend, at once

demonstrate the erroneousness of this impression, by showing that I put
the case as a point of conscience, not one of right, and that I urged the
argument above alluded to in the form of an appeal, not of a demand.
The denunciation of the slave trade as piracy, by British statute, was

made bv this Government a sine qua. non to the signature of the conven-
tion. As far as Great Britain was concerned, that proceeding, although
perfectly conformable to the views of Parliament, quoad morality, was
one of pure supererogation, and conferred no power towards the silpprcs-
sion of the slave trade not possessed before. Had the Government of the
United States not expressly desired the enactmente. of that statute, it would
never have been passed; but, being passed, its revocation, although cer-
tairily within the competence of Parliament, is now, by the interposition
of subsequent events, rendered tantamount to morally impracticable.
These circumstances will, I apprehend, amply justify, both the form of

the argument which I built upon then, and the warmth with which I
-urged it.

I offer the preceding remarks, not by any means with a view to invite to
further discussion, but simply in order to obviate all misconstruction of the
meaning of words already employed by me.
[havre the honor, sir, to renew to you.the assurance of my distinguished

consideration.
H. U. ADDINGTON,

Hon. HENRY CLAY,
'Secretary of State.
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F:EBRUARY 14, 1826.

Mr. Porsyth laid the following resolutions on the table, viz:
i. Beiolvei That it is expedient to repeal so much of the act of the :3

March, 1819, entitled " An act in addition to the acts prohibiting the slave'
trade," as 'provides for the appointment of agents on the coast of Africa'.

2. Resolved, That it is expedient so to modify the said act of the 3d
'March, 1819, as to release the United States from all obligation to support
the negroes alreadyremoved to the coast of Africa, and to provide for such
a disposition of those taken in slave ships, who now are in, or who may
be hereafter brought into the United States, as shall secure to them a fair
opportunity of obtaining a comfortable subsistence, without any aid from
the public Treasury.

These resolutions were not acted on by the House.

NINETEENTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION.

FRIDAY, MARCH 2, 1827.

Mr. Hamiilton moved the following resolution, which was read, and laid
on the table, viz:

Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested, on sorne
fit and convenient occasion, in the course of any pending correspondence
with the Governments of Great Britain and France, to ascertain and report,
to this House, at the next session of Congress, whether those Governrneits
wvill.furnish facilities to the landing and safe passage through their respect
tive possessions on the coast of Africa to such Africans as may have come
into the possession of the United States by virtue of captures and' condem-,
nations under the slave.trade laws, whom this Government may desire to
return to the respective countries, provinces, or dominions, of the coun-
tries to which such Africans belong.
March 3, 1827.-The above resolution was taken into consideration,

and adopted by the House.

MARCH 3, 1827.

Mr. MERCEn, from the select committee consisting of Mr. Mercer, Mr.
Powell, Mr. Weems, Mr. Kellog, Mr. Kreps, Mr. Bryan. and Mr. Mc-,
Hatton, made the following report:
The cornrntIee to whom were referred sundry memorials of the .qme,'idl.
can Colonization Society,of citizens of various portions of the United-i
States, together with the resolutions of Ihe Legislatures of the States
of Delaware and Kentucky, inviting the aid of the Federal. Governess
meni to colonize in africa, vith their own consent, the free people of
color of the United States, report: .-
That the memorials and resolutions present to the consideratiohi 6d ConL

gress an object which must be regarded as of the highest importance to the
fatutre peace, prosperity, and happiness, of the United States.
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Surrounnded' with difficulties, in proportion to the magnitude of the 'in-
iterests'that it involves, *has been the circumspection-with which the com.
mittee, have approached. it. Could'they hope that the-evil to which the
memorials and: resolutions point would find a remedy in silent neglect, or
*could -be mitigated by concealment, thev would ask to be discharged from
,its further investigation. The peculiar delicacy of another 'topic, almost
inseparable, in imagination at least, however distinguishable in truth,,from
'thiepurpose of the several memorials and resolutions referred to' them
would induce the committee to avoid its consideration, if a sense of duty,
promnpted by the hope- that their labor may not be in vain, did not urge
'them to proceed in the delicate task imposed upon them by the order of the,
House.

Its' object the committee are well aware is not novel, nor even now' for
'the first time presented to the notice of Congress.*'

It involves an inquiry into the expediency of promoting, by the author-
itv and resources of the General Government, the colonization of the free
people of color beyond the territorial limits of the United States.
The existence of a distinct race of people in the bosom of the Uiiited

States, who, both by their moral and political condition, and their natural
complexion, are excluded from a social equality with the great body of the
-community, invited the serious attention and awakened the anxious soli-
citude of many American statesmen, as soon as the unhappy traffic which
had annually multiplied them ceased to be regarded as innocent. A part
of them, once held by the same tenure which originally introduced then
all into America, were, in some of the United States, liberated'before, and
in others by the Revolution. In many States, however, their total number
was, as it still continues to be, so great, that universal or general enmanci-
pation could not be hazarded, without endangering a convulsion fatal to
the peace of society. No truth has been more awfully demonstrated by
the experience of the present age, than that, to render freedom a blessing
man must be qualified for its enjoyment; that a total revolution in his
character cannot be instantaneously wrought by the agency of ordinary
moral and physical causes, or by the sudden force of unprepared revolu-
tion.

Still, in many States of the American Union, all the colored population:
are now free ;-ad in others so circilinstanced as still to render universal
emancipation dangerous to the public happiness. Large bodies of free
colored people. have arisen, fion' the intlulence of humanity in the master,
under a system of laws which, if they did not prornote,did not, till recently,
prohibit voluntary enfranchisement. The enlargement of the rights of the
colored race extend, however, to very Various limits in the different States..
In-no two, perhaps, has it precisely the same extent. In uione does it
efface all civil and political distinctions between the colored man and the
white inhabitant or citizen. Over rroral influences mere laws have every
where less power than manners. No where in Anierica, therefore, has
emancipation elevated the colored race to perfect equality with the white;
and in many States the disparity is so great that it may be questioned
whether the condition of the slave, while protected by his master, however
degraded in itself, is not preferable to that of the free negro. Nor is this
any where so questionable as in those States wvhict leave both the greatest

I See proceedings of Coloniz.ation Society, appei3eed to this report.
37
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number of slaves and. of free people of color. It is at the same. time wS6arr
thy of remark, that, among these, tile principle of voluntary emancipation.
has operated to a much greater extent than the laws themselves, or the.
principle of coereion upon the tmaster has ever done, even among those
States who had no danger whatever to apprehend from the speedy and,
universal extension of human liberty. So little ground is there, in fact, tor
be found among the different sections of the Union for those uncandid re-
proaches which, where not reproved as alike impolitic and unjust, are cal-
culated to sow the seeds of lasting jealousies and animosities among socie.
ties of.men whose best interests are indissolubly connected, and who have
only to know each other intimately to be as cordially united by mutual
esteem as they are by a common Government.

All must concur, however, in, regarding the present condition of the free
colored race in America as inconsistent with its future social and political
advancement; and, where slavery exists at all, as calculated to aggravate
its evils without any atoning good. Amiong those evils, the most obvious.
is tihe restraint imposed upon emancipation by the lawvs of so many of the
*slaveholding States-laws deriving their recent origin from the obvious.
manifestation which the increase of the free colored population has fur..
Fished of the inconvenience an.d danger of multiplying their number where,
slavery exists at all.

Their own consciousness of their degraded condition in the United
States has appeared to the North as well as the South, in their repeated
efforts to find a territory beyond the limits of the Union to which they
miay retire, and on which, secure from external danger, they may hope for
the enjoyment of political as well as civil liberty. (See memorial off'ree
people of' color to citizens oyf Baltimore.)

The belief that such would and should be their desire, and a conviction
that the voluntary removal of this part of the population of the United.
States would greatly conduce to the future happiness of the residue, have
turned the anxious attention of many private citizens and the Legislatures.
of several States to the expediency of affording to them the means of colo-
nizitig a territory iil Africa.

Anterior to the year 180(1, three several attempts to procure a country.
suited to this subject had been secretly made by the General Assembly of
Vir-inia, through a correspondence between the Executive of that State,
anrd t le President of the United States. (See le.eer from Mr. Jefferson
to JO/I Lynd,agate, p. 1S6

The last, hut, at tile same, time, the earliest public effort to attain this.
object was imiade by the Le islature of the same State, in December, 1816,.
some time before the formation, inl tile city of Washington, of the Ameri-
can Society for colonizing the free people of color. The design of this
institution, the courinittee are apprized, originated in the disclosure of the,
secret resolutions of prior Legislatures of that State, to which may also be
ascribed, it is utiderstood, the renewal of their obvious purpose in the res-
o1lution0 siubjoiiied to this report-a resolutiomi wvhich was first adopted by,
the [louse of Delegates of Virginia, oil lie 14th of December, 1816, with;
an unianiwity which denoted the deep interest which it inspired, and which
openly inianifested to the world a steady adherence to the hurnane policy
twhichl had secretly animated the saire councils at a much earlier period.
This briuf aud correct history of the origin of the American Colonization
Society uvirince that it spriun'g from a deep solicitude for Southern interests,
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and among those most competent to discern and to promote.them. (See
paper following Mr. Jefferson's letter.)

Founded by the co-operation of several distinguished statesmen, co-ope-
rating with many patriotic and pious citizens, the American Colonization
Society, for colonizing the free people of color, soon received the counte-
nance of the Legislature of Maryland, and succeeding it, at shorter or
longer intervals, the unequivocal approbation of the States-of Georgia andi
Tennessee, as it has very recently done of Delaware and Kentucky.
(See acts of Maryland, Virginia, Georgia, Tennessee, Delaware, Ken-
tucky, New Jersey, Ohio, Connecticut, Vermont, Indiana, and Pennsyl-
vania.)
To these have been added, during the prosecution of its benevolent de-

sign, the favorable opinions and pious aspirations for its success of almost
every religious society in the United States.
To these influences, and to the success of its measures, it may be

ascribed, that private subscriptions to the extent of near sixtv thousand
dollars have co-operated with the collateral aid of the Arnerican Govern-
ment in founding the present flourishing colony of Liberia. Oti two sev-
eral occasions, in the years 1825 and 1S26, the General Assembly of Vir-
ginia have voted, at the request of the society, a small pecuniary aid to
its resources; and that of Maryland has, by a fixed annuity, very lately
concurred in a similar benefaction. These acts may be regarded as an
earnest of the continued adherence of both States to the opinions which they
have repeatedly expressed in behalf of the object of the' American Colo-
nization Society.

The success of the society, however, so far as it has advanced, is attrib.
utable, under Heaven,. mainly to the persevering zeal and prudence of its
members, and to the countenance and aid which it has both merited and
received from the Federal Government.
The last annual report of the society, which is hereto annexed, (see-

tenth annual report of the Society,) and the various reports and.resolu-
tions of former committees of the House of Representatives, charged,.
from time to time, with an intlqiry into the most effectual means of sup.
pressing the African slave trade, will show the present-ee-non---of-the_
colony which the society have planted on the coast of Africa, its present-.
relation to the Federal Government, and the character and extent of the
aid which it has derived from the national resources. The prosperity of
the colony, yntur committee are assured by the report and memorial of the
Society, suirrpasses the most sanguine hopes of its early founders! and fur-
nishes conclusive evidence of the capacity of such communities, spread
along the coast of Africa, not only to abolish effectually that inhuman
traffic which has hitherto baffled the combined efforts of the Christian
world, but to afford, on this oppressed continent, the long-sought asylum to
suich of its free descendants ill America as may choose to retslr~i to the
land of their progenitors.
The aid hitherto derived by the society from the co-operatioli of the

Federal Government has been limited to thle execution of the act of 1519,-
runder "c the just and liberal construction" given to it by the late President
of the Ujnited States, in honor of whom the chief town of the colony has
received a name which it will hand down, it may be hoped, to remote'
posterity, as a perpetual memorial of the wisdom and benevolence of thle
nation over which he presided.
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This constructionn harmonized the benevolent spirit of the act' of Cbn-

gress of 1507, which sought to abolish the American branch oftthe Afri-
Can slave .trade, with the constitutional obligations of the General -Govern.
ment to the several States and to the Union. (,See Mesgage of President,
Mo0iroe of December 17, 1819.)
The mernorialists found, on views yet more enlarged, an application to

the General Government for more extended aid; and, sustained as they
are; by their' own weight of character and the approving voices of so
many States-by the wishes of so large a portion, indeed, of the Ameri-
can people-these views are entitled to the most respectful consideration.'

'rhey request the Congress of the United States to assume the govern-
ment and-protection of the colony of Liberia, and to furnish to the free
people of color in America the means of defraying the expense of their
voluntary removal to the continent of their ancestors.

Objects of greater interest', though not now pressed for the first time on
the consideration of Congress, have rarely been brought to the notice of
this Govternment.
The first inquiry which they suggest refers the committee to the power

of the Federal Government to grant the prayer of the memorialists; the
next, to the expediency of doing so.
The committee entertain no doubt whatever biit that the Government

of the United States has the constitutional power to acquire territory; and
that the people of every inhabited country, so acquired, must be regarded
as standing towards the Federal Government in the relation of colonial
dependence, till admitted as co-ordinate States with the common Union.
The inhabitants of every portion of the former Northwesterni Territory,

deriving their birth from the thirteen original States, anrd possessing the
right of emigration, were, strictly speaking, recognised colonies of their
common mother country, as are at present the Territories of Arkansas,
Michigan, and Florida. They had not the right of self-government, nor
have these; but they were, or are, dependent, for their laws upon the
Congress of the United States. Such territoriess, with their inhabitants,
can in no -sense be regarded as the colonies of any particular State, being
made up of eini,,rants from all the States to the common territory of all;
and the power ta' govern them has been exercised, at all times, under the
unquestioned ant indisputable authority of the Union.
No State having the power to enter into any negotiation for +k acqui-

sition of foreign territory, the authority to make a treaty for tNat object
must and does vest in the United States, or it exists no where. This rea-
sonirng is in accordance with the past history of the United States, and the
tenor of the earliest report upon this subject from a committee of this
House. But, while this committee recognize in the Federal Government
the powel to negotiate for the acquisition of territory, and to govern it and
its inhabitants, when acquired. as a colony, they are not prepared, at pres.
ent, to admit tie expediency of doing so in relation to the people and ter-
ritory of Africa'. Were the exercise of such a power deemed, by the corn-
mittee, indispen'sably necessary to the benevolent and useful, purposes of
the memorialists, a decision on the expediency of the measure proposed
would be illvolved iii greater diffictilty, and inspire the deepest solicitude.
Bitt the committee entertain a different opinion. The colonial agent of the
Armierican society has experienced, especially of late, very little difficulty
in procutrinig accessions of territory: no such. diffictilty need hereafter be
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apprehended, or none thatmere pecuniary aid w-ould not promptly-obviate.
-Nor, for.the protection of the colony against a civilized enemy, does it ape
pear to your committee to be required that the United States should assume
over it any jurisdiction or power of political and civil government. The
.fatality of the climate of tropical Africa to the constitution of the white
man forms one source of the security of any colony of persons capable of
withstanding its influence, Against the predatory incursions of the feeble
tribes in the neighborhood of the American colony, its own strength mani.
festly suffices for its defence; and from the power of the maritime States
of Europe and America, and the agitations and dangers of their frequent
wars, the humanity of the world would afford a better protection than the
flag of any single State, however powerful.
While the colony of Sierra Leone was subject, as is that of Liberia at

present, to the moral control of a society of private gentlemenit was once.
during the disorders of the French revolt tion, attacked by a French squad-
ron; but such was the indignation awakened by this act of wanton bar-
barity, that it was promptly disavowed by the revolutionary Government
of France; and, in all the subsequent wars of Great Britain, such an act
has never been repeated, or even apprehended.
To render this moral protection more authoritative, your conmmiittee beg

leave to recommend to the House, in conformity with the report of a for-
iner committee, acting in relation to the same subject, the adoption of a
resolution, requesting the President of the United States to "enter upon
such negotiations as he may deem expedient, with all the maritime Powers
of the Christian world, for the purpose of securing to the colony of Libe-
ria," and such other colonies as may be planted on the Africaui-coast, for
like purposes, so long as they may merit it, "6 the advantages of a perpetual
neutrality."

Against the hazard, which must however shortly cease, if it has not
already done so, arising from the desperate enterprises of those piratical
adventurers who frequent the African coast for the purpose of carrying on
a trade now prohibited, north of the equator, by all nations, and continued
to the south by. Brazil and Portugal alone, the growing strength Eof 'the
colony, aided by the frequent presence of thb American flag in its vicinity,
will furnish adequate security. To provide for its internal tranquillity, an
assumption of its government by the United States would seem at first to
be of greater moment. To the future peace and prosperity of the colony,
it may appear to be an indispensable guaranty. Some of the memorialists
have so regarded it.
But as a responsibility, involving political considerations of no small

magnitude, would, of necessity, attach to the exercise, by the United States,
of a sovereign jurisdiction over a remote territory and people, the com-
mittee have been led, in conformity with the principles which .they have
already laid down, to consider it more prudent to trust the internal govern-
Irr-gt of the colony to the administration by Which it has been hitherlo.-S
->cessfully conducted.
A mixture of the control of other magistrates than those of the same,

color with the colonists, to be drawn, for that purpose, from the white
population of the United States, might possibly arouse in other;States, as
well as in the colonists themselves, jealousies which do not at present.ex-
ist; while no small sacrifice of human life would be the obvious conse-
quence of attempting to sustain an authority over the colony by the force'

-441
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of any other power than that moral control which repeated benefactionsi a
sense -of gratitude, and the dictates of interest, may long preserve to its
American founders and their successors.
When its population and power shall entitle Liberia to rank, as it may,

and in all human probability will hereafter do, among the civilized States
of the earth. negotiation will keep open and improve the avenue which, in
its feeble though yet flourishing condition, it now n'9ers to the admission
of the colored race from America. Thus it mav continue to subserve all
the benevolent and useful purposes which its early patrons and friends had
in view, without subjecting it to entangling alliances with, or a degrading
dependence upon, any other political community.
The power and the expediency of affording pecuniary aid to the volun-

tary removal of the free people of color from America to Africa, are ques.
tions presenting to the committee fewer difficulties. ((See extracts from
third annual report of Colonization Society.)

It is not easy to discern any object to which the pecuniary resources of
the Union can be applied, of greater importance to the national security
and welfare, than to provide for the removal, in a manner consistent with
the rights and interests of the several States, of the free colored population
within their limits. And your committee would not hesitate to accompany
this report with a resolution recommending, with suitable conditions, such
an appropriation, did not the public business remaining to be disposed of
by the present Congress preclude the hope, if not the possibility, of obtain-
inig for such a resolution tihe sanction of this House.
They close their report, therefore, with an earnest recommendation of

the prayer of the memorialists, and the accompanying resolutions of the
States of Kentucky and Delaware, to the early attention of the next Con-
gress.

At a meeting of the society held on the first day of January, 1817, the
following resolution was adopted:

Resolved, That the president and board of managers be, and they are
hereby, instructed and required to present a memorial to Congress, on the
subject of colonizing, with their consent, the free people of color of the
United States, in Africa or elsewhere.
The following resolutions have been adopted by the society, at its an-

nual meetings in 1819, 1820, 1826, and 1827:
Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to lay before the

Congress of the United States, or any committee or committees which may
be appointed by either branch thereof, the information which has been
collected through the means of this society, showing the practicability of
the object of this institution, and respectfully. but earnestly, to solicit the
countenance, aid, and support of Congress, in the accomplishment of that
object.

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to prepare and present to the
Congress of the United States a memorial requesting that they will take
such further steps as to their wisdom may seem proper to ensure the en-
tire abolition of the African slave trade.
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to prepare and present, as

soon as possible, to the two Houses of Congress, memorials praying such
aid and assistance to the society as Congress shall think proper to afford.
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Resolved, That the board of managers be empowered and directed, at
.such time or times as may seem to them expedient, to make respectful ap-
plicatinn to the Congress of the United States, and to the Legislatures of
the different States, for such pecuniary aid, in furtherance of the object of
this society, as they may respectively be pleased to grant.

Memorial of the free people of co/or to the citizens of Baltimore.

At a meeting of a respectable number of colored persons, convened at
Bethel church, December 7, 1826, for the purpose of considering the pro-
:prieqy of promoting an emigration to the African colony at Liberia, the
Reverend William Cokish was called to the chair; and Robert Cowley ap-
pointed secretary. The meeting being organized, after due deliberation,
the following resolution and memorial were read and adopted.
The proceedings were then ordered to be signed by the chairman and.

secretary, and published.
DECEMiER 11, 1826.

At a very numerous meeting of respectable free people of color, held at
the African church, Sharp street, on Monday, the 11th of December, 1S26,
-on motion of the Reverend Lewis G. Wells, Mr. James Deaver was
called to the chair, and Remus Harvey appointed secretary.
A memorial to the white people of Baltimore was then presented to the

meeting, being the same adopted at the Bethel church on the 7th instant;
and, after the same had been read and discussed, it was adopted, and or-
dered to be part of the proceedings of the meeting, signed by the chairman
-and secretary, and published.

Memorial.

We have hitherto beheld in silence, but with the intensest interest, the
-efforts of the vise and philanthropic in our behalf. If it became us to be
silent, it became us also to feel the liveliest anxiety and gratitude. The
time has now arrived, as we believe, in which yo'ir good work and our
happiness may be promoted by the expression of our opinions. We have
therefore assembled for that purpose, from every quarter of the city, and
every denomination, to offer you this respectful address, with all the weight
-,end influence, which our number, character, and cause, can lend it.
We reside among you, and yet are strangers-natives, and yet not cit-

izens; surrounded by the freest people and most republican institutions
in the world, and yet enjoying none of the immunities of freedom. This
singularity in our condition has not failed to strike us as well as you; but
we know it is irremediable here. Our difference of color, the servitude of
many and most of our brethren, and the prejudices which those circum-
stances have naturally occasioned, will not allow ius to hope, even if we
could desire, to mingle with you one day in the benefits of citizenship. As
long as we remain among you, we must (and shall) be content to be a
distinct race, exposed to the indignities and dangers, physical and moral,
to which our situation makes us liable. All that we may expect is to mer-
it, by our peaceable and orderly behavior, your consideration and the pro-
Atection of your laws.
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.t is not- to be imputed to you that we are here. Your ahdedt.oi reTion-.
strated against the introduction of the first of our race who were brought
amongst you! and it was the mother country that insisted on their adtnis..
sion, that her colonies and- she might profit, as she thought, by their com.
pulsory labor. But-the gift was a curse to them, without being ;anadvan..
tage to herself. The colonies, grown to womanhood, burst from her do-
ininion, and if they have an angry recollection of their union and rupture,
it must be at the sight of the baneful institution which she has entailed
upon them.
How much you regret its existence among you is shown by the severe

laws you have enacted against the slave trade, and by your employment
of a naval force for its suppression. You have gone still further. Not
content with checking the increase of the already too growing evil, you
have deliberated how you might best exterminate the evil itself. This
.delicate and important subject has produced a great variety of opinions ; but
we find,-even in that diversity, a consolatory proof of the interest with
which you regard the subject, and of your readiness to adopt that scheme
which may appear to be the best.

Leaving out all considerations of generosity, humanity, and benevo.
lence, you have the strongest reasons to favor and facilitate the withdrawal
from among you of such as wish to remove. It ill consists, in the first
place, with your republican principles, and with the health and moral
sense of the body politic, that there should be in the midst of you an ex-
traneous mass of nmen, united to you only by soil and climate, and irrevo-
cably excluded from your institutions. Nor is it less for your advantage
in another point of view. 'Our places might, in your opinion, be better
occupied by nmen of your o'vn color, who would increase the strength of
your country. In the pursuit of livelihood and the exercise of industrious
iabits, we necessarily exclude from employment many of the whites, your
fellow-citizens, who would find it easier, in proportion as- we depart, to
provide for themselves and their families.
But if you have every reason to wish for our removal, how much greater

are our' inducements to remove! Though we are not slaves, we are not
free. We do not, and never shall, participate in the enviable privileges
which we continually witness. Beyond a mere subsistence and the im-
pulse of religion, there is nothing to arouse us to the exercise of our facul.
ties, or excite us to the attainment of eminence. Though under the shield
of your laws, we are partially protected, not totally oppressed; neverthe-
less, our situation will and must inevitably have the effect of crushing, not
developing, the capacities that God has given us. We are, besides, of
opinion that our absence will accelerate the liberation ofsuch of our brethren
as are in bondage, by the permission of Providence. When such of us as
wish,, and may be able, shall have gone before to open and lead the way,.
a channel will be left, through which may be poured 'such as hereafter re-
ceive their freedom from the kindness or interest of their masters, or by-
public opinion and legislative enactment, and are willing to join those who
have preceded them. As a white population comes in to fill ouir void, the
situation of our brethren will be nearer lo liberty; for their value must.de-
crease and disappear before the superior advantages of free labor, with
which.theirs can hold no competition.
Of ihe many schemes that have been proposed, we most approve of that

of .4frican colonization. If we were able and at liberty -to go whithersor
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,vervewe uld, the greater number, willing to-leave this community, would;
prefer.Lberia, on the coast of Africa. Otilers, no doubt, would turn them
towards some other region: the world is wide. Already established there,
in the settlement of the American Colonization Society, are many of our
*brethren, the pioneers of African restoration, who encourage us to join
them. Several were formerly residents of this city, and highly considered
.fby the people of their own class and color. They have been planted at Cape
1lesurado, the most eligible, and one of the most elevated sites on the
western coast of Africa, selected in 1821, and their number has augmented
to 500. Able, as we are informed, to provide for their own defence and
support, and capable of self-increase, they are now enjoying all the neces-
saries and comforts, and many of the luxuries, of larger and older commu-
nities. In Africa, we shall be free mien indeed, and republicans after the
model of this republic. NVe shall carry your language, your customs, your
opinions, and Christianity, to that now desolate shore, and thence they will
gradually spread, with our growth, far into the continent. TI*h slave trade,
both external and internal, can be abolished only by settlemnens on tihe
coast. Africa, if destined ever to be civilized and converted, cati be civil-
ized and converted by that means only.
We foresee that difficulties and dangers await those who emigrate, such

as every infant establishment must encounter and endure-such as your
fathers suffered wvhien first thev landed on this now happy shore. They will
have to contend, we know, with the want of many things which they enjoy
lberej and they leave a populous and polished society for a land where they
must long continue to experience the solitude and ruggedness of an early
settlement. But "; Ethiopia shall lift her hands unto God." Africa is the
only country to which they can go, and enjoy those privileges for which
they leave their firesides ainong you. The work has begun, and it is con-
tinuing. A foothold has been obtained, and the principal obstacles are
overcome. The foundations of a nation have been laid, of which they are
to be the fathers.
The portion of comforts which they mav lose, they will cheerfully aban-

don. Human happiness does Jot consist in meat and drink, nor in costly
raiment, nor in stately-habitations. To contribute to it even, they must be
joined with equal rights aftd respectability ; and it often exists in a high
degree without them. If the sufifrings and privations to which the emi--
grants would be exposed were even greater than we imagine, still they
would not hesitate to sacrifice their own personal and temporary ease for
the permanent advantage of their race, and tile future prosperity and dig-
nified existence of their children.

That you may facilitate the withdrawal from among you of such as wish.
to remove, is what we now solicit. It can best be done, we thinkbyaug-
nienting the mimeans at the command of the American Colonization Society,
that the colony of Liberia mnay be strengthened and improved for their
gradual reception. Th1e greater the number of persons sent hither, from
any part of this nation whatsoever, so much more capable it becomes of
receiving a still greater. Every encouragement to it, therefore, though it
may not seem to have any particular portion of emigrants directly in view,
will produce a favorable etbect upon all. The emigrants may readily be en-
abled to remove, in considerable numbers every fall, by a concerted system
or ilndividual contributions; and still more efficiently by the enactment of
laws to promote their emigration, under the patronage of the State. The.
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,expense would not be nearly so great as it might appear at first sight: for
when once the current shall 'have set towards Liberia, and intercourse
-grown frequent, the cost will-of course diminish rapidly, and many will be
Able to defray it for themselves. Thousands and tens of thousands, poorer:than wve, annually emigrate from Europe to your country, and soon have it
in their power to hasten the arrival of those they left behind. Every in.
telligent and industrious colored man would continually look forward to
the day when he or his children might go to their veritable home, and
wonld accumulate all his little earnings for that purpose.
We have ventured these remarks, because we know that you take- a kind

'concern in the subject to which they relate, and because we think they may
assist you in the prosecution of your designs. If we were doubtful of your
good will and benevolent intentions, we would remind you of the time
when you were in a situation similar to ours, and when your forefathers
were driven by religious persecution to a distant and inhospitable shore.
We are not so persecuted; but we, too. leave our homes, and seek a dis-
tant and inhospitable shore. Au empire may be the result of oi r emigra.

'tion, as of theirs. The protection, kindness. and assistance, which you would
have desired for yourselves, under such circumstances, now extend to us:
so may you be rewarded by the riddance of the stain and evil of slavery,
the extension of civilization and the gospel, and the blessing of our corn-
*mon Creator

WILLIAM CORNISH,
Chairman of the meeting in Bethel Church.

ROBERT COWLEY,
.8ecrelary qf the meeting in Bethel Church.

JAMES DEAVER,
Chairman of the meeting in the 4frican Church, Sharp street.

REMUS HARVEY,
Secretary of the meeting in the african Church, Sharp street.

-rhe resolution of the State of Virginia had been, asthe committee are
assured, for several weeks before it was submitted by its mover to the
House of Delegates of that State, shown to many members of that body.
Its subject had also been made by him' a topic of discussion in the city of
VWashington, in the preceding spring, and in the cities of Baltimore, Phil.
adelphia, and New York,-as well as at Princeton, in New Jersey, during
the following summer and autumn. And a concurrent movement in re-
'lation to its purpose, in both Maryland and Virginia, had been distinctly
'concerted in Georgetown, within the -District of Columbia, with a gentle-
man now residing there, as early as March, 1816, without the participa-
tion or knowledge of any individual whatever residing. north of Mary-
land.
An accidental disclosure in the city of Richmond, late in February, 1816,

of the prior resolutions of the General Assembly of Virginia, was referred
to, in the inception of this measure in Georgetown, and in every early
-stage of its subsequent prosecution. These statements of unquestionable
;truth, capable of being sustained by ample testimony, are designed to
'suppress-the suggestion, that any influence exterior to the Southern States
,of the Union, or hostile to their interests, had the least participation in

4'1I S
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j, mpting the first organized public effort to colonize the free people of
color of the United States. The subjoined pages, published at a press in
4he city of Washington, immediately after the formation of the. American
Colonization Society, and filed among its records, are also in accordance
with this hitherto private history.

From the (Geo.) Missionary.

At a called session of the Jackson County Auxiliary Colonization So-
tiety, held on the 2d day of April, 1825, the following preamble and reso-
lotions were offered, and unanimously adopted:
Whereas it is obvious that the present is an age of great and successful

experiment and enterprise, all having the melioration of the condition of
the human family in view; and whereas we do believe that the American
Colonization Society may be *justly ranked with the greatest means em-
ployed at this time with a view to the accomplishment of those events
which are indispensable as a prelude to that happy day (and which can-
not be distant) when violence and oppression shall be driven from the
world, and the "knowledge of God shall cover the earth as the waters
cover the sea :" Therefore,
Be it resolved, That this society, impelled by the foregoing considera-

tions and convictions, and in anticipation of final success, renew to each
other the solemn pledge of fidelity and perseverance in aiding, to the ut-
most of their means, the great and laudable enterprise of the parent so-
'ciety.

Resolved, That this society, in anticipating the approaching fourth of
July next, see much to excite their love and gratitude to God, and they
trust, in a just proportion, their love to their fellow-creatures of every caste:
it is therefore recommended that that day be set apart as the day that
ushers in the first and great American jubilee ; and that, so far as the
members of this society are concerned, or their influence extends, to loose
-the bands of labor on that day; and that a committee, consisting of Wil-
liam Pentecost, Hugh Montgomery, David Boring, Hosea Camp, and Jo-
seph Hampton, be, and they are hereby, appointed and requested to open.
a correspondence with such persons as they may deem most friendly to
the institution, with a view to solicit donations in behalf and for the use of
the parent society, and to call their attention to the expediency of forming
auxiliaries; and that they also avail themselves of the advantages of that
auspicious day, in soliciting donations for the use of what we do not
scruple to call one of the greatest enterprises.

Resolved, That, in the opinion of this society, the cause in which the
American Colonization Society is engaged is national, and therefore re-
,uires and merits national aid; they consequently look with anxious an-
-ticipation to the National and State Governments for their efficient co-ope-
ration, and to auxiliaries and individuals for more liberal contributions.

Resolved, That the treasurer of this society transmit to Richard Smith,
Esq., Treasurer of the American Colonization Society, all the money in
his hands, except so much as may be necessarily retained for incidental
expenses, and report to the society at the next meeting.
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Resolved, 1Thtrthe proceedings of this day be transmitted to the6editors
of The Missionary for publication.

Resolved, That the society now adjourn to the first Saturday in;Sep-.
tember next.
A true copy from the minutes.

W. PENTECOST,
Secretary pro tem.

w$ddreos of the synod of Tennessee to the society for the colonization of
the free people of color in the United States.

NASHVILLE CHURCH, October 3, 1817.
RXSPECTED SIR: Through you, the synod of Tennessee embrace, with

lively pleasure, an early opportunity of congratulating the society formed
at the capital of our nation, and consisting of so many of our distinguished
statesmen and fellow-citizens, for the colonization of the free people of
color among us who may accede to their plan. We congratulate you on.
the noble and important object for which you are associated, on the provi.
dential signs of our times which signally favor your efforts, and on the
wide-spread and growing impression upon the public mind, that your Sic-
tess is connected with the best interests, not only of ~he people of color,.
but of our country and mankind. If it is important that legal equality
should accompany liberty, that Africa should receive the gospel, and that
the evils .of the slave trade should be overruled for her final enjoyment of
the blessings of civilization and knowledge, liberty and religion, then it is
important that your designs should be encouraged. We wish you there-
fore to know that, within our bounds, the public sentiment appears clearly
and decidedly in your favor, and that the more vigorously and persever-
ingly you combine and extend your exertions on the plan you have
adopted, the more you are likely to be crowvned with the approbation or
the people, as well as with the higher rewards of doing good. As minis-
ters and disciples of Him who proclaims light to them that sit in darkness,
peace to a jarring world, liberty to the captives, and the opening of the
prison to them that are bound, we anticipate the glorious day when men
shall know the Lord, from the least unto the greatest, in all lands; when
every one shall sit under his own vine and under his own fig tree, having
none to molest or to make him afraid; when the rod of the oppressor and
the tears of the oppressed shall be known no more, but all men shall do
unto others as they would be done unto in similar circumstances. This
glorious change in the state of the world we expect will be brought about
bv the instrumentality of mnen, under the blessing of God. While, then,
the heralds of salvation go iurth, in the name and strength of their Divine
Master, to preach the gospel to every creature, we ardently wish that
your exertions, and the best influence of all philanthropists, may be united
to meliorate the condition of human society, and especially of its most~de-
graded classes, till liberty, religion, and happiness, shall be the enjoyment
of the. whole family of man.

Hon. B]uSHROD WASHINGTON, Esq., President, 4-c.
A true copy from the records of the synod of Tennessee,

CHARLES COFFIN,
Stated Clerk.
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E9tretetfrom thAejoternal of the convention of the Protestant Episcopal

churchiof Virginia, holden in Petersbutgq,.on Me.13Mh; May, 1819.

Resolved, That this convention highly. approve of the objects of the
American Colonization Society; and that a committee be appointed to
transmit to the president of the society a (copy of this resolution, and to
assure him of the good wishes and prayers of the committee in behalf of
the benevolent exertions of the society.

-Resolved, That the Rev. William H. Wilmer, Robert Page, Esq., and
Mr. Needham Washington. be the committee for that purpose.

In convention of the Protestant Episcopal church in Maryland.
Resolved, That the institution of the society for colonizing the free peo-

ple of color of the United States oti the coast of Africa meets with the
cordial approbation of this convention, and that it be earnestly recom-
mended to all the members of this church to give to the said society their
countenance and support.

Resolved, That the thanks of this convention be presented to the Hon.
Bushrod Washington, the president, and to the members of the board of
nianagers, for their zealous and persevering exertions in furtherance of the
benevolent otbject of the society.

Resolved, That the secretary transmit a copy of these resolutions to the
president and secretary of the society.

Test: H. L. DAVIS, Secretary.

Resolution of the general assembly of the Presbyterian church.

The objects and plans of the American Society for colonizing the free
people of color of the United States having been stated to the general
assembly, and the same having been considered and discussed, the as-
senibly resolved that, in their opinion, the plan of the society is benevolent
in its design, and if properly supported, and judiciously and vigorously
prosecuted, calculated to be extensively useful to this country and to Africa.
The situation of the people of color has frequently attracted the atten-

tion of this assembly. In the distinctive and indelible marks of their color,
and the prejudices of the people, an insuperable obstacle has been placed
to the execution of any plan for elevating their character, and placing them
on a footing with their brethren of the same common family. In restoring
them to the land of their fathers, the assembly hope the way may-be
opened, not only for the accomplishment of that object, but for introducing
civilization and the gospel to the benighted nations of Africa. From the
information and statements received, the assembly believes that the pro-
posed colony in Africa may be made a powerful auxiliary in the efforts
which are making to abolish the iniquitous traffic in slaves carried on in
Africa, and happily calculated to lay the foundation for a gradual emnanci-
pation of slaves in our country, in a legal and constitutional manner,. and.
wvithoiit violating the rights or injuring the feelings of ourSouthern brethren.
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With these views, the assembly feel it a duty earnestly to rec6mmen'd!
the American Society for colonizing the free people of color of the United
States to the patronage and attention of the churches under their care,
and to benevolent individuals throughout the Union.
A true extract from the minutes of the general assembly of the Presby.

terian church.
Attest: I. E. LATTA, Permanent Clerk.

SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY, May 31, 1819.

Diefollowing resolution was adopted by the sanue in 182a:

The assembly having witnessed with high gratification the progress of
the American Colonization Society in a great work of humanity and
religion, and believing that the temporal prosperity and moral interests of
an extensive section of our country, of a numerous, degraded, and miserable
class of mien in the midst of us, and of the vast continent of Africa, now
uncivilized and unchristian, are intimately connected with the success of
this institution: Therefore,

Resolved, That this assembly recommend to the churches under their
care to patronize, the objects Ef the American Colonization Society, and
particularly that they take up collections in aid of its funds on the 4th of
July next, or on the Sabbath immediately preceding or succeeding that day;
and, whenever such course may be thought expedient, to give them assist-
aiice in such a manner as may be inost conducive to the interests of the
general cause.

.ddoressfromn the presbytery of North Carolina.

HILLsBoRoUGH, .ipril 18, 1818.
Sxi: The presbytery of Orange. in the State of North Carolina, learn,

with sincere and peculiar satisfaction that a plan for colonizing the free:
people of color of the United States has now ceased to be merely a subject.
of anxious wish to the hearts of the humane and the charity-of the Chris-
tian. We rejoice in the institution of a society in which, permit us, sir,:
to say, your selection to th.e presidency is calculated to excite a general
confidence, To Him who has ruled in this auspicious event, we would
render our thanks, that the society has already commenced its operations,
arid is now, with a well-directed energy, advancing in their execution. It;
has long been the firm opinion of many in this part of our country, that
nothing more was necessary to success, in colonizing vast numbers of free
people of color, than a common understanding among its friends, -with a
well-digested mnethod, distinctly pointed ouit, and evidently practicable
without injury to the community. When the feeling and patriotic bosom
has breathed;the ardent wish that our country might be redeemed from
the complicated evils which have been incorporated with society, it was
to such-a- plan. only as it was the. object of.your institution to patronize
and effect, that the intelligent rnind could look for the consolation of hope..
Colonization was necessary; but how were the wvisdom~a.nd efficacy to be-
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combined, which were essential to its accomplishment ? It was necessary,
not only that cautious prudence should be satisfied, but even reluctant,
selfishness must, if possible, be left without a plausible plea for opposition,.
from apprehensions of public danger, untoward circumstances, or untimely
failure. We think that in the Constitution and proceedings of the Coloni-,
zation. Society we see all that we could wish. We might indeed desire to
witness and experience ourselves a speedy and complete termination to,
the moral disease which mingles and circulates' its vitiating influence
through the whole of our social state; but with prayerful resignation we
would submit to the will of our Heavenly Father, and be fervently grate-
ful to Him for the prospect with. which lie permits our longing eyes to be
cheered. As a pledge of the ardor which animates this presbytery in, the
cause which engages the society, wve are directed to inform you that, to a
resolution appointing a committee to give expression to their feelings, they
have annexed another, "That it be earnestly recommended by this body,.
to each of its members, to employ his influence and personal exertions for
promoting the establishment of societies auxiliary to the principal Coloniza-
tion Society."
Our prayers, sir, are ever with you and with the society, that God, in..

whose hands the hearts of men are as the rivers of water, to turn them
whithersoever he will, may plenteously infuse into your minds, and into;
the hearts of the people, a spirit of union and strength to accomplish the
great object of your benevolent institution, for the sake of our great Re-
deemer.

Signed by the committee.
FREDERICK NASH.
WILLIAM McPHEETON.
JOSEPH CALDWELL.

Hion. BUSHRIOD WASHINGTON,
President of the dqnmerican Colonization Society.

Extractfrom the minutes of the presbytery of Fayetteville, N. C.

THIRTEENTH SESSION OF THE PRESBYTERY OF FAYETTEVILLE,
Tirza Chuzrch, Monday, October 4, 1819.

Resolved, That this presbytery do heartily approve of the object pro--
posed by the American Society for colonizing the free people of color of the
United States; and that they do sincerely wish, and fervently pray, that
the said society may mneet with the most abundant and speedy success.

Ordered, That an attested copy of the above resolution be transmitted
to the president of tihe said society.

Truly extracted from the 151st page of the minutes of the presbytery.
COLIN McIVER. Mtated Clerk.

Resolutions of the general association of Massachusetts.
WESTHIAMPTON, Selpte~nber 19, 1810.

SIR: At a meeting of the general association of Massachusetts proper,
at Pittsfield, June 2p, 1819-
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"4The association voted, That this association entertain senttiTents' of

high respect for the society organized for the colonization of free blacks;
that they most earnestly wish success to its noble and interesting obje'ts;
that' they assure the directors of their co-operation, and beg them tope:
severe in the good work so favorably commenced.

" Voted, That. a copy of this vote be transmitted to the secretary of the:
society."

Certified and transmitted, with sentiments of respect, by, sir, yours; &Pc.
ENOCH HALE,

Secretary General ./Jssociation, Massachusetts Proper.
ELIAS B. CALDWELL,.Esq., Secretary, 4 c.

Resolution of the synod of Virginia.

PRINCE EDWARD, November 18, 1819.
DEAR SIR: At a meeting of the synod of Virginia, in Winchester, on the'

23d October, 1819, the 'following resolution was unanimously adopted, and
an order passed that a copy should be transmitted to you, as president of
the American Colonization Society

Whereas the synod of Virginia are informed of the existence. in'onmt
co'mTdtry, of an association of intelligent and patriotic citizens, under the title
of the American Colonization Society, the object of which is to send o~tit to'
Africa such free persons of color as mray be willing to go: And whereas
there is reason to hope that this enterprise, if conducted with proper dis-
cretion, will produce the happiest effects, particularly in aiding to comma-
nicate the glad tidings of the gospel to an interesting quarter of the globe,
and to meliorate the condition of a degraded portion of our population,
while it promises the means of alleviating evils which our country has
reason to deplore:

Resolved, unanimously, That the synod of Virginia recommend, and
they do hereby cordially recommend, to all the members of the churches
and congregations under their care, to aid the design of the said society,
according-to opportunity and ability, by their countenance, their contribu-
tiors, and' their prayers to Almighty God for its success.

BENJAMIN I-I. RICE, AModerator.
A true copy:

MIATITHEW STILES, Stated Clerk.
I-Ion. B3tSHROD WASHINGTON,

President of the dmerican Colonization Society.

Resolution of- the Methodist conference of Virginia and Nortli Carolina.

OXFORD, N. C., February 28, 1825.
Resolved, That this conference highly approve the object of the Ameri-

can Colonization Society' and recommend it to the patronage of the people
of our charge.

JOHN EARLY, Secretary.



Resolution of thc Mthodiet ialtimore annual conference :

--At the conference of the Methodist church, lately :held in Baltimore, the
following: resolution was passed, and communicated to- the board Lof man
agers of the American Colonization Society by its secretary:

Resolved Ybyte Baltimore anntal* conference, in conference a&eem
bled, That we highly approve the objects of the American Colonization
Society, and that we will use all prudent meafls to promote its success; by
taking up collections in aid of its funds, on the Sabbath preceding or suce
feeding the 4th of July, in all places where it is practicable.

In the year 1825, the Legislature of Virginia adopted a resolution ap-
propriating five' hundred' dollars to' the American Colonization Society;
and in 1826 it appropriated eight hundred dollars to the same object.

Maryland appropriation.
MARYLAND, MCc:
At a session of the General Assembly of Maryland, begun and held at

the city of Annapolis, on the last Monday of December,.being the twenty_
fifth day of the said month, in the year of our Lord one thousands eight
hundred and twenty-six, and ended the thirteenth dav of March,'one thou.
sand eight hundred and twenty-seven, (his excellency Joseph Keiit, Esq.,
Govertior,) amongst others, the following law was enacted, to wit:

AN ACT making appropriation for the benefit of the American Colonization Society.

Whereas the people and Government of this State have witnessed, with
deep interest, the exertions of the American Colonization Society to pro-
mote and carry into effect the great and laudable objects of their associa.
tion: And whereas this Legislature do most highly approve of the scheme
of African colonization set 'on foot by said society, and believe it to be the
only one which can promise practical benefit to the country, or to that
class of the community which it is intended to relieve: Therefore,

Sec. 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Maryland, That the
treasurer of the Western Shore be, and he is hereby, authorized and di.
reacted to pay to the order of the treasurer of the American Colonization
Society, for the use of said society, the sum of one thousand dollars, out of
any unappropriated moneys which shall be in the treasury at the time of
the passage of this act: Provided, That the treasurer of the said Shore
shall be satisfied that the said sum will be expended for the benefit of free
people of color who have been actual residents of this State for twelve
months previous to the time of their embarkation.

Sec. 2. wind be it enacted, That the said treasurer Is hereby authorized
to pay to the order of the treasurer of the society aforesaid th'e sun -'of one
thousand dollars, for the use of said society, in the.nmioth of January, in
the year eighteen hundred and twenty-eight, and the like sum, at the same
time, in each successive year thereafter : Provided, That, after the present
year, no payment shall be made under the authority of this'act, unless thy

38
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officers of said society shall present satisfactory proof to the said treasurer
of the Western Shore that the whole of the appropriation of the preceding
year, or such parts thereof as may have been expended, has been applied
towards the colonization, on the coast of Africa, of free people of color who
had been actual residents of this State for twelve months preceding'the
time of their embarkation: .ndprovided,further, That the appropriation
shall be extended to the applicants for colonization from each of the coun.
ties, and the city of Baltinrore, in the ratio of applications.

BY THE HousE OF DELEGATES, March 13, 1S27.
This engrossed bill, the original of which passed this House on the l0tl

day of February, 1S27, was this day read and assented to.
By order: GIDEON PEARCE, Clerk.

BY THE SENATE, March 13, 1827.
This engrossed bill, the original of which passed the Senate on the 8th

day of March. 1827, was this day read and assented to.
By order: WILLIAM KILTY, Clerk.

JOSEPH KENT.

[THE GREAT SEAL OF MARYLAND.]

MARYLAND, 3d:
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full and true copy, taken from the

original engrossed bill deposited in and belonging to the office of the court
of appeals for the Western Shore of said State.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name, and affixed
the seal of the said court of appeals, this. eleventh day of April,

[L. S.] in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty.
seven.

TH. HARRIS,
Clerk Court of d.1ppeals.

While so many testimonies of public favor have been supplied in Ameri-
ca to the cause of colonization, other nations have not been inattenive to
the interests which it is calculated to promote, not only in Africa but else.
where. Both policy and humanity prompted the annexed communication
from the French Government to the American Society, through one of its
members.

[TRANSL.ATION.]
LEGAiA'rlo OF FRANCE IN THE UNITED STATES,

UMashington, Mlarch 2, 1821.
S Th:The King, my master, has heard, with great satisfaction, that a

society has been formed in the United States, whose object is gradually,
and therefore without dangerous experiments, to improve the condition of
a class of individuals who have been, for too long a time, strangers to the
care and sympathy of mankind.
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-Uis Majest, actuated by a desire',t6 aid, by more -effectual' means'!thian
tA're good wishes, a project so deserving of enkouragernent; has been''pleased
to authorize me to lay the foundation of a scheme of colonization, which,
if succesfill, carinot'fail to become, at a future day, a real blessing to civ-
.ilization and humanity.

The-generous undertaking which you have unceasingly labored to pro-
-mote,:by the most active endeavors, does not appear to me to form an ob-
stacle to that proposed by my Government. The true desire of doing good

.cart never breed collision; and hearts such as yours are always desirous
that it should be effected by all the means pointed out by Providence.
Although it is not my intention, at least at this time, to give publicity to

the project which I have the honor to communicate to you, I will yet enter
into such details as will enable you to appreciate, not only the deed itself,
but the intention also.
As soon as the undertaking of my Government shall have become pub-

licly known, there may, perhaps, not be wanting those who will say that
it is. on its part, but an interested act. It is true that France may, in fu-
ture, derive some real benefit from the execution of the plan, but hurman-
,ity will be still more benefited than France; and when the project has been
proposed on one hand, anfd accepted on the other, it will be seen that the
object in view was the cause of humanity.

This, sir, is the project in question:
France agrees to the colonization, in that part of Guiana which'belongs

to her, of free colored agriculttirists, and wishes to receive them chiefly from
the United States, in case nothing should exist to- oppose this intention.

:1 have'acquired the conviction that the Commonwealth has nothing more
at heart than to promote the removal of her free colored population'; it is,
therefore, with full confidence that I now solicit, in behalf of a project ac-
cording so well with the desire and interest of the Union, your personal
assistance, and that of the honorable society which has been pleased, for
several years past, to receive my offers of services, and, I may say, to con-
sider me as one of its members. To this society I api sure I will always
remain attached by the sentiments which now actuate mne, and by the de-
sire I feel of sympathizing with it. Various motives impel rue to wish for
the co-operation of this benevolent association. It has it in its power to
remove many difficulties wvielh stand in my way, and, above all, to quiet
the fears which might be entertained hy men naturally miistruastful, and too
often justified in being so. The King of' the Fraikds has no desire to in-
troduce new-slaves into one of his most valuable colonies. His generous
soul knows too well how to feel for unavoidable miseries, wvhih time alone
can gradually alleviate, to entertain for a moment. the idea of' maintaining
a state of things which religion and hurnanitv condeni,' and to which the
children of St. Louis will seek to piut an end, by all tile icnes suggested
'by prudence and justice.

The colonists proposed to be settled in French Guiana will be frec, and
will enjoy all'the protection prniaranftied to the subjects oftlie Kin g.

This, sir, is the first thing Nvhich will he guarantied to them ; anid of this
they will, I hope.' be easily con vinced, whllenn they shall have known, from
their most zealouis protectors, tile character of tihe Government to whose
care it is proposed to commit them.

In order to proceed with mllore safety, [ would like to begin by introduc-
ing, as sooni as possible, into, Guiana a few healthy families, to whom I
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would willingly add one or two colored men, whose duty would be to ae.
quire a personal knowledge of the character of the settlement, and return
to the United States to facilitate subsequent expeditions.
The emigrants would be transported at the expense of the King, a tract

of land granted to each family, and on each tract a temporary dwelling
would be erected. To these would be added provisions for six, nine, and
even twelve months. The fee simple of the land would vest in the grantees
as soon a!; two-thirds of the tract should have been cleared, under the con.
dition, of their raising thereon a stated proportion of indigenous provisions,
independently of the cultivation of cotton, coffee, tobacco, indigo, cocoa,
vanilla, and spices. Every male child would, on marrying, obtain also a
tract of land upon the same conditions.

Other advantages will be granted to these families of agriculturists.
Nothing will be neglected as respects medical assistance, and, above all,
to cause religion, this primary source of prosperity and happiness, to pre-
side over their progress in industry and civilization.

All the conditions will be stipulated in a precise manner; and I will wil-
lingly engage to bring back, during the first year, at the expense of the
Government, such of the first emigrants as would think that their expecta-
tions had been deceived.

This statement will enable you, sir, to discover that the object is to forra
an establishment useful to humanity. I therefore take the liberty to ask
your opinion, as well on the general intent of the plan, as on the surest
means to promote its execution.

It would also be gratifying to me to be enabled by you to communicate
with your friends in Philadelphia and in the other cities of the Union; but
it will be time to give our attention to this when you shall have imparted
to mne your views of the project, and informed me how far it may be as-
sisted by the Federal Government, and by those societies which are nowy
engaged, throughout the Union, in devising the means of improving the
condition of the people of color.

Be pleased to accept the assurance of the sentiments of consideration and
attachment with which I have the horror to be your most obedient hum-
ble servant,

HYDE DE NEUVILLE.

TWVENTIETH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

FnEBRTUARY 25, 1828.

M1r. MlcDUFFIE, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whichthe
subject had been referred, reported the following bill
A BILLr1 to ubolish the ngeney of the United States on the coast of Africa, to provide other

mieans of carrying into effect Ile laws prohibiting the slave trade, and for other purposes.
Be it eli/eed by the Senate and house of Representative.v of the UniteJ

S./taes of.lhmeriCu in C'ongrevs assemnbledl,' That, after the first day of
January, one tihtotsand eight hundred and twenty-nine, the agency of tlie
United States on the coast of Africa, established under the authority ofan
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act of Congress of the 3d of March, one thousand eight hundred and nine-
teen, entitled " An act in addition to the acts prohibiting the slave trade,"
shall be abolished.

Sac. 2. 4.nd be it further enacted, That the President of the United
States be then authorized to convey to the agents of the Colonization So-
ciety on the coast of Africa all the houses and other property belonging to
the agency of the United States on that coast: Provided, The said society
will agree to receive, on the terms hereinafter stated, the negroes who may
be recaptured and sent to Africa, under the acts for the suppression of the
slave trade.

SEC. 3. .nd be it futrher "Tlat the President of the United
States be authorized to pay to the Colonization Society, or their agents on
the coast of Africa, a sum not exceeding fifty dollars, for the support of
each recaptured African negro delivered to the agents of the said society:
Provided, The said society, or their agents, will agree to receive them on
the terms specified in this and the preceding section.

SEC. 4. /lnd be it further enacted, That the sum of thirty thousand
dollars be, and the same is hereby, appropriated, to be paid out of any
unappropriated money in the Treasury, for carrying into effect the afore-
saidprovisions, and also for the purpose hereinafter stated.

SEc. 5. aqind be it further enacted, That the Secretary of the Navy be
authorized to pay, out of the sum herein appropriated, the claim of the ad-
ministrator of the estate of Taliaferro Livingston, late United States mar-
shal for the district of Alabama, for the maintenance of sundry Africans
captured in one thousand eight hundred and eighteen: Provided, The said
administrator shall produce satisfactory evidence of the reasonableness
of the charges f)r the said maintenance; and that the sums received by
the said Livingston for the hire of the said Africans be accounted for and
deducted.

NOTE.-In the course of the proceedings onwthis bill, the 1st, 2d, and 3d
-sections were stricken out, leaving the 4th and 5th sections only, which
were passed into a law, and received the approbation and signature of the
President of the United States on the 24th of May, 1828.

THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 1828.

Mr. MlERCER moved the following resolution, which was read, and laid
,ou the table, viz :

Resolved, That. the Secretary of the Navy be directed to lay before this
House such intelligence as his I)epartment may supply respecting the pres-
-ent condition and probable annual expense of the United States agency
for recaptured Africans upon the coast of Africa; and to comprehend
therein any information possessed by the said Department, illustrative of
the present circumstances of the settlement of free colored people at Libe-
ria, and of those liberated Africans who have been restored to that conti-
nent in pursuance of the act of Congress of 1819.
This resolution was adopted by the House on the day after its introduc-

tion; and the Secretary of the Navy, in obedience to its requirements,
comMUnlOlated to the House the following:

4L29
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NAvY DEPARTMbrET, MurCh 11, 1828,

SIRi: In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
5th instant, directing the Secretary of the Navy to lay before the House
" such intelligence as his Department may supply, respecting the preseni
condition and probable annual expense of the United States agency for
recaptured Africans upon the coast of Africa; and to comprehend therein
any information, possessed by said Department, illustrative of the present:
circumstances of the settlement of free colored people at Liberia, and of
those liberated Africans who have been restored to that continent ill pur-
suance of the act of Congress of i 819,"' the Secretary of the Navy has the
honor to lav before the House a copy of two letters frou J. Ashmun, who.
is temporarily the acting agent at Cape Mesurado-one dated 28th An-
gust, and the other 22d D)ecemnber, 1827; a schedule of the public build-
ings and other property, with their estimated value ; a statement of the
disposition made of the Africans sent from Georgia by the ship Norfolk ,;
and an extract of a letter from Master Commandant J. B. Nicholson, dated:
20th February, 1S28.
These papers contain all the information recently received of the present.

condition ol the agency, which is represented as prosperous and encour-
aging.

It will be perceived that all the liberated Africans have by this time~
ceased to be a charge to the United States.

Should no further captures be wade, the only expense, under existing
regulations, will be for the care of the public property and the salaries of
the agents. It mayh be proper, however, to state that 121 Africans, landed,
from the wreck of a Spanish vessel, have lately been seized at Key West,.
and measures adopted by the marshal of East Florida for their removal to,
St. AugstinIe, preparatory to a trial. The decision respecting then cannot
be anticipated, but it is possible that the case may be considered as coming:
within the acts of Congress; in which event, the duty will devolve upon
the Executive of removing them from the United States. Provision was
made for such an emergency in the estimate presented at the commence-
nieit of the session.

Accounts of the expenditures at and for the agency have been furnished?
to the close of the last year; those subsequently received have not yet
been settled.

Orders were given on the 10th December not to expend any more money
on the public buildings, and the agent was directed to prepare a schedule,
of them and their cost: this was partly anticipated by one of the accom-
panying papers, but the current estimated value is substituted for the actual
c6t, Ohich is probably not more than one-half the amount stated.
A map of the country having been engraved, a copy of it is herewith

sent, showing the position of the several settlements.
The Departmnent is not in possessioll of any other information, particu-

larly Xc illustrative of the present circumstances of the settlement of free
colored people at Liberia." Reports on that subject are addressed to the.,
Coloniizatioll Society; nor has the Department any knowledge further thaw
what arises from the unavoidable connexion existing between the agency
and the settlement of free people, and which connexion has heretofore been
explained in communications to Congress.

All which is respectfully submitted.
SAMUEL L. SOUTIAIARD-

TIhe SPEAKER -of the House rf1Represenitalives.
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UNITED STATSPAGENCY FORRECAPTURED AFRICANS,
Cape Mesurado,.e2ugu.t 28, 1827.

SiR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, through Doctor Tod-
son, per the ship <'Norfolk," arrived here on the 20th instant, forty-one
days from Savannah, of your letter of the 11th of June, and copies of in-
structions therein referred to: those originally addressed to the late Doctor
Peaco, dated April 2, and those given to Doctor Todson, dated the 11th
June, all of the present year.

In obedience to those instructions, I have received 142 Africans at the
agency, (the number embarked at Savannah having been diminished by
two, from the death of a child and an aged paralytic,) and proceeded to
dispose of them in the way judged most conducive to their own welfare,
and most conformable to the views and instructions of the Department.
Under this disposition of these people, of which the particulars shall be
forwarded by the return of the Norfolk, three-fourths of them will cease
to be a charge to the United States at the end of one month, and all (ex-
cept the sick) at the end of six months. All the adults are to receive
lands, and will be admitted to the privileges of colonial settlers at the ex-
piration of twelve months, provided their conduct within that term shall
not prove them unworthy of the civil rights attaching to landed property
in the colony.
Conformably with the same instructions, T have reorganized the service

of the agency, with a view to diminish aid reduce to the lowest estimated
amount its future expenses.
W. L. Weaver, the book keeper and assistant. appointed by the late Dr.

Peaco, is discharged after the 31st of the present month.
The storekeeper, E. Johnson, whose services in keeping, distributing,

and exchanging the stores and other property belonging to the Norfolk's
cargo, cannot be dispensed with, is retained at a compensation of $333 per
annum, for six months from the same date.
A. D. Williams, the former superintendent, is also retained at a c6m-

pensation of $400, f6r the same term.
The reason for retaining Mr. Williams is, that his superintendency and

other services are absolutely necessary to place the Africans in situations,
accustom, them to such employments, and fbrm them to such habits, as shall
enable them, some from the first, all at the end of six months, to support
themselves.
On th. supposition that no more Africans are to be sent to the agency, I

beg to submit an estimate of its future expenses in this country-anticipat-
ing its expiration on the first of September, 18i8-exclusive of drafts ot,
the Department previous to the present time, some of which appear not to
have been received on the 1 lthl of June last, and of the stores, &c., received
per the Norfolk.

.Estimnate.
I. Compensation due to W. L. Weaver, in full for past services
up to the time of his discharge, August.3l, 1827 - - $175 00

2. Compensation due to E. Johnson, storekeeper, in full for ser-
vices up to the 31st of August. 1827 - - - 75 00

3. Compensation due to E. Johnsion, storekeeper, in full for ser-
vices to be rendered the ensuing six months, when they are to
terminate - - - - - 166 50

Table: Estimate.
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4. Compensation due to Griffin, Steward, and Clarke, associate
carpenters, for carpenters' work accomplished and doing on
the United States buildings for recaptured Africans and su-
perintendent at Stocktontown - - - - 0200 00

5. Compensation due to the same carpenters for work done and
doing on Fort Norris battery, Cape Mesurado - - 95 00

6. Compensation due to Nelson's services as carpenter, Stock-
ton buildings - - - - - - 250 00

7. Estimated amount of masons and painters' bills for under-
pinning and painting the Stockton buildings - - - 275 00

8. Bills of William Draper, employed, in 1826, by Dr. Peaco,
to build a very expensive double pizza, with Venetian work,
quite around the large agency house, involving alterations in
the house * - 2,400 00

9. Bills of masons, carpenters, and painters, for work necessa-
ry to complete the new agency house - - - 300 00

10. Bills of carpenters and smiths for completing the large
schooner boat now on the stocks - - - - 650 00

Materials for the same, and for repairing the Catharine - 400 00
11. Bills of painters, and for materials for painting the United

States ware, gun, and other remaining houses - - 240 00
12. Expenses incurred about Fort Norris battery, for the pro-

tection of the roads, estimated at - - - . 165 00
13. Expenses for compensation to A. D. Williams, superintend-

ent recaptured Africans, February 28, 1828 - - - 400 00
14. Incidentals. Agent's personal expenses during the year to
end August 31st, 1828, $100, or (exclusive of pay) extra
services and fixtures about the public stores, 050; salutes to
foreign national vessels, 050; compensation for military and
ordnance storekeeper, 036--236 00

15. Amount of draft for purchases made of the schooner
Eclipse, in favor of William De La Roche. Note.-The
amount of this draft, dated today, is $1,602 971, com-
prehending-

Of the 1st item of the preceding estimate - $72 871
Of the 4th do do do - 92 00
Of the 6th do do do - 120 00
Of the 8th do do do - 290 00
Of the 13th do do do - 30 00

6u4 871

And leaving, after abating this general estimate, $604 871, for
purchases properly belonging to item 15 - - 998 10

Making, exclusive of my own or substitute's pay through the
year beginning September 1, 1827, in full. for all future ex-
penses to that date, and supposing the expiration of the
'agency at that date, six thousand nine hundred and eighty-
five dollars and sixty cents . - - - 6,985 60
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In the foregoing estimate I have most anxiously studied economy on the
one hand; bult I have also, on the other, not been regardless of the mode
of closing a concern of so interesting a nature, situated in a foreign coun-
try, which becomes the justice and dignity of the Government of the United
States. The actual state of the United States dwelling, woare, and gun-
houses, its fortifications and their armament, the buildings for recaptured
qfricans, and the boats, 4 c., belonging to the agency, (worth, at a mod-

erate estimate, $14,000,) requires, also a large part of the additional ex-
pense included in this estimate, in order to furnish and put them in a con-
dition to fit them either for sale or preservation.

Doctor Todson will furnish himself with a properly authenticated sched-
ule of all the permanent property belonging to. the United States at this
date, attaching to the agency, which probably will not materially vary at
the year's end.
Having formed the above estimate in the exercise of my best discretion,

I beg leave, in conclusion, to observe, that untilfurther instructionsfrom
the Department, to which I beg most respectfully to submit it for ap-
proval, Ishall regulate ny e.Tpenditures by it, and, without the most
extraordinary necessity, shall not exceed any one of the items.

Respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
J. ASHMUN.

Ion. SAMrUEL L. SOUTHARD,
Secretary U. S. Naitvy, Washington city.

P. S. A general statement of my accounts since the departure of Doc-
tor Peaco was forwarded by the United States schooner Shark, which
sailed from Mesurado, for the West Indies, 12th February last; and a full
statement of my accounts tip to the 30th of April, 1S27, went by the Doris,
which sailed hence for Baltimore on the 22d of June last. If my health,
which has been bad for two inonths past, proves sufficient, I shall forward
by Doctor Todson a further statement of the accounts to the date of the
Norfolk's arrival, August 20th (instant.)

J. ASHMUN.

Understanding a vessel, to be chartered by the American Colonization
Society, is expected to sail from the Uniited States for Cape Mesurado some
tine in autumn, I have to request that twenty-five thousand of juniper,
cypress, or yellow pine shingles may be forwarded by that conveyance, in
order to cover the most valuable of the United States houses, &c., in this
country. The shingles of the country are dear, and too indifferent to last
longer than two seasons. Some require to be annually renewed.

J. ASHMUN.

U. S. AGENCY FOR RECAPTURED AFRICANS,
Cape AMesurado, December 22, 1 S27.

Sim: The United States ship Ontario, having arrived in Mesurado roads
last evening, ten days from Sierra Leone, and forty-one from Gibraltar, on.
her return to the United States will be the bearer of this communication.

I have the satisfaction of being able to state, that all the recaptured Afri-
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cans at the agency are, with nearly every individual of the American set-
tlers, in perfect health, with the exception of nine cases (of which two are
recapttdred Africans) of ulcerated legs. The sufferers from this malady
have, however, been convalescent since the termination of the rainy sea.
son, which the present year was unusually protracted, and scarcely termi-
nated at the beginning of the present month.
The number of Africans from Georgia has been diminished by two

deaths since the date of my letter per the Norfolk. The first 'was that of
an adult, downed, or, as there is reason to suppose, destroyed by an alli-
gator, while bathing in the Mosurado river, on the 10th of October. The
other case is of a child, three years old, carried off by a malignant fever
of thirty liours' continuance. About forty of the whole company from
Georgia have been slightly affected with interivittents. The worst case
continued nearly two months, but generally the patient recovered in ten
days.
These people have proved, far beyond expectation, orderly, peaceable,.

and ifidlistriouls.. Only a solitary offence deserving corporeal punishment
has comni to my knowledge, and this grew out of a sudden exasperation
or passion. Five marriages have been solemnized: and the irregular
connexions of the unmarried strictly prohibited, and. as far as is known,
prevented entirely. Seven women, having one or more small children
each, not obtainitig situations in the families of the settlers, have een em-
ployed in tile best. manner I could place them in the public service. Three
of them wash and cook for the public laborers, the rest have situations in.
the colonial infirmary and orphan house, where they enjoy the strictest
paternal superintendence of the manager of that establishment, and are'
fPilly employed, withotit any actual increase of the sum total of the public
expense. It has proved a truly auspicious circumstance, when only the
temporal lot of these people and their restoration to Africa are considered.
tlha!t more than foity of their number have brought with them that 5st of
all persohaltefidowments-a simple and irmperfect, but serious an-i .. tical
knowledge of Christianity. The true religion operating' on such minds
exists anid di.plays itself only in its. influence on the life and character.
And this is only salutary. I trust their good conduct during th-ir proba-
tionary ydar will secure them the good wishes and patronage ot all in the
colony whose friendship can hereafter be most useful to them. A part of
them is' destined at the end of the year to the newly projected settlement
at Grand Bassa ; another division I hope to provide for on the Stockton,.
Ynidway between Caldwell and Monroe. The lands of both districts are
good'and'eually good. The third or remaining part of the company,.
consisting of single women and minors, will remain attached to the fami-
lies of the setilers, and accede, in time, to the privileges of the American
emigrants.
The expeenditures on account of the agency have been regulated strictly

according to the estimate forwarded by the schooner Eclipse, under date
of August 28th, 1827-no event having occurred, or appearing likely to,
happen, requiring me to exceed it. The injury sustained by the schooner
boat has been repaired, and she is again in active service. We still keep.
her armed, but tiave considerably reduced the expense of her ordinary
armament and' crew this season, which may be increased at pleasure. It
is quite necessary she should occasionally slhow a gun, but rmore-so that
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she should fetch good freights of rice and oil for the comfort of the people;.,
and in this service we hope hereafter chiefly to employ her.
The other unfinished boat is under shelter, and will be completed at leis-

uire, in the best style which our materials and workmen will permit. The
great multiplication of decked coasting craft in the colony the present sea-
son both delays the completion of the public boats by engaging the me-
chanics; and renders that delay the less prejudicial to the common welfare
of the establishment.
The accounts of the agency for the four months ending on the 31st in-

stant may be expected by the schooner " Susan," of and for Baltimore, to
sail early in January. Thie actual state of the slave trade on this coast will,
perhaps, be best learnt by the Department from the report of Captain
Nicholson, of the ' Ontario," who remained several days at the centre of
intelligence on this subject, Sierra Leone. On this part of the coast it is
certainly reviving. The vessels engaged in it carry, a few, the French,
but most the Spanish flag; Most of the adventurers are also Spr.niards,.
many are French, and not a. few natives of the United States. In i. in-
stance, the United States flag has been used to protect a slaving schooner,.
whose name, place of outfit, and master, I have not been able satisfactorily
to ascertain.

Respectfully, sir, I have the honor to remain your obedient servant,
J. ASHMUN.

Hon. SAMUEL L. SOUTHARD,
Secretary of /he Navy, WFashington city.

Schedule of Un'ited States property attached to the agency for recaptured
Africans, Cape 2Mesurado, and not of a convertible nature.

Denomination and description. Estimated
value, Sept. 1a.

1827.

1. LARGE3 AGENCY HOUSE.

Frame, yellow pine. Brought to Africa in 1823. Surrounded
with a double piazza 12 feet. deep; of which the upper
story is now finishing with Venetian work of excellent
workmanship and materials. Kitchen attached. The prin.
cipal dimensions are 64 feet lone, 40 wide-stories 1 1 and
9 feet. Will be finished about the first of January, 1828;
and, when complete, valued at- - - - $7,50 00'

2. GRANARY AND STOREHOUSE.

This is a small building, of which the uses to which it has
hitherto been applied are described by its name: designed
to become a storehouse to the new agencV house, near
which it stands. It is two stories-the lower mason work,
roof hipped, panel doors, and the whole building painted.
Value So-- - - 500 00

Table: Schedule of United States properly attached to the agency for recaptured Africans, Cape Mesurado, and not of a convertible nature.
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SCHEDULE-Continued.

Denomination and description. Estimated
value, Sept. 1,

1827.

3. OLD WAREHOUSE.

Consists of one ground story, and a capacious loft; has a
slight frame, secured in every part by a fliling in of logs;
clapboarded, and covered with country shingles. Dimen-
sions, 40 feet by 16 feet. Built in 1826. Estimated value $500 0o

4. NEW WAREHOUSE, MONROVIA.

This is a completely finished and secure warehouse and store,
of two stories-the lower is strengthened with a filling in
of timbers; the upper constructed of a frame brought from
the United States. One side of the roof painted. Built in
1826 and 1827. Value 1,800 00

5. MAGAZIE.

Stone work, plastered on the outside. The roof, inside, vaulted
with mason work, and covered above with a shingled roof.
Jts strength is what is technically called bomb-proof. Esti-
mated value - - - -200 00

6. CROWN HILL FORTIFICATION.

Commenced only. The foundation is laid for a hexagonal
tower of two platforms, each to mount four guns. Its
foundation walls are five feet thick; intended for the de-
fence of the eastern extension of the settlement of Monrovia,
where it stands. Value of foundation and materials collected 175 00

7. CENTRAL FORT, FORMERLY FORT STOCKTON.

'This work, building, in part, of the materials of Fort Stock-
ton, which was demolished in 1826 for ',he purpose, is in
the form of a triangular battery ; of which the angles con-
sist of three pentagonal two-story towvers, in each of which
are 10 port-holes; and these towers joined together by walls
10 feet high, two thick, and each 60 feet in length, pierced
with 15 port-holes. The work may mount any number of
guns, from 6 to 18: 6 heavy and 6 light pieces are its medial
complement. The towers of this work, erected in 1S26 and
1827, are the only part yet accomplished. It defends nearly
the whole present settlement of Monrovia, and the mouth
of the river. Present value 950 00
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Denomination and description. Estimated
value, Sept. 1I

1827.

S. FORT NORRIS BATTERY.

Erected on the height of Thompsontown, for the protection
of the outer roadstead. It stands near the summit of Cape
Mesurado, on a shelf strengthened and levelled by means of
an expensive and impenetrable bed and abutment of the
heaviest stone work. It has two faces. each of 40 feet,
furnished with a platform of four inches thick sawed stuff;
is housed and roofed, and provided with four long twelve-
pounders, iron. Built in 1827. Value, exclusive of the
armament - - $soo o0

9. ORDNANCE, 21 PIECES.

Five long twelves, of which one needs remounting; two
eighteen-pound gunnades, well mounted; three nines, one
long, one medium, and one carronade, all mounted; six
sixes, one carronade, the others mediums, and two need re-
mounting; five smaller medium guns and swivel pieces:
of these, one is a brass six-pound field piece, mounted on a
travelling carriage, and furnished, also, with a revolving
carriage to suit either a tower or the deck of a small vessel.
Rammers, &c., nearly complete. Value - - - 2,000 00.

10. CENTRAL RECEPTACLE FOR RECAPTURED AFRICANS, STOCIC-
TONTOWN.

Of this building, the part approaching the river is two stories,
and finished with Venetian blinds, and in the best style.
Intended for the superintendent's residence. The whole
consists of American lumber: the length 60 feet. and con-
sists of eight apartments for recaptured Africans,.exclusive
of the front part described. Built in 1826 and 1827. Value 850 00

11. RANGE NO. 1.

Situated near the central receptacle, has the form of L, one
and a half story, 14 feet wide and 72 feet long, built of the
best American materials; and contains a store room and
five spacious apartments, each of which has a loft for recap-
tured Africans, 1827 - - - - 1,000 00
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Denomination and description. Estimated
value, Sept. l,

1827.

12. RANGE NO. 2.

Situated opposite to range No. .1, Stocktontown. Same di-
- mensions, materials, and construction, except the division
of the apartments. Value the same-; built 1827 $1,000 00

13. TWO LOG BUILDINGS AT THOMPSONTOWN.

Each 36 feet long, and one and a half story in height; built
in 1824 and 1825, of African materials; eight rooms - 7.50 00

14. TWO ScHOONRmS.

One finished, but damaged; the other on the stocks. Esti-
mated value of both; one rigged - - . - 2,200 00

Total - 20,225 00

J. AS-IMUN.

TWENTY-FIRST CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

APRIL 7, 1830.

1~fr. MERCER, from the select committee to which the subject had been
referred, made the following report:

The committee to whom were referred the memorial of the American
Society for 'colonizing the fiee people of color of the United States;
also, sundry memorials from the inhabitants of the State of Kentuckyand
-a memorial from certain free people of color of the State of Ohio, report:

That the leading object of the memnorialists has been often brought to
.theview of Congress, as will appear from a reference to the accompany-
ing documents, contai.-;n'o an act of Congress and various resolutions and
reports of committees and proceedings of this House, the earliest of which
bears date the I I th of February, 1817.
A wish to provide, somewhere beyond the limits of the United States,

a country to which the free people of color of the several States and Ter-
ritories might voluntarily remove from their present abode, has long been
widely diffused.
The State of Virginia, early in. the administration of Mr. Jefferson,

sought, through the agency of the General Government, to obtain such an
asylum for this class of her population. 11er efforts for the accomplish-
ment of this object were repeated before as well as shortly after the ac.
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quisition of L~ouisiana, to the western borders of w:bich her hopes
were at one time directed. Disappointeda in this direction, after the
lapse of more than ten years her General Assembly adopted, with great
uinanimity, the first of the resolutions annexed to t.he memorial.-of the
board of managers of the American Society for colonizing the free
people of color. This resolution rje~queests the, Executive ofthe State "s to
correspond -with the President of the United States, for the'purpose of
obtaining a territory upon the coast of Africa, or at some other place not
within any of the States or Territorial Governments of the United States,
to serve as an asylum for such persons of color as are now free, and may
-desire the same, and for those who may be hereafter emancipated"
within the Commonwealth. This resolution further requests the Senr,-
tors and Representatives of the State in the Congress of the United States
to contribute their best efforts, in aid of those of the President, for the
attainment of its object.
A few weeks after the introduction of this resolution into the General

Assemibl of Virginia, a number of gentlemen of great respectability
united in the city of Washington to formn the society in behalf of whose
purpose the first of the memorials referred to your committee is addressed
to Congress by their board of managers.

It does not fall within the compass of this report to trace through all its
details the history of the colony already planted by this society on the
coast of Africa, further than to say that its position, remote from any rival
European settlement; its soil and climate, yielding two productive har-
vests in the year; its present lPopulation and commerce ; its past growth
and future prospects, recommend it as a judicious and fortunate selection
for all the purposes which the memorialists, its founders avid patrons, hope
-to accomplish.
Passing by the other benevolent objects of the memorialists, there is

among them one so intimately connected with the prosperity, the ch!"wac'
ter, the honor of the American Government, that your committee 'sem
it an indispensable duty to draw to it the particular attention of the 1lcuse
of Representatives.
The Government of the United-States is not only empowered, but

bound,, by every consideration of expediency as regards' its imnmediate
constituents, of humanity as respects another continent, and of fidelity
to the obligations of an existing treaty, to 'abolish, if possible, a traffic
which has long been denounced in vain by its laws.
The slave trade still exists to a great extent, in despite of the concur-

rent treaties of England, Spain, and the Netherlands, and the separate
legislation of all the Christian States of Europe for its abolition. The
courts of mixed commission, established by these treaties, 'and the occa.
sional appearance of a few armed ships on the coast of Africa, by impos.
ing the necessity of' greater caution, expedition, and vigor, on the part of
;the trader, have served only to augment the horrors, and with them the
profits of the trade.

Since the rejection of the treaties, negotiated by the President of the
United States, with Great Britain and Colombia, all efforts to abolish this
iniquitous conmmerce, by international exchanges of the right, of search,
have ceased ; and the hopes of the patriot and the philanthropist, that the
traffic will ever disappear, are now limited to the agency of such colonies
on the coast of Africa as the African Institution of England and the Amer-
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ican Colonization Society hbve planted at Sierra Leone and atfont.
serado.

Scattered along those shores of that continent which. are now fre.
quented by the slave trader, such colonies will serve as so many citadels
to guard against his approach, and will open, at the same time; as iainy
markets for the various productions of African industry..'
A colonial' system such as your'committee contemplate, for which the

United States furnish most abundant materials, would strike at thee rbot
of the African slave trade, by substituting an innocent commerce in the
fruits of African labor for the persons of the laborers themselves.'

One objection to the establishment 'f sich a system of colonization the
committee have anticipated, with a View to suggest for it atn adequate and
secure remedy.
A responsibility, on the part of the American Government, for the

safety of such colonies, would involve consequences'difficult to reconcile
to the established policy of the United States. The purposes of the Colo°
nization Society have not seemed to your committee to require a depar-
tute from th~is policy. The American colonists of Liberia, in their weakest
condition,; found themselves secured by their own strength from the hosi
tilihy of the enfeebled African tribes in their vicinity; and the committee
confidently believe that the humanity of the civilized world will here.
after afford to them protection from maritime depredation, more effectual
than the American navy could, of itself, supply.
By the diplomatic arrangements, which one of the subjoined resolution&

proposes to make, through the Executive of the United States, with the
several maritime Powers of Europe and America, for the future peaceand
neutrality of all such colonies ot free people of color as may arise on the
coast. of Africa, each colony, so long as it merits respect by its conduct,
will be secured against external violence, from the only quarter whence
it might be seriously apprehended.

For an exemption from domestic causes of inquietude, it must rest
mainly upon its own prudence and capacity for self-government. The
moral influence of its American founders and benefactors will continue
to promote its prosperity, and to shield it from danger, in the only way
in which the peculiar climate of tropical Africa, so fatal to the white race,
will permit them to exercise their benevolence towards this injured con-
tinent.
The committee, entertaining the opinion that all the States of the Union

are alike interested, if not in an equal degree. in the removalfrom cheir
bosom of such part of their free colored population as may be desirous to
settle in'Africa, have proposed, in the accompanying bill, to appropriate
the sun. of twenty -five dollars, without discrimination, between various
parts of the United States, to defray the passage of every colored emi-
grant who may leave America, with intention to make a permanent settle-
ment'in Africa.
The memorial from the free people of color of the State of Ohio, refer.

ring to a recent decision of the courts of that State, when taken in con.
nexion with certain resolutions subsequently adopted bythe-colonial;Le:
lislature of Upper Canada, presents a case, indeed, which, while it coin
firms the policy of the course recommended by the committee towat ds the`:
free, people of, color in general, makes a special and urgent appeal to the.
humanity of Congress. It has suggested the provision of the second seOt
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tion" ofthei accompanying bill, for equalizing the bounty which it'offers
between emigrants from thevicinity of tei-r port of embarkatio,' and
those 'iho have' to reach it' rom a considerable distance, at an increased
'expense of transportation,

ract'Aroon a communication of Dr. dyres,' United ates,; gent for
recaptured 4/ricans, in .1824..

*.Does not this show the proper field to operateiupon in suppressing the
slve trade?- Send men among them capable of instructing then; let
them 'be qualified in head as well as, in heart-not avaricious speculators,
'nor yet ignorant enthusiasts, but practical men, who can 'give the natives
`living example of integrity, of principle,'and'at the 'same-time instruct
them ir other modes.:of obtaining the necessaries of life. Let them' be
i'aught the benefit of employing their time' in cultivating, the earth ;-shoqw
thein ha': the labor ofa man foIr one.-year will produce more than; they
ean4sell hinfor; create' a market for all' they can supply, and give them
iii exchange such "articles as they want,, immediately their wrs,'which
have-been entered into merely to get slaves, the sale of which is the-only
method they know of to supply their wants, will: cease.

TN SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
-Fiday, February 18, 1825.

Mr. King, of New York, rose and said, in offering'the resolution herwias
abo6t to submit, though it was a subject of great national importance, he
did not desire to debate it, nor did he offer it with a view to present cons
sideration. *He submitted it as a matter for the future consideration of the
Senate, and hoped it would be received by all parts of the House as one
entitled to its serious attention. He then laid on the table the following
resolution:.
Resolved by the Senate of the United States ofdamerica, That as the

portion of the existing funded debt of the United States, for the payment
of which the public land of the United 'States is pledged, shiall'haive been
paid of, then and thenceforth the whole of 'the public land of fihe-Uniteed
States, with the nett proceeds of all future sales thereof, shall constitute And
form a fund, which is hereby appropriated, and- the faith of the Ulited States
is hereby. pledged that the said' fund- shall be inviolably applied to aid' the
emancipation of such slaves., within any of the United' States, aned to aid
the removal of such slaves, an'nd the removai'of such free personsof- color,
in any of the said'States, as by the laws 'of the. States, respectively, may be
allowed to be emancipated or removed to any territory or country without
the limits of the United States of America.

Letterfrom he Hon. James Madison to the secretary of whe society,
the Rev. R.' R. Gurley.-

MONTPELIER, December 29, 1831.
DEAR SIR: I received in due time your letter of the 21st ultimo,.and

with due sensibility to the subject of it. Such, however, has been the
39
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efectof a painful rheumatism on my. general condition,.as well askin dis-
qualifying my fingers for the use of the pen, that I could not do justice "to
the principles and measures of the Colonization Society, in all the great
and various relations they sustain to our own country and to Africa," if
my views of them could have the value which your partiality supposes.
I may observe, inl brief, that the society had always my good wishes, though
with hopes of its success less sanguine than were entertained by others,
found to have been the better judges; and that I feel the greatest pleasere
at the progress already made by the society, and the encouragement to
encounter remaining difficulties afforded by the earlier and greater ones
already overcome. Many circumstances at the present moment seem to
concur in brightening the prospects of the society, and cherishing the. hope
that the time will come when the dreadful calamity which has so long
afflicted our country-, and filled so niany with despair, will be gradually
removed, and by means consistent with justice, peace, and the general sat.
isfaction-thus giving to our country the full enjoyment of the blessings of
liberty, and to the world the full benefit of its great example. I never consid-
ered the main difficulty of the great work as lying in the deficiency of eman-
cipations, but in an inadequacy of asylums for such a growing mass of pop-
ulation, and in the great expense of removing it to its new home. 'T'he
spirit of private manumnissions, as the laws may permit and the exiles
may consent, is increasing, and will increase; and there are sufficieiit in-
dications that the public authorities in slaveholding States are looking for-
ward to interpositions in different forms, that must have a powerful effect.
With respect to the new abode for thie emigrants, all agree that the choice
made by the society is rendered peculiarly appropriate by considerations
which need not be repeated; and, if other situations should not be found
eligible receptacles for a portion of them, the prospects in Africa seem to

be expanding in a highly encouraging degree.
In contemplating the pecuniary resources needed for the removal of such

a number to so great a distance, my thoughts and hopes have been Iong
turned to the rich fund presented in the Western lands of the nation, which
will soon entirely cease to be under a pledge for another object. The
great one in question is truly of a national character, arid it is known that
distinguished patriots, not dwelling in slaveholding States, have viewed
the object in that light, and would be killing to let the national domain be
a resource in effecting it.

Should ii be remarked that the States, though all may be interested'in
relieving our country from, the colored population, are not all equally so,
it is but fair to recollect that the sections most to be benefited are those
whose sessions created the fund to be disposed of.

I am awaie of the constitutional obstacle which has presented itself; but
if the general will be reconciled to an application of the territorial fund to
the removal of the colored population, a grant to Congress ofithe necessa-

ry authority could be carried, with little delay, through the forms of the
Constitution.

Sincerely wishing an increasing success to the labors of the. society, I
pray you to be assured of ry esteem, and to accept my friendly saluitation.

JAMES MADISON.
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Rgrtrad of a etterfmthe Hon. John Marshall, ChiefJuslice ofthe
United States, dated

RICHMOND, December 14, 1831.
The great object of the society, I presume, is to obtain pecuniary aids.

Application will undoubtedly be made, I hope successfully, to the several
State Legislatures, by the societies formed within them respectively. It
isextrernely desirable that they should -pass permanent laws on the subject;
and the excitement produced by the late insurrection males this a fivora.
ble moment for the friends of the colony to press for such acts. It wvould
he also desirable, if such a direction could be given to State legislation as
might have some tendency to incline the people of color to migrate. This,
however, is a subject of much delicacy. Whatever may be the success of
our endeavors to obtain acts for permanent aids, I have no doubt that our
applications for immediate contributions will receive attention. It is p0os-
sible, though riot probable, that more people of color may be disposed to
migrate thaft can be provided for with the tunds the society may beenabled
to command. Under this impression, I suggested, some years past, to one
or two of the board of managers, to allow a sinall additional bounty in
lands to those who would pay their own passage, in whole or in part.
'lhe suggestion, however, was riot approved.

It is undoubtedly of great importance to retain the countenance Ltind pro.
tectiou of the General Government. Some of our cruisers stationed on
the coast of Africa would at the same turne interrupt the slave trade-a
horrid traffic, detested by all good men-and would protect the vessels and
commerce of the colony from pirates who infest those seas. The power
of the Government to afford this aid is not, I believe, contested. I regret
that its power to. grant pecuniary Vaid is not equally froe froin pestlon.
On this subject, I have always thought,and still think, that the proposition
made by Mr. King, in the Senate, is the most unexceptionable ally the
most effective that can be devised.
The find would probably operate as rapidly as would be desirable,

when we take into view the other resources which might come in aid of
it; and its application wvould be, perhaps, less exposed to those cotistitu-
tional objections which are made in the South than the application of
money drawn frorom the Treasury and raised by taxes. The lands are the
property of the United States, and have heretofore been disposed of by thle
Government, under the idea of absolute ownership.

TWENTIETH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

IN SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, dpril 28, 1828.

Mir. Trazewell, from the Committee onl Foreign Relations, (composed o~f
Mr. Macon of North Carolina, Mr. Sanford of New York, Mr. Taze-
well of Virginia, Mr. Bell of New Hlamnpshire, and Mr. Whiite of 'I~eu-
uessee,) made the following report, of which three thousand extra copies
were ordered to be printed by the Senate. O0n the 7th, February, 1832, it
was. reprinted by order of the House of Represeatatives.
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The Committee on Foreign Relations, to whom were referred sundry p
tions and memorials, and the resolutions of several Legislatures of differ.
eut Stales, in relation to the colonization of persons of color, have had
all the said documents under their consideration; and now beg leave to
report:
That they have not been able to discover, in the several petitions, me.

niorials, and resolutions, to them referred, any precise and common object,
which the different applicants desire should be accomplished by the exer.
tion of the legislative powers of Congress. The memorial of the Ameri.
can. Society for colonizing the free people of color of the United States
recommends, generally, to the ni.l and patronage of the Government, the
plan of that society for promoting its objects, by colonizing the free people
of color, without indicating in what particular mode they wish the aid
and patronage so solicited to be exerted or furnished. This general recom.
mediation of the American Colonization Society is supported by a resolu.
tion of the Legislature of the State of Ohio as general as itself. The petition
of sundry citizens of the State of Pennsylvania is somewhat more precise,
This prays that a suitable asylum may be provided by the United States,
somewhere on the coast of Africa, for the reception of such free personsof
color as may wish to migrate to it. Sundry citizens of the State of Ohio,
and others of Minot, in the county of Cumberland, in the State of Maine,
have also presented memorials containing similar applications; and praying
that the nsvylum, so to be provided, may be open to such slaves as the hu.e
manity of individuals sud the laws of the different States relay permit to
emigrate thither. Ill connexion with this measure these latter memorial.
ists also suggest the importance of setting apart, from the annual revenue
of the Government of the United States, a suitable fund for furnishing
not only the means of transportation to such free people of color as may
be desirous of emigrating, bitt also the necessary aids to such humane in.
dividuals as may think proper to liberate their slaves with a view to their
colonization on the coast of Africa.

It would appear, therefore, froni all these different applications, that the
applicants wish generally that the United States should exert their power
and their means, First, to acquire a territory somewhere on the coast of
Africa, which, when acquired, should be opened as an asylum for the re.
ception of free persons of color and liberated slaves: Second/y, that the
United States should set apart a portion of their annual revenue, in order
to constitute a fund for the transportation of such persons to. the asylum
so to be provided : and Lathly, that, to effeet these objects the better,the
United States should extend their aid and protection to the existing society
of individuals linown anid distinguished as the American Colonization
Society.

Against the adoption of any of these measures, the Legislature of the
tate of Georgia, by a resolution of that body, have preferred a most sol.

emn protest. In this they explicitly deny the right of Congress to grant
any such applications, and plainly intimate the strongest objections to the
expediency of doing so, even if the right was conceded. The Legislature
of the State of South Carolina have also adopted similar resolutions in rne
lotion to this ifatter, containing the like solettin negation of the right of
the Goverinment of the United States in this respect; and all these resoluti
tionrs have beeti referred by the Senate to this comrniittee.

Under such circumstances, the committee, while investigating. the sub.
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jets to them referred, have felt themselves constrained, by no ordinary
considerations, to examine most attentively the various questions which
they-present. And that the reasons, from which are deduced the conclu-
sions of 'whose correctness they themselves are well satisfied-may-be
subject to the same tests in the Senate, to which they have been submitted
in the committee, they will now state them.
The first question which arises is, Does the Constitution of the United!

States grant to this Government any right to acquire new territory, for the
purpose and in the quarter where these applicants propose such territory
should be acquired?
The acquisition of new territory, iio matter where such territory may

be situated, or in what mode or for what purpose such acquisition may
be: made, is an exercise of one of the highest powers which any Govern-
ment can ever exert. Stuch a power necessarily includes the right of gov-
erning and disposing of the territory so acquired, either according to the
will of the acquiring sovereign, or according to the terms and conditions
which may be annexed-to the acquisition at the time it is made. Com.
prehending these high futictions, it also implies the power of acting. uipon
and altering materially most of the political and many of the civil rela-
tions that pre existed in the nation by which the acquisition is made-:
because all these relations must have been established in reference to a
condition of things very different fromt that which will exist after the em-
pire is Cnlarged by the addition of the newly acquired domain.
Such being the character ot the power which it is proposed the United

Statesishould now exert, and the possession of such a power being' sol.
emnly denied to thelu bv several of the sovereign States, from wvhorn they
derive all their' authority, it is due, not less to the high character of those
who deny the grant of this power, than to the effects which. may result
from its exercise, that all the sources frorn whence it may legitimately
fow should be carefully examined. It is only by such an examination
that a correct opinion' can be formed as to the right of the United States
to employ such a power upon this occasion.

All the examples which history furnishes of new territory acquired by
any nation in past time exhibit but three modes in which such acquisition
hath ever been made. These are by discovery, conquest, or negotiation,
and this committee cannot conceive any other means by which new terri-
tory can ever be acquired by any sovereign. If this be so, then a Gov.
ernment which is not endowved with the power of prosecuting discoveries,
of making conquests, or of conducting negotiations, cannot enjoy the legit-
imate right of acquiring .new territory. For it cannot be overlooked, that,
high and important as is this power of acquiring new territory, yet, from
its very nature, it cannot be a substantive power, but must always exist
in connexion with, and as a nmere consequence of; some one or more of the
other great powers, that afford the only means by which it can ever be ex-
erted. Instead, therefore, of inquiring whether the United States possess
the specific right of acquiring new territory, the inquiry should rather. be,
do they enjoy fully the general powers before mentioned, the exercise of
which necessarily and properly includes this as an incidental right ?
Every Government charged with the exclusive direction of the exterior

relations of the nation for which it was designed, and specially endowed
with the general powers of regulating its commerce, of. waging war, and
of conducting negotiations, musts enjoy, as incident to these powers, the
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fight of prosecuting discoveries, of achieving conquests, and !of concluding
treaties; and, consequently, must enjoy the right of acquiring new territory
by any of these means, unless this natural incident of the powers granted
is expressly denied to such Government, by those who created and soeon-
dowed it. The Federal Constitution specially grants to the Government
of the United States all these general powers, and contains no direct iil'h
bition of the right of acquiring new territory, which, as has been Mlid, ne-
cessarily and naturally flows from each of them. The committee, there.
fore, cannot doubt that the Government of the United States does possum
the right of acquiring new territory, by some of the modes before referred
to, whenever the case may occur to which any of these modes of acquiring
new territory is properly applicable. They see, moreover, that the pas
practice of this Government has conformed to this opinion in the melnora.
ble examples of the acquisition of the Territory of Louisiana from Fraee,
and of Florida from Spain.

But, while the committee can readily discern the source of the right as-
serted by the Government of the United States in the cases referred to, and
can as distinctly perceive that such a right may, at any time hereafter, be
legitimately asserted as an incident and consequence of some of the high
powers to which they have referred it, whenever the case may arise to
which these powers properly apply, they cannot discover what support
this opinion can afford to the legitimate acquisition of the new territory
which is proposed upon the present occasion.
The whole coast of the great peninsula of Africa was discovered a very

long time since, by many different civilized nations, even before Amerim
itself was visited by any inhabitant of the old world. And if more ofthe
discovered countries there situated have nrot been occupied by those civilis,
ed nations, who have so long known, by so frequently visiting them, the
causes that have restrained others from such occupation merit at least 'as
much consideration from the United States as they have received from the
elder members of the family of civilized man. At all events, these notori-
ous facts suffice to show that, at this day, the United States are as much
precluded, by the usages of nations, from advancing any claim to -new
territory there situated, upon the ground of first discovery and prime
occupancy, as they would be precluded from asserting such a title to any
new territory they might wish to acquire upon the coasts of Patagoniaor
of Japan. Any nation may possibly support a right to acquire new
territory upon the known coasts of Africa, in virtue of either of the great
sources of such right, but none can found any pretension to acquire terri-
tory there now, upon the ground of first discovery.

.Doubtless, the United States possess the power of declaring war, and, a8
a consequence of this power, the right. to push hostilities through victory
to conquest, and so to acquire the dominions of their enemies. But this
power of waging war, like all the other discretionary powers conferred by
the Constitution, is necessarily limited by the ends and. objects for which
alone it may be rightfully exerted. Now, as war itself is never to be jus-
tifed, except as a means necessary to the preservation of permanent peace
and greater security, and can never be rightfully declared for the single
and naked purpose of acquiring territory, therefore, the right of acquiring
territory, in the proposed case, by any such means, cannot be conceded'to
belong to the Government-of the United States. The remote position, tie
icorauce, the poverty, and the imbecility, in which all the svage :hordes
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occupying, the coast of Africa have ever existed, and must continue to
exist for a long period, yet to come, place it beyond credulity that any ot
all of them can now threaten the peace or disturb the security of any the
most weak and exposed spot in this hemisphere. Defensive war, on owr
part, with any of these tribes, is at present impossible; and offensive war
against such a people, in order to strip them of their posses. ons, can never
be justified. The mere capacity to wage war for such a purpose, with
these or any other people, the United States, unquestionably possess. But,
until all distinction between power and right be forgotten, until the limits
of the one shall be supposed to be found only in the measure of the other,
the constitutional power of the United States to wage any 'war can never
be admitted to bestow upon their Government the constitutional right to
acquire new territory, by means of an unjustifiable war, waged upon the
unoffending inhabitants of the coast of Africa. The right of the United
States to acquire new territory there. at this time, cannot, therefore, be de-
rived from their general power to declare war, more than it can be deduced
from their right to prosecute discoveries, in virtue of their general power
to regulate commerce. .

The only remaining source of this right to acquire new territory is in
the power to make treaties. This, too, is a discretionary power, granted to
the United States by the Constitution ; but, like all the other powers of this
kind thereby conveyed, it has its limits-limits to be found, not less in the
specified ends and objects for which the Government itself was created, but
in the nature and character of the power itself. Without attempting to
define what these limits are, the committee will merely remark, that, from
the very nature of this power, it is one which can only be exercised by two
or more sovereigns, acting together, for the attainment of the same object,
by means of a compact, which, when concluded, is to be obligatory upon
the whole people governed by such sovereigns. None but sovereigns can
enter into such anl agreement, and the parties, being all sovereign, are, of
course, equal in that respect.
Many and important are the consequences, not only to the contracting

parties themselves, but to the whole civilized world, which result from the
mere fact of concluding' a treaty. It is a recognition of the sovereignty
and independence of the parties, by each other. From this, many results
flow, and obligations attach to either, in all their future intercourse. Such
being the effects of the exertion of this power of making treaties, civilized
nations have rarely believed themselves at liberty to conclude them with
any savage people, until, many events had combined to prove that such
people were capable and sincerely disposed to maintain the rights and to
conform to the usages which, for the wisest reasons, have been acknowl-
edged and adopted to regulate the relations and intercourse between the
different members of the family of nations. Therefore it is that nio civilized
nation, in modern times, hath ever entered into a treaty with any of the
savage tribes who wander over the deserts or dwell upon the coast of
Africa; and numerous circumstances exist, (which need not be here re-
peated,) that, in the opinion of this committee, are sufficient to restrain the
United States from being the first to enter into such a compact with any
such people, especially for the purpose of enlarging the limits of our pref.
ent wide-spread empire. Some of these circumstances have hitherto been
considered as sufficient. to prevent this from being done by the United
States,-for very-different purposes, with another people, whose situation,
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in. all respects, is certainly much more elevated in *the scale of civilization
than that which any of the savage tribes of Africa have yet attained.

In the pursuit of their private avocations, enterprising individuals have
often attained from some of these tribes the privilege of' making establish.
menis, for various purposes, within the limits of their supposed possessions.
When these establishments in after time had acquired a growth and con.
sequence sufficient to require the attention and protection of the nations to
which the individuals engaged in them were subject, such nations have
granted to these, their subjects, the aid of their power to guard them from
lawless violence, and to protect their honest acquisitions. But this com-
mittee are not aware that any civilized nation hath ever vyt concluded a
solemn treaty with any of the people of Africa, the direct object of which
was to extend its dominions by the surrender of their possessions, or has
ever regarded any of these tribes as a moral being capable of entering into,
and disposed to conform to, the obligations of such compacts. This right
of acquiring new territory, which it is proposed the United States should
exert in order to make such acquisition upon the coast of Africa, can there.
fore derive as little support at this time from the treaty-making as it has
been shown to derive from the other great powers of the Government of
the United States,

Should it be supposed that the example of the nominal treaties con-'
chided between the United States and the various savage tribes inhabiting
within their acknowledged dominions, by some of which nominal treaties
the Indian title to territory there situated has been extinguished, constitutes
any exception to the position here asserted, a very slight notice of the pecu-
liar character of these instruments, and of the situation of the parties, will
furnish a sufficient answer to this supposition. The Indian title so extin..
guished is but a mere usufructuary interest, enjoyed by the courtesy and
under the permission of the United States, who long' since acquired the
acknowledged sovereignty and dominion over the territory su possessed.
In extinguishing such an interest, the United States do not acquire any new
territory; they merely exempt that territory which they before held from
an encumbrance to which their humanity had previously subjected it. By
concluding such compacts, the United States do not recognise the irldepend-
ent sovereignty of the people whose rights of possession are so extin-
guished; and thl Senate require not to be informed by their committee of
the particular local considerations which at the very coanmencement of :his
Government made it highly desirable, if not indispensably necessary, that
the form and manner of effecting the extinction of this possessory right,
which: was not prescribed by the Constitution, should be by a nominal
treaty rather than by statute, as under other circumstances would proba-
bly have been the case.

But if it was even conceded that the treaty-making power of the United
States was equal to the legitimate acquisition of new territory, either within
or contiguous to their original dominions, (as it certainly is,) this committee
do not see in such a concession any foundation for the opinion that this
power would extend to the acquisition of a distant territory in another
quarter of the Lobe, separated from the United States by a wide ocean,
These circumstances of themselves, if none other existed, would necessarily
concert such a territory, when acquired, either into a sovereignty inde;-
pendent o' the United States, or into a colony absolutely dependent upon
them. A country so situated could never be admitted into this Union as
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an integral part of the Confederation ; because, in the nature of things, it
could never contribute its just proportion of the blessings, or bear its proper
share of the responsibilities, of oar representative democracy, Our estab-
lished system of uniform laws, too, mutst necessarily work its speedy ruin,
or cripple and greatly impair the beneficial effects of that system upon the
other parts of the empire. The now territory, when acquired, must there-
fore ever continue in a state of colonial bondage, deprived of all hope of
being ever admitted into the Union, or it must be endowed with the char-
acter and attributes of a sovereign State, eNtirely independent of the parent
country. 'To suppose, however, that our free Constitution was ever de-
signed to vest in the United States a power of establishing and holdinIg&
distant colonies, to be always retained in a state of colonial bondage to the
mother country, or of creating 130w empires absolutely independent of it,
is an opinion which this committee believe to be opposed to the whole tihe.
ory of. that CODstitltiOjl, and to the genius and spirit of all our institutions.

In all the cases in which the United States have ever yet acquired new
territory, this has been done upon the expressed condition that the terri-
tory so acquired, and its inhabitants, should thereafter be adtnitted into the
Union as a part and equal mernber of this Confederation.. This practice,
in the opinion of this co;utiittee, is in strict conformity with that provision
ofthe Constitution. which authorizes the admission of nauw States into the
Union, and which was probably intende.,le to provide for the very case of
new territory acquired by some of the means before referred to. Indeed,
this committee would be at a loss to discover in the Constitution any found-
ation for the permanent acquisition of new territory upon any other terms.

If the committee aro correct in the opinions which they have thus ex-
pressed, then, althougli it is true that the Governnment of the United States
does possess the right to acquire new territory under particular circum-
stances, and for a certain purposes yet this Government cannot now right-
fully exercise any such power, in the mode and for the purpose proposed
by any of these applicants. It is true that some of the applicants have
deduced this right of acquiritig new territory fromt other powers, vested by
the Constitution in the Government of the United States, than those to
which alone the committee have referred, it. But the committee cannot
concur either iti the principles or app icatiotl of the reasoning resorted to
for the purpose of showing the rightful possession of such power by this
Government.
The petition of the Colonization Society refers, specially, 'to the power

of Congress to provide for the common defence antd to promote the gen..
eral welfare, as to a general-auithority bestowed upo11 this body by the Con-
stitution, in virtue of Which the United States may lawfully acquire dis-
tant territory, or do any other of the acts which this society wishes to be
performed. But the error of this construction, which would convert a
mere limitation into a grant of power', and into a grant, too, of power iln-
limited, has been so often exhibited and established, that this committee do
not feet justified now in again examining it minutely. They will merely
remark, that although to provide for the common defense and to promote
the general welfare are. sore of the great objects for which this Govern -
ment was established, yet the manner of attaining even these great ob.
jets is prescribed in the enumneration .of the limited powers specially dele-
gatedl to the Goverinmet for their accomplishment. It is by the exercise
of these granted powers, and of noiie other whatever, that the common
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defence can be provided for or the general welfare promoted. Now, the
power of acquiring new territory is not one of the powvers specially ena.
merated in the Constitution, by the employment of which the common de.
fence may be provided for or the general welfare promoted. This is a
power which the United Slates enjoy as a mere incident of the powers
of regulating commerce, of declaring war, or of negotiating treaties, all
of which powers are expressly granted to them. Being thus derived, any
circumstance, whether physical, moral or political. which constitutes a ne.
cessary limitation or bar to the legitimate exercise of the great powers
before referred to, must unavoidably obstruct the acquisition of new terri-
tory by any such means. And these being the only means that can be
legitimately employed for that end, the end is prohibited when the use of
these necessary means is denied. Any other construction of the Coiistitu-
tion would convert the Government of the United States, which confessedly
is limited both in object and power, into a Government unlimited ill either
of these respects. *Nay, it would justify even the annihilation of the State
sovereignties themselves, whenever the existence of these might be regard-
ed by the authorities of the United States as impediments to the common
defence or obstacles in the promotion of the general welfare.
A similar answer inay be given to another suggestion, presented in some

of the documents the committee have had under their consideration. In
some of these, it is said that the power to acquire distant territory, at-
though not specially granted to the United States by the Constitution, may
yet be inferred from the power of appropriating the public revenue, which
seems to be considered as a discretionary power, limited by nothing but
the judgment of the body to which it is confided. The committee do not
concur in these opinions. The power of collecting revenue is a power
specially granted by the Constitution. limited, however, iti the grant which
concedes it by thp enumerated objects for which revenue may be collected,
and by the prescribed modes in which it must be levied even for these ob-
jects. The United States have no power to raise revenue in any other
than according to these prescribed modes, or fo)r any other than these de-
clared objects. From this expressed power of collecting revenue, the sub-
sidiary power of appropriating the revenue, when collected, is certainly
fairly to be deduced. The power of appropriating the revenue is not,
however, a substantive power, an original end, the attainment of which is
specially authorized by the Constitution, but is a mere incident, resulting
from the grant of other powers, as being necessary and proper to be exert-
ed in order to give to them effect. Thus, Congress having the power to
wage war, may undoubtedly collect and appropriate revenue for that pur-
pose. The acquisition of territory being a consequence that may result
from. waging wvar, by appropriating revenue to the prosecution of war, the
revenue so appropriated may happen to be applied to the acquisition of
territory. But as the acquisition of territory is- not one of the objects enu-
merated in the Constitution, for which revenue may be collected, it seems
hardly necessary to say that revenue cannot be appropriated for any such
substantive purpose, although it may chance to be applied in that way
whenever the acquisition of territory becomes a necessary and proper
means to give full effect to any of the general powers which are specially
granted. To carry this doctrine further would be to assert that revenue
might be appropriated to a purpose for which it could not be collected;
and so to make the resulting and mere accessorial power greater than the
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original and principal power from which alone it is derived-a proposi-
tiorn which seems to this committee as erroneous in argument as it would
be dangerous in practice.
The committee, having thus shown that the United States have no right,

at this time, to acquire new territory upon the coast of Africa for any pur-
pose, might perhaps excuse themselves from examining this subject under
any other aspect. But the subject is one by much too important in itself
not to be investigated in every shape under which it has been presented by
any of those who have brought it before the Senate. The committee will
therefore examine it in another view.

If it was permissible to the United States to acquire territory upon the
coast of Africa, do they possess the right of transporting thither, at the
public expense, any part of our own population ? And here the commit..
the will observe, tlh;t although in this particular instance it is proposed to
transport none but a portion of the colored population to the coast of Africa,
yet the power proposed to be exerted is the same that would be employed
if the object was to transport, at the public expense, any portion of the
white population to any other spot. It is true that the power in question
is now proposed to be exerted for the transportation of voluntary emi-
grants only. But if the United States enjoy this power, and may employ
it for such a purpose, none can deny to them the right of acting upon the
will of the people, by holding out inducements to then to emigrate. Of
the extent of such inducements, the United States must necessarily be the
solejudges; and, being the judges, it is obvious they may offer bounties of
such a character as to overcome all reluctance, and so convert any into
willing emigrants, when the power in question, if it be legitimate, would
rightfully apply to them. Nay, bounties and rewards are not the only
means by which the United States might act upon the citizen to overcome
his reluctance to emigrate. In the exercise of other powers which belong
to them, while they do not exceed the constitutional limits, and are not,
therefore, guilty of usurpation, they may, nevertheless, so oppress him, by
unintentionally misdirecting his labor and (capital, as to inspire him with
the wish of flying from the land of his birth, and of accepting their prof-
fered aid to bear the expense of his transportation. It is a question, there-
fore, well deserving the serious consideration of every State in this Union,
whether the United States may rightfully intrude within the confines of
any of the States, for the purpose of withdrawing from thence any por-
tion of its inhabitants, in order to locate them permanently elsewhere ?
Upon this subject the committee have no doubt. They believe that, for

all mere external purposes, which bring the United States into contact with
any foreign State, the powers vested in them by the Constitution are full
and complete. All powers useful and fit liar the attainment of any of these
objects are not only vested in the United States, but expressly denied to
each of the States. For all purposes merely internal, however, whether
connected with either the territory or population of a State, where the re-
served powers of the States are plenary to their accomplishment, those of
the United States are limited,specially enumerated in the Constitution, and
circumscribed, not less by the enumeration than by the objects for which
these powers were granted. The United States, therefore, cannot act di-
rectly in any way, either upon the territory or the population' of a State,
(whether it be white or colored,) except for the objects defined, and in the
modes prescribed by the Constitution. The revenue of the United States
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can no more be appropriated to the defraying of the expenses of transport.
ing any portion of the inhabitants of the States, not being in the service of
the United States, from one part of the world to another, than it can be ap.
propriated to the support and comfort of such inhabitants while within the
United States, either to feed, to clothe, or to educate them there. These
latter, powers, however, it has ever been conceded, the United States do not
enjoy under the Constitution ; and yet, that which it is now proposed to
exert is a power not only similar in its nature, but may be infinitely more
prejudical to the States in its effects. For it must be obvious to all, that
the effect of the exercise of such a power by the United States, if carried
to any extent, would be to impair the political weight of the State from
which the subtraction of population was made, and so to derange that
equilibrium of political power which it wvas the purpose of the Constitution
to establish and to preserve. It is obvious, too, that in the proposed case
this power rimst, of Necessity, be partially exerted ; because the colored
population, which it is proposed to transport, is not scattered generally or
equally over the whole surface of the United States, but exists in very tine-
qual proportions, and in particular districts only. The expense of their
transportation, however, must be defrayed by the appropriation of revenue
derived from the contributions of all.
A powver of such. doubtful origin, of such partial operation, of such broad

and dangerous extent, and to the attainment of all the ,beneficial effects of
which the powers of every State are fully equal, this committee cannot
think is possessed by the United States. -As one of the powers not granted
to the United States, it is reserved to the States, each of which possesses the
clear right of controlling and governing its own people and territory, in all
cases where the exercise of such a power does not conflict with any of the
powers granted to the United States; who, on their part, could not possibly
exert this power of takling away any part of the population of a State, in
order to locate it permanently elsewhere, beyond the confines of such State,
without impairing and destroying the rights of the States over such a sub.
ject.

Doubtless the United States may invite, perhaps coerce, the free popular.
tion of all the States, to fill the ranks of their armies, to navigate their fleets,
and to execute their laws. All these are objects which the Constitution
expressly authorizes the United States to accomplish, and which inay not
be attainable without the use of such means. But the people thus taken
into the service of the United States continue the subjects of the States
from Wvhich thev mav have been originally drawn. Their numbers will
still add to its political weight, while they remain in it ; and even when, in
the discharge of their duties, they may be withdrawn from it, this withdraw-
al is not necessarily permanent, nor is this the purpose for whliich the power
is given or exerted, although such may be the accidental effect resulting
from it.

Before theyR leave this part of the subject, the cornm-nittee will observe
that the framers of the Constitution most wiselv abstained from bestowing
upon the Ggovernment thereby created any power whatever over the color-
ed population of the United States, as sUch, whether this Population was
bond or free. Any attempt to endow it with such a power we know, as
an historical fact, volId have frustratted all the labors and defeated the
great objects of the patriot statesmen assembled for the purpose of framing
1his plan of government. The condition of the persons inhabiting the sdv.*
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eral States was therefore left to the control of the States, respectively, who
retained the exclusive power of defining and regulating this condition as
they night severally think best; and any power to prohibit the migration
or importation of such persons as the States might think proper to admit
was specially denied to Congress for a term of twenty years. It is true that
this term has expired ; but, in the opinion of this committee, it would be a
departure from the spirit of the Constitution, as well as an exertion of power
not granlted by it, if Congress were now, by any special legislative act on
their part, to invite and encourage the emigration or transportation of that
particular class of persons whose introduction into the States they were at
first expressly prohibited from preventing.

Indeed, this committee cannot perceive in what mode the power which it
is proposed should be exerted by the United States upon this occasion could
ever be practically exercised, without a violation of that great principle
which lies at the very foundation of this Goveremont, that the States, re-
spectively, should retain the exclusive right of severally determining the
condition of their own inhabitants. For if the United States possess the
right to intrude into any State, for the purpose of withdrawing from th6nce
its free colored population, they undoubtedly muist exert, practically, the
power of previously deciding what persons are embraced within this de-
scription. They nmtist have the right of determining finally niot only who
are colored, but who are free persons. This committee believe, however,
that any attempt by the United States to exercise such a power would
not only be a direct violation of the Conistitutioii; but must be productive of
the worst effects.

It has been said by an eminent statesman, that even if the Constitution
had not contained any express inhibition of the exercise by this Govern-
wneut of the powers not granted to it, yet the consequences which must un-
avoidably result from the exertion of any such powers wvonld be found, in
practice, so inconvenient, inexpedient, and impolitic, that no wise men
would ever voluntarily attempt to use them. The case nowv before the
committee furnishes e good illustration, if not a proof, of the truth of
this opinion. This committee will not state all the facts and arguments
which may suggest themselves to the minds of those who shall examine
this subject, to prove that even if the power it is desired should be employ-
ed by the United States upon this occasion, was enjoyed by them without
question or doubt, vet it is a power that ought not to be exerted by this
Government. They will confine themselves to the statement of a few only
of these facts and argurmenits.
And, first, they will endeavor to show that the object which these appli-

canits purpose to accomplish cannot be attained by any of the means
Which, in justice to the people of this country, the United States ought
ever to apply to any such purpose. This object is to relieve the States of
this Confederacy from what is supposed to be the evil of their free colored
inhabitants, by transporting all these to the coast of Africa. Now, by the
last census, taken in 1820, the whole number of the free colored people of
the United States is shown to have thien been 233,.530. By comparing
this number with that shown by the preceding enumeration, the mean.
ratio of their annual increase, for the ten years preceding 1820 appears to
be somewhat more than two and one-half per cent. Add then an annual
increase according to this ratio, during the term of eight years, which has
elapsed since the census of 1820 wvas taken, and we shall find the probable
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number of the free colored population of the United States now to ex-
ceed 250,000; and that the annual increase of this population, at present,
is more than 7,O00.
The expense of transporting such persons from the United States to the

coast of Africa has been variously estimated. By those who compute it
at the lowest rate, the mere expense of this transportation has befiu esti-
mated at $20 per head. In this estimate, however, is not cotpr(hended
the expense of transporting the persons destined for Africa to the port of
their departure from the United States, or the necessary expense of sus-
taining themn, either there or in Africa, for a reasonable time after their
first arrival. All these expenses combined, the committee think they esti-
mate very low when they compute the amount at $l00 per head. It has
been estimated by some at double this amount; and, if past experience
may be relied upon as proving any thing, the official documents formerly
fuiraislhed to the Senate by the Department of the Navy show that the
expenses attending the transportation of the few captured slaves who have
been returned to Africa by the United States, at the expense of this Gov.
ernment, far exceeds even the largest estimate. But, taking the expense
to be only what the committee have estimated it, then the sum requisite to
transport the whole number of the free colored population of the United
States would exceed twenty-eight. millions of dollars; and the expense of
transporting a number equal only to the mere annual increase of this popul-
lation would exceed sevenI hundred thousand dollars per aniluln-sums
which would impose upon the people of this country an additional burden
of taxation,greater than this committee believe they could easily bear,aiid
much greater than ought to be imposed upon them for any such purpose.
The views of the present applicants, however, are not confined to the

transportation of the existing free colored population of the United States,
or of the. ftmtiure natural increase of this populatiorm. They also propose
that this Government shall furnish the necessary aids to such humane in-
dividuals as may think proper to liberate their slaves, and that the slaves
so liberated may, in like manner, be transported to Africa. What aug.
inewtation of the number to

I
be transported would be produced by the

adoption of such a project would depend very much upon the quantum
of the aids which this Governm-nent might think proper0to tender to humane
individuals, in order to induce thlemt to liberate their slaves. Doubtless
the proprietors of the whole slave population of the United States might
be tempted to part with their property, by the offer, of what they might
deem a fair equivalent; and, as the plan of' some of the applicants seems
to look even lo this event, the committee have thouhlit it necessary to ex-
amine into the effects of this measure also.
By the census of 1S20, the whole number of slaves in tile United Stales

is shown to be 1,538,128. By comparing this numberwith that shown by
the preceding eimutneration, the inelan ratio of their annual increasefor the
ten years preceding 1820, appears to be somewhat less than three percent.;
add then an annual increase, according to this ratio, during the term of
eight years wvhich has elapsed since the censtus of 18i20 wvas taketi, and we
shall find the probable number of slaves in the United States now to be at
least 1,900,000, and that the anntual increase of this popIulation, at present,
is-at least 57,000. Now, allow the same SLuI per head for the transporta-
tion of these persons that has been estimated mor the transportation inl the
other similar case, and the sum requisite to defray the expense of the trans-
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portation of all the slaves in the United States would be one hundred and
ninety millions of dollars; and that requisite to defray the expense of the
transportation of a number only equal to their mere annual increase would
be five millions seven hundred thousand dollars per annual. But to either
of these sums must be added the reasonable equivalent, rr necessary aid,
to be paid by the United States to humane individuals, in order to induce
them voluntarily to part with their property. The committee have no
"data" by which they can measure what this might be. But any sum,
however stmall, will make so great an augmentation of the amount as al-
most to baffle calculation, and to exhibit this project at once as one ex-
ceeding very far, indeed, any revenue which the United States could ever
draw from their citizens, even if the object was to increase and multiply,
instead of reducing the numbers of the class of productive labor.

It would not in) any degree allay the excitement which an imposition so
grievous as that necessary to defray the expense of transporting the mere
annual increase of our present free colored population only would generate
in this country, to know that its effects must necessarily be partial as well
as oppressive. The free persons of color tiow in the United States are col-
lected, for the most part, in the cities, towns, and villages, situated on the
AtlaLtic seaboard; from hence, therefore, the exportation of such persons
would commence, and wold long be confined to the inhabitants of sudh
places. The provisions of such a regulation could not be extended to many
of the States of this Union at all; nor would they be felt, directly, in the
interior even of those States to the seaboard of which they would extend.

But this is not-all. In the seaboard towns, where the fiee colored popu-
lation of the United States, for the most part, now exists, these persons
are generally engaged as domestics, servants, and day laborers in various
necessary menial duties. The removal of this useful portion of their popu-
lation from the Atlantic towns would necessarily create a vacuum there.
This vacuum, by enhancing the rate of wages of such persons in the places
where it existed, would certainly tempt others to resort thither. The free
colored people from the country contiguous and adjacent to these towns
would probably first -rush in to supply the void, so creating a new vACUum
in the places from whence they went. This new void would inevitably
be supplied by fugitive slaves escaping from their owners in the slave-
lholding States. The system would therefore be productive at first of
much temporary inconvenience, and of some loss to the inhabitants of the
seaboard towns, and must occasion, ultimately, real and permanent injury
to the slave property in all the shaveholding States.

This committee, believing themselves to be correct in all the views which
they have taken of this subject, do not therefore find it necessary to ex-
amine particularly the character and objects of the American Colonization
Society, to which it is asked that the aid and protection of this Government
should be extended. Of the generous feelings and philanthropic purposes
of the members of this society, the committee do not entertain the slightest
doubt. But they cannot refrain from stating, that in a Government like
this, the establishment of a self-created society at the seat of this Govern-
malert, which society numbers in the list of its members mnaniv of the most
distinguished officers and agents of the Government itsel', and which ex-
tends its influence throughout the Union, by means of affiliated associations
formed in the different States, is an exhibition which, under any circurm-
stances, would merit attention. Should the objects and plans of that society
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be in any way connected with the action of this Government, either to in-
vite, to stimulate, to restrain, or to prevent the exercise of any of its ac-
knowledged or supposed powers, such an, institution,in despite of the purity
and intelligence of its members, must be looked at with suspicion and dis.
trust. But when such a society professes to draw distinctions for any pur.
pose between the different classes of our population; to establish colonies;
to erect governments; nay, to found new empires, independent of the
United States, the example of such an association cannot be productive of
any benefit. MIuch better would it be for the peace and good order of
society if the Government, instead of lending its aid, and extending its
protection to such an institution, should take thi whole subject at once into
its own hands, and regulate it in the customary mode, by agents directly
responsible to the people and to the States. This, however, as the com-
mittee believe, the United States cannot and ought not to do; and, as they
cannot assist, they ought not to countenance the plans of such an institu-
tion, but should leave it to be dealt with by the several State sovereignties
as to their wisdom may seem best.
The committee, therefore, pray to be discharged from the further con-

sideration of all the petitions, memorials, and resolutions, upon this subject,
which to them have been referred.

TWENTY-FIRST CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION.

DECEMBER, 1830.

Among the documents accompanying the annual message of the Presi-
dent to Congress in December, 1830, is the following, which contains an
historical account of the connexion of the Government with the Coloniza.
tion Society up to that year:

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Fourth auditor's Office, august, 1830.

SiR: Upon the accounts of Joseph Mechlin, Esq., agent for the reception
of recaptured Africans uelon the coast of Africa, by you referred to me, I
have the honor to report the following facts:

This agent derives his official existence and powers from the act of Con-
gress, passed March 3, 1819, entitled " An act in addition to the acts pro-
hibiting ihe slave trade.'
The first section authorizes the President to employ any of the armed

vessels of the United States in cruising upon the coast of the United States
and of Africa, with the view of capturing any vessels employed by citizens
or residents of the tUnited States in the slave trade, and delivering over to
the marshals, or other persons appointed to receive them, all negroes found
on board, destined for slaves.
The second section provides, " that the President of the United States be,

and he is hereby, authorized to make such regulations and arrangements
as he may deem expedient for the safe keeping, support, and removal be-
yond the limits of the United States, of all such negroes, mulattoes, or
persons of color, as may be so delivered and brought within, their jurisdic-
tion; and to appoint a proper person or perso'zs, residing upon the coast
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of ifrica, as agent or agentsfor receiving. Me negroos, mulatltoes, orper-
sons of color, deliveredferom on. oard vessels seized in the prosecution of
the slave irade by the commanders of the United States earned vessels."
The act further provides for the transportation of such negroes, &c., as may
have been illegally imported into the United States, and appropriates
$ioo,OOO to give effect to its provisions.

All the powers possessed byvthe agent on the coast of Africa are derived
from the 2d section of the act above quoted. By a literal interpretation of
the provision, it would seen that the person to be appointed agent must he
residing upon the coast of Africa previous to his appointment, and that
his official duties are performed when he has received the negroes from the
commanders of the vessels in which they may be transported. It is b.y
inference only that he is entitled to any compensation for his services, or
any remuneration for the expenses which may attend the disposition of the
negroes after they are received.
Connecting this act with the fact that the Colonization Society was then

preparing to effect a settlement on the coast of Africa, with the view of
affording an asylum for free people of color and emancipated slaves, it is
probable Congress expected that some person or persons residing in the
proposed settlement would be appointed to receive the recaptured negroes,
and that the final disposition of then, when they did not immediately re-
turn to their oxvn countries, would be embraced in the benevolent plans of
the Colonization Society. It night have been supposed that the society,
which was preparing to transport and provide for numerous Africans freed
from bondage in tile United States, would not hesitate to provide for those
whom the Governmrient had saved from slavery, and delivered to them
without charge in their own colony. In so doing, they would have been
acting in accordance with the original objects of their institution-the les-
sening of the evil of slavery in the United States, and the suppression of
the slave trade. It may have been thought that the Government had done
all it legitimately could, when it returned the recaptured negroes to the
shores of their native continent.

It would seem that the terms of tihe act were hardly sufficient to author-
ize the establishment of a colony, owing allegiance to the United States.
and entitled to protection, if ever Congress itself possesses a right to atllior-
ize such anl establishment. In the simple grant of power to an agent to
receive recaptured negroes, it. requires broad construction to find a grant of
authority to colonize them, to build housesfor them, Gofurnish theam with.
farming utensils, to pay instructers to teach them?, to purchase s/sipsfor
their convenience, to buildfortsfor their protection, to supply {tiens with
arms Uand munitions of war, to enlist troops to guard ile/rc, or to employ
the army or navy in their Jfence.
There appears to have been difficulty in constrtuing this act immediately

after its passage. At the next session of Congress, President Monroe sent
a message to both Houses, (see Senate Journal, page .3., D)oc. 20, IS19,)
from which the following are extracts
"Some doubt being entertained respecting the true intent nid meaning

of the act of the last session, entitled, I An act inl addition to an act pro-
hibiting the slave trade,' as to the duties of the agents to be appointed oil
the coast of Africa, I think it proper to state the inteitprotmiomi wvwhich, has
been given to the act, anid the measures adopted to marry it intl, 9tlect, that
Congress may, should it be deemed advisable, anmend the sarne belhre fur-

40
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ther proceeding is had under it." "6 On due consideration of the several
sections of the act, and its hmrnane policy, it was supposed to be the inten-
tion of Cpngress that all the persons above described, who might be taken
under it, and landed in) Africa, should be aided inl their return to their former
homes, or in their establishm-nent at or near the place where landed. Some
shelter and food would be necessary for them there as soon as landed, let
their subsequent disposition be wat it might. Should they be landed
without such provision being previously made, they might perish, It ias
supposed, by the authority given to the Executive to appoint agents resid-
ing on the coast of Africa, that they should provide suich shelter and food,
and performi the other beneficent and charitable offices contemplated by
the act.4F The coast of Africa having been little explored, and no persons
-residing there who possessed the requisite qualifications to entitle them to
the trust being known to the Executive, to nionc such could it be committed.
It wvas believed that citizens only, who would-go hence wvell instructed ill
the views of their Government, and zealots to give them efFect, would be
competent to these duties, and that it was not the intention of the law to
preclude their appointment," &c. " Onl this view of the policy and sanc-
tions of the law, it has been decided to send a public ship to the coast of
Africa, with two such agents, who will take with them tools and other im.
elements, necessary for the purpose above mentioned. To each of these
agents, a small salary has been allowed-fifteen hundred dollars to the
principal, anded twelve hundred to the otherr" " Special instructions will
be given to these agents, defining in precise terms their duties in regard to
the persons thus delivered to them, the disbursenrent of the rmioney by thle
principal agent, a-nd his accountability for the same. Thev will also have
power to select the most suitable place on the coast of Africa, at which all
persons taken under this act shall be delivered to then, with an express
injunction to exercise no power founded on the principle of colonization,
or other power than that of performing the benevolent offices above recited,
by the permission and sanction of the existing government under which
they may establish themselves."

Nothing was done by either 'I-ouse of Corngress to explain the act of the
preceding sessions. The President accordingly, in pursuance of his own
construction, appointed Samuel .Bacoln principal agent, and John P. Bank%
son assistant agent. 'hIe agent was authorized " to form an establishment
in the island of Sherbro, or elsewhere on the coast of Africa, by an ami-
cable arrangement with the government of the island, or such other place
as he might select ;" to build barracks for the accommilodation of three
hundred persons, and to prepare provisions, clothing,, tools, and implements.
4;It is distinctly understood,'' say his instructions, "that vou. are not to
connect your agency xvili the views or plans of the Colon-ization Society,
wVith WVhich, nuder thle law, the Government of the United States has no
concern. You are not to exercise any power or authority founded on the
principles of colonization, but to confine yourself to that of performing the
benevolenat ilntentiolls of the act of Congress of the 3d March, l19S9."

Asgit had been determined that provisions and accommodations mighlt,
under the act of Congress, be prepared in advance for thle Africans wvho
might be returned to their owni continent, it was construed also to admit
the sending out of mechanics and laborers. to build barracks or houses for
themn. Tlhe agent accordingly took out with himr thirty-three nmen, eighteen'
women, seventeen male children, and twventy female children-iiu all,eighty-
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eight persons. As the men went out as mechanics and laborers for the
United States, and the vornen "as cooks, seamstresses, nurses, and wash-
erwomen," the act of Congress was construed to admit of sending out
provisions for the support of themselves and families.

Theymust have tools aswell asprovisions, and therefore the agent took
out" one wagoon, several wvheelharrowvs, ploughs, iron work for a saw and
grist mill, a fishing seine," and a variety of farming utensils.
They must be protected from the violence of enemies, and therefore the

actwas construed to admit the sending out of' arms and munitions of war
for their use. The agent was accordingly authorized to take out "two
six-pounderswith shot, one hundred muskets with accoutrements, ten kegs
of common powder, and two of priming powder.'
'IThey must carry on sonme intercourse with their neighbors, and therefore

the actwas construed to admit the sending out a If four-oared barge," the
property of the United States.
Thus accompanied and prepared, the agent sailed for Africa, and was

safely landed at Sierra Leone, with his stores, munitions, and people. At
Sierra Leone he purchased a schooner for the use of the contemplated
establishment, and, after some delay, transported his' people and effects to
tihe island of Sherbro. There the agent and his assistant soon sickened
and died ; many of the mechanics and laborers, and their families, perish-
ed; most of' the residute were scattered abroad, and the provisions and
stores sent out chiefly wasted and destroyed.

On the ist December, IS .0, Jonathan B. Winn was appointed agent, and
Ephraim Baron assistant agent. The new agent took out sixteen meci.
twelve women. and ten children, to supply deficiencies among the me-
chanrics and laborers first sent out, caused by death and dispersion. He
,also took out four liberated Africans. He landed with his company at
Sierra Leone, collected as many as possible of the first company, and of
the stores sent out with them, and after considerable delays, occasioned by
difficulties in selecting a-site for the establishment of the agency, finally
transported his company to Cape Mesni-ado, which had been selected and
purchased by the Colonization Society in concert with the agent of the
Government. They landed there in .Jarlnary, 1S22, and were left by the
agent in June. living, in comfortable dwellings erected by themselves. The
schooner Augusta, purchased by AMr. Bitcon, being tmuch out of repair,
another schooner, called the Calypso, had been purchased by the new agent
for the use of the establishment.

In May, 1S22, the Secretary of the Navy directed that ten liberated
-Africans should be delivered to J. Ashlmuni, for transportation to Africa,
who also took out fifteen men, twelve women, anid ten children, to be
attached to the agency. The Secretary -lso authorized hinm to take out, at
the expense of the Government, 15,000 hard red bricks, 5.000 feet assorted
lumber, thirty barrels ship bread, eight of' tar, four of pitch, four of rosin,
and two of turpentine.
On the 15th Mlav, 1S22, D)octor Eli Ayres, who, on. the 21st of the pre-

ceding Jnly, had been appointed a surgeon, for the purpose of affording
medical assistance to the United States agents, and the mechanics, laborers,
and families, employed tinder their direction, and to the uegroe3 and per-
sons of c0ulor who imay be delivered," &c., was appointed principal agent,
with a salary, as agetnt and surgeon, of $2,000. He wvas authorized to
take out, at the public expense, a frame for a house, boards, scantling,
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shingles, &c., four window frames, with glass, nails, bolts,locks,&&., ttv/

ccrts, and a hand mill to grind, corn and rice, with powder, cannon,shotZ
lead,&e..

Previous to the arrival of Doctor Ayres, and subsequent to his departure
from Liberia, where his stay was short, the management of the agency was
in the hands of Jehudi Ashmun, agent of the Colonizatien Society. Ten
liberated Africans, sentn ut in 1823,were returned to their own colintry,
which. was withinforty or fifty miles of the settlement.

In March, 1824, Doctor Ayres resigned theagency, and Mr. Ashrnun
received a temporary appointment. To him a large quantity of provisions,
cloths, leather, axes, lumber, and various other goods, were sent in1S24.

Fortifications had been built, gnu11s mounted, and the arms and munitions
furnished by the United States employed in the defence of'tie settlement.
To the Government, also, were charged all the supplies employed in repel.
ling sundry attacks ofthle natives upon the settlement.

InJttie, 1824, R. .. Gurley was appointed agent, butthle management
of the agency was soon devolvedagainn upozi Mr. Ashmun.

In January, 1825, the Secretary of the Navy authorizedthleerection of
a building forthe residence and instruction of the recaptured Africans,

and a superintendent." He also directed the agent to" make application
to the proper officers of the Colon ization Society for an allotment of a cer.
tain portion of their laud, asinay be fixed upon, for the use ofthe recap-
tured Africans, that they may be instructed in agricUlture,"1 &c.

In the satriemonth, Mr. Ashmllun reported that he had appointed "Ia
superintendent of captured Africans," "aa secretary protempore," a "store-
keeper," and" a conductor of ordnance;" and thathe wvas erecting twq
buildings, containing " a residence for the superintendent, a school room
and(Jhapel," together with apartments for liberated Africans. He had re-
pairedthe old agency house, and was building a newv one: had built a small
building, to be attached to the agency house, to be temporarily employed
as a rice granary and storehouse; was collecting materials for a store-
house; was proceeding to build a stone pier at the landing; was about to
repair atower fordefnence;and. bybuilding and repairing, had two boats
i employed in transporting rice." Fle had organized a regular guard, and
enlisted" sevenirmen fortlme service." He had previously had on his ration
list two hundred persons, but they were then reduced to sixtv-eight. He
expected, howvever, to furnish rations for;about eighty. I-e had fifteen
pieces of cannon atnd three swivels, besides small arms.
The salaries anid alloWances ofall the officers appointed, tIhe men enlist

ed, and persons employed in these improvements, togetherwith the cost of
the materials, werecharged to the United States.
The mmumbe. of liberated Ahlicans then under charge of this formidable

ag~enicywas,fifeeni. "Nine," says Mr. Ashmun," are in possession of plant-
ltions of their own ; the remaining six-, whose age and acquaintance with
agrictilture forbid a separate allotimment ot lands, cultivate a small farm in
common, under their superintendent."

In the same month, the Secretary directed a considerable quantity of
provisions and goods to be sent out, wvith a quantity of lumber, a parcel of
carpenters' tools, "'ten. dozen porter, tell gallons Madeira wine," and seeds
to be distributed in the colonly.

In November, 1S25. an additional quantity of provisions wvas directed to
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be sent out, and, in December, an additional supply of arm's and munitions
of var.

In the instructions of Doctor John W. Peaco, who was now appointed
agent, hie was authorized to employ the colonists " in labor and defence,"
at the expense of the Government. It is observed, " The necessity of keep-
ijg a military force in the pay of the Government is not sufficiently appa-
rent to authorize such a step in the present advanced condition of the colony,
or without further evidence of its utility," &c. The right to keep up such
a force is here clearly recognised. It is further observed, " It is very de-
sirable that the recaptured Africans should remain at the agency so long as
to acquire some knowledge of the arts and comforts of civilized life ; but
should any of them discover their nation and country, and desire to return
to their homes, you vill not oppose their wishes, but facilitate and promote
them."
The principles upon which Mr. Ashmun had thus far practised were thus

recognised by the Secretary of the Navy. The act of 1819, which author-
ized the appointment of an agent or agents, to receive liberated Africans
on the coast of Africa, was construed to admit the buiLding of school-hostyes
and chapels for then, ofpayiz7g teachers to civilize and christianize them,
suiperiatendents to teach then agriculture anid " tile arts and comforts of
civilized life." In fine, the act which seems intended merely to facilitate
the return of liberated Africans to their own countries and-famnihes, was,
by construction, made to authorize the appropriation of the power and
*iieanis of the Government to their civilization, and to their location and
protection in a new community.

In 1825, and early in 1826, the agent, who had introduced an efficient
military organization into the settlement, was involved in hostilities with
certain slave dealers arid others iin his neighborhood, and, in various expe-
ditions, liberatedLand carried to the agency about 170 slaves. These, also,
he supported and instructed at the expense of the Government,.until he
was informed by the Secretary of the Navy that they could not be brought
Avithin the provisions of the law, and must cease to be a publiccharge. -

In February, 1827, there were no liberated Africans under the care of the
agent, hut he was building a new town for a number who were expected.

D)r. Peaco, who went out and returned, leaving the agency still in the
care of Mr. Ashnmun, reported, from Philadelphia, January 1, 1827, the
"persons constantly employed at Liberia, who receive their pay, &c., from
the Government," as follows, viz:
"Henrv Nelson, carpenter and house joiner, and four apprentices,

in finishing the buildings for the Africans expected from Georgia,
and other buildings, at (an annual salary of) - - - £600

Anthony D. Williams, superintendent - - - - 300
Janies Thompson, assistant superintendent - - - 300
Elijah Johnson, storekeeper - - - - - 200
'N. JL Weaver, assistant to lJnited States agent - - - 300
"'o these nrnav be added W. Draper, house joiner, employed at. the

agent's house per job, and from three to five boat builders; besides which,
'blacksmiths, catulkers, extra carpenters, masons, sawyers, laborers, .seam-
stresses, nurses, &c., are frequently employed, who receive goods from the
public stores for their services."

In Auigust, 1827, one hundred and forty-two liberated Africans were re-
-ceived at the agency, sent out by the Government from Savannah, in
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Georgia. The buildings erected there were not then completed, and a
schooner was building at the expense of the United States.

On the 2d April of that year, instructions were sent to the agent, that
"in no case are the supplies now or hereafter to be furnished to be *distrib.
uted among the liberated Africans at the agency, or among the colonists ;"

and he was directed to "discharge all the superintendents and agents, of
every; description, who have been and are under pay, except those whose
services are absolutely necessary." On the 12th December, he was ini-
struo'ted ",not to expendsany more money on the public buildingss"In October, 1828, Dr. Richard Randall was appointed agent. All the
recaptured Africans previously sent out had ceased to be a charge upoa
the agency, and he wvas informed that he would have little to do but to
take care of the public property.

Dr. Randall died in April, 1S29, and Dr. Joseph Mechlin,who had gone

out as assistant agent, succeeded hinm as principal. In Mlarch, 1830, he
received from Florida ninety-one liberated Africans, sent out by the Gov.ernmenrt.
The accounts of Dr. Mlechlinare those now under consideration. I have

entered into the foregoing detail for the purpose of showing what principles
have been- adopted and acted upon heretofore, by those in the administra.
tion of the Government, relative to the affairs of this agency. Whatever
the Government itself canlawfullv send out for the use of the recaptured
Africans,the agent may lawfullylllrchase for their use in case of necessity.
Accordingly,in the accounts ofthe various agents heretofore settled, charges.
have beeti allowed for the purchase of, perhaps, every species of article
which has been shipped from the United States for the use of the establish-
ment. From a comparison of Dr. Mechlin's vouchers with those passed:to the credit of his predecessors, there is, I believe,not one without pre-
cedent tosupport it, so far as it regards the princilvle of the claim. Indeed,
it
w

ould perhaps be difficult to imagine an expenditure incident to the
business of human life,which is not in principle embraced in the settle.
ments heretofore ade of the accounts of the agents for the reception of
liberated Africans at Liberia.

Nothing is- more evident to my mind thanthe proposition that a large
portion of these expenditures isnot justified by the language or object of
the act of 1819. Yet a different construction has been put. upon that act
by the Government itself; that construction has prevailed through a series
of years, it has governed the settlement of all the agent's accounts. Mr.
Mehlinw as appointed agent,w ith the same powers as his predecessors;.
he expected, and had a right to expect, that his accounts would be settled
upon the same principles ; indeed, a large portion of his payments isfu?
services rendered under their management. Ifth e message of the Presi-
dent, the instructions given to the agents, and the precedents set in the
settlement of their accounts, are not law, it could not be otherwise thani
that the agent should consider them a sureguide in his official acts, and
fully explanatory of the meaning of the law as understood by his superiors.
To apply another construction and new rules to the settlement of his ac-

counts, and make them operate retrospectively, would certainly be a great
hardship, if not unjust.

It seems to me right and proper that his accounts should now be adjust-
ed upon the principles heretofore settled by the instructions and acts of the
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Government; and that, for his future guidance, a new set of instructions
be given, conformable to the opinion entertained by the present Executive.

It appears to me that the whole business of this agency requires remodel-
ling. Its expenses far exceed those of such an establishment as would be
furly competent to all the objects embraced in the acts of Gongress.
The whole number of nle-roes transported to Africa by the Government

since the passage of the act of 1819, is, according to the best information I
can collect, less than 260. The appropriations for their support in the
United States, transportation to Africa, and superintendence there, have
amounted to $264,710. Every liberated negro has, therefore, cost the
United States hear one thousand dollars. But immensely the greater por-
tion of this money has been paid, not for the direct support and comfort of
the negroes themsel ves, but for the salaries, compensation, and subsistence
of those who have been employed to keep, provide for, superintend, and
teach them; for buildings, vessels, implements of industry, arms, munitions
of war, and supplies in defence. To say nothing of the principles involved
in the Navy Department, building, arming, and maintaining forts on a dis-
tant continent, where there is no naval station, and raising and maintain-
ing an army, or an armed force, in a foreign land, certainly such an exten-
sive and costly establishment is not necessary for the accomplishment of
every object conteml)lated by the acts of Congress,

It is not, however, my province to recommend any measure of curtail.
ment to the Navy Department.

In relation to the accounts of the agency, the whole object of this report
may be summed uip in two points:

First. From necessity, and the justice of the case, I think the accounts
of the present agent ought to be settled upon the same principles which
have been recognised and acted oil in the accounts of his predecessors.

Secondly.. I solicit for the agent a new set of instructions, conformable to
the views entertained by you of law and policy in relation to that agency,
and so specific as to obviate all future difficulties in relation to the powers,
duties, and accounts of the agent.

If it meet your approbation, I shall feel at liberty to proceed with the
settlement of the accounts, until the newv instructions take effect, according
to the rule above suggested.
On reference of the case to the Attorney General, as now presented, I am

confident that he would be of opinion that this course is admissible and just,
whatever he might think of the powers granted by the law of 1819, if the
question were one of first impression.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
AMOS KENDALL.

JOHN BRANCH, Esq.,
secretary of he Navy.
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Messavg front the Prcsidenlt of the United States, transAittivi8 docu-
ehen$zs 'in relation to certain eapt'ires8 on board the Spanish slate vessel
called the Fenix.

To Mie'House ofRepresentatives :
I submit to the consideration of Congress the accompanying report and

docunfents from the Navy Department, in relation to the capture of the
Spanish slave vessel called the Fenix, and recommend that suitable legisla-
tive provision be made for the maintenance of the unfortunate captives,
pending the legislation which has grown out of the case.

ANDREW JACKSON,
JANUARY 15, 1831.

NAVY DEPARTMENT, January 14, 1831.
SIR: I have the honor to enclose sundry communications relative to the

Spanish slave vessel called the Fenix, captured by the United States
schooner Shark, and carried into the port of New Orleans. They are ac-
companied by the decision of the district judge, ordering the marshal to
take charge of the slaves found on board, at the public expense; and also
the opinion of the Attorney General of the United States, that their caie is
not provided for by the act of the 3d otMarch, 1819, and will thereforere-
quire legislative provision by Congress, for which purpose the papers are
respectfully submitted.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN BRANCH.

The PRESIDENT Of the United States.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washtington, January 13, 1831.

the Scretary Of State has the honor to transmit, herewith, to the Secre-
tary 6f the Navy, agreeably to the request in his note of the I tlh instant,
thle Oapers returned to this Department by that of the Navy, on the 21st of
August last year, in the case of the Spanish slave vessel Fenix, together
with the copy of the opinion of the Attorney General. of the United States
in tht case; which copy accompanied the papers in question oil their re-
turn to this office.

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
New Orleans, Jully 20, 1830.

SIR: The Spanish schooner Fenix has arrived here as a prize to the United
States schooner Grampus, under circumstances which you will find detailed
in the accompanying copies of a letter of Lieut. I. Mayo, and of the declara-
tion of the master, &c., of the American brig Kremlin. I have libelled the
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vessel uinder the provisions of the 2d and 4th sections of the act of the 3d
March, 1819,Chapter 200, but am much embarrassed as regards the course
to be pursued with the slaves found on board of her. They are at present,
to the nuiiniber of seventy-four, in possession of tlhe marshal of this district,
who had received them from the officer who brought in the Fenix. I have
not libelled them, because, even if they could be considered as cargo, they
would lDot.be liable to conrdernnation under the statute above referred to.
They have been claimed by the owners of tile vessel, who heave prayed for
restitutiol, with costs anid damages; and a claim will probably be also inter-
posed by the Spanish consul, acting on behalf of his Government, on the
ground of forfeiture for a violation of the laws of Spain. The slave trade
is not absolutely forbidden to Spanish subjects bv the treaty between Spain
and Great Britain, and, as I understand, by laws passed in pursuance of that
treaty. I have not been able to procure, at present, a copy of that treaty
or of the laws. bult believe that vessels engaged in the trade, with the slaves
on board, are subject to capture by vessels of either nation, arid are coIn-
demned bv a mixed commission sitting in Havana.
But this is an offence of which our courts cannot entertain cognizance.

In the case of the Antelope, reported in 10 Wheaton, page 114, it was de-
dlared by the Supreme Court, that the right of bringing in for adjudication,
in time of peace, vessels engaged in the slave trade, did not exist, even
when the vessel belonged to a nation which had forbidden the trade. The
case of the Fenix differs from that of the Antelope in theselparticulars:.st.
The latter vessel was found hovering onl our coast, with the intention of
landing the slaves that were on board. 2d, American citizens had been
engaged in transporting them from foreign parts, in contravention of the
laws of the United States. 3d. A portion of the slaves were brought into
the jurisdiction of the United States without the consent or fault of the
owners or their agents. Here the only offeiice charged, is a piratical ag-
gression, or rather an attempt to commit one, and the statute does not in-
volve the cargo in the forfeiture. All the persons found on board (the
slaves excepted) are Spaniards, and there is no evidence of any of our cit-
izens being interested in the vessel or her cargo. She was captured at a
distance from our coast ; and there can be no cause to suspect any intended
violation of our laws against the introduction of slaves. Should the vessel
be condemned for the alleged piratical aggression, or should tihe court de-
cide that there was a justifiable cause for detention, thp.slaves having been.
brought within the jurisdiction of the United States through the fault of the
master, a question will present itself of considerable difficulty. Can a
Spanish subject, engaged in a trade prohibited by the laws of his country,
set up a title to property of this peculiar character, acquired in violation of
their laws? And if he cannot, what-disposition is to be made of the negroes
when the court shall have dismissed the claim ? I shall await your instruc-
tions oil this subject; and am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOHN SLIDE T..
H-on. MIARTIN VAN BUREN,

Secretary of Slate, Washington.
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UNITED STATES ScHooNER GRAMPUS ,

Off Cape Hayti, St. Domingo, Junze 5, 1830.

Circumstances leading to and attending the seizure of the Feniin

At 1 o'clock, P. M., 5th June, highlands off Cape I-Hayti in sight, discov.
ered a brig under a press of sail standing to the wvestward; made sail in
chase. At 1 30, P. M., discovered a long low foretopsail schooner on the
starboard beam of the brig, (the Grampus being upon the brig's larboard
beam,) not far off, and standing for her. Upon seeing us, the schooner.im.
mediately jibed, and stood off from the brig to the northwvard, making all
sail. At 2, P. M., spoke the American brig Kremlin, C. J. Hall, master,
of Boston. from Antwerp, who expressed great joy at our timely coming
up, saying that the schooner in sight had been dogging him for some-time,
and at last came close to him, and peremptorily ordered him to send his
boat on board, &c., (as will be seen in. Captain Hall's affidavit.) I immie-
diately filled away, and made all sail in chase of the schooner. At 3, P. M.,
within musket shot of her, hoisted the American ensign, and fired thee
guns before she would show her colors; by this time close on board of her,
when she hoisted Spainish colors, and backed her topsail, but continued to
shoot ahead, evidently intending to tack to windward. Hailed, and order.
ed her to lower her sails immediately, or I wvould fire into her. Seeing that,
she yet wished to escape by getting to windward, nor was it until I fired
a shot close under her counter, which threw the water on board of her, that
she hauled down her jib, and lowered the mainsail. Despatclied a lieu.
tenant with an armed crew, took out her commander and fourteen of her
men, (she having a crew of twenty men and eighty-two slaves.) She is called
the Finis or Fenix, an American-built vessel of 901 tons, Spanish; one
gun of a large caliber, on a circle amidships, with small arms, &c., for
tlwentv nmen, and well supplied with ammunition. Reports to have sailed
fourteen months since, from the Havana, all of which time her commander
reports having been upon the coast of Africa. This I much question; we
know that most piracies, recently committed, have been by vessels engaged
in this traffic.

In conformity to the instructions contained iii the second'section of" An
act to protect the commerce of the United States, and punish the crime
of piracy," to detain and bring to trial a vessel of her character, caught un-:
der such circumstances.

It is very certain that the slave trade has become a pretext, and mostpi-
racies recently have been committed by the slavers.

* ISAAC MAYO,
Commanding U. States schooner Grampus.

UNITED STATES SCHOONER GRAMPUS,
Off Cape Hayti, St. Domingo, June 4, 1830..

Mr. J. C. Hall, master of the brig Kremlin, of Boston, from Antwerp,
bound to Cuba, certifies as follows, viz:

I, Christopher J. Hall, master of the above-named brig, do hereby certify,
upont oath, that, on Thursday, June 3, 1830, off Cape Cabron. island of St.
Domingo, at daylight in the morning, a suspicious looking foretopsail
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schooner hove in sight, and from that hour until the following day at 10
o'clock, A. M., continued to dog me, making andi shortening sail, evidently
with an intention to keep near me, tiltinmately approaching within speaking
distance, and showing every symptom of hostility, his imen being at a long
gun, mounted amidships. I called all hands, and cleared away my three
guns for actions distributing iny small arms among my crew, being tinder a
firm conviction that his intention was to attack mie, as he peremptorily or-
dered me to send my boat on board; I observed to hirn that my boat was
leaky, and I could niot send her; he having all the while shown no colors.
Anid I further certify it to be my positive belief, that nothing but my show-
of resistance prevented his attacking mue. He then said, I will send my-
boat to you. My vessel is high sided, and I did not shorten sail for him-
He ultimately hoisted Spanish colors. crossed my bow, and luffed off until 1r
o'clock, P. M., when he jibed, and stood again towards mue. At this mo-
ment I discovered a vessel standing for me, which I believed to be a cruiser,.
and was soon after spoken by the United States schooner Grampus. I gave
to her commander my impression thatt she was a suspicious vessel, and we.
parted company.
To the truth of the foregoing statement, I hereby make oath, in presence

of
ISAAC MAYO, commrandinXg U. S!. schr. Grampus.

Sworn before G. C. COOPER. Purser U. S. schooner Grampus.
ISRAEL ISRAEL, Vice Consuifor Cape flayti.

C. J. HALL. Master of brig Kremlin.

I, Shubail A. Thomas, chief mate, and Oliver L. Chase, second mate, of
brig Kremlin, certify that the foregoing statement is true.

S. A. THOMAS.
0. L. CHASE.

In presence of 0. S. Glisson, midshipman.

I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the original
RICHARD H. MORRIS,

Lieut. U. States schooner Grarnpus.
WILLIAM WHELAN,

dcting Surgeon U. S. schooner Gramtpus..
J. P. WILSON.

U. S. SHIP ERIE, PENSACOLA, July 11, 1830.
SIR: I have the honor to apprize you of the arrival at this port, for sup-.

plies, of the Spanish schooner Fenix, in the care of Lieut. J. P. Wilson,
charged by Lieuteniant Commandant Mavo with an attempt to depredate on
the American brig Kremlin, of Boston, but which was prevented by the
opportune appearance of the United States schooner Grampus, under his.
command. The accompanying communication of Lieutenant Mayo, and
the affidavit of the master and officers of the Kremlin, will make you ac-
quainted with all the facts in the case, and which, in my mind, conclusively-
establish the charges made. If you will advert to the instructions under
which each of my squadron sails, relatively to the present point, you will
perceive that I have been particular in almost requiring, as a prerequisite-
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to a justifiable capture ofa vessel thus charged, the comnwission of the overt
act-the section of the law under which the capture is made authorizing a
greater latitude. Conformably with your instructions of the 3d September,
1829, I have despatched the prize to New Orleans, escorted by Captain
Newton, in the Natchez, to the mouth of the river Mississippi, which he
Will pass in his intended cruise on the coast of Mexicn. The small size of
this vessel, and her crowded state, make it necessary she should arrive at
New Orleans as early as possible.' I have directed Lieutenant Wilson to
place the prize in tow of a steamboat, that he may be enabled to ascend
the river without difficulty. Advices are received from the captain of the
slaver, that the hermaphrodite brig Manzanres (which had depredated on
the American ship Candau last fall) was on the coast of Africa at the pe.
riod of his, departure. Doubtless Lieutenant Commandant Stringham, in
the Falmouth, will be at the east end of the island of Cuba at the time of
her arrival there, and I trust will be so fortunate as to send her in to me.
The promptness with which Lieutenant Commandant Mayo has repaired
to the assistance of the brig'Kremlin calls forth my warmest approbation,
and I trust will meet with the same reception at the Department. Lieu.
tenant Wilson is also entitled to commendation, for his attention to the poor
creatures under his cel rge, and the able performance of his general duties.
I have furnished the slaves with fresh provisions, in the quantities which
their state rendered judicious, and which has already had a tendency to
improve their condition anl promote their comfort. To the prisoners. I
have have also sent fresh bread, beef, and vegetables. That portion of the
officers and men belonging to the prize schooner Fenix, now on board the
(Grampus, I will send in that vessel, which I look daily for, to New Or-
leans, as soon as possible.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. 1). ELLIOTT.

Hon. JOHN BRANCH,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington city.

[The communication and affidavit referred to in the above letter are duplicates of those appended
to the letter of the district attorney of Louisiana.]

PEN-SACOLA, aUgUSt 8, 1830.
Sin: On the 11th iltimo, I had tie honor to apprize you of my miove-

ments in relation to the piratical schooner Fen ix, destined for New Orleans,
,(one of the ports named in your general instructions,) but which touched
here far supplies. At the period of the capture by the schooner Grampus.
thebrig on which she had attempted the outrage was destined for New
Orleans, but has subsequently put into Itavana, and will most probably
take in a cargo there. A commission has, however, been sent,by which
the deposition of the captain and officer can be had; and I have instructed
Captain Rose, in the Erie, to touch off the harbor, and bring them to me at
this place, or have them forwarded to New Orleans.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. D. ELLIOTT.

Hon. JOHN BRANCH,
Secretary of the Nravy, Washington city.
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OrFICE OF Tiri UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATToRU7SY,
New Orleans, July If6, 1830.

SIR: I have your letters of the 11th instant, with the accompanying
documents, relating to the capture of the Spanish schooner Fenix.

Lieutenant Wilson has not yet arrived here with his prize, and, upon in-
quiry at the custom-house, I find that the brig Kremlin, UpOLI which vessel
the attempted piratical aggression is said to have been made, has not been
reported there; they may both be daily expected. From an examination of
the papers furnished by you, I do not think that a condemnation of the
schooner call be expected; although, under all the circumstances of the case,
there seems to have been sufficient ground for her detention. When her
crew shall be examined, it is probable that we will be enabled to prove, from.
declarations of the captain, or from other sources, the piratical intention with.
which the Kremlin was pursued and approached, or some previous acts of
piracy committed by thein on board of her. Such prodfs would entitle the
captors to a decree of condemnation tinder the 2d and 4th sections of the act.
of 3d March, IS I. I shall libel the vessel immediately on her arrival, as f
think this the more prudent course to pursue for the protection of the captur-
ing officer the facts represented being such as, in my opinion will entitle
him in any court to. costs, &c., for a justifiable seizure. The character of
the trade inl which the vessel was engaged (it being prohibited by the laws.
of Spain) mnay perhaps deter the owners from interfering in the claim.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN SLIDELL..

J. I). ELLIOTT, Esq.,
Commanding United States squadron, Pensacola.

NEW ORLEANS, JUIY 21,.1830.
SIR: 1 reached here in the Fenix early otl the morning of the 19th, and

immediately delivered all the papers to the United States district attorney.
In the course of the day, the prisoners, vessel, and slaves, were given ill
char-e of the marshal. Yesterday, a hearing was had before the United
States district judge, and the prisoners set at liberty, he not considering the
evidence sufficiently strong to authorize a full committal for trial. The ves-
sel, however, has been libelled by the district attorney, and, strange as it
may appear, the slaves by the owners of the vessel; they had an agent
here before I arrived. This person, a Captain Barclay, was at Key West
when I arrived there; left there for Havana the day I sailed for Pensacola,.
and reached here the day before mle. He was, it seems, on his way to
Pensacola when my arrival stopped him. The judge seems to be of opin-
ion that the owners of the slaves can hold them if they give good security.
The district attorney has written to the Secretary of State concerning the
business, and advised nje to address a note to the Spanish consul here,
which I did; a copy of wvich I have sent Lieutenant Commandant Mayo
How the crew can be set at liberty, the vessel libelled for piracy by the

United States, and the slaves by the owners of the vessel, are things which
I, sir, cannot explain.

tUnder this state of things, I hope you will perceive, sir, I could not effect
a valuation of the vessel and cargo; but I shall endeavor, as far .as I ani
concerned, to make nmy conduct meet your approbation.
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The Kremlin has not yet arrived; and if she should not arrive in a few
days, I will give in my testimony, and return to Pensacola, unless I receive
different directions from you.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. P. WILSON.

Commodore JESSE D. ELLIOTT,
Commanding. U. S. naval forces in the West Indies, Pensacola-

NEW ORLEANS, JUlY 27, 1830,
SIn: I had the honor of addressing ;you yesterday by mail, and in my

letter stated the various conflicting positions in which the affair of the Fe-
*nix seemed to be placed, viz: that the vessel had been libelled for piracy,
the crew set at liberty, and the negroes libelled by the owners; but as they
have not been willing to give the security required, the negroes still re-
rmain, and, I presume, wvill remain, in the hands of the marshal.

In the opinion of the judge, the evidence was not sufficient to inflict ally
,punishment upon the captain and crew, the only penalty in such case being
*the forfeiture of the vessel; and the district attorney has hopes of condemn-
in-g her.
The question still remaining, it seems, is, whether the negroes are free,

or whether they revert to the owners of the vessel. Instructions on this
head are required from 'Washington; and the district attorney has written to
tahe Secretary of State for that purpose.
My object in addressing the Spanish consul \vas to prevent his giving any

assistance to the owners of the vessel.
The Kremlin has not yet arrived, but I think must be up in the course

of to-day.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. P. WILSON,
Lieutenant United States Navy.

Commodore JESSE D. ELLIOTT,
Conmmanding U. States nsavalfurces in; the -est Indies.

P.NSACOLA, /iUgUSt 9, 1830.
SIR: The two communications, herewith accompanied, are those to which

Lieutenant Wilson refers in his letter of the 22d ultimo, and are intended to
accompany my letter of the 8th instant, numbered 62.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. D. ELLIOTT.

lion. JOHN BRANCH,
Secretary qfthe Na:vy, Washington city.

NEW ORLEANS, July 20, 1830.
Sin: I have the honor to inform you of the arrival here of the Spanish

Wlave vessel Fenix, under my charge, which vessel was taken possession of
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en the 4th of June last by the United States schooner Grampus, for an al.
leged piratical attempt on the American brig Kremlin, of Boston.
The Fenix, when captured, had on board 82 slaves, and was direct from

the coast of Africa.
As the captain and crew of the vessel have violated the laws of Spain by

being engaged in this horrible traffic, I make this communication that you
may take such steps as you may think proper against them.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. P. WILSON,

Lieutenant United States Navy.
Don ANTONIO ARGOTI VILLALOTON,

Spanish Consul, New Orleans.

SPANISH CONSUL'S OFFICE,
INew Orleans, July 23, 1830.

SIR: Yesterday afternoon I found at the post office the letter which, lin-
det date of the 20th, you have done me the honor of addressing me. You
inform me in it of your arrival in the port with the Spanish slave vessel
Fenix, captured by the United States schooner Grampus, on the 4th of
June last, for an alleged piratical attempt on the American brig Kremlin,
and discovered to be direct from the coast of Africa, with eighty-two slaves
on board and it is in consequence or her being staged in this reprobated
trade, by which the captaiii and crew have violated the laws of Spain, that
yo71 have thought fit to make this report to rue, in orde-r that .1 may take
such steps against them as I mav consider proper and necessary.
As it appears that the charge of piracy wvas without the least foundation,

the law office here having proceeded to the release and unqualified en-
largement of the prisoners, I have to regret that they have not been carried
to a Spanish port, to be tried by their national tribunal for the other offence
against the Spanish laws, which could certainly have been fixed upon them.
Such appears to be the practice of the officers of the British navy, as I have
just seen that the Spanish brig Amelia, having on board one hundred and
thirty slaves from the coast of Africa, has been carried to Havana by the
British sloop of wvar Victor, bringing thus the ofienders within the jurisdic-
tion of the court whose (luty it is to avenge the violated laws of Spain.

I will transmit a copy of your letter to the minister of His Catholic Ma-
jesty with the Government of the United States, and also to the Captain
General of the island of Cuba, and await his instructions upon the subject.

I remain, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant,
ANTONIO ARGOT! VILLALOTON.

J. P. WILSON, Esq.,
Lieutenant of the U. S. navy, New Orleans.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL UNITED STATES,
August 18, 1830.

SIR: Your communication of tile 16th instant has been duly received,
with the accomipanying documents. You ask my official opinion, whether
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the fAfricans found on board tthe Spanish vessel called the Penix, lately
captured by the United States schooner Gramplus, and broughtiwilole
port off New Orleans, come withinthe provisions of the act of the-'d-March,
1819, prohibiting the slave trade; and, if so, what steps should be takenfby
the Department on the subject?

In reply, I have to state to you that this case is not. in my opinion, with.
in the provisions of the act refered to. It is the case of a Spanish vessel,
marined and navigated by Spaniards, found ont the high seas at a distance
from, our shores, and which, though engaged in the slave trade, cannot,.
therefore, for that cause, be amenable to our tribunals. She is equally ex.
empt, notwithstanding the laws of Spain have prohibited the trade, simice
our courts do not execute the penal laws of another country.
Thus much was settled in the case of thl Antelope, in which so much

was left unsettled, from a conflict of opinion between the judges. The
great question on which the court divided wvas, whether, under the circuni-
stances of that case, our judicial tribunals were bound to restore. Resto-
ration took place in conformity tcr the decree of the circuit court, which, ill
consequence of this division, was necessarily affirmed; but ino principle in
relation to this question was settled inl the appellate tribunal.

It seems to me, sir, considering that such is the unsettled state of the law'
oln this subject, that these Africans cannot with propriety be delivered up to
any person claiming property in then, until the validity of such clain, and
our obligation to deliver them, shall have been affirmed by die Supremne
Court of the United States. The vessel was properly sent in for adjudica-
tion, under the act of 3d March, 1819, " to protect the commerce of the
United States, and to punish the crime of piracy." The Africans found ont
board are therefore rightfully in the possession of the court ; whether they
can be delivered to a claimant whose title to themi is deduced fromn a traffic
which is equally forbidden by the laws of his own country and of ours, is a
question which ought, I think, under the circumstances, to be referred to
the highest judicial tribunal.
This course is not, however, without difficulty ; the Africans must be

supported pending the litigation, and, if the claim be repelled, must be dis-
posed of in some manner which wvill be consistent with their rights and with
the principles of humanity. Not coming, within the provisions of the act
of 1819, first referred to, the funid which is placed under the control of the
President, by that act and subsequent acts, cannot he applied to these ob-
jects ; still I apprehend it will be the ddty of the district attorney to pur-
sue the course suggested. Much expense nay be saved by giving out these
Africans on well-secured bonds for their forthcoining. If restored, it will
probably be oln payment of costs and expenses by the claimant; and should
the claim be repelled, and the final disposal of these persons devolve upon
the Government, Congress vill no doubt, in the mean time, provide the
funds necessary for the performance of a duty which will be equally enjoin-
ed by justice and humanity. Such an appropriation was made in 1829, ill
the case of the Africans wrecked on the coast of Florida, who were equally
without the provisions of any existing law; and there is no reason to ap-
prehend a refusal to provide for the present case. The papers accompany-
ing your communication are returned.

I am, respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN M1ACPHERSON BERRIE71.

The. SEcarT.ARY of the Navy.
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WASHINGTONX, JafnlrY. 5, 1831.-

DEAn SIR: You will of course recollect the case to which the enclosed
letter relates, and which ought to have been addressed to you. I have ad-
vised the writer that I have communicated it to you.

Yours, truly,
JOHN MACPHERSON BERRIEN.

Hon. JOHN BRANCH.

NEw ORLEANS, December 20, 1830.
May I be permitted to solicit the attention of the honorable the Attorney

General of the United States to the propriety of having an act passed this
session of Congress to meet the case of the Africans lately sent into this
port by the Ulnited States schooner Gramprts. According to the opinion,
as given to our district attorney, the Fenix, the vessel on. board of which
the Africans were, was properly sent in for adjudication tinder the act of
the 3d March, 1S19, though the case did not come within the la-t of i8ss.
My disbursements have beent considerable; and if I .Undersiood the Ion.
the Secretary of the Navy, lie required an appropriation to justify their
.payment.

With high consideration and respect, your obedient servant,
JOHN NICHOLSON,
United States marshal.

Hon. Jo}IN MIACPHERSON BERRIEN.
Attorney General o' the United States.

Court of the United States, eastern district of Louisiana.
SPECIAL COURT.

FRIDAY, Jul.y 30, 1830.
Present: -lonorable Sanmuiel 11. Harper.

Ex parte.
Sundry African negroes brought into this port in the schooner Fenix,

captulred by the United States schooner Grampuis, for aii alleged piratical
aggression committed onl the American bricg Kremlin. The Africans, by
Alfred Hfeuner, Esq., claim the benefit ot the writ of /htibeas corpus, and
pray to be liberated, alleging that they are free men. This application is
opposed by the district attorney. 0. F. Beiluigaine, deputy marshal, in
obedience to the writ of haberis corpus issued in this case, appeared, and
showed for cause that the negaroes were (delivered to him by Lieutenant
Wilson, of the United States navy. prize master of the schooner Fenix, and
that he was further instructed bv the district attorney of the United States
to take charge of the said negroes.
On tllis application, the cotirt delivered its opinion as follows ' I have

considered this callse wvith great solicitude, because it is a jiew one, sa far
as I know, in the United States, and because it greatly embarrasses the ex-
*ecutivc officer of this court. on account of expense and responsibility. Ila

11
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virtue of a law of the United States, the officers of the navy are inswructec
to capture WtIl vessels guilty of piratical aggressions, without regard to what
may be on board, whether negroes or any thing else. Under these instrue.
tions, the Fenix was captured, having eighty-two negroes on board; said to
be from Africa, and bound to the island of Cuba, as is alleged. The ne-
groes, being on board, were necessarily brought with the vessel into this
port, and delivered by the captors, together with the Fenix and her crew,
to the marshal. Trhe vessel has been libelled by the United States, and
application made at the sane time by the district attorney, in his official..
capacity, to the propel department of the Government, for his instructions
relative to the further disposition of the negroes. Under these circumstances,
what was the duity of the marshal ? Had he a right to put them on shore,
and set them at liberty ? If he had that right, the captors might also have
exercised it when they made the capture ; but suppose they had been set
at liberty, and it should turn out ill investigation that the original possessor
is either an American citizen or a resident of the United States, or that the
capture was made in our waters, ot that they veite actually destined to one
of our own ports, or that the Government should declare itself competent
to take charge of thieirn under all the circumistances-in either of these cases.
they would be proper subjects for transportation to Africa, and therefore
such premature discharge of themr.wonld have been an improper act, and
for the same reasons it would have been improper to deliver them-to
aby one until better advised. Pending the timie necessary to ascertain all
the facts and circumstances attending their capture, and also the requisite
time to learn the determination of the Government of the United States inl
relation to them, can they be legally discharged by virtue of a writ of habeas
orP71s, their ori.gi~nalanddpresent confinement arising from the necessityof

t ime case ? If they become ipsofacto free, from the circumstances of their
being landed in the United States, rnegroes confessedly brought here for
sale from a foreign country -would be equally entitled to be set at liberty
but the Govenriment has determined that such shilould not be set free, but
should be sent to Africa. The act of Congress of 1S07 permitted the States
respectively to regiulate the manner of disposing of people of color brought
intio them corntrarv to law, and Lnuisiana. being a slaveholding State, nn
der that act soldstich persons. Butt the act of 1 19 forbids tile exercise of
that riglht, and declares that all such shall be transported to Africa. The
Police, then, of the G'overnment is, that no people nf that description shall
remain in the country. It is therefore clear in my mind that foreign ne-
groes, however introdlulced, cannot be set free here, nor can they be legally
sold inlthis country under any circumstances ; it follows, then, that they
rnust in all case& either be sent home, or in some wvay be excluded from
the United States. Besides, the Louisiana Legislature, at the last session,
passed a law declaring that all free persons of color, arriving in the State-
after the year IS15, should be compelled to leave it. If the court of the
United States, sitting, in Louisiana. were to declare these Africalls to be
free, and set them at liberty in the State, would not such act be in deroga-
tiOn of State rights ? InI anly event, they would be excluded from the State;
and where would they go ? Other States perhaps have similar laws; and
thus they would be limited like wild beasts from one extremity of the Union
to the other. Art streu treatment humanity revolts ; compared Vita Which,
slavery would be a blessing.

In any view of this subject, I think that Wlhich ought to have been done;
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has been done, and that the marshal is bound, ex officio, to retain them at
the expense of the Government (in the first instance) until further or other-
wise instructed.

CLERK'S OFFICE, UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,
New Orleans, July 31, 1830.

I certify the foregoing to be a true copy of the original opinion, of record
in my office.
Witness my hand and the seal of the court, the day and year above written..

'1'. W. LEA, Clerk.

FEBRUARY 7, 1831.

The following memorial from the county of Buckingham, in the State of
Virginia, was presented to the House of Representatives:

Petition oJ inhabitants of Buckingham country, Virginia. in/ relation to.
free negroes.

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, in Con-
gress assembled:

Your petitioners, citizens of the county of Buckingham, and State of Vir-
ginia, respectfully represent, that we cordially unite in the plan of colonizing
the free negroes of Africa. As wve consider the free colored population a
national disease, we believe you have constitutionally the power to apply
the remedy.
We find that the General Government has uniformly passed laws which

sanction the principle of colonizing the free negroes, and that these laws.
have received the approbation of the party which has been most rigid in
their con1structions of the powers of Congress granted by the Constitution,.
by the purchases of Louisiana and Florida, by the erection of fortifications,
&c., on Key'West, and by the renmoval of the Indians. We are unable to
draw the distinction between the constitutional power of making purchases
in America and making purchases in Africa; between settling Key West
and settling Liberia, (neither of which can cver form an integral part of
our Union,) and between removing the Indians and removing the free ne-
groes.
The expediency of removing this class of our population must be admittect

by all who will seriously take the subject into consideration. i' At a moder-
ate expense, we shall relieve our country from a growing pest; we shall
make room for a better population, and secure the continuance of domestic-
peace and prosperity." If the patronage of the General Glovernment be
extended to the Colonization Society, it will cause thousands of humane-
slaveholders to emancipate their slaves; for we are persiuadeld that but few
genuine philanthropists would consent to hold slaves. if they foundl that
their condition would be benefited by emancipation. This would prevent
the rapid increase of that class of our population, which threatens ruiln to
the Southern country; that diabolical traffic. the slave ! rade, wvicll has here-
tofore bid defiance to the measures adopted by the Tniied States and the
Governments of Europe, would be abolished; and we are pcrsuadcd that.
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th~e commerce of the United Staes would receive benefit's qi*alebt tot"'
expenditure, by the lucrative tiaffic..wvith the colony.
We forbear to enlarge on any of these important subjects, but leave tem

to your consideration, where we believe they will receive that mature and
deliberate attention which their importance merits. We therefore entreat
that aid be given the American Colonization Society, either by donation,
or by employing a portion of the navy of the United States in transporting
the free negroes to Africa. or both, or in any other wantier that to you rinay
seem best; and, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

MARCH 3, 1831.

Mr. Mercer moved to suspend the rule, to enable him to submit the fol-
lowihg resolution:

Resolved, That the President of the tJnited States be requested to re-
new, andl to prosecute from time to time, such negotiations, with the sev-
eral maritime Powers of Europe and America, as he may deem expedient
for the effectual abolition of the African slave trade, ard its ultimate de-
nunciation as piracy, under the law of nations, by the consent of the civ-
ilized world.

TWENTrY-SECOND CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION.

JANUARY 10, 1832.

M1r. Condict presented to the House of Representatives a memorial of
the Rahway Colonization Society, in the State of New Jersey, praying Con-
gress to aid and assist the American Colonization Society in colonizing the
free people of color in the United States on the coast of Africa. The me-
morial was'laid on the table.

JANUARY 12, 1S32.

Mr. Jenifer moved in the House of Representatives the following resolu-
tion, viz:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to inquire into the expediency
of making anl appropriation for the purpose of removing from the United
States and her Territories the free people of color, and colonizing them bn
the coast of Africa or elsewhere.
The said resolution was read; when it was
Ordered, 'rhat the consideration thereof be postponed until Monday,

the 16tll instant.
JANUARY 27, 1832.

The Honse resuined the consideration of the resolution moved by Mr.
Jenifer on the! 12th instant, in relation to colonizing the free people of color
of the United Status; when

A motion was made by Mr. Thoipson, of Ohio, to amend the said reso-
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nation, by striking out all after the wor4 " resolved," aud inserting the fol-
lwIIng, VIz:'
That a committee, to consist of one member from each State, be appoint-

ed, to, take into consideration the constitutionality and expediency of pro-
curing, by purchase or cessiop, a suitable quantity of land, on this cofiftindnt
or some other. to be appropriated as a colony and an asylum for all and
such of the free people of color in these States as may choose to go; to
which they may immediately or gradually be removed, as necessity may
require or circumstances will permit. And to inquire into thp ex'pediency
of continuing the present or some other reasonable rate of duties oniimp'orts
f6o a definite term of years, after the existing national debt shall have been
extinguished, to constitute a fund for the payment of the land above men-
tioned, should it be purchased, and to defray the expense of the removal
to, and the support and protection of that unfortunate race of beings in,
said colony, for a reasonable length of time; and that said committee have
leave to report by bill or otherwise.

This amendment being read,
Mr. Thompson, of Georgia. moved to amend the same by striking out

these words, viz: "a committee, to consist of one iiieiiiber from'each
State, be appointed," and inserting these words, viz: "the Committed of
Ways and Means be instructed;" when
A motion was made by Mr. Jenifer, that the further consideration of the

resolution be postponed until Monday next.
A motion was then made by Mr. Bfoon, that the further consideration of

the said resolution be postponed until the second Monday in Decermrber
riext.
And, after debate thereon, the House, on motion, passed to the orders

of the day.

JANUARY 30, 1832.

The House proceeded to the consideration of the memorial from the Rah-
way Colonization Society; and, after debate, referred the memorial to a
select committee, composed of Mr. Jenifer, of Maryland; Mr. Drayton, of
South Carolina; Mr. Mercer. of Virginia; Mr. Lewis Willianms, of Northn
Carolina; Mr. Edward D. White, of Louisiara Mr. Clayton, of be'a-
ware; and Mr. Marshall. of Kentucky.

JANUARY 31, 1832.

The House resumed the consideration of the resolution submitted by.
Mr. Jenifer on the 12th of January instant, in relation to coloniiing the
free people of color of the United States.
The question recurred on the motion made by Mr. Boon on the 27th in-

stant, that the further consideration of the said resolution be postponed tiiitil
the second Monday in December next; when
A motion was made by Mr. Jenifer, that the said resolution, with the

amendments thereto depending, be referred to the committee appointed
yesterday on the memorial of'the Rahway Colonization Society, in the
State of New Jersey;
And, thereupon,
Mr. Boon wvithdrew his said motion.
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And the question wab then put oh the motion of Mr. Jenifer, to refer

,the said resolution,
And passed in, the affirmative. And then,
By Consent of the House, Mr. Archer submitted the following, which

was read, and also referred to the committee on the memorial of the Rah-
way Colonization Society, viz:

Resolved, That a select committee be instructed to inquir, .±to the ex-
pediency of recommending, for adoption, ail amendment to the Constitu-
tion of the United States, by which Congress shall have power to appropri-
*ate the revenue accruing or derivable from the proceeds of the sales of the
public lands in aid of the construction of such works of internal improve.
ment as rmay be authorized, commenced, or patronized, by the States, re.
spectively, within which the same are to be executed; and shall, in like
manner, have power to appropriate the same fund of revenue in aid of
the removal of such portions of the colored population of the States as they
may, respectively, ask aid in removing, on such conditions and to such
:place as may be mutually agreed on, for which purpose Congress shall
be authorized to acquire the territory-it may consider the best adapted to
the object; and to govern such territory in the manner in which the Terri-.
0oriea of the United States are now governed, for such time as the occasion
for which it shall have been obtained may require; after which, the said
territory shall be established into a State, which shall be declared, or into.
several States, which shall be successively declared independent of the
United States; neither of which States shall, in any event, or at any time,
be admitted into the Union of the United States.
NOTE.-The proceedings of. this committee, if any, are not known. It

-made no report to tile House.

TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION.

MARCH 3, 1841.

Message from the President of the United States, transmitting a report
from the Secretary of Stale, in relation to seizures or search oflirner-
ican vessels on the coast of djrica, 4-c.

To the House of Representatives:
* I transmit to the House of Representatives, in compliance with their res-
eolution of the 30th of January last, a report from the Secretary of State;.
with accompanying documents.

M. VAN BUREN.
WASHINGTON, March 3, 1841.

WASHINGTON, March 3,1841.
The Secretary of State, to whom has been referred the resolution of,

,the House of Representatives of the 30th of January last, requesting the
President to communicate to that House, if not incompatible with the pub-
,ic interest, " any information or correspondence he may have itn relation
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to recent seizures or search of any of our vessels, upon the coast of Africa
-or elsewhere, by British cruisers or authorities, and the cause of such
search or seizure, and the authority under which they have been made;;
and also copies of all correspondence between the Governments of. the
United States and of Great Britain, relatig to the African slave trade,
since the 3d of March, 1S37, and of all despatches from Nathaniel [Nicho-
las] P. Trist, consul of the United States at the Havana, to the Depart-
ment of State, relating in any manner to the said Afrieaa slavle trade :"
has the honor to report to the President the accompanying papers, in an-
swer to that resolution.

JOHN FORSYTH.
To the PRESIDENT of the United States.

LIST OF PAPERS TRANSMITTED.

Correspondence with the legation of the United States in London.

'Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosures,) Dec. 22, 1836.-Extract.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson, April 17, 1837.-Extract.
,.Same to same, (with enclosures,) July 17, 1833.
.Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosures,) Sept. 14, 1839.-Extract.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson, (with enclosure,) Jan. 3, 1840.
Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosures,) Jan. 22, 1840.-Extracts.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson, Jan. 25, 1840.
Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosures,) Feb. 18, i81o.-Extract.
'Same to same, (with enclosures,) Feb. 25, 1840.
Same to same, (with enclosure,) Feb. 29, 1840.-Extract.
Same to same, (with enclosure,) March 6, 1840.-Extract.
.Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson, March 18, 1840.
.Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosure,) April 13, 1840.-Extract.
'Same to same, (with enclosure.) April 14, 1840.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) April 28, 1840.-Extract.
Same to same, (with enclosure,) June 3, 184o.-Extract.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson, July 8, 1840.
Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosures,) July 24, 1840.-Extract.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Aug. 4, 1840.
'Same to same, (with enclosures,) Aug. 12, 1840.-Extract.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Aug. 19, 1840.
:Same to same, (with enclosures.) Aug. 26, 1840.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson, Aug. 28, 1840.
Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosures,) Nov. 6, 1840.-Extract.
'Same to same, (with enclosures,) Dec. 1, 1S40.-Extract.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson, (with enclosures,) Dec. 3, 1840.
Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosurXe,) Dec. 12, 1840.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson, Dec. 26, 1840.
~Same to same, (with enclosures,) Jan. 6, 1841.
fSame to same, March 1, 18411.
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C~repbt~dence Tiiti the B~'itis/a legation -at Wa~/aing, ton;

Mr. F6k to'the- acting Secretary of State, (with enclbshres,) Junue 18,183V
Ac~ti'ntecretary to Mr. Fox, June'20, 1839
Mr.- Fox to theacting Secretary, (with enclosure,) July 5, 1839.
Mr. Fo`rsith to fMr. Fox, July 16, 18.99.
Acting Secretary to same, (with enclosere,) Aug. 14,1839.
Same fo sane, (with enclosure,) Aug. 19, 1839.
Mr. Fox to MIr.Forsyth, (with enclosures,) Oct. 30, 1839.
Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Fox, F eb. 12, 1840.
Mr. o~x: & Mr.Fo-syth, (with enclosures,) March 30, 1840.
'Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Fox, April 1, 1840.
Mr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth, (with enclosures,) Aug. 15, 1840.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Aug.-16,-1840.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Aug. 18, 1840.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Aug. 19, 1840.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Aug. 20, 1840.
Same to-same,(am ithi- iclosures,) Aug. 21, 1840.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Feb. 1, 1841.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Feb. 4, 1841.
Sanme to same, Feb. 5, 1h41.
Mr. Forsytlh to Mr. Fox, Februniry 11, 1841.
Same to sarnie, (with enclosure,) Feb. 13, 1841.
Same to same, (*ith enclosures,) March 1, 1841.

Correspondence with the Un'ited States consulate at Havanm.
Mr. Trist to Mr. Forsyth, February 12, 1836.-Extract.
Same to same, (with enClasures,) Nov. 29, 1836.-Extract.
Same to same, MaY 2g2, 1838.-Extracts.
Same to same, (with enclosures.) Dec. 18, 1838.-Extracts.
Sa t sariim, (with enclosures,) Jan. 12, 1S39.-Extract.
Same to same, (with enclosure,) Jfan. 20, 1839.-Extracts.
Same to same, (With! enclosures,) Jan. 22, 1839.-Extract.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Jan. 25, 1839.-Extracts.
Same to same, May 4, 1839.
Sfib~tod' sdsaieii (witlh enclosure,) 'May 4, 1839.-Extract.
Same to sarnie, Sept. 7, 1839.-Extracts.
Same to same, (with 6nclostires,) Dec. 17, 1839.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Dec. 18, 1839.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Jan. 23, 1841D.
Same to same, (with enclosures,) Feb. 29, 1840.
Satie*'safije, (with enclosures,) March 10, 1840.-Extract.
Same to same, (withl enclosure,) March 10,1840.-Extract.
Same to san,'(ivith enclosures,) March 11, 1840.
Same to samei,(w'ith endlosurds,) Aug. 21j 1840.
Same to same, (with enclosure,) Aug. 22,181I0.
Same to same, (with enclosuies,) Sept. 2S, 1840.-Extracts.
Same to same, (with enclosure,) Nov. 28, 1840.
Mr. Everett to Mr. Forsyth, July 21, 1840.
Mr. Forsyth to MIr. Trist, Feb. 10, 1841.
Mr. Trist to Mr. Forsyth, Feb. 13, 1841.
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Same to same, (with enclosure,). Feb. 18,. 1,41.
Same to same, (with enclosure,) Feb. 21, 1841.
Same to~sa-mne;.-(wiLh eniclosureO) Feb. 27, 1841.

Air. Stevenson to MA.Forsiyt/e-[EXTACT.]

(No. 14.] LEGATION OF-THN] UNITED STATES,
London.- December- 22, 183G.

S-irr I have the honor to transmit to you the copy-of a comm-unication-,
with the acconipanyirig documents, which I received on -the 17th: instant,
fromt Lord Palmerston, in relation to the- alleged employment of vessels;
under the flag of the United States, to assist- Spanish subjects- in carrying
on the slave trade.
Not feeling -atithorized to express any opinion-on the subject, either ow

the part of my Government or myself, I answered the note, simply ao-
kn6wledgitig' the receipt- of the papers, with an assurance- that-the Gov-
ertnhitfit of thieUnited States would, omit nothing-which was proper- to be-
done lfr prOVeint-ing; the improper use of the flag of the Union- in protect-
ing the slave trade. A copy of my note is herewith transmitted.

[Enclosure No. 1.]

Lord Palmersion to Mr. Stevenson.

FOREIGN OFrriE,;PDecember: 17, 1836'
The undedsi:pied, His Majesty's principal Seoretary of State- for Foreign.

Affairs, his thte honor to transmit to, Mr.- Stevenson, eivoy-;exlraordinary-
dnd minister plenipotentiary from the United States, the enclosed extract-
of a despatch froim His Majesty's commissioners at the Havana, together
with a copy of a representation made by the- commissioners to the con-
sulof the United States in. Cuba,-relative to-the-alleged employment ofves-
sels under the flag of the Union, to assist Spanish-subjects -incarrying om
the slave trade.

His Majesty's Government cannot entertain a doubt-that-the-Govern-
ment of the United -States. upon receiving this information, will feel- ar-fx
ious to take prompt/and effectual measures for preventing the flag of- the!
Union from being used for the protection- of a traffic which has- benln de-
nouwiced as a capital crime by the laws of the United -States.
The-undersigned avails himself of this occasion to renew to Mr.: Ste-

vensot -the assurances of his high consideration.
PALMERSTON..-

A..STEVENsoNq Esq., 4-c.

46Ag:>-,
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[8ub-enclosure.-Eitract.]

HAVANA, October 25, 1836.,",
During the months of August and September, there arrived here, for

sale, from the United States, several new schooners, some of which were
:already expressly fitted for the slave trade. -Amongst them we have been able to ascertain the names of four, viz:
" Emanuel," " Dolores," "' Anaconda," and " Viper." They vary in size
from 50 to 150 tons. *Their construction is of the slightest possible de-
-scription; their rig that of the New York pilot boats. and such as is very
'much in use by the coasting traders of the ports of this island. They are
furnished with thirty sweeps-are unarmed, of very light draught of water,.
and certainly a class of vessels admirably adapted for escaping from and
*deceiving His Majesty's cruisers.
The " Emanuel" and cc Dolores" were purchased, and have since left the

port (we believe with other names) on slaving expeditions, under the Spall-
ish flag.

But, to our astonishment and regret, we have ascertained that the two
latter vessels, (the "Anaconda" and " Viper,") the one or, the 6th, the other
-on the loth instant, cleared out and sailed from hence for the-Cape de,
Verd islands, unddr the American flag.

These two vessels arrived in the Havana, fitted, in every particular, for
the slave trade, and took on board a cargo which would at once have con-
demnedas a slaver any vessels belonging to the nations that are parties to
the equipment article.

It is unnecessary for us to occupy your lordship's time with a recital of
the various evils which will arise, should a continuance of this scandalous
and open abuse of the American flag be countenanced by that Government.

It is, nevertheless, our 'duty to state that the slave dealers have conceiv-
'ed great hopes of being able to cover their nefarious speculations in this
-way, founded upon the definitive determination of the President not to
make the United States a party to any convention on the subject of the
-slave trade; and, judging from the observable impetus which their view
.of the-above declaration has given to the slave trade, we fear that, before
any representation can reach Washingoto. many similar enterprises -will
have been embarked in.

Thus, my lord, so far as we are informed, or able to draw an inference
from -these distressing details, the expression of the above determination by
the head of a free Government, upon a subject represented as being an ob-
ject in' which every branch of the Government, and the whole people of
the United. States, feel a deep solicitude, has 'been the means of inducing
American citizens to build and fit in their own ports vessels only calculat-
-ed for piracy or the slave trade, to enter this harbor, and, in concert with
"the Havana slave traders, take on board a prohibited cargo, manacles, &c.,
and proceed openly to that most notorious' depot for this iniquitous traffic,
the Cape de Verd islands, under the shelter of their national flag.. .As a
further exemplification of the mistake which we consider that Government
to have made in withholding its consent to the recent conventions, we may
add, that, while these American slavers were making their final arrange-
ments-for departure, the Havana was visited, more than once, by Ameri-
*can ships of war.

His Majesty's commissioners, therefore, are not without a hope that a

4~Wl!.
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Trcital of the above facts, and the return thu.s'made by somb of the citizens'
ofthe United States to their 'Government, 'for the jealous care with which
it ias sought to preserve their rights and dignity, in refusing to accede to
thie only efficacious measures yet put ihto operation for the suppression of
the slave trade, (viz: the mutual right of search and the equipment arti-
cles,) that Gorernment will be induced to reconsider the consequences tbus
likely to ensue, should it permit the present facilities to exist.

It is true that the mockery of a sale or transfer to a Portuguese subject
is to'be enacted, when these vessels reach their present destination ; but such
an excuse, if offered, can never be admitted in extenuation of the crime
which we hold all concerned in the expedition to be guilty of.
We also addressed a letter to the American consul, of which.we beg

leave to enclose a copy, together with the reply made by the American.
vice consul, (the consul being absent from his post, but expected to return
in a few days.)

Since writing this despatch, wve are enabled to add the names of two
more American vessels (the " Fanny Butler" and the " Rosanna") as hav-
ing proceeded to the Cape de Verd islands and the coast of Africa, under
the flag of that nation, upon the same inhuman speculation.
The subjoined list gives the date of clearance, and the names of the mas-

ters, froni the books of the American consulate.
Schooner Anaconda, W. Knight, master, cleared on the 4th instant.
Schooner Viper, H. Galt, master, cleared on the 8th instant.
Schooner Fanny Butjer, A. Richard, master, cleared on the 22d instant.
Ship (barque) Rosanna, George Chason, master, cleared on the 22d inst.

[Sub-enclosure.]

HAVANA, October 17, 1836.
SIRP: We have the honor to acquaint you with the following circum-

stances, as being intimately connected with your consulate and the flag of
your nation, which it will be our painful duty to report to His Majesty's
Government.

During the month of September there arrived in this port, for sale, frbm
the United States, four new schooners-we believe, two from New York,
and two from Baltimore; all, however, built at the latter place-viz: the
"dnaconda," " Viper," " Emanuel," and " Dolores," expressly constru-ct-
-edandpcculiariy fied for carrying on the slave trade. The two former
of these vessels having received on board, from the French house of For-
tcade & Co., a cargo, which, by the treaty of the 2sth June. 1835, would
have condemned as a slaver any vessel'bearing Spanish colors, cleared out
-and sailed under the American flag; the "Anaconda" on the 6th, the
Viper" on the 10th instant, for the Cape de Verd islands; there to be

transferred to a Portuguese subject, and to proceed, with the flag of that
nation, to the coast of Africa, upon a slaving enterprise.
The protection which the schooners will receive from the American

colors, both as regards their fitting and cargo, will effectually secure them
against capture by His Majesty's cruisers, until they arrive at the scene of
their depredations.
The "Emanuel" has, we believe, left the port under the Spanish flag;
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but we baye also to. inform you. that,.some short time since, the brig, Mar
tha,, of Portland, whhih. arrived here. from Mataizas, took onaI ii
harbor,. a. cargo. which would. equally have coriiscated as a sla.ier. any,,
Spanish vessel, and sailed, direct for the coast of. Africa, tpodeliver it a
sQrne.of the. numerous factories or dens cf infamy established there, in con ,,
nexion with the slave traders.of. Havana.
The facilities-thus afforded by the flag of the United States for carrying

on this inhuman traffic could.never, we feel convinced, have.been conterg-
plated by your. enlightened. Governmeut-lspecially as, during the period
when these schooners were taking in their cargoes, the harbor was visited,
by American men-of-svar; which, had any convention existed between
the two Governments, such as has been acceded to by almost every other
inaritime. Power, a seizure of the most important nature, as. regards.the'
iniqutitous expeditious, must have been effected. Ifoweverf we. do,. ripg
entertain the least doubt but that a knowledge of the above circumstances,
will, instantly produce measures calculated to remedy so deplorable and
flagrant -a -profanation of the American colors.

We have, &c.
E. W. H. SCHENLEY.
R. R. MADDEN.

N. P. TRIST, Esq.,
Consul ofthe United States at, Havana.

[Sub-enclosure.]
CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

Havana, October 19, 1836.
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your corn-

munication, under date of the 17th instant, addressed to N. P. Trist, Esq.,
consul. of ihe United States.

Mr.. Trist is now absent, on a visit to the United States, and is expected
to return hers early ithe next month. I shall, on l is arrival here, lay y4our,
comnrnieation before him.

I have, &c.
J. A. SMITHT, ice Consul.

H. B& M.. COM.Js59ONERS, &c., Havana.

[Enclosure No. 2.)

Mr. Stevenson to Lord Palmersion.
23 PORTLAND PLACE, December 19, 1836.

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary
from the United States, begs leave to inform Lord Palmerston, His Majes-
ty's principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, that he had'the honrdr
to receive, on. the 17th instant, his lordship's note of that day, transmitting
to the undersigned, for communication to his Government, an extract of a
despatch from His Majesty's commissioners at Havana, together with a:
cdpy,of a representation made by the commissioners to the consul of~the
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UIJiited States at Cuba,relative to the alleged employment of vessels, under

Atheflag of the Union,to assist Spanish subjects in caftyingofi the:slave
iryde.

T'he uiideirsigned has the honor to acquaint Lord Palmerston that he
."*ill fakbg're0t'pleasure in communicatifng, without delay, for the infortna-
fidn of his Government, his lordship's note -and the accompanyingpapers;
'notdoubtihg blt that his Government-will omit nothing which may be
p0r6per to `be done f6r preventing the flag: of the United States:-from being
u`ed for Ithe protection of a traffic wvhliih has been denounced as: piracy by
its laws; 'and for the abolition of which the united efforts- of both -countries
itve jeene'siticerely and honestly direeted.
The' dndersigned avails himself of the vccasion to tender to- Lord Pal-

ierston' assurances of his hiah consideration and respect.
A. STEVENSON,

Mfr. Forsyth to AIr. Stevenson.-[EXTn ACT.]
[No. 19.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, april 17, 1837.

Your communications, to No. 19, inclusively, have been duly received;
-that dated the 22d of December last, with accompanying documents, rela-
-tive to the alleged use of the American flag to cover the slave trade, ought
perhaps to hiave been sooner acknowledged. The information comprised
in those papers had, however, long since been in possession of. this Gov-
6rnment, through the agency of our consul at Havana.

Mr. Forsyth to' Mr. Stevenson.
[No. 57.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, Ju1ly 17, 1839.
Sit: You will receive, herewith, copies of a letter from collector Ban-

croft, dated on the 2d instant, and of a communication from- several other
respectable residents of Boston; bearing date the 20th of May last, together
with an authenticated extract from the log book of- the ship "; Susan,," of
Boston, Thomson, master, detailing the particulars of an outrage coni-
mitted upon that vessel, on the loth of April last, near Cape Frio light, by
-he commander of, and by a boarding officer sent from, Her Majesty's
armed brig Grecian. 'You will take an early. occasion to make a. repre.
sentation of this case to Her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs. as a violation of the respect due to the flag of the United
States from friendly Powers, and request that an inquiry may ioe instituted
into the whole matter, and the allegations against the comtnander and the
boarding officer of the Grecian be carefully examined, in order that, if they
are wvell founded, conduct and language so unwarrantable and disreputable
to Her Majesty's service may meet the reprehension thev merit. and will
doubtless receive, from Tier Majesty's Government.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN FORSYTH.

AmNViEW STEVENSON, Esq., &C.
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BOSTON,. MaUy 20, 1839_.
SiR: We annex an extract from the log book of the ship Susa],.Captain

Thomson, from Rio de Janeiro, on board of which vessel we came pas-
sengers, and confirm the same as a true statement. Feeling indignant, as
citizens of the United States, at an outrage to our flag of this nature, we
wish That you should be informed of it; and, for our information, to~re.
spectfully ask of you how far the rights of foreign men-of-war extend to
our.merchant vessels? whether, upon satisfying: the boarding officer we
were a merchant vessel of the United States in a legal trade,lthe captain
could not have ordered him and his force to leave the ship; and, upon rie-
fusal, whether the ship could ziot have been abandoned to him ? whether
he had the right to take the captain or passengers on board the man-Uf-war?
and, again, whether we were bound to wait for orders front a foreign man-
of-war to proceed on our course, after satisfying him of the character of our
ship ? The statement does not in the least exaggerate the piratical manner
in which we were boarded, and the insolent conduct of the officer. The
fact of one of us knowing the Grecian and the boarding officer relieved
our minds from the fear wve were taken by a pirate.
- We have the honor to be, most respectfully, your obedient servants,

DAN. P. AUSTIN.
THEODORE D. PARKER.
JAS. H. BREWER.

3xtracd from the log book of the s/ip " Susan," of Boston, April 10, 1839,
Cape Frio light in sight.

At 7 h. 15 min. P. Zi., saw a vessel on the starboard bow steering to
the southward; and, when on our quarter, she bore up to us, and fired a
gun-the wad striking just under our stern. We immediately hove the
inaintopsail to the mast; and, while lying in that situation, hove to for her
to come tup with us; she fired a shot, which was seen and heard to hiss
through the air within a few feet of the ship, and struck abreast of the
starboard fore-rigging. In a few minutes she was alongside-hailed lus to
know who we were; answered, Susan, front Rio de Janeiro. He was
then asked: " What brig is that ?'" and replied, the Grecian . and was
then asked: "What do you mean by firing a shot into us ?" His answer
was., " If you don't heave to, I'll fire into you ;" and was replied to, that
the ship was, and had been, hove to some time. She then sent a boat, with
an officer and four men. who boarded us in a piratical manner-they being
armed with cutlasses and-nmuskets; and the first words the officer said upon
reaching the deck were, "c Who is the captain ?" of whom he immediately
demanded to know by what right he hailed Her Majesty's brig Grecian to
know why he fired, &c. The captain replied, by repeating the soine
question ; to which he, (the officer,) in a very impertinent manner. said he
would send CaptainThomson on board the Grecian. Here the passen-
gers interfered, and said, c; No, yout (don't, unless you useforce ;" to which
he replied, he WOULD use force, and take the passengers also wvho replied,
"Do it, (fyiolou dare." He then asked to see the l.apers,. and wvas told he
could see the register only; and, at the same time, ordered a mail and a
loaded musket On deck from his boat, and took possession of the ship, say-
ing he wvould make a signal, antd order more force. Ill the height of his
impertinence, he was requested to perform his duty, and go about his busi-
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ness; to Which lie replied, " I shall take my own time, and shan't hurry,.
and, want none of your cheek;" that, if he was to ao his duty properly, he
shOUld'&send us all on board the Grecian, as he had 'the force, and it was
in his power to do so; and was again told he had better, quickly: do his-
duty, as we did not wish to be detained-by him all night. After asking the
usual questions, without looking at the register, he ordered the captain not
to fill away until he received permission from the Grecian; and then left,
the ship without offering to put into execution any ofhis violent and im-
pertinent threats of taking the captain and passengers on board the' Gre-
cian. As soon as the boat reached the brig, they hailed us with "syou can.
go ;"'filled away, and left us ; and we proceeded on our course.

CUSTOM-HOUSE, BOSTON, June 27, 1839.
I do hereby certify that the foregoing extract from the log book of the

ship Susan, now in this office, has been carefully examined with the origi-
nal entry in said log book, and found correct in all its parts.
Given under my hand and seal of office, the day and year above written..

[L. S.] GEORGE BANCROFT,
Collector.

lion. JohiN FORSYTH,
Secretary of State, Washsizngton.

Mr. Stevenson to AIr. Forsyth.-[EXTRACT.]
[No. 78.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
London, September 14, 18,39.

SIR: I received, on the 20th ultimo, by the " Roscius," your despatch'
of the 27th of July, (No. 57,) in relation to the outrage committed by the
British armed brig the "1 Grecian," upon the " Susan," of Boston, off Cape'
FriQ light, on the coast of Brazil. I lost no time in presenting the case to
Lord Palmerston's consideration; and have now the honor of forwarding
a copy of my note, with his lordship's answer.

[Enclosure No. 1.]

Mr. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston.
23 PORTLAND PLACE, dflgust 26, 18S9.

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary frorun
the United States, has the honor, pursuant to instructions received from his
Government, to communicate to Viscount Palmerston, Her Majesty's prin-
cipal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, the accompanying papers,
detailing the particulars of an outrage committed in April last, upon an
American ship, (the " Susan." of Buston, Thomson, master.) near. Cape
Frio light, by the commander of, and by a boarding officer from, Her Ma-
jesty's armed brig "s Grecian ;" and to invite the early attention of his lord-
shlip to the complaint therein contained.

1n presenting to the notice of 11er Majesty's Government a case so mnaui-

,- 487
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,festryviolating thie:respect due from one friendly nation to itho flag qof'a.
;,tther,fitheiu-idersigtied thas the honor to request that an iniiirypauf be
.instituted into the whole natter, and the allegations against the officers of
the - Grecia;n" carefully examined, in order, should they. turn out to be
Velll founded, that conduct and language so unwarrantable, and disrepute.
ble toilE.r Majesty's naval service, may meet the reprehension and uniiish-
linent they merit, and which.they will doubtless receive from [-Her Maesty's
Government.
The undersigned. takes the. occasion to renew to Ljord Palmerston as-

:surances of his high respect.
A. STEVENSON.

(Enclosure No. 2.]

Lord Paim-nerston, to Mr. 'S'tevenson.

FOREIGN OFFICE, September 9, 1839.
The undersigned, Her Majesty'si principal Secretary of State for:Foreign

Affairs, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note of the 26th
ijltimo, front Mr. Stevenson, envioy extraordinary and minister plenipoten-
tiary from the Government of the United States, complaining of the con.
duct of the commanding officer, and of one of the subordinate officers, of
Her Majesty's brig "Grecian" towards the American vessel "Susan,"
near Cape Frio.
The undersigned has the honor to acquaint Mr. Stevenson that an in-

quiry has been instituted into the circumstances complained of; and that
lie will not fail to communicate to Mr. Stevenson the result of that inquiry.
The undersigned 'has the honor to renew to .Mr. Stevenson the expres-

sion .of his high consideration.
-PALMERSTON.

AIr. For.sythi to AIr. Stevenson.
{JNo. 64]1 DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, January 3, 1840.
SlI: I trapismit to you, herewith, the copy of a despatch (No. 22) ad-

dressed to this Department on the 1 6th of October last, by the consul of the
United States at Rio de Janeiro. Transcripts are also sent of the enclosures
therein referred. to. These papers set forth the circumstances attending a
gross violation of the flag of our country, by the commander of Her Britan-
nic-Majesty's sloop " Columbine," of the 22d of July last, off Ambrise, on
the coastof Africa, in boarding and taking possession of an American mer-
chant vessel, the brig " Edwin," of New York, while prosecuting a lawful
commerce; compelling her master, by acts of violence, and with contume-
lious laiiguage, to quit his vessel: forcibly taking possession of his log
book and other papers; carrying him on board the British sloop, and there
detaining hiin a prisoner, under guard, until the hatches of his vessel had
been opened, a part of the cargo removed, and a strict search made fur
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proofs of his having been engaged in the slave trade.. Under pretext of
fsch a suspicion, which nothing appears to have authorized, the commander

of the. "Columbine" assumed .to perpetrate the offences charged in the
deposition of Captain Dayley; the truth of which is corroborated by the
officers and seamen who sailed with him.

It is the wish of the President that the attention of the. British Govern-
ment should be forthwith called to this case. You are accordingly directed
to address a representation of it to Lord Palmerston, exhibiting the facts as
set forth in the accompanying documents; expressing the dissatisfaction it
hbas occasioned this Government; asking for such explanations of the trans-
action as Hier Majesty's Government may have to offer; and demanding
that the very vexatious and reprehensible conduct of Commander Elliot on
;this occasion be adequately punished.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN FORSYTH.

ANDREW STEVENSON, Esq., 4-c.

[Enclosure.]

Mr. Slacumn to M1r. Forsyth.

(No. 22.] CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Rio de Janceiro, October 16, 1839.

*SIR: I have the honor to transmit, herewith, depositions of the master
and crew of the brig Edwin, of New Yorkc, lately arrived at this port.*frorn
the coast of Africa. The Edwin is owned by Messrs. Farrnham & Fry,. of
Salem, Massachusetts; but sails from 'New Yorkc, where these gentlemen
are engaged in cornmerce, nrader the frnl nt P. J. Farnhatmn & Co. It ap-
pears, from the verbal s itenient ox the mnaster, that IVMessrs. Farnham & Co.
have had a factory, or storehouse, for some years past, on the coast, at a
place called Ambrtse, about sixty miles north of Angola, and have had
vessels engaged in trading there. I am 'urth-cr informed that the present
master of the Edu ii had been in charge of the factory for several months,
and was relieved by the one who went from the United States in her..
The object pursued by these gentlemen I believe to be trade with. the

natives for the produce of that country-say ivory, wax, &c., in ex-
change for cloths, handkerchiefs, beads, and other trinkets suited to their
wants or tastes. Ambrise is becoming quite a commercial place-the
English having mnny factories there, like that of Messrs. Farnhamn& Co.
The Edwin will sail in a few davs for Richimond, where the master may
be found, should his presence at Washington be deemed necessary.

I have the honor io be, Fir, your most obedient servant;
GEO. W. SLACUM, Consul U. S. S.

IHIon. JOHN FORSYTH,
Secretary (if State, kas/hington.

This is to certify that the brig Ed win, of New Yorkc, was boarded by Her
Britannic Majesty's sloop Colulmbine, on the 22d July, 1839, off Ambrise:
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tthbV'the'person then in charge of her I believe to be nanied Jes'DayTh
';W6'tbtdd in'theinstiuctions on board the vessel; but I have Ieasbhft2
:6pPbse'that the' vessel is engaged in the slave traffic. I have- furthbr 1t
-detify, Ith'at 'my -reasons for boarding the said"Edwin were, that 'had 'thi
strongest suspicion she was not an American; and the' master of her'w'a'
-iirmely insoleht' and unruly.

GEO. ELLIOT, Coonraznder.
i-. DB. MI. "DCOLUNIBINRE,"

J 22, 1839. .1t sea.

CONSULATE OF THE U. S. OF AMERICA, Rio dc Janei'ro:
These- are to certify that the foregoing is a true and faithful copy of an

original endorsement which appears on the back of the shipping articles.
of the brig Edwin, of New York, and that the same has been carefully
collated.

s.] Given under my hand and seal of office, at the city of Rio de[L. ] Janeiro, this seventh day- of October, A. D. 1839.
GEORGE W. SLACUM, Consul U. *.R

CO''suLAS' Of' THE -U. S. or A'MERICA, Rio de Janeiro:
"Personally appeared before the undersigned, consul of the United States

of Ametica at the citxr of Rio- de Jaineiro,' James Dayley, master of the
.brig 'Edwin, of New York, -and who, being duly sworn, deposed-as
ftdloWs: .'That on the' 22d day of July last past he sailed from the port of
Anibrise, coast of Africa,-in 'capacity aforesaid, with part of a cargo' nd
Uhoa d, taken from the factory of Messrs. P.' J.:Farnham & Co.,'of 'New
York, owners'of the said brig Edwin; that 'on proceeding up the coat
to another port to take in cargo for same account, and being still in sight
'rti'te place of his departure, he was' fired at from H. B. IM. brig Colun'rbirie,
George Elliot, Esq., commander, and ordered to heave to; which having
dorteaii officer and'six armed men boarded and toolk possession of'tie
vessel while the American flag was flying. Arid deponent further said.
that the English officer immediately on gaining the deck of the Edwia
demanded to kho w 'if he (deponent) commanded the vessel, when, upda
hieng answered in the affirmative, he ordered him into the boat of'the
Columbine,'to be carried on board that vessel; that he deponentt) hesitated
to'obeV the order, and asked why hle was to leave his ship, vhercupba
the Eiiglish officer repeated the order, and said to the men, i If he reftisds,
put. him, into the boat by force ;" that the men then approached deponent
witlhdraWvn swords, and in this manner forced himn out of his vessel. And
deponent further said that no demand for his papers was madcl, 'but that,
as he was getting over the side of his ship, his' log book and tin case, con-
taining his public and private p)apers, were taken from him, as he held
them. under his arm. And deponient further declared that he was taken
oni board II. B. M. brig Columbine, placed a prisoner between two guns,
under a guard of' marines, anid thus detained more than two hours that
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yl (dbponehtA,) in 'passitig' fron his Kin i to' the'Columbine,'was accotr-~iied'by'tn E:rnglch'~Iieiitenant"s i lie 'irectgnised' 'Wvhile-ir the botd,
Whd&teminded him bf his 'havinig' received trid-hospitahly entertained himii
'bt~h#fiactory of 'Messrs; P.' J., Farnham' & Co. about' a motith before; aria
6YiOght 'tolhis'recollection 'the fact of his'having told him (the 6fficer)- that
hbcg6pptedta fesmsel-frn;New York. 'Notwithstiriding 'all this, and Ithe
dsura~nce given' that' the6Edwin'was, mn! American' vessel, engaged in' lat-

16I 'trade, he (depjonents was not 'released and' p1t 'in command of lhis'ship,
till the'hatches had been iopened;the!'cargo-removed, and a'strict seamth
made. And further deponent'said not; referring to the depositions of the
mates and creW fdr the particulars of thet outrage committed on board th'
Edwin while he was detained a prisoner on 'board thed'Coilumbine.

JAMES DAYLEY.

Sworn before me,-this 12th day of October, A. D. 1839.
GtORLGE W. SLACUM, Consul U. S. d.

CONSULATE OF THE U.S. OF 'AMEnICA, Rio de-Janeiro:
'These are to' certify thatthe foregoing' is a true and faithful copy of the

original deposition on record in this consulate, and that the same has been
carefully collated.

Given under my:hand and. seal of office, at ;the eityiof- Rio de
[L. S ] Janeirothis sixteenth day -of OctOber, A. D. 1839.

GEORGE W. SLACUM, Co'al 'U. S. W.

CONSULATE OF THE U. S. OF AMERICA, Rio de Janeiro:
Personally appeared before tile undersigned,consult of the United States

of America at the city of Rio de, Janeiro, Richard Darling, chief mate;
John Albertson, second mate; John Thomson, J. Welling, and Frederick
Beeman, seamen-all of the brig Edwin, of Newv York, and who, being
dtuly sworn, deposed as follows: That they sailed from Ambrise, coast of
Africa; on board 'the brig- Edwin, of New York, James Dayley, master,
having on board part of a cargo taken in at the factory of Messrs. P. J.
Faruham & Co., of the city aforesaid;; that when:about two leagues from
theiland, arid in sight of their port of departure; they'were fired at, anrd
brought to, by 'H. B. M. brig Columbine; George Elliot, Esq.; commandeH
while the American flag was flying on board fthe Edwin.
That an officer and six armed men boarded the Edw;n, and took;powd.

session of her. And deponents further declared,'that as soon as the Edwin
was taken possession; of the. master 'was ordered on board he Columbin&;
and when he refused to go, and desired to know why he was to leave his
vessel, the British officer said, "1 If you don't go, I wvill force you ;" at the
same time calling his men, who ran:aft where Captain Dayley stood, with
their swords drawn, and forced him to. get into the boat; in the act of
doing which, his log book and tin case, containing his lia)ers, were taken
from' him.
'Andi deponerits further said that, after 'Captain Dayley had left 'the

*Edwin, the British officer in charge questioned them as to where the vo.-
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s@I*2vas owned, the, namest.%f-;tq4edqopei
¶ iE7U.St: search thi cabinF .requestedi, depone~ntE(.Righard :Darling)totQge
wfth ,him into the cabWi; on ret fing,from the; cabinJbe 9rdeired-!thptcit s fore 'jd a~t~tpt be takenroq, and t-he hold. examined and, searehe d,
zrmmr gprof ;the :argo.;, After, thls exa~4nat ion, the Britishj, oficer

,obseriredz, '! Von have. ore, thing. on bo,ayrd. at wi!I condemn you ;s .a
s.ien' djeponent (Ri~chprd Darli~ng).as~ke~d-wh~at it wvas, h~,q re~pli~ed, ".theY m
>.,e.'. And, dieponents fur~Ii~rsaid, that ,during the absece ,of.,Captan
pyl.ey, another boat camefrom the. Columbine with twcq midshipmen,6ayi.
,in&g'oi.e,,in,charge. of the Edwin, and returning with the officer iirst left in
harge. And further deponents said not. . ;

RICHARD DARLING.
JOHN ALBERTSON.
JOHN THOMSON.

,,-, '', . WELLING.
FRtEDERICK C. B3EEMAN.

Sworn before me, this .12th day of OctobermA. D. J1839.s-
GEO. XV. SLACUM, COnsUl U. S. 4.

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Rio de.1aneiro:-.o,
Thes.e-are to certify that the foregoing is a true and faithful.copy of the,

original depositionlono recording this consulate, and that the-same has been
carefully collated.5 ,

Given under my hand and seal of office, at the city of Rio de Ja-
[L. 8] neiro, this seventeenth day of October, A. D. 1839.

GEO. W. SLACUM, Consul, U. S. .

* Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth.-[EXTRACTS.].

:~o84.] LE:GATION OF THE UNITED STATESA
London, January 22,,1840.,;

* * - * * * .* ,. ; .

A short time since, I received a despatch from Lord Palmerston, commit-
sicating sundry documents relative to the slave tradeswhich had beWnmre-
.ceived. .by.. this Government from their commissioners established at the
Havana, under the treaties between Great Britain arnd Spain for the sup-
pression ofthatltrade.- ,

I have therefore the honor to transmit to you copies of all'these papers,
and shall await the President's instructions on the subject.

[Enclosure No.J. I
Lord Palmerston to Mr. Stevensonf;;

FOREIGN OFFICE, December 31,`1839.';*
The undersigned, Her Majesty's principal Secretary of State. for Foreigii

Affairs, is desirous of communicating to Mr.. Stevensonj envoy extraor-d!
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nir~y~and'Xinistfer pleiipotentiary 'o'f ih'Uniiiied States of 'America,;the'cedompanyipg despatch and'its en~closures, which have recently.been 6e1eive'd
b" thie un"deigned PiTrn1ler " jsy''s cdrnniiissioners est bli'hed at:4ihei
HE'vh.na',' uln'der'th'.e' treaties'etw'eu Great Britaiii aldnSpdid forI the' sup-
p'ressi'on of the ave thrad&r'; --'.

-he'spaperscreatee t'a previous corres'pondence between the domi's-i
sidners anddMri. Trist, the United States consul a tihe Havana; 'a'portio
4 which 'was'contained in, the papers upon the'~Iave trade laid':befiore Pa'.
ia6nent 'by' Her Majesty's command, during the' last sessioinn'and`%6f which.'
the-unde'rsigned encloses a copy. ' ( "-
A'And tlie undersigned encloses also a copy of that portion' of the corres-

p0nde~nce'between the commissioners and Mr. Trist which was :'not laid'
before Parliamrent. ' " I
The und'ersigned thinks it right to submit to some authority connected;

with the 'Government of the United States the letter from' Mr. Trist, which:'
forms one of the enclosures in the dispatch of the 27th bf October, 1839,
from Her' Majesty's comrrmissioners; but the gentlerne' onh the 'establish-
me'nt' of the Foreign' Office have so much pressing business "at this time to'
perform, that Mr. Trist'slo'ng letter cold- not 'be copied without delay and'
injury td the public service ;- and the undersigned is therefore' obliged to
send these papers to Mr.' Stevenson i'n original, and he"requests that Mr,
Stevenson Will have the goodness to return them to him'when Mr.-Steven-
so'n shall have read them.,' .'

The' dindersigned avails -himself of this occasion to renew to Mr. Steven-'
son the assurances of his'distinguished'consideration. '

PALMERSTON.

[Sub-enclosure.]
[No. 35.]

HAVANA, October 27, 1839.
Mr LORD: In our despatch No. 22 of 1839, dated 15th July last, We in'

formed your' lordship 'of our 'having written a letter to'Mr. Trit, the Unite'd
States consul at- this placec, in obedience to your lordship's' direction, a's
given in'the dispatch 'No. 3 of 183'9, dated the l6th April last.' A'copy''o
that]letter we then enclosed, and stated that, in answer' to it, we had not'
received auy reply.' '
"On the 30th August, however, a reply'was delivered, of'which,'w-e'have`.
nbw' to' transmit a copy, 'not having been able to ha-ve it made" in time fort
the previous packet, on account of its exceeding, as your lrdship will per-'
ceive, two hundred and sixty closely written pages. -Ofthis extraordinary'
pr'odtiction we "can scarcely trust ourselves to express an opinion; tit are
glad to think,'our so Aoing of less consideration,'inasmtich'a~s the most cur-'
sory glance at-it must make your lordship'aware'of its character better than.
any opinion We could convey. We must, however be:allowfdto i ak'Io
few remarks, and in th'eoutset to' observe, that,' offensive'ais Mr.'Trist eivi--
dently desires' to be' to us personally', (MS. pp. 31, 99,) we have the less rea-'
qqn' to'complain, as he undistinguislingly inveighs against th.'6on'dct' of
on'pre'decessors 'in -the commission as' much as against what'h'd imputes to
u1 als6,(page'40;) but thiat with'regard'to our moitive'esof actionn 'and'mo"d'
of carrying them into effect, we trust we may lay claii o 'at'Le iti as 'miuci
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must at; once and unhesitatingly dispute. Baorn,-aihe,jijmwself;inf}x:4i,4
amhidst l.lbl doppestis,, (page 20,) avd,; rought.up am I
tVe. ofp.,slaveholdingjt4at;, isisllvfome ahoe,(Taikd,&jE
1$XF.vi1Lgrmst ,ofl his connexions o that character,( hq ca nnotb.bspp;qa tQ
zave. tkhst freedo,n-.from improper. blas. on, ary su.h subject wvhicjiaJsqj

could make his judgment and- opinions dseerving.o'f-,consideration,.; Bjn
wvhenqwefind, his !public ccondua.,in thispce: only.thea;na' .tra though
le.mertta~ble,.corise.quence to be expected, of such an orgigh, w. *mstde4r4
hini the most unfit to be taken for our guide and instructor, in; opipiiQ;<orj
pra.ctie.- Pieferring, asr.we do-,facts to professions, wew-ill put~tlheilat~ter
fpri the present out of consideration, and!gi e; as,evidence of our, assertipns,
the ollowinllg circurmstances.

jTheofice of Portugpese. cotnsul has been. vacant;now..near.1yjtwIo yeavs;
during .which time, w.e have not ,heard of.any, respeetableiperson beiqgR
candydate for it ; nor-d, wei believe ,.npyrespectab...person- would.dacpt
it,, or we !mayhbo. sure .the. Portuguese Governme.at would hav.e3 long. pinr
made the appointlnente Duringthistime,then,.wvhen no.suchrperson wa,
f~und. ready to undertake. the. disgrace of sharing its associations with.hhe'
slave trade; when the only occupation and advantage it conild give po,.
ced;d:Iom the. slave dealers.,; ..prppqrtioned, too,,as. thq...offiqeholder
screened and aided them: in. their, iniquities the.. one, person,; -above, alL
oth rsthey qould find ready to become their instrument and assistant, was
the American consul ; and as if the office of itself, on account of- its only
existing duties, had not been sufficiently disgraceful, he thus added the in-
decency of associating with it the compromising the flag and national char-
acter of his republic; the laws.-.of which. declare the severest penalties
against the slave trade, while its citizens were openly and with impainity!
furnishing.it Vesselsj and givingg it every assistance their ingenuity could
de vise.
Mr; Trist might, perhaps say ,that he.. undertook the effice!withaxvieW,

to..put~down. thoseabuses., 'lis.a.would. be:scarcely.consistent with his;
duaty-to.the PortDgsese flag; or nation; but, supposingi;w~ere.soyhow~ha
hebefl.ted.pr atterr-pted thisobJect? Not, a. vessel h.s goine to the cast
of Africa, under the Anmerican flag, but ,he must have been awvar Of the,
plrposefo,.whicihEit wvaa despa.tched; and. yet..we have notheard of,;any
denupciationshe, h~as. made,. or.- steps .he has.takien.,to defat orpunish
the. offendersex~cppt;,in .ons.,solitar.y.instance, to..w'hich we, shall have;;
mediateLy:. to .call. attentionl. ...

Mlelwhlile, as. e .idec ;s-of the.contrary intention on hi .part,. namely,
to, assist the. slalvedealers, we find. the following facts, alleged:;

l..Tha~procoinsul at. -the Cape de, Verds charges him.vWithf"haviggr
granted, (We presurmej allowed or authenticated,)! to his !lcnwledge, zp
thau tenfalse bills ofsale ofvessels~and papers to these.islands."-PU.zi
me",tar.y papers respecting slave trade, 1839, class B, further seriesrp.. I
2..We,filnd himiagiving ;vesseJ~s,:which he must have knowft were inten&.

ed for the slave. trade, irregular assistance, infurnishing' them With.blanl
forns, to bq, flled.up kat their, convenLience.-~Parliamentarvypappers ibNd,i
class, lefurthei.series, p..25..
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1,w;,`case, 'h d~y..,befre Mthedocuments theyptrpcrted. to,. aulthe
(Pad ibid cas A; ,ftrther series, pp. 5sp9,).aafnls,
jd'reta~tlorito a ,remtladhabefA %tound;, when taken, ,to thane~t~wen~y on;
Icg 94uu on' board,eig'te pouudlrs, with ,.a.correspondingnunbe,4n;
quaptity ofinlikets, putla"ses, and amrnuuition, stowed.about th. deck- nd
{Veparje~di for a tip. - .
Th. character. of. this piraticp.L vessel could not, haye escaped, his ObNe

,atlopn, when; he passe; her pap~exs; and, as sailing in breach oftiIaw;,o
allIn~,atiopsIit, was his duty, to denounce her at least, toi1he ocaJf G9.vrn
3ient, whose laws morn .pLticula~Iv she, wvas setting,at. deflance:j,,b ,i n-
s1ald of so doirg,,he appears;to h've oven goue out. of.his regla'
to. ac iate her progress,.

Ii- one case .however, he did detail a vessel,.as.stated above, isi p
of being en'gagqd iun. the slave, trade-the American brig-q-4.Thor.r,;`
which fact, in o'ur ignorance of his character andcondir&, we .idOtho
orable mention_ at..the.timq, (see.dspatch, No. 5S of ,18SS, 4atAd. t hei124th
December...) In ,th nhissiye beffore u's, he refers to ,it, and. sbwsthv,, xn
.h4chizobig advocate,,as hek professes to.bse for nationalfsor

; wasta~k~n,,hy his direction, in this harbor, by .an. armed, force, Vrq.,Ithq,
Ainerican sloop-otfwar. "Ontario.'.' Had, an, Eniglish yessel pf WsrIblA'
co,mmitting such an act in a:foreign port,we might:perhapl..,have'n
fairly. liable to all those charges here rade againstf:or trampiig mp,
*na contemnipt of, the, rights of a powerless rjatuo ii; but, the, Ameriep,nqp.
,ulholds hirn.self privilegd to, outrage.those rights, andjtoomj nils.p.at
,hi~ch wre mAay justly declare, to have. been, perfectly,wanton, becauserwt

tIpplly unnecessary., As an Arnerican'vessel, the, -ThQmaV"': cot
.ail out -of the, harbor without. the-Amnrican. consul's special ,p.MIWAn;
;and, infact, ,it ..was ,only,;taklen to ba delivered up to .theCap.tir G:nera1
ft'heWisland, who ,would unqqestionbbly, as a, matter of, course, ,alve or-.

deiOed.,the vessel to be, detrained,, upon .a'n offcial denadifraoprppMr4;iG, l'sT,
lad he bden pleased to make it. But this regular mode ofp.propeeding di4,
Ifot cormport with his, temper.or views. Withouutcharging.himnWtithai.&f
'~aing~oriouls desire. to make an, exhibition. of his, power, or. doubtnlg1us
4dsire to defeat a slage-trading expedition, we mpst, point outth' taeqt;
-nfessed-that the captain of the "cThomas," who vasalso-,th,-pWIPer
a~~d acIn;ovledged. a rtani of very,god, confexions",had,,uportua~pqy,,
t1,pon some. former occiasion6, had, aquarrel with Mr. Trist, at w'As , .de'
iand" he, iad bbentfor some weeks in. prison, and had thus, becpif a
4ost distinguished and symp.athy-excitng victim of cojsula, per, ept II."
-(See MSS., p. 87.)

Theforce of, this sneer your. lordship vill best understand, by.pey u'gr
the 'proceedings at different meetings, held at Boston and NewrYorkAfq
Politioning the United States Government to rernove Mr. TrIst frp s
Office, for various acts of capricious tyranny and neg'6ct,of dilpty, Qt;
lfthese meetings we enclose 'an'account; and yo.uir,l6dship,.wiillU, ~pege,.

frpm, it that Mr. Trist's own .cogyntrymrenhaveju$st asmc Ctjt6145Ve
Iiive to'conldemtin him for those perverted feelings and over.w~onmit4 -
of importance which persons of. weak minds are so apt tofall 'into ahen
Whliug appointments (no maiter -what) beyond their capability or merit.
Had the case against the"'Thomas" been .undeiably a 1eair.poeJthe

step of so forcibly taking possession of her in a foreign port,'unnecessarily
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T6Ulrd -still lhave been most unjustifiable; much more, then, when it way'
s6*d16fxbtftlthbat,' pon investigation by the local authorities, (of whichhei
makes n6- mention,) 'they, at once ordered her release; censured the dete-n
ti6n- and awarded the master damages; which he is now seeking to recbvi
etwe understand from the captain of the "Ontario."

From'nall'these facts, we think it evident that Mr. Trist's vaunted 'affec"
tion for national independence and hatred of slavery cannot be very deeply
rooted; when he is found by his writings to be such an apologist for the
slave-' trade, such an abettor of slave dealers, and so ready to violate' the
deare t'provisioris of respect for the, rights of foreign nations unnecessarily
and ma'iinifistly only to gratify his own petty resentments. Such a person'
should' be the last to accuse others' of unworthy actions or dishonorable
motives; and, certainly, in this case, the maxim seems as if it 'might be
relied'on,'to' estimate the solidity of a man's principles, and the truth of his
jprofesAions;' invesely to the intensity of the louidness with which they are.
so iihn'ecessarily paraded.

'-Holding the very lucrative office of American consul, we cannot supposa'
that the few dollars Mr. Trist may further gain as Portuguese consul cab
be t6 him of any consideration. But' surely it little becomes him to taunt
6ib with bei'ig paid from the labors of the factory' girl, (pp. 133_143,) when
he; is hirnelf so ready to partake of the blood-money of the slave.

We'write thus decidedly, because, as Mr. Trist has penned his 'uvectivem
in that ridiciilously inflated and theatrical style so appropriate fur his ex-
travagant and delirious ideas of personal and national importance,' with,
the6evident expectations that they will be presented, and printed, among,
the'papers laid before the House of Commons next session, we should feet
unwilling,' in case your lordship please to indulge him, that his own conduct;
should be left' unexposed, or the indignities offered us unrepelled.
IThose indignities we had but one way of meeting with regard to hbm-

self personally; and, accordingly, in our acknowledgment of his papers we,
expressed the fact 6f their being received in the shortest terms of official
courtesy. (Enclosure No. 2.) We feel assured that inl so doing we shall
receive your lordship's sanction, considering all that was due to such ami
Untusinesslike -collection of extravagancies as that which Mr. Trist has9
hed been so self-deluded as to puit forth for argurmernts, opinions, and speci-
me o'f (6elquence. That acknowledgment, however, in accordance with
anifitimation-given in his voluminous letter, (p. 134,) Mr. Trist sent back
unopened (as, we suppose, purposing an insult) through the post office, ilL
a large 'and thick envelope, so as to put us to the most expense of postage._
We ought perhaps to explain with respect, to his cavilling about the

terms in which we communicated your lordship's message, that they were
. writteni with reference to a paragraph in ouir former letter, which for con-,
ciseness sake had beer afterwards struck out; and that we wrote the last,'
knowrgig the wild lengths which Mr. Trist is so apt to go,'in terms ex-'
p& slW not. to give him the opportunity of taking your lordship for'a cor-
resp-Otdbnt instead of ourselves.

'W'e'iave the honor to be, with the greatest respect, my lord, your lord-'
ship's most obedient,' humble servants,

J. KENNEDY.
CAMPBELL J. DALRYMPLE

"ft.'Hoi. Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B., fc.
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[8ub-enclosure;)

rSo.22.){t
HAVANA,JUIy 15, 1839L

Mr LORD: We have the honor to acknowledge having received your'
loidship's despatch (No. 3 of 1839) dated the 16th April, on the subject
of the correspohideucee we had in January last with Mr. Trist, the United
States consul at this place, respecting the slave ship "1 Venus."

In obedience to your lordship's directions, we addressed a letter to Mr.
Trist, informing him " that Her Majesty's Government would feel most
sincerely obliged by his furnishing us at any time with any information irm
hispower which might enable Her Mlajesty's Government to enforce the
penalties of the law against British subjects concerned in the slave trade."

*We also duly communicated your lordship's sentiments on the obliga-
tion arising from the engagements entered into between the two countries,.
by the treaty of.Ghent, Cor the entire abolition of the slave trade, "that
the agents of each Government should furnish to the agents of the other
Government any information calculated to enable that other Governnmentt
more effectually to accomplish the common purpose."

W:We beg to refer your lordship to the copy of the letter enclosed, to which
we have not received any reply.
.we have the honor to be. with the greatest respect, my lord, your lord-

ship's most obedient, humble servantR,
J. KENNEDY.
CAMPBELL J. DALRYMPLE..

Rt. Hon. Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B., TIC.

(Sub-enclooure.]
Her Majesty's commissioners to Viscount Palmerston.-[EXTRACTJi

HAVANA, January 19, 1839.
In the despatch, dated the 22d August last, from Her Majesty's commis-

sioners at this place, your lordship was informed If the arrival here of the
.American ship "6 Venus," built at Baltimore expressly for the slave trader
and of her departure shortly after for the coast of Africa. The I Venus"'
sailed hence under the American flag, with several American citizens ork
board but in the ship's articles, (of which a glance in bravado was
afforded Her -Majesty's commissary judge) it was expressly stipulated that.
she was to be. taken to' Bahia, there to be transferred to the Portuguese
flag. This, however, appears not to have been done; for in the almost
incredibly short period of four months the ship has returned, and in the
beginning of this month landed on the coast the extraordinary cargo of not
fewer than 860 slaves. At this time the name was changed to the "Du-
queza d'Braganza," and she bore the Portuguese flag; but it ivas a mat-'
ter of doubt whether a valid, if any, transfer of her had taken' place; 'and'
it was currently believed that the Americain subjects who had'sailed in her
from this port had been present at the time 'when'the slaves were taken ore
board. Indeed, it was reported, from the parties themselves, that they had
been visited on the coast of Africa, when bearing the American flag, by
the officers' of a British cruiser; and 'upon being asked what they were.
doing there, answered the inquiries by saying it was no business of theirs;
and that they were Americans.



They boasted, also, that though, qne,.of the cruisers watched, and sawr
them take part of their cargo on board, and attempted afterwards tO)follq:1
themrzyet thechpse,.was.made in vain; and, undoubtedly, the wonderffilly
short timgein. which, this unprecedented ly. successful voyage Jas beenrmade,
0Vlywarrants. the characterr nwbiqh.the ship brought* here, with her, fto i r

- Under th'esepircurnstatces, we felt it our diuty to call the attention ofMth$
American cons,i1,.vho is also acting as Portuguese cQnsUl, to so grosa
violation of the lawv.s, as well as.of'the flag 'of the United States.

To this conrmunicafion of ours, the answer was returned, of which we
enpclose your lordship.a copy, stating, at very considerable length, tthe opitPiOns.wvhich had actuated.hirn (the consul) on the occasion just referredjd,
ars well as. Iis, views in the present instance. The answer is worthy of coi-
side ration, as an evidence. of the. feelings held by certain classes of the'Amer.
iE~an :cpmmu~ity. with regard to, the slave trade, and the part taken by thi,
]3ritish Qqvernmetit to suppress it. In our reply, we confined.ourselves tq
a, general: assertion of.our duties,,and pf the grounds on which we exercised,
them. As we hear the correspondence has been sent to the Government
of theoUnited. States, w.e trust youir lordship. will consider the terms inwh6h`
we addressed the consul, as well as those in. which we answered his, repiy!
to. be.deseyving the support of Hcr ,Majestys Government.
With regard to the ship " Venus,"otherwise the, "Dwiquez. doBragansa,'

ve should state that the.original cost, wve understand, was $30,000, and
that. :the fiLtting 1out, and expeaise 'of. every description for the voyage, in-
eluding the value for the return cargo,, was estiinatedat $60,000 more-
say, altogether, $100,000. The number of negroes brought back, as' has
been before stated, was 860; and they are said to have been sold at $340
per head, producing the sum of nearly $300,000; of which, therefore, two-
thirds was nett profit. So long as sukh. returns can be effected, we fear
that no efforts whatever will be' effectnal in suppressing the traffic; and
certainly'not,- while the'dealershave' only to* leet' sLuh a' systern'o'icor-
ruptiQnl as,,pr.veades.every.- department of the government of the island.
We heavenly further to add,. that.the ship," Duqqeza.de Braganza" is

prizhcipally owned by theP slave dealer Mazorra, whom we have so often
haid occa.sioni to. namee.and a F.renchman named Gautier, and.that she is
Orepariig again for another voyage..

[Sub-enclosure.]

Vis'count Palmerston to He& Maje.vty's commissioners.

FOREIGN OFFICE, Pupil '16, ISM9,
GzENTLEMEX,: I have received your despatcl -of the 19th of: January,

1i39',coptaining; copies ofacorresponderice which had taken. place. between,
yourselves ancL.Mr. ''rist, .the Uiiit(d States coms.ul at the. Havana, on .
o.ccasianof.. yo.irthaLving, commdnicated to that gentleman informatiQui re-
speCwting the. Vessel (the -'Verus") which had. sailed from the Havana for
A.frica,,iunder theeflag, of the Union, with. several American citizens on.
:bbard,.and' hadreturned .within four.months, with a cargo of 860 siAves!.
from Africa...



Re, s> - 28;j,,s
With reference to tha .pkrt.of NiU. 'rit's.tetwr to you which relates to

British fabrics rnade expressly fqi' Africa, and to. shackles of Britisfrman-,
ufacture injulded for slavj, trade, exported from England, and imported;
inlto ia4kN have todesire that you will state to Mr. Trist, that, if' he can
at anytime filhtish'HerlMjesty's Government, through you, with any in.
fdrniation 'which'l may, directly or- indireetIy;,.ntiable *HIr';Mdjest-y's Grv-
&rAtient to'-enforee 'the penalties of the Iaw'against: Bfitish' subects. who
Rr1yjbh.'concernledin 'slave 'trade, Her'Majest'y'&&iovefnie~nt nrillfefl'rroet'
eiucerely'obliked' to'him..'
*Yb-uwill observe, to -M'. Ttistj that thbtwe Governmen.ts, having1 by. thc

lOth'(article<o'fithe treaty o~f Ghent, mutuallyerengaged to' each otherithat
thby would;" use their 'utmost endeavors' to, promote the 'entire, abolitionaofi
theildve';tradei, it seems, to be perfectly consistent with thelrespectiwhiod
the 'agents;of'eaeh' country; must feellfor'thetother country that.theyishould
niot only themselves eet-in strict accord*nce-with the spiritof 'the engage-
wentiwihich, their own, Government ihas, contracted* but 'that 'they should
.ft'nish' to., th'agents' of the; other Government any information which may
becaletula:t1dto enable that 'otlihr GG6vornment moreeffeetually; to.acebm-
plish-the, common'purpese.

I ;am'&e¢;
PALMERSTO'N.R

Heir 'Majety'st CoMMrISSioNERS, J4'c..

[EncloaureoNo.2&]..

Mr. Stevanson 'to' Lord. .Pahraeratonc,

32 UPPER; G R ar 184Q.
Theoundersignedj minister, plenipotentiaxryfromn the United Statesi had

the'honor, to-receive, on the' 2d instant-the 'nQteaof.Lord IPrnlersiton Hdr'
Majesty's' principal' Secretary of State for Poreign .Affairss under'dite6 ofith'e.
3ist of'Decemberj with the accompanyingidespatch' and itsi'enclosures,:re,.
Ceived by Hirm Majesty's Governmnentfromtits commissioners established
at the'Hgvanai'under. the. treaties between Spainand'GreatiBritaiul for thei
suppression ofthe 'slave trade.
The undersigned will 'take' the earliest opportunity of communicatingg ito.

bisvGovermnent- copies of Lord Pal-merston's. note' vwiththe-papers aceom,
panying it, including the letter of Mr. Trist, the American. consul at.the
Havana; the original of which, having beensent tortheuxindersigned for the
reasons statddiniL~ord Palmerston's communication, he has now the honor
of returning to his lordship, together with the other documentfr'oflikech'ar-
acter. This would tave been done some days ago,but for the great length
of Mr. Trist's letter, a copy of which-the-undersigned was desirous of plac-
ing in possession of his Government. 'As the subject to which these pa-
pers relate is one ;of great delicacy and-'interest, involving, as it does, the
conduct of one of its public functionaries, it will rest alone with thePresi-
dent of the United, iState's . to decide upon 'the measures which it may be
proper),under, the.cirfcunnstances, finally to adopt.
.The uudersigpiedhas.the.honor to offer to Lord'.Palmerston *reiter ted

assnurancesof his distinguishedd. coqsideration.
A. STEVENSON.'
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Mr. Forsyth; to MO. Stevenson.

[No.I.~.] DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
. ' Was/lngton, Jantiar' 25, 1840.i

SI: -A note, received some time ago at this Department, from the Brit.
ish legation here, relating to a supposed abuse of the American flag by.
subjects.,of. other Powers, to cover the illegal traffic in African slaves; con.
tains, incidentally, a representation against the consul of the, United States.
at Havana,- who, it is stated, has, upon certain occasions, while acting for
Portuguese subjects in the absence of a consul 'of that nation,. given tothe
owners or commanders of slave vessels, for them to fill up at pleasure,
printed,. blank forms, to which his signature was affixed; a practice which
HerMajesty's Government supposeb.has contributed in affording material
assistanceto the masters of such vessels in the detested traffic.

The grave charge above alluded to having attracted the attention of Mr.
Trist in the -public journals, some time during the last summer, (7th Sep-
tember,) he addressed a 'ote to this Department, (extracts from which are
now transmitted to you, in confidence,) requesting that a formal applications
might be made to the British Government for one or more specimens of
the. blank forms in question, and for all other specific information that it
could furnish relative to the subject ; but as Mr. Fox, in a conversation
with me soon after the receipt of Mr. Trist's letter, intimated that he was
about to make a communication to this Government regarding the abuse
of its flag, connected with a complaint against the American consul at
Havana, it was presumed that one of these blank forms, or at least a tran-
script of one of them, would probably accompany his letter, and render
unnecessary a demand on his Government. In this expectation I have,
however, been disappointed. Mr. Fox's promised communication ias
been'. made without enclosing the paper desired.

-It is alike due to the source of these representations, and to the character
of Mr. Trist, that a close itiquiry should be instituted into his official: con-
duct,; but, before a fall investigation of the truth of this charge against:
him.can, take place, it will be necessary that this Department should be
informed of the precise character of the signed blanks referred to, and, if to
be had, be possessed of one of them for examination. For this purpose,
the President directs that you. apply to the British Government, without
delay, to communicate to you one or more of the blank forms in question,
bearing the signature of Mr. Trist, which, so soon as received, you will
transmit to me.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN FORSYTH.

.ANDREW STmEvENsoN, Esq., 4'c.

Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth-LEXTRACT.]
[No; 86.]

LEGATION OF TRE UNITED STATES,
London, February 18, 1840.

SIR: I received, on the 4th instant, your despatch No. 64, transmitting
the papers in -relation to the late outrage committed by Lieutenant Elliot;



Rep. XN. 28$ AAA
of the British navy, upon the American brig.' Ed win," of NewYork,,off
thco,,a~st;of Afrjca. I immediately addressed an official note to Lo'rd Pal-
Ipqrston.o. :r.th, Su'bject, setting forth the prominent facts'of the case, arnd
expressing,,thie expectationof our Government that suitable measures would
be taken for&,inquiry, and redress. On the. 16thI received his answer,a
copy of which;.with my two notes, I now enclose. ''

[Enclosure No. 1.]

Mr. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston.

32 UPPER GROSVENOR STREET, February , 1,840.
The, undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary from

the United States, bas been specially charged by ,his Government'io. nake
the following representation to Lord Viscount Pdlmerston, Her Majesty's
principal Sqcretary' of State for Foreign Affairs, respecting an alleged.vio-
a ion of the flag of the United States by the commandant of 'the British
sloop of war the " Columbine," in July last, on the coast of Africa. From
the affidavits (regularly taken before the American consul at Rio de' Ja.
veiro'),ofJames Dayley, master, Richard Darling, chief mate, John Albert-
son, second mate, and three seamen, of the American brig "Edwin," of
New York, which the undersigned has now the honor of transmitting to
Lord Palmerston, together with a copy of an official letter from the consul
at Rio to the Secretary of State, it appears that on the 22d of July last, off
Ambrise, near the African coast, George Elliot, the commandant of Her
Majesty's sloop the "Columbine," boarded and took possession of the
"Edwin," while at sea, prosecuting a lawful trade, and under the protec-
tion of the flag of the United States; that, immediately after boarding,
Captain Dayley was compelled, by acts of violence, and in the most in-
sulting manner, to quit his vessel; his log book, and other, papers -were
forcibly taken from his possession, and he carried on. board thie British
sloop, and there detained as a prisoner, under guard, until 'the hatchies of
his vessel were opened, a part of the cargo removed, and a strict'se'arch
made to ascertain whether there were any slaves on board. These' ale the
important facts of the case, as they appear conspicuous in the papers,-now
transmitted for the consideration of Her Majesty's Government.. 'The
,grounds alleged by Captain Elliot for this proceeding were, that this brie
was engaged in the slave trade. 'Now, the affidavits of the'captain and the
two mates and seamen showed that there was no just foundation for any suicAI
supposition, and nothing to excuse or extenuate so gross an outrage qpon
the flag of an independent nation and the rights of its'citiiens. 1On' the
contrary, the whole proceeding appears -to have been one of an aggravated
and unwarrantable character.
Upon the subject of the right of British officers to search the vessels of

the United States, under pretence of their being engaged in the slave trade,
it may be proper again distinctly to state to Lord Palmerston, that the Gov-
ernment. of the Uniited States can never acquiesce. ,The undersigned has
-heretofore, taken occasion to aiinounce to. Her Majesty's. Government the
determination.of that of the United States that her flag is to be the safeguard
of all who sail under it, either in peace or wvar; and, consequently, that no
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jiibt 'e*6ptibn6,,bs; loed-itfi Olti6 te"i~t Wf ;iatia ieOnhbc&~fi
bteedeith'ifilRitbf treotie9b6frigbt CreiafBHotain 1tidd thi

nitiifrs' for'its 6liftiii` tdtiiWIh the UMiited'Stktes are ibt aipafty.1 VW lit
th& fit~d''Staes,8thtiefdrS hae Phtiitted sb thling; Whikh ~WadgitYper~'&l bf
don-iep'tYpe-Petingi iti fi gLfrdm 'ldi~ti used Lbr;'th& tprot#i&'ni 'df"df&fne
which they were the firstct& dehotiCE as piracy-,by heirUlawAis, 'idi woothi
abolition of which their efforts have been as sincerely and cordially direct.
ed as those of Great Britain, they cannot acquiesce in the practice of hay.
ing their vessels and citizens interrupted and detained whilst engaged in
commercial pursuits, by British 'officersj hnder any pretence such as that
exercised by Captain Elliot. Theundersigned has therefore been instruct.
ed to present this case't't e cbii idration hf tiKr- MWjesty's Government,
and .to fask ,for such explanations of the transaction as it may be able to give;
addlike~wise, to expres's'the just exie'tatio' o ihisiGovernment, that, should
the' td~lhiiit;;be! siich' as it has 'been' irpeesd'e -~dt't6b
ninr 'lklU n'6t.onlytketpleasutrein disavowing the' proee~itig' bh-t~ wibll e
fit t'i-Ifirkl irsidlsapprbbation of such velaitious andlteP're~hbdiblaebtid-
yaa'ditS1eand signal'punishment'of'the individualby. hcsin'ithas bei

-fie indersigtled pays1 Lord 'Palmerstn to- accept -red-aisurahieb
-df'hisi~tiegmshedCbnsidetation.--

:, ,'A.TEVENSON.

[Encloure No. 2.]

Lwond -Paloerslon to Mr. Stetvenson.

FOREIGN OFIICE, Peb7uar& 15,1840..

6The uridersignedHer 'Majesty's principal Secretary oFState fr Forei
Afairs, has received the 'note -which was addressed to him under .date of
the6"~ith 'instant; by' Mr. 'Stevenson, envoy extraordinary anid minister
plenifrdtehtiiary from the United States Government, complaining of the
cond6ict 'Liettenant Eli ot, of Her Majesty's navy, in examining thb
paps dof -the Mnited States vessel E1dwin.;" -The underqitned has de
sired thatihquity 'nay be immediately instituted 'into the facts of the ease,
arid will 'lde no' tune inmaking Mr; Stevenson -acquainted withkthb re.
siilt bf his itiquity. 'Phe iindersigned; in the mean time, begs to inform MtN~t.
Steveiisbn 'tlit'tHrct 'orders have 'been 'given to Her 'Majesty's cruisers emi-
ployedL for tho spipressionof the 'slave' trade not to interfere!-,vith *vessAl
b'el6lingf to flmtries with whifh Great ;Britain 'has 'no treaty conceddtr

mutlially a '~irht'o'fVeatch. 'But the iuiidersighied cannot refrain from- avail-
itg himself bf this 6pport~riity of:requesting Mr. Stevenson to draW. the at-
tention of the President of the United States to the progressively'irycreasing
etent 'to which the citizens-nd vessels of the' Union are engaged -inthe
'slave' iride; for h-Ot only do te0se4s .rhich are !not the 'property rof ditizehs
of tlie; united t;;ates'.fraudu'ileitly assume the Utfited Stites lflag, in! o~ddr ib
cov r-"ther'criminal under'kings; but, in COntempt a'nd'violatibn' -fthb
lIt~rw'of thle Unrionvessets are' built for slave trade' in 'the' ports of the Ithit-
6d'States, and"United States citizens engage more Pand more;il thattth&l.
Her- Majesty's 'Government therefore earnestly hope that the Presidbt viRI



ig&&f^Etid th'ans ifor pdfting ddwn ' lhis devil, 'by wfi oJj; ithe, ports
;hho'Uibihin, thelaiw aga'irst' sldve trade,' 'an'd,.Egb~eitd-bgi vihaleq
;,i#Zt-l5~ter ~1'tdf stts' t' ithe 'co~to'6 Africa, to revelt'thbtsd "ivheh is'nios"~e~othe'fag bf ihe'5Jniori.

a~~'fi6idisgi6&e bwvalls hithbtlf 6f this: od6h~ii~i to velit ti qf. stdv;tari-
6itth'e titirante' of-his diitiiigfiihed toaeid'etatiou.
''-'''"'' " PA-M!IERST6N>

[Enclosuc No. 3.]

Mr. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston.

32 UPPER GROSVENoR STREET, February 17, 1840.
The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and nministcr plenipoteritiarynftft

the United, Statess. has.the honor !to'ackndwledge the receipt of the note of
Lord. Palmerstont Her Mvajesty's principal Secrctary' of State for Foreign
Afdiairs,'uirderidae of 'the 15th instant, in answer to that of the undersigned
"l fth'e'th,' in rBlatior to the condiict 6? `ite'ntenanrElIio~;'of'r1Maji~ty's
inavbi;toWards' the brig " Edwin," -6f'N'ew Yrk,'oithedo6st-f Africa.
Theuairsig6ed will take'the earliest' opportunity 6f transnfi'ttihg a'co.pY
of"Lrdri 'Palmetstoii's note for the infotnmation ot''his G6vei imbbt, fr6tM
whom it will doubtless receive the consideration it 'mtits. I'd Athe 'i6aih
tirihe; it may be proper to'correct a Miiappr pension i CH'
appears to have fallen as to the'character of this' preceding. !`Th6qd'fni-
'plaiit whibih the undersigned had the,hbior of submitting to'HerM2jstyis
Goverinment 'was'not, 'as LordfPalmretron states', in consequence 'of'Lieu-
tenant Elliot's exrdami-iation.of' the pipers of the Wehlicdi io'btt for
an outrage of a marked characit upon the flag cf the UTiited Sta.ts aand
the rights of its citizens. -'By riferezeceto 'the note of *he'i.1nd~Migned, and
th pM'pers which accompanied it, his lordship will perceive that Lieutenant
Elliot was charged with having rot ohly' boarde&a'and 'dh Ed-
win," and forcibly taken possession of her log book and papers, but with
having, in a very insulting manner, forced the captain on board the British,
ship, and there detained him as a prisoner, Unyber guard, until the hatches
of his vessel were opened, the cargo reni6vea, and strict search made in
every part of it for slaves. It -was for such conduct that the Government
of the United States directed the case to be' brought' to the notice of Her
Majesty's. Government, as one which mmust strike with peculiar force, and
offer a favorable opportunity of marking with. disapprobation and punish-
-ment s ch tnwarrantable proceedings on the 'part of'Her"Maljsty'naval
officers' towrrds the' vessels and citizens of a-friendly nation. -

':Of the extent to' which'the citizens and vessels'bf th'e'Udiied'States' S
now engaged int the slave 'trade,`the 'tundersigftd iswh'611dy' iitiforthi;d.
'Upon that'stubject he can only'repeat tlhe assuranices svhich-'hehas lreaidyr
had'the honor bf giving Lord Palmerstdn, that ndoth1inAff his been ;otie'tted
'on' the' part"of the Governfent 'of the Ur'itid 'States, w'itl'if its o~tistittitit-
'al powersto'enfbrce its 'lairsiand ret-lati'n'sfor the supptessidn' df'the
slavd-trade, and 'the solicitilde whichit feels for its etitre ubdlfitin.4 Iddd,
thie sartie just and benevolent motives which produced the-'iirtterfi"tio"'ii&
in force against this odious traffic will no doubt continue to be feltWVtg'i



Armerican Government 1in giving ,the fullest efficacy to their own laws and
xegulations 'for ,the, suppression'bf this great, evil. This, eov.ever, cangive
no right 6tothenayval officers .of those countries who have treaties on the
subjectof'the 'slave trade, to board; and search the vessels ,of- the', Unitepd
States, and harass their coMmerpe, however qualified or restrited'theb'~igfit
'claimed mlay be, or under. whatever pretense done; and that, consequent.
1y,.,the, conduct. Of Lieute anta Elliot, inthe present instance can bre.
guarded in no other light than as an insult to the flag of the United States,
and an outrage upon the rights of its citizens.

The undersigned renews to Lord Palmerston assurances of his distin.
guished consideration.

A. STEVENSON.

Mr. Stevenson to Mlr. Forsyth.
[No.871.

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
London, February 25, 1840;

SIR I have the honor to transmit, enclosed, copies of a note received
yesterday from Lord Palmerston, with the paper which accompanie'dit,
in relation to three vessels lately captured on the coast of Africa by one of
Her Majesty's naval officers, and engaged in the slave trade, under cover
.-of the, American flag.

One of 'these vessels appears to have been the Constittiiao, referred to
by Mr. Trist in the extract from his letter of the 7th of September last,
whichh accompanied your despatch No. 65, received yesterday by the
"9' South America," and to which my earliest attention shall be given.
As Lord Palmerston's note required only the common answer, I give

the reply, of which a copy is now transmitted.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

A. STEVENSON."
JOHN FORSYTH, 'Esq., Secretary& of State.

(Enclosure No. 1.)

Lord Palmerston to M3r. S/evenson.

lFOREIGN (OFFICE, February 24, 1840.
The undersigned, Her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, with reference to recent communications between Mr. Stevenson,
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary from the Governme'nt
'of the. United States, and himself, upon the subject of slave trade attempted
to be, carried onf in vessels which profess to belong to citizens of the United.
States of America, and which bear the flag of the Union, begs to transmit
-to Mr. Stevenson the accompanying extract of a letter just received from
Lieutenant Matson, commanding Her Majesty's brig Waterwitch, report-
ing the' proceedings of that vessel while employed under treaties between
Great Britain and foreign Powers, for the prevention of illegal traffic in
slaves.
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The paper in question contains-6il account of three vessels which Lieu-
tenant Matson had redently'nMet` with carrying, on theft slave trade on the
coast of Africa, under cover of the:United States flag.
Tkie. undersigned requests that Mr. 'Stevenson will have the goodness to

trnsiMiiito the6United States Government the information contained in
hat 'paper. ;: : :I F .
,The undersigned'avails himself of this opportunity to renew*t Mr.:M ts
enbson the assurances of his distiniguished consideration. X

PALMERSTO.-

[Sub-enclosure. ]

Jxtract of a letter from Lieutenant Matson, of Her MOjestys brig:
" Waterwitch," dated off Prince's island.

OCTOBER 9, 1839.
On the 8th of July, after 'a chase of five hours, 1 captured thp ..Port_-,

uese schooner " Constitugao," (which vessel I had seen on the evening of
the.6th,standing out from Lagos, and followed in her supposed track,) hav-
ing on board 344 slaves. This vessel was sailing under Americap colors,
`andby the name of Dolphin, until the 'day she embarked 'fidihSlavles. -She
-aived at Sierra Leone under the charge of Mr. Clarence T 'or, mate, onr
'the'2Oth of July, with the loss of two slaves on thie passage.

'ti the 3d of August 1 boarded the American'schooner "Hound,' cotn
pletely equipped for the slave trade. She Nvas direct from Iavanr,)where
she was fitted so' as to enable' her' to take slaves 'an board at an~lihtor's' no.
tice. Hier ih'aster, two mates, and one seaman, were Americans; the rest,
Spahiards and Portuguese. This vessel sailed shortly after, with sl&vs,
under Portuguese colors; at 'which time I was absent from La'gos in' Search
of the " Lynx? and "Dolphin," an-d to meet the senior officer.'

On'the 27th of September I captured, after a chase of f6&ir'hours and' a
hatf, the Portuguese schooner " Zete de Abril,"'having, on' bdiiid,-47 slaves,
*a.'cldespatched her 'to Sierra Leone, undcr the charge of Mr. Wilcox,;'miate.
Ihad' several times boarded this vessel during the lais threee m6onthsl at
which'times she was sailing under American colors, and by thenttnie'of
'Mary Cushing;" was not then equipped for slave trade, th'ofighW *ith

'evpry- appearance of being intended for it. It-is quite evidenit thaat thW, as
well as all slavers hoisting the Amnerican flag, are sni 1 colors'
and 'papers. The papers of the "'Zete de Abril" are' dated in"'October,
1838; 'whereas she was sailing so late 'as the 15th of Sept6riber`183'9','with
American colors and papers. Th'& American who fo'ri rly' a urenasmas-
'ter being on board at the time of capture, I have considered it my duty to
'detain him for the disposal of the sceuqior naval officer, to whom I have
specially reported'the case.
To Rear Admiral the Hon. G. ELLIOT, C. B., 4 C.
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-i\iM! IN .: -EncIOBUro No. 2.] 1 ;ki
M Sieven.o0n, to Lord Pdlmerston.;--

32 UrPPER GosvENo STREiST,:;s* f blrt;. s \ ; ,,.! .textFebruar~y 25, 1!840'i;'
My LoRD: I beg to acknowledge the receipt of the note which yourt

lordshirvdid we ¶the- honor to address to me yesterday, commnmunicating e .
tracts from a letter of Lieutenant Mfatson, commandingJHer Majesty's brig,
" Wate'rWitOh;" in relation to the capture of three vessels on the coast of
Afriea, engaged in the slave trade, under cover of the flag of the United
States.

I will take great pleasure in transmitting, by the earliest opportunity,
copies of these papers, for the information of my Government; and have
thehonor tobtie, with high consideration and respect, your lordship's obe.
dient servant, A. STEVENSON.

MA. Stevenson to Mr. For.sylh.-[EXTRACT.]

1NoF'J'i '~ LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
London, .Febhruary 29, 1840.

;.SIR: acknowledged, on the 25th instant, the receipt-of your despatch
No. 65, with the accompanying extract front Mir. Trist's letter. I irnene-
diately asked an-interview vwint L6rd Palmerston, for the purpose of. fil-
filling the President's wishes; which took place the. ensuing day at the
Foreign Office.; After explaining the nature and object of the request,
which 6had been instricted to make,. Lord Palmerston at once said thiat:
he. Awas. iot quite certain. that any of the priitedJormsn to which I had re-
fierrebirde ver.bee iti possession of the Government; but that if they.
i~ad,.end colld be found, they should be furnished with great pleasure.,
1-Ie moreover said that he would cause an' immediate examination to be,
made.; land if it should turn but that these papers had not been forwarded
to tthe~departerent, orders should be sent out to the Havana to have theme
forwarded throuLgh their minister (Mr. Fox) in Washington. As Lord.
Palmer'stoni was in the act of going down to the House of Commous when',,
I arriived- and our conversation, of course, very brief, I deemed it best, on,
getting. homne, to write an official note, to guard against any misunder..
standing, and ensure on early attention to the subject. I accordingly ad-
dressed .to his lordship the note, of which a copy is herewith enclosed. No.

llsw~er has yet been received; but I shall keep this despatch open until
the last moment to-night, to enable me, should one come, to forward it bv
the "British Queen," which sails to-morrow. * X

[Enclosure.)
If,. Sevenoson to Lord Palmerston.

32 UPPER Gmt SvENOR STREET,
February 27, 1840.

My LORD: Since our conversation of yesterday at the Foraign Office,
I have deemed it best to put in an official form the explanatijns which I
had the honor of giving to your lordship up )n the sup,. ct of our interview.



R4p-- Ni6; g3;
It appears that,'in one of the commdtnictions from your minister (Mr.

Fox) to the Secretary of State, on the subject of the supposed abuse of'
the American flag .by vessels of other Powvers"'engaged in the slave trade,
a representation was incidentally made against Mr. Trist, the consul of the
United Statesatlthe Havanaj, who,-it was supposed, had (whilst acting for
Portuguese'subjects -in the absence of the consul of that nation): giv'enito'
the owners or, commandants of slave ships, to be filled )lp at pleasure,
printed; blank forms, to which .-his signature was ,attached; and
which, in the opinion of Her Majesty's Government, had contributed ill.
affording essential aid to the masters of such vessels, in their illegal -an-d'
odious traffic. This charge, moreover it is believed, has been made
against Mr. Trist in communications. to Her Majesty's Government-from
itsveolonial authorities. -, ..- -.
The President of the United States, feeling that it was due to Her Ma-

jesty's Government, as well as to the 'character of the consul, that so' grave
charge of official misconduct should be inquired into, has given' directions:
that a strict investigation should take place. This, it appears, has also
been asked on the part of Mr. Trist himself. Before, however, an inquiry
into the truth of the charge can take place, it has been deemed best to
ascertain the precise character of the blanks supposed to have been signed
aud given by the consul, and, if practicable, to have at least one of thns'
placed in the possession of the American Government. Under this view.,.
' have been instructed by the President' to apply to Her Majesty's Govdrn-
ment on the subject, and to ask that one or more ot those printed papers,
if in its possession, may be communicated to me with as little delay as pos-
sible, to. be forwarded to Washington.

I beg leave, therefore, to request that your lordship will do ino the honor
to state whether there are any of those printedforms, purporting to have
been signed by Mr. Trist, in possession of Her Majesty's Government;
and, if so, whether it will be their pleasure to furnish one or more of them"
for thb purposes indicated.

In the readiness with which the representations of Her Majisty's Gov.
einrent upon this subject have been attended to, I flatter t'yself with the-
hope that your lordship will not fail to see a spirit of just conciliation on
the part of my Government, and a prompt sensibility to a traffic alike inl
violation of the laws of humanity and those of the' two countries.

I pray your lordship to accept assurances of my high consideration ahd
respect.' A. STEVENSON.

Mr.' Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth. -[EXTRACT.]
[NO. 89.]

LEGATION OF TnE UNITED STATES,
London, Marchi 6, 1840.t

* 7* * * * M ' ,§ i * :. -

I have now the honor to transmit to you the enclosed copy of Lord Pal-
merston's answer'to my note of the 17th ultimo, in the case of the brig
"Edwin," of New York, received since the date of my last despatch.



Lord Palrmersion toMr. Stevenon.

..-X,,x*1...-.FOREIG[N Q'FICE,- Mj1840.;
The.iundersigned Her Majestys principal Secretary, of State fIr -Foreigtii

Aflhirsi-tvithb reference to previous -correspondence with Mr; Stveensonj
envo,y extraordinary---and minister plenipotentiarv of the- United States -of.
AMerica, respecting,'the conduct ofC-mniander Elliot, -of Her Majesty.'#,
ship '" Colkimbine,': towards the Ulnited -States vessel 6" Edwin," Lhasto-
acquaint Mr. Stevenson that.no report ha. yet been received -atthe; Admi-
ralty.utpon this case;: but that directions. have -been-given by the Board of
Admiralty for instituting an immediate inquiry into the facts stated in: the
confflyunieation from Mr, Stevenson.

-The¶ undersigned-avails- himself of this occasion to renew to Mr.-Steven-.
sonwthe assurances of his distinguished consideration.

PALMERSTON.

Mr. Forsy th:o Mr. Stevenson.
[No. .f7.j

[o.; .671: DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
* -- . . -- Washington, March 18, 1840.
Sia I:transmnit to you, enclosed, the copy of a despatch addressed to

this Department, by the consul of the United States at 'Havana, on the 29tlh
of Fe~bruarylast, together with the original documents therein referred to,.
in which h6 'communicates intelligence of several recent cases of outrage
committed by British armed cruisers 'upon American merchant vessels on
the western coast of Africa. These papers are forwarded with a view, to
enable you again to -point the attention of the British Government toothe
ex'irordinary and most unjustiflable, proceedings of some of Her Majesty's
nlavai officers on the African station towards our citizens engaged in law-
fuildc6nkiiere~ on that coast, and to invite such measures on the part of Her,
Britannic Majesty's 6overnrneent as shall effectually-prevent stlch excesses
in future. Theicase of the brig. "Mary," of New Orleans, Tomlinson,
master, captiureon the I~thofAugust last, when within a shortdistance
of the Gallinas, (her destination,) and subsequently taken to Sierra Leone
by the commander of Her Britannic Majesty's brig "1 Forrester," will at-
tract your especial attention, and may properly-form the subject of a par-
ticular representation, in which voy-i wvill set forth all the circumstances
attending this impudent violation of our flag, as disclosed in the accom-
panying papers; prefer a claim for indemnification in behalf of the owners
of the "M'a~ry;" denounce the conduct of Commander Bond, of the
"' Font*sterj"c.n6-the occasion'--referred to; and demand the exemplary pun-
ishrnellt of all concerned in this piratical outrage.
. I am, sirs your-obedient servant,

- JOHN FORSYTH.
'ANIMEW- STEVENSON, 4XC. -:



Mr. Stevenson to Mk-F'RWStJh.-[EXTRACT.]
[.No. 90.]

:-Lpo,A -6N0 ' UMEYITED STATES,
Lohdon, .6pril 13, 1840.

* rher~with. Sn-fseftwo notes from Lord 'Palmerston, .upop.the
tiibjedt Cf the documents desired by the State of Massachusltt,`andtdi
prinitd frts 'supposed to have' been Signed by Mr. Trist, ouir consii at
the`Havana, in relation to the slave trade.

[Enclosure.]
Lord Palmerston to Mr. Stevenson.

FOREIGN OFFICE, March 17, 1840.
The uridersigned, Her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, haste honor; to, acknowledge the receipt of the note addressed to
him on the 27th ultimo; by Mr. Stevensoll, envoy extraordinary and min-
ister;plenipntentiary from the. United States of America, in Whidh' Mr.
.Stevqnson requests to be furnished, for the use of his Government,f ivitli
one at least of certain forms said to have been signed :inl ;bhdk:-byiMr.
Trist, the United States consul at the Havana, and to have been furnished
by himn to the owners or commandants of vessels about to be engaged iti
slave trade; and the undersigned has, inireply, to state to Mr. Stevenson
that inquiries will be made whether any papers of this description are in
the possession of the British authorities; and, if so, they shall be trans-
initted to Mr. Stevenson, according to his desire.
The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to renew to Mr. Ste-

venson the assurance of his distinguished consideration.
PA;LMBRSTBQN.

Mr. Stevensoi go, Mr. Forsyth.
[No. 91.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED S'ATZS, _
London, ./?prit '4, :i840.

SIR: I have this moment received a letter from Lord Palmeritbn,;irrre-
lation to the printed forms requested in your despatch of 'thei26th of
January, of which I subjoin a copy; and am, sir, very respectfVly, your
obedient servant,

-A. STEVENS(N.
JOHN FORSYTH, Esq.,

Secretary of Slate.



l.Enclosure.] -- -

Lord Palmeriton to Mr. Stevenson.

-FOaEIGN OFFICE, april 13, 1840.
Lord Palmerston presents his compliments to Mr. Stevenson; and,,in re.

ply to that part of his note of the 11th instant which relates to the printed
forms said to have been signed in blank by Mr. Trist, has to acquaint Mr.
Stevenison that inquiries have been made whether any papers of this, descrip-
tion are in the possession of the British authorities; and that Lord Palmers.
ton will acquaint Mr. Stevenson with the result of the inquiries as soon as
it shall have been made known to Her Majesty's Government.

Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Forsyth.-[EXTRACT.]
[No. 92.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
London, w2pril 28, 1840.

* * * A* A * *

I shall lose no time in examining the documents transmitted in relation
to the, brig "'Mary," and other vessels on the African coast, and fulfilling
yourinstructions.

[Encloaure No. 1.]

., 'Lord Palmerston to Mr. Stevenson.

FoREIGN OFFICE, April 23, 1840.
The undersigned, Her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, in [his note dated the 9th of September last, had the honor to inform
Mr. Stevenson, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary from the
United S ates of America, that an inquiry had been instituted upon the
complaint brought forward by Mr. Stevenson, in his note dated the 26th of
August, relative to an alleged outrage committed upon an American ship (the
" Susan," o! Boston;) near Cape Frio light, on the Pth of A. cl, 1839, by
the commander of Her Majesty's sloop " Grecian," and a boarding officer
from that vessel.
The indersigned has nrow the honor to transmit to Mr. Stevenson a copy

of a letter from the Secretary of the Admiralty, enclosing an extract of a
letter from, Commander Smyth, of Her Majesty's sloop " Grecian," and a
-copy of a letter from Mr. N. B. Pearse, master of that sloop, explaining the
circumstances attending the detention of the "s Susan" on the occasion to
which Mr. Stevenson's note refers.
The undersigned trusts that the Government of the United States will

see, from the narrative which these papers contain, that nothing was done
by the officers of the "d Grecian," of which the United States Government
.can justly complain; but that, or. the contrary, Her Majesty's Government
have good ground for complaining df the rude and offensive behavior of
Mr. Brewer, a passenger on board the "1 Susan," towards Her Majesty's



tbffleisi while employed in the perfornianee of their duty; and the; undi-
-signed ha's to observe, that, from what is stated in these repOrts;,thbre seems
strbng'reasoii to suspect thAt Mr. Brewder was not unconncted with slave-
"tradt undertakings.

The undersigned has the honor to renew to Mr. Stevenson the i:suradees
*of his high consideration.

PALMERSTON.

(Sub-enclosure. I ,

Sir -John Barrow to Lord Leveson.

ADMIRALTY, Ipil 14, 1840.

MY LORD: With reference to your letter of the 7th September last, I am
.,commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to transmit to
you, herewith, for the information of Viscount Palmerston, aniextract olfa
letter fromn Comimander Smyth, of Her Majesty's sloop " Grecian," dated
December 10, 1839, and a copy of a letter from Mr. N. B. Pearse, master
of that sloop, which accompanied it, relative to the detention of the Ameri
wcan ship "Susan," off Cape Frio, by the "Grecian," on the 9th April,
1839.

I am, &c.
JOHN BARROW.

[Sub .enclosure.]

iExtract of a letterfrom Commander Smyth, ofHer Afqjeaty's sloop Gre-
cian, dated December 10, 1839, addressed to Commodore Sullivan, C.
-B., at. Rio de Janeiro.
In reply to your letter of the 25th November, 1839, enclosing copies of

a correspondence relative to the United States barque " Susan,"boarded
by a boat from Her Majesty's sloop under my command, -I have the honor
to state to you, for the information of my Lords Commissioners of theAd-
smiralty, that, while cruising off Cape Frio, I was standing towards:the cape
with a prize; and at half past 7, P. M., it being quite:dark, flashes-were
reported as being seen to the leeward, which appeared to me to: be!signals
with slave vessels,as I knew that several were expected; and arhong them,
a barque called the Commodore.

I desired the prize to continue her course for the cape, and then bore ,up
in~the direction of the lights, and very soon after discovered a sail.; upon
which I hoisted a light, and fired a blank gun to bring her-to; -_As far-as
ore (the officers and myself)-could, distinguish, from the obscurity of the
night, the vessel paid no attention to our signals. I then, being;anxiouis
not to separate from the prize, ordered a shatted gun to be fired well ahead
of the vessel, and shortly after ran up alongside of, and hailed her in- the
,following manners: This is Her Britannic Majesty's brig " Grecian"-what
barque is that? The answer was: The Susan, from Rio de Janeiro; God
-damn~you, what do you mean by firing a shot across our bows? I'll blow
-you out of the water,

-Not feeling satisfied, from the style of the answer, what the vessel was, I



~hil~ed .o ,s~y I shQu,,d.send a .boat, ,op,,h,.ard,. TI, *Srfoe{rcleUlth F~
o,.4be:loereand sent .Mr. Pearse, master, to ascertainWrhat~VeS8I

sn~e,,t~v~as. ;,.; Fnfi ,, e~~tof that oflicer, which pAcqoMpanies ethis&1etf6r
relative to whatitook place on board the Susan, I beg leaveitottraon"siitor
their, ^,qror;4hipsl~information.) \ ; i ; i*;-.
On the return of the boarding officer, he related to i asfara my

menoryiTjll allow, precisely the words that are in his statemetit. oICn-
fe'ss should have detained her, and inquired into such unbecoming beha-
vior, had I not been pressed to rejoin the prize, which had on board 430-
slaves, who I was extremely anxious should get into port with the ut-
most speed. Therefore every moment's detention to me was of the great-
est importance, and I. was; reluctantly-cohstrainWdto permit my oflicer-ia
fact,my ship-to suffer an indignity,without being able, from circumstances
to exa-nirze'thecase, so as to make an official report thereon. An addi-
t~iotpal cas~e.pfnipyzaniety to rejoin the prize was through fear that she.
wigh listalke thte.ight shown by the Susan for Cape Frio light, which at
that time3 .was bot: v~isi~be...

; [8ub-enclosurem]

Mr. N. B. Pearse to Conamander Sm*yth.

-HER MAJESTY'S SLOOP GRECIAN,
Buenos ayres, December 10, 1,839.

SIR: In compliance with your orders, I beg leave to state what occurred
on the night of thle 9th of April last, while in company with the United

B* 6i'ohibbfrd'the-brigGrecian, cruising off Cape Frio, engaged in'the
suppression of the slave trade, and particularly looking out for `slavt-
!bauque:) thit-*as daily expected, (viz: the Commmodore,) at 7 h. 3d m.
P'RM. 'it sbeing~very dark, a light was observed in-shore of us, which was;
visible bnlyat intbrvalsi but. -wven visible was very bright. This whs suS-
.-etedito& be -aslare:vesel: making signals to -the shore, (this being a plate
.W&1bre' ;slhv.es f in: great. quantities are landed.) We stood after her- iand-

ired ~aefblahlkuh; and, she not heavinig to, a shot was fired ahea& of her.
.n.losidg ith ihei,she seemed -to be'a barque. She wvas hailed bylovi

£borh the-rtbas;Ie, telling what ship this was, -arid asking what she -a.vs.
The reply was, the ship's name, and "4God damn you, what do you~mbanf
-by'-ihwig-.'crbss: our bows ; if you fire again, I'll blow: you oiltbf:the-
water."? . 1.4as tlien ordered to board her, which I did in-the jolly boat.
OiMr aoing alongside, I had considerable difficulty in getting on boardy-it
')beihg very -idrk -rnd -a considerable sea on. No rope was handed over
the sidedq idr iniy of the usual assistance given to a boat going alongside
ofa Ivesel. -

I had doiisiderable difficulty in serdmbling up her side. When I got-on
ddck,1'ealed for the captain; brut was imediately surrounded by several
pd0soneaiwidhwere most- clamorous and noisy-particiilarly otie person bf
th6b:ri'the'of.Brewer, whose language and general deportment were. most
insolent and abusive. I told him I had nothing to say to him-, but- wished
to see aheocapfain ;,on which he merelyy continued to repeat his abuse,.ancl



to offer every interruption to my.,btainhzg any information as to what the
vessel was. I repeated to him several times that I bad no business with
him, and wished t& 'hihy'i t6 "a 'iio 'bhn 'thi 'captain; but-all min
efforts-torhav6; any-convoisation'.iTh him (for as yet I had not seen him)weie- ntexrupted by the noisy and turbulent behavior of the said Mr.
13rewer, who 5b'asEInow joined in his reproaches and abuse, by the other-

ns,-s n i S oind, and iiqi-'d`6ronfdjsi6n was prddu-ed on deol-..by
tldi,i~~le~t.langl ge 'anid,'inso'lent. mndfiaccs. '' .' '
aI;d' "' yretsen' the captainn'. and, .a ttiouh I believed Mr. tBre'ovi't

be an A-mbi d'i '-c'tiz e. mny 'mi'n'd 'w's bv'iio i':eahs free 'from siis'pciori 'of'
'th vslbeing a l'saver'iis' sanie 'M. Bre*iver having declared, lit. a'boa6i`k! manner, sonie time 'previously, in 1io de Janeiro, ithat'.6he `.was
the person wli -'hid-sold 'the vedry- slave vessel that we 'were now in c ase-
of (the Commodore) to her present -vners. Under these circumstances,.
I told them that, if .1 was interrupted by them ill commuricating with the-
captain, I shautd makie a sigila I to the' brig for assistance, and calling one
manout:~f'htlboatl-atid desiring hirnnto bring a musket and laitMeWXto,
ena'lle me to-,make the necessary signal. I had not yet seen the captain,.
nor had I any proof of the nationalit-v of the vessel. They were-no~v
more silent;; and. having at length -ascertained who was captain,,Las,
..hiin to,show m&e-his papers. Mr. Br wer then was.-aiterfeain, I drte.again inererd-d 1, Pg-the captahi' to show nothing but the register. I~told them Ionly wisod;
to satisfy If'yselthat she was an American vessel. I weti into-the eab-
in vih 'thbecaptain, and inspected the 'register, and entered her name.
.&c.,in t e b nagdibook, ii the u'suial manner. While so engaged, Mr.
Brower and tthe other possetigers came into the cabin. I asked the cap-
tain why he gave stich an ans-wer to-a British man-of-war hailing her;
-when he told me he had made no such reply, and that that given
had bin 'trn "'Iy Mr. thew'ei,' who wa's a passenger, but not by him,
(the ap't:in.U 'While making the short notation in the boarding book,
.Mr. BreWer and 'the others' insisted on myr going away, 'a nd n6de'i-iing:
them - :to-which --replied, that I should take-what time as"necqsg-ry..
The !otily time that was 'lost' was by thewin'solnt behavior of Mr.' rl*

-er 'atid the others.
Having sben 'the register, and being satisfied that 'she 'at 'a regulartrading 'evssel, 1 made nio further 'inquiries, but left the 'reSelW eqftestiog

she :wuld'.1iot make sail -until I got on -boatd'the Grecian to rtna'lk $he"-
port 'of' her.

I' came on board the Grecian, then within hail of tShe'Stlan;'nd hav-
ing.rep;6rtd'herj You: immediately hailed her' togo on.
Fr6m't'he !time the -first hove to until she filled again, it'did not exkeed

half an hour; and the time occupied by me in examining her; tegimt1r,
when once;prddnced, didnot 'eceede fite IinxiEts.
The whole affair' occupied as little time vas possible, having -b#eh bor-

;dered; to '!return immediately, in oer to rejoin 'the Gangen '$iz# 'lWae
brig, fromp which: tre .had parted company. and being anxiowisiuboutflhbt,
lestt.she -should. have !bee-n- deceivedilby the'lighlt, seek 1fr6m' :;theoSII9an*and mistaken them for Cape Frio light, which was not then vi~ible.
And I further statee' that 1' am-ready, 'if-ealtedatipon,:1o-!tibstMtiiate,ori'oath,' the' -foregoing statement.
-; have, -&c.

- N. 'Y3. P ARSE,-:
Master ofH. M. S/oop Grecian.



f̂:;t> & ([uceosuue No. 2.]
M;Ar. Siensedn to Lord Palmersion. ,,;
' 32 UTPPER GnoSVENOR STREET,.,
>;prie27, 1840.
Mr. Stevenson presents his compliments to Lord Palmerston, and s

thief honor to acknowledge the receipt of his lordship's note: of the 23d inst.,
relative to the case of the American ship Susan, of Boston, submittedbor
ihe consideration of Her- Majesty's Government in August last.

'Mr. Stevenson will take an early opportunity of transmitting Lord Pal.
inerston's note to his Government; and avails himself of this-opportunity
-to'AneriewV to his lordship assurances of his high consideration.

Mr. Stevenson to MO. FOrSyCT.-[XTRACT.]
.{N.o. 96.) LEGATION OF THE UNlITED STATES,
,.1;',Bi,,,London, June 3, 1840.

hInow transmit to you a copy of my note to Lord Palmerston, complain.
ing of the outrage committed upon the American brig Mary, of New Or.{leans, by one of the British cruisers on the African coast. No answer"has
yet' been received, nor is it probable that one will be given for some time
to come. Several of my former notes, in similar cases, remain unanswered.

[Encloaure.]
32 UPPER GRosvE-ox STREET,

May 15, 1840.
The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary

-from. the United States, has the honor to inform Lord Palmerstqn, Her
*.Mbajesty.s principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, that he has re.
cived instructions which make it his duty again to invite the attention of
,Her Majesty's Government to the c(intinued excesses which, it appears,
are~st.11 practised by British 'naval officers upon the vessels and commerce
of the United States in the African seas. and more particularly to' brine to
its notice a recent aggression, of a marked and extraordinary character,
.committed by the commander of one of Her Majesty's cruisers. upon an
American brig on the high seas, and which, in the opinion of~the President
-of.the United States, calls for the immediate action of Her Majesty's:Gov-
ernment.
To enable Lord Palmerston to judge of the nature and extent of this

.-utrage, the- undersigned has the honor of transmitting to his lordship the
accompanying documnents, detailing the whole proceeding;' amongst which
will! be found-the original log book-of the American brig, from the time of
her sailing from the Havana to that of her return to that port, four or- fivr
months after.
'From these papers, it appears that, on the 21st June, 1839, an American

brig, called the "I Mary," the property of Peter Sabate, of the city of-New
Orleans, and under the command of Captain David Tomlinson, (both citi-
'zens of the Unitod. States,) sailed from the Havana for the Gallitias and



Ca~pe J>opdz, with a' valuable ?argoof mnerchandise bebl6ging to the--;om-nmercial, house of.Blanco &; Cabello, o' that-city.
That;this vessel was regularly cleared from the Havana, by: the consul

,ofthlelUnited States, for ports on the African coast. ;
,,yThation the 18th of August, whilst pursuing-her voyage,'.and within
sight of. Cape.Moiint, and rit more than twenty-five or thirty miles from
the. portlof-destination;a British cruiser, called the " Forrester,"' commanded
by William Bond, and sailing under the British flag, bore down; and fired
a gun across the bow of the.c Mary," for her to heave to.-
.That theArmerican. colors were hoisted on board the brig, and in-full

view of the British cruiser.
That Captain Tomlinson accordingly came to, when his vessel w'aslim-

mediately boarded by the commandant of the "Forrester," with a subordi.
vate officer and six or eight of the crew.

That) upon examination of the ship's papers; which were all regular,
Captain Bond expressed himself dissatisfied; declared -that the American
consul at the Havana, by whom they were signed, had been remo'ved'by his
Government; ordered the hatches immediately to be opened, turned up
and examined the whole cargo, broke open and destroyed ten'. boxes or,
liquor cases, and finally seized the said vessel and cargo as'lawful prize.
That the vessel was thereupon carried by force into' Sierra'Leone for

condemnation; but the prize court refused to exercise jurisdiction' over her,
upon the ground that she was American property, and that the seizure had
,been~unauthorizdd and illegal.

That this took place on Saturday, the 24th of August, at 3 o.clockj P. M.;
at which time orders were given to Captain Tomlinson to leave the port
by 1 o'clock the following day, with a further notification that, if there 'was
any delay beyond that hour, his vessel would be again seized.:
:_That his papers were then in possession of Captain Bond, as were also
dive of her crew.; and that she had not, besides, suitable provisions of wood
and water for going to sea.
That it was not until after 3 o'clock that possession' of' the brig. -was re.

stored to Captain Tomlinson by the officer, with a part of Eher papers and
four of her crew. On the following day, however, she was again boarded
by-another officer, who brought. with him the remainder of the papers,
without the fifth seaman, (the steward,) who was retained. ;
That, in consequence of this notification, Captain Tomlinsorn made im-

anediate preparation to sail, and accordingly put to sea, though so unpro-
vided with wood and water as to make it extremely hazardous to do so.

That, on the 30th of August, the brig" 'reached the Gallinas, where she
went for provisions; and, on the 2.3d of September, Captain 'romlinson
died, from a fever which he had taken in consequence of his detention in
the deadly climate of the African coast.

It further appears that the "Mary" was a clump brig, utterly unsuitable
for the purposes of a slaver, and manifestly intended for the employment
in'which'she was engaged-of transporting cargoes of ordinary merchan-
*dise..

Such is a brief recital of the facts of this case, which will be foind, howv
evermore particularly detailed in the documents' which accompany-this
letter. They afford proof too manifest and decisive to leave e room for doubt
ordenial as to the extent of the outrage, or the reparation which it calls for.

Not content with having boarded and searched, (acts in themselves of in-



.su~t~ant1 Vio~encci,)~theoro34. iant~-tO*:e. British; ruisei ;hid.thqeqrnwiW
actually .to capture and send!.intofa'oreigni.pktifor.!otideimnationii Iti'm
of{eeePas lawful jpfize he vesel of a fiiedlynatdon 'engeaiiu 4dkful
commerce upon the high sas-iand .udbrthe.'pri.ectioe and jsdiildhsf
its~wanfiag ; nd thatjtooi;ill the-absbnoe of that .degree ofiiuspiaiwficb,
!und2ir'the. preVisionusof existing treaties betweenGrhat'Britain^;rid nthr
Initions.in,-r 'ation- to.the sla'veltkade-Kwouldialotie justify a mttual rig
Jseacni*, and capture of, their--~espective ;vessels.

Inideed, the whole-:proceeding (on the pit- of Captain: BBon woiduseen
to .v7iitnhint-to. give. it the character of-a most flagrant:a&nd daring but-
rage; and very little, if any thing, to sink it into -an act of openiand direct
pitawt. .;..---;

utchf is theb.vidw of.-thecase which the undersigned tias been instructed
to present to the consideration of Her; M-ajusty's Government.; wndlilluPre.
ferring aolaim .for suitable, indemnnity to: the owners of the cc Maty,"? he
'hask beet futtherldirected-to ask for: the exemplary punishment-of theiotn-
mand~iof the "' Forfesterj" and tbhse concerned in, so wanton daimdtwiwusti.
tfiable raeo mitrage

I-.n~petorming'thisduty, the undersigned 'will forbear to enlarged upn
the -tbjet. .-- Aft-er the former notes which he has had the honor ofaddressing
ioz L;|oE3 uPalmetsn, and. in -whieh--he- took occasion to express- very iflilly
,the viVes 'of his-Government in relation to ;these violations -of its -flag,,and
{the v.ezMaiou§s interruptions to which the commerce and navigation-of the
United States are subjected by Her MIajesty's cruisers on the. coast ofAfrica,
it cahndt be necessary -to do more than. to place--Her Majesty's Governiient
-n~iposbesnionofthe -fatsjand invite its early adoption of snch mneasures it-
'-willrhgve-'the-effect;of ,gruardig-g;for the future against such uulwariantaibl-
excesses on lhe part- of itsi-naval officers. ..
:Lord Petlmerstoi will- not fail to see how-unpleasant- and painful itmi'ust

!be4o the.-Presid-ent- to- have complaints of- this character so -often pressed
upon the attention of Her Majesty's Government, and the necessity iand im.
portance. of preventing their repetition. -Indeed, it would:indicate a want
:ofr:confidenceifia Government which so well understands its-oWn rights
anid ,what is due 'to it from other nations, not to infer that a case of' such
.gross indignity add insult, onie so inconsistent with all international cour-
tesy, and ill suited ,to-the friendly relations of-two such countrieFs4,i-wou-l be
-proniptly redresRed ibnd signally punished.

The andersged-takes occasion, to renew to Lord PalknersumassuraunC&
of his4istinguished consideration. -;

A. STEVENSON.

--Ir. Forsyth to 'Mr. Stevenson.
.[No. 73.]

:No.73] DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, Jly-8,, 1840.

SIR: Your despatch No. 92 was duly received and laid before the Presi-
bdent. : he4 answer given by Lord Palmwerston to your-note complaining of
athie outrstgecomrnitted by the officers of the British sloop -ofiwakr "G6vcian"

poti^ dth barqde "-Susa-;" is of-a nature :to call-Ifor-an earlyredutrenceto
th4e§h~bject in -your "correspondence with- the British G'oviernmeit. ::!You
*WiIF-acozingi1j on- the receipt of this despatchi address to Lordc Bunars-
ton an official note in the following -terms:



",1LThe!resident has read willi'feelings b usrise andregrot theian-Xvr
rei4rnd~ibysflHeErMaiest.y?s:-Goversenmeit toethe cnmplaintprefeurdrowrtht
pa4efrithbe Uhited States,:inuhetaair of the barquet''Sista/'Th~t
$war, Ic t be'considelred asMOth rwie than Thsatisct~ry."The cnauct,of~tS frtwIn~b'efficers' is attempted to b'e j stifed ion tle u
Opted'st¢.t:nentsi totally at 'va'rianceD with1 and:.in entire. disregard~ef. the"
falis .egltqte.di with every,farnllftyr usual 'on such occasions, in', 6 )}g'
boolk1pfAthe iSusan ;' supported; as these. are, by thte asseverationisi4 peri.
sonao'f.rospoctvtbility, then passengers on board' the -vessel, In justice`'to'
thIe~rigis! ofltheir citizens' and; in pursuance to the;principles which;:thei
United. States have assumedi such. an occurrence as that under Wnsiaderai-
tion canat be allowed to pass over in ithe manner in which ithas'1 been

4..tV:byHer Majesty's Government. It would nbeforeign to ithe. pur-'
pses.Qf this communication ito raise questions of law out ofthe occurrence
which gave rise to the complaint of the United; States. 1-" ;-

"T1he circtimstances-under'which the right of boarding and visiting ves-
sels atsea is§ usually. enforced, are 'defined with sufficient clearness; and,
even where the right is admitted, usage amongecivilized nati6ns..haspre-
scribed with equal precision the manner in which it is to be exercised.
The motive of this communication is, that the British Government should
be clearly made sensible that the United States cannot, in justice to their
own citizens, permit the recurrence of such causes ofcomplaint. lfH,' the
treaties concluded between Great Britain and other Powers, the latter have
thought fit, foi' the- attainment of a particular object, to surrender to' British
cruiserscertain rights andj' authority not recognised by maritime law', their
officers charged with the executipu ofthose treatiesmust bear in mind that
their operation cannot give a right'tointerfere in any manner iwitt
of nations not parties to them. The United States not being, sUiiatparti
vessels legally sailing under theiriflag canl in no case be _Api'npp , t
submit to the operation of said treaties; and. it behooves their r; meWnL
to protect and sustain its citizens in every justifiable efortto resistailat.-
tempts to subject them to the rules therein established, or to any conse-
quent deductions thereform.
"The United States cannot look with indifference upon the laudable ex-

ertions made by Great Britain and her allies ill the suppression of the slave
trade, towards the attainment of the great object in view; and so long as
those efforts are confined within their proper- sphere, they will command
,applause and good wishes froin. the people and Government of the United
Slates. Bult they must be considered as exceeding their appropriate limits,,
whenever they shall lead to such .acts as those which formn the subject.of
this` communication. The President has been advised tht. on e6 qi i
occasions, the flag of the United States,.as well asth.se qf.othernatmops,
has'been fraudulently used by subjects ofo93ercpiurtres t
commerce,, And elude thei prsmis of,.British. and '1thercruser ermp loyea ini
the su.Ippression of the African slave trade;- and that a'pretpxt !
been affoded for boarding, visiting, and interrupting vessels bearing,tV-.
American flog. The several complaints to which tle sutbjct.!hapsg
rise sho.uuld.' convince Her Mlasjesty's Government of thel great abuse to
which' the practice is liable, and make it sensible of the .proprietyoits in-
mediate discontinuance. It is a matteriof regret that this practice as not
already bee'n abandoned. The President, on learning the abuses which
had grown out of it, and with a view to do away every cause for its longer
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continuance, having now directed the establishment of a competent naval
force to1 cruise along. those parts-of the, African coast which Amiericatrves.
sels. are- in the habit of visiting in the pursuit of their lawful comrnerce-
and, where it is alleged that'the slave trade has been- carried otiunder mih
illegal use ofthe flag -of the United States, has a right to expect that posi-
tive instructions will be given to all Her Majesty's officers to frbear from
boardirglor visiting vessels under the Amterican flag. This'expectation is
niow- distinctly signified to Her Majesty's Government, in the 'belief that it
will see the propriety of confining the action of its agents to the'vessels of
nations: with whom Her Majesty's Government has formed stipulations
authorizing 'a departure from the rules prescribed by the public law, and
thereby prevent the recurrence of circumstances inevitably productive of
causes of irritation, and deeply endangering the good understanding now:
existing between the two nations, and which it-is so much the interest of
both to maintain unimpaired."

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN FORSYTH.

ANDREW STEVENSON, Esq., 4 c.

Mr. Stevenson io*Mr. Forsyth.-[EXTRACT.]
'[No. 101.],

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
London, July1 24, 1840.

SIR: I transmit to you the enclosed copies of papers received a few days
ago froni the Foreign Office, respecting a schooner called the " Eluphrates,"
equipped for the' slave trade, and having papers as an Anierican vessel,.
signed by the vice consul of the United States at the liavanlt. I simply
acknowledged the receipt of the papers, with-an assurance that they would'
[se forwarded for the inf)rmation of my Government.

[Enclosure No. 1.]

Lord Leveson to Mfr. Stevenson.

FOREIGN OFFICE, .TUI.3 21, 1840.
SIR: I havcthe honor to transmit to you, for the information of the

United States Government, the accompanying extract from a despatch
which I have recently received from Her Majesty's commissioners at Sierra
Leoine, together with a copy of its enclosure respecting a schooner named
the. "'Euiphrates," equipped for the slave trade, and furnished by tbe vice
consul of'the United States at the Havana with papers as an American
vessel.

- have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient, humble servant,
LEVESON.

A. SrEvEwsoN, Esq., 4.c.



Rep.e .vi a Z

,[Sub~eno1outor.-3

xtracg of a despatcis front 'Her Majesty's commissioners at Sherry
Leone to Viscount Palmerston, dated Juity 3, 1839.

MY LORD: We have the honor to inform your. lordship that Her M<a-
jesty's brigantine: Dolphin, Lieutenant Edward Holland comnianding,
being onithe 17th ultimo in 50 52' north latitude, and 10° west longitude,
detained the schooner "Euphrates," sailing under American colors, (but.
having no colors hoisted at the time of seizure, which took place during;
the night,) furnished with papers as an American vessel by the vice consul
of the United States at Havana, and commanded by Charles A. Molan,'a;
iiaturatized citizen of the United States, who declared with respect to the.
detained schooner, of which he was the alleged master' and owner, that.
she was bound from Havana to the coast of Africa, and was to return to
Baltimore.

In the declaration of seizure which Lieutenant Holland presented om
the 26th ultirno to the judges of the British and Spanish mixed court of
justice, accompanied by a petition that the " Euphrates" might be admit.
ted to prosecution, the captor stated that he had detained the said schooner
for being Spanish property, and equipped for the slave trade, contrary to.
the tenth article of the treaty between Great Britain and Spain, signed at
Madrid on the 28th of June, 1835; and, further, that by her log she had,
since her arrival on the coast, been engaged in supplying the notorious
slave establishments at Gallinas and Young Sisters with rice, contrary to
the spirit of the fourth article of the aforesaid treaty.
-For the reasons which have frequently before been mentioned as having-

prevented our acknowledging the right of detention of Amnericani vessels,.
or of such vessels as are recognised as American by the authorities of the~
United States we declined to permit of the " Euphrates" being libelled in.
the British and Spanish court. The captor appeared to expect that a dis-,
tinction would be made by the court between this case and others of the'
same class, in consequence of the ,Euphrates" hoisting no0 colors at the
time of seizure; but as the schooner was boarded at night, the wearing her'
colors at such a time would have been contrary to the universal practice.
We have the honor to enclose to your lordship an abstract of the ship's

papers found on board the "1 Euphrates."
H. W. MACAULAY.
WALTER W. LEWIS.

[Sub-enclowure. ]

abstract of the papers found on board the schooner " EdihArateu,
Charles .4. Molan, master.

No. I is a cancelled American register, cut from the right-hand corner at
the top to the left-hand corner at the bottom, and of which only one-half'
wNas on board the .ressel. It is endorsed, "' Register No. 24, schooner'
'Euphrates,' of Baltimore, 16th March, 1838, tons 844." Attached'to this''
mutilated document is a bill of sale, filled up in the usual printed form, in,
the handwriting of Mr. J. A. Smith, the vice consul of the United States



at the Havana, and by which Thomas- Dukelart, of Baltimore, sole owner
of the. Euphrates," transfers that vessel, for the ,sum. of §3,8pO, ~o0h~re
A."Nb1an;, a`,'-''na'rdlized citizi' `oNt v or.
The above deed of iale was signed and sealed by the bdyei'and seller,

,at lavana, ,on th, 5th of December last; and Mr. With,-yhor pied-the
paperadded tfo it,on thesameOday,!two c rtiflcates, tinder. his6 nature.
i4d'sea'l~of'fflice-oni, to declare that Dukehart ha acknow d ged the

as his a~ct and ded;nd 'the othiter, to state thatithe purchaser.of
the vessel was .also the master, and had taken the appointedoath as such
a.fording tolat-v.

'Nb. .2 .is an o-flcialmuster roll, prepared and certified, in. the off6 of the
ATiefican consulate at Havana, on the day following tpat hav.oibch the
bill ,Qf sale; was executed. It is entitled, "1 List of persons costnpoingthe
,,er of the schooner ' Euphrates,' of Baltimore, whereof is mnOertCharles'
A;olan, bound for Gallinas, coast of Africa."

Places of residence.; Of wht country,; subjects.
Nicholas Fernandez - - Havana - - Spain.
Pedro Orfila - - do - - do.
.FrMncisco Lerda - do * - do.
Francisco Rodriguez - - do - - do.
'C'.ayyetano Nadal - - do - - do.
.Bneito. Berino - - do - - do.
Jos6 Padron - - do - - do..

'The master, Molan, adds his signature, and Mr. Vice Consul.,Smith cer-
tifies that the list was verified in his presence. It surely cannot be con-
.sistent with the wishes of the United States Government that one. of its
national vessels, on the day 'following its sale in a Spanish port, shouild be
despatched, under the sanction of an American consul, to the mtost.notori-
ofs slave mart on the coast of Africa, navigated entirely by a foreign crew,,
owho-in every person, without one exception, was a resident of Havana
and: a subject of Spain.

-Jos. 3-and 4. On the same day two passports were taken out by Don
Pedro Badia and Don Francisco Canal, who were described as passengers
maki iga voyage in the "'Euiphrates" to the Cpe ieriilaands. These
persons were evidently the Spanish master and nmate of the nominal Amer-
ican vessel; anid their character may be correctly estimated by what is
.know '.of their previous history. Pedro Badia was the captain of the
4'Vingador," captured on the sth of January, 1S34, by Her Majesty's
stealr. vessel "; Pilto," vitlh four hundred andfive slaves on board. The
" Vingador" was very heavily armed, and made considerable resistance
to capture. Speaking of Badia, so long ago as February, 18,C4, (class A,
1a34,.,age! 15,) Her Majesty's commissioners at this place remarked that
Ihetivas"veil known in coinexion with "illicit adventutires from Havana."

Francisco Canal, the othi-r prietend-ed passenger, was master of the Span-
ish .schooner "Dolores," condemned in the British and Spanish mixed
court .of.juistice at this place, onthe: 23d of May, )837,'for havingbeetn
captitred with three hundred and fourteen slaves onl board, (class A, 1837a.,
pa~gI 3so;)

No.` is the custom.-house clearance from Havana, in which 4olantlthe
Arleriean captain of the flag, is called Captain Molena His vessel was,
'Clea~red out on the' 7th of Deciermer last for Newiester-meaning, we pre-



sume, for Newcastle- .thelIargwslavings station- of Monsieur Teodore
Cannot, in the neighborhood of Gallinas. Amongst the shippers'of NWe
cargo, we meet with* the namess of :the English house of Mesiei'irs Drake
& Co., of Havana.

6;. 6 is a' logbaio-6 iWriften in miserable English. The sea log begins
bitn th hOidDeceiiibbr;lait, udde' thi~egfinblaf head of - Tzapisactiorn on
bad-1th.11eh'ko6oner 'Eaphrates,' firdin'Havana t6 Gallinas." On4the 3Tht
bf-3a~ihiat3, tlheschoon'cr rdaclied:-th'e Rio Congas, and 'renlained in th~tt
riWO'untif thb'e 25th o' F6ebruary. Oh 'die'4th of March, sheiva s'off Cbap,'
Mdihrido,- arid, oni the 7th, wrds bbdtlrd by a 3British b:rig of war,-
not mentioned,) arid again, on the loth, by the same brig. On the iit,
shte was boarded by fler Majesty'sbrigati'ne c; Forreiter;"' and again, on
the`6fliof April- by-the same mian of war, who overhauled her, ";suspect-
ing" (as Captain Molan remarks) "her to be a slaver;, which G6d forbid
she ever should be while I command her," 'On the 19th 'of April, the
schooner was boarded by Her MajeRty's brigabtime " Tompilin," (Terma.
gant must be meant,) and, on the, following day, by Her Majesty's brig
"4 Saracen," when Lieutenant' 1-il, the"c'66imander of the "* Saracen," en-
dorsed on the ship's papers that the schooner was evidently prepared for
the slave trade. She was stibseq-uenffy boarded, on the 14th of May, by
Het Ibjdsty.'s brigantine "Dolphin," and, on the 17th of May, by Her
Majesty's brigs" Harlequin." The logeends on the 15th' tl'timo;' and the
schooner's detention by the " Dolphin," Lieutenant Edward Holilah4dcozh
Mander, took place during the' night of the 16th ultimo.
No. 7 is a bundle of papers, of no particular interest. One. of..them

shows that the writer had been on board- the. Anierican ship.."Black
1la-Wk," commanded by Captain Hickling. whose namelyhas already cornibo
before us in connexion with slave trade.

SZX3RWA LEONE', July 3, 1839.

[Enclorure No. 2.)

AMr. Stevenson to Lord Leveson.

32 UPPEn GROSVENOR STREET,"
JUll.y 22, 1840.

M. Loni:1i have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of y6ujr zfd61e of
yestefdY;i,conf:municating an extract- fiom'a despatch recenitlv receiving
from Her1 Majesty's comnmissioniers at" Sierra Leone, together with copies
of its enclosures, respecting the scho'6ner called the "1 Eu phrates,"'equipp'ed
for the slave trade, and furnished with papers whih p'irport to have been
signed by the vice consul of the United!States at the' Havana, 'as ai Atlefr-
ican vessel.

I will-take-the' earliest opportunityof transsniittihi, copies of the paper
for the information of my' Government, from *vhoin the subject wvill do&bt-
less receive the' attention its importance merits.

I have the honor to be your lordship's'obedient, humble servant,
A. STEVENSON.'

oRD'LEV~sON,4'4C.
44



And;.~ ~ 1 N6. 2$3
:£S; f : Mr. Sltevenaen to Mr. ForsyM.eh[No. v1,02¢]~ -

LEGATIrON OF THE UI41TED STATES,'
London, augusu 4,1840.

SIR' I received last week a note from Lord' Palmerston,communicating
sppdry papers received from the British commissioners at Sierra;Leone,
in relation to tile capture and condemnation of the schooner -Ontario iaf
slaver, copies of which I herewith transmit. I acknowledged; tlih receipt
ofthese papers, as you will see by, the copyj of- my reply, without corn
mert

I am, sir, re'pectfully, your obedient servant,'
A. STEVENSON.

. FORSYTH, Esq.,
Secretary of State.

CEnclosure No. 1.]

Lord 'Palmerston to Mr. Stevenson.
FOREIGN OFFICE, July 31, 1.840.;.

SiR: I herewith transmit.to you, for communication to the Government
of 'the: United States, the copies of two despatches from Her Majesty's
commissioners at Sierra Leone, upon the subject of the schooner Ontario,
captured, while sailing under Spanish colors, with two hundred and twenty
slaves-on board, and condemned in the British and Spanish court of jus-
ticerat Sierra Leone; and I have to request that you will draw the atten-
tion of the President to the accompanying abstract of the American papers,
under which the Ontario had sailed up to the day when her slaves were
embarked.

I have the honor to be, sir, 'your most obedient, humble servant,
1% PPALMERSTON.

A. STEVENSON, Esq., 4tc.

[Sub-enclosure. ]
[SPAIN,-NO.. 6.]

SIERRA LEONE, January 20, 1839.
MY. LORD: We have the honor to enclose to your lordship our report of

the case of the schooner Ontario, Gregorio Mvfartinez, acting' master, cap-
tured under Spanish colors, on the 18th ultimo, by Her Majesty's sioop
Pelican, BrunswickPophaa, Esq., commanding, with two, hundred and
nineteeii slaves on board, who had been shipped on the 14th ultimo in the
river Nun, and were bound to Havana.

Until' within a' fortnight of the embarkation of her slaves, the Ontario
had professed to bear an American character; but, on the 1st ultimo,,a bill
of sale was executed by the alleged American owner to the late master,
JosE Maria Ilendez, who had previously acted as captain, and shipped the
Spanish crew of the vessel at the Havana. We believe the American
papers- to have been altogether colorable, and 'merely intended to protect
the Ontario in her outward voyage. This purpose having been answered,
the American flag was repudiated at the moment it became 'unsafe any



loypg~er, to-sail under it, and, the .Spaniqsh ,flag was assumed.; which, though
ivaqllored, of visitation and search, would notlikethe Americanexpose
the crew to execution as pirates if they had 'chanced to have falleit rniwith
,ai American cruiser.

.. ,rhe Ontario, having been captured under' Spanish colors, and bound to
Ptlje, same Sp'nisl port where the. voyage commenced, with a. cargo6
.slaves on board, had rendered herself liable to condemnations under the
,slave-trade treaty with Spain. As soon, tberefore, as the case was cl6oed,
sentencee was pronounced, confiscating the d'etaicd'vessel and enianxci-
ating the two hundred survivors of the slaves who had been found in the

detained vessel by the captor.
We have, &c.

-H. W. MACAULAYY.
R. DOHERTY.

Rt. Hon. Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B., 4C.

[Sub enclosure.]

Report of the case of the schooner Ontario, Gregorio elartinez, acting-
mwaster.

SIERRA LEONE, January 20, 1839.
This vessel may be said to have been found witiitwi any ship's papers

at all. Until within a few days of her capture, with two hiundred6 and
.twenty slaves on board, she professed to be an American vessel: btit, 6ni
the eve of the embarkation of a cargo, (which, if found on boarbher
xWhilst sailing, under the flag of the United States, by an American cruiser
'on the coast, would have exposed the captain and crew to summary puln-
ishment as pirates,) a bill of sale was executed, by Elreazer Huntington, the
late apparent American captain anrd owner, to a Spaniard of the name of
Jos6 Maria Mendez.

This bill of sale was signed and sealed in the river Nun, on the Ist
Altirno, ill the presence of Jose Cardezo the captain, and Cayetano, Gon-
zalez, a-passenger on board the schooner Mlagdlalena, reported in our last
,despatch.

Immediately after the transfer had taken place, the Ontario, ithont
-changing her name, or procuring a register or passport of' any description,
assuredd the Spanish flag, and took on board' a carzo ot slaves fortha
island of Cuba. The fact that she was sailing under Spanish colors, and
professed to bear a Spallish natiol-al character at the time ot capture, had,
n1otwithstanding the absence of anv docarnients to confirm thi#? pretensions
Of the'Ontario, given to the captor thle rizht to visit, search, and afterwards
to detain the guilty vessel, when lie outind that she had actually on board
.a full cargo ,of slaves, with whom she was bound to a Spanish port.
-As none of the American papers belonging to the Ontario whent she car-

Tied the American flag were given up to Melnez when the vessel became
his property, there is reason to believe tiat, those Aimerican papers will
,again be made ulse of by the late owner, (Flihtingtoll,) in order to protect
in the same manner some other Spanisli vessel on future voyages to this
coatst; and that the mock ceremony of a transfer will again be gone



aida ti hiidlrthe¢Atlazfl' kwill'ie "eh ddiith'ff ;

NQ,, 2 is headed "list of.persons composing the cea' 04 thi-e"hl4n;
OnfT3io0 of0 lt ibfoewheof is-master1lIe-zerHuntit-n; bbutid the
isaptid'.6if Shfitobiwei' It is dated at Havana,- tihe 20thodf JRik;I s;and'l
siMAOd6E 6ldietHi'Hntington'. A certifieati is added-istnder the hand iiid
seat ~ho 1t ij^,eicajtcrnsTil' at Havana, that ufIntington hadsworn'o th
correc(tnses ,of the' names of theft crew, witlith e plices'so£ theirbitthdan&
residence, s'o f~W~ier'aS Cali ascerrainithe samie. Oti' ing'to the libtj ^
find that, out of the eight men who navigated this-Ami erican vessel, thtea
aresaid.to.be Spaniards,.five Pdrtuguese,'and not one is even pretended
tobe'&ciiilithUUied States.
No. 3 ith i'otbSo14 ilL Spanish, for the four first days of the present
voyage.-
On the 9th instant,-the Ontario arrived in this harbor with two hundred

slaves on board, and was immediate-lv visited by the marshal and surgeon
to the courts. The slaves were landed on the same day, and the prosecu-
tion df the vessel proceeded in the u'suial manner.
* *.he captor'sWdecqlaration is. to the, follow ing effect: ", Brunswick Pop-
i,sq.,captainofIer ritanni -Majesty's sloop Plican, hereby deelbre

that, on the 18th day of Decemiber, 1S38, I detained the schooner named
Ontaruip, sailing,.upder. Spanish colors, and commanded by Jos6 Hemans,
whod-ecared her to be bound fr'nithe river Nun to Havana, and having
on b3&ird -t~o fidundedaindriwrenty slaves, said to'have beei taken on board
in thd :river Ndun, on the^4th dav of Deceniber, 1838."

:'ThC acting toaster, GrregoiihIartinez, When examined on the st~ndifi'g
Mint-r9d9togies, d6p sed,: " Tliat he was bornT at Cadiz; has livedtten yeaog
aiyflavaita, is a subject of Spain, and has neere- served'any other St-td

tihati lisa'took charge of'the vessel on the: 28th Decemberj in consequence of
*thle s Vicce;sie! deathsiof the master before capture, anld of the mrate sine ;
that iie first savr the vessel at Havana, about nitie months since, and she is
American. built,; that the vessel sailed under Spanish colors, and -had-no
vtlher'; that the ve..sel is called Oiifario, and witness. never heard 'ofhcr
ebarirpg any other natne; that there were ten offihersaiid' marinersreixeli1-

sive f-.witest.,alle Spaniards, who were hired, andl shipped by the 1ltW
inaste,;r at 1h.avana, seven months ago; that the last clearing portLsva
Havaitia ivh ie tim vovage began, and was to have. ended; thatlbom
'Hiva'i~a the -'evsel cane direct to thti river Nun for slaves; that theiisiole
dwnbe of tlhe vessel'was Jos6 Maria M(enidez,-who was also the later$;.
ter,, isa rtident of ava; that the latermasterwas the sole owfnir

leader, ar1`corIIailele ot the ; and vessel, ith respect ito heraet*
ployieinie inx trade, wais slider his sole -management."
Fro this evidence it would appear that the American papersewllich 'the

Onta'rio. carried on the outward vovage, and-the bill of sale executed;in4thl*
river Nfinunoni the Ist filtinio, were elitirelv colorable; and -that tthey va6set
way eatilally spftldish, anid thie property o' Mendez, when she-left'Hatana
i pJunie, 1838, being so regarded by the crew whom Mendez shipp'ed'at
thatple.;

Anothieriixtless was produLced by the captor's proctor, but his 'evidence'
oiilv :e-redr 1to eorroborate thIat of the acting-master.

T'ihe casebeiiig closed, a court was summoned for the, 17th currenti:oa



,9icl!:.aTy ,th& motiono.qwsr,s rnr be,,by the 1marAhal,,, TheJe mdgment of
th3,court was, that the schoqqprbntari,;]be ^;o!nemjpeai gp?,d and ai'6/f1l
,przL andth4at .the :T hslaves.captiirdiard
I:pdr4{id^.n number, .be ,eniacipaie; nineteen .
~o.<ap~ture, and ,-two ht,, 'red anjl nineteen ha'vir8. 1~eentj o~ibi.ardat tlhe
tom~it of .detentituon. H. ,'W., 1. C.AtAb Y.~~~~~~~s~~~~~~;1,p;en.;1';,,, .qptt '"

*. -O,. Y:.-

-[Sub-encloaure.]

SrERA EoN'NE, 1s,1V'.'It
y, LonRD:.In our despatch.(marled' Spain, Nlo.-6) of the ,2OthofJ4nuary

,;astconitainiflg our report ot the case of the schooner' Ontro'ap'tred
*wiTst sailing tinder Spanish colors, with two 'hiun~dred ,an'd'twn'ty vsiNivs
o, bpard, we remarked that the-American papers, under' w'h'ich'the .Vintario
bad sailed.-tp to the day rwheit',her, slaves ivere.embarked,'stiH reniiied in
the.possessiun of-Eleazer 8luitington, the former owner of4thiat es'',nP.
~wo~ud.,probably be again made use of, as before, to ;prc ect, ,s'o.o1ier
:Spanishvessel,.until a shipment of slaves rendered suoh papersJpoki.iger
available.
A ,the time of the detention.of the .seooner'TravellerbyHerlXjest9's

wslpop Harlequin, as!reporedi our despatchof this date, tihe sae4eazr
puntington was found on' board in tie 'characterofa,pas ,ri d: as

asuch.accompanied the traveller to Sierra Leone.
The opportunity thus offered of preventing any further useb ipg'miad6

of the Ontario's American papers was gladly embraced; andr 'Tn' 'tey
were. placed in ou'r ,hands by the' kindness' of Lord Francis Russell, the
vcaaptor ofthhe Traveller, .a memorandum in the following words was written
.in a large hand ac'ross the body of ea~chdocuneint:

"SIERRA LEONE;, May 7, 1839.
"The within-narne'd schooner Ontario, of Baltimore, was sold and trans-'

-ferred by Eleazer Huntington to Jos6 Maria Mendez, in the river Nun, on
ithe coast of' Africa, on the first day 6f December, 183S, and was captured
za few .days: after by Her Majesty's sloop Pelican, with two hundred and
twenty leavess on boa'id, who had 'been 'enbarkdd "in TheI fid'iiier.
The Ontario was subsequentl-y condemned at Sierra Leone, where she was
-cut up and entirely destroyed.
''; '" ~H. W. MiAGA-ULAY, -

-'The rage exhibited :by!Mr.'Huntington'on-receiving ba&k his taterb;en-
,*dorsbd -as abovee, sufficiently proved that he had cont mpltlied's:isimlfutiter
'improper use of docimtnents which 'related to a vessel 'no]6noger, 4eiiitei c,
Jiaid' Which had beeil cut up and- destroyed- under our owonninspedtlol.

lt-it curious to observe, in reference to the abstract of the Oittai&Apers,¢
Jhih 'we haVde the honor to'enclose to your lordship--howfrtqIyte~'eti
-within our own limited experience, the names of the sameepatti.ei8 hlmt
*ifthin' conneion with the'slave-trade advebttesunder~thAiaekffl fia g;

,|and *e -trust that the' information which we have beisnt-;ble'to'b0btaiflte6
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heotir ilesb pe1son will induce theauthorities of the Unfited Statesi t
whipthdril1egafch;lp cO6rin§is more vigilatly.'vi j; "

flh-' ifi-he TnY original 'owners of the bOntari6 (na tely, Will"iamHo.
er,;:A~-ronictCa eeeborough, and Th6oims Whitridge) were the orlsingii
owners of 't Ma'ry Cushirng, reported 'o-n thee' 0th nltimd. Thlere- is:'i
difference only of twenty-one days in tihe dates-of the two registerst'&fifd
inl earlhcahe.'apower of .'attorney was prepared by the notary public (Ferw-
nand' z) dri thi'giiiine 'day that the registers were taken out, authorizing the
resp'jctivieaiasters'to sell their vessels forthwith.
Thomas Wingate, the master of the Ontario, to whom authority was:

given to sell the schooner, is the same person to whonm similar power was.
granted by the owners of the Eagle, just six weeks subsequently, as reported.
in our despatoh of. the' 12th February last. Wingate sold the Eagle at the
lHavrina,'o6n'the 10th of March, 1838, and the Ontario on the 31st of May,
i33S.' It would thus appear that Wingate was appointed'master of thibse
vessels solely for the purpose of selling themr He was placed in the comi.
mand'odfite Otitario in October,-ls37, and. sold her in May, 1838 ;'and in,
the period between these two'dates, (namely, between December; 1837, and.
March, 1838,) ho both commanded and sold the Eagle, if any reliance is to,
be placed on the representations of the American authorities at Havana.

-Nathan" Farnsworth, who was the purchaser of the Ontario on the 31st'
of May, 1838, was also the purchaser of the Traveller 6n the 7th July,
183'8,' as' mentioned' in another despatch to your lordship of this date; and
Peter Crusoe, who was a witness to the execution of 'the bill of sale Of 'the.
Traveller, acted in the same capacity when the Ontario was transferred to.
Farnsworth, and afterwards when the same vessel was purchased by Eleazerr
JHinfingiop.

We have, &c.
H. W. MACAULAY.-."
W. W. LEWIS.

Rt. Hon. Viscount PALMkiSTON, G. C. B., 4C.

(Sub-enclosure.]

.q trace J 4he papers of the schooner Ontario, Bleazer Huntington,.
master.

No. .1. Tie principal papers of the vessel are attached together, and en-
dorsedin the following words by. Mr. N. P. Trist, the American consul at the
Havana:

""I; N. P. .Trist, consul, &c., do hereby certify that the documents: here-
untoattached are the -true and proper. title. papers of. the schooner Ontario4.
of Baltimore in. the. place of the original register granted her at the port o(
Baltimore ;which register has been duly cancelled at this office, uponm'the:

' sale; and transfer of the said schooner froom the owners therein named..InP
testimony-whereof, &c. Signed and sealed with the consular sealonl the
23dofJune,183%" " ,'J
.-Ahe papers referred to in the above certificate of Mr. Consul Trist were,

first, a. copy.of .an. American register granted at .Baltimore, .onthe 20th



Qctaber 7,'7to W~illiarnp I-looper, Willian Cobb, Andronicus; Cheeseb6o.
robughband Thomas Whitridge, owners ofitheOrtario, stating that: eraid
ve erasa schooner--of the, burden of 95 : 7 ,tons,-and that shp@;had. been
bul&'in oiDQrchesterin the-year 1839i..
.A power of attorney, prepared at the same time that the above Ameiicaan

register was taken out, and signed by the four owners above mentioned,
authorized Thomas Wingate, the master of the schooner, to sell, her. The
execution of this deed was witnessed by Samuel Fernandez and John Pow-
ers; the former of these witnesses having been employed as a notary public
to prepare .he power of attorney.
Wingate accordingly carried the Ontario to Havana, and there sold and

transferred her on the 31st of May, 1838, to Nathab Farnsworth; the trans-
fer having been witnessed by Peter Cxrusoe, and its acknowledgment certi-
fied by Mr. Consul Trist on the same day.'
Three weeks afterwards, Farnsworth, transferred his newly:bougit vesT

sel t Havana. to Eleazer Huntington, for the sum of $3,800. The bill of
sale was, as before, witnessed by Peter Crusoe, and its acknowledgment at-
tested by the consular signature and seal of Mr.- N. P. Trist, on the 22d of
June, 1838.
The Ontario then sailed for the coast of Africa, and there. continued un-

derthe.American flag until the day when the cargo of slaves (which had
been prepared for-the return voyage) was ready for shipment; when Eleazer
Huntington executed a bill of sale, in the river Nun, inl favor of a. Spaniard
named Mendez; who, however, it afterwards appeared, had been the real
owner of the schooner from the time when she first arrived at ftavanaa..
SIERRA LEONE, May 13, 1839.

[Enclosure No. 2.)

M1r. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston. -
32 UPPER GROSVENOR STREET,

August 3, 1840.
MY LORD: I have had the honor to receive your lordship's note of the

31st ultimo, communicating copies of two despatches from Her Majesty's
commissioners at Sierra Leone; in relation to thq schooner Ointario, captured,
while sailing under Spanish colors, with slaves on board, and condemned
in the British and Spanish court of justice at Sierra Leone~,which I wif
transmit by the' earliest opportunity to my Government.

.I have the honor to be your lordship's obedient servant,
A. STEVENSON...\.

Lord PALMERSTON, 4'C.
Mir. Stevenson to Mr. Fors yth.-[ExTRAcT.]

[No. 103.]
[No.103.J LEGAION OF THE UNITED STATE'S,

Lozdon, august 1 1840.
-SlI: I herewith transmit the copypf another communication froni',L9id

Palmerston,% on. the subject of the s1ave-trade, together with sundrybrigitih1
papers and printed forms which accompanied it, connected with the.Ghar s



Ade dbybt61*10ve I
d.iTri-f'r &,6696

tjia~1'y ^rquebte'dtobdrawih) Iauenti:6f" th~i Fr'eiddhtt46 'lh&6bidtw
tions contained in the despatch of the Bfiiith botitisaioinos t-ftiStv-4
btiitbg-i'siibjedt bf these- 'a'prs. :

L~o~rd :Palm er6'lon tXo BMr Stevenson.

:;: ~~~~~..FoRSN )QFFIc~ .dug!. .5, 1840.
SIR: Wi~th reference to the desire which yogi expressed'in your le.tterof

t~lelihi February,:1840, to be furinished with certain' pribtedforms, which
i'tiiws rteprsented'that'Mr.:Trist, United Stateis consul at the Havana,'had

iN, blank, to the owners or cornRnndants of slave ships;to-be filled
up'ry them at pleasure,-I have now to't-ransmit-to youforcomunuieation
to the Upited States Government, the accompanying copy of adespatch
ftr6-H14ermajesty'ss commissioners at. Sierra Leone, together -with the au-
thInt ed documents enclosed' in that 'despatch, containing, in original
*isy'thfe 'muster 'roll of 'the: slave 2-dsse1'Cnstituao," 'd, a eertifieait
6eTrshi&'stiipment of:slave equipment for;lawful purposes ;:and,'furthermore,
hthe"'~e'rtiflcates 'of the disembarkation of seamen from 'the vessel-in :ques.
tion.' And I'have to reguest'that-you will draw the attention of thePresih
dent of the United States to the observations contained in:the dispatch
from Her Majesty's commissioners-at Sierra Leone, upon the subject of
these papers.

I have the honor to be, sir,..yoar~most-obedient, humble servant,
PALMERSTON.

A. STZVsZ1so, Esq., 4'c.

is:.. .: i~~~{~Subonclozure.)

-; eri*r jesy./'. co4wmwi~ecners 'to '!Viscount Pe~deretson.

.Pow6ALi No..41.] ' ALE '.May 12,' 1640.

W4 JpD:D'"Wethave;-the'houor-to'ackno'Wledge the receipt of-your lord-
ships' despateh iNo. 8, of the 17th May last, respecting certain papers stated
to have been furnished to the owners of vessels about -to'be-engaged in the
slave trade, by Mr. Trist, the United"'States consul at Havana, who was
lately acting asPjortuguiesJe.econsul41n t4gt city.

In compliance with your lbrdship's directions, we transmit, hereWith, the
two doeumneats,41uded to-by;-Hq jMesty's commissioners in the report
of 'Ribaseqftve Portuqgmese vessel "Constitugao," on the 20th October,
i82R,and wbich are the muster roll, and a custom-house certificate of tho

wfiai1Tt: ects with -which an extraordinary n6inber of water casks, boiler
(if ~i~a"himensions, and pla6khihdbeenernbarltkd in 'that vessel'. 'Phe
i'Grmer of these- document's havret been'authenticated -by,-Mr.' Thiats 'cei&tfi



tste, dated the day previous to that;oton-hich the muster roll itself bears
date; whilst a similar paper from Mr. Trist, respecting the custom-h e

eifeijt3;t wan tin'tht nlna's hinatues'tiig~aiglt s~i

With-respect tothe blank forms-bearing The signatrtre-dfMr.'UTis;sated
Iy.Lieiutenant .Oiker,. the ..a.por ..of..h-e ...albo-ver.ementioned '.Connlituyo,"
to have been found, at the time .of her seizure, in the desk of a Span-
ish -paasepger, who- represented himself to be the owner of thatiresse1
.aud.hero4,we..beg-a.eeo state! thatwvehave obeenA ej-doiscaver.
any papers exactly answering the description. in ,question among these
lidgidin' the archives of the court.

Inithe papers of thd ": Constitnego" vwe found-the enclosedeertificatetfor
three-sailors, said to have been, disembarked from that vessel at Havana;
in;eaoh of which the deseriptiow -of -the man named `has been .nittedby
Mr. !Flist, and -the -space f6r this -purpose left open. Ihandinghese r-
t-ficates- to your lordship, we would beg, to draw Attention to thle- fact Of
,the -names of two only of the three-seamen., stated to ha&vebeen laried fromt
the &GCorstitucad," being..mentioned. in the muster r611, (enclosure+'No.j,)
althoighlMr. Trist granted the certificatesin question--Or.nthe day sub.e-
-quelitto that on which -he -hald authenticated the muster-roil.

Should the certificates ndoWtransmitted to your lordship-not be the papers
mentioned by lieutenant Qliver in his report -to Admiral Elliot, ansd al-
luded to in your lordship's -despatch to Mr. YFoxof-the:22d February, 19,
they-canrnot have -been delivered into the court, as -they -should have bPan,
wheni-he ';Constitugao" was presented for adjuidiation;
Me-W hall take the earliest-opportunity of c6onimunicatirg to the senior

naval-officer on this station.youp -lordship's -wi$hes-ip respect-to the blqnk
fbrms -mqntioned by Lientenant:Oliver, or the- -naval eyco6Mander.in-6hiqi;
that~theyimay be at once- transmitted to England for- -yo lordship's tit-
ination. ,

'We have, &c.
R.s DMORTI'Y. ''
'W-ALTER, W. LEW[S.

Ct. Hop.-Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B.-4'.
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lmatricukae ro? da equipagern dt escuna Porluguezw denominadaon0
statupdo, de que he mestre Ed~ardoRoberto, a qual segue viagem paqa
.o P.aulo de Luanda, corn a.tripulatdo abaixo mencionada, a sabe:

Nomez. Naturalidade. Estado.,

Capitio
Piloto
2° piloto -

Con~rtraraestre.
Carpint~eiro -

Despenseiro -

C~uzinheiro.
Mariniheiro -

Do
Do

Do
Do -

Do
Do
Do

:Do
Mogo

Do

Do
Do

DoPag
Page

Eduardo Roberto
Diego Lopez
.Rainao Quirzo
Jos6 Pinedo -

Joao Sao Martino
Jos6 Donorena
Miguel Marguedal -

Francisco de Goio -

Vicente Planely
Antonio Silva'
Antonio Preto
Francisco do Rey -

Modesto Antonio -

Pedro Simnao -

Joa0o Baptista.
Zeferino Fernandez -

Joao Campany
Ignacio -Laiolla
;Eusebio Perez
Miguel Marturanvy
Jos6 Maria Martinez
Joaquim Gomez -

Aleixandre do Rozario
Gauthanio Podrao -

24
28
26
28
30
29
28
26
24
26
26
30
24
28
34
25
30
28
24
24
24
23
24
15

Lisboa - -

Cartagena
:

Cadiz ,
Manilla
Cartegena d'hIdias

Do
Do

Portugal
Do

Figueira -

Porto -

Do -

Madeira
Ilha Terceira
llha do Maio
Porto

Do -

Lisboa -

Porto -

Lisboa
liha do Faiar

Do
Manilla

Do -

qrmamnento.
Doze espingardas, doze fragados, huma colica, duaz gorrenadas, e seis

esmeriz.
HAVANA, 8 de Junho de 1838.

0 capitfo,.
EDUARDO ROBERTO.

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES, Havana:

1, Nicholas P. Trist, consul of the United States, do hereby certify that
on the day of the date hereof, before me personally appeared Don Eduardo
Roberto, master of the Portuguese schooner Constitup-o, and declared the
document hereunto annexed to be a true and faithful list of the crew (con-
sisting of twenty-four men, all told) and armament of said vessel; which
declaration is received and certified to by me, because of there not being
here at this time any consul or consular agent of Portugal, to do such acts
for vessels of that nation.

Solteiro,

Do.
Cazado.
Do.-

Solteiro
Do.
Do..
Do.
Dor.
Do.
Do ..Do.
Do.
Do.'

Cazado.
Do..:

Solteiro.
Do.
Do, !.,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Table: Matricula e rol da equipagem da escuna Portugueza denominada Constitudo, de que he mestre Eduardo Roberto, a qual segue viagem para Sdo Paulo de Luanda, com a tripulacao abaixo mencionada, a saber:



In testimony whereof, l havei'hreririnto6tsmythaid, and ifflxed hay seal
of office, at Havana, this seventh ay -of June, in the year of our

[S.- s. Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight,'and of the in-
dependence of the United States the sixsy-second.

N. P. TRIST.

CONSULATEOF T:ErHUITED STATES, Havana;
I,.Nicholas P. ,Trist, consul of the United. States, do hereby certify that

Don T. Estivez, merchant of this city, as. declared to me that, being there-
unto authorized and empowered by Don: Luis Caravalho, owner of th
Porttuguese ,schooner Constitut9),he has appointed Eduardo Roberto as
master thereof, in the place of Antonio Joaquim, late master; which dec-
laratiotn is received and certified to by me, in consequence of there inot
being here at this time any consul or consular agent of Portugal, to do sulch
acts for vessels of that nation.

In testimony whereof, I hereunto set. my hand, and affix my'eal df officee,
at Havana, this seventh day of June, in the year of our Lord oner

[L. S.] thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, and of the independence,
of the United States the sixty-second.

N. P. TRIST.

[Sub.enclosure.]

Sello So. Alnosde:(STAkP.]
2 s io e [TAMP.]YSelo2Rs. [L. s.] 1838 y S9. IS

Don TOMAS RODRIGUEZ DE YURnRz Y ECHAVARRI, contador de ejercito.
honorable y principal de la aduana de este puerto por S. M.

Certifico: Que en el registro de la goleta Portuguesa Constitucion aciqrto.
con destino 6 San Pablo de Loando al cargo de su capitan Don Eduaitdb
Roberto. existe una poliza con el No. 4, corrida por el propio capitan euyo
tenor es el siguiente: Ocho bocoyes de cuatro pipas; 'diez y seis idenide
Fires; doce de sesenta y de cien galones para la aguade y conducion de
aciete de palmas al regreso; un mil seis cientos pies de tables; trescientos
sesenta y ocho pies de alfardas, todo para forniar barraca; un caldero,
grande para clarificar aceite; y 6 los efectos consiguientes doy la presente,
en virtud de decreto del senor administrador general del dia hoy, en las
Habaria, i nueve de Junio de mil ochocientos treinta y ocho..

TOMAS DE YURRE.

CONSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES; Havana:
I, Nicholas P. Trist, consul of the United States, do hereby certify.that

the signature to the document hereunto annexed is in the handwriting.of
Don Tomas de Yurre, contador of the royal customs of this place, to whose
acts as-such.full faith and credit are due.

In testimony whereof, I hereunto set my hand, and affix2my seal of office
at Havana, this eighth day of June, in the year of our Lord- one

.[L. S.] thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, and of the independence:
of the United States the sixty-second. -

[Without signature.]



Vuer.o
Carnens
Cabello

i3raha 61 ' '
nBoca
Batzb
Nariz
Edad

SefiaIesparticzularexv.

. El ,prtnriero IFA.sqblo,Pexez,. quiretenecia i
g6Iet' Portugue'ta' Costi tuQ,.hadeaa nir.
ca4o 'legalmente de4icho: fuejyest'. hor! at
cargoo de-este consulado.'

HiWb 4a, 8 de Junio 'de 1,838.
WD.6... .'

:No. 66.

CONSULADO. 'DE LOS ESTAIDOS UTIDOW DE iAUtHRtA.

.II,'' tu-Jiacon.

Cuerpo
'Carnes
Vabello

Cara
.Color,~oca

Barba

,.$eti~ar ,r~t
wrWares,

El marinero Jos6 Maria Martinez, qui pertene.
cia 6 la goleta Portugueza CQonstitugaoha,sidp
-desembarcado legalmente de dicho buque, y est&
ahora al cargo de este consulado.

'H~baiia, 8 de.niocde -
:N. P. TRIST.

.'No.05.

CONSULADO MEbO8 E1STADPS UNIDOS IJ. ARERTqA.
P4riuaon.

Canes
Cabello
*G,,os
Vaa
Vdlor-

Barba
P3'riz
Sedad
£oeiilek.9particulares.

El marinero Miguel Maristany, qui pertenecia
6 la gcleita Portugueza Constitulgo, ia Sido des-
enmbareado IegalmIntededidho buquejy emthafiora

-hl cato tde este consullado.
'-Habatra, 8-deJuniorode 1fSS8.'

N. Rp IST.

No. OR.
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-3 UPiftil1GROSEiW, STXT

MIzt;nh:I havethe h6nibr' t acknowledgedrthb eceipt ofrdrai1`
dhiipiot of festerday, e -dlbsing thi cojerof odopatch ifronHerMj6w-
iy'seohiisibrier.; at Sierra Lteone oh tPe - stibjcW f 'th-eslave t t
gedlher; ViidtWrtinai itliert";cared 'docurienerts tlieteiriencIosed; which;' 'iii
taKehtr etliert oppo'tddity;of comixiunictting to rlGbvernnent, hd
cAIihi hsatteti0ioi to; ttlose 'parts of tfie -cdrnmi§siOrxers' pdeshtck' WhNw.
ybir'yordilip' dat'iis.'

'1 have ta' hOnor to be your `Wordship' s obedient s*ant,
A.- STEVENSOt

-1t. HAon;Lord`VisCo6`U t PALIMERSTON'; 4.c

Mr. FArsyIa to Mr. Stev:enxo?.

[No. 75.] DEPARTME~r OF STATE,
W-ashington, /Jugu.s 19, 1S40.

SIR: Your despatch of the 24th ultimo, (No. 101,) relating, in part, to
the case of-the Americani schooner " Euphrates," was received sonle days.
since. The Presidentr solicitous to contribute, as far as in his power, to
promote the wishes of the British Goverrnment for the suppression of the
Africani slave trade, has, With this viiew,directedme. to transmit to you the
accompanying' e~xtr'act of-a letter receivdedlatthiss O)padrtmernt from tXhe coPn
suloftfie UUited' States at Tripoli, dated'Octoboer. 3,. 1809 '; and the copy' of
a letter addressed to ttih Secrvtary of tine Navy, on the. 28tliultinoVby n-i.
officer of our inavy lately from- the. coast of Afiica, in whose character for
integrity and gpod 'sense the most p'rfddt conideuce is reposed.. Some of
the ficts andisuggestieris contained in thlse papers may, it isWpresuied,
prove useful to the British Government in her efforts to repress this 6dious
taffic; 'and you are accordingly authorized to comruinicate them,.ortrhe-
substance of them,, to Lord Palmerston, iii such manner as youwinay think
best calculated to efl'ectthatobject.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN FORSYTH."

ANDREW ST ENsoN, .Esq., 4C.

[EnI6ooUir NO.,1.];
Con.sil-McCauey to Mr. Fo0syth,?.-tEXTRACT.J
Cb6ftLATE OF-THE; Ui1TWS+AmS OP A~nru.,

Tripo~li,B ub r, Oc1bber 3; 18~35
*~ ~* * , *

Being aware. of.the great interest the, Government, in common. with aa
~immense majoAiy of the American people, take in the suppression o£f.he



slave trade, I beg leave to suggest to~the.Department the possibility of a=e.
liorating,.if not exterminating~ iat branch of -the odious traffic which
nourishes in the B ir Stftes,and Whih`'p'arentr1y escapes the search.
ing observation anid attentidniof Euiropean philanthropists.

In. some of mynformer despatches I have noted the arrival of negro slaves
byk the kafilas, or caravans, from, the -interior,; and:have endeavoriedrto
ascertain the exact nurn~ber theey anniially,46ip6rted. at th& insoc,
that has attendded.ill myendeavors tiobtain~coriect statksticfiforrflatid'
frzmitJe Turkish authorities has also atteiided m'e in this ntance.; y&I
am' disposed to beli ve ihatthe,nurberof 2,000, to 2,5b0 slavs, 4rrivi
fat This port andl ergasi,is ahapproximation within the tr-uth; 1adthoug1 i
!the trade to this regency (them-st convenient maritime mart of the interior
for a number of years past has,,Jwing to. the civil warIand unsettled state
of the ;countrybeen greatly diminished, still if is P'robable that the numbers
carried to 'Egypt and Tunis hayes proportionably increased, and, perhaps
,very nearly average in each of those States 'the number iniported into this.

Of these slaves, but very few are required for the supply of Tripoli; the
great proportion is exported, principally in Turkish and 'Greek vessels, to
the Levant, where they find a ready sale.

[enclosure No. 2.]

UNITED STATES BRIG DOLPHIN' X
New York,'July 28, 1840

Srn: Since my arrival in the. United States I have seen, throughithe
papers, accounts of public meetings in England, in 'which a contrast is
drawn between the United States anid' Great Britain, ontheoii sibjoct ot
slavery, in which our country has been most shamefully denounced,arid
great praise giver to the British for their philanthropy and humanity in
Their exertions to extinguish slavery and the slave' trade.

-1nder these circumstances, I feel it my duty, as an A&r 'and 'public~servait, to state what c me under my own observatioii, a One reports'f
others in whom I have confidence, (the British officers thee.,scives,) 'duri
nmy late'cruise on the coast of Africa.
-On my arrival at Sierra Leone, I was infornmedbdrGoverno'r Dohert'j,

-the British Governor of that colony, that during the last year sixty-twr
slavers had been sehnt into that place; thatrnot more than one vessel in six
was captured by the British cruisers; and that iipwards-of three hundred
thousand slaves were sent fro.n Africa yearly. There are twenty cruisers
employed on the coast between the Cape of Good Hope and Cape de Verd,
who usually cruise outsig.'I of land.
Between Cape St. Anne Mind Cape Palmas there are two slave stations-

one at the mouth of the river Gallinas, and the other at New Cess. There
were collected and confined in" tfi barracoonsors'slnveOprisons of the for-
mrerfive thousand slaves;:and the latter, fifteen hundred; waiting for an
opportunity to ship them across the Atlantic.

'It is customnairy for the slavers'Rio 'run into one of these stations in the
evening,take on board three or four hundred negroes during the night'and
run off with the land breeze the next morning. If they do not' meet with
.;a cruiser after. running thirty -miles,-they are safe until they get to thesWeB



j-,nd~i~e,;.Jere 2-there his; again.s.otnm :alight chancee; of eaptuis' b#foettht..l.ave an opportunity of landing their cargoes, I therefore,pro~posek, o, ed
0t~hkeIBielbiii',wothmtd-mbockud&liese'twt0idns,
-a~istenidko~fcruisinlg so farroff tie~ coast.t~i-The a~nChorffeite'S good aidffde,
- done vessel- at each station could&lie in stich"a} position'as t6 intberpt
spiky slaver coming in. The invariable'-reply'to this proposition wSas: "This
isain unhealthy climate ;- we come out here to 'mbake prize niiinery tfa
slaver is captured withouther carge she is -sent to Sierra'tLedre,- 1:@lhere
the6iceensof condrnna'tion. amounts to nearly the whole value-of the
idssel,,which is-,the perquisite of-those in the employ of the Government
at that place-; and we, who have all the labor' and exposure,-gbt nothizig;
whereas, if we capture a vessel with slaves on board,'.vereceivee five
sounds sterling a head for each of then, without any deduction. There-
fore, it is not our interest to capture these vessels without their. cargoes."'
Most of the slavers sent into Sierra Leone have. such articles on board

as are used in trafficking for slaves, When the vessels are condemned,
these articles are sold at public auction-are purchased by an Englisman
there 'who is said to be the agent of Pedro Blanco, the great slave dealer
atlGallinas., Whether this is the case or not, is of little consequence; they
AP: put on board of an English cutter belonging to' this man, who carries
,thea to Gallinas, and lands them -at his pleasure. This is well 'known' to
every person at Sierra Leone; 'and,-in conversation with the Gbiior,
when he made some remarks on the shameful rise of our flagain thii tride,
I spoke to him on the subject; stated that the slave trade was encouraged
and abetted; by such proceedings under the' very eye of his'Governiment.
Heisaid he:was sensible of it; but, as this was a legal traffic,' he coiiidn6ot
prevent it. British as well as American and French merchant vessels'aire
also, engaged in supplying' these slave 'stations with provisions, and evenr
luxuries for;which they are well paid, and for want of which theycouild
totexist..

Under these circumstances, I say the 'British Government is 'nbt sincere
in its attempts to put down the slave trade. Pedro Blanco and'"others
engaged in this business say, if they can save one vessel out of three from
capture, they find the trade profitable.' This can easily be believed ivhen
slaves can be purchased at Gallinas for less than twenty dollars in trade,
and sold for cash in Cuba for three hundred and fifty. A few months be-
fore I came on the coast, the ship Venus took away from there a cargo of
slaves, and landed iii Cuba upwards 'of eight hundred'; by whiich she
releared two hundred thousand dollars, after paying for the vessel and her
whole expenses during the voyage e.
The question now naturally arises, "How. is this trade to be stopped ?"

WihAregard to Gallinas and New Cess, I think the course to be pursued is
Very simple and effectual. A short distance above the mouth of the Galli-
nas are a member of small islands, on which are situated 'the barracoons.
These are badly fortified with a few pieces of cannon, and worse minndd.
'One hundred men sent in a frigate's boats' would be more than an ampie
force tp break it. lp, and capture or disperse all the slaves and burn the.:town in the course of a'few hours. One-third of this Iould be suf
dient to destroy New Cess. As it takes some time to collect slaveson -the
'coast for transportation, other stations w'oijujye.dtdo be established, 'which
could be again destryd. A thos. men. who are now
41n this business. from again engaging in it, they shouid- be' either sent



a- U ev

I Xt*r',the :motive whichi ididuced ri~b t mti thici^j}ici
wibl~berat sutfiicintez.cuselfor tt~iblirigcthe Deahrtiilbt auihhpte~ett'tiMif
What Ihaverstatied cannot`be deniediby- any' disfntetortdd id& 6h qIH

Co~eat; aBc theinfereces I have dra*n I believe are'sudh as &*6f
mide-by anyone'corvers nt with the:subject. ;*'

I iaVejthqihenorto bejs sir, veryspectfull, yoni~obddiYtitsS.; ~~~~~CHlSARLES; H1-BEiLLi-;2~
*.,ery}.s* -- .:., fLieWI ,in.' U. t ThiigJdi pt

* Secr'etay: oftihe Nqavyy Wasuhfnglon.

-Mir. Stevenison to AdA For.y..th.
V C ;L L ? JLEGATIOX' OF TRE UNITED SiATES,

London, .ugtI8t 26j 1S40. is
-Spii:I'.rebeived oil the 13th instant your despatch; of the Sth of'Jil

(N6 76 iii rejation,- to the outrage committed on 'the barqii6 SuI6aI
']ioii;- andd 'the next day I addressed to Lord Palmerston' an officialI' ofl~atcopy oi wdehichhave the hotior herewith to tratsisit.' No'answet't
Ids'_yet beeti received.

-also enclose copies of a note from. Lord- Palmerston,' with-the' doctx.
ientsaccompany.Ig. it, purporting, to give an explanation of the cotidt

of'Doi'mnander' Elliot arid Lieutenant T'athiam, in 'relation to their process
.iilgS, towards the sloop Edwin, of=New York. I acknowledged simply1te
.receipZit f.the papers,.with an assurance that they would. be' forward9d tO
myyGovernment, with wivhom' it alone rested to decide on the suffibiebeibtof
the .xplanatiop given. A copy of my note is also-enclosed.
.,Im,s,ir,;veryirespect'fully, your-obedient servant,

A. STEVENSONJ'
"3-Ion. J. 1O. SYTII. Secretary of State, &c.

[Encoba're No. 1.])

-Mfr; S-evensoti to LoWd'Palrmerston.

32 UPPEr'GROSVPOR STrEETi , vi:usg ' i4, 1840;;
'1th~bhtihd~tsigned, envoy extraordinary'afidininister. plenipotentiarykfwm

the UriiedSt4t - has9 thehelior to acquaint' Lord Palmerston., Her lMaJes
ty's~ii ih 'lSeci'etaryof 'StatfoirtForeign'Affairs,that.,:having lost I7iib
time' in 'trS~uittiThS to his Goveririment the nJote of his 16rdshipj undeatb
f'the 2di 'April Slat, inI reply to that of the undersigned of the 26thbf,

`.A uitpreditg` complaining o'f the outrage committed by the oficerfsi(
thi'i~xBvi'tib~h hooier the Grecian upon' the barque. Susan, of Bostoui he
hs &een specially itistructedt6 make the ollowing~comrunication in aa-
iwee t6 LoLd 'PalmIrston's note: 'I'hePhresident has read with feelihgscof
,urprisuarhd reret the aniswver returned by:Her Majesty's Governmolshtio



''tits Ri-.q
46iti~b1bin~ efet'dd'n lh;'@' rt~fth~e''ititedlStates in'td i' faraofthi
rgiiusmain. That tannotebe con-sideied as oiherwisefAn un-:

sitr<-stetoity.> ThE coidui of the lriris oofficers is attenpted to be jtistiie
lth'it'bare'and' uns-6pored statements, totalyat variance.withan in

entiii dis'reg'rd of, the facts registered with everyfoimA aity usual onsuc'h
&bblisdn'; in thb log ~ook of tfle, usan;; sup'pqrted as they. ar' _'y.h 2

asgetteations of persons of reslpectabiity, then passegig ob'oard-tbe
vedl.' Iii justice to- th&righ'ts3osf their citizens9 and in piirsuanice ofih'
ri'cipeswhichh the UnitdSate -have assumed, suchh an occurrence as

itfitiiuder consideration cannot be allouved to pass over in the maimer' ii
'Aidh' iit has beeil'tre'ated' by fler 'Majesty's' Governmrent.' It iwouid be.
foreign to the purposes of this cOimmunication to raise questions 61rii o6ut
of thoccirrence which' gve rise to the complaint' of the iUtitidStatest..
The circumstances under which the right of boarding arid visiting vesseIs
htserie flst`ally enforced are defined with sufficient clearness ; and even
where the right is admitted, usage among civilized nations lias prescribed
with equal precision the manller in which it is to be exercised. The mo.
tire of this communication is, that the British Governmenit should be clearly
.made ,sensible that the United States cannot, in justice to their own citizens,
perzmiit the recurrence of suich causes of complaint. If in the treaties con-
d1i~ed between Great Britain and' oth& Powers'the latter 'hab h6ight
fiti:for the attainmnent of a particularlobject, to s'suriender to'BlritMh .cruisers
c4itaii rights and auithority not recognised, by maritim ''e ,. the oincers
ch'atiged with die execution of those treatiesi:imust bear iin mind t'at their
opVeration cannot give a right to interfere in any manneritith the fag of
n~tiotis not parties to thlem. The' United States; not being such a party
v6Ei~els legally sailinlig under their' fla can iln no cas e called upon to
.siubmb~iit -to the operation of said treaties; and it behooves their Government
wptote'ct and sustain its citizens 'in every justifiable effort to esist al
-arti-rni~pts'to subject thlem to the' rules therein established, or to 2uy ^onse-
quent deductions therefrom. The United States cannwbt:loh wivth iidiflker-
ence.upon the laudable ekxertions nmade by Great Britaiu atnd he'r'allieis in
tli suppression of the slave ttade, towards the attaitnmeint *f the eat Ob-
jentvihview ;: and so long as those efforts are confined within their ppr
sphere they will command applause and good wishes front, the peopi e bnd
Government' of the United S'tetes. 'But'they mnst'be considereId Qs exceed-
ing their appropriate limits whenever they shall lead to such acts as those
which form the subject of this cormminitication. The President has be'en
advised that orn frequent occasions the Aag of the TUnitedStates, as well as
those of other nations, has been fraudtilekt'lyused by the subject of other
countries to cover illiciticommerce, and elude the pursuit of British and
other cruisers employed' in the suppression of the African slave trade; and
thlt`a pretext has thereby been a6rded fori boarding, visithii, nd' inte-r-
nrpt'ig vessels heariting the 'AmeIicanflag. The'several ciinp:ais t¢
whkh' the subject hat given rise should convince Her Mnjesty GsGoveri-
nmeit of the great abuse 'tot'rhicth the. practice is liable, and hiae it s§ensible
of'this ropriety of i-ts immediate discontinance. It is a niatter of' regret -
that' this- practice h uis not already been abandotied. The' Presideit; on
'lebj~itii ihe 'abuses xvhich had grown out of it, and with a view to do away
evey'cauiise for its lon;,er contiziuance, having now d'irectedthe establish
malent of a cornpevnt naval force to cruise along those parts of the AfArican
coiii *hich'Amtekricai vesselst areiin the habit of v'isitinig in the Bursnii 'of
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their.lawfial, commerce, and _wjhpre, it is,. alleged, that .the, slave; trade Jia.
beonw'aimied'on.h`1nder' an illegluseo'f the'ag-of the United Stei''s',a
rilI to expect that positive instruetionswill 'be given to allH~er Majestyrsi
offices to' for'b'ear- from hoarding ::or visiting vessels u.der th ,e' ica'
f :This.xpectation: i:s now distinctly signified to, Her ,Majit'sj Go,.,

eirninent; ih'thbbhlef that Witwill see of confning' thea&'ft
of its agents to the vessels ofi'nations.with'whon HerMajensty'&Ger'
client has formed simulations 'atl oiizing a departure from the rUles pre-
vcrlibed by ihe public law, and thereby prevept~the' recurrentce of circum-
stances irlevitably productive of.causes of irritation, and deeply endanger*.
in~g ih' goo'd understauiding now existing between the two nations, .an
which it is so muuch the interest of both to maintain unimpaired..
The utidersignoed renews to Lord Palnmerston the assurances: of his dis-,timigutishe'd consideration.

A. STEVENSON'

-[E closurO No. 2.]
Lurd Palmerston to Mr. Stevenson.

FobEImIx OFFICE, a4ugust 17, 1840.
SIR. With reference to the representations which I have received from

you, upon the subject of the conduct pursued towards the American sloop
";Ed w'i,7'' by officers in'11er I ajesty's naval service, I have to acquaint you.
thiatH'er MajEty's Government lhave nowv received fromi Commander Elliot,
of Her M6jesty's sloop "Colutimbine," a detailed.statement of the circumstan-.
ces u-nider which 'the Ameerican brig in question was. visited by the "Colt
utnbineli, ana of the events which took place' on that: occasion; and I &
myselfthe honor to transmit to you, for communication to the United States.
Gode'iriiient, a copy of that statement, together with. a copy of the sta-te
mlent of -I~iettenant Tatbnam, the officer who executed the orders of Com-
nodore Tucke rto visit the "1Edwin."..

'It appeAy§ to I -ei Majesty's Government, and Her MAajesty's Government
II pe that it will also appear to the United.States'GOcero ment, that these
pers give al satisfactory explanation of the conduet of Commander Elliot.

nd1 jof Lieutenant Tatham, on the occasion referred to.
I-ave t i6 hot or to be, Sir, your most obedient, humble servant,

PALMERSTO N.
A. SivESOh, Esq., 4-c.

,!| [8t~~~~~slobenclosure. 3

SimoNos BAY, d9pril 22, 14;40.
$in: i obedience to your orders, anid in reply to the documents forwar -

ed by their'lordships of tihe Admiralty, in 'reterence -to temcircumstahces
twlulder whsii the Aiiierican, brig Edwin was b6crded by Her Majesty's sloqp
Goliuinlbine, 1 lave the honor to state ihe following facts:.
(l .July 22d1, 1839, Her Majesty's sloop was stpndinig in for the slaving-',

~o'rt of Ahibrls!e, whei'a sail was seen on the lee bow, and, the weatieW
beiii h1azy,all sail wasitnade to close. Onl nearing-her, we perceived she
wan'brigi? standing on a'wiild; and when close to her. as she hoistedfod
colors, a giJIm.was fired,

After a Iirne,; the brig hoisted the Amnerican flag, but continued on her

IA-161P. NW, 2.9.3.4.
-
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BEji Nd. 2e3>' 39ig
cours.',e' carrying all sail. ';'`Thsdisinelinaton to -sh'w colors, or heave .to
e*uii'ted 'ftr~n'ngsuspicions that t~h'e'res a~s'erigageid in;'(he'si'~ t^andb;&
nd en'titled''to -the'prote-ction,o.ttie-flag.sh6&boisted. i

'u~ifficient sail was kept on tiodMaesty's io p t ose her, qandon get-
ting' 'le,, Captain Elliot hailed, and desired the master to6.heavejo.
"i1Ha etob`??' was 'the reply ofthe -master; "II'l seyo- i dam fist5you
no'nation'bugger" was th,second reply., The llnAguage'ofAeA i~ca'if'
~which followedd was of-the lowest ard grossest deecriptiodi, much of which
I "do not n-ow retain iiln memory. I remember, however, his' hailing, aridg, .
eayiflg "'my flag is as good as your bloody piratical, one," and some refer-

e 'ceto a lesson he stated we had already received on the right o search,
and which we should have again.
The larnc',uage and conduct of the' master giving addition'a'l-suspicion of

his vessel not being American, Captain Elliot continued running abreast"
by hber, -and urging, by every argument, tlie' necessity of his ascertaining'
that he 'had; a right 'to the; flag he hoisted, and that he 'had no slaves on
board; adding, "You are aware I. can compel you, 'by firin-g 'obut' *iile'
you hoist tha't flag I shall abstain, if possible; but board y.oulr vessellaIjam
determined to do."

This was replied to by the most violent and'abu'sive language. 'Captain
1lliot nfow s'aid, " Come on board, then, yourself, and bring youir papers ;"
vwhich' the master of the brig replied to with these words: "ITll seeyeti
buggeredfirst.".
'Soon after 'which', the crew of the brig hove her to, apparently without

any orders from the 'master.
Captain Elliot now ordered me to bring the master on board, with his

papers, to ascertain if he wvas American; leaving Mr. Wells masterr of her
Majesty's-sloop Columbine) on board the' Edwin.
On boarding the brig,, I told the master the orders I had received. Hke,

however,'was most violent and abusive-4-declaring no one should see his
papers, ind-no one should force him 'from his vessel. I told 'him 'I had no
wish to use any force; but that his conduct had excited suspicions, which
he, as an American citizen, should be anxsiouis to disprove,.

With the assistance of the 'mate, he was at last persuaded; and got ilo
-he boat-with his papers. On our way to 'Her Majesty'ssloop, Irecognised
the master as a person. I had seen at the factories of Ambrise;-an 'on this
regniti'oihe' gave 'me 'his papers, andd appeared more trprnquil.'. Inow
told him I was sure Captain Elliot' would 'allow him'to returniirrimediately
he ascertained he was an American.
On gaining 't1e` Columbine's quarter deck, I delivered the paper'to Cap-

tain Elliot immediately, followed by lie master. of 'the 'Edwin, who ad.
vanced, shaking his fist, and grasping at the papers in Captain Elliot's
hands-making use of the most abusive language. Mr. Carpenter, (first
lieutenant,) as also myself, stepped in between him and Captain Elliot, to
prevent the personal violence and indignities threatened by the master of
the Edwin to the commander of Her Majesty's sloop, on. Her Majesty's
quarter deck.

So'violerii, however, was his conduct, that Captain Elliot ordered two
mi~ribsto staind between him and the- master of the whin, wlh0oe*Vn
then pushed forward inr the most butra'grous mariner to'rphpsr5
or-to strike Ca't~ih-Elliit' b`il was prevented by the marines.

cpCtain'Elliot'having satisfied himself that he was entitled' toth, pO



tect,ion 1oEy the, flag \,he hoistedd, ..e0ai~nzd, tfh~tiet~regrjette. the:stepfeP e,
otibWt,'d1isp1~ove suspi~ciofl5 ~principaly~fourilded on thed ondfict'he~(th&,'
isier bf the Ewidlwi) da, ipiirsue d;- andigiving him his,papers.heraPiinedF
to his g. Soon after iichI Her. jebsy:'s sloop made sail and anctord

tatifljiobt'and'myselfimmediateiylanded, and repaired to-th Ap;r-
iczU ,1io ,,whbre we were received by aM.r. Cox, who stated he. wa; in,,
th Mi'e,!eoy with;Mr.Da,'1ey, he master of the'Edwin, and expressed
mpbhconicern; at w*'iathad happetied, remarking that he mnusthavebeenbn
dfunh:kbt rmiad.. ,

Mi2. Coxsuffering under a bad.case of African fevei,;attended withmoMft_
sfious symptoms, our surgeon attended hini, by order, of Captaini Elliot,-
.who, in .hisantxiety to show,. by every, possible means, the feelingwhich
he tid towards;:Americancitizens, sat by his bedside several! hours, .and;
p~idtiniii eVery possible attention during our. stay. Under the advice of.
ot1isl.)rgion,I'Mr. Cox recovered -.and nothing could surpass the anxiety
shoin br'hin tbo evince his gratitude.

',[irtier beg to 'state,, that duringg the past year it has-been my duty, as,.
bdaid~n'g'officer,'to visit several American vessels; and on no occasion have.
they shown the least objection to produce their papers. On- the contrary,
thW6 " ,rybest feeling 'possible has existed; and the case now referred to.
vwas 'ilieideploredb~y ourselves as by the American citizens trading.. at,
Anmbise. ,,

It isfurther my duty,,in 'pxplanation,jto state that an additional reason
for 'susicion in this case was excited' from the ascertained fact that many
of the slaivers, sailing from Ambrise and the coast near, have American pa-
pers, and ar'e under the American flag. Iin the mouth of June last, I boarded.
the '" George Crooks,"' of: Baltimore, a schooner anchored at Cabinda, and
in,,&very .way prepared to receive a cargo of slaves.

iiis.ve'selprodiiced papers signed by the American consul at.Havan~a,
fron ,which place shle last sailed.. On mustering her crew, they were found
all'Spa" iardsdbut the master. '
jOn'th&6th July, only a'frtnight previous to meeting the " Edwin," I

again boarded the George Crooks," which I found still in the same state
of~pr-eiparation; but th'e papers producedas an American prevented further
steps b'ing aken.

,'On 6',,rf~e't~urn,ti o'Cabirida,,we were informed that the schooner s'George.
Crooks' had4 sailed With a cargo of slaves.

I have, &c.
,;,*> ,,, ,, EED. TATHAM,
';Secodieuienzant ofTer.2Mfiaesty's sloop Columbine..

Ji%,at, j\drniral GEORGE ELLIOT,. I.,,C.

[Sub.enclosure. .

HERIMAiESTY'S S'OirCOLVMPbi'iZ,
Simon's, Bqy, nril 30, 1S4O.

SXMInobedience todirections from the Hon.. George Elliot, dated Aprit
25 ,fotardiing,.to ime- your letter of. February 20 and its enclosures;*relm-
tive toftht American, brig Edwin, I have to acquaint youj for the informa-
liono"ft LpicdsConmissioners of the Admiralty, that on the 22d of-July-g



1839, a Vessel was repdoibedito me, ahd b e, w'iich vessel pro*yd pAo.be,the'Edwin, of New York. Her evident desire to avoid us,'her disinclina.
tion. to exchawge-eolojs, and; heri eing fould off the slave port-of Armbrise,
iicdped.meoteosuspeot her:having no claim to the protection of the Ameri
0a4.fig; Sand having had oQqular proof that the American flag was, unliw-
XuqiWI`adetuse of by; the'Porttig ae: on. the coast, in order toicryo-¢the
'staveY trade, I, on closing her,, htailed:.her, and expressed myistlspieionq,rafd
demtded Ithat she-should be hove ta,. and sibmit to a search, Thistiisrefit-l.. end the gross and insulting language.of her master 'moefelfllI
confirmed my suspicions aboutther. I was aboutato enforcee - search,whe-i
'he hove to. I then sent a-boat., withi'Lieutenant Tathaemn- beard.Sit,
and&korered him to demand his:papers, and.to bring the'master; on board
to miie. The conduct of this master was so outrageous, that: I -was blige
to plpAce two marines, to prevent his carrying his threats into, exetion.
His language was of the grossest:nature, and without the slightesty'provoa-

Awtion,asIdid not use one insulting word to .him. I forward a corrobora-
tion of the above facts, detailed by Lieutenant Tatham.

I; hae the honor to. inform-you ,that were the American flag to'ble se-
.curty to all vessels on that coast. that might hoistit, it would -bd.impossible
to suppress the slave trade a~nd ,acts.of .piracy. The America i schooner
George, Crooks,of Baltinore, was twice boarded, whilst lying in' Cabinda
bay,. by boats of .Her Majesty's sloop: only one American on board, and
fitted for the reception of' slaves. She afterwards .sailed-to'- nmyuoetain
knowledge, with a cargo of slaves, under the Portuguese flag.

I have, &c.
GEORGE ELLIOTr, Commander.

The SECRETARY Of-the.AdirdIty.

frEnclosure No. 3.]

Mr. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston.
32 UPPER'GROSVENORSTLrT,.

The,undersigned, envoy extraordinary. acid minister plenipotobtiakyfr*n
..the Unit.ed States of America, begs-leave to. inform Lord;RPalmer~totnMr
Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, that.hie-had'the
honor to receive, on his return to town, his lordship's note of the, 17th in-
stant, transmitting to the undersigned, for communication to his Govern-
ment, sundry documents, containing a detailed statement of the circum-
stances under which the American brigEdwin, of New York, was boarded
and searched on the coast of Africa, by the officers of Her Majesty's sloop
of war the Columbine, and which had: been' made the'subject of complaint
to Her Majestv's Government in February last.
,The undersigned will 'take an . early: opportunity of transmitting. these

papers -to, his Government with .whm it alone .rests to decide.oup6' the.scAiepcy,of the explanation which has, .een given, of this transactionh'l'by
,ier,,waje~sty',s zaval officers..e ;

-Theundersigned renews to d P.ltuerSitn the assurances;Q-nf Ahjis-
.tirgUish~d, Qnsiderat jon.
.*; :> ,; .'2,.VSTEVENSON.

Riglit lion. Lord PALMERSTON, 4-C.



Mr. Mar.iX to Mr. Stevensoii.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE- -

'.....i, Washington, .ugu8s 28, 1840k
Ss:; By direction of- the Presidents 'I herewith transmit you copies'of

their papers in thecase iof the ,brig Douglas, of Duxbury, Massachusei6,
Alvyin. Baker, master, with instructions to make it: the subject of an iiium-
diate.demand upon the British Government for redress, and indemnit tIo
theowners and sufferers. The despatches which you have already re.
ceeive~d .frotm this .Departrnent on- kindred subjects render it unnecessary ti~t
I should say any-thing in elucidation of the principles involved in this case.
.You will perceive-however, from the accompanying papers, that the cir-
cumstances of unwarrantable search, detention, ill usage, and consequent
injury: to property and life, are of peculiar aggravation; and the President
therefore indulges the hope that the British Government will at once
recognise the propriety and justice of prompt and satisfactory retribution for
these unjustifiable acts of its officers, which have not only inflicted great
pri'vatewroiig, but are calculated to interrupt that harmony which it is for
the advantage, as it is no doubt the desire, of both Governments to preserve.

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
J. L. MARTIN,; cting Sccretary.

..?ANDREW STEVENSoN, Esq., *c.

Mr. Stevenson to Mr. PorSyth.-[EXTRACT.]
[No. 106.]

LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
London, November 6, 1840.

*~~~ . * . , * * *
*

I herewith transmit the copy of a note from Lord Palmerston, with an
extract from a despatch of Her Majesty's commissioners at the Havana,
relative to three American vessels, supposed to have been engaged in the
slave trade on the coast of Africa. I contented myself with a simple ac-

kno.wledgment of the papers, and that they would be forwarded for the
information of the President.

[Enclosure.]
..;, . -Lord Palmerston to Mr. Steven.son.

..A-:. ^ - FOREIGN OFFICE, September 10, 1840.
The~undersigned, Her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Forcign

Affairs, has the-honor to transmit to Mr. Stevenson, envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotentiary from the United States of America, th arc-
-companying extract-of a- dispatch frbr Her Majesty's commissioners at the
Havana) by which it appears that on the-12th of June 'the American brig
"CaGballero,"';on the 13th of June the American brig " Hudson,"'itand O



,the 24th of June the American ship C'rawford:" arrived at the Hau'na,
ini ballast, from the'.coat, of;,Africa* supposed tohave'bebn there engaged
in slave trade.
T u,:jndersigned requests that Mr. 'Stevenson will communicate this

paper' to the Government of the United States.''"T.h'e-u'n'de'rsigned avails himelf of this o'Ver iisnteauranc'ie fhivis dis opport~imit3 to renew to'Mr. Ste-.,etison'the assurance: off hisdistinguished consideration. ,
PALMERSTON..

*Sub-enclosure.]
Extract ofa despatchlfrom Her Majeqty's commissioners at Ike Hai'an

to Viscoutnt Paimermlon, dated
HAVANA, JUIY. 18, 1840.;

During the month of June the following vessels arrived from the coast
tsf.Africa; the two first, it is reported,'having landed sifvesat Puierto Rico.

,- June 2.-Spanish- schooner Constancia, in thirteen days from Pue'rto
Rico. Master's name, Pefiasco, consigned to -Messrs. Manzanedo and
Abrisqueta, notorious slavedeaiars..-
June 10.-Spanish schooner Feliza, likewise last from Puerto Rico;' mas-

:ter's name, Sanchez.
:June 12.-American brig Caballero, in thirty-three, days from Corisco,

tin ballast; Huffington, master.
Ju'ne 13.-American brig Hudson, in th.iity-seven days from Cabinda:,in

ballast; master's name,'Clift.
June 17.-Portuguese schooner, name unknown.
Jutie24.-American ship Crawford, in thirty-four days from Gallinas,

; ih ballast; consigned to the 'great slave dealer, Don Pedro Blanco ;: mas-
ter's name, Brown..
We may observe that the arrivals of the American vessels are published,

without scruple, even in the "Diario. --

Mr. Stevenson to Mr. rorsyth.-[RXTRAcT.]

:{[No. 108.] 'LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,
London, December 1, 1840.'

SIR: I herewith transmit a copy of the note which I addressed to' Lord
*lalmerston on the 13th jiltimo, in relation to the seizure and detention of
'the brig "Douglas," of Massachusetts,' on -the coast of Africa, by'the
VBritish cruiser " Termagant," with' Lord Palmieirst6n's reply to it. 'You

'rill-see that I presented the case as one of a highly offensive' aid uin-
varrantable character, and calling for theimrnediate action of H NroMajes-
1tVts 5Government. The`answer of'Lord Palmerston was prompt, but con-

` fined to an assnirance of an immediate and searching inquiry intothe fOita.
of the case.

likewise forward copies of two other notes to this GoVet~; 'oie
~in relation, &c., § § #' * and the other cornmunicatingthd'&ts;transmitted in your despatch (No. 75) on the subject of tlthb':`Bil tl
trade.-



044Rp.N.2 .

CEn4?euI No , .

Mr. Stevenmon tgo Loed Palmeton.
IL32 UPPgn zRO5VENORS t',

November13, 1846..
The .undersigned, envoy qxtraordinaryand minister plenipotent ary frop

the United States, has been instructed by his Governrment to transmit to
Lord Ptairnerston, Her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Foreigp
Affairs, the accompanying papers, containing the evidence of another un-.
warrantable search, detention, and ill usage of aft American vessel andi
her crew,opp the coast of Africa, by one of Her Majesty's cruisers _em-
played for the suppression of the slave trade,-and wwhich, in the opinion
of the President, forms a proper subject for. complaint and satisfactory

'J,0 (0qllo ivigearethe -prominent facts of the case:
T11he eXiqan -brig "Douglas,". of Duxbury, in Massachusetts, of 21

towsburep, and' comzmnanded by Alvin Baker, master, and William Arnoldi,.
. matesWiled frrom the. -avanaQn the 5.th of August, 1839,;laden withia
cargo of merchandise, and having sundry passengers on board,-bound:for
talepbq vtfhe rivprrJras..

That, on the 21st of October, this brig, whilst pursuing her voyagewas:
boJided 1by Leutenant Seagraim, from Her Majesty's brigantine cruiser
the "CTermagant," with some of her crew, who proceeded forthwith.,to
qv.eri-ha ship's papers and_ passengers' passports-ordered the hatch.
es, which were closed, to be broken open; the American flag, which uwr&
then flying, to he haulededown, and the vessel seized as a slaver.' That
tga, l rgpers :ande log hook [were then demanded, and Aaken, om
hp~r&-*p" r1dr~gaut1' end the ";.lDougla"' committed to the chargeiofia,
master and crew from the British cruiser, -who immediately.ordered the-
sW~tQ 1¢e;et, 4 proceeded to sea. .At six o'clockk, P. M., ten menmwere
sent on board with arms and provisions and the passengers taken!t6,the-
Termagant; and bgth vessels then made sail, and stood to the westward.
That, on the 23d of October, about.-daylight, a boat from the " Terma-

gatlt" came alongside of the "Douglas," with the purser and one of her
passengers, fOr. stores and provisions, and then returned lo the cruiser.
That, from the 91st to the 26th of October, the American brig contin-.

ued ii -charge of Her Majestv's cruiser, when they parted and lost sight
o.f, Bah r; the brig, however, still continuing in possession of the of-
.qqrf,4r,4 ri, fromn, the " Termagant."
ThW, si that 2,9th, and to the westward of Popoe, on the, African coLst,

tl.e":~t.Tsxpaganl"i' again appeared alongside of the "Douglas,".and hove-
,o,; senft.te !upercargo and purser on :board, ordered Captain Baker tpo;.

,4o~Xd. tle? :crpjsrer and Lieutenant Seagramn then delivered to him his pa-
w; pjiernis1ion. to proceed on his voyage.

.Il~pvpangers werP 'also perniitted to return to the "Douglas,"-a-l0,
/t1,o.-".T ing~an1t' having taken her prize crew and officer on..board,,t4&-
fl'ouglas" made all sail for the river Bras.
.,m ,. le-66th of ,November, the * Doquglas" anchoredAr,thee'un,

((4SiSq9tF>9pg4belAfirican coast,) which she left on the 14th of.Decepbpr,
a fp1x~q~ded, in ballast, to Curagoa, where she arrived on the !2$1 of
January, 1840.



;*,'b. t,.Qlheti.6th Qf Feb.,ruayarhe.,$*iled fro0 .Clthaa,wi khrgo
...f 1Ea~l if r4A! H.avanta, which ahroaoh~d.,9n the 2.istofFhatmpnt,h. :.
*, t., thI~e panwge, froms ,he,.pvs~ti0tia1 coast of Africa tq_ Curogo,.
.tle 'fcP>iFgleaS0 lt tirWe of ;her crew, (two,Aw riansea;.e-, viz:
,ilto, Xl.~y, o.f Prqvideiw and Andrew Cl!ough, of )BoQptqn adA Fred. ck

; uh.jct,) wyho vwep¢keq n ill,.ke d died.
4h.z't:,tbQh cc pougls," at the tiqn o('hlwr sailing ,frOp the Hayana, w4s
~tighch,5s~tanp1,nd strong,; had her hatches wqcll q-.lked and covered,.and
:W andr dtlicientlyrmanned,.a.du provided .w;h all things needful
44,ir4er.vmyae, and was in that. state whel sh.e was boarded,and literai-
ly. cpturqd, ?by, the lBritishl cruiser.-
.,Slc~h are.;the. fafctsdetailed in the. prLotest of the captainantidmate,hm¢-
with transmitted, and which,. it is presumed, can leave. no. doubt as .to,

.,the upprovked an.4 flagrant character of tbe proceding,.or the repara-
.tiqndupe the rights of the ULnited States and the honor of their flqg-
I sqprnstiing the tabject to the notice of Her Majesty's GQovernmnti.it

.cannot;.-be nqedcul, that the ,undersigna4 should .do more than refer Jr0d
m~alr~on to :the correspondence .whiph has heretoforee taken place. .b-

.qqnthqe two Governments, anid more especially to the three fQtes which
.;the~in igned had. the hon1l~or of ddressing. to hislords hip unr1r dates.
.of .tjip, .5,of,February, 15th of May,,and the ith of Augustalas,.andto
peiprs the...painful regret which. the Government of the United SJtates
feel, that the remonstrances whiGh have been heretofore -iae should
havey prxv.ed .navailing i preventing the repetition of :sqch-a1bgse as
those which have so repeatedly been made the subject o£ nqxpig~aint
againstXor.Mlajest~y'^ naval officers.

.>Her M~.jefty,'s Qovernmueot cannot bp insensible of the strong sire
'.jhieh! the %£okvernn~lt. of tJW.e United States,.an4 the natiQn at f.fee
in the. cp'et anhihlilation of the African slave trade. The coQurse pir-
"smd, for-the ast thirty yars is .beat .rlculted to imrk-the feeli~ngsprand
.opjpiniwaoftie ~vor~ngnent and people ofthet~nited States in relio
to a t~rafic ,.w prQperiy.regarded,.bv 1ont civilized natiqns, as,ahke~re-
pugnant to justice and humanity, and -which, in reiationto ihe_pTited

* States, is, kot the less so tall thq dictates of a squad, policy.
.-It. is true that the ,Amnerican GQvernment -have .declined ,to hescega.
;party in tIreqties with other nations for, the suppression of -the, slave: trae..
,Although repeatedly urged by Her Majesty's. Government to 4o, soithee

united4States,,ha e beeui forced to a lipe alt conventional araigements
.bywrlich ,tIh~oaicers of ships of war of either coifltry.should have 4he
.right to lhoard,:,e.arch, or capture, or carry into forign ports for adjudA-
tionthe vessels, of each other engaged in the slave trade. Iqde d,.itf'y
!ke .ell. dopbted, apart .from .other consideratione, whether Ohe;Onwtu-
tional powers of the Arperican GovernntwQold be competent to ary
into effect those portions of the existing system. so munsakly'n4ces-
-sary-togive. it the character ofjlust reciprocity,.
.Thes, objections on the part of tbe.United Sutates hawve been repeatedW
and fra nidy made known.to Her Majesty's Qovqverlnent,anda.,.daiuht~es,
wellunderstood by the British cabinet; and-the ,n-tore espetiallo,yaoe;A.it
was, n,obst le.prooeedingfrom the same prztcipI.,;hich, it ia reamned,
prevented Great Britain herself from becoming'eW.ay,, a ;proIthe
Holy Altiane..- It 'will not, however, be understood that the United States
have been insensible to the friendly spirit of confidence with which these



a'jlicationb havrd beene iade ion 'th part 'of Her MajG'&'G6verntmien
or that they have ceased to feel -that' sting solcitude for then tctalaniit.
'hilhtio' ef the`tbaffidihich has -istinguiihed the whole course of'thir
pt li~y.i 'Onfithe" contrary,, having been the first to-abbieis ,tihi te
Dewtent'df their authority, tihe tra-isp6rtation of the. natives of Afric- into
slavery, by prohibiting: he introduction of. slaves, an'ld by punishing tlir
o*n' titizetis for participating in the traffic; and having, moreover, tduk'n
the teps' which' it deemed to be' proper to prevent the abuse of theirtfig,

-by the' subjects of other Powers,' the Government of the'UJnit'ed Statesdin'
not'but'feel sincere gratification at the progress made by the efforts'of(other
natiilns for the general extinction of this odious traffic, and, consequently,
"iininished solicitude to give the fullest efficacytotheir own laws.'and
*egulaiionis on the subject.

:They cannot, however, consent that the provisions of the treaties in faWe
between Great Britain and other Powers, for its abolition, and to'vhibh
ihe6y are riot a party, shall be made to operate uipon the commerceiabd
citizens of the United States. It cannot but be apparent to Her Majesty's
'Government that these treaties are of a nature which cannot-audiidght
uiot to be'applied to thie United States, under any restrictions orrnodifid.'-
tions' whatever; and the more especially, as they have neither colonies n6r
'the means of carrying out those measures, of maritime' policy and su'rveiL.
lance which- form the basis of these treaties, and are so indispensably n'ces.
wsary to their execution.
-In -withholding its assent, therefore, from thb existing system, and'ab.

staining from- all conventional atrangements'yielding the right of search
to the arrped vessels and cruisers of each other, Her Majesty's'Governmeht
-must be 'sensible that the United States have'been influenced alone'by con.
:siderations arising out of the character-of their institutions and policy; and
that, having taken the mi'asures which it deemed' to, be expedient, and
proper: in relation to this subject, the 'Government of'the United States can
'Only leave to other nations to pursue freely the cotirse which their judg.
.utnt'or -policy may dictate, and in'relatifbi'to which the United States cer.
thinlyy eala have no disposition to interfere.

The -undersigned has therefore been' instructed, in presenting this'cae
'tbt-'Lord Palmerstonl's 'notice again, in-'the.m6st earnest manner-to assure
his lordship that these cotitinued violations of the flag of the United States,
ahnd unprovoked wrongs inflicted by British cruisers -upon' the right,'aitd
property of its citizient, under, whatever color or pretext,' cannot longer be'
i'permitted by the 'Government' of 'the United States; and that he has ,ac0
ldordingly been instructed to dgpress to his korphi'pl the confident expects
`tion of the President that Her Majestr's Government will -not:only attonie
'r~eZognise the propriety arid justice 'of -making pimpt retribution for tli

.' uwarrant'able conduct of Lieutenant'Seagram' iti the present case,:bift thin&
it'-will'take suitable .ind eflicienLtmeans to prevjit future recurrenceot'li
.such abuses, involving, as they t66 dften do, not only great -private wroo,_
and consequent injury to property and life, bat calculated to interruptthn
harmony which is for the advantage, as it is :o 'doubt the desire','of blft
Governments to preserve. -,
',-Thbe undersigned prays Lord Palmerston to accept- assurances of his do$.
tinguk hed consideration.'

A. STEVENSON.



Lord Paemeraton, oMr.'.Sthenspn.
FOREIGN OFICE, ANovember 19, 1840.

The undersigned, Her 'Majestri's principal Secretary of State for Foreign
Affair93, haesrecrcived the note which Mr. Stevenson, envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotentjary from "the United States of America! at- "this
,court, addressed to him con the 13th instant, complaining, on 'the part-of the
lJUnited States Government, of the. couduact of Lieutenant Seagram, of, Her
:MD jesty's brigantine "tlermagant," inlhaving detained the, United States
brig "Douglas.": The undersigned has to assure Mr.' Stevenson'thatiHor
Majesty's Government will at all times be desirous of repressing and.pre-
venting any violation of the flag of the United States by officers of the Brit-
,ishnavy. With this view, indeed, Her Majesty's Govbrnment, previously
tolhe receipt of Mr. Stevenson's note of the I 3th-instant; hhd,.on.rebeivinv
.froip Lieutenant Seagram an account of the transaction referred to, 'caiie

`p that officer to explain more fully and particularly the grounds Yjionwhich-he had considered himself justified in detaining a-ship 'under Amei-
.icantcolors, and with papers showing her to be American property.

Her Majesty's Government have ndw directed a prompt; and searching
.inquiry to be made into the facts of the case, as stated in Mr. -Stevenson's
note; and the undersigned will not fail to communicate furthervith;1i.
Stev'enson upon the subject,so soon as Her Majesty's GovernThent shall
,Have learnt tile result of the inquiries instituted.

The undersigned availsthiAself of this occasion, to renew to MbwSteven-
son the assurances of his distinguished consideration.

.;1 . PALMERSTON.

£Encloeure No. 3.1
Mr. Stevenson to Lord Prlmerston.

32 UPPER GROSVENOR STREET,
NovemIber..20, 640.

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipoteifiary fromt
the United States, has the honor to acknowledge :the recar.ry of the tiote
which Lord Palmerston, Her Majesty's principal Secretaiy of,.Statefor
Foreign Affairs, addressed to him yesterday, in reply -to that of the. inder-
;igned of the 13th instant, complaining of the conduct of:.Lieutenant Sea'.
gram, of Her Majesty's brigantine "s Termagant," in relation toithe AAmer-.
ican brig "6 Douglas,' off the coast of Africa, and. will take an eatly :oppor-
tunity of transmitting it for the information of his Government.'
The undersigned derives, in the mean time, much satisfaction from the

prompt and friendly assurance of Lord Palmerston, that, previously to the
receipt of the note of the undersigned, Lieutenant Seagram had been called
upon to explain filly and particularly the grounds npon which he had
considered himself justified in detaining a ship under Americad colors and
with American papers; and that' Her Majesty's Government had further
directed a prompt and searching inquiry to be made into all the' facts of
the case.
The undersigned renews to Lord Palmerston assurances of his diitin-

.gtuished consideration. . ' .
A. STEVENSON.



dW3 a~~~Re. ;7-0I...q$3$.
IEn_0ogurelo. 4.)

'Mr. Stevenson to 'Lord Palmerston.

32 UPPXR GROSVENOR STrFs-r,.
-Noveneber 10, M40..

'MY-LORD: The President of the United States, solicitous to conthibtti,
as fir as in his power, to promote the wishes of Her Majesty's Governeiieit
for the suppression of the slave trade, has authorized me to communicate
to your lordship, in such mariner as I might deem most suitable,,extracs.
from two communications which have been received by the American
Government from their consul in Tripoli, and one of their naval offlceis,
who'hasrecently returned to the United, States from the coast of Africa,'

As many of the facts and suggestions contained in these papers m4y'be
regadedlas of all interesting and important character, and of which'?our
lordship may sot be fully apprised, I have deemed it best to communicate
.thpm .in extenso, and with that' view I have now the honor of doinglso.
Your lordship will permit. me to add my earnest hope that they may prove
serviceable in-the efrts which Her Majesty's Government are making for
the' extinction of this inhuman and intolerable scourge.

[Ldoem it.proper also to state to your lordship that the characters-of 'the
individuals. by;whom these communications have been made, for integrity
and good sense, entitle their statements to implicit confidence.
With sentiments of high respect and esteem, I have the honor to-be

your lordship's obedient and faithful servant,
A. STEVENSON.

Mr. Forsyth to Mr.. Stevenson.
KNoB s2.]
[No.82.]- . 'DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

WTclashington, December 3, 1840.

'SiR: The accompanying papers were transmitted to the Department,
through thehonorable James Buchanan, by Messrs. Eldridge, .Ramsey,'&
Co., merahants.'of St. Thomas, West Indies. They relate to the seizure,
detention, and consequent pillage of the schooner lago, of New Orleans,
by Her 'Bkktannic Majesty's brigantine Termagant, Lieutenant Seagrait,
master. 1' am directed by the President to instruct .,you to bring the oir-
cumstances: to the attention of the British GLovernment, and to. foundithere-
on: a;demand of redress for the outrage and damage suffered through these
unjustifiableeacts. a &

I -am, &c.
JOHN FORSYTIT-L

.A1DREW STEVN.SON, Esq., 4i-c.

[Enclapuros,]

LANCASTER, October 9,.1840..
,Dinm Sim:Itake the liberty of transmritting to you a package.of papers

which has been forwarded to me from St. Thomas,. by Eldridge, 'Ramsqy,



&,iCb.,i-erchrnte of that port. Thlose papers relate to thealleged capture
aid robbde~tof the American schooner lago, by the authority of the British
ioGelriiemeit-; and it is the desire of thee gentlemen that the AMrerican:.
Government should interpose, through. their minister at London, and; ob-
tain in indemniity for them.

1-aam neither acquainted with Eldridge Ramsey, & Co., nor thiE Verits of;
the clbibn; bitt 'they have been introduced to me by letter from Josiah
Lo6dhirt, of St. Thomas, with whom I was formerly acquainted.

hIddress you, because I do not kn6w whether Ar. Forsyth is in Wash-
injtog. Please to drop me such ant answer as I may forward to St. Thiomas.

Yours, very respectfullly,
- ~~~~~JAMES BUC:HiANAN.-

J L. MARTIN, Esq.,
Chief Clerk of he Department of State.

ST. THOMUAS, September 19, 1840..
Sin: We have the pleasure herewith to forward an introductory letter

from our friend Josiah Lockhart, Esq., as also a parcel of docunients rela-
tive to the American schooner Iago, which was illegally captured and
robbed (as will fully appear) by the authority of the British Government.
We shall feel particularly obliged, would you forward the same iin its

proper course for adjustment; and are, dear sir, your obedient servants,
ELDRIDGE, RAMSEY, & CO.

Hon. JAMES BUCHANAN,
Ya(s/hington city, D. C.

By this public instrument of declaration and protest, be it known, that on
the 5th day of April, r839, before me, Edward Power, Queen's advocate
and notary public, duly authorized and practising in this colony of Sierra
Leone, personally came and appeared Adolphe Dupony, master of the Amer-
ican schooner or vessel called Iago, of the measurement of 53J tons, or
thereabouts, belonging to the city of New Orleans, in the United' States of
America, who, being duly sworn on the Holy Evangelists-of Almighty God,
deposeth and saith: That he wvas master of the American schooner or ves-
sel called Iago; and that he set sail from Matanzas, in the island of Cuba!, on
or about the 12th day of November, 1838, to go to Cape Mesnra& dn' the
coastof Africa., to trade in palm oil, camwood, and other Africanproduce;
and that, after pursuing his voyage to different parts of the coasts hti Atrived
at Cape St. Paul, where he landed his cargo, and whence he was preparing
to go into the; interior of the country to traile, and that he had: already
bought a quantity of palm oil and other African produce. Ai-d, this de-
ponent further makes oath and says, that on or about the 21st day of Feb-
rtiary, 1839,:and whilst within 5° 46' north latitude, and 00 55' east, and
whilst this deponent was on shore as aforesaid, the said American schooner
or vessel called Iago, whereof this deponent was master, was boarded by
Lieutenant S. Seagram, commanding Her Britannic Majesty's brigantine of
war Termagant, and that, dt'ring such absence as aforesaid, this deponelnt's.
trunk was broken open, and a slm of money, amounting to 1 16 Spanish
doubloons and 54 dollars, was taken therefrom, and that this deponent's
chronometer and his-watch were also taken away; and that the hold of his
vessel was opened, and a large quantity of wine was drunk, destroy d,'and
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lost; and that when this deponent went on board the said American schooner
or vessel called jago, hle found that all his men had. been conveyed;:on
board Her Britannic Majesty's brigantine of war Termagant, except the
mate, and that- this deponent asked permission from the commander of the
said brigantine to search the said sailors; and that, upon doing so, he found.
upon them a sum of money amounting to 114 doubloons and 19 dollars;
and that the said sailors informed him that thev had taken the said money
because they were afraid that they would be set oln shore, and abandoned,
and that the. said, schooner or vessel called Jago would be destroyed; and
that they tried to secure the said money for the said Adolphe 'Dupony, thia
deponent, and also to procure necessaries of life when so left on shore. And
this deponent further males oath and says,.that all his clothes were left on
shore, and that they have been entirely lost; and, further, that all hiscrew,
and a passenger named Bourjolli, a native of Baltimore, were put on shore
at Cape St. Paul, and that this depornent was detained and brought to Sierra
Leone, where he arrived on or about the 1stlh-day of March, 1839; and,
further, that' Lieuitenant Henry S. Seagram, the commander of Her Britannic
Majesty's brigantine Termagaiit, endeavored to proceed against this dop6.
nent in the British apd. Spanish mixed court of justice, established in this
colony for the prevention of an illicit traffic in slaves, but that the said court
would notallow such a proceeding; and on or about the 30th dav of March>:
1839, the said deponent was again put into possession of the said schooner'
or vessel called lago, and that this was done in the presence of four mas--
ters of vessels, who signed the receipt lor the said vessel, and who were
present when an inventory was made of the articles on board the said
schooner or vessel called lago: Therefore, the said Adolphe Dopony, nias-
ter' of the saidnAmerican schooner or vessel called Iago,oil his own behalf,
and on the part and behalf of every one interested in, or in any respect con-
cerned in, the said American schooner or vessel called lago, doth hereby
protest against the said Lieutenant Henry S. Seagram, comimiander of:Her:
B.ritannic Majesty's brigantine of war Termagant, and for all losses, costs,
damages, deniurrage, and expenses already incurred and suffered, or which.
may hereafter accrue, by reason of the illegal detention'-;of the said Ameri-
can schooner or vessel called Iago; arid I do further. on the part of the said:
master, Adolphe Dupony, protest against the said Lieutenant Henry. S..
Seagram, for the loss of cargo, clothes, a chronometer, and other things,
amounting in value to the suml of X2,167, which were suffered by the said'!
master, Adolphe Dupony, by reason of the illegal detention of the said
schooner or vessel called Iago.

Anid I, the said notary public, at the request of the said master, Adolphe
Dupony, do hereby solemnly protest in form aforesaid; and I have granted
these presents under my seal of office, to serve and avail as occasion shall
or may require.

- ~EDWARD) POWER,
Queen's advocate and Notary Public.

Sworn by the said Adolphe Dupony the day otl which it bears date,
by me,

EDWARD POWER,
Notary PlIblzi.

A. DUPONY.
Witress:

CHARLES FRzEWCH. [L. S.]
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Beforep-; the uundersigned, Conrad C. Moe, counselIlr of justice, and,
nptary public and. royal for the island of St..'l'honas, in America, person-
ally came and appeared, this twelfth day of February, eighteen hundred
apd fortyi,,Mr. -Adolphus Dupony; and after having been duly identified to.
me, the said notary, by persons of respectability of this place, at a native of,
Leghorn, iW Tuscany, and citizen of the United States of America, natural-
ized ni New Orleans, and formerly captain of the American schooner
"6Yago," of and from said place, trading, from Matauzas, island of Cuba, to.
Cape Mesurado and lower coast of Africa, for palm oil and others African
produce, declaring hereby, in optimazr rmajuris, to nominate. constitute,
authorize,.and appoint the commercial house of Eldridge, Ramsey, &--Co.,
of this place, his true, certain, and lawful attorney, for the special purpose
to claim, demand, recover, and receive, of and from all and every person or
persons authorized, or Governments, wvhom it doth, shall, or- may concern,
all and whatsoever is or may become due, owing, and payable unto the ap-.
pearer, on account ofthe unlawful seizure of the American schooner " Yago'?
Vb Her Britannic Majesty's ship "'Termiagant;" and on recovery and re-
ceipt of the whole, or any part thereof, to give and to grant acquittance and.
discharge, and generally to do, negotiate, perform, decree, and sign all acts,
matters, anid ihirig, as vell judicially as extrabjudicially, that circumstances
may require, and the said lhouse of Eldridge, Ramsey, & Co. should find
requisite or necessary, for the effectual security and support of the appearer's.
right and interest, and the recovery of his said just claim and demand.l for
the unlawful seizure of the American schooner ;Yago" by Her Britannric
Majesty's ship " Termnagant," and whatever is dependent thereupon or
incident thereto, as fully and effectually, to all intents and purposes'as the
appearer himself might or could do if personally' present ;1te ippearer
hereby. giving and granting his said attorney (the commercial house of
Eldridge, Ranisey,& Co.)fiacultalem substiluendi et revoeandi queoies ofpu&
in and touching the, premises, and promising and hereby binding himself to
ratify, confirm, and hold fer valid, all and whatsoever the said commercial
house of Eldridge, Ramsey, & Co., or their legal substitutes, shall do or
cause to be done by virtue of the present power: which he thereupon rati-
fled and signed, before me, the said notary, in presence of the subscribing
witnesses, in St. Thomas.

A. DUPONY.
Datum tit supra.
Actum presentibus testibus

E. B. STEPHENS.
MCWNEGILLE!RUSS.

Quod attestor:
C. C. MOE, [L. S.]

NXot. Pub. Reg.

1, Hlenry F. Seagram, lieutenant-and commander of Her Majesty's brig-
antine 4"Fermagarit," hereby Mdeclare, that on this 21st day-of=-February,
1839, being in about latitude 5° 46' north, longitude 00 55' east, I detained
the schooner named the "LIago," (Spanish property,) sailing under American
colors, not armed, commanded by A. Dupony, who was on shore; and the
mate (Gayetano Bri) declared her to be bound from Matanzas, island of
Cuba, to Cape Mesurado, and back to Mataizas, with a crew consisting of

aorl:
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one' master, one mate, six men,and one passenger, equipped fov th& tropfic
irstabes, contraryto the treaty with the Queen Regent of Spain, signed
at Madrid, Juine 25, 1835; 'a~nd that the papers and dociftbints~sbii& by
nb on bbard the said schooner, being marked from No. 1 to No. 4, ate
~enutflerated 'in the following list:

I; Log of proceedings, in Spanish.
2. Register. ---
3. List of crew.
4.. Parcel containing letters, &c.

H. F. SEAGRAM,
Lieutenant and Comtnma*der.

H. M. SHIP VIPzzi, May 19, 1839.
These are to certify that the " Iago" schooner gave us a long chase, and,

when boarded, refused to open her hatches until he had seen Lieutenant
Mifllen, and was inclined to be very insolent, both to the conimander and'
myself. He was-only detained until we had boarded him. It WEs after
firing four guns before he hove to, and three before he hoisted his colors.

H. S. JULIAN, Mate, at sea.

Cet officer ment; il ne m'a-tir6 que deux coups de'canon, et le second
.aprs que j'avais mis en pane. Si le capitaine me parle le chapeau sur la
tete c'est un malhonnete, et je ne dois pas oter la mien.-19 Mai, 1839.

A. DUPONY.
Le pavilion 6tait hiss6 depais le matin, et c'est un infame ineisonge.

A. D.

Adolphus Dupony, from Leghorn, in Tuscany, citizen of the United
States, niaturalized in New Orleans, formerly captain of the schooner"' Yaw
go,"1 from the same city, bou-ndfr6hi Matanzas, island of Cuba, for Cape
Mesurado and lower coast of Africa, for trading palm oil and other Afri-
can produce, arrested in Cape St. Paul by an English vessel.

The following sums, having been found in the possession of the crew
belonging to the schooner "lago," I left in charge of Mr. Stevens, the
prize master, viz: to be given into the possession of the mixed commission
court at Sierra Leone:

One bag containing 58 doubloons.
One " " 56
29 mixed dollars.

H. F. SEAGRAM,
Lieutenant and Commander.



{No. 26.] SECRErARYP'S OFFICE,
''olony of Sierra Leone.

Permit to depart on their voyage from this colony to the leeward coast
the undermentioned individuals, passengers onl board the "Iag;,'' D1lpony
commander, and bound to thle leeward coast:
Jos6 Dolores.
Francisco Gomcz, H.In all, four passports.
Ramon Mora,
Antonio Rodriguez,

Given under my hand and the seal of office, at Freetown,. this[L. s s6th day of April, 1839.
J. KRUJZ

Colonial Secretary.

MAY 14, 1839.
This is to certify that the American schooner lago, Captain A., Dupony-

was lying at anchor at the port of Away, on the coast of Africa, Cape St.
Pauil's; and, as said captain says to me, has come from Sierra Leone to
This place for the purpose of taking his people on board again, but could;-
not find themn and, also, to take his cargo on libard, but, as he tells me.
,could find nothing.

S. SMITH,
Captain0 f brig Alor is Cooper.

In pursuance of an act of Congress of the United States of America,-
entitled " An act concerning the registering and recording of ships or ves-
sels," Adolphus Dupony, of the city of New Orleans, and State of Louis-
iana, having taken or subscribed the oath required by the said act, and
having sworn that he is the true and only owner of the ship or vessel
called the Iago, of New Orleans, wvherenfhe (Adolphus DLIpo0ny) is at present
master, and is a citizen of the United, States, as he hath sworn, and that
the said ship or vessel was built at Hampton, State of Virginia., ill the year
1836, as it also appears from a certificate of registry (No. 96) issued at this.
port on the 6th day of December, -1839, n6AV sUrrendered-propertyI
changed ; and said certificate of registry having certified tlat'the said ship
or vessel has one deck and two masts, and that her length is fffty-eiglht feet
three inches, and her breadth sixteen-feett nine inches, her depth'six feet three-
inches, and that she measures fifty-three.and sixteen ninety-fifths tons; that
she is a schooner-has a square stern, no galleries, atid a billet head; and
the said Adolphus I)upony having agreed 'to the description and admeas;
urement above specified,.and sutlicient security having been given, ace
cording to the said act, the said schooner has been duily registered at the;
port of New Orleans.

Given under our. hand anc seal, at the port of Nexw;Orleans, this,
[L. s.] 3d day of November, iil the year one tliousanid eight hun-

dred and thirty-seveni.
J. WV. BREEDLOVE, Collector.
H. D. PEIRE, Naval Officer.

46



List of persons composing the crew of tMe schooner" ltogo," of New Orleans, whereof is master .0. btupony,&oundfor
Matanzas.

Names.

Fred(trick Gadepaille
Gayetan Brtu - -
Joseph Flores - -

John Pach - -
John Brown - -
Alous Jayen - -

Places of birth.

New Orleans
Pensacola

Do.
Do.

New Orleans
Do.

Places of residence.

New Orleans
Pensacola

Do.
Do.

New Orleans
Do.

Of what country citizens. or
subjects.

United Suttes of America
Do,
Do.

. Do.
Do.
Do.

Vescription of their pergor.

Ageti.

27
22

29
28
26
12

Height.
Fe cheek.

Complexio -Hair.

Regular
White
Dark
Do.
Do.
Do.

Browi.
Do.'

Black.
Do.
-Do.
Do.

A. DUPONY.
HAVANA, September 3, 1838.

0
b

,.

N

Table: List of persons composing the crew of the schooner "Iago," of New Orleans, whereof is master A. Dupony, bound for Matanzas.



CONSULATE OP TiE UNITED,&ifATZi., o.P;AMrIc&A, 1avJana..r.
I, John A. Smitbl vice consul ofthe: United States of America, do hereby'

ce0tify, that on the day of the date hereof, before me personally appeared
A.-Dupony,-master of theI schooner " lago," of New Orleans, and, being
duily sworn, did declare that the list hereto attached contains the names of
the'persons composing the crew of said: vessel, together with the- places of
their birth and residence, so far as he can ascertain the same.

ln testimony whereof, I hereunto set my hand and affix my seal of
office, at Havana, this third day of September, in the year-of our-[L s@] Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, and of :the
independence of the United States the sixty-third.

JOHN A, SMITH...

CONrSULATE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
iMatanzas, Novembe'r 9, 1839.

I, Charles P. Traut', vice consul of the United States of America at thi-s
port, and residing within the same, do certify. that on this day before me
personally appeared A. Dupony,'master of the schooner fiag6," of 'Ne'w-
Orleans, and, being duly sworn, did' declare that John. Pach, John Brown,.
4nd Alous Jayen, seamen named and described in the above list, have de-
serted and left said vessel while lying in this port; and that he has ship-
ped Antonio Dias, Jos6 Monso Abascal, Ramon Garcia, Bartolo Seguinss,
Geronimo Dias, Jos6 Garcia, Francisco Anton, and- Manuel Chirombo-
said vessel now bound on a-voyage to Cape Mesuradb. :

[L. S.] Witness my hand and seal of office hereto affixed.
CHARLES P. TRAUTY,

Vice Consul.

Continuation du journal de la goe'lette .Inz6ricaine Zago de la Nrou'velle
Orleans, partie de Matanzas, Isle de Cuba, pour la c6te d'4frique,
et Cap Mesurado, arretde ct envoyee 4 Sierra Leone, pari le brickA-goiette
Anglais Termagant.

Du 22 Janvier, 1S39, A 2 heures P. M., ktant a116 i' board pour' savoir ce.
que le commandant d6sirait, j 'ai trouv6 le navire plein de matelots. Anglaiss
un officier v6tu en bourgeois, ma~malle rompue, mes 6coutilles ouvertes, mes
papiers, mon argent efriport6, et mon second m'a dit que des le martin o02
avait emmen6 l'6quipage a bord du navire de gnerre, que s.eul it 6tait rest, et
avaitresist6 aux exc(s criminals des sc~lerats qui s'6taient enipar's du navire',
mais que l'on n'avait eu aucun 6gard a ses representations; que d~s 1a veille-
ma malle avait Wt6 rompue pour prendre les papiers cluinavire, et qu'ils.
avaient Ut6 emport6s a bord du brick-goelette, que dutrant tonte ia nuit, le-
navire avait 16 I' la merci des matelots Anglais, qlui s'6taient cowPo)ot6s de
la mani&e la plus effrer6e, s'enivrarit, brisant, et volant, etc. etc etc. A 20 30"
P. M.,le commandant est venu a ncon bord et m'a remis un papier sign6de sa,
main; je lui ai represented la fausset6 et l'ioimqiit6 de son coilentu, que inotb
chargement ftait aterre,etallait etre pille ainsi qne mcb el~tr etc.; qulej'allaisz
souffrir des dornmages et pertes terribles. Tout a 616 iniutile; ii &in'a rpioondt
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qu'il serait bo 'pdir-idpayrftkju'iAuftIti:;ub'j'di-ie ASierra Lede:; -toit
e :quie j7ai a'puobtdnir a 6tC6-d6 fair& renidtre u.noprti-de moti.argebtqui a
&-triquiv sur mes matelots -etofficiers;,qui n.'ont dit qt'ilsdl'veitips

poiit{ me; .te porter A terrs. Tout ceiqueijed ui ai:dit pour tesiowsser vepir&vec
uoi-ia serVi Anrien; Jo les ai vus: crtiement jetI a terrei, avtc.leUrr&e'et*
ebet uw b~ril !de' beeuf et autre de biscuit Ces gens,:demandient-la,:mort
ainsi quc le passager Mr. Bourjoli ; je les ai recomnaandAs iI iVhiuinait6
*:des Igres. Est il possible qu'en teraps de: paixentre les Etats Unis et le
.Gotivernemevit h:nglai6, il. s&ecomnmette Ides atrocit6s de cette espiice, et que
1'Angleterre envoiesur cette cateo des pirates plus. crLels quo les n6gres?
C'est une honte.et une abominatinn. Je protested contre;le Gouvernement
AtIi@.iKpour' donner des navires arms A de pareils scel6rats, ainsi que
contre le commandant pour la perte de mon chargement, et les dommages et
int6rets, etc. etc. D6s aujourd-hui etant prisonnier, je n'ai plus tenit de
journal jusqu' mon arrive a Sierra Leone, oA j'ai 6t6 d6tenu A bord, sans
communication, pendant trois;jouys Apres lesquiels jlai 6t.6 conduit chez un
avocat mu/4tre, (ces infanmes assassins :q!i conmandent les; navires de
guerre Anglais oiut 6W choisis pour plaider poir eux contre des blanps un
hormme de coioleur c'est tout dire,) J'os~ere que mo crotometre. at nXia
.,oritre m"lavaientW otilev~es; ce r euImtremei dit qUoe lon ~alait ue: rendie
mes papiersaet mon nlaviro q6'rtantAmricain la mixed commission -A.
glais et s'o disant Es.pagn'oIe n'avait riei A' avoir avec moi, et pe v.oulait
pa rn'admnettre. Je nc pus obtenir aucune justice, on voulut me fire allg
; bord pa-r ruse et par force, pour m'enmener Je ne sais ou, et ensuite,
corme cela.i tt fait A autre navire Anmericain, m'abauidonner au milieuides
iers, (voila coniment ces criminals tachent d'ensevelir leurs. sceleratesses.)
Ivir. Dunlap, qui s'est dit officer du Termagant,- alla jusqu'a me dire qu'il
avait la~force oen main, et pqe si Je ne me rendais pas le lendemain avant
midi a bord, im'y feraient coniuire. J'eus recours an Gouverneur pour
obtenirles dbc'nmens et protest dont j'avais besoin, et etre enfin juLg6. II rue
dit que cola ne les regardait pas; que c'6tait l'affaire de l'amiral, quii est
abseent; mais qu'il me donnerait sa. protection si l'on voulait m'enlev,er de
force. N'est ce pasuno infarnie, de conduire les navires a Sierra Leone, ou
ils no petivern obieliir justice que ode I'aniral, et cc rneme armiral n'y cst
jamnais, et n'y a pas ini representant? Sierra Leone est le n),anoir des pirates.
Enfin le 30 mois on me rendi. mon navire et la partie de l'argent qqu'on
avait trouly( stir mon C6quipagetelMr. Stevens, le capitaine de prise, 'ayalit
pas compdarnu quand on fit l'inventoire les 4 capitainos experts y pr.cederent.
Cet ofricior s'est tres bien compoiie avec moi, ainsi que los mateiotsi depuis
notre lt part jusqi'auiderniernioment. Au sgir j'ai embarque, uW matelot
Esypanrol, )our gardenela goclette avec Ie cuisinlier, qu; est le seul,}omme
qu on ait laiss6 ilmaccornpagnrer de tout 1'6qluipage, les jours suivansj ai
emi!harlue6 tin maitre et deux inatelots .ELs;pag'nols, avec lcurs passports; et
apres avoir pris les provisions'n(cessaires, le 1o Avril t 5° P. I., je mee suis
.nis a l.t voile potir aller 'a la rcchercie de mon 6quipage et chargement.

Dit 10 Avril au JeTudi 11 Avril, 1839, vent At OSO., bon frais; a 7° P.
MI,, relive lo cap de Sierra Leone au, SE.A la distance de S°; a 90 P. AT., vire
deo 6rd, cap au S.; A S M.N. les Iles Irtanos A Int distance de 10 A 1'E. * N.

DuI 11 au Vendredi 12 Avril, vent ONO0., faihble, beau temps; irmunie cap
a 12 A. M., cap SSE. ; 'a S0 A. Al., cap A. ENE.; 'a S" P. M., irnoulli par:7
brasses 'a la barre de Sherbroo; 'a 7 A. NI.. d6rape pour aller A Gallinas 6o
11011s avons mouillc a midi.
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Du 12 au Samedi 13 AvriL--'?aikt6 terre pour acheter du tabac A con-

signer des objets que j'ai regus A Sierra Leone; beaui temps; belle brise;
le navire en rade.
Du 13 au.D)irn che 14'Avril, 1839.-Etant.jouir de fate, on Wa pu riea

debarquer m~me temps.
Diil4-a'u Lirmdi l-5 Avril.-Beau temps; la'goi4ette Gabone-e arrfh~e-.

et lee a.eml4arqu( le tabac et lVeau de vie que je lui ai donn6s; A 10° A.;M.
nous avons fait voie de conserve.
Du 15 au Mardi i6 Avril..-A 6? IP. M., nous sommes sur le. cap Mont

a la distance d'un mille, et nous continuous toutte6'a nuit; d 40 A. M., fOrte
tournade de terre; A 100 A. M. en calme deva.nt le Cap Mesurado; mis le
navire en parure et 6t6 A terre.
Du 16 au Mercredi 17 Avril.-Faite route pour New Cestre, ioj.ai

mouilli A 110 A. M.; trouv6 Theodore absent.
Dil 1 au Jeudi 18 Avril.-Debarqu ;des gremens et des voilqs que j'ai

prises a Sierra Leone.
.Du 18 au Vendredii 19 Avril, 1839.-Grosse mer; la goelette a rompu.

son ancre, et rnouille la grande;; le monde occup6 A changer les- gr6mrnns
vieux du navire.
Du 19 au Samedi 20 Avril, 1839.-M6me temps, sans aucune chose de

nouveau -; j'ai vu tun -des -gens de l'6quipage d'utne -goelette -Porttug-uaise-
que le Forester, navire de guerre Angliiss a. jott~s A terr awgrandCoroQwr,
et que les negres ont massacres et cribl6s de balles aussitot qu'ils orit 6t6
A terre. Ce commandant est rebornmtdable'par. sontinhumanit6, et je ne
sais s'il a requ tels ordres de son Gouvernement. C'est Line honneur.
Du 20 au Dimanche 21 Avril.-Alnjourd.hni noiasaOUS 'reaui-w-onvefle

que 'ih6odorefa 6t6 conduit A Sierra Leone, A bord d'un brick Russb, oa- it
allait come passager, et que deux navires Anglais ont pris ce brick.
Du 21 au Lundi 22 Avril, 1S93.-Ne ;pVU-Vabt attendreI htiffre pour

r~gler mes comptes, j'ai embarqu6 6 paq;uets couplets, et A 3° P. M. je..me
suis mis Ala voile, -aiznt au`SSE. ;,h6s lotivqyb" toute la huit, avec vrent
et mare contraire; fait jour A Tirton. Nous continions A louvoyer.
Du &28uaMarfdi 0s Avril1.-11 fait nuit sur -Pestes a 5 milles:de 1Pmtr6a

de la riviere; louvoye touted la nuit; fait jour sur Sinon hill; vent A a.
Du 23 au Mercredi 24 Avril.-Fait nuit sur Badon; a 2°0Ah. M. fthe

tournade a la cap jusqu'au mnatin; un brick sous le vent 6 midi, it me Iisse
pavilion Anglai.; vent frais de SE.
Du 24 au Je3udi 25 Avril.-Peu de vent; fait nuit pr6s de BockItoivn;

an matin tenips covert, tournade au large a midi; nous moiftins le bap
Palmas; le temps beau.
Du 25 au Vendredi 26 Avril, 1sm9.-Un brick Am6ricain en' bue; lious

mouillons ensemble a la pointe Zalon, oA j'ai achet6 une pirogue; A 0o°
A. -.nrous-derapons et fesons route A 1'E-SE. ; A midi lat. obj. 30 '
N.; et la long. 70 2' 0.



Dii 26 Avril auiStmedi 27 !Avil.

-Air;L;; M. \ D. Course. Vent. REmirques.'

, 1- - @ __ . Beau temps; t',utes voilles
dessus.: 28 sE.S.F. S.O.

25
'10
12 18

-4
6.., . o.
8 0

'!Lat. obs. 30 28' N.; long. 40, 33' Q.-*
Du 27 Avril au Dimanche 28, 1839.

: A,. M. D. Course. Vent. Remarques.

:2 - 28 - E. I5° S. S. 0. Beau temps.
.4
6
8 32 _ _ Belle mer.-Vqent frais.

.28

'2 20

6' ..208
"10
"1 24

Lat. obs. 30 34' N.; long. 10 33'.
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,Dtl 28au ;Lundi 29 Avril.

H.18 M. D. Coure., vent. Remorqueu.

2 24 * N. E. * E. S. 0. Tournade violente. Amrenkes
6. ~~~~~~~~toutesno8 vol.

8 2: _ _ A terre sur Tantuiquery.
!l0 8
12 8 0. S. O. Touruade que je rleve;au.
.2 N. 20° E.; nous conCentiolUOns
4 -en vue de terre.
.6

10
12 _ _ _ _ A midi nous sommes spr terre.

Du '9 an Mardi 30 Avril, 1839.-A 60 P. M., mouill6 entre Ni'ngo et
Toupar, six brasses; le temps -menagant tine tournade; i.mirmit forte
tournade, avec tonneres terribles. A 60 A. M., d6rape et., fait, route pour
le Cap St. Paul; peu de vent de terre. ;.
Du 30'Avril au ler Mai, 1839.-A 10 30' P. M., mont6 le Cap St. Paul;

et mouiH6 i1 Agwai a 20 30' P. M. A 40 P. M., une pirogue est venueI.
bord, et j'ai appris quo tout mon 6quipage s'en est a116 je me suis em.
barqu6 pour aller A terre, oti l'on m'a remis une lettre du second, qiii me
faith savoir qu'il est parti, ainsi que le passager et tout l'6quipage. J'ai
6t6 voir leCabezera pour obtenir raison de mon chargement; it rn'a re.
pondu qu'il n'en 6tait pas responsable; que le navire ayant &t6 pris, cela
i6tait consider6 cornme tin naufraae, et qu'il n'avait pu s'en saver de mon
chargement; que l'on avait fourni I mon 6qnipage tout ce dont ils avaiient
en besoin pour vivre, et qu'lil fallait que je payasse ces d6penses.
Au matin j'ai faith toutes les recherches. et je vnis des n6gres avec lea

chemises et le corail de mon chargement. C'est fini; tout est perdu pour
moi. Je proteste de nouveau contre le Gouivernement Anglais et le navire
capteur pour la valeur de mon chargement, les dommages et int6rets, &c.
Du ler Mai au Jeudi 2 Mai, 1839.-A 3c P. M. est arrive le n6gre

tiom=n Popo, venant de l'int6rieur; je lui ai demanded cormpte de mes ef-
fets et de mes comptes papiers, et journal que j'ai laiss6s chez -lui; i m'a
dit qu'il avait consign tout A mon 6quipage au moment oit il fut jet6 E
-terre; et que ceux-ci 6tant partis, ils ne hli ont rien laiss6; le temp,,je wet

la pluie qui dure touted nuit. A 60 A. M., depech6 un extres ;i Francisco
dans l'int6rieur, et envoy6 la pirogue 'a bord.
Du 2 Mai an Vendredi 3 Mai.-A 40 P. M. resu dn bord deux paquets

et une demi pipe de rhum; commence A payer les frais de mon 6qmnipage;
,un palabre a commence et a dnr6 juslu'i la nuit, qui a et6 belle; au thatit
envoy de l'eau et du bois.
Du 3 Mai au Samedi 4 Mai.-Le palabre a continue; achet6 des pro.

visions fraiches; requs des nouvelles dtm bord; tout l'equipage est malade;
forte tournade stir le faire du jour; continue & faire. de I'eau.



Du 4 Mai au Dimancle 5 .Mai.4.Grdsaoswdrl (rles pirogues ne peuveqt,
aller h bord. Une goelette A hunier en vue allant A N. 0.

Dn- S au Lutidi 6 Mai, 1839.-Mibme mer et pluie; la fitvre rh1ayant
pris, je suis19bJJg6de garder le lit er me soig-nd; deb~dqu 4 15arilsd aut
de vie, et pay6 le compte de l'6quipage.
Du 6.Ngititj ,Mardi 7 Mai,-Fniiicisco m'ayant envoy dire qu'ii va

venirje me suis d6termin6 A I'attendre; mrme teonpt , mene mer.
-'Di^7t'au` Metdibdi ;8Mai.- n, brck arnuiI6';d Quita, et uhi3 gbelkte i
Zeb6; enr}ftr&de l'NaLi et du bois A board, ainsi que des- provisions; beau
tenpfi; . s
Du 8 au Jeudi .9 Mai.-Tournade durant le nuit, la fitirre m'a la%6;

le. jPu~leap temps ,-
Du .9 au endrdi 10 Mai.-La nuit belle; le brick s'est mis A la Voil&

et touvoe..,
Du lo an, Samedi II Miai, 1839.-A 40 P. MNI.,le brick a mouilli et bris&

le pavilion Atrr6ricain. A 100 A. M., j'ai 6tC6 a son bord, et le capittine
Mn'a promis de venir a terre. demain; le brick est le Moris, Coper, de Phil.

Dii Samedi 11 au Dimanche 12 Mai.-Pluie et tournade toute le nuit.
A 11. A. XM. le capitaine Am~ricain n'a p1u Veriir a terre, et me I'a evoiye-
dire . -;
-:-tDinianclie 1itan.iLtindi 13 Mai.-Beii; tdrijs' ache6V: de fhli6;`t--

proviisana dtAihds avHbirep.
Du Lundi 13 au Mardi 14 Mai.-Brise trbs fiaichbe; Ila ult cii1; le.

capipfhi6 Anfiricain rn'a cdonn6 le ceirificat dela pbrte de thon chr'egehient..

.Du Mardi 14 au Mercredi 1-5 Mdi; f839.

Q 6 - S.S.E. s.o. A lop. M. faith voile.
A4, 4~ 5
.fi J .5 _ _ _ Variablea.

- 3 5
10 4
12. .4:
2, 3 _ _ _ Tournades trNsfortt§.
-4
AJ 2

.8 1.;
-~.i0 69
tat. 6Us. 4b 2' N.,; long. 2° 50'' E'.



1*1 Q it) lbldiflsdii Mai-, Q !

2 6 5 S.S.E. ;S. . -
4 3 5 0. _ Tournade.
6
8 6 5 S. S. E
10 3.
2 2 5
c2

6

10 1
12 2 5

Lat. obs. 4° 24' N.; long. :0 7' E.
Dii 16 Mai au Vendredi 17 Mai, 1839.

52 1 *5 S.S.E. S.0.
;.4 1 . 5
.6
:8
10.
12
-2 1, - ~~~~S.0.
4 -
6
.2 .1 _ S.S.E.

12 5 S5 _;

Lat. obs. 30 49 N.; long. 30 7' E.

Du 17 au Samedi IS Mai.

2 6 5 S. E. S.S.0.
4 '646 7 i

8 8 ! _ __ Pluie et touriiades.
'iO '10 .;
182 Id S. E. * S.
2 11
4 7 S. S. E.
6 17
8 7
10 5
12 3

t -b? .°0' '-N. -. '00 47' E-'.



* U~p. Nwo. t
Du 18 au Dimancheil9 Mai, 1839.

2 4 _ S. E. .;S. O.
4 4
6 3
8 5. ;.

10 4 S E. 150S.
12 4
2 2 _ - - Au jour une goglette venant
4 3 5 S. E. 50 S. stir nous, nous prenons
6 4 chasse.
8 2 5

10 4
12 4

Lat. obs. 20 31' N.; long. 60 7' E.

Dui 19 au Lundi 20 Mai, 1839.

2 5 S. E. _ A 30 P.M. tin officier de la
4 - _ _ Vent arises goeletteestvenutibord,apr6s

variables. avoirmis enpaune ausecond
6 - 4 _ S. S. E. COup de cation qu'elle a tire,
8 4 et apr~s avoir vu les papiers,

10 4 il m'a conduit A bord. C'est
12 5 alors que j'ai she que cette
2 3 - _ Grossemer goelette etait le Viper, et le
4 3 commandantaordonn6qu'on
6 2 5 ouvre mes &coi1tilles; j'ai
8 2 5 protest, et it m'a fait don-
10 2 5 S. E. ner le certificat ci-joint.-
.12 3

Lat. obs. 10 55' N.; long. 70 13' E.
Du 20 au Lundi 2i Mai, 1839.

2 3] - | S. E. * S. S.O.*S. A 40 P. M., la pointe N. de
4 3 l'ile dii Prince roous reste S.
6 . S. E., eL celle de 1'0. au S.
s 1600. Noussommeskloign~s

10 -8° de la-roche du Galle.
1L2,
2. 2
4 2 5 _ _ Tournade tres forte.
6 2 5
8 3 5

10 3 5
12 4

Lat, obs, 10 81' N. 1on9. 70 52' E.



- ;--I Du 2l au Mardif22 Mai-

2 4 _ S.E.ED.. S.*O.
4 '4

6 4 _ A 80 A. M.V P'lle de Corsico
8 3 apuS. E. Le vent'vient de
10 terre.
12 3 _ _ _ A midi vue de bord au milieu
2 3 de canal.
4 3

10~
12

Du 22 au Mercredi 23 Mai, 1839.-Mouill6 A Corisco par cinq brasses;
beau temps; 6t6 A terre.
Du 23 au Jeudi 24 Mai.-Je suis rest A terre avec la fibvre la plus vio-

lente;. A 6° A. M., mis A la voile pour. la rivi~re dii Gabon.
Du 24 au Vendredi 25 Mai.-Nous louvoyons; A 20 P. M., un brick-

goeletta Anglais vient en notis tirant des coups de fusil; ces messieurs sont
de la dernire insolence et lachetW; un officer est venti a bord, et a visit
le navire, et m'a conduit A bord, oil j'ai en A faire I uin capitaine qui m'a
fait des menaces.
Du 25. au 26 Mai.-Le brick-goelette nous suit, et je nets A le cap la

iiuit; ii veut pqe je le pilote, et je l'envoie h tous les dia bles.

Devant nu~s, soussign6s, capitaines de navire, ont Wt6 rendu au Capitaine
Dupony, de li go81ette Am6ricaine lago, de la Nouvelle Orl6ans, par le
capitaine-de- prise, M. Thomas Stevens, les objets suivants: Primo. Les
papiers contenant, No. 1, Un journal d'habitacle ;No. 2., le r81e;d16quipage;
No. 3, le registre, ou patente; No. 4, une patente de pilote de Gaetano
3ru, et deuxaregus de la douane de la Havane; et. trois lettrcs,,deux pour
Montevideo et tine pour Bordeaux, qii ont Wt6 recachet6es avec Ve. la cire
roage. Secondo. Cent quatorze dou. lonis et vingt-neuf piastres portes
monnaie Espagnol, en tout, (114 doublons 29 piastres fortes.) 'rercio. Le
navire dans 1'Ptat dans lequel il se trouve, conformement A 1'inventaire
auquel nous allows proceder, et auquel nous le summons d'assister P'aver-
tissement quie s'il s'y refuse, nous lassurerbns dans le protest ddu' Capitaine
Dupony. :-

En foi de quoi, nous signons le present A Sierra Leonb,ceS30 Mai 1839.
Fait en double original. 'M

Como ¢apitan de buque:
VICTOIRE SANCHEZ.

Como capitan Italiano de barto. marcante:
-MARIANO IGITCOVICH. 5"
Como capitan de navios.

MANUEL DE NACIM'TO; MOMA.
-Como capital an Longcours: ... FT

J. E. LMA-R.
THOMAS- STEVENS.,

Gunner H. M. B. Termagant, in charge ofthe Schooncr lgo.



* ~~~114N& 2i8W

Ndo. Habana&-tiWo. IIde 3ob 1Filotos, folio 268.

Don JUAN BAUTISTA TOPETE V NUIANA, camballero de la real orden Ame
ricana de Isabel la Catolical de la militar de San Hermene404do,tcoiide.
corado icon la cruz de diademra real de la marina, y con 61 esdudo de
.a.laretirada e fVera ¢ruz a1 castillo de San Juan de UlloA, brigadier de
)a real armada, comaandaite general interino de este apostadoro, y de los.
fuerzas rnavales de 6., &c., &c.

Por cuanto coiicurren en D. Cayetano Bru, natural de Ne~w'rlleans, laI
suficiencia y demnas buenas circunstancias, que previenen Ids articdlos 2 y
3 del titulo 80 de la ordenanza, para ejercer la plaza de tercer piloto Oarticu.
lar en los buques mercantes: por tanto, nombro al referido D. Cayetlano
Bru por tal tercer piloto particular. Y en virtud de este niombramiento,
firmado de mi mano, sellado con el escu'do de mis armas, y refrendado por
el secreta-rio de esta comandancia general, tomada, que sea-stl -razon-en--I.
prinaipdl ldenrieil* 'de esta yprov-india, podfaM jercer esth .tualiyise.
guardaran los privilegios y exqnciones, que con arreglo IQa.oitada;orde*4

tdebeln 'ga6rlos do'esta cIase;
Dado en Ila Habafnatfdiez y seis de Enenfro, de mil ochocientos'treintaw

sbis. --'
JUAN B. TOPETE.

;raficisco do Yrnigoyeiu, nobira'miento deo trcerrpiloto parltuSl ar:, Park
D. Cayetano Bru.

COMANDANCIA*DE MATiICULS. .
Se le formb aciento en esta fecha, y en la iista corridnte'de los de uri

clase al-Lf 170.
H'x3AfA,dfiter: l'8 de 18e36. :-

Not6d en lt1Ctaie fe'hatt:stipaa;doe los Andes.

HAEANl, 30 de.9'r-il de 1836. T4PEfTt.
Vton Para hacer viage New Orleans en la balanda Asturiana

de 1 piloto de berrotas segun examen que hM sufrid4 por decr~to de V. S-
en I3 delpresente.-mes.
HABANA, 20 deJunio de 1838.

TOBETE.

Nous, sousa i d6clarons: Qu'ayant Wt6 appelUs
parle Capitaine Dupony, de la goelette Am6ricaine IagosipturIFcoistater
l'6%thtfig b4I Vfb`9tiVd_ 4l ditb, 6IeUe, telle quelle lui a ete remis par
le capitaine de prise, M. Stevens, devant nausj, et eh wontre ;pr6sence; 'ainsi
que l'inventaire des objets4i1llIi ontE6t6 laissC A bord, nous nous sommes
transports & board de la dite golette, et le capitaine de prisejn, servtink



pas 'a bhrd malgr6 l'intirnatidn qt lai en-.6tejfait-,wide se presenter, avons
proced6 conime experts, conformement a la loi an reconnaisseent etS A
Ilinveoairer; et, jutirons 4devan.t Dietu,..et' sur la Bible, avoir trouv6 que lai
ditejgQl#4qaajl)esoin; d'gtre-calfat6e, et a perdu plusieurs, feuilies de cuivre;
quetnops font, craindre qvl'elle soit pique. dans ses fonds.; que Its ecoutes
e inzale tet do-foe lui rn-anque, que divers morceatdx des p alogdo-ont
it cassbe.9.' Dansie cambre a 6t6 present devait'nous 1aim&8ducapi-

'tame, don't, le ptons dii cadenatsonto t6 bris6. ',Noqus avpns, ensuite' fait
1'inventaire des objets snivants: La coque duiniavire, avec son gouvernail,
les deux mats, et la beaipr6, et bouts dehors,, avec leurs cordages et banl-
bands. Deux. vetgues de fortune et deux niatereauits de hunoe; Deux
chaineis et leurs ancres, tine cabane compue, et une cuisine une. abitaple.
La grande voile neuve avec sa baurm. et 6coWte le foc, et petit foe sans
routes.
La mizaine neuve sans 6coutes.
Une voile de fortune neuve.
Un peu de voiles vielles.
Vingt-six avirons de diverses grandeurs.
13 caisses.
10 planches et bouts de planches de pin.
5&pWa4ches et..boutslde planches-de c6dre.
i pipes-d'eau de vie.

1 pipe do vil.
I baril buile de pale.
I baril vinaigre.
4. pipes pleins d'eau sale.
-2;bhrils de pain.
6 paquets de batais.
3 petits, barils de vins.
8 dernijames vidqs.
Une portion de caisses de vins et d'autres choses romfpues.
Un baril de lard entam6.

Daris la, chambre
Un baril, de sure entamr6.
Un.sac de cafe.
Trois compas.
Une caisse servant de table, et contenant des assiettes et tasses.acafe, &c.
Divers pots de fer blanc, et trois fanatix.
Diverse provisions. - ------

4pavillons diffirents.
Une portion da carbon de terre.
Los objets ci-dess'us indiqu6es etant les seuls quo nous avons trouves a

bord, nous avons sign le. present, et l'avons. delivr' au Capitaine Dupony
pour lui servir. Et valoir ce quede-raison a Sierra Leone, A 31 Mars, 839.

Como capital de navios wercantes:
MANUEL DE NACIM'TO MOMA.

Como capitan
VICTOIRE SANCHEZ.

Como capitan:
MARIANO IGITCOVICH.

Capitaine au Longcours Frangais
3. E. LAMAR.



*' '"r. teversOn'toI Mr. Forqyth.
[[No. 109.]-.

'EGATION OF THE UNITED STATS, '!
london,'Decemberi 2,1840''

; aSiR. i have thte honor herewith to transmit the copy of a.note from
LordPalmerston, under date of the 8th instant, in reply to the' one fro-m
myself of the 10th of November, communiicating the documents and infor.
mation received by the American Government in relation to the African
slave trade.

I am,. sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. STEVENSON,

]Hon1. JOHN FORSYTH,
Secretary of Slate, Washington.

[Enclosure.]
Lort Palnerston to Mr. Stevenson.

FOREIGN OFFICE, DecembeO 8, 1840.
Sir: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1oth ultimo,

together with its enclosures, on. the subject of the African slave trade; and
I beg to express my thanks to you for that communication, and for the
information which it contains.
With reference to the suggestion contained in the papers enclosed by

you, that a blockade should be instituted at the Gallinas and at New*Cess,
as an effectual means of putting down the slave trade, I have mnuch'pleas;
ure in acquainting you that a blockade has for some time past been fegu.
larly maintained a.t the Gallinas, by Her Majesty's ship " Whnderer," and
by 'other vessels, under the direction of its commander; and at New Cess,
by Her Majesty's ship " Forester." -
With reference to the supposition of the writer of the paper which you

have sent me, that British cruisers abstain from taking vessels before they
have slaves on board, in order that, by capturing such vessels after they
have taken their slaves on board, the captors may get more prize money, I
have to explain to you that it is only since the passing of the act 2d and 3d
Victoria, cap. 73, that there has existed any legal authority to condemn
Portuguese ships detained for being equipped for slave trade, and not hav-
ing slaves actually' on board; and therefore,' until that act came into: ope-
ration on the coast of Africa, Her Majesty's cruisers could not detain Por-
tuguese slave vessels till thev had actually laken. their slaves on board:
but' with regard to Spanish vessels, the treaty of 1S35 between Great
Britain and Spain gave to the mixed 'British and Spanish commissioners a
power to condemn slave vessels under the Spauish flag, if found equipped
for slave trade, even though they might have no slaves actually on board;
and -during the period which has elapsed since that treaty has been in
operation Her Majesty's cruisers have taken, and sent in for adjudication,
eighty-five Spauish slavers without slaves on board, and only eighteen
with slaves on board. And since the year 1S35 Her Majesty's cruisers on
the coast of Africa have detained, and sent in for adjudication, fourteen
Brazilian vessels without slaves on. board, and only two with slasres.
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.

i;You will see, therefore, from these: Acts that the writer of the paperwi
question is entirely mistaken in supposing that the British cruisers on the
coast of Africa look to profit instead of to the zealous performance of their
duty. And I have further to state, in proof of the zealous activity of B3rit-
ish cruisers, that all the slave vessels sent in for adjudication before any of
the mixed commissions in Africa or the West Indies have 'been:detained
and sent in by British cruisers, not one of those slave vessels having been
detained by the cruisers of any of the other contracting parties to the trea-
ties under the stipulations of which those slave vessels were condemned.

I aui, sir, your most obedient, humble servant,
PALM ERSTON.

Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson.
[No. 82.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington,. December 26, 1840.

SIR: I transmit to you, herewith an extract from a letter addressed to
this Department on the 2sth ultimo, by'the consul of the United States for
Havana, and a copy of the accompanying protest of the master of: the
schooner'" Hero," of New Orleans, against an outrage perpetrated upon.
'this vessel by Her Britannic Majesty's brig " Lynx," in August last, on the
coast of Africa.
The circumstances attending this violation of our flag, as set forth under

oath by the captain, mate, and a portion of the crew of thee American.
schooner, are of a character so wantonly insulting and injurious as to de-
mand promfiojt redress. It is thie President's wish, therefore, that you lose
no time in making a representation of this case to Her Britannic Majesty's
Government, with a view to the punishment of the officer in- cominiand of
the " Lynx" at the time of the detention and robbery of the schooner
"Hero," and to the indemnification of her master and owners for the losses.
and damages they have sustained by the acts of violence committed.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN FORSYTH.

ANDREW STEVENSON, Esq., tic.

Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson.
[No. 85.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington,January 6, 1841.

Sit: I transmit to you, enclosed, the copy of a letter dated the 22d
itimo, addressed to tne by Mr. A. A. Frazar, the claimant in the case of
the brig " Douglas," of Duxbury, Mlassachusetts, which formed the sub-
ject of my despatch to you, numbered 76, together with one of the papers
referred to in his communication. The other, being tn authenticated copy
of the protest extended by the master, &c., at the United States consulate
at Havana, in March last, is an instrument with which you have-already
been furnished. This letter and accompanying memorandum of Lieuten-



ant Segtraare iplaced.iatyot.4r.disposal; to be use&at your discretion
either. 'iM the. prosecution or in their ult$igate arrangemeetitof'this claimon
4ePlBriti6 [G0overnment. ,,,

Lam, siriyour obedient servant,.
JOHN PTORSYTh.:i,,

AN;DRE:W STEVENSON., Esq., &c. :;

[EnclpsureNo. I.] .

BOSTON;, December 22, 1840.
SIR: I beg leave to transmit to you the accompanying documents relat-

ing to the seizure and detention, by Lieutenant Seagram. the commanding
officer of Her Britannic Majesty's brigantine " Termagant,'? of the brig
"Douglas," of Duxbury, in this Comnionw.ealth, Baker, master, on the
coast of Africa, in October last; and to aslk the interposition of the.Gov-
ernment of the United States to: Qbtaill from the British authorities a
progpr indemnity therefor..

The brig was engaged in a perfectly lafvrul trade, xvithout !,h m,os re-
iotie par~t'icpatin in, or conexil :'yith, traffic in slaves; and, there, was
no just ground to suppose that she was ill pursuit.of an u rfdopJect
All thie proceedings of Lieutent'it 'eagramiln this respect, xver if not a
wanton, at least a reckless violaion of ,private rights and of the Anlyican
fag.

Though the brig was held in custody but three days, she was, ddiring
that time,,''lept sailing down the coast, where she was 'borne Iaog'by.a
strong current, at so rapid a rate that it took her twenty-e.glit , after
her release to return to the place of her seizure. In 'the mean timpe, thie
officers apd crew of the brig were taken sick, in consequpe'e of their loog
exposure under the burning sunts of that region; frvm, w ich,' sickness,
three of the crew diedl on their homeward passage, and the.cqp_ Wi.stil
remains an invalid, and pr6,bably Nvill so remain during his, life. "Tt'e lo'ss
*occasioned by the detention of.tbe brig was much more tihan the mere loss
of time and'expenses, during, thirty-one days; as the purposes and 'objects
of the-voyage were much deranged, and finally partially defeated.

It is difficult to say what sum, under the circumstances, would be a just
and proper indemnification for the injuries sustained; and 'I do not suppose
that a tull remuneration can be obtained, without wearisome delay and
mmuch inconvenience, by going into the details and more remote conse-
quences of the transaction. I would prefer that the matter should be
adjousted speedily, and at a loss, rather than that a protracted negotiation
.should be entered into, though a larger amount should be ultimately ob-
tained.

With these views, I would relinquish my claim to the British Govern-
ment for five. thousand dollars, though a considerably larger sum would
mot fully repair the damages 1 have sustained.in the premises.

If any further information or proof shall be needed by ,your Department
in the case, may I ask of you the favor to inforrmi. me what it is ? and if it
ble inmy power to do so, I will promptly-furnish it.

I have the honor to be, sir, with muct respect, your very obedieit servant,
A. A..FRAZAR.

H*on. JoH:N FORSYTH,
Secretary of State of the United States.



Rep. NO. 283. 6569
[Enclosure No. 2.] 1

The American brig "f Douglas," from the Havana, bound to the rivers
Bras and Bonney, was detained by Her Majesty's brigantine "Termagant,"
on the 21st instant, having a SUSPiCiPus cargo on board.

I have no* allowed her to proceed on her voyage, finding that no infor-
m'ationis vet received from the United States respecting the American flag.

Given under my hand, on board Her Majesty's brigantine " Termagant,"
vff' Popoe, this 29th day of October, 1839.

- ~~H. P. SEAGRAM,
Lieutenant and Commander.

Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Stevenson.
i[No. 89.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, March 1, 1841.

SIn: I send you, enclosed, the copy of a letter this day addressed to Mr.
Fox,from this Department, and transcripts of the papers therein mentioned,
relating to the case of the "Tigris," an American vessel recently brought
into the port of Salem, Massachulsetts, in the charge of a British officer and
prize crew. They are transmitted, to place you in possession of an outline
of the transaction, with a view to secure, at the earliest moment practica-
'ble, the attention of the British Government to Commander: Matson's con-
duct on the occasion. As Mr. Fox will doubtless immediately present the
subject to Her Britannic Majesty's Government, it may be only necessary,
before you leave London, to urge prompt attention to it.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JOHN FORSYTH.

ANDREW STEVENSON, Esq., 4 c.

31/. Fox to the dcinug Secretary of State.

VAJIrINGTON, June 18, 1839.
SIR: I have the honor to ac(quaint you that Her Britannic Majesty's brig

of war "4Buzzard," Lieutenant Fitzgerald, commander, arrived in the har-
bor of New York on the i2th instant, hlavin in charge, two vessels, (the
"Eagle" and " Clara," of Baltirnore,) detainedh1 Comnlnand-er Fitzgerald
on the west coast of Africa, while enga-ed in the illicit tratic of slaves.

It appears that the said vessels, whrlien] detained by Her Mlajesty's ship
" Buzzard," were sailing under American colors, but furnished with ficti-
tious American papers; that both of them are bona ,fidi Spanish property,
belongings to owners living at the Havaina; that the crews were all Spaniards
or Portyugese .end that no American citizen was found onl board of either
vessel, excepting the two, persons calling themselves captains-by name,
Joshua WV. Littig and Samuel 13. Hooker ; both of onhoin have confessed
that they have no share, part, or property, in the vessels, but had beeni
merely hired for the voyage by the Spanish owners, for the purpose of pro-
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tenting the vessels from capture or deteiftibrz by British cruisers, under cover
of the Arerican fiag.
U idertlese circumstances, ajd with the khbowled'e that thelawsof

the'Unied States hiave pronounced the crime of slave trading byrAnirican
citizens to be piracy, Commander Fitzgerald rightly determined, ini theadb
scenic froiji the coast of Africa of any United States ship of war, himself
to cohddct the slave vessels -" Eagle" and "Clara," together with their
reputed captains, to an American port; to be there delivered over tb the.
judicial authorities of the United' States, and dealt xviih according to latit.

The two individuals above named, Littig and Hooker, have already been.
delivered 'y Commander Fitzgerald into the custody of the United States
district attorney at.N(ew York. The vessels "Eagle" and "Clara" will
likewise be delivered over. to tihe authorities of the United States, if the
courts of tlie United States can legally take cognizance of them as captur-
ed Amierican slave vessels. If, on the contrary, the Spanish character of
the ownership and property of the vessels shall be found to statid~in the
wray of their c6iideniciatibnv by ttdi courts of the United States, Commander
Fitketald w4illin that ,case, carry the said vessels to Sierra Leone for trial
before the British and Spanish court of mixed commission there established.

I have. the honor herewith'to enclose, for tbe information of the United
States Go~vernment, a copy of the letter addressed to me from New York
by Couimander Fitzgerald; a copy of the instruction addressed toConm-
mander Fitzgerald by Captain TLucker, Her Alajesty's senior naval odiicer
on the. coast of Africa; also, copies of two official declarations by Copt-
mander Fitzgerald, respectin)gtr the detention of the slave vessels; to which
declarations are annexed the confessions, signed by themselves, of the
Americati citizens "Littig" and " Hooker." These different paperscon.,
tain, together, full and circumstantial details of the important case of which
I have had the hoitor to state to vou the outline.

I';viJtng'tI us placed the whole matter before you, for the consideration
of the President's Government, I have only to request that VOIL will favor
me with .as early an intimation as may be possible of the course which the
United States authorities will find themselves justified in pursuing, in order
that thie coniuaiider of IHer 'Majesty's ship may regulate his proceedings.
accordingly.

I have the honor to be. with great respect and consideration, your most
obedieut and nttble servant,

H. S. FOX.
X\ ARtOs VAILd, Esq., 4;c.

[EIncIosure No. 1.]

HER MAiJESTY'S BRIGANTINE "BUZZARD,"
hAew York, JUne 12,1839.,

Sip, I have tiIle hlon~or ofreporting to You tile arrival, at this anchorage,..
of Iler Ma-eirsty's brigantine under Iy command, with two vessels, blamed
thie "* Eagle" anl ' Clara," of Baltimore,detained bv mne on the west coast
01' Afriea, under Anierican colOrs, but with fictilim.;ls Anmerican papers;
both vessels lteiiin,bonn ffide Sp)anisllproperty, owners living in the Havana,
and the &rews all Spaniards or Portuguese-there not being one citizen
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of the United States on board, either'vessdl9 saving the two persons calling
themselves captains by name."Joshua W. Littig" and "Samue, B. Hooker,"
both of whom, immediately on detention by me, admitted that they have
no share, part, or property in the vessels, notwithstanding they are called.
owiner.s.in'the.Americatn'bills of sale; that they were merely hired'for the
voyage (.by-the Spanish -owners) with the view of coVering these& vesseIs
fronJ capture or detention by British cruisers, by the mere displav of the
'American, flag. They both further admit that 'the vessels er.eritended
for a; slave cargo,, and were fitted up, and' are now in every way ready
and provisioned, for the reception of slaves; the captain of the s" Clara,"
Si.}.Hooker, acknowledging that he belongs to the house of Forcbde &'Co.,
of Havana; and that, had I taken- her a *week later, it would have been
vith. a living cargo of upwards of three hundred human beings on board,
bound to Cuba.
With depositions so strong, and such-convincing proofs of the false' char-

acter of these vessels, and knowing that the act of aiding in the transport
of slaves by any of its citizens is by the laws of the United KStates made
'piracy, I did not hesitate to detain both vessels; determined, in the absence
of any American vessel of war on that coast, in this' instance, t6. take
-under my protection the honor of the American flag, and save it from the'
stigtia, that would attach, were-its mere display to be permitted'f.'r a mo-
'ment longer to protect those engaged in this iniquitous and inhudian! traffic.
Onjoining Captain Tucker, the officer in immediate command of HI1er

Majesty's squadron onl the .west coast of Africa, and stating to him all the
above circumstances, he did not hesitate in' ordering me here': enJoining
me to lay the whole case, through your excellency, before the American
'Government, confident that so wicked all attempt to basely prostitute the
flag of a nation distinguished by its early repudiation of the slave trade
had only to be made known to its: Government, to ensure the promptest
measures to crush a proceeding alike injurious to the great cause of hu-
manity as disgraceful to tile parties engaged itt it; and a proceeding that,
if persisted in, would completely nullify all the treaties that Great' Britain
has interchanged with Spain and Portugal on the slave trade-treaties, for
thefulfilment, of which I trust the whole civilized world feel deeply in-
terested.

Suffer me, therefore, through your excellency, to call the attention of the
United States Government to the circumstance of both these vessels, and
also to make known the profligate conduct pursued by many of its citizens
on the vest coast of Africa, in repeated attempts, similar to the present, to,
bring disgrace on the flag of their nation. I have brought with me the twov
American citizens, or (so called) captains of these vessels, nid have this day
surrendered them to the civil' authorities of this City. . 13 itl vessels I an}
prepared to deliver to the Americant Government, if clainied, as Americatk
property; if not, I intend returning with them to Sierra Leone, and there'
give them in, as Spanish vessels, for adjudication in the court of mixed.
commission, under the late treaty between Great Britain and Sp"ain, dated.
261h June, 1835.

I have the honor to be &c.
CHARLES FITZGERALD,

Lieu/ ,lenOaiF n C'oinniander.
hENRY STEPSEN FoxN, Esq., &Sc.
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-Enclosure No. 2.]

HER MAJESTY'S SHIr "WOLVER1Nj,
; ~~~~Prince's. Island, april 5S, 1839..

.SIR: Having, as the seniorcommander employed on this station, assum-
ed, on the 3d instant, the duties of senior officer of Her Majesty's ships and
vessels employed on the west coast of Africa for the suppression of'the
illicit traffic in slaves, and having received from Commander Oraigie,;of
Heer Majesty's sloop "Scout," the late senior officer, the reports and docu-
merits accompanying this, and your reports relating to the detention of the
two vessels named " Eagle" and ".Clara," which, on my arrival, I found
riding here under Spanish colors, and which were delivered up to voll (for
being Spanish property, owned by Spaniards residing at Havana, and
fitted for the illicit and inhuman 'traffic in slaves) by Mr. Joshua W. Littig
of the " Eagle," and Mr. S. B. Hooker of the " Clara," who have stated
themselves to be citizens of the United States, and to have been engaged as
masters or commanders of these vessels, to cover, by their presence and the
use of the American flag and papers, the traffic in . laves, contrary to the
navigation laws of the United States ; and being convinced that the Gov.
.ernment jf that country cannot, and will not, in any way sanction the abuse
of their national colors and papers, however they may be obtained-I feel
it a duty incumbent on nle, as the senior officer on this coast, as much out
of respect to the .Anmerican Government as in duty to my own, to represent
and forward by you, as the principal in this instance, the said vessels, with
their masters and papers, to the seat of Government in the United States,
to be dealt with as th~e authorities of that country may deem fit; trusting it
will be considered that my only motive for taking upon myself this delicate
interference can be but that of zeal for a strict discharge of.my duty, which
renders it imperative onnxe to take the earliest opportunity of laying be.
fore the Government of a friendly Power (with proofs) the abuse to which
its national flag is subjected on this coast, in covering and. protecting the
property of persons (not citizens of the United States) concerned in this in.
human traffic in slaves, which I am employed to suppress as proved in the
instance of the capture of the " Mary Ann Cassade,". with a full cargo of
slaves, bv Her Majesty's brig "Brisk.")

It will be proved, by some of the documents accompanying this, that the
officers in command of Hier Majesty's ships and vessels employed on this
station have at all times observed the greatest delicacy in visiting vessels
carrying the American flag.
And being convinced it will also be proved that the greatest attention

has at all times been paid to the citizens of the United States, and assistance
rendered to their -vessels whenever an opportunity has offered, or it has
been required, (as in-the case of the " Rosalba," the papers relating to which
arc in your possession,) I trust it will be considered by the Governments of
the United States and Great Britain that I have acted correctly, and dis-
clharged this duty in such a mariner as will meet their approbationi,,and
tend to increase, if possible, the friendly feelings existing between them.% J
therefore forward the accorlpanyirig order and documents for your authori-
ty and guidance. I am, &c.

WILLIAM TUCKER,
Commander and Senior Officer.

Lieutenant CHARLES FITZGEERALD,
Commanding Her Majewty's Briganltne " Buzzard."
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-1, Lieutenant Charles Fitzgerald, commanding. Her Britannic Majesty's,
brigantine "Buzzard," hereby declare: That on, the 12th day of March,
1839, being in Clarence cove, Fernando Po, .1 detaineI the brigantine
named the ',,Eagle," commanded by Joshua Wells Littig, who declared
himself to be a citizen of the United States, and that he was not the bona
fide owner of the said brigantine, as set forth in the bill of sale found
amongst her papers; and that the said brigantine and cargo are Spanish
property; and that she was equipped in the port of Havana, for the pur-
pose of carrying on the slave trade, in May of last year; and that the two
persons (whose names are declared. by them, respectively, as set forth in. a
list at foot hereof) now on board the said brigantine, are part of the crew
shipped on board at Havana at that time; that the other seamen, compos-
ing her crew were landed at Lagos, in the bight of I3enin, by Commander
Reeves, of Her Britannic Majesty's sloop " Lily," when that officer de-
tained the said brigantine " Eagle," while she was riding at anchor-in the
said road of Lagos, on the 14th day of January, 18299; that Commander
Reeves sent the said brigantine to Sierra Leone for adjudication in the
court of mixed commission at that place, under the charge of Mr. George
Sayer Boys, a mate in Her Majesty's sloop, (at that time a passenger in
ihe "Lily," in order to join the vessel he had been appointed to,) and a
prize crew; that the said court refused to take cognizance of the charge
laid by Commander Reeves against the said brigantine " Eagle;" and that,
thereupon, Mr. George S. Boys, the prize master, proceeded with her from
Sierra Leone back to Lagos and to'this island, where, upon my boarding
the said brigantine this day, he, the said Joshua Wells Littig, feeling that he
could no longer disguise the true character of the said' brigantine "Eagle,"
frankly and voluntarily declared to me. in the presence of the said Mr.
George S. Boys, mate, and other witnesses, that he surrendered her to me
as Spanish property, both on account of Her Majesty's brigantine, under
my command, being present, and that because he was boarded by the boats
of the " Buzzard," in the road of Lagos, and himself and papers strictly
.examined, on the night of the 31st of December, 1838, when ho, the said
Joshua Wells Littig, refused to acknowledge what he has now voluntarily
stated to me.
The said Joshua Wells Littig also declares: That he was engaged by

Don Francisco Morales, at Havana, as a citizen of the United States, in
order to cover the said Spanish brigantine "Eagle" with the'flag of the
nation of which he is a citizen; and that he hath no interest, nor expected
interest, in the said brigantine ",Eagle," further than what his: wages
might have amounted to at the termination of his expected voyage.,
The said Joshua W. Littig also declares: That, when first boarded by

Her Majesty's brigantine "1 Buzzard," and subsequently by IHer Majesty's
sloop "Lily," he was engaged in taking in provisions for the expected
cargo of slaves for the said brigantine " Eagle ;" and that, when the slaves
might have been ready for embarkation, lie should have gone ashore at
Lagos, and the Spanish flag would have been hoisted by the said brigan;
tine.
The said Joshua W. Littig further declares: That the said bill.of sale,

found amongst the said brigantine's papers, was drawn out without. his
being at all a party to it; and that he gave no consideration mQney, or
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other value, for the said brigantine being transferred or sold to him; and
that he supposes the whole was transacted in the United States consul's
4ff:6:tH'avana, without his being privy to it; and' that; ha'ving'sworni to
~othilgiletdoes inot consider that bhe is at all a perjured man..
f'rhe said Joshua .W. Littig further declares: That an agreement,'was

dva~rn upat'Havana,,before the said brigantine "Eagle" left that port
betdeoi himself'and Don Francisco Morales, a Spaniard residing in Ha-
vaham (but believed to have come across -to the coast of Africa in the said
obrigaitner, Iandto be now on shore at Lagos,) by which he, the said JIoshua
W. tifLitig, 'boiund himself to obey the orders of the said Don Francisco
Mar&1esiontboard the "C Eagle," but' which document is not now to-be
found amnongst the papers of the said brigantine "Eagle," although I
found arid read it when I examined that vessel's papers on the morningof
thie tstof January, 1839.
Giet. under my hand, on board Her Britannic Majesty's brigantine

-19ltz=ard," in Clarence cove, island of Fernando Po, this 12th day of
March, 13ss9.

CHARLES FITZGERALD,
Lieutenant and Commander.

In: 'itfess and testimony to the truth of the above declaration, Joshua
W.!Littig has hereunto set his-hand, this 12th March, 1839.

JOSHUA W. LITTIG.

In my presence: WALTER 'SCOTT,
Clerk in charge.

Lidt of M11e crew of Mthe "'Eagle;" 121ih March, 1839.

Natnes. Quality.

4J6s6 Mejores - First pilot.
Behito Cojegar - - v - Majordomo.

[Enclosure No. 4.]

XI, Lieutenant Charles Fitzgerald, commanding Hler Britannic -Kajesty's
brigaintie ",Buzzard," hereby declare: 'Thdt on this 18th day' of March,
.1839, heing-off the mouth of the river Nun, lbngitude 60 5, east, latitude
X4C 3i';lth, 'Idetained the Spanish schooner named the " Clara," corn-
1n'ided-'by SamruelRB.'Hooker, 'who declared 'himself to be a citizen of the
LTiited'Sta'tes, and that 'he is not the bona fide owner of the said 'schooner,
as settforth-in the 'bill of sale found amongst her papers; and that the said
siho~inerfand-cargo are Spanish property, and was equipped' in 'Havana
1btih#slive trade,' in November' of'last year; and that the three person
mow on board her are Spanish subjects, (their names, as declared by them,
.terspectively,are set forth in a: list atfoot hereof,) and were entered 'in.
*E§vadna; 'as part of' the 'said-schooner's crew.

'Thedsaid Samuel B. Hooker also declares: That hli was engaged by

Table: List of the crew of the " Eagle," 12th March, 1839.
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:n Pedro Forcade & Co., (Spanish. merchants residing.jn Hav~aps,) as a

qcitisen of the Unite&States, in, order to cover the said Spauiish schooner
*ai dher cargo with the flag of the rnatioi of which he is .a citizen; and
that he hath po interest, norfexpected intetest,,in the said Spanish schooner,
further than what his wages.[night have amounted to at the Jtermination

of; his destined voyage.
The said Sainuel B. Hooker also declares: That the said Spanish.

schooner ".Clara" was lying ill the river Nun, taking inprovisions for her
expected cargo of slaves; add that about so slaves had been bought, and
.are:ponw in the barracoon, near to where the schooner was lying ;,and-thut
the. saidschooner would have.sailed out of the river Nun in the : ourse of a.
w1k or ten days, with at least 300 slaves on board, destined for. the island
Of. C~ba.

GQiven under my hand, on board Her Britannic MaIesty's braigntine
"frBuzzard," at sea, this 18th day of March, 1839.

CHARLES FITZGEIRAI,
Lieutenant Comm*nZqding.

In testimony -of the truth, of the above declaration, the before-mentioned
Samuel B. Hooker hath hereunto set his hand, this 18th day of-Marqh,4839.

SAMUEL B. HOOXER.

In my presence WALTER SCOTT, -

Clerk in charge.

Names of He Spanish crew on board the " Clara."

N~.n .uaity

Thomas Gea. Panasco - Spanish mate.
- Christoval . Boatswain.

Mr. Vetil to Mr. Pox..

DEPARTIMENT OF STATE,
Washington, June 20, 1639.

SIR.: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the
j8th instant, with enclosures, apprizing me of the arrival .at New York
of Her Britannic Majesty's brig of war Buzzard. Lieutenant Fitzgerald.
commander, having in charge two vessels, the "Clara" annd "Eagle,"
Spanish property, though found sailing under American colors aindfictic.
tio.us American papeib, detained by Lieutenant Fitzgerald, on the coast of
Africa, while engaged in the illicit traffic in slaves, and, with two Ameri-
-can citizens found on board of said vessels,'brought to this country to be
delivered over to the judicial authorities of the United States,'and dealt
with according to law.
Having laid your communication before the President, I have by hit

;been directed to state to you, that, impelled by the same feelings of abhor-

Table: Names of the Spanish crew on board the " Clara."
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rence of the inhuiman traffic these men are alleged to have been ,engaged
in, which appear to have induced their detention by Her Britaninic MTaje6..
ty's naaval officers; and anxious that no means within his reach shall be'
leftldiniried to prevent or punish infractions of the laws of the United States,
for the suppression of the slave trade, the President has diih- d that copies
of your note, and the documents accompanying it, be trF .nitted to thee
public prosecutor, with orders to institute, before the prope-c tribunal, such
proceedings against the individuals referred to as existing laws and the cir-
cumstances of the case shall authorize.
With regard to the vessels, the attorney of the United States is further

instructed, that if, upon the papers being submitted to him, it shall appeal
that they are fictitious, and that the-courts of this country cannot take cog.
nizatice of the property as vessels of the United States engaged in the'slave
trade, the officers having them in charge may proceed with them as they
shall think proper.

I avail myself of this opportunity to offer you assurances of my distin-
guished consideration.

A. VAIL,
acting Secretary of State.

H. S. Fox, Esq., 4'c.

Mr. Foz to M1r. Vail.

WASHINGTON, JuI 5, 1839.
Slit: I have the honor to acquaint you. that, subsequently to the date

of my last letter, relating to the cases of the slave vessels "4 Eagle" and
" Clara," a third vessel, the "Wyoming," has been brought into New York,
in charge of A British officer atid prize crew, under nearly similar circum-
stances.

It appears that the brigantine " Wyoming," John Edwards, (an Ameri-
can,) master, sailing under American colors, but navigated by a Spanish
crew, and fitted for the illicit Spanish traffic in slaves, was detained, on the
17th of May last. in the river Gallirias, on the west coast of Africa, by Com-
mander Lord Francis Russell, of Her Majesty's ship ." Harlequiin," and was
by him ordered to be conveyed direct to a port of the United States, to be
there delivered over to the jjudicial authorities of the United States, and, if'
claimed as American property, to be dealt with according to law.

I herewith enclose a letter addressed to nil bv Lieutenant Beddoes, the
British officer inl charge of the Wy'oming.

I presume that the United States Government will see fit to place this.
case, in like manner with those of the "Clara" and "Eagle," ill the hands
of the co*0eetint judicial authorities of the republic.
As it appears that, in the present instance of the " Wyoming," the Ameri-

can reputed master, John Edwards, died shortly after the detention of the
vessel, it is the case of the vessel only that will be to be dealt with.

I conceive that the main object gained, for ohe vindication of public jus-
tice, will be this: the British and foreign courts of mixed commission, es-
tablished at Sierra Leone and at other stations, for the adjudication of cases
of illicit slave trade, are, in the unfortunate absence of any convention for
such object between Great Britain and the United States, obliged to refuse
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to take cognizance of slave-trading vessels detained under the American
Bag; but if it be legally substantiated that a vessel detained under those
circumstances, after being brought into an American port, and full notice
given, has not been claimed as American, it is to be hoped that the courts
of mixed commission will be enabled to deal with such vessel as the property
of Spaniards, or as the property of the subjects of whatever other nation>
having a slave-trade convention with Great Britain, the vessel may be
found, upon sufficient evidence, really to belong to.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my high
consideration.

H. S. FOX.-
AARON VAIL, Esq.,

.4icting Secretary of State.

[Enclosure.)

BRITISH CONSULATE,
New York, June 29, 1839.

SIRp Having been ordered by the Right Hon. Lord Francis Russell,
commander of Her Majesty's sloop Harlequin, to take charge of and bring
direct to Neew York the American brigantine Wyoming, detained by the,
Harlequin, in the river Gallinas, o6i the west coast of Africa, on the 17th,
of May last, on suspicion of her being engaged in the illicit traffic of slaves,
I have the honor to acquaint you that I arrived -with the said brigantine.
Wyoming in this port last night.
The Wyoming had on board, at the time of her capture, besides hercap-

tain (an American) and ten Spaniards, (her crew,) fourteen Spanish pas-
sengers from the Havana-by the captain's report, slave factors.
Her fittings are in all respects similar to those of other vessels engaged

in the slave trade, she having on board enormous casks for water, (capable.
of containing three turns each,) a slave deck marked and numbered, and a
very large quantity of rice.
The captain, John Edwards, died suddenly, from the bursting of a blood.

Vessel, the day following the sailing of the Wyoming. I was unable, there-
fore, to obtain any declaration frorn him.

I have delivered such papers as were in my possession relative to the
detained vessel, to the British consul at this port, who has laid them before
the attorney general.
Should it be necessary for me to proceed to Washington, I am prepared.

to do so instantly.
I have the honor. &c.

J. W. BEDDOES,
Lieutenant H. M. ship Harlequin..

H. S. Fox, Esq., Envoy' Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary, 4,c., Washington.
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Mlfr. .Forsya to Mr. Fox.

/ DEPARTMENT O &STATE,
Washingtoon,.July/ 16, 1,839.

'Sin: 'I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of, your note of the
5th instant, and 'its enclosure, in relation to the vessel'Wyoming, which has
bieerecently brought into the -port of 'New York, in charge of a British
officer ald prize crew, under-circumstances nearly similar to Those con.
nected. with the cases of the slave -ships Eagle and Clara, the subject of
your pornmunication of the 15th ultimo, and to inform you that copies of
those'papers have been transmitted, with the necessary instructions, to the
district attorney of the United States at New York.

I have:the honor to be, sir, with high consideration, your obedient ser.
vant,

JOHN FORSYrH.
HENRY S. Fox, Esq., 4'c.

Mr. Vail to Mr. Fox.

- DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Wa.shingtonz *hiug tst ,14, 1839.

Sxa: I} have the honor to erclosethbe copy 'of ailetter-fromrthe attorney
"ofthe:United:.States for'.:the district'.of New York, communicating to this
Department the result of his examination of the cases of the vessels called
the "-Eagle and "1!Clamra,"wihieh formed' the subject of your note of the
Aath of June last,,andof .my'answer .toit,,dated :the 20th of thesame:month.
With very high onsiderationj,I am, sir,,your-obedient servant,

A. VAIL,.dcIing S.cretary.
HMa)R S. 'Fox, Esq., t4ac.

[Enclosure.-

UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE,
New York, .ugstSt 9, 1839.

SIR: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 2Othof June last,
in relation to the two vessels called the"aEagle" and the ":Clara," shortly
before Fraught into this port by the British brig of wvar "4'Buzzard," under
the command of.Lieutenant Fitzgerald, together with the copies of corres-
pondence enclosed therein.

The' papers found in each of these vessels have been placed in my hands
by Lieutenant Commandant Fitzgerald; and I have examined the same,
'for the purpose of ascertaining the real character of the property. The fol-
lowing matters appear on these papers:

1. That the vessels were built and registered at Baltimore. The regis-
ter of the " Eagle" is dated December 1, 1837, and that of the " Clara" July
27, 1838.

5,78.
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2. Ihatithexvessels bei g,;flerwar-w s in the port of ffavpa, tbky- reoatransferred, at the office of the Atnericanconsul-in thatt port-the "Eagle"
to Joshua W. Littig,-and the: ".Clara" to Samuel B. Hooker; the bill of
sale, ineachoqase, being executed by the master of the vessel named in the
reg-ister,-actig.by -virtue of a power ofattorney from the owners.

3. Littig arid -looker are represented by the papers to~-be .American citi-
zens. They respectively assumed the command of the vessels transferred
-to them,as the masters thereof; and they were in command when the ves-
sels were examined and detained by the British cruisers.

4. Although, on the face of the papers, the vessels are thus represented-
.as American property, there is -the best reason to believe that they were
really owned by Spanish subjects, and that the names of the American
citizens were used as a mere cover-toconceal the true ownership; and such,
after-a careful and deliberate examination of the subject, is my owin decided
belief.

This conclusion is founded, not only on the full acknowledgments made
by ittig and' Rooker to Lieutenant Commandant Fitzgerald, and'the other
;facts set forth. in the' documents-laid before the -State Department, (the par-
titulars" of which' need not be- repeated 'by me,) but on an inspection -of.va-
rious memoranda and.other documents, in the Spanishilanguadg,-Wid'before
mne with the ship's papers, and which -strongly con-firm the -Spanish odwner-
ship. I have therefore the honor to report, as the result of my exrmina-
tion and inquiries, that the documents by which these vessels are repre.
sented to be American property are, in fact, fictitious; and that each of
the vessels is really Spanish property.

Under these circumstances, I do not think myself authorized by your in.
structions to proceed against the vessels,and have so intimated to-the Brit-
ish consul and to Lieutenant Commandant Fitzgerald,; hut I have as yet
made rio formal communication on the subject to either, partly because I
-am not inst-ructed' to do so, and partly from an impression that the-'Depart-
ment -may itself-prefer' to -communicate 1to ithe British minister-thldeAcision
which shall -have beenr made.
--Hooker, one of the -American -citizens found -in 'these yvesselesjied -soon

afteritheir arrival in this-port. Againstthe other ('Littig) I have obtained
-an; indictment,;founded on the 2d and 3d-sections-of ithe-at; of the:Sloth- of
May, 1800. In the view -whidh I--first took of the case,;Ldid LnovtbelievP-
that this act applied,:because-no slaves-were-ever actually transported in
or brought on-board of, or procured for,.Littigl's-vessel ; and JIam-yet-strongly
inclined to this opinion. But as it has been held by Mr.-Juitice-Stnry, in
-an information -against a vessel under the Ist section of this act, -thatlit is
not necessary, to -constitute -an offence against %that. section, that:vslaves-
should have been -taken -on board, I have -so far changed--this opinion- as to
procure !the indictment. Previously-to this, ILhad instituted-a.cihiil suit
against Littig,. for' the penalty- imposed by' the act of 1 7,94,'. which applies
where vessels are fitted out in-the United'States,-wiM-hZintemit to engage in
the slave~trade -;.which act, and the like one of 1818,1- had4supposed-the only
one.qapplicable to the case, and that only- in the event 6f. its ;being-proved
that the "-Eagle" had' been prepared in Baltimore with the !expiessdesign
of being. employed as-a-slaver-a fact-which it.very soon appeared could~not
be:proved. A-s:Littig was discharged on bail, in the penal-action before-f
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thought of preferring an indictment against him, he is not nlow in custody,
but a warrant hasgbeen issued for his arrest.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. F. BUTLER,

AARON VAIL, Esq.,
'ctl'g Secretary of State U. S., Washington city.

Mr. Vail to Mr. Fox.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Wash ington, Hugust 19, 1839.

SIR: 1. have the honor to enclose the Copy of a letter from the attorney
of ihe United States for the southern district of New York, communicating
the res'tlt of an investigation of the case of th - brigantine " Wyoming;
which, as you were informed by a letter from the Secretary of State of the
16th ultimo, he had been directed to institute.

I am, sir, with very high consideration, your obedient servant,
A. VAIL

H. S. Fox, Esq., 4 c.

[Enclosure. 3

UNITED STATES DISTRICT ATTORNEY S OFFICE,
New York, august 15, 1839.

SI: Pursuant to the instructions contained in, your letter of the 9th
ultimo, I-have exanained the case of the brigantine " Wyoming," recently
brought into, this port in charge of a British naval officer and prize crew >
and have the honor to report, that although the only papers found on board
the vessel are an American register and a list of persons composing her
crew, in which she is described, in accordance wvith the register, as " the
brig Wyoming, of New York," I am yet entirely satisfied that the vessel
was, in point of fact, owned by a Spanish subject or subjects resident in.
the island of Cuba.
The register bears date the 22d of December, 1838, and was granted, iii

the port of New York, to Joseph i. Scoville, of this city, as sole owner.
Nicholas Christopher is described therein as then being master of the ves-
sel. By the certificate of J. S. Smith, American vice consul at Havana,
dated March 4, 1839, it appears that John C. Edwards, an American citi-
zen, took the oaths required by law, and on that day became the master of
the vessel, in place of Christopher, The crew, as appears by the list made
by Edwards, on 7th of March, 1839, was composed exclusively of Spanish.
subjects resident at Havana. In addition to this circumstance, it is stated.
by Lieutenant Beddoes, the British officer in charge of the vessel, that~at
the time of her detention there were on board fourteen Spanish passengers,
from the Havana, stated by the captain to be slave factors.
The facts above mentioned are well calculated to induce the belief that.
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the vessel-had been disposed of,.at the time. of the change of masters, to
some person or persons resident at Havana; and such, as, I am informed
by Mr. Scoville, of ihis citv, her former owner, was really the case. Thisgentlemanp soon after the arrival of the aWyoming" at this port, submitted
to my; inspection sundry letters written from Havana in the beginning of
the present year, by Captain Christopher, detailing the particulars of a sale,
and of the disposition ofits proceeds, of the brig in question, tinder a. letter
of attorney from the owner, Mr. Scoville. From these letters, and the
otber part of the correspondence, and other papers exhibited to me by Mr.
Scoville, it appears that the vessel was sent to Havana with a cargo, and
that Captain Christopher was instructed, after disposing of his cargo, to sell
the vessel, if he should be able to find a purchaser; and that he did, ac-
cordingly, as attorney for the owner, make such sale to Francisco Rocosa,
a Spanish subject residing at Havana.

In this state of the case, I hrave not thought it proper to institute any
proceedings against the vessel; but, for reasons similar to those mentioned
in my letter of the 9th instant, in relation to the ' Eagle" and the Clara,"
have made no formal communication to Lieutenant Beddoes.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant.
B. F. BUTLER.

AARON VAIL, Esq.,
actingg Secretary of State, WIashington.

Mr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.

WASHINGTON, October 30, 1839.
Thle undersigned, Her Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordinary and

minister plenipotentiary, has been instructed by his Government to trans-
mit to the Secretary of State of the United States the enclosed copies of
papers, consisting of numerous official reports and despatches received by
Her Majesty's Government, which contain evidence of the surprising and
deplorable extent to which the American flag is now employed for. the
protection of the inhuman traffic in African slaves.
Her Majesty's Government are well persuaded that a knowledge of the

frauds and evasions of the law which these papers disclose-frauds and
evasions practised for the purpose of covering the most cruel and sordid
acts of barbarity against a portion of the human race-will excite feel-
ings of as deep sorrow and indignation in the Government of the United
States, as the discovery of them has occasioned to Her Majesty's Govern-
ment; and that the Government of the United States will not delay to, take
resolute and effectual steps, either singly or in concert with Great Britain,
for suppressing this dreadful system of crime, and for rescuing the respected
flag of the republic from a reproach which the vilest enemies of mankind
are seeking to cast upon it.

It was naturally to be expected that the first information upon facts
relating to the African slave trade, although connected with the flag of a
foreign nation, should be conveyed through the officers of the BritishliGov-
ernment. The various and long-continued efforts of Great Britain for the
suppression of the trade, the extensive control exerted through the conven-
tions vith foreign Powers. and the special courts of commission established
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in di*tefit qildte s.of toie globe, haive givey toHferMafjestysG "ve int~n
sup!6ior6riamn of intelligence to what can be pc-oessedi bythe Goa#et*1bddetr
of any-theP countmry.-
-ItAd61rnot appear that the American flag began to- be exten~ivel- eim.

ptoyWdfor the protection of the slave trade until between two&indaithr~e
years ago;. bdt, from that! time to-this, the abuse has continuedtoiieitease
in a- regular Grd terrible proportion. Various circumstances, whidbh are
clearlir pointed out in the enclosed papers, appear to have cont4ribted t-
produce-thin efl'e~t; but it is chiefly to be ascribed to.the following cause
Through the-perevering -efforts of Great -Britain, nearly all-GChistian ina.
tions, With; the exception' of the United States, have been in-daced to en-
gage-in a- common-i league for the suppressiOn of the trade. Most- of -the
inaritimeiPowers have now conceded the-right of search, under due-regit-
lationis, to Her Majestv's cruisers; and new conventions negotiated&with
foreign G-dveilnments are every day adding to the extent of the combina-
!tion.- Thev-niiscreants who drive the detested traffic in human beings are
thus- g'&dballyr 1osing their former protections, and are betaking themselves
to the remaining flag whose protection can avail them. It -vill be seetl
that Spat ish, Portuguese, and Brazilian slave traders, with outlaws and
pirates~of al[ nations, are now flocking under thee cover of the American
flag. The great bulk of the trade will soon be carried on tinder that pro-
tection alone ; and unless severe measures of repression be adopted, the
astonishing sight will be shown to the world, of the flag of that nation,
which, to its great honor, was amongst the first to abolish the slave trade,
becoming its chief support and protection.

'l'he undersigned will now proceed to point out to the Secretarv of State
of the United States some of the leading cases, of which the particulars are
detailed- in the enclosed papers.

Injthe year 1837, the attention of Her Majesty's officers was excited by
the discovery that various vessels, intended for the African slave trade,
were builti-and equipped in the ports of the United States, from whence
they had proceeded, under the American flag, either to Havana, or to the
Cape`Verd islands; or direct to the slave coast of Africa; being there for
the first time (and- generally by fraudulent means) transferred to some
Spanish or Portuguese owner, and making the return voyage, with cargoes
of slaves :Otn board, under the Spanish. or Portuguese flag.

It will be found by the enclosed reports, that in the month of October,
1837., two vessels of the above description, named the -" Washington" and
the "5 Joseph Hand:," sailed from Havana for the Cape Verd islands, under
the4igof-the United States; their ultimate- destination being the coast of
African and their employment the illicit traffic in slaves. These vessels
were followed, in-the month of November of the sane year, by the Amer-
icanficthoojeor the If Cleopatra," whose tlestinatioti and character, and the
criminal objects of the voyage, proved to be the same as in the cases pre-
cedng.-

BBut one of the earliest and most marked cases of illicit slave trading
under the protection of the American flag, to which the undersigned is
desirofiu of calling the attention of the United States Government, is the
case of thb " Venus," of Baltimore. This vessel was built at' Baltimore in
the beginning of 183s, destined, there is fill reason to believe, expressly
.for the slave trade. In July, 1838, she was despatched from Baltimore to
Havanw,consigned to a well-known and shameless slave trader of that



place, of'the name of Mazorra. On th'd 4th ofAtigust ollowiggh Odifn
sailed from Havana, uilder: the- American flagfully. equipped; foithd bla-e
trade,-a&nd bound ostensibly to Bahia, in Brazils wheeje he was to' be~tfns-
ferred to, the, Pottugatese flag. Instead of: proceeding, howeve',-to Bahig,
she sailed to the coast of Afriea ;- and returning, in; the short. space of four
months to the coast-of Cuba,. landed a cargo. of no less than 860 slaves in
the immediate.neighborhood of Havana. The name of the vesel:,had -ih
the niean time been changed to the " Duqueza de Braganza:,?' and 4xjOft,
her return to Cuba she bore. the Portuguese flag; but it does ,not appbdr'
that any valid ofk legal. transfer had taken place : in any case, her outward.
voyage,:with equipment for the slave trade,uwas protected by her Ameri-
can character. The illegal objects for which this vessel was employed,.
and tile fraudulent transfer of ownership and: flag, were assisted, there is
n3o doubt (though it is to be hoped unintentionally) by the circuimstance of
the United States consul at Havana exercising, at the period -in question
the functions of Portuguese consul also.
The " Venus" was reported at the time to be one of t(ie fastest sailing-

vessels ever built, and to be; capable of conveying the enormous cargo of
1,100 slaves. The guilty partners in the voyage aboverecounted are be-
lieved to have made a clear profit, by that one voyage, of $200,O0-the-
fruits of their inhuman crime. Most assuredly, as long: as suh' amazing
profit can be acquired. the sanme crimes will he committed, winless sbine
means can be found to amend and strenigthen die law,. or unless far more
vigilant and strenuous exertions be used to enforce the law as it exisit: It.
will be found that all the above particulars, which wer6 first reported by
Her Majesty's authorities at the Havana-nainely, the slave-trading ad-
venture of the " Venus" to the African coast ; her protection on the: out-
ward voyage, though equipped for slave trade, under the America:n flag ;.
the shipment of 1,100 slaves; and the fraudulent substitution of the-Portu-
guese for the American flag, when the slaves were actually ow board-are
hilly and remarkably confirmed by the statement of a British officer o6n the,
African station, (Lieutenant Popham, of IHer Majesty's sloop " Pelican,")
which will be cited in a subsequent part of the present note.
By referring to the series of correspondence herewith enclosed, it will be

seen that Lieutenant Kellett, commanding Her Majesty's brig " Brisk," in a
despatch dated .the 23d of October, 1838, calls the attention of Rear Admi-
ral Elliot to the case of the United States schooner "MMary Hooper," Charles
Bergstiand, master and owner, belonging to Philadelphia'. This vessel
sailed from Havana on the 28th:of May, 1838, for Porto Praya, consieled
toa notorious slave dealer at the Gallinas. When last boarded bf the
"Brisk," she was lying off Tradetowni ready to take in a cargo of slaves.
"This,?' observes lieutenant Kellett, " is not the first instance in which the.
flag of the United States has been made use of for the purpose of screening
offenders from Her Majesty's ships. I this case is successrn!i, I fear the
difficulties of Her Majesty's squadron, in suproessilig the state trade Oil
this coast, will, be greatly increased; as I feel confident weshall; in the-
sneceeding. season, have' uumerous vessels-carrying'. onl the trzfo.int a siriii-
lar manner, when it can be done with such impunit-y. I am satisfied she'.
has also Portuguese papers, which the master partly admitted (when I fia'st
boarded her) he had received at Porto Praya. If she were to sfePt,'ofiller
arrival in the West Indies, a United States ship of wvar, she has Podtttigdee
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papers-; and American papers for Her Majesty's ships.; which, in all probe
-ability, will be the means of her being successful." ;-

It is to~be observed, that the United States consul at Havana assisted in
clearing out the 1' Mary Hooper" from that port, when bound upon 'the
voyage of illicit slave trade above denounced.

In a; further despatch, addressed to Rear Admiral Elliot, by Lieutenant
Kellett, dated Sierra Leone, October 29, 1835, that officer states as follows:
IOn the 27th instant, latitude 80 32' N., longitude 130 30' W., I boarded
and-seized the schooner ' Mary Anne Cassard,' under Apperican colors. ,
have to state that this vessel was lately sold by Gilbert Cassard, of Balti-
more, by power of attorney, to Messrs. Hernandez and Basden, of Matan.
zas. The crew, are composed of olie British subject, (the master, who was
formerly in Her Majesty's brigantine 'Lynx,' on this coast, and was paid
-off in her;) the remainder are all Spaniards. This vessel I have put into
the Spanish mixed commission court for adjudication, being clearly of
opinion that she is Spanish property, fitted and equipped for the slave
-trade."

Rear Admiral Elliot, commanding Her Majesty's naval forces on the
African station, in a dispatch dated 6th1 February, 1839, calls the attention
-of Her Majesty's Government " to the protection which slave vessels receive
from assuming the flag of the- United States ;" and in referring to the case
of the " Marv Anne Cassard," reported by lieutenant Kellett, in his des.
patch of the 29th October, 1538, Rear Admiral Elliot states as follows.:

.4' The seaman who passed for the American captain was, I believe, an
American by birth, though, wishing to be received onboard the ' Lvnx,'
the had passed himself as an Englishman in that vessel; the man was un-
-able to navigate any vessel, and was merely engaged to pass himself as the
American captain, when boarded by a British mian-of-war. She (the
4 Mary Anne Cassard') had her Portuguese colors on board all the time, as
was proved when she was captured, a month afterwards, by the same ves-
sel (' Brisk,') which she mistook for a French brig cruising on the same
part of the coast, and consequently assumed the Portuguese character, hav-
ing her slaves then on board. Several of the slave dealers have declared
their intention to have an American sailingmaster in each vessel, and A.mei.
-ca-n colors; and some have had the impudence to assert that the Govern-
mnent of the United States would not discountenance such practices byiany
.act or agreement which could prevent such gross.abuse of the American
-flag, and such direct violation of their own laws. Her Majesty's sloop
"Lily' has sent in a Spanish vessel, under American colors, her whole crew
Spanish, but with a pretended American captain on board. I was also in-
formed, by the American barque ' Active,? that the ' Saracen' had detained
,a Spanish slave vessel at the Gallinas, under American colors. The prob-
able object of using the American flag will be to protect the vessels up to
:the time of the cargo being ready for shipment. then to go through the farce
.of selling the vessel to a Portuguese or Spaniard. The actual sale of nearly
all the slave vessels in question takes place at the Havana, where one man
is engaged' to personify an Americain captain; but they seem very indif-
ferent-as to having any American papers. The mere flag, in their opinion,
is sufficient; and, as they are all provided also with their proper national
flag,ithey are prepared, in case of meeting an American vessel of war. I
must crave their lordships' early instructions on this growing evil and
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abuse, 'which 1 !feel.is: muich too disgracefulto meet with any countenanced
direct or indirect, from.-te Government of the United States."-

In a further despatch to Her Majesty's Governrnint, dated fromrthe Afri-'
can station, the 13th-of February, 1839, Rear Admiral Elliot states: " I have
the honor to forward the copy of a letter from Lieutenant J. L. R.' I-olt,
comrmanding Her Majesty's, brigantine ' Bonetta,' from which. 'and 'iy
former letters, it will be observed that the use of the American flag is be-
coming rapidly more general in the protection of the Spanish slave vessels.'
Of American flags used for this purpose, there are more than twice as many'
at present on the coast.; and ill so lbarefaced a manner do they proceed,
that some have not even an American to personify the captain, but satisfy
themselves with furnishing one of the crew with a certificate of naturaizae-
tion for the occasion. If Her Majesty's ships were at liberty to send some
of the pretended Americans to the United States, and the Governmendt of
that country were to uphold the honor of their flag, by subjecting such law-
less felons to prosecution and punishment, it wvoild'soon put an end to the
nefarious usurpations of their flag by the most notorious slave dealers be-"
longing to Spain and Portugal."

It will now be seen that similar complaints have been offered, and that
Similar violations of the laws of the United States, with abuse of the Ameri-:
can flag, for the protection of illicit slave trade, have been denounced by.
Her Majesty's naval officers employed on the Brazilian-station. Lieutenant
Birch, commanding Her Majesty's brig " Wizard," in a despatch addressed'
to Commodore Sulivan, senior naval officer at Rio Janeiro, dated off Bahia,
November 12, 1838, makes a report to this effect: 'i I beg' to submit'to
your notice the following statements relative to the extensive share' the
American flag has in forwarding and covering the traffic in slaves carried
,on by parties itl the port of Bahia. The American brig ' Dido,' of Balti-
more,-her master, Phillips, and Manuel, supercargo, when under American
colors, and vice versa when under Portuguese colors, left the Havana about
March, 1837, with a general slave cargo, consisting of armns, ammunition,
spirits, tobacco, &c., &c.: touched at Port-au-Prince, St. Domingo, also at
Bonavista, Cape Verd islands, where it is probable she got Portuguese pa-
pers after the usual sham sale had been effected; from thence she proceeded.:
to Oney river, Lagos, in the bight of Benin, and, after leaving there; disposed
~of her cargo; visited Whydah, where she provisioned; returning to Lagos.
She finally sailed with five hundred and seventty-five slaves on board: her
crew consisting of Phillips, master; Manuel, supercargo; second mate, (a
relation of Phillips,) an American mulatto, a Sicilian, (since mlllurdered at
Bahia,) a Norwegian, two Portuguese. and one Englishman. After a three
-veeks' passage,she made the sand-hills tow midward of Bahia. OCn recon-
noitring the port, Her Majesty's sloop ' Sp)arrowhawk' was observed at
anchor; lipori which, they hauled off-hoisting, however, their distinguish-
ing flag forward, and American colors abaft, which was acknowledged
from the village outside the bar. That same evening, five hundred and
seventy slaves (five having died on the passage) were landed close to the
point Itaparica, at the village. During the night the ' Dido' was cleared
out, and made her appearance in Bahia. next day, under American colors.
The above confirms what I had before learned from report off Bahia. The
Englishman (James Fox) now serving on board the ' Wizard,' states that
lie would have no objection to make oath to the truth of the above state-
Inent. provided security was warranted against his being tried for a mis-

48
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demeanor, or otherwise punished for his share in the transaction. Jamesp
Fox received seventy-five-dollars a monthly, as wages, and one hundred dol.
lars bounty when slaves were landed. The ' Dido' was-under Port1nghse.
colors at Lagos., ;The 'I Dido' left Bahia. again on thie 27th of July,i'witlS a
general cargo, for the coast; and was reported by the ' Mary Cushing,ol
Baltimore,. as having been left by her, in September, in Lagos river, in th6:
bight :of Benin."

In a despatch of the same date, also addressed to Commodore SnlivanF
Lieutenant Birch further reports as follows: "I boarded, on the 16th ot.
September, off Point St. Antonio, (Bahia,) the ' Eagle,' of Baltimore, a two.
topsail schooner of :two hundred and ten tons, under American colors, J.
W;.Littig, master, with crew and passengers, (in all, twenty-one men,) fr6mr
St..Thomas on the line, in ballast. Her American papers were produced,
and. I did not'conceive myself warranted in searching her. It was report.
ed in. Bahia that she. had landed slaves to the northward; and her appear-.
ance, on boarding, warranted the suspicion."
The same officer, in a further despatch, dated off Bahia, December so,.

18q8, addressed to Commodore Sulivan, states: " I have the honor. to. re-
port that, on the 9th of November, I boarded, off Bahia, the7 Americanr
schooner c.William Ridgway,' John Chase, jr., master and part owner, with.
flour for the market. After discharging, she was offered for sale; 'and:
would have been sold to parties for the slave trade, but the bills tendered
could not'be negotiated; and she left 13Thia on the 19th December, for
Baltimore. John Chase, jr., last voyTg, soid the I Juliana' schooner to.
parties.in Bahia; she sailed for the coast of Africa about the 30th Julyy
with- a great. cargo: it is said shewMl take slaves to Havana. John Chase'.
jr., told me he had on the stocks a vessel to he called the ' Mariana,' nearly
ready, but built.expressly for the slave trade ; and that, by God. he would
build'as long as he could find purchasers."

Again, in another despatch, dated off Bahia, December 20, 1S30, the
same officer makes the following report, with respect to the American
schooner the Mary Cushing: "I boarded, on the 10th of November, off'
Bahia, the ' Mary Cushing,' of Baltimore, schooner of one hundred and
forty tons, tinder American colors, Reynolds, master, with a crew of ten
men, (all either Portugiuese or Spaniards,) from Lagos and Prince's island,"
ill ballast, bound to Bahia. Her master volunteered leave to inspect bbe-
tween decks; four leaguers and about twenty water casks were observed.,
in her hold, and also a quantity.of loose plank; her range and, coppers
were mnuch larger than those generally used in merchant service. In Bahia
it was known she had been sold to parties at Havana, for the purpose of
slaving, that the former American master'remained on board with her
register, that she might still bear the flag of the United States. From the
Havana she wvent to Oney river, Lagos, for the purpose of taking in slaves;..
but, being closely watched by otw of Iler Majesty's cruisers, she, after a
stay of some weeks, sailed, annl finally came to Bahia in ballast; she is-
cxpected shortly to sail for the coast with a general cargo, and, the first good
opportunity that offers, will ship slaves ; when the American master will'
leave with his register, and her first nmate take charge, with the sale policy
effected in the Havana. The master observed to the boarding officer, upon
some allusion being made to the American colors he had flying, that, had.
lie negroes on hoard, we should ilot sie those colors up."
Upon referring Once imore to that portion of the enclosed correspondence
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which relates to the coast of Africa, -it will be found that Captain Pophami
commanding. Her Majesty's sloop "Pelican," in a despatchaddressed toRear
Admiral.Elliot, dated 24tii Decem, 'er, i838, states as follows: s, The active
and undisgiiised assistance-t; teen 3 ' e slave trade by citizens ofthe United
States of Axnerica, is as .notorio its as it is disgraceful. The American flag
has, in several instances, given protection to Spanish and Portuguese traf-
fickers-in human beings. The last instance was too shameful to pass une
noticed. A ship, called the 'Vnus,' of 450 tons, built at Baltimore, onthe
most approved model for swi. sailing, arrived at Lagos from Baltimore.ont
or about the 5th of Noveember last. About the 24th of the same month, she
sailed from Lagos. with a very large cargo of slaves, said tp amount to 1,150.
The Americani flag and papers (in possession of Mr. Phillips, the com-
mander, of Baltimore) protected her until a few days before she sailed;
when he left, and the Portuguese flag was substituted for the American.
it is therefore evident that, under the American flag, she was perfectly,
ready for the reception of slaves. On the 28th of November, about a hung,
dred miles south 'of Lagos, the 'Pelican' chased this ship, and at first.glin-
ed on her; but she was lightened by throwing her deck cargo and spars
overboard, then sailed away from us with ease, although every effort .was
made to come up with her. On the 30th, somewhat southeast.of where
our chase commenced, we picked up two spare topmasts, a topsail yard,
and main top-gallant 'rast of very large dimensions, quite.iewxj and evi-
dently but a day or two in the water. This confirmed what 1 heard lp Lagos
about the ' Venus.' We boarded then a large American brigantine,.:is7
charging a cargo for the purchase of slaves. Mr. Littig, the soi-disant
owner and commander, said the cargo was Portuguese property, and that
he hoped the brigantine soon wouldfe. This is the third vessel brought
out (the first and second sold for the slave trade) by the same individual.
The 'Pelican' sailed from West Bay, Prince's island, on Saturday, the 15th
of December, for Ascension. On Monday, the 17th, at daybreak, a suspi-
cious sail was reported as being very close to us. She -immediately tacked.
We made all sail in chase, and at 7. P. (o.tseraine6 Lie Portuguese slave
schooner ' Magdalena,' with a rargo of 320 slaves, from the river Bras, or
Nun. Amongst her passengers was a citizen of the United States, (Mar.
Huntingdon,) who had, on the NISt of December, made over to a Spwniard
the schooner 'Ontario,' of Baltimore. Her sale was! no doubt, effected at
Havana, although the bill o f -ale mentioned it to have taken place in Brass
In this instance, the Ameri an flat, gave unqualified protection to -the
slave trade; for the I Ontar;c' was boarded by the boats of Her Majesty's
ship 'Viper,' in November; and she was then reported as preparing for
the reception of slaves, but having American papers and colors. After a.
little conversation with the Porttuguese commander of the ' Magdalena,"-
he informed me that the 'O:ntariolwas in company on Surnday afternoon.
This information was take. immediate advantage of, and sail was made
on a NW. by W. i W. course. ;Tuesday, at daybreak, (afrer a fine run,)
a sail was -seen to the westward the morning xvas thick and rainy;. but.
at 10 A. M. the weather cleared up, and I despatched Lieutenant Marsh-
with the two gigs to capture the 'Ontario.' This he did at 1lh. 30m.,
with 220 slaves on board. She was Under Spanish colors, but had no pa-l
pers whatever. IOntario, of Baltimore' wvas painted in large letters ort
her stern. Both these vessels I sent to Sierra Leone for adjudication, in-
forming the British commissioners of nmy intention to detain the American
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(Huntingdon) until I received your orders respecting the disposal of him.
However, on a careful perusal of the instructions in my possession and of
the dofresponderce between.Great Britain and the United States df Amer-
ica on the. subject of the slave trade, I wbs induced to alter my intention,
feeling that I should not be borne out in interfereing with a citizen of the
United States, which, it appears to me, the American Government evinced
no disposition to tolerate, even in very extreme case, I do not doubt,
from all. I hear, that the -citizens of the. United States (generally of Balti.
niore) are more deeply interested in the slave trade to the Havana and
13r'azil than is generally supposed."

III a despatch addressed to Her Majesty's Government by the British
commissioners at Havana, on the 1st of January, 1.S39, of which an ex.
tract is enclosed, it will be found reported, that in the year 1s37 eleven
American vessels, and that in the year 1838 no fewer than nineteen Amer-
ican vessels, were employed irn the illicit slave trade between Cuba and
the African coast. It is also stated in the same despatch (and the fact is
deeply to be regretted) that the demand fot newly imported slaves from
Africa had been enhanced, and the temptation to violate the law in like
proportion heightened, by the large increase in the number of sugar plant.
ations which has recently taken place in the island of Cuba, chiefly through
the investment therein of American capital and American industry. A dule
consideration of this fact will assuredly prompt the United States Govern-
ment to exert unremitting efforts for preventing the abuse of the national
flag; for- it is impossible to suppose that any portion of the American peo-
ple, who live so often and .so solemnly pronounced their abhorrence of
the slave trade, should desire to be allowed, either directly or indirectly, to
reap benefit from the continuance of i;.
Some of the remaining cases to w-hich the undersigned will now direct

the attention of the United States Government, not only contain evidence
of the audacious abuse of tae American flag by reckless and unauthorized
men, the outcasts of society, who follow the profession of the slave trade
after the manner of public robbers and pirates; but they disclose circum-
stances of a painfully suspicious character, with respect to the practices fol-
lowed in the consulate of the United States at the Havana-practices
which have no doubt had the effect of affording material assistance to the
detested traffic, and which have a moral tendency, still more deplorable, of
inducing the world to believe that the authorities and Government of the
republic are not in earnest resolved to labor for its extinction. Her Majes-
ty's Government are un-illing to believe that any authorized agent of the
United States would intentionally aid or favor the prohibited African slave
trade. But, in cases like these, where thle temptations that urge men to vio-
late the law are so poeverful ; where the devices resorted to are so variously
and artfully contrived; and where a system of crime is to be dealt with, of
such extremne and barbarous atrocity, it is clear that an habitual careless-
ness and want of vigilance on the part of public functionaries may produce
rreaily the same degree of mischief as the sin of actual connivance.
Rear Admiral Elliot, in a despatch dated from the island of Ascension,

January 1, 1839, addresses the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty as
follows: " I beg leave to call their lordship's attention to the circumstance
of the American consul at the Havana affixing his signature to the papers
of vessels about to be engaged in the slave traffic under the Portuguese
flag, as stated, by Lieutenant Kellett, of Her MIajesty's brig Brisk;' and in
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the report of Lieutenant Oliver, of the ' Fair Rosamond ;' as well as to Ithe
said consul signing blankforms, to be filled up at the pleasure of persons
in command of these vessels."

Lieutenant Kellett, in a dispatch dated Sierra Leone, August 8, IS38,
makes the following report to hear Admiral Elliot: " I have to inform you
that, during my late cruise to the Gambia, I boarded the Portuguese schooner
' Senhora de Born Viagem,' from the Havana, at which place she cleared
out for Porto Praya, but did not call there, and was on her way to the island
of St. Thomas. I beg to state that I examined her papers, and found that
the American consul at the Havana had signed all her papers, his reason
"or so doing being expressed in them ; namely, there being no Portuguese
consull, or other authorized agent there, from the Portuguese Government,
to do so."

It will be further seen that Lieutenant Oliver, commanding Her Majes-
ty's sloop " Fair Rosamond," on the Aft ican coast, reports: " That, on the
19th of July, 1838, he boarded the Portuguese slave schooner the ' Consti-
.tigao,' lying in Acara roads, where the captain produced a Cape Verd island
paper, dated the 10th of December, :,tating the vessel to be American built.,
in which the name of the captain differed from that on the muster roll; and
there were likewise found Spanish custoin-holuse clearances, to which were
affixed the name of Mr. Trist, the American consul, there being no Portu-
guese at the Havana. Her passengers, 11 in number, had Spanish passports,
and evidently held the highest offices on board. Oine stated himself to be
the owner of both vessel and cargo. In his desk was found a certificate of.
his birth as a Spaniard, and several printed forms, signed by Mr. 7'rist,
ij1 blank, for them to fill up at pleasure."
Commander Reeve, of Her Majesty's sloop " LilV," in a despatch to Her

Majesty's Government, dated Gambia, April 2, 1839, makes the following
statement : "; Having captured a vessel under American colors, lying at La-
gos, called the ' Eagle,' the entire crew of which were Spaniards, with the
exception of a man calling himself both master and owner, I sent her to
Sierra Leone for adjudication; but the- mixed commission court have re-
fused to decide, on the ground that the ship's papers produced set forth that
sheisanAmericanvessel. Whencapturedshe waslastfrom Havana,and
answered the description (sent by the Admiralty to the commander-in-chief)
of a vessel employed in the slave trade, called the ' Tres Amnigos,' under
Portuguese colors, about to sail from Maranham. She was sold at the Ila-
vana, and the American vice consul attested the sale and granted American
papers. Three other vessels had been captured under like circumstances
by the I Briskc,' 'Saracen,' and I Forester,' and the court has acted in like.
manner; one of which was afterwards taken with slaves on board: she.
then hoisted Portuguese colors. I have to request you will be pleased to.
acquaint my Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Admiralty wVith the cir-
cumstance, that immediate steps may be taken to check ':ee protection of,
that flag to the slaver, or it will be useless for Her Majesty'.s cruisers to be
employed in the suppression of that inhuman traffic.")
The case of the schooner 4 Florida," which occurred in the beginning of

the present year, ofers a glaring example of the systematic abuse of the.
American flag,, and of the facilities which are afforded for the continuance
of this scandal, by a want of proper caution in the office of the United States
consulate at Havana, where it might have been hoped that the-utmost.
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vigilance would be exercised to prevent the flag of the republic from being
lent to such vile and criminal purposes.

The'.i " Florida" was visited in the river Gallin as, on the 13th of January,
1839, by Lieutenant Hill, of Her Majesty's brig " Saracen," and-found to
be completely fitted up for the slave trade. The papers which 'were found
on board showed that an American register had been taken out for the ves-
selat, Baltimore, int JVne, 1838, by G. Elvear; that she was despatched
from Baltimore to the Havana, and made over to a partner of the notori.
Ous slave-trading firm of Mlanzaneda; that a fictitious sale was executed
at'the Havana, to one Williamson, who was to assume the character of
owner and the duties ofdmaster, and who was to receive a small monthly
stipendlfor-assisting, by his name and presence, in concealing a Spanish
slave-trade adventure tinder an American cover. The British and Spanish
mixed commission at Sierra Leone declined to take cognizance of the case
of the "'Florida," because the papers, although upon the strongest grounds
believed to be fictitious, gave all apparent American character to the vessel.
The subsequent fate of the " Florida" is remarkable, and serves to confirm
the suspicion of-fraud. The reputed American master, (Williamson,) after
soliciting-and obtaining from the British captor personal protection against
his own Spanish crew on board the " Florida," who had mutinied, deter.
minted, upon his arrival at Sierra Leone, to break up and abandon the
"Florida"9 altogether. *Hb accordingly removed on board an American
merchant vessel lying in the port, and then caused the Florida to be hauled
on shore, dismantled; broken up, and sold: declaring his intention to apply
the proceeds, in the first instance, to pay himself the wages due to him,
and then to hand over the balance to the real owners of the vessel when-
ever he should meet with them.
The British commission at Sierra Leone, in reporting to Her Majesty's

Government the above case of the " Florida," inl their despatch of the 31st
January,1IS39,'offer the followingimiportantobservations: " It will be seen
that George Elvear, of Baltimore, took out an American register for his
schooner 'Florida,' in June, 1838, and immediately despatched her to
Havana for sale, under the charge of the captain, (Matthew Kelly,) who
was appointed the agent of the owner, with a power of substitution. Kelly
appointed Don Juan Manzaneda, of the firm of Mlanzaneda & Abusqueta,
his substitute; and within three' months and a half from the date of the
Anmerican register, a bill of sale of the ' Florida' was executed by Man-
zaneda to D. B. Williamson, the present master. Such are the representa-
tions of the ship's papers; unfortunately, however, for the credit of the
bill of sale, another paper was discovered, showing that Williamson, instead
of being the' owner, was to receive from the well-known slave-trading firm
of Manzaneda & Abusqueta (who, if not themselves the owners of the
' Florida,' were, at any rate, the agents of the owners) a small monthly
stipend for assisting, by his name and presence, in concealing a Spanish
slave-trade adventure, under an American cover. The pay of this man was
only 'to continue until the vessel should be ready to receive her return car-
go, when, owing we presume to an' intention to change the flag to Portu-
guese or Spanish, his services would. be no longer of use; but even then
he was to be allowed his passage back to Havana, free of expense; The
equipment of the ' Florida' for the slave trade was complete, and the cap.
tor would have possessed ample means' of convicting his prize of being an
essentially Spanish vessel engaged in the illicit traffic, had he been permit-
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fted to. take advantage.of the information acquired by his unauthorized
search. The aforesaid Williamson acknowledged that, so far as the bill of
sale related to himself, it w'as false, and that he had no claim whatever' to
-the character of owner.; and lhe attempted to clear himself of: being,a party
,to the fraud, by declaring -that he had not been aware of the existence of
,t~his false document until some time after he had left Havana. Wehave
little doubt that the American register and muster roll are as fictitious as
the paper the falsehood of which is admitted; they arc, however,- recog-
nised by American authorities as true'arid valid, entitling the vessel which
carries them, to all~the privileges of an Anmerican character; and, in our
view of the matter, the fact of such a recognition is sufficient to protect from
-searcl and detention an apparent American vessel, so long as Americaper.
lists in refusing to our cruisers the right of visitation. The tenderness with
which the independence of the flag of the United States has been -treated un-
-der so much provocation will, we trust, have its proper effect. Of the actual
existence of the evils which were anticipated from Amnerica's determined
denial of the privilege of search, no doubt can now be entertained;;-dndiit
is to be hoped that some remedial measures will, at any rate be adopted'by
herself to check and punish the abuse which has clearly resulted from her
retention of a right which other nations have consented, under certaiticir-
curnstances, and for a well-defined and humane object, to waive; without
,any injury to their national honor. We will here, only recommend-one
aneasure, to which America can offer no reasonable objection. It is,-that'a
force of small brigs, brigantines, or schooners of war,lshould be seut oni this
coast by the American Government, each of which should cruise and visit
the slave-trading rivers and stations in company with one of our own ves-
.-Sels. Cruising singly would have comparatively little effect' as -the' same
vessel which would show American colors and papers to a British officer
might show Portuguese or Spanish colors and papers to an American officer.
The crews of such vessels are always composed of Spaniards, with-the ex-
,ception of one American, who, in the presence of the British cruiser,-would
figure as the American captain, and,-before the cruiser of his own. nation,
would declare himself a passenger, and would probably produicea passen-
.ger's passport from Havana. Cruising in couples, on the contrarywould
remove the possibility of such evasion. If the American flag and pass were
assumed by a slaver, she would be taken charge of by the one; and if-she
"declared herself, or if.she could be proved, -to be Spanish, Portuguese, or
Brazilian, she would be a prize to the other man of wvar. At present,' hw-
-ever, the coast swarms. with vessels, apparently American; and a rich har-
vest of prizes would follow the arrival of a squadron of American cruisers,
*armed with authority to capture on the ground of equipment."

The undersigned earnestly invites the attention of'the United States Gov-
-ernment to the remarks and suggestions of the British commissioners above
'Cited. Those gentlesien possess- a thorough knowledge of the fraudwand
-devices resorted to by the miscreants who now carry onl the illicit slave
trade; and they are the best possible judges of the means which ought- to
be employed to counteract them. The earnest wish of Her Majesty's Gov-
irnment to obtain the concurrence of the Government of the United States
in an agreement- for the exercise of a mutual right of search, under proper
regulations, is sufficiently well known. If this concurrence cannot be ob-
,ained, tie-employment of a combined force of- British anti American cruisers
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along the slave coast, upon the plan above suggested by the British coxn
missioners, would:nlo doubt effect a speedy and material diminution of the
trade. ...
Thlundersigned, however, would respectfully suggest that no time

ought to be lost in. amending the United States law against slave trade:
to the extent of making that law applicable, to vessels manifestly equippeS
for the. slave trade, even when no slaves are found actually on board.
The. addition of. this clause to the British. law, and the insertion of am
analogous article in many of the recent slave-trade conventions concluded
between Great Britain and foreign Powers, have been found of material
service in repressing the trade. By means of the equipment article and
law, not only are many slave traders punished by the. loss of their vessels,
which they. would otherwise save from condemnation, but (what is of far
more importance to the cause of humanity) slave-trade adventures are
thereby frustrated before the fulness of the crime has been committed;
and, consequently, before the unfortunate Africans, the destined victims
of the crime, have been doomed to the horrors of embarkation as slaves,
and to the chances of misery and destruction that follow.
The same despatch from the British commissioners contains also, withl

reference to the case of the "Florida," the following remarks upon the
conduct of the United States vice consul at Havana, as exhibited by the
papers found on board the vessel: " He (the American vice consul) recog-
nised as a valid document a register which had apparently. been can-
celled, and of which only the left halt was produced to him; and he ac-
knowledged Williamson as owner of the ' Florida,' and the purchaser of
that vessel, although no power of attorney or power of substitution wag
forthcoming, to prove the right which either Kelly, the alleged agents
or Manzaueda, the alleged substitute and seller, had received from El-
vear, the original named in the mutilated register, to dispose of the prop-
erty in question. Nor does it seem to have excited any doubt in the
mind of. Smith, that a vessel fully equipped for the slave trade, and bound
for the most notorious slave mart on the coast of Africa, should be
cleared .out from Havana by one of the most extensive slave merchants
of Cuba, with a crew of which the captain of the flag was the only per'-
sonI who professed to be an American citizen." A reference to the ab-
stract of papers found on board the Florida, which is annexed to the des-
patch of the British commissioners, will satisfy the United States Govern-
ment that the above remarks are neither unjust nor unnecessarily severe.
Another gross and flagrant instance of the abuse of the flag of the Unitedc

States for purposes of illicit slave trade, is furnished by the case of the
schooner";' Hazard," of Baltimore, Russell Barber, master; which vessel[
was fallen in with on the coast of Africa, under American colors, by Her
Majesty's brigantine Forester, and detained, on the ground that she was
equipped for slave trade, add that there were sufficient reasons for believ.-
ing her to be a Spanish vessel. The "' Hazard" was brought for trial be-
fore the British and Spanish mixed court of commission at Sierra Leone,;
but the fact of the vessel having been detained while sailing under the-flag'
and, pass of the United States rendered it improper, in the opinion of the!
court, to sanction the prosecution. The British commissioners at Sierra.
Leone, in reporting this case to Her Mlajesty's Government, in their des-
patch of the 31st of January, 1839, (to which despatch is annexed an ab-
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stract of the papers found on board the IH-azard make tet following
statement " The ' Hazard' received -an American register, at lBaltimore,
on the 11th of May, 1838; and, on'the-following day, she was despatched
to Havadia for sale. On the 19th of September, Don Francisco Montero,
a merchant at Havana, who has since accompanied the vessel in the os-
tensible character of supercargo, received full power to dispose of the vesr-
sel when, where, and how he pleased. There is little doubt Montero
had, in fact, become the owner of the property over which hes possessed
such absolute control, and that the power of attorney under which that
control was exercised was a mere blind. Barber, the AAmerican, was-alsop.
it appears, only I captain of the. flag;' the real master, who cleared out
the vessel from the Havana, and whose name was endorsed on the clear-
ance as captain, being Don Benito Sandes, who is described on the muster
roll as first mate. Although cleared out for St. Thomas, the-destination
of the cHazard' was the slaving port of Lagos, ill Africa,land she car-
ried from Havana letters for various persons at that pladej, and the fit-
tings of the vessel sufficiently demonstrated the illegal object of the voy-
age. The American captain died on his passage to this port; and the,
'Hazard' was thus left to navigate the seas without having on board'one
citizen of the nation to which she claimed to belong. The crew were all
foreigners; a Spanish merchant exercised over her all the rights of own-
ership; and she received her outward cargo and her slave-trading equip-
ment in a Spanish port, to which, according to the declaration of. the late'
master, she intends to return when her business on the coast is completed.
There is nothing to connect her with America but her Baltimore register,
and the recognition of her American character by Mr. Smith, the TUnitedi
States' vice consul at the Havana. Nor could she ever have been in-
tended to be employed in the commerce of America; for, on the day
after the Amrierican register was obtained, she sailed for Havana, with &,
power of attorney on board -to sell her forthwith. Under these circum-
stances,'all that the captor required to.procure the condemnation of the
'Hazard' as a Spanish vessel engaged in the slave trade, was the right
to avail'himself of discoveries produced by his visitation and search."
Annexed to the despatch of the British commissioners, from which the

above is an extract, will be found an abstract of the various papers and
letters discovered on board the "c Hazard." The especial attention of the:
United States Government is invited to those papers, as not only con-
taining evidence of the nefarious employment of the American flag im
this one instance, but as throwing important light upon the constant and
regular system of fraud which is now practised for the purpose of cover-
ing the African slave trade by the use of the American flag; and for
the prevention of which the United States consular agents at the Havana:
have certainly not exerted the necessary vigilance.

It will' be seen, by.reference to a correspondence which took place .ir
the month of January last, between Her Majesty's. commissioners at, the-
Havana and the United States consul at that port, (copies of which cor-
respondence are among the enclosed papers,) that the United States con-
sul at the Havana continues to receive with reluctance and ill will, and&
with a singular want of courtesy, whatever useful evidence and informa-
tion is tendered to him by Her Majesty's commissioners respecting the
evasions and violations of the American law for the suppression of. the

5w
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Alave trade. Her Majesty's Governm-ent have reason' greatly to'ret
this dispositionon the part'otan,authorized agent of the U'nit'ed Stes.

It is to berenmembeed that:the two Governme'n'ts have 'm-utitllt rIngd
to each: other, by the; 10th article of-the treaty 'of' Ghent, that they will "-
their utmost endeavors to proniote the entire abolition of tlie' slave' tridi'-,
and it'would seem to be' no. more than was required by the res"'ct' hijIh
<the agents of' each country 'must feel for the other, that they 'sholild: not
only themselves act in strict accordance with the spirit of the en'gagbmne'nti
which' their own Government has contracted, but that they should with
readiness and-cordiality furnishl to, and receive from, the agents of the
other Government, any evidence or information which may be calculated
to enable that other, Government more effectually to accomplish the corn-
snonw purpose.

It will likewise have been observed that the United States consul at the
Havana is reported to have been in the habit, during the absence of a 're'gu
lar Portugueseagent, of exercising the functions of Portuguese as' wvell as
American consul for that port.' The extreme' imprudence of this arrange.
ment will surely be acknowledged, when it is conside'red'that the subjecti
of Portugal are the most inveterate and audacious slave dealers" that infekt
the ocean, and that the port of Havana has long been one; of the mdst
notorious and offensive slave marts on the globe.

It also appears, as will have been seen by 'the otlicial re orts abovd
,cited, that the United States consul at the HaVana,`when clearing otit vet-
'eels notorously about to be employed in the slave trade, has followed the
-extraordinarv practice of affixing his name to blank formns, to be filled up
at pleasure by. the persons. in command of those vessels. 1-ler Majesty's
"Governmhent would: deeply regret to discoverkthat an 'authorized agent of
the United'States, possessing apparently the confidence Of his Goviernm'eit;
had directly and intentionally lent his assistance to the 'detested traffic' in
slaves; but the undersigned must repeat, that the' extraordinary and unac-
'countable conduct here reported'must inevitably produce the same effect as
Pwilful arid criminal connivance.
With reference to this part of the subject, the undersigned will next'call

the attention of the United States Government to certain facts condiedted
with the conduct pursued in the Anierican consulate 'at Havana, which
transpired upon the trial of the Portuguese slave vessel the " Dolcinea ;"
-an official' report of which trial, furnished 'by the British commissioners at
Sierra' Leone, and annexed to their despatch to Her Majesty's Government
~of! the' 5th of December, 1838, is placed' ainongt the' enclosed papers.

The "s Dolcineay9 ra's captured north of tO line, und'sr Portuguese colors,
with 253 slaves on board, by Commander Popham, of Her Majesty's sloop!

4" Pelicnll," on' the' 31st of'October,'1838; and, being brought' for adjldi-
-cation before the British arl Portuguese court of mixed commission at
Sierra Leone, was condemned as a good' and lawful prize, on the `3d'of
December of the same year. T'he papers' found on' board the vessel
showed that she had wrongfully assumed the Portuguese 'flag-; and that
the-illegal adventure, in the course of whidh 'she was captured, was in its
characterr essentially Spanish. 'Two certificates, signed by Mr; Trist, United'
S ates consul at the Havana, acting apparently in the cha acter' of Portu-
guese consul; also were attached-to the matricula, or muster roll, of the
'crew of 'the I" Dolcinea." -One of these certificates declared' that the india'
,vidnal who acted as master of the vessel had received his appointment to
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that office from the agent of Mr..Caldas, the person who was named in the
register of the "Dolcinea" as, Portuguese owner of the vessel; and the
other certificate stated that the schooner " Dolcinea" carried a crew of
6ixteon men. In contradiction to the first-mentioned certificate, the master.
Wiimself declared that lie had received his appointment from Mr. Silva,a
Brazilian subject settled at the Havana; and the master declared, further,
that Mr. Silva was sole owner of the vessel, and owner of the greater part
of the.cargo. The other certificate seems to have been framed for the pur-
pose of supporting the inatricula or muster roll ; but that document. was
very irregular and suspicious, since it was drawn up according to the form
of the rouster rolls of slave vessels, without mentioning the name of a
single officer of the vessel; and it bore no marks of having been submit-
ted. io the Spanish authorities of the port from whence the vessel sailed.
It is possible, that both the declarations (the one attested in the certificates,
and the one sworn to by the master) were equally false; but in any case it
appears upon the face of these documents that the seal and signature of
the United States consulate was lent to attest gross inaccuracies, and to
sanction fraudulent practices devised for covering illicit slave trade. Her
Majesty's Government earnestly hope that the Government of the United
states will order a strict investigation to he made into the facts here. de-
nounced, and will cause such strict regulations to be enforced for the fu-
ture as may prevent a repetition of such culpable practices.
The undersigned regrets to add, that the case of the " Victoria," a yes-

.seliconderrnned at Sierra Leone, in the month of January last, as a, Spanish
slaver although wrongfully and fraudulently assuming the Portuguese flag,
furnishes still further and mnore recent evidence of the extraordinary prac-
tices followed in the consulate of the United States' at Havana,- tending to
afcrd the sanction of the seal and signature of that consulate lo notorious
and almost avowed undertakings-of slave trade and piracy. The details
of this case are given in full (among the enclosed papers) 'in a despatch
from Her Majesty's commissioners at Sierra Leone, dated the 31st of Jan-
tiary, 1839, with a report of the trial annexed.
With 'reference to the case of the slave-trading vessel (the " Eagle" of

Baltimore) which was recently brought into the harbor of New York, in
charge of a British officer and prize crew, and which *has finally been de-
livered back into the hands of the captor, as Spanish property, by the de-
cision of the judicial authorities of the United 'States, some important
additional information respecting the character of that vessel, and respect-
ing her previous slave-trading voyages between Africa;and -Brazil, under
the protection of the American flag, is furnished by the British commission-
ers at Sierra Leone, in a despatch to Her Majesty's Government. of the 12th
of February, 1839. 'Before being finally captured by Her Majestys ship
"' Buzzard," the "c Eagle" had already (as has been stated in a former part of
thisnote) been visited and detained in Lagos roads, on the coast of'Africa, bya
Her Majesty's ship "c Lily," Captain Reeve, commander, upon suspicion of
being employed in illicit slave trade on Spanish account. Her protection
under the Ameriean flag constrained the British and Spanish mixed corn-
mission to decline entertaining the case. In transmitting to Her Majesty's
Government an. abstract of the papers found on board the "; Eagle,?' the
British commissioners offer the following statement: "cThe 'Eagle' ob-
tained an American register at Baltimore on the 1st of December, 1837, and.
on the. same day her owner- took measures to effect a sale of her. Being-
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built and intended for the slave trade, she was at once despatched to HeiX
vana, where she was soon after disposed of. Who became the real o*n-ier;
it is difficult to say; but the ostensible owner was the present master, (Joshua
W. Littig,) to whom every assistance for clearing his vessel for the coast
was rendered by the consul and vice consul of the United States at Havana.
On the 9th of May, 1838, the ' Eagle' was cleared out at the Havana, with
a regular slave equipment, for the island of St. Thomas, although Mr. Con'
sul Trist, in a certificate, on the following day, declares that she was bound
to Whydah, eaid the log shows that her real destination was Lagos. The
crew shipped at Havana, with the sanction of the American consul, were
all Spaniards, and agreed to serve under the American, (Littig,) ' or whdI
ever shouldgofor master,' on a voyage to Whydah, or ' wherever the mO-`
ter mazy direct.' Accordingly, having reached this coast, and having been
loaded at Lagos, they proceeded to Brazil, and entered into the port of Ba.
hia on the 16th of September, 1838, after having landed (as there is every
reason to believe) a cargo of slaves somewhere in the immediate neighbor-
hood. Mr. Foster, the American consul at Bahia, disregarded the absence
of any clearance or authority which would justify the ' Eagle's' appearance
at Bahia, as if it were allowable for a vessel to wander over the world, from
one quarter of the globe to another, in defiance of her papers. He over.
looked the complete slaving equipment which she carried, and the Spanish
crew by which she was navigated. Indeed, he added twelve, Spanish sea-
men to her muster roll, and then despatched her to the coast of Africa, bal-
lasted with slave leaguers, and with a cargo of tobacco worth 820,000,
shipped by the oldest slave dealer in Brazil, and consigned to the order of
an Havana merchant at Lagos. In addition to the twelve Spaniards added
to the former Spanish crew at Bahia, six other Spaniards were there ship-
ped, furnished with passports as passengers bound to the coast of Africa.
These persons were, however, in like manner seamen, and were still on;
board the 'Eagle' when detained by Her Majesty's sloop 'Lily,' two
months after their arrival on this coast. A crew of twenty-seven Spaniards
and one American on board a vessel so furnished, both from its composi-
tion and numbers, sufficiently showed the real character of the expedition.
for which they were engaged. From some amongst the papers which re-
late to another American brig, the ' Teazer,' we discover that Joshua W.
Littig is no novice in the art of making the American flag subservient to
the slave-trading adventures of Spanish and Brazilian merchants. We
have been more particular in detailing the facts of these American cases,
from the belief that they would he made the subject of representations to
the American Government. Although the flag of the United States has
been so extensively employed in the slave trade, that it is now met with in:
every slave haunt on the coast, it is only lately that such has been the case.
The immediate causes which have led the slave dealers to invoke its as-
sistance were: first, the expressed determination of America not to be a.
party to any convention on the subject of the slave trade; secondly, the
concession of an equipment article by Spain; and, thirdly, the practical
adoption of the principle, that in cases where the right 6f visitation tanrd
search exists, the national character of a vessel may be fixed by the resin.
dence of her merchant owner, and bv the course of trade in which slte in
engaged, in opposition to the presumption arising from her flag and regis-,
ter. Three years ago, the abuse which now so universally prevails as to
be a matter of every-day occurrence, was only a subject of anxiety and
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apprehension. In a despatch which we had the honor to address to your
1ordsbip on the 2d of January, 1836, speaking of the various means wfiichx
in our opinion, would be used to escape from the operation of the new
Spanish treaty, the commissioners remarked: ' It seems probable that the
fiagoof the United States may be made use of for the same purpose, partic--ularly by those vessels intending to trade north of the line.' And. again,
in the sanme despatch: ' American vessels wvill, we have no doubt, be em--
ployed in assisting slave adventures, by conveying to the coast, without
fear of detention, all the articles necessary for the outfit of a vessel on her
return voyage, and which, if found on board of one of the vessels for whose
use they are intended, would at once lead to her condemnation.' At the
very same time that the above despatch was written, the commissioners at
the Havana expressed, in their despatches to your lordship, similar opinions
and apprehensions. Since then, the unfavorable anticipations, which our
experience had taught us on both sides of the Atlantic to form, have been
too fully realized."
The above extracts sufficiently denounce the open and audacious man-

ner in which the flag of the United States is now assumed by the slave
traders of Spain and Brazil; and it is also evident therefrom, that the
United States consuls at Havana and at Bahia have not interfered to pre-
vent it.
Mr. Bartlett, British consul general in the Canary islands, states, in a

despatch to Her Majesty's Government of the 31st of July, 1S39, that on
the 15th of that month a vessel, under the American flag, called the "sTwo
Friends," suspected on very strong grounds to be engaged in the slave
trade, arrived at the port of Santa Cruz, in Teneriffe. It appears from the
evidence contained in the documents annexed to Mr. Bartlett's despatch,
that the said vessel (the "Two Friends") left the Havana, bound for New
Orleans, with a Spanish captain and a crew of eleven men, and with a
Spanish flag flying; that at New Orleans American papers were procured,
an American flag hoisted, and a new crew of sixteen nmen entered as Amer-
icans, although none of them were natives of the United States; and the
Spanish captain and crew were then, as is customary on slave-trading voy-
ages, entered on the papers of the vessel as passengers. The vessel was
navigated tinder a bill of sale and a custom-house clearance from New Or-
leans, but she had no log book on board. From New Orleans she pro-
ceeded to Cabanas, in Cuba, and shipped at. that place leg irons, coppers.
bags of rice, and other articles belonging, to the notorious equipment of
slave traders. She then sailed for Africa, and landed the above slave-trad-
ing articles at Gallinas; and thence lastly proceeded, in the month of Julyaf this year, to Santa Cruz, in Teneriffe, where some of her crew, having
found-that the vessel was engaged in slave trade, left her.
The above is a summary of the evidence regarding the voyage of the

"Two Friends," of which the details will be found in the documents an-
inexed to Mr. Consul Bartlett's despatch, which are placed amongst the
enclosed papers.
Oneother important point to which the undersigned is desirous ofcall-

ing the attention of the United States Government, is the fact of foreign
vessels, fully equipped for slave trade, and notoriously destined for that il-
legal jiursuit, being permitted to enter ports of the United States, refit, and
again, clear out, for the prosecution of their criminal enterprise.

It will be seen by referring to a despatch, herewith enclosed, from Her
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tlajesty's commissioners at Sierra Leone, dated July 31, l83S,'that afer te.

porting th case of the Portuguese slave vessel, the '"Prova,"'a short 'rhitks
before captured otn the -African coast with' a cargo of two hundreed'6aii
twenty-five slaves on board, and condemned by the mixed corrrnisiri
those gentlemen state as follows: "Stress of weather and damage r
ceived at sea compelled the 4 Prova,' soon after she left the Havana, to
plLt into Charleston to refit, and she remained there for nearly three-month's
The outward appearance alone of this vessel 'would, it might be supposed,
have excited suspicion as to the real object of-'her voyage but it id sure
rising that, fitted and equipped as she was for the slave trade, and with
her leaguers and slave deck onl board, she should have been permitted to
clear out fronman American port for the coast of Africa. Francisco Jos4
Dias, the master of the ' Prova,' deposed that the voyage commenced, and
was to have ended, at Havana; that the last clearing port wvas Charleston,
that the vessel was proceeding on her voyage from Havana to the AfricanT
coast, when she carried away her jibboom, and received other considera.
ble damage, which compelled her to go to GCharleston, where she remained
about three months refitting, and thence sailed direct to the Calabar, where
her slaves. were shipped."
Her Majesty's Government entertain a confident hope that the Governs

ment of the United States will adopt such measures as may be calculated
to preclude, for the future, the possibility of vessels evidently employedin
illicit slave trade refitting at 'their leisure,.and again publicly clearing out
from a port of the United States.
With a desire to avoid carrying the present note to an inconvenient

length, the undersigned has limited himself to a consideration of the lead'
in, points contained in the enclosed papers. A number of further details
will be found in those papers, well deserving the attention of the United
States Government.

It would also be a superfluous duty for the undersigned to offer any'
lengthened observations on the remarkable manner in which the' state-'
ments and arguments above recapitulated have been recently-confirmned by,
the cases of, the four vessels, the " Eagle," ' Clarat," " Wyoming," alid
"Catharine," captured under American colors, while engaged in illicit slave'
trade,.and brought into the harbor of New York, in charge of British offi-.
cers and prize crews. The whole details relating to these cases are already
in the possession of the Government of the United States.

In conclusion, the undersigned has to state, that it remains the settled'
opinion of Her Majesty's Government, that the most sure and effectual'
means of checking the African slave trade would be afforded by a convene
tional agreement between Great Britain and the 'United States for the mu-
tual exercise of the right of search, under due regulations, by the cruisers'
of the two nations; and the undersigned is instructed once nuore to urge
this proposal upon. the serious attention of the President of the Urnited'
States. The 'regular, rapid, and frightful increase of the African slave trade,
under the abuse of the American flag, which has been observed to take'
place since the period when the above proposal was last discussed,appears
to Her Mlajestys Government to offer a very strong argument in favor ofa
reconsideration by the United States of the decision then formed. If 'ob".
stacles. which'Her Majesty's Government are unwilling to anticipate; should'
still prevent the concurrence of the United States in such 'an agreement,
Heriklajesty's Government have only to express their anxious hope that the
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Govnrnefnt of the UEnited S*tes ay ke ably1to devise some other. effleatual
method; either, singly, or in concert with .Qreat Brjitqi, forarresting Ihe
progress of a guilty and sinful traffic, which Her Majesty's Government,'
are welL coniiiced the Government of the United Statte do, equally with
the 0,e6rnment of Great Britain, abhor, reprobate, and detest.
The undersigned avails. himself of this occasion to renew to the Secre-

tary of.State of the United States the assurance of his distinguished con-
side ation.

H. S. FOX..
Hon, JOHN FORSYTH,

Secretary of State of the United States.

SCHEDULE OF DOCUMENTS.

No. 1. Her Majesty's Commissioners to Viscount Palmerston. Havana,
October 31, 1837.
No. 2. Her Majesty's Commissioners to Viscount Palmerston. Havana,

becemnber 20, 1837.
No. 3. Extract front a despatch from Her Majesty's judge at the Havana,

dated August 22, 1838.
No. 4. Lient. Kellett, R. N., to Rear Adrmiral Elliot. H. M. brig Brihk,

at sea, October 23, 183S.
No. 5. Lieut. Kellett to Rear Admiral Elliot. H. M. brig Brisk, Sierra

Leone, October 29, 1838.
No. 6. Rear Admiral Elliot to Charles Wood, Esq. Melville, at sea,

February 6, 1839.
No. 7. Rear Admiral Elliot to. Charles Wood, Esq. Melville, at. sea,

February 13, 1839.
No. 8. Extract from a despatch of iLieut. Holt, R. N., to Rear AdmiraL

Elliot. H. M. brig Bonetta, Prince's Island, Februiary 11, 1839.
No. 9. Lieut. Birch, R. N., to Commodore Sulivan, C. B. H.. M. brig

Wizard, off Bahia, November 12, 1838.
No. 10. Lieut. Birch, R. N., to Commodore Sulivan, C. .B. H. M. brig

Wizard, off Bahia, November 12, 1838.
No. 11. Lieut. Birch, R. N., to Commodore Sulivan, C. B. H. M. brig

Wizard, off Bahia, December 20, 1838.
No. 12. Extract from a despatch of Captain Popham, R. N., to Rear

Admiral Elliot. H. .M. sloop Pelican, at~sea, December 24, 1833.
No. 13. Extract from a despa~tch from Her Majesty's Commissioners at

Havana. January 1, 1839.
No. 14. Extract from a despatch from Rear Admiral Elliot to Mr. Wood,-

dated Melville, Ascension, lanuuary 1, 1839.
No. 15. LieuLt. Kellett, R.N., to Rear Admiral Elliot. H. M. brig-Brisk,

at Sierra Leone, Augyust 8, 1838.
No. 16. A return of- vessels engaged in the slave trade, searched and-

detained by Her :Majesty's ships and vessels under the orders of Rear Ad-
riiral the Hon. George Elliot, C. B., on the Cape and African station, be-
twveen October 1 arid December 31, 1838.
No. 17. Commander Reeve to Charles Wood, Esq. H. MI. sloop Lily,

Gambia, April 2, 1829.
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No. 18. Her Majesty's Commissioners at Sierra Leone to Viscount Pal.
merston. Sierra Leone; January 31, 1839. Two enclosures. Case of
the Florida.:

No. 19. Her Majesty's Commissioners at Sierra Leone to Viscount Pal.
ajierston. Sierra Leone, January 81, 1839. One enclosure. Case of the
Hazard.

No. 20. Her Majesty's Commissioners at Havana to Viscount Palmer.
ston. Havana, January 19, 1839.. Four enclosures. Correspondence
between the British Commissioners and Mr. Consul Trist.

No. 21. Her Majesty's Commissioners at Sierra Leone to Viscouint Pal.
merston. Sierra Leone, December 5, 1839., One enclosure. Case of the
]Dolcinea.

No. 22. Her Majesty's Commissioners at Sierra Leone to Viscount Pal.
rnerston. Sierra Leone, January 31, 1839. One enclosure. Case of the
brig Victoria.

No. 23. Abstract of the papers found on board the brig Eagle, J. W.
Littig master.

No. 24. Mr. Consul Bartlett to Viscount Palmerston. Santa Cruz, July
31, 1839. Three enclosures. Case of the Two. Friends.

No. 25. Her Majesty's Commissioners at Sierra Leone to Viscount Pal.
2ierston. Sierra Leone, July 31, 1839. One enclosure. Case of the
1'rova.

[Enclosure No. 1.]

HAVANA, October 31, 1837.
My LORD: The following is the list of vessels that have cleared from

this port, during the past month, for the coast of Africa, viz:
October 2. Portuguese schooner Felicidad, for San Tom6.
October 3. Anmerican schooner Washington, for Buena Vista.
October 18. Spanish schooner Union, for Santiago de Praya.
October 19. Portuguese schooner Estela, for Santiago de Praya.
October 20. American schooner Joseph Hand, for Cape de Verds.
Of the arrivals during the same period, we are only able to name two

vessels-the Portuguese schooner Francisca, from San Pablo de Loanda;
-and the Ligera, from the island,of Principe-though we have heard cir.
cumstances particularized which left no doubt in our minds of one or two
others. It is, however, worthy of remark, that much more caution is now
observed respecting vessels from the coast of Africa, as the signals for
them at the MToro Castle have ceased to be made; and also the entries in
the books of the coffee-hotfses where the merchants resort.

Of the vessels cleared at the custom-house for the coast of Africa, your
lordship will perceive there are two Americans.

We have, &c.
J. KENNEDY.
EDW. W. H. SCHENLEY.

Viscount rALMERSTON, G. C. B., s.
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HAVANA, December 20, 1837.
;My. LORD :--The following is 4 list of the vessels that have cleared: out

,from this port for the coast of Africa during they last. month:.
November 2. Portuguese schooner Ligera, for Isla de Principe.
November 7. Swedish brig Victoria, for Cape de Verds.
November 18. Portuguese schooner Vigilanta, for Loandoi
November 25. American schooner Cleopatra, for Cape de Verds.
November 25. Portuguese schooner Sies Igual, for Cape.de Verds.
November 30. Portuguese brig Triunfo de Loando, for San Tom6.
Of tiese, the Cleopatra and' the Sies Igual are entered in the names of

4he great slave dealers, P. Martinez & Co.
During the, month, the following vessels have arrived from the coast of

Africa:
November-. Portuguese schoonerr Manuelita.
November-. Do Dos Hermanos.'
November 16. Do Olympia, Silva, master.
November 25. Do name unknown.
November 28. Do Velez, Leusa, master.
November 30. Do Maria Teresa, Malho.
Your lordship will perceive that all these vessels sail now under the Por-

4uguese flag, though there is no doubt that most, if not all, are manned and
owned by Spaniards. In addition to these, it ought to be added,: that
lieutenant Jauney, now here in charge of the Spanish schooner Matilda,
*has brought information of the Arrogante (a vessel manned entirely by
Spaniards, but under the Portuguese flag) having been- captured, with 409
inegroes on board, off Cape Antonio, by Her Majesty's sloop Snake; and
it is further reported here, that the Urmea, also under Portuguese colors,
-has been taken by Her Majesty's sloop Ringdove, with 51S negroes on
board, and sent to Sierra Leone.

We have, &c.-
J. KENNEDY.
E. W. I. SCHENLEY.

Viscount PAL31EtSTO, G. C. B., SAc.

[Enclosure No. 1.]
Extract from a despatch from Her Mojesty's Judge at the H1avana,

dated dugust 22, 18Ss.
Another vessel of the like character arrived here the 4th instant, and is

'thus reported in the Diario of the 5th.
From Baltimore, in. twenty-four days, the Amnericati 'ship "Venius,"

Captain Wallace, tons 460, with bricks 1K) Don Jos6 Mazczrra-passisengers,
two. Of this vessel there is the following notice in a Baltimore paper (the
American) of the 4th of July: "A noble corvette ship, theVenus, Captain
Wallace, piercedfor eighteen guns, built in this city on foreignaccount, is
-also ready for sea. She is, we learn, the sharpest clipper-built vessel ever
constructed hlere, and, according to the opinion of nautical men, must out-
'sail any thing that floats." The consignee's name, (Mazorra.) your lordship

49



will remember to have had reported:eVeal times, and it is said he is half
owner of the Venus. I have not learned whether she is actually to sail
witlh idngiguns, -but I have heard reports of two other vessels having been
-renred during lsttninonth with' six 'gus eaeh,;and that one tAsto ail

equipped to cope with any- cruiser On the coast.
The 4"Venus" is destined for Mozambique, and is arranged to bring as

many even as one thousand negroes; in which case, it is said, she wduld
clear to the speculators from $100,000 to $200,000 in her first vdyage-her
cash price being estimated at $50,000, and the expenses of cargo and.
slaves at another. $50,000.
On the' subject of vessels going equipped under the American flag to the

coast of Africa, there to be pretended lo be transferred for the first time to
some Portuguese or Spanish owner, I have had several conversations with
the American coiisul at this place, a gentleman of high character and of
considerable reading and observation' I regret, however, to say, that
have received only the m6st discouraging replies o0! every point relating
to the prohibited traffic; and to add, that this seems the general feeling
here offt e Atnerican community. They all seem to declare that it would
be a question not to be entered on-of inquiring into their equipments-
as interfering With their trade,iiot knowing how far such interferences night
be led to extend; -and that Englanid may as well think of closing up the.work.
shdps of Hirminghami, where they say the bolts and shackles are rnanufac.
tured, as call on America to forbid the sailitig of vessels equipped with
them. In answer, I have niot hesitated to express my disbelief of the'
shackles coming fromi tBirminigham, and to declare my full conviction thdt
ai n-6 port whatever in England would they. allow any such articles to be-
shipped, had they any idea of their being intended for such a purpose.

I regret to have also to inform your lordship, that during the suspension.
of the Portugues'e couisul, as I have previously stated, the American consti.
has been actingpro temporae in that character; thus unquestionably giving
a certain degree of effect to the abuse of the flag of his republic, under its
association with the slave trade, and thle pretended transfers to other own-
ers ol the coast of Africa.

[Enclosure No. 4.)

-HER MAJESTY'S BRIG "BBRISK," AT SEA,
October 23, 183S.

SImN: I have the houjor to call your attention to the case of the brig"' Dil--
igente," condemned in the Spanish mixed commission court to Her Ma-
jesty's brig " Brisk," under my commtnand.

This vessel was condemned at Sierra Leone in December, 1836, as: the
qI'uqete de Cabo Verde," sold to a Mr. Lake, and transferred by bill of

sale of the 2d of.January, 1837, lo Miguel Bentinotte, (a Spanish slave
dealer at theGallinas,), for R.I,000. This notorious character arrived at
Sierra Leone for the above purpos*, anid cleared out under Spanish colors
for the Havana in April, 1837. She then visited several ports il old Spain,.
and tmltimately arrived at Cadiz onl the 30th September, 1837. It would
;appear urom a fictitious bill of sale, dated the 2d of January, 1837. at Cadis,
tlat the vessel was sold as the " Ferroz Africano," to Gabriel Lopezj attor-
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nev to Praneis6oCordova de Mello, of Cape Verd islands, who is the rnib
inil o'vner o all Spanish vessels which, since the treaty with Spaifl ilt
835, have beei, transferred to the Portuiguese fag.al
It will appear that this vessel, after a gham bill of sale, received a'pdss-

port from the Portuguese consul general at Cadiz, datedA5th Janruary,182,
and her name changed to the c" Diligente," at the very tirhe that the vessel
and owner were at Sierra Leone, anid then only two days in his possession.
It has appeared that the master and inate are on the roll dated 5th January,
1837, and the master's name in the passport of tihe same date; though, in
evidence given before the court of mixed commission, they swear they
never saw the vessel until- 1838.

i beg leave to call your attention to the conduct of -the consul of Her'
Most Faithful Majesty, aiding and assisting in carrying on the slave trade,
contrary to the solemn treaty entered into by her Government. Tlhis most
glaring case of fraud could not have been completed without the assistancee
and connivance of the authorities of Her Most Christian Majesty at the'
port of Cadiz.

I beg leave also to call your attention to the case of the American
schooner " Mary Hooper," Charles M. Bergstiand, master and owner, be-
longing to Philadelphia. She sailed from Havana the 28thIMay, 183,. for
Port Praya, and was consigned to a notorious slave dealer at the Gallinas.
This vessel, when last boarded by the "Brisk," was lying off Tradetown,
read to take on board a cargo of slaves. This I believe is not the first
instance in which the American flag has been made use of for the purpose
of screening offenders from Her Majesty's ships. If this case is successful,
I fear the difficulties of Her Majesty's squadron in suppressing the slave
trade on this coast will be multiplied, as I feel confident we shall in the
succeeding season have numerous vessels carrying on this abominable
traffic in a similar manner, when it can be done with such impunity. I
am satisfied she has also Portuguese papers, which the master partly ad-
mitted (when [ first boarded her) lie had received at Port Praya. Did
she, oim her arrival in the West Indies, meet a United States ship of war,
she has Portuguese papers, and American for Her Majesty's ships, which
will in all probability be the means of her being successful.
The consul of the United States at the Havana has assisted in clearing

this vessel out.
I have, &c.

A. KELLETT,
Lieutenant commanding.

Rear Admiral the Hon. GEORGE ELLIOT, C. B., 4'c.

[Enclosure No. 5.]

HEI}{ MAJESTY's BRIG "BRIsK,"
sierra Leone, October 29, 1838.

Sin: I have the honor to -inform you that on the 2Pth instant, inilati.
tulde so 32' north, and longitude 130 30' west, I boarded and seized the
schooner "MMary Anne Cassard," under American colors. I have to state
that this vessel was lately sold by Gilbert Cassard, of Baltimore, by power
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ofAttorney, toMessrs. Hrnandez and BaSden, of Matanzasiand received
her cargo there; when sold, the register of the vessel was cancelled. She
hawid- no American papers but the. roll, which was signed by the, United
States conslt at Matanzas.' The crew are composed of one Britishisubject,
the master, (%who was formerly in Her Majesty's brigantine the "' Lynx," on
this coast-, and, was paid off in her;) the remainder are all Spaniards. This
vessel I have put int6othe Spanish mixed commission court for adjudica-
tion, being clearly of opinion that she is Spanish property, fitted and
equipped for the slave trade.

I have little doubt that, when at Bonavista, on her voyage to the coast,
she received Portuguese papers; she has also a Portuguese flag. Propose,
when the examinations of the master are taken, to lodge information against
and commit him for trial as a British subject engaged in the slave trade. X
have on board the" Brisk" an armorer's mate, who formerly served in the
"Lynx," and was a messmate of the individual from fifteen to eighteen
months. .

I think, sir, the case of this vessel will have this good result-that it will
prove to the individuals carrying on the nefarious slave traffic that fraud
and deception will not always be successful.

I purpose proceeding to-day to the rivers to the northward, having re-
ceived information that there are slave vessels there.

1 have, &c.
- ARTHUR KELLETT,

Lieulenant and Commander.
Rear Admiral fHon. GEO. ELLIOTT, C. B., 4'c.

[Enclosure No. 6.]

MELVILLE, AT SEA February 6, 1839.
SIR: I beg leave to enclose, for the information of my Lords Commission-

ors, an extract of a letter from Captain Popham, of Her Majesty's sloop
" Pelican," under date the 24th December last, and three letters from Lieu-
tenant Arthur Kellett, commanding the " Brisk;" by which their lordships
will see the protection which slave vessels receive from assuming the Por-
tugnese and American flags.

'rhe seaman on board the "MMary Anne Cassard," alluded to in T.'euten-
atit A. Kellett's leter of the 20th October, 1838, who passed for the Ameri
can captain, was, I. believe, an American by birth, though, wishing to be
received on board the Lynx, he had passed himself as an Englishman in
that vessel; the man was unable to navigate any vessel, and was merely
engaged to pass as the American captain when boarded by a British man-
of.var; she had her Portuguese papers and colors on board all the time, as
was proved when she was captured a month afterwards by the same vessel,
(" Brisk,") which she mistook for a French brig cruising on the same part
ef the coast, and consequently assumed the Portuguese character, having
her slaves then on board.

Several of -the slave dealers have- declared their intention to have an
American. sailingmnaster in each vessel, and American colors; and some
have had the impudence to assert that the Government of the United States
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would not discountenance such practices by any act or agreement which
could prevent such gross abuse of the American flag, and such direct viola
tion of their own laws.
-Her Majesty's sloop "Lily" has sent in a Spanish vessel under American

colors; her whole crew Spanish, but with a pretended American captain.
on board. I was also informed by the American barque "Active"l (and
where they seemed delighted at the occurrence) that the "Saracen" had
detained a Spanish slave vessel at the Gallinas under American colors.
The probable object of using the American flag will be to protect the ves-

sels up to the time of the cargo being ready for shipment; then to go through
the farce of selling the vessel to a Portuguese or Spaniard.

Blut, in case of the capture of vessels with slaves on board, under the
American flakg, I should beg to know what is to be done with the man
passing for the American captain.
The actual sale of nearly all the slave vessels in question takes place at

the Havana, where one man is engaged to personify an American captain;
but they seem very indifferent as to having any American papers. The
mere flag, in their opinion, is sufficient; and as they are all provided also
with their proper national flag, they are prepared in case of meeting aan
American vessel of war.

I must crave their lordships' early instructions on this growing evil and
abuse, which I feel is much ton disgraceful to meet with any countenance,
direct or indirect, from the Government of the United States.

I have, &c.
GEORGE ELLIOT,

Rear Idnziral and Commander-in chief.
CHARLES WOOD, Esq., 4c.

[Enclosure No. 7.]

[EXTRACT.]
MELVILLE, AT SEA, February 13, 1839.

Sin: 1 have the honor to forward, for the information of my Lords Com-
missioners of the Admiralty, a copy of a letter from Lieutenant J: L. R.
Holt, commanding Her Majesty's brigantine "4 Bonetta ;" by which, and my
former letters, it will be observed that the use of the American flags
becoming rapidly more general in the protection of the Spanish slave!
vessels.
Of American flags used for this purpose, there are more than twice as

many at present on the coast; and in so barefaced a manner do 'they pro-
ceed; that some have not even one American to personify the captain, but
satisfy themselves with furnishing one of the crew with a certificate of
naturalization for the occasion.

If Her Majesty's ships were at liberty to send some of these pretended
Americans to the United States, and the Government of that country were
to uphold the honor of their flag, by subjecting such lawless felons to prose-
cution and punishment, it would soon put an end to the nefarious usurpa-



tio0nP!f ;heirrgflag by the mot .notorious slave dealers belonging,to -.pain

a-&''GrtugaL GEORGE ELI>O-T,
-IKASLES wooz,, Ssq.,Rear qddriral and CCommander-in;ctif

4c., 4dmiratty.

LEndwxre NQ. 8 j1

[EXTRACT.]
HER MAJESTY'S $ERIG B0oETTA,

Prince's Island, Febrvary 11,1839.
nimypassage -to A66h, with the prize crews of Her Majesty's stoop

P]@licnq, rboarded, on the 23d -day of January, a very fast new nAmerican
Biltilif0*elhobheri in ballast, evidently intended for the slave trade; all
his JMr ;Spatfiish, and her master, I believe, a Frenchman, but declaring
himself a naturalized American. Papers correct.

J. L. -R. HOLT,
Lieuteirant commanding.

CEnclosure No. 9.]

HER IMAJESTY'S BRIG WIZARD,
Off Bahia, November 12, 1838.

SIR: I beg to submit to your notice the following statements, relative to
the extensive share the American flag has in forwarding and covering the
traffic in slaves carried on by parties in the port of Bahia. -4
The American brig Dido, of Baltimore, (her master, Phillips, and Manu-

el, supercargo, when under American colors, and vice versa when under the
Poftugitiee colors,) left the 'Havana about March, 1837, with a general
slave corgoi consisting of arm's, ammnniticn, spirits, tobacco, &c.; touched
at. Forta-au.Prince,. St. .Domingo, also at Bonavista, Cape Verd islands,
where itisproballe she got Portuguese papers after the usual sham sale
wrasff~ed:e from thence she .proceeded to Owuey, river-Lagos, in the bight
ofreniu,gAnd,after having there disposed. of her cargo, visited Whydah,
where she provisioned. Returning to Lagos, she finally sailed, with Ave
hundred and iseventy-five slaves on beard; her crew consisting of Phillips,
master%,Mant!uvsupereargo, second mate a relation of Phillips, an Ameri-
.an rntilatto, a Sicilian, (since! murdered at Bahia,) a NorwegiantwoPor-
tigu; and anEnglishman, James Fox. After a three weeks' passage,
.she made the sand hills, to windward of Bahia. On-reconnoitring the port,
Her. Majesty's sloop Sparrowhawk was observed at anchor; upon 'which
Gy hauled off, hoisting, however, their distinguishing ;flag forward,-and

.Arnaeriean colors-abaft, which was acknowledged from the village outside
Ythe bar, That same evening five hundred and seventy slaves (five having
died on the passage) were landed close to the point Itaparica, at the village.



P'.ring the stnight, the .Dido was.-.cleawed.'out,.and Made.her.appeaece.irt
Bahia next day under American colors.
The above confirms what I had.before. learnt from report off Bahia.
Jameq B C inoaw serving in the Wizard, states that he would .have no

*objiZi0. tema~eath lo, the truth of the above statement, provided secu-
rily was warranted against his being tried for a.misdmemanor,oiother-wise
,punished for his share in the transaction.

James Fox received $75 a month as wages, and 8100 bounty when the
slaves were landed.
The Dido was under Portuguese colors at Lagos.
The Dido Jeft'.Batiagaguin on the-'2'th of July, with a general cargo, for

'sthe. etastAn4 as.epoirrLbyr tho Mary Cushing, of Baltimore, as having
leqivft ,~y. hJr,in S.eplpwker, in Lgros ,river, jn the ig4 ,.of Bqnin

I1l~ave, ~c. THOMAS F. 11RnCR,

Commodore SULIVANJ, C. B.,4C.c.

OWRdld%~~~;. 2,
* EE~~~~~PCI4UreIoSYO.J\.

; . 0ff;Os B2/dq, Novi~magt'~ 1S~2I8*8
Snr:. I have thn; honor to report that we boarded&, o ;the. 16d ;of6gep-

tember, off Point St. Antonio, Bahia, the Eagle, of Baltimore, a twot p-
;sail schponpr 6f~twro. hundred atdtnitens, under Amerieaiifcoloe, Jihn
Littigy.sterS :with a crew and' passengers^, (inwall, twenty'one men,) frm
St., 'l'ffionas on the' line, 4in bllfast. Her' American: papers were;produced,
4nd I did' not conceive mysele- warranteid in searching. her. ItUvas reported-
itn Bahia!that she had landed slaves to the northwmird, aod her appearance
,on boarding warranted the.suspicion.
The Brazilian authorities appearto~have bedn-satifed; as, onh th

qf.Oetoiber, she sailed with a general cargo for the coat ofAfrica.
,Ihave,;&c.

-T.?F. ',BIRCH,
LieutIenant commanding.

Commodore SULIVAN, C. B., 4'C.

HER MAJESTY'S BRIG WIZARD,
Off.0 ahia, December 20, 1838.

SIR: I have the hnnor to report that, on the 9th of November I boarded,
off Bahia, the American schooner' William. Ridgway, John Chase, jr., mas-
ter and part owner, with flour for the market. After discharging, she was
offered for sale, and would have been sold to parties for the slave trade,
but the~bills tehdered.~cowld'.not be negotiated. and she left Bahia on the
12th D¢cen~aOer, fqr Baltii ore. .
* .ho Chasw,ir., lastsvoygge,.dol. Juliana schoopoer. to pfrtiesjp A..

K$he saM]d. for the qoas of:Africa ,ott ttthe 30th Jjuly, w-ith,;x geMtcargq..
-k i!@*id she; ,w ill take spav~es tq the Hayana. johrQh~se, irt, -

1had on the stocks a vessel, to be called the Mariana, nearlyr0dy,,liutJtjit
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expressly for the slave trade, and that, by God, he $would build as long, Ei
lew could find purchasers.

I have, &c.
, F. BIRCH -Lieutenant commanding.-..

Commodore SULIVAN, 4'C.

LEnclosure No. 11.]

HER MA&JESTY'S BRIG WIZARD,
.- O.fE0;Bahka, December 20, 1838.
SIRP: I have the honor to report that- Her Majesty's brig boarded, ondih

loth of November, off Bahia, the Mary Cushing, of Baltimore, schooner of
one hundred' and forty tons, under American colors, Reynolds, master, with
a crew of ten men, all either Portuguese or Spaniards-from Lagos and
Prince's island, in ballast, bound to Bahia.
Her master volunteered leave to inspect between decks. Four leaguers,,

and about twenty water casks, were observed in her hold, and also .
quantity of loose planks. Her range and coppers were much larger than
those go nerally used in merchant vessels.

In Bahia, it was know:n she had been sold to parties at the Havqna for
the purpose of slaving; that the 'former American master remained on?
board with her register, that she might still bear the'flag of the United
States. -

From.. the Havana, she went to Oney, river Lagos, for the purpose of
taking. in slaves;' but, being closely watched by one of Her Majesty'a.
cruisers,;she, after a stay of some weeks, sailed, and finally came to Bahia
in ballast., She is expected shortly to sail for the coast.withea generaL
cargo, and .the first. good opportunity that offers will ship slaves, when the,
American master will leave with his register, and the first mate will take
charge, with the sale policy reflected in the Havana.
The master observed to the boarding officer, upon some allusion being

made to he American colors he had flying, that, had he negroes on boars
we should not see those colors up.

I have, &c.
THOMAS F. BIRCH,

Lieutenant anti commander.
Commodore SULIVAN, C. B., 4'c.

:[Ehdosure No. 12.]

[EXTRACT.]

HER MAJESTY'S SLOOP PELICAN,
.; t sea, December 24, 1838.

The active and undisguised assistance given to the slave trade by citi-
zens of the United States of America is as notorious as it is disgraceful.
The American flag has in several instances given protection to Spanish and
Portuguese traffickers in human beings. The last instance was too shame-
ful to pass.unnoticed.
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A ship, called the Venus, of four hinldred and' fiftytons, builtatat"alti
more, on- the 'most approved model for 4wift sailing, arrived at Lagos, from-
Boston, on or about the tth of N.o6vember last.' About the 24th of the:
samba in'onth, she sailed from Lagos wit II a very largo cargo of slaves,; s-id
to amount to eleven hundred and fifty.- The American flag' and pap6ir
(in possession of hMr. Phillips; the commander, of 1Baltimore) protected her
until a few days before she sailed; when he left, and the Portuguese ffig,
was substituted for the American. It is 'therefore evident that, under the,
American flag, she was perfectly ready for the reception of slaves,
On the 28th of November, about a hundred miles south of Lagos, the

Pelican 'chased this ship, and at first gained 'on her; but she was lightened
by throwing her deck cargo and spars overboard, then sailed away from'
us with dase, although every effort was made to come up with her. Om
the 30th, somewhat southeast of where our chase commenced, we picked
up two spare topmasts, a topsail yard, and main topgallant mast of very
large dimensions, quite new, and evidently but a day or two in the water.
This confirmed what I heard in Lagos respecting the Venus.
We boarded then a large American brigantine, discharging a cargo for

the purchase of slaves. Mr. Littig, the soi-disant owner and commander,
said' the cargo was Portuguese property, and that he hoped the brigantine
soon would be. This is the third vessel brought out (the first and second
sold for the slave trade) by the same individual.
Lieutenant Holland, of the D)olphin, could give you the fullest informa-

ti6n respecting the Venus, as he often boarded her at Lagos.
The Pelican sailed from West Bay, Prince's island, on. Saturday, thoa

15th 'of December, for Ascension. On Monday, the 17th, at daybreak a.:
suspicious'sail was reported as being -very close to us. She immediately-
tacked; we made all sail in chase, and, at 7 o'clock, A. M., detained the
Portuguese slave schooner Magdalena, with a cargo of three hundred and
twenty slaves, from the river Bras, or Nun. Among her passengers was9
a citizen of the United States, (Mr. Huntingdon,) who had, on the 1'st:of
December, made over to a Spaniard the schooner Ontario, of Baltimore.
Her sale was no doubt effected at Havana, although the bill of sale menr-
tioned it to have taken pace in Bras.

In this instance, the American flag gave unqualified protection to the:.
slave trade, for the Ontario was boarded by the boats of Her Majesty's
ship Viper, in November; and she was then reported as preparing for the
reception of slaves, but having American papers and colors.

After a little conversation with the Portuguese commander of the Mag-
dalena, he' informed me-that the Ontario was in company on Sunday after.
noon. This information was taken immediate advantage of, and sail made
on a N. W. by W. i W. course. Tuesday, at daybreak, after a fine run,;
a sail was seen to the westward. The morning was thick and rainy; butr;
at 10 o'clock, A. M., the weather cleared up, and I despatched Lieutenant-:
Marsh, with the two gigs, to capture the Ontario. This he did at -11 h.
30 m. A. M., with two hundred and twenty slaves on board. She wag,
under Spanish colors, but had no papers whatever. "1 Ontario, of Balti-
more," was painted in large letters on her stern.
Both these vessels I sent to Sierra Leone for adjudication; informing the

British commissioners of my intention to detain the American (Hunting-
don) until I received your orders respecting the disposal of him. However,,
on a careful perusal of the instructions in my possession, and of the cor-
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rqspq cei betwan,Gn..e!t. l3ritain ,aud the Unitd, Sttesof, Anerjia on
th) tW~qf}isal~ve tva;0&>deIwminduwtd to ltarintiqn; feelig
tOat it RW4ld;nqt -,borne oio inintefering with, a cqitifia qf, the UDita
$,tp,,t~s~,4.ig4w xh .i~ d ;t9 tWe . heAmte iqwi Goetnteaied
*Usp~MiQ# ; to~ti@~eat en inivertw- eT*13r'ne ON

IAt ,bmn mitjoiid by$pt.niarde Rnd PrtlgusesilPvgontlslis
t Albqst,~r i£tort orttbe vepy ptcatvqjot of the .APr4nercs
th, ska~e tr.?dq wpqt4 v-very' uv really define,; in fact, be .binf0aby cr
ried on.

I d kibt, -from &ll 1 l.baro,that the citizens of thpe Tritedl States
(geaer~aly -o.(,tiiwire) ate more deeply interested. in .the sla .trade to
the Rayia dnd BrAzil ithn is generally supposed.

BRUNSWICK, POPHAM, Captain.
Rear Admiral -the, lon. GEORtG ELLIOT, C. B;, f4c.

[Enclosure No. 13.]

&d'*etfrsom. a c*~ach, fromi Her Majesty's Corn issaneats HanSavaz,
datedl:18 ol january, 8319.

An astonishing number of-new sugar estates have been opened through.
-uout the island within the lastitwo years. 'L thc district.of Cienfuegos, of
forty, estates now working, there, twenty-seven have been- of recent forma.
tionL; 'and, though thismay!,be ab-ove the average, we believe it does not
mun h exceed the proportion. of many other distriis'n course of cultivation.
We legrat to thick/hat,; of these .estates, many have been commenced by
Amerioan subjects; who wfil; thus% of course, ,give.considerable impetus to
'the -slave:trade,^by means; of their-capital.,-industryi andiskill. .Nor have
the eafortsiof:theplantsrs relyingg on the falling off cf exports from the
British iWst Indies, consequient on the, measirwe of emancipation) been uni
rewarded. with'success. :In.thethre .years preceding the last,. the export-
..ations from that place and Matanzas, of boxes of spgar, were--
In 1835 49-- - ' -.1,570

1&36 . *-e - - 500,153
*18357 w - . - - - - - 506,952

While, in the last season, the number amounted to 6 10,51s ;. and in the
present,-it is calculated-;a like-quantity will have been'raieed,,and, but for
ai seere drought in theanturnn, .would .have .xeached 50,000: more.

'With regard to the vessels engaged in the slave, trade, your lordship will
perceiveithat, in the year Ji837,.there.appear to have been-
Portuguese - - - - . .- 40
Spanish ' - . - - 1. - 9
Amieican - - l 1
'Svedish - - - - 1

Total - 71



- o go.Nw.23w fi|.Atd-fx4.n^W ,pat yen~r~st hnzlersa~re-;
Eo - i - - .-. i
.Prensih - - - - - - -~Frn.h - . .

Brazilian - - - -

Total . 71

So that, while your lordship's efltrts' have been successful in iniducing
the Spanish Government to deter their subjects from adventuring under
their flag in this traffic, and may be equally successful with the Portuguese,
it appears that the American flag will be at the command of whoever
chooses to embark in such inhuman speculations.
We have only further to add, and it is with great regret, that, on account

of the new plantations, the demand for negroes in the market is as high as
ever, and the price, therefore, remains proportionally high also; conse-.
quently, the inducement to prosecute the trade will continue the same, so
long as those inclined to engage in it may find protection front the Gov-
ernments which refuse the only co-operation that would be effective to
control them.

(Enclosure No. 14.3

Extract from a despatchfrom admiral Elliot to Mr. Wood, dated

"MELVILLE," ASCENSION, January 1, 1839.
I beg leave again to call their lordships' attention to the circumstance of

the American consul at the Havana affixing his signature to the papers of
vessels about to be engaged in the detestable traffic alluded to, under the
Portuguese flag, as stated by Lieutenant Arthur Kellett, of Her Majesty's
-brig "s Brisk," and in the report of Lieutenant Oliver, of the "c Fair Rosa-
'mond ;" as well as the said consul signing blank forms, to be filled up at
the pleasure of the persons in command of these vessels.

tEnclosure No. 15.1

HER MAiESTY's BRIG "BRISK,"
Sierra Leone, August 8, 1838.

SIR: I have the honor to inform you that I arrived here this day from
the river Gambia, where I had been, in obedience to your orders, to put
myself in communication with the Governor of that settlement. I remain-
-ed there twelve hours, and have called in here for information, which I
-expect to receive, relative to the sailing of slavers from the Shdrbro and
'Gallinas; for which cruising I proceed to-morrow. I have to inform you
that, during my late cruise to the Gambia, I boarded the Portuguese
schooner " Senhora de Bom Viagepi," from the Havana, at which place she
,cleared out for Porto Praya, but did not call there, and was on her way to
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the island of St. Thomas. I beg to state that I examined her papers, and
found that the American consul at the Havana bad signed all her paip~eris
his reason for so doing being expressed in them, viz: "there; beinfg;n"o
Portuguese consul or other authorized agent there, from the Portigthesi
Government, to do so."

I have, &c.
ARTHUR KELLETT,

Lieutenant commanding.
Rear Admiral the Hon. GEORGE ELLIOT, &C.



;, ,nclesure No. 18.1
. relurnof vessels engaged in the slave trade searched and detained by Hfer Mjesty/s ships and vessels under ~e-orders ofRear ,rddmiral-Xon. G. Elliot, C. B., on the Cape andaJirican station, between the Ist Oct. and the 31st Dec., 1838.

Name of prize.

Paquete-
1. " Felis"

2. - Coustitusao" ..

I

3. "DoIcinea,"de-
tained by Pelican.

Under what
colors. .

Portuguese

Portuguese

How rigged.

Two-topsail
brig.

Two-topsail
schooner.

Portuguese '- Schooner
1:

a

0

0

aW
0s

281 -

24 4

16

I.-

0

V.

c

C

l II i I

Z ..

C- 0a
0 .0

*?;0

t115 196

1151 None

80i 253

When and
where taken;
if at sea, lati-
tude and lon-
gitude.

July 19, 1838,
lat. 40 15' N.,
long. 7° 301 E.
Accoa Roads

i3ist October,'
Ila. 40 16' N.,
Ion. 30 44' E.

Whence.

Bonny

Havana

Lago

Whither
hound.

St. Iago del
Cuba.

St. Paul de
Loando and
Matanzas.

Havana

Haan

Remarks.

- - --I

from
va

64 She produced a Cape Verd island paper, dated
Ha- IO1h December, 1837, stating her to be Amei-

aIs. can built, in which the name of the captain
differs from that on the muster roll; fc'ind; lSpanish custom-bouse clearances,to which are.
affixed the name of Mr. Trist, as American
consul, there being no Portuguese at the Ha-
vana; all eleven passengers had Spanish pass-
ports, and evidently held.the highest offices on
board; one stated himself to be the owner of
both vessel and cargo; found in his desk cer-
tificate of his birth as a Spaniard, and several
printed forms, signed by Mr. Trist, left blank,
for them to fill up at pleasure; found a Span-
ish log in the main hold, and a Spanish en-
sign secreted. She had four men neither ac-
counted for by muster roll nor passports; mak-
ing a t.mtal of thirty-nine. Her cargo is rich,
consisting of powder, spirits, silks, Manchester
goods, and tobacco; has slave irons, plank for
deck, lage coppers, and leaguers.

-Six slaves had died; the remainder were healthy;
the vessel in good order ;'her sails new.

MELVILLE, AacLNSzQou, Jaruay.1839.7

I

-.-A

iCo

Table: A return of vessels engaged in the slave trade searched and detained by Her Majesty's ships and vessels under the orders of Rear Admiral Hon. G. Elliot, C. B., on the Cape and African station, between the 1st Oct. and the 31st Dec., 1838.
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-IEA MAJR3SY'S SLOOP LILY,
Gambia, .pril 2, lS3g.

Sxtt: Havring cap-tliravesWe1 nidbr American colors, lying at Lagos,
called .thie wEagle, (therentire crew of- ich-w.rre Spaniards, with the ex.
cepti6mof a.ftim'tldfri' himself both Mtiaster and owner,) I sent her, to
Sierra Lotie for adxudidatio;-but the nfloed commission court havirre-
fused-6dta e.oin the :ground& that the ship's papers produced set forth
that sheif isAi Iibeficil vessel; Vhen captured, she was last from HaVana,and UkWeredd Tthe descvipfidn sent by the Admiiralty to the commanderF.
chief; of-'ttssol.d ployed' in the slave trade*:called the Tres Amigos,urider
Portuguese MoLors,boat to sail from Marantiiam; she was sold at the HIa.vanand the Ameriiativice consul attested the sale, and granted Americart
papers; -Three other vessels had been captured under like circumstances
by the Brisk, Saracen, and Forester, and the court had acted in like man-
ner; one of which was afterwards taken with slaves on board: she then,
hoisted Portuguese colors.

I haver to request you will be pleased to acquaint my Lords Corurnis-
sioners of the Admiralty with-the circumstance, that immediate steps mnay
be taken to check the protection of that flag to the slaver, or it will be use-
lets fof- Her Majesty's cruisers to.be employed in the suppression of that
inhuman traffic.
A day before I left Sierra Leone, a vessel arrived under American colors,

capture- by the Termaganit; she will of course be released. No otherflag,
will be seen on the coast in a short timie, for it affords all the protection a
slover can require, under the existing laws.

I have, &c.
JOHN -REEVE, Commandep..

CHAALES WOOD, Esq., 4 c.

[Enclosure No. 18.]

[EXTRACT.]
SIERRA LES-NE, January 31, IS39.

MIy LORD: We lave the honor to enclose an abstract of the papers of
the schooner Florida, David Bell Williamson, master; which vessel.was
presented to us for admission into the British and Spanish mixed court of,
justice, on the 26th instant, by Lieutenant Worsley Hill, of Her Majesty's
huzg Saracen. We declined to accede to the captor's application it:s this
respect, on the ground that all the papers of the detained schooner set forth
that she wvas an American vessel.
The reasons for the course which we have .thought it our duty to pur-

sue with regard to such seizures have been so fully:stated in our despatqh
(No. 87) of the 30th of November, 1838, that it will be needless now_ to
repeat then; and, incompetent as we feel ourselves to deal with cases0of
this description, we are proportionally anxious that measures should be
taken in the proper quarters to rectify the scandalous and increasing abuse
of the flag of the United States.
From the enclosed abstract, hastily made, of the Florida's papers, before

they were returned to the captor, on his petition being rejected, it will be
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'ser'tbat leeorg& Elvear, o6f talvif6 ,t64id o1tfdilAIdier'ifardgiittiiSi
soSoon~etli'I slbld ia June, 188 iAnd;Initntdidt66y'Uajvfntd'fiei41 f .Yis
fer~gle, mnvdetrthe6hargebof'thbb epetait M tthtY kbliy, *howvs appblh
the aigent~of the:oWnzer, with' apowssid oi anbatitittie. -Kd}l~yatninltdd ~tow
Juan M. Manzanedd and Abrisqueta his substifflde;atd, ihihi'thiod ibt6ths
and a halffibmthe date of tile Amiericatirbgilet,'a'billof'ale'6fth&ibilda.
was;eaedetitd by Manzanedo to D. B. liilmson, the lteeent iwstd.

Stich' are the rJpresentations of the. ship's pttprs. Vyinffrtuiiately, hi*..
ever,!fo~r the credit of the bill of sale, another pdpLr a§ disdo',v d slioh*M
that WilliatnYSo, instead of being the dwilnr, Ws to reite ftcitthe well-
kndwn slave -tradilg firm of Manzanedo aIl iAbrisqieta' (whb, if nho thni-
selves thde 0ownrs of the Florida, were at any rate the agents of theowerts)
a small monthly stipefld for assisting, by his nyawe 'iid preseflce, ini cori-
cealing a Spanish sla've.trade adventure under an Amnefiran dover. T¶e
pay of this man was only to cotintitle until the ivesseI should 'be irehd to
receive her return cargo, wvheni (owing, we presume, to an ilntetioi 'to
change the 'flag to Portuguese or Spanisi)'hisg services would be nb; Idhgdr
-of nse; but even then he was to be allowed his pasgae back' to -Ihd'HiaZati
free of expense. The equipment of the FlMrida for the 'sl0e trrad wAs,
complete'; and the captor would thus have pd§sedged aOnple ieans*of e6fi-
victing his pfize of being aniessentially Spanish vessel dfigaged 'il 'the illicit
taflic, had he been permitted to take advantage of the 'iiifofinatioh aeqiiiredS
by his unauthorized'seaich.
The declaration of Lieutenant Hill states that lhe boarded the Floridiin

the 1 3th'instant, in the river Galliiias, in his boat, Her Majesty's bi'ig Sl-ttcieB
lying at anchor off the bar; no colors were hoisted at the time atnd Wil-
liamson was-on board another vessel Iying close by; btit, on being hlailed,
he immediately xettirned' to his own schoonier, declarinig h'iitiself lihister,;and
tlat it was an American vessel.
Two days afterwards, Captaiti Williamson, who-appears to'have been a

silly, timiid man, applied to Lieutenant Hill for liroteefion against hils'otfll
crew, who were all Spaniards, and had threatened his life. He is thieli rep-
resentbdt~dhave statedithat he'would not vantureiagein dOl boad t'he Fditrld,
which hie wold abandon altogether if lie could only' pioctre paytbet of
his wages on the outward voyage from the agent of the vestel at theiGal-
linas, through Lieutenant HillVs interference. He fu-rtiher- $aknowEdged
that, so far as the: bill of sale related to himself, it was fhlsojiandthat hbh'lidd
no claim'whatever to the character of the owner; and hee atteimptdid Mf ir
himself'of being a party to the fraud, by declarinUg that he had fibt `edda
aware of the existence of this false document until some time after hWl;ft
Havana. WV6:have little doubt that the American register andmuster roll
are as fictitious as the paper, the falsehood of which is admitted; they-are,.
however, recognised by American authoritiesastrue and Valid, entitlit6 th&e
vessel which carries them to all the privileges of an American character;
and, in our view of the matter, the 'fact of such a recognition is sufficient to,
protect from search and detention an apparent American vessel, so long as
America persists in refusing to our cruisers the right of visitation.
The tenderness with which the independence of the.flag of the United

States has been treated, tinder so much provocation, will, we trust, have it.
proper effect. Of the actual existence of the evils which were anticipated
from America's:determind1denial of the :privilege of seitch,'no doubt can
ow be entertained; anid it is to be hoped that gonie remedial measures
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tillatany.rate be, adopted by herself, to check and punish the abuse which

l.hasclearly resulted from her:pbsti'iate ,retention of a right which-other
nations, less jealous and dxclusivye, have consetbted,. undercertain,circum.
stances, and for a, ,eHl.defilned and humane object, to waive, without any
injuryy to their national honor,
We will here only recommend one measure, to which America can offer

'no reasonable objection., It is, that a force of small brigs, brigantines, or
.schooners of *ar,'should be sent on this coast by the American Govern.
.*ment; each of which should cruise and visit the slave-trading rivers and
stations, lln company with one of our own vessels. Cruising singly would
.have comparatively little effect, as the same vessel which would show
American colors and papers fo a British officer, might show Portuguese
or Spanish colors and papers to an American officer. The crews of such
vessels are always composed of Spaniards, with, the exception of one
American; who, in the presence of the British cruiser, would figure as. the
American captain; and, before the cruiser of his own nation, would de-
clare himself a passenger, and would probably produce a passenger's pass.
port from Havana. Cruising in couples, on the contrary, would remove
the possibility of such evasion. If the American flag and pass were as.
sume4 by a slaver, she would be taken charge of by the one; andif she
declared herself, or -if she could be proved'to be Spanish, Portuguese, or
-.Bmrzilian, she would be a prize to the other raan of war. At present,
however, the coast swarms with vessels apparently American, and a rich
harvest of prizes would follow the immediate arrival of a squadron of
American cruisers, armed with authority to capture on the ground of
equipment.

a The United States consul at the Havana recognised as a valid document
a register, which had apparently been cancelled, and of which only the
left half was produced to hini; and he acknowledged Williamson as owner
-of the Florida, and the purchaser of that vessel, although no power of at-
torney, or power of substitution,was forthcoming to prove the right which
either Kelly, the alleged agent, or Manzanedo, the alleged substitute and
seller, had received from Elvear, theoriginal named in the mutilated regis.
ter, to dispose of the property in question. Nor does it seem to have ex-
-cited any doubt in the unsuspicious mind of Mr. J. A. Smith, that a vessel
fully equipped for the slave trade, and bound for the most notorious slave
*mart on the coast of Africa, should be cleared out from Havana by one of
the. most extensive slave merchants in Cuba, with a crew of which the
,captain of the flag was, the only person who professed to be an American
citizen. We have, &c.

H. W. MACAULAY.
R. DOHERTY.

;iViSCOUnt PALMERSTON, G. C. B., TC

;[ub-enclosure.]

.Obstrac of the papers of the schooner " Florida," David Bell William-
son, master.

No. 1. Part of an American register, which has been cut diagonally
from the left corner at the top to the right corner at the bottom. Only the left
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side is prodticdd which, however, containis the endorsement, " Permanent
i-egister No. 50, schooner ' Florida,' of Baltimore, 19th June, lS- ' tons

Beyond this, itle information can be obtained, as the absene'of
the right-half of the document prevents our ascertaining its contents.
No. 2. A bill of sale, by which D)on Juan M. Manzanedo, a merchant

of Havana, in virtue of a power of substitution granted by Matthew Kelly,
attorney of George Elvear, of Baltimore, sole owner of the schooner " Flor-
ida,". transfers all right and title in the said vessel to David Bell Willifam.
son, for the sum of $6,200. To this document is attached a certificate from
the American vice consul, Mr. Smith, on the 4th of October, 1838, that
Manzanedo had appeared before him, and acknowledged the transfer as his
act and deed. A second certificate by the same functionary, on the same
day, declares that " David B. Williamson has taken the oath requiired by
law, and is at present master of the schooner ' Florida,' in place of Matthew
Kelly, the late master."
No. S. The muster roll of the crew, signed by the master, D. B. .William7

son, and certified by the American vice consul,
No. 4. The custom-house clearance from Havana, dated on the 9th of

October, 1838, stating that the American schooner cFlorida" was bound
to the Cape Verdes and Gallinas.
No. 5. There is another paper, dated two days before the bill of sale was

executed, which proves the latter document to be fictitious.
It is a formal agreement between Messrs. Manzanedo and Abrisqdfta,

who have lately been so deeply engaged in the Havana slave trade, and
the master, (Williamson ;) and stipulates that the latter, although the osten-
sible owner, shall receive $70 a, month during the outward voyage, and
until the " Florida" be ready to take on board her return cargo, when his
services shall cease; and that a passage back to Havana shall be found for
him, free of expense, in the same vessel.
SIERRA LEONE, January 31, 1839.

[Sub-enclosure.)
SIERRA LEONE, February 12, 1839.

My LORD: With reference to our despatch marked "separate," of the
31st ultimo, on the subject of the detention of the American schooner
" Florida," D. 13. Williamson, master, we have now the pleasure to inform
you that the object of Lieutenant Hill, the captor, has been fully accorli-
plished by the total destruction of that vessel.
The assertion of the ship's papers, that Williamson was the owner of the

" Florida," coupled with the anxiety of that person to obtain the amount
due to him for his services on board, and then to free himself from all fur-
ther connexion with the vessel, induced Mr. Macaulay to suggest to Lien-
tenant Hill that Williamson's object might be obtained, if, as the acknow.
ledged owner of the " Florida," he would direct her to be treated in all
respects as a condemned Spanish vessel, and to be sold at public auction.
The suggestion was approved of by Lieutenant Hill, and was 'imme-

diately acted upon by Williamson, who had previously removed from the,
protection of Her Majesty's brig is Saracen" to that of an American, mer-
chant vessel lying in the -harbor. Accordingly, without the intervention

50
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of i~eutsnantJ1ill, wbo sailed on, a cruise,. or obf, HeraMajesty'scomm& i
sgopier, vwho, ad no. communication whatever.with-Williamson; buitiiwtli
the assistance ofia mercantile agent employed bj Wllliamson. for the pu
pose, "Florida" w'as dismnitled ; her stores, spars, sails, andi cargo,
were laifded,; and;she was then conveyed to Destruction bay, where the
hull was beached antd cut iinto;folr.-parts..
The whole -was soon after sold by. public auction, and the; proceeds

handed ov6r to Williamson,, who declared ,his intention of paying himself(
therefromin the first instance, and, of handing over the balance. to'th real
owner Qf the vessel, whenever he might chance to meet .withhim..

*While, the process of dismantling and -cuttingup. the. "4Florida"' WasigQ
ing obn, the.rage aid astonishment of tbh Spanish officers belonging to her
may, be imagined. Application, "was made by them: to. the principal lair
yer of the1 place, for advice and assistance; and a large sum of money was
offered to him, if-he woild save this new and beautifl" vessel from destruc
tion. They declared sbe was.owvned by merchants of Havanaj and that
Williamson was only a seaman on board., But all was in! vain., The
papers under, which the "Florida" sailed, verified and attested as they
were by the American vice consul at Havana, proclaimed. Williamsoni to
be the true, lawful, and sole owner. He followed this own inclinations
with respect to the disposal of his own property, and, having realized- the
slim which its sale, in detached -portions produced, he sailed on the follow-
ingiorning for New York, in the Amnerican brig which had, for some, time
previous, afforded him shelter and protection from the vengeance of his
late messmates.

'We have, &c.
H. W. MACAULAY.
R. DOHERTY.

ViSCOUIt PALMEnSToN, G. C. B., &c.

[Enclosure No. 19.1

[AXTRACT.]
Sir!RRR Lvoxz,January 31, 1830

'MY LonpD: We, have the honor to enclose to your lordship, herewith,
an abstract of the papers found on board the schooner "Hazard," Russell
Banker, master, which was fallen in: with on the 4th iiistant, in ° 4$1
north latitude, sailing tinder American colors, by Her Majesty's brigantine
'fi Forester," Lieutenant Colin .Yorke Campbell commanding.,and'detained,
on. the ground that she was equipped for the slave trade,,and that. there
were "t reasons for supposing her to be a Spanish vessel."

Qti the-29th instant, an attempvwaernadeito bring, the ." Hazard" before
the, British and Spanish, mixed commission court of justice but the fact of.
the vessel having been taken whilst sailingunderrthe flag and pass of thi
XTnited States (a fact which is.necessarily stated in-the preliminary declaS..
ration of the captor) rendered it improper,.in our. opinion,,to. sanction the
prosecution of the. vessel in any of the courts of tixed conmmission.
The -'Hazard" received ani American register at Baltimore, on thelltir

of., .y:,j1839,,an&. on, the !ollo~vingiday she was; de patched to,;< avanaf
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.far sale.;,. .O the. 19th of September, Don :Francisco Montero,, a -merehant
oat.Havaia, who has since accompanied the vessel in the ostensible charac.
ter of supercargo, received full poWer to dispose of the vessel ,wlIen,. and
wheree; and how hepleased. There, is little doubt. Montero had become
the: owner .of the property over. which he possessed such absolute control;
and the power of attorney, under which that control was exercised, was.a
mere blind. Barker, the American,. was also, it appears, only "caplczin-of
theIfag;"- the real master, who cleared. out the vessel from Havalla, and
whosernaame was endoirsed on the clearance as captain, being Doti Benito
Sandes, who is described on. the muster roll as fir tmate.
Although cleared out for St. Thomas, the destination of the " Hazard'i

wass the slaving ports of Lagos,.as she carried from. Havana letters fhr va-
rious persons at that place; and the, fittings, of the vessel sufficiently de-
nmonstrated the illegal object of the voyage. The American captain died
.onhis passage-to this port, and the "Hazard" was thus left to nia-vigatd
he seas, without. having on board one citizen of. the nation to which she
claimed to-belong.. Her crew were all foreigners. A Spanish merchant
exercised over her. all the rights of ownership; and she received'her out-
ward cargo ail her slave-trading equipment in a Spanish port, to whidb,
-according to the declaration of the late master, she intends to returti when
her business on-the coast is completed. There is nothing to connect. her
faith Anmerica, but .her Baltimore register, and the recognition of her
American character by Mr. Vice Consul Smith. Nor could she ever have
been intended to have been, employed in the commerce of- America ;, for,
on the day after the Aniericab register was obtained, she sailed for Havana,
with a power of attorney an board to sell her forthwith. Under these cir-
cumstances, all that the captor required, to procure the condemnation of the

,"Hazard," as a Spanish vessel engaged inithe slave trade, was the rjght to
.avail, himself of discoveries produced by his visitation and search;

In reporting the cases of the "Mary Anne Cassard'.' and the "Florida,"
weiremarked that their registers. appear to, haves been cancelled, being cut
through diagonally,and, only one half of each being produced. The ." Haz-
.ard," on thercontrar~y, was supplied with an entire document. This-differ-
ence gives an appearance of probability to our conjecture respecting the
invalidity of registers so mutilated.

We. have the honor. to be,&c.-
H. W. MACAIULAY.
R. DOHERTY.

Right Hon. Lord Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B., 4'C.

[Sub.enclosure.]

abstractt of the papers found on board the schooner "Hazard,") Russell
Bakn)b measter.

No. 1. A permanent. American register, No. 40, dated and signed at
Baltimoreton thej ilth of J.ay, 1838, setting forth-that James Fjtazior, of
,1aLtigiore, in the Statpof Mszrylandchad, taken the required oath&and was

lp owner of the schooner." Hazard," of Baltimore, built during the year
188,aanA, nMeasuring t-20j tons; and thatEdxwin Bailey was the master
-of~tl~ev>sesseIj'-
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An eondorsoemnt by Mr. J. A. Smith, the Aflbrican'Vice consu-l"at' .

vana, on thes24th September; 1838, states :that Russell tarker~wastnmaster
:-on that dateand baa takenathb proper'oath'as'such.' '. ": '^. lrA

-No. . SOn the d ayafter the above Ajiierican register was granted,;a
power of attorney was prepared by John Gill, a notary public of:Baltimo6,.
*by which the 'owner, James Frazier, authorizes the captain;:Edwin Bailey,
-to sell the "s Hazard," or to appoint, a subsftitate for that purpose.

No.' -S. Annexed to the last paper is a power of substitution,'executedat
Havana, by Bailey, on the. 19th of September, 1838, which enwpowFrsl"C Don
Francisco Alontero, of Havana,-and supercargo of the ' Hazard,` to dispoge
of the, schooner at his own discretion.",
The witness to the execution of thisdeed was Mr. Smith, the-vice consul,

who afterwards, in his officials capacity, attested its correctness. --
No.' 4 is a muster roll of the crew, certified, in like manner, by the Amer.

itan -vice consul, on the 11th October, 1838. Montero, the supercargo-in-
tiufsted; with the disposal of the vessel, is not mentioned at all; but;Russell
Barker is named as master, and Benito Sandes and William Pons asfirat
and second mates-the one beitg 'called a Portuguese, and the otherta
Frenchman, 4t

No. 5. The clearance from the Havana shows the following endor'-
-ment on the -sealed envelope: "The American schooner Hazard, Captain
Don- Benito Sande.v, bound from Havana to St. Thomas, despatched -the
12th October, 1838."-

In the enclosure., also, although Barker is there styled the captain, Don
Benito Sarides is-again named as the shipper'of all those articles of slaving
equipment, slave deck, water casks, &c.; the shipment of which is, in'these
documents, usually assigned to the master.

Nos. 6 to 10 are five private letters, of which one is addressed-to' Ge.
ronimo Villar, captain, of the brigantine " Ligeiro," at Onim;ianother'to
Firancisco Gallardo, mate of the samevessel, but here called by her Spa'nish
name of I Galgo ;" and a third to Doni Mathias Baptista de Carvalho;-who,
it-will be recollected, was the consignee at Onim of the " Ligeiro>" reported
in our despatch of this dafe, marked Spain, No. 9. The two former-gentle.
men being at Sierra Leone, received their letters much earlier than they
would otherwise have done. The two other letters are addressed to-Don
Antonio de la Peia and Don -Estevao del Castillo. The name of the former
of these persons is well known to us in connexion with the slave trade.

Nos. 11 to 14..Four log books were found'on board, relating to the present
and former voyages made by the- persons who kept them. They are all
written in Spanish or Portuguese.

SIrERRA LEONE, January 31, 1839.

(Enclosure No. 20.]

HAVANA, January. 19, 1839..
YM LORD: In the despatch No. 39 of 1838, dated the 22d August'lasts

-from Her Majesty's commissioners at this place. your lordship'was inforhAid
of the 'arrival here of theAmnerican slave ship "1 Venus," built at7Baltimrr6te
expressly for the slave trade,and of her departure shortly after for'the'c6a'st
ofAfrica.' The " Venus" sailed hence under the American flag;'Witisb*-
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6*1 Aiiie~ichi~citizenss board8; but in the wiip's articles,6fd hch'ag ande
in bravid wa# 'afforded Hoer Majestt's commis ary judge,-it was expressly
.tl'ptillatedthit slih i-,as'to bb taken to Bahia,- thereito be transferred to ihe
Pihilgie~e 'fl'ag." This,;howeveriappears'notto have beeni done; for, in
thie &lmsO~t' incredibly short period of five: months,- the ship has returned,
and in the beginning of this month landed on' the coast'the--eztraordinary'
cargo of not fewer than 860 slaves. At this time the namme was changed to
the ",Duqueza de Bragariza,"'and she bore the Portuguese flag; but it was
a matter of d8tibt wethr~a valid' (if any) transfer of her, had taken place,
and it was currently believed that the Anierican subjects who had sailed
in her from this port had been present at the time when the slaves were
taken on board. Indeed, it was reported from the 'parties themselves that
they had been visited on the coast of Africa, wvhen bearing the American
flag, by the officers of a British cruiser; and upon being asked what they
were doitig there, answered the inquiries by saying "t it was no business of
theirs,'and that they were Americans." They boasted, also, that, though
one of the cruisers watched and saw them take patt of their cargo on board'
andlattempted afterwards to followv them, yet the chase was made in vain;
a ud;undoubtedly, the wonderfully short time in which this unprecedent-
edly successful voyage has been made fully warrants the character which
the ship brought here with 'her fur her fast-sailing qualities.
,Under these circumstances, we felt it our duty to call'the attention of the
American consult(who is also acting as .Portuguese cors;lil) to. so gross a
violation of the laws, as well as the flag, of. the United, States;, bearing in
minrd the ungracious reception. he gave to aformer like communication to
him- from the British commissioners at this place-(Seephio 186 cas13' pae-SeParliame'ntary pa,-pTrots(r 136', class A, pages 193 and 212.)
To this communication of ours, the answer was returned, (of which we

enclose your lordship a copy,) stating,.at.very considerable.length, the opin-
ions which; had 'actuated.him (the consul). on the occasion just'referred, to,
as wel as' his views in the present instance. The answer is worthy~of
coNsideration, as an evidence of the feelings hel4 by, certain classes-' of the
American community with regard to the slave trade, and the part taken
by the British Government to, suppess it, and characterized by all the sen-
sitiveness the' concomitant of'weakness. Altogether, whether clear or. ob-
scure, it appears a paper calculated, if not intended, to excite an angry cor-
respondence ; but the irritating points of which we carefully forbore to 'no-
tice in ouLr reply, contenting ourselves with generally asserting our duties,
and the grounds on which we- exercised' them. As we hear the corres-
pondence has been sent to the Government of the United States, we trust
your lordship will consider the terms. in which.we addressed the consul,
as well as. those in which we answered his reply, to be deserving the sup-
port of Her Majesty's Government.
'With regard to the ship " Venus," otherwise the "Duqueza. de Bragai1a3 .

we should state' that the original cost, we understand, was 830,00%,. And
that the fitting out and expenses of every description for the vo.yage,.ia.
cluding the value Tor the return' cargo, was estimated at S60 000 more-.
say altogether,-8$100,0. The number of negroes brought back,, as h.
'been before-stated, was'860,'and'they are' said to have been-soi-ld- at340.a
head, producing the sum of nearly $300,0'00, of which;,therefre,twio*'
thirds was nett profit. So!ong as such returns c.nbe effectdd, f*6..fear ,liat
no efforts'whatever will be effectual in' suppressing the traffic; and cer-
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tainly..not, while the dealers have only to meet 4sueh -a. system-of-eofp.rrW
tion as pervades every -department of the Government of the island.; 7;, .
We have only further' to add, that -the ship X Duquezasde Braganza"Ais;
incipally.owned by the slave dealer Mazorra, whom we have-so'Oft"n

had occasion to fiame, and a Frenchman named Gautier; and that-she'.ar
preparing again for-another voyage.

We have, &c.
J. KENNEDY.
CAMPBlELL F. DALRYMPLE.

The Viscount PALMERSTON,
- GG. C. B., 4'c.

[Sub-enclosure.]
HAVANA, January 8, 1839.

SIR: As it niay possibly not have come to your knowledge, we think-it
right to make you acquainted with the report prevalent in this place&
specting the ship "; Venus," which arrived here the 4th August last, fry
Baltimore, -and sailed shortly' after for the coast of Africa.

This vessel, you will no doubt remember, arrived and 'sailed hen'e
under American colors; 'under which it is said she took in a cargo of ne6rp
slaves, and has landed them, within the last few days, on this coast-aboft
860 in number. The report further states there are several American citi'
tens implicated in this flagrant violation of the laws of the United;Sta6te j
and as the "'Venus" 'may be- hourly expected in the harbor, we would Xrt
spectftully suggest to you that such immediate steps may be taken, on hei
arrival, as may lead to the punishment of such offenders.
The peculiar relationship in which the United States are placed with

Great'Britain induces us more anxiously to hope you will participateini
the 'feelings with which this communication is made.

We have, &c.
J. KENNEDY.
CAMPBELL J. DALRYMPLE.

N. P. TRIST, Esq., 'S-c.

(Sub'~ndosuare.

CONSULATE UNITED STATES oF AmORICA,
Jqavana, January8,is9GENTLEMEN: I have received, at a lthurhievngyour lettet

addressed to'N. P. 'Trist.,'flsq.,. and dated Havana, January 8, 1839, whichl
the presence Of company in my. parlor, where it was delivered, has pre-'vented my opening until the night is too far advanced to permit me to en-
gage in the task of a reply, without-encroaching on the -rest which..a longdiy of unremitted labor demands. Unfitted as this has rendere.rie for
-r.EumiNg my pen at this moment, I however, impelledto,do so by

sire to obtain without delay-theimportant information, whichyour lo
*r~ds ground for'believing that it may be in your power .to furnish. :
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.:TonSreferring ttolthe-files of 'yctir,-.predecessors iri officeiyou wilLproba.
blyind there a'letteraddressed bythem'ftorme, towards the :close of the year
US.6, and by -me returned, upontihe ground that J deemed it incumbent
upon me to decline receiving any communication of that nature.
-Upon comparing'the two, you will.'perhaps be sensible- that the' letter
now before me, although differingsfrom the other in one naterialparticu-
lar, is yet so-far of the same nature as to come within .the rule which,.,
upon that occasion, -I announced as that of my conduct; and 'my convic-
tion in regard to the indispensableness of which hassince been fortified.-
Thus viewed by me, it would now impose again the unpleasant duty

then discharged, were it not that the essential duty.just adverted to leaves
mie to a certain extent free, in this instance, to avail myself of the informa-
tion of which you may be possessed, and at the same time to indulge the
disposition towards British functionaries which -fixed sentiments for the
people have long made a part of my character.

In. thus departing from, the course pursued towards your predecessors,
it-is necessary that, to preclude-misapprehension, I should trouble you with
an explanation, which would have been made to them had it not been pre-
tented by the tenor of their communication.

This was of so extraordinary a character, indicating so utter an oblivion,
or innate ignorance, of the simplest applications (until then, deemed by me
self evident) ofifirst truths in regard to international independence, that. it
left me no other alternative to the course of passing it over; as I did, with-
out remark or notice, than that of facing it with a rebuke such as my corn-
mand of language would have been severely tried in snaking commensum
rate with my sense Ef the insult. It would have accorded as ill with the
habitual tone of my feelings towards their nation, as the provocation did
with a decent respect for the independence of mine.
-From this unwelcome necessity I was spared by the relations, or rather

-the no relations, in which we stood ; a circumstance, no sooner adverted to,
than it stripped the communication of every attribute save naked absurdity,
rendering it a fit object of derision alone, until, upon the contemplation
thus awakened of what was going on around us here, and connected with
it in Great Britain, that feeling gave way to the more serious mixture'of
sorrow and indignation, at the spectacle of such prostitution of the ener.

~'gies of the British people in theatrical playings off,.to their.delusion,'aa4
to the benefit of whomever it might concern, in: a cause which. whatever
differences of opinion may exist with regard to the justness or the immode-
rateness of the zeal displayed in it, is sanctified byra sincerity and a self!
forgetfulness, in proportion to the intensity of which every empty show,
got up by self-seekers turning it to profit becomes intensely disgusting and
hateful.
Had the case been different, through the existence of any tangible rela-

tions between us as agents of the two countries, the necessity would have
been forced upon me, and consequently upon the Government of thie United
States, to demand to know upon 'which of the principles that govern tthe
relations of States, and in consequence of what event, it might. be,'that any
crimes or misdemeanors,.real -or assumed, committed by citizens of-the
United States in this port or; elsewhere, except on British territory, hade-
come objects of-cognizancelto the British-Government, so as .to justify. a-n
agent-of that Government, placed here in official relations with-an agent
of. the Government of. the United States, in supposing himself entitled ito

ens
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communicate in frmal;manner, to the, latter the results of the supervibio'
exercised.by, him' over the;proceedings.;of American citizens: and American
vessels, (which proceedings, itimay beiremarked, were subjects of as little
concealment- here, ighd those- ~results matters of as great r otoriety ,as th.
recent arrival of the French Prince from Vera Cruz,) accompanied with the
information that it would be, his painful dust to report the samne'to/-his
* Am Government

Such a-demand it would under some circumstances, have been impera.
Aive'on me to'make.: But itiwas not-so in the present: and unpleasant as was
thealternative which they presented,Ideemed'myselffortunate, even at that
cost, to escape the obligation' to bevinstrumental in forcingbupon the-British
Government a question from which there was no escape but a direct die.
-avowal of an indecency so gross,; that its absurdity was the only palliation
'of which it could be susceptible; while at the same time the circumstances
of the case were such as to obviate the' necessity. of such disavowalipre.
cluding as they did, unless by gross' impeachment'of its good faith, the sup.-
position that the outrage upon 'the United States could have been intended
by that Government. The persons from whom it had proceeded had, it'
was to be taken for granted, been sent here by. their Government in tb
other capacity than that in which they had been recognized by the Spanish,
under the treaty, which alone entitled them 'to be here at all; which.capa.
city was purely-judicial, or fractionally so, as part of a mixed court, whose
functions consisted solely in bringing to adjudication' with the least delay
and inconvenience such vessels as, under the treaty between the two coun-
tries; might be detained for having been engaged in an illicit traffic 'in
slaves.

Suich being the sole purpose for which they were permitted 'to have an
official residence upon -Spanish territory, and even the form of process for
that limited purpose having been -strictly and minutely defined by treaty
it' could 'not be 'conceived that their Government 'had condescendedto
abuse the opportunity thus afforded by sending them on any other errand.
Above all, was it not to be 'supposed that, openly trampling under foot the
plainest rights of a nation which, however unfortunate, is' still recognised
as one of the 'States-of Europei it had intended their conversion into organs,
for offering unprovoked insult in the same breath to that nation, and to the
foreign consuls holding exequaturs from her, and entitled, through decency
to her if no other motive, to be respected by all who-accepted the fight to
official. dwelling-in her territory. The treaty-which placed them here, and
a decent respect for the' good' faith of their. Government, absolutely pre.
eluded then the 'supposition that it could have been a party' to the letter
addressed by them to me. Moreover, the . functions assigned them were
so very limited, and of a nature so extremely simple, as to afford an obvi.
ous apology against even the charge of having neglected so to instruct'
them in relation to their duties as to secure against all such abuses of their
situation. '

Such instructions are requisite, and the duty to give them imperative,
only in proportion as the complexity of the functions intrusted to.a public
agent, or the haste in which he may be called upon to act,;is such as to;
eipose' him to doubt or oversights. ' A perusal of the treatyv shows: that it
afforded neither of these grounds for precautionary instructions. Never.
were duties, or one single duty rather, (for. it consists of'a mere decision'
'upon a naked' question of fact,) more simple 'in .its nature or more clearly-
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6fihed;e and it almost transcends belief that personse~harged 'threwith

should Lever undesignedly (the only:mode-of transgression which a Govern-.
ment'can-anticipate on the part of those in whom it puts trust, or provide
against by instructions) overlook the boundaries of the field assigned. tothem, or fancy themselves placed irn any'official'relations whatever towards
foreign consuls resident here.
Such were the considerations which governed my course in regard to

the communication from your predecessors; and which, unpleasant as was
the task of returning, reconciled me thereto, as being, however rude in out-
ward semblance, at bottom by far the least objectionable to all parties fdthe.alternativeis forced upon me.
:,Thb present communication, I was happy to see, is free from the offewsiveipeculiarities of the. former. Still, it is liable to the fundamental ob.jeLtions inseparable from any communication which. you -could possiblyaddress to me in regard to the conduct of citizens of the United States,'one
of which, indeed, applies to official. communications on any subject'whiat-ever. This is, that there exists not any official relation of any kind be.teen us; the other, that, whatever relations might exist, and whatever
might be my own functions in regard to offences committed by citizens of
the United States against our'laws, they could not be such as to allow 'me
to recognise the right of auy agent of any foreign Goverinmnet to interfere
in any possible nmode or degree in the discharge of my duties,.or to-forbearrepelling such interference if offered..
*.This is a necessary consequence of the independence, of our two Coun-

tries. You refer to ";the peculiar relationship in which the United States
are placed with Great Britaini."' Since the 4th-of July, 1776, the only re-
lation in which they stand to each other is that of two independent na-tions-~--" enemies in wvar; in peace, friends.'.' Of that independence, ohe
of the vital parts consists in the, exclusive execution, no less than the 'exclut-
sive enactment by each of its own laws, rigorously excluding and repelling
all interference itl the one no less than the other. If there be upon 'earth
two nations for whom, above all others, their own welfare and! thatiof the
world demand the most scrupulous regard forand watchful observance of
this principle, those nations are the two whom you have named. Mine 'is
wedded to it in all its bearings; and if, as I trust, the harmony now hap-
pily subsisting between the two Governments is to endure, so as to allow
the elements comprised in the bosoms of the two nations a fair opportu-
nity to work out their natural results, it can only be 'through the cultivation
of the same sentiment by yotir Government towards ours, if no other.

So thoroughly imbuedwith it is the latter, that no consil or other func-tionary of the United States, at this place or elsewhere, however full andaccurate the. information which he might have acquired on the subject, and
however sincere his zeal against the slave trade, would ever dream of vol.
unteering an official communication to a functionary of Great Britain in
regard to theamountof British fabrics made expressly for the coast of Af-rica, nor of thenumber of casks of shackles (the distinctive instrument for:
carrying-on the slave trade) of British manufacture annually exported to
this island; some of which. I have seen passing through the customhouse
here, without attracting any more notice from either. officers or bystanders
than so many boxes of Dutch cheeses. He might, under instructions'from
his Government, have traced these things to their sources, so as to be able
'to designate every.British manufacturer, merchant, -and 'ship, from' and
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through whih they eIad-reached. thus far:on theiT wway'to the coast oft if
raiZ a^iid; upon looking. into the. statutes of. their Parliament, .he-might
have dlscovered.that they.could not have got here without;-gross 'violation
oflritish 1awss But so great-is the silent force ofthe general.national 'sen.
timent, upon this;point, it ,would never occur to him as a thing proper or.
decent, or possible, that he should assume to take part in the administration
of those laws. by addressing official :communications, in regard to theirvio
nation, toBritish functionaries-charged or not charged with preventing.it,
If such ian American officer were to be found, he would be a very remark-
able-exception.; and whatever might be the force of the motives impelling
him to a course so inconsistent with the general sentiment of his country,
there is one particular in which that course would be seen to evince the
utmost respect for, if not dread of it, if his object in thus trampling upon
the principles of national- independence were to play-off before any portion
of~his coluntrymei.
;:However insensible he might be to other things, the dread of their pene.

tration would effectually deter him from attempting any such game, unless
he had furnished himself with better materials for it than rumors. If re.
quesled to do so, he would doubtless cheerfully comply, as I trust that you
will, with -the request I now earnestly make to you-to ollige me, at the
earliest possible Woment, with all the information, of any kind. regarding
persons, occurrences, or things, calculated to be of use to the Government
of the United States, in regard to the ship "Venus,".or any matter connedted
with, her; and particularly the fact of her having taken in a cargo of-n1e.
groes whilst under the American flag; and the other fact that there atre
several American citizens implicated in this violation of our laws, and who
those citizens are. One of you, gentlemen,,has had the advatitage of pur-
suing. his studies at the Temple; and I need not tell you, therefore, that the
great subject is to obtain such materials, in the shape of facts, or persons, or
indications of either, as may be susceptible of use towards the conviction
ofevery.individual implicated. If materials of this kind cannot be furnished
by you, I would thankfully receive any specific facts, although.unconnect-
ed with names of persons, should you not be at liberty to divulge them,
which your peculiar opportunities and command of time for the purpose
may have brought to your knowledge.

- Iam, &c.
N. P. TRIST.

To J. KENNEDY and
CAMPBELL J. DALRYMPLE, Esqs., 4tc.-

[Sub enclosure.]

HAVANA, January 10,1839.
Six: We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your answer of

the 8th instant, to our communication of the same date, respecting the ship
" Venus, -which vessel, we have since heard, entered this harbor atvalate
hour the evening before. In reply to your request to be furnished -,.with
.all-the.information regarding persons, occurrences, or things, calculated to
-be -of use to the Government of the United States, in regard to the ship
;Venus,' or any matter connected with her; and particularlythe~iact of- hdr
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hningtaken inl acargo of negroeswhilst under the .Americawflseg; and.
the.other fact, that there are several American citizens implicated in 'thls.
violationfof:.your 1aw9,- and .who-those citizens are.:" we beg:to sayswe
have already comimunicated as much of the information we possessed as
we felt ourselves &t liberty to do. -We,referredyou to the-reports prevalent-
in this city- upon -the subject; and we hoped,Las no doubt is entertaibedtof
their truth, that you would have thought them deserving of your own im-
mediate investigation, either through -the Captai' General of the island,-or
byyour own auithority,,and the interventions of the commander of the Amer-
irAn vessel of war now in the harbor. Any such investigation, on' your
part, by examination of the log book and crew, could hot have failed to
elicit,much better than any information we could be expected to divulge,
whether the following circumstances, as reported, are well founded or -not:

.,1. Whether there were any American citizens on, board the " Venus,'
during her late voyage to the coast of Africa, and who' those citizens are.

.2 Whether the "1 Venus" was visited on the coast of Africa by any' Brit-
ish cruiser or cruisers, without being detained, in consequence of'her bear.
iug the 'American flag; but one of which cruisers, having observed her take
in-some negroes under that flag, afterwards chased her, though without
success.

S. Whether any sale or transfer was made of the vessel after leaving this
harbor, and when, so-as to divest her of her American character.
The ship's 'articles, we have heard, provided that she was to be taken to

Bahia, where the sale was to take place,; b.zz !he short time she has 'been
absent (only'four months) puts this out of th! question; and, whether trans-
ferred or not to any other flag, we fear it is indisputable that a gross abuse
has been practised of the Amvrican flag. It certainly forms no part of our
duties at this place to take any steps to -vindicate such a violation of your
laws; nor have we any wish to interfere in any such cases, further than
arises from an 'anxiety 'to suppress, if possible, all similar infringements of
the rights of humanity. Our objects are too high, and our conviction of
their rectitude too strong, to allow us to be turned from our course by taunts
of any kind; and, with regard to the United States in particular, we wonld
wish to preserve unimpaired our respect for the laws which have declared
the slave trade piracy. But it is in proportion to the respect we would. wish
to entertain, that we should regret to find those laws a dead letter, and your
professions not followed up and carried into effect.

We have, &c.
J. KENNEDY.
CAMPBELL J. DALRYMPLF.,

N. P. TRIST, Esq., 4Xc.

[Sub-enclosure.

FOREIGN OFFICE,-SplriI '16, 1839.
GzNTLEMEN: I have received your-despatch (No. 5) of the l9thof Jan-

uary, 1839, containing copies of a correspondence which had. taken-place
between yourselves and Mr. Trist, the United States consul at the.IHa-
vana, on the occasion of your, having communicated to that ;geutleman
information respecting the vessel, the {"Venus, which had :saild frokn
the Havana for Africa, under the flag of the Union, with several Amer-
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ioan citizens on board,> and- had returned within four nionths, with; a-c'rg
of0860- slaves; from Africa. ' -. " i
SmVith *refer nce to that part, of' Mr., Trist's letter to you which-relates

to British fabrics made' expressly for Africa, and to, shackles of :BritishI
manufacture, intended ;for slave" trade,. exported from 'England -and iMn
Ported into Cuba,r l have to desire that you will state to' Mr. Trist that, it,
he can at any time furnish Her Mlajestys Governmenit, through- you,' with
any information which may,' directly or indirectly, enable Her' Majestyls:
Government to enforce 'the, penalties "of the law against British subjects
who~may be. concerned in slave trade, Her Majesty's Government will
feel.most sincerely obliged to him.
Youvwill'observe to Mr. Trist, that, the Iwo Governments having by

the' tenth article of the treaty ofiGhent mutually engaged to each other that
theyw'ould'",Useetheir utmost endeavors to promote the entire abolition
ofthe slave trade,"'it seems to me perfectly consistent with* the respect
which the agents of each country rMust feel for the other country, that
they should not' only themselves act in strict accordance with the spirit
of the engagement whidh their own Government has' contracted,'but 'that
they should furnish to the agents of the other Government any' informa-
tion which may be calculated to enable that other Government more ef.
fectually to accomplish the common purpose.'

Iam, &c.
PALMERSTON.

Her Majesty's COMMISSIOnERS, Havana.

[Enrlosure No.21'..
SIERRA LEoNE, December 5, 1839.

MY LOwD: We have the honor to forward, enclosed;'our report of the
case of the Portuguese schooner " Dolcinea," captured on the Sist of Oc-
tober by Her Majesty's sloop "~Pelican," Brunswick Pophani, Esq.,com-
mander, in 'latitude' 4 degrees 16' minutes north, longitude 3 degrees 44
minutes east, with 253 slaves on. board, who had been embarked at La.
gos three 'days previously and were then on their way to' the island of
Cuba.

In this as in every other Porttuguese case which has lately come before
us, it would not have been difficult, even from the evidence of the of-
fending parties, to show that the illegal adventure, in prosecuting whirh
capture and condemnation took place, was especially Spanish.
The Portuguese master denies altogether the truth of the representa-

tions contained in his register and matricula, (the only two papers which
he produced to the captor,) although the aid of the American consul was,
as usual, called in to support the. credit of those fraudulent documents.
In" opposition to "these papers' and to the American consul's certificate,'
,.which state that a Portuguese subject, named Francisco Caldas, is the"
owner of the -" Dolcineal' 'and 'that the agent' of Caldas at the HaVana;
Jose6 Mazorra, appointed-the present master to the command of the vessel,
the 'master himself declares that he was appointed captain by- the notoriobis
-Joaquim Jos&Duante Silva, of Bahia, but who has lately settled at Havanes4'

i, -: O
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.and whotis the sole-owner of: the detained vessel, and 'also of 'the greater
part of'her outward cargo. ':;tIt: is, however, only fair to both parties t§staie that weattachno crud-
it;to either statement.
iThe fact bf the i"Dolcinea's" capture to' the north of the line, with a
cargo of slaves on board, having been fullproved, a sentence 'of'con-
demnation was pronounced against the-vessel and cargo on the 3d instant,
and the survivors of the' slaves were at'the same time emancipated;.

We have, &c.
H. W.' MACAULAY:.-
R. DOHERTY.

Viscount PALMERSTON,'G. C. B., 4.c,

[Sub enclosure.]

Report of' the case of the Portuguese schooner "Dolcinea," Jos4 da Luz
Carval/ho, master.

This vessel was furnished with a Portuguese passport from the, provis-
ional Government of the islands of Prince and St.' Thomas, dated at St.
Antonio, Prince's island, on the 28th of October, 1836, authorizing her to
proceed oni a voyage of lawful commerce to the Havana, by way of the
coast of Africa. 'IThe owner of the vessel, who was master also, is said to
have been Francisco Elisbao Correa(Caldas.
Three weeks after this time, an endorsement was made on the passport

to-the following effect: " Boarded by Her Majesty's brig Charybdis, No-
vember 21st, 1836, lying at Lagos;" signed "cE. B Power, mate." Tlhi
".Dolcinea," however, succeeded. both on this and a subsequent voyage,
in escaping Her Majesty's cruisers on this coast and on the West India
station, and safely landed a cargo of slaves on the island of Cuba.
.;The next endorsement on the register is made by Fernandez, the.!Por-

tuguqse consul at Havoina, on the 20th of April, 1837, on occasion of Athe
"DDolcinea" clearing out again for the coast of Africa, under the command
of a new~captain; named Fernando -Rees Peres.
The only other paper of which the captor could obtain possession was a

matricula, dated at Havana, on the 23d-of May last, (1836j) and to which
two certificates of. Mr. Trist, the American consul, are, attached;- the one
declaring the appointment of the present master by Don Jos6 Mazorra,
a merchant of Havana, the empowered agent of Caldas, the Portuguese
owner named in the register, and the otier declaring that the schooner
carried a crew- of sixteen men.
We have no doubt that the " Dolcinea" cleared' out from Havana' in

May last under another -name, and is a Spanish vessel. No clearance
from the Havana custom-house was produced; and neither of the papers
which we have noticed, and in which alone the " Dolcineail is mentioned as
a Portulguese vessel, was submitted, in any way, to the Spanish authorities.
It is impossible not .to believe that this fact; was: well'known to the -Amei-
can consul, who attested the matricula of the vessel. The matricula, be-
'sides,does not contain 'the name of a single officer -because the Spanish
captain and mates etnbarlced, no doubt, according' to the general custom,
Witivpassports as passengers bound to the same destination as the'vesel.
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It would appa that Mr. Trist, andi his subordinate, Mr.. Amli, are ,lU.

ing enough to be deceived on these occasions; otherwise,,the. prudent and
.eakyl course. might bepfllowed, of.requiring the production ,of theclearance
fromn threcustom-house at the Havana, before they grant their. officialbsel
a1d; signature to. verify ipuster rolls of crews, the falsehood of which is
evident, on. the face of them.,

.The "-Dolciftea"! having been captured with slaves on! board, north-aof
the line,. and:.lher. cotdemnation,. beigig therefore certain} whether as a Por.
tuguese or Spanish vessel, it was deemed advisable by the captor's proctor
to, prosecute; her under that character Which she professed to bear. Ac.
cordingly, onithe: RTrival of the " Dolcinea" ill this harbor, she was brought
into the court of the British and Portuguese mixed conuni ssin .
The marshal reported that only four of the slaves had died on their pas.

sage to this port; and the surgeon stated their general appearance to be
healthy, although several of the number required hospital treatment for
dysentery and wounds. No time was lost in landing the unfortunate crea-
tures, and we are happy to say that none subsequently died during the time
they were under the.snp ihteidence of the court.
On the 26th ultimo, the captor's declaration 'and.the affidavit of Mr. Wil-

lianm Rolland, mate,,of. the capturing, ship, and prize master, verifying the
ship's, papers, were received and filed: a monition was. published by. the
marshal,citing all interested parties; and the witnesses in preparatory were
examined on the standing interrogatories.

Tlhe.captor's declaration of capture is to the, following effect: " I, Bruns-
wick Popham, commander of Her Britannic Majesty's sloop-of-war 'Peli -
can,' hereby declare that, on this 31st day of October, 1838, being in or
about latitude 4° 16' north, long. 39 44' east,I detained the .schooner named
'Dolcinea,'. sailing. under Portuguese colors~commanded by Jnsb da Luz
Carvalho,.whbo declared .her to'be bound from Lagos to Hairana,, and hav.
Eiigo b9oprd25-3 slaves, said to have been taken on boardat.Lagos,on the
27th of October,, 1838. Amongst the passengers onu board -the . 'Doleinea'
appears the, name! of Eduardo Roberto, who commander the schooner
'.eoustitigoao,. the condemnation of which we reported'ur d spatph-No.
.71, of 201h of, October, 1838.

The master (Jos6 da Luz Carvalho) deposed: That he was brln at Lis-
.bon.; has lived, a year and,& half at Havana; is a subject. of Portugal, is
-married, and his wife and familyreside with him at. Havana; that he was
appointed to the command of the detained vessel, and. possession- of her
was-given .to hinm by Joaquir j.os6 Duante Silva, a Portuguese resident at
.Havana; that he first',saw the vessel there about seven -months ago; -thfat
shqfis. Mexican built;, that 1w. was present when the vessel was seizedifor
having slaves on board; that she sailed under Portuguese colors, and had
.no others.; that all the crew were hired and shipped srY mllonths and a.half
ag, at Havana, by-. Duante. Silva;. that the last clearing port was- Havana,
where the voyage began, andwhe~re it was to have ended, and whence>-he
; apnp direct to Lagos for a cargo of Slaves, and,. having obtained ithe was
returningdirect to Havana at~the time of capture; that he. wascaptured on
the 31st of last month, after a chase of thirty-two hours; thatvthe-ownerbof
theyvessel was Joaqtiim Duante.Silva, who has lived eight.or nine months
at Havana, but previously. resided at;Bahia; that he saw. the said- Duplte
Silva! buy her; that the price of the vessel. w'a .6,O or d7,ooo, wCieh
waspakd, but -vitnessvknows tiothingof qpyy.bill of sale; that tb; Vtoner0
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of the vessel was the lader and principal owner of the cargo, part of which
was, however. owned by other merchants.
.-The- second witnesswho was a seaman of the detained; vessel, pretendedi

ignorance on almost every, point involved in the standing interrogatories;
and; in other respects; his evidehee is of small importance.
The captor's case having closed with anl affidavit from the prize master,

accounting for the four deaths which had occurred on board the,'4 Dolcinei."
oh-her passage to'this-port, publication of the evidence in prepAratory was
decreed; and the monition being returnable into the registry on the 3d' in-
slant, the court'assembled on that day, and condemned'the schooners Dblog
cinea" as good-and lawful prize to-the crowns of Great-Britain: and Por'
tugal.

It was further decreed that there were or 'board the said vessel, at the
fiie 'of her capture by Her Britannic' Majesty's sloop " Pelican,"' Brulis.
wick Popham, Esq., commander, two hundred and fifty-three slaves, of
whom four had died previously to the arrival of the vessel in this harbor>,
and none-subsequently; and that the survivors (two hundred and-forty-nine
'in ntrnber) should be emancipatedfiom. slavery.

H. W. ?TACAULAY;
R. DOHx.'TY.

SIERRA LEONE, Deceizber 5, 1S38.

[Enclosure No. 22.)

SIERRA LEONE, January 31, 18399;
My LORD': Herewith we have the honor to transmit to your lordship our

report of the case' of the brig " Victoria," Antonio, Jos6 Alfonso, masters
captured' under Portuguese colors, on the6l1th of November, :aS, at ari
chor in Lagos roads, by Her Majesty'- brigantine "Dolphin," Lieutenant
Edward Holland-commanding, and condemned on the 28th instant, in'thO
British and Spanish mixed court of justice, as a Spanish vessel illegally
equipped for the slave trade.
The ostensible but pretended' owner of the "Victoria" was the -Portu.

guese merchant, Matheas de Silva ILouro, who, the witfiesses 'state, "'wae
born, and has resided all his life, at Lisbon, where he is married, and where
his family (Portuguese, like himself,) -resided with him." This gentleman
should be made to-feel the consequences of thus lending his name-to-flr-
ther ae smuggling adventure.

It would also be desirable that the Government- of the:United States
should'discountenance the' proceedings of their agents at Havana' Mr. N'-
P; Trist and Mr. J. A. Smith, who openly assist in the despatch (Gf vessels
which, from their armament and force, they are perfectly. well, aware are
intended to act either as slavers or pirates, or both.
We beg leave- also to- enclose, for your lordship's information, a-copy of

the translations of some of the' letters found on board the "' Victoria."
We have, &c.

H. W. MACAULAY..
* . ~~~~R.DURiERTY-'

Viscount PAL;MERSTON,
G. C. AI'c.
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(Sub.enclosure.]

Report of the case of the brig Victqria," nitonio AJosA dfonso, 9naster.

This vessel sailed under a Portuguese passport, obtained at Lisbon, from
the Conde de Lumiares, Secretary at War and Foreign -Secretary ad inte.
rim,- and dated on-the 31st October, 18S6. In this paper the owner is said
to -be. N atheas de Silva Lour6, and the master, Jos6 Lopez Ferreira, both
Portuguese subjects. The vessel is authorized to make a voyage fromsLie.
bon to Cadiz, thence to Prince's island, and other ports in Africa; to re.
turn to Lisbon. -No intention, however, existed, either on the first, the
second, or the. present voyage, of returning to Lisbon; Havana being the
port where her real owners resided, and where her subsequent voyages
began and ended. The -passport was visaed on the. i8th of April, 1837, at
Prince's island, and was endorsed by Her Majesty's ship " Union," K D.,
off Lagos, on the 22d May, 1837. She was met with again id the same
place seven months afterwards, (in December, 1837,) -by Her Majesty's'
brig " Saracen ;" Cuba having been visited in the mean time.

2. A; second successful trip to the island of Cuba was then rpade, as we
find her on the 30th of June, 1838, clearing out from Havana for the island
of St. Thomas. In her clearance, signed by Don Tomas Yurra. contador
of the royal customs, the water casks, slave boilers, and slave deck, are
cleared out as articles employed in lawful traffic; and to the document is
attached a certificate, under the hand arid seal of Mr. Trist, the American
consul, that to these acts of Don Tomas de Yurra "full faith and credit
are due."

3 isthe muster roll of the crew, to which two certificates of the Aneri.
can consul (Trist) -are attached: one setting forth that Don Tomas de la
Peoa, the agent at the Havana of the owner, (Louro,) had appointed Don
Antonio Jos6. Alfonso, the present master, in the place of Jos6 Lopez Fer-
reira, the master named in the passport; and the other 'd --A-ring that Al.
fonso had appeared and verified the matricula.

This 'document shows- a very large armament, and a, ew of 34 men.;
although the master, it will be observed, subsequently stated that there
where thirty-seven persons on board, besides himself. Mr. Trist could not
but, have known that-a small vessel, so.manned, must be intended for a
slaver or-a pirate.
-FXrom the papers found on board, it is discovered that the real masterWof

the vessel was a Spaniard riruned Juan Baptista-de Zavala, who was gen-
erally addressed as the captain of the brig "c Victoria," and occasionally as
the.captain of the brig fcito :'' fr in this case, as in that of the "c Li.
geiro,'9' alias " Galgo," thje former Spanish. name of the vessel was con-
sidered the true one. Zavala's name does not appear on the muster roll';
but it .isadmitted by the witnesses that he directed all the proceedings of
the voyage.
.This fact will more fully appear from the translated copies of some of the

papers which accompany this report, and which, if they do not convey-any,
new information respecting the plans of slave dealers, serve to show the
regularity and system with which the slave trade of Spain,-under the flag
of Portugal, iswnow pursued. We learn from them, also, that, as the voy-
age of the ccVictoria" commenced at Havana, so it was to have endedtat
the same port; that the vessel was to carry slaves on the return voyage;

632
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that she hd fdtters aiid slave boilers -oti board; the latter ofhwliicIrshd wasditectfdt t6-!attach tbiz'bu'ly ndsiink-d afld'that tlSlat)cattfe fbmpty
slavers; sailiing' underPtthtigeesecolors, had'-fihlld the slave traders with-dotibt' and dis6S'ayi; O(f thiesixZ vessels Yeferred' to'-ihtise paes'f
gned ti6 D)oni- Erilip :Maiin,at Lagos, t wvo(the "PDolcine-i and- c;LibdAl")-hare 'benporidernn~dEas Spa-nish vessels il!I~gally equipped;- aid- the

It others (the &tJosefind"ad " Catalina")yhaVre got awa frbm t ie coast
jbsafety, with their hiifriadcargoes.4 The log book states th at the "'Victoria" left Havana on the lstof
July, 1838; arrived at Gallinas on the 11th of Au&ust; -and left itdgain on
the- 25tli of the same month. 'She -reachedLagoWon the 4th of Septeniber;
atnd, after discharging her cargo there, she cruised :up- and down-drh& coast
for rice and provisions, returning to: Lagos about the 10th of N0ovembbr.
Capture took place on the 16th of thatlmbith:. - -- -¢The- cVictoria" was accompanied to 'Sierra Leone by the' cAiptlring
sip', Her: Majesty's brigantine -"Dolphini," commanded -by -lidtltdnantwidvard Holland,; and otf' the 24th tiltinio was presented to the-British and.Spanish court, as a Spanish vessel violating the I0th article ofthe treaty of
June, 1835.

The captor's proctor petitioned that the declarationnof- the facts of-capt'ure
anid the ship's papers, verified by affidavit, might be received and filed';lthat a mrlonition against all interested parties might be issued,: and a corn-
mission of inspection be directed to the surveyors of the cottrt'.; and' that
,the witnesses in preparatory might be examined on the standing interrog-
-atories.

Antonio Jos6 Alfonso, the captain of the flag, deposed: that- fe.was b6rn
-at Oporto, where he has Generally lived till within the last two years..dur-
-ing which he has had no fixed residence on. shore; that he is a subject of
Portugal, and never has been a subject of any other State; that he was
'appointed to the command of the detained vessel at Havana, in the month
of June, 183S, byJos6 Silva, a former master, a Portuguese, whose residence
is not known; that he was present at the captirier, hit dbes 'noi knowon
what account it took place; that the vessel was sailing under Portuguese
colors, and therexvere no others on board; thatthe vessel 'iscaled "Vic-
-toria," and-he has never heard oftier bearing'anyothername; thatshe is
.about 280 tons burden';-that there wereihirty -even officers and mariners,-besides witness-tenof wihom were Spaniards-, and the rest Portuguese;
that neither he, nor any of the' officers or mariners, -had-aniy 'interest 'in*either the 'vessel or cargo; that-he was master on board, thit there Weyeno passengers; that 1-lavana wias the last clearing port; where the 'voyageBeg~'an, which ways to end at' Bahia'; 'that the vessel tonched,-during tbe
voyage., at Gallinas, 'where part of the cargo wva§ discharged, 'and',thenwent
to Lagos,- where the remainder ofthe cargowvas-larded'; that 'captulre took
-place on the' 16th of November, whilst the "Victoria" iAvas still at anchor
atLagos; that the papers of the vessel were for Prince's island and the
coast of Afr; a; that the sole owner ofthevessel was a Portuiguese mer-chant, nameod MAatheas'de SilvaLouro,wlio was born, and'has' resided all'
bhis life, at Lisbon, where he is married, andwvhere his'wife and-family
'(Portugnese,li e hiMns6lf) resid- with hin; that the' sole owner, lader, and-
consignee of the cargo, is- Joad Baptista Zavala, a Biscayan', who is also
supercargo on board, and with 1whom rested"sthe sole direction oftheves-
-sel,waitah regard toher employiment ini'trade."51

-1
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>The: evidence of the other witness, guano Alexandre Garay,is only
wqrthyrofi mention,,for the contradiction which itcontains to Alfonsos.as#
sertior that the " Victorila", was, at the time of capture, onjthe point of .com
mnencing aP Voyage to Bahia- - -Garaywdeclares~that Itisbon was the~plac, to
whiqchshe was' destined. :The twvo statements are equally false. Th
surveyors stated, ill i heir report, that they foupyd; a -slave deck, measuring
1,228 feet, fitted, laid, and numbered; water- casks capable of containing
upwards of twenty thousand gallons, all filled with fresh water; and.a reg-
ular slayer's caboose, fitted to receive four small boilers, each capable of
cot taining sixteen;gallons of water.
=1The case for the. prosecution being. closed, publication of the evidence

was decreed on the 27th ultimo; and the monition, issued on the 24th, was
returned into the registry on the 31st ultimo, with the certificate of the
marshal that it had been properly served.
,Itfbecame necessary,. however,.to defer the adjudication for some tine,

to enable the. register to complete the yearly and quarterly returns and ace
counts,mwhich were due on the day the monition was returned, but which
had not: been completed, in consequence of the mass of court business
%which had constantly required his attention.
The-case was finally disposed of on the 28th instant, and the proof of

Spanish ownership and course of trade, in conjunction with equipment for
slave trade, being deemed conclusive, a sentence of condemnation was pri-
nounced upon the cVictoria" and her cargo.

H. W. MACAUJjAY.:
R. DOHERTY.

SIERRA LEONE, January 31, 1839.

[Enclosure No. 23.]

..ibstract <f 1/te pope;s found ont board the brig "Eagle," J. W. Littig,

No. 1. A bill of sale, showing that a permanent American register (No..
118y).vwas granted at Baltimore, on the ist of December, 1837, to the brig-
.Eag-les" of 205 tons, and which had been built at Baltirnore during the

saine year. T7he original owners are declared to have been W. G. Harri-
soit and AV. Price, boti resident at Baltimore. .

On-0the same day that the above-named owners obtained an American
register for the " Eagle," they executed a power of. attorney in favor of
Th'omas T. ,Wingate, the master, by which that person was empowered .t~
sell .the vessel, and, to grant a, proper transfer to the purchaser.

Acting, on this power of attorney, Wingate sold the "Eagle" at Havana,
on the 1t0th o Mlarch, 1838, to the present owner.and master, Joshua W.
liittig: tufidf the coqi.tiletiozi of the transfer was witnessed by Mr. J. A. Smith,
ho'Americati vice consul. To give authenticity to Littig's title, the power
otattorntieivram theoriginal owner to Wingate, and the bill, of sale. fromt
Wsingtce to Littig, were both verified by Mr. N. P. Trist, the American
consultsunder his lhand and seal, of (Office. I-le also certified "that the
original register was deposited at the American consulate, to be sent to thle
collector of the customs at Baltimore." But it is remarkable, that, while
the bill of sale is attested by the American consul oin the 10th of ANarch,
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8389,the power of attorney, in virtue of which alone the bill of sald could
have been:executed,nvas not attested by -the same party till:the -10th .-of
May following.

.-No. -. che heading of this paper is as follows: "It is agreed between
the masters, seamen, and mariners of the American brig " Eagle,". of Bal-
timore, whereof J: W. Littig is at present master, or whoever shall go for
master, now bound from the port of lHavana to Whydah, a port on the,
coast of Africa, or wherever the master may direct, not 'exceeding ten
months," &c.
The names of Liitig and nine Spaniards are appended to the agreement,

'which is dated on the 5th of May, 1838, and to which Mr.;Trist's certifi-
cate is added on the 10th of the same month.
At Bahia, on the 13th of October last, twelve more men were entered on

the list, increasing the crew to more than double its former number; and
of these twelve, there is only one: name. 'which appear's to belong to an
American citizen. But it is impossible to pronounce positively, as the usual
practice of mentioning tire birthplaces of the men was not followed.., A
certificate from Meir. George R. Foster, American vice consul pro lempore,
dated at Bahia, on the 15th of October, 1838, and affixed to the original
muster roll taken out at Havana, state's that the crew of the cc Eagle"'. con-
sisted, of twenty two men, all told.
No. 3. On the 9th of May, 1838, the Eagle" was cleared out by-the

custom-house at the Havana, for the island of St. Thomas, with a regular
slave trading cargo and equipment, shipped by Don J. Morales.
No. 4. The log book, in English, shows that on the 14th of May, 1838,

the " Eagle" left Havana for the coast of Africa, reaching the Cape de
Verds on the 14th of June, and then running south. She-was'off Cape
.Palinas on the 28th of Jane. anchored off St. Paul's on the 1st of July,
arrived in Lagos roads onl the 5th, and there commenced dis>lha&r-g-ing-er
cargo on the 7th of July. Here there is a break in the hPkuntil the 30th
of August, onl which day the sea log states the 'o Eagle" "gut ulider way
for Bahia ;" and then nothing material is noticed until the lath of Septem-
ber, when thie vessel arrived at her destined port in Brazil.
No. 5 is a certificate from Mr. George R. Foster, American vike- consul

at Bahia, that the " agle." which had arrived shortly beforejfrom-the
coast of Africa, was about to sail again for the same quarters This we
presume to be a, notice to the Bahia custom-house; it is dated on 'the 15th
of September, 1838. -j, e
No. 6. Another certificate from- Mr. Foster, on the~same day, states that

he had given back to Captain Littig the bill of sale which had been left in
his hands. '
No. 7. A list of the crew of the "Eagle," independent of, and addition-

al to, the paper. No. 2, but an exact copy of if, certified by Mr. Foster, and
dated on the s&me day as the last two paperF-.
No. S. A bill for ship's stores, supplied by Messrs. Wilson, Brothersto

the brig," Eagle," dated Bahia, October, 16, 1838.
No. 9 is an invoice of, tobacco, amounting to $20,000, shipped by the

well-known Joaquim Jose Duante Silva, on account of Don Joaquim An,
dred, of Havatia, on board-the American brig, Eagle." bound to Lagos.

*Nos. lo to. 15 are passports for six Spaniards, making a passage .to thel
coast of Africa 'from Bahia, dated on the 17th of October, 1838.

No. 16. On the 19th of October, 1838, Mlr. Foster furnished Captain
Littig with a certificate that the latter had been forced to receive on board
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the"-Eagle"? fivre African convicts, And~:tgive bonds that 'the. shboud be
land~dion thebcoast of Africa, b foie the! authorities *oulud'a;ll6 ofibf hi
parture-of the vessel. ;

I'N&.7- is a; billw,without date, for the services rendered by tlieAme~ican
i'ice consul at Bahia,' in the followinia words:
vBri~g E 1agle, wfain J.- W. Littig, to consulate, Do.;t

Deposit and' delivery of vessel's papers - :4- .00
Certificate attached to shipping articles - - - 2 z00
Two, certificates to clear vessel out - -. 4: 00
lRecording the, bill df sale - - - 2 00r; - .12 00

Received. payment for George R. Foster, vice consul.
CHARLES GREAVES.

No. 1-8 is a bill for anchorage during thirty-two days.
Nos. 19 alld 20 are a fort pass and custom-house clearance, dated at

Baihia, on the 19th of October, 1838.
C i i nation of log book No. 4.-On the 20th'of October begii the

sea log, written in English, of a voyage from Bahia to the coast of Africa.
TIhe "Eagle" cadne to-anchor -in Elmina roads, on the 13th of November,
'1838; and, after purchasing beans and corn on the coast, she pursued her
route to Lagos,-where she arrived about the 26th. On the 28th and 29th
o*f the sae month, she was boarded by Her 'Majesty's sloop "Pelican ,"
and 'on the 9th of Decemiber, bvHer Majesty's sloop " Pylades," but was de
tainted bV neither. The "aDdo," belonging to Pedro Martinez & Co., is
inentioned as having sailed from Lagos o01 the 23d of'Decernber. Thl
Eagle"' was a third time boarded, in the middle of the night of the 1st

Ultinto, 'bv an officer from Her Majesty's brigantine " Buzzard," blt 'was
released on the following morning by the commander of that cruiser.- A
idth and dircnnmstaintial account of this' affair is given by Littig, and signed
by three of the persons on board. The log continues from' this time to
hle '13tb ultimo. Capture took place on the following day.
Nd. -°1; An imperfect log book for part of the month of November, writ

ten in Spanish'.
No. 22 is an agreement, dated on the 23d of December, 1838, between

Captain Litfig. and Isadora Miguel Braza, fo~r the freight of somie articles
totbe shipped onboard the " Eiagle," 'at Lagos; but their place of destina-
tion' isnot'nientionied.- -;.l

No. 23 relates to the' brig ;' Dos Amigos," condemned in the British
End Spahish mixed court of justice,- on the 2Sth ultimo, and reported in
our dispatch' marked Spain, No. 10.' The paper in question is the list up
the crew of'-the American brig "Two Friends,"l John B. Conner, master,
bound to Havana, from New York-the list being, dated at the latter place,
on the 1st of January, 1837. It is endorsed by Mr. Woodbridge 'Odlin,
the Atnerican consul'at'Bahia, on the 29th of April, 1837; who states that
the"- "Two Friends" had shortly before' been sold in that port. In, tUh
voyatg&froin;Havana to Bahia, it would appear that Conner acted'as -cap-
tain!6f the flag," Careira being the real master of the vessel. Our statement
of the character originally borne bv the "6 Dbs Amicos"l is thus 6ornpletely
Confirmed.

Table: Brig Eagle, Captain J. W. Littig, to consulate, DR.
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.Thenext three papers ,elate to the Axi-erican brig "CTeazer," mentioned
in. a dep qff Mier ..Majesty's commnissionters, dated August 1,' 18637,
(class A, lS87jage Ij3O,) as having cleared outt for.this-coast on the 24s1of that month. In that case, as in the present, Joshua- W.Littig -appeared.
as owner and master, and so continued. until it :became necessary: to.,change
the, GOlcrs ~of :the; ;' Teazer" to- Spanish ;or. Portuguesei on the eve of the,
shipni.ent olf a return cargo of slaves.; when; bothhe, andisuch portion of
the crew as were Americans, were discharged from further service.

.No. 24. The first paper isan AmericanbillHofsale.for'the "rTeazer"of:
Baltimore, transferred to J. XV. Littig, bv Robert A. Taylor,; on the 18th ofJuly, 1837; but the place where the deed was executed is tot mentioned.

No.-25. The. second paper is the muster roll of crew, consisting; of
eighteen persons, shipped in thb American schooner ";Teazer," Joshua Vw
Littig, master, bound.to Lagos and Prince's island;:and. it isidertifiedby
Mr. Vice Consul Smith, at Havana, on the 22d ofiAugust,:1837.. .
No. 2,. .'rhe third. ;paper contains, on. one sheet, the receipts of )1Royal

Pond, John Moore, John Wilson, John Shields. and Joseph;Braipwwell, fori;
their wages for two months and, twenty-six days' service on board the
American; brig "Teazer," Captain Littig. The document is dated at
Prince's island, on the 19th of November, 1837, when these five, Americati
seamen were apparently paid off, on the vessel being prepared for her
human cargo. It is most probably a colorable paper, intended for .usejiu
the event of the "EAgle," under her new name and colors,' being boarded
on her homeward voyage; and by no means necessarily implies that Littigand the other Americans actually left-the vessel at Prince's island in No-
veniber, but only that, from that time, they wished to have some groundfor claiming to be considered as passengers on all necessary occasions.
Nos. 27 to 40 are fourteen unimportant papers.
SIERRA LEONE, February 12, 1839.

[Enclosure No. 24.]
SANTA CRUZ, July 31, 1839...

AIM LOAiD: On the 15th instant, a brig called the "Two.Friends,"? uiderAmerican colors, anchored in this bay. On the 22d, two seamen, named!Francis Cassedy and Joseph Oliver, came to Her':Majesny'sconsular ofce,and.said that they belonged to the brig, and that they did not wish to serve
on board any longer. In answer to my inquiries as to their motives; they
made a statement, which I took down inl writing, and they signed. lTheenclosure marked No. 1 is a copy. I immediately went to the MarquisofConcordia, the commandant general, and communicatedd the facts to .him;and afterwards sent an official note, dated the 22d of July: a copycontain-
ed in enclosure No. 2.
Onthe 26th of July, another seaman (John Maguire.) came to. the offi e..

I wrotedown his statement, which -he signed. The enclosure No..3.iias
copy; and.. in consequence, wrote another. letter to the;Maruis, dated
July 26th: copy contained in enclosure No. 2. -s.Since the date of the Marquis of Concordia's answer to myletter, dateLJuly23d, 'he sails of the brig have been brought on shoresandalso'the
arms that were on board. Anofficial communication also has, .been zna4ei

6317
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to the genReral, by-the Swedish consuil,'in donsequencd of -a representation
ffbml a! Norwegian sailor,_one of ithe'crow of th <'TTwoF'riends." Mr
Cullenh; the American -consul, who usually' resides at P6rt Grotaaa,' has
come;+to Santa. Cruz.
...There cannot be the slightest doubt that the "Tw'o iFriends" waseenv
gaged in a- slaving voyage; and, in my opinion, after what has occurred ,ifteVvessel should be allowed to go to sea, either with the Spanish or Admeni-
ean crew noiov belonging to the ship, (the Spanish crew are borne-as pass
sdnieisivand the' Spanish captain as supercargo,) it is probable thatthey
ivill become pirates; and so I told the-general.
.I understand the brig is navigating under the authority of a bill of sale

and:.acustom-house clearance from New Orleans. There is no log book
oihboard.
'In my official letter to the general, I entered itito details, and stated m.i

flute facts, that he might have grounds for ordering a strict investigation
of the circumstances of the fitting of the brig, the ownership, and objects of
the vbyage, if so disposed.
.am* &c.

R. BARTLETT, Consul.
Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. ., XC.

I enclose a memorandum respecting the sailors on board the brig "Two
Friends," as stated by Francis Cassedy and Joseph Oliver.

-Sub.enclosure.]

Francis Cassedy, native of Newry, in Ireland, shipped at Liverpool on
board the " Edward Bonnvfied," of Philadelphia, for New Orleans, John
Turkey, master. Joseph Oliver, native of St. Ubes, in Portugal, left Lon-
don in the ship ".Portsea," for New York, and from thence went to New
Orleans.
They state that the brig "Two Friends" left Havana with a Spanish

captain and crew, and Spanish flag, bound to New Orleans. There (J.
Oliver says) the brig arrived about the 31st March or 1st April. He went
ao 'board two days afterwards, and there were no Americans oln board.
The deponents say, at New Orleans, Americsn. papers and flag were 6b.

tained, and a crew of sixteen men were shipped as Americans, but are all'
foreigners except one.
The deponents say that they signed articles to go to a port in Cuba, from

thence to port or ports in Europe, thence to the coast of Africa, and from
thence to, a port of discharge in the West Indies.

Ths- "9Two Friends" sailed from New Orleans to Cabanas, in the island
of Cuba, and thence shipped small irons for the legs, coppers, and about
fiftykiorasixty bags of rice, which were; landed at Gallinas, on the coast of
Africa, (ihd Cassedy says also two Portuguese flags and two French flags,)
*hler'eheship proceeded from Cabanasj and remained twenty-four hours
only, and arrived at Santa Cruz (Teneriffe) on M1onday, the 15th July, after
a passage of thirty days.

; Francis Cassedy states, that, o'n his arrival at Cabanas, he asked for his'
discharge, when he found out the destination of the ship, which was dew
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diled; ail-d he is 1W desirous of leaving the ship, as he: does not ish tombeemployed in, the slave trade, which he has no doubt i
*08ge0., Jn'seplE Oliver states that he also' *ishes to leave0theliship atidire-
fuses to continue the voyage. He (Cassedy) is serving on.bbaid the6 AXtieri-
Stallsip "Two Fiends," under the name of Robert Dashiel. A protec.
;tion for a man of that name was given to him by-William 'Rogers, a sea-
.man on board.

FRANCIS CASSEDY.
his

JOSEPH + OLIVER.
mark.

:SANTA CRUZ, Jetuy 22, 1839,'

[Sub.enclosure.]

Memorandum respecting the sailors on board the brig "s Two MMencds,"
under 4n'ierican colors, as stated by Francis Cassedy and Joseph 0o-
iver.

afmerican crew, 13-two Englishmen, two Prussians, three Frefcidinmn,
two Italians, one 'Norwegian, one Portuguese, one Spaniard, one Ameril
can.

Spanish crew, 11-six Portuguese, five Spaniards.'

NOTE.-TWO Englishmen and one Russian went on shore at Cabanas,
in Cuba.

[Sub enclosure.]

John Maguire, native of Liverpool, states that his father was a custom-
1iouse officer in Liverpool, and died about six years ago ; aid a-few-days
before his death he obtained the appointment of landing' waiter. The said
J. Maguire says, that, being in New Orleans, he went to the officeobt an
agent for ships, named Gibbs, and asked for a ship; that Gibbs told him he
had a very good ship), called the " Dos Amigos ;" that he shipped'at once,
without further inquiry ; and that he went on board, and, seeing the Span-
ish crew, he asked who. they were, and was told they :wer& passengers;
that he (Maguire) shipped in the name of George Anderson, that being
the name of a sailor belonging to the American frigate I. United States,"
who, when that ship Was paid off, gave him (Maguire) his discharge, and
that he has no other American protection ; that, when the American ship
"Two Friends" arrived at Cabanas, in Cuba, he asked the captain for his
discharge, and was told he might' go on shore; and when preparing to do'
.so, the mate called him back, and said, "1 Jack, you had better go withus -;"
he' told him " no ;"'and the mate then said,;"d How 'are'yot to getion'shoe ?'
and there being no means of doing so, he proceeded on the voy'ag-e; that,
before the.ship arrived at Gallinas, the men's namesiwere changed, except



some3 oithobethat had American protections; arid that the depoqienV was

The.-x~ ciro 3umnfs,~ of ;tIhe voyage,. a stated by C;s8edy, .the deponent
co~nfrws.,r7 Re..ohjecitso.serve ill the "Two Frie.nds"

JOHIN MA,-GUIRE.
SAriACIZ Jl4Y 2,6, 1S39. !-

S [Enclosure No. 25.J
SIERIRA LEONE, July 31, 1839.

My LORD: We have the honor to inform your lordship that, on rthe..2d
instant, the British and Portuguese court of mixed commission condem''ed
the Portuguese schooner Prova, Francisco Jos6 Dias, master, for being en-
gaged in the illicit traffic in slaves; and emancipated the survivors of the
slaves found on board of her at the time of her capture by -ler Majesty's.
sloop Pylades, William Langford Castle, Esq., commanding.
The Proavawas captured.on the 3d uliimo, whilst lying at anchor in the.

Calaba river, having. just before taken on board a cargo of 225 slaves,
and being on the point of getting nfider way for the purpose of conveying-
those slaves to Havana. She arrived in this harbor on the evening of
Satqyrdaytihe 23d ultirno; and ,proceedings, in the usual form, were coin-
mened ag-ainst her QOn the following Monday, which were closed on the
2d instant, when she was adjudged to be a good and lawful prize.
Our report in this case we have,now the honor to enclose; from which

your lordship will perceive that this is one of the ordinary cases of slave-
traders, owned and freighted at Havana, but sailing under the Portuguese-
papers obtained at the Cape de Verd islands. The water casks and slave
deck were, as usual, cleared out as part of the lawful cargo of the vessel.

Stress of weather and damage received at sea compelled the Prova,
soon after she left the Havana, to put into Charleston to refit; and sha
remained there for nearly three months. The outward appearance alone
of this vessel would, it might be supposed, have excited suspicion as to the-
resl,.object.of hersvoyage; but it -is surprising that, fitted and equipped.aEr.
she weastfQr ,the slave trade, and with-5her leaguers (shaken) and slave declr
on,-bWavd, sheshouldihave been permitted to clear out from an American
portfor; tw coast of Africa.

We have, &c.
H. W. MAC AULAY..
R. DOHERTY.

Vioeout- PALDIRRSTONX, G. C. 8.,4'-

Sub-onclosure.)-~~~ .:s .of Por .gAepro t,:.4e case of the 1%,tuguese schooner Prova, Francisco Jose
Dias, master.

XTh isvessel.was, furnished with a co mercial Passport, Or register, from
the;Governrnent oftheC;ape de Verd isIimds,,dated at Villa de Praia, in
theii nct ofSt Jago, Ononthet 29th of fDecember, 1835. She is .thereia
Stated to be of American bud, to be Owned by the notorious Luis Pereira



.4c.iello, and :to be commanded .2,y Lioapno AgOstinhio degampo. It.dnos*
?otpear that this passpqot 4was,.ade'useQfofr a ioiigpfriod,afttr'i~b
wasoibtoined; and the flrsenddrsement upont is made.byw.Fernandas
-thie jPortuguese ,osi~l .at, Havana,- on: the . 27th po July, 1837,fwhen she,
cfea~red outfrginothat place foP the island of St.,lThomns,underr the.-con.-
maand FF ra;ncisco Jps6 )iasp, the present, master. Tlhe passportPie agairz
end rsed by. the Portugp1ese vice consul at Charleston, on.the l-th of.No.
vemer last-thi-e vessel having been obliged to put into that. port in dis-.
tress, a fewv days after leaving the Havana. Thp only ottner,.endorsement
isill the ,following words :, "' Boarded 'by XHer :.MXajesty's, brig. G. N. W,
after a ldng chase, in.:latitude 40N., longitude 3030'. He had hisjgsngsu
andiuskets,5loaded; and states heis going to Calabar to land a/passenger."'
Thiis memaoranldum is without any,date ;,bt we have reasons to think that the
initials or number is that of'her Majesty's schooner Fair Rosamond. rThj
passenger, on account of whom it was pretended ,.y the Prova ;that she,
was runniing .into the Calabar,.is presumed to be a person-oi the name;of
Ahdr-es Cibras,-by whom a passport for St. Thomas, which is amlonge:the
ship's papers, was obtained from Tacon, the Captain Gelieral of. ~lavaxna,
on the 26th of, July, last year.

In the oficial manifest and creurance from Havana, 20 bundles of shakenm
casks for bringing back palm oil!, and 2,000 feet-of boards, are mentioned.
ap.apartiof the legitimate cargo ;; and it is .remarkable, as a proof-of thea
utter disregard of, even ordinary forms by the authorities at4Hiiana,. id
despatching slave vessels, that while the custom-house clears out the Prova.
solely .for the river Calabar, on the ,26th of July, the Portuguese consul certi-
fies, Oil the following day, that she was cleared out solely for the. islandof'
St.Thoinas. .
From the 24th of Auglust .to the .. 16th of No.vember the .Pro~va was de-

tained in Charleston. It does seem somewhat extraordinary, that. a ;ves,
sel,-.both in appearance and fitdngs obviously destined for, thep.sjave trade,
shotild have been allowed' qtfietly to leave a port.of the, UnitedStates,- withx
her slavre-trade, equipment on board, after such-.ample opportunityy .had
been afforded of ascertaitiing the real object of.herv~oyqgqi -In: the ducu-,
nients.signed by the American dustom-hou'se. officers, it is stated that the-
Prova put into' Charleston in distress, andd that no part of fher cargo was,
landed there. , The cargo which she -had on board is, however,,.described;
and " twenty bundles of shooks" are .included in! the description.. This
circumstance was alone, it would besupposed;.cnil4.ulated to case suspicion,
From two log books found on board the prize, it; appears that she came

direct from Charleston, which she left ..oil the 16th. of November, 1637>.
bound to the river Calabar, Wvhich she did.not.reach until the 2kd ofi.J:an-
Uarv, 1838, having been much impeded by calms..

Ufter a lapse.of rather iore than four months, .-the guilty. intentiwof
the Prova's voyage was carried into. effect, andia cargoof slaves.. was talike
onl board on the morning of the 3d ultimo; immediately after whicl,,ie
was boarded and-taken possession of by the boats of HerMNqjestY?'s sloqp-
Pylades,, W. L. Castle, Esq., commanding. A..=midhpman andp i pi
crew were then placed on board the prize, and. she was dspatchedtod,tis
place for trial
On the. 23d..jiltimo the Prova came to anchor. in Jthis harbpr;and ithe

clean and comparatively comfortable condition of tle .slaves apdthe, vss~eL
reflects.great credit on Mr. W. G. McPherson,.the otf-cer who comman&-
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eod her'. The marshal's report stated that 225' slavs had'baen b'oa'
the defined; vessel 'at the time of capture, and' that '.ilV 2 had'Sfi
dur-inig thetpassages uxp; The' 'ur'eoin represented -that thie slavg'gethk
ally were' thin and squalid, 'o'wing, as was represented 'to- hinm, tothe'ir haY&
ng :been confided in: barracoons fdr several months' 'befo're'theitr embark
tkm;i~that dysentery' ias 'prevalent among them, and that fifty-fouir cas
of 'that disease would require to be 'treated in -hospital,; that 'the size
of the vessel was, quite inadequaide to the -number on board; and that it'
was desirable that the whole of the slaves should be landed' as soon Las
possible."' This recommendation was carried-into effect on Monday'morn.,

g, the- 25th ultimo; the Prova having only arrived on Saturday even-.
ing,end 'it being therefore impossible to receive her inito court, or to pre.
sent- a petition for the landing of the slaves, until the following Monday
fnorning.--.
The vessel was libelled in the British and Portugeuse court, in the usual

manner; and, on the petition of the captor's' proctor, the affidavit 'of the
prize. master, verifying the facts of seizure and the authority of the seizor,
and authenticating the. ship's papers, was received, together with the'ap'
tor's declaration and inventory of stores found on board the detained 'res
sel. A monition: was issued to the marshal, summoning all interested
parties to 'appear on or before' the 2d instant; and the witnesses in pre.
paratory, produced by the captor's proctor, were ordered to' give imme-'

''diate attendance, for the purpose of their'being examined on' the standing
interrogatories.

Oi this occasion, Francisco Jos6 Dias, the master of the detained vessel,
deposed, that 'he was born in Lisbon, and has lived there till within the
last two years,.and that he now resides at Bonavista, in the.Cape de Verd
islands, that he has never served any State but 'Portugal; that he was re-
cently married' at Matanzas, where his wife now is-mbut only' temporari-
ly, as witness's house is at Bonavista'; that he was appointed to the cort
nahd- of the detained vessel, and possession of her was given him at Ha-
vana,'abouit twelve months since, by Don Gregorio Menendes, a resident
in Havana-but whether a Spaniard or Portuguese% witness is ignorant;
that'witness first saw the vessel there about a month previously, and be-
lieves' she is Brazilian built; 'that hewas present' when the vessel-wIas
seized-for having slaves on board that she had no colors but Portuguese;
tiat she is '19i tons 'burden' and had a crew of 23 officei;' and mariners,
exclusive of wittness-all of whom, except two Spaniards, Were Portu-
gguese ssubjects, and all' were hired and' shipped' at Havana, by witness,
in' July last; that neither he nor ary' other of the officers or mariners
had any interest i, either vessel or cargo; that he was master on board;
that there wvas oe passenger, 'Spaniard; named Pedro Cibras, who was~a
clerk at Havana; and 'was;taken on board there for a passage to St. Thomas;
thiatwitness knows iothing'fu'rther about him; that he was not taken to St;
Thbmal because his health would'not permit of it, and-that he had no inter-
est or authority respecting the vesselor cargo ; that the voyage -cmmenced
and`wae to ave ended at Havana; that the last clearing poit was
Chaiarlston';' that the -essel was proceeding on her voyage, from Havana to
the coast, when she carried away her jib boom, aPnd received other consid-
erable'damagt, which 'compelled her to 'go' to Charleston, where she re-
mained' about' two months refitting, and, thence sailed direct to the Ca-la
bar, where 'her slaves were shipped; that the capturing vessel was first



Seen outside the Calabari')6' th'e' dajr' afthrethe seizure of the Prova by her
boats; that the capturetook, place .within the- bar of that river, on the 3d
of June; that -the iiame of ith.' ower of the vessel is in the pIasport, but
vittier doesri'of 'riecollect 'it, being personally' unacquainted with him;

1hht'."the'on'e'r resides. at 'St. Ja'go,.Cape Verd, and is a Poitilguese 'by
birth''; th`tf*itsts 'i` igoilranit 'of'the; ekistfence of-anybill-of' sale; that
hetbelieve-s'7the vessel,' if restored, whill 'belong Vo the party hamed in the
passport, and to no other person; that the conisinee of thd vessel at'Ha-
rana; andthe-lader of the cargo there,: was Doni Gxqorio ?Menede's,'a res-
idebit nmerchatit' in' that' place;i, that witness wis the .purchaserL' and lader
eflthe -laves shipped in the Calabar, and who were- bougbht, by order of
Mehendes; with the goods 'shipped by that person at Havana; that the
slaves-were' to have been landed at Havana,,on account' and risk of M'e
nendes,'and will belong to that person if restored; that the vessel was
underJawituess's managemetit -with regard to her trade, and he corresponds
with Mene-rides only; that he knows nothing of the former voyage of the
vessel ;; that the cargo shipped at Havana'twas a general trade 'one that
the present cargo is slaves-of whomi 22,5 were shipped altogether-.ll
from the. shore in the old Cklabar -river; and that, after capture, the yes.
sel was taken to Sierra Leone.'
Ramon PeNa, the cook of the Prova, was the other witness examined.

but his deposition is of no consequence, as he pretended ignorance on
every pointurespecting which he was questioned.

The'pnblication of the above evidence was decreed on the'26th ultimo;
and on the same day the -prize master was allowed -to file an affidavit,
accounting for the deaths which' had' occurred amongst the slaves. Bvy
this document, it appeared that' 24 slaves had died between the 3d ultimno
and the landing of the -survivors on the 25th ultimo, notwiithstanding ev-
ery care and attention on the part of the officer and seamen composing
the prize crew.
A petition for a day of trial was then presented. which was answered

by appointing Monday, the 2d instant, for the purpose, the; monition is.
sued on the 25th ultinio being made returnable on that day.
When the court met, a return from' the liberated African department

was presented by 'the marshal, slowing that seven slaves' had died i' the
interval-between their landing and the sitting' of the court' The evidence
taken in the' case, of which 'an abstract has been given above, was'read
and the illegal employment of the detaiined vessel at'the moment of her
capture being fully 'admitted by all parties, thbe,'Prova was pronounced a.
goodl and' lawful prize to the crowns of Great Britain aind Portugil, and
the survivors of the-slaves captured on board of her (I94 in number) nwere
decreed to be. emancipated from slavery. It was also declared that suffi-
Cient proof had been produced that 225 slaves had been on board the
detained vessel when taken possession of by the captors; of ivhoin 24 had
died before tile vessel could land her slaves in this colony, 'anid' 7 subse-
quently.

H. W. MACAULAY.
R. DOHERTY.'

.SI.EnRA LEONE', .July 31, 1839.
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tate, qptoheliy' to tii 'uandenigndSqeregtary of,,S8tate.!bf thb

Unite-d..Staies., .to.,ie~p~lzy t~o tke~lioeof- Mr. Fqx,,Hqer.,Britait Majesty'sen4
vOY aextraF, d oifni~terplenippteniary, of th 3Qth .of Octoberiast,
on tlie subject of the African slave trade.

k Government,<of pthpUnited States is .animated by as; e tn4.
strong a desire topee the African s!ave trade a huihilated. as.oatin.possibly
actuate ,that of `ier Britannic Majesty, -arid has, frbm its foundationn to: the
preseii.t hourr, pursued .auniform andcousistnt course;for the.vaccompfish
nient-of'that-end. Its duty. to theworld,in that respect,-has been faithfully,
performed; and if the traffic still Qxists a, a disgrace-to humanity, it is t
be imnputSidtonations;vith who-n Her lMajest's .Goyvernment hasobtibed
and maintained the rnost; intimate tconinexiqns, ,and to, whose Govertiments
Great;'Brit~in hasi.aid for the right of active iuter-ventionJin order to-,its
compete extirpationl. It is not, therefore, d e.med at a1L.ie~css,,ary totaktb
a mnore.-extenled''noticbof.Mr. Fox's general denunciation of the tuiminaln
ity of thet'ra'fic, or of the opinion expressed by.himj that it is the duty of
civilized nationsn. to. unite in its-destrrictiop. The. Government~of the.Unied
States'haviing taken thie steps which it deemed to, be tlhe proper ones on its
part, leaves to others to imitate or avoid the example it offers, without pre.
tending further to interfere .with their.right.to~decide, or with theirzdecisionl
whenti made. It' is not forgotten that this Government at one time contem<.
platedc.:onielltionlal arrangements with other EPowers; and that one: nego
tatied with the Government of Great Britainswas not ratified, inconieseenC
oftan1irrecondilableldifference of opinion in the tvo branches of the trektyK
making ppwer in ,thi country. .i
Tle opposition' thenimaniirested, and which compelled great cautior iad

reserveiin fuitiure dealings with the subject, has, it must be~admitted, b.en
strongly fortified by recent events, and especially by .the present state-of
the relations betwien:the different Powers, who havp entered into convene
tional. arrangements. upon. the subject.

That:a .fraucbilent use of the American.flag has beerimade by foreigneisi
was made,.known to ,the President by the consul of the'United States at
HavaiiA,who6 kas'pointed the attention of this Government toithe defects.of
the la'vs 'regug~lating the transfer of vessels sold, abroad, under, which: those,
fraulsd, lgye,.een. attempted or perpetrated. The Presidetit has lost no, tinie
in calliftg;tIeattention of. Congress to the subject, by whom it will, with-
lut doubt, be.elhily considered, with a view to- the adoption of all necessary
amendknents.

The'istate of things on the coast of Africa, as disclosed by Mr. Fox's com,
mulnicatkil has rendered necessary there the pr-esencefor some .timeofoa
Americanrniaval, force, as a measure of precaution, to protect American ves'
sels from improper molestation in that quarter of the globe; and, also,,O,
detectthose foreigners who may be found carrying, without proper author-
ity, tie flag othe United, States.

Mr. Fox'"suggesrs, under the instructions of Her Britannic Majesty's Go!,-
ernment, that the laws of the United States against the slavo trade are in-
suffic&-:nt; but, in the several cases detailed by him, there is nothing to sus-
tain a presumption that any practicable change in those laws oIild re ch



tviepersons' whoare, at thehpresenr'Y entagdin thc traci. The United
BMtate hSave'n6o-ailthbriit'td pinibih the(tb'eN'ts or iiizens of 't6ler tiois
filrbh8^8es'cbmfiii'ted sg ll eiais bf th4.ir' "own. country oni the high
ta*" ithin a foreligm juiir tis h ,' andd the Preiden.. doe. i under-

it"Md upothat'principlb t MIjeitr'sGovernmendt can expect that that
;of the.'UhitX d StatesWi4l eiihef refus& dmissioh tot4e vesel ofaa friendly
)jtifiri, 'Whi'h&eeks sftr e in distr,6ss, oor establish a" seritiny into the busI-
iessin which' such vessell -may be engagedd, With a design to denyv succor or
a'!le anie if fotmnd t'6be destined for a tradeqlateful to the'United State's,
*9f~bidbdn by-the laws of the countryhtowhich 'sheib'elongs. fet Ma-
jesty's Government (no doubt inadvertently) overlooked 'the essential differ-
ehee Qin't-he relative situation tow'ards Portugal, Spaii,'aiid B'razil, of' the
twro Goiberniiments of Great Britain and the United: States.. With Spanish,
Pdrtuguesb, or Brazilian vessels, forced into our ports by 'misfortulne, al-
.though engaged iii the slave trade, the officers ofPhe cust6rms have no'right
to interfebre. It is the business of the consul's of'foreign Powers withiin the
united StWte' io' waatch over the interests'of their countrymen, and toesfrce
.h o6bsorvance of the laws of their respective nations; and thie Government
.df'tlE United States' does not' interfere witl 'any supposed'i'-ifractio's of
th'etr; except on' official application in behalf of tthe Govermnientsiof'those
aitironsii 'each particular case.
The President sees with regret, by the contents of Mr. Fox's note, that

Her Britaniiic.Majesty's Government continues to think it important that
the United States'should become a party'to a convention yieldiiigtlle mu-
4tui right'if'searbh to the arme vessels of'etach' other, with'a vyiew'to de-
tect'persons engaged in the slave trade. H-er Majesty's G6otVnrnrient' con-
siders'sich e6nvention as 'the most sure and effectual miode' of cicki'n'''that
trade. After the determination which the' position anid po''ic "ytfthe Unit-
ed'Sttes have 'required this Government to make,-thePIesident would re-
Wret'extremely tbib convinced that in this' regard Her Majestys Govern'-
fent judges correctl'y'. He cannot but think, on a careful'examination of
the'evidence'exhibited'with' Mlr.- Fx's'note, tkat Her Britannic' M1aj'sty's
Government hbas overlooked both thi causes 'of the present'shocLkirg'c'gotidi-
tion of the slave trade,: and the remedies' whic4 are demanded t' correct the
evil.': To do justice to" his opinions oti this subject, it would-be necessary
for''th'-'undersigne(dlto'institute a scrutiny ito; the, proceeding's of i'er
friendly nations, which might justly be considered uncalled for and invidi-
bus. It'lvill be sufficient to appeal to a few broad facts, well knoWin to Her
Majesty's Government, and to apply to then the'' we'll-established rulese' of
4radc 6iid of criminal law. There are slave' marketss'' In these siive mar-
kets,ifthey can be reached before detection:,the profits of the trade are certain
and-enormous; and impunity' is, in that event, unfortunately fo th tiirue
intterests 'of hiimanity, quite as certain 'as profit. 'Destroy the: ai'arik't, and
there is'no slave trade. Pursue the crimii'-al into the places'wh'ere his profit
is derived, render punishment therea6certain as detection', .and detection
as certain as just' vigilance can make it, and' the' fear of'puiiishmnieit vihbe'
strong ehioigh to' overc;-me the love of gainf-thd-great'stirmiultant under
which the laws of humanity are every day violated by worthlessm'members
of all 'hiim~an 'solietie§.' Iii the largest and most profitable of theds 'markets,
Her Britannic Majesty's 'commissioners of thn mixed: commission have
named vessels employed' in the' slave trade'; mercantile' houses' Os notori-
6usly dealing in that;traffic; the number of Africans br ught'in, contrary
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to legal enactments and treaty stipulations. Like statements .aremade by
Her Britannic Majesty's naval officesi, and the commiss'io'rier's of t'the mixed
commission in Sierra Leone. Ail the'evidence furnished, points to the source
of the mischief, and indicates the only effectual corrective. The Presidernt,
from all that Mr. Fox has presented, and that which has been furnished
through the officers of the United States, sincerely believes that the com-
plete extirpation of the slave trade depends not so much upon'the forinma
tion of the new convention desired by M11r. Fox, as on the faithful execu!
tion of those already existing. But little can be expected from the promul-
gation of new laws, while those already adopted are treated as dead let~telre
in the criminal code.

The unfavorable constructions placed upon the conduct of the consul of
the United States at Havana by the officers of the mixed commission, and
communicated to this Government by Mr. Fox, have received from the
President the consideration which is due to their character, and. to the im-
portance of the subject 'to which they relate. Fully informed as is Her
-Majesty's Government of the opinions anrd wishes of that of the United
States upon the subject of the slave trade, it can scarcely be necessary to
say that no officer of the United States, who is amenable to the President,
would be allowed by him to remain in office for a single day after it was
made to appear that he was so recreant to his duty as to countenance, in
any way, a traffic in itself so odious, and which is so severely denounced
by the laws of his country.
The conduct of the United States consul at Havana in this respect will

necessarily undergo investigation, after what has been. said of. it by Her
.Majesty's Government; but the President would be unjust to the known
reputation of Mr. Triet, if he did not express his confident hope that the
result will be such as to satisfy all that great injustice has been done to him
upon this subject, and that his public and private character is without et-
proach. It is very plain that the inferences and suspicions of the officers of
the mixed commission, derogatory to the official fidelity ofMr. Trist. have
chiefly had their origin in the displeasure which was manifested by him
at receiving froin them information which they believed calculated to ad-
vance the known views of his own Government in relation to the slave
trade. TI'he excited feelings-of Mr. Trist on the occasion referred to might,
unexplained, give cause for unfavorable inferences. But this circumstance
loses all its force when it is considered that the displeasure of the Ameri-
Cal conlSUI arose not from the fact that the conmmunications were made to
him, but from the estimate which he fornied of the motives by which those
who made them were influenced. Their avowed object was to induce hiim
to take steps at Havana to prevent vessels which had once been American
from further prosecutioli of' the slave trade, and to bring to pilnishment
certain alleged American citizens for having been parties to it. In the, case
of the "4 Venus," it was a prominent point to prevent her leaving the port
of Havatia, and Mr. Trist was advised to make application to that end to
the Captain General. Mr. Trist, it appears, regarded himself not only utterly
powerless in respect to the accomplishment of either of the objects proposed
to him, but also,considered the office which the commissioners undertook to
assign to him to be that of arraigning the local authorities of Havana, from
the Captain General down, for failing to detect or notice a notorious infrac-
tion of laws, to the strictest enforcement of which they are bound, not i}
the ordinary degree, but in the especial manner arising from the treaty
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obligations of their Government to that of Great. Britain. Regarding the
matter in this light, assuming that the officers of the mixed commission -so,
understood it themselves, and believing an application to the Captain Gen.
eral for his interference., by the commissioners, to be not only the appro-
priate, but the only one. which could promise success, Mr. Trist, came
impressed with a belief that the commissioners, in making-their commu-
nication to him, did so under a full conviction that its only effect would be
to attach to the Government of the United States a portion of-the odium
justly due to others for the disreputable scenes which. were every day pass-
ing under their eyes, without a well grounded expectation that his inter-
ference would be at all useful in arresting themn. The President does not
allow himself to believe that .such was their object; but it is certain, as
well from the correspondence itself as froth the communications of Mr.
Trist to his own Government, that he so understood -it. Constiltiting,. as
this belief undoubtedly did, the paramount motive for his conduct upon the
occasion, it effectually. re 3els the construction attempted to be placed upon
it by the commissioners. A correspondence between the-subordinate offi--
cers of the two Governments, in situations like the present, is always per-
mnitted for the interchange of reciprocal civilities, and ill some cases toler-
ated upon subjects properly belonging to the Governments themselves, but
should never be persisted in when objected to on either side, and. more
especially when the ground of that objection is, that the correspondence is
designed to call in question the acts or good faith of the Government of the
objecting otlicer. It is therefore to be regretted that the officers of the mixed
commission ,did not, after the emphatic refusal of the consul of the Unitedc
States at Havana to correspond with them upon the subject of the slave
trade, in 1 83s, adopt, on a late occasion, the course now pursued, in commu.
nicatincg with this Government through their own. Much excitement and
misconstruction would certainly have been prevented by it, and probably
without prejudice to the objects in view.
Her Majesty's Government does not appear to be aware of the nature

and- extent of the services performed by AMr. Trist for the subjects of
Portugal. There being no Portuguese consul at Havana, he did for
some time what had for many years been done by his predecessor,.
Mr. Shaler, and is now understood to- be done by the Tuscan consul, at
the instance of the Captain General himself-and what was supposed to
be due by national comity from the consul of one friendly nation to the
subjects of another, who had no consul of their own to call upon-hoi certi-
fied to the execution of the ordinary documents connected with their mar--
itinie transactions. He could not be aware that his certification of the-ex-
ecution of a deed of sale, or of the signature to a protest, or affidavit to a
manifest or list of crew, was to be taken as higher proof than if given by any
other consul, or that he was responsible -qr the truth of the contents of either
of those documents; and the undersigned feels himself bound to-say that
he cannot comprehend how it could be so regarded by any unprejudiced
mind. It is due to the subject further to state, that the moment Mr. Trist
found there was reason to apprehend that his so acting was thought capa-
ble of being construed to be inconsistent with the duties expected of him
by his Government, he at once refused his further agency in the mintter,
and the Tuscan consul began to act, as has been stated. Since December.,
183.S, he has performed no services for the Portuguese consulship-a fact
which could not but be known to Her Majesty's commissioners, and which

.6.r
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they 6u'ght', in justice to"bMr. Trist' to have commrnuicated 'to Her Majesty's
0'overnrhenL: ''.'

P,rior to the receipt of-Mr Fox's note of 30th October, imPutai'o:6s
against Mr. Tristaippeared in the public journals, andl he was 'imediattely
indticed, 1updn seeing'an article in one of them, purporting to be acorn.
,pendium of British parliamentary papers, which contained grave charges
-against'hirn in his official ciharacte'r, to address a letter to the' undersigned,
requesting that'a formal demand' might be made on Her Majesty's Govern-
ment for one or more -specimens of certain blank forms, signed by him,"to
be 'filled bp as occasion 'might require, which were alleged to have' beel
found on board of vessels engaged in the slave trade, and for all other spe.
cific information that' could be furnished relative to this matter. Mr. Trist
preferred 'this request with a view to meet the charges; and a compliance
with his wish was only postponed because Mr. Fox had, in conversation,
intimated his intention of making a communication to this Government
Regarding the abuse of its flag, connected with a complaint against the
American consul at Havatia,'which, it was supposed, would probably be 'ac-
ncompanied by one of the'blanks referred to-an expectation which was
not realized. With a view to a perfect understanding of the charge against
Mr. Trist, and to enable him' fairly to meet it, Mr. Stevenson has been in.
structed to apply to Her Britannic Majesty's Government. in conformity
-with the wish of the United States consul at Havana.

In closing this answer, the undersigned is instructed to give to Mr. Foi
the most explicit assurances that the whole subject will be carefully and
deliberately weighed ; and the most decisive measures within the compe.
telecy of the Executive, and in accordance with the principles herein ex.
plained, to reach the evil, will be taken. and continued until the necessity
for their continuance shall no longer exist.

Availing himself of this occasion, the undersigned renews to Mr. Fox
,the expressions of his great consideration and respect.
, ~~~~~~JOHIN FORtSYTH.

HENRY S. Fox, Esq.,4c.J

AIr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.
WASHINGTON, March 30, 1840.

SiR: With reference to a former communication, which the undersigned,
lier' Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary,
'ihad the honor to address to the Secretarv of State of the Uiited States,
upon' the subject of the African slave trade, and the deplorable extent to
which' the American flag is abused for the protection of that inhuman trade,
the undersigned has been further directed by his Government to commu-
nicate to the Government of the United States the 'two enclosed papers,
,consisting of reports from Her Majesty's commissioners at, Sierra Leone
upon the case of a schooner, called the "c Rebecca," captured by one of
Her Majesty's cruisers on the coast of Africa, and condemned by the Brit-
ish and Spanish mixed court of commission at Sierra Leone, for being en-
gagedi on account of Spanish owners residing at Havana, in the illicit traffic
.of slaves.

It will be seen, by the United States Government, that the papers now
communicated disclose, in a clear and remarkable manner, the means to
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which the Spanish slave traders of CCuba are accustomed to resort, in order
to-obtain the protection of the flag of the United States in aid of their bar&
barous anid abominable system of crime.
The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to renew to the Secreta.

ry of State of the United States the assurance of his distinguished consid--
eration.

i. S. FOX,
Hon. JOHN FORSYTH,

Veret(arzy f State, 4-c.

[Enclosuro No. 1.]

SIERRA LuoNF:, dpil 10, 1830.
MY LoRD On the 22d ultimo, Her Majesty's brigantine " Forester,"

Lieutenant Campbell. commander, visited the Galliunas, where she found
the schooner " Rebecca," without any official papers on board, and under
no national flag. The mate of the Rebecca, Nicolas Echevarria, was in
charge of her, and represented to the seizor that the master of the schooner,
whom he described as Domingo Artata, had carried on shore with him the
papers of the vessel, which he said were Portuguese. The mate further
stated that the schooner had come from Havatna to 6Gallinas under the coa-
mand of George Watson, an American, (who was then on board,) and that
she was owned by a resident of Havana. Lieutenant Campbell, under-all
the circumstances, considered it to be his duty to detain the Rebecca, as
Spanish property illegally equipped, and to send her to this port for trial.
She arrived here on tue 27th ultimo, and proceedings were itmrnediately

instituted against her on the above charge, in the British and Spanish
mixed court of justice.
Our report of this case we have now the honor of transmittingy to your

lordship.
Although'no ship's papers were found on board the " Rebecca," the pri-

vate documents, in connexion with the evidence of the witnesses, furnish
a complete illustration of the mode in which the American flag is at pres-
ent employed to facilitate the Cuba slave trade..
The American owner of the ";Rebecca;" after having disposed of her to

an Havana slave merchant, allowed the former American papers and mas-
ter still to remain onl board the vessel (no longer his property) on the out-
ward voyage to the coast of Africa, and until her return cargo of slaves
should be ready for shipment; when the nominal American master of the
vessel was to transmit to the former American owner the American regis-
ter, cut across the middle, by two separate conveyances, so that the owner
ti niiht cancel his bonds at the custom-house."
The flag of America, which the " Rebecca" had no right to bear, was

thus used by the Spanish slave merchant to protect tl -outvwrdzoyage of
a vessel which would otherwise have been liable to seizure and condemna-
tion under the Spanish treaty, on the ground of equipment; and the noni-
nial American master, the willing agent of the fraud employed to give a
specious color to the transaction, was plainly told by his former American
employer that he must no longer look to him for a remuneration for his
services, but either to Ealo, the owner at Havana, or Alvarez, the con-
signee at the Gallinas.
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This the American '(Watson) seems to have been quite willing to do;.
and in a. letter (copy of which was found in his log book) he informs a core..
respondent that, on a former trip of the same nature he had realized a clear
profit of $880, including his wages, and the nett proceeds of three slaves,
who were reserved for him out of the homeward cargo;
On the present voyage, the amount of Watson's wages dbes not appear;

but a passage from Gallinas back to Havana, on board the " Rebecca,"
was to be found for him; and he was to receive one slave out of the cargo,
as his perquisite.

It 'will be observed, from paper No. 6, that the merchants of Havana
rely with confidence on the protection which will be afforded, to a very
considerable extent, by the American flag, in carrying on illicit slave trade.

We have, &c.
W. H. MACAULAY.
WALTER W. LEWIS.

Viscount PALMERSTON, 4'C.

[Enclosure No. 2.)

Report of the case of the schooner " Rebecca," Domingo artata, master.

At the time of the detention of this vessel at the Gallinas, she had no flag.*
flying, and was unprovided with official papers of any kind which could
afford her a national character. The following documents, found on board
of the schooner when she was seized, showed that she had cleared out from
Havana for Gallinas in January last, as an American vessel, under the com-
mand of George Watson, an American citizen; and that, on reaching her
destination, she was to be delivered by Watson to Pablo Alvarez, of the
Gallinas, who was to ship a cargo of slaves, with which the schooner was
to return to Havana, bringing the American master as a passenger.

No. 1. A clearance from the Havana, dated the 25th of January, 1839,
stating that the American schooner "Rebecca," Captain Watson, was
bound to the Gallinas, with a cargo of spirits, rice, arms, ammunition, and
some bales of merchandise, shipped by Jos6 de Ealo.

No. 2. A letter to George Watson, from the late American owner of the
vessel, F. Neill. It is dated Havana, January 21st, 1839, and is to the fol-.
lowing effect:

" You will proceed with the schooner ' Rebecca,' under your command,
direct from here to Gallinas, and, on your arrival there, deliver her up to
Don Pablo Alvarez, of the said place, agreeably to an arrangement I have
made here with Don Jos6 Ealo, looking to either of them for any demand
you may have for your services, as well as the crew and officers. You
will, upon your arrival at Gallinas, after delivery of the schooner ' Rebecca'
aforesaid, send her register, in two different vessels, to me at Baltimore,
cutting it in the middle, in order that I may cancel my bonds in the cus-
tom-house."

"F. NEILL."

No. 3. Instructions for Seflor Don Domingo Artata, dated Havana, 21st
January, 1839, from Silvestre Iriarte 'and Tomas Trigoyen. The follow-
ing is an extract:
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"i On your arrival at Gallinas, you will place yourself under the orders
of Don Pablo Alvarez, and observe those which he may give you with the
greatest exactness. You will both take care that the American schooner
'Rebecca' -keeps her flag Will the moment of putting her cargo on board.
You will bring in the vessel citizen'Watson, with a slave which he has our
permission to bring with him. When loaded, you will steer directly to this
island."
Then follow general directions concerning the different points in the

island of Cuba where he might possibly have to land the slaves.
No. 4. A receipt given by the Spanish mate, Echevarria, to the Ameri-

can master, Watson, for the vessel, in the following words:

"SciooHNER 'REBECCA,' GALLIDAS, March 20, 1839.
"I hereby acknowledge that I this day took charge of the schooner 'Re-

becca,' lately under your command, in the name of Don Pablo Alvarez.
"NICOLAS ECHEVARRIA."

No. 5. A parcel of six log books of the voyage of the American schooner
"Rebecca" from Havana to the Gallinas, Of these, there is one in English
and five in Spanish. Only two of the logs contain a complete account of
the voyage: one oJ these two has apparently been kept by the Spanish
master, Domingo Artata, as, in addition to the late voyage to Gallinas, it
contains the history of a previous voyage there, and back to Cuba, which
he had inade on account of Pablo Alvarez, to whom he was again con-
signed. The log book written in English, apparently by George Watson,
is very imperfectly kept, until the "d Rebecca" was anchored at the Gal-
linas, when Watson seems to have considered it necessary to be more par-
ticular, and he accordingly entered the hours at which the shore canoes
came off to him, and the several articles they each carried away from the
vessel. On -the 19th of March, he notes the disembarkation of call the
irons and other small' packages with them." There is a copy of a letter
in this book, in English, dated Havana, May 25, 1837, stating the writer
to hive made a successful voyage, with 503 negroes; that his wages amount-
ed to S2So. besides three slaves; and his clear profit by the trip was S880.
No. 6. Two letters, under the same date of January 22, 1839, to Juan

Batalla, of Gallinas, from Tomas de Trigoyen, Juan Suris, and Racon &
Co., at Havana. In these letters, it is notified to Batalla that his corres-
pondents will despatch to him. from Havania, a vessel to carry from 300 to
350 slaves, as soon as it can be purchased. "d The only difficulty," they
say, "which has hitherto delayed the carrying our intentions into effect;
has been that of the flag-arising from the scarcity of American vessels of
the class and burden which we require ; for all other impediments are
easily surmounted. As vessels of the description required are constantly
arriving, and as, amongst several that are expected, it will not be difficult
to find one that suits us, you may reckon with all certainty on one sailing
for your place about the 25th of February." It is suggested that Batalla
may with safety increase his trade to 1,500 slaves annually; and he is
recommended to put himself in communication with Pablo Alvarez, of
Gallinas, in order to accomplish that object.
There were many other papers found on board, which appeared to be

of not much importance.
The detained vessel reached this port on the 27th ultimo, and was duily'
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reported by the marshal so the courts. Oul the. following 4Aay proceedings
were instituted against her in the British and Spanish mixed courts on the;
charge of herhbeingsa Spanish vessel illegally equipped. Thepapers (not
ship's papers) seized, having.been authenticated by the affidavit of the cape
tor,;and his declaration being sworn to, the said papers were filed, at-d the
usual monition was issued. The declaration of Lieutenant Colin Yorlke
Campbell, commander of Her Majesty's brigantine "Forester," stated
that, being off the Gallinas on the 22d of March ultimo, he detained the
schooner " Rebecca," haying no colors flyingsbut with a Portuguese ensign
on bQprd. The schooner. was in custody of Nicolas Echevarria, her first
nmate, who declared, her to -have come from Havana to Gallinas, during.
which voyage she was commanded by George Watson, an American. The
said George Watson then stated that he had formally given up the said
vessel to Echevarria, otl his arrival at Gallinas, agreeably to his orders front
F. Neill, the late owner. The mate, Echevarria, further stated that the
vessel -was.owried by Jos6 Ealo,. of Havana; and that the Portuguese
papers bebloigingr to the vessel had been conveyed on shore, o the day
previous, by the master of the schooner, Domingo Artata; which state-
ment respecting the carrying away of the papers was confirmed by George:
Watson, who now. described himself as a passenger on board. Lieuteenant'
Campipbell, considering the "Rebecca" to be Spanish property, detained'
her for being illegally equipped.
On the 30th ultimo, the mate, Echevarria. and the passenger, George

Watson, were produced by the captor as witnesses in the case, and exam-
ined or- the standing interrogatories. Echevarria deposed " that the name.
of the master is Domingo Artata; has known him during one year. He
was born in the province of Biscay, in Spain, where he generally resides.
He is married, and his wife resides there also. The master was appointed
to the command by one Ealo, a Spaniard, residing in Havana; from whom,
also, he received possession at that place three months ago. First saw the
vessel there atid then; does not know where she was built. He was present
at the capture;- does not know on what pretence it took place. The vessel
sailed utider Portuguese colors, and there were nio others onl board. The
vessel is called the ' Rebecca;' has never heard of her bearing any other
name. She is of 142 tons burden. There were 12 officers and mariners,
exclusive of the master, all Spaniards, shipped by the master at Havana;
witness does not know at what precise period, as he found them onl boards
when he himself joined the vessel there, three months ago. Neither he nor,
any of the officers or mariners had any interest in the vessel or her lading;
was mate on board. There was one passenger, named Watson, an Ameri,
can by birth, and a seaman by profession. He was taken on board when
the vessel left Havana, in order to proceed to Gallinas; witness does not
know onl what business. He had rio concert or authority in or over the
vessel or cargo. The voyage began and was to end at Havana, which was
the last clearing port. The vessel touched at Gallinas to discharge her
cargo; which was done, with the exception of a small part of it. The
capturing ship was first seen while the detained vessel was at anchor at the
Gal-linas,, at two o'clock in the evening of the 22d of the month instant;
capture took place within an hour. The destination by the papers was
Gallinas. and Havana; and the course had been at all times directed to the
former place. There are no guls mounted on board. There were six
cutasses and two pistols, buttno ammunition, savetwhat was contained- ii
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.the cargo. No resistance was made to capture, nor wore there any in-
structions for resisting or avoiding,.capture, or for destroying or concealing
the vessel's papers. Ealo, from whom the master received command and
possession, was the sole owner of the vessel; knows it, because -he cleared
out. and transacted all the business of the vessel. Does not know if 'le be
married,,nor-how long he has resided in Havana. He knows nothing of
a bill of sale, price, or transfer of the vessel. The owner of the vessel was
also sole lader, owner, and; consignee of the cargo. He; knows nothing of
the lading of the last voyage. The cargo brought out on the present was
tobacco, aguadilute, dry goods,. cutlasses, muskets, and amrrmunition.. The
vessel, after capture, was brought direct to Sierra Leone. He knows
nothing of the truth and fairness of the passports 'and other papers; he does
not know that any of the papers were destroyed, concealed, or made way
with; he knows nothing of any writings relating to vessel or cargo in any
other country; he knows nothing of any charter-party; he does not know
whether or not the cargo be insured. The vessel, with respect to her em-
ployment in trade, was under the direction of one Alvarez, of Gallinas;
btilk; was broken at Gallinas only. No slave has been put or received on
board, for the purpose of the traffic in slaves, during the present voyage."
To the special interrogatories respecting the equipment of this vessel,' the

mate swore, in reply, that "the hatches are not fitted with open gratings.
The coverings of the hatchways are not pierced or otherwise fitted to re-
ceive iron bolts or bars, none of which are on board. 'There are two bulk-
heads-those of the cabin and forecastle. There. are spare planks, fitted
and numbered, so as to form a complete slave, deck fore and aft. There is
no part of a slave deck laid at present. . There were eighteen :or'twentv
pairs of shackles, to be used against the crew in the event of mutiny or
disobedience, but no bolts or handcuff's. There are leaguers and casks on
board capable of receiving eighty pipes of water in all, and containing'two
pipes of fresh water at the time of capture. There are no tanks or staves.
The vessel was supplied with the means of carrying so much water, be-
cause it was required for the use of the crew.

" There were four mess kids for the use of the crew. There were three
or four iroi' boilers for the use of the crew. There are two leaguers, capa-
ble of containing a puncheon each, which are filled with rice for the use
of the crew. There is no flour, and no Indian corn."
The evidence of George Watson, lately the American master of the ves-

sel, was to the effect that he was born in America; Ealo, of Havana, ap-
pointed him to be master of the schooner about two months~ago, and not
Domingo Artata, as the mate had stated. He gave possession of the vessel
to the mate (Echevarria) on the 20th tiltimo---a'statement which the mate's
receipt, found with other papers 'on board, confirmed. 'The cause of cap-
ture was want of colors and papers for the schooner. Previous to deten-
tion, the vessel sailed under the American flag; sha had Portuguese colors,
and none other, on board. The-crew were all Spanish, and shipped atHa-
vana by the owner. He had orders from 'the American owner (F. Nbill)
for destroying the vessel's papers. and his instructions on delivering over
the vessel to Pablo Alvarez, at Galfinas, according to his directions. He
sent away the American register to Havana, on the 20th ultimo, having
first divided it into two parts, according to the late American owner's in-
struction. The papers he burnt. The last voyage of this vessel was with
flour from Baltimore; at which time he was mate on board. He believes
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there were not any passports. or other. papers found on board the vessel;
and none were, to his knowledge, delivered out of the vessel or carried
away.
The evidence of Watson respecting the illegal equipment -of the vessel

was nearly: a repetition of that given by the mate on that subject, and
served to establish that portion of the captor's allegations'against the
scbooner..

Publication passed in the cause on the 30th ultimo; and the monition,
issued on the 28th! was returned and filed on the 6th instant, on which day
the court met for the adjudication of the vessel.
The court, in giving judgment, remarked upon the absence of every offi.

cial paper which might have enabled the " Rebecca" to claim some national
character, her former American ship's papers having been destroyed two
days prior to the seizure of the vessel, and no other ship's papers having
been substituted for them. It became, therefore, necessary to have recourse
to the parol and documentary evidence given in the case, to decide what
national character the vessel was entitled to bear. This evidence clearly
proved that the " Rebecca" was owned by merchants resident at Cuba; that
her American flag had only been worn to conceal the Spanish ownership
on the outward voyage, as she had ceased to be an American vessel before
the voyage commenced; that her return cargo was to consist of slaves, who
were to be delivered at the same Spanish settlement where she was fitted
out, on the account of Spanish merchants.
No doubt could therefore exist, that, as a'Spanish vessel, the "' Rebecca"

was liable to the penalties of the Spanish treaty, if a violation of it could
be established against her; and, illegal equipment having been admitted by
the witnesses, the ship and cargo were condemnned.

H. W. MACA ULAY.
WA LTER W.- LEWIS.

STJERA LEONE, dpril 10, 1839.

Mr. For th to Mr. Fox.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Wa-ldington, .41pril 1, 1840.
The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the honor

to acknowledge the receipt of a note, dated the 30th ultimo, from Mr. Fox,
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Great Britain, calling
the attention of the Government of the United States to the case of a schooner
called the " Rebecca," captured on the coast of Africa bv Her Britannic
Majesty's cruisers, and alleged to present an instance of resort by Spanish
slave traders to the protection of the flag of the United States.
As the papers accompanying Mr. Fox's note disclose circumstances

which might lead to prosecutions before the courts of this country, for vio-
lation of existing laws, the undersigned requests that Mr. Fox will procure
from his Government, with as little delay as practicable, such authentic
documentary evidence, touching the case referred to. as may be in its PQsS
session, and likely to aid in the attainment of the ends of justice.

The undersigned avails himself, &c.
JOHN FORSYTH,

HENRY S. Fox, Esq., 4-c.
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Mr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.

WVAS'HINGTON, -2ugust 15, 1840;
,SIt: I have much satisfaction in communicating to you, by direction of

Her Majesty's Goverrnment, the enclosed report received from Commander
Tucker, of Her Majesty's ship " Wolverin6,"' stationed on the coast ofAfrica,
in which are enclosed copies of a correspondence that had passed between
that officer and Lieutenant John S. Paine, of the United States navy, com-
manding the United States schooner "Grampus;" and of an agreement
entered into between them for mutual c'o-operation'and assistance in the
suppression of the African slave trade.
Her Alajesty's Government lhave beeii much gratified by the intelligence

of this zealous co-operation, on the part of the United States co'mriiander,
for the attainment of an object which both Governments have equally at
heart.

I avail myself of this occasions to renew to youi the assurance of mydis-
tinguished consideration.

H. S. FOX.
Hon. JOHN FORSYTH, 4-C.

[Ernclosure No. 1.]
1-1 :R MAJESTY'S SLOOP iWOLVERINE,"

Sierra Leone, March 12, 1840.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit the annexed copies of the correspond-

ence between Lieutenant John S. Paine, commanding the United States
schooner ofvwar " Grain pus," and myself, relating to the suppression of the
slave trade; and also a copy of the requisition and agreement made by us
for mutual co-operation and assistance, which I trust will be approved of
by you and by-the Government, and be the means of putting a final stop to
the slave trade on this coast.

I beg further to inform you, that the " Grampus" arrived here on the 7th,
to be employed for a short time on the western coast of Africa, for the pro-
tection of American property, and suppression of the slave trade carried on
under the American flag.

Previous to my arrival, the " Dolphin," United States schooner of war,
commanded by Lieutenant tell, had arrived here, and sailed for the lee-
ward coast, on the same duties as the " Grampus," but independent of her.

I have, &c.
WILLIAM TUCKER,

Commander and Senior Officer.
Rear Admiral the Hon. GEORGE ELLIOT,

G. C. B., 4c.

[~ndlosure No. 2.]
HEIR MAJEST'S' SLOOP " WOLV2fItE,"

Sierra Leone) March 10, 1840.
Skf . tavting beern informed that the vessel under your command is to

be enmployed on this coast to protect the American mercantile interests, and
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to prevent the flag of the TUnited,States being -Used by people engaged in
the slave trade, I hasten to offer you the co-operative services of the
squadron under my orders, and to assure you I shall be most happy to en.
ter into and make any arrangements with you, to render mutual assistance,
that we may be' the better able to carry into execution the orders and views
of our respective Governments.

I beg to inform you that I lately detained two vessels completely equip.
ped for and engaged in the slave trade, under American colors, with Ameri.
can papers, and commanded and manned by American citizens with Ameri-
can protections. The said vessels were yesterday condemned as good and
lawful prizes to the crowns of Great Britain and Spain; it being proved
that they were Spanish vessels, belonging to Spanish persons residing in
the Havana.

I have further to inform you, that nine more slave vessels are daily ex-
pected from the Havana, completely equipped for the slave trade, under the
American flag; four of which are bound to the rivers Nun and Bras, near
to Cape Formosa; the remaining five being bound to different parts of the
coast; making, with the two taken, in all eleven vessels from the Havana
under American colors.

I have, &c.
WILLIAM TUCKER,

Commander and Senior Officer.
Lieutenant PAINE,

Commanding the United States schooner " Grampus."

[Enclosure No. 3.]

UNITED STATES SCHOONER " GRAMPUS,"
Sierra Leone, March 10, 1840.

SIR I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this
date, and I can assure you that I can in no way more decidedly meet the
views of my Government than by a hearty co-operation for the suppression
of the slave trade under the American flag, having proper regard to inter-
national relations with other Powers. I accept with pleasure your 6ffer,
and will enter into any arrangements that may, on further discussion, seem
proper.

With very high respect, I am, &c.
JOHN S. PAINE,

Lieutenant commanding.
Commander WILLIAM TUCKER,

Senior Officer, Coast of- frica.

[Enclosure No. 4.]

Commander William Tucker, of Her Britannic Majesty's sloop "Wol-
verine," and senior officer on the west coast of Africa, and Lieutenant John
S." Paine, commanding the United States schooner "Grampus," in order to
carry as far into execution as possible the orders and views of their respect-
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ive Governments respecting the suppression of the slave trade, hereby re-
quest each other, and- agree, to detatin all vessels under American colors
found to be fully equipped and engaged in the slave trade, that, if proved
to be American property, they shall be handed over to the United -States
schooner " Grampus," or any other American cruiser and that, if proved
to be Spanish, Portuguese, Brazilian, or English property, to any of Her
Britannic Majesty's cruisers employed on the west coast of Africa for the
suppression of the slave trade, so far as their respective laws and treaties
will permit. I

Signed and exchanged at Sierra Leone, this I1th day of March, 1840.
WILLIAM TUCKER,

Commander qf Her Majesty's sloop" tWolverine,"
and Senior Officer, wiest coast of dfrica.

JOHN S. PAINE,
Lt. commanding United States schooner '" Grampus."

Mr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.

WASHINGTON, 4l1gliSt 16, 1840.
SIR: I have the honor, herewith, to enclose to you the copy of a des.

patch, with its enclosures, addressed to me by Her Majesty's Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs, upon the subject of the claim of the British cap-
tors of the American ship " Wyoming," to receive a duin portion of the
value accruing from the forfeiture and sale of that vessel-the --Wyoming"
having been detained on the coast of Africa by Her Majesty's sloop " Har-
lequin," Lord Francis Russell, commander, under suspicion of being en-
gaged in the illicit traffic in slaves; and when brought into New York for
adju'dication by the competent tribunal, having been there condemned and
forfeited, upon a separate action for breach of the United States navigation
laws.
Her Majesty's Government desire to submit this claim to the considera-

tion of the President, recommending it to his favorable and friendly atten-
tion. The merits of the case are fully detailed in the papers which I have
the honor to enclose.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my dis-
tinguished consideration.

H. S. FOX.
Hon. JOHN FORSYTH, &c.

[Enclosure.]
[SLAVE TRADE, No. 7.]

FOREIGN OFFICE, May 30, 1840.
SIR: I transmit to you, herewith, a copy of a communication which I

have received from Messrs. Stilwell, agents for the officers and crew of. H r
Majesty's sloop " Harlequin."

Messrs. Stilwell state that Her Majesty's brig " Harlequin" having met
with a United States vessel, named "1 Wyorming," fitted up for the slave
trade, took her to New York, in order that she might be brought before the
proper court of law in the United States, to be tried for slave trade; but



that an ififormality having been discovered in her papers, she was, on the
ground of that informality, taken before a district court of New Ybrk, and
was condemned in that port for a breach of the American navigation laws.

Messrs. Stilwell state that, by the United States law, the officers and'crew
of the " Harlequin" have, as ilformers-in the case, a just title to one-fourth
of the proceeds of the vessel, when sold, after condemnation of the court.
But Messrs. Stilwell solicit that, under the peculiar circumstances of the

.case, the captors may be allowed not. only. that fourth share, but also a por..
tion, if not the whole, of the moictv of the proceeds which, by the lawr of
the United States, appertains to the United States Government in cases of
vessels condemned, in courts of the Union, for offences similar to that on
account of which the " Wyoming" was sentenced.

I have to desire that you will submit this application of Messrs. Stilwell
to the United States minister, and that you will express the hope of Her
Majesty's Government that the United States Government will judge it
worthy of their favorable consideration.

I am, with great truth and regard, sir, your most obedient, humble ser-
vant,

PALMERSTON.
H. S. Fox, Esq., 4*c.

[Sub.encloture.]
ARtUNDEL STREET, STRAND!

London, dpril 29, 1840.

MY LORD; As agents to Lord Francis Russell, the commander, and the
officers and crew of Her Majesty's sloop " Harlequin," we beg to address
your lordship on the subject of a capture which was effected by that vessel
on the 17th of May, 1839, off the river Gallinas, on the west coast of Africa.
The vessel captured was called the " Wyoming," of New York; and

having been evidently fitted out for the traffic in slaves, (as the slave deck
was ready for laying,) was despatched .to New York, under the command
of Lieutenant Beddoes, as prize officer.
Upon her arrival there, it was ascertained that the vessel, which, on ref-

erence to her register, (a copy whereof is herewith sent,) had been origi-
nally built at Baltimore, in the year 1838, had, on or about the 4thl of
March, 1839, been sold or transferred at the Havana, and that such transfer
or sale had not been tmade known to the collector of the port of New York,
or any other collector of the United States, as required by the act of Con-
gress approved on the 31st of December, 1792, and entitled " Ali act con-
cerning the registry and recording of ships and_%vessels."

It being thus apparent that a breach of tht American navigation laws
had been committed, proceedings were commnenced against the said vessel
in the district court of the southern district of New York ; and the usual
monitions having been issued and returned, and libel filed, tlhe Hon. Sam-
uele R. Betts, the judge of the said court, on the 15th October last, decreed
that the said brig " Wyoming," together with her tackle, apparel, and fur-
niture, be condemned as forfeited to the United States; and, when sold,
that the proceeds arising therefrom should be distributed according to law.
A copy of this libel and decree are also herewith left.
We have had reference to the various acts of Congress, for the purpose
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of ascertaining what right the captors had, by law. in the. said proceeds,
and find that,. by the 29th section of the said act of 1792, the proceeds are
to be distributed as directed by.an act of Congress approved on the 4th of
August, 1790, entitled " An act to provide more effect tally for the collec-
tion of the duties imposed -by law on goods, wares, and ierchandihie, im.
ported into the United States, and on the tonnage of ships and vessels."
On reference to that act, we find, by section 69, that the distribution di-

rected to be made is as follows: one moiety to the American Government,
and the other between the informers and the collector, naval officer, and
surveyor or surveyors of the district wherein the penalties shall have been
incurred.
We have therefore to request that your lordship will, on the -part of the

captors, intercede with the American Government, not only for the pay-
ment of the one-fourth of the proceeds to which they are by law entitled
as the informers, but that, under the peculiar circumstances of this capture,
the American Governnient will awvard to the captors the whole or some
portion of the moiety of the proceeds to which they are by law entitled.

We have, &c.
THOMAS STILWELL & SONS.

Right Hon. Lord ViSCoun11t PALMERSTON, 4'C.

[ESuli enclosure.]
(No. 480.] -

Four hundred and eighty.-Permnanent. In pursuance of an act of the
Congress of the United States of America, entitled " An act concerning the
registry and recording of ships and vessels:".
Joseph A. Scovill, of the city, county, and State of New York, having

taken or subscribed the oath required by the said act, and having sworn
that he is the only owner of the vessel called the "d Wyoming," of New
York, whereof Nicholas Christopher is at present master, and is a citizen
of the United States; and that the said ship or vessel was built at Balti-
more, State of Maryland, during the year 1838, as per register No. 84,
issued at Baltimore, September 14, 1838, now surrendered-property
changed ; and said register having certified that the said vessel has one deck
and two masts, and that her length is 88 feet 5 inches, her breadth 22 feet
2 inches, her depth 8 feet 10 inches, and that she measures 1544 tons;
that she is a brig, has a square stern, no galleries, and a billet head; and
the said Joseph A. Scovill having agreed to the.description and admeas.
urement above mentioned and specified, and sufficient security having been
given, according to the said act,-the. said brig has been duly registered at
the port of New York.

Given tinder our hands and seals, at. the port of Newv York, this
[L- S ] 22d day of Decemnber, in the year 1838.

JOHN I. MUMFORD,
Deputy Collector.

W. S. COE, Naval Officer.
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[Sub-enclosure.]
The President of the United States of imerica to all to whom these

presents shall come, greeting:
Know ye, that we, having inspected the records and files of the district

court of the United States for the southern district of New York, do find
certain writings there remaining of record, in the words and figures follow.
ing, to wit:

DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA FOR THE SOUTHERN
DISTRICT OF NEw YORK.

At a special district court of the United States of America for the south..
ern district of New York, held at the city of New York, in the said district,
on the second day of September, in the year of our Lord 1839, comes Ben-
jamin F. Butler, attorney of the said United States for the southern district
of New York, who prosecutes in this behalf for the said United States; and
being present in this honorable court in his proper person, in the name and
on the behalf of the said United States, alleges, propounds, and declares, as
follows:

1st. That a certain brig or vessel, called the "XWyomring," was heretofore,
that is to say, on the 22d day of December, in the year 1S3S,at the port of
New York, duly registered as a ship or vessel of the United States.

2d. That the said brig or vessel, so registered as aforesaid, was hereto-
fore, to wit, on or about the 4th day of March, in the year of our Lord
r839, at the port of Havana. in the island of Cuba, sold and transferred,in
whole or in part, by way of trust, confidence, or otherwise, to some person
or persons to the said libellant unknown, said person or persons then being
subjects or citizens of some foreign Prince or State to the said libellant un-
known.

3d. That although the said brig or vessel was so sold or transferred, as
aforesaid, the said sale or transfer thereof was not made known to the col-
lector of the port of New York, nor to any other collector of any collection
district of the United States, as required by the act of Congrdss approved
on the 31st day of December, 1792, entitled " An act concerning the regis-
tay and recording of ships and vessels."

4th. That the said brig or vessel, called the " Wyoming," is nowv in-the
port of New York, in the southern district of New York, and within the
jurisdiction of this honorable court.

5th. That by reason of the premises, and by force of the statute in such
case made and provided, the said brig or vessel, as aforesaid, her tackle,
apparel, and f'urniture, have become forfeited to the use of the United States.

Lastly. That all and singular the premises are, and were, true, public,
and notorious; of which, due proof being made, the said libellant prays the
usual process and monition of this honorable qourt in this behalf to be made;
and that all persons interested in the said brig or essel, or in her tackle,
apparel, or furniture, may be cited in general or special -to answer the
premises; and all due proceedings being had, that the said brig or vessel,
with her tackle, apparel, and furniture, may, for the causes aforesaid, and
others appearing, be condemned, by the definitive sentence and decree of
this honorable court, as forfeited to the use of the United States, according
to the form of the statute in such case made and provided.

B. F. BUTLER,
U. S. Dist. attorneyfor Southern Dist. N. Y.
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[Sub.enclnoure.3
At a special term of thle district court of ihe United States of America for

the southern districts New York, held in the city of New York, in the
said district, -on the 15th day of October, in the year of our Lord 183P:

Present-the honorable SAMUEL R. BETTS, district judge.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )
vs. 5Final decree.

rHE BRIG " WYOMING," HER TACKLE, &c.)

hile monitions issued in this cause having been heretofore returned, and
the usual proclamations having been Made, and the default of all persons
being duly returned, it is therefore, on motion of Benjamin F. Butler, Esq.,
attorney for the United States, ordered, sentenced, and decreed, by the court
now here, and his honor the district judge, by virtue of the power and au-
thority in hini vested, doth hereby sentence, order, and decree, that the brig
" Wyoming," her tackle, apparel, and furniture, above mentioned, be, and
the same accordingly is, condemned and forfeited to the United States.
And upon like motion, it is further ordered, sentenced, and decreed, that

the clerk of this court issue a writ of vendilioni exponas to the marshal of
this district, returnable on the first lTuesday of November next; and that,
upon the return thereof, he distribute the proceeds according to law.

SAMUEL R. BETTS.

All of which' we have caused, by these presents, to be exemplified, and
the seal of the said district court to be hereunto affixed.
Witness the honorable Samuel R. Betts, judge of the district court of the

United States for the southern district of New York, this 19th day of Oc-
tober, in the year of our Lord 1839, and of our independence the 64th.

FHREDERICK J. BETTrS, Cleric.

1, Samuele R. Betts, judge of the district court of the United States for tdie
southern district of New York, do hereby certify that the foregoing attesta-
tion is in due form.

SAMUEL R. BETTS.
NEWv Yosx, October 19, 1S39.

AMr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.
WASHINGTON, 1UgRUSt 18, 1S40.

SIR: With reference to the letter which Lhad the honor to address to
you on the 15th instant, enclosing a correspondence between Cotnnanlder
Tucker, of Her Majesty's ship " Wolverine,?' and Lieutenant Paine, of the
United States schooner "' Grampus," with the copy of an agreement en-
tered into between those officers for mutual assistance and co-operation in
repressing the slave trade on the coast of Africa, I now further enclose to

! yol, by direction of Her Majesty's Government, copies of. additional cor-
tespondence from the sane quarter, reporting tile detention, in, the Rio
Pongas, by the commander of Her Majesty's ship " Bonetta," of a schooner
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under American colors, called the " Sarah Anne," of New Orleans, charged
with being engaged in the slave trade, and the delivery of the said vessel
by Her Majesty's officers to the commander of the United States schooner
" Grampus." 0

X avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurances of my dis.
tinguished consideration.

H. S FOX.
Hon. JOHN FORSYTH, 4'C.

[Enclosure.]
[SLAVE TRADE, No. II.]

FOREIGN OFFIcE, June 29, 1840.
SIR: With reference to my despatch, (Slave Trade, No. 10,) respecting an

agreement between Commander Tucker, of Her Majesty's ship " Wolver.
ine," and Lieutenant Paine, of the United States schooner "1 Grampus,"
for mutual co-operation in suppressing the slave trade, I herewith transmit
to you a copy of a letter and of its enclosures from the Admiralty, stating
that Lieutenant Stoll, of Her Majesty's brig " Bonetta," had detained, in
the Rio Pongas, a schooner under American colors, called tne "Sarah
Anne," and had delivered her up to the commander of the United States
schooner " Grampus ;" and I have to desire that you, will communicate
these papers to the U~nited States Government.

I am, with great truth and regard, sir, your most obedient, humble
servant,

PALMERSTON.
H. 'S. Fox, Esq., 4Ac.,

Washington.

[Sub.enclosure ]

HEuR MAJESTY'S BRIG " BONNXTTA,"
Sierra Leone, March 16, 1840.

SIR In consequence of information I had received that a Spanish slaver
was in the river Pongas, I seized, on the 3d instant, the vessel pointed out
to me, concealed in an obscure muddy creek, where I could not have found
her had not a native of the neighborhood, who'was in the boat, led us to the
spot. The vessel thus captured proved to be the " Sarah Anne," of New
Orleans. On boarding, we found only three persons on deck, (two of them
Spaniards, and one a Sardinian,) who stated that they knew not under
what colors the vessel sailed ; that the captain was called Don Raymond,
and the mnate Don Alberto.
The " Sarah Anne" has, 1st, a children's slave room-the deck partly

laid; 2d, bunks or sleeping places on deck, to allow of the cabin being
used for a woman's slave room, -as is customary in slavers; 3d, a larger
quantity of leaguers and water casks than are necessary for her crew as a
merchant vessel, without any custom-house certificate relative thereto;
4th. boilers, (four in number,) each capable of cooking a larger quantity of
food than requisite for her crew asa merchant vessel; 5th, a large quantity
of fire wood. On searching, an American ensign and pendant, and an
American muster roll and manifest, were found ; these papers stating her
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to have cleared out at New Orleans on the loth May, 1839, with an Amer-ican crew, for Cape Mesurado. Two log books were also found by me;
by one of which she was at Cape Mesurado on the 5th July, and reached
the river Pongas on the 10th; and by the other, in the river Pongas on the
last of that month. One, therefore, is evidently a false log.
By the track of her chart, she had proceeded direct from the Havana to

the river Pongas; and. by the testimony of the men found on board, had
sailed from New Orleans with a crew, consisting of the captain, (Don Ray-
mond Zhently de Pedro, a Spaniard,) Don Alberto (or Albert) Slete' the
mate, (wvhom they thought an American,) and three Spanish, one Austrian,
one Sardinian, one Genoese seaman, and one Spanish boy. They also
stated that at the Havana the "Sarah Anne" embarked Don Juan, a
passenger, a mate, and the boatswain, (a Spaniard.) One of the Spaniards
from on board stated that he had been wrecked in the American pilot boat,
on the bar of the Pongas, and had applied to Don Alberto for passage to
Havana, which had been granted hin.
The vessel was aground in the creek at half-ebb when seized, which

detained us for some hours, affording plenty of time for any communica-
tion by boat from the mate or master; but no one came, though we heard
a hailing (in English) from among the mangroves, which reached to the
water's edge on each side of the vessel; which hailing the men of the
crew attributed to the mate. As soon, however, aswe began to warp her
out, a fire of musketry was directed upon the boats, and a second volley
upon the vessel, which a prompt return silenced. When wve had cleared
the creek, the mate (Albert Slete) came on1 board, and stated that hewas
an American. His trowsers were muddy, and he said he had been in the
mangroves, which renders it extremely probable that he was with the
party who fired onun, Coupling this circumstance with the fraud appa-l
rent on the vessel's papers, and her destination, cargo and crew having,
according to the statement of the men left on board, been falsely deposed
to, even at the port of clearance, I detained Slete, and brought the vessel
to this port, believing her to be Spanish property; but as no official Span-
ish papers have been found, and the fraudful use of the American flag in
this instance is such as will, I feel assured, call forth the strong displeasure
of the Government of the United States, while various Spanish papers and
instructions may, with the evidence of the detained men,lead to the convic-
tion of such of the persons concerned as may prove to be American citi-
zens, I beg to give up to you, for adjudication in America, the vessel and
her papers, in the same state as when captured, with the persons belonging
to her who have been detained.
The captain, (Ramon Zority de Pedro,) who has reached- this place in

a cane, wvas taken, not long since, in a small vessel condemned here; the
particulars of which I will obtainfrom the court, if he can be traced ; but
the use of fictitious namesmp y defeat mypurpose.

enclose lists of all the papers found on board, and of all persons who
have belonged to the vessel, according to the testimony of the men detained,
with particulars as they have stated, in order that their future statements
may be checked, should they attempt concealment of facts. I enclose also
an abstract of some particulars from the log.
Having had the pleasure of cordial intercourse with the officers of both

the American cruisers employed in the suppression of the slave trade, I
may be permitted to add that, with such unanimity of feeling and objects

663
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as exists between us, and is manifested by the two great nations to which
we have the honmor and happiness to belong, the fraudulent adoption of the
American flag will no longer avail the foreign pirates who attempt to sully
it by falsely claiming, for purposes of a blood-stained traffic, the character
and privileges of American citizens, through perjury, subornation, and
heartless fraud.

I have, &c.
JOHN L. STOLL.

Lieuteniant PAINE,
Commander of the U. S., schooner "Grampus."

[Suh enclosure.)

UNITED STATES SCHOONER " GRAMPUS,"
Sierra Leone, March 16, 1840.

SiR I have "je honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this
date, offering to deliver over to me the schooner " Sarah Anrne," of New
Orleans, taken at the river Pongas as a slaver, and on suspicion of being
Spanish property.
Raymond Fronte, the person named, and whose signature is affixed as

captain of the "Sarah Anne," has written to me to claim protection
as-an American citizen, and I have detained him, on suspicion of slave
trading. I will make an arrangement to receive the vessel f1rom0 yoou as
soon as an anchor and a boat can be procured, of which it seems she is
destitute.

I amn confident that I only carry out the views of my superiors in office,
in thanking you, and offering my cordial co-operation for the suppression
of the' slave trade, as far as our existing treaties allow us to act.

I am, &c.
JOHN S. PAINE,

Lieutenunt commanding.
Lieuternanit JOHN L. STOLL,

Commanding Her M(jesty's brig "Bonelta."

[Sub enclosure.]
HER MAJESTY'S BRIG "BBONETTA,"

Sierra Leone, March 16, 1840.
SIR: Referring to My letter of the 16th instant, reporting my proceed-

ings to this~date, I beg to enclose copies of correspondence with the cowi-
mander of the United States schooner " Grampus," relative to tile transfer
to him of the American schooner " Sarah Anne," of New Orleans, de-
tained for having engaged in the slave trade ; which vessel tie lpurposes
sending to America for trial. . . a

I have, &c.
JOHN L. STOLL,

Lieutenant commanding.
Commander TUCKER,

Her Majesty's sloop A1Wolverine," Senior Officer, 4fc.
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[Sub enclosure.]

HER MAJESTY'S SL.OOP "WOLVEI;INE,"
Sierra Leone, AlIarch 17, 1840.

SIR: With reference. to my letter or the 9th instant, (No. 114,) transmit-
,ting copies of letters from Lieutenant Stoll, reporting his having detained
-a schooner under American colors; and referring to my letter of the 12t1h
instant, (No. 115,). transmitting copies of thle correspondence between
Lieutenant Paine, commander of the United States schooner " Grampus,"
and myself, I have now the honor to transmit the accompanying copies
of the correspondence between Lieutenant Stoll., commander of Her Ma-
jesty's brigantine "3Bonetta," and Lieutenant Paine, commanding the
United States schooner " Grampus," relating to the abovermentioned
schooner, detained under American colors, which Lieutenant Stoll has
handed over to Lieutenant Paine, as fully explained in their letters; and I
beg to call your attention to the great friendly feeling which exists be-
stween the two services, and the prompt and decided measures taken by
Lieutenant Paine. I have, &c.

WILLIAM TUCKER,
Commander and Senior Officer.

Rear Admiral Hon. GEO. ELLIOT.
Conmnander-in-chief'

Mr. Fox to NMr. Forsyl/I.
WASHINGTON, -dugust 19, 1840.

SIR: With reference to previous communications which I have had tile
honor to address to you upon the subject of the African slave trade, carried
*on through the fraudulent assumption of the American flag by the illicit
slave traders of other nations, I am directed by Her Majesty's Gover'n-
ment to communicate to you the enclosed copy of a despatch, which was
addressed, at the close of last year, by Her Mlajesty's consul at the Cape
,de Verd islands, to the British commissioners for the suppression of slave
trade at Havana, containing information.withi respect to two vessels, under
Anierican colors, then recently engaged in slave trade on the African coast
*and containing information also with respect to the meditated establish-
ment between Cuiba and the African coast of regular companies for the
joint purposes of piracy and slave trade ; the chief means of executing
which nefarious design will be afforded, there is reason to apprehend, by a
fraudulent use of the flag of the United States.

I at the same time forward to you, by direction of Her Majesty's Gov-
erunment, a list of Americani vessels which arrived at Havana from the
coast of Africa during the year 1839, and lists of American vessels which
wvere despatched from Havana for Africa during the year 1838 asfurnished
to Her Alajesty's Government by the Britissh commissioners at Havana.

'The United States Government will regret to learn that in the year 1838
nineteen vessels, and in the year 1339 twenty-three vessels, bearing the
flag of the Union, left Havana for the coast of Africa, tender the strongest
suspicion of being ei-ageed in the slave trade.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to vou the assurance of mv dis-
tinguislied consideration. H. S. FO)X.

Hon. JoHN FORSYTH, 4-c
53
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BRITISH CONSULATE,
Bonavista, Cape Verde8, Novembet 30,. 1037.

8,,EXXTJ4,}MES: -Informationl has'just reached..me of the arrival of tw*t
:.vssel8, upder American colors,.at.the. island of. ";Sal,". originally from the

avana, ;but last~frorn the coast of Africa, where it is reported thoy have
4a0nde4 ;their cargoes.. - .; . K
.They! are.both scho~oiners.,and:American built.: one a; BaltiimoreQclilpper,
.ai4 thp othe a Neow York 'pilot boat.. They have American colors and
.silig, captains, but the crews are principally Spanish and PNrtfiguese.
Their A-bect in visiting:Sal is said to be to complete arrangements for-takihg
in a ,argo of slaVes upon the coast. A:.most respectable. inhabitant-of
the eOila.ns, who hasos~en. the vessels~in question, and. 'beeri in coliverda.
ior.i,,w.ith the parties connected with them, informs-me that. he has learnt' f
twoQnQmpaoies kei.ug about, to be formed at. the Havana: one to;carry on
the slave trade by vessels, which will .be ordered to keep at a certain:dis-
tance fronIthe aoast,.:ajd. there wait to receive their cargoes from small ves.-
sels undeqrtbqeFrench flag; a'nd the other company to equip a Certain num.
ber of small fast-sail'ng vessels, to act as pirates upon the conimeree of
Great Britain.
My informant's belief is, (and. I have also heard the same opinion ex.

pressed in another quarter,) that the vessels alluded to belong to these com.
panies, and that the largest schooner looks for a cargo of slaves from the,
neighborhood of.Seiiegal.and Goree, and that it is the intention of the pilot
boat to try Jher .lucJl, ,s ,a pate upOn B3ritish commerce near :to. these
islands.. A period of two months is -given before they intend retuirningito
the Havana , . ,.- - ., :-, ,.,; . . .i

'It -uppose that these islands, from ,theirneglected state,, will.be made
rendezvous, for the slaye-deaiing piratical :set of Cuba,wvho.seem.de-

terniiiied to, use'eevery art arid exertion, which moneycan effect to colnoter.
a~r the recent measures of Great Britain for the suppression of the slave

that. j,. ..,,wanjna .,;inrun iGoi:.ernme-nt.,
I trust that. these repr.sentations villjndw. Hqr, ,MaJesty's Governmftt

to urder a, nan of war to these islands; and, should, there be one at disposal
- in Y, ilr viviiity, I have earnestly torecomraend her being sent to look after-

the vessels here spoken of, calling at this port for information.
I have, &-c. . ,, , D,.-

t' I~~~~~0.°.HN.;RENDA1L,_...
Hcr :-Briiannic Majesty's Consul.

HER IMAJESTY'S COMMISSIONERS, 4C., Siemaw Leone.
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List of vessels, ituder M/e /lnerican flag., which sailed from tIe Ha(tvana for lhe coast of.1frica, during the year 1838.

No. Date. Class. Name. Destination. Remarks..

_

Gabriel
Alexander
Mary Hooper
Eagle
Fame
Traveller
John Holland
Dolphin
Plant
Vetius

Shark
Mary Janje

Comet
Florida
Hazard
Clara
Liberty
Constantia---
William Saviun

Isla del Principe -

Sa n. Tom6.

Cape de Verdes.
Sati. Tornm.
San. Pablo de Loazida.
Isla del Principe.
San Tome.

Do.
Cabo Verde.J
Bahia de Todos los Santos

Cabo Verde.
. I- Do

Do
-'Cape de Verdes.
San Tome.

Do -

Rio Pongas.
Sarn-Tome.
Bahia deTodos los Sautos.:

.. ....

Returtied 16th September.

Returning. 7th January, as Duqueza de
Braganza.

Returned under American flag, January 31,
1839.

Returned January 4, 1839.

ICZ

W

Captured.

r~

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9.

10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
is

19

January 19
Febru'ry 22
Mav 7,
May 9
June 16
July 18
July-. 23-
August 18
August 22
Augulst 23

Auti.st 27.
Augtist 29

Sept'r 18
October 9-
October I I
Nov'r 7
Dec'r 3:
Dec'r 22-
Dec'r 24

Schooner
Brig -
Schooner
Bri-
Schooner
Do -
Do
Do

Brig -
Ship

Schooner
Brig-

Bri-
Schooner
: )o
Do
Do
.Do
Do

:' I

V...
1-j

Table: List of vessels, under the American flag, which sailed from the Havana for the coast of Africa, during the year 1838.
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List of vessels, uwider the .vmerican flog, whicl sailedfrorn the Havanafor the coast of 4/rica, luring the year J839.

Date. Class.

Jan. 23 Schoon
Jan. 216 Brig
Feb. 8 Schoon
Feb. 19 Brig
Feb. 21 Schoon
Mar. 6 Brig
Mar. 6 Sclloon
Mar-21 Do
June 17 Do
Jutne 17 Brig
June 25 Schoon
Jutie 26 Do
July 2 Do
Aug. I Brig
Sept. 10 Sclhooti
Sept. 21t Do
Sept. 24 Do
Oct. 12 Do
Oct. 23 Shsip
Nov. 14 Sclhoor
Dec. II Do
Dec. 16 Do
Dec. 23 Do

NOVE

Name.

er

er

le;
er

-

ner

ler

ier

Rebecca -
Oriental-
William Bayard
Morris Cooper -

Perry Spencer -

WVomiing '
Octavia
Joseph Wilding
Hound
Mary
Catherine -

Elvira -

Butterfly -

Dougglas
Lark -
IHfound
Cutter Campbell
Nymph
John
Asp

Centipede
Hyperion

Destin~ation.

Gallinas.
Lagos
Cape de Verdes.
Lagos.
Gallinas.'
Pitavasa
Costa de Oro
Cape de Verdes.
Lagos.
Gallinas
Gallinas & Bonny -
Prince's Island.
Isla del Principe
Bonny.
Isla del Principe.
.Cape Mesurado and Gallinas.
Gallinas.
Rio Braza.
Costa de Oro.
Rio Braza.
Isla del Principe.
San Tom6.
San Tome.

Rerarks.

Returned Oct. 24, and sailed, 261h, for N. Orleans.

Captured, and carried to United States.
Returned September 2.

Returned November 12.
Capturedby Hi. M. S. Dolphin, andl carried to U.S.

Captured by H. M. S. Dolphin, and carried to U.S.

..-Amesican schooner "Hound." at St. John's. Puerto Rico, about the nuiddle ofNovembeI. bound to Africa.

E.-Asmerican -han.ne 's Houndl," at St. John'.. Puerto Rico. aboutthe zmidle of Novernbr. 1-und to Africa.

No.

1
2
3
14
5

6

17
8

19
10
21
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
119
20
21
22
23

.
0

_S
_.,

__

I

I

_

I

I Table: List of vessels, under the American flag, which sailed from the Havana for the coast of Africa, during the year 1839.
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[Enclosure No. 4.

List ofdmericntnessels which have arrivedfrom the coast of4frica dur-
ing the year 1839, at the port of Havana.

'o. Date. Clasm. Name;e. Master. Remarks.

1 Jan. 4 Brig Comet Dickson. From GalIinas.
2 Sept. 2 Sch'r Octavia - Hickaling From Gold coast.
3 Oct. 24 Sch'r Oriental - Hatch - From Bahia de San Salvador.
4 Nov. 12 Brig Mary - Hutton - From Gallinasand Porto Rico.5 Dec. 25 Brig Alexander Hill - From Isla del Principe.

Mr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.

WASHINGTON, adUgust 20, 1840.
SIR: I am directed by Her Majesty's Government to communicate to you,

for the information of the Government of the' United States, the enclosed
authentic printed copy of an apostolical letter, or brief, which was promul-
gated by his Holiness the Pope, on the 3d of December last, admonishing
and enjoining all Catholics to abstain from the crime of trading in slaves
under any form whatever.

.It is to be hoped that this pious act, on the part of the head of the Roman
Catholic church, will prove of material efficacy in arresting the progress
of a sinful and inhuman traffic, which it is the bounden duty of all Chris-
tian Governments to use their utmost efforts for suppressing.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my dis-
tinguished consideration.

H. S. FOX.,
Hon. JOHN FORSYTH, 4 C.

[Translation of enclosure.]

apostolicall letter of our most Holy. Lord, Gregory XVI, by Divine
Providence, Pope, against th traffic in negroes. (De nigritarurn corn.-
mercio non exercendo.)

ROME-FROM THE PRESS OF THE REV. APOST. CHAMBER, 1839.,

POPE GREGORY xvr, FOR FUTURE COMMEMORATION.

Placed on the summit of apostolical power, and, through no merits of
our own:, vicegerent of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who, through his ex.
ceeding love, became man, and vouchsafed to die for the redemption of tlie
world, we deem that it becomes our pastoral solicitude that we should seek
to turn the faithful altogether from the unfeeling traffic in negroes, or any

Table: List of American vessels which have arrived from the coast of Africa during the year 1839, at the port of Havana.
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other human beings. Vehily, whenthe light of the gospel first began to
diffuse itself, those unfortunate men, who, by'occasion of so many wars,
..had..falleQn into cruel servitud~e,felt .their condition amort Christians very.
much alleviated. Inspired, indeed, by. the .Divine Spirit, the apostles taught
,servants to render obedience to their masters in the flesh, as unto Christ,
and to do the will, of God with a cheerful mind: yet they commanded also
-unto masters that they should use their. servants kindly; that'they should
render unto them what is just and right, and. that they should not employ
threats; remembering that the God of both is ii.fiea'ven,.and that with him
there is no respect of, persons., $ince,.then., true charity towards all men. is,
every where strongly inculcated by the evangelical law, and Christ: our
Lord has declared that,,whatever kindness or mercy is rendered or. denied:.
to the;:weak or-the indigent, .he will consider as rendered, or".denied .utoi-
himself, it is clear, that, not. o.nly.should Christians .regard-their Christian,
servants in the light of brothers, but, also, that they should humble them-
selves before.those who are worthy to be free; which. indeed,'Gregory'
Nyssenus indicates to have* been custoinary, at first, upon the occasion of
the solemnities of Easter. Nor were those wanting, who, animated by a
more ardent charity, delivered themselves into, bonds, that they might re.
.deem others; of whom, the apostle testified that he knew many; as also
our predecessor, Clement I, of most holy memory. Therefore, in the pro.
gress of~time,.,rhen the darkness of heathenish superstition was entirely
dissi~p.atec, and .the .manners .of uncivilized races had been mollified by the
beneficent.influence of that.faith which worketh through love', for succes-
sive ages, no slaves existed among many Christian' nation. 'Yet, truly, we
.are grieved to say that afterwards, even among the number of the faithful,.
thore. were,those who, shamefully blinded by the lust of sordid lucre, int
scatteredaiid remote lands, reduced Indians, negroes, and other unfortunate
beings,..into .slavery; or, the' traffic in those, who had been made captive by'.
others having been commenced. and augmented, did not hesitate to encour-
'age:or,profit by such unworthy actions. Several of 'the Roman pontiffs,
our predecessors, did not, indeed, fail to reprehend severely, by virtue of
their.offiqe,. the.course of these, as noxious to their own salvation, and op-
probrious to the Christian name; from which they beheld, as a consequence,
the nations of the unfaithful' confirmed in their animosity to our true, re-
ligion. To which things relate the apostolic letter of Paul III, given on
the 29th of May, 1537, under the ring of the Fisherman, to the Cardinal
Archbishop of Toledo; and another, and ampler, of Urban VIII,.given on
the 22d of April, 1639, to the collector of the laws of the apostolic chamber
.in Portugal.; in which letters they are gravely rebuked by name, who re-.
duce into slavery western or southern Indians; who boiy, sell, exchange
or give hem away, separate them from their wives and.chldren, despoil
them of their goods or possessions, carry or send them to other regions,
or in any mrnq rSdeprivq them of their.liberty,.retain them in servitude,
or render counsel, favor, or assistance, to those who are guilty of such
-acts, under any pretext or color whatever, or.presume. to teach orpreach,
he svame to be lawful, or in any manner co-operate therewith.
These decrees of pontiffs, to be. ever held in renmembrance, Benedict XIV

subsequently confirmed and renewed, in a new apostolical let, to the
,preates of Brazil and certain other. regions, givrn on the,. 20th December,.
1741, in 'which'he stimulated their vigilant solicitude throughout the bounds,
oftheir ecclesiastical districts. Before this, however, a more ancient'of our,
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predecessors, Pius II, when, in, his day, the power. of tLe. Portuguese was
'extended~to Guinea, the irgilo"n; of the Iiegroes, gave a, letter, on the 7th Oc^.
- tobi 1486 tthe .bishopaboitto proceed thither, in which he not-only,
giifited to. thisprla all the; faculties opportune for th% exercise of the
holyrmihistry with greater Iruit, but, on the same occasion, gravely rebijked
'tliose Cbrlti'ai's who:carried away convertsinto slavery. And, also. in our
6o#6imi'es,! P.tis VIt,. ifipelled bry'the same spirit'of religion and charity
wh~lich.nimaied his 'rodb'e'ssois, employed his influence assiduously' with:.
the powerfl;"tithat th& traflic in negroes miglit,'at length, altogether ceases
amongif, i'st ans. ' These'decrees and 'efforts of our predecessors did,' in-
*dedjXavail 'nito'a'little,;by the grace of God, in protecting. the Indians, and,
*othters're'ferfred" to, f'rom'the cruelty'of invaders ortie cupidity, oft Chrian
& ants; not' so niuch, however, that this '1-oly See can rejoice in the full.

acqomp is ment of itsdirere',.since the traffic in negroes, although diini,
isie'd' i .oii.'parts' is still practised, by many Christians. Wherefpre,;we,
,desiri'ig to avert so great a reproach from all the borders of Chrisifaniity,.
and the whole matter councill of some of our venerable brethren, the car-.
diin'als,',beiigi'caled') :having been duly weighed, walking in the footsteps of
,our predecessors, by our. apostolical authority admonish andaonjure wear.
*nestly,. in tiee Lord, the 'fith'full 'of Christ, of every condition, that heraftier
theyido not unjustly mfolestf Ihdianms,inegroes, nor any other race ofj'en,
nor spoil, them of their goods, nor reduce them into slavery, nor render
*couiteinaiie' or' assistance to those guilty of such practices; nor carry on
that inhuman commerce by which negroes, as though they were not' men,
but mere brutes, held in any manner of servitude, without distinction,
against the laws of justice and humanity. are bought, sold, and devoted to
cruel and sometimes intolerable labor: and, moreover, through the love of
gain. held out to the first possessors of the negroes, dissensions and.per-
petLial wars fomented throughout' the regions which they'inhabit. Ver-
ily., all these practices, as altogether unworthy of .the'Christian nanie,.we
reprobate: by our apostolical authority ;' and, by the same authopify we
striktlyprophibit and ixite'rdict any ecclesiastic or layman fronm'defending the
tria'Ac in negroes as' lawful, under any pretence w-hatever, and from pre-
sliming to preach, or in anywise teach, in public or private, any thing at
va'riamice'with' 'the'admoinitions contained in this apostolical letter.
"And,'hi order that this .letter may be more readily known to all,. and that

no man may plead ignorance of it, we decree and order that, as is the' usage,
Kit be published, and copies of it remain affixed 'on the-doors of thechurch.
of the' Prince of' the 'Apeostles, and of the. apostolicalchiamber, and of the
generate court in 6'n'te ;etatario, 6&.c., by 'one of our messengers.

Mh'ien' at R'ime; 'in the church of Santa Maria Maggiore, unde'rtihe ring.
of the Fisherman, on the 3d day of December, 1S39, four, pontificate the
..ninth year.

ALOISIUS CARD. LAMBRUSCHINI.

Mr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.

WVASHINGTON, tf.gtUst 21, 1840.
SIn: With reference to formerIcommumcations,vhiciI' havehad the

honor to address'to you by order of Her Majesty's GIovernment,Iupon th
subjectt bf the lamentablee extent to which the African slave' trade is carried,
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on through means of the fraudulent assumption of the''Amfieric'an flag
w~hjch protects'the miscreanis and pirateisengaged in, that detestable traffic';
from'capture and condemnation by Her:Majesty's officers' I hirhe now 6'
tlier'to 'c'rnluniite to' yo 'the enclosed' despatch, 'With documents an-'.
nexed, relating to a vessel called the "c Perry Spencer," detained on the
coast of Africa in the month of May last, while engaged in the illicit traffic
of slaves. The", Perry Spencer," it will be seep, hoisted at one' time
Spanish and at another time American colors. Under the former character'
she was, seized by one of the British cruisers,, and carried for trial before'
the mixed court of commission at Sierra Leone; but it appearing upon,
investigation that she was furnished with an American pass, granted by
the United States consul at Cuba, the court of commission held itself bound,.'
in consideration of such consular act of recognition, (notwithstanding, the
obvious Spanish ownership and Spanish character of the transaction, and
although the pa;s had been obtained for the sole purpose of fraudulently'
covering Spanish interests,) to release the slaves and dismiss the cause.
The circumstances of this case appear to be well deserving the attention

of the Unrted States Government, with a view to the adoption of effectual'
measures for preventing such unworthy abuse of the American .flag.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my dis-
tinguished consideration.

H. S. FOX.
Hon'. Joiiz FORSYTH, 4'C.

[Enclosure.]

[SLAVE:TRADE, No. 12.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, JUiY 9, 1840.

SIR,:'Her Majesty's Governinent has learnt, by accounts recently re-
ceived. from'Sierra Leone, that on the 8th May, 1839, Her Majesty's brig-
antine'" Ly-n*," Lieutenant Brodhead commander, inet with and boarded'
a schooreie named the " Perry Spencer."
The " Perry Spencer" on being boarded hoisted American colors; she

was found to be equipped for slave trade, and her papers showed that she'
belonged to Spanish merchants resident at the Havana.

Lieutenaiit Brodhead having acquainted the master of the "' Perry Spen-
cer" that his vessel must proceed to New York to be tried, on account of'
the irregularity of the' vessel's papers, the master hauled down his Anieri-
can colors, and hoisted Spanish colors, and declared the vessel to bea.
Spanish vessel.
On this last-mentioned statement, Lieutenant Brodhead took the "Perry

Spencer" to Sierra Leone, to be tried as a Spanish vessel by the mixed
British- and Spanish court of justice at' that place.
On investigation,it appeared that the vessel was furnished with an Ameri-

can pass, which had been grantedto her by the United States consul in Cuba;.
and although the papers discovered by the captor proved that the Amer-
ican character which the vessel had assumed was only a cover for Spanish
interests, the court was of opinion that the recognition of her nationality-
by a consular agent of the United States rendered it improper in the capo.
tor 't exercise over her a right of search, and the court therefore dismissed'
the case.
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I transmit to you, for communication to the United States Government,.'
.an abstrtactof;th~e papers found on board the "Perry Spencer." This casb'
is another, instance .of the application of the flag. of the Union to purposes'
of slave .tr4ae;.and HerM'ajesty's Government trusts that the United
States Government will be led~to.take more effectual measures than it has
hitherto done to. prevent a continuance of this abuse.

I am, with great truth and regard, sir, yov- most obedient humble ser-.
vant,

PALMERSTON.
HENRY STEPHEN Fox, 4'c.

[Sub-enclosure.)

Abstract of the papers of the schooner "Perry .Spencer," Joseph Monroe,
monster.

No. 1 is an American register, marked "No. 27, permanent," dated at
Mobile,. on the 2d of April, 1838, declaring that the schooner' " Perry
Spencer" was of the burden of 79T2 tons; that she was owned by the firm-.
of Austin & Tardy, jointly with Edward Griffin, all of'Mobile; that Dom-
iiiique Naguet was captain; and that the said ship was built in Dorchester,
State of Marylarnd, as appeared by register No. 20, issued at Mobile on the.
6th March, 1 838, .(only twenty-seven days before the present register was-
isssed,) which is now surrendered, the property being changed.

There is only one endorsement on the register, made by Mr. J. A.
Smith, the American vice consul at Havana, on the 27th of January last,
stating that Jhieph Monroe, the present master, had taken the oath re-
quired by law, and was in command of the vessel in lieu of Dominique
Naguet, the late. master.
No. 2 is' a list of persons composing the crew of the schooner "Perry:

Spencer," 'of Mobile, 'vhereof is master Joseph Monroe, and bound for Cape
de Verds, (islands.) It is dated at Havana on the 21st of February last,
and is signed "Joseph Monroe," by a man who evidently can hardly
write. The list contains the names of only four persons: of these, two are-
said to be American citizens, belonging to Baltimore, and the other two are-
merely said to reside at Havana; but it is not mentioned of what country
they are citizens or subjects ; and, with respect to all four, no note what-
ever is made as to their " place of birth," although a column in the'
printed form was provided for the purpose. But to this imperfect muster
roll of only' ,P-or seamen (in which the blanks are even ta. this day not'
filled up) is attached a certificate from the same Mr. J. A. Smith, under;
his signature and seal of office, in the following words: cc Havana, Febru-
ary 21, 1839.-I, J. A. Smith, vice consul of the United States of America,.
do hereby certify that on the day of the date hereof before me personally
appeared Joseph Monroe, master of the schooner " Perry Spencer," of'
Mobile, and, being duly sworn, did declare that the list hereunto attached
contains the names of the persons composing the crew of the said vessel,.
together with the places of their birth and residence, so far as he can as-
certain the same." And yet there is not a' single entry of the place of birth
opposite one of the'names in the muster roll.

No. 3; From Havana the " Perry Spencer" appears to have gone direct"
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.to Matanzaq, as there is a custom-house clearance from the latter place on
the 2Gth: of February' last., " "-,

'Nod 4' is afi invoice, or bill of parcels, dated at Havana-aoh thoe 9th of
February, 1839, anid headed " Ildefoinso Perez to Torres &' Rodrigiues, Dr."

Thieni follows a-regular account of goods-apparently the; cato shipped
*on board the " Perry Spen'cer" at Havana. It is written inf"Englih, -prob-'
ably from' a copy, but evidently by a person who did 'unddtr§tnd the
English'language. Dozen is spelt"a Dozaitis ;"1 "toback 'ron,""razon,"'
mean tobacco, rum, razors; and the words 9 sum of backwai? are met
with 8ingtead 'of "amou1ntt brought forward." There is no signature to the
invoice, which makes Ildefonso Perez a debtor to Torres' & Rodrigues' in
the sum of S8,961.

Nos. 5 and 6 appear to be exact copies of the same invoice, but written
in the Spanish language.
No. 7 is a private agreement, written in Spanish, and laying open the

real character of the vessel, the illegal objects of her voyage, and the-posi.:
,tion which the American master occupied on board. The following is a
translation
" This document is to sho %v, that we, the undersigned, Joze Monroe on,

the ohe side, arid'Francisco Costa on the other, have agreed;:towhat fol

"t. 1, Joze Monroe, engage to conduct the American schooner Perrvthe American
1

shoe "Prry.Spencer" to the port of Gaflinias,in Africa, or to any dtherls'hich hier owner
.arid'riaster, Doti Francisco Costa, may direct m'e, he paying me at the'
.rete'ofbiietyr dollars per niohth during the tirei which r remain on bdard.

"2d. And I, Francisco Costb' owner and nSiter of 'the said schooner,
-engag6 to pay the said Joze.Moinroe,'as her 'captain, at the rati 'of ninety
dol'dfs'per iontli' ditifhg tho time Which he mdVr reibin dn board aInd,
-in case it;sh1iuld suit niy interest and that of the u'udbrtadkinrY td;"ell the
'vessel, it shall be' obligatory'Upon me' to keep him on board; laying him:.
,the same monthly wages of ninety dollars until she retiri tai' tihe city of
IvaiiaffIa and for 'mutual'protectioii we hive signed'two' documents of this
-tenor,,at-Havina, oh thie 2oth February, 1889. "

"FRANCISGO COSTA.
"JOSEPH MONROE.

s" Witnesses:
"'M. 'H. MORRIS.
;FRANCISCO G'OUMOLE."

No.' S is the log book of the vessel, written in Spanish. It is very im-
,perfet,'; and"some of its' leaves ha'e' been torn out, both at the beginning'
aand'eid. The'first date is' Feb'rutry' 28, ISJ9 wizen the schooner'had left''
Mmaanas; and the 'lasfdate is April 30, 1539, eipbt'i days prev1ous'tocap-'tlfrte.'';";l ~~~P *ylpre% ,':ios to ap

SiiRRA LEONE, June 17, 1839.
( t'' *' ,

Mair. Fox to Mfr. Forsyth.

WASHINGTON, February 1, 1841.
SIR: I duily communicated to Her Majesty's Governmentthle oflfcial

alQte which I had the honor to receive from you, dated APril 1, 1540,
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wherein, with reference to a previous letter that I had addressed. to, yoqt
Upxihtlt eS'tOta0choorier ca te . ccRebeca'," c e ont oast
of AfMiesiba ohe6of6'flj6fe sty '6s cruisers, ;ihd Co eme4;asaShiisht
slaver, and whose case offered an instance of resort by Spa 'slrelr'
ers to' ih;pep totection o''ih& g o the Urniied Stkte's, yopi requested, p te.
pirt o' the erritdS'tat Gbvehiment, that further adithtiMc 6doumentary.
*ev~lence idie ?ng fthe, case mp g be procu ed, in oAr 'to enabltlie'courts
of this cohlhnry t'oCpr6cep d efeditually againstt 'the 'persons hiimpac d'for
violation of existing. laws.
Weferencehaving accordingly been made without delay y Her Majes-

ty's'G6,v!ernment to. the'.TPitisl commissioners for' the suppression 'of'the
slave trade atie~'r'a'! L6n6, Ifhave ''now thtiefhb,'nor to' 'transmit tou t e
,op°fo adespatch'receivedby Her Majesty's Goverriment in reply, from,
the 3riftish coh-isiioners, and, togeth'ei therewith', 'a sries pi certified"
copies f pa ers'a'nd'd'o'oci'unents' connected 'with the case'bf the 'slave vessel'lFI' .l "''''',';',;'.'1."'I''.,

"Rebec'ca'."
I a'vai 'myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance ofmy most

~diistinguisAed', considerationl. '
'-"''''''''' '"'' .H'. S FOX.,

Hon. JOHN FORSYTH, 4C.

[Enclosure No. 1.]

jNo. 24, SLAVE TRADE.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, December 17, 1840.

SIa: I received youlr c-espatch (Slave Trade, No. 3) of April 1, 1S4.0;
and' iti' compliance with the' wish .therein e6iprssed, on. th' par't of the

brifted States'Goverinnient, to be /iftdrnishedvithcdctr'rientary evidence
touching -the facts disclosed in the case of the Unit'ed Sta6t'es 'sla schooner
I'Rebe'cca," I directed Her-Maje'sty.s commissioners to' 'furnish me 'w'ith
.any evidence in their possession on, the points refred 'to. " And Ino
transmit to you, for comrmrunication' to the Unitedd'St'ates' Governiment,, a
copy o'f h despatch from H'er Majesty's c6inmissioners,, 'enclositng certified
-copies of papers connected with the case of th sves above hintno1 ed.

*am, &c.
PALMEPSTON.

HENRY STEPHEN Fox, Esq., 4'c.

[Enclosure No. 2.]
,[No. 67, SPAIN.]

SIERRA LEONE, dugust 3, 1840.
My LORD: We have had the honor of receiving your lordship's despatch

(No. 'i) of the 8thof''y', las't',a'and its two enclosures, acquainting us that
yo~ur lordship 'had communiicated our reportof the case of tfidd6ndemned
.slae 'schooner "c'Rebecca"i'to thie'eGovernnment of the tTniited State'switha
view to" 't'heiy, taking ' ieqsures 'for p~ievetinig the Amr'eri'can, "ilg' 'being
abuiied for the p .r..es .f tthe slave trade, as it had been in' the 'iTstidnce
in questio'; a'hd that "it is, in'consequence,, the wish'of the United'Statds'
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Government to be placed in possession of documentary evidence whereon.
to pursue legal measures against the citizens of the United States con-
cerned in this transaction..

In compliance with your lordship's directions, we now beg leave 'to
transmit certified copies, under the hand of the registrar, and the seal of
the mixed commission, of suich papers respecting the case of the " Rebe6-
ca" as appear calculated to effect the object in view by the United States,
Government.

The. papers so forwarded consist of a copy of the original letter of Mr.
F. Neill, the American owner and seller of this vessel, instructing his caP-
tain (Watson) to convey her from the Havana to the Gallinas, under the
United States flag and pass, for delivery there to Pablo Alvarez, in con-
foTmity with an agreement he had made with Jos6 Ealo, of Havana; and
having so done, that Captain Watson was to return the said pass, cut into
two parts, by separate conveyarices, to him (Neill) at Baltimore, so as to
enable him to cancel his bond with the customs; also, a copy of the Span-
ish mate's original receipt, on the transfer of the vessel from the said
American captain, (Watson,) on her arrival at Gallinas, to Pablo Alvarez.
There is also a copy of the translation of the custom-house clearance

at Havana, showing that the "1 Rebecca" cleared out as an American ves-
sel, and was commanded by Watson; a copy of the translation of the in-
structions from, the bona fide Spanish owners of this vessel, (the well-
known Yriare and Trigoyen, df Havana,) to their Spanish captain, Domin-
go Artata, in which he is directed to have the American flag kept flying
until the cargo (slaves) is put-on board and copies of the translations ofr
two letters from Trigoyen, and a number of persons at Havana concerned
in some slave adventure, in.which is mentioned the sailing of the "Re-
becca," really under the command of the Spanish master, Artata, and not
under the command of the American, Watson, in whose name she hd
been cleared out at the Havana.
The foregoing. papers are accompanied by copies of the depositions of

the Spanish mate and American captain, taken, before the British and
Spanish mixed court, in the trial of the brigantine c; Rebecca," which
serve further to explain the proceedings connected with the transfer of this
vessel from the American to the Spanish flag.

We have, &c.
WALTER W. LEWIS
R. DOHERTY.

Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B., 4C.

[Sub.enclosure..

Original papersfound on board the " Rebecca."
"HAVANA, Janfuary 21, 1839.

"SIR: You wvill proceed with the schooner ' Rebecca,' under your com-
mand, direct from here to Gallinas; and, on your. arrival there, deliver her
up to Don Pablo Alvarez, of the said place, agreeably to an arrangement
I have made here with Don Jos6 Ealo; looking to either of then for any
demand you may have for your services, as well as the crew and officers.

"Your obedient servant,
cF. NEILL.
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C" You will, upon your arrival at Gallinas, after delivery of the schooner

lReAbecca' aforesaid,!send her register, in two different veels, to me 'at
3altimore-cutting in the middle-in order that I miaycancel my bonds in
the custom-house.

F.. NEILL.
6"Captain GEORGE WATSON,

"Com'g Americanr schooner ' Rebecca,' Havana."

"SCHOONER REBECCA,
"Gallinas, March 20, 1839..

"I hereby acknowledge that I this day took charge of the schooner
' Rebecca,' lately under your command, in the name of Don Pablo Alvarez.

"NICOLAS ECHEVARRIA."

[Translations of papers found on board the " Rebecca."]

HAVANA, January 21, 1839.
From Havana to Gallinas.-The American schooner " Rebecca," Captain

Watson.

1, Don Jose Perez Santin, honorary provincial intendant, effective com-
mtissarv of war of the first class of the royal armies, arid administrator
general of the royal maritime revenues of this capital, for Her Majesty,
&c., do certify, that, by the intervention of the seflor honorary accomptant
of the army and principal of this royal custom-house, Don Tomas Rod-
riguez de Yurre, there have been embarked in the American schooner
Rebecca," Captain Watson, bound for Gallinas, the following, Don Jose

de Ealo: twenty-six casks of rice; three half-barrels of rice; seven bags
of rice; five hundred and thirty-one demijohns of rum; fiftyfour more
demijohns of rum; forty barrels of biscuit; fifteen guns; fire hundred
half-barrels of gunpowder; sundry provisions and liquors for the niess;
twenty-seven bales from the depot; and ten barrels of tobacco, itn leaf, also
from the depot.

JOSE PEREZ SANTIN.

Instructionsfor Senor Doni Domingo d1riata.
HAVANA, January 21, 1839..

On your arrival at Gallinas, you will place yourself under the orders of
Don Pablo Alvarez, and observe those which he may give you with the
greatest exactness. You will both take care that the American schooner
"'Rebecca" keeps her-flag till the moment of putting-the-cargo on board.
You will bring in the vessel citizen Watson, with a slave (bulto) which he
has our permission to bring with him. When loaded, you will steer di-
rectly to this island, and take the port that may be most convenient, pro-
vided it be to the wvest of Trinidad on the southern side, or of San Juan
,de los Remedios on the northern; and whatever may be the point to which
you proceed, you will keep the vessel at anchor there, and the cargo ashore,
-until you advise us of your -arrival, and we proceed thither, or send some
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l~'0&'i~~i', ,t'2'',rt~in" this islifid`mio-r Wi'heebt#ArdttAA6 th'ZRc
vd'al~eitioned~hbove, ys'vilFshd"th&Ye'@isio'utY'hd it

will remain,,with the slaves (bultos) ashore, at
p-66ed thither, (upon, your advising us,) or send some person in our stead,
without appointing .Any consignee; a~nd yo'u idl 'either'bSrrWowit'hcient
for your expenses," or"sell 'then articles whidh. tnay bel absoltelfr necessary
for that purpose. You are on no account to consider the voyage terminate
ed at Puerto' Rico, tliough youk should be obliged to go in there; and must
only 'supply Miost necessary wants, and proceed to this island. You will
address yourself, if you should be obliged to put in there, to Dion Martin
Jos& Mjachicota, on account of Don Tomas Trigoyen.

SILVESTRE I'RIARTE.
TOMAS IDE TRIGOYEN.

Schor Don Juan Batalla, Gallinas, recommended to driata by h/sfriend
Trigoyen.

HAVANA, January 22, 1S39.
SIR, AND =lY FRIEND: IIn consequence of your two esteemed letters of

1oth and 24th October of last year-the first from Petit Bassa, andi the
sec nd from Gallinas-we have determined to despatch to you a vessel of
(capable of carrying) 300 to 350 slaves (bultos) within twenty or thirty
*days; and her being not yet bought is owing to Doti Manuel Masino not
having sQld, till to-day, his share of her. The vessel will carry all of the
inerchandipe, and every thing else, tlha you ask for; and even. if, you were
to rnsak1i5Q0 slaves (bultos) per, annurm, you would not exhaust your re-
sources,.or you have only to ask for what you require. This letter, is car-
ried by the, master of the schooner Rebecca, Doll Domingo Artata, whih
goes consigned to Don Pablo Alvarez, who has been written to, under, this
date, to request him to assist you as far as he is able ; and it would not be
amiss if you were to put yourself in communication with hini as soon as
you receive this, to try to send us a splendid expedition.

I remain, &c.
TOMAS DE TRIGOYEN.

HAVANA, January 22, 1839.
SIn: Availing ourselves of the, opportunity of the schooner Euphrates,

Captain, DonrPeqdro .To9rqs,.we wrote, tQ yowl as ontAtters, and in the name
of the other persons interested, in'he expeditionsp( the Constitution; which
you commanded ;.f the .)ss of which vessel we were, aware, and for which
occurrence wye expressed our sorrow. If that letter fortunately, reached
yoibit will have informed you ofour desire to send you another vessel for
the purpose of, saving the. remains of, that one; and .that we only delayed
sending her till yon had acquainted us with the state of.our affairsinJ your
charge, and with the arrangements which circumstances had obliged you
to adopt.
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,In eltetlXyar fa orps dtqdJastOctober arrived; and, in consequenceof
,,vha. yqll.hyse, b tonus.therein, ad of the hopes with wadct bngyetble to makea good bitsiness to ou6rnintir l ad-
vant#gt, We have deterrrunod. to purchase a vessel and .merchandis6,in
codnformity.ywiith your recommendation.; and the only difficulty whichlhas;
hitherto delayed our carrying our intention, into effect is that of the fags
arising from the scarcity of American vessels of the class and burden which
we requiree, for ali other impediments are easily surmounted. As velsels
of the, description required are constantly arriving, and as, amongst several
that are .epected,. it, cannot be difficult to. find one that suits us, you inay,
wit.all certainty reckon upon one sailing for your place about the 25th'of
next inon!4, (Febryary.y Relying upon this as. sure, take your measures,
calculating the-passage so that on her arrival she may find the cargo ready,
and experience the shortest possible delay in her return. Unfortunately,
the shareholders have declined any further outlay; and as, on. the partof
Trigoyen and the house, we cannot venture, among so many'risks, all the
capital which isrequired, and as we cannot distress our establishmetits to
take over the third which belonged.to Don Maniuel Masino as outfitter, it
has been found nec-e-ssary, much against our inclination, that lie should re-
nounce his rights and shares in favor of some other person, who, byl.good
luick, is our friend Donl Juan Suriz, who, as the person to whom the share
is ceded, signs this .leter,,in order that you may be acquainted with his
signature, which, is coxifirmed by that of Masirio, who also signs. Don
Tomas de Trigoyen.has written to you by the Rebecca, which takes:this;
and, although he signs as an individual, we ratify all that he' says in that
letter,,aiid. leave for. another opportunity whatever else may occur tous.
which may not be of moment.

We remain, &c.
RACON & CO.
TOMAS DE. TRIGOYEN..
MANUEL MASINO.
JUAN SURIZ.

Our friend Don Pdo. Racova does not sign, in consequence of his being
in the co entry. _Villela begs of you to tell him something of'Aquilino, to,
whomble again recommends you.

Seror Don JUAN JosE BATALLA,
Late captain of the schooner Carcamana,

Alulai queta, Petit Bassa.

DEPOSITIONS TAKEN IN THE CASE OF THE REBECCA.

British and 1_$pnish' 'ixeW court justice,fe rq ZLeogn.e, in the case
of the schooner Rebecca, omzingo drtata, master.

SATURDAY, March 30, 1839.
Nicolas Echevarria, mate.on board the said vessel, being produced,

sworn, and examined on standing interrogatories and standing special in-
terrogatories, deposeth arid saith as follows, viz:
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To the 3d, saith: The name of the master is Domingo Artata; has known

-.Jim during one year; he was born "! the province of Bisca~yi in Spain,
- where he generally resides; he is married, aid his wife' resid6e9theriealdo.

To: the 4th, saitb: The master was appointed 'to the commatid, by onie
Ealo, a Spaniard residing in Havana, from whom also 'he received pos.

*;session there, three months ago. First saw the vessel there and then.
Does not know where she was built.
To the 5th, saith: He was present at the capture; does izot' know oil

what pretence it took place. The vessel sailed under Portuguese colors,
and there were no others onl board.
To the 6th, saith: The vessel is called the Rebecca.' Has never heard

'of her bearing any other name. She is of one hundred and fortv-tvo
tons burden. There were twelve officers and mariners, exclusive of the
master, all Spaniards, shipped by the master at Havana-witness does slot
.kn6w at what precise period, as he found them on board when he himself
Joined the vessel there, three months ago.

To the 7th, saith: Neither he nior any of the officers 'or mariners had
any interest in the vessel or her lading. Was mate on board. There was
one passenger, named Watson, an American by birth and a seaman by
profession; he was taken on board when the vessel left Havana, in order
to proceed to Gallinas-witness does not know on what business; he had
no concern or authority in or over vessel or cargo.
To the 8th, saith: The voyage began and was to end at Havana, which

'was the last clearing, port. The vessel touched at Gallinas to discharge
lher cargo; which was done, with the exception of a small part of it.
To the 9th, saith: The capturing ship was first seen while the detained

vessel was at anchor at the Gallinas, at two o'clock in the evening of the
'twenty-second of the month instant. Capture took place within an hour.
'The destination by the papers was Gallinas and Havana, and the course
had been at all times directed to the former place.
To the loth, saith: There are no guns mounted on board. There were

-six cutlasses and two pistols, but no ammunition, save what was contained
in the cargo. No resistance was made to capture, nor were there any in.
structions for resisting or avoiding capture or for destroying or concealing
the vessel's papers.
To the 1 th, saith: Balo, from whom the master received command and

possession. was the sole owvner of the vessel-knows it, because he cleared
out and transacted all the business of the vessel. Does not know if he
be married, nor how long he has resided in Havana.
To the 12th, saith: He knows nothing of bill of sale, price, or transfer

,of the vessel.
To the 13th, saith: The owner of the vessel was also the sole lader,

-owner, and consignee of the cargo.
To the 14th, saith: He knows nothing of tile lading of the last voyage.

'The cargo brought out on the present was tobacco, aguardiente, dry goods,
,cutlasses, muskets, and ammunition. The lesser, after capture, was brought
,direct to Sierra Leone.
To the 15th, saith: He knows nothing of the truth and fairness of the

passports and other papers.
To the 17th, saith: He does not know that any of the papers were de.

stroved, concealed, or made way with.
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iTo the isth,:saith: He knows nothing of any writing relating to ves-
se! or cargo in any other country.
To the 19th, saith: He knows nothing of any charter-party.
To the 20th, saith: He does not know whether 'or not the vessel or

goods be insured. The vessel, with 'respect to her employment in trade,
was under the direction of one Alvarez, of Gallinas.
To the 21st, saith: 13uilk'was' broken at Gallitas only.
To the 22d, saith: Nothing was taken out of the vessel at the titne of

capture.
'To the 23d, saith: Nothing has been taken out since.
To the 24th, saith: Ile does not know the rank of searching officer.
'To the 25th, saith: lie and the detained crew have been well treated.
To the special interrogatory, saith: No slave has been put or received

on board, for the purpose of the traffic in slaves, during the present voyage.

'lb the standing special interrogatories.
To the 1st, saith: The hatches are not fitted with open gratingS.
To the 2d, saith :' The combings of the hatchways are- not pierced or

otherwise fitted to receive iron bolts or bars, none of %vhich.are oai board.
To the 3d, saith There are two bulkheads-those of the cabin and

forecastle.
To the 4th, saith: There are spare planks, fitted and numbered so as

Ito form a complete slave deck fore and aft.
To the 5th, saith T'There is no part of a slave deck laid at present.
To the 6th, saith: There were eighteen or twenty pairs of shiackles, to

'be used against the crew, in the event of multirly or disobedience-no
bolts or handcuffs.
To the 7th,'Smith: There are leaguers and casks on board, capable of

receiving eighty pipes of water in all, and containing 'two pipes of fresh
water at the time of capture. There are no tanks or staves. The vessel
was supplied with the means of carrying so much water, because it was
required for the use of the crew.
To the sth, saith: There were fonir mess-kits for use of the crexv.
To the 9th, saith:iThere were three or four iron boilers for use of the'crow.
To the 10th, saith: There are two leaguers, capable of containing a pun-

cheon each, which are filled with rice for thee use of the crew. There is
no Indian corn.

NICOLAS ECHEVARRIA.
This examination was taken, and the truth thereof sworn to, through

the interpretation of Jan Van Luyck, who was first duly sworn faithfully
to interpret between the parties in this cause.

JA..S VAN LUYCK.
Before me: J. MILLER, .'icting Registrar.

British and Spanish mixed cotirt ofjustice, Sierra Leone, in the case of
the schooner " Rebecca," Doimingo a.rtata, master.

SATURDAY, Marc/h .30, 1839.
tGeeige Watson, passenger on board the said vessel,, being produced,

W IorI, and examined on standing interrogatories and standing special in-
termg~atories, deposeth and With as follows, viz:
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To the Ist, saith: He was born at Providence, Rhode Island, North

America; is a citizen of the United States of America; has never been sub.,
ject of any other State; is not married.
To the 2d, saith. He was appointed to the command by one Ealo, who

lives at Havana, and is a subject of Spain; from whom also he received
possession there, two months ago. First saw the vessel when she was on
the stocks, at Baltimore, in the month of May last.
To the 3d, saith: He resigned the command-at Gallinas, to Nicolas Eche.

varria, the first officer on board, whom he has known since the vessel left
Havana. He was born, to the best of witness's knowledge, in Spain, and
generally resides at Havana. He is not married.
To the 4th, saith: He himself appointed this person to the bonmand, and

delivered possession to him at Gallinas, on the 20th of the month instant,
in consequence of his not finding there a person named Pablo Alvarez, to
whom he had the orders of the present and the former owner, Frederick
Neill, to transfer the vessel. From this former owner he partly received
his orders, at a time when he was unable to see Ealo.
To the 5th, saith. He was present at the capture. It took place because

the vessel showed no colors and had no papers. The vessel had previously
sailed under American colors; but her flag was then Portuguese, and she
had no other flag then on board, to witness's knowledge.
To the 6th, saith: He does not know the vessel's name. She was called

the " Rebecca" while under his own command; never knew or heard of her
bearing any other name at any former period. She is of one hundred and
forty-two tons burden. There were eleven officers and mariners on board,
exclusive of witness and including the present master, all Spaniards, hired
and shipped at Havana, by the owner of the vessel, two months ago.
To the 7th, saith: He had himself no interest in the vessel or her lading,

nor, to his knowledge, had any of the crew; was master from Havana to
the Gallinas. There were two cabin passengers, whose names are unknown
to witness, Spaniards by birth, and apparently seamen by profession, taken
on board at Havana, and destined to Gallinas; witness does not know on
what business. One of them had property in vessel or cargo; witness be.
lieves in both; wvas so informed by the other. Neither of them exercised
any authority on board.
To the 5th, saith : The last clearing port was Havana, where the voy-

age began, but witness does not know where it was to end. The vessel
touched at Gallinas, to be delivered to Pablo Alvarez there, and to discharge
her cargo; which was done with respect to the greater part of it.
To the 9th, saith: The capturing vessel was first seen about nine or ten

o'clock, on the morning of the 21st or 22d of the month instant, off Galli
nas, and in sight of land; capture took place almost immediately. The ves-
sel had been standing off and on, as a strong breeze and heavy sea made it
unsafe to lie there at anchor. At the moment she was lying to; but on the
appearance of the man-of-war the sails were instantly filled. She was al-
ready under full sail. Her destination, by her papers, was the Gallinas
only, to which place the course was at all times directed when the weather
would permit.
To the 10th, saith: There are no guns mounted on board. There were

eight or ten cutlasses, and several kegs of ammunition; which may have been
cargo or otherwise, for witness does not know. No resistance was made
to capture, nor were there any instructions for resisting or avoiding capture;
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but there were for destroying the vessel's papers, together with the instruc-
tions themselves, on delivering over the vessel; and for cutting, at the same
time, tho register into two parts, to be thus sent to the Havana by two op-
portunities; which was, accordingly, all done on the 20th instant. The
instructions, which were from Frederick Neill, the late owner, bore in the
first instance that witness 'was to command the vessel to the Gallinas, and
there to make the transfer of her to Pablo Alvarez, already mentioned; and
they contained nothing further.
To the 11th, saith: Ealo, from whom he received command and posses-

sion, was the sole owner of the vessel; knows it from general report, and
from his own statement. His wife and family (who are, like himself, sub-
jects of Spain) reside with him in Havana; does not know how long he
has resided there; he formerly lived near Bilboa, in Spain.
To the 12th, saith: He knows nothing of any bill of sale. The price, as

he has heard, was nine thousand dollars; does not know if it was paid. It
-was a fair equivalent, and the sale was trutly made. Verily believes the
vessel, if restored, will belong to Ealo, and no other person. There are no
private agreements for her return to former owners.
To the 13th,saith: He thinks the owner of the vessel must also be owner

of the cargo, of which he was the lader and consignee at Havana.
To the 14th, saith: The lading of the vessel on her last voyage was flour,

shipped at Baltimore for Havana, on which voyage witness was mate of the
vessel.
The cargo on the present voyage consisted of tobacco, aguardiente, cali-

coes, gunpowder, rice, and boxes, (which apparently contained muskets.)
The vessel, after capture, was brought direct to Sierra Leone.
To the 151h, saith: He believes there were no passports or other papers

found on board, save some passports of the seamen; and cannot tell whether
they were true, fair, or otherwise.
To the 17th, saith: The American papers were destroyed by burning in

presence of 11o witness. No papers were, to witness's knowledge, delivered
out of the vessel or carried away.
To the 18th, saith: He does not know whether any writings, relating to

vessel or cargo, exist in any other country.
To the 19th, saith: He does not know that there was any charter-party.
To the 20th, saith: He does not know whether or not the vessel or goods

were insured. The vessel, with respect to her employment in trade, has
been usually under the direction of Mr. Frederick Neill. Will write to him,
as wellas to the owner,to acquaint him with his fulfilment of his instructions.
To the 21st, saith: Bulk was broken at Gallinas only.
To the 22d, saith: Nothing was taken out of the vessel at the time of

capture.
To the 23d, saith: Nothing has been taken out since.
To the 24th, saith: He does not know the rank of the searching officer.
To the 25th, saith: He and the detained crew have been well treated.
To the special interrogatory, saith: No slave had been put or received

on board, for the purpose of the traffic in slaves, during the present voyage
To the standing special interrogatories.

To the 1st, saith: The hatches are not fitted with open gratings.
To the ed, saith: The combings of the hatchways are not fitted to re-

ceive iron bolts or bars, none of which are on board.
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T'o 13p .po,,§ith :. Tlire re;;tt ree bulkhp~a4§-, hse,of.te gqn,;~r
tlep an;d, Stor~e room. ,.Ff . - , f -, ;k, ;

othe 4th, saith: Thei pre planks on board npm e, PA Attd
ispod deck, to extend4fore aDdaft.;
To the 5.th, saith: Np part 9f a second deck is laid.
To the 6th, sitlj: Thle wre Iono shaiciles, bolts, or hauiud-iff.
To the 7th, saith: There arks. and Staveson__board, eof -y.

ceiving, in al seventy tons of water, or thereabout; and cpntaIpipg about
four tons pf fresh_ Eaer at the :tiIe .qf capture. There are Po. tanks or
other means of c6nveying water.

Does nott kinow'w hy bri was supplied with the means §he has.
To the 8th,lsaitii: Th' were four or fiye dozen of rISs. tiuo;vitne

does not know for w~iht purpose.
'Po the Dthl, saith: There r three or four small iron boilers, for use of

the crew.
'Po the 10th, saith: There. were twoasmall barrels of rice, besides what

was contained in the cargo; a cask of flour, some Indian corn, and two pr
three bags of beans, for the use of the crqw.

GEORGE WATSON.
This exanminption was taker, and 'he truth thereof sworn to, before me,

J.-MILLER, acting Registrar.

These are to certify that the foregoinga are just and true copies of twro
original writings of four letters, as translated from the original Spalish,
anld of depositions of two witnesses, filed in the case of the schooner Re-
becca, whereof Donmingo Artata was master, as appears by the records of
the British and Spanjish mixed cotirt of justice ill which the said schooner
was condemned.

'In fhith and testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand anid affixed
the seal of the mixed commission, at Freetown, in the colony 'of

[L. s.] Sierra Leone, this third day of August, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and forty.

J. MILLER, dcticting Registrar.

I hereby certify that the papers hereunto annexed are those sent by-Her
Britannic Majesty's c mrissipners at Sierra Leone, in their dispatch to

Viscount Palmnerstou ,marked " Spain, No. 67," of August 3, IS4O,.astrue
copies of original papers connected with the case of the Spantish schooner
Rebecca, d4uly certified by the registr r,,and under the seal of the court of
nixed commission at Sierra Leone. . [- ~~~LEV1ESON. .... i]

FORELqN OFFICEP, Decemher 16, 1840.

i1I,. oX to gr. Fonsyth..
WASHINGTON, Februqry 4i,184.

SIR: In addition to former communications, which, by diectior ofHer
Majesty's Government, I have. had -the honor to address to you poll the
subject of the African slave trade, and of the frequency wi.h which the.spbb
jects of other countries engaged in that neanioie strfas ic e1Qdeav9 to protect
themselves from the punisfiment due 9,thir crinies by na cv4 ele;
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sumption of the American flag, I, he'ewith transmit to you a further series
of docurnents relating to the same matter, which Her Majesty's Govern-
mefit ate desirous'ghouldi be carried to the knowledge of the Government
of thjd Udited States;

; ~hese'padpeis c6nsist chiefly, it will be se ni,, of despatches and rdp,'tS
f'rori ,the'British ctnmi~sioners for the sup.prossion' of the slave trade, re
siding a6bSierra Leone and at Havana, and contain details in particular of
thd~casbs'of four slaVelvessels (the "Laura," " Aspi;" "Larlci" and " MaE
Cushingi'!) captured by Hei Majesty's cruisers on the oast of Africa:, durinl
the course of the last year. The above iressels, in like mrmnner'vith nha*'y
others formerly mentioned, although fitted ont for the slave trade tpon- td
countfbf Spanish owners, had been enabled fictitiously to assu-me the Unirmd
States flag,.fnd to perfect their outward voyage to the coast' of Afridaw
under that .fraudulent: protections Fortunately, hnmtdvdr, -for there errds'of
hurninityRatid' justiice,,the evidtiice fotnd against the ve~sels, after thhii
arrival upon the Africin coast, was sufficient to enable' thernixed crnit't of
commission at;Sierratbeoyie: to condemn them 'as Spanish' slavers;
Amongst the enclosed series of papers will likewi," be found. rdportsfiobm

the British commissioners at Sierra Leone, containing some additional evi-
dence in' relation to the slave vessels " Butterfli" and "'dCatharinet;" the cit-
curnstances attendiutg the capture of, which vessels aro already knownito tHe
Government 'of the UnitediStates. Liestly, thereuill be fuihd' amongst th-
enclosed papers. copie§'of a correspondence between Her' Majesty's cofimis-
sioners at Havana, and Mr. Everett, a gentlomrnn who visited'thitt p6rt by
cdmmission from the Government of the United Stateg'; which correspond'-
ence' Hier Majesty's Government are desirous should' beconveyed: to the
knowledge. of the President;

Youa 'ill'be gratified to learn, by another cor'espondeuce herewith en-
closed, that 'Het Mlajesty's con'imissiumier as 'Sjrra Leone entertain hopes
ofa considerable diininntioti of iL.e siave trade tlder the fraudulent pro-
tection of the Americaii tl.I*J 'r consequence 't thle prebence upon the Afri-
can coast of the Uiuif.'d Staies' shil) of war "1 Dolphin," contmissioned: t)
cruise on that station for the suppression of the trade.

I avail myself Ol tkis occasion to renew to you the asstiralcc of mIy dis-
tinguished considerat o .

H. S. FOX.
Hoon. JOHN i'ORSYTII5, CsC.

[Enclosure No. I.]

FOREIGN OFFICE, -'uagust 7, 1840.
SIR: With reference tb my 'espatches' marked'" Slave 'lTradej Nos;: 1`6

and 11'," 'of this years 'seris, respectingi the prodeedings of cruisers of the
United States dmplbyed on! "nhi coast of Africa in' putting tn end 'to th-
abuse of the flag of the Uniotii for purposes of slave trhde;ilherewith trmwlq
mit to you, for communication to the United States Governtente1,4 a cffpy'of
a despatch from Her Majesty's commissioners at Sierra 'Leond, reportint
that the United States brigantine of war "Dolphin" had arfiVed at Sierra
Leone-under orders to cruise on: the' coast-of Africa fo the hoiiorable pur-
pose above mentioned.
Izann, with great truth and regard,sir, your most obedient,hhurrible servant,

PALMERSTON.
HENRY STEPHEN Fox, Esq., 4-c.
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ESubwenclouure.3.

- SIERRA LEONE, February 20, 1840.,
My LORD: We have the honor to acquaint your lordship that the Amer-

ican brigantine of war " Dolphin," Lieutenant Charles H. Bell command.
ing, appointed by the Government of the United States to cruise'upon this
coast for the repression of the slave trade, il so far as it is prosecuted under
the flag of America, arrived in this harbor on, the 9th instant, and sailed
seven days thereafter for Cape Mesurado and.the American settlement, of
Liberia. It was the intention of Lieutenant Bell to proceed to the south.
ward and eastward as far as Cape Coast, from whence he proposed to re.
trace his course, and again to visit the colony in passing upward: to the riv.
ers to the north of it. The period for which his cruise is appointed does
not extend beyond the months'. of June next; but, on his return to America,
he will leave behind him on the coast the American schooner of war
c' Grampus," which was under orders to proceed on. the same service
forthwith, and which, he informed Governor Doherty, might be expected
in this port within a fortnight from the present date.
We are much gratified in being enabled to communicate to your lordship

this intelligence; and trust that the adoption by the American, Government
of a measure so decisive will be attended with the best results in favor of
the cause, which it is intended to serve, and will concur powerfully with
the other circumstances to which reference was made in our despatch of
the Sist ultimo, (marked Spain, No. lo,) in putting a period to the seanda.
lous abuse of the American flag, by its employment in the illicit traffic
which has now been so long, and we fear so successfully, persevered in.

We have, &c.
R. DOHERTY.
C. HOOK.

Rt. Hon. Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B. 4Tc.

P. S.--March 7.-The "Grampus" arrived here this day.

[Enclosutrc No. 2.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, .Rugiest 8, 1840.

SIR: With reference to nay previous despatches on the subject of Spanl
ish slave vessels which have attempted to conceal their real national char-
*acter by the assumption of the flag of the United States, I herewith transmit
to you, for, communication to the United States Government, a copy of a
despatch from Her Majesty's commissioners at Sierra' Leone, reporting the
case of the schooner " Laura," which was detained under American colors
by the boats of Her Majesty's brigantine "Viper ;" but having, upon in,
vestigation, been found to be a Spanish vessel engaged in slave trade, was
condemned on that ground in the mixed British and Spanish court of j3uS
tice at Sierra Leone. . -

I am, with great truth and regard, sir, your most obedient, humble' serve
vant,.

PALMERSTON"
HENRY STEPHEN Fox, Esq. 4 c.,

686
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SIERRA LEONrE, January 31, 1840.
MY tORD: We have the honor to transmit, for your lordship's informa-

tion, onr report of the case of the Spanish schooner Laura, Henry Hants-
manl, captain of the flag, and Juan Costa, master, which was detained off
Cape Mesurado on the 7th instant, while sailing under Armerican colors,
by Her Majesty's brigantine Viper. Godolphin James Bruslem, lieuterlant
and commnander; and was condemned three days ago in the British and
Spanish mixed court ot'justice, for being fully equipped for the illicit traffic,
contrary to the treaty of 1835.
The history of this schooner resembles, in its most important particulaers,

that of the several Spanish vessels which, during the last sixteen months,
have been detained on tl is coast, and brought to Sierra Leone under the
flag of America, and which have been successively reported to your lord-
ship. 'Built at Baltimore for the Spanish: slave trade,.the Laura is there
provided, after no great interval of time, with a permanent register;. and
the same day on which it is dated, measures are adopted for effecting her
sale at Clib-a-the owners granting a power of attorney for the purpose, in
favor of a person who is employed to navigate her to that island, and wvho,
on arriving at the Havana, transfers this authority, by means of a power of
substitution endorsed ou the deed, to the nominal Xinerican master, 'Whose
services are there engaged; and, at the same time, actually disposes of the
vessel to Spanish purchasers, one of whom proceeds with her to this coast,
on her first slaving adventure, as actual master and supercargo. In corn-
pletin-g this fraud, the parties to it are assisted in the usual manner by the
consular agents of the Uniited States at tile Havana; and, if we may judge
from what has fallen under our observation in these courts, the Baltimore
ship builders and their attorneys are but rarely, if ever, deceived in the
just reliance with which they depend for assistance on those gentlemiean.
We entertain a strong hope that this disgraceful system draws to a ter-

inination; and that the present is one of the last instances of the prostitu-
tion of the flag of the United States to the purposes of the slave trade,
which it will be our duty to communicate to your lordship. One circuln-
stance which induces us to form this expectation is the great interest which
the recent visit made to America by Lieutenant Fitzgerald, in Her Majesty's
brigantine Buizzard, in company with his prize, the Eagle, of which we had
the honor to report the case on the 20th instant, as well as the arrival there,
about the same time, of the Wyoming, captured under similar circuim-
stances, would appear to have excited in tha' ;ountry-the feeling of in-
dignation, idoidly expressed by the American public, at the dishonor do}-, to
their flag by its employmenain-this commerce-an employment apparent-
ly now first disclosed to them in all its extent and infamy; and the alarm
among the friends and parties to those slaving adventures in the United
States, with which the expression of this sentiment could not fail to be ac-
companied. Another reason is, the sudden removal which is said to
have taken place of Nicholas Trist, the American consul at Havana, from
those functions in which he has so much abused the trust reposed in him
by his 'Government, to the protection and encouragement of the il licit traffic.
And, finally, our chief ground of hope is in the new course respecting
American-Spanish vessels which these courts have been enabled to pursue,
and which of itself will probably have the greatest effect when the intelli-
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gence of it shall have reached the bights and crossed the Atlantic, in causing
the American flag to disappear froth the coast in this commerce.
We have the honor to be, with the greatest respect, mny lord, your lord-

ship's-most obedientand most humble servants,
R. DOHERTY.
L. HOOX..

Rt. I-Ion. Viscount, PALMERSTON' G. C. B.,UC.

[Sub.enclosure. ]

Report of the case of the schooner Lattra, lenary J-Iantsmnan, master.

SIERRA LuONE, January 31, 1840.
The schooner Laura, built at Baltimore in the year 18.S38, and first.

OWvned by James -looper, William Cobb, and Andronicus Cheeseborough,
of that place, wvas by these persons dispatched to the Havana during the.
month of May last, under' the command of James Tyler, likewise of Balli-
more, to. whom they granted a power of attorney to enable him to effect
her sale on his arrival in that port. A register having been procured on
the same day on which the power of attorney is dated, Tyler proceeded
with the vessel by way of the Spanish main, where, at a place called So-
basco, lie loadeda cargo of logwood; and reaching Havana sonie time i!;.
last atitumn, he acted on his authority and commission from the Baltimore
owners, by selling the vessel to. Juan Costa and another person, both Span-
iards by birth, and residents of Havana. Costa shipped a Spanish crew,
an.d engaged the services of Henry Haantsman, of Baltimore, as nominal.
master,.an-d of other Americans as a part of his officers and crew, that.
they might. s11pport. and justify, by their presence, the fraud of carrying the
American fag and American. papers, which it was his intention to commit.

Nor, in effecting their respectable purpose, did he and Tyler want for the
sure assistance of Mr. ConIsuIl Trist. I)uring the month of October, Costa!
sailed for Matanzas, where he hired the remainder of his crew, Americans
or Spaniards; and, on the 19th of November folluxving, cleared out fromn
thence with a complete slave equipment for Cape Mesurado.
The Laura wvas already within sight of this destination, and the last prep-

arations were making on board for the cargo of human beings she was to
embark there; an additional bulkhead was completed and ready to set up;
and the carpenter was even proceeding, in obedience to the orders he had.
just then received, to pierce- the hatchways for the iron bars provided-to
receive them; when, on the morning, of the 7th instant, the Viper happily
hove in sight, anid sent off her boats in chase.. As soon as this took places
and capture became inevitable, the Spanish papers, and all the most dis-
posable articles of equipment, were destroyed; the shackles, mess tins, and
a boiler, being thrown overboard, and the papers burnt or sunk. The.
schooner, on her detention, was carried into the Americani settlement of
Liberia, and arrived here on the evening of Saturday the. 15th, accompanied
by the capturing, vessel.
On the following Monday the marshal reported this arrival, and the same

day the captor petitioned, by his proctor, for permission to enter the case.
This being, granted, and next morning (the 21st) his declaration. being, re-
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ceived, the seizure being sworn to, and a few papers (which escaped-the
destruction of the others) filed, the monition was immediately issued.
The papers saved and filed were five.:
1. .A perrrmanent register in an entire state, dated at Baltimore on the I Ith

of-May last, iontaininig the names already cited of the three owners, de-
claring James Tyler tobe master; and referring to a certificate of registry
of the 15th Qf February preceding,. said -to be "anow surrendered," the
property being part transferred. An endorsement on this register, of the
l9lhi of- October, subscribed by the Arrmerican consul at Havatna, declares
Henry Hantsrnan to be master, in the room of James Tyler.

2. The power of attorney, of the same date as the register, executed by
the Baltimore owners in favor of Tyler, with a power of substitution by the-
latter person endorsed upon it, constituting the master, Henry Hanttsman,
attorney in his room; dated at Havana, on the 19th of October, and the
same dav attested by Mr. Trist.

3. A muster roll of the crew, nominally under Hantsman oni the voyage
fromn Havana to Matanzas, containing the names of four Americans and
two Spaniards.

4. A muster roll and seamen's articles of. the same crew, on the voyage
from Matatizas to Cape Mestirado, containing the-suhstitution of two addi.
tional American natmies for those of the two Spaniards in the first list, and-
the addition of that of a ship's cook. This paper states the master to be
Henry Hantsman, or whoever s/hail go jbr master; and it mentions that
the voyage was to end " in some port or ports of the West Indies."

5. A manifest frorn Matanzas, which certifies to the equipment of forty
water casks, of rice, fire arms, and cutlasses.

Little or none, therefore, of the information sought for was obtained from
those papers ; but the disc osures made by the witnesses amply compen-
sated for this deficiency. The master (Hantsman.) spoke with some re-
serve, especially at. the commencement of his deposition, having been se-
verelv threatened by Costa, a man of great ferocity, and being under con-
sidernble apprehension in consequence ; but, nevertheless, even his adriis-
sions were more than sufficient to condemn the vessel. He stated that lhe
had been placed in the command, which he alleged he held, by Tyler, and
by another person whom he believed to be a Spaniard; that the vessel was
built at Baltimore ; that he was present at the capture, which took place on
account of water casks and a slave deck on board; that the vessel sailed-
under American colors, and carried no others; was called-the Laura, and
never, to his knowledge, bore any other name; that he was-master, and his
crew consisted of three Americans and two Spaniards, shipped by hinm at.
Matanzas in October-none of whom, so far as ie knew, had any interest in
the vessel or lading, as he had none himself; that he also received onl board,
atMatanzas, three cabin and nine forecastle passengers, all Spanish seamen,
proceeding to Cape Mesurado, in order to take possession of the vessel
there, when he himself and his crew should leave her, which they were
permitted to do on their arrival at that place ; that two of those passengers,
named Housta and Costa, exercised some authority on board, which the
deponent gave them in consequence of the great interest they appeared to
take in the vessel, and that he thought it probable that Costa had some
share in the vessel and cargo; that the voyage, having begun at Matanzas,
was to end in Cuba; that the capture took place near Cape Mesurado,
while they were steering for the land-that place being the destination or
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the vessel'; that there were oni board ten cutlasses and ten muskets, with.a'
sniall quantity of ammunition for the use of the vessel on the return voy.
age, but against whom those articles were to be used he could not tell;
that the vessel was owned by Juan Costa, of Havana, one of the passen-
gers, and the cargo by Cabrida, a merchant of Mathnzas, both Spaniards!
by birth.; that a bill of sale of the vessel was made by the Baltimore
owners, in favor of the former master, James Tyler, which by hinm was
transferred to witness, and by witness to Costa; that this instrument was
dated eighteen or nineteen months ago, and that he last sawv it when he
delivered it up to Costa at the time of the seizure ; that the transfer was a
true one; that wNhen. the Viper hove in sight, Costa and the cabin passen-
gers threw into the galley five different Spanish writings,'with the nature
of which he witnesss) was unacquainted ; that twenty round iron bars
were ready for securing the hatches, although the combings of the hatchl-
ways were not yet bored; that a complete slave deck was laid fore and
aft; that a bag of shackles and bolts was thrown overboard just before the
boats of the man-of-war came alongside; that, there were forty leaguers,
capable of receiving, on an average, one hundred and fifty gallons of water
each, 'all filled with fresh water at the time of capture; that he has no
doubt they were intended to carry water for slaves; that there were twenty-
four mess tins, an iron boiler, two hundred bags of rice, and eight of peas
and beans-all for the use of slaves.
The deed spoken of in this deposition as a bill of sale is obviously the

power of attorney which now appears with the other papers, although the
witness falls into so great an error with respect to its date. It will be ob-
served that, as he proceeded in his evidence, this deponent scarcely at-
tempted to conceal the fact of Spanish ownership, or the object of the
equipment; but the American carpenter, wvho was next examined, spoke,
and-without any reservation.

This witness declared that there were two masters-the flag captain,'
(Hantsman,) and the real Spanish master, named (as he thought) Costa,
and a resident at Matalnzas, who, from the day of the vessel's sailing from
that place until the time of her capture at Mesurado, took the entire charge
and command of her, evinced the-.greatest interest in the success of the
voyage., and, with another Spaniard of Matauzas, who had appointed hoth
masters, was in fact owner of the vessel and her stores-for cargo she had
none; that this person informed witness, the day after they sailed, that lhe
was proceeding to Africa for slaves, whom he intended to take back to
Cuba; that, as there were two masters, so there were likewise two crews-
one consisting of four Americans, and another of fifteen Spaniards, exclu-
sive of the two masters, respectively; that an additional bulkhead, a com-

plete slave deck, water, iron bars, shackles, mess tins, a boiler, and stores,
were all provided and ready for the use and consumption of a cargo of
slaves; and that, had the capture not taken place when it did, witness
would the same day have pierced the combings of the hatchways for the
reception of the bars; that he himself assisted in throwing overboard
shackles, mess tins, and a boiler, on the approach of the capturing boats;
that the vessel was steering for Gallinas at the time of seizure-; and that
the return voyage would have been for Matanzas, although the slaves
were to be landed at the most convenient port onl the coast of' Cuba.

In the remaining particulars embraced by the interrogatories, this wit-
ness corroborated the testimony of the master.
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Information so complete could leave no room for doubt as to the nation-
ality, of the vessel, and -her infringement of the Spanish treaty. It more
than confirmed the averments of the captor's declaration. No claimant
appeared; and- the monition being. returned on the 28th instant, the court
decreed, the same day, that the American flag, under which the Laura had
been detained, was falsely and fraudulently assumed by that schooner ;
that, at the time of her seizure, she..was a. Spanish vessel 'engaged in the
slave trade; and that she should be condemned a prize to the crowns of
Great Britain and Spain.

R. DOHERTY.
L. HOOK.

Rt. Ho'n. Viscount PALIVERSTror,
G. C. B., 4c

[~~~~~~Enclosure No. 3.]

[No. 15, SLAVE lTRADE.]
FoREIGN OFF16E, dugust 8, 1840.

SIR: I herewith transmit to you, for communication to thle Government
of the United States, the accompanying extract from a despatch which I
have recently received from Her. Majes~ty.'s commissioners at the Havana.
You will, by a note, communicate that paper to the. United States Gov-

ertiment; and add the expression of the confidence of' Her Majesty's
Government, that the President will regret to perceive by it that thle flag
of the United States of America still continues to be abused, to a very
great extent, for purposes of slave trade, notwithstanding the attention
directed to that evil by the Government of thle United -States.

I am, with great truth and regard, sir, your most obedient, humble ser-
vant,

PALMERSTON.
HENRY STEPHEN Fox, Esq., &-c.

[Sub-enclosure.)

Ext.r act fromz a despatchfromn Her Maje~sty's~cornhzisrsioner.s at the Ha-.
vana, drated Junte 13, 1840.

We transmit to your lordship a list of the vessels that ha~~4 been de-
spatched from this port to the coast of Africa during the last four months.'
From this, your lordship will perceive-that they are-21 -in number, includ-
ing one (the "Ic Iportador") which, though ostensibly sailing for Goa, is,
no doubt, intended for Mozambique. Among these, there are 10 under the
Portuguese flag, 8 under the American, and 3 under the Spanish.
Your lordship will regret to observe that there still continues the abuse

of the flag of the United States to the same in'dreisifig degree as last yea.r,
notwithstanding the attention of the United States O'overnment has been so
strongly directed to th'e correction of the evil. Of the eight American yeg-
sels, no fewer than five were cleared out by a Mr. Charles Tyng, an Amnen-
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can reside.t.. here as a merchant, wvho was the agent, if not the owner; of
the slave vessel "Catharine," taken last year by one of Her Majesty~s
cruisers; and sent to the United States, where she was condemned.,

~No. 16 on the list,.we should point out as the celebrated " Locorro."
Despatcheld-

1. February 15th, for San Tom6, Portuguese schooner "Olympia."
2. February 22Bd, for San Pablo de -Loanda, American schooner" Hu.ids

Son," bv Charles Tyng.
S. March 6th, for Gold Coasr, American schooner " Audubon."
4. March 20th, for San Pablo de Loanda, Spanish schooner "Nutnan-

tisco."
5. March 23d, for Gallinas, American brig "Theophilus Chase."
6. March 24th, for Santiago de Prova, Portuguese schooner " Josefina."1
7. March 26th, for Goa, Portuguese brig " Importador."
8. March 27th, for Cabo Verde, Spanish schooner "2ndo Rosario."
9. March 2Sth, for Bonny, Portuguese schooner " Paz."
10. April 1st, (sailed in May,) for Mozambique, Portuguese ship "Gloria."
11. April 14th, for Ga~lijuas, Portuguese schooner "' San Pablo de Lo-

anda."
12. April 28th, for Lagos, Portuguese brig "Trovao."
13. April.29th, for Cabo Verde, Portuguese schooner " Bactla Union."
14. May 2d, for Lagos, American brig " Plant," by Charkls Tyng.
15. May 2d, for San Pablo de Loanda, American schoone; "Lone,'" by

Charles Tynga
16. May 4th, (sailed 1ith,) for Mozambique, Portuguese ship "Maria

2da."-
.17. May 6th, for Bonny, Spanish brig " Mariniero."
18. May I lt, for Gallinas, Portuguese schooner "1 Porn binha."
19. May 11Ith, for Gallinas, American schooner "' Seminole," by Charles

Tyng.
20. May 12th, for Gallinas, American brig "Alexander." A
21. May 27th, for San Pablo de Loanda, American schooner iKite," by

Charles Tyng.

[Enclosure No. 4.]

[No. 16, SLAVE TRADE.]
FOREI'Gr OFFICE, -dgusI 10, 1840.

SIR: I herewith transmit to you a report of the case of the schooner
"Asp," Wilson L. Weems, nominal master, which, while lying at anchor
in the river, Nun,, was detained by Her Majesty's sloop "' Wolverine," and
was talcen to Sierra Leone, and condemned there, on the ground that she
had a slave equipment on board, and that she was a Spanish vessel.

The " Asp" was built at Baltimore, and, at the time of her detention,
displayed the flag of the Union, and was furnished with an American pass;
but she never had any American owners, for she was built in 1839, to~the
order and for the account of Messrs. Pedro Martinez & Co., Spanish mer-
chants at the Havana; and those merchants having transferr-d a portion of
their property in her to Ra-mon Garcia, also a Spaniard, Ramon Garcia
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wva~ 4ppoirtedo, pilpercargo, and acted, also commander o ti lhe voyage on
which, the vess l was.detained.

lihecqgrse of that voyage was intended to be fr6m the Havana to the
river Nun, and back again; and rn the river Nun the ;' Asp" 'vas to, bave
taken in a cargo of slaves.
When detaiie~d, she had five Americans onl board,,and a Spanish crew of

18 person.,
Evidence of the above-mentioned facts having beeti. produced,.shozving

that thc vessel was in reality Spanish, and that the slave-trading voyage 0r
which she was detained was essentially a Spanish.veznture, the mixed
British and $papish co.Vrt of justice at Sierra Leone condemned her accord-
ingly, as a Spanish vessel concerned ill slave trade..
The enclosed paper contains a detailed account of the circurislanoces at.

tending this case ; and I have to desire that you will, by note, communicate
them to the Uniited States Government, in corroboration of the statements
already furnished to the President, on1 the frequency with which the United
States flag is employed for purposes of foreign slave trade.

I anm, with great truth and regard, sir, your izost obedient, humble ser-
vant,

PALMNERSTrON.
H1ENRY STEPHEN Fox, Esq., 4'C.

[Sub-enclosure.] *

Report of the case of thc Spanish scfooner"dsp," Wilsonz L. Meeemsmasler.

It would appear that this vessel, althotlLh constricted at Baltimore, never
had any American owners, but was built to the order and on account of
the Havana house of Pedro Martinez & Compawy, to which, at the time..f
capture, she chiefly belonged.

She was built ill 183.9; but by whom is notdiscovered.' Before leaving
Baltimore for Cuba, her first voyage in Ilhe trade to which she wvas.destinied
was so far prepared for, that she received a Ohipmcnt of rice, which. was
wubseqiiently found onl board by the captors. At this tine s~le was comn-
matnded by a B3altitnore master, named William Knight, who procepqdod
with her to the Hava a,whepre she arrived abont the beginiling of Noyem-
ber last, and where, itz coilerit with Char!es Typg, a- Arnerioqn by birth,but i naturalized Spaniard, Knight placed thie flag captain (W.Veetu) iti
nioininal charge; a Spaniiard, named Ramon Garcia Bior, .the real master
and a part owner, going on board at the same t~ine as, supercargo, witha
large Spanish crew, all fii~rnished with passports, ald with five Americatis,
Wenis exclusive. A quantity of specie dan tobaccqq,,itng then spiipped by
Tyr;? wvho appears to have acted as agent fur the vessel and sl~ppper of th,
cargo, (the. better to keep a name so notoQrious as Mlartinez & Cozp:any
t view,,) th""Asp"' proceeded direct to the bigh~t of Benin,; aRpd,.

landed her small cargo,,.fof the jTimediate purchase of slafyes, at the n~9,yl
pf the river Nun or Bras, she sailed a few 'miles up that river, pdl t~hgq
auc!horh~ig onl the, 13,th 'Janary, wpas, withiii three dayq,sq;ptu.re Py! theWolverine's boats.
By ,that vessel sjle was carried, in t1he first itqsce4,,40Accoa,nd CD~ap.
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;Coast, and on the 29th ultimo arrived in this harbor. Sunday intervening.
a petition to receive the declaration and affidavit of the captors was pre.
rented on the 2d instant; when it was immediately granted, and the same
- ay, the monition issued.
On board of this vessel were found the following seven papers:
1st. A permanent register, dated at Baltimore on the 2d October, 1839,

and bearing an endorsement, made at Havana on the 14th of November, by
the American vice consul, Smith, certifying to Wilson L. Weems being at
that time master.

2d and 3d. The muster roll and seamen's articles, containing the names
of six Americans, two Spaniards, a German, and a Frenchman-the muster
roll being certified at Havana on the 16th November, by Mr. Consul Trist.

4th and 5th. A custom-house clearance and bill of lading from Havana,
declaring the shipper of the cargo to be Charles or Don Charles Tyng.

6tfi. A personal passport, dated at Havana on the 15th November, 1839,
for Don Ramon Garcia Bior, declared to be proceeding to the islands of
Princes's and St. Thomas.

7th. A very imperfect ship's log, written id English.
On the day following the reception of the case, the evidence of the flag

captain (Weems) was received, to the effect that he was a citizen of the
United States, born near Annapolis, in Maryland;- that he lived at Balti.
more, where the detained vessel was built; that he first saw her about the
beginning of November last, at Havana, and on the 17th of that month
was there put in command and possession by Tyng and Knight; that he
was present at the capture; that the colors were American. and that no
others were on board; that the vessel never had any name but "Asp," and
measured 1404 tons, (the tonnage stated in the register;) that the crew
comprised eight Anglo-Americans and twenty-one Spaniards-eighteen
were not enrolled as crew, but were furnished with passports as passengers,
though they did the duty nevertheless of seamen, and were intended to
form the crew on the return voyage; that the entire ship's company were
shipped at Havana-the Americans by Tyng, and the Spaniards by the
supercargo, Don Ramon, who alone, of all on board, had any interest in
vessel or cargo, and who was largely interested in both; that this person
and one Francisco were to be respectively master and mate on the return
voyage, which was to be from where the outward voyage had commenced,
(Havaina;) that after leaving Havana the vessel had touched nowhere until
she reached the mouth of the Nun, where her specie and tobacco were
landed for the purchase, as he believed, of slaves; that she then anchored
a few miles up the river, and that the capture was there effected by the
boats of the man of war, on the 16th of January, at sunrise; that she
joined that vessel next morning.

This witness further declared that no resistance was made to capture,
nor, so far as he knew, were there any instructions enjoining it; that,
nevertheless, the vessel was armed with twelve cutlasses, twenty-four mus-
kets, and two pairs of pistols, with a canister of cartridges, to be used, as
he imagined, on the return voyage, against risings of slaves or man-of war
boats; that the principal owner of the vessel was Simon Terran, the pres-
ent acting partner of the house of Pedro Martinez & Co., of Havana, and
himself a Spaniard by birth and allegiance, and that to him witness was to
look for payment; that the other partners of that house were also part
owners, as well as the supercargo, Ramon; that in his (witness's) belief the

;694
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vessel was built to order, on account of Terran and others concerned, and
that this real ownership had been covered by the name of the former mas-
ter, (Knight;) that Tyng was lader and consignee of the cargo, which be-
'longed to the same owners as the vessel, and consisted of rice,'specie, and
tobacco; that of the papers, a private journal, kept by the Spaniard, Fran.
.cisco, was taken on shore, on the approach of the capturing boats; that he
(.the deponent) corresponded with the owner, Terran; that, previous to cap-
ture,no slave had yet been received on board at the time of seizure. Many
iron bars, proper for securing the hatches; spare planks, intended for a
slave deck; leaguers and casks half filled with fresh water, capable of hold-
ing ninety pipes, and intended to carry water for slaves; and seventy or
eighty bags of rice in the cargo, intended for slaves and crew; besides
which, a barrel of shackles, a box of mess tins, and one large iron boiler,
-had been conveyed on shore previous to capture.

Such was the clear testimony of the first witness. It was in a good
measure corroborated, and in no respect Shaken, by that of Manuel Arrojo,
the Spanish steward of the vessel, who was next examined. This witness
concurred in representing the course of trade as Spanish, and admitted that
Don Ramon acted as an officer of the vessel, and held the command while
the master slept.
As was to be anticipated, he knew nothing of the ownership; and he

affected to consider the Spaniards as passengers only, and to be ignorant
of their business on board.

Nevertheless, in his further depositions respecting equipment, he not
only spoke to the facts of there having been bars on board for securing the
hatches, planks for a slave deck, water casks for sixty or seventy pipes of
water, and eighty or ninety bage of rice, but declared that those articles
were intended, as he conjectured, and could not but believe, for a cargo of
slaves.
No further deposition was taken; and, publication of this evidence being

decreed, nothing more was done in the case until the return of the monition.
It was returned, duly certified by the marshal, on the 9th instant; and on
that day judgment was pronounced, declaring the vessel to be a lawful
prize.

R. DOHERTY.
L. HOOK.

SIERRA LEONE, March 12, 1840.

(Enclosure No. 5.]

[No. 18, SI.AVE TRADE.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, wugust 14, 1840.

SIR: With reference to previous correspondence on the subject of the
conduct pursued in respect to slave trade by Mr. Trist, late consul for the
United States at the Havana, I herewith transmit to you, for communica-
tion to the United States Government, copies of a despatch and of its en-
closures from Her Majesty's commissioner at the Havana, containing copies
of a correspondence which that gentleman had held with Mr. Everett, who
is understood to have been deputed by the Government of the United States
to investigate the charges advanced against Mr. Grist.

B96
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1'at the same time transmit,- for your information, the copy ofadespatch
which .I have recently received from Her Majesty's commissioners at
Sierra Leone, upon the subject of certain papers said to. have been fur-
nished in blank by Mr. Trist to the owners or commanders of slave vessels;
and I transmit to you. also, a copy of the letter with which l conmmunicated
that despatch to the United. States irminister at this court.

I am, with; great truth and regard, sir, your most obedient, humble set-
V ant,

PALMERSTON.
HENRY :STBPrvEN Fox, Esq., tic.

[Sub enclosure.]

[EXTRA4CT.]
[SEPARATE.]

HAVANA, June 15, 1840,
MY LORD: Ill the. despatch No. 11 of 1840, dated the 21st of March

last, wve informed your lordship of Mr. Trist, the United States consul at
'this place, having sailed hence, by order of his Govcrnment, to proceed to
Washington, for the purpose of explaining his conduct relative to the dif-
ferent charges brought against him, and especially, as it is said, the part
he had taken on behalf of the slave dealers.

Shortly after his departure Mr. Everett, formerly minister from the
United States to the court of Madrid, arrived here, to investigate the
charges, and, after having been engaged several weeks in his inquiries,
sought an introduction to me, for the purpose of obtaining what informa-
lion I could afford. An interview accordiiigly took place on the 23d May;
and on the 28th, in order to obviate any misconception that might have
arisen at this meeting, I sent to Mr. Everett a brief recapitulation of what
I had verbally stated. Of this communication, therefore, I have now to
transmit your lordship a copy, and beg to refer to it, though only a succinct
summary of facts that we have had from time to time to report to your
lordship, and of our opinions respecting them.

Consequent upon the communication above mentioned of the 28th of
May, a further correspondence having taken place between Mr. Everett
and myself, I have also the honor to transmit your lordship further copies
of two letters to me, and of my answer in reply. Mr. Everett, I under-
stand, left the Havana yesterday for New Orleans, on his way to Wash-
ington.

I have the honor, &c.
J. KENNEDY.

Viscounllt PALMERSTON, G. C. B., c.

[Sub enclosures]
*,.-'HAVANA. 2Way 28 140.
-SIR?- At the -close of-our -interview at my house on Saturday evening

last, the 23d instant, you expressed a wish to receive from me airy further
information or observation that might occur to me, beyond what I had then
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to communicate, respecting the assistance afforded the slave trade of this
place by American citizens generally, and at the American consulate ini
particular.
To further your inquiries on these points, I have since given the subject

the best consideration in my power, but without finding aught to add to,
or to subtract from,'-the communications I had then 'to make. For fear,
however, I might not have made myself understood in the wVayI: could
wvish, I beg to adopt the course I then offered you, of giving you in writing
a succinct detail of what I had verbally stated.
You will remember I began by declaring that, although I could not but

understand MIr. Trist's language and conduct to be designedly insulting.to
-the British Government and nation, no less than to the British conmmis-
sioners, in our communications with him, still I had no inclination to stand
forward as his accuser, or to canvass his actions, further than as those of a
public functionary, for whose conduct on public questions his Govern-
mnent might fairly be held responsible. At any rate, avowing my private
,opinions of those actions, I left it to others to give what weight theymight
think due to my allegations.
My first object of remark, then, was a paragraph relating to the slave

ttrade, in Mr. Van Buren's message to Congress of December last, in these
ords:
" Recent experience has shown that the provisions in our- existing laws

which relate to the sale and transfer of American vessels while abroad are
extremely defective. Advantage has been taken of these defects to give to
vessels wholly belonging to foreigners, and navigating the' ocean, an appa-
rent American ownership. 'This character has been so well simulated as
to afford them comparative security in prosecuting the slave trade-a traffic
emphatically denounced in our statutes, regarded with abhorrence by ouir
.citizens, and of which the effectual suppression is nowhere more sincerely
desired than in the United States. These circumstances make it proper to
recommend to your early-attention a careful revision of these laws, so' that,
without iinpeding.the freedom and facilities of our navigation,'or impairing
an important branch of our industry connected with it, the integrity and
honor of odr flag may be carefully preserved. Information derived from
our consul at Havana, shoving the necessity of this, was communicated
to a committee of the Senate near the close of the last session, but too late,
-as it appeared, to be acted upon."
From this passage, referring to a notice taken by the United States Gov-

-ernment only about March, 1839, of what so materially affected the integ-
rity and honor of their flag, I concluded either that Mr. Trist had only
very shortly before communicated the information, or that he had previous-
ly done it in a niarin~r not to impress upon their attention the heinous char-
acter of the transactions.

Yet, so far back as October, 1 936, had the British commissioners called
his attention to the first speculations of the slave traders, as to what pro-
tection they might receive from the United States flag; 'and of their sub-'
sequent use of it, he must have been as well aware.

I give you a paper showing that, prior -to 1S36, we have rno account of
any vessel sailing hence under the United States flag to Africa, to be em-
ployed in the slave trade.

In October, 1836, five vessels sailed hence under that flag, having arrived
55
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herp about a Month previously, from the United States, equipped for slave-
trad23r*it:; .::..f

Anaconda, Rosanna, and
Viper, Fan'y Butl'er..
Martha,.

In that same month (October, 1836.) the British commissioners called the
attention of Mr. Cotisul Trist to the circumstance.
* IlS113q7, eleven vessels. sailed heince under the United States flag, for that

purpose, viz:
The!Bee, Washington,

, - Two Friends, Joseph Hland,
Morris Cooper, Cleopatra,
Terrible, Perry, and
George Washington, Itramrurra.

. Teazer,
In. 1838,1nineteen vessels sailed hence, under the United States flag) for

thatepurpose, viz:
Gabriel, Venus,
Alexander, Shark,
Dido, Mary Jane,
Mary Hooper, Comet,
E13Eagle, Florida.
Fame, Hazard,
'Traveller, Clara;
John Holland, Liberty, and

.Dolphin, William Savin.
Plant,

In 1839, twenty-three vessels sailed hence, under the United States fltg,,
for that purpose, viz:

Rebecca, John,
. Douglas, Hannah,
- Morris Cooper, Centipede,

Cutter Campbell, Oriental,
Octavia, Lark,

.Hound, Perry Spencer,
- Cathearinle, ,Nymnph,

Butterfly, Joseph Wilding,
William :Bayard, Mary,
Hound, Elvira, and
Wyoming, Hyperion.
Asp,

Thus, then,, I shoved you that for more than two years had the slave;
traders been presuming upon impunity, to be ensured from the adoption of
the United States flag, without the ;United States consul calling on his Gov-
rhmlent. to take the requlisite measures to prevent it; for there can.b no

doubt tiht, had he'done so in a proper manner, the. President.would .have
taken much earlier notice of such communications than have left it only; tO<.
"ni1ear the close of the last session."

.The naxt question-that arises on this vview of his conduct, as to the mo.-
lives that influeiiced him, are sLufficiently explained by ciur meanwhile find-;
iog MTr. Tiist iii close contact with the slave dealers at this place, andin
their fullent confidence. This was by his taking Upon himself to act as
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Portuguese consul; in which capacity.it.was notorious lhe had no interest
to serve but those of the slave traders, Portugal having, no trade whatever
with this island,.and only lending:her flag: for this illicit -traffic ;in return 'for
a high duity on the transfer of foreign vessels to that flag: no.le'ssthdfi-.15
per centa on, the nominal purchase money.
The late E.prtuguese consul, (Mr. Fernandez,) who had been only a few,

months: appointed consul, began his duties by acting uponi the opinion that
he ought to enforce the laws of Portugal against fictitious transfers 'of vest
sels to the-Portuguese flag.
He -therefore refused to pass several-slave vessels which had no just blai-i

to sail under that flag; and it was for this' offence only, upon the-complaints
and under the iiiguence of slave dealersthat. he was suspendedfromi -his
office. This was at the latter end of 1837, or beginning of 183S ,; andtth&
first person to whom the slave dealers'then turned, their eyes, 'and above
all persons found willing to lend himself to their schemes was the United
States consul.
He (Mr. Trist) had no such scruples as Mr. Fernandez, and he passed,

as it appears, all papers presented to him, without any hesitation. For this
we have the. evidence, not only. of the British proconsul 'at--theCape de
Verds, who charges him with the fact, (Parliamentary Papers, 1339, class'
B, further series, page 1 10,) but also the author of a pamphlet; styling him.:
self " A Calm Observer," published this year, in express vindication of
Wr. Trist's conduct as consul at this place.
This writer states, unequivocally, that had Mr. Fernandez been' acting

Portuguese consul, the " Venus," a notorious slaver, would not'have been'
allowed to sail under the Portuguese flag. Yet the papers of this notorious:
slaver did Mr. Trist allow to pass, without, as we: can learns any, attempt
to arrest her progress, first as American, and afterwards as Portuguese
consul.

In this capacity he has been acting for nearly, if not- full, two years.
Confining my observations, however, only to one year, I will take the.year:
1838 for. my consideration of his conduct. In that year! we know of forty-'
two vessels under the Portuguese,.and nineteen under the American flag,
that sailed hence for the coast of Africa, unquestionably to be ernployed,
ill the slave trade. Ill that same year arrived here, from Africa, forty-four'
under the Portuguese, but not one under the American flag, that we kno6w
of. We know there were others, both that sailed and arrived besides those
in our lists; of which, however, we cannot take account, not having full
particulars respecting them. For instance: in the letter of the' proconsul
at Cape de Verds, (above referred to,) there is mention made of the Ameri-
can schooner "James Webb" arriving there, froniHavana, 15th July; 1833,
with a Spanish crew, the bill of sale and list of'crew` being made out by
Mr.Trist;.of which we have no other notice, and it is not in ourfiit. Thiur
schooner, it seems, went there for Portuguese papers, which the' Govern'or
refused to give. Passing by these, then, still we have it 'before us. tlhat in
1838 there-were upwards of one hundred slave. vessels~oii which Mr.' Trist
received the'. consular fees!. The amount of those fees it is impossible 'for
anyone to say, who was not likely to be in possession of such knowledge-;
but we may be suire that, as the slave dealers had iW.ii their power to-'pay
well, in proportion to the assistance and protection they received 'on 'tht
one hand, so, on the other, any person inter'fering in such. rnat:ters,'aWid'%tVitli
sticki characters, would 'insist on being-.bribed in proportion to the disgrace-
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fulnessrof the duties he undertook, and to undertaken which he was'-under
noisorctof obligation.

Of- fhis easiness with regardit6 passing papers, in the caseof the "ae'
nus' .we--:have already had one proof.' In the papers relating to slave
trade, published in 1839, by order of the House of Commons, we have an.
other, not less remarkable.-(See papers, class A, fUrther series, pagess)
It. is the case 6of a. piratical vessel. named the " Constitu9ao," foutidwhien
taken, to'have: twenty-one long guns ( I8-poulnders) on board, with muskets,
cutlasses, and ammunition its proportion, all laid -about the deck, and pre-
pared for' action. She, was taken by boats, however, without resistance;
and,.among the papers, the matricula was found to have a " certifcate from
Mr. Trist, intended to authenticate the matricula, dated one day before that
ddcument was signed by the master of the vessel."
To -the customs clearance, also, " was a certificate added, from 'the Amer.

ican consul's office, as to the signature of the customs officer, dated a day
previous to the customs certificate which it was to authenticate, and which
Mr. Trist had not 'signed'-probably some one in the office.

Of the character of. this piratical vessel, MVr. Trist could scarcely have
failed to be ignorant; or,,as sailing in defiance of the laws of all nations,
it-was'his duty to all the world to have denounced her to the local Govern.
ment, or otherwise had her arrested in her lawless career; instead of which,
he'appears to have even gone out. of his regular course to facilitate her
progress.
We can only judge of men's motives by their actions; and there are some

of.a nature which, to attempt to deny, or to explain away, would be an
imputation upon ourunderstandings. From persons committing such acts
however,-we cannot be surprised to find any aggravation of their conduct,
even though in the shape of senseless, unprovoked, and undistinguishing
insult.

I acknowledge' that the United States Government does not, owing 'to the
constitution of the Government, possess that control over the acts of ifmdi-
vidoa4 citizens which some others may possess, and therefore that it would
be. unjust to charge upon that Government the criminality of individuals.
Bnt the United States Government has control over its officers; and, in pro.
portion to the want of power over lawless individuals, ought those officers
to be careful not to compromise the Government by' their conduct.

In equal. proportion ought the Government to guard against being com-
promised by the acts of its officers, and adopt a becoming comportment to.
ward them, when departing clearly and wvilfully from the honorable course
of their public duty.

In conclusion, I beg to express nayv gratification, individually, to learn,
from your very satisfactory assurances, that the conduct of Mr. Trist, in
refusing to receive communications from the British commissioners, on the'
subject of slave trade, has not met the approval of his Government. The
fact of you, sir, a functionary of a higher class, applying to mne for ir'for-'
mation upon these important inquiries, though standing towards us' in, no
stronger degree than the British commissioners with the American consul,
is a sufficient manifestation of your opinions on the subject.
.For myself, I hold my' time, and any information I can give respecting'

slave trade, at the disposal of any one interested in such inquiries, believe
Ang that the more the truth is known and honestly spoken, the better it Will
ibe for the suppression of that murderous traffic.
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.Much, more, then, do I feel gratified to meet upon this ground one es-pecially appointed for such a: purposes by the Government t) which thewhole Christian world is looking, to watch its proceedings, and which hasin its power so much 'to effect, as it shall please to determine, for good or
forevi.. I have, &c.

J. KENNEDY.,A. H. EVERETT, Esq., -4'c.

[Sub.enclosure. e

HAVANA, June 1, 1840.
SIR: I have received your letter of the 2Sth ultimo, and beg you to ac-cept my thanks for the information contained in it, and for the frank andfriendly tone in which it is written.
It will be of great use to me in preparing my report upon the subject.into which I have been directed by the Government of the United Statesto make inquiry.
To avoid any misunderstanding in any quarter, I will add a single re-mark upon a passage near the close of your letter, in which you expresssyour gratification at finding that the conductor Mr. Trist, in declining to

receive some communications from 'the British commissioners here, had notmet with the approval of' his Government, and also intimate that the factof my addressing. myself to you upon the subject shows that I entertain, in-dividually, a-similar opinion.
The British minister at Washington having, by order of his Government,formally charged the consul of the United States at this p6rt with abusinghis official character for the purpose of affording facilities to a trade whichis subjected by our laws to the penalties of piracy, the President deemed itDecessary,,from respect to the high! authority on which the charge is made,as well as from the deep interest which he feels himself. in' the 'subject, toorder a thorough investigation into the conduct of Mr. Trist.
Information to this. effect has been given, through Mr. Fox, to the BritishGovernment.
In -ordering. this investigation, it was not, however, the intention of thePresident to prejudge the question against Mr. Trist,'in any of its pats.In this, as in other cases of inquiry, the burden of proof rests upon thde ac-cusing party,.and the person accused is presumed to be innocent.'untilftheclose of the examination shall have shown the real state of the case.
It was also not my intention to be understood as expressing, either bythe fact of addressing myself to you for information, or by-any timing whichI may have said at our'late intervieww, any opinion upot1 the conduct of Mr.Trist,-in declining. toreceive some communications which were offered to`him by the British commissioners here. The course taken by Mr. Tristwas justified by himself at the time, in his correspondence with' the com-missioners, and with his own Government, on grounds founded on the formin which those communications were made; and he expressed, in some. ofhis letters to'the commissioners, his willingness to receive information, ifconveyed in a form and manner which he should consider unobjectionable.
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,It..woulld be.prematurefor me, during the progress8of the inqiiy,-to ex.
press any opinion .upon the' validity' of his objections.
.ut, as'formal difficulties of this kind, whether well or-ill' fotnded, could

be no obstacle to communication between any othbr persons,:'excbpting
{hose'with whom they had originated, I have felt myself at liberty and
indeed thQught it my duty, having been charged by my. Government to
obtain information upon the subject in question,.. to seek from your corn.
rnisbion, as one of the best sources on the islaiid, any that might be in
their possession, and that they might think proper to communicate.

With renewed thanks for the friendly spirit in which you have met this
overture on my part, I beg leave to assure you of the high respect and
esteem with which I anl, &c.

A. H. EVERETT.
J. KENNEDY, Esq., 4-c.

[Sub-enclosure.]

HAVANA, June 5, 1840.
SIR: I owe you allapology for not having sooner sent you aniais'wer to

your communication of the 28th, ultimo. The accompanying letter was
ready on the day of its date, but has been kept back until I could ascertain
thie proper. mode of transmitting it to you.

In .the mean time, I have received your'supplementary note of yesterday,
and have made the (verbal) correction which you desire in the former one.
May I ask the favor of you to furnish me with any information that

may, be in your possession, and that you m, Jy think proper to communi-
csata, upon the following points:

!1. The total number oef ships e-ngaged in the slave trade with; this island
in the year. 1.839, and their respective 'flags.

2. The houses in the Havana-that'are chiefly concerned in thetrade.
3. Th.,eamount and: mode of distributionn of the gratuities paidt y the

parties concerned to the Government of the island.
4. The method of proceeding. in your commission, and the number of

cases that have been brought before it, with their results.
5. The disposition made of the negroes who have been liberated by.

order.of the commission.
IfSear you will think that I give you ,a great deal of trouble; but the

peculiar character of the subject, in which I know that you, 'in common
with all the friends of humanity, take- the deepest interest, and the very
obliging manner in, which you have already attended to my wishes, will, I
hope, furnish a sufficient excuse.

Permit me 'to add, that I shall -be most happy, if you desire it, to serve
yu in the same way, to the extent of my ability, and;to furnish you wvith
aninformation upon the subject which you may request, and which imay
be accessible to me, either here or from the United States.

I am, &c.
A. H. EVERETT.

.J. KENNEDY, Esq., 4-c.
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(Sb-enclosuie. ]

HAVANA, .June 9, 1840.
SIR: I received only.yesterday your notes of the 1st and 5th June'instant,

and' hasten to answer them as fully 'as I can. In the first, youi favor Ine
with; an explanation of your views as to that part of my communications
,to you.of the 28th Mvay, in which I express my gratification; to lear n that
Mr. Trist's conduct in refusing to receive communications from the' British
commissioners here had not met with the approval of his Government;
-and, in the second note, you request me to furnish you certain information,
as pointed out under five heads of inquiry.
With regard to the first note, I certainly understood you to assure me, in

express words, that whatever opinions Par. Trist entertained on his bWing
warranted to refuse communications from the British commissioners on the
subject of slave trade, those opinions were not reciprocated by your Gov-
erninent; and I considered the best proof of this to consist in. the fact of
;your holnoring me with a visit, for purposes which would be inconsistent
with those opinions, if you held them. You now say Mr.. Trist justified
his refusal on the ground of form; but in his letter to the commissioners
of the 29th November, 1836, he made no objection whatever as to'fdrm.
'On the contrary, he grounds his refusal in these terms: '" Besides' the gen-
eral objection to holding, with any agent of a foreign Government; aiiy
,correspondence not warranted by the very limited offliciel character with
which' he was 'invested" on the broad plea "of' his Government having'
*declined the overtures for a convention on the. slave trade 'madesby -the
British Government. andin a manner.evincing the most decidedtdieincli-
'nation to become a party to even any discussion on the subject." Ybu will'
also remember that Mr. Trist' not only refused to' receive a conjmixeasiffon
from the commissioners in 1836, but, in his voluminous fanfaronade (I
know not what else to: call it). of July and August of last year,'ddclared':he
would not even open a letter from us in' future, addressed to him,,if aware
.of the quarter from which it came. This threat he actuaiy carried 'into
,effect, by returning the short note of ackno ledgment Rwe sent in, eply~
.and that not in the usual style' of common courtesy, bitt'ip arthick, coarse
sheet of paper, through the post office, though -his .messonger,'in going
there, must have had to pass by the street in which we hold our office.'

In your'present note, I understand you;only to mean :that you d):not
stand in a position to prejudge him on any particular point, and this in-
terpretation I take' therefore, in preference' to the conclusion which .woilld
otherwise arise from your disclaimer of my remarks, viz: that your. Gov-
ernment did approve of. his conduct, even on the occasion in 1836. Irn
your note of the 5th instant you request information on the; following
points:

"1. The total' number of ships engaged in the slave trade- With this
island in the year 1839, and their respective flags.
"2. The houses ini-the Havania that are chiefly concerned in the trade..'
" 3. The amount azid mode of distribution of the gratuities'paid by the-

'parties concerned to the Government of the island.
"4. The method of proceeding in our commission, and the number of

cases that have been brought before it, with their .resalts..
" 5. The disposition of the negroes who have been liberated by:order of

the commission."
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-To the first inquiry I regret being unable to give a direct reply. In at

contraband traffic, the parties, of course, must resort to all modes of decep.
tion; and thus, as each slave vessel bears two or three different names,
and may. sail out under the American and return under the Portuguese flag,.
it is impossible for its to distinguish them with any certainty of 'ccuracyf
Substituting, however, the words " this port" for ", this island," as in. your
note, I give you the reports that we received in 1839 of there having sailed
hence.in that year, for the coast of Africa-

26 vessels under the Portuguese flag;
23 vessels under the Amierican;
8 vessels under the Spanish;
1 vessel under that of Montevideo;
I vessel under that of Hamburg.

Total 59

While there arrived here from Africa-
39 vessels under the Portuguese flag;
5 vessels under the American;
2 vessels under the Spanish;
1 vessel, Oriental, (South American.)

Supposing these were different vessels, there would therefore be, altogether,
106 vessels that year engaged in slave trade from this port alone; and,
though some (as the "c Venus," for instance) might be counted twice over,.
yet, if we make allowance for vessels engaged in the traffic the knowledge
of which may not have reached us, that number may, perhaps, be nearly
accurate.

Though you have not asked for any returns respecting the present year,
thinking:your inquiries would be incomplete if not brought down as far. as;
possible, I will further. state that, in the five months past of 1840, there
have sailed hence, for the coast of Africa-

14 vessels under the Portuguese flag;
8 vessels under the American;
4 vessels tinder the Spanish.-

While there have arrived, as far as we know-
12 vessels under the Portuguese flag;
.5 vessels under the Spanish

-. None under the American.
In -reply: to your second and third inquiries, I beg to say, that I should,

feel exceedingly indebted myself for any information on -those points that
might.;be relied. on. Few persons, 1 believe, could give you more, if he-
pleased, than Mr. Trist ; but it is the misfortune, for one in my situation,
to be refused information freely detailed to others, for fear of the parties
giving it being implicated in consequence. I may, however, state that, of
the American vessels sailing hence this year, suspected of being intended
for slave trade, five, at least, (viz: the "Hudson," the "Plant," the"'' Lone,""
the "' Seminole," and the ", Kite,") were cleared out by Mr. Charles.Tyng,
an American merchant here, who wvas much interested in, if not the owner
of, the s" Catharixie," sent to. the United States last year, and, I believe,.
condemned there, for having been engaged in slave trade.
With regard to the fourth question, I beg to refer you to the several vol-

umes of slave-trade papers printed by order of the House of Commons,
which you informed me you had. I have no list of cases made out, and,.
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not exactly knowing whether you wish to confine your inquiries to this-
cornmissiony or to include (as, indeed, would be only fair) the labors of the-
three others, at, Sierra Leone, Rtio de Janeiro,:and Surinam, would prefer
your taking your information from those papers, froni which alone 'I could-
furnish you any respecting them.

In reply to the last question, I may save you a lengthened reference to-
those papers, by stating, shortly, that, previous -to 1835, the negroes eman-
cipated by the mixed court here were all delivered over to the Govdrnment-
of the island, by whom they were in fact sold, or disposed of, so as event-
ually to be treated as badly, or worse even, than ordinary-slaves, or than,
felons. You have, no doubt, heard of the emancipado woman, allowed;
without a premium to -Mr. Trist, whom he had, up to a recent date, work-
ing out of.his house, upon payment to him of about two dollars and a half
per week. There have been several other cases of the like characters
brought to our knowledge; and the general condition and treatment, al-
together, of the emancipados, all accounts prove-to have been most lament-
able. In 1835, in consequence of the representations imade to them to this.
effect, the English Government undertook the whole charge of negroes
captured by British cruisers; and they are now, as'soon as sentence' of
liberation is passed, sent to some of the British colonies, under regulations;
ordered by the Government.

I believe I have now fully answered, and certainly' to the best of my-
ability, the inquiries you made. Should there be any further information
required,.I shall be as ready to attend to your future inquiries in our mu-
tual endeavors to suppress that traffic, for the suppression of which I trust.
we are all equally sincerely desirous.

I have,8Sc.:
* have, ~ J. KENNEDY.

A. H. EVERETT, Esq., dc.

[Sub-enclosure.

[PORTUGAL, No. 41.]
SIERRA LEONE, Mqay 12, 1840.

XlY LORD: We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your lord-
ship's despatch No. 6, of the 17th May last, respecting certain papers stated'
to have been furnished to the owners of vessels about to be engaged in the,
slave trade, by Mr. Trist, the United States consul at Havana, who was.
lately acting as Portuguese consul in that city.'

In compliance with your lordship's directions, we transmit, herewith,the'
two documents alluded to by Her Majesty's commissioners in the, report
of the case of the Portuguese vessel "Constitugao," on the' 20th October,.
1838, and which are the muster roll, and a custom-house certificate 'of the
lawful objects with whlich an extraordinary number of water casks, aboiler
of large dimensions, and plank, had been embarked in that vessel. The
former of these documents has been authenticated by Mr. Trist's certifi-
cate, dated the day previous to that on which the' musterlroll itself bears
date; whilst a similar paper from Mr. Trist, respiecting the custom-house-
certificate, is vauting that gentlemanas signature, though having his seal
of office.

05
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With. respect to the blank forms bearing the signature of Mr. Trimt,:
stated by Lieutenant. Oliver, the captor of the above-mentioned "'Consti.

tuo to have been found,,at the time of -her seizure, in the desk of a
$panih 'passenger, who represented himself to be the ownerj'of that vessel
and her cargo,-ve beg leave to state that we have not been able to dis.'
cover any. papers exactly answering the. description in question among
those, lodged in the archives of the court.

In the papers!of the " Constitugao," we found. the enclosed certificates
fortthree sailors, said to have been disembarked frdm that vessel at Havana;
inl each of which: the description of the man named has been omitted by
Mr. Tristj and the space for. this purpose left open.

In handing these certificates to your lordship, we would. beg to draw
attention to. thefact of the names of two only of the three seamen stated
tp have been landed from the ." COnIStitlu.1o"2 being mentioned in the mus.
ter roll,, (enclosure NoL 1,) although Mr. Trist granted the certificates in
questiori on the-day subsequent to that on which he had authenticated the
muster roll.

Should: the certificates now transmitted to your lordship not be the
papers mentioned by Lieutenant Oliver in his report to Admiral Elliot,
:and'alluded to in your lordship's despatch to Mr. Fox of the 22d of Feb.
ruary, 1839, they cannot have been delivered into the. court, as they should
have- been,' when the " Constitu9gao9 was presented for adjudication.
We shall take the earliest opportunity of communicating to the senior

naval officer on this station your lordship's wishes in respect to: the blank
forms mentioned by Lieutenant Oliver; so that, in the event of those forms
being in the possession of Lieutenant Oliver, or the naval commander-in.
,chief, they may be at once transmitted to England, for your lordship's in.
formation. We have, &c.

R. DOHERTY.
WALTER W. LEWIS.

Right Hon. Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B., c

[Sub enclosure.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, .taugust 5, 1840.

Srt.: Witlh reference to the desire which you expressed in your letter' of
'the 27th of 1Fbruary, 1840, to be furnished with cer-t;:. printed forms,'
which it was represented that Mr. Trist, United States consul at! the Ha-
vTana, had given in blank to the- owrners-or commanders of slave ships, to be
filled up by them at pleasure, '1 have now to transmit to you,-for commu-
nicatiopn-to the United States Governtnent, the. accompanying copy of a
,despatoh from Her Majesty's commissioners at Sierra Leone, together with
the authenticated-documents enclosed in that despatch, and containing in
,original: ist. The muster roll 'of the slave vessel Constitugao; 2d. A cer-
tifivate of the shipment for lawful purposes; and, furthermore, three cer-
itifioates of the disembbarkation of seamen from 'the vessel in question. And
Have toereqest that you will draw the attention of the President of the
United States to the observations contained in the despatch from Her
.Majpstys-commissioners at Sierra Leone, upon the subject of these papers.

I have,' &c.
PALMERSTON.

A. STEVENSON, Esq., 4.c.
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SLAVEE;'TRADs, No. 19.]
FOREIGXN OFFICE, 4UgtUst 2,: 1840.

'isxIR: I herewith;transmit to you a report of the case'of the 'Spanish
sehodner"4Lark," whithlwtts'detained by the boats of H'e'Majesty's sloop
"Walrerine"'? andicoddemtted at- Sierra Leone, on a' change of being con-
eetmed in slave trade.'
The captain;f this' vessel attempted to tale advantage of the 'flag of the

United" States,' il order to hide' the fact that the " Lark" was a Spanish
vessel, engaged:in SpaniSh slave-trade.
Bnt~the "bLarlk,"'wbxhen taken, had' a complete slave equipment on -board,

dandshe:was'ico'm'manded and' pertly owned' by a 'Spanish 'subjbct, named
Juan Barba, who had twice before been brought to Sierra Leone as a'cap;
taimof a blave vessel.
-t is-true that the -4 Lark" obtained an American protection for the flag

captain; and' she had a muster roll, containing the names 'of'six Aiericans
as her crew. But she had, also, a complete Spanish' crew'o'f thirty-three
persons;"sand her owners were' Simon de Ferran and' Juan Barbai both
'Spaniards, and residents at the Havana; and those two persons were also
bthevowners of her cargo.

It: is, moreover, to 'be observed, that the voyage on which she" Iws cap-
twred 'was'from 'the Havana to the coast of Africa, and back to -the Havana,
andi not to or from the United States.

These facts establish, beyond a doubt, the employment of the "Lark" in
the slave trade, the Spanish character of the vessel, and. the SpaniWl char-
acter, of the 'adventure in which 'she was engaged; -and I have to' desire
that you will, by a note to the United States minister,' make the American
Government -acquainted with the principal circumstances of this case, as a
further instance of the manner in whidh' Spanish slave traders'attempt to
shelter themselves under the flAigof the' United StWtes& and thus' to escape
the punishment to which they would be liable in their proper; national
character.

I;am," with great truth and ;regard, sir, your 'most obedient, hiulmble
.serraxlt,

, PALMERMTON.
HENRY STEPHEN Fox,'Esq., 4'c., Washington.

[Sub-Enclosure.]

depot of the case of the Spanish schooner "Lark," Thomds M. Sbloman,
master.

This vessel arrived on the:29th ultimo; and the case was received' into'
court, And'the'monition issued on the ed instant.
The papers found on board were the following:
1. A perrmanent Baltirnore register, of the w2d of April, stitifl'g tie'ton-

nage, to: be 94-ff, with an endorsemrnent 'on it' by' the Americantivic .Constl,
*at:]avana, of the 29th 'of June following, declaring' Thomas '.' Slnnman
[to be' master at that'date.

2.; A charter-party, made on 'the 11th of April last,,between W. B. Smith,
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agent of the owners, and Juan Barba, for a voyage of four months, from.
Havana to Prince's island, or elsewhere, as Barba might direct , it being
provided that, at the end of that period, the vessel should return to Ha.
vana. In this deed' it is declared to be an express condition of the charter,
that no article of illicit traffic shall be shipped or received on' board dur-
ing the term of it. A note is annexed, signed by S. P. Terrain, by which
that person (one of the owners) guaranties the performance of the articles
of agreement by the charterer; so that, even supposing Barba not to> be
himself an owner, whichc, however, he was,) it is one' and the same party
which contracts on either side, and the agreement is illusory.

3. A muster roll, certified by the American consul at Havana, contain.-
ing the names of the American crew, six in number, who were:shipped at
Havana in September last.

4. Seamen's articles, containing the same names, with the addition of'
those of four Spaniards subsequently received on board at St. Thomas.
In this' document, the crew are stated to be hired for the coast or elsewhere,
as the master might direct.

5. An American protection for the flag captain, (Soloman,) certifying:
to his being a citizen of the United States.
The remaining numbers, amounting to' thirty-three, consisted of pass-

ports for Juan Barba, Simon Campo, and the Spanish crew; one English
and sundry Spanish logs and books of navigation, with a few letters of
Barba, 4nd a variety of unimportant menmoranda-all in the Spanish lan-
guage.
From this abstract, it will be perceived that the history of the " Lark"

does not differ from that of other Spanish vessels which have been before
the court; and, in the absence of further evidence, the information which
the papers afford would itself have sufficed to establish the Spanish own-
ership of the vessel and her Spanish course of trade. The testimony,
however, of the American master, who withheld nothing, was in all re-
spects conclusive against her.

This person deposed, that, himself a native of Philadelphia, he received
command and possession from William.Moore, another American citizen,
who had been formerly master; that he had first seen the schooner at
Baltimorejin February of last year, before she was yet -masted; that he
shipped as crew, at Havana, an Italian and four Americans-which four
he afterwards discharged at St. Thomas,-and replaced by four- Spaniards;
that there were, further, fifteen Spanish passengers, with passports for St.
Thomas, who were destined to receive over the vessel at the Nun or Bras
river; that of those persons Juan JBarba, the supercargo, who had an in-
terest in the adventure, and was to supersede witness in the command
-there, had the' management of the vessel with respect to her employment
in trade, and already acted as an officer on board, together with another
Spaniard named Simon Campo; that the voyage began and was to end
at Havana; that the vessel proceeded direct to the Nun, and discharged
tobacco, beads, and two thousand feet of plank; that she then went to StL
Thomas for farinha and water, with which, returning to the Nun, she an-
clhored there on the 16th of January last, and was captured while at an-
chor, by the boats of the "1 Wolverine ;" that she was armed with miis-
kets, and cutlasses, and had a supply of ammunition for defence against
canoes; that he believed the owners of the vessel to be Simon de Terfa.
and Juan Bairba, (both Spaniards and residents at Havana,) and that they
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were also the laders and owners of the cargo; that,.on the voyage to Si-
erra Leone, after capture, the vessel was 'taken to Accoa and Cape' Coast;
that the charter'party ;was made at Havana;' that,'duiring the voyage, no
slave had been putt or received on board, for the purpose of the 'illicittraf-
fic; that there were on -board, at the moment of'seizire, five pairs of
shackles aind bolts, water casks for seventy pipes of water, (all filled with
water,) twenty mess kids, two iron boilers, one hundred bags of rice, and
twenty-four of farinha; and that those provisions and the water we're in-
tended, as the witness supposed, for the use and consumption of d return
Cargo of slaves.,

The Spanish cook, who was also examined, could not speak to the owni-
ership, but confirmed the master's statements respecting the course of
trade and equipment, and declared the Spaniards on board to be, what
they were even on the outward voyage-not passengers, but crew,
On the eighth day (the 9th of the month) the monition was returned,

,duly certified by the marshal; and, in the British and Spanish court held
that day, the vessel was condemned as prize.

R. DOHERTY.
L. HOOK.

SIERRA LEONE, March 14, 1340.

[Enclosure No. 7.]

FOREIGN OFFICE, September 29, 1840.
Sin: I herewith transmit to you, for communication to the Government

,of the United States, the accompanying copies of two despatches from Her
Majesty's commissioners at Sierra Leone, relative to a Spanish schooner
'fully equipped for the slave trade, which had been found sailing under
American colors and with American papers, under the name of "Mary
Cush/ing."

This vessel, under her assumed name, escaped the operation of thec
equipment article of the treaty between Great Britain and Spain; and it
was not until her slaves, which had been collected at Lagos, were ready
to be. embarked, that she assumed her real character of the Spanish slaver,
"9 Sete de dvril."1
The vessel was captured on the day following that on which she had

taken on board 424 slaves, and was condemned in the mixed British and'
Spanish court at Sierra Leone.

I am, with great truth and regard, sir, your most obedient, humble ser-
vant,

PALMERSTON.
HENRY S.. Fox, Esq., 4'c.

[SE*ARAT-.] ESub-enclosure.]ISEPAPRAT.E.]
SIERRA LEONE, april 7, 1339.

MY LORD: We have the honor to enclose to vour lordship an abstract
of the papers found on board the schooner "MAlary Cushing," lately de-
tained whilst sailing under American colors.



AIMhougb the rule which has been applied to s.oh;cases preventedbthe
prosecutiontnof the vessel in any of the mixed vcourt8,,we :were-,fatored wilh
a perusal of her papers bylthe kindness.or.theeca,eriigoYirjandxa:sum.Y
maty o-tijeir contents has been.-recorded.
The 6onsignee of.the-"'Mar.y Cushing" at Bahia, Andr&iPinto.AafSilvei

her' consignee at. Lagos, Matbias Baptista de - Carvalbo., and Iher agent: at
Prince's island, Franoisco d'Alva Brandao,: are well Uknown for their; extend
sive en'gagements lin the slave trade, and would alone havae excitedisuspicion
respecting'the proceedings of this nominal American vessel. But her.real
character, and the illegal objects of the voyage, were sufflciently.shownby
a complete slave-trading equipment; by a n umero1qs.foreign crew- (the cap-
tain 'of the flag being the only American on board;) and by the schooner
being under the sole direction of the Spanish supercarge,:.Fernando:Reyesi
who acted in all respects as the owner, which he very-probably was.

We have, &c.
H..W. MACAULAY .
WALTER W. LEWIS.

Rt. Hon. Lord Viscount PALMERSTON, G. C. B., 4AC..

[Sub-enclosure, ]

abstract of the papers fouled on board the schooner" Mary'Cush/dng."

No. 1 is a permanent register, (No. S7,) dated at Baltimore, September 29,
1837, naming William Hooper, Andronicus Cheeseborough, and Thomas
Whitridge, as the owners, and James Tyler as the captain.' It describes
the ;Ma-ry Cushing" to be a schooner of the burden of 144# tons, azid
to have been built at Baltimore during the year 1837.
An endorsement on the passport, by Mr. N. P. Trist, the American consul

at Havapa, dated on the 19th of May, 1838, is to the following effect:
"Benjamin Reynolds, having taken the oath required by law," is atpres.

ent master of the "within-naamed vessel, in lieu" of James Tyler, late
master.
The present master,.who is here called " Benjamin Reynolds," is,in the

Havana inuster roll, called"A B. L. Reynolds," and he signs that document
"Benjamin Reynolds." A bill of lading at Prince's was afterwards made
out ill the 'name of"s B. L. Reynolds," and at Bahia he was called " Benito;
Loulis Reynolds." But this man, who signed himself in.May,.1838,at
Havana, " Benjamin- Reynolds," signed his name on the 11th ultimo, at EL
Nina, " Benito Reynolds."
What may be his proper name, it is impossible to say.
No. 2 is a power of attorney, made at Baltirmore on the day after ithe

register was obtained, by which the three owners of the s"Mary Cushing"
authorize the master (Tyler) to sell that vessel forthwvith, or to appoint a
substitute for the purpose. Tyler accordingly appointed " Don Fernando

w"Reyes, of the city of Havana, supercargo" of the " Mary Cushing," todi&
pose of the 'vessel. This power of substitution was executed by Tyler, at.
Havana, on the 30thl of April, 183S, and was witnessed by J. A. Smith the
American vice consul.

Ak certificate of the acknowledgment of the deed wvas added on thasame
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da4yby-Mr. Trist,,the American consul, under his official seal andesigna-
ttre.

Reyes was most probably the owner of the ";Mary 'Cushing." He at any
rate possessed the most absolute control over. her, directed all her. prdceed-
ingp in the-character of supercargo, and was empowered to sell'. her Wh n,.
and where he. pleased.

No. 3 is a muster. roll, containing tile names of sixteen persons, including
thie master and the supercargo, Reyes. Of these, one only is stated to be"a
citizen of the United States, and he (Sylvester Rocq) was " born at Buenos-
Ayres."

This paper, which, like all the others procured at Havlana, bears the cer-
tificate of Mr. Trist on the 21st of May,. 1838, is headed" List of persons
composing the crew of the schooner' Mary Cushing,'.of Baltimore, whereof
is master B. 1. Reynolds, bound for ." It is extraordinary that Mr.
Trist should have felt no difficulty in clearing out an American vessel with
a wvholly foreign crew, and with her destination left blank; nor was the-
schooner supplied, so far as appears, with any clearance from the custom-
house. authorities of that port. The reasonable presumption from such
circumstances is, that the " Mary Cushing" cleared out as a Spanish or
Portuguese vessel, and carried with her the above papers, at the same time,
to give a color to her )retensions so long as it might. suit her to wear an
American.cushine [flag.]
No. 4. We next hear of the " Mary Cushing" on the, 19th of October,

1838, at Prince's island, on the occasion of her leaving that place: for, Ba-
hia. A bill of lading, which names H. L. Rugnals as. the captain, but is
signed by the noted slave dealer Francisco d'Alva Braudao as consignee,
declares that three pipes of palm oil were shipped at Prince's, for;delivery
to Andr6 Pinto de Silveira, at. Bahia.

There cati be little doubt that the cargo really carried to Brazil consisted
of slaves; and the fact might be ascertained, if it were worth, while, through
our consul at Bahia.

No. 5 is a bill of lading,datedat Bahia on the 19thof January, .1839,and.
signed by "Beito Louis Reynals," for thirty pipes of. spirits and. a few;
cutlasses, to be delivered, at Lagos, to Senhor Mathias Baptista de CarvalhoF

This is the same person whom we had occasion to refer to as the.con-
signee of the condemned Spanish slave brig "Dos Amigos," reported in-.
our despatch (marked "1 Spain, No. 10") of the 31st of January, 11S39. . -

No. 6 is an official muster roll of a new crew, shipped at Bahia,.on~the
23d January, 1839, and certified .oil the same day, under the han[ and-
seal of the American acting consul, George R. Foster, whose zeal in for-
warding slave-trading adventures under the American flag was so con-
spicuolls ill the case of the brig I'. Eagle," reported in our despatch (marked
"Separate") of the 12th of February, 1839. The crew with which the
"Mary Cushing" wvas allowed by this gentleman to clear out from Bahia
consisted of twenty men, exclusive of the American master, every one of
whonm was a foreigner. The only person of the old crew who remained.
oln board was Fernando Reyes, who still bore the title of supercargo. The
schooner was cleared by Mr. Foster for Prince's island, although the bill
of lading just referred to shows that she was bound to Lagos.

Nos. 7 and 8 are two certificates, dated oln the 23d and 24th of January,.
from the saine American consul, that the vessel had cleared at the custom-
house, anid that the American register and muster roll had been deliver-
ed up.



'...Nos. 9 to 12 are four official documents, from the authorities 6f Bahia;
,dated- on the 25th and 26th of January last, acknowledging the receipt of
harbor dnd customs dues, and authorizing the vessel's departure. .
N~o. 13.is a. Dutch paper, or receipt- signed by the Governor of El Mina,

91! the ilth ultirno, and giving the native names of nineteen negro passen.
.gers, who had been placed on board the "MMary Cushing," apparently for
,a passage, to El. Mina. It is not unlikely that these passengers were some
0fLthe negro recruits whom the Dutch Government have been enlisting in
large numbers in that quarter.

No. 14 is a Spauish log book, kept by Reyes, the Spanish supercargo, of
the voyage from Havana to Prince's island, in May and June, 1838.

SIERRA LEONE, April 30, 1839.

*.S[Sub.enclosure.]

SIERRA LEONE, Noovember 15, 1839.

NMY LORD: We have the honor to transmit to your lordship, enclosed, a
report of the case of the schooner "; Sete de Avril," Manoel Martinho,cap.
tain of the Portuguese flag, which vessel was lately detained as the Ameri.
.can schooner "iMary Cushing,," reported in our despatch (marked " Sepa.
late") of the 30th of April,. 1839. The 6 Sete de Avril" was captured on
the.27th of September, by Her Majesty's brig '4 Waterwitch," Lieutenant
Henry James Matson commanding, for having on board a cargo of 424
-slaves, who had been embarked at Lagos on the previous day; and she
was condemned, on the 2d instant, in the British and. Spanish mixed
court of justice, when the survivors of the slaves, 415 in number, were
emancipated..
The detained vessel continued under the protection of her American

papers until the very hour that her slaves were embarked. Her American
-captain was still on board when she wascaptured, full of slaves, and the
Spanish supercargo of the "MMary Cushing" was still the admitted super.
,cargo of the same vessel under her new name.
The owners of the vessel and slaves being avowedly Spanish merchants,

resident at Havana, the condemnation of the detained property was pro.
,nounced inthe British and Spanish mixed court.
.We have -the honor to be, with the greatest respect, my lord, your lord.

ship's most obedient and most humble servants,
H. W. MACAULAY.
R. DOHERTY.

Right Hon. Lord Viscount PAL.HERSTON, CS'c.

[Sub enclosure.]

R-qport"of the case ofthe schooner" Sete de avril," Manoel Ptai1nhio, cap-
talin of Ithe Jiag.

The only papers found on board this vessel were a Portuguese passport:
and a muster roll. The former wvas granted at Prince's island, on the 2dof

N
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October, 183S, and describes the "Sete de Avril" to be a Portuguese
schooner, owned by Jezuino Baptista de Carvalho, commanded by the
present captain of the flag, and bound to the Costa da Mina and the Cape
de Verd islands.

'The muster roll, taken out on the previous day, gives the names of
eighteen persons composing the crew.
The alleged owner of the ",Sete de Avril" has been several. times mien-

tioned in our late reports.
He was the writer of letter No. 25, found on board the " Intrepido,"

(Brazil, No.119, of the 26th September, 1839.) He wvas also the consignee
and ship's husband of the " Ligeira," reported under this date, arid is de-
scribed by the master of that vessel as "a Brazilian merchant, belonging
to Bahia, but residing at Havana."
The " Sete de Avril" is no other than the pretended American schooner

" Mary Cushing," whose case was fully reported in our despatch (marked
;;Separate") of the 30th of April, 1839; and the American captain of the
flrg, who, at Sierra Leone and elsewhere, supported the false pretensions
of the vessel to an American character, was still on board the schooner
when she was captured fully laden with slaves.
The marshal of the court reported the arrival of the " Seto de Avril" at

Sierra Leone on the 21st ultimo' with more than four hundred slaves on0
board; and on the following day the case was presented for prosecution in
the British and Portuguese court of mixed commission, when the ship's
papers were authenticated and filed, the declaration of seizure was receiv-
ed, the monition was issued, and the witnesses were directed to attend to
the registry.
On the same morning, the slaves, to the number of four hundred and

seventeen, were landed; the healthy being placed in the liberated African
yard, in Freetown, and those requiring constant medical attendance -being
sent to the upper hospital at Kissy, the lower hospital having been occu-
pied by small-pox patients.
The surgeon's report wvas, on the whole, favorable; only seven had died

on the passage, and only thirty-seven of the remainder were suffering
dysentery and other complaints prevalent on board slave ships.
The captor's declaration is to the following effect: " 1, Henry James

Matson, lieutenant and commander of Her Majesty's. brig ' Waterwitch,'
hereby declare, that on the 27th day of September, 1839, being in or about
latitude 5° 55' north, longitude 300 20' east, I detained the ship or vessel
named the Sete de eivril, sailing under Portuguese colors, not armed, com-
manded by Manoel Martinho, who declared her to be bound from Lagos to
Havana, with a crew consisting of seventeen men and thirteen passengers.
and having on board 427 slaves, said to have been taken on board at Lagos;
on the 26th day of September, 1839, and are enumerated as follows:

Healthy. Sickly.
Men - - - 112 .90
Women - - - - 63 10
Boys - - - - 96 35
Girls - - - - 16 5

"I do further declare that the said ship or vessel appeared to be sea-
worthy, and was supplied with a sufficientt stock of water and provisions
for the support of the said negroes and crew on their destined voyage too

56
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rHavana ;-but that, the negfoes were in a vwretcherd state, 6wing tos'-imaiy
,beig crowded into so small a vessel ;(she wasaonly144 Anerican tons.)

."'And I: also further declare, ihat I have boarded-this vessel several titiies
during the last two months, (the last time on the 15th instant,) then'nrsailiilg
underr American-colors, and called the- "Mary Cushinig;' and 'that. . Reyn.
olds, an American citizen, who lately called 'himself mtister, and nowi calls
..bimself a passenger on board the said vessel,'has been removed to- the
4Waterwitch,' to be retained there until the pleasureof the comrmanerin.
-chiefiskno-wn.".

,jianoel Martinho, the captain of the Portuguese flag; deposed, in reply
.to the standing interrogatories, "; that he was born at Lisbon, where he' has
.since. lived ;. is a subject of Portugal, 'and -has never been subject to any
other State; that he was appointed to the-command of the detained vessel
.at Lagos, in themonth of September, by Don Fernando Reyes, a Spanish
Subject living at Havana; that he first saw the vessel at Bahia, nine or ten
months ago--she was built at Baltimore, in the United States; that he w'as
,,present. at the capture, which took place because there were slaves on
board; that the crew consisted of sixteen officers and mariners, exclusive
of witness, part Spanish and part Portuguese, some of whom were shipped
.atrBahia by a previous American master, and some by witness at Lagos;
that, there were thirteen passengers on board-one of whom, named Fer-
nando Reyes, had been taken on board at the Havana, and accompanied
the 'vessel as supercargo, and the remaining twelve belonged to different
slave vessels, which had been captured and condemned at Sierra Leone,
-and. they-were returning to Havana in search of employment;' that Jezuino
Jiaptista de Carvalho, a Brazilian born, residing at Havana with his wvife
and family, was the sole owner of the vessel; that the lader and consignee
of the cargo was the supercargo, Fernando Reyes. on whose account and
risk the slaves were to have been delivered at Havana.;"

Jos6 Antonio Echevarria,mate of the detained vessel, deposed " that the
vessel is called ' Sete de .vril;' but previous to the 26th September last,
'and from! the time of her building, (two years before,) she had borne the
name of ' Mary Cushing,' being then under the flag of the United States
of America: that the present 'voyage 'began at Bahia, which was the last
clearing:port, and was to end at Havana; that the vessel touched, by order
sof the supercargo, Fernando Reyes, at Elmina, where two canoes were
purchased, and thence went to Lagos for slaves; 'that Jezuino Carvalho, a
native of B:razil, but living at Havana, is the owner of the vessel."
The prize master's affidavit of the number of deaths which had occurred

amongst the slaves on their passage to this port, showed that only seven
.slaves had died whilst the-vessel wvas in the charge of the captors.

This closed the evidence in preparatory, and publication thereof was de-
(creed. The -*'onition, which had been published on the 22d, was returned
into court on the 29th; and the case would then have been disposed of by
the court, but the exclusively Spanish character of the adventure in which
the "; Sete de Avril" was engaged at the time of her capture determined
the commissioners to condenmn -the detained vessel in the Spanish, rather
;than in the Portuguese court.

It has been already shown tlhat the "c Sete de Avril" is the same vessel
-'which, under the designation of the American schooner "1 Mary CuLshing,"
-vras brought before the British and Spanish court in April last ; and from
the documents to which we have obtained access on these two occasions,
the following information has been obtained.



Hiv'ing left H-avana at the latter etd (of May, 1S38, indqr. thp flag qrnds
passpf the United States, the "M,ary Cushing" came on the coast of Africa;
and', about four,' nioiths after iher departuree from Cuba, she obtained at
Prince s;inland her present Portuguese papers,'which allowed herio'pro-
ceed to the Costa ;dtMia- and' the Cape deVerd island. 'Fraud, hodr-
e-ver*,:marlked every step-of her pi-ogress;. and a Voyageto the Brazils ''as
immediately afterwards made,'with a legitimate cargo of three casks'"'of
palm 'oil. There-ee.be'-no reasonable dol b't'that, on that voyage, ae ar'go
of slaves was landed on the coast of Brazil, just as on the present 6voy ge
a cargo of slaves was being conveyed to Cuba; and had the "'Mary Cush-
ing" been boarded on her former voyage, as she was oi the present one,
by one of Her Majestv's cruisers, the Portuguese papers were at 'hand to'
save appearances, as well as to secure the personal safety of the Americant
.captain; but the object of the voyage having been accomplished when the
slaves were safely landed, the port of Bahia was entered under thee Amer-
can flag, and the Portuguese papers and colors were laid by for 'aiother
occasion.
The " Mary Cushing" then cleared out from Bahia for Lagos on the 26th.

.of January, 1839; and from this time until the 26th of September the
schooner found complete protection under her American papers, and'flag.
Nor were the Portuguese papers, which had been obtained at Prince's
island immediately prior to her last voyage to Bahia, again brought, into
use until the vet hour when a cargo of four hundred and twenty-sever
..slaves was embarked'for a passage to Havana.

As to the identity ofthe vessel, there can be no mistake; the name "MMary
'Gushing" was still painted on the stern of the so-called " Sete de Avril ;"
Benjamin Reynolds, the American captain of the ";Mary Cushing," `wtas
'found on board that vessel, *hen, wider another name, she was captured.
'loaded with slaves; and Don Fernando Reyes, of the city of Havana,"and
.Supercargo. of the "I'Mxary CGshing," (as he was described in one 61' tile
papers of that vessel,) continued to act as supercargo of the " Sete'de Avrtl."

A-Spanish nationality had been impressed oln the detained vessel, whether
we refer to the papers under which she sailed, or to the depositions of the
witnesses.
The sole owner of the vessel was declared to be Jezuino Baptista de

Carvalho, and the sole owner of the cargo Fernando Reyes, both weit
known and admitted residents or Havana.
The case was accordingly removed into the Spanish court; from which

;a monition; returnable in three days, was issued for publication ; and the
evidence taken in the 'British and PortuLlguese court was permitted to be
used in the new prosecution.

On, the 2d instant, the court met to dispose of the case; and the marshal's
return of the slaves, who were in his charge on that day, having been re-
ceived, a sentence of condemnation was pronouinced against the "Sete de
Avril," and-the emancipation of the suirvivors of her slaves (four hffnidrel
;and'fifteen in number) was decreed.

The prize master had deposed that only seven slaves died on the passage
of the schooner to this port; only two died subsequently to her arrival
'the number of slaves on board at the time of capture was, therefore, de-
-clared to be four hundred and tweenty-four.

H. W. MACAULAY.
R. DOHERTY.'

SIERRA LEONE, Nor'enber 15, 1SS9.
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Rep. No. 283.
(Enclosure No. 8.]

FOREIGN OFFICE, September 30, 1340.
S;I :.. I send to you herewith, for transmission to the Government of the

United States, the accompanying copies, of two, despatches from Her Ma.
jesty's commissioners at Sierra Leone, enclosing, abstracts of the papers.
found. on, board the slave schooners " Catharine" and "Butterfly,
when detained under American colors, on the coast of Africa, by Her'
Majesty's ship " Dolphin."

1 am, with great truth and regard, sir, your most obedient, humble ser-
vant, PALMERSTON.

H. S. Fox, Esq., 4 c.

(SEPARATE.]
[Sub-enclosure.]

SIERRA LEONE, aUgulst 28, 1839.'
MY LORD: We have the honor to enclose to your lordship an abstract

of the papers found on board the schooner " Calkarine," Frederick Adolph
Peterson, master, detained on the 12th instant off Lagos, whilst sailing
Under American colors, by Her Majesty's brig " Dolphin," Lieutenant
Edward Holland commrijanding.
The detained schooner, which arrived at Sierra Leone yesterday, only

remained here a few hours whilst taking in water, and has to day proceed-
ed on her voyage to New York; the yellow fever, which is now raging.
throughout the colony, rendering it very undesirable that her stay here
should be protracted beyond what was absolutely necessary.

During this short interval, we made a memorandum of the " Catha-
rine's" papers, which were obligingly submitted to our inspection by Mr.
R. HV. Dundas, the senior mate of-the "c Dolphin," and the prize masted
appointed to carry the detained vessel to the United States.
We should have been glad if time had allowed of our rendering the en-

closed abstract more full ; but on this, as onl almost every other occasion of'
the Walie ki~ld, the necessity of returning to the captor, without delay, the
papers of a -vessel which is not admitted to prosecution, did not allow of'
great inituteness of research.

Lieutenant Holland showed great judgment in selecting a case like the
present for representation to the Government of the United States.

In tione other of dlie numerous instances in which the American flag
has hven abused to cover a Spanish slave trade has, the exposure of the
fraud been so complete and irrefragable. Nothing is here left to inference j
ino opening is Jeft to, cavil or doubt. In spite of all the falsehood and mis-
representation of the ship's papers, and in spite of the formal certificates
in Which Mvr. Vice Consul Smith announced the due and regular appoint-
mernts of three out of the four successive masters who commanded this
vessel within a period of 49 days, it is proved beyond question that tile
actual captain of the vessel was Don Jos6 Pereyra; that the actual crew
consisted of 24 Spaniards, who took out passports as passengers before
leaving Havana; and that the American master and his few companions,
after standing forward as the crew of the vessel on the outward voyage,
were, in their turn, to become merely passengers, so soon as the return
cargo of slaves should be shipped.
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To facilitate the success of this iniqiitou4s she'me, an American citizen,
.Famed Thrasher, asserted in one of' the papers that the 'cargo' of 'trade
:goods and the slave equipment of the vessel (the boilers, slave deck, beinis,
.and leaguers) were shipped by him, and were his sole property; anid' the
Americani vice consul added his certificateI that "'Thrasher" waas' well
knownn to him, and that he "was the only shipper of thb'said goods."

Vour lordship has considered it right, on some late occasions, to remon-
strate with Portugal on the conduct of her consular agents, at Cadiz and
Havana; but, however disgraceful was the conduct of those functionaries,
'it has been considered not unworthy of imitation 'by the representative of
thefree Governrient of the United States.

It is reported here that Mr. N. P. Trist, the American consul at Havana,'
has beeri recalled, owing to the assistance which he was charged with ren-
dering to Spanish slave-trade adventures. We cannot, however, credit
this report, whilst we see Mr. Vice Consul Smith zealously endeavoring,
month after month, with perfect impunity, and to a far greater extent than
it was possible. for Mr. Trist to have done, to degrade his national flag, and
,to brutalize the character of American seamen, by encouraging them to
engage in a contraband traffic.

We have, &c.
H. W. MACAULAY.
R. DOHERTY.

Viscount PALMERSTON, 4&C.

[Sub-enclosure.]

abstractt of the papers found on board the schooner" Catharine," Fred
erickdadolph Peterson, master, sailing under dmerican colors.

No. 1. The American register of this vessel, which is numbered-61, and
dated at Baltimore on the, 10th May, 1839, describes the ; Catharine" to
be a schooner of 12564 tons; and to have been built in Baltimore during
the year 1839: to be owned by Robert W. Allen and John Henderson,
'both of Baltimore; and to be commanded by William S. Wedge.

Within twenty-six days after this register was granted at Baltimore, it
received an endorsement at Havana, under the hand of Mr. J. A. Smith,
vice consul of the United States at that port,- stating that one Andrew
Morrow had taken the oath required by law, and was appointed master of
the "s Catharine," in the place of W. S. Wedge, the late master.
A second endorsement, on the 28th of the same month, states that the

newly appointed master (Morrow) had been replaced by Frederick Adolph
Peterson, the present master, who accordingly took the requisite. oath as
the captain of an American. vessel.
Thus was the schooner commanded by three different captains during

The short space of forty-nine days.
No. 2 is a muster roll of the names of the persons who, it was pretend-

ed, formed the crew of the "t Catharine."
They are as follows:
Ebenezer Tucker, citizen of the United States.
.Joseph Macki, citizen of the United States.
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Willim. Manning citizen of the United States.
; amies!Wi~llausYcitizen of the United States..
John Francis, of Italy.
le-inry Elliot, of Spain.

'this Lista i dated on -the 28th of June, and is sighed by the master; and
a certificate from PMr. Vice Consul Smith is added, stating the rnasterliad4
before hin, verified the list of crew, consisting-of six persons, all told. The
names of the last two men on the list are evidently; not either Italian. or.
Spaniish, and, if not American citizens, we should suspectthem to be British!
subjects. Por the.first, American protections were .produced.

No. 3. A printed formn of ship's articles, in-the rongb-state in which'we.
have always found this dqeument on board the other American vessels
which have come before us under the same circumstances as the a4 Cath.;
ariine." The heading of the, paper declares that ;the schooner Catharine4,
Charles 'Bqbson, master, was bound for Prince's island, or to trade to other'
pors oni the coast of Africa, for a voyage not to exceed eight months;" L
pen has 'been drawn through the name "Charles Babson," the fourth cape
tain mentioned as belonging .to the schooner within a period ofseven weeks,;
and the name "F. A. Peterson" has been written over it.!

No. 4. The falsehood of the-ship's papers was, however clearly proved
by the discovery of-the muster roll of the Spanish crew of the "' Catharine,"
consisting of twenty-four persons, all of whom were on board that vessel at
the time of her detention. The following were the officers

Captain. Jos6 Pereyra; 1st mate,' Esteven Barbett; 2d mate, Jos6 San-
chez; boatswain, Francisco Torres; boatswain's mate, Jos6 Veina; cooper,.
Juan Baragas; carpenter, Carlos Saldana.
Then follows a list of seventeen other men.
~N&. 5 toS85 are tVenty.-one. pa~ssngers" passports, taken out at Havlna

by the. Spanrish officers of the vessel whom we have named, and by almost
the whole of the remainder of the Spanish.
Fromthese doc'um nts alone, an'd without reference to the papers which

we shal'lpretelitly haveito;desdribe, it is evident that the nominal Airterican'
master~and his mien were the passengers, and that tie pretended Spanish'
passengersiwere the actual crew of the detained vessel.
No. 26 is a clea-rance from the custom-house 'at Havana, dated on thei

21st of 'June last.
The;-Sphnish- authorities seem to have been in as much doubt respecting:

the'nimb of the person who figured as captain of the flag, as were the'
a'gentstof the vessel themselves. Mr. Vice Consul Smith had certified that
Wedge had 'ceased to be connected with the "4 Catharine" on the 5th of-
Junie; 'ahd yet, oil the 21st of the same month, he was mentioned as the'
misted in the official manifest of cargo. After the document was sealed"
up; the' mistake nwas apparently discovered; for, without 'any alteratibn
being made in the enclosure, the envelope gives the nanfes both of Captain'
Wedg6;and Captain Morrow-" Captaili Vedge dizo Morrow."

No. 27 is a printed form of charter-party, filled' up. in English, aid'dated
atf Havana' on the' 25th Jutne lagt-between Charles Tyng, Agent of the
ownersof tiLe schooner If Catharine," master's'' namtie scratched o6ut;)'lying'
at Havana, of the one part, and John S. Thrasher, of' the: other.part;
the former charters the "s Catharine" tp the latter, for a voyage from' Ha-
vana to the isles of Princes, or other port or ports on the coast of Africaias
the agent of the charterer may direct. Jos6 Pereyra, the Spanish captain
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and su.,.carg of .the: CcCatharine," and the consignee of her cargo, lut
who, tQQk. out, a, .passenger?s passport as. mentioned above, must be meant,
by thie, gaLtt of the caharterer."

lThe vessel, was, chartered for eight months, at the; rate of three-hundrpedt
dollars ,pQr mnrth; andi the charterer was, in addition, to pay the wages of
the crew and the victualing of the ship during the whole period.
No. 2SL is an iWnvoige of merchandise shipped by. J. S. Thrasher, (the.

charorern) Qn board'the American schooner Catharine, "Peterson," (wrrittenm
over. another name,) master, bound to the isles of Princes, frzhe..accouint
and risk of the shipper, being a native-born citizen of the United States,,
and consigned to Joseph Pereyra, Esq.
'The slave equipment-of the 'vessel is included with the. carlo of trade:

goods'; and we particularly noticed the following articles, which would hatred
infallibly: condemnled any Spanish vessel on board 'of which they had bees,;
found:

14 large hogsheads (shooks).
10 long hogshea~ds (shooks)leaguers.
14.hogsheads,.containing 175 bundles of tobacco.
1 boiler for clarifvillg.

1,500 feet of white pine boards.
14 joists.
The above invoice was dated at Havana,.on the 22d June, and signed by.

J; S. Thrasher. To this document, which proclaimed, in all buteixpress
terms,- the. slave-trading object of the "$ Catharine's" voyage, the. indeftibga-
ble vice consuL.-of the United. States did not hesitate to atach " acertificate?
that the shipper was well known. to him as a citizen of the Unitedd:States,
and that he -was the only' shipper of the goods mentioned in the annexed
invoice.'.' Well known as Mr. Thrasher was to Mir. Smith, his connexion
with Havana slave trade could not have, escaped the observations. of the-
consular agents of his own country, for even we have remarked upon it on,
one or two occasions; at any rate, it might'havebeen 'hoped that a-gentle-
man in Mr. -Smith's situation would have stopped short of sanctioning the.
shipment of such articles as we have enumerated.
No. 29 is aebill of lading for the goods'comprised in the invoice just' de.-

scribed. It was signed on the 27th of June, by F. A. Peterson, althougtI
Babson is here again mentioned as master in the body of the document.
The beams 'and plank for a slave deck, the slave. boilers.and the empty

leaguers, are said to have been received on board, and, with the trade goods'
were consigned to Jos6 Pereyra,'the Spanish captain of the vessel.

No. 30 is an open letter of instructions to: the nominal American. master
of the " Catharine," from the charterer, dated at Havana, June :28, 1839D
The following is an extract:

"Should the consignee, Jos6 Pereyra, Esq., wish. you. to proceed to anr
other-port or ports of Africa, Lthan Prince's island,] %with or without cargo,.
you will implicitly obey his instru etions, as he has my full: power to act as,
he may see-fit for.my interest. You will be particularly careful, howeverr.
'ot to receive on board the schooner any cargo that is. contraband, or thay
is not allowed by the laws'.of the United States to be laden on board Anier-
icani vessels. A: number of persons having applied to me for a passage out:
in the schooner, I have consented, [these are the Spanish officers and crects
mentioned in Nos. 4 to 25 ;] but you will take care that their' passports are!
in order, and that there. are no circumstances attending..theni -which.will be-
likely to bring you into the least difficulty."
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No. 31. On the same day that the above letter of instructions was writ,;
ten by-Thrasher, a secret but formal agreement was entered intoland;sign.
ed between Jos6 Pereyra, the Spanish captain named in the last document
as the,.consignee of the cargo of the "c Catharine," and the director of the
expedition; on one side, and the nominal captain, F. A. Peterson, on the
other side.

It. is hereby stipulated "' that the said F. A. Peterson shall go out as mas.
ter of the said schooner on her present voyage, for the sum of one hundred
dollars per month, and three hundred dollars gratification; that the wages-
of the said F. A. Peterson are to continue, should he return in this vessel, or
in any other for which J. Pereiyra is agent, [in paper No. 27, Charles Tyngi
is called agent of the owners of the I Catharine ;'] but should the said F. A.
Peterson wish to leave the vessel on the coast, the said Jos6 Pereyra binds
himself to pay the said F. A. Peterson three hundred dollars gratification,
and his wages up to the day he leaves the vessel, less one hundred dollars
received at Havana, as one month's advance."

No. 32. The Spaifish list of crew (No. 4) and the last paper (No. 31)
were of course only discovered after a careful and ininute search on the
part of the captor. But another concealed paper was at the same time
brought to light, which, on account of its interesting nature, we copy entire.
It is in a feigned hand, and without either date or signature, but is most
probably the composition of Mr. Thrasher, and was found in the possession
of; the nominal American master:

* " The main thing for you to do on this voyage is, to be ready, in case.
you are boarded by a man of war, to show your log book, (which must be
regularly kept from the time you leave here,) your ship's register, your'
charter-party, your muster roll, and your instructions. You are, in that
events to take all command with your American sailors, according to your
roll; and all the others are to be passengers.

'<You are to be very careful that, in any cross questions, you do not
commit yourself; but always stick to the same story.

" When the vessel is discharged, you must at once cut your register in
two pieces; one piece you must enclose, direct, and send to Messrs. Thomas
Wilson & Co., Baltimore; and the other piece you will bring with you,
and give to me when you return here.

"' You must be very particular about this; and do not let any time pass,
after the cargo is out, before you cut the register in two pieces; and be
careful to keep-them separate. Throw one piece overboard, if you are
obliged to it by being boarded by a man of-war."

No. 33 is a sketch or drawing of the As Catharine's" hold, as it would
present itself when all the leaguers and water casks should be stowed fore
and aft. The leaguers are marked and numbered in the sketch, and fitted
exactly to the shape and run of the vessel; and, although shipped in
shooks, could, with the assistance of the cooper and a reference to the plan,
be set up and stowed in their proper places in a very short time.
No. 34 is the log book,-kept in English (or what is intended for English)

by Peterson, who evidently is neither Enblish nor American.
Hlis handwriting, as well as his composition, shows him to be E for-

eigner-probably a German or Swede. On the first page, he remarks that-
the schooner "C Catharin" was bound to " Prinz island ;" on the second
page, he calls his vessel the "C schonen Catharine;" and on the third page,
"schonner-Catharien." The log begins on the 28th of June, and is kept up
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to the -l2th instant; on which dayr it is supposed the detention of' theves-
sel. took place.
No. 35. A Spanish log, which ends in like manner on the 12th instant,

mentions that-the ".Catharine'" was at that time ih 5° 34' north latitude.
We next come to a bundle of letters directed to several of the" slave

dealers of "sLdgos," by different well-known slaving merchants of Havana.
The "C atharine' thus appears to have been bound to "1 Lagos," and she

was captured in that neighborhood about six weeks after she left Havana.
Much interesting information might, we have no doubt, have been ob.

tained from this correspondence; but as the "I Catharine" only touched at
Sierra Leone for a few hours, on her way to New York, we were unable
either to copy or translate any of the letters, and could only glance at their
contents.

Nos. 36, 37, and 38, are three letters from Joaquim Jos6 Pereira d'Abreo,
of Havana, addressed severally to Izidoro Martins Braga, Jos6 Cotta y Vi-
enda,-and Domingo Jose Martins, or to their order, if absent from Lagos.
They are all duplicates of letters, dated on the 8th of June; and a postscript
is added to each, under date 23d June. They refer generally to slave-
trading vessels and plans, and particularly mention the arrival at Havana'
of the " Astrea," which had been despatched from Lagos on the loth of
April last, with a full cargo of slaves, who had been sold at Havania at
three hundred and sixty-seven dollars (equal to about £80 sterling) a head,
all round.

Nos. 39 and 40 are two duplicates of letters written by Joaquim Jose
Duarte Silva, of Havana, formerly of Bahia, under date the 18th of June,
to Manoel Lniz Pereira and Manoel de Paixdo Pereira, and mentioning'the
sale of all the negroes in the "1 Astrea's" cargo at twenty-one doubloons and
ten dollars, (equal to three hundred and sixty-seven dollars,) as stated in
d'Abreo's letters; the doubloon, or ounce, containing seventeen Spanish
dollars.
The names thus introduced remind us of the case of the American brig

"Eagle," reported in our despatch (marked "Separate") ofthe 12th of Febru-
ary last; and it is more than probable that some of the same parties were
interested in both vessels. Both were bound to Lagos; the cargo received
on board the "Eagle" at Bahia was shipped by the firm of Joaqluim Jos6
Duarte Silva, the writer of the last two letters.; and whilst the " Eagle"
was consigned to Messrs.-Wilson & Brothers, at Bahia, the captain's secret
instructions in this case (No. 32) direct that one-half of the "cCatharine's"
American register shall be sent to Messrs. Wilson & Co., of Baltimore.

SIERRA LEONE, august 28, 1839.

[Sub-enclosure.]
,TSEPARPATE.]

SIERRA LEONE, September is, 1839.
MY LORD: Enclosed we have the honor to transmit to your lordship

an abstract of the 0aperssfound on board the schooner "lButterfly," Isaac
Morriss, master, detained on the 26th ultimo, whilst sailing under American
colors, by Her Majesty's brigantine " Dolphin," Lieutenant Edward- Hol-'
land commanding.
No attempt was made to libel the "Butterfly" in the British and Spanish
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mixed court of: justice. The captors proctnr was, however; kind ,enotgifI
to allow us a perusal of the papers, from which the enclosed. abs~tractwas8
prepared. r1-

After having taken in water at Sierra. Leone,the, " wasrdes
patched to New York, in the charge of an officer from the capturing ship.

We, leave, &c.
H. W. 'MACAULAY.
R. DOHERTY.,

Viscount PALASDRSTON, AfC.

(Sub, enclosure.)
.'bstract of the pn'pers found on board the schooner "Butterfly," lsaqd'

Mllorriss, master, sailing under .4merican colors..
No. I: isa temporaryj American register, No. 77, dated and signed. ate

New. Orleans, on the .24th of Mays 1839, and. sets forth that the schooner
EButterfly," of Newr York, was built:in Baltimore in the year'(not known;)

t4bat.she. is of. the. burden. of 1 8,; tons, and that mhe, was both., ownediand.
commanded by Nathan Farnworth.

Twenty-four. days after this. register was granted at New Orleans, it wa.,
endorsed. by Mr. J. A., Smith, the American vice consul at, Havana,: withha
certificate that Isaac Morriss, the present master, had: succeeded the owner
(Farnworth) in the command of the vessel, and had taken the oath required:
by la w.
No. 2 is an official,list of the crew engaged to navigate the schooner:

from New; Orleans .to Havana, dated at the former place, on the, 28t, of
May,. 1839.,

On. the. 17th of June last, Farnworth resigned the command to Morriss,,
wNho~came. in the. vessel as mnate from New, Orleans; and on the- 28thiof
June, Mr. Vice Consul Smith certified that, with the exception of themase,
ter, (Morriss,) -all the crew shipped:at New Orleans had on that day; left
the.scoonerj and 'that; in their stead; a crew of eight persons (all 'foeigt-
ers, without exception) had been hired to navigate the "9Butterfly"l to.
Prince's island.
Mr. Smith further certified, that Captain Morriss had sworn to the cor--

rectness, of. his crew list, and had alsc declared that he carried with hinii
ten passengers.

No. 3. These. passengers (who, however, amounted to fifteen instead of,
ten persons) proved to. be, as might have been conjectured., the Spainislv
crew of the vessel; and a list of them, in the handwriting of Captain. Mor-
riss. begins with the well-known name of Francisco Monteiro, who lately
came before us as the owner and supercargo of the nominal American
schooner 4 Hazard," reported ill our despatch (marked "4 Separate") of the
31st of Jan-uary, 1839.
The professed owner of the " Butterflv," here called Nathaniel Farli-

worth, we- believe to be the same person who, under the name of Nathan
Farnwortho was so intimately connected with. the slaving adventuresfin
which the- nominal American vessels "1 Ontario "' and "4 Traveller" Stere
engaged, as, reported in two of our despatches (marked "c Separate?") under
date 'the 13th-of May last.
No. 4 is a printed form of "d ship's articles," filled up in the usual. rough

and irregular manner.

Rev.;. X
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Nio. 5 is a passenger's. passport 'for Francisco Monteirao, just mentioed,

daited'at Harvarna on the 26th ofJune, 1S39. .
No, 6 is another passenger's. passport, of the same date, in favqr of Jos6e

Antonio Cortina, a name with which we are also well ar. uaintd, in con-.
nexion with fiortner endeavors to elude the provisions of the Spanish.
treaty, under cover of the Portuguese flag.

Nos. 7 to 19 are thirteen other passpngeWs' passports, taken out by the'
rest oftthe Spanish crew, who, with Monteira' and Cortina, anddile eight
Spanish seamen shipped under the sanefdio- of' the Anericat 'vice consult,
formed a full slaving crew, of 23 persons, independently of Isaac Morriss,.
the captain of the flag, and the only' American citizen on board this nomi-'
nal American vessel,
Nb. 20' is a charter-party 'between Jayrn6 Font & Co., consignees of the

"Butterfly," and' Francisco Mbnteiro, the passenger above mentioned,
dated at'Havana, on the* 22d of June last. Byythitsdocrment, MoiteirG'
engaged to load and despatch the "Butterfly" within eight days.- The'
vessel is 'said to have' been i' bound for Prince's and; St; Thotas'si or to:
anly other port on the:,north coast of Africa"-meaning, apparently,-aniiy
port north of the line. ThirtV days- were allowed to u. -bad ahddload at;
the port of delivery; after which- time, demnurrage was to be payable; and
S3,000 was' the price agreed' upon for the use- of the :vessel during' the
voyage.

No. 21. It is rather remarkable that, although'Monteirb was named: in;
the last paper as the charterer of the vessel, Font & Co, the pretended,
agents of the owners, from whom the vessel had been hired, werevin ia-for--
mal manifest of the cargo', dated- at Havana, on the 27th of Jutne last, rep*-
resented as the shippers of: the goods,' and -Monteirb merely. as-consignee.:
Amongst the- cargo thus shipped' and consigned,' we find one iron boiler-
and 1,000 feet of lumber included; these articles being, in other words,' the>;
Butterfly's" slave boiler and slave deck.'
The last'two papers! (the charter'party and 'manifest of cargo) are bothS

wvrittenr in the English language,. with. the object, apparently, of' at onceQ
satisfying the 'inquiries of the British cruisers'on this coast byia plausiblew
but false;representation. We can fancy no other' reason'for having these-
documents drawn in English; the agent of the owners and theicharterer-
of the vessel in one case, and the shipper and consignee 'of the cargo in;
the other~case, being confessedly Spaniards.
No. k2. The' bill of lading of the cargo: named in the manifest, (N6o .2,).

and which, like the other document, includes the boiler and plank; is dhtet&
at Havana, on the 27th of June, and is signed by Captain: -Aorriss.. Jayme6
Font & Co. are therein again named as the 'shippers'; Francisco"Monteiro,
as the consignee and freight is said to be payable according to charter-
party.

No. 23. In the custom-house clearance from Havana, dated on the:fbli-,
lowing day, (the 28th of June,) Francisco Monteiro, and rot Foit &Co.\;.
is declared to have been the shipper of the cargo. BEA such inconsister1;
cies may always be looked for, in tracing the history of' these fraudulent"
transactions.
No. 24.' On the day after the "Butterfly" cleared out at:Havana; :JayW.&

Font & Co., the pretended consignees of'.the G;Butterfly" at Havarla, aet@-
the agent of her owner, addressed a letter to Captai MorMriss; recapitula-tibg
the ship's papers with wvhich the schooner was furnished, 'with ,thelob.et,,
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it. would seem, of reminding him what documents he ought to present for
inspection, in the event of his being boarded Fby a man of war.
,Nbs.-25 and 26 are two Spanish log books, commencing on the 1st of

July, when the ". Butterfly" left Havana, and continued up to the'26th..ulI
.timo,,When the detention of the schooner took place.'

No. 27 is a log of the voyage, kept by Morriss, in the English language,
tbut in' a very slovenly manner, both the writing and spelling being very bad.

SZSIERRA LEONE, S'eptember 18, 1839.

AMr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.
WASHINGTON, February 5, 1841.

.SIR: The case of the American vessel "' Tigris," recently carried into the
port of Boston, in Massachusetts, in the care of a British officer and prize
crew, and there delivered over to the judicial authorities of the United
States, upon a charge of having been engaged in the illicit traffic of slaves
son the coast of Africa, has, I believe, been-duly brought to the knowledge
of the United states Government by the district attorney of the port of
Boston. I have how received from Mr. Grattan, Her Majesty's consul at
Boston,, the following information: It appears that the district attorney,
4(Mr. Mills,) acting in the case for the United States, did, at tihe commence-
ment of the business, legally bind over Mr. Jackson, the British officer in
charge, to appear as witness in the criminal prosecution of the master and
mate of the is"Tigris," for violation of the laws of the United States; thus
sanctioning a priinafacie case against the " Tigris," and inducing and au,
thorizing Mr. Jackson to file, as lie has done, a libel against the vessel and
cargo. But Mr. Mills has since desisted from all further co-operation in
the prosecution, having both refused the request of the consul that ha would
-claim the protection of the court for his own witness, (Mr. Jackson,) when
arrested at the suit of the very parties he was bound over to prosecute;
and having since declined to take any part in the civil suit-that is to say,
in filing a libel against the vessel and cargo. Her Majesty's consul and
the legal. counsel employed by Mr. Jackson are 'apprehensive that this con-
duct on the part of the district attorney of the United States, for which they
are unable-to account, will risk the failure of the ends of justice, and the
loss of the civil action, which is instituted equally for the benefit of the
United States as for that of the captors and informers. One effect of this
want of co-operation has already been, that the owners of the " Tigris" are
-endeavoring to bind the British officer (Mr. Jackson) personally to give
security, or, as it is technicallyexpressed, to "stipulate" for damages, to a,
large amount, in the event.of the action failing; and this course, it seems,
they would not have been able to pursue, if the district attorney had duly
borne his partin forwarding the civil prosecution. I do not pretend to be.
accurately acquainted with all the legal points and considerations involved
in the question; but as a due and full execution of the existing laws against
the slave trade must be the object of all parties, I hope that it may be in
the power of the United States Government, upon a due examination of
the matter, to give such instructions to the district attorney of Boston.as
illay cause him to lend a more effectual aid in the prosecution.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my dis
anguished consideration. H. S. FOX.
Hon. JOHN FORSYTH, 4 C.
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Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Fox.

DEPARTMENT OFSTATE;
Washington, February 11, 1841.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of ybur letter of the
5th instant, on the subject of certain proceedings connected with the co.se
of the American vessel "6 Tigris," recently carried into the port of Boston,
in the 'care, as you state, of a British officer and prize crew. No informa-
tion relating thereto having been communicated to this Department, a de-
finitive reply cannot be given to your letter until all the fans have beers
obtained from the United States attorney in Boston, who -will be written
tb immediately to transmit them. In the mean time, it. is presumed, that
in an event so extraordinary as that of a vessel acknowledged to be Amer-
ican, brought into an American port in the care of a British officer and prize
crew, any failure to act by the district attorney must have been occasioned
by an opinion that his official interference was not required by the obliga-.
tions of his public duty.

I avail myself, &c.
JOHN FORSYTH..

HENRY S. Fox, Esq., 4'c.

Mr. Fors?,th Ic Me. Fox.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washinv,-gon, February 13, 1841.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the
Ist instant, communicating, in compliance with a request of this Depart-
ment, additional evidence in relation to the slave schooner "c Rebecca."'
The accompanying papers, together with a copy of your note, were imme-
diately forwarded to the United States attorney for the district of Mary-
land. A copy of his reply is herewith transmitted to vou.
You will perceive that the original papers are necessary, before the per-

sOIs implicated can be prosecuted with any prospect of condemnation.
Allow me to hope that, by your aid, the original papers required may-

be obtained from Her Britannic Majesty's Government.
I avail myself of this occasion to offer you renewed assurances of my

distinguished consideration.
JOH[N FOlRSYTH.

HENRY S. Fox, Esq., 4'c.

[Enclosure.,

UNITED STATES DISTRIcT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE,
Ballimure, February 10, 1841.

SIR: I had the honor, on yesterday, to receive your communication of
the 6th instant, relating to the case of the "1 Rebecca," and accompanied
with sundry documents.
The "1 Rebecca" cleared from the port of Baltimore as an American ves-

7.i



wsel and it is most manifesth'it'-she sailed flom the Havana to the coast of
Africa, on a slave voyage, under American colors and with American
papers.

In.conseqtoece of ytr'-.letiter of April last, in relation to this vessel, I
,institaqd suit on thee boid:gi'ven,for the return of her register; and the se.
*ciuritypaid,, without defetice, the. penalty. of 1,2oo.00

I"ut' tbe ,papers then received from.you, as well as those .now received
are. totally insufficient and ,una-vailable for the purpose of instituting:crim.
.na I

proceedings, either against F. Neill, the American owner-of the' "fRe.
-becca,"or against Watson, the,,captain .-The docamentsare allcopies;
and, being such,.they cannot be-used as evidence even in a civil case,'much
dess in one invoking criminal process.

Itwonder, indeed, that the enlightened officers of the. British: Government,
familiar s some, of them certainly. are, with the rules of evidence in British
.law, should not have been aware of the inefficacy of copies. I may add,
however, that the collector of Baltimore itiformv .me that neither Neill nor
Watson has been in Baltimore since the "1 Rebecca" first left this port.
Their families still reside here. I wish, therefore, that the British Govern.
ment would furnish to 'ours the original papers found on board the " Re.
tecca" when captured. The guilt of Neill could then be established tinder
Ihis own hand. That of Watson might perhaps require verbal testimony.

I have the honor to be, &c.
NATHL. WILLIAMS.

Hon. J. FORSYTH,
Secretary of State.

MIr. Forsyth to Mr. Fox.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, March l1, 184 .

SIR By the directions of the President of the United States, I. have the
honor to transmit ,to you a copy of a letter from Mr. Mills, the United States
.attorney fur the district of 'Massachusetts, on the subject of the "1 Tigris,"
-an American vessel brought into the port of Salem .under charge of a Brit-
ish officer anid prize crew, and to inform yon that the explanation of the
-attorney is entirely satisfactory to the President. You. will also receive,
herewith, the copy of a letter from the commander of Her Britannic Majes-
ty's brig "I.Waterwitch," which was delivered to Mr. Mills in Boston. The
President has seen from it, with great satisfaction, that ComniialiderMatson,
,of the " Waterwitch," has acted in this inatter without instructions from his
Government, and upon his own responsibility only. With due considera-
tion to the motives alleged for this extraordinary interference with an
American vessel by a British ship of war, it is considered by the President
his indispensable duty to call, through you, the attention of Her Majesty's
Government to this act of Commander Matson, that it may be visited with
such distinct reprehension' as to prevent the repetition ofta similar act by
-other 'officers int Her Majesty's service. The commanders of the ships P
iwar..of) the, United States on 'the coast of Africa a're instructed not to iolest
any foreign vessels, and to prevent any molestation of American vessels by
the armed vessels of any foreign nation. However strong and tinchanlgea-
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tile ni-,br e doterminatidn 16f this sovetninent' topunish any ciizens of
*h#Vnited&States'who -violate the laivs against tIe African slae trade, it
{iill lrot' eipmit jthe exercise of any witfloiity by foreign arm vessels in
-t.eNeebrutian of 'those laws.; e-essel

'FaVail mtyself of' the occasion to- renew to you, 'sir, assurances of ithe
distingtiehed 'consideration 'with which I have the honor to be your ob.e-
'rdient ervanlt,
:JOHN 'FORSYTH.

.Hgtri: S. -Pox, Esq.,-4-c.

-Enclosure.]

U. S. DISTRICT ATTORRE-YTS OFFICE.
SmI: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 12th instant, ern

closing a copy of a communication recently received from the BritishmS -
ister, in regard to my conduct as an officer of the 'Uited States, in the case
Of the American vessel "; Tigris." The facts in the case are as follows:
On the 30th December, 1840, I received from the clerk of the court for

this-district a letter from Lieutenant H. J. Matso'n, commander of Her
Britann'ic Majesty's brig " Waterwitch," stating that he had detained and
.sent'to Boston the Americati brig "Tigris." The original letter is here-
with enclosed. The Tigris was brought into Salem by Midshipman Jack-
-son and a prize crew of eight men. 1 made a complaint againt the officers
and crew of the brig, charging then with. having knowingly served on
board a vessel of the United States employed in transporting slaves from
one foreign port to another. On this complaint a warrant was issued, and
-the officers and men brought before the district judge for examination.
The judge, on; the examination, discharged all but the master and mate of
the brig, who were ordered to make their appearance at the circuit court
to be held in May next. The judge also recognised Mr. Jackson to appear
as a witness at the. same. Here the proceedings against the master and
mate rest till the case is brought before the grand jury in May. 1 have
but little expectation that the evidence will be suficient to convict themt
on the trial, should the grand jury find a bill.

In regard to the brig and cargo, it was a grave question whether I should
institute proceedings against them. The vessel was fitted out for a regular
'trading voyage to the coast of Africa; and there was not the least ground
,of suspicion that.the owners intended she should be any wvay concerned in
'the transportation of slaves. And I was thein, and am now, satisfied that
The evidence in the case is not sufficient to condemn the brig, and in all
'probability would not be, even if a commissioner were sent to Africa to take
the deposition of witnesses there. With this 'view of the case, I did not
consider it my duty to file a libel against the brig and cargo. There was
another consideration that probably had some influence on my mind'in
coming to this conclision-it was the manner iniwhich the brig was seized
and sent home. I had serious dduhts whether the act would be sanctioned
by the President; and, if not, the filing of the libel in behalf 'of the United
States might in some' measure embarrass the question.

I cannot say how far. my proceeding against'the master and mate operat-
ed upon Mr. Jackson, to "s induce him to file his libel ;' but I told him, ixn-
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mediately after the examination, that I should not libel the brig, and nae
him my reasons as above stated. No application, howevverwas made to
me, either by Mr. Jackson, the British consul, or their counsel,.to file a libel
till after the libel was filed in court. When it was ascertained that 'the libel.
plants would be required to stipulate for costs and damages, they applied to,
me, to adopt the proceedings, to relieve them from that embarrassment.
This I declined doing, and, as I think, very properly. The same request
was made by their counsel; to which I replied, in writing, that [ should not
file a libel in the case, unless I was directed to do so by the Department.

Mr. Fox also complains that the district attorney has refused to protect
his own witness. A few days subsequent to the examination before the
district judge, Mr. Jackson was arrested on several writs sued out from the
State courts, in behalf of the officers and men of the " Tigris." In the
opinion of his counsel, the atnoullt of bail required was excessive; and
they sued out a writ of habeas corpus, also returnable in the State court,
for the purpose of getting Jackson discharged, or the required amount of
bail reduced. On the morning previous to the discussion of this question,
Mr. Grattan called at my office, and requested me to protect Mr. Jackson,
on the ground that he was under a recognizance as a witness. I told him
that, in my opinion, I had no right to interfere in the business; and, that,
if I did, it would be unavailing. But I added, that if he or Mr. Jackson's
counsel could suggest any way in which I could protect him, I would do it
with pleasure. I afterwards conversed with his counsel on the subject,
and I understood then to concur with me in the opinion I had expressed
to the consul. This is a brief statement of the facts in the case; and I
lope that my conduct in the case will meet the approbation of the Depart-

nient.
I am, sir, respectfully, &c.

JOHiN MILLS,
United States .ttorne..;

HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S BRIG " WATERWITCH,
Offd.ngl, October 19, 1540.

SIR: I have the honor to inform you that I have detained and senit to
Boston the American brig " Tigris," under the folio wing circumstances:
Having received information that she had a negro slave boy on board,

under suspicious circumstances, I boarded her, while at anchor of Ambrise,
on the 7th instant; and, on my calling on the mate, who was in charge cf
the vessel, to account for the boy being there, he stated that he was re-
ceived at St. Thomas, and was going with them to America. The master,
coming on board soon after, made the same statement, and produced; a
passport, which was evidently a false -document. Finding that the boy
did not understand a single word of either English or Portuguese, I disr
believed the story, and called on the crew, who all confirmed the master's
statement. From the Kroomen I learned that he had lately been taken
on board at Benguela; and, ot my asking the master if that were not the
case, he boldly and confidently denied it.

I then placed an officer and six. men on board tLe "s Tigris," and pro-
ceeded to St. Paul de Loando (Angola) for the purpose of hearing the boy's
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:statement'through an interpreter; his deposition was taken before the chief
judge of the city of Loando through .the medium of two sworn interpreters,
and in. the presence of several British tand Portuguese naval officers-an
attested' copy of which vIt beg to enclose, (A.) By that it appears the?, he;
is a native of" Guilingues,".neatr Bonguela, from whence he was forcibly
taken by the 'crew of the " Tigris." I then returned to Ambrise, and in-
formed the master that I intended sending his vessel to America, on which
-he presented me the enclosed letter (B ;) in consequence of which letter, lI
proceeded to Benguela,:and procured the deposition of Joao Maria de
Souza e Almeida', as well as attested copies of his correspondence with
Jos6 de Castro relative to this boy, (enclosure C.)
By these documents it appears that Castrp sent a Nago slave to Bengrue-

lahin the " Tigris," at which place he now is, a slave of 'Almeida, and
where he is likely to remain. It further appears that the boy .", Iem'e"
was being transported in the "Tigris" from his own country'to St.: Thomas,
-in consequence of his having been sold to Castro,'whose property:'he how
.actually is; the reason for this exchange or barter is kno .' to 'all 'who are
-acquainted with this. coast, viz: that foreign slaves are of much 'greater
value than natives of any neighboring place, who canndt- be trusted at
large, and who are, generally worked in chains to 'prevent their: going
4 "home" without leave, which is impossible for those who are brought
fTom a great distance. The ultimate fate of the boy "' Heme" was, of
course, uncertain ; had he been sent in the "1Tigris" to America, he might
have been sold there, or he might have returned to St. Thomas,'but it is
evident that he would never have returned to his native'country.

These, sir, are my reasons for taking upon myself the responsibility of
detaining the "1 Tigris ;" but, in doing so, I find myself placed in a very
delicate position, not having any orders or instrmctions to interfere witth
vessels belonging t) citizens of the United States, whatever their. emplov-
ment 'might be. But, having maturely weighed the bearings of this case,
I felt it a duty which a British officer owes to the Government of the United
States not to allow a crime', which our respective Governments have each
declared to be piracy, to pass unnoticed. I have therefore sent the' vessel
(failing to meet a cruiser of the-United States', to the port from whence
-she sails, to be dealt with according to those laws which have been~so
glaringly violated.

I have the honor to be, sir, your very obedient, humble servant,
* II[1. J.. MATSON,

Lt. and Coon'der (of Her B. M. brig Wcaterivitc/.
Tile SECRETARY or IREGISTiAtA

of either of the circuit courts of the United States.
[The correspondence with the t;nited Slates 'consulate at the Havana, noted in the list of paper

transmitted, on page 480, is omitted, not being deenied relevant. It may be found in Doc. No.
115, 2d sass. 26th Congress.].
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TWENTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION.

DECEMnER 7, 1841.

Extract from the: message of President Tyler at the commencement of
the 2d session 27th Congress.

I herewith submit the correspondence which has recently taken place
between the American Minister at the court' of St. James, Mr. Stevenson,.
and the Minister of Foreign Affairq of that Government, on the right claim.
ed by that Government to visit and detain vessels sailing under the Amert-
can flag, and engaged in prosecuting lawful commerce in the 'African seas..
Our commercial interests in that regioii have experienced considerable in-
crease, and have become an object of much importance, and it is the duty-
of this' Government to protect them against all improper and vexatious.
interruption. However desirous the United States may be for the sup-
pression ;of the slave trade, they cannot consent to interpolations into the
maritime code at the niere will and pleasure of other Governments. We
deny the right of any such interpolation to any one, or all the nations.
of the earth, without our'consent. We claim to have a voice in all amend-
ments or alterations of that code; and when we are given to understand,.
as in this instance, by a foreign Government, that its treaties with other na-
tions-cannot be executed without the establishment and enforcement of'
new principles of maritime police, to be applied without our consent, we'
must employ a language neither of equivocal import, nor susceptible of:
misconstruction. American citizens prosecuting a lawful commerce in the
African seas, under the flag of their country, are not responsible for the
abuse or unlawful iise of that flag by others; nor can they rightfully, one
account of any such alleged abuses,-be interrupted, molested, or detained.
while, on the ocean; and if thus molested and detained while pursuing-,
honest voyages in the usual way, and violating no law themselves, they
are unlquestionably entitled to indemnity. This Government has'manifest-l:
ed its repugnance to the 'slave trade in a manner which cannot be misun-;:
tlerstood. By its fundamental law it prescribed limits i--nt of time to,
its continuance; and against its own citizens, who mig., far forget the'
lights of humanity as to engage in that wicked traffic, s has long since,
oy its municipal laws, denounced the niost condign punishment. Many.
ot the States composite this Uni6n had made appeals to the civilize-d.
world for its saippression, long before the moral sense of other nations had
become shocked bv the iniquities of the traffic. Whether this Govern-
enent should now enter irno treaties containing mutual stipulations upon
this subject, is a question fl- tits nature deliberation. Certain it is, that if'
the riglit to detain Americau ships oil the high seas can be justified on the
plea of a ne~cessiiy for s, '.Cl .0tention, arising, out of the existence of trea-
ties hetkweit other nat io s, thtie same plea may be extended and enlarged;I
1yv the new stipulations or never treaties, to which the United States may';
1,! be a party. This Goverinment will not cease to urge upon that of
greatt Britain fill and ample remuneration for all losses, whether arising
tiom detenlion or otherwise. to which American citizens have heretofore-
bent or may he'eifter be subjected, by the exercise'of rights which this
( c-r.noieuiit cannot recognistt as legitimate and proper. Nor will I indulge'
a doubt but that the sense of justice o f Great Britain will constrain her to
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make retribution for any wrong or loss, which any American citizen, en-
gagedini the: prosecution of lawful commerce, may have experienced at
the hand of her crriisers'or other public authorities. This Government, at.
the same'time, will relax 1no0 effort to prevent its citizens, if there be any
so disp.se1, from 'prosecuting a traffic so revolting' to the feelings of hu-
manity. It seeks to do no more than to protect the fair and honest trader
from molestation and injury; but'while the enterprisingmariner,eengageqdin the pursuit of an honorable trade, is entitled.to its. protection, it 'will.
Visit with condign punishment others of an opposite character.

I: invite your attention to existing laws for the suppression of the Afri-
can slave trade, and recommend all such alterations as may give to them,
greater force and efficacy. That the American flag is grossly abused by
the abandoned and profligate of other nations is but too probable. Con-
gress has not long since had this subject under its consideration, andjits,
importance well justifies renewed and anxious attention.

CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO THE DETENTION OF AMERICAN VESSELS OuV
THE AFRICAN COAST BY BRITISH ARMNIED CRUISERS.

Lord Palmerston to AMr. Stevenson.-[copx.},

DFOREIGN OFFJ.CE, dzUgust 5, 1841.
The undersigned, HerIMajesty's principal Secretary of State for Foreiga

Affairs, has received two notes, addressed to him on the 13th of Novem-
ber, 1840, and on the 1st of March last, by Mr. Stevenson, envoy extraor-
dinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States, complaining of
the search and detention of the United States vessel " Douglas,"' and of
the ill treatment of her crew,'by Lieutenant Seagram, of Her Majesty'
brig "d Termagant," employed on the coast of Africa in suppressing the
slave trade.

In these two communications from Mr. Stevenson it is stated that Oni the
21st of October, 1839, Lieutenant Seagram boarded the "Douglas" while .,

she was pursuing her"voyage on' the coast of-Africa, examined' the,:ship's.
papers a'nd the passengers' passports, broke open the hatches, hauled down
the Americanl flag,'arid. seized the vessel as, a slaver; that he kept posses-
sion of her during eight days, naamely, from the 21st of October, 1839, to.
the 29th of the same month; that the officers and men of the ''.Doiglas"'
became ill from'their exposure to the sun, and that, in con~sequelice, three.
of them died, and the captain is still in bad health.. And Mr.' ':teveniso-
expresses the confident expectation. of the President of the United States
that Her. Majesty's Government will' make prompt reparation for the icon-'
duct of Lieutenant Seagram in this case, and will take efficieuintnieans to"
prevent the recurrence of such abuses.
The undersigned has, in reply, to' tate that, il pirsiance of the wislb

expressed Liy Mr. Steve'nson, on the part of his Governllment, a strict inves-.
tigation has, by order' of the Lords of the Adrnirally, beon-iiiade into. .jhe,
particulars of this case, and the result is as follows:

Lieutenant Seagram, commanding 1Her Majesty's ship "Termahaait,'>
employed. ill suppressing the slave trade on the coast of Africa, lhad been
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apbrized'bey the commanding 6ffld;'er ''of Her' Majesty's shi. pnoit.icoa't'.
otA~an'ree'm'en't o'n'tered-intobwl'ia'thffice' withOcnanideiPainebf'te
United' Sate navyfor searching and' drainingg shipsfs dti4dioir ing
sl&Ves under the 'Unitfed States 'fag'' atid Lieutenant 1Sag'tnihavii4'on
theV21ist of October, 1S39,'.'m'e~t with the sship "; Doug'as'y carrying the'.i a
of'thie 'Uni'n,-heb boarded her,, a'nimade inquiriess as to thefvoyagefo'
which hsewas-bound. 'Lititenant Seabgram was received on. bard' t)e'
ar D6lglas" Iwiith 'great- inci'viIity', and a disinelinatiou was shown to rIply
to ally questions' relating to her.yoyage-; but he Ascertained that sleewas
tonind tothe river Bras 'anid he found on board of h ersevenSpaniards,
who':were, going to that'1rive ,whe'Ie no trade 'but''the save trade isica'r'-
ri'ed, on;:.- , '' : , ,' ,;.,, ,,, ,- .'

Lieutenant Seagram requested to'see the papers'bf the "Douglas,"Yb'ut'
the' captain of the "'Doutglas" couldl, produce no custom-houise clearance,
and had made an entry on 'his log, that, on leaving the ffivana, he could
not procure one, and that lie had returned to the harbor to obtain such a
paper, but had left the harbor again without it. This circumstance ap-
peared suspicions to Lieutenant Seagram; and, on examining the papers
pr9oimegd:.by the captain o.f the; " Douglas,";' he found that the. " DouglasW:
was consigned to: a well-known slave;trader, Don/Pablo Teisas, who was
then on board of her, and to whom the slaving vessels " Asp" and "c Lark,"
which had been recently condemned.for slave trade, had-been consigned.

Lieutenant Seag'rain pressed for permission to examine the hold of the
vessel, And the consignee gave him, permission to examine her freight, be-
cause le .conceived it was protected by.the. United States flag; and, under
the,--sane. impression, he acknowledged to Lietuteniant' Seagram' that her
cargo was Spanish, and had been shipped as6Americansolely for the pur-'
pose'ofiavoiding seizure.
The hatches'of the vesselhavingithen been opened, and Lieutenant Sea-'

gram-iiaving proceeded to examine her,it was discovered that she 'was
fitted omit for the' slave trade, vithl leaguers, hoops' and, staves, a slave deck
in planks, and three complete slave coppers.

Lieutenant Seagram reports that under these circumstances, he should
lave sent.,the " Douglas" to the Uniitea' State's, to be delivered', up~to the.
authorities of that country, bJut that he had' received orders from the com-
Maiiding oficer'of Her Majesty's y.essels on'the coast of Afrkia not to send'
any vessels to' the United St-ates utitil ie should have been informed' what'
course the' United. States Government took as to the slave vesselsthe'
"'Eagle" and " Clara," which had been sent.to the United States by the
commandinlg' officer, w ith' a. view to 'assist'. the American Government; in
preventing the abuse of the national flag. f the Union.

But Lieutenant Seagram not. having received any information on this.".
point, at the end of eight days after the '.deintion of the ,, DMuglas," thoughtL'
it his'dilty then to release thb "Do'glas," instead of detaining hier longer,
or:sending her to the United States.
From the factsabovestated, there appear little doubt that, if the "Doug-

!as" had been sent to the United' States,'sli' ouIld-have been-condemned
for trading in slaves under the flag of the Uteolib} . And had she been tried'
by the mixed commission at Sierra Leone, the pr'oefs that the -slave trade
in, voyage on which she 'was engaged was in fact a Spanish. ei terpris5
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*ere strong enough: to have warranted her condemnation in the British
and Spanishi-cntrts as ' Spanish slaver.,
With respect, to the assertion that three mnen, died from the effects of

exVasnre t4i6he sln,' in Cofnsequen-cb of the detention of the vessel, the in-
dersignedlhd -to gtate thatit:appears that'theve~se1 tethainad oiher owr
;aooonnt'; iilf e ihAfrcan-seas; 'twno niorths after her'drte ntidni'by Liedtenaht
.Seagiamm;.;and 'as none:of;her n1en d4:du'til fter those two moiflbs,
there seess; no-resoti to:suppose; att-thted66h-of -the 't- men'ind c1s-

:tionl wh' oecasioned by'the detention' of ithe vsesel by Lieuttnant Seagrain
.V ~ithlrespectito the statement that Lieutenant Seagramordered th6A` r-

'-ican-flag--to :beuhauiud do-wn,i it is -to be observd that the imast6r of the
"PDoiglas," -in hisi.protest,'declares thathe .himself~ and: .not ifeutebnh't
Seagram, ordered the United [States] flag to be hauled dowi,.-
As toany -lo6ssoft-provisions or stores, it is stated by the Ai4:meric'anias-

--ter- that the English prize creew brought their-provisions :i/ith' theiniztosIthe
"-Douglas," and he-does not even assert -that-they consumed;any protisids.
belonging toithe 'Douglas," or thatahy-of the'ttores of that vessel-'.Fe
lost.

With-respect to -the allegation-of-the American master,that the prizi~ede
had secreted nne demijohn of rum, forming part of the cargo of the'vs~il,
it-seems-probahble that there is arn rror inithat allegations. because the hatches.
of: the vessel; were opened and dl6osed ;agair 'inithe presence' ,of iLieureiitt
'Seagram; and no complaint wras miadeto: thatt.fficer, either by the -rt~ir-
or-the consignee, thattany lss or damage haa beeii'done to-the cargo.

Indeed; the master, on resuming' harge-ofhis vessel, declared'to Lieu
tenant'iSeagram :that he 'hadl no complainUtzt- mailke.

From-the-foregoing statement, it;-'vill- 'appear 'that the visittThe j§bdfC~h,
and the detention oft-he "cDotiglas" by Li'etenant- 'Seagra,took;'py6e
under 'ful 'belief, on tIhe part'if that officer that-he was pnYr-uing; a -coursee
w-hich'-would beapproved'by the' Governrnent'of the Uitei Statbe§;- hkid
in his conduct'towards -the' crew' 6f thd Are6el he-appears 4.rupilouslyftc
have avoided any act- which would jtittly' give-cause of 6efl,-6ce to cLifrieid-
ly Power.
The uedersigned has thereforetor eI ess the confident hope of Her Ma-

jesty's Government, that, upon a coniside'ation' of the whole case. thfe-G,6-
ernment-if the- United'States xvill: be of 60iinion 'that, although Iihe'itit f
Lieutenant Seagram in detaining an ;Uinit-d'States-slave'trading vessel'*Fs.
in the-bstract, irregular, -yet the-iirhp&ibh'tiniderw'r ichich he did if, sa ihe-
motives-which -pronmpted him to do it,-' exeiptrhim rom any just bl~ih.

Budit-the' un-dersigned cannot irefrairi 'froin -rquesting Mr.- SteVe^idn-tio
draw the-serious attention of the' Goverimtnent of the United StMes t'o 'his
case, 'which -affordsna'striking -exaniple of 'the mannerin'w.iic-th'eveb'ls
and flag of the;' UTnited States-are' empl-yed 'by Spatiish, Prtdgu'se,-'ald
Brazilian criminals, to'prdtect their piratial iindertatkinigs, in'utierecbn'ipt.
of-the laws ofihelUnion, and 'in' open 'defiance of the Pederal -Gobkntif it.
The undersignedd ivrails' himself6f tlliis- occasion; to -renew to M l!Stditbh-

son the assurance of -his distiniguished- consideration.
PALMERSTON."

A. STEVENSON, Esq.,4c.i

IPP -. ..,. _-
fR - 8-3.
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Lord Palmerstont to Mr. Stevenson.- copy.] .

FOREIGN OFFICE, SIHuSS, 5 1841.
The vuidersigned, Her Britannic Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs, has received.the note which Mr. Stevenson, envoy'extraordinary
.aid minister plenipotentiary from the United States of America, addressed
to him on the 27th of February last, cQmplaining that the schooner Ilago,"
bearing the United States flag, and commanded by Mr..Adolphius D.upony,
had been detained by Her Majesty's brigantine " Termagant," Lieutenant
Seagram, and that the schooner Hero," under the United States, flag, atid
commanded by Mr. B. McColnell, had been detained by Her Majesty's
brig Lynx..

Mr. Stevenson complains, iin the first place, that injury was done in these
cases to. the purposes of the voyage, and to the cargo and stores on board
the vessels detained; and he, contends, in the second place, that Her Ma.
jesty's naval officers had no excuse, and much less any justification, for
detaining these vessels; and he adds, that it is wholly immaterial whether
the vessels detained were equipped for, or actually engaged in, slave traffic
,or. not.

With regard- to the allegation of damages done to the cargoes of these
:vessels, the undersigned begs to remind Mr. Stevenson that the papers
which he transmitted to the undersigned show that, inl the case of the
"s Iago,' the money which was lost was stolen by the crew of the "s lago,"
W-hile the master was absent on shore, and that it was -not abstracted by
the crew of the detaining vessel. And it is fair [to presume] Ahat the
chronometer and -the watch, which were also lost on board that vessel,
were taken by the s~me persons who stole the money.

With-regard to. the damage said to have been done to the cargo ojthe
,4 Hero," during, the search of that vessel, the undersigned has requested
the Board of Admiralty to cause inquiries to be made upon that matter,
and he will acquaint Mr. Stevenson with the result.

With respect to the justification which the British officers had for detain.
ing these American vessels, with regard to the detention of. -which Mr.
Stevenson says that there is no '.'shadow of pretence for exercising, much
less justifying, the right of search or detention of vessels under the Uniited
States flag, by vessels of Her Majesty's navy," the undersigned has to state
-that a formal agreement was entered into on the 11th March, 1840, by the
commanding officer of Her Majesty's ships Oiwthe coast of Africa, and the
oflicer commanding the vessel sent by. the, United States Government to sup-
.press the slave trade of the United States on the African coast; and by that
.agreement those officers, for the purpose of. carrying into execution the
4.prders and views of their respective Governments respecting the suppres-
.ion o-fthe slave trade, requested each other, and agreed," to detaincall
ve sels, under the United States flag, found to be fully equipped for and
engaged in slave trade; and it was agreed. that such vessels should event-

.ually be handed over to the United States cruisers, if proved to be. United
States property, and to British cruisers, if proved to be' Spanish, Portui-
guese, Brazilian, or English property.

The undersigned would therefore submit that the commanding officers
of Her Majesty's vessels had no reason to suppose that, when giving effect
to this agreement by detaining vessels bearing the United States flag and
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engaged in slave, trade, they were doing a thing which would be disagree-
able to the Governmeit of the- United States.

With respect- to the "lago," the undersigned has to observe that that
.vessel was fully equipped for slave trade; that the papers found on board
of her were of a suspicious character; that all her crew but. two were
:.Spanish. And Her Majesty's Advocate General, to whom the case was
referred, has reported it to be hisiopinion that the commissioners at Sierra
Leone would have been justified in proceeding to the adjudication of the
.vessel; and that, if the case had been investigated by then, sufficient proof
would have been afforded that the vessel was in reality Spanish, and not
American property, and that consequently she was liable to condemnation.
The undersigned trusts that the foregoing statement will show that there

.is good reason for doubting that any wilful damage was done to the cargo
of either of the two vessels in question by the crews of the detaining ships;
and that, although it is indisputable that British cruisers have no right, as
-such, to search and detain vessels which are the property-of citizens of-the
United States, even though such vessels nlay evidently be'engaged in slave
trade, yet in these cases the British naval officers acted in pursuance-of a
special agreement with a naval officer of the United States; and they were,
therefore, justified in believing that, instead of doing. any thing which
would be complained of by the Government of the United States, they
were furthering the views and forwarding the wishes of that Government.
Such cases, however, cannot happen again; because positive orders

were sent by the Admiralty, in February last, to all Her Majesty's cruisers
-employed for the suppression of the slave trade, not again to detain or med-
-lie with the United States vessels engaged in the slave trade. These orders
have been sent by Her Mlajesty's Government with great-pain-and regret,
-but as an act due by them to the rights of the United.States.
Her Majesty's Government, however, cannot bring themselves' to-he-

-lieve that the Government of Washington can seriously and deliberately
intend that the flag and vessels of the Union shall continue to'be,: as they
now are, the shelter under which the malefactors of all countries perpe-
trate with impunity crimes which the laws of -the Union stigmatize as
piracy and punish with death.

But, unless the United States Government shall consent to make, with
the other.Powers of Christendom, some agreement of the -iature of that
which their naval officer on the coast of Africa spontaneously entered.into
'with the British naval commander on that station, these abuses twill not
-only continue to exist, but will increase in magnitude every day; 'and the
end will be, that the slave trade will be carried on exclusively> tender the
-shelter of the. flag, and by the special protectio'nof the Executive Govern-
-ment of that nation whose' Legislature was among the first- to pronounce
the crime infamous, and to affix to it the severest penalties. -
The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to relev to ,Mr. Steven-

son the assurances of his distinguished consideration.
PALMERSTON.

A. STEVENSON, Esq., 4'c.

P. S.-I return to you, according to your request, the original papers
enclosed in your note of the 27th of February last, on' the subject of the
a'Iago."1
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Mr. Stevenson to Lord Palmer.ston.-[copy.]

:;32UPPER Ga65y.ENRPBST!EETX
I4_rf /t,{; '' 'August 9, 1;.41.

(M, L'oRD:; On myr.e-ur= i to London, after a temporary absence ofa?.
few days, J.foundithe'twocomrnxunications which your lordship did me the
honor to address Xto me,. under date of the 5th instant, in answer tomy nofts;
of.the. l3th;ot..Noovember, the. 27th of Febriiary, and the 1st of Marshl
]ast,;,cferplainioig of thed seizure antd detention of three American vessels,.
the 6Douviglas,?'"ago," and "4 Hero," and the-ill treatment of their crews,
byfHer.Majesty's cruisers employed on the Africani coast in suppressing
the .slavetrade.
...:Having,, in. my previous communications, said all that 1. deemed impor-

tant orl the Wsubjert. of these repeated aggressions. upon the vessels and
commerce of! the; Thi ited States .and the rights of their flag, I can have'no.
inducement at this timne to trouble your lordship with anyfurther remarks;
and.I shall therefore content myself with transmitting to my Government,.
at thedarliest day, copies of your lordship's notes, with whom it will rest
toidecide. upon the sufficiency of the explanation which they contain in
justification of, the co~hduct of the commanders of Her, Majesty's brigs %of
twar;t1e Terni~agant and thle Lynx.
It is proper,. however, that I should seize the earliest opportunity to ac-

quaint your lordship that, in relation to:the agreement which it is alleged
w~s.entered..into between the commander of the British squadron on the-
African coast and the officer in command of the vessel sent by the Govern-
ment. of the United States. to suppress the slave trade, allowing the mutual
right of searching and! detaining all British and American vessels found-
trading in slaves,. I have no other information than that. communicated in,
your lordships ;notes, and have no reason to suppose that such authority
had heen confided: by the American Government to any of its officers.

I .pray godbr lordship. to accept assurances of my distinguished considera'-
tion and.respect. A. STEVENSONi"

Lord Palmnerston to M3r. Stevenson.-[cory.]
FOREIGN OFFIcE, d.'ugusl 17, 1841.

*iscount-Palmerston presents his compliments to Mr. Stevenson, and,.
-with-referencde~to Mr-.Stevenson's note of the 9th instant, has the honior-to
transmit, herewith,;to Mr.' Stevenson- a copy of the agreement entered into-
.betveen Captain Tlut ker, of -Her. Majesty's sloop c; Wolverine," and Liet-
tenant Pair.e, offtbhe.Uijited ;Statesiiship of war "Grampus," which was-
referred to inrthe'notes addressed. by: Viscount Palmerston to Mr. Stevea-
*son otnhe 5th instant, on the subject of the detention of the vessels the-
" Douilas," the 'iIago," and Cc Hero,"' by. Iler Majesty's cruisers.

t.ASTEvE'Ns6N,'Etq., 4sc.

L;ord;Palrne2'ston to Mr. Stevenson.-[coPv.]
FOREIGN OFFIcE, .SugUst 27, 1841.

-he undersigied, Her, Majesty's principal Secretary of State for.For
eign Affairs9, has, had under his consideration .the note, which Mr.- Ste'ven
son, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the UnitedSatet).
did him the honor to address to him, under date of the 15th May, 1840,a
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complaining of the detention of a brig under American colors, called tbe:
".Maary',"?ibylH~er:;.Majesty's 'ship'Forester, i-
In this note, Mr. Stevenson, assuming the information furnished; to, the!

United: tatesBGov'rnenrtby- Mr. iTrist,itheir'consun at the 1avana, to be
cowp-lete and-corrct, prfers a. 6laim' for indemnity6to the owner of -the'
- Mar,!' and, asks: for the exemplary Ounishment'of the commander of the
"'Forester," and those concerned in.:the prOceedings taken bv that officer
against the, Mary-proceedings which, in Mr. Stevehson's opinicon,:seeen
to.wat not-hing to''ive- tlhemi.the cliaracter of a most flagrant and daring.
outrage, andve, r little, if any thing, to sink them into an act of open and
direct piracy.
The. undersigned has now the honor to inform Mr. Stevenson -that the

niore .particular information which has -been 'futrnished toi Her,'Mafjesty?s
Government, as to this vessel, places the question in a very different- light
from that in which it has been presented to the Government of the; United
.States; and the undersigned trusts that the following statement will satisfy
-Mr. Stevenson that, although the vessel herself, being ill built,yrmight -iot
have been intended actually to convey negroes fromthe coast of Africa, yet
she was.in reality the property of a Spanish slave dealer, and was em-
ployed by. him for the purposes of slave,trade.:
The papers found on board this vessel by the conimander of ihe "For-

ester" showed that, on the 24th January, 1839, a bill of sale was prepared;
at the Havana, by Mr. J. A. Srnith, the vice consul of the United States at.
that port, settig-forth that a permanent' American register -((No. 48) -had-
been granted to the brig " Mary," of Philadelphia, on the 17th Julnee, 1837,
and that the brig was at that time owned by Joseph J. Snowden, of'iPhila-
delphiA, and; was' commandedhby J. H. Haven.

Joseph.J. Snowden, the original owner, then gave a power of attorney-
and substitution to Charles Snowden, who again nominated Pedro Mlane-
gat, the notorious slave doalesr' hut who was tegorlboed it: that docuM nI
merely as a. merchant at the Havana, to sell and transfer the' "-Mar-

Eight days afterwards,'Pedro Manegat professedly sold tha MAary" to.
a person ramned: Pedro 'Sabate, .of; New Orleans,'who, on the 2d-May, ap--
pointed as her master Charles' Sno'wdeii, the same person who, -three
months. before, had named'Pedro Manegat'as his agent to sell the "Mary;"
and on. the.1.8th June. Pedro abate replaced.Snowden by appointing'Da-
vid Tomlinson to the command.

This Pedro Manegat, the pretended seller' but real purchaser of the-
"'Mary," is-the same individual who, inlike-manner, ownred.the~following
nominally' American vessels, namely: the '" -periony" whi'h' left -the
Havana in.December,-l838, as an American vessel, and 'was afterwards.
condemned as the Spanish schooner "-1Isabel ;" the schooner "1 Hazard;"
which was detained and erroneously released in 1February,'1639, under
circumstances similar to those which mark ihe case of the: "'AfM y; and
the ".Octa4ai" also condemned as Spanish property-which last namedi
vessel, Pedro -Manegat had only employed, as'he did the" Mary,"'narely,.
to carry goods for the purchase of slaves-to agents on the coast.
Thei Sanish master, Tomas Escheverria; and a;Spanish crew, were

shipped on 'board the "-Mary" as passengers. 'Among them were sevei~pX
individuals'who were recognised as-having been formerly 'captured 'in'slave
.vessels`Eschevdrria. himself" having been master' of' the:Spadiish scdhooniir-
"Norma," when that vessel was captured witl 234 slaves on board. :-The
ship's articles s-etfrth that the crew was engaged to navigate the "9Mary"'
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from the port of Havana to the Gallina's, or w1kerever ele the master
direct.
. In two. of, three papers which, the master, David Tomlin-son, produced
to prove his American citizenship, h1Je'is styled Pils B. 7bomlimerty, and
in the third P., B., .Tomlinson;. while in the log, enclosed. in Mr. Steven-
-son's Dote, he.is,,called Captain Thomason.

,.The clearance and bills of lading show that the. owners of-the cargo
were, Blanco & Carvelho,.Pedro Martinez & Co., Pedro Manegat, and
ormas .Escheverria,.the Spanish captain, all well-known slave traders;

-aid the consignees, Tomas Rodriguez Baron, Ignacio P. Rolo, and Theo-
-dore Canot, of the Gallinas, long and well known to the naval officers em-
ployed in suppressingb the slave trade on the coast as factors for the -pur-
,chase and shipment of slaves.

h;Thus the papers produced to the captain of the Forester, by Tomlinson,
were of themselves sufficient to show that this was one 6f the then frequent
cases in which the flag of the United States had- been fraudulently assum.
-ed; and all doubt was removed as to the real character of the undertaking
-on, which the vessel was employed, when, on further search, there were
found on board of her slave coppers, two bags of shackles, large water
;leaguers, and a slave deck-the latter being noted as shipped under the de.
.nomination of five hundred feet of lumber.

Under these circumstances, the. undersigned is of opinion that the corn-
wander of Her Majesty's ship " Forester" was filly justified in consider.
ing the "Mary" to be a Spanish vessel, and, consequently, when-taking her
before the. British and Spanish court; and accordingly, when the British
~commissioners reported to Her Majesty's Government that the judges, had
"refused to allow the "Mary" to be libelled ill that court, under the im-
pression.that the mere fact of her having the American flag hoisted should
.haver protected her from -visitation and search by a British cruiser, the
British commissioners were told that there was, in the opinion of Her Ma.
jesty's Government, reason to suppose that the " Mary?' was a Spanish,
,and not an American vessel, and that the judges ought, therefore, to have
allowed her to be libelled in the British and 'Spanish court; for that, al.
-though British ships of war are not authorized. to visit and search-Ameri
-can vessels on the high seas, yet if a vessel, which there is good reasodn-to
suppose is in -reality Spanish property, is captured and brought into a port
in which a mixed British and Spanish court is sitting, the commissioners
,may-properly investigate the case; arid, upon sufficient proof being- ad-
sauced of the Spanish character of the vessel, and of her-having been guilty
-of a breach -of the, treaty between Great Britain and Spain for- the suppres-
-sionof the slave trade, the court may condemn her, notwithstanding that
.-she was sailing under the American flag, and had American papers on board.

With respect to the general question of the search of vessels under- the
4An1erica-1, flag by British cruisers, the undersigned begs to refer Mr. Ste-
venson to his other note of this day's date, relative to the case of the "Su-
-san," in which the undersigned has fully, and he hopes satisfactorily, re-
,plied to the' representations made by Mr. Stevenson on that subject.
.The undersigned begs to return to Mr. Stevenson the log kept by John

3iautorn,;-while acting as mate on board the " Mary;" and avails himself of
this occasion to renew to Mr. Stevenson the assurances of his distinguished
consideration.

PALMERSTON-..1
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in:Lord iPutlrnersto~t o AMr. tevenson.-;-[copy.].
.FOREIGNOFFICE, 4ugulS. 27, 1841.
Th~ie undersigned, Her 'Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Forteigtl

Affairs,has the honor-t& acknowledge the' receipt of the note from Mr.
;Stevensop, envoy extraordinary and 'minister plenipotentiary from, the
Uhited'Statei at. this court, dated the 14th-August; 1840, in 'reply to the
tote of.-the 'undersigned dated the 23d April, 1840, on- the subject. of a
complaint made* 'by the American Governrnent against the officer iiin zorn-
mand of Her NMajesty's brig s" Grecian," for having boarded the American
merchant ship "Susan," when off 'the light of Cape Frio, in the- iioutdi of
:Apfily' 1839.
-The undersigned begs leave to state to'Mr. Stevenson, in 'reply to the

'remarks contained in his last note, that Her Majesty's Government do not
'pretend that Her Majesty's naval officers have any right to' search Ameri-
tan merchantmen, met with in time of peace at sea; an-d if in'som' few
'cases such m'erchantmen have been searched when, suspected of having
been' engaged in slave trade, this has been done solely'because the British
'officer who made-the search imagined that he was acting;in conformity
with the wishes of the United States Government, in endeavoring to hand
over to the United States tribunals ships and citizens of the Union foulind
engaged in a flagrant violation of the law of the Union.

Such things, however, will not happen again, because orders have bee'
given which will prevent their recurrence.

'But there is an essential and fundamental difference between searching
a vessel and examining her papers to see whether she is legally' provided
with documents entitling her to the protection of any country- a'id espe-
cially'of'the country whose flag she may have hoisted 'at'the time. For
though, by common parlance,the word. " flag" is used to express the test of
nationality, and though, according to that acceptation of the wo6rd, Her
Majesty's Government admit that British cruisers are not e entitled, in time
,of peace, to search'nmerchant vessels sailing under theiAmerican flag, yet
Her Maje'sty's Government do not mean 'thereby to say that a'merchant-
man can exempt himself from search by merely hoisting a piece of bunting
with'the Un'itedStates emblems and colors upon it;' that which Her Ma-
jesty's Government mean is, that the rights of the United States flag exempt
a vessel from search, when that vessel is provided with papers entitling
her to wear that flag, and proving her to be United States property, and
navigated according to law.

But this fact cannot be ascertained unless an officer of the cruiser whose
-duty it is to ascertain thisifact shall 'board the vessel, or unless the' master
of the merchantman shall bring his papers on board the cruiser; and this
;examination of papers of merchautmetn suspected of being engaged in
slave trade,'even 'though they may hoist an United States flag, is a pro-
qceeding' which it is absolutely necessary that British cruisers employed in
the suppression of the slave trade should'continue to practise, and to'which
Her Majesty's Government are fully persuaded that'the United States Gov-
ernment 'cannot,-upon 'consideration, object; because whita'8would be' the
cotiSequence of a contrary' practice? '
What would be the consequence, if a Vessel engaged in the slave trade

could' protect herself from search by merely hoisting an United Stutes flag?
Why, it is plain that in such 'case every slave-trading pirate, whether
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Spanish, Portngteseeor. Brazijjan, or i9ngsh,,or\FrencGbh,;or of whatever
nation. he might bet, would immediately sail unider the colors of the United
States ;. every, criminal .caild do that, though -he could not procure genuine
;Aeriban papperq;. -nd thus- lL t.he ; :qofludoati
Povrers, for .hq up~pressiontof slave ,trade tut0ould ,bir-; ered aidbadildit~r,
.Even, the lawsg of/ England: might. be set ,atv defiance -by/her'owfl;subjedsJ
.and, the;,savetyade o aldbe invested with complete. r unity.;-Er. Ma..
i.jesty~s rQoyerarnent.are; persuaded that ;the United States Gonernment~j.
potipaintaina.d4ptriude which, would necessarilyt kead :to5.siuch mtihoius

scoljqxqenqce.; bnt the undersigned! is:;bound induty frankly to decleato
hlr. Srevpnsqp,.that to such a doctrine the Byritish Givernnentneveraould
or would subscribe. The cruisers employed by Her Majesty's [Gn1overn
ment for thq; suppression of slave trade must, ascertain, by inspecti6 'of
.,papers,!thepaftgioality of vessels; met;erwith by them under circumstancesg
which juify a 'snspicion thiat suich vessels: are engaged in slave trade;ia
orderjkla,;iiffsuch yQssels are found to belongitd a country which hasiieoi .
ceded tolreat Britain the mutual right of search,' they mayibeiis a'rod
accordingly ; anditlat, if -thev be found to'.belong to a. country: whichlike
ithe U~nited. tato,-4i as not conceded that, mutual right they may be. allowed
:to paw on,;freevand -unexamined, to .consummate their iiltended iniquity.
Her. Majesty's ,Go0vern ent feels./convinlced/that the United States Go.rn-.
ment will see theinocessityi of this course .of proceeding.

,lIut; Jfer. ;Majesty's Government wold fain. hope .thut the day. is not far
distant when the Government of the United S:tates will ;cease to confound'
two'tjipgs.,which are in tleir nature.entirely .different; will looklo things
and oAlt, to; words: .and, perceiving the wide;and entire.distinction between
that right of search which. has .heretofore, been a subject of: discussionibe-
twveen the t-wo; eo.vntri, and thatrightt ofsearch -which almost all., ther
-Clhrintiarr jlatiens rlaye' rutrally'gi~ven each other;,for the suppressioutof
the olavetiade,,xvwill. join the Christian league,:and -will no.longbripeomit
the iipsj Lebjects owfthle wUion to be engaged in undertakingsiwwhili

tthe law ofthqj.-Vjnion punishes as piracy..i
Theupderajgned avails himself of thisloccasion .to renewv to MIr.St:vn-

ison the S,.pusqes of. .hi' distinguished consideration.
!PALNIERSTON.,,

A. ,STiyJ 00,KgIsq., :4sc.

M,7'Er. Stevenlson to LordOberdeen.-[cop..]
32 UPPER GROSVENOOR STPREET,:

September. 10,1l84I.
The jun6ersigned, enVoy extraordinary and ,minister plenipnreriexuy

firom the United states, has the honor to 'acquaint the Earl of Aberdeb,
.er. M.-M9ty's prjncipal:Secretary of. State for Foreign Affairs,.thailheq a
.had~let, noprito receive the two cQumnluications.addressed to.,,NTy
Lordl Viscount Palmerston, Her Majesty's late principal Secretaryrofitate
bor.Foreoign 4~Tfirs,-,under. date of the 27thul2tinimo, upon the subjected
impro~per;.ap& larass~ing conduct of..British crtjisers towards -the6¶efiis"
*an4d flag; of the .United .States in the African, seas. InW.communicatiz
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the decision of' Hfer ;Majesty7s) Govenrtrnentiupon the claims 'submitted to
its46nsiderati6i tit would '"hdve 'iivehi,he: 'indersign-di'great':satistactioil
to4hidaere-presented thatidd-isibii-aa'ond'ca elated t6dig o jfutice tO the
ibld~ridualclamatlseada a;craott th ijtis Iih~hdInebtbhiisodiltry.! He: 'had 'indtflgd 'a' confiddtk htopethlatheconiidIikt4'khuic

hadl(been'dnade upon: the subject would have been folloWedL'otiodl by
stijt~ble ',atonement'i anid: reolration-' but by an'i."L nedi'ate 'ab nd`i'et
ofthbsystdmtof wrong aatid violence to which the :?essels -and commerce
of lthe'Vnited iStates 'lad;beeni so long exposed, thlriktgh-ttie' misconduct
of-,4Britishl cruisers in the African seas.

This course he had expected. not less from the justice offRer Majesty's
Government than'th~friiendiily;rei-tions subsisting' between the twdo con-
tries".;W

Itiistihereforetwith painftlI surprise and regret'thdt'the undersigned now
learns, from; Lord Palmerstonls communications, than those proceedings
offer Majesty's' cruisers'have' not only been, approved and justified, and'
theifinjuries'which. 'ensued to remain unredressed, bit that a right s nolw'
asserted .by Her; Majesty's Government over the vessels: and flag of the
UnitediStates, involving high questions'of national 'hnor and4A terest, of
publidlaw, and individual rights.'
Having heretofore, in his correspondence withfLord Palmoistoii,' dis-

cussed, the, merits of these claims and the 'principles inivolved'in 'them,
and presented. the 'views- arid expectations of his Governmient upon 'the
subjectvithe undersigned does not feel it incumbent upon him, at this time,
tom'openwagain the!general discussion, or recapitulate' the6partidular'cir-
cumstaices by %which -these'cases might justly claim' to be distinguisheld.
Referring Lord Aberdeen to'the previous correspondence 'which htis taken
places the undersigned will refrain from the further discussion 'of the: indi-
vidualfcases;;and content himself with a brief. examination of tib6se parts
of--ILord Palmerston's notes in which a power' is, for the! first' time,'dis-
tinctly asserted by Her Majesty's Government, over the vessels and flag
of.ithe 'Ulilited- States, in time -of peace, on -the- high seas. In order to as-
*ccrtain the. precise nature and, character of' this new and extraordinary
power, it may be proper to qluote those parts; of his' lordship's commiuni-
cation in which it is' asserted. They 'are in the following words
"'The undersigned begs leave to state to Mr. Stevenson, in reply to the

remarks contained in -his last note, that Her Majesty's 'GoVernment do not
pretend that. Her. Majesty's' naval officers have any right to search Anier-
lcan:merchantmen met with in'- time of peace at sea; but there' is an es-
sentialiand, fundamental differences between 'Searching 'a'Vessel'and exam-
ining, her, papers to see- whether she" is' 'legally provided with documents
'entitlingiher to the protection of 'any 'country,' and especially'f 'the coun-
try whose flag. she may have hoisted. at the time. For though by'com-
mon parlance the word.flag' is 'used to express the test of 'iatibnlity; and
though, according to that acceptation of the word, Her' M-jesty's Gov-
ernment:, admit. that 'British crulisers are not ent itled, in tinhi6 of' peaie, to
search'merchant vessels !sailing tinder the American flae, yet Her Majes-
tyWs Government do not mean, thereby to say- that a' merchantman can::ex-
emptherself from search bymerely 'hoisting a piece of blunting,'withi the
United,.States- emblems. and colors upon it. That 'which Her Majesty's
Government meajl is, that the rights of the United States flat exempt &
vessel from search when that vessel is provided with-papers entitling her"
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to wear that flag, and proving her., to be, United Statebrproperty, and 'naviv
igated according to law, And. again.: 'Thecruisers employed by H;
Ms.jes~.y's. Governimenlt for the' suppression of! slave trade must asc&~
tai, by inspection of. the 'papers, the ngtionality~of vessels met with b.
them undercircumstanpces which justify a. suspicion that- such vesselkae'engaged in slave trade, in order-that, if such vessels are found to belbn
to a country which has conceded to Great Britain the, mutual !righdto
search, they may be searched accordingly; and if they be found to bel6nfij
to a. country. *hich, like the United States, has, not eonceded that mutual
right, they may be allowed to pass on, free anrd unexamined, to coUtshi",
mate their intended iniquity."

Here is a direct assertion of a right, oli the part of British cruisers, to;>
board and detain all vessels sailing under the flag of the United Statesp
whether American or not, for the purpose of ascertaining;by an examine.,
tion of their papers, their national character, and deciding whether they:.
are`entitled to the protection of the flag of the country under which th'i
sail. Now, it is proper to remark, that the attempt which his lordship',
makes to distinguish between the right of search (a right, however, whielvi
he disclaims) and that which he asserts is wholly fictitious. They are es..
seiitially the same, for all the purposes of the present discussion. Indeed,'
the right~to board, detain. and decide upon the national character oflves
sels navigating the ocean in time of peace, may justly be regarded as more.
odious and insulting, and giving place to wider and more important in-.
juries, than the right of search, which is purely a belligerent right, and'
cannot be enforced in time of peace. But if the distinction was admitted?
to' be a'souund one, yet nothing would be gained in support of the right-
which Lord Palmerston claims for Her Majesty's Government. The i'ut
quiry must still arise, whether a power even of visitation or detention
can be rightfully and lawfully exercised by one nation over the ships of
another, in time of peace, upon the high seas. That it cannot, the under.
Signed will now' proceed briefly to show.
And, first, as to the principles of public law and the usage of nations.

By these it is expressly declared thpa the vessels of all nations, in time of"
peace, navigating the ocean, shall be exempt from every species and plur.

olose of interruption and detention, unless engaged in some traffic contra.'
ry to the law of nations, or expressly provided for by treaty or compact.
Now, although piracy is admitted to be an offence against the public law,,--
and therefore punishable in every country and by every nation, z16 matter
where committed, it nmust vet be borne in mind that all piracies are- not
Oflenlces against the law of nations. Piracy, therefore, by international"
law, and that wv~hich may be made so by the municipal law of particular"
States,are essentially of a different character, and to -be treated accord-'V
ingly. Hence it is . that offences declared to be piracy by 'the municipal,;
laws of any StaWue can only be tried and punished by the country withinv'
Whose Jurisdictijn, or on board of whose ships on the ocean, the offenc&
mlay have been conmtnitted.. Now, slave trade is not cognizable-under the"-
las.vofnations. Although prohibited by most nations, and declared 'ti"-
be piracy by their laws,, and especially by the statutes of.Great BritihV
antlld the United States, it is yet not an Ofifnce against the p lblic law,'anu'i
its interdiction cannot be enforced by the ordinary right of visitation'zd&')
ten'ion, or search, in the manner that it might be if it was piracy.bylthV
law of. nations. That this is the acknowledged doctrine of international '

7.42-
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'law cannot, it is presumed, be doubted. It is so expressly declared by all
writers upon the law of nations, and has been ccknowledged byy the British
Goverrnment through its highest judicial tribunals. Her annals are full 'of'
instruction on the subject. The following is the language held by one of
her most distinguished jurists: "WWe are disposed to go as far in discoun-
tenancing this odioiis traffic as the law of nations and tbe principles recog'-
nised by English tribunals will allow us in 'doing; bitn beyond these
principles we do not feel at liberty to travel. Formal declarations have
been made and laws enacted in reprobation of this practice, and plans,
ably and zealously conducted, have been taken to induce other countries
to follow our example, bitt at present with insufficientt effect ; for there are
nations which adhere to the practice under all the encouragement which
their own laws give. What is, then, the doctrine of our own courts of the'
laws of nations ? Why, that this practice is to be respected; the slaves, if
taken, to be restored to their owners; and, if not taken under innocent
mistake, to be restored with costs and damages."

Again " It would be, indeed, a most extravagant assumptions in any
court of the law of nations, to pronounce 'that this practice-the tolerated,.
the approved; the encouraged object of law ever since man became subject:
to law-was legally criminal." Does 'Her Majesty's Government i-ow
inean to contend that the slave trade is contrary to the law of nations?'
On the contrary, is not the trade lawful to all Governments who have not
forbidden it, and, consequently, no right given to any one nation over the
slave ships of another in time of peace, independent of express treaty stip-
ulations, by which the extent of the power to be-exercised must be regu-
lated? The right, then, which Lord Palmerston asserts, derives no sup-
port from the principles of the public law, but is' left to stand upon the'
grounds of expediency and necessity, as the means of executing the exist-
ing treaties for the suppression of the slave trade, and without which his
lordship asserts they would become et dead letter. Whether' this be no or-
not, the undersigned has no means of judging, and deemis it, therefore,
unnecessary either' to admit or deny it.
The question is not whether the power asserted might be necessary or

expedient, but whether any such power exists. It-is incuimbent, then,llupon
Her Majesty's Government to show upon what principles of justice and
right it claims the power of deciding upon the right of an independent na--
tion to navigate the ocean in time of peace ; and this, too, for 'the purpose
of executing treaties to which such nation -is not a party, and consequently
not bound, The signal error of Lord Palmerston- is, in assuming the ne-
cessity and expediency of the power, as proof of its existence. Was such,
a power ever before asserted in the manner or to the extent. which is now
done'? On the contrary, has not the right of 'Visitation and search been
always regarded as exclusively one of a belligerent character ? In' proof'
of this, the undersigned need only refer Lord Aberdeen to the authority of
Great Britain herself on the subject-: "' I can fild no authority (says the'
late Sir William Scott) that gives the right of interruption to the 'naviga-
tion of States upon the high seas. except that which the right of w'ar gives,
to belligerents against neutrals. No nation can exercise a right of t4isita--
tiou and search upon the common and unappropr Mated parts of 'the ocean,
except upon the belligerent claim." And again: " No nation has 'the
right to force their way for the liberation of Africa by trampling upon the
independence of other States, on the pretence of an eminent good by means.
that are" unlawful,. or to press forward to a great principle by breaking
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'through other great principles which stand in the way. Now, of all the
principles ever attempted to be established in the past -history of the do.
minion of the sea, few probably could be selected of more offensive and
*objectionable character-than those asserted in Lord Palmerston's note.
Indeed, it is difficult to believe that his lordship, or Her Majesty's Govern.
meant, could seriously expect that -any independent nation could for a lot..
meant acquiesce in doctrines involving the extravagant supposition of yield.
ing to another the right of determining upon the terms and conditions upon
which it should navigate tile ocean in time of general and profound, peace.
Such a power once submitted to, and there would' be no species of national
-degradation to which it might not lead. That such would be the conse..
quence the undersigned feels himself at liberty to suppose. But if it were
admitted, for the purpose of illustration, that such a right was even doubt.
ful, still the United States, as well as other commercial nations, would be
bound to demand its discontinuance, if attempted to be exercised in the matl-
ner indicated in Lord Palmerston's note. Under what restrictions and
'limitations could suLch a power be enforced? What competent tribunal
would there be to determine upon the degree of suspicion which is to jus.
tify the boarding and detoxntion, and the. right of determining the national
character of all vessels under the flag of the U3nited States? Would it not
'make every subordinate commander of a British cruiser the exclusive'
judge, and not only lead to auigry and exciting irritations upon the ocean,
but to painful discussions between the two Governments? What security
would American nierchantmen have against decisions made without evi-
*dence. or where all the rules of evidence might be violated with impunity?
Would it not, from its very nature, be a power the exercise of which, in
whatever form it might be guarded,' could admit of no just limitation?
The answer to these questions will best'show how inconsistent with the
peace of Great Britain and the rights of other States the exercise of any
-such power would be attended. But it is unnecessary to press this view
of the subject further upon Lord Aberdeen's attention. The objection is
,one of principle, and not of expediency, and is, therefore, wholly incapa-
ble~of being overcome by the manner or discretion with which the power
might be exercised, or the limitations thrown around it. However soft.
ened in terns, or restricted, it must still be regarded as imposing restrictions
upon the lawful commerce of neutral nations, and an innovation upon the
-liberty of the seas; a power which no independent State could ever sub.
1lit to without surrendering its independence and sovereignty, and disre-
garding the high obligations of duty which it owes to itself and the other
nations of the world. Nor is there any force in the view alleged by Lord
Palmerston, and upon which great reliance is placed, that the flag of the
Union is grossly abused by other nations, as a cover to their slave traffic.
'To what extent the flag of the 'United States way have been used for this
'purpose, the undersigned and his Government have no means of judging.
'That it has been grossly abused, however, there is too mlch reason to be-
lieve and deplore; but whatever this abuse may have been, it can have no'
just influence either to strengthen or weaken the right asserted by Her'
Majesty's Government.

In relation to the conduct of other nations, who seek to cover their infa-
mous traffic by the fraudulent use of the American flag, the Government
of the United States cannot be responsible. It has taken the steps' which
it deemed best to protect its flag as well as its character from abuse, and:
will ibIlow it up by such other measures as may appear to be called for.
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The Governinent of he'IeUnited`Stites' are not 'iltse'nsible to the force of
the considerations which belong to the subject of tie African slave trade,
nor tive theffaiiedl 16-mbrni~st 'their sensibility to whatever concerns, its
abolition. N!4othing is furttber ftom the wish of Ihe 'Ameiican 'Gdernment
t1han - a desire. tbincrease the difficidlties 'or throw obstacles 'in the Wvay !f
the execution of ihe existing tromief'for its 'final extintion. Thhil thle un-
dersfgned has u'pot' indrd 'thhn oone ocoasionl:had the' honior of assirfhig
Her Majesty's 'Governmerit, and 'takes leave -now to repeat to LoIrd Ab-
erdeen. Anxious,'however,:as the Government of the United States are
to promote the views of Her Majesty's 'Govertineiit 'onihis snbj'sct, it
eanncst coinseult to do;so 'by sacrificing the rights'of its§citizens'or the&hoiior
of itseflag.
Her Majesty's Governtient cannot he iisensibie of the impoftnnce and

value of guarding the righ-ts of netitmlity frdm every species of violation.
ThiP>'dtiy belottgs'especiatly to igy6it and po'verfill 'nations, such as Great
Britain -and the United States, not onilV as the best means of preservrm
'peacq, but giving security 'toiweaker comm.rpities, under 'the shadhw o
impartial justice. -Atiiong ne-utral nations, there is probably not one mbre
deeply interested than the 'United'' States. Their attitude is- that of a neii-
tral and peacefiil Power, The consistent and perserering policy of their
Governtment has been displayed in de1ience of the rights of neutrality and
the liberty of the seas. Desirouvs to manifest cordial good wvill to all na-
tions,'and maintain with eath not only relations of the mnst 'perfect armity,
but those of, a commerciall character, '¶pon t-he 'basis of a fair, equal, 'tnd
just reciprocity, the Uniled States will continue to give to their system 6
policy a sincere and steady adherence. Upon this basis, tlie relations be-
tween-G-reat 'Britain and the United States, as urell as; all other nations,
can alone be expected to'oontianae. The undersigned, therefore, is happy
to see in these 'relations, as well as the justice of 'Her Majesty's 'Govern-
inent and therfirmness of his oitrn, the best reason to expect 'iot only an
abandoinment. of tte'power Which. is now asserted, wvith'the whole system
of vexatious interruption and s&%rveillance to which the vessels' and c6rti-
merce of the United States have 'been subjected, but the future relatioim
of' the two coun-tries placed upon the solid fotindation of mutual interest
and comity, and a more enlafged aid liberal policy.

'l'hese are the views' which the undersigned has deemed' it his duty to
submit to Lord Aberdeen's consideration, 'upon the doctrines contained
in Lord Palmerston's note, of a character so new and alarming to' nation-
al sovereignty arid sensibility atid' the friendly relations of the two cotm-
tries. He has presented themrt with 'the frankness and earnestness Which
theirinmportance merited,,and 'with 'the' high respect diue to Her' Majesty's
Government. He hastherefore. no other duty n(, v to perform than' to titans.
mut "copies of Lord Palmerstoni's communicationss to his G.overnment, and
to protest, in the most solemn 'mann er, against ther'doctriiies, as alike'in-
consistent with the principles of public law,' rith 'the rulghts anrd sover-
eignty of the United States, and withltthat 'seise of justice and right whidh
belong'to the British nation.
The undersigned:prays Lord' Aberdeen to acceptt assuratntes of his'high

consideration' and respect.
'A.~STEVENS-,V.

'To the Right"Hon.'t~he Eafl of ADBRDEEN.
!58
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!.,. Lord .,berdeen Ito -Mr. Stevenson.-<-[cor'v.J<p"
FonrEix OFFICE, October 13, 1841-,

The undersigned, Her Majesty's principal Secretary:of Statefor Foreign
Affairs, has had the honor to receive-the note of Mr. Stevensou, envoy
extraordinary and minister pleniipotentiary-of the United States ofAmer'
ica, dated on the loth of September, in continuation of a correspondence
with the predecessor of the undersigned in this. office, and relating to the
visitation ofvessels bearing the American flag, and suspected of being en-
gaged inthe African slave trade.

If the undersigned feels it necessary to offer some: remarks upon. the
note of Mr. Stevenson, he is desirous of doing so in the manner best cal.
*culated to ensure a' candid and impartial consideration .;for he would deep-
ly regret that any harshness or asperity of expression should aggravate
the difficulties of a subject which is, at all times, but too liable to produce
excitement and irritation. The undersigned .is aware of the susceptibil.
ity of. national feeling in all that affects national honor, and he requests
Mr. Stevenson to believe that it is with the most unfeigned respect-for
the rights, honor, and independence of the United States that he: now pro-
ceeds to address him. -
The undersigned will forbear from, entering into ally particulars of- the

visitation of the vessels, which has formed the principal matter of Mr.
Stevenson's complaint to Her Majesty's Government, and which has been-
fully discussed-in his correspondence with the predecessor of the -under-
signed..

That proceeding nmay have been justifiable or otherwise, and the nnder.
signed will be prepared, if necessary, to enter with Mr. Stevenson into
the details of the question;. but his present object is that of a more gon.
erEl nature. He is desirous of placing very briefly before Mr.' Stevenson
the consequences of those principles which he has laid down, and to ap-
peal to his--candor-the undersigned had almost said to the dictates;of
plain sense-in order to reject -such a conclusion as that which must.ne-
cessariIy flow from the arguments contained in Mr. Stevenson's note.-t l:
Mr. Stevenson claims for the American flag an absolute exemption from

all interference, and utterly denies the right of the British Government,
under. any circumstances whatever, to visit, in time of peace, merchant
vessels bearing the flag of the Union.
Mr. Stevenson quotes the opinion delivered by Lord Stowell upon. this

subject, who declares that, in order to extirpate this odious traffic, it would
not' be lawful to capture vessels, even if they had slaves on board, and, al:
so, that, for.the same purpose, however laudable, no right of search could
be admitted to exist.-
Now, the undersigned is the last pe-rson who would presume to question

the authority of the distinguished jurist to whom Mr. Stevenson has refer.
red. .But, Mr. Stevenson. will recollect that the judgment of Lord Stowell
was delivered in the case of a French vessel which had actually been cap-
tured, and was condemned by a British tribunal. The sentence was reversed
by Lord Stowell in the year 1817. At.that period, Great Britain hadno-
reason tb presume that thd'slave trade was regarded as.criminal by-the
whole civilized world, or that all nations had united their efforts 'for-its
suppression. -And, even if such had been the, case, it would have .bqlqn
very far from affording any justification of the sentence reversed. Bslt the
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idaersigned, must observe, that the present happy concurrence of the States
of Christendom in this great object,,not merely justifies, but rerndersirtdis-
pepnsable, the right 'now' claimed and exercised by the British- Governmieint.
Thieundersigned readily admits, that to visit and "search Amb'icaih vessels
it tim-e of peace,vhidn that right of search is not granted by treaty'would
bb&'t 'infraction of public law and a violation of national digtiity, and in-
dependence.' But no1 such right is asserted.
We sincerely desire to respect vessels of the United States-;-'but --we may

reasonably expect to know what it really is that we'respect. DctifbIless the
flag is prima lacie evidence of the nationality of the vessel; and if this
evidence were, in its ntattre; conclusive and 'irrefragable,'it ought to; pre-
clhde all further inquiry. But' it is sufficiently notorious, that the flags of
all nations are liable to be assumed, by those who have no right or titlef lo
bear them.
'-Mr Stevenson himself fully admits the extent to which the' American

flag has been employed for the purpose of covering this infamoiis traffic .
"The 'undersigned joins with Mr. Stevenson in deeply lamenting the evil,

and he agrees with him in thinking that the United States ought not to be.
considered responsible for this abuse of their flag. 'But if all inquiry be re-
sisted, even when carried no further than to ascertain the nationality of the
vessel, and impunity be claimed for the most lawless and desperate of man-
kind in the commission of this fraud, the undersigned' greatly fears' tiIat
it may be regarded as something like an nssulmption of that respons'ibility
which has been deprecated by Mr. Stevenson.

While Mr. Stevenson deplores the prevalence of this abuse, and the iie-
farious character of the trade, dan hle be satisfied that no remedy should'be
applied or attempted ?
The 'undersigned hopes and believes that the number of bona-fide.Amer-

icani vessels engaged in the trade is very small, and thus the danger of in.-
terference with such vessels by British cruisers must be of rare occurrence
Mr. Stevenson will admit that' his objection to this interference would,

under any circumstances, tend in its consequences to the protection'of an
abominable traffic, stigmatized by the whole Christian world; but the con-
fession of Mr. Stevenson, that the trade is extensively carried on titfder the
fraudulent use of the American flag, does in truth justify the'whole claim
put forward by the British Government.

It constitutes that reasonable ground of suspicion which the law of 'hia
tions requires in -such a case. The admitted fact of this abuse 'creates'tlie
right of inquiry.
The undersigned renounces all pretension on the part of the British Gov-

ernment to visit and search American vessels in time of peace Nor' is it
as American that such vessels are ever visited. But it has" been the-inva-
riable practice of the British navy, and, as the undersigned believes,- o all
navies in the world, to ascertain by visit -the real nationality of: merchant
vessels met with on the high seas. if there be good reason to 'apprehend
their illegal character.

In certain latitudes and for a particular object the vessels referred to are
visited, not as American, but either as British vessels engaged in an un-
lawfil traffic, and carrying the flag of the United States for a-criminal'pur-
pose, or as belonging to States which have by treaty conceded 'to Great
Britain the right of search, and which right it is attempted' to defeat'b
fraudulently bearing the protecting flag of the Union; or., finally, they aie
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viji~ed.,as piratia.- tNawq, possessing no cljinkto 1 gr~t-A)PAOVI0U
u haresver. -;

, ;,Lt9,sit gat:loqely be maintained by l.:tevei ntha etg>j
houJdA e bpJnd ¢;permit h'er own subject ,.with Witish yvsik-

Aphaj,,to .arr onbefore the eyes of British officers this deOPWOPOO
.tajq ir4 mpiltan; beings, which the law hAs declared tobe Opiacy,,erej1
because thev had the audacity to cornmit an additional offenc_.byrr.fa\
lently, .usrping.the A.meican flag.
iNetheN r cotild Mr. Stevenson, with more reason, affirm tbt the guljpb

Q, Sttites whi eh have granted to;_reat Britain :the right of search sbQ1d
be erl~hled ito violate the obligation of their treaties, by displayikng tlheg
of the Uzniotn, contrary to the Will .anld in defiance of the Ameri~an Govw-
petit itself.

Still le'ts would Mr. Stevenson pretend to claim immunity for ARa
?dvyentugers who should endeavor to sheltert-heir lalss proceedings Ain.
derthe .eqsign of the United States.

:Buit~unless Mr. Stevenson be prepared to maintain these propositions,
he, whole fabric of hi~arigume.nt falls tothe ground; (br fthemr~dg#
admits, that if the. British cruiser should possess a knowledge of the .Anrp,
anCharacter of any ,vessel, his visit atiln of such vessel would be emn$rply

lipjpst~ifiable. that
1-Te further admits, that so much respect and honor ere due to the Ans

ican fAg, that no vessel, bearing it ought to be visited by a British ortiqser,
except under thc most grave suspicions and well.fokmded doulbts of e

gpnuinetipss of-its character.
Thlundersigned, although with pain, muqt add that if such visit .slx4d

lead to the proof of the American origin of the vessel, and that skiowys
a~vqweAly engaged in the siave trade$,exhibiting to view the; maeaaaes,
fettvs,.apd other r.i1l:implements f -torture, .r had even:r a.n.&mberpf

se frtuttate, beings Qbl;p.ard, no Bii. rogicer,ouklinterrfere ,ilrsht
J ejmiglit give' inWmation to the cruisers of the Jl~iite States, hblt it

Nould!not be in his own power to;arrest pr impede -the prQ5oO1tptol Of'*
voyage and the succeos, of the undertakin1g.
,iltiis'+hviious:th.erefore, that the utmost eCaution:4s newssary in the x-p

ercise pof the right cleirned by, Great 13ritain. WNhile we ha1V-reeoursep
the necessary, and indeed the only means -for, detecting imposture, thepra
tice will 3be careft'ldy gqalrded, and limited. to cass of stronggsilsaiOtOn
The. Madersigned bogs. to assure. Mr.. Stevenson that the :rist; fpreisae An4
positive instructions have been issued to Her Majesty's agioers ont9hi
.saest.. -
The United States vave stigmatized this aboaim.ble trade in ters(avbhorrmnce as strong as the people of this ouentry.
They are als~o ati-vely engaged in its sopp session. But if, in teAdd

jooiugt4heirefforts to those of Great .J3ritaip ,and laboring with herA
Vbo attainmentof tkis great blessing'to humaeOity, the Untited .PStWtegs
wished to follow a different course, the reasoning enpJoyeodin Mr., Ste-#P
On''swgledtis precisely stwch as wookld be, resorted to for its 4efeniceAdjps
tjljcation..""
*1rif'heundersigned, with hisconviction of the perfect good fainhd^nAiP,

$Ctity Qf'the Qoverarnent of the UTnited Ztaes Mwould. enmost feartooSm
Mr; $tevewon 'veyelby diselai :in.ganyr hc .ustcien;but hebliiv*
Mr. &tevenspu. wWuingre1 eare ith him in :eas g thatfthe-effetsoGJ*.
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pohidy.of theW.Uniied Stateswsheuld have, any. tendency to create a! diffeteno
impression in the minds'of those! who are disposedlto think-less favdratblk
ai lesi justly upcn'this sUbjdct..
;Gieat! Britainmmakes no pretension, cloirns. no, rights wbich sheis not

ready and desirous to concede to the United States. -.
.A mutual right. of search,. regulated in such a manner as to prevent the

oceourrence of 'any irritating circumstances, haa alwayss appeared to the
ubdersigned to. be the most reasonable, the most simple, and: tqost effectual
method-ofattainling: the great object which both Governmen-ts havein view.

But' this proposal has, already been rejected: by. theIUnited .Statees and
the unidersigned is noot instructed again to offer it for consideration.
-It.is for the American Government alotie to determine what maavbe dud
toFaijust regard for their: national dignity and national interests ;- but-.the
nidersigned& must be: permit te& tow express his& conviction, that rights ;whielv
have beew mutually conceded'to each other by the: Governments of Great
Britain and lerarice .can-scarcely be incompatible with the honor and; inde,
penience of any; State upon' the' faceof the earth..,

Thei idesigned amails himself of this occasion to request of Ms. Ster
velimto 'accept the assusnrgnteoof his distinguished consideration

ABE'RDEEN.

Mr. Stevenson- to Lord .berdeen.-[coPv.]
32 UPPSR GittSVENOt STAIMs,

OcThber 21, lS40.
The undergigred,) envoy extraordinary and. minister plenipotentiary

friornthe United. States of America, has the honor to a.cknowvledg? there-
ceipt.of the: note .which.Lord-Aberdeen, Her Majesty's principal Secretary
of State for Foreign, Affaws, did himlthe honor to Uddress to himy,-lunder
date of the 13th instant, in, answer to, the one* frorn.the, undersigpned of tle
1oth of. September, relative to the.visitationl a-nd interruption to. which the
vessels aid..commerc&-of theIUnited States havs been subjeoted byr British
couisea in thewAfrican-seas, auid whichh.las been- made the siibject.ofnom.
plaint. to Her- Ma.esty'x Government,, and,- having considered with the at,
tention-which their importance .merits the. argulments- prqseonted-:by Lord
Abvdean'snote,.tha undepsig&ned, has now the! honor to submit; to. his lord.
ship's consideration the observations which he- feels himself called upon to
rhake..
.Before proceeding to do so, however, the undersigned. will take-occasion

to remarks tha-t he shares fully in the opinion expressed by Lord Aberdeen
as -to the' imnportance of avoiding,. ii the discussion of grave !questions- of
national character, every thiiug calculated to, embarrass or throw difficul-
ties in the way of impartial and dispassionate consideration. Th W.qder
signed, therefore, witht great sincerity, assures Lbrd Aberdeen of the,-readi-
ness-Mnd seal with which-het is! disposed to conduct the-negotiations between
the.twovcountries-on- his pari-t in-at manner- the, most conciliatory and Ibest
eakula~ted; to preserve. pe ee; and- thaot he. should eqnally deplore.: Wil
Lord, Abevdeen that. any hamhnes' , or asperity of ezpresIpon, should bo
sufferordto migile-in the di-seustoni of a questiona-involving nationa-L sensi.
ability, xtding, nd1o liabl, "'his lordship joy; su we,! to, Woduvo
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excitement and irritation. He begs Lord Aberdeen, therefore, to believe
that it is under the influence of such feelings, and with the most perfect
respect both for himself and Her Majesty's. Government, that he ,now
'proceeds to reply to those parts of his lordship's note which he deems this
duty to notice.

'To.enable him to do this, it may be important to ascertain wbat. is the
reid question at issue between the two Governments, and the precise na.
ture of the Rower asserted by Her Majesty's Government over the vessels
an&commerce of, the United States. It may be thus briefly stated: .,.
The Government of.Great Britain, with that of other nations, regarding,

the African slave trade as a great evil, united in measures for its abolition.
For that'purpose, laws were passed and treaties concluded giving-to the
vessels of each of the contracting parties the mutual right of search, under
certain limitations. Independent of these treaties, and under the principles
of public law, this riglt of search could not be exercised. .. The United
States were invited to become a party to these treaties; but, for reason
which they deemed satisfactory, and growing out of the peculiar character
of, their. institutions and systems of Government, they declined doing'so.
They deemed it inexpedient, under any modification or in any form,:to
yield the righti of having their vessels searched or interfered with, in time
of peace, upon the high seas. With, the history of the 'negotiations which
took place on this subject, between the twvo Governments, Lord Aberdeen
is doubtless informed. In the mean time, some of the Powers who were

parties to these treaties, and others who refused to become so, continued
to prosecute their slave traffic; and, to enahle them to do so with more

effect, they resorted to the use of the flags of other nations, but more par.
ticularly that of the United States. To prevent this; and enforce her trea.
ties, Great Britain deemed it important that her cruisers in the African'seas
should have the right of detaining and examining all vessels navigating
those seas, for the purpose of ascertaining their national character. 'Against
this practice the Government of the United States protested, and the 4nu.
merous' cases out of- which the present discussion has arisen became sub.
jects: of! complaint and' negotiation between the two Governments. Her
Majesty's Government, however, having refused to make reparation in any
of 'the cases, and still asserting the right of her cruisers to continue-the
practice' of detaining and examining all vessels on the coasts and- in'the
African seas, it becomes important that the precise character and extent of
the right thus claimed should be clearly ascertained. In the last note which'
the undersigned had the honor of addressing to Lord Aberdeen, hle, at-
tenipted to show, in the first place, that the right asserted by Her Majestyls
Government, in Lord Ialmerston's note of the 27th of August, was'sub-
stanitially a right of searedh'; and in the next place, that, if it was not, still
the right of interference in the manner asserted with the vessels or flags. of
other nations, not parties to these treaties, was not less unlawful and un.

justifiable.
Now; 'Lord Aberdeen disclaims the right of searching-American vessels

on the high seas, and admits that to do so would be a gross infraction"of
the public law, and a violation of national sovereignty and independence.
But his lordship contends, that in requiring vessels sailing under the flag
of tfie Uniited States to submit to the operation of examination, in the n'IadP
ner and for the objects proposed by his Government, there would' beino
violation of national rights or honor, and, consequently, nothing to whihl
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the- Governmlent aof' the United States ought rightfully4o object. ! Upon
this branch of the' 'subject, the undberigned does-not intend to repeat 'thb
arguminents contained in his provions correspondence with. Her Majesty's
tate principal Secretary of'-State -for Foreign--Affhirs. Referring Lord Ab-
erdeen to that correspondence, he will content himself with submitting such
additional observations as his lordship's last note has rendered necessary.-

-;Is the right, then; claimed- by Her Majesty's Government, less an-infriac-
nton of the principles of public law and the rights of-independenit States than
1hat of search, which is disclaimed? '
'Now, Lord, Aberdeenvwill remark, that the right asserted by his; prede-

cessor for Her Majesty's Government is clear and explicit. It is thus stated
in Lord :Palmerston's note: "That Her Majesty's' Government have de-
tided that the flag-.of the United States shall' exempt no vessel (whether
American or not) from search by Her Majesty's cruisers in- the African seas,
unless such vessel shall be found provided with papers entitling her to
the protection -of-the flag she wears, and proving her to be United States
property,' and navigating the ocean according to law." Of what law, how-
ever,- whether public or municipal, his lordship does not state,-but leaves to
be inferred. This doctrine Lord Aberdeen is understood to affirm. Now;
in the 'first place, here is an actual denial of the right of vessels of the Unit-
ed States to navigate the ocean in time of peace, without being subjected io
detention and-examination,:and without proof of their being the property
of citizens of the United States, and documented according to law. It cnusti-
tutes the commandant of every British cruiser the exclusive judge to decide.
whether such vessels,, in the language of his lordship, be " properly pro-
vided twith papers -entilling them to the protection of the flag they wvear,
and proving them: to be United States property, and navigating 'the
ocean according to law.". What essential difference,- then,' is there be-
tween the right of search, in; its harshest form, and that of 'arresting the
vessels of an independent nation on their voyage, compelling their officers
to leave their vessels, and subjecting them and their papers to the examin-
ation and decision of every subordinate naval commander ? ' Is it not the
right of placing British cruisers on any part of the ocean that Her Mlajesty's
Government- ausy select, and. prescribing the' terms upon which-other na"
tions are to participate in the freedom of the seas-? Is it not,,in effect, a'
claim of jurisdiction over the whole of the African coasts and seas, as ex-
clusive as that which could only be enjoyed within the acknowledged lim-
its of local sovereignty ? To-these;.questionshbut one answer can be given.
It must be in the affirmative. But to what consequences would not such
power lead, if-once submitted to ?.- Where would it end ? If Great Brit-
ain can exercise such a power, why-rnay not other nations do the 'samce ?
What is there to prevent those States, especi-lly, who have entered' into
treaties for- the abolition' of slavery, from subjecting the vessels and com-
merce of the United States to similar interruptions and emba!rrassnents?
Why should not Hayti (who has lately been induced to prohibiL-the

slavs trade) authorize her cruisers to follow the exanRple of Her- Majesty's
Government ? By one-of her recent laws upon the subject, she did assert
a similar right; but it was afterwards changed, at. the instance of Great
Britain, upon the ground that no nation' had the right in-time of peace to
Enforce the provisions of their laws 'and treaties against Stat,-s whb were
not parties to thern,-and,consequiently, not bound by them. In-the note
addressed by the undersigned 'to -Lord Palrnerston, under date of-the 27th
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it-F~ebrary, ,1$yarireferred t9o ini4e ot ito Lord Aber ,jaibsiQR
wast &uaci to te, oc ldings oL 1eri,Mqjpsty.'s Governineltj,

.th1e ;aytieft1 Got! ernxelt(.wAe !induce*dtothange theiirlws. At-lOt ti
cttIleaqt, it- fs pres.qned,.Hbr. Majsty.s FGovernment had ,inot;detetraintdto
apfert ,this rigjla of, dolninion over. the- sea. But, againf,why might n't he
rightiof.seareh for.seamen and .deserters,.aastd .that of imprassnieutvbede,
feded uipan he..priplsiplqes; o~f the3 piresent$ c~laim ?! Let it be su.ppossedpjfor
pltrpoes8Of. liuStm0ioO, that. Great Britain: had, enteredintortreaties)with
other natiotis, by which the right of seuarchr for seamen, or. deserters %svi
givep to tthe, vesselsof eaph other;,and;thati soMeof the..coatractig^Ststes,
in :rd~4t to.evAdb theiren-apge netita, should resort., to the, fraudulent use.of
tbe flags of othet, naonvs .: And suppose*,also, tha, witi., vi-w ofenforo
ingo tbese treaties, it should,beWeeed;epdient to assert right of board,
ing and ixaliningiupon the h-ih.seasf,the vessels of>nationa who! iad:nCt
suirrendered . the right, an&d;.were. not .paxties to the treaties? Does-Lord
Aberdeen or:Her Majesty's! Government!believe. tha suelta powuer.would
be tolerated. by any independent, nation upon, the face:&4the earth.? And
yet,. what difference. would the e be between)such a,.case, and~therone,,unI,
dericonsideration, except.that-the one wwld;relatevto slavery andi.thW
to tmpress3e~nt.Z-suhjects probably equally important in the ,viewuof Nai
Maesty's, Government..

;it.was against, the exercise of. any suich, right that the distingpuishedju4l
risl,,to wvhonl referetice!.has beei , madea,,declared (whilst sitting. as, toulnt
mderr the..law of nations) ";that nD authority could be found which
gave .any right of visidaliov: or interruptWot, over the, vessels'and4 -aavi
ption.tof ot~heX States, on; the..higl seas,.except. that. which the right
of war g.iv s to belligerents against neutrals.; and that Great Britain had
no; right to force heri.vay lo theiliberation of Africa, by trampling uupon
the rigb.ts and;.inde~penenlce.,of other nations# for any good, however
eminent" .-

Upon, what! principles, ltetn, of public law or:Of..cornron Aright or jusB
tice stuch a power as that no.w asserte&. is! to be defended -or justified,
Her..Majesty 'sGovernment have not;deerned:.it expedierit.to state. .As
yPt, ,it has been leftto. stand for ils whole; efficacy upotlithegromdsvof
expediency.. 'he- utdersigned must4;thenefore,,repeat, the opinion e-
pressad in his. note to. Lord Aberdeenthat there is nom essemrab; differ
Pnpe whatever between the riightrof. search and that no-w asssr.ed for EeaMTjesty.'s Goverament;. BLt 'Lord- Aberdeen contends that, in resisting

the..exercise.ofthis.righ'ta inLthe formnin which: it. has. bzeu made tzheimn
derqigned is necessarily. compelled. to'claimvi not onlyr imonmuity. for.the -fla
of the. United Statep,,and. all the piratical adventutrersi.who.are etideavor-
ing to shelter themselves. under it, butito maintain that GreatBritain heF-
self. vould be bound to, perruit. her own. subjects. with, Britishvesselsiand
British capital,.to carryonrtheij-traffic. under their -own-.eyes..pro.vided: it
we~s dppQ,under the fraudulent uase of an. American flag.;: and hislovdship
further, declares, that, unless the,,undersigned is 'prepared: to;. maintaintbO
theijrfull; extent these. propositipns, the whole fabrio-of hi% argximents-muni
fall.to the ground.
Now, the undersigned begs;to observe that L0ord ,iAberdeendhas greatfl

mirp~preehended: the principles, and argumenwtscontained'.in the note whielt
he. .ha the honor of: addressing to, his. lordship,;.and. which it. bacormes
pfqpar, to. pe the earliest.mIonment.,ofcorrectingh;. This'.thetidersigi Is
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uiqltji-.hmore readilyi.do because.h:\s~psuadedrfvom tbe ,pjtitnawhich
Lqrdj.Abardeoii,'ziote ia wriut~en,, that hle w~ilJ ,jako pleasure' irn correotin3g
any;misapprehensiorh intk.wbich he. mayunintentionally~hayle.beeaedra',y.
Windad,jtje undersigned a.must have expressed.. himself v&r, imnpjerifeptly; if,
indenyingthe right, of inierfering with vessels utider the ,Auxorieantflag,
hbe-did1 not convey the opinions that he intended: to;limit his objectiow.to
vessels bornt.jde Americau, uand not to those. belonging to nations. wio.
might.-filaidluleritly .havei assumed the flag.of the United' States.- Withithe
vessels.of;other nations whetherhe. sailing under their o-wn or. another .flagy
the.Goverimnent of The Uiited Statesican have *uoa authoritylor. desire to
interfere. The., tudersigned, tlereforei did not meeza, to be. understaoedas
delaying,: to ;GreatJBritaio, or any. otheivi nation, .. the right! of. seizing. IheJ
vessels, .or punishing !theib. slbjects.for.a'y! viol~ion'ofj their. laws or, tre&,
ties,.! prov~ided., howeverj it shoulld be. done ,withoul~t~violatingvtlhe ,priiicip1qs
OftpwbIi.lCaw or the riglitsiof other.J- natiotis. Nor. are, such .-the;cotrsee
qwiezjces. which:can fairly. beidedt-iced from the' arguin)ent, whichihe -hadithe
honor, of addrossingto.J'ord.Aberdee. and wh, his, lordship peens ,so
greatly. to have misapprehended_ Great'-Britainhas tlher uuddotbte&d rig)Ah~
and.so,.have al-.otihernations4 toidetain~and exarifine their vensels, of; their.
owna subjectss. whether sla~vei3 or iirt, aadwhether.withior .without~a flag
purporting. to be thatoof the United-States;. but,,in doing this, it mustib,-
borteiei nmind that they;havie'no-color-of-right# ior.wiL!they be prmitted
to.aextend,sae.h: interference to there vesselsyeac. citizeuislofl. the. U tiited. States.
sailing under :the protectioniof the flag ofatheir country..;.If.Gre.ea& Britainti, or:any other nationj!.catuoti restrain!,the slave traffic,of
tbeir owvn people~upon the ocean, without violating..tle rights of.-other.na-
tiotes and their freedom oftthe' seas. then.. indeed the impunity.of..wlhich Lord
Aberdeen 9speahs will tale' place. This. may be 'deplored, but- it. cannot~be
avoided. But Lord Aberdeet- asserts,'.thatit'.has,been thel invariablepracm.
tice of the British navy'v and ire; believeqsof all the navies inthe wosld, tp
aseertain,.by visit,, thelreal character of metehant vessels, nlet! with on the
high.!seas, if there-be, good reason.,;to,apprehend. theiri¢ilkgal char-,acter.
Now, theiri unidersigved- must be excusedi fur doubtinig ;whether,: -any..s5LIC.
practice wa that..which Lord Aberdeeir'supposes, certainly jot. to the extent.
now claimed,: has.e er-prevaiied..it time' of~peace. In -ar, theriga .f
visitation is practised, .unler ithe 1iimitationst authorized, by. th}e, lae.wsoffna.
tionsie bnt.not in;peace. What other.tnation. than;Great Britaini.has ever
asserted or attempted to exercise ift?; Nonei it is, belief.ed There is, ani.
othenmisapprehension, also into which Lord 'Aberdees~seemsto have fallenl,
thatit 'maybe inaportantt;toicorrec.! It relates to an;admission. which'hist
lordship supposes the undersigned to have made, as to the extent of the
abbse ofthe Americawnfiag'f-r purposes of slave traffic,. Now, the .under-
signed wo.uldsubmit,;thathe. did .not intend: to ;expresstnor did.he,. an~y
opinion as to the, evtent to whichlthe lfiagiof the UnLitod.Statesvasabus~e4
by-other:'nations.. So far from -it, he-- expresal stated,. as. ,Loid A6beide~er.
will perceive by reference to histnote, .thatineither;he.rior his-QovernueuiA
had~ thenmeans oflformaig, any opinion upon. tLe~stsbfiect.c.: He admitted the
abuse of the; flag;and deplored it ;, bamt to'w.hbatextenit.,hesgave-,no-.opiuion4
Nor can the. umderigned yield .to-the~force of -the reasoning, employeed4bS

Lord Aberdeen, arising out of the limited number of bonafide Arnericap
Vesselstengaged infitwssiaare .tr , to prove.that the danger of interference
with-;Anienicam',vusels;.uwil) be ofititrmcurrencev.-IexeadiJhy. adwuts,with
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iord -Aberdeen, thet there are few American vessels, ifaiiy engagedi"
the slave-trade,;butin admitting the fact.,-he does not perceive very clearly
wijat bearing it can have upon the present discussion, or how the smallness
of the number of American slavers can at all guard agaitist the evils which
Lord Aberdeen supposes. For if it be true, as his lordship contends,-thkt
the abuse. by 'other nations of the flag of the United States is one of in
creasitfg extent, and that it can in no way be prevented -but-by the exam
hatidon of all vessels sailing under the flag of the United' States; apd, as it
mnutt also be adrnitted,, that there are numerous American vressels engaged
in la vful commerce in the African seas, which, with other vessels, are to be
subjected to detention end examination, what possible effect can the nudi-
beet of -American' slavers have in preventing the interference- to -that mecre
numerous class of merchantmen who are to be found-engaged in commerce
throughoutithe-whole of the'African seas? If there was not a-single vessel
of the -United States- engaged in the slave trade, the evils and interruptions
which "Lord Aberdeen: is so desirous of avoiding must still take place,
whenever the right shall be attempted to be enforced against those vessels
that are not slavers. Butit the great caution which is to be observed in the
exercise of the right, and the careful manner in which it will be guarded;,
is-greatly-relied on by-Lord Aberdeen in its defence. Indeed, his lordship
Odclires; that so much honor and respect are due to the flag of the United
States,'that it is only to be exercised in certain latitudes, and exclusively
c66hfined to cases -where the strongest suspicion and well-founded doubts
exist. Now, the undersigned would respectfully-ask, of what consequence
it can be to the United States, if their rights or the honor of their flag are
violated, whether it be done upon one part of the ocean or another ? In re,
lation to the 5vell-founded suspicion to which Lord Aberdeen refersit
might have been. desirable (if the manner of exercising an unlawful power
canl excuse it) that his lordship should have stated what the particular
character and degree of the suspicion was to be, which was alone to jus-
tify the interference of Her Majesty's cruisers. That such a right as that
claimed, if it existed, cold not safely be confided to those of Her Majesty's
bruisers4who have heretofore been in the habit of exercising it, the under.
signed!feels himself warranted in supposing. This, he presumes, will be
satisfactorily shown by the cases which he has heretofore presented to Her
Majesty's Government, and for which no reparation has yet been made.
These cases will show the embarrassments and injuries to which the trade
anrd coirmerce of-the- United States, throughout the whole of the African-
seas, have already been subjected by the vexatious seizures and detentions
of 'Her Majesty's cruisers, and in most of them without justificationfor
excuse. ;
That the right averted by Her Majesty's Government may be regarded

as6i:9prtant, may not be doubted. -Indeed, the undersigned would not
act frankly towards Lord Aberdeen if he were to pretend that the conse-
qiientes of refusing the exercise of the right by the American Government
miight'not-throw very great difficulties in the way of executing the existing
treaties for the abolition of-the slave trade; but; as he has taken- occasion
heretofore to observe, the admission can neither strengthen the claim: of
right nor diminish the force of the objections to it on the part of the United
States.
-There remains only one other part of Lord Aberdeen's note which the

undersigned deems. it necessary at this time to notice. It is that in which
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his lordship expresses the opinion, that any right of search which shall
have been. conceded by two. such Governments as France and Great Brit-
am can.scarcely be considered as incompatible with the honor andinde-
pendence of any nation upon earth. Now, if Lord Aberdeenl's remark
was intended to apply to the proposal which was made by Her Majesty's
Government to that of the United States for a mutual right of search,' se-
cured and guarded by treaty stipulations, the undersigned hasnrb observa-
tion to make; but if this opinion of his lordship was intended to apply to
the right now asserted by Great Britain, and proposed by her Government
to be exercised in the absence of all conventional arrangement, then the mn-
dersigned must be allowed to express his decided dissent. That the exercise
of mutual rights, properly secured, might not be' incompatible with national
honor and sovereignty, he readily admits; inasmuch as the contracting
parties would stand upon the footing of equality and security. This he
presumes to be the case between France and Great Britain; but such
Wouw,' not be the case between Great Britain and the United States. The
undersigned nmust therefore, after the most careful consideration of the ar-
gurments advanced in Lord Aberdeen's note, repeat the opinion which he
has heretofore expressed, that if a power, such as that which is now as-
serted by Her Majesty's Government, shall be enforced, not only without
consent, but in the face of a direct refusal to concede it, it can be regard-
ed in no other light by the Government of the United States than a vio-
lation of national rights and sovereignty and the incontestable principles
of international law. That its exercise may lead to consequences of a
painful character, there is too much reasougto apprehend. In cases of
conflicting rights between nations, the precise line which neither can pass,
but to which each may advance, is not easily found or marked, and yet
exists, whatever may be the difficulty of discerning it. In ordinary cases
of disagreement, there is little danger; each nation 'may, and often'does,
yield something to the other. Such, however, it is to be feared, is not the
present case. The peculiar nature of the power asserted, and the conse-
quences which may be apprehended from its exercise, make it one of an
important and momentous character. Involving; 'as it does, questions of
high and dangerous' sovereignty, it may justly be regarded as deeply
endangering the good understanding of the two countries. Ought Her
Majesty's Government, then, under such circumstances, to insist upon its
enforcement? That it will not, the undersigned cannot permit himself to
doubt. He will therefore continue to cherish the h6pe that, upon a care.
ful review of the whole subject, Her Majesty's Government will see the
importance of adopting other measures for the suppression 'of the slave
trade than those now proposed, and which will, be far better calculated,
not only to accomplish the object desired, but to preserve the friendly re..
lationgs of the two countries upon principles consistent with the interest and
honor of both.
The undersigned avails himself of the occasion to renew to Lord Aber-

deen assurances of his distinguished consideration and respect.
..- A. STEVENSON.

To the Earl of ABERDEEN.
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};iJUNE21,184f2fi .id
"ftle:'fo~llwiig message was received from the Prisident of the tTui'lec1anld' referred to: the C6'iiumitteb on Foreigni A fflairs:

T ! Mte Hoyce of Rpre.senttives:
A solutiono! of! their House of Representatives, of the'; 13th instant; hlt

becCnf1iiikcdtd:fdime,'i -reqnestihg,! so far as may- bd compatible With
tfei public iiter-t;*a copy of the qquintuploi treaty between' the fill Po.wPf
dFivarope, for 'the suppressian' f the Affican slave tradW;!and, also, cipiei
df'ttiny rerntiwtvaryoe, or' protest addressed 'by 'Lewisd Jast, etimoyextrieor.
aifdinary 'and; rhinist~r'.plenip'otentiiary -of thoJUnited' States at the 'court' df
Frit~eer to that Governtrienti, agtiist the ratification-byFrane of:thesaid
teatay; and of all correspondietce between the Governmentis of the'United
State and of Frnrnce, and'of all communications from the said Ldeis'CB
fdthisowvn Govenimetit; end from this Governtinit to him, relatirig theiet''I?

In answver to this request I have to say, that the treaty mentioned there.
iiithiasinot been officially communicated to rhe Government of thir United
States, nd novattthentio copy of it, therefore can be furtiished. In regatd
twthd^other papers reqrtested,*althaughit is mnly hope and ezpectatiorn thdt
it' *ii1 be proper and convenient at an early day to lay-theem before 'CGoi
grbsR,-'together withh others connected with the samesubject, yet, in' iff
opinion',' a communication of them to the House of Representatives, at: thit
thime, would not' be compatible. with' the public interest.

JOH:N TYLER.
WASMINGTrO1q Juine'20, 1842;

The. following' is a copy of' the quintuple treaty referred to il the above
message,.signed at London on. tie 20th of December,.1S41

THE QUINTUPLE TREATTV
Aarr I. Their. Majesties the Emperor of Austria, King of Hungaryr and

Borhemia, the. Skiing' of Prussia, and the Emperorof alithe Russiasengaga
td prohibit all trade in'slaves,-either by their.respective: subjects, or under
thaik roapective fl-ag, or byi neans of capital belonging::to their respective
subjects, and to declare. such: traffic' piracy.- TlheirfMajesties further declare,
that-any vessel, which may attempt to carry on the slave trade shall, by the
fctaaloan% lose ail right to the: protection.;of their flag.

Aa'rr IL, In; order 'more completely' to accomplish', the object. of the
present treaty, the;higia contracting' parties agrees, by common consent,4hat
those of their ships of war~which:shall.. be provided with special warrants
asd orders. prepared. afording to the forms: of the aniiev A of the present
treaty, may search". every merchant vessel' belonging. to any one of the
high contracting parties which shall, on reasonable grounds,.be'suspeoted
afi being'engaged'inwthe tratfa'in slaves; eor of' having been, fitted. out! for
that purpose, or of having been- engaged in the: traffic during the; voyag
in whiehlsheshai- have been met with by the said cruisers; and that such
cruisers may detain, and send, or carry away- suich 'vessels; iia-;order that
they may be brought to trial in tie manner hereafter agreed upon.

Nevertheless, the above-mentioned right of searching the merchant
vessel of any one or the other of the high contracting parties shall be ex-
ercised only.by ships of war whose commanders shall have the rank ot
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ja?let~,or,!that,,of a lieutenant in thoe.joy.al or .itnperial.niAavy,. uless 1the
pnmaiai. shall,, by.jreason of deathi'.or.,otlieetsvise,, have. de-ol.voed upon.au

officer of inferior rank. The comma der of such ship of war shall Abe
furnished wsith. warrants according to the form annexed to tile present
treaty, .un.der letter A.
TIiesaid mtitiu.I .right.of search. shall not be exercised within. the 'Medi-

terraneap sea. Moreover, the space within which the exercise.ofAt46
arid, right shall be confined shall be hounded, onl the' north, by the a.sd
parallel of north latitude ;on the wvest, by the, eastern coast.of Amer'
from the point where the .32d parallel of north. latitude strikes thatzcoaot,
down.to.the 45,th parallel of south latitude; on the south, by. the .46th
parallel.of south ..latitude,from the point where that parallel striks.thje
eastern: coast of America, to0 the 8och degree of longitude east from he
iperidian of Greenwich; and on the east, by the same degree of longitude,
from .he point where it is intersected by the 45th parallel of south latitude
up to the.cda~st of India.
ART. IIL. Each of the high contracting parties which may chooseto

employ cruisers for the suppression of the slave trade, and to exercise the
imutiial right of search, reserves to itself to fix, according to its owvn.con-
ventence, the number of the.shikps of. war which shall be employed on',the
service §tiptilated in the second article of the present treaty, as well as tXe
Ptations on which the said.ships shall cruise.

'I'he nawies of the. ships appointed for this purpose, and those of their
couitmiatiders, shall be communicated by. each of the high contracting
parties to the others; and, they shall reciprocally apprize each other every
time that a cruiser shall be placed on a station, or shall be recalled theace,
in order that the necessary warrants may be delivered by the Governments
authorizing the search,.and returned to th6se Governments bv the Govern.
scent which has received them,, when those warrants shall no longer be
necessary for tihe execution of the present treaty.

ART. IV. Imnmediately after the Gbvernment which employs the cruis-
ersshall have notified to the Governmllent which is to authorize the search
the number and the names .of the cruisers which it intends to employ, the
warrants authorizing the search shall be made out according to the form
annexed to the present treaty, tinder letter A, and shall be delivered by the
Government which authorizes the search to the Government which employ's
the cruisers.
,Inito.case shall the mutual right of search be exercised upon the ships

of war of the high contracting parties.
The high contracting parties shall agree. upon a particular signal, to be

used exclusively by those cruisers wvhich shall be invested with the.right
of search.

Azrr. V. The cruisers of the high contracting parties authorizedlto ex-
ercise the right of search and detention in execution of the present treaty
shall conform themselves strictly to the instructions annexed to the.said
treaty, iunder-letter B, in all that relates to the formalities of the search and
of the detention, as well as to the measures to be taken,.in order that the
vessels suspected of having been employed in Lhe traffic may be delivered
over to the.cornpetent tribunals.
The high contracting parties reserve to themselves the right of making

itthese instructions, by common consent, suchalterations as circumstances
may render necessary.
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-The cruisers of the high contracting parties shall mutually afford' t6
each other assistance in all cases when it may be useful that they should
act in concert.
ART. VI. Whenever a merchant vessel, sailing under the flag of one of

the high contracting parties, shall have been detained by a cruiser of the
others duly authorized to that e.fct, conformably to the provisions of the
present treaty, such merchant vessel, as well as the master, the crew, the
cargo, and the slaves who may be on board, shall be brought into such
place as the high contracting parties shall have respectively designated
for that purpose, and they shall be delivered over to the authorities ap.
pointed with'that view by the Government within whose possession such
place is situated, in order that proceedings may be had with respect to
them' before the competent tribunals, in the manner hereafter specified.
When the commander of the cruiser shall not think fit to undertake

himself the bringing in and the delivery up of the detained vessel, he shall
intrust that duty to an officer of the rank of lieutenant in the royal or imp
perial navy, or at least to the officer who shall at the time be third in al.-
thority on board the detaining ship.

.ART. VII. If the commander of a cruiser of one of the high contracting
parties should have reason to suspect that a merchant vessel sailing under
the convoy of, or in company with, a ship of war of one of the other eon-
tracting parties, has been engaged itn the slave trade, or has been fitted
out for that trade, he shall make known his suspicions to the commander
of the ship of war, who shall proceed alone to search the suspected vessel;
and in case the last-zientioned commander should ascertain that thle sus.
picion is well founded, he shall cause the vessel, as well as the master, the
crew, the cargo, and the slaves who may be on board, to be taken into'a
port belonging to a nation of the detained vessel, to be there proceeded
against before the competent tribunals, in the manner hereafter directed.
ART. VIII. As soon as a merchant vessel detained, and sent in for%

adjudication, shall arrive at the port to which she is to be carried, in 6on-
fortnity with annex B, to thepresent treaty, the commander of the cruiser
which shall have detained her, or the officer appointed to bring her in;
shall deliver to the authorities appointed for that purpose a copy, signed
by himself, of all the lists, declarations, and other documents specified in
the instructions annexed to the present treaty, under letter B ; and the
said authorities shall proceed, in consequence, to the search of the detained
vessel, and of her cargo, as also to an inspection of her crew, and of the
slaves who may be on board, after having previously given notice of the
time of such search and inspection to the commander of the cruiser, or
to the officer who shall have brought in the vessel, in order that he, or
some person whom he may appoint to represent hirmi, may be present thereat
A minute of these proceedings'shall be drawn up, in duplicate, which

shall be signed by the persons vwho shall have taken part in, or who shall
have been present at, the same; and'one of these documents shall be de-
livered to the commander of the cruiser, or to the officer appointed by him
to bring in the detained vessel.

ART' IX. Every merchant vessel, of any one or other of the five nations,
which shall be searched and detained in virtue of the provisions of the
present treaty, shall. unless proof be given to the contrary, be deemed to
have been engaged in the slave trade, or to have been fitted out for that
traffic, if in the fitting, in* the equipment, or on board the said vessel, dun-
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ingwthe" voyage in which she 'was detained, there shall be found to have
been one of the articles hereafter specified, that is to say:

1. Hatclhis with open gratings, instead of the close hatches which are
used in merchant vessels.

2. Divisions or bulkheads, in the hold or on deck, in greater number
than is necessary for vessels engaged in lawful trade.

S. Spare plank, fitted for being laid down as a second or slave 'deck.
4' Shackles. bolts, or' handcuffs.
5. A larger quantity of water, in casks or in tanks, than is requisite f6r

the consumption of the crew of such merchant vessel.
6. An extraordinary number of water casks, orof other'ieceptacles for

holding liquid, unless the master shall produce a certificate from the ctis-
tom-house at the place from which lie cleared outward, stating that suffi-
cient security had been given, by the owners of such vessel, that such extra
number of casks or of other receptacles should only he used to hold'palni
oil or for other purposes of lawful commerce.

7. A greater quantity of mess tubs or kids than are requisite. for the use
of the crew of such merchant vessel.

8. A boiler, or other cooking apparatus, of an unusifal site, and larger,
or capable of being made larger, than requisite for the 'use of the crew of
such merchant vessel; or more than one boiler, or other cooking apparatus,
of the ordinary size.

9. An extraordinary quantity of rice, of the flour of Brazil, manioc,-or
cassada, commonly called farina, or of maize, or of Indian corn, or of -any
other article of food whatever, beyond the probable wants of the crew;
unless such quantity of rice, farina, maize, Indian corn, or any other article
of food, should be entered on the manifest, as forming a part of the trading
cargo of the vessel.

10. A quantity of mats or mattitig greater than is necessary for the use
of suich merchant vessel, unless such mats or matting be entered on the
manifest as forming part of the cargo.

If it is established that one or more of the articles above specified are
on board, or have been on board during the voyage in which the vessel
was captured, that fact shall be considered as primafacie evidence that the
vessel was employed ill the traffic; she shall in consequence be condemned,
and declared lawful prize, unless the master or the owners shall furnish
clear and incontrovertible evidence, proving,'to the satisfaction of the tri-
butnal, that at the time of her detention or capture the vessel was employed
in a lawful undertakiLig ; and that such of the different articles above
specified as were found on hoard at the time of detention, or which might
have been embarked during the voyage on which she xwas engaged when
she was captured, were indispensable for the accomplishment of the lawful
object of her voyage.
ART. X. Proceedings shall be immediately taken against the vessel de.

tained, as above stated, her master, her crew, and her cargo, before the
competent tribunals of the country to which she belongs; and they shall
be tried and adjudged according to the established forms and laws in force
in that country; and if it results from the proceedings that the said'vessel
was employed in the slave trade, or fitted out for that traffic, the vessel, her
fittings, and her cargo of merchandise, shall be confiscated; and the mas-
ter, the crew, and their accomplices, shall be dealt with conformably to the
laws by which they shall have been tried.
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*i,case pf coafiscation, the prqceeds of *the-sale ,of the- mforesaid,-ve l
shall, within the space-of six oraths, reckontig from- the date ;of-,theWa10,
b1;piapod .at the Adisposal of the.Government of thee country to which itho
ship which made the capture belongs, in order to be employed in- coiffor-i
*t.y-with thela-ws of that country. -

ART. XI. If aliy one of the articles specified in article JIof-thb present
treaty; is Ibutjd-on bparpd a merchant vessel, or-if it is proved to have been
on board of her during the voyage in 'vhich she was captured,-no eo-mpen.
sationSfs losses, dainages, or expenses, consequent upon the detention of
sulch vessel, shall iM ;any- case be granted, either to the master, or, to the
owner,-or, -to .any other person _interested in-the equipmijent or in the -lading,
even though a setatence of condemnation should not have beern pronounced
against the vessel, as- a consequence of her detention.

ART. XI[. In--all cases in which a vessel shall have been-detained.in
conformity with the present treaty, as having been employed in the :slay
trade, or fitted out for that traffic, and shall, in consequence, have been
tried -and :ctufiscated,.the Government of the cruiser which shall--have made
the capture, or the Government whose tribunal shall have condemned, the
vesse, may purchase the condemned vessel for the service of its royal navy,
at a -price fixed by a competent person, selected for that purpose. by the
said tribunal. The-Government whose cruiser shall have made the capture
shall have a right of preference in the purchase of the vessel. 1But if the
condemned vessel should not be purchased in.the manner above pointed
out, she shall -be wholly -broiken tip irm-mediately after the sentence of-con
-fiscatiqn, anid sold in separate portions after having been broken uip. -.
-AnT. X.III. When, by -the sentence of the competent tribunal, it shall

-have been ascervained-that a merchant vessel detained in virtue of the
present treaty was not engaged in the slave trade, and was not fitted out
for that traffic, she shall be restored to-the lawful owner or owners. And
ifj in the co-urse of the proceedings, it shall have been proved that-the
vessel wvas searched and detained illegally, or without -sufficient ca-usee-of
suspicions; or that the search and detention were attended with abuse or

vexation, the commander of the cruiser, or th-e officer who shall- have
boarded tlhe said vessel, or the officers who shall have been intrusted with
bringing her il, and tinder whose authority, according to the nature of the
ca-e,-t1;he abuse-or vexation shall have occurred,shall be liable in costsand
damages to the rnasters and the owners of the vessel and of the cargo.
-T'hese costs anld damages zriay be axvarded by the tribunal before which

the proceedinggs ;against.-the detained vessel, her n-aster, crew, and cargq,
shall-have -been instituted; and.-the Government of the country to wvhllh
the officer who' shall have given occasion for such awvard shall belong-shill
pay the amnotint of the said costs and damages within the period-of :eix
mouths from the date of tlme sentence, when the sentence shall have beeu
pronou-iced.by a tribunal SittinIg iln Europe, and within the period of.0118
year when the trial shall have tak-eui place out of Europe.

.Asv. XIV. When, in the search or detention of a rcerchalt vessel efee
-ed-invirtue-of the. present treaty, any abuse or vexation-shall have been
-committed, and-when the vessel shall not hbtve been delivered -over toethe
jurisdiction of her own llatioil)the master shall make a declaration, upon
oath,-of the abuses or- vexations of which lhe shall have to complai,,nae
well as of the costs and damages to which he sshall lay claim; and -sUeh
declaration shall be made by him before the competent authorities of t-he



first port of his own country at which he shall arrive, or before the con.
:,ular agent. of. his own,o nation-at a, foreign porch if; the vessel shall in the.
fiirst instance touchlat a foreign port where there'issuch: an,agent., !

'Thii declaration shall beverified, by.means of an.kEamiaation,. upon
oath, of the principal persons amongst the crew or the passengers who
shall have witnessed the, search or detention; and a, formal statemehnt'of
the wIevloe'shialllbe drawn up, two copies whereof, shall be' delivered to the:
master, who shall foorward'one of them to his -Government-it-support-of
his claim for costs and damages.

It is understood, that if any circumstance beyond control shall prevent
thfe master from making his declaration, it may be made--by the owner~of
the vessel, or by any other person interested in, the equipment or in the
iading. of the vessel.
On a copy, of the formal statement above mentioned beingofficially

transmitted to it, the Government of the country to which the officer to
Vhom' the abuses or vexations shall be imputed shall belong shall forthwith.

institute an inquiry; and if the validity, of the complaintIshall be ascertain-
e'd, that Governrment shall cause to be paid to the masterior the bwner, or;
tb any other person interested i the equipment or lading of the molested
vessel, the amount of costs and damages which shall be due to him.

ART. XV. The high contracting parties engage reciprocally to- commii-
nicate to each other, when asked to do so, and without expense, copies of
the proceedings instituted, and of the judgments given, relative to vessels
searched or~detained in execution of the provisions of this treaty.

ART. XVI. The high contracting parties agree to ensure the immediate
feedom of all the slaves ,vho shall be found on board vessels detained and
condemned in virtue of the stipulations of the present treaty.

ART. XVII. The. high contracting parties agree to invite the maritime
Powers of Europe, which. have not yet concluded treaties for the abolition
of the slave trade, to accede to the present treaty.

ART. XV1III. The acts or instruments annexed to the prsetiftreaty, and
which it is mutually agreed to consider as forming an integral part there.
of, are the following:

A. Forms of warrants of authorization, mend of orders for the guidance
of the cruisers of each nation, in the searches and detentions to be made
id virtue of the present treaty.

B. Instructions for the cruisers of the naval forces employed in virtue of
the present treaty, for the suppression of the slave trade.

ART. XIX. The present treaty, consisting of nineteen articles,' shall he
ratified, and the ratifications thereof shall be exchanged at London at the
expiration of two months from this date, or sooner if possible.

In witness whiereof,' the respective plenliputentiaries have signed the
present treaty, in English and French, aad have thereuinto affixed the seal
of their arms.
Done at London, the 20th day of December, in the year of our Lord

,1841.
ABER DEEN.
KOLLER.
STr. -AULAIRE.
SCHLEINITZ.
BRUNOW.
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IN SENATE, AUGUST 11, 1842

Extract from the message of the President of the United states to t1i6
Senate, submitting to the consideration of that body the treaty con.
cltted between the United 'States and Great Britai7a.

The treaty obligations subsisting between the twb countries for the sip..
pression of the African slave trade, and the complaints made to this Gov-
ernment within the' last three or four years, many of. them but too welt
founded, of the visitation, seizure, and detentioii`of American vessels on
that coast, by British cruisers, could not but form a delicate and highly jim.
portant part of the negotiations which have now been held.
The early' and prominent part which the Government of the United

States has taken for the abolition of this unlawful, and inbuman traffic
is 'well known. By the tenth article of the treaty of Ghent, it is declared
that the traffic in slaves is irreconcilable with the principles of humanity
and justice, and that both His Majesty and the United States are desirous.
of continuing their efforts to promote its entire abolition ; and it is there-
by agreed that both the contracting parties shall use their best endeavors;
to accomplish so' desirable an object. The Government of the United'
States has,' by law, declared the African slave trade piracy; 'a'nd at its
suggestion other nations have made similar enactments. It has not been
wanting in honest and zealous efforts, made in conformity with the wishes,
of the 'whole country, to accomplish the entire abolition of the traffic ia
slaves upon the African coast; but these efforts, and those of other coui-'
tries directed to the same end, have proved to a considerable degree un-
successful. Treaties are knowvn to have been entered into, some years
ago, between England and France, by which the former Power, which'
usually maintains a large naval force on the African station, was auithor-
ized to seize and bring in for adjudication vessels found engaged in the
slave trade ,under the French flag.

It is known that, in December last, a treaty was signed in London, by.
the representatives of England, France, Russia, Prussia, and Austria, hav-
ing for its professed object a strong and united effort of the five Powers'
to pit an end to the traffic. This treaty was not officially communicated
to the Government of the United States, but its provisions and stipula-
tions are supposed to be accurately known to the public. It is understood'
to be not yet ratified on the part of Fiance.
No application or request has been made to this Government to become'

party to this treaty; but the course it might take in regard to it has ex-,
cited tio small degree of attention and discussion in Europe, as the prin-'
ciple upon which it is founded; and the stipulations which it containS
havetcaused warm a-nimadversions and great political excitement.

'In my message at the 'comirmencement of the present session of Con-
gress, I endeavored to state the principles which this Government supports'
respecting the right of search and the immunity of flags. Desirous of
mnaintaining those principles fully at the same time that existing obliga-
tions. should be fulfilled, I have thought it mnost consistent with the honor
and dignity 'of the country that it should execute its own laws, and per-
forni 'its own obligations by its own means and its own power, The ex-
-InIiIIatiLOn 0or visitation of the merchant vessels of one nation, by the cruis-
ers of another;, or any purpose except those known. and acknoowledged by
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the law of nations, under whatever restraints or regulations it may take
place, may lead to dangerous results. It is far better by other means to
supersede any supposed necessity, or any motive, for such examinatiodi
or visit. Interference with a merchant vessel by an armed cruiser is al.
vays a delicate proceeding, apt to touch the point of national honor as
well as to affect the interests of individuals. It has been thought, there-
fore, expedient, not only in accordance with the stipulations of the treaty
of Ghent, but at the same time as removing all pretext on the part of
others for violating the immunities of the American flag upon the.seas, as,
they exist and are defined by the law of nations, to enter into the articles
now submitted to the Senate.
The treaty which I now submit to you proposes no alteration, mitiga-

tion, or modification, of the rules of the law of nations. It provides Sim-
ply that each of the two Governments shall maintain on the coast of Af-'
rica a sufficient squadron, to enforce, separately and respectively, the laws,
rights, and obligations of.the two countries, for the suppression of the slave
trade.
Another consideration of great importance has recommended this mode

of fulfilling the duties and obligations. of the country. Our commerce
along the western coast of Africa is extensive, and supposed to be increase.
ing. There is reason to think that, in many cases, those engaged in it
have met with interruptions and annoyances, caused by the jealousy and
instigation of rivals engaged in the same trade. .Many complaints on this
subject have reached the Government. A respectable naval force on the
coast is the natural resort and security against further occurrences.of this
kind.

[The following are the 8th and 9th articles of the treaty :]

ARTICLE VIII. The parties mutually stipulate that each shall prepare,
equip, and maintain in service, on the coast of Africa, a sufficient and ade.
quate squadron, or naval force of vessels, of suitable numbers and descrip-
tions, to carry in all not less than eighty guns, to, enforce, separately and
respectively, the lawvs, rights, and obligations of each of the two countries,
for the suppression of the slave trade, the said squadrons to be independent.
of qach other, but the two Governments stipulating, nevertheless, to give
such orders to the officers commanding their respective forces as. shall:
enable them most effectually to act in concert and co-operation, upon.
mutual consultation, as exigencies may arise, for the attainment of tile true
object of this article ; copies of all such orders to be communicated by'.
each Government to the other, respectively.
ARTICLE IX. Whereas, notwithstanding all efforts which may be made,

on the coast of Africa for suppressing the slave trade, the facilities for car.
rying on that traffic and avoiding the vigilance of cruisers by the fraudu-
lent use of flags and other means, are so great, and the temptations for
pursuing it, while a market can be found for slaves, so strong, as that the
desired result may be long delayed, unless all markets be shut against the
purchase of African negroes, the parties to this treaty agree that they will
unite irn all becoming representations and remonstrances with any and all'
Powers within whose dominions such markets are allowed to exist; aid-
that they will urge upon all such Powers the. propriety and duty of closing
such markets effectually, at once and forever.
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TWENTY-SEVENTH CONGRESSj , THIRD SESSION.
*~~~~~~~~~~k0j,.E aD M E it7,18942. D

Bxtracl from the annual message of President Tylerat the commence-
ment ofthey' dsession 27th Congress.

Next to the settlement of the boundary line, which must always be a
matter of difficulty between States, as between individuals, the question
which seemed to threaten the greatest embarrassment was that connected
with the African slave trade.
:Bythe10th article of the treaty of Ghent, it was expressly declared

that" whereas the traffic in slaves is irreconcilable with the principles of;
hiinmanity andjustice, and whereas both His Majesty and the United States
are desirous of continuing their efforts to promote its entire abolition, it is
hereby agreed. that both the contracting parties shall use their best en.
deavors toaccomplish so desirable an object." In the enforcement of the
laws and treaty stipulations of Great Britain, a practice had threatened to
grow up,.on ihe part of. its cruisers, ofs ubjecting to visitation ships sail.
inguunder the American flag, which, while it seriously involved our mari.
time rights, would subject to vexation a branch of our trade which was
daily increasing, and which required the fostering care of Government.
And although Lord Aberdeen, in his correspondence with American en-
voys at London, expressly disclaimed all right to detain an American ship
on .thehigh seas, even if foundwith a cargo of slaves on board, and re-
stricted the British pretension to a mere claim to visit and inquire, yet it
could not well be discerned by the Executive of the United States how
such visit and inquiry could be made without detention on the voyage, and
consequent interruption to the trade. It was regarded as the right of
search, presented only in a new form, and expressed in different words;
atid I therefore felt it to be my duty distinctly to declare, in my annual
message to Congress, that no such concession could be made, and that the
United States had both the will and the ability to enforce their own laws,
and to protect their flag from being used for purposes wholly forbidden by
those laws, and obnoxious to the moral censure of theworld. Taking the
rntessage as his letter of instructions, our then minister at Paris felt himself
required to assume the same ground in a remonstrance which he felt it to
be his duty to present to M. Guiz6t, and through him to the King of the
French, against, what has been called the quintuple treaty; and his con-
duct, in this respect, metwith the approval of this Government. In close
confornity with these views,- the eighth article of the treaty was framed,
which provides that "'each nation hall keep afloat in the African seas a
fbrce not less than eighty guns, to act separately and apart, under instruc-
tiolis from their respective Governments, and for the enforcement of their
respective laws and obligations." From this it will be seen that the ground
assumed in the message has been fully maintained, at the same time that
the stipulations of the treaty of Glient are to be carried out in good faith
by' the two countries, and that-all pretence is removed for interference with
our commerce, for any purpose whatever, by a foreign Government!
While,.therefore, the United States have been standing tip for the freedom
of9 the seas, they have not thought proper to make' that a pretext for avoid-
irig a filfl6ment of their treaty stipulations, or a ground for giving counte-
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,nance to-a trade repr~obated by our laws A similar arrangement tbyrth
other great Powers could not fail to sweep from.the ocean the slave trade,
without tlia interpolation of any new principle, into ithe maritime code.
We may be. permitted to hope, tht- the example thus set will be followed
by some, if not all of them. We thereby also afford. suitable protection
to the fair-trader in those seas; thus fulfilling-at the same time the dictate
of a sound policy, and. complying with. the. claims -of justice and humanity.

SUPPRESSION OF THE AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE.

Lord .'shburton to M1ir. Webster.

WASHINGTON, dugusI 9, 1842.
SIn: By the'3d.articJe of the convention which I have this day signed

with you, there is an agreement for the reciprocal delivery, in certain
cases, of criminals, fugitive from justice; but it becomes necessary that
I'should.apprize you that this article -can have no: legal effect hwihn the
dominions of Great Britain until confirmed by act of Parliamento .k-At, is
possible that Parliament may not be in session before the e.xchango of the
ratification of the convention, but its sanction shall be askedat the earnest
possible period, and no doubt can be entertained that -it: xvilll be given.
In Her Majesty's territories in Canada, where cases for acting under this
convention are likely to be of more frequent occurrence, the Govevnor
General has sufficient power, under the authority of local legislation, and
the convention will there be, acted upon- so soon as its ratification shall be
known; but it becomes my duty to inform you of the short delay which
may possibly intervene in giving full effect to it, where the confirmatiort
by Parliament becomes necessary for its execution.

I beg, sir, to renew to you the, assurance of my high consideration.
ASHBURTON.

Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER, 4'C.

M1r. Paine to Mr. Webster.

WASHINGTON, May 2,1242.
SIR: The agreement between Commander William Tucker, of the IBrit.

ish navy, and myself, is so connected with numerous instructions respecting
proceedings on the coast of Africa, that I should furnish a copy of :al, iJf
the object were to justify myself; but as the wish of the State, Department
seems to be ascertain the nature of, the agreement itself, ands the action of
myself thereon, and -as I wish to forward this view promptly, Ishall-restrict
myself to these points, commencing with the agreement, of -which.thefol.
lowing is a copy:
"Commander William Tucker, of Her Britannic Majesty's sloop Wo'lF

verine, and senior officer on. the west coast of Africa, and Lieutenant John
S. Paine, commanding the United States schooner Grampus, in order to
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carry into execution, as far as possible, the: orders and views of their re-
spective Governments respecting the suppression of the slave trade, hereby
request each other and. agree to detain all vessels, under American colors,
found, to be fully equipped for and engaged in the slave trade; that, if
proved to'bd A4merican property,' they shall be handed over to the United
.States.schooner Grampus, or any other American cruiser; and that,'if
provedi.to'be Spanish, Portuguese, Brazilian, or' English property, 'to 'any
of Her Britannic Majesty's cruisers employed on the west coast of Africa,
for the suppression of the slave trade, so far as their respective laws and
treaties will permit.
"Signed and exchanged at Sierra Leone, this 1th day of March, 1840.

"JOHN S. PAINE,
" Commanding the U. S. schooner Grampus.

"WILLIAM TUCKER,
-- -';Commanding H. B. M. sloop Wolverine, and

*..'.' senior officer of west coast of dfricd."

The objects of. this agreement were, mainly:
1st. To meet the very common case with slavers, that of having on

board two's'ets of: papers.
2d. To let: it be- kno*vn -that there subsisted between the British and

American force a good understanding, arid a disposition to co-operate for
the purpose indicated, as far as possible, without violating existing treaties.
A copy!was forwarded by me to the Navy Department, to which I re-

ceived the following reply:

"NAVY DEPARTMENT, June 4, 1840.
." Sin: Your letter of the 23d March last, with its enclosures, has been

received.
"The instructions given you, for your government, when you left the*

United States, while they indicated a friendly coLoperation with the com-
manders of the British cruisers in the suppression of the slave trade on the
coast of Africa, as likely to aid in detecting the frauds resorted to by those
engaged in it for the purpose of avoiding discovery and escaping punish-
ment, were not intended to authorize any such arrangement as that which
.it appears you have made with the commander of Her Britannic Majesty's
sloop Wolverine, and by which you delegated to that officer the right to
seize vessels under American colors, and, under certain circumstances, to
detain them, with the view of turning them over to the Gramnpus or other
United States cruiser.

'Such a delegation of power is not only unauthorized by your instruc*
tions, but contrary to the established and well-known principles and-policy'
of your Government, and is therefore not sanctioned by the Department.-.

's You will make known the views of the Department on this subject to
the commander of the Wolverine, and inform him that the arrangement
made with him, having been disapproved by your Government,cannot,'or
your part, be complied with; -the great object of the co-operation being to
obviate the difficulties of capture, growing out of assuming Portuguese,
English, Spanish, or Brazilian colors, when overhauled by an American,
or American colors when overhauled by a British cruiser.
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For- this purpose you are authorized to cruise -in company 'and ili co-
*operation with any British vessel of war employed on the slave coast, in
the pursuit of objects similar to your own.
-' I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,-
-J. K. PAULDING.

"Lieutenant JoHN S. PAINE,
"Commianding U. S. schooner Grampuw,

Sierra Leone, coast of d2frica..

In compliance with this, I addressed Captain Tucker as follows:

"U. S. SCHOONER GRAMPUS, Rpril 27, 1841.
"SIn: I am directed to make known to you the views of my Government

respecting the agreement signed, and exchanged with you on tke I1th of
March, 1840, at Sierra Leone.
"The Secretary of the Navy says: 'Inform-him that the arrangement

made with him, having been disapproved by your Government, cannot, on
your part, be.complied with; the great object of the co-operation being to
obviate the difficulties of capture, growing out of the practice adopted by
slavers, of assuming Portuguese, English, Spanish, or Brazilian colors,when
overhauled by an AAmerican, or American colors when overhauled by a
British cruiser. For this purpose, you are authorized to cruise in company
and in co-operation with any British vessel of war employed on the slave
coast, in pursuit of objects similar to your own.'

"'From the above extract you will perceive that the Secretary of the Navy
at Washington is careful to avoid giving countenance to the practice of de-
taining American vessels, evqen though they be slavers, unless by American
vessels of war.
"The best, if not the only means of co-operation left, would seem to be

exchanging information or cruising in company.
"If any thing call be effected by this vessel, within such limits, while on

the coast, it will be gratifying to me to aid you, or any of Her Majesty's
officers, in forwarding so desirable an object.

" I am, with very high respect, sir, your obedient servant,
*"JOHN S. PAINE,

c;Lieutenant comn'ani~ding.
Captain WILLIAM TUCKER,

* Commanding H. B. M. sloop Wolverine, and senior officer of
H. B. Al. navalforces on the coast of 41frica."

Hoping to meet Captain Tucker, I did not despatch the letter, but finally,
finding that his successor had arrived, I addressed to him the following:

[EXTRACT.]

"UNITED STATES SCHOONER GRAMPUS,
"Sierra Leone, June 17, 1841.

"While cruising here last year, I had made an arrangement with Comman-.
der William Tucker, of a similar character to that recommended, which,
however, was not approved by the Secretary of the Navy; and as I have
not fallen in with Captain Tucker since the receipt of a communication
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from Washington on the subject, I havp deemed it proper to enclosed to
you alettelrto Captain Tuciker, with ij Pi d

"In conclusion, I tender to you my sincere wishes for your success in thi
prosecution of duties' so 'interesting'to the.causeof' humanity. "

Ti'am,'wvith'ilhe highest respect, sir, your obeqdiert servant,'"JOUN S. PAINE,
*Captain - "Liieitenaint comamcnding..
'Captain .,'''

"Commanding H. B. Al. skip Isis,
and senior officer on the western coast of.1frica.?"

Any expression of.my.opinion of'Mr. Paulding's letter to me would'have
been improper, and rvouldstill bqendecorous. I shall be gratefullto be
infoirmn4 if you think any explanation or defence necessary. I ha.ve.neiver
believed so.

I,.bave thbleonor to be, with tle highest zes.peos,.sir,. your obedient ser-
vant,

J0iF1 NS. PiAISE,
Commander United States NXavIy--J;

i8n, DA';NlEL WEEPBST;ER;,
Secretary of ltute.

--..febster to Cptains Bell ond Paine.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

-Washington, .PRil 30, 184f.
,.GElT.,EME,:..Your e~perieuce .in the service on the coast of Afrioo hasz

pro aby eii"blea" youi to give information to the G:pvW1rnyi t ,,n 5soQms
p.oin~l c.oplnegtedo ith the 4lave trpde on that coast, irL rpspet to *hich it
iS. de~sirab. that,te mo~st accurate knowledge attainable, should.,4 e. pos-
sessed. These particii1ars are:

1. The exteint,of.the western coast of Africa, alqng Which the ,lave
trade is snpp~si tobe carried onn; with the rivers, creeks, inlets, bavs,.
.harpoq,or p,,rts of the coast,. to which it is understood slave ships most.
frequentlyreo~r-r. -

.-The -space lQrelt along the shore within which rul ers m be use-
fully eniployed forthepurpose of detectingvessel~ ,engagq& in the traffic.

3. The general course of proceeding ofa slave ship, after leaving Brazil
°XPr*,-Weqt Ihdies,.on a voyage to the coast of Africa fqr slaves; incld-
ing hrer zranner of approach .to the shore, h~er previous bargain or ang.
menit for the purchase of slaves, the time of her usual stay on or near the
coast, and the means by which she has communication with persons oal
land.

4. The nature .of the stations or barracoons in which slaves are collected
on s or ,.t be sold to' the traders ; whether usually in rivers, creeks, or
inlets, dr on or near the open shore.

5. "i'hei&suial articles of equipment an'd preparation, and the mrantier of
fitting ul, by which a vessel is known to be a slaver, though not-cahg~hfi
with slaves on board.
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6. The utility of employing vessels of different nations to cruise tQpet1er

so that one or 'the other might hae a right'to visit and search everyiveds-q
which" might be mnet with undeV'suspicious circumstance., eitr, as'i
ing to the country of the, vessel visitirig' and 'searching, or to' some other
country,, w-hich~has, by 'treaty, conceded such right of vAsitatio aid' sea'ich,

!7. 'aTo what places slaves from slave ships could be most qo given iepiny
taken.

8. Finally, 'what number of vessels, and of what size and description', Ji
would be necessary t6. employ on the western coast of Africa, in order"tod
put an entire end to the traffic in saves, and for what umber yea s i
would probably be necessary to maintain stich force to accompifih' it(h
purpose.

:You will please to -add such observations as the state of your know ldge
may allow, relative to the slave trade on the eastern c9oat of A rica.

I have the honor to be, &c.
DANIEL WEISTER..

Captains BELL and PAINE,
-citedd States Navy.

Commanders Belt and Paine to the Secretary of Sta/e.

WASHINGTON CITY, May 10, 1848.
SIR: In accordlance with the wishes expressed in your communniatioil

of the 80th ultirno, we have the honor to submit the following statement
hi reply to the'irst particular, viz: "The extent of the western coast 'of

Africa, along which the slave trade is supposed to be carried on, with the
rivers,.creeks, inlets, bays, harbors, or parts of the coast,' to which it is un-i
derstood slave ships most frequently resort."
The slave trade' from western Africa to America is carried' on whollyr

betwveeti Senqgal+ ,latitude 16 deg. north, longitude I'64 deg. west, and Cappe
Frio, in latitude Is deg. south, longitude 12 deg. east, a space followingh
the 'windings of the coast at the distance of three' or fouir miles) of Imorf
than 3,600 rriiles. There are scattered along the coast five 9English, 'four,
French,'Eve American, six Portliguese, six or eight Dutch, and four or five
Danish settlements, besides many which have been abandoned 'by their
respective Governments.
These settlements are generally isolated; many of them only afortress.

without any town, while a few are a cluster of villages and farnis.
The British, French, and particularly the Alnerican settlements exercise,

an important influence in -suppressing the slave trade. '''r" i'
The influence of thy' Danes and Dutch is not material.
The 'Portuguese influence is supposed to favor the continuance of' the:

trade, except the counter influence of the British, through treaty stfpu at
tlons.

North of the Portuguese cluster of settlements, of which Bipsao is thin
capital, and south of Benguela, (also Portuguese,) there is believed to be
no probability of a revival of the slave .trade to any extent.

This leaves about' 3,000 miles of coast, to which the trade (principally
with Cuba, Porto Rico, and Brazil) is limited.
There are hundreds of trading places oil the coast, calling themselves
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"f&tories," arida each claiming the protection of some ,cijized Power,
So'me of these the sites. of 'abandoned colonies; others have been
esta~bllshti;epd by tradingcompanies or individuals. -. .,

The actual juries diction of a, tribe on the coast seldom xeqeds ten miles,
thdusgh these small tribes are sometimes more or less perfectly associated
f6r' a greater distance. .

Of -these factories. and tribes, a few have. never been directly engaged. in
the slave trade, and are opposed' to it, but the'great. preponderance is of the
slave-trading interest.

To enumerate the rivers and inlets of this coast wouldnot convey a jtist
idea of the slave country or practices, as the embarkation often takes place
from. the beach .where there is -no inlet; but we will state a few of the
tnostinoted. -

Commencing at Cape'Roxo, in latitude 12 deg. 30 min. north, and run.
ring down the coast as far 'as the river Mellacoree, in latitude 9 deg. north,
the slave trade is more or less carried on, but (inconsequence of the, vigil.
ance of cruisers) not to the same extent it was a few years ago.

Another portion of the coast, from the limits of the Sierra Leone colony
to Cape Mount, (a space including.the mouths of six or more rivers,) the
slave trade is extensively prosecuted. Here commences the jurisdiction of
the American Colonization Society, which extends to . Grand Bassa. There
are several slave statiojis between Grand Bassa and Cape Palmas. From
thence eastwirdly to Cape Coast Castle, situated near the meridian of
Greenwich, we believe there are no slave stations; butt eastward of this,
and it- the bights of Benin, and Biafra along the whole coast, (which ib-
cludes the mouths of the great rivers Lenin, Formosa, Nuni-Old and NSew
Calabar,' Bonny, Camerons, Gaboon, and Congo,) with few exception,
down to Benguela, in latitude. 13 deg. south, the slave trade is carried on
to a very great extent.

2. "The space or belt along the shore, within which cruisers maybe
,usefully employed for the purpose of detecting vessels engaged in. the
traffic.'"
Men of war should always cruise as near the shore as the safety of the

vessel will'adinit, in order to take advantage of the. land. and sea breezes;
Twenty or thirty miles from the coast there are continual calms, where
Vessels are subject to vexatious delays; besides which, ships engaged in
the alave trade keep close in with the land, in order to reach their places of
destination.

3. "The general course of proceeding of a slave ship, after leaving
Brazil or the West Indies, on a voyage to the coast of Africa, for slaves,
including her manner of approach to the shore,,her previous bargain-or
arrangement for the purchase of slaves, the time of her usual stay on' or
Mear the coast, and the means by which she has communication with persoils
,on land."

Vessels bound from the coast of Brazil or the West Indies to the coast
of Africa are obliged, in consequence of the trade winds, to run north as
far as the' latitude of thirty or thirty-five, to get into the variable winds;
thence to the eastward, until they reach the longitude of Cape Verd is.
lands;,then steer to the southward-to their port of destination; and,.if
bound gas far to the eastward as the Gulf of Guinea, usually male the land
near Cape Mount or Cape Palmas. Vessels from Brazil, bound to' the
-southern part of the coast of Africa, run south as far as the latitude of 35:
degrees south, and make up their easting in the southern variables.
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Slave essels: are'generally owned. or chartered by those persons who
have an interest in the slave establishnients on the coast of Africa, where
the slaves are collected and confined in barracoons, or slave prisons, ready
for tianshipment the moment the vessel arrives. They, are therefore de-
ined but a shQrt-time after arriving at.their place, of destination. Install-

ces have come to our notice of vessels arriving at the slave station in the
evening, landing their cargo, taking on board all their slaves, and sailing
with the land breeze the following morning.

It is not unusual, however, for vessels, unconnected with any particular
slave establishment, to make their purchases after arrival. If any delay
is likely to occur, an agent is landed, and the vessel stands to. sea and re-
tnains. absent for as long a time as may be thought necessary to complete
their arrangements. The slavers communicate with the shore either with
their own boats, or boats and canoes belonging to the Kroomen in the em-
ployment of those on shore.

4. "Thejature of the stations, or barracoons, in which slaves are col-
lected on shore, to be sold to the traders; whether usually on rivers, creeks,
or inlets, or on or near the open shore."
The slave stations arc variously situated; some near the mouth, others

a considerable distance up the rivers, and many directly on the sea shore.
The barracoons are thatched buildings, made sufficiently strong to secure
the slaves, and enough of them to contain, il some instances, several thou-
sands. The slaves are collected by. the Negro chiefs in the vicinity, and
sold to the persons in charge of the stations, where they are kept confined
until an opportunity offers to ship them off. Materials of all kinds neces-
sary to convert a common trader into a slave ship are kept on hand, and
the change can be completed in a few hours. A number of Kroomen are
employed, and boats and canoes ready for immediate service.
The slave stations are generally fortified with cannon and muskets, not

only to guard against a rising of the slaves, but to protect them from sudden
attacks of the natives in the vicinity, and to command their respect.

5. "' The usual articles of equipment and preparation, and the manner
of fittinglyup, by which a vessel is known to be a slaver, though not caught
with slaves on board."

Vessels engaged in the slave trade are either fitted up with a slave deck,
or have the materials on board, prepared, to put one up in a few hours.
Their hatches, instead of being close, as is usual in merchantmen, have
gratings; they are supplied with boilers sufficiently large to cook rice or
farinha for the .number of slaves t&erexpect to receive; an extra number
of water casks, many more than are sufficient for a common crew; also,
a number of shackles to secure their slaves. Most of these articles, how-
ever, are concealed, and ct.rerv thing is done to disguise the vessel.
*It is not unusual for them to have several sets of papers, two or more
persons representing themselves as captains or masters of the vessel, and
flags of all nations; every device is resorted to, to deceive, should-they
encounter a cruiser.
Some are armed with only a few muskets, others have a number of

heavy guns, according to the size of the vessel; and tiey range from sixty
to four hundred tons burden, with crews from ten to upwards of one hun-
dred men.

'6. "The utility of employing vessels of different nations to. cruise to-
gether, so that one or the other might have a right to visit and search every
vessel which might be met with under suspicious circumstances, either as
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bqionging to the country of thIe -vessel visiting .or searching,.or; to. ,m
other country which has, by treaty, conceded such .righ of .y;- tipn&.
search."

Af are,of opinionttha'tha squadron should be' kept upoopithee t
.Aftreiaa to co-,oeriiae,~iththe British or other nations intep;eted instoppio
the slave. trade; and that the most efficient mde would be fto) -sI4 !8cruise in couples, one of each nation.

17. "4 To'iwhat places slaves taken from slave ships on the Coast coild'
most.conveniently taken."

If captured under the American flag, send thea to Cape Mesudo,
Liberia; or if convenient, to such other of the American se~ttements'"
the agent of ihe United States there may wish.

S. "Finally, .what number of vessels, and of what size and descriptioi
it would be'riecessary to employ on the western coast jof' Africa, inx order
to put an entire end to the traffic in slaves; and for what number ofyevat
it would probably be necessary to.maintain such force to accomplish.t'at
purpose; adding "such observations as the state of your knowledge Di
allow,'.relative to the slave trade on the easterzr coast of Africa."
As our personal knowledge of the coast extends to only that part of'it

comprised between Cape Verd and Cape Palmas, it is difficult to state ,thf
exact force.required for this service; not less, however, than the following'
we think necessary.
One first class'sloop-of-war;
One steamer, from 200 to 300 tons burden;
Two''(eight or ,ten gun) brigs or schooners;
Ten schooners of about one hundred tons, each with four guns;
One store ship, of from 250 to 300 tons.
All the vessels to have one tenth les than their complements of,

be filled up with Kroomen on their arrival on the coast.
A steamer (to be fitted up, if possible, to burn either wo.od or coal,a

circumstances require) will be essentially necessary.
That part of the coast of Africa from which slaves are exported'issiub

ject to light windsand calms. A, steamer propelled at the rate of six ,mile
an hour could easily overtake the fastest sailing vessels, and. would'1e
great anxilliary in ascending rivers and towing boats, in order to attack
slave statiohs. Less duty is performed by sailing cruisers on this..oast,
than on any other we are acquainted with, from the reasons just sta$e4
and the impportqnc~eof stearm vessels is much increased by this diffi ulty.,
We cannot, state confidently how tong stch force would be necesr,

but we are' of opinion that' in three years the trade would be sofaridet
stroyed"as to enable, the United States to withdraw a greater part,'h.j., i'
small force of observation vould. be necessary, until the natives had
come accutsstomed to other .occu'pations,.and lost all hope of againeS.gagm
in the traffic. al

In connexion with this subject, we beg leaveto remark, that the A4eritr
can fair trader is sometimes obstructed in the most vexatious; manjeri, -'4
armed British merchlantmen, -sustained by British cruisers. This,grises
from the practice which exists with the commanders of single cr.uisers,4a1a
agents,'6f' trading pcrnP~palnips. the .masters of mnerchantmen, and others,sair-,
ing agreements, treaties, or, as the expression there is, "4 books," securing
themselves the exclusive trade with the tribe or district. A late instance
of this uinreasonable, and probably unauthorized, spirit of Mopopolyt44
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. ..dceemioPaNoi'notice oear Cape M61int, where the native chief was induced
to believe that he totl d hot Mttake a t'redty with the 'American colonists, be-
,cause he had made one with the commander of a British cruiser.

vrh6.dame commander, it is asserted, las' also threatened the governor
of' the colony at Monrovia that he' will malce reprisals o' the cbrimierce of
the colony, for exercising the usual jurisdiction at Bassh Cove, only two
or three miles from their town of B'[asa and. Edina.

! Our knowledge of the commanders of British cruisers authorizes us to
say that their conduct is not usually thus unfriendly; but many instances
show the propriety of guarding' the interests of the fair dealer, who is gen-
erally opposed to the tlave trade.

Respecting these treaties or agreements with the tribes, we think that only
the commanders of squadroins or governors of colonies should be permitted
to make them; and with those over whom their Government cannot rea-
sonably claim jurisdiction, treaties should not be made to the' exclusion of
other Mercantile Powers trading on the coast, as lias sotietimes been done;
and all treaties should' contain a prohibition of the slave trade. Com-
manders of squadrons and governors of colonies should: be authorized and
directed to seize every opportunity, and make use of all honorable means.
of'inducing the native tribes, and particularly the emperor of Ashante'e,
the empress or potentate at Loango, and other powerful nations, to enter
into agreements to put a' stop, as far as their influence 'extends, to the
traffic ;. to seize and send home for trial all foreigners found on the coast
engaged in the slave trade, whether belonging to vessels or- residing on the
coast, (for should these persons be permitted to remain, even after their,
slave stations are destroyed, they will erect others at points probably' less
assailable,) and should be 'enjoined to extend their protection to fair traders,
though not of their own nation.
Commanders of squadrons and governors should be directed to destroy.

all slave factories within the reach of the force employed, and to proclaim
to the tribes in the vicinity that they must not be renewed, on pain of
having their villages also destroyed.
We have little knowledge of the details 'respecting the slave trade on

the eastern coast 6f Africa. No instance has come to our knowledge of
the use of the Amqrican flag there. From the best information we can
obtain, it seems that a large trade is carried on by Portuguese colonies, the
Arab chiefs, and Negro tribes. Their greatest markets are the Maho0netan
countries bordering on the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, the Poituguese East
India colonies, Bombay, and perhaps other British possessions in the East'
Indies;, this part of the trade is probably in the hands of the Arabian ves-
sels. Many are vlso shipped to Brazil, and some perhaps find their waya
to Cuba and Porto Rico.

In concluding this subject, we beg leave to remark, that the field of oper-
ations to carry on the slave trade is so extensive, the profits so great, anid
the obstacles' in the path so many, so various, so difficult, that every means
should be used by civilized nations, and particularly by the United States
and Great Britain,' to effect the object; and we do not believe that any
material good can result without an earnest and cordial co-operation.
We have the honor to be, with high respect, your obedient servants,

CHARLES H. BIELL,
JOHN S. PAINE,
Commanders U. S. Navy.

Honi. DANIEL WEBSTER, Secretary olf State,
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Letter from the Secretary of the Napvy, in relation to the strength ate
expense of the squadron to be employed on the coast otf y4ra.O ,

NAVY DEPARTAiENT, December'29, 1842.
SIR: On the subject of the resolution of the Senate of the 14th Decem-

ber, which you have referred to me, I have the honor to report: '
The annexed paper (marked A) shows-
1. "The value of the vessels which will be required for the African

squadron, under the late, British treaty."
2. "The probable annual cost of repairing said vessels."
3. ,The number of men arid ofFicers which the equipment of the squad-

ron will require."
4. "; The probable annual expense of said squadron, under all the heads

of expenditure incident to the service."
5. "1 The caliber of the guns to be used," and the " other arnms."
6. "c The whole number of guns which it is expected to have afloat in

the United States navy during the year 1843, and tihe estimated expense
of the naval establishment for the year, including all expenses incident to
keeping up a navy."

It is to be remarked, that the obligation assumed by the Government to
keep a squadron on the coast of Africa does not create any absolute ne-es'
sity for an increase to that amount of our present naval force.- Vessels.
already in the navy will be selected for that service. Of course, "the
annual cost of repairing said vessels" is but a part of the usual and neces-';
sary expenditure for the naval service. It is not proposed to increase the'
navy, with the particular view of supplying this squadron; nor would it be'
proposed to reduce the navy, if this squadron were not necessary. It is'
merely a part of the customary and useful employment of our vessels of:
war.

It is also to be remarked, that 'the caliber of the Kguns, and the general
armament and equipment of the vessels, cannot, in the nature of things, be".
the same at all times. The vessels will be changed, as the convenience of.
the service may require, and will not consist, at all times, of the same num-
ber in each class. The estimate presented is. for sloops of-war, brigs, aid.
schooners, which, it is supposed, will be most proper for that service.

In regard to the "probable annual loss of men, from deaths, disabilities,
and other casualties, on board said squadron," it is impossible to give a-.
definite. answer. The coast of Africa is considered very unhealthy, and"
probably not without reason, if we are to judge from the mortality which<-
has often prevailed there among European visitors. This inortality, ho*-w
ever, is easily accounted for. Our trading vessels often ascend thie rivers;'
and necessarily pass much of their time in ports. Their crews are exposed
to hardlabor under the burning heats of the day, and to the noxious ex-'
halatiozis from swamps and niorasses at night. Hence, they suffer with;
what is usually called the African or coast fever, and hence the frightful,
stories which render that climate so formidable in the eyes of stranger,
At a time when the character of the climate was n]ot understood, the crews,
of vessels of war, neglecting or not knowing the precautions which it.reo
quires, suffered scarcely less than those of trading vessels. At this dp,'
however, the African coast has lost its terrors, so far as cruising vessels
are concerned. The climate is found to be unhealthy to Europeans only
on shore and in the night time. There is, on most parts of the coast, good
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and safe anchorage for ships of war within a quarter of a mile of the shore,
so that there is no necessity that the crews should expose themselves in'un..
healthy ports. It is found that by'keeping at this distance fiom the land
at night, and by protecting the crews by awnings from 'the intense' heat' of'
noon and the 'floods of rain which fall at particullar'seas6s, tey eiijoay
as good health as in any other part of the world. The Van'dalia,'recently
returned'from that coast, lost but two men in 'a cruise of seven months;.
one of these died of 'consumption, the other of chronic'dysentery.
The few simple precautions necessary to preserve,'the health of our crews.

are now well understood, and easily taken. With ' an ordinary degree of
prudence, it may be safely asserted that the coast of Africa 'will be found
less unhealthy to our cruisers than the East India'seas, and not more, un-
healthy than many ports of the West Indies, the Gulf of Mexico, and
South America.
To the question, " Whether it is intended to make the squadron consists

of more than eighty guins," I can only say that no such intention is enter-
tained at this time. In the estimates which were presented With my annuaL.
report, provision was contemplated for no larger force than this for service.
on the western coast of Africa. Independent of any treaty stipulation, E
should have considered it necessary to keep at least eighty guns distributed
among a number of small vessels on that coast. Our commerce is carried.
on through the whole range of seaboard country', from Goree to the bight.
of Biafra, a distance of about two thousand miles. Our commerce along
this coast may now be estimated at one million of dollars, employing from
four to five thousand. tons of shipping. cIf this trade were stationary, it
could not be considered fairly entitled to the protection of so large a squd-
ron as one of eighty guns. But it is not stationary; on the contrary, it is'
rapidly on the increase, not only in the quantities of the commodities
hitherto entering into it, but in new commodities presenting themselves from
time to time." We now send to this part of Africa, tobacco, cotton fabrics:
of various kinds, brown drills, rum, whiskey, muskets, gilnpowder,'beef,
pork, flour, bread, bacon, lard, butter, cheese, salt and dried fish, soaps,
candles, iron and tin ware. and other articles of American production and.
manufacture; and we import, in return, palm oil,' dyewoods, ivory, gold
dust, hides and skins, gums, pepper, and similar articles. The trade in
palm oil is of recent date, and is so rapidly increasing in value and ex-
tent, as to claim an important place in our import trade. The cultivation
of coffee also is rapidly extending itself, arid, from the specimens already
sent to our country, the African coffee bids fair to rival the best xxhich is,
now imported. The information which I have received from the most'in-
telhigent. men, wvell acquainted with the African coast, fully authorizes the
belief, not only that our commerce with that country is becoming more ard'
more worthy of attention from year to year, but that it holds out at this'
time greater inducements to commercial enterprise than any other part of
the world. The statistical tables furnished by the Treasury Departmenit
afford but an imperfect view of it. A successful voyage to the Africanr
coast can scarcely be completed in less than twelve or fifteen months. The
articles carried out are of comparatively small value, but the various ex-
changes which are made in the course of a long voyage among different
tribes generally yield a profit of from fifty to one hundred per cent.' .Tha
returns are not always in the commodities of the country subject to entry
at our custom-houses. A very large proportion of themn-not less, proba.t
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blky, than one hi-d-is received in gold, and int bills on London ahid:th`
tUfited.latops. Heince; our statistical tables do not show its full vIlube It
is not? hower~4.er, so mueh its present as its prospective value that -deoiaTdb
the presence of a riNval force.,' The want of such a fdrce' heretofore has'
*(i6bbled- the English to exclude us from the most valuable part of the traie
o'f' thi Gambia and Sierra Leone. and the French to exclude us entirely
fromf the' Senegal. The tra'd in palm oil, already very valuable, and rapid.
Jy increasing from year to year, is so conducted that the articles with whih
it' is'purihased muist be landed and placed in the hands of native chiefs
and trade agents. The American trader has nothing to rely on but' thte;
integrity and hojior of these people; a precarious dependence, which renders
the trade of very little value to him. The English,.on the contrary, keep
a slfficient naval force, constantly on the coast, and, being thus in a coIdV'
tion to enforce their contracts, the natives d&o not venture to break them.
H-fence, this trade is nearly engrossed by the English, and is very valuable
to themn, although most of the articles necessary to carry it on can be more
.cheaply furnished: by the United States than by them. It is in vain to
hope that our cohifierce with Africa can be maintained even in its present
condition, and still more vain to hope that it can be greatly extended, unless
wVe offer it the Protection which it would derive from the constant presence
df our ships of wvar. Instead of trading with us, the native chiefs think
only of plundering our vessels and murdering their crews. The Mary
Carver, alluded to in my annual report, is not the only case of this sort which
has already occurred, nor will it be tle last, unless the native chiefs shall be.
taught to respect and fear us, by proper exhibitions of our naval flag. A,
1iss force than that contemplated in our treaty with England would' be
wholly unavailing along a coast of two thousand miles in extent.

'It is worthy of consideration that the colony of Liberia, an' object of
great interest to the American,. peol)le, would derive great confidence and'
'support from the more frequent presence of our ships of war. But the
suppression of the slave trade, to which this country is so deeply pledged,
requires the full force of eighty' guns, distributed among not fewer than.
five vessels. The coast through which that trade is prosecuted is not less
-than twelve hundred miles in extent. The persons engaged in it are
adroit, watchful, and daring; their vessels are generally constructed to sail
rapidly; they are also well armed, and their crews, when they are dettect-
*ed, have no alternative but victory or death. Hence it is not only neces-'
£sary that they should be closely watched, but that the vessels sent against
them should be strong enough to contend with them. Certainly, the'
squadron now contemplated is as small as this service would' require under
.aly circumstances. The treaty stipulation, therefore, does not, in effect,
impose any new obligations, nor exact any expenditure which would not.
otherwise have been necessary and proper. The pledge given to England
is but the pledge given to all nations in 'tihe treaty of Ghent, and in the;
general' course of our policy with reference to the slave trade. We keep
our faith to the civilized world, upon this interesting point, by simply pre-
'serving our ownti consistency, and rendering due protection to the interests
of our people.

Entertaining these views of the subject, I cannot undertake to say that I
shall not, at any future time, consider it proper to increase the African"
'squadron. This must depend on considerations such as control all similar-
arrangerne'nts for other parts of the world. In the administration of this
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DNpirtment; Ilfeelit -to- be. my 'duty.to afford ;adequale protection, so ar;,as
themeatnsgat my command will[ admitof; it, to American interests,-where
soever they inayN be iound, and to vindicate, as far as IFcan,:the: good faith
of our country in the. eyes of other nations. Whatever naval force*,thlse
objects may require, in Africa or elsewhere, it is my intention to furnish, if
I shall be! permitted to do so.

A. P. IJPSHUR.
To the PRESIDENT of the United States.

A.

SeNumber and class of vessels.

I'

Two sloops of 1st class - . $257,655 $20,000 42 366 $133,986
Four brigs or schooners - 166,587 20,000 40 260 107,106

Total - - - 424,242 40,000 82 626 241,182

Number of guns for the vessels estimated for 1843, 946.
Total estimated expense of the naval establishment for the year 1843% $6,983,245.
N. B.-The armament of a sloop-of waer of the tst class is as follows, viz: 2 8-inch Paixban

guns, 20 32-pound medium guns, 80 muskets, 80 pistols, 150 cutlasses, 110 boarding pikes.
The armament of a brig or schooner is as follows, viz: 10 32-pound carronadeo, 40 muskets,

*40 pistols, 60 boarding pikes, 80 cutlasses.

FEBRUARY 28, 184,3.

lMessage from the President of the United Slates, transmitting to the
House of Representatives a report from the Secretary of State, in
answer to the resolution of the Hlouse of the 22d i'ebructry, 1843.

To the House of Representatives:
In compliance with the resolution of the Holuse of Representatives of the

22d instant, requesting me to communicate to the House a whatever cor-
respondence or communication may have been received from the British
Government respecting the President's construction of the late British trea-
ty concluded at Washington, as it concerns an alleged right to visit Amer-
ican vessels," I herewith transmit a report made to me by the Secretary of
'State.

I have also thotight proper to communicate copies of Lord Aberdeen's
letter of the 20th December, 18X1, to Air. Everett, Mr. Everett's letter of
the 23d December in reply. thereto, arid extracts from several letters of Mr.
Everett to the Secretary of State.

I cannot forego the expression of my regret at the apparent purport of a
-part of Lord Aberdeen's despatch to Mr. Fox. I had cherished the hope

60
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that all -posibility;-of misunderstandingas to the .tile, .c;nitruction of1W
8th anticke.of the; treaty lately. concluded between Great 'rilrin, ~ndf tbe
Uifed'States -was precluded by the -plain and welb ..:aighed, languagesim
which it is expressed. The desire of both Governments is to put. an end
as speedily, as, possible to the slave trade; and that desire, I. need scarcely
add, is as strongly and as sincerely felt by the United Statesias it canibe-by
Great R1itainli. Yet it must. not be forgotten that the trade, though now
universally reprobated, was, up to a late period, prosecmted;.by-all who
chose to engage in it; and there were unfortunately but very few Christian
Powers whose subjects were not permitted and even encouraged to share.
in the profits of what was regarded as a perfectly legitimate commerce..
It originated at a period long before the United States had become inde-
pendent, and was carried on within our borders, in opposition to the most.
earnest remonstrances and expostulations of some of the colonies in which
it was most actively prosecuted. Those engaged in it were as little liable
to inquiry or interruption as any others. Its character, thus fixed by com-
mon consent and general practice, could only be changed by the positive
assent of each and every nation, expressed either in the form of municipalsaw or conventional arrangement. The United States led the way in
efftrts- to suppress it. They claimed no right to dictate to others, but they
reoloved, without waiting for the co-operation of other Powers, to prohibit
it to their own citizens,,and to visit its perpetration by them with condign
punishment. I may safely affirm that it never occurred to this Govern.'
ment that any new maritime right accrued to it from the position it had.
thus assumed in, regard to the slave trade. If, before our laws for its sup-
pression, the Sag ef every nation might traverse the ocean unquestioned.
by our cruisers, this freedom was not, in our opinion, in the least abridged
'by our 'municipal legislation.
Any other doctrine, it is plain, would subject to an arbitrary and ever'

varying system of maritime police, adopted at will by the great naval
Power for the time being, the trade of the world in any places or in any
articles which suich Power might see fit to prohibit to its own subjects or
citizens. A principle of this kind could scarcely be acknowledged, with-
out subjecting commerce to the risk of constant and harassing vexations.
The attempt to justify such a pretension from the right to visit and da-

tail, ships upon reasonable suspicion of piracy would deservedly be expos-
ed lo riiiiversal condemnation, since it would be an attempt to convert ea,
established rule of maritime law, incorporated as a principle into the in-
ternatioiial code by the consent of all nations, into a rule and principle
adopted by a single nation, and enforced only by its assumed authority.
To seize and detain a ship upon suspicion of piracy, with probable cause
and in good faith, affords no just ground either for. complaint on the part of
the nallOn whose flag she hears, or claim of indemnity on the part of-the
ourner. The universal law sanctions, and the common good. requires, thp
existence of such a rule. The right, under such circumstances, not only-to
* i.sit and detail, but to Search a ship, is a perfect right, and involves neither
responsibility nor indemrnity, But, with this single exception, no. nation
has, in time of peace, any aithority to detain the ships of another. uponl
the high seas, on any pretext %whatever, beyond the limits of her territorial
jnirisdiction. And suichl, I am hpll)py to find, is substantially the doctrine
of Great Britaiti herself. ini ler mnos recent official declarations, and!even
jin those now communicaicd to tLe Ilouse. These declarations may well
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lead' us to doubt whether the apparent difference between the two Governw
ments- is Not rather one of definition than of :principle. Not only.is the
right of search, properly so called; disclaimed .by Great Britain, but: even
that of mere visit and' inquiry, is asserted with qualifications inconsistent
with the' idea of a perfect right.

In the dispatch of Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Everett of the 20th of Decein-
ber,. 1841, as also in that just receded by the British minister in this
country, made to Mr. Fox, his lordship declares that if, in spite of all the
precaution which shall be used to prevent suich occurrences, an Americaan
ship, by reason of any visit or detention by a British.cruiser, "; should suffett
loss and injury, it would be followed by prompt and ample remuneration ;"
and in order to make more manifest her intentions, in this respect, Lord
Aberdeen, in the despatch of the 20th December, makes known to Mr.
Everett the nature of the instructions given to the British cruisers. These
are such as, if faithfully observed, would enable the British Govcrnment to
approximate the standard of a fair indemnity. That Government. has ill
several cases fulfilled her promises in this particular, by making adequate
reparation for damage done to our commerce. It seems obvious to re-
mark, that a right which is only to be exercised under such restrictions and
precautions, and risk, in case of any assignable damage, to be followed&y
the consequences of a trespass, can scarcely be considered any thing more
than a privilege asked for, and either conceded or withheld, on the usual
principles of international comity.
The principles laid. down in Lord Aberdeen's despatches, and the assu-r

rances of indemnity therein held out, although the utmost reliance was
placed onl the good faith of the British Government, were not. regarded by
the Executive as a sufficient security against the abuses which Lord Aher-
deen admitted light arise in even the most cautious and moderate exercise
of their new maritime police; and therefore, in my message at the opening
of the last session, I set forth the views entertained by the Executive on
this subject, and substantially affirmed both our inclination and ability to
enforce our own laws. protect our flag from abuse, and acquit ourselves-of
all our duties and obligations oln the high seas. In view of these assertions;
the treaty of Washington was negotiated, and, upon consultation with the
British negotiator as to the quantum of force necessary to be employed ill
order to attain these objects, the result to which the most deliberate esti.
mate led was imbodied in the eighth article of the treaty.

Suich were my views at the time of negotiating that treaty, and such, in
my opinion, is its plain and fair interpretation. I regarded the eighth article
as removing all possible pretext, on the greund of mere necessity, to visit
and detain our ships upon the African coast because of any alleged abuse
of our flag by slave Ltraders of other nations. We had taken upon our.
selves the burden of preventing any suich abuse, by stipuilating to furnish.
an armed force regarded by both the high contracting parties as su-ticient.
to accomplish that object."

Denying, as we did and do, all color of right to exercise any such geni-
eral police over the flags of independent nations, wve did not demand otf
Great Britain any formal renunciation of her pretension still less had we
the idea of yielding any thing ourselves in that respect. 'We chose to make
a practical settlement of the question. This we owed to what we had
already done upon this subject. Trhe honor of the country e:ld!ed for it; the
honor of its flag demanded that it should not be usedl btoh. ers tO cover all
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iniquitois traffic. This Governmient, L1am very sure,' has bdthithe incline
tioi'4nd' thexability to do!'this ;- and, if need be, it will not "contbnt itself
with a-fleet of eighty' guns,.but, sooner than any foreign Government shall
exercise the province of executing its laws and fulfilling its obligations- the'
highest of which is to protect its'flag alike from abuse or insult, it would
I doubt not, put in requisition for that purpose its whole 'naval power.
The purpose of this Government is' faithfully to fulfil 'the treaty on its part,
and it will not permit itself to doubt that Great Britain will comply with
it on hers. In this way, peate will best be preserved,'and the most amica.
ble relations maintained between the two countries.

JOHN TYLER.-
WASHINGTONC, February 27. 1843.

DEP.ARTSMENT OXF STATE,
Wasshington, February, 1843.

The Secretary of State, to whom has been referred a resolution of the
House of 'Representatives of the 22d instant. requesting that the President
of the United States " be requested to communicate to that House, if not
in his opinion improper, whatever correspondence or communication may
have been received from the British Government,'respecting the President's
construction of the late British treaty, concluded at Washington,.as it con-
cerns an alleged right to visit American vessels," has the honor to report
to the President that Mr. Fox, Her Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordi-
nary and minister plenipotentiary, came to the Department of. State on
the 24th instant, and informed the Secretary that he had received from
Lord Aberdeen, Her Majesty's principal Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, a despatch, under date of the 18th of January, which he was
directed to read to the Secretary of State of the United States. The sub-
stance of the despatch was, that there was a statement in a paragraph of
the President's message to Congress, at the opening of the present session,
of serious import, because, to persons unacquainted with the facts, it would
tend to convey the supposition, not only that th6 question of the right of
search had been disavowed by the plenipotentiary at Washington, but that
Great Britain had made concessions ori that point.
That the President knew that the right of search never formed the sub.

ject of discussion during the late negotiation, and that neither was any con-
cession required by the United States Government, nor made by Great
Britain.

That the engagement entered into by the parties to the treaty of Wash-
ington, for suppressing the African slave trade, was unconditionally pro-
posed and agreed to.

That the British Government saw in it an attempt, on the part of the
Government of the United States, to give a practical effect to their repeated
declarations against that trade, and recoclgised with satisfaction an advance
towards the hurmanie and enlightened policy of all Christiai-States, from
which they anticipated much good. That Great Britain would scrupulous-
ly fulfil the conditions of this engagement ; but that from the principles
which she has constantly asserted, and which are recorded in the corres-
pondence between the ministers of the United States in England and her
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self;,in 1841, England~has not receded and would not recede. That-he
had no intention to renew, at present, the discussion upon the subject.
That his last note was. yet unanswered.. That the President might bet
assured that Great Britain would always respect the just claims of the
United States. That the British Government made no pretension to in-
terfere, in any manner, whatever, either by detention, visit, or search,-with
vessels of the United States, known or believed to be such ; but that it still
maintained, and would exercise when necessary, its own right to ascertain
the genuineness of any flag wh~icfi a suspected vessel might bear; that if
in the exercise of this right, either from involuntary error, or in spite of
every precaution, loss or injury should be sustained, a prompt reparation
would be afforded; but that it should entertain, for a single instant, the no-
tion of abandoning the right itself, would be quite impossible.
That these observations had been rendered necessary by the message to

Congress. That the President is undoubtedly at liberty to address that
assembly in any terms which he may think proper; but if the Queen's
servant should not deem it expedient to advise Her Majesty also to advert
to these topics in her speech from the throne, they desired, nevertheless, to
hold themselves perfectly free, when questioned in. Parliament, to give all
such explanations as they might feel to be consistent with their duty, and
necessary for the elucidation of the truth.
The paper having been read, and -its contents understood, Mr. Fox. was

told, in reply, that the subject would be taken into consideration, and that
a despatch relative to it would be sent, at an early day, to the Arimerican
minister in London, who would have instructions to read it to Her Majes-
ty's principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

DANIEL WEBSTER.
To the PRESIDENT.

M1r. Everett to M1r. Webster.-[ExTRACT.]
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

London, December 28, 1841.
*.* * .* * ,**

I received on the 23d instant a note from Lord Aberdeen, on the African
seizures, in reply to one. addressed to him by Mr. Stevenson, in the last
hours of his residence in London, and which, as it appears, did not reach
Lord Aberdeen's hands till Mr. Stevenson had left London. As some time
must elapse before I could give a detailed answer to thispcommunication, [
thought it best at once to acknowledge its receipt, to express myvsatisfac-
tion at its dispassionate tone, and to announce the purpose of replying to
it at some future period. The President, J think, will be struck with the
marked change in the tone of the present ministry, as manifested in this
note and a former one addressed. by Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Stevenson,
contrasted with the last communication from Lord Palmerston, on the
same subject. The difference is particularly apparent in Lord Aberdeen's
letter to me of the 20th instant. Not only is the claim of Great Britain
relative to the right of detaining suspicious vessels stated in a far less ex-
ceptionable manner than it had been done by Lord Palmerston, but Lord
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Abe.leen expressly declines being responsible for the language used byhis
predecessor.
You will observe that Lord Aberdeen: disclaims, in a more distinct man.

ner than it has ever been. done, allTight to search, detain; or in any manner
interfere with American vessels, whether engaged in the slave trade or not;
that he limits the pretensions of this Government to boarding vessels
Strongly suspected'of being those-of other nations unwarrantably assuming
,the: American flag; . and promises, where, this right has been abused" to the
injury of.American vessels, that full and ample reparation shall be made;
As the United States have never claimed that theirflag should furnish pro.
tection to any vessels but their own, and as very strict injunctions have
bNen forwarded to the cruisers on the coast of Africa not, to interfere with
American vessels, I am inclined to think that cases of interruption will be.
come much less frequent; and, if this Government should redeem in good
faith Lord Aberdeen's promise of reparation where injury has been done,
I am disposed to hope that this subject of irritation will in a great measure
cease to exist. I shall not engage in the discussion of the general princi.
ciples, as now avowed and explained by this Government, till I hear from
you on the subject, and know what the President's views are; but I shall
confine myself chiefly to urging the claim for redress ini the cases of the
Tigris, Sea Mew, Jones, and William and Francis, which were the last -
submitted to my predecessor, and on which no answer has been received
from this -Government.
'Among' the reasons for supposing that fewer causes of complaint will

hereafter arise, is the circumstance that fth seizures of last year took place
under the agreement of Commodore Tucker, the British commander on
the African station, and the officer in command of the American cruiser.
I find nothing on the files of the legation showing what order, if any, has
been taken by our Government on the subject of this arrangement. It is
taken for granted by this Government, that this agreement is disavowed
by that of the United States; and, since February last, positive orders have
been given to the British cruisers in the African seas not to interfere with
American ships, even though known to be engaged in the slave trade. I
shall await with inuch anxiety. the instructions of the President on this im-
portant subject.

Mr. Everett to Mr. Mebsler.-[EXTRACTS.]

LEGATION OF TEE UNITED STATES,
...*London., December 31, 1S41.

X X X*** *

At a late hour on the evening of the 26th, I received a note from the
Earl of Aberdeen, requesting an interview for the following day, when I
tnet him at the Foreign Office, agreeably to tie appointment. After one or
-wo general remarks upon the difficulty of bringing about an adjustment
of the points of controversy between the Governments, by 'a continuance
of the discussions hitherto carried on, he said that Her Majesty's Govern-
ment had determined to take a decisive step towards that end, by sending
a-special minister to: the United States, with a full power to make a final
settlement of all matters in dispute. X
This step was determined on from a sincere and earnest desire to bring the
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niatter s6 long in controversy to an amicable settlement; and if+,as he did
notldoubti the same disposition existed at Washington, he thought this step
*affted, the. most favorable # and, indeed, the only means of carrying it. into
effect. In the choice of the individual for the mission, Lord Aberdeen
ca-dded that he had been mainly influtenced; by-a desire to select a person
whoawould be .peculiarly acceptable in:the United. States, as, vrell as eii
iiehdiy qualified -for the trust ;:and that.he persuaded himself he had found
on-who,' in-both respects, was all that co.tld be wished. Lie then named
LordAshburton, who-had consented to undertake the mission.
Although this communication was of course wholly unexpected to: me, I

felt no hesitation in expressing the great satisfaction with which I received
it. I.assured :Lord Aberdeen, that -the President had nothing more at -heart
~thanf.an honorable adjustment-of the matters in discussion between the two
-countries-; that I was-persuaded a more acceptable selection of a-person for
The important mission proposed could not have been made; and -that I
anticipated the happiest results from this overture.

Lord Aberdeen rejoined, that it was more than an overture:; that Lord
Ashburton would gq withfull powers to. make a definitive :arrangement on
every point in-discussion between the two countries. He was.aware of
the difficulty of some:of them, particularly what had incorrectly- heen called
the:right of search, which he deemed the most difficult of all; bWt he was
willing to confide this and. all other matters in controversy to Lord Ast'our.
ton's discretion. He added, that they should -have been quite willing to
-come to a general arrarigemnient here, but they supposed I had. not full
powers- for such a purpose.

Thismeasure being determined on, Lord Aberdeen said he .presumed it
would- be. hardly worth while for us to continue the correspoedeljic here,
on matters in dispute between the Ggovernments. He,.of course. was quite
willing to consider and reply to any -staterneit I might think -pxoper to make
-on any subject; but, pending the nogr-riatinris that might take- place.at
Washington, he supposed re beiefitt 3-=.d r.-uw from a-sirn(ltanleo's dis-
-CusSion here.

Lord *l1erdeen to Mr. Everetl.

FORE.IGN OFFIcE, Decern4~r, 20, 184!'
The Undersigned, -1er Majesty's principal Secretary of SLate fur Foreign

Affairs, has the hotxa,' of addressing to Mr. Everett, envoy extraordinary
-and minister plenipotentiary of -the United States, the observations which
he -feels called upon Iao take, i-n answer to the note of Mr. Steve'son, dated
-on the 2ist of October.

As that commu;,icadion only reached the hands of the undersigned on
the day after the departure of Mr. Stevenson from Londoun on b~it return
to America,and as there has since been no minister or charge d'affaires-from
the United States resident in this country, the ntdeirsigned;has looked with
-some anxiety for, the arrival of Mr. Everett, in order -that,.he might be en-
-abled to renewr his diplomatic intercourse with an accredited, representative.
of the. republic. Had the undersigned entertained no other purpose than
to controvert the arguments of Mr. Stevenson,-or to fortify his own in
treating of the matter which, has formed the subject of their- corresipondr
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ence, he would have experienced little impatience ; but, as it is his desire
to clear up doubt and toxremove misapprehension, he feels that lhe cannot,
too early avail himself of the presence of Mr. Everett at his post to bring.
to his knowledge the'true state of the question at issue.
The undersigned agrees withi Mr. Stevenson in the importance of arrive

ing at a clear understanding of the matter really in dispute. 7This ought
t4 be the first object in-the differences of States as well as of individuals;
ands happily, it is often the first step to. the reconciliation of the parties,
In the present case this understanding is doubly essential, because a cone
tinuance of mistake and error may be productive of the most serious con-
sequen'es.
Mr. Stevenson persists in contending that the British Government assert

a right which is equivalent to the claim of searching American vessels in
time of-peace. In proof of this, Mr. Stevenson refers to a passage in a,
former note of Viscount Palmerston, addressed to himself, against which.
he strongly protests, and the doctrine contained in which he says that the
undersigned is understood to affirm.
'Now, it is not the intention of the undersigned to inquire into the precise

import atid' force of the expressions of Viscount Palmerston.- These might
have been easily explained to Mr. Stevenson by their author, at the time
thev were written; blt' the undersigned must request that his doctrinesr
upon the subject, and those of the Government of which he is the organ,
may be judged of exclusively from his own declarations.
The undersigned again renounces, as he has already done in the most

explicit terms, any right on the part of the British Government to search.
American vessels in time of peace. The right 'of search, except when
specially conceded by treaty, is a purely belligerent right, and can have-no'
existence on the high seas. during peace. The undersigned apprehends,
however, that the right of search is not confined. to the verification of the
nationality of the vessel,but also extends to the objectof the voyage-andd
the nature of the cargo. The sole purpose of the British cruisers is to'
ascertain whether the vessels they nmeet with are really American or not,
The right asserted has, in truth, no resemblance to the right of search,
either in principle or in practice. It is simply a right to satisfy the party'
who has a legitimate interest in knowing the truth that the vessel actually
is what her colors announce. This right we concede as freely as we ex-
ercise.. The British cruisers are not instructed to detain American vessels,
under 'any~circumstancei whatever; on the contrary, they are ordered to
abstain from all interference with them, be they slavers or otherwise. 'But
where reasonable suspicion exists that the American flag has been abused,
for the purpose of covering the vessel of atiother nation, it would appear
scarcely credible,.had it not been made manifest by the repeated protesta-
tions of their representative, that the Government of the United Statess
which has stigmatized and abolished the trade itself, should object to the
adoption of such means as are indispensably necessary for ascertaining the-
,truth.
The undersigned had contended, in his former note, that the legitimate-

inference from 'the arguments of .blr. Stevenson would practically extend
even to the sanction of piracy, when the persons engaged 'in it should think
fit to shelter themselves under the flag of the United States. Mr. Stevens
son observes that this is a misapprehension on the part of the undersigned;.
and be declares that, in denying the right of interfering with vessels under
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the American flag, he intended to limit his objection to 'vessels 'bona fide
American', andinot to those belonging to nations who might fraudiflently
have assumed the flag of the United States. But it appears to the under.
signed that his former statement is by no means satisfactorily controverted
bvy the declaration of Mr. Stevenson. How is this bonafide to be proved'?
Must not Mr. Stevenson either be prepared to maintain that the flag alone.
is sufficient evidence of the nationality of the 'vessel, which, in the. face of
his own repeated admissions,lhe cannot do; or must lie riot confess that
the application of his arguments would really afford protection to every
lawless and piratical enterprise ?
The undersigned had also expressed his belief, that the practice was:

general, of ascertaining by visit the real character of any vessel on the higk.
seas, against which there should exist reasonable ground of suspicion. Mr.
Stevenson denies this; and he asks what other nation than Great Britairn
had ever asserted, or attempted to exercise, such a right. In answer to
this question, the undersigned can at once refer to the avowed and.constant
practice of the United States, whose. cruisers, especially in the Gulf of
Mexico, by the admission of their public journals, are notoriously in the
habit of examining all suspicious vessels, whether' sailing under the English,
flag or any other. In whose eyes are these vessels suspicious ? Doubtless
in those of the commanders of the American cruisers. But, in truth, this'
right is quite as important to the United States as to Great Britain ; nor is:
it easy to conceive how the maritime intercourse of mankind could safely
be carried on without such a check. - %

It can scarcely be necessary to. remind Mr. Everett that the right thus-
claimed by Great Britain is not exercised for any selfish purpose. It 'is
asserted in the interests of humanity, and in mitigation of the sufferings'
of our fellow-men. The object has met with the concurrence of the whole,
civilized world, including the United States of Amnerica; and it ought tot
receive universal assistance and support.
The undersigned cannot abstain here from referring to the conduct of alil

honorable and zealous officer, commanding the naval force of the United'
States on the coast of Africa, who, relying on the sincere desire of his.
Government for the suppression of the slave trade, and sensible of the
abuse of the American flag, entered into -an engagement, on the 1 1th of'
March, 1840, with the officer in command of Her Miajesty's cruisers on the
same station, by which they mutually requested each other .and-agreed' to~
detain all vessels under Amnerican colors employed in the traffic. If found
to be American property, such vessels were to be delivered over. to the
commander of any American cruiser on the station; or, if belonging tol
other nations, they were to be dealt with according to tile treaties contract-
ed by Her Majesty with the respective States. The undersigned believes,
and, indeed, after the statements of Mr. Stevenson, he regret. to be unable
to doubt, that the conduct of this gallant officer, however natural and
laudable in its object, has been disavowed by his Government.

It is not the intention of the undersigned, at present, to advocate the jus;-
tice and propriety of the mutual right of search, as conceded and regulated
by treaty, or to wveigh the reasons on account of which this proposal has.
been rejected by the Government of the United States. He took occasion,
in a former note, to observe that concessions sanctioned by Great Britain1
and France were not likely to be incompatible with the dignity and index
pendence of any other State which should be disposed to follow their exs.
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ample;.- But the-.undersigne4 begs now tolinf6rm bMr. Everett, thathilris
'this day:conclided ajointxtreaty with-Fmrane-Atstrias-Russia;and ;Prussig,
-by'which' the mutual; right ot search, within certain klaitudesisifullyand
effectually establishediibrever. This is, in':truth,a llholy aliianee, ih which
the umdersigned would have rejoiced to see -the' United States assume their
prooer.plhte, among, the 'great Powers of Christendom-foremdst il powdr,
wealth, and!civilization, and connected together in the-cause -of mercy and
Justice.

It--is- undoubtedly true -that this right may be abused, like. every other
which is delegated to many and different hands. It is possible that it may
be exercised wantonly and vexatiously; and, should this be the' case, it
would not' only-call for remonstrance, bii would justify resentment. Tlhis
however, is it:.thle highest degree improbable; and if, in spite 'of the utmost
caution, an error should be tommitted, and any American vessel should
suffer loss End injury, it 'would be followed by prompt and ample -reptira-
tion. The undersigned begs to repeat, that with American vessels, what-
-ever be their destination, British cruisers have no pretension, in any man.
:ier, ito interfere. Such vessels mast be permitted, if engaged in it, to enjoy
a- monopoly -of this unhallowed trade; but the British Government will
never endure that the- fraudulent use of the American flag shall extend-the
-iniquity to other nations by whom it is abhorred, and who have entered
into-solemn treaties with this country for its entire suppression

In order to prove to Mr. Everett the anxiety of HI-er Majesty's-Govern-
anent to prevent all reasonable grounds of complaint, the undersigned bey
-ieves that he cannot do better than to communicate to him' the substance
-of those instructions under which the British cruisers act, ill relation to
American vessels, when emplovied ou this service.

if, froni the- Jntelligence which the officer commanding. Her Majesty's
-cruiser- may have received, or from the mnancuvres of the vessel, or from
-Other sufficient cause, he shall have reason to believe that, although bear,
ing the- American flag,' the vessel does not 'belong to the UUnited States, he
is!ordered, if; the -state of the wind and weather shall -admit of it, to -gd
ahead of the suspected- vessel, after communicating. his intention by -hail-
ing, and to-drop a boat on board of her, to ascertain her nationality, with'
*but.detaiining'her,'if she shall prove to be-really-an American-vessel. Bltt
-should-this mode-tif visitin~the vessel be impracticable, he is to require
&er to- be brought to, for this- purpose. The officer who boards the vessel
-is merely to satisfybhimself of her nationality, by her papers or other proof;
-and- should she-really -be an' American- vessel, he will- itamediatey--quit
heroffering; with the consent of her commander, to- note on l-er papersthe
cause of suspecting her nationality, and the lumber of minutes she was
detained (if detained at all) for the object in question. All the particulars
-are-to-b6. immediately-entered on the log books of the Cruiser, and afurll
'statement-of them is to be sent, by the first opportunity, direct to England.

These are. the precautions taken bW Her Majesty's Government against
the occurrence of abuse in -the performance of this service; and they- are
ready- to, adopt- any- others which they may think more effectualfOr the .
purpose, arid which-shall, at the sane time, be consistent with the attaill-
menttof the-main object in view.

Mr.- Stevenson has said that he had no wish to exempt the -fraudulent
use of the American flag-from detection; and this being the cass, thevnl-
Z1ersigned is- anw-illing to believe that a Government like that-of the United
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States,,professig !the' same object an- animated by the same motives as
Great Britain, should sefriotsly oppose. themselves-to everyrwpossib R-:ode
*by- which their owar desire -could be really accomplished.

The undersigned avails .hinusuf of this occasion to .convey to Mr. Everett
the assurances of his distinguished consideration.

ABERDEEN.
E:DWARD EVERETT, Esq.

Ar. Everett to Lord aberdeen.

LEGATION OF THr. UNITED STA'TES,
December 23, 1841.

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of
the United States of America, has the honor to acknowledge the reception
of a communication from Lord Aberdeen, Her Majesty's principal Secre-
tary of State for Foreign Affairs, bearing date the 20th instant, in reply to
a note-of Mr. Stevenson of the 21st October.
The undersigned will avail himself of an early opportunity of addressing

some renfarks tb the Earl of Aberdeen on the very important topics treated
inhis note. In the mean time, the undersigned: begs leave to express his
great satisfaction at the conciliatory and dispassionate tone of Lord Aber-
deen's communication, from which the undersigned auaurs the happiest
influence on the renewed discussion of the subject.
The undersigned begs leave to renew to Lord Aberdeen the assurance

of his distinguished consideration.
EDWARD EVPflRETT.

The-EARL OF ABERDEEN, 4-C.

Mr. Webster to Mr. Everett.-[EXTRACT.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, January 29, 1842.
By the "Britannia," arrived at Boston, I have received your despatch of

the 28th December, (No. 4,) and your other despatch of the 8ist of the
same month, (No. 5,) with a postscript of the 3d of January.

The necessity of returning- an early answer to these communications (as
the" Britaunia" is expected to'leave1Bostin the 1st of February) obliges
m-e to postpone a reply to. those parts of them which are not of considerable
and immediate importance.
The President expresses. himself gratified with the manner in which the

Queen received you, to present your letter of credence, and. with the civili-
ty and respect which appear to characterize the deportment of Lord Aber-
deen in his intercourse wit-h you; and you will please signify to Lord
Aberdeen the President's sincere disposition to bring all natters: in discus-
5iou betweh 'the two Goveramenits to a -speedy as well' as an amicable
adjustment.
The President has read Lord Aberdeen's note to rou of, the 20th of
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December, in reply fo Mr. Stevenson's note to Lord Palmerston df ihe il
of October, and thinks you were quite right ir acknowledging -thedid.'
sionate tone of that paper.- It is only by the, exercise of calm reason thyt
truth:can be arrived at, in questions of a complicated nature ; -and'betieeb
States, each of which understands and respects the intelligence adtr th
power of thie other, there ought to' be no unwillingness.to follow its guid-
ance. At.the present day, no State is so high as that the principles of(it
ijtetrcourse with other nations are above question or its conduct above
scrutiny. On the contrary, the whole civilized world, now vastly better
informed on such subjects than in former ages, and alive and sensible to
the principles adopted and the purposes avowed by the leading States,
necessarily constitutes a tribunal, august in character and formidable il}
its decisions. And it is before this tribunal, and upon the rules of natural
justice, moral propriety, the usages of modern times, and the prescriptions,
of public law, that Governments which respect themselves andl respect
their neighbors must be prepared to discuss, with candor and with dignity,
any topics which may have caused differences to spring uip between them.

Your dispatch of the 31st December announces the important intelli-
gence of a special ininistor from England to the United States, with full
powers to settle every matter in dispute between the two Governments;
and the President directs me to say, that he regards this proceeding as
originating in an entirely amicable spirit, and that it will be met, on hi%
part, with perfectly correspoiiding sentiments. The high character of Lord
Ashburton is well known to this Government; and it is not doubted that
hie will enter on the ditties assigned him, not only with the advantages of
much knowledge and experience in public affairs, but with a true desire
to signalize his mission by assisting to place, the peace of the two coun-
tries on a permanent basis. He will be received with the respect due to
his own character, the character of the Government which sends him,
and the high importance, to both countries, of the subjects intrtisted to hi&
negotiation.
The President approves your conduct, in not pursuing, in England,-the

discussion of questions which are now to become the subjects of negotia-
tion here.

Mfr. W-Vebster to M1r. Everett.

DFPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, March 28, 1843.

Sin: I transmit to you with this despatch a message from the Presidetil
of the United States to Congress, communicated on the 27th of Febrtfar
and accompanied by a report made from this Depat tment to the President,
of the substance of a despatch from Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Fox, which
was by him-read to me on the 24th nltimo.
Lord Aberdeen's despatch, as you will perceive, was occasioned bIte

passage in the President's niessage to Congress at the opening of itstltW
session. The particular passage is not stated by his lordship; but no mis-
take will be committed, it is presumed, in considering it to be that whith
was quoted by Sir Robert Peel and other gentlemen in the debate in th`.
House of Commons on the answer to the Queen's speech on the 3dof.
February.
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/ :!I'he.President regret. that it :should have. become necessary to hold a
diplomnatic correspondenice.-upon the subject.of a communication from. the
head of; the:Executivre Government to the Legislatiire ;.drawing after.it;
as ill this case,; the. further necessity of referring to observations made by
persons.in high and responsible stations, in. the debates. of public bodies.
Such a necessity, however, seems to be. unavoidably incurred' ill conse-
quence of Lord Aberdeen's despatch.; for although the President's recent
message may he regarded as a clear exposition of his opinions on the sub-
ject, yet.a just respect for Her Majesty's Government, and-a disposition to
meet all questions with promptness, as wellas with frankness and candor,
require that a formal answer should be made to that despatch.
The words in the message at the opening of the session which are com-

plained of, it is supposed, are the following:
"Although Lord Aberdeen, in his correspondence with the American

envoys at London, expressly disclaimed all right to detain an American
ship on the high seas, even if found with a cargo of slaves onboard, and
restricted the British pretension to amere claim to visit and inquire, yet. it
could not well be discerned by the Executive of the United States howsuch

visit and inquiry could be made without detention on the voyage, and
consequent interruption to the trade. It was regarded as the rightof search
presented only in a new form, and expressed in different words; and I
therefore felt it to be my duty distinctly to declare, inmy annual message
to Congress, that no such concession could be inade, and that the United
States.had both the will and the ability to enforce their own laws, and to
protect their flag from being used for purposes wholly forbidden by those
laws, and obnoxious to the moral censure of the world."

This statementwould tend, as Lord Aberdeen thinks, to convey the sup-
position not only that the question of the right of search had been disavow-
ed by the British plenipotentiary at Washington, but that Great Britain had
made concessionson that point.Lord Aberdeen is entirely correct in saving that the claim of a right of
search was not discussed during the late negotiation, and' that neither was

any concession required by this Government,nor made by that of Her Bri-
tannic Majesty.
Thesth and 9th articles of the treaty ofWashington constitute amutual

stipulation for concerted efforts to abolish the African slave trade. This

stipulation, it may be admitted, has no othereffects on. the pretension's of
either party than this Great Britain had claimed as a right that which this
Government cold not admnit as a right, and,ill the exercise of just and
proper spirit of amity, a, mode was resorted to which might render un-
necessary both the assertion and the denial of such claim.

There probably are those who think that what Lord Aberdeen calls a

xighit of visit,and which he attempts to distinguish from the right of search,
ought to have been expressly acknowledgedby the Government of the

United States;. at the sametime, there are those on the other side who
think that the formal surrender of such rightof visit should have been de-

manded by the United States, as a precedent condition to the negotiation
for treaty stipulations on. the subject of the African slave trade. But the
treaty neither asserts the claim in terms, nordenies the claim in terms ; it

neither formally insists upon it, nor formally renounces it-- Still, the whole
proceedingshowsltholt the object of this stipulation. was to avoid such dif-.ferences and disputes as had already arisen, and the serious practical evils
-and -inconveniences which, it cannot' be denied, are always liable to
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result from -the-practiqe which Great fltitain ;had& alerted to: bodafuL
These evilsi andiinconveniences had been ack.owledged by both G3VeXt
mentsi They had .been such as to- cause much irritationaand to threat wt6
disturb -the amicable sentiments which prevailed -between then B'tlb
Goverhierits were sincerely desirous of abolishing the slave trade:; both
Governments were equally desirous of avoiding occasion of complainti-by
their respective citizens and subjects; and both Governments regarded the.
eighth. and ninth articles as effectual for their avowed purpose, and likely,
at :the same time, -to preserve all friendly relations, and to take away.
causes of future individual complaints. The treaty of 'Washington was
intended to fulfil-the obligations entered into by the treaty of Ghent.- It
stands by itself, is clear and intelligible. It speaks its own language,
and manifests its own purpose. It needs no interpretation, and requires-slo
comment. As a fact, as an important occurrence in national intercourse,
it-may have important bearings on existing questions respecting the public
law; and individuals, or perhaps Goverinenits,- may n-ot agree as to what
these. bearings really are. Great Britain has -discussions, if not controver-
sies, with other great Europedn) States upon the subject of visit or search.
These-States will naturally make their own commentary on the treaty of
Washington, and draw their own inferences from the fact that such a
treaty has been entered into. Its stipulations, in the mean time, are plain,
explicit, satisfactory to both parties, and will be ffllfilled'on the part of the
United States, and it is not doubted on the part of Great Britain al!o, with
the ntniost good faith.

Holding this to be the true character of the treaty, I might perhaps ex-t
case myself from entering into the consideration of the grounds of that
c-laim of a right to visit merchant ships for certain purposes in time of
peace, which Lord Aberdeen asserts for the British Government, and de
clares- that it can never surrender. But I deem it right, nevertheless,'and
no more than justly respectful towards the British Government, not to leave
the point without remark.

In-his recent message to Congress the President, referring to the language
of'Lord Aberdeen in his note to Mr. Everett of the 20th of December, 1841'
and in his late despatch to Mr. Fox, says: " These declarations may well
lead us to doubt whether the apparent difference between the two Govern-
ments is not rather one of definition than of principle."
Lord Aberdeen, in his note to you of the 20th of Decetnber, says:

. "The undersigned again renounces, as he has-already done in the most
explicit terms, any right on tthe part of the British Government to search
American vessels in time of peace. The right of search, except when
specially conceded by treaty, is a purely belligerent right, and can have'n6
existence on the high seas during peace. The undersigned apprehends,
however, that the right of search is not confined to the verification or na-
tionality of the vessel, but also extends to the object of the voyage and trhe
nature of the cargo. The sole purpose of the British cruisers is to-ascer-
tain whether-the vessels they meet with are really American or riot. V'he
right asserted has, in truth, no resemblance to the right of search, either-ilt
principle or practice. It is simply a right to satisfy the party who has4
legitimate interest in knowipg the truth, that the vessel actually is-What
her colors announce. This right we concede Fs freely as we exercise.
The British cruisers are not instructed to detain American vessels 'under
any circumstances whatever; on the contrary, they are ordered-to abstain
-from interference with then, be they-slaversorotheiwiso. Buti where reason'

'R160T.. Nb. .289.
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alJle suspicion exists that the Atierican fiag has !been abused for the pur
pose ofcoveing the. vessel of another nlation,it- would appear scarcely
credible, :had4 it. not, been mnade' manifest- by: the repeated'protestations of
their represoutative, that-the Government of the United States, which has
stigmatized'and abolished the trade..itself,:should object to the adoption of
such means as are indispensably necessary for ascertaining the- truth."
And in his recent despatch, to Mr. Fox, his lordship further says that-
"4The President might be assured that Great Britain would always re-

spect the julst claims of the United States; that 'the British Goverihment.
made no pretension to interfere in any manner whatever, either by deten-
ion, visit, or search, with vessels of the United States, known or believed'
to be such.; but that it still maintained, and would exercise when neces-
sary, its own right to ascertain the genuineness of any flag which a sus-
pected vessel -might bear; that if, in the exercise of this right, either from
involuntary error, or in spite of every precaution, loss or injury should he
sustained, a prompt reparation would be afforded; -but that it should en-
tertain, for a single instant, the notion of abandoning the. right itself, would
be quite impossible."

'['his, then, is the British claim, as asserted by Her Majesty's Government.
In his remarks, in the speech already referred to, in the House of Com-

mons, the first Minister of the Crown said: .
"- There is nothing more distinct than the right of visit -is from the right

of search. Search is a belligerent right, and not to be exercised in time
of peace, except when it has been conceded by treaty. The right'of search
extends not only. to the vessel, but to the cargo also. The right of visit is
quite distinct from this, though the two are often, confounded. The
right of search, with respect to American vessels, we entirely and utterly
disclaim; nay, more, if we knew-that an American vessel were furnished
with alLthe materials requisite for the slave trade; if we knew. that the
decks were prepared to receive hundreds of human beings, within a space
in which life is almost impossible, still we should be bound to let that
American vessel pass on. But the right we claim is, to knowv whether a.
vessel pretending to be American, and hoisting.the American. flag, be bona.
fide American."

The' President's message is regarded'as holding opinions in opposition to
these.
The British Government then supposes that the right of- visit and the'

right of search are essentially distinct inl their nature, and that this diffier-.
ence is well known and. generally acknowledged.; that the difference be--
tween them consists in their different objects and purposes; one, the visit
having for its object nothing but to ascertain the nationality of the vessel ;
the other, the search, being an inquisition, not only into the nationality of
the vessel, bit the nature and. objects of her voyage, and the true owner-
ship of her cargo.
The Governinent-of the United Statesomn the other hand, maintains that

there is no -such well known and acknowledged, nor, indeed, any broad
and genuine difference between what has been usually called. visit, and
what has been usually called search; that the right of visit-to be effectual
must come in the end to include search; and thus to exercise, in peace. anx
authority which the law of nations only allows in time of war.

If such well-known distinction exists, where are the proofs of it ? What
writers of authority on the public law, what adjudications in courts of
admiralty, what public treaties recognise it ? No such recognition has
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presented-itself to, the Governhment of the .United States; -but, on thedcb~n
trary, it tiuderstands that public writers, courts oflaws, and solemn treatieb
hiave,ffor two centuries, used the words s" visit" and ;'search", in the 'same'
sense.,. i.What Great Britain and the Unitqd States mean by the "right of
search,". in its broadest sense, is. called by the continental writers atid
jurists by, no other name, than the "sright of visit." Visit, therefore, as'it
has been'understood, implies not only a right to: inquire into the national
*character, but to detain the vessel, to stop the progress of the, voyage, to
Hexam'ine papers, to decide on their regularity and authenticity, and to
make inquisition on board for enemy's property, and into the business
'which the vessel is engaged in. In other words, it describes the entire
xight of belligerent visitation and search. Such a right is justly disclaimed
by the British Government in time of peace; they nevertheless insist on a
right which they denominate a right of visit, and by that word describe
the claim which they assert; therefore, it is proper and due to the import-
ance and delicacy of the questions involved, to take care that, in discussing
them, both Governments understand the terms which may be nsed in the
-same sense. If, indeed, it should be manifest that the difference between
the parties is only verbal, it might be hoped that no harm would be done;
but the Government of the United States thinks itself not justly chargeable
with excessive jealousy, or with too great scrupulosity iti the use of words,
in insisting oln its opinion that there is no such distinction as the British
'Governmyient maintains, between visit and search; and that there is no
right to visit in time of peace, except' in the execution of revenue lawvs or
,other municipal regulations, in which cases the right is usually exercised
near the coast, or within the marine league, or where the vessel is justly
.suspected of violating the law of nations by piratical aggression; but,
wherever exercised, it is a right.of search. Nor can the United States
Government agree that the term " right" is justly applied to such exercise
of power as the British Government thinks it indispensable to maintain in
certain cases.

The right asserted is a right to ascertain whether a merchant vessel is
justly entitled to the protection of the flag which she may happen to have
hoisted, such vessel being in circumstances which render her liable to the
suspicion, first, that she is not entitled to the protection of the flag; and,
secondly, that if not entitled to it, she is, either by the law of England, as
as English vessel, or under the provisions of treaties with certain European
Powers, subject to the supervision and search of British cruisers.
And yet Lord Aberdeen says: "<That if in the exercise of this right,'

either from involuntary error or in spite of every precaution, loss or in.
jury should be sustained, a prompt reparation would be afforded."

It is not easy to perceive how these consequences can be admitted justly
to flow from the fair exercise of a clear right. If injury be produced by
the exercise of a right, it would seem strange that it should be repaired-as
if it had been the effect of a wrongful act. The general rule of law cer-
tiainly is, that in the proper and prudent exercise of his own rights,' li0 one
is answerable for undesigned injuries. It may be said that the-right isa
qualified right; that it is a right to do certain acts of force at the risk of
turning out to be wvrongrdoers, and of being made answerable for all
ianiages. But such an argument would prove every trespass to be matter
of right, subject only to jpst responsibility. If force were allowed stich
reasoning in other cases, it would follow that an individual's right in his

J9$
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own property was hardly more than a well-founded claim for. compensa-
tion, ifhe should. be deprived of it. But compensation is that which
is rendered for injury, and is not commutation or forced equivalent for
acknowledged rights. It implies at least, in its general interpretation, the
commission of some wrongful act.

But without, pressing further these inquiries into the accuracy and pro-
priety of definitions, and the uses of words, I proceed to draw your atten-
tion to the thing itself, and to consider what these acts are which the
British Government insists its cruisers have a right to perform, and towhat
consequences they naturally and necessarily lead. An eminent member
of the House of Commons thus states the British claim, and his statement
is acquiesced in and adopted by the first Minister of the Crown:

"4The claim of this country is for the right of our cruisers to ascertain
whether a merchant vessel is justly entitled to the protection of the flag
which she may happen to have hoisted; such vessel being in circumstances
which render her liable to the suspicion, first, that she was not entitled to
the protection of the fag; and, secondly, if not entitled to it, she was,
either under the law' of nations or the provisions of treaties, subject to the
supervision and control of our cruisers."
NoV, the question is, by what means is this ascertainment to be ef-

fected?
As we. understand the general and settled rules of public law in respect

toships of war sailing under the authority of their Government ",to arrest
pirates and other, public offender.4," there is no reason why they may not
approach any vessels descried at sea, for the purpose of ascertaining their
real characters. Such a right of approach seems indispensable for the fair
and discreet exercise.of their authority; and the use of it cannot be justly
deemed indicative of any design to insult or injure those they approach, or
to impede them in their lawful commerce. On the other hand, it is as clear
t!Iat no ship is, under such circumstances, bound to lie by or wait the ap-
proach of any other ship. She is at full liberty to pursue her voyage in
her own way, and to use all necessary precautions to avoid any suspected
sinister enterprise or hostile attack. Her right to the free use of the ocean
As as perfect as that of any other. An entire equality is presumed to exist.
She has a right to consult her own safety; but, at the same time, she must
take care not to violate the rights of others. She may use any precautions
dictated by the prudence or fears of her officers, either as to delay or the
progress or course of her voyage ; but she is not at liberty to inflict injuries
upou other innocent parties, simply because of conjectural dangers.

Buts if the vessel thus approached attempts to avoid the vessel approach-
ing, or does notcomply with her commander's order to send him her papers
for his inspection, nor consent to be visited or detained, what is next to be
done ? Is force to be used, and, if force be used, may that force be lawfully
repelled? These questions lead at once to the elemental principle, the
essence of the British claim. Suppose the merchant vessel be in truth an
American vessel, engaged in lawful commerce, and that she does not choose
to be detained. Suppose she resist the visit. What is the consequence ?
In those cases inl which the belligerent right of visit exists, resistance to the
exercise of that right is regarded as just cause of condemnation, both of
vessel and cargo. Is that penalty, or what other penalty, to be incurred
by resistance to visit in tone lof peace ? Or suppose that force to be met by
force, gunl returned for gun, and the commander of the cruiser, or some of
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his seamen, be skilled, what description of offence wvill haoe been mit'
ted '?It would be said, in ~behalf of the, commander of the crnisei, that Aeil
mistook the vessel for a- vessel of England, Brazil, or Pbrttugal; but dbes
thin mistake of his take away from the American vessel the -right,fs6lt.
defence? The writers of authority declare it to be a principleWof nittiihl1
-aW, that the privilege of self-defence exists against an assailantt, who
mistakes thc object of his attack for another whom he had a right to assail.

Lord Aberdeen cannot fail to see, therefore, what serious consequences
might ensue, if it were to be admitted that this claim to visit in tinleot
pweae,lhowever limited or defined, should be permitted to exist as a strict
matter of right ; for, if it exist as a right, it must be followed by corres.'
pondhi) duties and obligations, and the failure to fulfil those duties would
iiaturally draw penal consequences arter it, till ere long it would become,
in truth, little less, or little other, than the belligerent right of search.

If visit, or visitation, be not accompanied by search, it will be, in most
cases, merely idle. A sight of papers may be demanded, and papers may
be produced; but it is known that slave traders carry false papers and
different sets of papers. A search for other papers then must he made,
where suspicion justifies it, or else the whole proceeding would be huga.
story. In suspicious cases, the language anrd general appearance of the
crow are among the means of ascertaining the national character of the
vessel. The cargo on board, also, often indicates the corintry from which
she comes. Her log book, showing the previous course and events of her
voyage, her internal fitment, and equipment, are all evidences for her, or
Against her, on her allegation of character. These matters, it is obvious,
can only be ascertained by rigorous search.

It may be asked, if a vessel may not be called on to show her papers.
why does she carry papers ? No doubt she may be called otl to show her
papers; but the question- is, where, when, and by whom ? Not in time of
peace, on the high seas, where her rights are equal to the rights of any
,other vessel, and where none has a right to molest her. The use of her
papers is, in time of war, to prove her neutrality, when visited by belliger-
cent cruisers; and, in both peace and war. to show her national character,
and the lavwfulness of her voyage in those plorts of other countries to
which she may proceed for purposes of trade.

It appears to the Government of the United States that the view of this
.whole subject which is the most naturally taken, is also the most legal, and
most in anulogy with other cases. British cruisers have a right to detain
13rilish tuerchatllmen for certain purposes ; and they have a right, acquired
by treaty, to detain merchant vessels or several other nations for the same
purposes. But they have no right at all to detain an American merchant
vessel. This, Lord Aberdeen admits in the fullest manner. Any detention
of Aml,knierican vessel by a British cruiser is therefore a wrong, a trespass,
atlthiough it miav he done under the belief that she was a British vessel, fr
slift sshe belonged to a nation whiclh had conceded the right of such dbten-
tioll to tile British cruiser, and the trespass, therefore, anl invnluntary t06-
;lpass. 'If a ship of war, in thick weather, or in the darkness of night, fire
tipO atind sink a neutral vessel, under the belief that she is an enemy's
vi-ssel. this is a trespass, a mere wrong, and cannot he said to be an act
.don-} uider any riiglht, accompanied by responsibility for damages. So, it
civil officer otn land have process against one individual, and through
vistalkc arrest another, this arrest is wvhollv tortious. No onescwould think
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6ftsdying it was done underlani lawful exercise of authority, subject only'
to6resptonsibility, or that it was any thingbuit a" mere trespass, though an
uinintentional trespass The mununicipal law does not undertake to lay
downibeforehand any ruile for the government of such cases; and as little,
in the opinion of the Government of the United States, does the public
law of the world lay down beforehand any rutle for the government
of cases of' involuntary trespasses, detentions, and injuries at sea'; except
that, in both classes of cases, law and, reason make a distinction' between
injuries committed through mistake and injuries committed by design ; the
former being entitled to fair and just compensation, the latter demanding
exemplary damages,;a'ndsometimes personal punishment.. The Govern-
inent of the United States has frequently made known 'its opinion, 'which
it now repeats, that the practice of detaining American vessels, subject to
just compensation, however guarded by instructions,or however cautiously
exercised, necessarily leads to serious inconvenience and injury. The
amount of loss cantnot be always wvell ascertained. Compensation, if it
be adequate in the amount, may still necessarily lie long delayed ; and the
pendency of such claims always proves troublesome to the Governments
of both countries. These detentions, too, frequently irritate individuals,
,cause warm blood, and produce nothing but ill effects onl the amicable re-
lations existing between the two countries. We wish, therefore, to' put ani
end to them, and to avoid all occasion for their recurrence.
On the whole, the Government of the United States, while it has not

conceded a mutual right of visit or search, as has been done by the parties
to the quitntuple treaty of 'December, 1841, does not admit that by the law
and practice of nations there is any suil~i thing as a right of visit, distin-
guished by well-known rules and definitions 1'roni the right of' search. It
does not admit that visit of American merchant vessels by British cruisers
is founded on any right, notwithstanding the cruiser tnay suppose such
vessel to be British, Brazilian, or Portuguese. It cannot belt see that the
detention and examination of American vessels bv British cruisers has
already led to consequences, and it fears that, if continued, it would still
lead to further consequences, highly injurious to the lawful commerce of
the United States.

At the same time, the Government of the United States fully admits that
'its flag can give nlo immunity to pirates, nor to any other than to regularly
,docurmented.Americani vessels; and it was .upon this view of the whole
case, and with a firm conviction of the truth of' these sentiments, that it
cheerfully assumed the duties contained in the treaty of Washington, in the
hope that thereby causes of ditficulty and of difference might be altogether
removed, and that the two Powers might he enabled to act concurrently,
-cordially, and effectually, for the suppression of' a traffic which both regard
as a reproach upon the civilization of the age, and at war with every print.
'ciple of humanity and Christian sentiment.

The Government of the United States has no interest, nor is it under the
influence of any opinions, which should lead it to desire any derogation of'
the just authority and rights of maritime Powers. But in the convictions
which it entertains, andIin tile measures which it has adopted, it has been
governed sOlelv by a sincere desire to support those principles and those
practices wvhicii it believes to be conformable to public law, and favorable
'to the peace and harmony of nations.

Both Houses of Congress, with a remuarkable degree of unanimity, haive
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made express provisions for carrying into effect the 8th article of the.treaty
An American squadron will immediately proceed to the coast of AMrisa-,
Instructions for its commander are in the course of preparation, and copiesi
will be furnished to the British Government; and the President confidetty
believes that the cordial concurrence of the two Governments, in the imde.
agreed on, will be more effectual than any efforts yet made for the sup.s
pression of the slave trade.
You will read this despatch to Lord Aberdeen, and, if he desire it, give

him a copy.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

DANIEL WEBSTER.
EDWARD EVERETT, Esq., 4'c.

[From the National Intelligencer of April 1, 1343.]

PIRACY AND THD SLAVE TRADE.

Having recently bestowed some attention on the history of the conven-
tion negotiated between the United States and England for the suppression
of the slave trade in 1824, but which was never finally ratified, we have
thought it might be useful to advert to some other topics connected with
the general subject.
The laws of the United States declare that any citizen of the United,

States found engaged in the Africaii slave trade shall be deemed guilty of
piracy ? What is piracy ? Against what laws is it an offence ? How is
slave trading made piracy ? And what is the history of the legislation of
the United States in this respect?
Having availed ourselves of the suggestions of a professional friend, in

order that we may keep ourselves right in matters of a legal nature and of
technical definitions, we have collected and propose to state in a popular
form some general principles and received ideas in answer to these several;
tltestions; and to refer also to a few facts and occurrences in the history
of our laws.
We understand. then,-that by the law of nations, robbery or forcible-

depredation on the sea is piracy. A pirate is a sea robber. He is an,
offenler against the universal law of society he is an enemy of the whole
huinian race ; he has renounced all human, restraint and.,all government;
axnd, as his hand is thus turned against every man, every man's hand may
be justly turned against hiti. As he has proved himself to possess a heart
void of all social duty, he is denied the benefit of all, social relations -and
social protection. He carries a wolfs head; and, therefore, wherever he
comes frorn, wvhatdver country may have had the misfortune to give him
bi rth, whatever language may be on his owvn tongue, or on that of, is
c0iifederates, he may he lawfully ptirsned, tiunted down, seized, and de-
stroyed, by the power of any Government.

Smich is a pirate by the law of nations ; and the'ancient common lawjof
E'nu lavn:l. liot oniv in Englatid itself, but wherever else that common lair
prevails or has made its wat', as it generally does and has donetJo!a-
gieater or less extent, in all Governments and all communities having all
EiIngslis origin, recognises piracy, as understood and defined by the law of
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nations, enforces its own sanctions against and punishes it ; this universal
ha* eof nations being necessarily a part of the law of every civilized conI-
muflity.

'By the Constitution of the United States, power is given to Congress
" todefine and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas and
-offences against the law of nations."

It has been asked, if piracy be a crime already well known and under-
stood in the law of nations, what cause was there for giving to Congress a
power to define as well as to punish it?

To this, we understand, the general answer has been, that the clause
,comprises " felonies" and " offences against the law of nations,'; as wel I
as 4 piracies ;" and that it may be supposed that it was in respect to these
descriptions of crimes, and especially those "4 felonies," that a propriety was
supposed to exist in giving authority to define as well as to'punish. It has
-been held, nevertheless, that an act of Congress providing for the punish-
mnent of piracy as defined by the law of nations gives a sufficient defini-
tion of that offence; as Congress may as well define, by using a term of
Jkuown and determinate meaning, as by an express enumeration of all the
particulars or demerits included in that term.

There would seem to be another reason, however, of a broader charac-
ter. Municipal law has frequently given the name and annexed the
penalty of piracy to'acts which do not amount to piracy by the lat oJf
nations. These statute piracies, in ordetto be punished, must necessarily be
first defined. Thus, by an act of Parliament, in the reign of King William.
and Queen Mary, in the time of the celebrated William Kidd and his asso-
ciates, a British subject committing any act of hostility on the high seas
-against another British subject, under color of a commission from a foreign
Power, shall be adjudged guilty of piracy, although if he had been an.
alien it would only have been an act of war. And by an act of George
the First it was made piracy to trade with known pirates. furnish them.
-with stores, or consult or correspond with them. So, by the same act, to
board a merchant vessel, forcibly and without authority, is piratical, al-
4though no goods be carried off or destroyed, or the vessel or crew be not
robbed of any thing. And, by a statute in George the Second's reign, sub-
jects of England committing hostilities against fellow-subjects on the sea,
;or assisting an enemy on that element, are liable to be tried and convicted
as pirates.

In these and other like cases, piracies have been defined'as well as pun-
4shed bv statute laws. Such being known to have been the legislation of
other countries, it was quite natural, and quite proper, that the Constitution
should empower Congress, not only to provide for the punishment of piracy,
as that offence was understood in the universal law of nations, but also to
define certain other descriptions of piracy, or, in other words, to declare
what acts should be regarded as piracy under the municipal law of the
Country, and punished as such, though they should not amount to piracy by
the law of nations.
And Congress accordingly, in the first law on the subject, that is to say,

?in the act of the 30th of April, 1790, "ifor the punishment of certain
crimes," not only provided for the punishment of murder and robbery on
-the seas, the piracy of the law of nations, but they adopted, and indeed
~extended, the list of mvunicipal piracies, so to call them, which was found

nfl British acts of Parliament.
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The section stands thuls.:
SEc. 8; .Ind be it eiiacted, That if any person or persons shall coftlmm

upon the high seas, or in any river, haven, basin, or bay, out of thejuii
diction of. any particular State, murder. ,or robbery, or any. other office
which, if committed within the body of a county would, by the Jlaxv.s.o
the United States, be punishable with death ; or if any captain or mariner
of any ship or other vessel shall piratically and feloniously run away With
such ship or vessel, or any goods or merchandise to the value of fifty
dollars, or yield up such ship or vessel voluntarily to any pirate ; or.oif
any seaman shall lay violent hands upon his commander, thereby to
hinder and prevent his fighting in defence of his ship or goods committed to
his trust, or shall make a revolt in the ship, every such offender shall be
deemed, taken, and adjudged to be a pirate and felon, and, being thereof
convicted, shall suffer death: and the trial of crimes committed on the.
high seas, or in any place oLLtof the jurisdiction of any particular Stati
shall be in the district where the offender is apprehended, or into which ha
nay first be brought."
On this provision, so far as we notice, the law of the country stood till-

after the general pacification of Europe and the termlination of the last
wvar between the United States and England. These events discharged
from service, in the European and American navies, a great many indi-
viduals of maritime habits and pursuits, all of them enterprising, and per-
haps some of 'them of reckless character. They naturally sought employ.
merit; aid were ready for adventure; and a field seenied open to them, evedi
their own chosen and favorite field of the ocean, by the wvars then immedi-
ately breaking out between Spain and her American provinces, and which
teraiiiaaed ultimately in wresting from that ancient and once powerful
monarchy her vast possessions in this hemisphere. The Governments
established in the various countries and regions, thuns rescued from that
Spapish dominion under which they had lived fromt the times of Cortes.
and Pizzaro, issued letters of marque, and granted commissions to priva-
teers, not only ,before they had acquired maritime power themselves, but
before they possessed any considerable 'mercantile marine, or had, indeed,
regular admiralty tribunals. These commissions werp obtained by adven-
turers from all nations. The United States contributed their share ; and?
very shortly, captures were made, under commissions and authority from.
the new republics, which, so often as through design or by accident prizes
were, brought within the reach of the jurisdiction of the Government of the
United States, gave rise to serious and long-continued litigation). Th6
courts were crowded with cases of alleged illegal captures of Spanish
property, illegal, because, as was asserted, though made under commis-
sions from the Governments of the -riew independent States, they were
captures, nevertheless, really made by vessels owned, officered,aand
manned, by citizens of the United States, in direct and gross violation of
our treaty with Spain of 1795. That great and illustrious man, the late
Chief Justice Marshall, is remembered to have said that he had heard-,a
great deal of unmeaning complaint against law-making courts ; but that>.
in these South American prize causes, the courts seemed obliged to make
law, as questions continually arose which ought to have been, but which
were not, provided for by acts of Congress. Acts of Corigress, for,exabx-
:ple, had prescribed the manner in which a foreigner could become a citizent
but no act of Congress had regulated tle'niodc., process, or time, in which
a citizen could become a foreigner. Arid, in the absence of legislative
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provisions on the subject, many loose ideas had. sprung up, respectingwhat
wasa'qled the natural right of expabratrion, or change of allegiance ; 'So
thatwhen Spain complained of wrongs dnd injuries committed on her
commerce :by native-born citizens of the United States,, these persons,.
calling themselves"Don 'Carlosl" "Don Fernando," &c., denied their
American citizenship, and insisted that they were national enemies of'
Spain, and citizens of Venezuela, Colombia, or1Buenos Ayres. We. remem-
berto have been in the Supreme Court of the United States while the rec-
ord of as'nit was in reading, inwhich a very worthy man, an acquaintance
of our own, belonging to a neighboringcity, still living, as we are happy-
to know, and in active and usefulemployment, appeared as a "6 Don" vith
so many strange epithets and additions, that we hardly recognised ani old
friend,,covered up as he wasunder his load of Spanish appellations.
But while these belligerent operations were going on. with a strange~

jumble or confusion of national character, various other irregularities, coin-
mitted without the semblance of any military or national authority, ap-.
peared to be already harassing the commerceof the United States, and
threatening itwith still further disturbance.

This, as we take it, led Congress to pass the act of the 3d of March.
l181, "to protect the commerce of the United States and punish the crime:
of piracy."

This act authorizes the President to instruct the commanders of public'
armed vessels of the United States to capture and send into port any. armed
vessel or boat which shall have attempted any plratical aggression upon
any vessel of the United States, or upon any other vessel; and to retake
any vessel of the United States which shall have been unlawfully captured.
It authorizes merchant vesselsof the United States, owned wholly or in
part by a citizen, to resist any aggression or search attempted by any armed
vessel other than a public armed vessel of a nation in amity with the
United States; and to retake any vessel owned, as aforesaid, which may'
have been captured by any such armed vessel; it provides for the con-
demnation to the use of the captors of any vessel captured under the pro-
visions of the act; and it provides that persons committing -the crime of'
piracy, as defined by the law of nations, if brought into or found in the
United States, shall be punished with death.
At the commencement of the next session of Congress, that is to say, in

December, 1819, Mr. Monroe, in his annual message, said:
"For the protection of our commerce in the Mediterranean, along the'

Southern Atlantic coast, in the Pacific and Indian ocean, it has been found
necessary to maintain a strong naval force, which it seems proper for the
present to continue. There is much reason to believe that, if any portion
of the squadron heretofore stationed in the Mediterranean should be with-
drawn, our intercourse with the Powers bordering on that sea would be'
much interrupted, if not altogether destroyed. Such, too, has been the
growth of a spirit of piracy in the other quarters mentioned, by adven-
turers from every country, in abuse of the friendly flags which theey have
assumed, that not to protect our commerce there would be to abandon it
as a prey to their rapacity. Due attention has likewise been paid to the-
suppression of the slave trade, in compliance with a law of the last session.
Orders have been givenl to the commanders of all our public ships to seize
all vessels navigated under our flag engaged in that trade, and 'to bring-
themn in, to be proceeded against in the manner prescribed by that lpfix.
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lte is hoped that these vigorous measures, supported by like acts by other
nationls,will soon terminate a'- cominerce so disgraceful to the civilijds
world."

This portion. of the message was referred, in the Senate, to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, viz: Messrs. Smith, (of South Carolina,) Leake
Burrill .Logan, and Otis.
On the 6th of, April, 1820, Mr. Dickerson, of the Senate, on leave ob-

tained, brought in a bill to continue in force "' An act to protect the comin
mercer of the United States and punish the crime of piracy," which was-
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary, by which committee it was
reported without amendment, and passed the Senate.
As it was sent from the Senate to the House of Representatives, the bill

was in the following-form:
"Be it enacted, 4'c., That the first, second, thirds and fourth sections of

an act entitled ' An act to protect the commerce of the United States and
punish the crime of piracy,' passed on the 3d day of March, 1819,-he, and
the same are hereby, continued in force from the passing of this act for
the term of two years, and from thence to the end of the next session of
Congress, and no longer.

SEc. 2. .4nd be it further enacted, That the fifth section of thd said
act be, and the same is hereby, continued in force, as to all crimes made
punishable by the same, and heretofore committed, in all respects as fully
as if the duration.of the said section had been without limitation.

Ssc. 3. und be it further enacted, That if any person shall upon the
high seas, or in any open roadstead, or in any haven, basin, or bay, or in
any river where the sea ebbs and flows, commit the crime of robbery, in
or upon any ship or vessel, or upon any of the ship's company of any
ship or vessel, or the lading thereof, such person shall be adjudged to be
a pirate, and, being thereof convicted before the circuit court of the United
States for the district into which he shall be brought, or in which he shall
be found, shall suffer death. And if any person engaged in any piratical
cruise or enterprise, or being of the crew or ship's company of any pirati-
cal ship or vessel, shall land from such ship or vessel, and on shore shall
commit robbery, such person shall be adjudged a pirate, and, on conviction
thereof before the circuit court of the United States for the district into which
he shall be brought, or in. which- he shall be found, shall suffer death:
Provided, That nothing in this section contained shall be construed to
deprive any particular State of its jurisdiction over such offences, when
committed within the body of a county, or authorize the courts of the
United States to try any such offenders after conviction or acquittance for
the same offence in a State court.

In the House of Representatives, so much of the President's message
as related to the suppression of the slave trade had been referred to a select
committeee, consisting of Messrs. Hemphill, Mercer, Strong of New York,
Edwvards of Pennsylvania, Rogers, Lathrop, and Abbott. And the bill of
the Senate being before the Committee of the Whole House, Mr. Mercer,
in behalf of the select committee, moved to amend it by adding the follow-
ing section

"' Snc. 4. And be it further enacted, That if any citizen of the United
States, being of the crew or ship's company of any foreign ship or vessel
engaged in the slave trade, or any person whatever, being of the crew or
ship's company of any ship or vessel, owned in the whole or part, or
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.navigated& for or in behalf of any citizen or citizens of the United States,
*shall 'lan-d fromt any; such 'ship or vessel, and, oi any foreign shore, seize
anyt negro or mulatto, not held to service or labor by the law's of either of
she States' or Territories of the United 'States, with the intent'to make such.
Negro or mulatto a slave, or shall decoy, or forcibly bring or' carry, or shall
'recieve such negro or mulatto on board any such ship or vessel, with intent
as aforesaid, such citizen or person shall be adjudged a pirate,' and, on con-
viction thereof before' the circuit court of the United States or the'dis-
trict wherein he may be brought or 'found, shall suffer deaih.

"Src. 5. d.nd be it further enacted, That if any citizen of the United
States, being of the crew or ship's company of any foreign ship or vessel
.*engaged in the slave trade, or any person whatever, being of the crew or
,ship s company of any ship' or vessel, owned wholly ox in part,bir navi-
gated for or in behalf of, any citizen or citizens of the United States, shall
forcibly confine or detain, or aid and abet in forcibly confining or detaining,
-on board such ship or.vessel, any negro or mulatto not held to. service by
the laws of either of the States or the Territories of the United, States, with
intent to make such negro or mulatto a slave, or shall, on boardany such
'ship-or vessel, offer or attempt to sell as a slave any negro or mulatto not
held to service as aforesaid, or shall, om the high seas, or any where' 'oni
tide' water, transfer or deliver over to any other ship or vessel, any iiegro
or mulatto, not held to service as aforesaid, with intent to make such 'negro
or mulatto a slave, or shall land or deliver on shorefrom 'onbard' any
such ship or vessel any such negro or mulatto, with intent to make' sale of.
or leaving previously sold, such negro or mulatto as a slave, such citizen
or person shall be adjudged a pirate, and, on conviction thereof before the
circuit court of the United States for the district wherein he shall be
'brought or found, shall suffer death."

These sections were agreed to in the House, adopted by the Senate, and
;thus-became part ofthe bill as it finally passed, and now stands in the law,
which bears date May 15, 1820. ,
We find, on recurring to our files, that in a brief notice which we took

in the National Itelligencer of May 16, 1820, of the discussion 'on Mr.
Mercer's amendment, it is stated that the discussion in the' House was
'rather on the form than the substance of the amendments,-and they were
agreed to without a division; and that "1 in the Senate, the amendments
were taken up on Thursday, and, on motion, the further consideration' of
them was postponed till Friday, when, after a spirited discussion for the
late period of the session, they were passed by a very large majority.' In
favor of a motion .'to strike out: that denomination of the offence which
made the slave trade piracy, not more than five or six members rose from
their seats. It is' but justice to state, that of those gentlemen there was not
one whose hostility to the odious traffic sought to be abolished could' be
doubted; so that the punishment of death has been annexed to this ob-
stinate 'and inveterate crime by the almost unanimous voice of the National
Legislature."
Slave trading, by any American citizen, was thus declared to be' piracy

by the authority of 'Congress.
We took occasion to say, in a former article, that the convention of 1824

was proposed to Great Britain, on' the part of the United States,'on ;he'
condition that Great Britain should follow this example of the United
States, and declare the slave trade piracy. Great Britain accepted this
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condition and complied with it, by the act of Parliament;of ..ftreb. t,,
1824,Thich declares. that. any. British s9ibject, or. aily perpow withifr4the

ritish' dominions or possessions, who shall trade il s1&ves-ion tha igh
seas, or in anj haven, river,.creekf¢or, place, where the Admirath rjs
diction, "shall be deeniecd.and adjudged gility.of piracy, felony andtOW
berry, and, being convicted-thereof, shall suffer death without-benefitof
clergy, and. loss of lands, goods, and chattels, as pirates, felons, and robbers,
upon ihe, seas. ought to suffer." ".

Notwithstanding these enactments, the slave trade, we suppQsef.cannot
be regarded, (and we regret it) as piracy. by the lawof nations; It.is-not
al offence, therefore, that any Government canl prevent or punish without
regard.to the national character of the offender. And for this.reason Lord
Aberdeen, admits, in his note to Mr. Everett of the 20th of December,t'-l
and also im his recent communication to Mr. Fox, that if a British cruiser
finds an American vessel crowded full of slaves, she must yet suffer heroito
proceed with her-cargo of misery, and. all her guilt on. her head,-to-herdes
tined ..market...

But. here arises another question, which shows the difficulties which
surround this.wyhole subject. Suppose a British cruiser, meeting an Anme
ican vessel with slaves on board, should. not let, her pass; suppose.sho
should detain her, or take- out the slaves and break up her voyage; what
'would be the consequence of all this ? The cruiser would be acting against
his instructions; but what would be the remedy for the owner or master
of the slave vessel ? What recourse- vould be left to him ?
.In a. communication from' the President to the Senate, of the 9th of

January last, we find the following very important paragraph:
"Vessels of the United States found engaged in the African slave trade

are guilty of piracy under the acts of Congress. It is' difficult -to say that
such vessels.can-claim any interference of the Government in-their behalf;.
into whosesoever hands they may happen to fall, any more than vessels
-which should turn general pirates. Notorious-African slave traders cannot
claim the protection of the American character, inasmuch as they are'act-
ing inl direct-violation of the laws of their country, and stand denounced
by those laws as pirates."

This seems to us entirely just, and to be the Unavoidable result of our
owvn law.. He who, in the, eye of that law, is a pirate, cannot come. int
the presence- of his own Government and demand its interference against
those, be they who they may, who have interrupted the successful progress
of his- piratical operations, and prevented him. from consummating a- trans.
action which the laws of that country regard as a most foul and heinous
crime,. justly punishable with death. Branded by a name odious to al'
men, ranked with murderers and sea robbers, and engaged in a traffic not
less;odious to humanity and atrocious in the sight of God than -obnoxious.
to human! law,,.how can he raise up his hands, still red and reekingwith
innocent blood, either to demand redress from man, or to supplicate -meay
from Heaven? We trust, we most devoutly trust, and, we will add,-we
nost~confidently trust, that the Government of the United States, instead
of interfering to ask redress or indemnity for whatever may have- happen'
ed in a- case tainted by well-founded suspicion of concern in the.-slAve
trade,,uillfhand -the whole case, and all who present it,and..all foundmll
any way connected with it, over to the criminal courts, to be dealt with~as
they deserve.
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[From the American Colonization Journal-of)l8cptembor, 1843.) __

tt~pt~tXC~flN-i~t~ttlA-T}IE! OCCUPATION fOF'GAOVAAYB THE FREdC..

:Our readers wll[ perceive, by the recent advices from Capei.Palmas, 'that
the..French £oVeriiniett have actually take(4 possession of -Garovay, and;
marked out a place for their town adid :fortificatidis. ,To all ititerested im
Africa and the, African, and in whatever light it. may be-viewedI this is a.
most, imnportant movemient-a more important one to our little colonies on
the ,coast. than' has. transpired -since .their foundationi. It is not only ilt-
portantiin itself, as placing a European Government inl possession of anoth-
er !prominent point ons that coast,' but when' taken together with' other
transactions, as indicating the policy to be pursued hereafter by-all the Etu-
ropean :.Goverfnmelits. To us it is only a matter of;'astonishment that, one
and all,.they have not long' ere this seized upot the whole of the unoccu-
pied part: of that coast, which could be secured for, the cost of one ship,
of the line.
We say it will affect those interested in the matter inl various-ways; btit

we are mainly affected by its action, either. for. good or evil, upoll the col-
oniesthe American emigrant and the native Africall-and'the character
of. this action must.mainly depend upont circumstances. If African; c6lo-
nization must continue to struggle unaided by the' General and Stte G'av-
ernments; if it must continue to' stiffer the 'vituperation of the abolition-
ists, the scoffs and scorn of the ignorant, the denunciations of the advo-
cates for .perpetual slavery, the frowns and contumely of the high and.
purse-proud;- and if, in addition to all this, the American Protestant pul-
pit shall cease to advocate it as the means, and the onlymeans, of civ-
ilizing and regenerating Africa; if the clergy shall cease to hold it; aloft
as one of the great objects for the support, of the enlightened' Christianity
of the nineteenth century-then we say we hail. with joy the occupation
of the African coast by the Freneh, tlie English,Iand, by; all' the, civilized
European PoWers; for although we. prefer seeing planted on the African
soil our free institutions. oar free Christianity-although wve prefer of all
all things to see the redermption of Africa effected by her own returning
children-yet if this cannot be, if the hopes too -fondly cherished are to be
crushed-if our beautiful model republic, the result of years of.suffering'
and toil, of tears and of prayers, is to be demolished, then we say, welcome
the Government, the Christianity of France--welcome any thing but ;S.
relapse to darkness and heathenism, to' moral and political death. To' the
question, what will be the effect of a powerful French colony at Garovay'
upon the colony at Cape Palmas ? the answer is ready; it is written! in.
the history of all European possessions in the tropical world. The first.
step taken, the erection of a- town and fortification, will call every' labxor-
ing man from 'his farn aat Cape Palnias. And why ? First, 'because'
works of that; nature cannot go on 'without them: white laborers will sickent
and: die, and the native African. is not skilled it the use of toolg or the ereco
tion of houses of the character required. Second, the colonist, with small or
with no capital, will prefer-to labor.' on hire, for liberal 'and: ready pay,
rather than to wait the growth of his coffee trees or his cotton aop, 'The
present condition of the colonist will therefore 'be improved--he will le
possessed of more wealth and better able to. procure foreign luxuries; but
this mess ofpottage will be the price of his birthright, of his freedom.
What will be the result of the action of the Europeaii' G'overnments- of

whifch'this movement of the French is but. the indicationiupon the, Amer-
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ican commerce on the African. coast? This is we'll known to all, but
known;-to -no effect. What would? avail our feeble efforts to illustrat .the
,certain results, if the eloquence of such men as Mercer, Morehead, Rives,
-arid Key, called forth by this very subject. and addressedlto thethen act.
ing legislators of the land, falls dead upon their ears, and- fails to arouse
them to a sense of our danger and their own duty?;

It is well known that the internal resources of that vast continent are be.
-coming most rapidly developed, that the legitimate trade is most rapidly on
-the increase, and that it promises to exceed that of any part of the uncivil.
*ized, world. It is well known, too, that at least one-half of the articles most
in demand there are of American production-at least can be produced in
Atterica at less cost than in any Gther country; that the main article of
traffic, tobacco, can only be procured in America. It is also well known
that we are at present shut out, or that we shall be when it may be deemed
advantageous, from most of the important points for trade on that coast,
that we are not allowed to enter the French port of Senegal at all; that in
the British ports of Gambia and Sierra Leone we are not allowed to enter
-any article except of American production, or any that will compete with
the same from England -or her colonies. It is well known that in all Eng.
4ish ports and settlements, almost innumerable on that coast, the ability
-exists to establish the same regulations as at Gambia and Sierra Leone,
-and that such a course would most probably be followed by other European
Powers. And what would be the result ? Why, from the multiplication
'of colonies and posts, as those of the French at Garovay and Bassa, Amer.
*ican vessels would, in a very short time, be entirely excluded from the
,coast; and a commerce, now worth a million annual'lly, and yielding a
greater profit than that of any other in the world, and which ought to in-
Crease more rapidly than any other, must be abandoned and surrendered
to European competitors. Not only that, but with the present apathy on
the part of our Government, and the jealous activity on the part of those of
nErope, our colonies must be abandoned, and the very material best -fitted
for developing the resources of that vast and productive continent, the-very
medilun through which could be prosecuted the most safe and advantageous
commerce. placed there through American benevolence and American phi-
lanthropy, must be surrendered to them.
What wil be the effect of the possession of Garovay and other points

by the French Government in advancing the civilization and christianiza-
tion of Africa.? Why, in the abstract, favorable; but not Bai when corn-
pared with that of the American colonies, uninfluenced by foreign Govern-
mens., No matter however good may be the intentions of the French
Government towards the natives in establishing her colonies, still the char-
acter of the agents which they must of necessity employ will essentially
change the character of the operations froni the intent of the Government.
We have no guaranty that benefit to the African forms any part of the
-plan of the French Government; and doubtless any good that can result to
them must-be incidental, and entirely a secondary consideration. The ex-
tending of their empire and increasing their commerce are of course their
,main objects, and the influence of colonies established for such motives-
upon savage nations is already but too well known.

It will doubtless serve as a nucleus or point from which to extends
Roman Catholic mission among the natives. Should this be the case, and
it be prosecuted with energy and conducted with judgment, certainly great
Hood mnay be anticipated thterefrom. For ourselves, as before stated, we
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should prefer the tolerant religion of the American colonies to that of any.
one sect or church, exclusively.
Upon the:whole, we cannot but consider the possession of. the interme-

diate territory between our American colonies by the French or any Eu-
ropean Government as highly prejudicial to the cause of colonization and
the American colonies, as comparatively injurious to the natives, and- as
indicating a policy on the part of those Governments which will shortly
prove destructive to American commerce with the western part of that
continent.

[Fromn the Religious Herald.]
EXPENSES OF EMIGRATION, &c., TO LIBERIA.

OFFICE OF THE COLONIZATION SOCIETY,
Washington, august 30, 1843.

Sin: I have perused your letter addressed to me in the Religious Her-
ald, and conmnunicate with pleasure such information as I possess in regard
to the expense of emigration to Liberia, and the advantages enjoyed by-
emigraultS after their arrival.

I ueed hardly observe that the American Colonization Society is limited
in its direct operations by its constitution to free persons of color, though,
as was originally expected, many slaves have, from time to time, been vol-
untarily emancipated and introduced to all the benefits of citizenship in Li-
beria.

It is true,,as vou state, that the funds of the society have been insufficient
to meet all demands for its assistance, yet aid to the full extent of its abili-
ty has at all times been granted to respectable colored applicants for re.
inoval and establishment in Africa. In many instances, generous masters:
have conferred not freedom only upon their servants, but cheerfully ad-
vanced the means of their passage to the colony, and their comfortable set-
tlement on its soil.
The cost of removal and settlement of emigrants will vary considerably,

as the number sent at one and the same time is small or large, adults.
or children. Should the emigrant want the means of self-support, he is.
sustained by the society during six months after his arrival, and the cost
for passage and support, has been estimated at sixty dollars for the adult,
-and half this sum for children, each, under twelve years of age. Were from
three to five hundred emigrants to embark in the same ship at one time,
this expense would be much reduced, probably from one-third to one-half.
The following regulations, adopted by the managers of the society in

1830, will show-the existing provisions for the allotment and sale of the
public lands of the colony:
"Every adult male shall, on his arrival, receive a building lot in one of

the existing towns, or of such other towns as may be established by public
authority, with five acres of plantation land as nearly adjacent as may be;.
if married-two for his wife and omie for each of his children; no single
family, however, to receive more than ten acres, and said family to reside
thereon or on the town lot." The same provision shall, at the discretion,
of the colonial agent, (governor,) extend to adult female emigrants.

nThat such colonists have a right within five years to purchase, at
the rate of one dollar per acre, for ready money, a quantity of land not ex-



ieddirlg teifracres, to be reserved' adjacent as biay be to ihe juantity's
allowed.

"ll-hat these provisions be" applicable to the said towns antd the-diotrict
of country within three miles thereof.-

A4G That, in respect tb the country beyond three miles from the townseti6h'
emigrant, as aforesaid, shall receive, if he prefer it, inli'iit of the abovedoo
natioli, fiftr acres of land for himself and family, they residing thereon with
the: right of purchasing,4ithin five years thereafter, at the rate of twentvy
five cents per acre, ready money, fifty adjacent acres.

"That the said allotments and lands sold be laid out, as well in respect
to town lots as otherwise, under the direction of the colonial agent, in such
way as not to interfere with existing rights, and so as to make the lots anid
farms as regular in form and compact as inay be, reserving in the gratui-
tous allotments to emigrants a quantity equal to that so allotted when re.
quisite to satisfy the rights of pre-emption.

"That, beyond three miles front the said towns, sales of land be made,
for ready money; as follows,:
CTo any one colonist, at the rate of twenty-five cents an acre, for any

-quantity of land not less than one hundred or more than two hundred
-acres; and at the same rate for any quantity of land, provided a settlement
be made thereon by the permanent residence of one colonist to every hun-
dred acres; provided, however, that in these cases the approbation of the
coloniall 'asgent be requisite; and that, in authorizing them, he pay special

regard to restraining the settlement wvit lin safe and prudent limits, reserv-
ing for the future benefit of the colony tracts containing mill seats, mines,
*or other specially valuable properties, or selling them at a price propor-
tionate to their value.

cc That the proceeds of all sales of lands made shall be for the benefit of
the, colony, but shall be strictly accounted for and applied by this board."

fThe allotments of land, thins regulated, if deemed small hy those accus-
tomed to extensive plantations in our Southern States, are sufficient, even
those most limited, to occupy the time and effort of a single family, and,
when well cultivated, to afford it abundant means of sibsistence. The
good policy or benevolence of sending to this tlew country-women without
husbands or means, arid with families of small children, may justly be
questioned. Although some aid might be extended to them from, several
charitable societies in the colony, and assistance be afforded (as is' ever
done in such.cases) by the Colonization Society, should they become ab-
.solutely dependent upon others for support, it would as little accord with
wvisdom as humanity to transfer those exposed even in this country to the
e 'rils of pauperism, to a small colony with small capital, and where, from
various and inevitable causes, such evils, if not aggravated, it. would be
more difficult to alleviate.

For several years past a public farm has been appropriated to the bene-
fit and support of the poor of the colony, in the fruits of which all share;,
and such as mnay be able labor moderately ini the cultivation of the soil or
the mechanic arts.

It certainly is not for the interest, of the colony to send thither emigrants
wvithoupt regard, to character. From the notoriously v-icious or criminaldthe
society withholds aid; yet if not compelled, (which is too generaltythe
case,) it would deem it right to regard rather the character of compai1ies
of emigrants than to inspect minutely that of each individual. It might be
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Anlmddexpedient to receive a worthy family of some eight or tnt persons,
even if among them was 'Ore Who is thus' favored, not for his owvn but
for the merits of others. And if, as we believe, the circumstances, institt-
tions; and laws of the colony exert a reforming influence,'their efficacymay
not 1nnfrtquently be seen in thechainge of sbad slaves" into " good free
men." The evidences of intellectual and moral improvement in the general
mass of the colonial population is striking, andresults inevitably from a con-
dition of things remarkably and every way adapted to strengthen and disci-
pline the- mind, create the sense of responsibility, stimulate to action, excite
so1f respect, and supply the highest motives for elevated sentimenjs'and noble
conduct. Every citizen of Liberia.naturally considers himself asone of the
builders of a free anid independent State, a Christian commonwealth; oni the
barbarous shore of a mighty continent, of deepest interest to millions of his
race in two hemispheres-a permanent State, destined to enlarge itself for
ages, and gather within the expanding influence and fold of its beneficence
multitudes of the present and millions of future generations. The eyes of Eu-
ropeAmericaand Africa, are upon these humble and feeble colonists. Inter-
est combines with duty, hope with fear, the sanctions of religion and the
pressure of stern necessity urge them to act witty manfulness and fidelity.
Mournftil recollections and glorious prospects, the past, present, future,
earth and heaven, urge them onward, and retreat they cannot. TThey are
men. Great occasions, great motives, make men great..-

You remark, very justly and humanely, " thatmwe are often the more at-
tached to them, [our slaves,] and they to us in return, because of theirs
Seuse of entire dependence uepon1 uts." But this dependence is unfavorable
to the development of their powers and the elevation of their character. It
is ordinarily'by effort, toil, endurance-often by sihering, and the unrelax-
ed force of a necessity from which there is no escape-that a people, like
individuals, rise to wealth, respect, and renown. If the colored people of
this country are ever to attain a national existence and independence, it
must be mainly by their own exertions. What field for such exertions so
inviting, so encouraging. as that presented in Liberia ?
The wages for mechanical labor in the colony are higher than-in the United

States; arid, as I have already stated, the cvltivation of the soil will gen-
erally reward the industry of the husbandman. Iil his last. message to the
Colonial Legislature, Governor Roberts savs:

"' Though the crops among the natives last year in a great degree fail-
-ed, the colonists, especially in the upper settlements, were generallV free
-frommwant, and in many instances were able to supply the'neighboring
natives. The past season has been one of rejoicing among-the farmers,
Rice crops, especially, have been abundant ; and I rejoice to find that the
people throughout the commonwealth are becoming awake to their true
interests, and convinced that the future prosperity arid independence of the
colony-depend, upon the agricultural resources of the country. Several
gentlemen, both in this and the Bassa country, are turning their attention to
this subject, and are establishing coffee and sugar estates, though at pres-
enton a small scale. The experiment has proved successful, and estab-
lished beyond a doubt the fact that farmers in Liberia, if industrious, fir-
gal, and persevering, may become not only independent, but rich."

With great respect, sir, your friend and obedient servant,
II. R. GURLEY.

To T- R-,
of Bedford county, Virginia.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO AND LETTER8 FROM NAVAL OFFICERS, &c., OF,?-

UNrl'ED STATES, AND OTHERS.

Extracafsrom sundry letters to commanders of Unitec(States vesseli 'p
relation to the. colonists in dfriica, from June, 1822, to Januar; 1
1825. 1 2

To CAPTAIN SPlCE, JUNE 11, 1822.

When you arrive on the coast of Africa, you will proceed off Cape;M146
urado, and visit the colony established near that place, and afford all; th
aid and s&port in your power to Dr. Eli Ayres, the agent of the Govern.
inent, and the colonists.

To THE SAME.

By recent accounts received from Cape Mesurado, on the coast 'of AS4.
ca, it appears that the American settlement there has been attacked by Jlit
natives; and the safety of the people endangered; their situation is th.e
fore such as requires immediate relief and protection. I wish you to ig
main 'tietr them until you shall be relieved, or receive further instructions
from' this Department, and afford to the settlement and to the agent of th
Government all the aid and protection in your power.

TO THE SAME, APRIL 8, 1823.

For the greater security of the settlement made at Mesurado, be pleased
to station at that place, so long as you shall continue oil the coast of Afrc
or while the settlement is endangered by the natives, as many marines as
can couveniiently be spared from the United' States ship Cyane, under your
command.

To CAPTAIN WADSWORTH.

You will advise with Mr. Bacon as to the wants and situation of thle
colony at Sherbro.

To COMMODORE RODGERS, JANUARY 15, 1S25.

Pass down the coast of Africa, touching at Ca-pe Mesurado, commui-
eating with the agency for recaptured Africans at that place, and minister-
ing to its wants as far as practicable.

Bxtract ofa letter fronz W. E. Sherman, captain off the Liberia,- which
carried the colonists to Liberia in January, 1830, to Mr. Edivard Hab.-
lowell.

PHILADELPHIA, May 10, 1830W
N lonrovia, at present, consists of about ninety dvellinag-Jouses- ';'@

stores, two houses for public worship, and a court-house. Many 4tlIe
dwellings are handsome and convenient, and all of them comfortable.
The plot of the town is cleared wore than a mile squares elevated about
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-;enty feet above the level of the sea, and Contains seven hundred inhab-
itants. The streets are generally one hundred.feet wide, and, like those of
our good city, intersect each other at right angles. The Colonization So-
ciety have an agent and a physician there.

The agent is the chief magistrate of the colony and the physician his
assistant. No white people are allowed to reside in the colony for the
purpose of trade, or oqfpursuing any mechanical business, such being in-
tended for the exclusive benefit of the colored people. The colonial secre-
tary, collector of customs, survievor, and constables, are appointed by the
agent; the vice agent, sheriff, treasurer, and all other civil, officers, are
elective; and all the offices, except that of the agent. and physician, are
filled by colored people.
The court holds its sessions on the first Monday in every month ; juries

are empanelled as with us; and its jurisdiction extends over the whole
colony. The trials are principally for larceny, and the criminals are gen.
rally natives, who commit thefts in the settlements. A few instances of
kitdapping have occurred ; these depredations were committed on the re-
captured Africans. \To the honor of the emigrants be it mentioned, that
butfive oftheir number have been committedfor stealing or misdemeanor.
w6ince 1827.

'Two native kings have put themselves-and their subjects (.supposed to
,amount to ten thousand) under the protection of the colony, and are
ready, should it be thought necessary or expedient by the settlers, to put
into their hands arms, to make common cause with then, in case of hos-
tilities by any of the natives, which, however, is not anticipated, as the
most friendly disposition is manifested by all the natives of the country
from whom any danger might have been apprehended.

There is much hospitality to be found it) Monrovia, and among the in-
babitants a greater proportion of moral and religious characters than in
this city. Never saw a man intoxicated, nor heard anyprofune swearing,
during the three weeks Iwas among them,
The two houses for religious worship are Baptist and Methodist. The

Baptists have three, and Methodists five preachers, all intelligent colored
anlen, merchants and traders, residing aniong them, so that the people have
-nothing to pay for the support of ministers. Five German missionaries,
some ministers and teachers, reside there, a portion of whom preach at the
Methodist church occasionally.

It has been objected, that the climate is very unhealthy; this is true as
it respects the whites, but erroneous as respects the colored people. Those
from the Middle and Northern States have to undergo what is called a
seasoning; that is, they generally take the fever the first month of their
residence, but it has rarely provedfadtal, since accommodations have been
preparedfor their reception; thosefrom Geor;gia, the Carolinas, and the
southern parts of Virginia, either escape the fever altogether, or have' it
very slight ly. Death occurs there, indeed, as in other places, but Doctor
Mechlin, the agent, assured me that the bills of mortality would showCa
less proportion of deaths than those of Baltimore, Philadelphia, or New
York.

W. E. SHERMAN.

62
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Bxtraots of a sefterfrom Captain Kennedy, of. the United Statealah
Jqva, to the secretaryoft11esociety.

NORFOLK, June 22, 18.31 ,
SIR.: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt-of yours of thetli

instant, requesting, my opinion of the condition and necessities of the colo6'
iy at Liberia.

I hope 1 need not assure you that it affords me great gratification to
comply with your request,, and to lay before you. a. statement of the facts
which presented themselves to me during the visit I made to Montserado6
in the frigate Java, under my command.
The wisdom and talent which distinguished the councils of the society

to which you, belong, and the vast materials which your experience and.
zeal have enabled you to collect, caused great diffidence, on my pert,.in
the. suggestion of any new plan of operations. I was, however, not an
idle observer during my stay among th6 colonists, and the conclusionix
which pressed upon my mind, as the results of my inquiries, shall be most
cheerfully submitted, for. your better judgment and consideration.

It may not be improper to observe, in 'the outset, that my inquiries were
commenced under auspices very unfavorable to the practicability of thk
scheme of your society; for while, I trust, I yielded unfeigned acknow-
ledgment of the piety and purity of purpose which governed its worthy
and disinterested projectors, yet the vast, difficulties attending the prosecur
tion of their labors, and the very problematical results in the. want of suc-,
cess, left an impression upon my mtnd altogether unfavorable to the instit
tution. Under these impressions, therefore, I commenced nay inquiry with!
great caution. I sought out the most shrewd and intelligent of the colo¶
lists, many of whom were personally known to me, and, by long and
weary: conversations, endeavored to elicit from them any dissatisfactio
with their condition, (if such existed,) or any latent design to return .to
"heir native conttry. Neither of these did I observe; on the contrary,.-I
t/ioug/h? I could perceive that they considered that they had started into
{ neo existence; that, disencumbered, of the mortifying relations in which
they formerly stood in society, they felt themselves proud of their attitude;.
and seemed conscious that, while they were the founders of a new empire
they wvere pro~ecutilig the noble purpose of the regeneration of the land-of
their fathers.

I was pleased to observe that they were impressed with the vast im-
portance of a proper ducation, not only of their children, but of the chiki
d.rtrm of the natives ; arid that to this they look confidently as the means:
of effecting their hiigh object, namely, the civilization of their. benighted
brethren in Africa.

I observed, with great satisfaction, that their children, in many instances,
could-converse in the languages of the tribes by 'vhich the colony is stur.
rounded. Thus the obstacles wvhich formerly embarrassed its commerce
witvh the interior, and which, by the by, are even now but few, must,;iil ^
very short time, cease entirely to exist. Most of the articles of traffic
-vhich can be profitably used in barter with the natives are familiar to. yotl
readers;- but there are yet some which have not employed the enterprises
of our citizens, and, ot those embraced in their speculations, many improve.
ments it) quality might advantageously be enumerated. The inhabitants
'O King Boatswain's town (one hundred and eighty miles up the St. Paul's
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river, and twenty-miles from it, which empties into the bay of Montseradoe
interchange with themost friendly dispositions towards the colonists.

Itjgives me pleasure to state that the colonists are turning their attention
to the cultivation of coffee. That this article of produce is-to prove a source:
of vast wealthy to the colonists there can be-no doubt; the labor and expense
of its cultivation will be comparatively small; indeed, they have but to
clear away the forest trees, and the plantations are ready to theirs hands.
There are two descriptions' of the plant indigenous: onc a shrdb,-:evi-.
denty1/he same as the Mocha, but yielding a berry of superiorflavor ;.
the other a tree, frequently attaining the height of forty feet; a speci-
men of the latter I brought With me to Cuba, in the Java, and left with
MIr. Shaler, ouieconsul, for the botanic garden of that city.
That there are many vast resources yet undeveloped in Liberia, no one

can entertain a doubt; that they will soon be brought forth, and made
available, by the enterprise and intelligence of the colonists, is equally un-
questionable. How earnestly, then, should every philanthropist appler
himself to aid and advance the operations of a society, the object of which.
is not only to elevate so large a portion of our fellow-beirigs from the de-
grading relations in which they stand towards the rest of the human race,
but to redeem from the thraldom of ignorance, superstition, and vice, a
whole continent. That these great results are, under Providence, to bee
accomplished, is a conviction to which I have been brought by actual ex-
perience and scrutinizing observation.

EDWARD P. KENNEDY.

P. S.-It would be well perhaps to state that, in a conversation with one
of the Kroos, or Kroomen, I was informed by him that he came, with his
wife, from Timbuctoo, by water, with the exception of twenty-five miles,
the distance that city stands from the Niger; he came down the St. Paul's.
to Mlontserado.

.Etraict ofa letterfrom Captain Weaver, who visited the colony in iS31i

WASHINGTON, JWznuary 1, 1S32.
The charge of unhealthiness against Liberia for the colored races cannot

be supported. It is the birthplace of the black man,"to which his constitt-.
tion is peculiarly adapted ; and, though estranged for a time from his na-i
tive clime, nature will undoubtedly triumphantly resume her sway. wDren_.
ever he returns to the land of his fathers. Africa is the black man's
home, physically. Morally, hie should aspire for a residence within her
boundaries. He is there the lord of the soil; all mankind are there hisi
equals; the distinction of color is- there against the white man; for, in.
Africa, he is a sort of c; lusus naturee" an object to be pointed at by they
finger of curiosity, an object of dread for his power, and of hatred for his;
avarice. Sir, I have faith in the success of. the colony of Liberia ; vow'
have many difficulties to encounters bult they are not insurmountable. IC
our Government will deign to foster that colony, a very short time will'
suffice to render it of great importance in a commercial point of view, in-,
dependent of home considerations. In the tobacco trade, we can have no'
rivals. The North and the South are deeply-interested in the prosperity oF
our sable colony. The North will find a vent for .her surplus manu'fac.
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tures,;and the South a home and a refuge for a portion of its population
which every good citizen must wisht to see speedily transferred thither-I
mean the free colored population of the United States. The cost of trans.
portation is, by many persons of intelligence, deemed an insurmountable
barrier. Avarice brought them here. Shall we make the painful admiri
sion, that thatvice so far exceeds the combined virtues of a Christian comn
munity as to render its deeds irrevocable ? No, sir; it is in the power of
the American people, with a due Yunderstanding of the case and of the
magnitude. of the object, to effect much by a simultaneous movement.

Letter ifom Captain 4bels, of the schooner Margaret Mercer, dated;

WASHINGTON, February 10, 1832.
Having just arrived in the United States from the colony of Liberia, to

which place I went as master of the'schooner Margaret Mlercer, and where
I remained thirteen days, during which time I was daily on shore, and
carefully observed the state of affairs, and inquired into the condition of
the people, I venture to state some facts in regard to the circumstances and
prospects of the colony. On the 14th of December I arrived, and on the
15th went on shore, and was received in the most polite and friendly man.
ner by the Governor, Dr. Mechlin, who introduced me to the ministers and
principal inhabitants. All the colonists appeared to be in good health,
All my expectations in regard to the aspect of things, the health, harmonic,
order, contentment, industry, and general prosperity of the settlers, were
more than realized. There are about two hundred buildings in the town
of Monrovia, extending along the Cape Montserado, not far from a. mile
and a quarter.* Most of these are good substantial houses and stores, (the
first story of many of them being of stone,) and some of them handsome,
spaciolls, painted, and with Venitian blinds. Nothing struck me as more
remarkable than the great superiority in intelligence, manners, conversa-
tion, dress, and general appearance in every respect, of the people over
their colored brethren in America. So much was I pleased with what I
saw, that I observed to the people, should I make a true report it would
hardly be credited in the Uuited States. Among all that I conversed with,
I did not find a discontented person, or hear one express a desire to return
to America. I saw no intemperance, nor did I hear a profane word ut-
tered by any otte. Being a minister of the gospel, on Christmas day I
preached both in the Methodist and Baptist churchlto full and attentive
congregations of from three to four hundred persons in each. I know of
no place where the Sabbath appears to be more respected than in Monro,
via. I was glad to see that the colonial agent, or governor, is a constant
attendant on divine service, and appears desirous of promoting the moral
and religious welfare of the. people. Most of the settlers appear to be
rapidly ncquiring pr"Derty, and I have'no doubt they are doing better for
themselves and their children in Liberia than thev could do in any other
part of the world. Could the free people of color in this country but see
the real condition of their brethren who have settled in Africa, I am per-
suaded thev would require no other motive to induce then to emigrate.
This is my decided and deliberate judgment.

This is a great increase since the visit of Captain sherman, two years before.
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, Extract off a letterfrom ir. Mechdn, colony agent.

As to the. morals of the colonists, I consider them much better than
those of the people of the United States; that is, you may take an equal
number of the inhabitants from any section of the Union, and you will
find more, drunkards, more profane swearers and Sabbath breakers, &C.,
than in Liberia. Indeed, I know of no country where things are con-
ducted more quietly and orderly than in this colony., You rarely hear an
oath; and, as to riots and breaches of the peace, I recollect of but one in-
stance, and that of a trifling nature, that-has cothe under my notice since
I assumed the government of the colony. The Sabbath is more strictly
observed than I ever saw it in the United States. Our Sunday schools are
well attended, not only by the children of the colonists, but also' by the
native children who reside amongst us. The natives themselves are so
well acquainted with our strict observance of this day, that you never find
ihem offering any thing for sale, nor can you hire them to work for you;
I mean those who have been amongst us, and at all acquainted with our
cu1stomns.

[From the Amulet, a London annual, for 1832.]

Extractfrom an Essay on the dfrican Slave Trade, said to be written
by a distinguished British naval officer. who passed three years on the
.1frican coast.

On the subject of Sierra Leone, and' the causes of its failure, so much
has been said that it would he superfluous to repeat it here. Public ex-
pection has not, certainly, been answered; but that these experiments are
not of a fanciful or impracticable nature is completely proved by,the suc-
cess which has attended the colony which came next in succession on this
coast. This is a bold promontory, called originally Aloie Serrado, but
corrupted, as all names are by negro pronunciation, into Mesturado. The
American Colonization Society located here a number of free people of
color, the offspring of African slaves, born in America, and liberated.
The settlement consists of two establishments. The first is Monrovia, OtL

Cape Montserado, and the other Caldwell, seven miles up the river St.
Paul. The whole population amounts to about three hundred families,
comprising more than one thousand five hundred persons, (two thousand
five hundred at present,) who have each farms allotted to them, some 'in
the lower and some in ths tipper settlement. A regular and most improv-
ed system of husbandry is insisted on.
Nothing has tended more to suppress the slave trade in this quarter than

the constant intercourse and communication of the natives with these in-
dustrious colonists. The Anerican agent, Mr. Ashmun, took every oppor-
tanity and means in his power to extinguish a traffic so injurious in every
way to the fair trader; and at Cape Monts-erado good and correct informa-
tion was always to be obtained of any slave vessel on the coast, within the
communication or influence of the colony. This active, respectable, and
intelligent man is since dead, but his spirit still actuates all his people.

rhe character of these industrious colonists is exceedingly correct and

.813
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moral ; their minds strongly irimpressed'with religious feelings their man-
;ners serious and decorous; and their domestic habits remarkably neat and
-coi fortable. Those who have visited them spal highlyaofptheirappear-
antce and mode of living. They are a comely and well-formed rce of

. negroes ;'neat and clean in their persons; modest and civil'in their man-
.ners'; and regular and comfortable in their dwellings. Their "houses are
well built, ornam.ented-with gardens and other pleasing decorations; and
on the inside are' remarkably clean; the walls well whitewashed, avid the
.,rooms neatly furnished.

The complete success of this colony is a proof that negroes are, by
proper care and attention, as susceptible of the habits of industry, and the
improvements of social life, as any other race of human beings;9and that
the melioration of the condition of the black people on the coast of Africa,
by, means of such colonies, is not chimerical. Wherever the influence of
this colony extends, the slave trade has been abandoned by the natives,
and the peaceful pursuits of legitimate commerce established in its place.

CAPTAIN NICOLSON'S LETTERS.

NEWV YORK, October21. 1829.
SIR: In answer to your note requesting my views relative to the colony

of.Liberia., I take leave to state that my impressions have not been altered
since writing the enclosed letter addressed to the Hon. Henry'Clay, vice
president of the society, upon my return from Liberia.

I have had an opportunity since my return of conversing with 'several
o-fthebco'lonists who have visited this country, and have again returned to
Liberia. From their conversation, 'with all the information derived from
other sources, I am convinced 'nore and more of the utility ofosupporting a
colony, which will 'have the effect of again restoring the descendants of this
race to-their natural soll and climate, with every advantage of civilization,
and, it is to be hoped, with the blessings of religion. Every philanthropist
ought to rejoice at :the prospect of sending the only missionaries which the
climate will allow them to receive; for the white man is not calculated,
from this cause, to carry those blessings, the knowledge of which alone

.,raises man above the savage.
I conceive this colony to be the most effectual mode of destroying the

-horrid traffic which has been and is now the disgrace of civilization.
'The slave trade no doubt has received a more effectual check since the
establishment of the colony of Liberia than for a century before; this is a
powerful motive to call forth the best energies of our countrymen, who
have so strenuously endeavored to destroy this traffic, both by the acts of
olir Government as %well as individual exertion.

That the colony will in 'a few years be enabled to support itself'by the
'product of the country and from commerce, I still have no doubt. The
location of the settlement is a good one for health, as far as the climate
will permit. The land' is free from swamp, but of a rich alluvial soil, with
& river running through the valley; and the country, as far as 'the 'eye ex-
tends, is interspersed with hills of considerable magnitude, which, as under-
'stood from those who had visited the interior, extend far back. It was
considered more healthy as you left the coast, as is the case in our South-
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.tn country. '1 cannot but believe it is onbbf'the most'inportant colbner6s
-vhich:has been established 'since the settlement of our continent, bothras
regards religion and civilization. So much has been already said at the
Imtenieeting, by the'gebtlenien whose' eloquence gave-a chi~m lo th is in-
teresting question, that it.wvotild be a useless attempt on my part to en-
kleavor to er~cite your" feelings, even had- I the e oquence or power. i
however beg. to 'say, that, as far as my observations allow me to judge, a
visit occasionally from the. gentleman who may be (white) agent of the
societyy would be sufficient to enable them to govern themselves in such a
manner as to ensure to them the respect and confidence of the several na-
tions around them. Thus throwing themselves more upon their own re-
so6urces would gi've them confidence within themselves, nor 'do I blieve
that confidence would be abused. They appeared, wvhein I was among
them, to take pride in 'seeing their laws respected and obeyed, and-none
bore so than those which related to religion and morality.
The prosperity of the society I cannot but take a lively interest in, and

it will always afford me sincere pleasure -to farther its'views,' both- in my
Public character, when 'in my power, as well as individually.

That you and the other gentlemen may be successful in calling the at-
tention of our countrymen to this truly interesting and important' question,
is the sincere wish of, respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,

JOHN B. NICOLSOWN.
Rev. J. M. WAINWRIGHT,

No. 1 Rector street.

CoCpy qf a letter from Captain Nicolson, of the United Stales navy'-4ta
The Hon. Benry Clay.

WASHINGTO9, March 17., 12S.-
SIR: Having visited the colony of Liberia on my return to the Unlited

'States from a cruise in 'the Mediterranean, I cheerfully comply with your
request, by presenting to you 'such Views of its present condition' ard'prob-
-ble. growth as occurred to me in thil course of that 'visit.
The soil in the possession of the colonists is rich, and' will produce a sti-

Tperabundance for the support of the colony, as well as for ekterna'l corm
{merce. Sugar, cotton, coffee, rice, and 'various trees 'and plants yielding
'valuable dves and medicinal gums, can be cultivated 'vith' 8ess.

The population is now 1,200, and is healthy and thriving. The-children
born in the country are fine looking, and I presume can'be raised as easily
,as those of the natives. All the colonists with whom 'X had anly cotnmu-
'nication (and with nearly the whole I did communicate in person or'by
zmy officers) expressed their decided wish to remain in their present situlrtion,
-rather than to return again to the United States. I cannot give'yort'better
,evidence of the prosperity of the colony than by mentioning that eirlhit'df my
,crew, (colored mechanics) after going' on shore two several day','applied
'for and received their discharge, in order to remain as permanentiset'tlers.
These men had been absent from their country upwards of three years.
h6and had, among them, nearly two thoousand dollars in clothes'and money.
Had they not been thorough y convinced that their happiness and prosperity
-rould be better promoted by remaining among their free brethren in Li-
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beria, they would not have determined on so momentous a step as quitting-
the United States, perhaps forever, where they all had left friends ad
relatives.

The appearance of all the colonists, those of Monrovia as- well as those
of Caildwell, indicated more than contentment. Their manners wFer those
of freemen, who experienced the blessings of liberty, and appreciated the
boon. Many of. them had, by trade, accumulated a competency, if 'the
possession- of from three to five thousand dollars may be called so. As a.
proof of the growing importance of the commerce of the country, more
than.one hundred hogsheads of tobacco had been raised during the last
year, apdthe demand was' increasing. Ivory and camwood are now. the
prominent, articles received in exchange for foreign imports; other dye
woods, and many medicinal gums and toots, will be hereafter brought in,
as.they are already known to exist in the interior.

I take this occasion to suggest the propriety of permitting any of the-
colonists to purchase an additional number of acres of land from the agent.
By permitting this, the more enterprising will be enabled to turn their at-
tention to the culture of the coffee tree, which grows spontaneously in them
vicinity of Monrovia. In fact, the soil will produce every thing which a;
tropical climate will allow to arrive at maturity.
From the good' order and military discipline which appear to-prevail,

among. the colonists, I am induced to believe they could easily repel anywattack which could-be made upon them by any native force. They have
arms, and, having associated themselves in volunteer companies, have ac-
quired the knowledge of using' them with effect against any probable forc&
which might be brought to bear upon them by undisciplined and scattered
tribes in their vicinity. It is true, they have no harbors for large vessels,
.as all their -rivers are obstructed by bars. This is' not of much consequence
to their coasting trade, as they have many harbors and inlets which are ac-
cessible to small vessels. Large vessels have also one advantage-that
most of the heavy winds are off the coast, which gives them a lee and a.
smooth.sea. Off Cape Mesurado there is a good anchorages and, on the
pitch of the cape they have planted a battery, which will protect any ves-
sel that may need it from piratical depredations.

I would respectfully suggest for your consideration the' propriety af
making the principal agent of the colony a " commercial agent." as cases
have occurred on the coast when such an appointment might have proved.
the means of rescuing American property from the hands of 'foreigners,
who have maintained possession of it in consequence of there being no
legalized American agent on the coast.
The importance of this colony, as regards the native tribes of the coast,

is, in my estimation, great. They already begin to- perceive that it is-
civilization and the blessings of religion which give superiority to man over
his~fellow-man. They had supposed it was the white skin; but now they
see, in their neighborhood, men of their own color enjoying all those ad-
vantages hitherto deemed peculiar to the former. This has elicited a spirit
of inquiry, which must tend to their benefit. The philanthropist may an-
ticipate the, day when our language and religion will spread over this nowr
benighted land. The slave trade. will cease as the colony progresses and
extends, its settlements. The very spot, where now exists a free people,
was a depot for the reception of manacled slaves. This fact alone is-en-
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titled to'consideration, and. ought to arouse the 'zeal of the-friends of'hu.
vanity every.':where..

Our large 'cities complain of- the number of free blacks who have' by
their petty crimes, filled their 'penitentiaries.. Would not the' colony 'be.
benefited bythe labor of these men, and the community relieved by their
transportationi? I certainly think the colony sufficiently strong, both morally
and physically, to prevent any injury from their admission. I do not
pretend to point out the mode or character in which they ought to be re,
ceived. This I leave to those who are more able to judge on the subject-
I see that the. colony is now in want of numbers, to clear and cultivate. a
country which will amply repay them for the labor.
-1 take leave to' mention that the climate is much like that of all similar
latitudes; and, as the land is rich, and most of it stiU in woods, we must
expect that bilious fevers will sometimes prevail ;' but I do not think it
more unhealthy to the colored people than our extreme Southern coast;
and, as the soil of Liberia becomes cleared and culfivlited, I have no doubt
it will be found as healthy as any other southern latitude. It was, I be-
lieve, never intended that the white man should inhabit this region of the
globe; at' least,' we know that the diseases of this climate are more fatal' to.
him than to the man of color. They luxuriate in the intense heat, while
a white man sinks under 'its exhausting influence.

I confess, sir, that, since I have visited this colony, I have felt a strong
interest in its prosperity, and hope that it will thrive under the auspices of'
a society, among whom are some of our most distinguished Aitizens-

If what I have communicated shall prove instrumental,'in' the slightest
degree, to sustain you in the cause of humanity and of this degraded race,
.1 shall rejoice that my duty called me to witness the growing prosperity-
of the colony of Liberia.
.With sentiments of high respect, I have the honor to be your obedient

servant,
JOHN B. NICOLSON,

Late Conamander of the U. &. ship Ontario.
Hon. HENRY CLAY,

Vice President ofthe Colonization Society.

Extract of a letter from Captain Robert T. Spence to the Secretary of
the Navy, dated

UNITED STATES SHIP CYANE, QUARANTINE. GROUND,
New York, .June 27, 1823.

After an absence of twelve months from the United States, in the West
Indies and on the coast of Africa, I have the honor to announce, my arrival
at this anchorage, last from a cruise among the Windward islands.
Up to the 24th of March, on which day my latest communications were

addressed to you from Sierra Leone, you have been made acquainted with,
my official proceedings. Under that date, I informed you of the precarious
.situation of the colony at Cape Montserado, and of my intention, to 'take
prompt and effectual steps for its rescue and preservation. The schooner
Augusta having been speedily equipped and made redayforseabythe
activity of my officers, and such supply of necessary articles as.would re-
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hi the., immediate wantsof-the colonists take -on board, together with
about forty Kroomen, (whose labor had been secured, ftreeofany-expense
Io the.united States,) I proceeded without .a moment's delay to 'the settle.
aeent, examtining-with due care the intermediate coast..

O3!n -my anchoring, after a short passage, at Cape Mont srado, I received
4rom Mr. Ashmun, the resident agent, a letter, which, with Other, commu-,
lication.9 hereto appended,Idisclose' the indigent and distrfsedwcondition
,of the colony,.and forcibly show that my arrival was not only most oppor.
tune; and -rmy anticipation of their wants provident, but, in every respect,
essential ;to their future safety and preservation. The presence :of'the ship
at this critical juncture appeared, indeed, providential.; for, without the
suepor it wras my good fortune to afford, every thing might have been ap-
Prehended. A renewal of war was in agitation among the hostile'pkinces;
and, 'frnm all we could learn and observe, the conclusion was unavoidable,
that the entire extermination of the colonists must have been the conse)
,quence. The head men were in the highest degree exasperated, appear-
4tng in no-manner inclined to- be appeased; declaring that they had never
entertained a design of selling the Cape; that they ;had been overreached;
that they never possessed .a full *understanding of the agreement, (or
'f' hook ;") and, finally, that they. ever had sold, and never would consent
to give up, Cape Montserado, the abode of one of their ideal beings of'su-
perstitious veneration.:

Having made such provision for 'the maintenance of the "agency" dur-
ing'the approaching inclement season of the "rains" (nearly at hand,)
and by a friendly intercourse and other means mollified as far as practi-
,cabl.ethe-excited'temper of the neighboring ciefs; having afforded all
the aid to the establishment, which, under other circumstances, might have
been deemed sufficient; my own health much impaired, my -purser's
w'holly-gone, and -that of 'my officers by no 'means vigorous; having also
'placed a suitable vessel in the immediate vicinity of the colony-a caution-
ary measure,.which shout 'not be relinquished-I should have felt justi.
-ied;-considering the sickly season was about to set in, (particularly as the
-stores and supplies of the ship, from extraordinary'calls.'.had'become in-
,adequate for a full expenditure for any length 'of time,) in leaving the
coast for the United States; but, sir, I could not persuade myself to adopt
"this course, while much remained to be done for the security of a settle-
-ment, the object of which appears to be fraught with such benefits to our
commoncountry, especially as your irnstryetiolls enjoined on me to do
every thing for. the agent and colonists which they might require, and it
being the object of an officer to acquire the Government's, Tather than his
,own approbation; to which end, I was ready to encounter any hardship,
;and to make 'any sacrifice.

The.'cause alleged -on. the part of the chiefs, for making war on the
Tpeaceable settlers at Montserado, is merged in the statement previously
given 'namely, their never 'having had any-intention to sell the Gape, the
-spot consecrated ,to one of-their deities, or beings of superstitious idolatry;
that collusion had been practised' in the purchase; that it was not a fair
-and fully explained'contract, as they were ignorant of the paper they had
*signed; with others equally absurd and fallacious, founded neither in rea-
.son aorr truth. Stuch, however, were the causes set forth by them,, in the
.various :interviews had with the officers of this ship, during our Stay,-for
their inexcusable and unprovoked enmity. But other latent inducements
existed, far more operative, which doubtless formed the true and only
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ausew .rf hostilities committed by .them- onOt;an iunoiffeding%people. *The
nwost prominentof these. maybe discovered in the :enibarrassnpeitptihroxvi
* the way of the slave traffic by a -contiguous active cheek, 'restraiinig by
'its tprcsence a 'trade :they never can. willingly forego, as alsoin the hope
they entertainedof being able to obtain, without risk or 'los 'the spoilabnd
;plunder ofa successfuliwar; for they had been led'to believe, by emissa-
ries sent among :them by'slaveofactors,'that there would 'be much booty of
-stores, goods, -&c. In these alluring hopes and prospects, at, all times co-
gent wih-beings of their propensities and uncivilized habits, may:be7.seen
the; leading motives for attacking the establishment at Cape :Montserado.

Seeiing:these to have beentheir incitements; apprehending their present
inaction was %merely a truce for niore -vigorous preparation-; finding -that
the chieftains -were far from being inclined to abandon either their. claims

.or: intentions, but waited only for a season better suited .to further both;
*;onvimced, also, that the defenseless condition of the colony invited ag-
-.gression.; I determined, in despite of the plausible 'objections my own
mind furnished to a- longer continuance on the coast, to exert myself, dur-
.ing:the:short period I was permitted to remain with a view of placing the

-isettlement in the best possible state of defence. This wish became
sstrengthened by information received from Doctor Dix,, (whose ;friendly
.and social interviews with the princes enabled him to obtain much useful
matter,) that another attempt on the colony was positively meditated,
when the season inimical to the health of its defenders should setin ; that
they were sanguine in the hopes of then actomplishingitbeir object by: the
~combined operations of war, sickness and famine. My determination on
this point received also additional strength from a perspeetive~of -thee fatal
.consequences which would inevitably result from' 'renewed incursions on
the part of'these barbarians; while the means of security were' inadequate
"to inspire confidence on -the side of the assailed, or apprehension:on -the
-partof the assailants, expulsion was certain. The entire extermination of
a remnant of colonists, who, confiding 'in'promises made them previously
to embarking, had consented to leave the happiest country in the world -to
,sojourn in the' land of their forefathers, was not only possible, but too
probable; added to which, the loss of a footing, happily acquiired,4in a
'situation second to none on the 'whole line of coast, after :leaving Sierra
Leone, and the consequent extinction of allfuture prospect of ever being

'again able to effect an establishment at a place so eligible, on terynC'so ad-
:vantageous.to the society, and-creditable to those who'negotiated the pur-
.chase. HAimartella tower cIconceived well suited to effect the- object. in
view; a 'fortress of this character was desirable on many accounts, nay,
appeared indispensable, not only to the end of affording' protection, and
giving security in the hour of invasion, but as being also the best calcu-

;4ated .to produce a change of policy on the part of ;the natives,'and well
.suited to make such an impression as woould deter them from a renewal of
-aggression,' and thereby 'prevent -the calamitous consequences'justly to be
apprehended-at all events, the consequences of harassing' and vexatlous
depredations. Again, I-considered it expedient to make arso- proper- im-
'pression on the minds of foreigners, jealous~of an :establishment,'whose
,continuance and prosperity threatens an annihilation of the slave trade, in
that particular section of country lying adjacent to the river Montsdrado.

-'This with me was a consideration not without its influence. "The founda-
.tion of the fortress being commenced, with the assistance of the Kroomen,
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its progress ,was rapid; alacrity gave animation and activity, and promisecl
a speedy completion of a competent defence. In fifteen days, a circular
massive, work of stone, measuring one hundred and twelve feet in-circuai-
ference, eight feet in thickness, and ten feet in elevation, was seen to tower
above the surrounding -heights, commanding the site for the town and :a
wide raige of the circumjacent country, capable of intercepting, byits
position, any movement made either within or without the bar, of Mont-
seradn river. In -my expectations I was not disappointed. During.the
time th.s work was progressing, I had frequent opportunities of discover.
ing: its effect, in neutralizing, in. no small degree, the menacing designs of
the natives.- Every day brought me additional proof of a change in their
intentions, wrought by an amicable and conciliatory conduct, conjoined
with preparations for defence-formidable to any eye, but with them, to
all appearance, impracticable. I was happy. in perceiving this revolution
in their sentimptnts, this change in their designs, as a friendly understand-
ing with the.'powertiil chiefs of the neighboring villages is the true policy
to be observed on the part of the emigrants at Montserado. While this
fortress was advancing, other operations, calculated in an eminent manner
to improve the settlement, were also undertaken and carried through;' in-
deed, nothing was left undone which I had the power to do, conceiving
that both the spirit and letter of your instructions required the per-
formance of every thing, which a limited means rendered -practicable,
tending in any way to ensure the success of an establishment instituted for
colonizing the free men of color of the United States, and for the reception
of captured emancipated slaves-objects commanding the approbation of'
every.humane heart, and the benediction of thousands, who are to be ben-.
efited by their. accomplishment. While I witnessed with satisfaction
these laudable undertakings drawing to a completion, I felt no small im-
patience to leave the coast before the commencement of the " rains," fre-
quent tornadoes warning me of their approach, leaving impressions on my'
mind by ho means tending to reconcile me to a stay of many days. The.
health of my crew was at this time comparatively good, considering the
length of time we had experienced the debilitating effect of tropical heat,
and I -felt no small anxiety to preserve them in this state, for the service
they were yet to encounter in the West Indies-a hope fondly indulged,
but. in which I was cruelly disappointed.
Our labors were nearly at a close, when, my surgeon was suddenly

taken down, and on. the sixth day was no more. The sick list received
several names in the course of a few days; cases, at first apparently slight,
speedily assumed the symptoms of the coast fever. The appearance of
this disease determined me, especially as the castle was finished, to delay
no time in removing' from the coast. In pursuance of this resolution, the
crew were forthwith embarked, and the ship immediately put to sea., This
measure, carried into effect with promptitude, encouraged a hope that
there would be an end to a malady understood to be peculiar to the Afri-
can coast, generated by the miasma and poisonous exhalations from vege-
table decomposition and a deleterious atmosphere thrown from' waters'
which, after the annual' deluge hlas subsided, become stagnant and upes-
tileiitial.
Such-was my expectation from so salutary a change; this expectation

doubtless would have been realized, had the winds been sufficiently fresh
and favorable to have enabled 'us to reach, in a short time, a higher lati-
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tude.* It was fiot, however, our good fortune to be thus propitiated; but
the reverse was our lot; fogs, calms,, with an alternation of rains and in-
tense suns, rendered ou'r situation' truly deplorable, and rapidly increased
ohr sick list, so that, on the 2e5th, of April, seven days -after putting the ship,
to sea, the sick report contained the names of sixty of my officers aid crew,
and was'for some time diminished only by death; not'in fact diminished,
for death but made room for'others, broughtdo'wn with similar symptoms,
and threatened with a similar fate, The extreme humidity of the, atmos-
phere, and the confined state of the ship, in consequence of torrents of
rain, had'changed, in a great degree, the character of this distemper, giving
it all the features of the typhus. The symptoms were 'not altogether ex-
clusively those attendant on this fever; they assumed a compound and
multifarious appearance, not always equally violent, but in most 'cases
equally fatal. In many instances, a general sufrusion'took place,. the body
exhibiting a deep yellow tinge, together with a'highly discolored tongue.
delirium, madness, instant prostration of strength, with convulsive contor-
tions carrying the victim off suddenly. In other cases, the symptoms were
wholly different, vital decay producing a slow and destructive debility,
resulting in extinction of life.

-Extract of a letter from Lieutenant Perry to the Secretary, dated
U. S. SCHOONER SHARK, AT SEA, Nov. 18, 1821.

It is impossible for rue to give a very correct description of Cape Mes-
urado, as 1 could observe it only from the ship. I understand, however,
from the-best authorities, that the soil is excellent, and capable of produc-
ing rice, indigo, coffee, cotton, sugar cane, and the fruits and esculents
common to tropical climates.
The cape extends about three miles into the sea, forming on its northern

side a fine bay or road, where vessels may anchor in ten fathoms of water,
near the shore. It is "steep and elevated towards the sea, with a gentle
declivity on the land side." "The summit forms a level plain." This is
the most eligible spot that I have yet seen, for the location of the 'colony.
The natives are less barbarous than those of the neighboring nations, and
are more pacific in their dispositions; and the presumption is, that if the
trees were cut down, and the land cultivated, it would)rove comparatively
a; healthy situation, as its projection into the sea affords it the advantage of
the sea breeze, the strongest preventive of disease.

Since the date of the foregoing remarks, I have been twice on the coast,
and my more extensive observations have not altered miy opinion as to the
advantages possessed by Mesurado over any situation I am yet acquainted
wVith on the continent.

Unfortunately, however, Mr. Mills is dead; by which event, the agents
-lose the benefit of his very great influence.

Colored people withstand the climate much better than the whites. Of
the colonists,' (exclusive of the agents,) but six have died, from the period
of our departure in the Cyane up to the ist of November last. The last
season has been considered a remarkably unhealthy one, and the probabili-
ty is that the blacks, having become seasoned to the climate, will hereafter
enjoy tolerable health. C

Mf. C. PE:RRYi.



Letter from Captain Charles H. Bell, of the- U. brig Doiphin.;

MONROVIA, LIBERIA, pril 3, 184.
DzAit SI: X avail imyself:of the opportunity of the returik ofIthec

Saluda to.the United States, to send you; the following extracts from my.
private Joukrnal,, giving some account of the; present state of the colonyof.
JAberia,;,and such. other remarks as I suppose may be interesting, respects
ing this. neglected and abused part of the world.

I adopt this mode of writing to you, as I am much engaged. withmy!-
professional duties,_ and find it easier to copy what I have already writteii,
than to. draw up. a connected account.
The territory of Liberia, over which the Colonizaticon Society has juris-

diction, extends from about six miles north of the St. Paul's river to:'aba.
conee, a few ,miles south of the' river St. John. There is also a small de-
tatched settlement, called Greenville, at Sinou, about half Way between
this and Cape Palmas; this is also under the jurisdiction of the society.,
The colony established at Cape Palmas belongs exclusively to the Mary-
laud Colonization. Society, over which the former society has nt control.

I am thus -particular in defining the limits of the colony, as it,has been
stated, by some injudicious friends of the society, that it extends from Cape
Alournt to Cape Palmas ; between which there is one of the most famous,
slave stations on the coast; and the enemies of the society, after hearing
these'statements, have said that the slave trade was permitted 'within the
jtirisdiction:of the colony, when such is flot the fact.

Immediately along the coast the land is low, hut not swampy, except
near the mouths of some of the rivers. Cape Mesurado is an exception:,
to the general features of the country. It is a bold promontory, running. a:
mnile into the ocean, at an elevation of three hundred feet, malting a fine
bay at the north of it.

Liberia has a population of about three thousand. Many are engaged
in mercantile pursuits, and have accumulated a handsome property; but,
as this business was overdone, they are now turning their attention more,
to agriculture ;; coffee of the finest kind, grows wild in the neighboring.~forests,.and' attempts have been made to transplant it, but with :doubtful
success; they.are, now sowing large quantities of seed in nurseries for
their plantations. 'Sugar cane also grows luxuriantly, and is now beginning:
to be cultivated with some success. In time, these two productions-iwill be-
come the staple. of the colony. Vegetables they raise in abundance; but
something is wanted for exportation besides camiwood, palm oil, and ivory,-
which, they now obtain from the natives. Coffee, sugar, and rice, (which
is also cultivated to some extent,) will be important productions to exchange
for such articles as they must import. Hemp of the best description' is-,
also found in the colony.

The:.town of Monrovia is beautifully situated on the peninsula which
joins the cape to the main land; it. stands high, and has a fine prospect of
the sea to the south,' and Mesurado bay on the north. The lower part of
the towii. is on the banks of the river Mesurddo, where the storehouses.
are built' near the landing. The town is extended over a space of. forty.
acres,,(each lot being a quarter of an acre) with wide streets crossing each
other at-right: angles. Many of the houses have orange trees planted: in:
front of them, which not only supply them with fine fruit, but are orna.
rnental as shade trees.
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Eight; or ten small vessels of abtai sixtx totss trade from this place along
the coast; they were built here by the emigrants; and when it is con-
aidered that -they were constructed principally by house carpenters, (ond
no carpenters atalln.) it is'-wonderful what Men can do, when; thrown en-
tirely on their own resources.

On-the 26th February, I accompanied Gov. Bchianan in -a" trip up the
Stockton and;'St; Paul's rivers. We left Monrovia at- te in-the morning in
his boat, pulled by four stout Kroomen. We ascended the Stockton, which
is a branch of the,. Sty Paul's, to its confluence with. the latter river, above.
Bushrod island., On our way we stopped at the. upper end of'Bushro&d
island, to visit an experimental farm belonging:to' the society. The soil ig
a rich clay. loan, planted with sugar cane, Itidian corn, cassada, sweet
potatoes, plantains and bananas, all growing with the greatest luxuriance."
Sugar mills for grinding the cane are about being erected, machinery for
which is on the spot, lately sent out by the society. A number iof hands,~
some of them liberated Africans, were employed: in making brick.
A few miles above Bushrod island we landed owl the south bank.of the

St. Pauls. Here are a number of farms delightfully situated. Near the.
banks of the river is an avenue opened, extending in a straight line for sih
miles, lined- with plantain, banana, and orange trees. On this road, the:
farms, each of ten acres, are situated ; having comfortable dwellings, and'
cultivated with cassada, Indian corn, rice, and sweet potatoes. Besides the
fruit trees I have enumerated, they have growing near their dwellings the
papaw,sour sop,.and lime trees. The ground is arduilatinig,elevated'from
ten to fifteen feet above the water, and commandging beautifulI views of
the river and opposite banks, which are near y three quartersof' a mile
distant, and enjoying the sea breeze through tVie-day. Nothing can ex-
ceed the splendor of an African forest ; there is a- variety fromn the lightest
to the darkest green, and many of the trees of gigantic growth have beau-
tiful flowers on the topmost branches. The air is alive 'With birds, who:
appear to sing in exultation at the commencement of civilization in this-
neglected part of the world; and build their nests upon, the highest
branches, to enjoy the breeze, and perhaps 'the prospect.
This settlement is called Caldwell. The emigrants appear contented;.

have their primary schools established among them; one' of which we
passed, containing about twenty children.
On our way through this settlement, we also passed a justice's court iri

session, trying some small cause.
On our return we stopped at New Georgia, situated on the left bank of

the Stockton river. This was a settlement of liberated African slaves re-
(aptured by our cruisers, and sent here by otir Government; they also had
!arms given to them, and were industrious and happy; they call -thomi
selves,.6mericans; and, from. the little civilization they have acquired. feel
greatly superior to the natives around them; they have the same privileges
as the emigrants; have a vote at the elections ; each man has his musket,
and is enrolled in the militia. Their women, instead of bein clearly'naked'
as all the native- AMfican. women areas we found dressed in'; thesame'mnodest
manner: as our' own emigrants; all tale great pride in' irnitating8the customn
and: manners of those who, are more civilized' '-having furniture in theix-
houses4 and. many' comforts thiey never dreamt of ift their own country.
I asked a man who I had, learned was from the river Congo, if he fishedd
to return to his own. country? lis answer was; "i No, if go 'back to math
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country', they make me. slave; I am here free;' no one dare tronible;nie;
I.;got .my land, my, wife,; my children learn book; 'all'free;iI amdhere
a,:white man.

"I will remark that the emigrants are-called wife -by-the 'natives on the
coast; they appear to think the word denotes intelligence.
.We also visited on this river a settlement of a part of a tkibb driven from

their country by .one of the neighboring chiefs, who was collecting a drove
for. the slave market; they sought refuge and' protection by entering the
Ameqrican colony; they.also had. lands given to them; they appeared much
pleased with our visit, andare happy in their new homes, under the shade
of their banana and plantain trees, " with none to make them afraid."
Wereturnedin the evening to Monrovia, much' gratified with our jaunt,

Oi the rivers, we passed many canoes paddled by the emigrants, bringing
thebproduce of the soil to Monrovia, which a little more than twenty years
ago was freighted. with the poor negro for the slave market.

I regretted it was not in my power to visit an- interesting settlement fur-
ther up the St. Paul's river, called Millsburg, 'about twenty miles from
Monrovia. jThere are between three and four hundred emigrants settled
on farms of ten or more acres each; the soil is rich -adid country healthy.
They are cultivating the sugar cane to some extent, and introducing the
coffee tree in their plantations. As this is considered an outpost, the in.
habitats are well trained with the musket, and have a few field pieces.
Although there is a dense population of natives within a few miles of
them, they have little to fear; fifty emigrants being' considered equal to
five hundred of the natives.
The government of Liberia consists of a governor, appointed by the

Colonization Society, (who is generally U. S. agent. for recaptured Afri-
cans,) and the only white man who holds an office in the colony. They
Lavee a council, or legislature, consisting of ten persons, elected by the peo.
ple,,who pass such laws as they think necessary for the welfare of the
colony. The governor has a veto on all such laws, and, before they can
be carried into effect, they must be approved by the society ill the United.
States. They also have their judges and magistrates; all their business,
whether in the legislature or~courts, is carried on with great decorum.
'Their government is simple, but enough for their present wants, and by
permitting the people to have a share inl it, they not only feel their import-
;ance, and' take great interest in all, matters relating- to the colony, but are&
learning to take care of themselves, and paving the way for the time when
they must be thrown on their own resources.
The soil, being purchased from the African chiefs, belongs originally to

'the society;, but to each emigrant ten acres is allotted, who receives a title
in fee, as soon as he builds a house and cultivates two acres. If, after-
wards, they require more land, it is sold to them at the nominal value of
ifty cents per acre.
The colony,.even now in its infant state, has great influence with the

neighboring kings or chiefs.. Whenever they have disputes to settle, in-
stead of going to war, as was formerly, the case, they refer the matter in
dispute to Governor Buchanan, and appear to be always. satisfied with his
decision. A short time previous to my arrival, five kings came to Monro-
via, on 'this errand, and, 'after a " palaver" With, the' governor, went away
satisfied. The people of the surrounding country know that the colony
is a friend to their race, and whenever they are oppressed, fly to the settle-
ment for' protection.
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.X-.c.Theworst .part'of: thie cQ mumutylis'.thb 'ftte lnegro frorim ou0 larg cities
With someficxceptionsl tlhey are ,lazy,and'w*atit Lehterpris&;twould soo., e
black boots or shave, than go. into the field and work on. a soil which-re-
quires butdtrifling labor to fuirnish all theinecegsariesioflIifeV 1'hey are getier-
aslly} disstisfiied, and > whine ;for ;thle .' flesh [pdts,.lo gypt ," *hile '. the
negro froni the country, and the: slave whd .ihds been. accustomed t' work
in 'the &ield, becomes: here duother: eitigi' He 'fids,:himself zthe owner of
the soil he; cultivatet;-;takes pridoieint having his childrfen! edueated,:for
which'?good schools are provided bv' the sdciet-k; entitled to~vote- .and
suffered toxhaye arns. itu-his house for the defetice of his adopted'cohhtrYr,
.hefeels'theichatigervand;nothing wolkil.ilidice:.'hiui to' return. ! Iln-the lan;
guage.:of the count'ry,;he is -;iwhite. inan,; i',1stands;on vantage groundd'
be'holds himself and' his comrades treated.;as, equals by the whites ; hut
he alsoeperceives the great difference between the.; races-in piint of intblli-
gencel.-e Instead of the equality assuzned by these free negroes' injhe Unitetd
States,- vhiich always: ldegenera.tes inlto ilumpideiiceilhe is modest and retir-
Mog, anxious to obtain itformaiion, and grateful whdien itiis given..
The most intelligent among themrnare th'se who have been longest in

the colony, and' were formerly slaves..-The editor of the Liberia Herald,
(a man of talent and education,) the colonial -secrdtaky-. the lieutenant
;governor, the storekeeper of Ethe colony, (a- place 'of great responsibility,)
were slaves"; and old Colonel Johnson,'Ithe .hero j;f five wvars and rrianyr
encouLnters wiih the;.natives, was also a sla.ve- T:;1his last: personwvas:one
of thie first settlers, and,.-with 6ighteetl mben, defeated tupwdrds'of one thot-
sand, dUring the time of Ashniun. This was the 1urning!1jpoint of thk
settlement; ai defeat would hdvo cxterrninated every mian, woinail, and
'childsiux thegoklony,. L . --i..
'vGovtr ior Buchanan havingsonlie business' at Grand BPassaj and wishing

also to visit Tradetowvn -to inake a treaty with the chief there7I-invited him
olf board, as it was my-intention to visit the ;slave. statibont'at'NewtCesters,
situated-between those-two places, and just-beyond the limits ofthe colony.
The coast is so entirely clear of reefs, shoals, or dangers of 'any.'kind,

that; I sailed close to the shore, and .freqpntrtly satw the' tiativesvwalking on
the. beach. We: passed. neartthe. mouth.of the St.; John'sI river,,-in sight-of
the towns of-Grand Bassa atId. Edina,: both flourishing settlements of these
emigrants.. ..We anchored off New Cesters, and were soon visited hby
several Kroome'n, from whom -we. learned' .that the barracoonsi, ot'-slatre
prisons; conttined- about fifteen hundred slaves.' The establishment belongs
to a man' by the name of' Canotia Florentine by birth, but. no doubt .a
naturalizedAmerican, 'as lie has resided' int Boston 'many:.years. He isfinow
atttil Havania, buit is soon expected on: the coast, it is said with alarmed
slaver.' -here -%veireinained several; days.chasing and boarding every ves-
sel which came in sight.:, Not ineeting. with- any slavers, I ran down .to
Tradetown, and:anchoroddclose tol the shore.
. ;senltoa small d&.tsh as present, to Prinice Young' West,'.with a request. to
seeahit~highness oin board intlie;morng.?7 ; '' '. '

Early,' the nextn-iornitig :t be messenger' rotiirniedIbriziginig intelligence
tlat the prince was at;his capital, three or four miles in the intcrioriiand
that as sooti as he arrived-at -Tradeton'V he :would fire a bigfgiuin,'.wvhet he
hoped .I would send. a boat for-^him. 'On the signal' being'made Itdes-
patched'myWig'ig,'-nianned with- five Krbomen'; :but,!'as--I had'givin orders
not to en'dangerithe. boat in the siurfi oii tIhe 'beach, -his majesty was obliged
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to~ggoff t& her in a canoe. :He WP.lt ~the shore! naked,to'prevent 'his clothes
frown~bding, spoitedx by the salltv*ateriand made, his toilet after 'getting in
myrboatr It i::' 0 ,' ":

iAHia dress c6fsisted Hof white pantalobns' and vest, a' blue cloth uniform
cd Iti~with ted!cuffaild collars and English~iiavy~bnttohs; this had; evidently
been a' dashs fromn some 'British' officer ; "he wore two; gld epaulets,'f"paired' but ndt!'rnatched,'? abionevhad'clos6!bullion~witlh¶a~silvei.'trap,.and
'theaother;dpen btillidn with aigold stiaps; on hi Bhead- he w6re a~new black
hat, suich as 're worn byocivilizbd folks on shore ;. his feet' were -without
'Hsockings or shoes,> One offhis brothers, atal1,fine lookingf46low, had a
-figured cotton mantlenthronwn ,ihirtind- him, extending;to the !ground; this,
with a black hat; composed his dress; 'theother brother 'had nothing but a
handkerchief, and.a piece-of cloth tied around his loins.'

:'His hiaJesty; was accompanied by his. guard in' a war canoe, consisting
of' thfrty;persons;,each with a paddle,;and armed with an old sword hung
by a lbelt'ioVer ,the shoulder 'Before 'they; came' alongside, 'they pulled
three times around the vessel,' aking the most horrible yelling, yet keep-
inIgtime with'their 'paddles. A-number of small canoes, containing from
six'; to ten -persons, alsoedme'off, so that in a short' time the deck was
Crowded with naked' negroes.'

,:As l- knew the- strong love these sable gentlemen had for bits .of iron, I
'took thle precaution tohiiave dtie !of the gun's crew stationed at each of the
gangs 'to look out for primingpwires, &c., and also to 'have an eye to the
boarding pikes, battle axes, and other articles; most coveted by these gen-
'tl'emen of' the'hush.' " '' '.' '

. ~ith; the thermometer at eighty-fivej 'I invited' his majesty and 'two
brothers hito the cabin, and they would have been followed by;maty of
bhis',suite'yparticfflarl+ss the 'steward!'had- made a great displg y of debanters,
rtumblers;Owine; glasses, &e.,.o66 the table'; but I hinted; towthe'getitlemen, in
awaf:tha&f'could'not be misunderstood, that their room was .(literally)
.better thant~ their cbm'pany; ''With' a long; lingering look et-.the' tablet they
.reluctantly retired'.'

Young Prince West (which is his name as well as his able) is an intelh-
>gent negro, of about thirty years of Sage'; 'speaks 'and understands English
very 'well. 'He is at war with the pririce of New Cesters, 'who ishis uncle,
and a! deadly feud exists between them. ::He was ? v6 'i anxious that I
,should go and'break up the" slave' barracoons at the latter place:; said he
wojild' assist meG with all his force, and 'that tihe slaves should: be given to
Gotvernor 'Bachanan: to, make 4mericansi of.' '

He' examined every thing on board with-great attention, but nothing ex-
"'cited his admiration so nruch as 'the locks' on; the cannon, which he. had
never heard 'of' before. I had one of the shot drawn, and- the tall brother,
-with 'the mantle, fired,, it off in' his presence; this, he pronounced ", very
good!" '"very saucy !" "hit" with;big iron: ball, same as -pickanfiny
ball-of leads with "mhusket;` suppose' you :send- your guns ion shore;
take all towns in Africa." I will remark 'here', that tihere,:is,,ndthing of
which':the native African stands in so' muchi. dread. asiaa;heaty :piece of
ordnance. '; '. '; :' '';'

I'he'.governor made a treaty with him, the amount of which was-never
tobe engaged in' the' slave trade ;'torender xaisistance Wi;any Liberians
'ho,came id his countryi to send word to the governor.or:myselfl-if any

vessels were- in his vicinity ; and-if ever Governor Suchanan should
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1ting -a fbd to break u th6' shave station at Ne6v'e ters, to march bvith
Afl his'fdtcedttb 'OsSist him. :-To copies were miade,' one'of which he took
Prince' Wedst making his mark,'nid; I signing as' a witness. After getting
tlii'bug@:with thts diplomatic bt~siniess we mtisterd! up threbieod epaiilets
f~i~a; db1a, in~thle' 'g6'vb;rtir obltdined froir''6iduri jureer a' piece 6f' ni'iislini

ai'dtfew pourids of' tobacd, ihich was 'aIo. eiesen'ted. Ith~en senthii
& i'dhor, not, however;' bef6'rb he' 'endea-a'oed to'imafke me'm' promi'e ,thiat
would wait until he sent me a bullock from his-capital;, *hichtFi's
oAliged to decline. ' ', '

'In- a f' mmomentS afteY l6**ino`th'e vessel, he a's followed in the `stiii
ttylseas when he came on boa-, by tie' career, all in. them 'yolling"Aiie
d6ils 'in ' andemonni. "
X,64 i * i ~~~*' * * *

, VThe Kroomen nre an -active and' iiid'dgtrlioii, race of'men,d scattered
l6nig the coast from Cape Verd to the'3Gilf'ofGtrinea ; 'on the approach 'of
a vessel'near the coast, these fellows pull of in their canoes severA milei,
go on board to offer their services or hear the news, for they are. the
greatest 'gossips in the world', then; aftertm iig their observat "ns, return
tVithe shore and tell'all they have heard'. dTheir co'uintty-is situatedd' 'oth&
north and 'west of Cape Palmas, hnd'they'fetdrirn there once in two or threb
years, taking with them all' the money they haVe' made. They paddle'
iloigthe coast for. hundreds of 'miles, (lauding occasidnally for aomethihk
t& eat,) without any apparent fatigue; they abe respected by the `laaV'
tfaders, who never molest them, as their' services are necessary in trdbg'
pdrtihg their- slaves; and everyy mari-of-iatX' has rotMi ten to fifty of tlhem
oaboard,'tn pull in boats, or for othel severe'labirin the' sc6rchinig 'uh
The'English-train then to the use of the musket.'and cutlass; and; whe6'
joined by an equal iurniber of Wvhits,'lthey fght *itih'great courage, either
against slavers or any one else;' they arein fact here irhat the Swiesiger
formerly in Europe, or rather superior to them, for thby will not only' fiht,
b-ut work for arny who will -pay 'them.
-They area stout, powerful race, and are tecogtiised immediately byi

Nliue line extending from' tfhe' haii'on the fkehead, straight d'bwn' to thd
tip"of the nose, iiarked' winttfidigo tattooed on thet kin'- many of the'm- artd
also tattoed on6' the head and cheeks." On'the arrival-of a' vessel 'bn tli1
coast, they come; on board to seek employment, each gaitg' havilig" ah
man who is paid double, and who is looked upon and obeyed by his com-
panions ai`fn officr;' they ean "be trusted ,wii thte' boats, not making it
necessary to send an officer with' thet. .They weear no clothing, except a
cloth around their loins; yet those I have on board'take pride in dressing
themselves `everV Sunday at mister, like the crdw; and have drawn' 6cl6tth.
ftomm the purser for that purpose. They all haive English names,1'wnifh
hive' been gi'en to them by sailors trading on" the: coast; lgnch is Tbii
Nimbly; Jack! Smart, "1Bottle of Beer," &c.' In the event of Liberii. ex-
Winding her commerce, they will make a fine, hardy'racb afseameito- miah
thelir shipsi.' ';' i,,; . ; *
Governor :Buchanan was withfim ten days. 'H is afhint~lligefit4rrlfij

and 'is' i every respect qualified foP'the station. h& hol, 'He is' mild, 'but
fiM anid 'determined; understands well the kind' of'people'he has'to gbv-
b-"e! has fequently exposed 'himsetti'n co6ftiit& with th6 natiies, arid
fhiey'4ll respect and fear himii-; as 'he 'al1'aysheads his troop,'they call'hii
th-'vwa'r governor ,' sar his name is' Big Cannon' (Buchanan) ind thatchh<
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obtained, ,thatname,,.byrbeinig so -great a. warrior in, his, .own country..A,
beftter..selection could, not have been minade. l4y: the Colonization Society to
fill thi4 important .post;,'and, I.,am convinced, .if Mr., Bichanan could-,.be
preva0e~d. . to,,;~ ,retnaitulhefor four,. or fire :years, he wruld.plaUc,.thqcolony.oLsuch,_ a ,bisis as weoud,befelt for, generations t'o come.,, lt npuw
jiricidpally owing to,,h, 1Juijou ,managemert,.has, an influence far. great
xvihthe'cltiefs surroUp~dig it than Sierra'Lp.~e, backed ,bythe pquer o.

iiej)-pish ove _enait.; .. -.., ; .,j;.. , . . . ;Ij,}r
Siciday, 22d Marc/L.-I this day went to the Baptist._church .at IMQo-,,..

rovia, aud hear d.,apn intelligent dscoxt~irse from: the lRev. vr., Teage ,ijhe
congrgation, was respctabJle, atd ,.attentivre. When seated. in-Qchtirci,,l
coulld not help xeiecting. that less than,twenhty-five years ago itat -we
spoil. on 'which this church was built was the place where the natives
assembled to worship the Devil, andldwas, now. consecrated to the adora-
tioi of, the Living God i This, fact is 'well known by every one in t',he^colo-
ity., Can Christians say that the, Colonization Society. has done nothing?

* : .i * * * * *.

Much has been said respecting ,the unhealthiness of the climate of-this
~ountry. ,The mortality,of'h e eIt stsettlers was occasioned, in a great
measure, by privations, always incident to settlin& a, new. country, and 1by
the. miasnima arising from clearing away. the soil-greater here.. than in
hgjh latitudes.. Besides, the settlers were, in .constant apprehele pn, of
the natives,aiid,we all know- the effect them ind has upon the health of the
kody .-At pre-sent, th e.Qolony enjoys about as good health as yo.uw'iltfind~n.aiqycommunity similarly,,situated. It is necessary, foir those who come
for the first time, to go. through a, seaaonin, as they term it; andif,,comv
wonu precautions; are taken, they have the fever but. slightly, and become
accnliriited ,,vithot 1much risk , I will, venture to, say that, even for.jthe
white.na ii, the climate is as'good asLouisiana.

'Aong.the sea, coast, the land is comparatively low; but as you advance
into the interior'the country becomes more, elevated; and. there, is a rangf -

of mountains, probably three thousand feet above, the lereR e ocean,
running. parallel wiih the c'rast at from fifteein. to thirty-miles c it. Wheft
the country becomes more settled, and ci'vilizationr extends self further
into the interior, a.clifmate rnay be found on, these hills, which are clothes
Vith verdure, to their surnmits, as salubrious asin any country within the
,.,cpics.. ,, . ... .,. - . .

Befoqre.I~closerthis commuinicati.Qn,,j will eindeavor to give you some ac-
count. of the present state. ft~ie slave.trarc.
From the'best informatio' ,,thet c668ld be obtained,,there are no1w, and

have bepni foi .s.everaf..years as .shipped from Africa upwards,-of. two
hier~red,andfiftythousand ive3,per ann~um., Thisappearsincrediblejto
those who,,bave not,enxamtire illt the subject; but when It is considered
that..6i~gty-wo ,ve~ssels,{cairying, or. prepared to, carry, upon an, avorgptlteehundred each,, were. sent. into ,Sierra Leone Jast, yearin, additinto
those sent to 'the Capetof Go6od Hope', 'and captured in the West Indies
and, ~oas~t of , lrazil, and that riot more than one. in SiX is ,.captured, as I
w-as crdbly, nforimed,it' will, be folnd,to fall, vithintlte above estimate.

In cQnsequence of Jte chance of capture, thePor, negrpoes sufei ten-fold
more, misery- than in. the early stages of, the traffic; they croyd themin
small, jfast sailing.vessels, at, the, rate, of two, andi sometiiiwes eysen juor,.u ,to
theton, dtjh ;a, slave deck, but two feet two inches high, a.s was thec
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with a slaver lateiy.sntiinto Sierra ~Leoue.:,So;Areadfulis their situation.
that:one in ten dies in crossing the ocean; consequently, twenty-,five thou-
aseditluman beings are.thus destroyed: in, a,~yeaz.

_TPrevious to the settlementofLiboria,the mouthsof lh/e;rivers St.Paul,
M esura'do, andSt. John,*.were;the, greatest ,tsfar saves, oi t,he, wind.

$vyard coast. -T.housanlds came annua ly4Iwn thosestreams for Ip-
tion; ,nov those rivers are used by the husband, to ,i)ing their produce
to.-MourQvia- Grand. Bassand Edina,and the negrpliddles his canoe in

safety, under the protection of thle benevoent,institutions.f nlfld
9olquizationSociety., ;When.kesefacts areso.te ko,1s it not.s~trange

ihat the British,Goverulment, whioappp~r.,so,anx~ious,to'stvpl xthis-trfflc, d1o
nt use other ineans for this purpose ?, ; i ,

It will occur to every one, that the onlyeffctunal *ay (on tllis part of
the, coast at least) to destroy this vile, trade, isto break uip thfe. slavQ sta-
(1o lls. ,; 'I, '.,1
.Asfiar asI could learn, there are but,tw,9. between Cape St. Anone and

Cape Coast Castle-oine at Gallinas, and .th.e other at New Costers. Oine
hundred resolute men, landed, at either of thosee places,w'iould break _`pf'the
whole concern in a fewv hours; under present circuilistances, such. i9sthe
immense profits, it never will stop., IVedro,, Blanco, who is ojie of the

principal slave dealers at Galliiias, as well as others in, tbe trade, say that
if they can:save one vessel in three, thiebusiness.,is still profitable. ,;rhiicaII
,easilybe elieved";.fori was informed, when a,tthe Gallinasa feardayi
ago, that slaytes otuld bp piuychased-foyr;.dss 4atl'ta w'e'ijtyy dollars apiee

in trade, andl ithqprqie for them inqCiba ibs abp4t, tlrce hundred ard fif;y
dollars caslbA;eon. ,tjh9,coa, th shipoVeneus,tf
Havana, tookl on board at Gallinas nine hundred, and about eiglit hundrc
were lai.ded in Cuba; and ,after payinggfor tieesyp l,.Iand .all expeuneqs, she
cleared;two h undred thousand dollalrs-r . -

' .The. slave .stations .iaxre generally ! owned :by.' Spaniiads or PortugLuese,
who pretend tor place themselvesjuoer;the pJdlteltipn of thie negro king in
their vicinity ; they furnishv him w.ith. muskets, anirn~ulitiorij &c., which,
;makes himmore powerful than the chiefs arotlndlim,, o~n w#hom he make's
war. l ie attacks their towns, puts to death all- the old,persons and.small
children,-and the rest are brought -to the coast. and soldto his employers.
'Ba~sre they are placed in!slavc barracoons, (or prisonIs,)ready to ship hell
-avesselkarrives. At Gallinas there are noj ,five thotusaid, waiting for
opportunities to send off. A:slaver anchorsn tlhe eveiuing,'trkoon boardd
three-or four hundred that niiglht,,and,.iD.;Of with tlte la~d, breeze in the
ning. If she can ruu tvweuty' miiles, withsout, nolesiptiou,>5se is'beyorid
the usual cruising groundlof nrei;-of-w~ar, atnd ,sfeuntill slrearrives'in'i,
'vicinityof the 'West, Indies,,wliere hercllance~ofcapture is ,very U

;
S . ;* X; ,; A''t-*

'.,:Before I close this. I, will remark, that th, statermnet haye.,gqveIyoti
is intended' for yc,1arself, oriany;friend you may thinkprpter to, sho.w;itq,
who feelstan intpr'st idn thiscolony;; but,I bego fyou inot to haveany part
of,,it- Oublished.. -t^.;. !v ,;.:X-

; -VWith 'best wishes for. you-r continued health and ihppiness, I am, with
sincerity, very truly yours, , ', . B .L .

5-Rev.! ALFrED: CEHSTERy r,
MJorrittown, New Jersey.

PLO W4. -283,,.-
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~~"' '~&~ Letter fivm -Lieutenant-John S, Paine,,;J
Ji

-';Xii, SIR' 'H in tijta;'lc'''nie'ofiied`C0'I0CO in§'of the colored pberple fiom
thi' Uniied' Stated '2on ie'&iat 'f A-frica, in1' whose fate 1r ain-a'trrybs
e-itiicii i ter;t,'t'atri 'e"ttie¼Vofrthat their"'coriditi6n confirm

.i M~t'opinion1:df YE~eir ifi~porttanc'e is'quitechangedo, from a, tearbr View* OfMtIbpiriadtual fslat diimprin§pcies.-quite an m. i,1.. ,;
-'Ir-lad isupposedjthernweak, and their influence limited;" I'f6undh4

exerdbiing a moral iniiidtnce calculated' to do more for the causelbf huthtb
ity-than I had believed possible, fromt the restricted means'of thib sdci~tin tliei.Un'iied Sta'te i " '

; 'Thisb-ociety dnd ith cdforniihkave" siffridd' abu c in such, varied;form,
that I should hardly knnw where to commence their defence, but will offer
ytii my wwn imnpressi'oiison soi e points whi&h lFremenibeito havd heard
oi'seen Relected to injure themt' withthe criiOunity

Trly. hdve'bbU'n' actii,6d'6fIaitici-atigl in the slave trade; this I don5-
kider [e tifoly &1W ! tt t1'l ,!l 'zj1;^ 1

'Thfeyi" v b'66 saidito& be ineftciefit in pr6denting the slave trade; thigh
I'6iiheive is aleF '-nst:e-'`' "

TihI3ritish;'",n3 ifSierra`'60ne, contAining probably- tenl times the
number ofi nhabiiftst and which had's; cost' the Government'of ;Great 'Britain
o hun'rdlred times the !'sumi raised'b.by the American-Colonization Society,
hai noj6 -lesX'rea~i aid; ptrinanert "inflienc-e fr good; than the little; grottp
Of'sot elements corimeinded'and' sis'taided bSr ptiva'te ipliildnthropy in this

-There 'ar'e two'principal reasons for tiis'disparity in' their'influence.
While the subscriptions to the funds of the' bociety were at a' low ebb>the
c~loniiss Were'ttiight' tordep~id'o othenns6elves; and' they made: such Use
of'tie- lesson~that 1 'h' no dowitib 6f'th'ir 'apacity'to- sustain themselves,
t6 'iinbrease 'and `ekteid,' qhier- ih'fluence rapidly, even 'withoudt'fLrtheru aid.
Whi. 'attacked, 'tle'Y" hdve'- always defended themselves nobly, though
obligedd often to contend with vastly superior numbers. But the principal
reasonibf their suie-riority t.o tihe African British colonists is! I 'thinkir, that
ihey- have no i~hites to seize on' the lucrative and respectal)le situations. 4
,as, sof orcibly impressed, with; their position in this particular,:that vwill
inotdisguise my opinion-, which is, that' no: white man should be admitted
;into 'the'o'6ny' a"reside-nt, except perhaps the governor. 1 'If the mi
siitiardy -societies'ill' support stations there' their messengers should' be
colored men. 'Coli&4d 'rnien, I repeat, should hold all the situiati6ns~whidh
corfm'mafid 'i'espbedtaiid'ede'rcis; 'important' influence, The' colonists'¶of
Sierra Leone, &c,, are in a position similar to that held by the Africins
df the "nonls'lavreholdin' States j sartihong 'us, biit" rnot of usa"0 with;aitiple
06I1t;?Cai ,-bbt no Oocial'adva'ntag ,and prinlpa;1y" or the above !reasonas.
'-i'iere;iacohiideaeam o t arfidd on by the colonistbut

I ca nnot inform you of its precise value; it is, however, enough' to :becdn-
'bid'ere'd'ofso m'ich' imiporfance by the iettlecrs,':a§' to have' created!~iome
discontent amoig the coast traders, with whom it was :a monopoly.': "-'-,;'.
-The 'state of 'teli-iogi' or morality (those of my faith have not learned to

distinguish between them precisely) is very satisfactory, and muich- ipe-
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rnor to'thiat,-oFi{heiBritish. coleniesv1 It .bvitl; IfaeL sitre, comrrpare forcibly
with any icornmniiity~containing asimilarnluinberzof. inhabitants. -
' b.Noonetwhb has seen theirvillaagess!theirihouses,,their.cu.tivated grounds,
will doubt' fobrat,4Aoment that thdyarbian industrious community
Ther6 ;aredoubtless; as eltewhere,.diffe. ~eattiegrees of indiY-idual:nerx ;

but, the laws rnadeUby'themselvesj as wwel. inas the'iprudent: managment !,J
the;-sobietS here; throuigh,'their highi-minded.!,braveb and instelligenttageitlI
Governor Buchanan, inspire m&'mwith perfect confidence in. their pOompqt!.-

I an sorty that thelwait of;statistical, notes ;pre.vents.'my, giving yquiq
more exat fview of; tdi actual state rof; the coloaies:;i inithe,.rnean,b s
will repeat .my opinion that real knowledge'of'theit: situation, andcapAcik
.ties'ig'suffcidinti to convert aiyt unprejudiced Ameriban~to the .pause oQfcoIQ,-,
nization.,-

--::I am, sir, .with h1igh esteem and respect, yourei~n69lyourfriend s, Y'. I

:::.I; ;, ;; JC)N.$.PA.1NE.,^c
To Professor SIMoN GRE LELA*AF,; I

(Jarmbridge, .llussachuzsets.

Eetractsfrorn Ske/cher;ot Forevgh ''avil, f(Libiria ..Pby ;Rev.lChdrft
lIR6keielll Urnmed-;Stctese;Savty 18364 .. aituwJ.

We are particularly interested in, the visit.of Mr. Rockwell to Liheria, and the imnpridUAiLn
whichlthei cdl6ny is in6abitant: And irtsi6.,tikin, miae"oi;uon s:his iht&,`dH;'H*e*ht' thithoreith
n'6ouBilbe motive thi bins hiisjuldgment- wnd~.tiditetimony. is thativof. an imOrtialwit ne., ;pl
a benevolent ind Aligioasmsran, :he wasv eeply copneqned to ,ascertain the .truth, ai4dinotq(pq1
availed himself or allk means and .,opportunities for personal, inquiry and investigation, buu laa
evidently examined the'history ofV African z l' ni aioii d' .c'lmIl d7di ssiotla1 Wved
theiwjde field'in 4hich itsab 4neciai'resiulttare'to b&tlhveloped. ilndae$, thecihapte~rwj iribi-
riastid western Africa' ioiprilmr a great, amount ofUfaita in regard.tothe.col~onists, :;tirhatf
character, modesiof life, and prospects, and .also with, respect to'.the. roqduction? of t.,8ouratrNs,
and the customs, spperstitions, and conditjonrof thenanitve inhabitants. -
The following extract will'give-the .imprispiohis miadd upon themi'vdidggioratthd8orhJis aririo

on the Afric n _oasL--EnitvoAArRibiLiRAoitTr. ' 11 ;

The first decided indicatinn we1,e et with o four a ch to Atrici:
that dark, and.iepighed coritinenut, so lengthh theatre L rapine and blodd
shed, of, revoJting oppression and crime, weithe aA n of i S ve

ship. As Iiyingi~ i myct one morningbo, eaii
running, to. me, saying thpat there was a ship. niear us kvlihthe d~l all c.
ered with. slaves, anQugiigr meto rise arin de's.it. I ,tr td'b a
recently..taker -by. one-of the British' ~uiserssentl 6'n thiecoaet fol'thl
suppression pfthie slayv etrade,,andwasa bourn dro$ Lr ^' e or t,
condemnation. T', Portugues der ici't .at~reh 'Vai til1
flyingjap!4 as the blaclcs the.,.retiyn~i,i.i,todevtai Hi
longer anyrebeof cothfinilnathemin irons beldw.', ey be , 6
number, o£ early five .indredcrowdedw tne eckatall oftem ett
naked, and 1presettiing silkilig an Aill1jrati6AId 'the disgtibting h,&
of the slave.trade, as to lead onei,i£,he ha hever1b re doIne sd
inmost soul to aborninate tis iifernaltatc. eny'hd d
since they were taken,,owing to disease contracted by pribi&t'1ikoWiiib-
rneut, ,andjthe, body og on6e, was t ovrbwn 0tesb.fooiiftl1fi,3utast1pse.u..1.! :tJ 1'.- d ,just as..they pp~sed u. ,
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VWhen a-slave ship is captnted, ag prize 'crew, inde' anr; Englishjolcers:
is put on bdoard,'andthe cdptairi'rdc.ew of the':slavershipiareiArnprisobi
ed'fora t-i-me;,o! sent ashare.iin Africa to .take. care -oflthemse'lxeor
forced to serve several'veairs6njbboaTdrdan English man of wari: The.ships;
*hw nl condemned at SielrrwLeoneoarei either destroyed, or rsold,~and'Ihe' re.
dapttroed* slaves' b-ecorne freb settlers'thiere dr,- as is often:2the case, rrlturn
telthe' region's' fronm rwh.n-e thdyt'armeiil There are'now between SOObO-auId
4'O1,OOof these settlers at Sierra -Leone, who enjoy,; to a considerable''ev,
tbtit;'the bleesii'gs fd education- aned Ohristianity. The' desirethus'excited
br 'similar instructionss illithe surroundingmnrctive" tribes has beensuch'as
tohlad 'thdm, in' severalt:intitnces; -to.erect churches 'of. iston, at their o.Vn
expose, on'condition Of having missioilaries seut amijong'theni.-The number,
of slaves recaptured by the English cruisers on the coast of Africa, hlas
never exceeded-OoO or! 6,000a year,; a small number, indeed, when com-par&dV-*kiti'; tfe^-Y6,O00 or 80,000 who are annually carried from the old to
the new world. I allude to this fact merely to show, that if 'the, African
slave trade is ever to come ,to an' end, it must be 'by Continued efforts to
abolish slavery on the. one hand, thus destroying the foreign demand, anid
on the other by a line of settlements on- the coast of Africa, commanding
the mouths of all the large rivers and jiziqts along the banks of which ihe
slave trade is carried on. Abolit 700" miles of the sea coast is now thus oc-
cupied';b.y'1hbe'.Englishk-and American,,settlements' united; and Sierra
Leon.e alone has freed 120omiles of. sea cogspi from, .the .curse of the slave

trdOne obstacifewh`ic stili xists, to ;he supe' of this traffic is tihe
fact, that' he;English cruisers are uotipermitted to land their Iinen, andthbus
brak.'k.lup thie slave factories or markets along the coast. -A bilI auwhoriz-
!}.4; themi.&to .db sboxwas',iiitreodtlced into 'the English Parliament twoor
three years since, but; it was defeated, : An'other obstacle is the law wvhichi
forbids the-seizure'of any vessol'on board of which slaves are.not actid-
ly'fbu'nd,tdhoughi they-may, be waiting' to be sent- on board in crowds on
shour~e, or.-rnay,.beq tlhropwn overboardduring a, pursuit. We, too; as a na-
tion, deny the right of search; and thus, w: ile oni the one hand' wre have
no. right to seize slave ships belonging to another nation, on the other. our~4' qften protects slave ihips frorm scrutiny. "
.We bad on~boad ogur ship severaii seaqien of intelligence, who had at

4Xferennt~,mies ,been' Sengagetd iiiie slave trade; and'thete was onie iman,
a~. petty officer, sv9. ,ayvo wed 'his intention of 'doing the same; in future':
I-lie reas'6iS like tltioesei'f the' dealer in ardeit spirits, were, that in wa, very
profiable; and also, tbat if le did not do it someone else would; anld who
had a better ri ht ot 'jhege"profitt than hiniself?' Frim' these men I lbarn-
edall!.the'details of 'thie e~ss, as^t'o th'e manner bf procuring'th` slates,
thpir treatmieontshipbo.6rd, andallthie horrid 'rite's of this infernal traffic.
Veseels.are freg ieinlr tted' otfromr New Yorkanid Baltiznorei;uiider' tht,p1qetence of trading. o. the 'ceastof 'Africa.' They then proceed to -al
anasand take iial Spapnsh captain and'Spanish papers, that ihus-wh&en
~ai~eag~~'yhay, ithei- 'Xmriai or,~ a aoo

suzaiwg,as~theyoma,.eitner 'aiericansor Spatniards', escape';detection, es
suqitijlg,;as .th'ey':doin timedodangerto belong to that nati6h which' their
safety xregqiires. .J
Sometimes vessels thus iaden leave their goods at the Cape de Verdislazds, and,~crossing over to the coast of A 'ica, taki 'iha load of slaves

and return again to the islands, receiving from those wh6 carry 'thetmnfroni
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thenoatoDthe.W~st;Indies,,, S2Q0or ..morq for, each slaves asa compensa-
tknn..or*he ,risk of being, taken by -th~e Britioh.cruisers.v; Fa'st~sailing~.Ba-k
tilnqrGh.s roteljior .clippers, a.s they are, called, are also;employed.to,9,unm
in diiring the, tight, ard ,;taking a load ,of. slaves from the coastt, sail' quickly.Boutud .lac ean on;board a largetship which is waiting for thteiz in a giveti
latitude and longitude, beyond the range of the: British cruisers. .U-The
snal~lvesseol iby 'thus going and returning two ,or three, times, obtains a fulll
csrgo for lheidarger on~e, ,:while at,.thei sarneitime the.; risk is thlus! greatly
lesserned. .ii-. ;>": I - . i ': ~'',( iBITr 9:-i, t.:, . 9-t

Th.e, price o.ffslavises on the coast vories'rom 1ten 'to thirty dollars, aInd
they are corn;no.iily. paid-for in tobacco,.ardenit spirits:,fire-ar msland,:amn
muniiot,, coarse 'calicoes, ;figured cotton l1andlkerchiefs,9 an3dbeads 'and
otrh.ertrinkets to,which savages:attachiso high a ;value. .edro Blanco a.
famous slave dealer at Cape Mount, a poiit of landtabott sixt.y. mils'rnorth
of Monrovia, and in sight of which we, passed, imported,.the year previous
to our visit to. Afirica,. 150 hogsheads of tobacco,. and other goods' in pro-
portion. .This Blanco was, a native of, Havana, wherehe has sisters and,
other .relatives, is about forty years old, and' has.made a. fortune by.Xthe
slave trade. .11e; has'large, prisons,.stores; aud dw.elling-bousesfor. himself
and clerks,;wlhich are made of. stone,a.nd neatly whitewashedd. 'ItA is said
that he haslarge fnds vested in the city of New York,- and. that he intends
before long to retire fromrbusitiessi and take up hisresideLncethere. .Should
he do so, his abolitiouist neighbors would doubtless, look upon ,him 9.

--i;,jrwith much;siuch eyes:: ' ': .':9 .
- rs As Gabriel diqd on satan.in Paradise," ;

Helhas several ship4 s;and sends off some 6,000 or 8,000 slaves a:year; the
great risk .e.ncouentered ;from thse -British cuisers-eonabling ,hitirT tocharge: a
high price for them in market. ..*j .1

In 1837, one of Blanco's agents stated to an American missionary,
that Bilarao.had between 90.aud!oo. vesselsiengaged. in theislaveztrade a
princely mansion, sixrnative wives Iand that several of his..daughters'vdre
married;to' men' who navigated his.vussels. During; the.-preceding' yeai
eight of his vessels.had been .captured, :but, as they wereinsured at a-high
rate, he sustained no, loss. -He was the purchaser of most of the capture
ed slavexvessels, sold .at Sierra Leone,.aud made .aprofit by them. .

,Ai letter fr!oi Africa, received ,since our, returnrom, tthat.cauntry, inT
forms-!me)th~at 'the; English have advanced, a claim to. the-,territory whichiis
now, occupied :byBlanco, 4nd, should they press. it,ihe may soo.u'be forced
to retire, from- his stronghold. I. lithat case,. there,would be. noplaceof
any:.consequence from whence the,-slave trade wolul-d 9be carried..on fo.a
range! of, sea.coast about 700 miles int extent; a.nd this;-too, a region 'from
which, before colonies froax,,Europe, and America&.were.pJalitedtherevast
multitudes of slaves were every year -transported to the new world. .-Most
of the-towns.'in' ,these.c loonies are, built on !the very placeswhete _before
wer~e.fleiori.shingislav~e. facto.ties,.and,'.so late as the lautumn-of.iSK,,500slaves, wre. shipped -ii a singlee. month IfromD' lassa!oiveat.the9mouthioftheS.t.John'sriver, the 'place now occu-pied. hythe sattlement..ofithe;.colo
nization .societies of .New Y.rk, and- Pennsylvania. Sibce waitingg-the
above., 'the establishment of ;Blancoihas been broken .upiby. thee;Eu1ish, a
large'Iniount'of goods taken from his stores, several hundred .slaves in his
possession. .setrat.liberty, and ihe ;himself anld his9.adherents. co"mpelled to
nfee inlto their,wopQds.to"-escape from.,hispursuers.;, Carot-, an;.talian,-Who
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was ed heated in: a llege ihi the United- Stlt'§rcapittiat~i~i o ~tih&Enlishabditt2he' 'eate Etimne-, givirig'e up' -;his.rslatc faotoryZ to itlin they ~otkulnhi
digposodto ise'himrwa an46ibstruent t 'planoFpbsseeiortandi'Jofommerce to the ~t~jtiry of :our colonib land I trai it thiat:tegitnw
Cannot's faotory- Was some! distance" south; of that of' Blanci.5 and' ret onoifiou~r-clunialt ettletrienlts, +;'.'i :'' , . s;fi*,i .t; !~!,
.i From .official returns- it appears,'a1:has;been alreadyintiniatedtht
the-Britishl cruisers ha$'nnever' taken riiore than'6,O00o or 6,OObskave' froaig
slave ships in a single year-a number 'not so large as Blanco alone send e%'Americ&4.'-,lBefore ,visiting Africa; 1" had no-; adequate: ic'oneption oif tCihe
importantftgency' already er erted by' the: colonies vheibre in Iessunitig thht
elave ittade, by ;onfiinig it within!narroervr limits' than it hav tfrmorly1-bodctpied';i'and'o-iicomparing their influence' in this respect, with that oftcruiW'4
ersoff tibcwoast,: *6enayltruly say, with the old proverb, that "anh:Una
of Lprevirftion is'better than dapound of clre'."-
':'Welrmret- and exchatiged civilities with two of theselBritish cruisers off
theicoast- of Afric.: 'They wire armed btigs, and were partly manned by
Kroomen;a'tribe of native Africahs5 whose country lies to the' north dfrCape Palmas;,but who, like the, Maltese boatmen'on'theshores of the Baf-.
baryStates ind of Woster-nI Asia,;are these watermen. and'sailorsmof all tho
weetati-hcbast:off, Afiica.' They are' a large, adtive, 'finely formed, intelli-
g~nt~i'and athletic race ofi 1men, and -many of them, strongly rdmindedI us*
both as 'o formn and'clor -of the bronze statues of Herculesj and the other
heroes and gods of classic antiquity, with which we had so often met in
the public galleries of Italy. -The resemblande in 'this case was not the
less striking; from- the fact, that- these Africans, with the exception of: i
Strip of clorhlaboutthe loins, and in some cases ofani oldihat,- wereentire-
lynaked.-

):-When'we we're several miles-from the' harbor of' Monroviaq-and ap-proachingthe coast under full !sail,:a'companyof' these' Kroomen met-us,
propellitng forwardtheir canoes with;astonishingrapidity; and all loudlyclamorOus no ?gain our' attention and-gecovre employment on board 'ourshipi
These baudes'are hollowed from a tree which is extreinely'light, and r-se-in
blfs what~with u6 i "calledw'hitewoodod'Tlheyware very thin,' ahoat'afdot
andfa'hailfcwidd~in ths middle, and ten or 'fifteen feetPlon,;Frdm'the mid-dieither gradually taper off,:and' rise from 'the water?, untilateachi endthey'tiermih'ate in A7 handle so smallthat itcao begraspedd with a single
hand~'jand thuis two'men easilycary 'them oni 'shoreto places where theyWit6ibe'se1re-from being stolen; or from' being injured byt'he. beatingof
the sxrf.. 1: There are'commonly- three;or 'four persons in these' little barka,though: eihit or'ten sometimescrowd intd their. - ;
-

':Th6 first iof these little barkt which came alongside'of our ship-as' eapproached 'the coast had for its head man -a fiercelooking little Krdoman,Without-a;shked of:coveringfeveptiLt military cocked'.hat,-which 'wisperchedin.a? know-ing way- upubntbis' -head.' Such a1udictbUS ;spe1inen;f"1;briVf'anthorit'' called'fdrth-a 6hohtl of* aughter ;'and surely:so co'f.lial)ab
burlegqu' on'military grandeurcoid'hardly be met,wit elq.w here:,?

On coming'toanhorin the harboraMonrohrranovit madewanwarranW^onit withWbne:ofafthe chiefs otgaptaii eof the Ktroatrnn bywhih
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Pured' the, sery!ices.of, aboutthirty of his ,tribe, to,fill our Pehipwith,water
iQuthe, neighboring,river,aand.to perform other. boattseyviie, bywh.him
.tb-bhealth qf our own crev. would have been exposed. ;,They had ratiorq
aIlQwed them on board,and a partof them commonly. slept thereiat night.
Abiiey!.hadrnostof. them either serve-d for a timne onboard Engish, men

ofwar-or,rhad had frequent intercourse with merchant shil)poffsthe same
nation or of otir own, they,!spoke a broken Engliph, in which the pronoun
we, was almost the only; one used. 'Sailors had also given them allsors
of ludicrous names,,whiich, though not so bug, and scriptural asthosep
signedd to Cromwell's timeswere yet sufficiently od -and ludicrous., An-
psteadof thi-Tunative names,. suchzasNamboe, Ni.ie, Blattoo, Yiepamand

.Woorawna, !hey had in the purser's books such titles as Peter Pitchlem, Jim
,Npoegay,TomTRopeyarn, JackFryingpan, Bill Centipede,Sam Marlinspikp,
and the like.; Some of them were men of no little shrewdness and energy
of character; and in visiting England, as at.times they had done on board
men of war, they had gone with their eyes open, and gave most amusing
accounts of what they saw tiere. One~ofthenltold a long story ofjthe
severe; manner inwhich he.was treated by one Mr. Frost, and the numer-
ous expedients he. adopted to escape from himn;i and Yankees as his hears
were, and. striking and accurate aswas his description, yet it. was not until
after he himself gave the clew tothe mystery that any one saw that-it was
honest Jack Frost, alias cold weather, of which he was speaking.',;They
were also very communicative as.to their religious rites and customs, there
dances at the burial of their friends,,and other similar ceremoniess.
Sometimes, when, the sailors,were at leisure in the evening, they would

collect the -roomen on board together upon. the forecastle,vand get then
toshow of, some of their native dances. These had not a -little.of h
kick and shuffle peculiar to the negro dances with us, though at times
there were violent motions, somewhat like those of the shaking Quakers
and howling Dervishes. Trhey Inept time to a lood, laa!h, nionotorw
kind of music, somewhat resembling that used. by the Spanish, pea~ns,6`
in connexion with .the fandango. and other national daneps. Qai these!oc-
casions the dancers arrayed themselves in siich clothes as had beenlgiven
them.on board. One would appear in a pair, ofsailor's trowsers, another
with only a jacket, another, still with nothing blut a shirt, while pneqf
them, more lIckythanthe rest, vore an old uniform frock coat,.wit;bright
yellow buttons and.astindiug collar, which, the surgeon of the ship, ha4
given him. This last, with his coat buttoned lip to the chin, in true, dandy
style, and his bare.black. legs ,appearing, below, ;like those of ..a ,peacoqk
under his plumes, made no contemptible figure,.aqpd mapyywere-tfle. jokes
which the sailors cracked upop him., .!' .
;These Kroomen, go; to.ithe distance of hundredsr'of miles~fromn their

native region,,and building little villages of huts made of twigs and clay,
and covered,. with thatch,,they stay ;ajfe years, unitil.having acqtiire
someprqperty, they return to their families, whom thIyalways leave id
their ownlcountry, andiare succeeded by others of their tribere
to Africa what the Gallegos are to Spain, or the Gibeonites of old were to
the children of Israel-hewers .ofi wood, and, ,drawers 'of vaterjo t ose
among whom they sojoirned.

It was on the Sabbath, late in the, month ofNovember, 1886,. thatpre
*came to anchor in the harbor, of Monr.o6via. As the day is there observed
as strictly as in. a Scottish. or New England village, we saw nothing cf..the

:8,A1
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c6l~riistg*tiMolday though 'they must have 'been'anxibus to k'iow 'vhb
*6,;wve'r~e~v'and~wh'at news Wre hadl)rought'theiri.'Durintg ur'isit'to~the
differentt ste'tletients'along the coast, our' interbcotrse with the ldiit.§ lb
erery wVhere'free and familiar,and apparently;gratifying to both partdes.'

r'J'WWillianis,; vwho has fo'r years been the' acting goverro't at'Mon-
r6lvia,'tookthe'ead'inentertaining us'and'in doing the hotidrs of thdiplace.
'He"'trtd's frotn; Peter~sburg-, V:irgihiaf, ,where, if' I 'mistake not; hie 'wa-s:'oie
'lslaave,. Hi1e has a pectlitly lhmodegt, sedaft, gentleinanly deporimenTit; and
'duti'ng hisbrepe'ated'visits' to the, United St'ateis lhas, by hisiteIligen'eand
-3od 'et~,jse^ tlyf slecu'lred th'e- esteehrt atnd 'confidence 'df 'those' witht 'whbtn
'1ihi 'lla'd intdrcoaurse. He' camrie' to' Afriba; a a clrg 'man' of the Methodist
'clhirhi' aiid for'a'year or' 'more was'engaged: in the' self debyin'h'glab'ors 'ofa
missionary arnofg the nativese; at 'a distance !of 150' miles 'iiitle .Iiterior.
'Underi the itle of viceagehit,'he 'ha for' years 'been at lithe head6f' the
colonyn, andl as ftf'X as I could learn, has' so discharged the duti'es of hiis
officee as to secur'e tle' confidence alike of his fellowvcitizens and of the society
from' which he iedeived his appoilltent.
''The secretary of the colony, who 'is also the editor of the LiberiA

'Herald,'was a' nativ' of Virginia, bit was educated in' p art i'Jloston.
He' ii'a man of dignified;and 'gentlemanly deportment, anid an able, correct,
and vigorous writer.' He' came to Africa' at' so early a'n age that his marun
'ners are those of one wh6o has kif6whn no superior, and 'who' has never
'been trained'to'ringe and bow to 'those 'who,' from' having'a slein whiter
than his own;,might have claimed the right -of lording it ozier him. Slch
specimiens-of the colored 'race 1 have' seen no where but'in Afriea'; and
surely to those kwho take pleasure in beholding 'iii 'man'theini'a'ae'of"'his
'Maker, irt'were worth a voyage to that' continrent- toWit'iess' so' pleasing-'t
Cpbcta'ce.' The different physicians in' the coloriy at the time'of'our :vi~jt
:e e' l;som's'n of color; and we r;iet With individuals'ini other 'alks'&f
life 'hose-intelligence, energy, and independence of character, wo6uld have
dohe- noidiscredit to' any community. " '
'We weri every where hospitably received, taking our srats' With' he

colonibt's'at their tables, 'unitinig with them in a public dinner wvhich'they
gdveiis' oni shore, and -ente'rtaining them' and their ladies 'on board: our slip.
The hoiises'of the' wealthier class are two stories high,- offa good size;,and
kwith'drawin-.rooms'furnlislied viith sofas, sideboards, and other'articles '6f
luxurvyatild ease. Mnost of the colonists, however;'live in houses of a story
'iid a half high,'framed7anid covered as'in Newv'Englandjand having,' b-
side's theIchambe~r small butt cornrenient roomss oni the lower floor, White
the' cooking"'is'conimodly do~ilu'as'i6siih Sotither'n U1-nited Statbs, iii cahiis
distinct from the house, to avoid the ahinoy'ance of smoke eand hea T.JfIti
'atteiidirin chfiridh at lqfnifdvia', wem'eti;ithal atte'ti've'and'devout'a
dibficet;aild 6mn6'cg the'f6er'ale` it struck t'e't'Lth&&eias'larger pro-
6ioi'ntof silk dresses than' is 'often' eto.,ti'twifi -in congregations with

us.-' There is c-omnmionly preacliing 'in all the c-hnriche's thre6 'tifnies ufiio
'th'~Sabbath','anld'once or moreduring theotherdaysof the'w'eel-' ;
0 'At' a wredding"partty *xhidh I attende'd,thdrte wa's a d'eg'ree of -rrn arid eti-
'e'ette'-'suich as to remhid one of the'refn ark'iade by a foreigntrave~leP, tht
the colored people were the most polite class he met; with in the'United States.
'On the taBles t6 'wbich'we' were 'irnvit'ed; was' befg ob'taiie'd from'a small
reed of nativee cattle'which are 'very ait, together zwith' nuttoniai,'eggs,
fbvls, finbi;ysters and 'fresh fih, swveet''potatoes, rice, oranges, bainia,
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a~nd, p~er, . tropical efritswi, 9xceellent. br ad, .pastry., .and, weetmeats.
Thbcooking *asivery god, having been dofne. by those 9,h had
tiai ed',ind tthe,,,rst families in our Southern States. Amioqng,9,yur~yPIT
offers,'thers were several whlo fotind in the colonies old frmly.seryiflt5s
ofrtheir ovn,.or of their near relatives, and. neiglibors; and the feehiigs

o0ijnteireest hand attachment thaat.were exhibited in such cases, andthle iib6ra1
presents. made :on both sides, shxved that the meeting 'vas far from,bb'i'
anptil!easant one.

And, here. it may, not be aniiss to give,.sornewhat detaill, .a' descriipiti
of tthe soil, productionss' and face of ,the country, i Liberi i, together With
the.ppearance.of ithe dierent .e~tlen~es, and the presen'ti "nditio~i'iiid
future prospects of the coloniese.

*;Liberi~a is the, name which as. been given to the Wvhole of that portion
of western Africa which is occupied. by colonies of free people 'of color

fromnt!he United States.. 0n approaching ,the coast, one is struck. with the
darkc green hue which the rank and luxluriant.grp.wth of forest atd.,oftfeld
every where presents. Iu this respect, it strongly resembles in appearance
th~e, dark forests of evergreens -which line a portion of the coast of eastern

Virginia. From Monrovia on. the'. north. to.Cape Palmas, the settlement
ofthe Maryland colony on the soath. is about, 250 niiles,.as measured
alonig.the coast, while 100 miles more to,the north ,f Monrovia is, owned
by the colony,, and might'be advantageously occupied by new.,settlements.
Atdifferent..points, there are' capes,or'..promioiutories, rising from tkikty..or
forty to one or. tvo hundred feet ,abve,',tha le'v'el of the sea,,vhilea 9o.ther
places the land,,thiolugh'somewhat uneven, has; not, rear the.sea, any,'con-
siderable hills. . .In some.places; near. the mouths of therivqrs, are thiculy
wooded ,inarshes;' bit, on entering, the interior of, jthe country., the -groun'd
gr~adli.ll'y' rises, the streams become rapid, ant,athe distance of twenty
miles or more from the sea, h1ills,' anid beyondd them mourntaitls, are often
met with. Ili the British possessions, indeed, the Gambia is naviga'ted'by
brigs of war to the distance of 0o0 miles froifi itS mouth, where there ar

English settlements; but the rivers of Liberia' catinot commonly be inp y;

gated more than twenty or thirty miles, and this only by light craft,,except
during the rainy season. This, however, will always furnisha ready and
convenient communication with such towlls as have beetY or may bef1und-
ed~on the banks of. these rivers near the sea,;while at the samnetimec, as
the. native tribes upon the coast. do not extend moref thantiwenty-five ies
inland, and are, in most places, 'separated from ,those in th'e interior bvy a
forest of from a day and a. half to two, days' journey,.,constarnt intercorirse
with them m-ay always be carried on.by. means ofjthese.sabae,.rivjers.,

I'he soil6of, Lib~eria'.is..varous, being affected by its,.posit.ion,ts. deg,r-ep
oftelev.ation, apd othir similar,~ausesq. Directly on th ocean,,and' alo~n
the barks. of rivers,.a light', warm, sandy soil has i soime placess been
throwvn up by the water, %Vhich ,will 'yield sv.eet potatoes, beins, ald!cas-
sada, but;withhoutmanufe the crops will be small. ,
The:next variety is bottom land. 6f'strong, light-colored'ca'y which

is sometimes min'lgled Wvith' sand and dark 'loam. It. is. productive., but is
exposed to iiOiwyfrom the extremes of dry arid Wet weather. A specimen
ofthis,kind of soil may be'seen at New Georgia,'the settle~inett. ot'the re'
caap;'-red Africans on the St. Paul's river, a few'.miles from itsmo tih. i

The richest soil, however,.and that which is most prevalent in,c~nn~Xlpi
,,w,.,ith the different settlements, is a deep, loose, black Ijnould, of alu,vial fQ'rmxia-
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ti~W.' t eXtedeo'bic1'from the banks ofthe: rivers,;iada itv'eti ngh
froiIS ih' ~.rasdh of the fdrtile uplan'ds ibo'e' nn'b yond it. It is sii'ffibcibehtilk*wist, fs'free froth stones and gravel; and',VilI give to any- roPa n

2Aii'Ihiiglebr''p'osiiions than the last,'is 'a red, clayeysoilm'ingled 'with
fin~ks and gravel of the same liue, Omhic-6drivb their color fromi th6"6xid
oiirninwith wwhich 'they' aboutn'd. The so0il isof a poosr'!quality; but m1
be much improved by manuring.
'-"he last variety'w shall notice is- a strong, fich soil, fund in oeon-

~I6~i82 &ilth the higher and more rocky Iplands.' It produces a 'rayvk
tiriant growth of forest trees'and plAnts,'buit will not produce well dur;
ing the dry months of the vea'r. Lands of this kind, however, arexb.
treiely tv'o6rable' to 'the cultivation of -coffee and other 'valuable plants
ind -vegetabls.'

-;'-The climate of Liberia, though warm and moist, is, as to temperaturee;
e~ceedirigly uniform. Its extreme limits: are 72 and deg of Fah!
i~ei ~ te hem eer iteOnii ad 86 derees of Fa-tthethemometer, i the iy season, standing diiring'the day at

about 77, and in the Adry season at-bout S2 degrees. The heat by dky
seldom varies from that by night mrore than three or four degrees. " Thu's
are both animal and vegetable life f*ed from those checks and those si.dde'n
revulsiots which result from great arid sudden charges of temperature.

aThe seasons are divided irito the wet and 'dry.' The wet cornmences
kbout tti'ie middle of 'May, arid continues to the end of Jtine. July ab'd
6UgU9t are' dry, pleasant months, favorable for clearing the fields of Nveeds,

aindputting such crops in the ground as were neglected -before the spring
rains. The second or long rainy season commences about the first of Sep.-
teiber and continues 'tintil ie'r the middle of Nove'be '. January, Feb.
riiary, and March, are the dryest mobths in the year, and Naei an prl
t.s1hottest. t ya 'March
The rainy seasons commence'and end with frequent thunder showers'

ind 'ihort, and suddei tempests of wizidi from 'the land, which continue'
three or four weeks.- During the Iwet season the rain alls in torrents for
a fewv hours. early in the m6rnidg, and again in, the evening, 'While the rest
of -the day the sky is' commonly clear. In cultivating new lands, the trees
ad brush are usually cut down in Deceniber and January; in February
aud'March they'are burnedand the lands cleared; in April and Maythey
'are fenced and planted; in Jultv aid'' August :the crops are dressed and
wiedgd, and cotton, cofee and other trees, trarisplanited.'
*Owing to te copiouis rains,: rice may be cultivated on any of the up-

lands of Liberia, and, unlIik. 4 our Southern States, the harshes' are but little
used for this purpose. '`he upland crops are commonly sownin May;
those of the lowland during the ;ains-Of autUinn.' The best lowland soils
produce' from Fortyjto fifty bushels to the acre the uplahd rarely'more
'than'thirty. Two bushels o'fseed are required for an acre, arid, 'being c6V-
ered with a hoe or harrow, it requires a careful weeding fve 'or six weeks
afte planting, naid sometimes another before it puts fourth earss: 'The 'up-
land' crop 'is' 'gathered' in September, and the lo'lpand in N-Marcti ir April.
Thinatives prefer the summer crop, but do not plant the same ggrou6d
t'wo years in succession. In order to do this successfully, thel~,dh iidst
be thoroughly plaughed, which the natives have not the rneas of doing.
Thi`O-arte` three kinds of rice raised on the wte'sern, coat 'of Africa:i 'the
r'ed A-frican rice, the' roiun-d gaianned, and thi large,; white, CarolinaF ice,&ll
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-oSwthich'p'rod,~e weI, b~ut'b the last Ji. onsidered theb6')st'especially fbir
*exportatibn !;.1.'.1Sv.I K:~' K . ~ K ";'*,,, :, ,

TheRev. Mr. Wilson,: a missionary from the Unitei States stationedd at
Cape;Patinas, thdugh'a native of the"S0ut'hern !States,and!famriilihriiith
the extensive -rice'plantatiins to'be6emet'with there, yet,' in making" of'Fi
excursion which' he made to the Cavally' river a'fweriles fom'-wher ie
sides, says " that oul both sides of the riverNVe'laUrge :t lds oribe, 'fim
of which were aUnisurpassed, Okr rather unequallped, by anytidhatI 'ei~eti

Indian cornris commonly planted in May, and' ripens early in 'Sfptemin
bar', though good crops are often obtairied by planting iin' July,' and'h`ih
v6stin'g in NovOimbe~i or Decemiber. 'in ceIntral Africa, two 'cr6ps'otiefr'tA
year from the same-ground are common; and several kinds are'&lilti'v9ted,
of which that called Egyptian corn is considered the best. -It is he ex-
tensively used by lne natives, not dily for fbod, but also fdrfmakin' strong
beer and other drinks. '--

.Cassada; is & i t'vddaluable article of 'culture, and its' produces greater
thah that of any other known vegetable. 'It grows to tlie height of seve6raI
feet, and mnay be propagated -from the seed, the root, or' the stern.' 'It, m-ay
bd planted any month ill thle year, dry candy soils being the bbst fo~rit','and
a succession of crops m'ay'folloi each 'other'on' the same' ground. 'Por-
*tios of the stem are commonly buried at a distade of three feet" frotii
!dach other, in' trenches three 'or four inches deep aufd-fotik feet avait§l`As
it grows, a thick hedge is' formed, and, being hbed'once in' t*o. mdntW,' ;it
'begins to be fit-for use in six months, when it' has reached halfjts growth,
and ~will last from-fifteen to eig.hteen moith'llk' Domestic animalsrIay' bb
fattenend 'on the roots, arid they are also easiiyT ctlherted intotapgioca'h, ich
is vAluable bbth as an article of commerce and for 'f6od.' -
'Yarnc have a large robt, resembling, the' sweet potato iii ifoiij tliough

'their taste is more like that of the common potato.' Thiey grow 'spontane-
ously on some parts of the coast, lbut are much improved by culture. 'P6t'-
tions of the" root arbe' plaifted in 'rows' about' a foot and a half apart; and
pores are placed for the vines to run on. They need hoeing three' fiies,
and twAo crops may be raised in a year from the same groundd.' Those
'whih I ate 'were: rather tough and tasteless,'and bore much the'same rela-
'ionto an'excellent sweet or common-potato' as codfish'6or shark meat does
to a well-dressed pike or trout.
Sweet potatoes' will growv every season 'of the year, an- on' almost

every 'variety 6f soil. They may be reared- from the seeds,'roots,' or vines.
Though most easily and speedily produced ftom the vines, yet' they'are' npt
'tdegenierate where this course is pursued. .1 'saw the o6lonists"ntiMagd
in diggingla vbry 'laf&g6'lind, called the' ya potato, hich yielded 'iost
plentifully. The 'fact that so: nutritious a vegetable iay,,witlihproperc6r'e,
'be had 'fresh fr6m' the ground everyday'ini the 'year'''speaks wll fofx'the
means of'support which Liberia affords. The"' ve're brought to itWsb' the
colonist h'anoes, some of them domin1g twemy miles from the'dd~ti"'d
in such abuindande were they'offered. us, that, though wve supplied our'esir
*6f near five hundted men with themr,''yet 'matik mrdi'e' V r'6u'ght-han
wecould firtuish a'marketfor'" x:': '; t; 'F ': ":
" P1mpkin;,:as' alsO mbstp'rdenwgethible' w' be :met\witliiin& t1 tfl#d
States, do well in Liberia, while many of then, which with us'are killed
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by tlhe;.frostso~f;w..inter,tliere continuetoi0o.urishfrom year,to year: .j~saw
beans, for example,, which, by such a continuous growth, insteid:,of- mqere
slender vines, had become strong and firm61 bushes.'
Of theplarts and fruits pecpiliar to wTarm clirmates, to be, metnewith, in

4Iberifr, ,,ve :mav, notice, tte plantain,t lanana, orange, lime, pappw,!guavya,
pixn~, pp~l,¢eeo~n,, !sugar, ,ca coff~e9,arrovroot, aIoes,. indigo,<and.ginger.
Qrranges,. wati ripe:,are vgeryjlarge, andd almost entirely green, owing, per-
1ap? ,\to,,the,.ricihness, of tJesoil, and to the want of. the rays of the.sun

dirinlgjthei ra'ary season. ,<Like pl~i taitsasnd bananas, toey may beprip.
agated by slips, as currarits are with us; and like them, too, will produce
fkuiteyvery rqojth ,hi the year. ;Pine apples of a fine quality I saw grow-
inrg din. tabdan'en ad the~y'maybe, easily propagated -by planting
the. lkud .o,1i1the head of the ripe .fruit, thle. suckers at the, hase. of it,,orthe
yotpng shoots which spring from the roots.

CcttI ;is jraiseed and manufactured, into cloth by the natives of almost
every portion o9.central and western, Afriqa. The zAfrican cotton tree, of
which several kinds grovw wild, is different in some respects from any of
tlhe varieties of the cotton plant to be met with in the United States. The
cottoits,;,hop ~veerj of a good quality, and much the same modes ol culture
arnd of preparing it for use -may be adopted as witrh us., It will grow well
on light upland soils, and.comes tpo maturity early in ihe dry seaon It is
raisedd froun the seed in nurseries, until about three feet high, when it is
trarlsplanteid and ,placed in rows about six feet from: each other. The
groutid,.sihould, be well lhoed and the trees pruned, and they wilL continue
,to bear for, a-great number of years. ,.

e,,sugai scante flourishes well on the rich. lowland soils and the crop
may b severe times.,ren§wed bv cultivating the suckers which spring .up
from the.oldQsocks, after the field has been cleared. It is, said tliat, half an
acre of canle will furrnish an ample supply of sugar and vinegar for a, family
of, spyov persons.; A missionary now resident in Liberia, but who from
his youth has beenl familiar with.the culture of the 'sugar cane in the West
Indies, says Tlrat the manutacture ofsugar can be conducted far more
profitably, in Liberia than in the WVest Indies,.owing to the great strength
and productiveneissof the soil,.

Coffee lhxs for ages grown wild in the woods of western Atrica; and
large b~ranches,.lgden with the berries, were often brought rn. board. our
ship by, the colonists., Both the tree and the berry are said t(o attain a size
unknown elsewhere. It will grow onl almost. any soil, the dry upland pro-
ducingthce bmuall-grained, fine-fiavored kernel, but. the rich 'owlands yield
tho gre~aest, crop... The trees are transplanted during th3 rainy season,
,when al qut two feet high, and placed several'feet apart. rhey are care-
;fully; prhrd, and the gronpd is kept free from weeds. Tley will begiato

'inr,iqth~ceeyears,,and the trees should b,r)enewed once in ten years.
T.£his 1may.be done by one 'of the shoots ,fromin the old siocktor root. :The
,crop is, sure, antd a single tree often produces four pounds in a season,.which
is doubije the amount..c,btained in the West Indies. When we lwere-at
,Mo~nroy'ia, a single. colonist there had a plantation of twenty. thousand
-trees.,,.;. ;
:¢i Indigo.grows spontaneously i western Africaad is kept down iwth
difficulty. It L commonly sown, however,.one peck offseed being a large
aIosWance for aan acre; and it yields the greatest profit& of any crop requir-
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ing the same -labor.' It hisut' six or eight times during the season at inter-
>ls;-ofz~iix or seven neeks, ; .. .

Ginger grows spontdneousdyj but is commonly- platited~in..hills, ad
hoed like potatoes. Wheri'the-soil~e good,-it-will-yield sixty for.one.-
Camroo'd,.which is valuable as a dye stuff, is an important. article of

commerce at Liberiaj la~ge quantities of it being brought there for sale by
-the6 native tribes -in the interior. Mr. Aslhnun,' the fornier-able -and effi-
cient governor of Liberia,- elso states that one-third of the forest trees in
the vicinity of the colonies are camwood. Its fragrant blossoms,- when
'they-put forth, are said, .to impart a most delightful aroma -to the atmo-
sphere, though, when .I saw it, there was nothing but its deep rich foliage
'to commend it to the eye.

Mr. AsAm-irun, in a paper addressed to the colonists in 1-825, speaks thus
,of the region about Monrovia: "-The upland of the Cape is not the best.
INTz reator has formed it for a town, and not for planitationms. .But the
flat lands around you, and particularly your farms, have as good!a soil as
,can be met with in any country. iThey will produce two crops .of. corn,
sweet potatoes, and several other vegetables, in a year.-. They 'will yield
a larger crop than the best soils in America; and they will produce a. num-
ber of valuable articles, for which, in the United States, millions-of money
are every year paid away to foreigners. One acre of rich land;, well tilled,
.will produce you three hundred dollars worth of indigo. Half an acre
may be made to grow half a ton of arrowroot. Four acres laid sout ill
-offee plants will, after the third year, produce you a clear income of two
*or three hundred dollars. Half an acre of cotton trees wvill clothe' you/
wwhole family; and, except a little hoeing. your wife arid children can per-
form the whole labor of cropping and manufacturing it. One aore of-canes
'will make you independent of all the world for the sugar you use in-your
family. One acre set with ;1'rit tieesi and well attended,' will furnish yoll
the year round with more plantains, bananas, oranges, limes, guavas, pa-
ipaws, and pine apples, than yot will -ever gather. Nine montths' in the,
year you may- grow fresh 'vegetables every month; and some of you, who.
Lltave lowland plantations; may do so throughout the -year. Soon allI tile
-vessels visiting thecoat -will touch here for refreshments. You-never will
want a ready mnarket-por your fruits and vegetables. Your other crops,
'being -articles of export, will always cominand the cash,,or sonjething -bet-
-ter. With these resources, (arid nothing but inielustrv and perseverance
-are necessary to realize them,) you cannot fail to 'have the-means of living
as comfortably, independently, and." happily, as ony -people oil earth. It'
-you forfeit such prospects through indolence or folly,11tlinkyokurselves for
it. No one else, I promise you, will condole with von ";

In confirmation -of these remarks of Mlr. Ashmurn as to tlhe productive.
ness of Liberia, it-nay be well-here to adcd hthe statement of -r. -Hall, -the
ecent governor- ofthe Maryland colony at Cape Palmas, w-ho savs;that he

has ound, in repeated instances, that individuals with only ;two0 acres of
-ground under cultivation had raised twice as muich vegetable food as--was
needed for the-support of a family of seven or eight persons. And here it
should be remembered that in Africal, owing to the nature of- the climate
and- the rich variety of tropical fruits, vegetable -food filtrnishes:a much.
-larger-~roportion of the sustenance of the people thLi in' colder and less
genial climes. -'
To the means of s-istainin-g life already noticed, we may add the snmall
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fit native cattle, swine, sheep, goats, and the various kinds of domestic
fowls, all of which have long been raised by the natives, and furnished to,
shiil1s which visited, the coast. There are-also fine large oysters, and the
sea and rivers furnish a variety of excellent fish.

Xi ,, .ti. ,i,*ee

As the forest trees of central and western Africa forni an important
item as. well of the natural history as of the productive resources of those
regions, it mnay not be . amiss briefly to describe some of them here. Of
valuable timber for building ships and houses there is an abnndant sup.
ply, and of a very large size. Of these. we may notice an evergreen oak,
five dr six feet in diameter, which grows from sixty to one hundred feet
or more before it puts forth a single limb; a species of teak, similar to that
in Brazil, being very solid and durable, anid losing much less of its weight
and bulk in seasoning than oak does; a species of poplar, of a reddish
color, used for the inside work of houses; and a brimstone wood, resern.
bling mahogany, but of a lighter color. Cocoanut-trees I saw growing
only in, gardens, where they flourish well. The gubberah, an immense
tree found in the interior, resembles the fig, but is without its fruit. The
trunk often measures from thirty to forty feet in circumference, and the
branches sometimes cover more than half an acre. The lkuka is a large'
and majestic tree ; the trunk, which sometimes measures twventy-five feet
in circumference, as porous and spongy; the leaves sinall, like those of the
young ash ; the flowers large, like the white garden lily ; the fruit, which
hangs by a long stalk, is brown, and larger than a cocoanut, with a hard
shell, full of powdery matter of an agreeable taste, and whioh, when min-
gled with water, makes a pleasant drink. The leaves are dried, and, when
boiled with gravies and imeat, form a kind of clammy jelly. They are also
used as food for horses and camels. The goorjee tree resembles a stunted
oak, has a dark red flower, like the tulip, which is used. by the natives in
giving a red tinge to the mouth and teeth, as also ill seasoning their food.

MIr. Wilson, missionary at Cape Palmas, in one of his excursions in-
land, met with a tree which, on measuring, he found to be between fifty
and sixty fet t in cireuniference, and of a corresponding height. The bam-
boo, a species of palui, has no trunk of any length, but sends forth a large
miumber of reeds or stems, from fifty to one hundred feet ill length, which
gradually taper to the end, inclining towards the ground with a peculiarly
graceful curve. It hears a nuit or burr similar to that of white pine, which
contains oil of a good quality, resembling palm oil. The baobab is an
inuienise tree, ;an.d, like the banyan of India, drops its branches to the
ground, which take rout and spring uip, thus extendinig itself over a-wide
space of ground.
On the tables of the colonists we often met with a very pleasant kind

of sweetmeat or preserves, prepared from a speciess of.red cherry, which
grows wild abundantly in the woods. There are two kind-s of mangrove'
trees-the upland or rock mangroveand the lowland, which growvs -ir
marshes along the banks of the rivers. This latter species interested me
much, from, the fact that it shoots down long, straight, slender stems from
its branches into the earth or water below, and these send up new trunks
and trees, until the whole forest, this interwoven and matted 'together,
formis a fit retreat for crocodiles and other water reptiles. I have often seen
these stems growing down froim a height of forty feet or more from the:
water, of a uniform size, without leaves, and scarce an ilnch in diameter.
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rhey hang. from the branches like so many ropes; and often, when half
vay down or more, a stem will divide into four or five smaller ones, and
hese growing down side by side, eachiobe becomes a separate tree. The
oots of the parent tree,,at the same time, as they grow, elevate its trunk
nto the air until it seems mounted on stilts; and being thus bound fast to
he ground both froin above and below, it rests in its place as securely as a
nan with his neck and his feet in the'stocks.
To this list of forest trees others might be added, which I never saw or

ieard of except in. Africa. and with regard to which I know of- nothing
)eculiar, unless it be that, like every other product of vegetable life there,
hey grow to an immense size. We hasten, therefore, to the palmn tree,.of
*vhich there are several kinds. One of these is the palmetto, which is very
nuch like the cocoanut and the cabbage tree of tho Southern United States.
But the more useful are those from which the palm oil and wine are pro-
lnced, of which there' are three varieties. Palm trees send up their smooth
'ound trunks to the height of from twenty or thirty to eighty and one hLiti-
Ired feet, their long feathery branches shooting forth with a graceful curve
from the highest point; and thus, as they here and there tower above the
nther trees of the forest, they give a peculiarly wild and oriental cast of'
beauty to the ichly verdant landscape.
Palm wine is drank extensively by the natives of central and western

Africa, and has about the-strength of common cider. The j nice is obtained
from the tree either by making a -hole in the trunk, and inserting a portion
of the leaf as a spout to conduct it off, much in the same way as the sap of
the sugar maple is collected in New England ; or, in other cases, the tree
is cut down, the branches and leaves are removed, a trench is made ini the
tipper surface as deep as the heart of the tree, and a slight fire being made
upoii this every morning, it will furnish from a quart to two gallons of sap
daily for several successive weeks. Two or three gallons a dayk are obtained
by the other process, the juice running mostly by night. It soon changes
to the color of milk and water, and is a very sweet, pleasant drink ; but
within twentvyfour hours it ferments so as to make palm wine, containing
eight or ten per cent of alcohol. If kept some time longer, and exposed to
the air, it becomes sharp vinegar. I

This wine is commonly kept in earthen pots or jars, manufactured by
the natives, their tops being covered with plaited leaves, to prevent the
fermentation from going too far. When used by the natives, the master
of the feast places the cup from which all are to drink between his feet,
when a plate, containing a mixture of red pepper and salt, is passed around,
of which each one puts a little on his tongue. The pot is then opened and
the cup filled, when the woman from whose house the wine was brought
takes the first draught; and the master of the feast the next, to relieve the
minds of the company from all fear of poison; and for the same purpose
the master of the feast is required to drink the dregs,
Palm oil is obtained from the nuits that grow oni the palmi tree, by bo)il-

ing and then bruising them in a mortar, and pouring them into a vessel of
cold water. The pulp is then agitated and squeezed by the hand until the
oil is pressed out, when it is skimmed otr and put in jars. In this crude
state it is used by the natives and colonists, its color being a deep yellow,
approaching to red. When clarified, it is colorless as lard, and thaen, as
used with food, is thought by many tu be e(qia! to the best olive oil.



When slightly purified, it is sixlro,.be spperioritp whale.pil;for. ru4ng in
lam ps.. .,;. e. ., E.-
Palm oil is an imp rtantlartic)e:of commerce,,and, the dAn,- for.iti.js

constantly increasing, since it is the. basis of most otf the refined and :cos.
Metic soaps which are used so extetisively both iii Enrq~pe papd America.
CapOe Palmas alone could furnish one hundred and fifty puncheonsof this
oil annually when we were there, and tventy-five cents a gallon were. paid
for it. From the river Bonny,-some distance below Cape Palmans, fifteen
or twenty ships, of five or six.hundred .tons each, are annually loadedmwith
palmn oil; and. thus are eight or ten thousand tons of it shipped each; year
to Liverpool, Bristol, and other English ports, from this single, river.alone.
The cost there is not more than eight or ten, dollars a cask, though in Eng-
land it is worth ten times as much. The health is much exposed in this
trade, as the seamen have to go up the rivers some distance; and such is
the difliculty of obtaining crews, that they are commonly brought on board
intoxicated, and hence' know nothing of their, destination until they are
fairly at sea. This way of obtaining hands, however, is by no means con.,
,fined to a single branch of trade,but is often resorted to in seaport: towns.
Thermale and female landsharks, who live by plnnderiiig poor Jack, will
get him drunk and sell him to the highest bidder as soon as his pockets are
empty; nor is it strange thatso, long as by Ihis drunkenness he makes a
beast of himself, there should be found those who will treat him like a
brute.
The shea or butter tree resembles the American oak in appearance,

but is not larger than a common apple tree, and rarely measures more than
two or. three feet in circumference. I know not that it is found on the
coast, but in the interior great numbers are met with. Like the tamarind,
the nutta, and other valuable trees, it is there left standing when the forests
arecleared ; and, like the palm tree on the coast, it furnishes a valuable
substitute for butter and a useful oil for lamps. The fruit, which is enclosed
in a. tl~iin.green rind, is shaped like .a peach, but more pointed. The outer
,pl ispaten, and the kernel or stone within is boiled, bruised, poured into
w~a~t~er, and 'the butter skimmed off, the same as in the case of; palm oil.
Park says of it, that it will keep the whole year without salt, and is whiter,
firmer, and of a richer flavor, than. the richest butter from the milk of cows.
To the cast of the Niger it is used in a less pure state, not 'for food, but only
for lamps.
The fruit of the nutta or doura tree, which is also found in the inte-

rior, is. roastedlike coffee, then bruised, and allowed to ferment ill water;
after which, it is washed and pounded to powder, which is made into cakes
like,chocolate, and forms an excellent sauce for food.

,ile natives used to bring paln nuts to us on board ship. The kernel
Jis. eiiclpsed in a pleasant, oily pulp,,Qf nearly the size and form of the com-
mon olive. it may be well here totlotice the fact that the timber of the
houses in Liberia is not liable, as in many other parts of Africa, to be. de-
,stroyed by ants.
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'TIhAfflto'i*lettW infaoi'ah a406i4i WIOeii t'3oig menof coldr, who recently cmi.
iiftWife~oher.' He';irf*ifA}tfiki, ivhestiitutIji7 his early impressions of thb

MONROVIA, Deccember 2i, iS41.
DE:AR SIR: It is with pleasure I write to you from this place. I am

well, and hbpe these few lines will find you and all the family the sale.
We had"a Voyage of fifty-two days. We experienced calms, which were

the means of detaining us. On the voyage I was very sick most of the
way, but since my arrival in this cdunitry my health has improved very
Much, and all the produce.of the country is suited to my taste. I like the
Country very much, and I would not exchange it for America, notwithsstand-
ng:we do not have some things to enjoy which you have there.. This. is
the land 'for the colored man in all circumstances of life. The farmer, the
merchant, the mechanic, all stand on one equal footing' here. /

Bilt, when I say., all men, I would not encourage the idler to em.igrate;,for:
he fact is' a man cannot get a living herb without working at something;
'or would I encourage a man -who will, drink' rum.

I 'intend to remain here, if the Lord will.. I choose this for my. home be-
'ore any, other country, and I think i can do good' in the colony in three
WvMys if my health is spared, and' I have the means. First, I can farm;
lextr I can teach; thirdly, I can do joiner's work, if I can have the toolsj for
vhicli I must look to Armlerica. I wish, sir, if you please, that you would
lend rme a chest of joiner's: tools of every sort. I have one more request
make thatt is, for some nails foi shingles, 8's and 10's, also 20's, for framing
houses and roofillng. But, sir, I leave it to yourself to say whether these
hinrgs can be seilt; and' if so, when it will be'convenient. to send them.
Sir, you may wish to' know how you will be reimbursed for what I wish

o have sent, but you will please say. whether you would be willingto take
)aln oil and camwood in return. I- mention these two articles, for they
Vre the chief currency of the coast. Please 'write me respecting this,

Your humble servant,
GEOoRGE L.SEYMOUL-R.

A'.Nso.N G. PH{ELPS, Fsq.

Letter forn a colored man, who was a liberated slave, and was sent to Africa, by way of New
'leans, about three years ago.

SINOu, WEST COAST 0P AFRICA, December 2, 1841.
DIAR.SIR': I embrace this opportunity of writing these few lines to you, to'

t you knowour present and future prospects, to the best of'mv kiioiVl6de;'
'e have a fine country here before us, and well wooded wvith exb1lerdt
mber, fit almost for any use-a healthy colony, well situated for trade,
rich is greatly on the' increase-a good landing place, with' a fitibariver
inning at the back of the towrns with every accommodation for the land-
ig'adfd shipping of goods. The soil of the country is good, and may be
ladet6o produce almost every thing by cultivation and attention.
I have planted a farm with three 'thousand coffee trees- and other pro-

Lice; my stock of cattle consists of twenty six head, besides pigs and other
[imnals; my trade with the natives- is large f6r palm oil and other corti
kodities, and upon the whole I amn doing very wellI-thnkIGid 'for it. 'Ali
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that we now want is a few emigrants to assist us to secure the-place against
the enlcroachment and impositions of the natives, who try to cheat and rob,
us in every possible mijanner. They have stolen and killed for me fourteen.
head of cattle this year.

I rem'aiin yours, truly,
EDWARD MORRIS.

P. S. I send "you a few seeds of the palm tree, all I could procure.

[Extracts from the "Friend of Africa" for April, 1842.]

Denham says that it was with feelings of -tile highest satisfaction that
1e' listened to' some of the most respectable merchants, when they declared
that, were any hther system of trading adopted, they would gladly em-
brace it; and the Slheilh imbodied the essential principle of Sir Fowell
Buxton's plan in one brief but pregnant sentence: " You say true, we,
are all -sons of one father! You say, also, that the sons of Adam should
not sell one another; but what are we to do ? The grabs who cane here
will have not/sing else bilt slaves. Why don't you send us your mer--
chants ?" Nor was this a mere transient feeling or hypocritical declara-
tion; for when-Lander was at Busah, in 1830, he heard that the Sheikh
had prohibited the -exportation of slaves from the interior, further than
Waava, which would considerably aflict the European trade. All classes
of people listened with eagerness to the proposal for establishing a frequent
communication with merchants from Europe, and Mr. Tyrwhitt was left
at Kouka, at their express desire, " to receive," as they said, "-the English
merchants that were coming."*

Already-the desire of exchanging whatever their country produces for
the manufactures of the more enlightened nations of the north exists in
no small degree amongst them. A taste for luxury, and a desire of imi-
tating such strangers as visit them, are very observable; and the man of
rank is ever distinguished by some part of his dress being of foreign ma-
terials, though sometimes of the most trifling kind. It is true that these
propensities are not yet fully developed, but they exist, and give runequive-
cal proof of a tendency to civilization, and a desire to cultivate intercourse
with foreigners.

i Z * * * *

On the evening of the sixth day we. anchored at the creekl leading to
Ibo. From all I have hitherto observed, I am inclined to think that we
have come. if not at -the best season of the year, at least in a very good
season. The river is high, and the weallher fine, with occasional rain,
which is by no means unhealthy. The A'lbert and the Soudan arrived
on ihe following day, the 27th, inl ihe afternoon.

Negotiations were immediately commenced with the King of Lbo,who
came on board. Our objects having been largely and clearly explained
to him, he expressed himself willing to enter into a treaty with England,
and to abolish the slave trade. altogether. HIe admitted that that was a-
hard thing, bhlt, notwvitlistanding, agreed to all the proposals. Our inter-
preter, Simon Jonas, acquitted himself very well; he is a liberated African
of Sierra Leone, and a member of our church. He spoke most touchingly
to the king of the miseries which slavery brings on the people at large,
of the tears of their parents, the desolation produced to the country, and
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of tihe kindness of England in rescuing them from the hands of the Span-
iards:and Portuguese, making them free, and teaching them how to make
this life comfortable, and to prepare for the next., The king listened to
him with the greatest attention; and expressed his approbation and stir-
prise very frequently. He could not have believed that slaves could be'.
treated with so' much kindness; that they were ill-treated, he well knew;

The. object of my coming, and. my desires" were explained to him by'
myself and my interpreter, when he expressed an earnest desire to have
teachers sent to him and his people. He most readily confessed- that he
was ignorant of God, and dependent on c6 white man" for instruction. I
directed Simon to read some verses of Scripture to him, which astonished
him not a little. That white men should be able to read and write, he
expected as a matter of course; but that arf lbo slave should read was
more than he could ever have expected. HeseizedSimon's hand,squeez-
ed it most heartily, and said: *'You must slop with me: you must teach
me. and my people; you must tell it to the white man; I cannot let you,
go until they return from the country." lie could not be diverted from
his object, but insisted on Simon's remaining; to which, after much con.
sideratlon, we agreed. I much wish that he had more knowledge, and
was better qualified for teaching, as a great door is opened to him. I have
had an opportunity of watching him daily for the last ten or twelve months,
and I believe him to be a sincere Christian. He has a correct knowledge
of our religion; and 1 believe that he joined the expedition with a desire
to do good to his country people. I trust -he will daily prav for Divine
direction, and be made the instrument, in the hands of God, of much good
to his benighted countrymen.

This occurrence proves that the objection so often raised (that the
Africans would not listen to their own country people if they were sent to
,them with the gospel) is perfectly groundless. The king of Ibo is willing,
*yea anxious, to hear of the wonderful works of God from the lips of one
of his own country people, formerly a slave. I must be the more earnest
in recommending native agency, as the place appears to me to be very un-.
healthy and prejudicial in a high degree to European constitutions. The
town is an entire swamp at present. I was obliged to walk up to my
-knees in mud to the very door of the king's palace. Mr. Laird and Mr.
Lauder must have seen the town at a more favorable season, from. the
,description which they give of it. A few pious intelligent Ibo men (there
are such at Sierra Leone) might be further instructed, and a-schoolmaster
-or two might no doubt be obtained for them.

August 23, 1s41.-Simon Jonas and myself had some conversation.
with an Ibo man, from which we gathered, that there was not much traffic
-in slaves carried on at present, and that the people were chiefly engaged
in-preparing palm oil. He was told by the interpreter that he himself
had been made a slave, but had been liberated and kindly treated by the
English. The Ibo man could hardly credit it. He had hitherto belived
that slaves were purchased by the white people to be killed and eaten,
and that their blood was used to make red cloth. This notion is verve
prevalent among them.

HousE OF COrNoNs, March 4, 1842.
Viscount Ingestrie said that the House would recollect that last year,

"shortly before the Niger expedition sailed, he had called its attention to



thqOubject, and. had ventured, to. give: utterance, to. the fears he entirtaiiecf;
respecting the result of that expedition. He was sorry that, his aniipa
tions;.hadb.een.confirtned'. to a lamentable:.extent; andlhe would take'them
present. o.pportunity- therefore, of asking if' H-er. Majesty's. Government.
interndrld, to retnew that expedite ion- hereafter?.

Lord S-tanley said that' the Niger expedition had beenundertaken' wit-fl
the noose humane and' philanthropic intentions; with a desire to improvb,if. possible, the, interior of Africa, by introducing and promoting. commerce, .-
and: b.y.putftingia-stop,.as far as it could be: donei.to. the practice or;en-.
courageamerntof the, slave. trade on the part of the chiefs who occupy terse
ritories on the banks of the Niger. Now, it was impossible to; deny that!,.
to a certain, and indeed to a lamentable extent, the expedition, had proved,
a failure. He. would not say.' that it had been altogether a failure for.
there. was. on. the part of the inhabitants of that country a desire to enter'.
into~trade,.and to encourage commercial intercourse with this. country
and, if,' in addition to that, desire, it could be proved that there was any,.'
law recognised amongst those chiefs under which such commerce could:.
be carried on.succossfully, there was nothing but the dangersmof the climate:;
that could,. prevent its being carried on. by whites.. But it was clear,
that-the climate (uipon the banks of the river at all events, nor did it ap..'
pear to .improve in the interior, but was rather worse, perhaps) was so.,
deadly in its 'nattare to white men, and likely therefore to produce such
disastrous effects amongst expeditions composed of white men, that Iler.
Majesty's Government did not feel themselves justified, even for the im-
portaut objects for which it was thought right to despatch the last expedi-'
tion, to run the risk of sacrificing the health and lives of more of Her'.
Majesty?§ subjects by renewing the attempt; so far, then, as white men
were. concerned, it was not the intention of Her Majesty's Government-'
to. renew thi expedition to the Niger. He must not' omit to mention,.how,'
ever, that an attempt.had been made to establish'a farm consisting entirely}
of .negroes;.who:carried: with them into that country no small portion.oof
the civilization, and -knowledge, and religion, which they had acquired; by
their converse with this country. In connexion, therefore, with this fact,..
the: subject deserved the serious consideration of the House. But, on the;
pawt..of.the,.Government, he disclaimed any intention of acquiring territory,.
or of assuming:or accepting sovereignty there for the British crown, or of:
binding themse.hres to give protection where it could not be immediately
and: effectively. given. Ile disclaimed, on the part of the Government, any'
intention of promising to any persons who might settle there, holding
nominally. British: possession, protection by force of arms; so that if they'
settled there, they must settle, not under British protection, but under then
laws of; that country. At the same time. it was a matter of serious con-
sideration whether the farm should be altogether abandoned by the Gov-
ernme'it, and whether, supposing it could be altogether given up to Negroes,
whom the. climate did not appear. to affect, the Government should not
afford. that kind of moral support and protection which a small steamer'
going. tp .the&Niger under the British flag, but entirely manned by native.
sailors, for the purpose of occasionally calling to communicate with, coun*
tenance, and support them, might give. One thing,, however, was quite.
certain-that, looking to the dreadful loss of life, and loss of health to the
survivors of the late expedition, Her Majesty's Government did not in--
tend to renew the expedition to the Niger upon the same scale and footing..
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:BEXTRACTS PRq T'ITE. ANUA'LT; IMPORTS OFr TW 8O1T.

.so(: &corndfanualbe ?mort-.2naP,?/st 9, JL8J9.Second~~~~
JTheu memafial!.presented to the. House. of.Representatives, in behalf of

the Anmerican Oolonization Society, at the 2d session of the 14thciCon'gress,
ga've.'se.t46 a~favorable: report from the select cbrhnmittee to% which it Was
referred' Having'been submitted to: the, Housesat an, advanced-periods of
that sessions whichl.terminated, of ne0sossity, on the 4th of Ma~rch, the re-
port remained unacted on amidst the mass of uinfinished business, Upon
its renewal, at the last session of the present'Congressl the memorialwas
retained by the'committee-to which it. was referred, in' expectation of im-
portantdintelligetice from the missionaries of the'society, then on- the Afri-
can coast.i The.-committee, however, concurred in a favorable report-
which was presented to the H-ouse of Representatives towards the close of
the:session.. In consequence of the adoption of a rule which gives to the
unfinished business-of, that session a priority to any arising after, tlhe; first
week of the present, a decision Upon the reports maybe confidently. ex-
pected. in tle coul'se of:this month.
One of the grounds assumed by the select, committee, in support of the-

objectlof the memorial, is derived from. its tendency to facilitate the ex-
ecution of the laws of the United States prohibiting- the. importation of,
slaves, in a-manner consistent with the spiritof' the laws themselves, the
]ong-establiehed policy of the Southern States, and the genius of the Fed-
cral Constitintiari. It is well recollectedlthat, as'soon:as Congress'acquimedi
the constitutional power of prohibiting the importation of slaves %which
was on the: 1st'of January, ISOS, they, followed the' example of the several
States, in imposing'heavy'penalties upon the authors of this inhuman traffic.
The~first section-oftthe act of the 2d March., 18S07, declares that,," afterithe-
above period,' it should note be lawful to. import:into the'United' Statessor
the Territories thereof, from any foreign country any negroj mulatto, or Per-
son of color, with.intent to hold, sell, or dispose of such person asa slavre,,
or to be held' to service or: labor." Tlhe act-sut:jects not-only the American
vese[ employed: in violateng the law to' condemnnation, but "every person
engaged' in buildingg fitting out, equippingg, loading, or otherwise preparing
or sending out such vessel, knowing or intending it to be so employ'dj to
the forfeiture of twenty thousand dollars." A: subsequent section makes
it " a hgh 7ni.sdenteanor for any person to transport from any foreign'
country and sell any person of color, within the jurisdiction of the IVnited
States." Upon conviction, it subjects the offender to " an imprisonment
of not less than five nor more than ten-years,' and'to a fine not less than'
one nor. exceeding ten thousand dollar's." The purchaser or seller ofany'
such person so imported, who shall knowingly purchase or sell the same,
is subjected to a forfeiture of eight hundred dollars: for every person'of:
color " so purchased or sold." ' To this section, the following'extraordinary
proviso islannexed: "1 that the aforesaid forfeiture shall not extendito any'
seller or purchaser of any negro, mulatto, or person of color, who mayibe-
sold ordisposed of Zn virtue of' any regulation which may be hereqft&r
made by any of the Legislatures of the several States, in that respect, in'
Imemtance of this act and the Constitution of the- United Softest"
'The authority of the State Legislatures, to which, the proviso refers, is

conveyed, to theml-by a-clause of the section of this'act-next'preceding the

In Ni&,29 '.&A . M,.
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last. It declares, that ";neither the importer, nor any person- or persons
claiming from or under him, shall hold any right or title whatsoever to
any negro, mulatto, or. person of.color, nor to~the service or labor thereof,
who may be imported or broug*jt within the United States, or Territories
thereofin violation, of the law, but thesame shall remain subject-to any
regulations, not contravening the provisions of this act, tuhich, the Le-.
gislatures of thc several States or Territories, at any lime hereq'ter,
may make, for disposing qfany such negro, mulatto, or person ofcolor.".
A recent act of the Legislature of Georgia will show what construction

'has been given to this authority.
The second section of the act empowers the Governor, to sell, for the

benefit of the Stele, any negroes, mulattoes, or persons~of color, brought
into. it ill violation of the laws of the United States; and sales to a con.
-iderable amount have accordingly been made, and their proceeds paid,
into the State treasury
The managers would be unjust, however, as well as ungrateful, if they

passed unnoticed the last section of this act, which provides, "that if, pre-
vious to any sale of any. such persons of color, the society for colonizing
free persons of color within the United States will undertake to. transport
them to Africa, or any other foreign place which they may procure as.a
,colony for free persons of color, at the sole expense of the society, and shall
likewise pay to his excellency the Governor all expenses incurred by the
State since they have been captured and conainened, lie is authorized and
requested to aid in promoting the benevolent views of the society in such
manner as he may deem expedient."
The managers heard, with deep regret, of the execution of the second

section of this act in the course of the past year, without having it in- their.
power to avail themselves of the recognition of the existence and object of
the American Society in the sequel of the act, arid afford relief to the un-
fortunate beings whom violence and fraud had torn from the bosomof their
native country, and a defect of the laws of the United States has consigned
to hereditary slavery in the bosom of this. Surely, wvheln the authority
granted to the several States, by the act of Congress which hid been re-
cited, is thus exercised, it is without due regard to the limitations which
accompany the concession. So far from such an exertion of power being
4C in pursuance of the act of Congress," it is in direct contravention, not
only of its positive and express provisions, but of its very spirit and title.
It is an act " to Prohibit." not to admit " the importation of slaves." To
contend.that the consignment of innocent and injured foreigners to perpet-
tual slavery is "c in pursuance of tIhe Connstitution of the United States"
is to cast a reproach on that instrument which it does not merit.

But if the Legislature of Georgia have overstepped the authority with
which-the act of Congress invested them, in a case, to their judgment, it is
presumed, of apparent necessity, a necessity which they sought to avoid,
it becomes the Government of the United States, which created the evil,
to .provide -for it an adequate remedy. None can be found, short of a res-
titution of those injured people to the country from which they have been
iniquitously torn; nor can such restitution be so effectually accomplished,
in anv other inode, as by their colonization upon the western coast of Africa,
in conjaunction with the free people of color of the United States, who may
voluntarily seek the same asylum. In the distribution of free colonies
along the coast of Africa frequented by the slave ships, and the enmploy-.
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ment of a suitable naval force to guard its peace, the managers believe that
the most efficient, if niot the only adequate remedy, will be provided ffr en
forcing fhe existinIg laws 'of the United States against the African slave
trade.
The act of Congress of 1S07, to which the managers have already re-

ferred, expressly empowers the President of the United States, seizll he
deem it expedient, to instruct and direct the coynmanders of the public
armed vessels to seize and bring into any port of the United States all ships
or vessels thereof, whenever contrimt'iing the provisions of the act; and
subjects the vessels to condemnation, as prizes taken from an enemy ill
open wvar, and their commanders to exemplary punishment. All that it
remains in the power of Congress to superadd is the labor of colonization.
The managers, sensibly impressed with the inefficacy of the present laws

against this abominable traffic, and firmly persuaded that its entire aboli-
tion is essential to the success of the leading objects of the society, offer nll)
apology for having dweltto long upon this branch of their report. nor for
having enlarged its appendix by the admission of several documents that
manifest the extent to which this cruel and iniquitous trade is still pursued
by citizens of the United States.

If so many of the best interests, not only of these United States, but of
mankind in general, are to be promoted by the colonization of Africa, may
nlot the hope be confidently indulged, that the wisdom and patriotism of
the General Government will countenance the hitherto imperfect. efforts of
the Apierican Society ?

Third annual report-January S, 1820.

It ought not to be expected, it does not accord with the course of an in-
scrutable Providence, that a purpose of such enlarged benevolence as that
which actuates the American Society, however prudently pursued, shall
be accomplished without difficulty and labor.
The friends of humanity, in every age, have encountered opposition from

those even whom they most intended to serve. The sneers of malignity,
and the scoffs of insolence and pride, assailed the immaculate Author of
Christianity, at the awful and affecting moment in which he expiated, by
-a cruel and ignominious death, the sins of his enemies. Let not his re-
mote and humble followers expect to find a path of duty without an' ob-
-stacle to be surmounted, or a single impediment to be removed. Even the
temporal rewards of virtue are not attainable without patience and self-
denial. Those hopes which are elevated to a higher prize should be forti-
fied against corresponding trials. To despair of ultimate success in a cause
which patriotism, benevolence, and piety recommend, is to distrust the jus-
tice or the omnipotence of Heaven.
The managers are led to these reflections by some of the obstructions

which they have met in the past year. They have been encountered where
they were least to have been expected, and have been maintained with a
pertinacity worthy of a better cause.

That the accomplishment of all that they hope should be regarded as
doubtful, or even impracticable, has excited neither indignation nor surprise.
Of the success of any plan for the melioration of the condition of society,
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menn illthitk as,. differently,as they will feel in relation tb its pirpobse
And the charge of enthusiasm may be~expected, and should-bli tweekly
borne, by all; who .promise to themdelhres. or: to; the-worldy any}vr andL
substantial good, out of the ordinary course of human experience. lBuj
thoso wrhointend well, deserve, at least to have their motivesgcandidlyap.
preciated; and they have, especially, a- right to-expect that their accts and1
declaations;if not charitablv interpreted, will be trdly reported;
Not only have authorities with respect to the climate, health; soil, awld.

population, ofAfzica the seat oftthe contemplated colony, been cited'against
the spirit and earnest recommendations of the very authors theinscivelr
from whom they have been borrowed, bit'single sentence from a speech.
of one of the members of the American Society has been quoted, in: order
to fix the charge of selfishness upon the institution, against-the whole tenbr
of the. speech of the member himself, of the accompanying address of the
president,. and.report of the managers, and the direct and obvious tendency-
of every act.ofthe society.
The managers assert no claim for themselves, or their constituents, to su-

perior humanity. They neither ask nor desire for the object of their insti-
tution, or the particular means which may he devised for its attainment-
e.xemption'front public criticism. They exult, with the nation at large, in
that spirit. of free and rational inquiry which constitutes the best security
for. the liberty .nd happiness of anyi people. In this spirit, they beg leave,
before theyclose their report, to notice some of the objections which have
been made to the colonization of Africa in the mode contemplated bv the
American Society.

It is believed that a comprehensive answer to 'nost, if not all of them,
would be furnished by simply repeating what it i.s that the society propose.
to do.
They propose, then, in the language of the Virginia resolution, to procure

a-suitable territory on the coast of Africa, for such of the free people of
color as: may choose to avail themselves of this asylum, and for such slavtes
as their proprietors: may please to emancipate; and they purpose, more-
over. to furnish the means of transporting the: emigrants to Africa, or to
enlarge the means which they' may themselves provide.
They dor not, therefore, intend, and they have not the inclinzation, if

they possessed the power, to constrain the departure of any free madi of
color. from America; or to coerce any.prbprietor to ema cipate his staves.

So'fat is this scheme from being impracticable, that one resembling-it in
all respectsawas accomplished by a private' society in-England, more than-
thirty Gyeeks ago. IIn despite of. every representation to theicontrary, the
colony'of.Sierra:Leone boasts, at this momentia greater degree-of.prosper-
ity than distinguished any one of the British colonies, now the United States,
of America, at the same period after its first plantation. The population of
Sierra Leone; its commerce and navigation; its churches, schools, and chari-
table institutions; its towns and hamlets; its edifices, public and private
surpass:'those of any one of these States at anly time within ttventy-five
years!. from its first settlement. In a few months, most certainly within the-
present year, the practicability of founding a similar colony, with muchz
better and more abundant materials, will be tested by actual experiment.
The free: persons of color of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Hith-
noInd, Petersburg, and. Charleston, who are preparing to remove to Africa,
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will, yield in moral character to no Population! of-the same complexion
which they mayleave;behinds. Had the society competent furids thereiare
,similar materials already offered :to the managers for at muchilarger colony.

In:Ithis early success of the object of the society, there is an unanswer-
able reply to the argument founded on the supposed 'unwillingness'of the
free! people: of color to quit America.

Some: of the authors of this objection have first pequf.ded them-not in
.emigrate, and then praionunced that they wuill not. Their prediction and
their argument have both failed. And fhow could it be otherwise ? Does
notAtnerica every day- presernt.the spectacle of Europeans who, have for-
,ever.abandoned the natal soil of themselves and their progenitors? - Snuch
are their. numbers, that humanity has interposed to prevent their crowding
to'fatal.excess the ships which transport them. And can it be believed that
the descendants of Atirica will not return to the home of their fathers;,w'hen
it shall have been prepared for their reception, and they are assuredcof its
enjoyment in peace, freedom, and happiness? Do not the most intelligent
of their friends recommend to them colonization somewhere, as essential
to their moral and intellectual improvement? and, if anywhere, what
country so fit as Afrida ? Is there on the habitable globe a soil more fer-
tile, productions either richer or more varied, a climate better adapted to
(he constitution of the black nian, than that which God hath given him ?
The fierce sun. which scorches the complexion, and withers the -strength of
the white mran, preserves to the children of Africa the inheritance of their
fathers. That such is the current of their own opinions, when their natural
feelings have not been warped by misrepresentations of the climate, soil,
and. population, of that devoted country, let the following facts attest.

Of the whole number of free blacks in Nova Scotia, amounting to-very
near twelve hundred, to whoun the humane Clarkson addressed himself in
179.2, but four or five individuals refused to embark with him for Sierra
Leone. Almost all those in Londonl fielded, about the same period, to
this natural bias.

It is but a few years since Captain Paul Cuffee carried thirty-eight from
Boston to Sierra Leone, chiefly at his own expense; and in a letter, written
after. his voyage,*he declares that he could have obtained the consent of the
greater part of the free people of color in Fhat city and its vicinity to re-
move. to Africa. And let it not be forgotten. that, of those whoni he actually
carried, there was not one disposed to return with him, tp America. Nor
should it cease to be remembered, that this generous anlenlightened Afri-
can, in the last moments, as through the last years. of his useful and meri-
*torious life, recommended colonization in Africa to his degraded country-
menbhere. To this authority should he added many others, buti:especially
that of Kizell, the guide and friend of the missionaries Hills and Burgess,
who, like Captain Cuffee, knew America as well as, and Africawmuch better
than, any of the opponents of the plan of colonization.
Some of the free blacks in America who have been consulted on this

subject have, it is true, not consented to the choice of country made for
thereby the society; but in the various cities on the coast they have agi-
tated-for many years sone scheme of emigration. A fe%# have'removed to
St. Domingo; and such wvas the desire of a number of those in the town
of. Providence, in Rhode Island, some years since, to change their abode,
that they subscribed a sum of nmonev, and deputed one of their rown body
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to visit the coast of Africa in search of a territory suited to their purpose.
Their wishes, were defeated by the dishonesty of their agent.
The free people of color on the banks of the Wabash, who have already

encountered the hardships of settling and clearing a wilderness, have re-
peatedly expressed a similar desire.

Aond if this disposition to exchange America for Africa exists in those
States, wherein there are very few, if ally, slaves, what should it be where
emancipation, is often a curse rather than, a blessing; where the more re.
fiecting among the people of color themselves, and the white inhabitants in
their neighborhood, however afflicted by the spectacle of hereditary slavery,
acknowledge that they are every day more and more convinced that it is
impossible to advance the happiness of the slave by emancipation ? How
Unhappy is that condition which, midway between servitude and freedom,
knows neither the restraints of vice nor the incentives of virtue! And can
those who regard themselves as the peculiar friends of the free people of
color in America wish them to remain in this degraded, this abject state ?
No ! even they begin to look out for a country in which this unfortunate
race miay rise in the scale of existence to the level of the white man, and
they think that they have found it in the late Frenchtolony of St. Domingo.
Very far, indeed, are the managers of this society from dissuading any

of the free people of color to accept the asylLnm generously offered to them
by the Emperor of H-ayti. But, independent of any reference whatever
to the future conversion and civilization of Africa,.is not the impediment
of a foreign language, which the colonists inust acquire before they can
understand their new laws; of a religion to which they are strangers; of
a government which savors, at least, of military despotism, sufficient to
turn the scale in favor of Africa, to which the colonists would, in time,
impart their own manners, religion, laws, and language ? However dis-
posed to cherish good will and respect for all other nations, an American,
whether bond or free, would probably prefer an American to a French
foundation for his civil and political institutions.
The general sentiment, then, of the free people of color in the United

States, willprobably settle down in favor of Africa, as the seat of their
contemplated colony. The American Society have made this choice for
them after much inquiry and reflection ; and it is not probable that any
objection will hereafter be made to this selection, if the colony about to be
planted shall thrive in its infancy. On this subject, however, expectations
too sanguine should not be indulged, nor temporary delays and disappoint-
ments produce despair. Tile beginnings of all nations not lost in fable
have been inconsiderable, and their first progress tardy and laborious. 'The
success of that which the American Society hope to found will be secured
from misfortune and accident as far as human precaution can provide. Its
prosperity will rest, at last, on that overruling Providence which guides
the destiny of man.

It has been urged that this objection seems to comprise the very pith and
marrow of all the arguments against the colonization of Africa on the prin-
ciples of the American Society, that the colony will not be able to receive
and subeist, nor the society to transport /aMither, all the free people of
color of the United States.
The authors of this objection have, not denied that a flourishing colony

may be established on the African coast; and some of them have asserted
that the present population of the United States have sprung from a coan-
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paratively very small number of emigrants. And if an empire, resembling
in extent and. prosperity these United States; can be founded on the west-
ern coast of Africa, with means 'so inconsiderable, and therefore so attain-
'able, who would have the inhumanity to refuse his co-operation in a work
so glorious?

- It must be perceived, therefore, that this objection applies to the earnest
hopes, rather than to the -express pn.rpose, of the American Society. But,.
as it is believed that the objection itself is susceptible of complete refuta-
tion, it is proper to examine the basis on which it rests.

- It will be readily conceded that no colony, nor any number of colonies,
can afford to receive, in any one year, a greater number of emigrants thatt-
the annual surplus product of their soil, aided by importation, will sustain S
and, consequently. that, unless a number offree people of color, exceeding
in amount the annual increase of that description of persons in America,
can be annually provided for in Africa, the whole of that population can-.
not be there accommodated.
The same principle and deduction apply with the same force to any plarb

of colonizing all the people of color, bond and free. Their application shall
be considered in both respects. For, although it is believed, and is indeed
too obvious to require proof, that the colonization of the free people of color
alone would not only tend to civilize Africa, to abolish the slave trade, and
greatly to advance their own happiness, but to promote that, also, of the
other classes of society, the proprietors and their slaves, yet the hope of the
gradual 'and titter abolition of slavery, in a manner consistent with the'
rights, interests, and happiness of society, ought never to be abandoned.
The calculations upon this subject have proceeded on an estimate of the

annual increase of the free people of color of the United States at five
thousand souls, and of the slaves at little more than thirty-five thousand;
making a total of forty thousand.
'Now, so far as this estimate relates to thefree people of color, it must

afford an ample refutation of the conclusion deduced from it, to refer to the
fact that there has been scarcely a State admitted into the American Union,.
the population of which has not been annually augmented for several
years prior to its admission, and has not subsequently continued ta be aug-
mented annually by a greater emigration than of five thousand persons.
The State of Ohfio, which boasts, at present, a militia more numerous

than that of the ancient and populous State of Massachusetts, and probably
contains, therefore, a population little, if at all, short of six hundred; thou-
sand souls, comprehended, in the year 1790, along with the whole Nortlx
and Southwestern Territories of the United States,less than 37.000;' tezt
years afterwards, when its census was blended wvith that of Mlichigan and.
Illinois, little more than 45,000; and, by the enumeration of 1S10, 230,760.
Allowing the Territories of Illinois and Michigan, which contained in 181I
17,000, to have doubled their Population in the ten years next preceding,
Ohio possessed, in iS00. 36,500 souls; and supposing that number to have
been doubled, by their natural increase alone, in the last twenty years, and
the population of that State to be now 600,000, as computed above, she'
has then been indebted, in twenty years, to emigration and its natural in-
crease, for 527,000 of her present numbers; so that the annual augmenta-
tion of the population of Ohio ftr that period, exclusive of the natural
increase of her original stock in 1S00, has not fallen short of twenty-six
thousand; all.of whom have been sustained by the annual surplus produce.
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of the labor of that State,'assisted bubt little, if at,all,!byrimpartationhfrom
-the neighboring: States ;and Territories, and -reduced considerably of late
years by eexportanftion;.

Trwo such. colonies, therefore, planted on a soil and' buiejati.atclimatere.
sembling that of Ohio, would provide not only for the natural laugrleitta.
*tionwof their first !stock, after it, had reached twentv-;itthree thousand shills,
"but for an;annual addition of 53,000 to their number; thus exceeding in
Nthe aggregate more than twelverthousand persons,;the total annual increase
,of the colored population of th'e United; States.

Sut; on the soil and under the sun of Africa, which bring to 'matdirity
two-crops of corn or rice' in -the same year, where no winterzdevou:s -the
autumnall harvest,.but genial warmth and perpetual verdure gladden' the
whole year, the same labor 'would. yield a double product and!more than a
'triple surplus.

It is, too, for the first year only that this surplus would be re aired by
the new mouths. The new hands would, in every succeeding season, not
only provide for themselves, but swell the annual surplus destined for other
colonists or for exportation.
And if, for the first year, there were no surplus, the mere food'for five or

for forty thousand people would be-what. ? Less -than the surplus pro-
'duce of:;a neighboring county of Maryland or Virginia.

Bread, it is true, although sufficient for hunian sustenance, does not
,comprise, in itself, a supply of all htiman wants. For the rest,,however,
for clothes and shelter, no comparison can be made between their necessary
cost in a climate in which the thermometer ever ranges Wvithin twenty-five
-degrees' below the greatest summer heat of America, and one wherein, for
many months of the year, it rarely rises so high above the freezing 'point,
and for half that period -it is generally sunk below it.

Tropical Africa is known, at present, chiefly from its western coast, de-
populated and wasted by the slave trade. The imperfect accounts -of its
interior promise to the civilization which shall hereafter explore it aimilder
climate and increased fertility.

It remains to be determined whether the Colonization Society;can pro-
vide for such a number, or they can provide for' themselves,;the means of
transporta tion.

And' here. as on: that branch of this inquiry which has been just disposed
lof, it should ever be' borne in mind, as an antidote to every effort to impair
the hopes of the philanthropist, that, short of complete 'success, there is
much, substantial good to be attained.

He' cannot stand acquitted at the bar of his own conscience who pleads,
as an excuse for total-inaction, that he-could have accomplished but a part
of what he desired.

If the seeds of civilization shall be strewed along the coast of Africa. and
protected from the blighting influence of the slave trade; if the chief im-
pediment to gradual emancipation in America shall be renroved,; i;f where
slavery may continue to'exist, the fidelity of the slave 'and-the affiction-of
-the master shall be both augmented ; if the free peopleiof' colobrshall be
permitted to enter on the career of moral and intellectuals improvedtent'in
ithe land of their fathers, under the guarantee' of political iiidependencc ; if

It is certain, also, that, for the last three years, Ohio has furni~ed many e'migrants to 'ndi-
zo8, Illinois, Michigan, and Missouri.
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all,or any considerable part of these. .blessings, ;camnbe .attained .by openings
thie; donr£f Afr-ica tofthe-returnl of her liberated children, it .w.ill bu;e nolfe-
proach to tbe Colonization Society that they have not -civilized, af entire;
Coltinenti ordisenthralled a nation.. -.

It is, indeed, most probable, that the American Society, unassisted by the
resources of the individual States or of the, Union, may be incapable of ron-en
deriny such aid ,to the emigration of the people of. color .as would provide.
for.colonizingt-heir annual increase. ,But that the resources. of the Uniteds
States would prove, incompetent to that purpose, is utterly deniedjand can,
be most easily disproved. For what would be the expense of transporting.
5,00 personss the supposed annual iticrease of the freepeople of colralone
or 40,000,the estimated increase of both BOND and FREr ? Comptiting:the;
present population of the .TJnited States, at ten minillions, and -allowinj fifty
dollars for. the transportation of each colonist, there would be required for
the. latter a po11 tax of' but two anrd a half cents, and for both one of twetnty.-
five cents, on all the people of thes, States.
The amount of duties collected on, foreign distilled spirits, during eacll

of.the first six years of Mr. Jeffersou's administration, would defrav.the
sum total of this expense, at-id flirnish half a million of dollars alnnuaily to
extinguisll the principal, the entire stock of the heaviest calamitv that 6op.
presses this 'nation. A reneewal of tlOe internal taxes of 1815 would nlot
only provide the means of exporting the annual increase of the whole, vol-
ored population of the United States, hut leave an. equal surm to purchase
that part of this number, to tlie exportation of wvh ich the consent of t0he
proprietor could not be obtained. Anid were thl same dutiies chargedoii
the'United States as in Great Britain oln the: consumptiorl of this fatal poi-;
son of human happiness, their Vett proceeds would, in less than a cel-ttinrv,.
purchase and colonize in Africa every person of.color within the Unlite'd
States.

This period is, indeed, remote ; but eternity admits kwot of distribution..
into time. In the existence of nations, a cetituryis. but a; day.
The preceding calculations are founded on the improbable supposition-

that no colonistmwonld contribute any thing wvlatever to defray the expe-znse
of his Own removal. Let those who indullge thle most unfavorable anitfci
parions of the expense of colonizing in Africa the free people of color.of
the United States behold the condition and number of-those emigrants wvhtlo
are daily poured uiponi the American continent from every part of Europe;
whoom poverty anid wretchedness drive from the home of their fathers, an.d-
w'hom no friendly counsel cheers, ino frienidlv hand assists, at their port of
embarkation, in their uncomfortable voyage across the Atlantic, or their
toilsome journey to a remote settlement in a strange land ; who heard, be-
fore they embarked, every possible misrepresentation of the country which
they sought to reach ; and encountered, in the Government which they
were about to leave, every discouragemnent which oppression cal ol)p9se
to thc love-of freedom alrId the desire of happiness; anid yet, whose lot iii
Euirope was preferable to that of the slave in America, anid, in inmany re-
spects, to that of the coittemnled. al(d therefore debased, free nearo. COUnllt
the nimber of emigrants who entered the ports of North Amtierfca' in thle
past year only. U1`pwards of twelve thousand are 'said to hfave llarided-at
the single port of Qebee; anid the total unr nber wvho have reached Canada,
Nova Scotia, and the United States, camnot fall far,.short, if at.all, oflforny
thousand. Many of then, in order to pay. their. passage, entered into ob-
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ligations of service to;be performed after their arrival in America; aridthus
sold their freedom for a few years, in order to perpetuate it to themselves
and to their posterity.
They have come, it is true, in comnmereial ships, and -some of them have

paid less for their passage than the cost at which it is ascertained that any
number 6f free people of color can be carried to Africa, in ships fitted for
passage only.' But will nrot the time arrive when Africa Evill hate her
commerce too ? Has not the single port of Sierra Leone exported, in one
vear since the abolition of the slave trade by England, a greater value thanl
all western Africa (a coast of several thousand miles) yielded, exclusive of
its people, for a like period anterior to that event ? When this abomina-
ble traffic shall have been utterly exterminated; when the Africain laborer
can toil secure from the treachery of his neighbor and the violence of the
man stealer, that continent will freight, for legitimate trade, those ships
which now carry thither chains, fetters, and scourges, to return home with
the bones, the sinews, the blood, and the tears of her children. Her gold,
herivory, her beautiful dyes, her fragrant and precious gums, her healing
plants and drugs, the varied produce of her now forsaken fields and lonely
forests, will be brought, by a joyous and grateful people, to the nations
who, once their plunderers and persecutors, will at length become their pro-
tectors, friends, and allies.
New forms of government, mrodelled after those which constitute the

pride and boast of America, will attest the extent of their obligations to
their former masters; and myriads of freemen, while they course the mar-
gin of the Gambnia, the Senegal. the Congo, and the Niger, will sing, in the
l;11g°age which records the Constitution, laws, and history of America,
liyin's of praise to the common Parent of wan.
A revolution so beneficent, so extended, and so glorious, requires, to effect

it, the concert andi the resources of a nation. The people of America have
thie p)wer to secure its success against the uncertainty of accident. They
are sturnmoned to the performance of this duty by the most urgent incen-
tives of interest, the most awful appeals of justice, and the tenderest claims
of hiutnianitv. Its final accomplishment will be a triumph over supersti-
tion, ignoratico, and vice, worthy of a people destined, it may be fondly
hoped, to surpass Ill other nations in the arts of civilized life.

'heTcoleolization Societv is about to lay the corner stone of this edifice.
lWhether it shall rise to strength and grandeur, it is for the Government
and people of America, under the overruling Providence of Heaven, to
decide.

Ten /th annual areport-January, 1837.

TlT'years have now elapsed since a rew individuals assembled in this
city. and deliberately formed themselves into an institution for the purpose
of establishing a colony of free people of color of the United States oP the
coastof Africa.

Al} enterprise oi such a nature. so vast in conception. various in its rela7

TSxoor three guinens have been frequently accepted for a passage from Great Britain to Amer-
ice, %where the emigrant has found his own stores.
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jtiors, and remote in its consequences and its benefits, was seen to be in-
volved in uncertainty, because relying for its full execution upon the aid
of those whose approbation could not reasonably be expected, until creat-
,ed by other evidences of its utility than those which the scheme, as mere-
ly theoretic, presented to the public mind. But should the means be con-
tributed for demonstrating, experimentally, tire utility of the plans of the
society, so far as the actual establishment of a colony on the African coast
cotild be regarded as such demonstration, still it was manifest that, on the
delicate but momentous question of the probable effects of this colony upon
the condition and interests of the great mass of our colored population, two
opinions would be adopted, entirely contradictory, and both, therefore,
widely varying from the real purposes and hopes of the institution.
The want of satisfactory information concerning the soil, climate, and

natives of Africa, and the methods most expedient-to be adopted for the
acquisition of territory, and the very general aversion of the free people of
color to a design which all of them could feel to be hazardous, but which
few could comprehend, increasing, as it necessarily must, the indifference
of those of our citizens who are governed rather by sympathy than reflec-
tion, constituted obstacles truly formidable, but which it was impossible to
avoid.

It may not, perhaps, be irrelevant to the present occasion to consider for
a moment by What motives and arguments the founders of this society
were enabled to sustain themselves in their earliest efforts for a cause em.
barrassed by difficulties so numerous and immense, and so destitute of at-
:traction to the eye of an ordinary observer.
'There was a moral grandeur in the design itself, which rendered the

bare possibility of its accomplishment a motive sufficient to justify every
possible exertion. It presented itself in relations infinitely important to
those whom it would remove from our shores; was seen connected with
the domestic happiness, social order, political strength, and all the higher
interests of our country, and seemed to offer the -only hope of rescuing
Africa from the invaders of her rights and the murderers of her children,
and of imparting to her tribes, whose sable aspect is but the shadow of a
darker mind, the pure and undying light of our religion.

In the operations of the society, it was obvious that the principal diffi-
culties. must be encountered at the outset. That a few enlightened citizens
might be induced to furnish the means for exploring the coast of Africa,
there was reason to.hope ; and a favorable report from those delegated for
this purpose could riot fail to secure aid for the emigration of such intelli-
gent and energetic adventurers as have never been found wanting to enter-
prises of the most arduous and dangerous character. Every practical mnove-
ment of the society would draw the public attention to its plans, and, if
successful, exhibit evidence of their utility, which no development of a
theory, however plausible, could produce. Accounts fromn Africa-would
be perused by all-by the fanciful and inquisitive for the novelty. of their
statements; by the thoughtful and pious to learn the character of its inhab-
itants, and the best methods of instructing them in the principles of our
faith. Thus reflection would be excited, and the objects of the society be-
come better understood; a knowledge of their nature would secure belief"
in their importance; the spirit of charity wonld advance with the progress
of conviction; truth and time would soften down prejudice; and, through
the agency of the press, unremitted efforts, and fervent prayer, the thoughts
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which dwvelt at first in the breast of a few might finally enlist the sympa
thins and command the power of-the nation.
Animratedby such chnsiderations, the original managers of this society

resolved to proceed, and the history of their operations for the last ted
years, as detailed in their annual reports, will showv the sobriety of theif
purposes and the keasonab ness of their hopes.
The !acts connected with the efforts of the society during the last year,

and now tobe' presented to this meeting, will add, the managers trust, no
little weight to the. accumulated evidence, heretofore adduced, of the prance
ticablerness'and expediency of the scheme in which-they are engaged.

It was stated by the manigers, in their last report, that the liberality of
their friends had enabled them to despatch for the colony the brig Vines,
with thirty-four'emigranrts, a missionary, and printer, accompanied by the
Rev. H-orace Sessions, aln agent of the society, who proposed to return ini
the same vessel; and that the Indian Chief was about to depart from Nor"
folk with a much larger number of passengers. The first of these vessel
sailed from Boston on the 4th of January, and arrived at Liberia on tihe
7th of February; the last left Norfolk on the 15th of Frbruary, and com-
pleted her passage on the 22d of March.
A printing press, with all its necessary appendages, many valuable

books, and other articles of equal importance, were shipped on board the
Vine by the citizens of Boston, who: evinced still 'further their liberality by
assurning the whole expense of the printing establishment for the first yeah.
Eighteen of the emigrants by this vessel were, just before their departtire
at iheir own request, organized. into a church ; and the impressive exert
cises' of the occasion, upon which thousands attended with heartfelt inter-
est,(deepened the concern for the prosperity of the expedition. But the
co6incils of Heaven are too mysterious for Ii uman scrutiny, and the Almighty
was pleased to visit this little company with a' mortality unprecedented 'in
the history of the colony. Scarcely had the managers seen announced, in
the first sheet ever issued from the colonial press, the arrival of the Vine,
before they received the mournful tidings of the decease of the Rev. Horace
Sessions, Mr. -Charles L. Force, the printer, and twelve of the emigrants,
with whom others must now be reckoned, including the missionary, the
Rev. Calvin Holton-making in allnearly half the whole number of those
who embarked from New England. But the attention of the meeting is
not left to dwell on this melancholy statement.

The India!n Chief conveyed to Africa one hundred and fifty-feor per.
sonsl, of which one' hundred and thirty-nine were from the State of North
Caroliha. Not an individual of the latter number suffered materially from
sickness, while some who left Norfolk in bad health derived, ultimately,
benefit from the 'change of climate. All felt more or less severely the
symptoms, of fever, agule, and prostration of strength, which the system
Iijust' necessarily experience on a transition' from a temperate to a tropical
climnate; but they soon recovered their vigor, and proceeded to the erec-
tioii of buildings and the clearing of their lands.

As both these. expeditionsasailed from the United States in the winter, the
striking contrast in their subsequent condition is doubtless owing,, in great
rneasure,'to the wide difference ini the change experienced by the two coiV-
parties of emigrants-a difference which miist be estimated by comparing
the less constitutional liability to tropical disease, atid the lesser infiuen'
of the seasonn affecting those frori the South, with the greater liability, and
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the. more powerful influence of the season, to .which those from the North
were exposed. It has been very justly remarked by the colonial agent,
that, as it would be rash for our friends in North Carolina. to;conclude that
np emigrant from that State will hereafter suffer from the African climate,
:so it would be equally wide from sober calculation for the citizens, of New
tilgland to determine, from a. single experiment, that every similar -move,
ment would be attended with a like calamity.
.The health of the colonists (those who arrived in the Vine excepted)

,has :been well-nigh universal and uninterrupted, and no less animated and:
robust than that which they enjoyed in -America. Among the passengers
in the Indian Chief, the symptoms of disease were, in many instances, only
sufficiently developed to show their specific character, and, in nearly every
*case, yielded readily to the power of medicine. Many of the children and,
youth exhibit as much activity and muscular strength as the natives them-
selves.; and "the adults who have resided for some years in. the colony
seem to acquire for. the climate a peculiar predilection." The natives of
the coast are remarkable for their vigorous and well-proportioned frames,
which are seldom broken or debilitated by disease. Probably no race of
men enjoy health more uniformly, or in greater perfection. It is a fact
also well ascertained, and peculiarly encouraging, in reference to the Afri-
can climate, that the country gradually rises from the seaboard into the
interior; and that between these two regions there exists a difference,.both
in temperature and elevation, nearly resembling what is found in our own
Southern States.
The system of government established, with the full consent of the colo-

-nists, in the autumn of 1824. and ,which the managers had the happiness
to represent in their last report as having thus far fulfilled all the purposes
of its institution, has continued its operations during the year, without the
least irregularity, and with undiminished success. The republican princi-
ple is introduced as.far as is consistent with the youthful and unformed
character of the settlement; and, in the election of their officers, the colo-
nists have evinced such integrity and judgment as afford promise of early
preparation for all the duties of self-government. w"rhe.civil prerogatives
and government of the colony,'and the body of the laws by which they are
sustained," says the colonial agent, " are the pride of all. I. am happy in
the persuasion I have, that I hold the balance of the laws in the midst of a
people, witl whom the first perceptible inclination of the sacred scale de-
terinines, authoritatively, their sentiments and their conduct. There are
individual exceptions, but these remarks extend to the body of the settlers.'
The moral and religious character of the colony exerts a powerful influ-

ence on its social and civil condition. That piety which has guided most
of the early emigrants to Liberia, even before they left this country, to re-
;spectability and usefulness aniong their associates, prepared them, ill laying
the foundations of a colony, to act with a degree of wisdom and energy
which ito earthly motives could inspire. Humble, and for the most part
unlettered men ; born and hred inl circumstances the most unfavorable to
mental culture ; uilnsustained by the hope of renoown, and unfamiliar with
the history of great achievements and heroic virtues, theirs was neverthe-
less a spirit unmoved by dangers or by sufferings. which misfortunes could
not darken, nor death dismay. They left America, and felt that it was
forever: they landed ill Africa, possibly to find a home, but certainly a
grave. Strange Would it have been, had the religious of every individual
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of these early settlers proved genuine; but immensely changed as haves
been their-circurmstances, and, severely tried their faith, most have pre-
served untarnished the honors of their profession; and to the purity of their
morals'and the consistency of their conduct is in a great measure tobe.
attributed the social order and general prosperity.of the colony of Liberia.
Their example has proved most salutary: and while subsequent emigrants
have found themselves awed and restrained by their regularity, seriousness;
and devotion, the poor natives have given their confidence, and acknow.-
ledged the excellence of practical Christianity. s"It deserves record," says
Mr. Ashmun, "thatt religion has been the principal agent employed in lay-
ing and confirming the foundations of the settlement. To this sentiment,
ruling, restraining, and actuating the -minds of a large proportion of the
colonists, must be referred the whole strength of our civil government.",
Examples of intemperance, profaneness, or licentiousness, are extremely
rare; and vice, wherever it exists, is obliged to seek concealment from the
public eye. The Sabbath is universally respected; Sunday schools, both
for the children of the colony and for the natives, are established ; all class.-
es attend regularly upon the worship of God;, some charitable associations
have been formed for the benefit of the heathen; and though it must not
be concealed that the deep concern on the subject of religion, which resulted,.
towards the conclusion of the year 1825, in the public profession of Chris-
tianity by about fifty colonists, has in a measure subsided, and some few
cases of delinquency since occurred; and though there are faults, growing.
out of the early condition and habits of the settlers, which require amend-
merit-yet the managers have reason to believe that there is a vast and:
increasing preponderance on the side of correct principle and virtuous prac-
tice. One gratifying instance has occurred, in which two Methodist socie-
ties, long separated, have been induced, by juster views, unanimously to

unite in the same discipline and wvorship. On this subject the managers.
will only add, that the moral interests of the colony have been most essen-
tially promoted by the eminent piety and labors of its ministers.

The agriculture of the colony has received less attention than its import-
ance demands. This is to be attributed to the fact, that the labor of the
settlers has been applied to objects conducing more immediately to their
subsistence aild comfort. Thev have been too much occupied in the con-

struction of houses and public buildings, and in conducting a profitable.
traffic with the natives, to leave much time to make permanent improve-
ments on their plantations. The best methods of cultivation appear to be
imperfectly understood, and the lands which were early cleared on the cape
are inferior tb those more recently surveyed and allotted to emigrants on,
the St. Paul's. Crops which exhibited the fairest promise until near the
tinie of harvest, have been severely injured by the various and numerous

animals and insects which inhabit the neighboring forests. i The cultiva-
tion of a larger number of contiguous farms will tend to preserve them all
froin depredations," and these destroyers can hardly retain their "1 accus-
tomed haunts" another season.

It will tiot, the board trust, be concluded] that, because more might have
been done for the agricultural interests of the colony, what has been effected
is inconsiderable. Two hundred and twenty-four plantations, of from five
to ten acres each, were, in June last, occupied by the settlers, and most of
them are believed to be at present under cultivation. One hundred and
fourteen of these are on Cape N.lontserado. thirty'three on Stockton creek
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(denominated the Halfway Farms, because nearly equidistant from Monro-
via anda Caldwell, the St. Paul's settlement,) and seventy-seven at the conl-
fluenco;of Stockton creek with the St. Paul's.
-The St. Paul's territory includes the Halfway Farms, and is represented

as a beautiful tract of country, comparatively open, well watered and fer-
tile, and still further recommended as having been, for ages, selected by-the
natives, on account of its productiveness, for their rice and cassada plalnta-
tions. The agricultural habits of the present occupants of-this tract concur
with the advantages of their situation in affording promise of success to
their exertions. " Nothing," says the colonial agent, " but circumstances
of the most extraordinary nature, can prevent thenm from making their way
directly to respectability and- abundance."
Oxen were trained to labor in the colony in IS25, and it was then ex-

pected that the plough would be introduced in the course of another year.
Although commerce has thus far taken the lead of agriculture, yet the 'ex-
cellence of tile soil, the small amount of labor required for its cultivation,
and the value and abundance of its products, cannot fail. finally, to render
the latter the more cherished, as it is certainly the more important interest
of tile colony.

IThe trade of Liberia has increased with a rapidity almost unexampled
and, while it has supplied the colonists not only with the necessaries, but
with the conveniencies and comforts of life, the good faith with whicl.it
has been conducted has conciliated the friendship of the natives, and ac-
quired the confidence of foreigners.
The regulations of the colony allowing no credits, except by written per.

mission, and requiring the barter to be carried onl through factories estab-
lished for the purpose, has increased the profits of the traffic, and prevented
numerous evils which must have attended upon a more unrestricted license.
Between the 1st of January and the 15th of July, 1826, no less than fif-

teen vessels touched at Monrovia, and purchased the produce of the coun-
try, to the amount, according to the best probable estimate, of $43,980,
African value. The exporters of this produce realize, on the sale of the
goods given in barter for it, a profit of $21,990, and on the freight, -of
8S,7S6, making a total profit of 530,776.
A gentleman in Portland has comvnmnced a regular trade with the colo.

ny, and for his last cargo landed ii Liberia, amounting to $8,000,, be-re-
ceived payment in the course of ten days. The advantages of this trade to
the colony are manifest from the high price of labor, (that of mechanics
being two dollars per day, and that of common laborers from 75 cents- to
$1 25,) and front the easy and comfortable circumstances of the settlers.
"Al interesting family, twelve mouths in Africa, destitute of the means of
furnishing an abundant table, is not known ; and an individual, of what-
ever age or sex, without an ample provision of decent apparel, cannot, it,
is believed, be found."' ;; Every family," says MAr, Ashmun, "and nearly
every single adult person iii the colony, has the means of employing from
one to four native laborers, at an expense of from four to six dollars the
month; and several of the settlers, when called upon in consequence of
sudden emergencies of the public service, have made repeated advances of
merchantable produce, to the amount of 5300 to 5600 each."
The mnanaers are happy to state that the efforts of the colonial agent to

enlarge the TEHRITORY of Libcria, and particularly to bring under the. gov-
errinienit of the colony a more extended line of coast, have been judicious
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and'-energetic, and in nearly every instance resulted' in complete success
From Cape.Mount'to'Tradetown, adistantce of one hulndired And fifty miiles,
the colonial government has acquired partial jurisdiction. '-Pour ofthe most
important stations on thiis tract, including Montserado, belong to the so-
ciely, either by. actual purchase, or by a deed of'perpetual lease.; and' such
negotiations have been. entered upon with the chiefs of the.country as
aniountlto 'a preclusion- of all-'Europeans from any possessions within these
limits. The-fine territory.of the St. Paul's, now occupied byr settlers. was
described in the last annual report of the society
The territory of Young Cesters, recently ceded to the society, is ninety

miles south ofMontserado, in the midst of a very productive rice country,
affording also large quantities of palmi oil, camwood, and ivory. The tract
granted to the colony includes the bed of the Cesters river, arid all the land
on'each side to the distance of half a league, and extending loragitudihally
from the river's mouth to its source. In compliance with the terms of the
cozitract,the chief of the country has constructed a commodious storehouse,
and; put a number of laborers sufficient for the cultivation of a rice planta.
tion of forty acres under the direction of, a respectable colonist, who takes
charge of the establishment.
the right of use and occupancy has also been obtained to a region of

country on the south branch of the St. John's river, north nine miles from
Young: Cesters; and. the trading factory established there, under the super-
it tendenceiof a. family from Monrovia, has already proved aivaluable source
(if income to the colony. Rice is also here to be cultivated, and the chief
-who cedes the territory agrees to furnish the labor.
The upright and exemplary conduct of the individual at the head of

this establishment-has powerfully impressed the natives vith the superior-
itv-of civilized and Christian mien, and with the importance of inviting them
to. settle in their country; and, consequently, the offer made by the coloni-
-al 'agent, for the purchase of Factory island, has bee-t accepted by its pro.
-prietor. This island is in the river St. .John's, four miles from its mouth,
from -five to six miles in length, and one-third of a mile in breadth, and is
among the most beautiful and fertile spots in Africa. A few families are
about to take up their residence upon it, and prepare for founding a settle-
*ment "-which cannot fail," says Mr. Ashmun. Is in a few years, to be sec-
oadtonno other in the colony, except M'tonrovia."

'Negotiations are also in progress with the chiefs of Cape Mount,. which,
if successful, will securetto the colony the whole trade of that station, esti-
matedj at $50,000 per annum. and may ultimately lead to its annexation to
time territories of Liberia. "s The whole country between Cape -Mount and
Tradetown,"observes Mr. Ashmun. "is rich in soil and other natural advam-
tages, and capable of sustaining a numerous and civilized population be-
vond almost any other country on earth. Leaving the seaboard, the trav-
e;ler every where, at the distance of a very few miles, enters upon an up-
land -country of moderate elevation, intersected by innumerable rivulets.
abounding in springs of unfailing water, and covered with a verdure which
knows no other changes except those which refresh and renew its beauties.
The country directly on the 'sea. although verdatit- and fruitful to a high
degree, is found everywhere to vield, in both respects. totthe interior."

'Much progress has been made the last year ill the construction of pub-
lic buildings and works of defence. though, with adequate supplies of inm--
ber, more might doubtless have been accomplished. 'T'wo handsome church'
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es, erected solely by the colonists, now adorn the village of Monrovia. FortStockton has been rebuilt in a style of strength and beauty. A receptacle,
capable of accommodating one hundred and fifty emigrants,. is completed.
The new agency house. market house, Lancasterian, school., and town
house, in Monrovia, were,:sonie months since, far advanced, and the fin-
ishing strokes 'were about tobe given to the government house on the.St.Paul's. The wing ofthe old agency house has been "handsomely fitted
up for the colonial: library,.which now consists of 1,200 volumes, systemati-cally arranged in glazed cases, with appropriate hangings. All the books
are substantially covered and accurately labelled; and files of more than
ten newspapers, more or less complete, are preserved. The library is fit-
ted up so as to answer the purpose of a reading room, and it is intended -to
-make it a museum of all the natural curiosities of Africa which can be pro-
lured."
No efforts have been spared to place the colony in a state of-adequate

defence; and, whileit is regarded as perfectly secure from the native forces,
it is hoped and believed that it may sustain itself against any piratical
assaults. " The establishment has fifteen large carriage gulns and three
small pivot guns, all fit for service." Fort Stockton overlooks the whole
town of Monrovia, and a strong double battery is now building on the
height of Thompsontown, near the extremity of the cape, which, it is
thought, will afford protection to vessels anchoring in the roadstead. The
militia of the colony consists of two corps, appropriately uniformed-otne
of artillery, of about fifty men; the other of infantry, of forty men; and on
various occasions have they proved themselves deficient neither in disci-
pline nor courage.

It is impossible for the managers to express the regret excited by the re-
flection that the system of education in the colony, second as it is to no one
of its interests, is extremely defective, and that the best endeavors to inm
prove it have, for the present, been arrested by the ordinations of an all-
wise but mysterious Providence. Several primary schools continue in ope-
ration, but the ability of the teachers is only equal to the communication
of the mere rudiments of knowledge. The plan of instruction commenced
by the Rev. Mr. Holton promised inestimable beniefits,.but his sudden and
lamented decease has shaded the prospect which seemed so fairly opening
for the intellectual improvement of the colony. It is hoped thatmen of
color may be found qualified to act in the capacity of teachers, and thus
prevent the recurrencce of so sad a disappointment. Regarding this sub-
ject-as one of vital interest, the managers will not fail to give to it the most
sedulous and unremitted attention.

It is a fact which cannot fail to awaken in thismeetings the deepest con-

cern, thatthe records of the colony afford abundant and unequivocal evi-
dence of theundiminished extent and atrocity of the African slave trade,
From eight to ten and even fifteen vessels have been engaged at the same
time in this odious traffic, almost within reach of the guns of.Liberia; and
as late as July,l185, there were "existing contracts for eight hundred
slaves, to be furnished in the short space offour months," within eightmiles
of Monrovia. Four hundredof those were to be purchased for two Amer-
ican slavers. A boat belongingso a Frenchman, having on board twenty-six
slaves, allin irons, was, in September. 1825,upset in thenmouth of the St.
Paul's, and twenty oftheir number perished.Trhis is oneof.the lesserscenes
of tragedy, says the colonial agent, which are daily acting inithis wretched
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country. But the crimes of these lawless invaders of 'human liberty' are
not confined to their acknowledged profession; they defy the laws of all
civilized nations, and engage in every species of piracy.
The crew of a Spanish schooner recently boarded and robbed an English

brig lying at anchor off Cape Montserado, the captain of the latter being at
the time in Mounrovia. The aid of the colonial agent was invoked for the
punishment of the offence, who felt himself obliged, from regard to his own
safety, not to leave unnoticed so flagrant a violation of the law of nations.
The offer of a number of the colonial militia to proceed immediately to take
possession of the factory built by the master of the piratical vessel a few
miles from Monrovia was accepted, and the expedition resulted in the cap-
ture of fourteen slaves, and the entire destruction of the establishment. A
few of the poor Africans thus relieved from their manacles, ignorant of the
language of the settlement, and unable to appreciate the motives which led
to their capture, and the benevolence which was still operating for their
benefit, fled from the colony, and were soon after taken by the natives, and
sold to a Frenchman who was then employed in purchasing slaves on the
St. Paul's. When their situation was made known, the colonial agent de-
manded that they should' immediately be delivered to the authorities of the
colony. A peremptory refusal having been. made to this demand, it was
judged 'necessary to attempt their recovery by force, which was speedily ef.
fected, and possession at the same time obtained of the whole number of
slaves at the factory, aniounting in all to ninety-nine.

Aboit the same time, two or three others of these recaptured Africans,
who had escaped from the colony, were conveyed by the natives to a factory
at Tradetown, a slave mart one hundred miles south of Cape Montserado,
and the -most notorious one existing between Cape Palmas and Sierra Leone.
An effort to recover these individuals peaceably proved entirely vynsuc-

cessful. 4 was known, also, that one of the three vessels then waiting for
their complement of slaves at Tradetowni had committed various piratical
acts since her arrival on the coast. Justified, therefore, as was believed,
by those principles of right which ought to govern all human actions, the
agent, attended with thirty-two volunteers fromn the colony, assisted by
the Colombian armed schooner Jacinta, Captain Chase, immediately em-
barked for Tradetown, detained the two vessels, (the third having been
previously captured by a French brig of war,) effected a landing, seized
fifty-three slaves, and reduced all the stores and buildings of the factory to
ashes.

These bold and energetic measures have done much towards the exclut-
sion of the slave trade from this part of Africa, and have indeed banished it
entirely (at' least for the present) from the whole district of country between
Cape Mount and rradetown. But the managers cannot hope that a traffic
so long established, so gainfnl, so extensive, and which enlists in its support
so many of the deep' and malignant vices of the heart, will be exterminated
without more decided and combined meaetires than have ever yet been
adopted by the Powers of the Christian world,
The influence of the colony with the natives is great and increasing, and

resulting, as -it does, principally from the integrity and kindness manifested
towards them by the colonial government in all its transactions, may he ex-
pected to 'be permanent. They begin to tkeel the superior advantages of
civilized life, and to secure, through the settlement, by lawful trade, those
articles which. were formerly acquired only by the sale of their brethren.
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"No man of the least consideration in the country," says Mr. Ashmun,"will desist from his importunities until one at least of his sons is fixed in
some settler's family. We have their confidence and friendship, and these
built on the fullest conviction that we are incapable of betraying the one
or violating the other."Here the 'managers pause, to pay a mournful and affectionate tribute of
respect to the memory of the dead. The Rev. Horace Sessions, the Rev.
Calvin Holton, and Mr. Charles L. Force, the two former agents of the so-
ciety, and the latter employed as printer for the African colony, have been
called from the field of toil on which they had but just commenced exertions
most honorable to themselves and useful to the society, to the invisible and
eternal world. Mr. Sessions superintended the embarkation of the emi-
grants by the Vine, and accompanied them to Liberia, in the hope of ac-
quiring information which might enable him more successfully to prose-
cute an agency for the society in the United States. Mr. Holton had de-
voted himself, with a martyr's spirit, to Africa, and his instructions and
missionary labors in the colony promised greatly to advance its literary,
moral, and religious interests. But the will of Heaven has removed then,
and to that will it becomes us to bow, in humble confidence that He who
prepared them for usefulness in life will not leave to perish the influence of
their example.
The events which have occurred in the United States during the year,

favorable to this institution, are too numerous to be given in detail, and too
important to be left unnoticed. They have been such as must confirm the
faith of the wavering, strengthen the confidence of the irresolute, and stim-
ulate the decided friends of our cause to higher and nobler exertions,
The number of subscribers to the African Repository and Colonial Jour-

nal has-very much increased, and it is circulated at present in nearly every
State in the Union.
The managers have heard with pleasure that an institution, denominated

the Kosciusko School, has been founded in New Jersey,and that one of its
prominent objects is to qualify young men of color forusefulness in Liberia.
The name of Kosciulsko is associated with this school, in honor of that illus-
trious individual, who, on his final departure from America, intrusted to
Sir. Jefferson a fund to be applied by him to the purchase and education of
African slaves; which fund is, on certain conditions, to be appropriated to
the benefit of this seminary, which will long stand, we trust, a monument
of the charity of that noble foreigner, whose valor and services in the cause
of freedom and humanity are revered throughout our country andthe civ-
ilized world.
The free people of color are becomingmore generally and decidedly fa-

vorable to the views of the society, and mas ox the best informed and most
industrious have resolved upon an early removal to Liberia. In Baltimore
they have recently, in a memorial to the whi.es,implored the means of emi-
gration, and expressed their full conviction of the benevolence and wisdom
of the plans of the society.
The clergy of nearly all denominations have taken occasion, on the an-

niversary of our national independence, or on the Sabbath immediately
preceding or succeeding that day, to explain to their congregations our de-
sign, and solicit contributions in its behalf, the arnount of which has, it is
believed, exceeded any similar collections in former years.
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Th(bi e! .brig E~aris is now preparing, to. sailkno Liberia,, vitzly a.considErable
.,um,,erof.emigrants, most .of whVom are frogi North Carolina.

Thereports of4he; agents employed .by the. soiety.,;u different sectiotws
ofi:the.country are Qfthe most~encourag'itig character, anddprove,.that.s..deepX
rapid, and ex:tensive change, favorable to the interests. o.f this institution,,,
taking:. place :in -the public mind. More than twentysaiuxiliar.y societies
have been.formed' in theoourse of the year. Among these} is the! ColOqi,
zation Society, ofhez State of Penrnsylvania, which, from, its, situations
(Philadelphia,) tihe energy with whichiit. hascommnenced operation, andthe
liberality which has~thus early been evinced in its support, may. be expected
to ac.t very,.effectively in aid of our cause..
The managers are.ipeuliarlvygratified toknow. that tfie citizens of the

Western States beginrhighly to appreciate the objects ofthe society, and that
they are almost unanimously disposed to countenance and sustain them,
They..have this day received intelligence of the organization-of a State sow
iie.ty!in Ohio;,undercircumstances so cheering as to justify the-prediction.
that it ,will prove among-the most important auxiliaries of the Union. }.:

Inconolusion,-may not the. managers be permitted to express:the hope
that this;work,iso-auspiciously commenced, but for tie coupletiQn of which
private charity must prove inadequate, appealing,,as it does,:equall y:to our
duty and interest-to the Christian, who recognises in man, wherever he is
founds.ant heir:off.immortality; to the statesman, who would build tup his
country's glory on her justice-and magnanimity, may be regarded as strictly
national, worthy. of the most earnest attention and liberal patronage of the
Legislatures of the several States and of the Federal Government.

Eleventh annual report-1828.

The managers rejoice to state that Liberia and the adjacent country pos-
seess resources su~tfficient to. meet thie necessities of a very numerous popular
tiox.: On this-subject, the, board beg leave to make a short extract from an
address; of the colonists to the free people of color of the United States,
X *.,ed- the.27th August, 1827:

's.Awayrwith all.the false notions that are circulating about the barren-
nessrof, this country; they are the observations of such ignorant or design-
ing-men as wold injure both it and you. A more fertile soil and a more
pr.oductive~country,'so:;far. as it is cultivated, there is not, we ..believe,> on
the face of the earth. Even the natives of the country, almost without
farming tools, without skill, and with very little labor,-make more grain
and .vegetables-than they can consume, and often more than they can sell.
.Cattle, swine, fowls, ducks, goats, and sheep, thrive without feeding, and
require.. other care than to keep them. from straying. Cotton,. coffee,
indigo, and the sugar cane, are all the spontaneous growth of our forests,
and may be cultivated at pleasure, to any extent, by such as are disposed.
The.same~may .be said of rice, Guinea corn, tnillet, and-too many species
offruits:and vegetables, to be enumerated. Nature is here constattlyt;re-
mnbwing. herself, and constantly pouring her treasures into the laps of the
industrious." .

Inlconfirmation- of this testimony might be adduced the opinions of many
disinterested individuals who have visited the colony; yet, considering the



fa'.;t, thnt', whiie nteglec~ted -almost- entirely, as has been. tbs' aiultuweof
this ptrt-of'AfrfiCa& in- co'ngequencee of the slavetrade,' African provisions
c~i' at jpreseiit~be pitrcta~edehenp~er, by onshAilt,;:han Amerioan. 'N'bne
wrill' vqluestiu; it&i truth.-' Fine cattle6 ma-y he -bought -at a-dlittle distance
fti)n -the colot, -at from three toj six dollars the' head ;rice; of;the best
Xiiality,-fo1r-es than-a- d-ollar the bulshel ; anid palms oil, answrering- all thl3
t dsesofbtitter and lard for culinary purposes, at twenity cents per gallons
eq'ial in- cookeryto- six pounds of hbuttwr. "Thteecolonyias wholly. sutao
plied with coffee froM its own' limits," It -growstvithout culture' irz-great
profusion, and may be purchased of- the! natives -atabkota five ceits 'the
pound. The settlers find their timetno valuable to- be employedvingath;
Oring it ; et,,'in the opinion of lr.-Ashmurn, it -lway, should no new pla'nt-
tioins 'be made, finally be exporledA in considerable quantities froll' the

colony.
Agriculture, -it mist be confessed, has received-too little attention. TThe

reasons -of this are found in the perplexed and difficult; circumstances of
the -earliest settlers; :the unfavorable nature-of the lanlds-of the cape ; the
habits of- many who- first emigrated, acquired by-their- long residence in
oir, large cities, and the ignorance of all of the-modes of cultivation.:-best
adaoted to the clitnlte a-rd productions of Africa; thei-necessity of; en-
ploying time in, the erection of houses and fortifications; and, abovea11
lhe strong temptation -to-engage in the-very profitable -trade- of-the country,.
The inhabitants of Caldwell and other settlements on Stockton crelk

are beginning to engage itt this' pursuit with great decision and energy;
and enough hlas already been 'accomplished to- prove ..that -we have-:ot
overrated, in the preceding rernarks, thc productiveness of Africa; and-that
time, experience,- aid -effort, alone are requisite to realize all theiadvain-
tages enjoyed by the cultivators of the soil in- the inost fertile and favored'
tropical countries. --
The trade of the-colony is rapidly- increasing, and-;to this it is principally

indebted -for its present remarkable prosperity. "I t- is carried oti -(say-the
eolodnists, in their late address) in the productionsof the coiut-ry,-consisting
of rice, palm oil, ivory, tortoise shell, dye woods, gold, hides, svax; anid -a
small anount of coffee; and it brillgs-u.s, in return; the products and rman-
uCfactres of the four quarters of ihe world. Seldom; indeed, is conr harbor
clear of European and Anerican-vessels'; and the bustle and throiging of
our' streets show something already of the- activity of the smalleriseapiorts
of the UJnited-States." - -:-
By mueants of-this trade, the- managers are infornfed that many of the

colonists have, in- the course of three or four years, acquired property 'to
the-: amount -of several thousand dollars -each; and tliat there -exists,
throughout the settlermtents, an abutndda^.>A, itot only of tletiecessa'ies:but
-of the comforts, and not a few of the luxuries-l' .life., Theagreat advan]
tages of this:traffic are manifest from' theiflict thai the colonial agent-esti-
mates the annual nett profits of a small schooner. employed' by: himt;in
conlveying articles for barter to several factories,.esta-blished;,-under -the
authority of the colony, to the leewvard of Mooiiovia! andi bringing i- i:v-r
tuirn the supplies accumulatd:- in, exchange for 'hese at-icles;t-s4;7O0b
a. sum :nearly adequate to defray -the expenise- ofn the -wvhole organization
for the public service, both for the United States 1agericyyandc-the'olofial
government. nIn consequence of an injury (lone to thO sclmooner,.this-itter--
'course has-been Aor a seasaot discontinjued; btit is probably.resuined before
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the prevent time. The possession.of larger vessels would doubtless' add
immensely to the. trade of the country and .the interests of the colony.
rThe board rejoice to state that three. new fortifications and thirteen pub.

lic~buiildings, exclusive of the churchesare either completed already, norso
far advanced as to authorize the expectation that they will be finished in
the course of the year. Forty workmen, says Mr.. Ashmun, in a letter of
March 'last, are ,employed in erecting them. In the expense of many of
them, it is true, (being indispensable to the fulfilment of the benevolent
objects of its agency,) the Government has shared; yet several of great
importance have been commenced, and depend for their completion upon
the resources' of the society and the colonists.

It is a fact highly creditable to the public spirit of the people, that acorn-
pany has been incorporated for improving the navigation of Mlontserado
river, and a subscription raised to the amount of about one thousand dol-
lars, while, with laudable zeal, the stockholders have pledged themselves
to increase the sum to four thousand, if necessary to effect their object. To
neic urage' this object, the colonial agent has been authorized by the board
of managers to subscribe for stock, should he judge expedient, to the
amount of one thousand dollars.

'The sum of fourteen hundred dollars annually, including.three hundred
dollars subscribed by the colonial agent in the name of the society, the
colonists have voluntarily engaged to pay for the support of schools; and
also expressed a disposition to aid liberally in securing the services of a

physician.
The system of government adopted in. 1824 has continued without any

material changes during the year, and has fulfilled in a very efficient and
satisfactory manner the great purposes for which government is insti-
-tuted.. At the last election, most of the officers of the preceding year were
reappointed; and "cwe commence the year," says Mr. Ashmun, "with a

better prospect of harmony in the different operations of our little civil
machine than ever before. Theprinciples of social order, and of a good,
equable, and energetic government, are deeply and plentifully implanted
in the minds, of the influential part, if not of a majority, of the colonists,
and promise the certain arrival (I do not think it will be early, however)
of that state of improvement when the board can safely withdraw their
agents, iand leave the people to the government of themselves."

The managers have nothing to relate, in reference to the moral and reli-
giomis interests of the colony, that will add much to the expectations which
the statements of their last report were calculated to excite. The motives
by;whicl. the earliest emigrants were animated, and the severity of the
trials to which they were subjected on their first arrival in Africa, were
well' suited to invigorate their faith and to purify and exalt their religious
character. Hence, no village, perhaps, itt our own land exhibits less
which is offensive, and more that is gratifying, to the eye of the Christian,
:than.?the 'village, of Monrovia. Crinmes are almost unknown ; and the
universal respect manifested for the Sabb[)th and the various institutions
and duties of Christianity have struck the natives with surprise, and excited
-thecadmiration of foreinners. In the setilernents more recently established
there is, the managers'regret-to say. less attention to the peculiar duties of
religion, and a sad deficiency in the number and qualifications of their
miinisters.-

It, were unreasonable to expect that a people so illiterate, so little accus-
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toyied to reflection', and' whose moral habits-want tha'.firmineass which a
cloar understanding of their reasonableness and importance alone -cani se--:
cuie, should; make. any great advances- in intelligence and'piety,<without
the admonitions and instructions of well-edticated, faithful,.and:.persevering
religious teachers. The managers regard, therefore, the benevolent. efforts
of several societies -to establish missions in Liberia as promising incalcula-
blo benefits to the colony as well as to the African tribes. The Missionary
Society of Basle, (Switzerland,) the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions, and the Society for Doniestic and Foreign Missions of
the Protestant Episcopal Church, have all during the last year resolved to
send missionaries to the colony. The managers perceive, by the public
papers, that one individual has already left Germany, for the purpose of
devoting himself to the cause of Christianity in Liberia.
The system of instruction, so happily organized under the Rev. Calvin

Holton, on the Lancasterian plan, and which seemed well nigh suspended
in its operations by his lamented decease, has been placed under the sul)er-
intendence of the Rev. George McGill, an experienced teacher from Balti-
more; and though the schools are conducted by persons of color,, who are
deficient in the higher branches of knowledge, yet their progress is by no
means inconsiderable; and every child in the colony, native and American.
enjoys their advantages. We have already mentioned the liberal support
which they receive from the colonists.
Large and important accessions have been made, during the year, to the

territories of Liberia. The negotiations which were stated in our last
report to be in progress with the chiefs of Cape MotLnt (the trade of which
is estimated at fifty thousand dollars per annum) have been satisfactorily
concluded ; and the actual possession of the soil, which may ultimately be
expected, could not, in the opinion of the colonial agent, at* the -present
time, be more advantageous to the colony. The chiefs have stipulated to
build a large and commodious factory for the colonial government, to
guaranty the safety of all persons and property belonging to the factory,.
to exact no tribute from those who may resort to it, to encourage trade
between it and the interior, and forever to exclude foreigners front similar
privileges, and from any right of occupancy or possession in the country.
The whole left bank of Stockton creek. from the Montserado to the St.

Paul's, (nine miles,) was secured to. the society by purchase in 1825; and
upon this tract three prosperous settlements are already established. By
recent treaty, that part of Bushrod island including the whole right bank
has been ceded to the society, and a number of families have taken up their
residence upon it. It is intended to connect this tract with-Caldwell by a
bridge one hundred and forty feet in length. The situation is represented
as eligible, and the soil exceedingly fertile. -

Perpetual and entire jurisdiction has been obtained of a territory, called
the- JTtnk, situated on the coast, forty miles to the southeast of-Monrovia,
between two rivers of that name, and by which there will it is believed;
be opened an extensive inland water communication from Motitserado
nearly to Young Cesters-a distance of about ninety miles.

The-managers-stated, in their last report, that the'tight of use and-occul
pancy had been granted to the colonial government, of a region of country
on the south branch of St. John's river,tnortlh nirie mile: from;-Young
Centers; that the factory established there had already proved profitable to
the-colony; and that the super-ititerident of thiis factory had,-by his-integrity,

8 '1.,
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so impressed;the minds of:.theinatives in favor iofthe!colony4 that the tffer,
ofithe 'colonliali agent: topurchase Factory .islandiin thean.mouth 'of the-,ISs
Johnl's ,.h~ad-bee.n accepted.:. :Ther managers have. no-w~the pleasure to add,'
that anl. invualuable tract .of land,..f indefinite extent,.contiguous to this:
island. on the' north branch of the St. John's, belongs to the society.: FTao-
1ories have been erected. on the island, and on both, branches of the river,
and I"they form*" says Mr. Ashmun, "lnew links of. union between the
tribes along the St. John's and your colony. The' interests of both, and.
all," he continues, " are, 1 trust, at no great distance of time, to become
perfectly identical,,and one.numerous and Christian nation, using our lan-.
gtiage and enjoying our institutions, to cover the whole western coast of
Africa'?
No iess than eight stations, from Cape Mount to Tradetown,, one hun-

dred and forty miles, are: now tinder the government of the colony, and
1fur of these have been acquired during the last year.

";We. have, already," says the colonial agent,." to-some extent, con-?
neciedl with all our factories an agricultural appendage-a plan which has
I)roved mutually advantageonis, in different ways, both to the countrypeo-
pile and thei colony. A rmostdesirable addition to be made to both is ,

school for the instruction of the native youth and children of the respective
tribes in:which our establishments-are situated-. Whether we regard such.
,schoolsas a cheap means of extending-the power of the colony, as the most
effectuall instiruments of civilizing the continent, as a: noble exercise of
rational philanthropy, or the best expression of Christiati piety, (and the
object, think; is susceptible of each of, these views,) can think of no
work, connected wvith the rearing of the colony, of which the accomplish-
nielut is wore; desirable. I think it nearly capable of moral, demonstration,
that- the' @.fricant tribesmeay be civilized without expulsion fromtheir
c4o-ven settle-meits and villages, and withsou.t fearful diminution of
their populationwhich has, from causes that do not exist- here as in
regard to the Indians, of .1nmerica, accompanied the marc/s of civilization.
iathataI hemisphere."

Were- it necessary to adduce other evidence of the extensive and power-
f1tlinfluence of the colonists over the natives of Africa, than that which is
exhibited in theutlrimerous ,successful nmgotiationsfor territory, we -ight
slate, that: fi om Cape -Moutinto Tradetowvrs (one hundred and forty miles)
the chiefs have solemnly bouind themselves to exclude others thanthe
people of Liberia, froni their country ; that; the colony is at peace with allthe, native tribes; that the slavetrade, formerly almost theironly traffic, isuearly-i'finot qnite extinct; that tosecure education for their sons in the
Colony is an- object of earnest solicitude; that the colonial agent is not
unl11re-quen'tly addressed by then as head man- of the whole country.; and
that in~case-of a recentrobbery coinmitted- upon several individuals of
Gland Jassa, in-the service of the colony, more than-onethousand, -men

were-actiallyymatchedthence, under arins, to seek directions how to pro-
co.eed from-the government of Liberia..

It has been ascertained that there exists in the interior, one. hundred and
fiftlvi-tuiles frotm.the. clony, a comparatively populous and;eivilized:people,
paj-t:tiallyyacquiaintedtwith agriculture andl the',arts,." where (to borrow -the
laugilage of Mr. Ashnimnll)).the liors.e isa:coimon domesticalnial ;where
every article absolutely. necessary- to onmfortable life,isw produced bv;.the
soior manufactured by.the skill of the inhabitants; where the Arabic.is
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9das a writtenliiguagejin -the ordinary'commeret-of life,; here reg-
ular and abundavnt-markeoto and, fairs are kept j wh6r' -a 'degree of intefli-e
gence and ;-praoticalc-refinemerntexists, little compatible: with the personal
qualities attached, in :the Current notions of- the age to- the' people of
Giinea.- :-

-Tweylfi (Inalu icport-1'829.

i-The general health: of the colony. has through the year been uninter-
rupted, and-additional experience-confirms-the' managers in the belief that
there is nothing in the African climate to prevent the successful establishl-;
mnent,-of colonies 0o Colored persons from the United States, but that its!
influences are well' adapted- to the constitutions of the colored race. A slight
indisposition, soon after their arrival in Liberia, may be expected, hit sub-
sequently they- enjoy-more vigor and exemption from disease- than in coUln-
tries-without the-tropics. --
The general aspect of affairs cannot be better described than in the' lan-

guage of Mr. Ashmun:
-" The established state of- the colony, a treasure of past experience, the

confirmed health-of the settlers, oi-r better knowledge of materials for every
useful work, and a path-trodden smooth by use, begin now, as the fruit of
perseverance in the unfavorable circumistances of former years, to-- requite-
in-a fuller measure the- labor and expense bestowed-on the improvements-
of-the-colony. Every month adds to- it some new acquisitions, discloses-
some new resources, or produces some tiew valuable improvements."

A-very valuable addition has the past year been made to the territory of
the colony. Just before-the illness of Mr. Ashmun, a company'was cfiir-
tered, with certain exclusive privileges for two vears--, to commence an
agricultural settlement, in coimiexion with a public factory distant tvwenrtv-
miles-from Monrovia, at the head (f navigation on the St. Paull's, the Dey-
or St. Paul's chiefs having previously, for-a small compensation, been in,-
duced to give their consent. The company proceeded to occulpy the--spot-
selected for the settlement- on- the igth of Februiary. 4 large tract 'of
country, (including this settlement,) the finest, inlthe opinion of M.hr. A4.sh-
munr, which he had seen ill Africa, easilyto be cleared,abounding ii
streams-of fresh water, (the St. Pauil's itself being sweet at the falls,) which
had iong been vacated, and left as a sort of barrier between thecoast tribes
and the interior, -was on the 14th of April ceded to the society. From the-l
acquisition of this may be- expected advantages of the- niost valuable,
extensive, and permanent character. Boatswain, a powerful chief, has
already-engaged to open a trade road from his own residence, about one
hundred-miles distant-, but from the nearest part of the old'route not mor'e
than fifty. Beyond the-residence of Boatswain the roads arc open, and,3'
for alight-that-is known,a free communicationswthe great cities ofcentral
Africa.

It was stated in the last report, that the whole right or western bank of
Stockton creek -had-: been ceded -to the society, and a settlertint tipon it
already commellced.ir In transmitting -the deed, Mr. Ashmun reinam-k
"Wbile have thus -occupied Bushrod- island, which, containling 'atect6f
twenty-thousad-d;acres -of fiue level land, is destined,.'at so-me.-fuiturre period,"
to become the orchard and granary of the -Montserado district' fLibfria." ';

66
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A country-caHlledTbT nabocpanee,; situated between. Graid..Eassaa:dtidi YoUhbg:
Cesters, has beenoffered. to th, society.; but,, though..abounding. in ,cofiee,;,
and coniiiecting .two iaporptantit'tations, thee sterility..of thedsoil near the se4j;f
and th~e. want, of any. commodious Harbors, have; rendered. doubtful the,
propriety of its immediate acquisition. The question in regard to it is still
undecided. The native authorities at the..head of Junk river have expressed
an earnest desire that a settlement should be established iin their country,
whici is: represented as promising well for the interests both of agriculture
and trade;

It, is in contemplation among the colonists, to form an agricultural estab-.
lishnerit near the bead of the Montserado river; and as the soil is good, and,'
the attention of, the people directed with more than usual interest to the.
culture of the i.arth, they will doubtless prosecute their plan with a com.,
mendable spirit. The managers cannot but regard these facts, taken in
connexion with .the detailed statements concerning territory in their last
report,>as affording evidence the most conclusive that a rich and almost
unlimited country is opening to the enterprise of our colonists,and that the
difficulty is -not to find lands the most inviting, but men and, neans to plant
and improve them.

The two great interests of the colony, its agriculture and trade, have,
advancedthlrough the year wih.a sure and regular, if not a.rapid progress.
Though to foster and extend the first of these has been a primary object of
themnanagers arid their colonial agent, yet truth demands the avowal that
to thielatter is the colony principally indebted for its unexampled prosper.
ity., Nor can we reasonably expect that this order of things will be speedily
reversed.

It is a remark of the late lamented agent, " that the sources of trade and
commerce naturally belonging to the colony, placed' as it is on the central
part of a coast of vast extent. and bordering on populous and industrious
nations ill the interior of the con uineut, are not a tenth part explored. And
until, they shall be (he adds) both explored and occupied, and so long as
this vast field ofcommercial enterprise holds out. new inducements to the
settlers to enter upon and cultivate it, is agriculture destined to follow in
the train of trade, and not to lead it." Admitting the correctness of this
remark, yet the managers find reason, from a careful observation of the
affairs. of the colony during the yearjust past, to consuide that, if trade is to
lead, agriculture is to follow riot far behind, with a firm and assured. step.
A large proportion of the emigrants are by habit entirely unprepared for
any but agricultural pursuits ; the kInowledge which experience in trade
has giveti to the early settlers diminishes the chance of success to those!
who would now enter upon the same employment; several, who have
conducted an extensive traffic, have been niade to feel the precariousness
of hopes funded upon commercial speculation ; and, above all, the ani-
matjing prospects of competency and abundance, clearly apparent before
every industrious and persevering ciltivator of the soil-these. considera-
tions have powerlully contributed to increase the disposition for agricul-
tural exertions.
There remains not a doubt, said 1r. Ashinun some months ago, that the

products of the. colony will' the ensuing year equal its. consumnption in every'
article except rice. Indeed, during the year, tie spirit of agricultural ifi;
duttry and-efort has, both at Caldwell and Millsburg (the new settlement;
on th'e St. Pauls,) been exhibited with extraordinary energy, and int its
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iresuit have been seen the most convincing proofs of the productivoness of
thesoil and 'the best rewards of labor. The farmers-of Caldwell- have
associated themselves, into an agricultural society, at the weekly meetings
of-which the members report, individually, their progress on their planta-
tions, discuss freely one or more practical questions, on which a vote is
Enally takeh,-and each question unanimously determined is recorded as a
maxim in the practical agriculture of the $ettlement. These maxims the
members are- pledged to-reduce to practice. The settlement of Millsburg,
-commenced (as we have already stated) in the month of February; is rep.
resented as in the- most promising way; and early in the last summer the
products of its farms had been sent down in considerable quantities to the
market of Monrovia. An intelligent settler writes : c;There are many fine
mill seats on this new territory; and it would be almost incredible if I were
0to: state the many advantages which are here visible. Nothing appears to
be wanting but means and men of industry; in a short time the whole of
,the present colony might be supported by its own inhabitants along the
'banks of the noble Dey and ill the adjacent country."

-DTrade, however, is pursued by many with enthusiastic ardor and great
:success; and, while individuals bave derived from it a very valuable profit,
it has contributed most essentially to the general prosperity. It is carried
-on with the natives through the factories alone the coast, or at home with
the tribes of the interior and with vessels from the United States. It must
-(as- has already been remarked) be regarded as in its infancy, and new
sources will probably be annually developed in the wide and productive
-countries, and among the populous, powerful, but as yet unvisited tribes of
the interior. At the commencement of the year, four small schooners had
actually gone abroad in the coasting trade, under the flag of the colony;
several others were about to sail, trost of which had been built and fitted
out at Monrovia.

Thirteenth annual report-January 18, 1830.

The late colonial agent, Dr. Randall, left the Knited States in Novem--
ber, 1828, and arrived at the colony on the 22d of-thie next month. Of
Monrovia he writes: "c Its situation is as delightful as can be imagined, and
it enjoys the most important commercial advantages." In the stores of this
place, he remarks.there are at this time not less than the value of 870,000
in goods and African produce, and twice that amount, if we include all
the convertible property in the settlement.
The trade of Monrovia is already considerable, and daily. increases,
* It has occurred to the managers that they might perhaps gratifv this meeting by here enume.

Stating the different species of domestic animals and the various products now rearing in the cot-
only, and which cannot hereafter be wanting, unless through the inexcusable negligence and indos
fence of the settlers. Of-animals,-horses, cattle in abundance, sheep, goats in abundance, asses -
art lately introduced, fowls, ducks, geese, Guinea fowls, swine numerous, fish no where found in
greater quantities. Fruits are-plantains, bananas, in endless abundance, limes, lemons, tama-rinds, oranges, sousop, cashew, mango, twenty varieties of the prune, guava, papaw, pine apple,
grape, tropical peach, and cherry. -Vegetables are-sweet Potato, cassadm, yams, coeoa, ground
nuts, arrnwromt, emg plant, ocr., every variety of beans, and most sorts of peas, cucumbers, and-
pumpkins. Grains are-rice, (the staple,) Indian corn. colree excellent and abundant.; pepper of
three varieties, ofwhich each is equal to Cayenne; millet and Guinea corn; cotton, staple good,,
but notyet cultivated. To these may be added indigo, which it is thought' maW he raised to ad-
va&ta; and the sugar cane, which mni-y and doubtless will ultimately receive attention.

875-1e
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both in its capital and the number of vessels employed on the coast. 'We'.J
have now, besidesisix'or eight smaller decked vessels, twoilarger schooners,,`
the one above thirty, the other above forty tons, employed in the coasting:.
trade. JI presume the exports from this-place may be estimated at 660,000i
or S.70,00O.. In addition to this, our colonyt has afforded facilities to Ameri,-
can merchants, trading on the coast, to three times that amount.
With the condition and prospects of the agricultural villages he was-,

highly gratified; and 'the description which he has' given of their well-
constructed houses, flourishing plantations, and prospects, not merely of
securing the means of subsistence, but of rising to competency, arid even
-wealth, entirely agree with the representations which had previously been
made to the -board. The lands, he observes, in these settlements are of'i
the very best quality, admirably adapted to the cultivation of sugar and
cotton, and. equal, in every respect, to those most valued on the Southern
rivers of the United States.
Very considerable improvements have been made, during the present

year in the buildings of the colony, particularly at Monrovia; new and
substantial ones have been erected; others are commenced, and the town
on the cape now exhibits a beautiful and imposing appearance.

* * 1*l,;,, v * ,. ....

In regard to the general health of the colony, Doctor Randall observes,
in a letter dated the 28th December, 182S, 4 the climate during this month
is most delightful. Though this is regarded as the sickly season, we have but
little disease, and. none of an alarming character." In February, Doctor
Mechlin writes: " This month, although called by those resident here the
sickly season, has not, to judge from the few cases of illness that have
come tinder my notice, merited that appellation. Indeed, I do not know
any part of the United States where the proportion of the sick is not fully
as great as here; nor are the cases of a refractory nature, almost all yield-.
ing to medicine." [n April the same gentleman, having mentioned the
prevalence offever among the newly arrived emigrants, adds: 4 I never saw
any fever in the United States yield more readily to medicine than the
country fever among the emigrants at this season." In August he writes,
"that only four or five cases of sickness exist, and that at no time had
health been more generally enjoyed."
Attempts have been made during the year to penetrate into the interior-

ascertain the soil, features, and resources of the country, and open a friendly
communication with the more powerful and remote native tribes. As
might have been expected, the enterprising spirit of Doctor Randall prompt-
id him, as soon after his arrival as possible, to make an excursion up the
river St. Paul's.
The clear waters of this river, revealing its bottom from the depth of

thirty feet; its high and broken banks, covered with the richest and most .

variegated verdure; the native villages, their thatched. huts intermingled
with the broad green leaf of the plantain ;. the recent foot prints of the ele-
phant; the artificial prairie, once the seat of a populous settlement, noW,
adornied only by a few palm trees, liftitig their majestic trunks to the height
of nearly one hundred feet-excited his astonishment and. adtmiration.
Several of the colonists have, for the purposes of trade, visited .Kinig Boat-
swairn's town, situated, by the present rowe. about 150 njiles.:whi h, it is
believed, may be reduced to 120) in, the interior, which is re'resentedl.as.;A
contailuizg 1,000 houses, well fortified, and capable of bringing 8,000 armed-
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jnen to its defence. The country beyond abo iids in gold, and is believed
a be the only one intervening'betweenJB6atswrain's and Foota Jalldu,'(the

'territory of the, Foolahs, extremely. rich, and whence miUch of the trade
"of Sierra Leone has -leen derived.) After passing the falls near Millsburg,the St. Pa~ul's appears to be unobstructed and navigable to within twenty-
five miles of the town; and, as Boatswain evinces the most friendly dis-
positions towards the colony, this river may be expected, t no remote day,
-to become the channel of a lucrative trade. The path to this town lies,
rfor'most of the way, through immense forests, filled with herds of ele-
phants and other animals; but for twenty miles the country is open and
well cultivated, with numerous cattle, and some horses.

In their last report,the managers expressed their belief that the colony
possessed ample means of defence. In his first communication, Dr. Hail-
1dall gave his opinion that these means were inadequate to the purpose,
;and proposed to rebuild the fortifications on an improved plan, should it
meet the approbation of the board. By the latest accounts, this work is
very far advanced, and its speedy completion may be expected.
The factories established by Mr. Ashmun at various points on ,the

-coast, and which were made, under his administration, to contribute very
essentially to the support of the colony, were found by Dr. Randall in a
languishing state; and, indeed, so small advantage had for some months
been derived from them, that he was led to question the expediency of
their continuance. We are glad to learn, however, that there' is nowv a
fairer prospect of their usefulness. " I find," observes Dr. Mechlin, " that
the factory at Grand Bassa is the means of our exercising a considerable
influence over a large tract of country. The chiefs have petitioned that
it.should remain, and promised in such case to pay their debts, and have
nothing to do with the slave trade, and to permit no slaves to be sold on their
'territory."

* *.k#* *# * *

The-system of education in the colony has remained for most of the
year withotit any special' improvement. Both Sabbath and dav schools
exist throughout the colony, and many native children seek to-enjoy their
advantages. No want, however, more urgent has existed in the colony
than that of teachers, well qualified, by education and habit, to enlighten
with various knowledge, and by a judicious discipline, the excite-merit of
noble desires, and the inculcation of correct and honorable sentiments, to
form the character of the youthful mind. The managers have observed
with pleasure a resolution of the synod of Virginia to establish a- high,
school in Liberia; and they are happy to learn that Joseph Shipherd, a
colored teacher who formerly conducted with success a school in Richmond,
and who took passage in the Harriet, is ready to -give his whole time to
the business of instruction. -The board are stilt more' gratified to state
that Mr. .T. B. Russwurm, a young mian of color who received his educa-
lion at Bowdoin College, Maine, left this country for the colony a few
months ago, for the express purpose of superintending and improving the
;system of education. This young man is well prepared for his work, not
only by his talents and information, but by a practical acquaintance with
'the best methods of instruction.

In the month of July the managers received a visit from two natives
.of Africa, of the tribe called Kroomen. six of whom, while seeking em-
plovmeiit on board of a Mexican brig off Cape Montserado, lost their
canoe il a gale of wind, and were compelled to come to the United States.
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One of them, Prince Will, had been long in the service of Mr. Ashmun,.
stoodby him during his' attack on Tradetown, and shown himself, at all4
times, his faithful and devoted friend. These Kroomen expressed a strong
desire that American settlements should be established in their country,
(about 200 miles to the south of Monrovia,) and promised to do all in their
power to secure to any settlements which might be made there the favor
of their powerful'tribe. I

When it is recollected that the Kroomen are the laborers and water-
men of the coast; that they are shrewd, industrious, and extremely sensible
to kindness or insult; that their government is well nigh patriarchal; that
slavery is not tolerated among 'them, and that they are to be found on
every point of the cobat, from the Senegal to the Zaire, it is obvious that
thq introduction of letters and Christianity into this tribe is an object of
vast importance. Prince Will was furnished with a letter, recommending
him to the friendly attentions of American. merchants on the coast, and to
the favor of humane and honorable foreigners.

* * x. X * * * *

It is painful to state that the managers have reason to believe that the
slave' trade is-still prosecuted to a great extent, and with circumstances.
of undiminished atrocity. The fact that much was done by Mr. Ashmun
to banish it from the territory under the colonial jurisdiction is unquestion-
,able; but it now exists, even on this territory; and a little to the north
and south of Liberia it is seen in its true characters-of fraud, rapine, and
blood! In the opinion of the late agent, the present efforts tosuppress
this trade must prove abortive. A frigate or two, sent 6ut to pass two or"
three times a year down the coast, can effect little or nothing. Through
the agency of natives, employed for the purpose, their movements.are per-
.fectly understood by the slave dealers. 4"In my opinion," says Dr. Ran-
dall, "the effectual method for breaking up this traffic would be to send upon
the coast ten or twelve well-armed, light, fast-sailing schooners, which.
might touch at those places from whence the slaves are taken; which~
should relieve each other, and remain in this service -the whole year. They
should be accompanied by one or two sloops of war, with a force sufficient-
to break up the slave factories.'?

*,'*X#*W * * '*. XA

Having taken this brief review of events more closely connected with
the condition aind progress of the African colony, the managers turn, with
more animated feelings, to the improvement in the steady and sure ad-
vances of our cause, mentioned in the last report of this institution. The'
practical proofs (the best possible) of this improvement have been cheer-
ing and decisive. The receipts into the treasury during the summer and
autumn have exceeded those of the same period in any former year; and,
when we consider the extraordinary efforts of Bible and other kindred'
societies, and particularly the deeply depressing embarrassments which
have weighed upon the pecuniary concerns of the, country, this fact more
clearly indicates the progress of the cause of this institution in the favor-
able opinion of the' public. This cause has advanced against these ob-
stacles more rapidly than ever, and indeed has been making the greatest
progress in the very direction in which these obstaclesvwere presented.
We hail this indication that the day is approaching when the voice of en-
cornitm will be rendered nugatory by the most decisive and efficient acts
of support. The most majestic and irresistible power often inoves in
silence.
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., Although in the .,Southern Stutes no new -and very interesting events
lave ocoLrred, yet former-results have been gaining-strength and iii the

-North much has transpired to invigorate opr hopes. The formation of
new;asqcieties; the renewed and more energetic 'efrts of those', already
existing; the diffusion of more accurate and more thorough information
on the subject; the entire conversion of those only partially enlightened,
and of course undecided; and the almost unanimous voice of public bodies
in favor of our cause-all these are cheering omens that its triumph is sure.

Sixteenth annual report-January 26, 1833.

In the review of the affairs of the society which the managers pro.
pose to take, they invite the attention of the general meeting, first, to the
condition and progress of the colony.

It was stated in the last report, that Measures had been adopted for ex-
ploring the country adjacent to the colony, and purchasing such territory
as might be most eligible for new settlements. It was also mentioned that,
in consequence of the favorable representations made of Grand Bassa, di-
rections had been given that a settlement should be forthwith founded at
that place. Though this object is not yet effected, the delay in regard to
it has enabled the colonial agent to make arrangements to accomplish it
speedily, with all-advantages for promoting the health, security, and pros-
perity of the settlers. He has visited the country, conferred with the na-
tive chiefs, paid the amount remaining due for Factory island, (granted to
the society during the agency of Mr. Ashmnin,) purchased a valuable
tract of laud on the western bank of St. John's river, together with four
large islands within the river, and obtained a- pledge from the late owviiers
that suitable buildings shall be constructed in the. native style, at their ex-
pense, for the accommodation of the fi st emigrants. The bbservations, of
the colonial agent have confirmed the board in the opinion, that in fer-
tility of soil, variety and 'value of products, and abundance of animals,
Grand Bassa is exceeded by no country on the coast. An intelligent and
confidential colonist has been sent to this place, to complete all arrange-
ments for commencing a settlement, and by the last advices we were in-
formed that all things would be in readiness for this purpose in the course
of five or six weeks.

Possession has also been obtained of a tract of land at Grand Cape
Mount, a position mentioned informer reports as eminently advantageous
for trade, and from which the annual exports are now estimated at from
$60,000 to S70,000. The territory here ceded to the society is situated at a
short distance from the sea, on the shore of a lake, about twenty miles in
length, navigable for small* vessels, and into. %which flow several rivers,
affording important facilities for commerce with the interior. -The
chiefs of the country; who are thought to be more advancedin civilization
than ally others south of Sierra Leone, have gratited an unquestionable title
to this land, on the sole condition that settlers shall be placed upont it, and
that, schools shall be established for the benefit of native children. Some
of these chiefs, having obtained the rudiments of an English &duLation in
Liberia. expressed earnest desires that the benefits of instruction should
be afforded to their countrymen, a-id the young -meii declared their purpose
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,,of ,submiting to the laws of the colony, and their willingness to make
further grants.. iand, to. -any extent- desired, whenever the terms of the
present negotiation shall have been fulfilled. The spot .seleted *ifor&aset-tleent.issaid, to ke. healthy, and the soil capable of producing almostevesy thing. of value .that grows. within the tropics.

It is the, intention of .,the colonial agent to examine, in conformity. with
the instructibns of the:board, the country above thefalls,-on-the St. Paul's
river, which, from the best accounts, is more salubrious, and at least of
equal fertility with any other in the vicinity of the colony. Themana.
gers propose, with the least possible delay, to foufd and multiply settle-
merits on the high lands of the interior.
The health of the colony has never been better or more general than

during the last year. The skilful and uiiaremitted efforts of the colonial
physicians have been remarkably successful, and greatly diminished the
danger to which newlyarrived emigrants are exposed; and there are the
best grounds forhope, that more experience, the clearing of the lands, and
the early removal of such emigrants to stations at some distance from the
coast, will still further reducethe danger resulting from tle infuence of

the climate.
In reporting the state -of health among the emigrants.. by several

ditions, Dr. Todsen remarks:";You will see, by the abuce, that the mor-
tality little exceeds that experienced in the most healthy countries of the
world. Had these people been transported to Englund, or any other Eu--
ropean soil, the probability is that. the number lost would fully equal the
within." In another letterhle writes: "1I have no doubt that even emigrants
from the North,. if they be placed and provided for. in a proper manner,
may, with few exceptions, be carried safely through the fever, and enjoy
the same health as in the United States."

It gives the board pleasure to state that the colonists have become gene-
rally and deeply sensible of the primary importance of agriculture, and
have engaged in it with a degree of resolution and energy that must en.
sure success, "Our settlements," writes the colonial agent, "every where
present the cheering evidence of enterprise and. improvment.""sMost of
the emigrants who arrived in the few last expeditions have already the
promise of their labors being rewarded by abundant crops." The atten-
tion of. several of the most respectable colonists. has been turned to the
cultivation of coffee,and twenty thousand trees have beeti planted by asing leindividual. The recaptured Africans, who occupy twoneat villages,
about ree miles from Caldwell, are very contented and industrious, and
their gardens and farms are in a high state of cultivation. At one of these
villages, the agent lately observed "one tract -of 150 acres planted with
cassada, interspersed with patches of Indian corn and sweet potatoes ;" and
he remarks that "they raise not only sufficient for- their own consumption,
but -a considerable. surplus produce for the market."

Desirous of exciting still more a spirit of agricultural enterprise among
the colonists,, the managers appointed a committee some months ago -to
consider what means might best -be employed for this end. The report
made by this committee, and adopted by the board, proposes to allow pre-
miums to such as shall within a reasonable time raise the largest quanti-
ties of the most necessary and useful products, also tosuhc as shall first
train cattle to labor, and use the plough in cultivation that theinltroduc-
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.tion of certain valuable animals should ipn the same way be encouraged;
'thatvvariou5sseeds, frfit'trees, and vines,-be sent to the colony; that an as-
sortmeht of agricultural; implements be intrustec, to the colonial agent. to

;.be'sold-atL moderate prieis to the settlers; and thata public garden shali be
put in ctiltivation,;wherein'may be shown, by careful experiments, what
indigenous or exotic plants, fruits, and vegetables, -will best reward the la-
bors of the husbandman.
!:!^ :2 ,' ,, ***4* 4

,-Commerce has advanced during the year, and new avenues for commu-
*nication and trade have been opened with the tribes of the interior. Car-
avansfroma considerable distance havevisited thecolony,andthe peo-
ple of the Dey country have agreed to permit traders, to pass without de-
lay or molestation, through their territories to the colonial settlements.
They had been in the habit of- obstructing the trade by compelling the re-
mote natives to employ them as their commercial agents, and thus monop-
*olizing'the productions-of the country, and raising their price in the market.

By. the treaty they have signed, the whole channel of trade with the re-
mote tribes is left clear, which must increase greatly both its measure and
value. During the year preceding the first of May last, 59 vessels had
visited the port of Monrovia, of which thirty-two were American, twenty-
five English, and two French. The exports during the same period (coh -

sisting chiefly of camwood, ivory, palm oil, tortoise shell, and gold)
amounted to $125,549 16-of imports, to $80,000; and.-the merchandise
and produce on hand on the 1st of January, 1832, to $47,400. The colo-
ny is becoming known to tribes far distant from the coast, and Mandingo
traders and others have visited it from the borders of Foota Jallou.

X* X* * * 4* 4* 4* 4*

The great interests of education have ' ne..!ai.stiy considered by the
board and the colonial-.agelt, agd the'matiagers re-port a ruanlifest improve-

*ment in the state of the srhaols and the general desire of. the ces&oriists for
the acquisition of knowledge. There are six dty schools for children and
one evening school for adults, comprising altogeLber: 2t26 pupils. The hwo
female schools (one at Motnrovia and the other at Caldwell) are attended
by 99 girls, and the salar:e i of their respectable and well-qualified teachers
are defrayed by a society of benevolent ladies in Philadelphia. Inade-
quacy of funds alone ha:, prevented the establishment of schools among
the recaptured Africans, who are importunate for means of education; but
the board rejoice to leaTr, that the charity of the ladies just mentioned
will satisfy the wishes of !these Africans, and that under their patronage
a teacher for them,iof competent ability and excellent character, has at-
readv sailed. for Liberia. Many cf these people can now read, and a
Sunday school (of which there aie several in the colony) has been estab-
lished among them, some of their own number acting as teachers. Some
regulations have been adopted, which it is thought will render the colonial
revenue sufficient for the support of a general system of common school
education, by which alone, in the judgment of the managers, the colony
can-have power of self-preservation, or of salutary influence over the natives
of Africa.

se 4* 4* 4*¢ 4*a

The relations of. the colony to the native tribes are at present of the
most friendly character; and it has ever been the desire of the board and
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of;the authorities of Liberia to maintain peace by strict adherence to!.Jfls.
tice, and b;,' such acts of courtesy as best. express the humane.andbenov.
;olent feelings of the heart. 'Unfortunately, in -the .early: part of last year,
a controversy arose between' some of the. chiefs: of the. Dey country and
the colonial government, that soon increased to. hostilities, which .:proved,
however, but of short duration. Several slaves, about-to-be sold, escaped
from one of these chiefs, and sought protection among the recaptured Af.
ricans of the colonY. A demand being made for them, the agent requested
the chief to visit the colony, and declared himself. ready to do justice in
*the case. This chief never complied with the request; but soon after died,
and .his sons immediately resolved on war, and endeavored to secure the
support of the Dey and Gurrah kings. Several of the Dey chiefs.openly
'united with them; while the Gurrahs secretly furnished -men for the con-
test. A few of the colonists were seized and imprisoned; one of the' re-'
captured Africans, in attempting to escape, was severely wounded, andthe
'town of a native chieftain (a few miles ftom Caldwell) strongly fortified
as a place of retreat for the aggressors. A messenger, sent to the enemy
by the colonial agent, was treated with contempt, and' the settlements-of
Caldwell and Millsburg threatened with destruction. About one hundred
recaptured Africans were despatched against the hostile force on the 17th
;of 'March, but, on approaching the fortified town, they met with a repulse,
and were compelled to retreat with the loss of one man. Prompt and en.
ergetic-measures were nowv required. The colonial agent, therefore,'on
the 20th, placed himself at the head of a part of the colonial forces,
amounting to 270 men, took with him a small piece of artillery, and, after
a fatiguing march, on the 21st arrived in front of the fortifications at the
town just mentioned, at half past one al night. An attack was instantly
made upon the barricade, and in less than half an hour,. the colonists
were in possession of the town. Foi twenty minutes, the firing on both sides
was incessant. The loss to the colonists was one killed (Lieut. Thomp.
son) and.,two' wounded; that of the natives, fifteen killed and many
wounded. Kai Pa, the instigator of the war, received a wound when
about to apply the match to a three-pounder, which, doubtless, prevented
a much greater destruction of lives. The courage and ability exhibited
by the colonial agent, as well as by the officers and men under his com-
mand, on this occasion, has left an impression on the minds of the natives,
which, it is believed, will effectually deter them from any future attempts to
disturb the public peace.

Six of the Dey chiefs appeared at Monrovia on the 30th of the same
month, and signed a treaty of perpetual amity and peace with the colony,
by which it is agreed that- traders from the interior shall be allowed a free
'passage through their territories, 'and that all matters of difference which
may arise between citizens of Liberia and the Dey people, with the evi-
dences thereon, shall be referred for consideration and decision to the co-
lonial agent. While the necessity of self-defence in any case cannot be
too deeply regretted, and while the love of peace should be cherished as
heavenly in its nature, and most benign in its effects; the managers still
hope 'that the late contest will be followed by benefits of such magnitude
and value as immensely to outweigh the evils that attended its existence.
That the colonial government has secured the confi;Jenee of the natives,
generally, in its neighborhood, is certain. " You can have no idea," says
the colonial agent, " of the favorable inmpressions we have made on the na-
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ties of the country; they are constantly sending messages requesting us
to settle at different points on the coast, from Cape Mount to below Trade-

::town, (about 140 miles,) and means only are wanting to enable us to oc-
.cupy any portion of the-coast between these two points."

-Although the managers can report no great advancement in the moral
and religious interests of the colony, they have reason to believe them
justly appreciated by the. settlers generally, and guarded by many with de-
vout care. Open immoralities are rare, the Sabbath is strictly observed,
and public worship attended, by nearly the whole community, with regu-
larity and decorum. Three churches have been erected during the year-
one at Monrovia, and two others in the villages of the recaptured Afri-
cans. The state of these recaptured Africans is most interesting. We
have already mentioned their desire for knowledge, anil we may add, es-
pecially for religious knowledge; some of them have already professed
Christianity, and they are represented to be, as a people, contented and in-
dependent, and rapidly improving in intelligence and respectability.
.M

Much has been added to the strength of the society, in the United States,
during the year. Its plans and proceedings have been deeply and exten-
sively thought of. and ably discussed and defended. While opposition
has been inibodied, and hurled against it reproach and defiance, its multi-
plied friends have stood forth cahnly, but triumphantly, for its vindication?
and borne its cause onward with resistless power.
The committee in the Legislature of Maryland, at its last session, to

whom were referred memorials on the subject of the colored population..
made a report, in which, assuming as an undisputed fact that this popula-
tion is injurious to the prosperity of the State, and expressing a deep con-
viction that it cannot long be borne, they demonstrated that at an expense
annually of $26,040, the annual increase, and at that of ,40,200, the en-
tire colored population, might, in the course of a single generation, be re-
moved, and established in. a separate community. The disposition to
emancipate slaves, under circumstances which forbids their enjoyment of
the chief blessings of freedom, so extensively prevails, that the committee
believe provisions for abolition now unnecessary; and that, should means
be provided for the removal of those voluntarily liberated, patriotism and
benevolence will produce sufficient manumissions to give employment to
all the resources that can be applied. The committee state that, should
Maryland ever colonize her whole colored population, in addition to all
-the vast benefits, moral and political, she will havee gained. she will be
more than compensated for the work by the increased value of her lands.
The Legislature expressed their approbation of the views of this committee;
by appropriating S200000 for effecting the object it proposed; and three
managers have been appointed by the Governor and State Council to con-
sider and direct the mode of its expenditure.

In the General Assembly of.Virginia, African colonlization has been the
subject, in all its relations and extent, of a debate of unprecedented in-
terest and vast power. That mighty evil, beneath which the minds of
men had bowed in -despair, has been looked at as no longer incurable; a
remedy has been proposed; the sentiments of humanity, the secret wishes
of the heart on "1 this momentous topic, have found, a- voice, and the wide
air has rung with it." A bill proposing an appropriation of $35,000 for-
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the first, and of S90,000 for the second year, to-aid in the deportation of
the free people of. color from Virginia, passed at itsalast session, theiHouse
of Delegates,.but was rejected in the Senate by a small majority. :-The
managers cannot doubt that the general sentiment of the State isWin favor
of such ani appropriation, and that it will. soon be granted.

Nearly half the colonists iii Liberia have emigrated from Virginia, and
many citizens of that Stateihave sought aid from the society for removing
thither their liberated slaves during the last year. The Legislatures of Ten.
nessee,-Alabama, Louisiana, Pennsylvania, and New York, have taken
the cause of this society into considerations but have not (though it is
hoped they soon will) aided it by pecuniary appropriations.
Abundant and explicit testimony, founded on personal observations in

regard to the character and prosperity of the colony, has, since the last
anniversary, come before the public, both from enlightened foreigners and
respectable and disinterested citizens of the United States. It May be
well to record here the opinion of an English officer who spent three years
upon the African coast, (though. perhaps already known to this meeting,)
"that the complete success of the colony of Liberia is a proof that negroes
are, by proper care and attention as susceptible of the habits of industry
and the improvements of social life as any- other race of men; and that
the amelioration of the condition of the black people on the coast of Af-
rica, by means of-such colonies, is not chimerical." He adds: "A few
colonies of this kind, scattered along the coast, would be of infinite value
in improving the natives."

* * * * i. t.

The intelligent master of the ship James Perkins "did not hear, while
at the colon27, a discontented expression from anyone," but found "all
with whom he conversed apparently happy, and pleased both with the
country and government."

Seventeenth annual report-January 20, 1834.

The board regret to state that the health of the colonists, particularly of
those who arrived in the early part of the year, has suffered severely; and
the mortality among the emigrants by the latest expeditions has been un-
usually great. By the return of Dr. Mechlin to the United States, within
a few days past, certain-facts on this subject have come to the knowledge
of the board, which they deem it their duty to submit to the general meet-
ing. From the Lafayette, Roanoke, Jupiter, American, Ajax, and Her-
cules,-were lauded 649 emigrants, of wh6m 134 have died. Though
emigrants of no particular class. and from no particular section of the
country, have been exempt from the fatal effects of the fever,.the greatest.
mortality has occurred among those who had resided farthest to the North,
and in the most elevated portions of our own country. The -managers
have sought to ascertain the true causes of this heavy and unexpected
calamity, trusting that they would be found such as should not be per-
mitted to weaken the efforts or dim the hopes of the society.
Dr.Todsen, a physician of much experience in the diseases of the Afri-

can climate, deemed it necessary ill the spring, for the benefit of his health,
;o visit the United States; and, in the course of the summer, Dr. Hall, this
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only associate in: medical practice. returned to this country for. a similar,
purpose. The duties of physician for the wvio)e ccolonv were thus thrown
lnpbt the colonial agent, Dr. Mechllin, who, owing. to toilsand exposures
during a,>visit to Grand Bassa, had suffered severely.under repeated attacks
of disease, and noW; while the sick were, widely separated from each other,'
many, of them A-t Caldwell, nine miles from Mlonrovia, found it impossible,
ever: had all other concerns been neglected, to attend duly to their neces-
sities. The emigrants from the most southern States: felt confident that
they would remain unharmed, and therefore unnecessarily exposed them.
selves to the various exciting causes of the fever, and, when seized by it,
relied for remedies rather upon the judgment of some of their own number,
than upon the advice of those whose experience would have prove] a far
safer guide.
The loss of so many lives is then, in the opinion of the board, to be

attributed rather to the extraordinary unhealthiness of the season, the
want of medical aid, and the incautiousness an3d ulse of improper medicines
oil the part of the emigrants, than to the general and permanent character
6f the clirfiate.
The managers are confirmed in this opinion by the colonial census just

received, which, though certainly unfavorable to the health of the colony,
will not induce those to despair of success who are familiar with the his-
torv of colonization, The number which had been sent to the colony
before the arrival of the expeditions above mentioned as so severely af
flirted, was 1,872 persons; and the actual populatimi of the colony (not
including the recaptured Africans) in 1832, 1,6t7. The whole number of
emigrants, including the expeditions of last year and the recaptured Affi-
canls, (a part of whom only were removed from this country,) has been
3,123, while the present population of the coloiy is stated to be 2,S16.
About fifty of the colonists are believed to have been absent in the coun-
try at the time this census was taken. Now, it should not be forgotten
that the early emigrants were exposed to aulost every variety of hardship
anid suffering; that several fell in a contest with the natives; that from
twenty to fifty at least have returned ; that some have perished by disas-
ters upon the rivers and at sea; that all have had to contend with dilfl-
culties inseparable from their enterprise ;i1 an untried climate and Oil a
distant and uncultivated shore ; arid, finally, that neither the information
nor the pecuniary means of the society have at all times been such as to
enable it adequately to 'fulfil the dictates of its own benevolence.

WVhile the facts just stated must excite painful emotions in the breast of
every member of this society, while all will fee) that human life is not to
be wantonly exposed or lightly regarded ; neither, the managers may be
permitted to say, on account of ordinary or teniporarv calamities, should a
great cause, undertaken from the punrest motives and for purposes of large
and lasting good-to mankind, be abandoned. The history of colonization
in] America proves how impotent were events, in themselves most afflictive
and disheartening, to arrest the progress of settlements founded by, men
wvho grew wise inl adversity, and gathered resolution and strength from,
defeat. The genius of our nation, sprung from the colonies of Plymouth
and Jamestoivn, rebukes the despondency which would augur destruction.
to Liberia, because drrk clouds have hiung over it and many valuable-lieves
perished in laying its foundations. Nearly onei-half the first Plymouthi
emigrants died in the course of foUr months. The first three attempts to
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plant a 'colony in Virginia totally failed. In six months, ninety of theone_
hundred settlers who first landed at JamestownI died. Subsequently, in
the same brief period, the inhabitants of thiscolony were reduced from
five hundred to sixty; and long after, when X150,000 had been expended-
on that cqlony,-and, nine thousand people had been sent thither, itspopdl-
tion amounted to but 1,800souls-. It is the opinion of Dr. Mechlin, that
the settlement just commenced at Grand Bassa ismore favorable to health
than Monrovia, and that future emigrants should be first sent- to that place.
It is: stated that, at a small expense,a road might be opened to the distance
of fifty miles in the interior, where the elevation of the country affords.
reason to believe there exists few if any unusual causes of disease. The
removal of emigrants thither would probably conduce not only to their
health, but to their more industrious and successful cultivation of the soil.;
It has been observed that -the natives from the upper country are some.
what affected by the climate of the coast; yet the natives of the coast have
vigorous constitutions and enjov the best health. This fact shows, that,-
whatever may be the results of further inquiries and experience in regard
to the dangers to which emigrants from this country may be exposed, the,
colony of Liberia will increase, and if more slowly, yet surely, confer on
Africa the blessings it is designed to bestow.,
A very valuable tract of country at Grand Bassa, lying between the

central trunk, southeastern branch of St. John's-river, the latter known
by the name of Benson's river, and extending fifteen miles into the in.
tdrior, containing from one hundred and fifty to two hundred square miles
of the best land, with two eligible mill seats, and abounding in valuable
timber, has, since the last anniversary, through the earnest and well-di-
rected efforts of the colonial agent, Dr. Mechlin, been added to the territory
qf the colony. He remarks; ";For fertility of soil, and the facilities for
procuring articles of trade and subsistence, I know of no place within our,
limits that can compare with the country in the vicinity of St. John's river."
On the tract of land purchased by the same geitleiwan, on the Little Bassa
side of St. John's river, about one hundred and fifty emigrants established
themselves early in the year, and have already buitt.houses, enclosed their
lots, and made encouraging progress in, agricultural improvements. The
town which has been commenced commands a fine view of the ocean, and
is called Edina, in honor of tile liberality of the citizens of Edinburgh, in
Scotland.

Provisions are much cheaper at Grand Bassa than.. at MIonrovia. The
St. John's river abounds in fish, and Indian corn and a great variety of
vegetables may be successfullv cultivated. One of the native chiefs de-
sired that his town might be included within the limits of the settlement,;
so that he might share in..the privileges while he obeyed the laws of the.:
colony. The natives inl the vicinity of Edina manifest the most friendly
disposition, and several of the Blassa chiefs have expressed their willingness
to make grants of land to the society. The proprietor of a tract, (four or
five miles southLof the mouth of the St. John's river, forming an admirable
harbor, in which ships may anchor, and boats land their cargoes safely it
all seasons, ) who, until recently, refused to cede anyr portion of it- has be-
come so well convinced of the advantages he mav derive from a civilized
settlement, as to invite the colonial agent to select and purchase any part
of his territory; and it is the purpose of the board to secure, as soon as
possible, the benefits of this proposition. -
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The commercial prosperity of thd colony has continued& to increase, and
the. managers have cnly to regret that the immediate gains of trade are'too
geteraly.'rpreferred: to the slower but surer profits of agricultuial labor.
Several vessels have been built, at the colony.. The Libqria Herald: gives
a list of sixty to ;seventy: arrivals in the course of the last eight Months,
and! measures 'have been- taken to explore the,country, with the view of
establishing commercial connexions with the powerful tribes of the interior.
The managers' state: with regret that the hopes expressed by them in.

their. East report, in regard to agriculture, have not been fully realized.
They have deemed a vigorous cultivation of this great interest essential to
the common prosperity, the durable independence of the colony. They
have instructed their agent and urged the settlers to consider it of primary
importance, and premiums have been offered to encourage agricultural
industry and enterprise. But the temptations to indolence and trade with
the natives, and in some instances the pressure of daily want, not to be
satisfied with future relief, have overcome all opposing inclinations. The
managers still hope that what could not be done by argument may be done
by example. -Some of the most respectable emigrants from Charleston
have wisely resolved to devote themselves to agriculture, and have formed
themselves into a company, that they may prosecute it with the more
energy and success. Under date of August 1st, the Rev. Colston M.
W-aring'writes: "Though I am not a farmer, I have cultivated six acres of
coffee, and have this season planted five acres more, and ami planting, be.
sides, yams and an ample supply of vegetables. I feel very sanguine that
my example will be followed by many in the culture of coffee and other
articles." The farms of the recaptured Africans have well rewarded their
labors, and the emigrants at Edina seem disposed to rely niainly~upon their
labors as husbandmen for the means of subsistence and prosperity. The
demand for mechanical labor in the colony is great, and those who perform
it receive a liberal compensation.
The cause of education is making progress; nearly all the settlers wish

their children to enjoy its advantages, and the common schools, six in
number, (three of them sustained by a benevolent society of ladies in
Philadelphia,) are well conducted and attended. The Auxiliary Coloniza-
tion Society of Massachusetts appropriated, early in the year, $l,OQO to-
wards the establishment and support of a school, with two teachers, to be
called the Massachusetts Colonial Free 'School. Ample and judicious
regulations have been drawn up by that society for -the management of
this school, which is to be under the immediate control of a committee
consisting of the colonial agent or the mayor of Monrovia, and two -other
persons, to be annually elected by the citizens of the colony, and it is ex-
pected soon to be in operation. -

The managers can add little to the statements in their last report in re-
gard to the moral and religious interests of the colony. The number .of
churches or meeting-houses in the various settlements is nine; the Sabbath
abd public worship are well observed; many of the recaptured Africans
have titited themselves to the church and the Christiancommunity have
manifested a desire to impart. religious knowledge- to.the African tribe&
In May last, the board of missions of the Baptist church in Monrovia
appointed Adam W. Anderson a missionary for one year among the Vve
people at Cape Mount, and instructed him not only to preach' the gospel!
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to the adults of this tribe, but to teach the Eiglish- -language- to- their
children. .. -.

All the native Africans :in the neighborhood of the colony-tare- prepare&-;;
towreceive instruction in letters, the arts, and ChristianityOand many of-thb-
chiefs have offered. to make grants of lands, on.the simple condition thIat
their youth shall enjoy the advantages of an English education. Tholr.--
sands of human, beings, debased in intellect and. darkly. bound in vice,ia. -
voke, the spirit of missionary enterprise: to extend its- triumphs -over an
almost unlimited field, and, in their characters renovated and lives purified:
by -its influence, to find for every labor and sacrifice an ample and durable'
reward.
The managers have been gratified to observe among Christians of vari.-

oils denominations, both in this country and Great. Britain, a- growing con,.
cern to civilize the manners and enlighten the minds of the people of
Africa. They have rejoiced that all associations designed for the' benefit-
of uncivilized men might derive aid from Liberia in their -mercifull efforts
to rescue this people from. their degrading superstitions, their odious cuse--.
toms, and that traffic which has cursed-their race, and to bring them under
the dominion of knowledge, reason, and the all-gracious power of divine
truth.
.E it * # t~~~ * * ** .,

The managers state with regret that complaints have been made to them
frotn various sources, during the year, highly injurious to the character and-
interests of the colony. That these are not wholly unfounded; that evils:
exist demanding for their remedy prompt and ornGrgetic measures, the
board cannot -doubt. They have sought to ascertain the causes of these
evils, and the means for their removal. They are convinced.that in the;
methods of supplying the necessities of newly arrived emigrants, of allot-
im, to them their lands, of guarding their health, exciting. their industry-
nlid public spirit, securing increased attention to agriculture, suppressing
hlie tra fic in ardent spirits, and conducting the operations and defraying
the expenses of the colonial government, there is reason and room -for im-
provemuent. Occasional errors in judgment are incidental to the manage-
nient of affairs so remote as those of the colony from the personal in-
spection of the board; and if, through inexperience or inadequate informa-.
6imti, such errors have been committed, they may hope by additional light
to correct then; nor can they be slow to change or even abandon meas-
ures which are proved ineffectual to accomplish the good for which they
were intended.

- inete'cnth annual report-December 15, 1835.

Within the present year, several special opportinities,in addition to the--
current. sources of -information, have been used. by -the- managers- to asserts
tain the.progress and effect of their plans of improvement at Liberiat-and:
the true.-state. of thiings in -that community. Much detailed information-
on lhese_:subjects has: been derived from their in-terviexvs with the lRev;.
John B.,-Pihny, Dr. Ezekiel Skiinner. the Rev. John- Seys, and-Beverly-R.;
Wilson, at: intelligent colored *mnan, formerly of Norfolk, in Virginia, 'whbip
visited -the colony about two years ago, in order-to examine into its conli
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edition. The result of their statements was in a high degree satisfactdty to
the board. Amoig the facts which did tbt contribute to this sdnti'mewt
wero some indicatingna -spirit of insubordinationi in a portion of the; colo-
nimts. But it is n6t doubted that a vast majority of the citizens of Liberia
justly regard the-relations of the society to them as being wholly parental;
and are satisfied that, unmil the period shall -arrive when its authority can'
be withdrawn with safety to themselves, every proper indulgence will be
accorded to their wishes. Misconceptions of the extent of this disposition
'have led to proceedings at the colony, which, on being iiimade known to the
managers, required and received a corrective. A recurrence of some dif-
ficulties which havp been felt vill be prevented by a nev code of colonial
laws, now in a course of preparation.

Mr. Pinney, the late colonial agent, returned in October last, in the
brigantine L;oiisiana, having beeni disabled by the state of his health from
executing the designs of the managers in some important particulars. All,
however, that circumstances permitted him to do, was ,effected. Wheu he
Jeft the colony, nine cottages had been erected, on lots of sixteen rods
front, near the fork of Junk river, in view of the sea. The old storehouse
being out of repair and uinsafe, a new, substantial, and more capacious
building,. of stone, has been erected, and is now occupied by the storekeeper.
Some progress hid been made in the erection of a saw mill, but its com-
plerion was prevented by the want of funds and the ill health of Mr. #ill-
ney. A road had been opened for more than a mile ini the rear of the
settlement at Millsburg, with the intention of erecting at its termination
houses of native construction. The ful filnent of his intentions was delayed
by the want of funds ; and it has since been postponed, from the hope that
a more favorable location, further in the interior, might be obtained.
Messrs. Whitelhuirst, Williams, ar-d MNcGill, who had been appointed by the
colonial government as commissioners to negotiate a peace aniong the
tribes in the vicinity of Liberia, were also instructed to'select a highland
location suitable for an interior settlement. This object was not accoill-
plished by them; but it' is deemed so important that the agent lihs been
again urged to strenuous exertions for effectihig it..
The public farni directed bv the board has been e.tablislied, but lan-

guishes tinder the same pec-ii~iary exigence which affects other plans of
colonial improvement t. 'I'Tle. partial success of the experiment evinces, in
the opinion of Mr. Pinney, that its vigorous prosecuitoin would be econom-
ical to the society, and would stimulate the settlers to similar enterprises.
The managers are pleased to find that an agricultural spirit has been ex-
cited in Liberia. During the present year, farming operations haive been
pursued with more energy and on a larger scale than at any former period!
of the colonial history. In illustration of tite increased attention now givetil
to this important subject, it may be mentioned that the inhabitants of Cald-
well and New Georgia have exhibited for sale potatoes of superior size
and flavor, and in such-large quantities as to reduce the price one half be-
low that of the last year. Grass, hav, and other forage, are abundant, of
good quality, and obtainable at all seasons. Part of a small quantity of
seed corn carried by one of the emigrants by the Rover was-planted on a.
farm at Millsburg, and in the rmonith of August was six or seven feet high,'
after having been in the ground o(lly ten weeks. It was part of the second
crop raised during the season onl the field where it grew, and twelve tuatiths
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before the field was an impenetrable forest. The owner has sold between
vwevity and thirty cords of wood from the latud, at three dollars a cord;
W hich was carried to the Cape de Verd islands, to be bartered for salt. A
fanrer at Caldwell has during the present season raised cassada, peas,
hea us, arid rice. in great abundance. Two other persons have raised the
most extensive field of rice ever cultivated in the colony. Their success
is calculated to encourage a general cultivation of this valuable article.
Thle editor of the Liberia Herald, after saving that the forests of Liberia.
"are covered with excellent timber for all the purposes of house and ship
lnil(dirng ;" that "the fields are filled with excellent and valuable esculent.
and medicinal herbs and roots, the woods with game, and the rivers wit.
fish ;' that "1the climate produces all the most valuable productions of the
I ropies-such as Cotton, coffee, sugar cane, and fruits in endless variety;
aid that these blessings nature has scattered with profuse liberality over
the whole face of the country, as if to leave little else for the hands of in.
dtistry than to render them tangible and available, by bringing them within
immediate reach ;" adds, ",for those of our citizens that have turned their
atteiit ioma to agriculture wye wish all the success which their laudable and
plaisewv'orthy efforts deserve."

'T'o promote this'success, by bringing into use the plough, harrow, and
cart, tia, society resolved, at its last meeting, that such working animalsas
atz best suited to a tropical climate should be introduced into the colony.
Ii t) inaa understood that animrials raised at the Cape deo Verd islands were
inort suitable to it than those raised in the United States, a provision was
iasurtsed in) the charter-party of the buig Rover, that the vessel should touch
al those islands, and take thence as many horses, mules,-and asses, as it
could conveniently carry. This provision, however, was not carried into
e,1 t. Information. having since been received, that mules are better.
adapted than horses to the colony, the master of the vessel which is to sail
Soon from Norfolk wvill be directed to purchase at the Cape de Verd islands
ten good mules, and take them to the colony.
The managers had also determined, when the working animals should

ie brought into use there, to appoint, with a suitable compensation, a su-
perintendent of agriculture, whose duty it should be to take charge of the.
public farim ; to cultivate on it every kind of graini, Plant, and vegetable,
either native or foreign, which can be raised to advanitige in the climate;
to give einvtlloyment to emigrants, on their arrival in the colony, till they
find a place of permanent residence, and to others wanting wyork ; to visit
ait stated periods all the fartns in the colony, anid oftlr such advice and sug-.
gest such improvements to. the occupants as he might deerm. useful; to aid
thein ia- procuring suitable plants, seeds, implements of husbandry, &c.; to.
make to the agent periodical reports of the state of colonial agricuilture, and
to propose to that officer Plans for its melioration, to be afterwards submit-
ted to. thli managers. The efficacy of this system will, it is believed be
stitc seen ill the growth of articles of sustenance at Liberia sufficient for
tie mainmtewwnce of its inhabitants, and the consequent cessation of heavy
colonial drafts oni the treasury of the society, in payment for provisions of
thlt first necessity., in addition to those forwarded from the United States.
The manages :aie of opinion that tlte office of superintendent of utiricul-

ture should be conferred on a well-qnialified meait of color. Indeed, they;
cannot avoid participating in the hope recently expressed by a reverend.
and learned geutleino-n, " that ere long sone of the worthy and intelligent
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colored persons of this country (and many such there are) will regard with:
deeply felt and operative syrnpathy their degraded fellows, and make some
generous and determined efforts for their moral and political elevation, by
emigrating -to Africa, with as many as they can induce to accompany
them, and thus become the founders of cities (and ofempire. No purpose,
to an intelligent and worthy colored man, could he more honorable, more
benevolent, or more gainful. He would thus enrol his name for perpetual.
glory with the pilgrim fathers, with Penn, with Howard, with WashiWig-
tona, and other great mnen and admirable philanthropists, and would offer
inducements which will be constraining and attractive to every aspiring
and honorable man of color in the United States."'

bit such a state of things, this society would find no difficulty in procoar-
ing suitable agents, physicians, missionaries, and teachers, who, having
sprung from natives of a tropical climate, would not be subject to those
fatal attacks of disease which have, year after year, carried off' so many of
our estimable white citizens.
The resolution already referred to, of the society, also expressed its opin-

ion that wheels, cards, and looms, should be sent to Liberia, in order to
afford useful employment to the women and children. 'T'he managers were
solicitous to furnish to that portion of' therpoptilation' the mnealns of self-
support, and thus relieve their neighibors and the societv fromi the burden
of sustaining them; arid, also, to be thereby enabled to grant applications
from persons of that description for settlement, in the colony, vhich hlad
previously, from convictions of duty, been rejected. Tle measures adopted
for promoting this policy have, however, been only partially carried into
effect. The brigantine Louisiana carried out a dozen cotton cards and
three cotton wheels, which were all that could be obtained at Norfolk when
she touched at that port. The vessel about to sail for the colony will take
a supply of wheels, looms, cotton. and cotton seed.

It is proper here to remark, that the evils of pauperism, to remedy or
prevent which was one motive of the arrangements just noticed, and of
other proceedings that have been adopted, do not appear to exist in Libe-
ria to an extent disproportioned to that observable in some other commu-
nities which are regarded as prosperous. Mr. Pinney states that, during
the latter period of his stay in the colony, the number of destitute persons
receiving support from the funds of the society did not exceed forty or
fifty-a proportion of about onie-seventy-fifth or one-sixtieth of the whole
population. At particular periods it had been greater.
Among the indications of moral advancement at Liberia, the disposition

to apply its own resources to internal improvement, which has recently
been manifested, is tiot the least prominent. The colonial council, by
some revenue regulations, have so tar increased their funds as to coo-
mence building a court-house and jail. The edifice is to be entirely of stone,
and at the date of the last advice's it had been raised one story, on the
basement. A sufficient quantity of rock had been quarried for a light-
house, the wazut of which was severely felt by captains of vessels entering
the harbor of Monirovia at night. It is to be erected on the summit of Cape
Montserado, arid is to be thirty feet high. This altitude, added to 2i.0 feet,

i' tee Dr. MieCosiaughy'a kddvroa, July 4, 183,, at a meeting (1 ttem. Washiugtun County(Pennrylvania). Colonization Society.-dfr. ARp., vol II, A. 304.
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the height of the cape, will make the elevation of the light above the levels
of the sea 2so feet.
Though the managers: have been able to do but little directly to aid the.

cause of education in Liberia, it has not been neglected by religious and,
benevolent individuals, One hundred and forty one children in the colony.
are now receiving instruction through the bounty of the ladies of Richmond;
and Philadelphia, and seventy-two through that of the, Methodist church
in the United States. The colored female employed by the Ladies' Sdciety
of Richmond for promoting female education in Liberia instructs thirty.'.;
two orphan girls between the ages of four and fourteen, in reading, wrivt
ing, arithmetic, geography, plain sewing, and marking. These encourage
ing particulars notwithstanding, the board are' satisfied that the schools in
the colony are glaringly inadequate to its wants. A principal desideratum
isa greater number of competent teachers; and these, in its present imma.
ture stale, cannot be obtained without foreign aid.

In the document before cited, the managers took occasion to say that
they desired no emnigratits to settle in Liberia, but persons "of good moral,
of industrious habits, and friends and members of the temperance cause."
The propriety of this restriction, while the colony is in its infancy, and the..
means of the society are adequate, under the most favorable circumstancees,.
to. grant but a very small portion of the applications for admission into the
colony. which are made, upist he obvious to' every candid mind. On.:
several occasions the managers have laid before the public their views on'
tle subject of temperance; the considerations which deterred them from
wvholly prohibiting the introduction of ardent spirits into the colony; and
their reliance. on the success of moral influences in bringing thatipernicious:
article into disuse these, except tor medicinal purposes. That this reliance
has not been misplaced, appears frorm the progress of the temperance cause.
in. Liheria. In .lantiary last, a temperance society of forty-three persons
was formed at Monrovia, which soon received an accession of seventy-one'
additional members. Within a fewmonths afterwards, five hundred and:l
three person's had signed the pledge of total abstinence. The testimony of
the Rev. John Sevs and other intelligent observers to the temperate habits
of the colonists is decided and gratifying. Lands in the vicinity of' Mills-
b)mlrg hadl been laid off for the Albany temperance settlement. but its
progress has been retardeor by the ill health of the colonial agent.
When Mtr. Piutmey left the colons, possession had not been taken of the

land which the society purchased at Cape Mount. lie apprised the man-
agers of some omissions yet to be supplied, in order to complete the rights-
which the society had intended to acquire by several former purchases
Within its present territory. During his administration, a treaty was nearly
concluded 'for a desirable tract of land beginning five miles above the mouth-
of Junk river, exuettding twenty miles along the coast, to a point five miles
below that river, and running hack fifteen or twenty miles to the highlanids.
file consumniatiui of this arratizement wvas deferred for want of funds.
*n.Qi+ S s ~* *v ;

The brigantine Louisiana. on her return to' the United States, brought
the melancholy intelligence, that on the 10th of .lJtne last. King Joe -harris,
obre of thie native sovereigns, htad attacked the settlement founded at Bassa
Cove by the Young Men's Colonization Society of Pezinsylvania vnd .the
Newk follk City Colonization Society, and had massacred about twenty of)
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the'emigrantsresiding at Port Cressoon. The survivors fled, under circum-
stances of extreme destitution, to settlements under the immediate direction

of the parent society;and there received liberal aid from the citizens and
others. The beneficence of Mr,John Hanson, of Philadelphia, on the occa-
sion, excited lively gratitude at the colony, and deserves notice in this
report. For several veeks. his brig, though navigated ata heavvexpense,
was continually in the service of the fugitives, voyaging between Monro-
via and Edina ; and at both places his boats,' whenever requested, were
lent. When the disaster became known in this country, measures required
by thle emergency were promptly adopted. On the 29th of November'last,
the brig Independence, Captain Howell, left Philadelphia for Bassa Cove,
with supplies and fire arms. In contributing funds for obtaining the sup-
plies, great liberality was manifested by the citizens of Philadelphia 'and
New York.
WVhen news of the events at Bassa Cove reached the other Liberian set-

tlements, preparations were immediately made for defending Edina against
an expected attack from King Joe Harris, and war was declared against
him by the coloniial authorities, subject to some simultaneous provisions for
attempting a pacification. The proceedings of the colonists in this crisis
indicate a stage of political advancement among them, which forms a prac-
tical argument of much cogency in favor of the colonizing system.

Despatches from the colonial agent, dated August 24, 27, and October 8,
9,1835, were received during the last week, in which he states, that the
colonial council had determined to erect fortifications at Millsbturg and
Caldwell ; that his military' means need an addition of four light field
pieces mounted, and a good mortar; and in the contingency of his being
obliged to penetrate King Joe's territories, in order to bring him to term;
of peace, powder, lead, fixed cartridges for the artillery, fifty rifles for a

rifle company to be formed, provisions, and a full store. Being almost
without provisions for either charitable or belligerent purposes, he suggests,
an appeal in the United States to the friends of colonization for assistance.
On the 14th of July, one hundred and twenty volunteers embarked for

B3assa, to accompany commissioners who had been appointed by. the
colonial government to negotiate a peace Wyith King Joe. A general en-

gagement took place, in which the colonists were victorious. The enemy
was chased from their territories, and his towns and places of defence were

demolished. The conduct of the officers and soldiers of the colonial army
is represented to have been highly meritorious. Their success was not
attended with the loss of a single man in their ranks. So late as the 9th
of October, the colonial agent had been unable to visit Bassa Cove, or' to

-.make any effort for a settlement with King Joe; but had just received-
information that the king was desirous of a palaver, with a view to a

peace.
Of the causes of the catastrophe at Bassa Cove, conclusive information

has not yet reached the board. Enough, however, is known to justify the
opinion, that the military weakness of the settlers was at once a principal
temptation to the attack on them, and an adequate reason for its success.
The despatches already mentioned state, as the 'result of an official inquiry
into the caitses of the war, that the natives observing that the Bassa Cove
emigrants were unarmed, and believing that they were disconnected with
the other settlements, resolved to rob them, and then to drive them from
the country. From all exposition prepared by Dr. McDowall, and pub-
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listed in the Liberia Herald for August, it appears that, in the early stages
of the aggression, repeated applications were made by the residents of Port
Cresson, to the authorities at Edina, for protection, accompanied with decla-
rations that it was' withheld by the agent at -Bassa Cove. That the ser.
vices of the people of Edina were accordingly tendered to this officer, but
were declined by him; that, nevertheless; on a subsequent petition front
the emigrants, an) armed party of thirty citizens of Edina, headed by the
sluperintendent of that settlement, crossed the river, and proceeded to Port
Cresson; that the agent at Bassa Cove again rejected any interference;
that the volunteers were informed that a large number of armed natives
had assembled on the beach., dancing the war dance, and challenging the
people of Edina to come on; that these armed natives fell back on a salt
village belonging to King Joe, consisting of eight deserted houses, the con-
tents of which had been carried awvay; that the object of this movement
being,-it was supposed, to decoy the volunteers into an ambuscade, the
latter were ordered to fire into the surrounding bush, and the village was
burnt; that the superintendent offered to leave a guard with the Bassa
Cove agent, but that the latter declined the proposal, imputing to unworthy
motives the interposition of the volunteers; and that about twilight the
work of blood commenced. It is remarkable, adds Dr. McDowall, that
the houses and persons of two of the emigrants. Benjamin Johnson and
Charles Gray, were unmolested during the outrage; and that their safety
proceeded from the fact that Johnson possessed a gun, and Gray had occa-
sionally the loan of it.

Tile semblance of friendship to the colony at Bassa Cove, which King
Joe Harris and his brother Peter Harris, a neighboring chief, had, at the
period of its establishment, itndustriously exhibited, prevailed to secure the
minds of its founders against any suspicion of danger from King Joe, and
to inspire a confidence that his good faith would be sufficient armor for the
settlers. The bloody result of the experiment guaranties, it may be assum-
ed, all future emigrants to Africa against the risk of being placed, on the
principles of peace and philosophy, defenseless within the grasp of fierce
.and treacherous barbarians.

Evidence' is declared to exist that the Bassa Cove massacre is chiefly
ascribable to the machinations of persons engaged in the slave trade, who
apprehended that the new settlement would be destructive to their traffic.
A fact stated by Dr. McDowall corroborates this opinion. A few days-be-
fore the catastrophe, a slave-trading friend of King Joe anchored as usual
in the cove; and, on finding an American settlement almost contiguous to
the scene of his operations,. informed the king "1 that he could not think
of buying slaves so close to the .4mericans, and that he intended to estab-
lish his factory at the river Bonny." He refused to land any goods what-
ever. King Joe became much exasperated, and declared tl;-tt "che would
drive the Americans away."

It cannot be doubted that tha effect on the slave trade anticipated by that
savfige prince has resulted from every former extension of the colonizing
system in Africa. In parts of this unhappy continent which the system has
not reached, it appears to be prosecuted with continued vigor and accumfi-
lated horrors. A communication from the colonial agent, dated December
7. 1834, contained some statements on the subject, which the managers felt
it to he their duty to lay before the Secretary of the Navy. To such a
-height had the audacity of the slavers risen, tilat recently the Dev people
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seized and abducted several Liberian boys. The-captives were, however,
finally liberated.
The managers cannot deny themselves the hope, that until the extirpa.

tion of the slave trade shall become a part of the international code of.all
Christian sovereignties, such modifications may be made in the laws of the
United States as will give a practical significance to the title of piracy, by
which they designate a traffic at once a libel on the name of marl and a
defiance of the justice of God.
i,4#*** X* * 4* 4*

In closing this address, the managers remark with pleasure that the ex-
perience of the past year has not only confirmed their own confidence in
the cause of African colonization, but has furnished many indications that,
as its objects are understood and as its principles are explained by its prac.
.tice, it advances in general esteem.

Twentieth annual 2'eport-December 13, 1836.

Although the number of applicants to the society for the means of re-
moval to Liberia continues to be great, the managers have sought rather to
improve the condition than increase the numbers of the colony. They
regret that causes unexpected and beyond their control have delayed the
-execution of some important measures and cherished purposes. Several
vessels which were directed to touch at the Cape de Verds, and convey
thence to the colony a number of mules and other animals, have failed to
effect the object. The captain of the brig about to sail from North Caro-
lina is instructed to neglect no means of introducing these animals into
the colony. The ill health of the colonial agent, and his multiplied cares
.and labors, have not l)ermnitted him to devote the time and thought to agri-
cultural improvements which were demanded by the obvious connexion of
such improvements with the health, industry, and general prosperity of the
colonists. The public farm and workshops. which are intended to give
employment and support to the infirm and destitute, have-not been opened,
nor a superintendent of agriculture appointed. The managers are assured,
however, from the best. sources, that on the subject of agriculture a new
spirit animates the settlers; that it prevails throughout the colony; that
this interest is regarded as one in which the well-being of the people is in.
volved; that those who have funds refuse to engage in trade, and are re-
solved to apply all their means to advance this interest; and, finally, that
should the colonists exhibit the same zeal and energy in the cultivation of
the soil during the future as during the last year, a short time only will
~elapse before the rich products of tropical agriculture will be -exported
from the colony. We have often declared, says the intelligent editor of
the Liberia Herald, and we repeat the assertion, {' that no reasonable man
can desire greater facilities for an honorable living than are to be found ill
this country. The principal articles that are in foreign demand, if not-indi-
genous to the country, are found springing up spontaneously through our
mountains, hills, and valleys. Millions of coffee trees of sfficient sizes and
ages may he gathered frorn the woods bet weeni this and Junk; we know
from experiment that they will bear in three years from the time of trans-
plantation; so that a mrian who will coimmence with spirit, and set out 15,000
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or20,000 plants,. may calculate, with a good degree of certainty, on a large
quantity of coffee in three years from the time he comrnences;operation..1'
Jtis,hlie .veXy justly adds, absolutely a disgrace to us to have to inquire of
foreigners, when they arrive, " have you any coffee ? or can you sparezie
a'little sugar? It mnist give them a most unfavorable opinion of ourngood
sense and industry, when they hear that the trees and plants that produce
thresh articles areascattered with a liberal profusion through -our woods, 'ale.
most within our very doors."
Of the general aspect and state of things in the colony the managers;

have nothing.of very special interest to communicaie since the last year..
Thomas H. :Buchanan, Esqi, commissioned by the New York and Phila..
delphia societies to superintend their settlement and concernsat Bassa Cove,,:
on his arrival in the colony at the commencement of the year, writes:

'I find a state of things here altogether better than I had ever anticipated,,
even whene trying to imagine the brightest side of the picture; but with.
my present impelfect-a-bility to detect the errors of first impressions, shall,
withhold the remarks wvhiclh my feelings would prompt. I visited New
Georgia, Capetown, and Caldwell, on Tuesday last, With all these
towns I was much pleased, but this term is too feeble entirely to convey
the delightful emotions excited by the appearance of things in the two first-
,named villages, which are the residences of the recaptured Africans. Ima-
gine to yourself a level plain of some two or three hundred-acres, laid off
into square blocks, with streets intersecting each other at right angles, as.
smooth and clear as the best swept sidewalk in Philadelphia, and lined
with wvell-planted hedges of cassada and plum; houses surrounded with
gardens, luxuriant with fruit and vegetables ; a school-house full of order-
ly, children, neatly dressed and studiously engaged; and then say whether
1 was guilty of extravagance in exclaiming as I did after surveying this
most lovely scene, that had the Colonization Society accomplished nothing
giore than had been done in the rescue from slavery and savage habits of'
these three hundred happy people, I should be well satisfied." Again he
remarks: "Liberia far exceeds, in almost every respect, all that I had ever
imagined of her; nothing is wanted, I amn persuaded, but a better system
of agriculture, and-the permanent establishment of schools, to bring the
peopla of Liberia at a very early day to the very highest point in the scale
of intellectual refinement and political consequence."
The Rev. Beverly R. Wilson, (%whose name has been already mentioned,)

under date of April 26, writes: "4When I was in the United States, I said
many. things in favor of the colony; but I find that I said not half enough.
Mere is our home; the colony is in good health. Farming is going on well-,
and, all is quiet at this time. Many of the farmers from Mississippi are
doing well, and think they will be able to ship produce from here 'to .the
'United States in less than three years; they are much engaged in their'
present crops. There is no doubt but we shall do well here. For my
o*wn part, I have never been so perfectly contented with my own, situation
in all my.life. I am now at home."

Dasvid Nloore, a very intelligent emigrant from Mississippi, under date of'
tthe 25th.April, writes to the Rev. Mr. Butler, of Port Gibson: "I am glad.
to inform you that nyself and family are well, and generally have enjoyed'
as good if not better health than in the United States; indeed, our expedi-
tion has sulered very little with thi fever of the climate, and the proper'
tion of deaths has been less than if' we were in America. I assure you,.
Rev. sir, that I do truly thank God and my kind friends who directed my
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feet to -this land of liberty, with its concomitant blessings . We have,.al.
thotigh a few privations to undergo, manyy of naturelssings, and I e.x-
pect in a few years to:be able. to say that we do, then live in a land of un-
rivalled plenty and luxury."
James Brown, a worthy free man of color .fromt this city, who has resided

about two years in the colony, under date of July 27, writes: " I say now',
as I have in former letters, and with more experience too, that nothing is
required but proper management to make this one of the most desirable
and happy places in the world. When I view thn natural advanltages'bf
Libreria, 1 am ready to say, surely the benevolent GoAl of nature intended
it a happy asylum for the returning sons of Africa, and therefore the nat-
ural advantages of this country are more than wvouldl compensate them for
their trouble in former days."'

t *

On-the 6th of November, of last year, a treaty of peace was concluded
with the atrocious chief, Joe Harris,.(whose wvar upon the unarmed settle-
nient ofBassa Cove, and massacre ofa number of its unoffending inhabitants,.
was described in the last report,) by which he is bound to restore any
property taken by him from colonists, and now in his possession; to pay
for such as has been consumed or destroyed; to grant to the New York
.and Pennsylvania societies all land belonging to him south of Benson's
river; to refer all questions concerning hostilities, and between himself
and three other native chiefs in his vicinity, to the colonial authorities; and
to abandon the slave trade. Although this chief agreed to the terms'of
this treaty with the outward show of penitence for his crimes, he is not to
be trusted, and is said to have lost his influence with his own people, and
to have been forced by other chiefs into measures of peace to save his life.
A part of the unfortunate emigrants who had fled during the war from

Bassa Cove, and found refuge in Monrovia, immediately returned to that
place, and re-established their settlement. In a letter dated December 22,
1835, to the secretary of the New York society, the colonial agent observes:
" I have laid out the towvn in squares of seventeen rods, containing four
lots and a highway. The streets run east and west, north and south' bV
the compass. Fifteen town lots are already cut down, and one large thatched
house nearly completed. This place, for salubrity and healthiness of loca-
tion, cannot be exceeded by any spot on the western shore of Africa.",
Two valuable tracts of land have been added to the territory of the

colony during the year. The first, a small tract in the neighborhood of
Edina, and on the margin of the bay that forms the outlet of St. John's
river, was purchased of a native chief named Bob Gray, a faithful ally- of
the colony, who desires that the children of his:tribe may learn -the Ian-
guage and customs of the settlers. Between Edina and Bob Gray's town
is a beautiful hill, on which, with permission of the society, the Baptist
missionaries propose to found a mission school, on the manual labor plan,
that may afford instruction both to the children of the native town and
Edina. The second tract is near the mouth of Junk river, and embraces
the very eligible spot upon which stands the village or towen of Marshall.
This tract had been bought by the former agent, Mfr. Pinney; but the va-
lidity of the title granted to the society was not acknowledged by the Junk
people; and it was thought best to conclude.negotiations which will pre-
vent all difference and contentions in future between the colonists and.the
native inhabitants.

Marshall stands upon an open,cleared,and rising plot of ground, between
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the two -rivers Junk-and Red Jnnk, distant: at least three miles froixi
mangrove 'swamps or other sources of disease, and fanined by the dtniov
tamilated breezes of 'the ocean, that rolls its waves uponl its 'beach;. :A
few houses were erected here two years ago, by Mr. Pitoney. A town of
more than a mile square was laid off in 392 lots during the last spring, and
a number' of the colonists and* recaptured Africans removed thither and
commenced the construction of houses and the cultivation of the soil.
"There cannot be (says Dr. Skinner) a healthy situation in, any tropical
climate, if this is not one. I should not have the least fear, had I a conve-
nient. house at Marsiall, to bring out the remainder of my family,"or to
take under my care at that place any American for acclimation."

Trhe united auxiliary societies of'New York and Pennsylvania have:con-
tinued during the year to prosecute their enterprise with honorable resolu-
tion and remarkable success. The unexpected and appalling event of
savage warfare, involving the temporary overthrow of their settlement, in-
describable distress, and the destruction of many lives, did not for a moment
-weaken their purposes; on the contrary, they regarded it as a new argu-
ment, an irresistible motive for effort and charity. "'We could not," say
the managers of the Young Men's Society of Pennsylvania, in their report,
4but gratefully acknowledge the goodness of God in preserving, as in the
hollow of his hand, the feeble germ, which, though in great weakness, wa§
planted in prayer and watered with tears;. nor could we forget that even
with means most inadequate, and forced to contend at the same time with
opposition the most determined and unrelenting at home, and with the ob.
stacles necessarily occurring on a distant and savage coast, one star after
another has risen on that benighted shore, and the success of half a dozen
little colonies has triumphantly vindicated the system of colonization against
the evil auguries of its adversaries.

"<Impelled 'by these considerations, 'and cheered on by the confidence
that our fellow-citizens would sustain us' in this work of mercy, we lost no
time in ministering to the necessities of our destitute colonists, and char-
tered the good brig Independence, of 260 tons, which, at a cost of about
l10,0o0, was despatched on the 23d of November, 1835, with ample sup-

plies, to meet the exigencies of the case."
In this vessel -went as passenger Thomas H. Buchanan, agent of the

societies of Pennsylvania and New York, whose administration of the af-
fairs of the community at Bassa Cove has been well adapted ';o cherish its
growth, and give respectability to its character. Much was added to its
strength by the expedition 'sent out in the summer by the New York socie.
ty. . By the last advices, bearing date September 24, 1836, it is stated that
not a death hai occurred there since its re-settlement. During the last sum-
mer, more than one hundred and fifty town lots have been cleared, and
several houses erected for the accommodation of future emigrants. Several
public buidings are far advanced towards a completion. " Our village,"
says the' agent, "c though so recently covered with a dense forest, presents
a cheering picture of industry, neatness, and order. The well-cultivated
gardens, full of various vegetables, impart an idea of.comnfort and' inde-
pendence,' while the broad smooth streets. shaded here and there by the
palm, with its long feathery leaves,.throws over the whole an air of'pic-
turesque beauty that is quite delightful. Generally, the emigrants are
-sober,.peaceful, contented, and happy. Their number exceeds two hun-
dred."
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i The colony of Cape Palmas, founded by the State Colonization Society
;of Milaryland, aided by the- generous app Oriation of the Legislaturewof
:that Sl:ate, continues to prosper. From the origin of its enterprise in 1833,
'this society assent to Africa seven expeditions, containing in all- about
three hundred eniigrants. The village-of Harper contains about'twenty-
fiveprivate houses and several public buildings ; -a public farm of ten acres
has been,Iin part, cleared; about thirty acres have been put in cultivation
-by the colonists; their influence on the natives is salutary.; schools have
been established and prosper, and the people are pronounced 'by the late
Intelligent governor, Dr. Hall, moral, industrious, religious, and* happy.
This gentleman has resigned his office, and J. B. Russwurrn, late a citizen
of Monrovia. has been appointed to the station.

Allusion was made ih the last report to the appointment of certain com-
missioners by the colonial government, to proceed into the interior as far
ans Bo Poro, the residence of King Boatswain, for the purpose of negotiat-
ing peace between certain hostile tribes, and opening a friendly and mutu-
ally advantageous intercourse with the people of that region. -D.W.' White-
hurst, one -of these' commissioners, visited the United States a few months
ago, and made report to the managers of his observations during his ab-
sence of four months fromt the colony. The commissioners resided atvBo
Poro (distant from SO to 100 miles from Monrovia) several weeks; and
though they "failed, owing to the very disturbed state of the country, -to
effect the main object, they acquired information of great value, which; in
the journal of Mr. Whitehurst, is already before the public. They passed
through a fertile and beautiful country, upon which were scattered numer-
ous fortified native towns, inhabited-by a savage but active and industrious
people, and abounding in the productions of tropical agriculture. Of a
town within eight miles of Bo Poro, Mr. Whitehurst writes: <Every thing
conspires to render this spot desirable for human happiness, -if the propedi-
sity for war, which the people have, could 'be gotten over;: but -as' itis,
.every thing 'is secondary to the grand object of conquest or capture. Groups
.of cheerful beings were passed through, either planting or grubbing,;while
at the towns the women were generally employed in spinning cotton.
Cotton grows abundant throughout the country, and every town is furnished,
more or less, with the apparatus for dyeing and weaving. The sugar cane,
too, we observed frequently, while the plantain and bafiana were in the
greatest profusion. The first notice, at times, that we would have of ouir
proximity to a town would be the dense and beautiful foliage of those
trees, giving us notice of human habitations. -We approached Talma
through beautiful walks of lofty and magnificent trees, very thickly inter-
spersed with those of camwood, whose-fragrant blossoms imparted delight-
ful aroma to the atmosphere." He remarks: '; The-sitbation of Bo Poro is
very obscure, being located in a valley formed by a chain of double moun-
tains completely encircling it, and giving to their-elevation a remarkable
similitude to the seats of a theatre. The scenery bv which- the town-:is
'surrounded is magnificently grand; as far as tthe eye can see, you-discern
mountain towering al)ove mountain, until they are lost in the -distance.
The chain runs regularly for some miles; theri a portion niore lofty than
the rest towers' aloft, whilst from base to summit the eye can behold tout
one expanse of the greenest foliage. The land then assumes a gentle ac-
clivity, and its increasing altitude soon raises it upon an elevation with
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other prominences, -until the whole assumes the appearance of onedcon.
'tinuous chasin.i Here, .prhapsj thee eye is met' by a portion under.cultiva.
;:tion, whilst there. a path is distinctly visible, leading to,.regiona b.eyond.- 'it
their base is 'to be seen the plantain, the sure evidence-of.'the*'habitationlof
humtan beings, whilstvfroim their shade will be seen ascending smoke frbtf
their various fires.' On their summit the eye catches the outline of a.di.
taut town, whilst a barricaded one is. more distinctly visible. Upon the
whole, the 'scenery is more magnificent than any that Iremember- having
seen; and it is to me a matter; of great regret that I am unable to sketch
wbhat was most vividly impressed upon my mind."
But amid these scenes, so adorn-dand enriched-by the hand 'of nature,

and where the useful arts are not wholly unknown, men are the 'victims-`f
the worst superstition and vice. By the slave trade they haye beeniren-
dered more implacable foes to each other than -are the, leopards of; their
'forests; and even cannibalism, a crime not against reason and the moral
sense 'alone, ;but revolting even to instinct,'exists among them.

Native wars (as we have already mentioned) have raged during- the
year.a'among numerous tribes and along a great extent of the African coast.
.They. have their origin, mostly in the slave trade, which, to the reproach of
Christendom,' no means yet 'employed have been adequate to suppress.
'The Governments of England'and Frances in the year 1831, conceded"'to
each other- the mutual right'of search within certain geographical limits,

'for. the suppression of the slave trade, and resolved mutually to aid, -each
,other, and use their best endeavors to induce the other Powers of Europe
to agree to the'terms of their convention. Endeavors have been made to
secure from" Brazil, the Netherlands, Sweden, Portugal, and Spain, between
.whom and Great Britain treaties for'the suppression of the slave trade had
*before existed an agreement in 'all 'the articles of this convention; and "to
all "the other Powers of Europe, (says the 'Edinburgh Review,) and to the
*United States, France and England conjointly have made the strongest
,representations on the subject, and urged then, by every considerationaof
justice, humanity, and policy, to make a combined and siniultaneous. effort
for 'at once annihilating what they themselves twenty years before de-
nounced as the curse of Africa and the disgrace of Europe." Denmark
and Sardinia have agreed to the convention. Austria, the Netherland§,
and-Sweden, have not declared their judgments on the subject. Prussia,
Russia, and Naples, seen undecided. Brazil states that when the Portu-
guese -trade shall cease, slaves will no longer be brought to her shore.
-Portugal evades.the question. Spain enters into a treaty which extends
-the. right of search even beyond the limits prescribed by :the convention
..with F'rance, provides 'for the punishment of those engaged in the traffic,
-for the condemnation of the vessels, and for. delivery 'of the recaptured Afri-
:cans to British authorities. This treaty leaves the suppression of the. trade
mostly towthe activity of England; and the number of Spanish vessels cap-
.tutred under the new treaty, and sent into Sierra Leone for adjudication,
has greatly increased. It is said that our own country has returned to the
,Proposition of France: and England a negative answer. We know not-the
reasons upon which this answer is founded; bult if, as we suppose, they re-
late to the right of search, (although by the convention it exists but within

.-.naerrovw limits for one 'definite object. and is guarded by 'express stipula-
tions,) weetrust that a nation the first to adopt measures for the suppression
'Of that 'trade, the first to denounce it by statute as piracy, will not fail tc do
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w'hattmay be necessary to prevent her own flag of frddodmi from covering
this:d~etestable commerce; that she will, at least exert all her infititncd
withChristian ntifoins, that by common, consent the slave trade may be
k'no6wn `and punished' as piracy by th6 laws of the whole civilized world~
The colonies planted by England; and by citizens of the United Stateisof&Y

thewesternrn coast of Africa have done much to expeliths traffic from their
neighborhood. {'fIt is a fact," says the editor of the Liberia Herald,
'-khown to all who have' made, any inquiries on the subject, that there- is
Iota regular slaving establishment to the windward of Sierra Leone, nearerI
than the Rio Potigas ; nor. is there in the Rio Pongas, as far as we can.
learn, an established' market for the avowed purpose. Vessels casuially;
pnbhase slaves there; but there issno regular market- -f&r the purpose.
Nor"is 'there'to the ldeward of Sierra Leone, nearer than the Gallinas, a.
regulaiI slaving establishment. Here there is an extent of coast of 120'
mile cleared of the 'scourge by the influence of one settlement-plone. Gal-
linas is the'only slaving establishment between this and-Sierra Leone; an'd'
to .the leeward of us there is none nearer than Bassa." According to' this,'
from"an extent of coast of 360 miles this trade has been nearly'extirpaied
by'the influence of colonies, and' this a region which itb is said was visited'
formerly by a greater number of vessels engaged in that trade than aow'
touch there for purposes of legitimate commerce.

7Twenty first annual report-December, 1837.
Of the 'general hnalth of the colony, the board have received very

favorable reports. On his arrival, Dr. Bacon, after careful inquiry., found
bit'about twenty-five cases of disease in Monrovia, Caldwell, Millsbutrg,
and other places in that region-only two of which'he considered really
dangerous. "s'Throughout-," he remarks in his first letter to the. board, " the
wlhole of my very brief experience here, I have found the few serious
cases which have come under treatment to improve more rapidly than my
most sanguine hopes had anticipated; and I feel every way encouraged to
renew and strengthen the high hopes'. of usefulness and' success which ex-,
cited me to an enterprise which my most rational friends were so ready
to condemn as desperate." 4

In regard to the several African settlements tinder the general super-
intendence of this society, the board can report only gradual, but 'important
improvements, in agriculture', education, and other interests essential to;
their growth, happiness, and' stability. Respectable officers of the United;
States navy, recently from Liberia, concur with the officers and -itizenis ?
of the colony in 'testifying to the general comfort and contentment of these
communities, to-the public spirit' that animates theniand especially~to'their
incre'asitI'g endeavors to. secure. prosperity and independence -by' the culti,
nation of the soil. In their former reports, the Ma'nagers-have foutld,'catl"
to express regret at the too common neglect :of this pursuit. They belie'
that it is now regarded 'by all industrious and initelligenit settlets'sas of vital
importance. A scarcity of'provisions among early all' the tribessborderingl
on0the colony, produced by 'war and the slave trade, hlass proved the prig`

camois nature of -supplies to 'be' derived from the natives, and; howfl: thdt
the olonists, to enjoy their independence 'or. corafortable.'subsistenoc*-
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must become agriculturists. Great advantages have been experienced,,
and more are expected, from a public farm, recently put. under. cultivation
onBushrod island, and designed especially to give employment to the: paor,
and aid in their support. This farm will also afford specimens of. the :best,
modds-of tropical agriculture. The, land is of superior: fertility, and:;.4ts
situation so near Monrovia as to admit of easy communication to market;
and yet so separated from it as to prevent any undesirable intercourse be--
tween its occupants, and the citizens of that place. Twenty acres were,
under successful cultivation, on the first of June, six acres of which war
planted. with the sugar cane. The plan of compelling paupers, when in
health, to contribute by. their labor to their support, has already greatly.
reduced their number. ' The whole number on this farm by the last ad.
vices was fourteen. It is designed to employ the women in the manufad-'
ture of cotton cloths, and in other occupations suited to their health and
ability. A public farm has also been opened at the Junk settlement,o'n;
which individuals are permitted to labor in return for articles received by
them from the public store. Thus far it. has succeeded well.
An agricultural association 'has been formed in the colony, to encourage

the cultivation of the sugar cane and the manufacture of sugar; and a
few shares of the stock have been taken by the acting governor, in behalf.
of the society. " It is truly gratifying," he remarks, "' to witness the zeal
with which all classes of people are now turning their attention to the
subject of filming. It is now with difficulty that a mechanic can be per-
suaded to work at his trade, even at an advanced price."

The United States ship of war Potomac visited the settlements of
Liberia on her return from the Mediterranean in November and December
of last year. The Rev. Mr. Rockwell, chaplain of this vessel, neglected'
no means in his power of ascertaining the condition and prospects of. the
people of Liberia. On his arrival in the United States, he stated publicly
" that Monrovia had suffered somewhat from embarking too largely ill
trade; but that the other seven settlements were in a highly flourishing.
condition; that the colonists were industrious; their farms well cultivated;.
their children at school; their property increasing." He had asked num-
bers of them whether thev would be willing to return to the United States,
and had in every instance been answered, no.
The commander rf this ship, Captgain Nicholson, ill concluding his

report of this visit to thi Secretary of the Navy, observes: " I would -".ther
say, that the colonies have now taken firm root in the soil of Africa; and
though they may be depressed at times by adversity, yet by the gradual
development of their resources, and the judicious assistance of their friends,,
they;must finally flourish, to be an asylum to the colored man and an honor
to their founders."

.Arn here. the managers are happy to introduce the. opinions of. the
citizens of Monrovia; as deliberately expressed in the form of resolutions
at aipublic meeting on the 29th of Septemlber, 1S36, convened for the pub,
pose of making known-to the world their views of African colonization..
This most interesting meeting was addressed by several citizens of the
colony, under a deep sense of obligation to this society, and with an, en-.,
thusiasm-and eloquence worthy of the-cause they had assembled to promote.
Said one, "1 arrived. in Africa on the 24th of May, 1S23; .at that.time the
colony was involved, in a. savage war; immediately I had-to shonldlermy--
musket.and do military duty. The circumstances of the colony. were :tryst
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ing; intthe extreme ;but never have I seen the moment when I regretted:
coinillg.to the colony.., My object -in coming was liberty; and, under thei
Arm conviction that Africa is the only place under existing circumstances
where the man of: color can enjoy the inestimable blessings of liberty and;
equality, I feel grateful beyond expression to the American Colonizationw
Society for preparing this peaceful asylum." Said another, "s I thank God
that he ever put it into the hearts of the Colonization Society to seek out.
this free soil, on Wrhich I have been so honored to set my feet. I and my
family were born in Charleston, South Carolina, under the appellation of
free people; but freedom I never knew until, by the benevolence of the
Colonization Society, we were conveyed to the shores of Africa. lMy Ian-
guage is too poor to express the gratitude I entertain for the Cotonization
Society." Said a third, cc I came to Liberia in 1832; my place of residence
was the city of Washington, D. C., where I passed for a free man. Bit I
can now say I was never free until I landed on the shores of Africa;. I
further state that Africa, so far as I am acquainted with the world, is the
only place where the people of color can enj6y trite and rational liberty.
I feel grateful to the Colonization Society for what thev have done and are,
doing for the man of color." Said a fourth, " 1 beg leave to state that my
situation is greatly altered for the better, by coming to Africa. My politi-:
cal knowledge is far superior to what it would have been, had I remained
in America a thousand years. I therefore seize this chance to present my
thanks to the American Colonization Society for enabling me to come to:
this colony, which they have so benevolently established."

* * * *

At this meeting a resolution was adopted expressing gratitude *to the
benevolent ladies of the United States. particularly of New York, Phila-
delphia, and Richmond,for their efforts to promote education in the colony,
and testifying to the promising condition of the schools sustained by their
contributions. These benevolent associations, and the faithful exertions
of missionaries residing in the colony, have excited among its inhabitants
ardent desires for knowledge, and inclined many of the chiefs and tribes
of the country to solicit instruction for their children. Of common schools,
the number is nearly if not quite sufficient. The American Society for
the Promotion of Education ill Africa has appointed a board of trustees
and made an appeal to the public for aid in founding, at some eligible
station in Liberia, a seminary in which youth may acquire a knowledge.
of agriculture, the mechanic arts, geography, navigation, and such other
branches of science as may best qualify themn. for usefulness as teachers,
or for success in the business of life. The missionary society of the.
Methodist Episcopal church, while having tinder its care seven 'egnlar
day schools and others in the colony, has established at Millsburg, on a
spot of singular beauty, salubrity, and fertility, tinder the care of the Rev..
B. R. Wilson,a matnal labor school,denominated the White Plains Manual
labor 3t hool, (in honor of the liberality of individuals in.White Plains,*
Nev. morl, wviho have largrelv assisted to found it,) at which from. thirty to..
fifty orphan or destitutee children. either from among the colonists- or
natives, may receive support ahid education. These children are to'be
bound until they are twenty-one to the superintendent of the Liberia -mis-
sion, wio is pledged, as repr.'sentaiive of the mnissionary society, to grant
them ample ineais-of living and of instiraction in letters and. the most itse-
ful arts. It is thought that the adinission of children fromn thu.colonty and.-
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the bordering-African tribes, to the same school, will tend: to their mutual.
benefits by inclining. the former to: regard the latter with tnore*lindne
and thle latter more earnestly t) seek, and with more facility to- acqntire;^
the language, the manners, the habits, and the character of a civilized
people.

Twenlty-second annual report-Deceiber 1 1,.1838.

In their last report the managers noticed the progress made by the Mwnis.
sissippi State Society ini establishing a colony in Africa, iurtder the general
control of the parent society. This colony is at the nmouth of the river Sirjoe,:.
about midway between 13assa Cove and Cape Palmas. An annual sumi
f fourteen thousand do!'ars has already been subscribed for its benefit,

and, front the Ispirit in favor of colonization which exists in Mississippi,
there is no ground for apprehension that the settlement will be permitted to'
languish. The Louisiana S'ate Society has adopted measures preliinittary,
to. the establishment of another settlement.
Though it has beeti possible to afford but little aid since the last aintiual,

meeting to the colory, the managers are happy to learn, as well from otf.
cial'cotinrunuicatioiis transmitted by the coloni aluathorities, as from what
may be regarded as more impartial testimony,that its general condition is'
satisfactory. rhe colonial settlements planted by the American Coloniza'
tion Sot'ietv, atnd still under its jurisdicti6n, are five in number, and con-1
tain about ftur-fifths of the colonial population on the westertt coast of
A4frica. Of these. Monirovia, at Cape Montseradlo, is the principal and the
oldest. It has about 1.200 inhabitants, of whom comnerce still continues
to be the chief occupation ; a preference suggested in part by its peculiar
inducemetts, as an eligibly sittired seaport to mercantile pursuits. It has
its own) shipwrights and other artisans, two forts, four chiirchesi and two
school-houses. A court-house and a jail are tnow in the course of being
built.
New Georgia is located on Stockton creek, about four wiles from Mon-

rovia, with abont 300 inhabitanits, chiefly recaptured Africans, of the Ebo
and Congo tribes. These people, but lately captives in slave vessels, are
remarkable for good order, ii;dustry, and a desire of improvement. There,
are two schools itt this settlement.

Ca kl well, eight iiles fr m Mlonrovia, is situated on St. Paul's river, which'
is here abont a mile in width. It has two churches and two schools. The:
nutllhbr of inhabitants is estimated to be 600, chiefly farmers.

Millsbura is twelve miles higher up the St. Patil's river, and twenty
miles distant from Monrovia. It has two churclies. The population is
abon t 500, chiefly agricultural.

Marshall, the last settlement planted by the American Colonization So.
ciety.- and: yet an itifant establishment, is situated at the Junk river, near-its
entrance into the sea. It containsabout 150 inhabitants,chiefly recaptured
Africans.

'Editia, at present under the immediate jilrisdiotion of the affiliated socie-
ties of New York and Pennsylvania. under a conditional session niadewiin:
December, 1836, was founded by the [xarent society., about six years ago.
It is situated on the St. John's river. and has about 300 inthabitants, two'
churches, ana two schools.
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The fondness for mercantile adventure, which loil predominatedit te
colony, inzjuriously, inthe judgment of the board, to its permanelit lteutr-
ests, has of late' years yielded to the influences which they have sotight
to move against it, and to the monitions of experience among the settles
They are now, there is every reason to believe, convinced that the ctiti-
vation of the soil is the great source from which they are to expect sub-
stantial prosperity. A progressive attention to agriculture has been 'oh-
ser.vable among them for several years past; the native productions are
raised in increased abundance; and industry and skill have been success.
fully exerted in acclimating foreign seeds, plants, vegetables, and trees
The wisdorn of this course is remarkably illustrated by the fact that,a
farming pursuits have become popular, the number of paupers has pro-
portionaHy decreased. In a despatch from the lieutenant governor, un-
der date of the 31st of July last, and the latest from' him which has beeia
received, he says: " On the subject of agriculture in the colony, I am hap-
py to be able to repeat what I have said in former communications. The
interest manifested on the subject is daily increasing, and the, proipesd
brightening. All here feel the necessity of raising first such articles of food
as are required for our own vants, and in such quantities as to supply thou
wants. The greatest, and only difficulty is to believe that, with the mos
abundant supply of Afric's produce, the articles to which we were accus-
tomned in America are not indispensable to our condition." The tempo-
rary existence of the difficulty here indicated is natural. Bet the influence
of habit must finally succumb to the influence of circumstances; and in no
country is it likely that the change could' be effected more rapidly than 'i
western Africa; for in no country does the soil more promptly rewardthe
toil of the husbandman. "Think," says the editor of the Libqria Herald,
" of the unreasonableness of nien complaining of being- too poor tofarm it,
or of being unable to make a living by agriculture, when at the same time
they possess an unlimited extent of soil, to which all articles necessary to
comfort are indigenous, and of many of which it will produce two crops a
year." The advance of agriculture at the colony has been hitherto retard-
ed by the want of working animals. Circumstances heretofore e'Kpliined1
have counteracted the efforts of the board to stlip ly them. These efforts
will doubtless be renewe(l by their successors. captain Waters, of thie
packet ship Saluda, has it in charge to touch at the Cape de Verd island;
and there procure mules for thecolony.'

Despatches received from the colony in 'June last informed the board
that, in April preceding, the colonial government had sent commissioner'
under a military escort, to Little Bassa, to renew a demand unsuccessfullyr
made eighteen months before, for payment of debts from natives to colo-
nists, and compensation for public property alleged to have beeni forcibly
seized. To those 'objects the country, according to tile colonial statement,
had been pledged onl the occasion of the former demand, by the chiefs and
head meri, in solemn palaver, and became forfeited by the non-executiun of
the agreement then made. The renewed demand proving equally fruitlesas
the commissioners, irl purstiance of their instructions, took possession of die.
pledged territory in right of the agreement and in tlhe iarne ofthe soviet
The official communication of these transactions and events beinig too

imperfect to enable the board to decide on the propriety of the proceedings
of the colonial government, they immediately directed that an ample re-

t8
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port should be transmitted to them.. The opportunity was usedto.wrecall
the attention of. the colonists to the principles which, must regulate their
intercourse wilt the natives, so long as the society retains its African juis.'
diction. Vrom the justice, liberality, and forbearance, which have-hereto,
fore characterized that intercourse on the part of the Liberiatis, the mana.
gers indulge the hope that no deviation from those principles will be per-
ceived in the present case, when fully explained and correctly understood,

In regard to the general condition and prospects of the settlements of
Liberia, the managers might adduce the testimony of several gentlemen
who have recently visited the United States after a residence of several
months, and in some cases of several seam;, within their limits, to show that
they are such as to demonstrate the 'Wisdom and benevolence of the society,
and leave little for its friends to regret but the deficiency of its means and
the tardiness of its movements. In their general statements of the pros.
perity and promise of the colony, Messrs. Skinner,Seys, Matthias, Buchanan,
McDowell, Savage, with Messrs. Shaw and Brown, (intelligent men of
color, and the former a resident of more than fourteen years in Liberia,)
concuir. A letter of Doctor Goheen, a very respectable and well-educated
physician, attached to tlie Methodist mission at Monrovia, dated the 8th of
August, 1538, exhibits the most satisfactory evidence of the good charac-
ter, contentment, and improvement of the settlers, as wonderful as it is
gratifying to every humane and Christian heart. He remarks:

"' It is a source of great pleasure to me to be able to inform you that all
the colonies are in a prosperous condition. The vigorous exertions and
anxious devotedness which characterize the efforts of the citizens to elevate
aud establish themselves permanently in the possession of privileges moral.
and political, almost amount to enthusiasm.

4"T'lhe people are industrious and persevering in their attempts to gain a
comfortable livelihood, temperate and economical in their habits, and ap.
pear to be really enjoying life.

s" It is a mistaken idea that among the colonists there are contentious and
dissatisfied spirits, who long ' for the flesh pots of Egypt,' and desire to
turn back and enjoy the proud man's contumely' in America. No, n1o;
there are here t.o restless persons, nor any who would give up their
possessions in Africa for any station, no matter however elevated, in the
country heree they cannot have equal rights, but must ever be looked upon
as the dark and degraded sons of Haam. Many to whom I have put the
question, would you prefer to return to America,and live bondmen as you
have been ? have replied in substance, no, sir; we would rather remain here,
possessed of half the privileges and happiness that we now have, than go
back and be reported free men in any of the States.

," Have inqluired diligently, and I have yet the first man to find who
would leave Liberia for a residence in America on any terms.

4 This account you will findd fully corroborated by. the numerous letters
written bv the cdlonists, and sent to their afflicted brethren throughout tile
IJTiion. I am aware that it is not credited by some; but if men are.not,
themselves the best judges of their oWn enjoyllments and feelings, and are
not to be believed when they thus publicly testify of the lessings and
comforts which they possess, I ask what portion of this community is it that
is better qualified to decide."

Again; observes Doctor Goheen:
ItIt utterly impossible for yot to form a correct estimate of the amount
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of good that has resulted from the means thuls far expended, unless you
were here to observe with your own eyes the clianges wrought. The maano
who was a slave in America is here a free citizen; the plebeian arid ser-
vant there, the lord of the soil here; there the degraded child of affiictioh,
here the claimant and occupant of the highest office in- the gift of a free
people. Here there are colonists of all professions and trades; governors,
divines, lawyers, physicians, and mechanics. Here are those who possess
wealth and live at ease; here the inhabitants enjoy all the comforts and
luxuries of a soil the most fertile, well watered, and best timbered, that I
have ever seen. And, here permit me to ask, why do you colonization
folks, in every address that you make, speak of the burning sands and bar-
sen shores of Africa ? Because, in the vast continent of Africa, the Zahara-
desert is found. Where is the continent that has no desert ? Is there not
a great desert within the territory of the United States ? England and
other European nations get all their ship building and other timber front
Africa. The coast from Senegambia southward presents an almost ini-
pregnable forest, which contains a much greater variety of trees than you
have in the States, and also a sufficiency to supply the world for centuries.
But to return. There is here every possible inducement to prompt and
stimulate the emigrant to action: a rich soil, a great variety of vegetables,
and a ready market. The authorities of this town have recently establish-
ed a market, which overflows with the products of the country. The comr.
forts possessed by the farmers, mechanics, and merchants, far surpass the
opinion that you would form of theimi, unless you could he present, to be
received into houses as splenddly furnished and well provided with all
the luxuries that are usually found in the possession of citizens of refined
and populous towns.

"9 The moral and religious state of society is very good; this is emphati-
cally a church-going community. In this town we have a ' Moral Friend-
ship Society,' a ' Union Sisters of Charity Society,' a 'Female Benevo-
lent Society,' a I Missionary Society,' a flourishing ' Temperance Son
ciety;' and to the above list we have recently added a ' Liberia Lyceum.'
The lyceum is well attended, and promises to bestow much lasting good
upon the citizens.
"From the above facts it is evident that your cause is a good one, and

has been blessed and prospered by Heaven's hand ; it has found favor in
the sight of God and man; it is fraught with considerations the most en-
nobling; it demands from every well wisher of the human family his suf-
frage, and appeals directly for assistance to all Christian believers in the
coming millenium."

It is true that two or three individuals who have visited Liberia have
made representations of its character and condition of a different and dis-
couraging nature; but neither the sources from which they proceed, nor
the circumstances under which they were made, can give them the credit
to which the testimony just cited, and that by which it is con firmed, is en-
titled, in the judgment of sober and candid minds. The managers are con-
vinced that the history of colonization affords no instance in which the es-
tablishnment of colonies in an uncivilized country has been more snccessftil
than on the shores of Liberia.

* * * X* * * *.'

In their last annual report, it was the painful duty' of th' 'managers to
notice the continued existence, and, in some respects, augmented atrocities,
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f the slave trade. Little in relation to it las since been done', 4ljj l's

con;oi itoryto the friends of humanity. Evidence is stated to exist tiht
slave. dealers have resorted to new devices, as ingenious as they drb d
testable, for evading the international arrangements for sunpressing iAie
traffic, _vWhich had been adopted bv our own Government aiid s6verafdf
the Eu~ropean Powers,S f these Powers, only'one h)as, of late, showntiikr
.practical disposition to enforce its professions, and to redeem its pled'e'fif
hostility to, the object of their common denunciation. But it is auithtatiM
to the hopes of philanthropy that the excepted instance is that of ablation
possessing both the moral and physical strength to give significancet:lir
interposition: A trade which the Congress of Vienna had describedds
having i" degraded Europe, desolated Africa, and afflicted-humaniilily, b
came, during the past summer, the theme of solemn council and actioni"H
the Parliamhent of England. The youthful Queen, responding to the *ishes
of that assembly, has announced her intention of proposing new treatiis
for ainihilatinig the slave trade, and the still more important purposei'f
irging' the fulfilment of former treaties on that subject, hitherto neglected

or evaded. The promised coaction of one of the continenrtal States is said
t6 have been purchased at thie cost of half a million sterling from the Brht-
ish treasury; and that of another, besides its pecuniary consideration, m-ahy
have' been prompted by deference to a constant and powerful, protect&
By i hese two Governments at least, the late movements of the Enzlishsoar-
ereign and Parliamlient will not, it may be supposed, be unheeded. A faith-
ful a 6d vigorous execution 6f their treaty engagements would to impair the
foundations of the slave trade as materiaky to diminish the importance'6f
any course which might be adopted by the other Powers of continetitva
Europe. Our own country has borne emphatic testimony to her detesta.
tion. of the nefarious traffic, by denouncing it under all the forms of law as
PInAcY. The critic has smiled at this imputed solecism in language. The
philantihropist may weep that the operation of the law has been too ofteh'as
*gentle as its tones are severe.. Every friend to humanity, and to the trie
glory of the American name, must fervently desire that the wvisdorn of Con-
gress may devise means for giving efficacy to its malediction of the most
sdernon iac pursuit which the spirit of avarice ever prompted fallen mnarito
engage in.
ONe of thie most interesting aspects in which the plan of African col'-

.nization can be regarded, is its repressive influence on the slave trade.
BAithout 'isinuating any extravagant claim for the society, the mallagers
may be permitted to notice the historical fact, that, as its operations'x-
tederd-, the trade declined in the vicinity of its settlements, and that 'the
trade has revived as the resources of the society have diminished. Three
years ago, it was the subject of common' remark, that wherever the society
acquired territory, the neighboring slave dealer broke up his factory'; that,
ini the language of a pious and intelligent missionary, wherever the society
advanced its foot, the slaver fled before it. JTnhappily, from causes foR
which it is not responsible,;this benign influence has of late been less signal.
But these causes are temporary, and iensire no distrust of the fultuire. 'lNi?
can they affect the degree 'of credit due to' the society tlirdugh the fact that,
on the very ruins of slave factories, a Christian republic lar been erected,
and now flourishes..
.Ir'formation has reached the managers that vessels from 'the United States

habitually supply the slave vessels on the African coast, and even the pi-
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prietors of slaye depots, with provisions andimerchandise. This evil will,
rt ea~redl, conitine till. the~several co oloizing associations shalihave ot>-'
tained possession of the whole coast, and have lined it with colonists. The

itent"of the trade wold, it .is believed, 'be diminished,ardis horrors be
mitigated, if vessels of war, belonging to nations united for the avowed pur-

piose -o6f suppressing it, were to cruise regularly on the coast, with authority
to seizez, ot only vessels witlislaves on board, but all vessels fitted out for
the trade, on-or near the coast, and ready to receive the unhappy princti-
eOrs. A practised eye can, it is said, easily distinguish 'such vessels. 13'"
th6'establishrnenit of colonial settlements on the African coast, at -a iilode-
raie distance from each other, not only would the present slave hlarts` be
destroyed, but. such settlements would furnish the means of mutual defense,'
againstt attacks, either from the slave vessels, or from the savage natives,
insigated by the more savage slave dealers. Only a few years have passed
since such alleged instigation produced an onslaught on the defenseless col-
onists at Bassa Cove, and their extermination and flight, before relief froni
remote settlements could reach them.

In conclusion, the managers would urge every friend of this society to
feel the importance of this cause of colonization in all its varied and most
interesting relations to our country and to Africa. Great efforts, large re-
sources, are demanded for its complete execution. Let. the former be made,
the latter contributed without delay. It is a work for the whole nation,
worthy of its power and treasure. It is fraught with blessings of unspeak-
able worth to two races of men and two quarters of 'the world. Let a6ll~patriots, all Christians, hear the appeal of suffering millions, and come for-
ward with warm he-rts and generous hands for their relief.

Twenty -tfth annual report-January 18, 1842.

.Much has been done during the last year to place the 'administration
*of justice and the execution of the laws upon a firm foundation. CircLnim.
stances of danger have arisen, which have shown some defects in the le-
al enactments of the colonial council, which have been promptly'cotrect-
ed or supplied. The exercise of the elective franchise has given rise, as
in alt other countries, to party preferences and political strife. The natives
around have in some instances showed themselves in hostile attitudes.'
But through all these difficulties, the majesty of the laws has been re-
.spected, and the government has kept on in the even tenor of its way.
Much of encouragement is thus furnished to the 'friends of colonization.
This strength and stability of the colonial government gives bright promise
'for the futures In the hour of peril, it has nerve and sinew sufficient to
bear itself bravely through. Such a result will tend powerfully to estab-
*lish this stupendous scheme of philanthropy in the confidence of the whole
American people. After all the dark storms which have beat upo°i it have
*spent their force, the colony has emerged with renewed vigor from them
v 1, arid the boot of promise appears, at present, encircling with vivid col-

,ors that asylum for the oppressed and that home for the free.
The only real objection which has ever been urged against the mag-

'nificent screitne of' colonnizationr has been its imnpracticdbility. But now
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this is removed. The most formidable obstacles have bben overcomese.
We. behold on that once barbarous coast several flourishing, industrious;'
and happy. colonies, in which good order, pure morality, exemplary tend-
perance, and fervent religion, are conspicuous.
The regular official reports which we have received in regard to the

health of the inhabitants the past year have been of a highly encourage'
ing nature., The several companies of emigrants sent out have passed
through their acclimation With an unusually small amount of sickness,
and comparatively fewv deaths. It is true that several deaths have oc-
curred among the white residents, and during the past rainy season con-:
siderable sickness has prevailed among the old colonists, owing to the fact
that~the rains have been excessive beyond what the oldest inhabitants cam
remember to have witnessed; still the mortality has not been great.* The
physicians now understand the diseases. Great credit is due to Dr. DAYt'
the colonial physician, for the zeal and skill with which lie has discharged
his responsible trust. He has himself had several attacks of the fever.
But his exertions to take care of the lives and health of the newly arrived,
emigrants have been unremitted, and his success has been highly credita-
ble to himself and fortunate for the society and the cause; and while him
life and services are spared to the colony, we shall- have great confidence
in sending emigrants from any section of this country.
X-*she * X X *t * *

During the year that has passed. the vital interests of morality and reli-
gion have steadily advanced in the colony. Increased attention has been'
given to the education of the rising generation. Several schools have been
supported by the missionaries of the Methodist Episcopal church, where
they have educated the children free of any charge. It has been a part of
their policy to devote a large share of their efforts to the rising generation
in this way. In this respect they are now making some change. Here-
after all theirfree schools are to be for native children; while none are to
be established in the colony but such as will maintain themselves. Sev-
eral new churches have been built and dedicated to the worship of Almighty
God. The Methodist mission is prosecuting this work with great zeal.
There are few places in Christendom better supplied with the gospel than
the Various settlements in Liberia. One of the most interesting features
in their operations during the past year is the increased attention which has;
been given to the spiritual wants of the native tribes in the neighborhood
of the colonial settlements. A strong missionary spirit has been mani(est-
ed among the colonists themselves. The most friendly and benevolent
feeling has been Shown towards the natives. Several new missionary
stations have been formed, under the most encouraging prospects. The
greatest anxiety is shown by multitudes of the natives to have schools es-.
tablished among them, and churches built, and the ordinances of the gospel.
administered. It may be s; :c], with great truth, that "1 the fields are white
ready to the harvest." It would be impossible to find in" any country.:
freer access to wider fields of usefulness. Several of the most important
missionary societies in this country are turning their attention thither with
more thlan their former earnestness. It is important, however, that they
should seek out and send forth colored men as their missionaries. Two

By examining the files of Africa's Luminary and ifhe Liberia Herald, we find that in three
months, during the sickliest season, there were 1 3 deaths, three of whom were white persons, fivet
newly arrived emigrants, and five colonists, out of a population of over 2,000.
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very Essential considerations urge h em to this course: First, the fatality
of" tie" climate to the white man. During the past year, several of the
missionaries have died; some -of them even before they had' entered-on
their labors. They had no sooner set foot on the soil, than death marked'
them as his prey. It is the country and the climate of the colored min.
And there seems a 'prohibition of nature against the appropriation of it- to-
the use of the white man. We are convinced from past experience that
we cannot rely on the labors of white men to perfect the institutions
of'civil liberty and of Christianity in the dark places of Africa.

But the second consideration which should urge our missionary societies
to send out'colored missionaries is the fact that, they wrill harmonize with'
the colonists more readily, and' will also have more easy access to the'na°
tives, and more powerful influence with them than white men can have.'
There is-no prejudice against them, while the natives have come to look
upon the white man as their natural enemy.
These considerations induce us to hope that special efforts will soon be

made to train up colored men to go as missionary pioneers into the heart'
of Africa. Our colony furnishes them an entrance and a defence, such' as'
isenjoyed'by no other missionaries. Under the aegis of its protection, and!
in co-operation with its citizens, they mray labor with great security, and'
with the most flattering prospects of enlarged and evet-enlarging success.'

Early in the past year, circumstances seemed to render it desirable that
we should purchase from the natives the points on the seaboard Iying be-
tween our various settlements. The slave factories for a long series of
years having existed at New Cesters and Gallinas were broken up. and
the internal slave trade was thereby seriously checked. New Cesters lies
within the limits of coast that ought to belong to our colony, and it is ins
dispensable that we should treat with the nations fbi it and several other
points, in order that "we may have an unnbroken line of coast of about
three hundred miles, to make a fair experiment of what can be done by a
republican government on the shores of Africa. We supposed that the
breaking up 'of these slave stations furnished an opportunity when', b'
prompt and vigorous action, advantages could be obtained and secured,"
which, if suffered to pass without improvement, might never return. It
will be recoliected,'that on the western coast of Africa we have four dis-
tinct and' important settlements, viz : Monrovia and its neighboring vil-
lages. Bassa Cove and its interior settlements, Sinou, and Cape Palmas.
At Monrovia and Bassa Cove there is very little danger of the interfer-
ence of any other nation, or of the slave trade being carried on; but this
is not the case on the north of Monrovia, and between Bassa Cove and
Sinou. This great extent of unoccupied territory furnishes eligible points
for traders to establish factories for slaves or merchandise, which must se-
riously interfere with the government and general prosperity of our colony.
We gave the friends of the colonization scheme in this country fair

warning of this danger, and appealed to them, through the press, by pri-
vate letters, and with the voice of our agents, to afford us at once the large
surm that was demanded to meet this exigpncy. We could not move in
the matter 'without the requisite means. Governor Buchanan was most
solicitous about the result. The same solicitude pervaded the board of di-
rectors and other friends of the cause.
But some mouths passed away, and the requisite money had not been

received. A general sympathy was expressed, and liberal promises of



ai~d, ,^ler,given US.. B,3ut there .was llo. room for -delay. Prompt;>actionw
,s considered thle ,onlyI fficien~tac.tion. 'So fully ,werecwe ippressd witl^

fit ~onsiCOdl~eratiOn,,tllat wve.vturied tO,purchase,,on credit,..,....
~E'ansa!4v.&'l,.,tah ble 'cargo .of goods,the-cost of.wlich was,$12,0O10,.ad.-de,.
tche~d' .tehem .t~o -,th~e colonyfor t purpose of negotiating with the .na..

diveswaloiig thee.coast. .B6ut ..the crisis wilh one or two ofthe-,points had.
d beforethde,egulus arrived.or the governor had t'he ,means~of inak.,-

iiig!S;the;.purchases. It was impossible to prosecute the necessary.:negotia.,
ions along the coast. without having a vessel at his cormtn 1d.-,- Before he,
,uld cebtain one,, thc slave traders, and. others interested, had contrive -to
excite .the ,natives, at Gallinas, and. New Cesterg in such. a manner as that
no, treaty could be made witW them. Since that time., the slave trade hax-
been revived ,at both New, Cesters and Gallinas, or its neighborhood;
so that for the. present there. is little prospect of obtaining, jurisdiction
over those two tracts of country. But we do not abandon thehope of be-
ipg able. to secure them at no very distant day., The slave trade cannot
zmich' longer survive so near our settlements. The nIatives will soon learn.
whr?.¢'.r6 '.theii real. friends.. Arid if the patrons of this cause wilL only
furnish,1 us the mearis, so that, when another auspicious moment occurs, we
cai.promptly ~meet.it, we shall doubtless be able to add this-desirable con-
sunimation to our purchases along the coast
'We 'have the pleasure qf 'dco.mnimunicating the fact, that our efforts. to

acquire territory have not[ been. entirely without success. Two very irn-
portant.arid' highly beautiful tracts have been purchased, oner lying north,
and..the other south .of the territory of Sinoti. Tue tract on the north extends
firom,:Poo.r river, the boundary of Sinou, to Grand B3outau, about twenty,
ye iniles, and running interior from fifteen to, twenty-five miles. The
tract.on.tlhe southI is called Bl& Barre, 'which is about fifteen miles in ex.
tent, and is ,represented as.oiie of the most desirable places on the coast;
a'spledllid district of. country., well watered, and abounding in the greatest
Tariety ,and luxuriance. of productions. This tract has been selected by
he .Louisiana State Colonization Society as the site for their colony., A

10Xatiori has been selected for the establishment of the first emigrants, and
6uses erected. for the accommodation of about one hundred.
The purchase of these two parcels of territory is but a beginning of

vhat mnustbe' done, and that speedily. The permanent prosperity of Li~
beria canntiot : be. set down as the most certain of contingent events until
we have an. undisputed and indisputable claim to the whole line of coast
between Cape Mount and Cape Palmas, a distance of about 300 miles.

1verylindividual must be convinced that we ought to strain every nerve
*itogain' possession of .this 'continuous coast. What is wanted now is MONEy
to purchaseae this territory, so absolutely necessary to the unity and com-
pactness of our' colony, and its permanent peace and security. For it is
certain, that if, foreign traders come in and locate their trading establish-
iinents between our settlements, there will arise jealousies and dangerous
collisions. And we cannot disguisee the fact that we seriously apprehend
trouble from this source. Already some ditliculties have occurred between
freign traders wrho have established factories on the coast and our .col-
niaLauthorities.* And there- is evidently manifested a strong disposition

In some instances, they have set up a claimnto the territory themselves, and lhve denied the

*ght of the native.kitigsto cede tbeir lands to the colony.
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sotto inierfere-ras to prevent the-natives from ceding the right -ofjuris'dic"
tien~o.vor theterritorl y to the government of 'Liberia., It is painful tou-q
torbe compelled ito speak -n this subject.' :But it is vital to our prospects.
Already'our-colonists are liable: to- constant annoyance from this source ;'
and there can be no~permtwent' peace :and security'till ourright of govern-
meti is)estabishe il all-long the coast. We therefore call'upon the friends
of the African race, and of the cause of colonization, to arouse, and re-
ceive the adequate impressions of' the real importance of this emergerncy.-
Letithe facts relating to this 'subject be considered, and the- sleeping zea- of
many';well. wishers be renewedly awakened. 'Tle requisite funds must: be
collected-, or 'a cloud will come over our prospect and a chill run: through
our' hearts. The friends of. this cause in the United States are so numer-
ous and powerful that nothing but prompt and united action" is requisite:
to achieve any thing that can be done by money. '
, *4'*a

The committee have felt the importance of doing something more to'
promotethe cultivation-of coffee among the colonists. There are but fewr
persons among them who -were familiar with its growth before they went
towLiberia. And although it 'is very easy of cultivation,' yet they have'
many things yet to learn in regard to' it. They need an example before
their eeyes, and much counsel and advice in regard-to the best kind of cofflee,
and the various improvements by which it may be made to yield a heavy
crop. About the first of July last, a' gentleman by the name of Harzen
arrivedat-Monrovia from New Orleans, who had been brought up in the
West Indies on a large, coffee plantation, and was thorontghly acquainted
with-the business. 'Governor Buchanan effected a temporary arrangement
with him,to take the superintendence of'the public farm, while he recomi-
mended to this committee to make a permanent arrangement for employing.'
him, so as to enlarge the public farm to at 'least 500 acres in coffee, and
making all necessary improvements on it.
Being fully impressed with the ultimate value which would accrue from

such a plan, we entered into itffullr, accepted of Mr. Harzen's proposals,
and directed Governor Buchanan to engage his services accordingly. But
before the vessel carrying out our despatches had reached the c6lonv Mr.
Harzen was taken sick, and died in a few days.
The committee would recommend --to make liberal proposals to any

colored man or company of men who are thoroughly acquainted' with the
coffee business,and will emigrate to the colonyand engage to manage the
public farm, or to open one for themselves.' It' is believed that they can
open and carry on an extensive and successful business for themselves,
besides doing much by the way of example and influence to stimulate the
colonists to advance iin this noble branch of industry. There cannot be'a
doubt but that coffee will be a chief staple of the western coast of' Africa.
The climate is the fineste in the world, and the soil is inexhaustibly'pro.w
ductive. Nothing, therefore, is necessary hut to turn: the public sentimentt
in this channel, and get the operations fairly and fully begun.
We liope that ere this present year rolls round rwe shall have the privi.

lege of stating that maiiy persons have gone to the colony well prepared
to engage largely in this occupation. I-lad we it in our power, we would
appeal to the most intelligent, refined, and comfortably situated of the
colored population of this country, in view of the vast advantages they
man gain by emigrating to the colony. If we are asked why those 'who.
have-ample fortune, comfortable. situation, and well-established reputation,



should evnigrate, we answe'r,it is because. with all their dignity'and-talernet
they never can' enjoy equality of rights here ;.with their refindmeitrandt
influence, they are doomed to; the. most- degrading associations,;* itfallnthj:
dearest. intercourse of society, they -must forever: feel themselves depression
and excluded; and, abovl all, because they,.'ought.totbe inspired withes
burning desire to elevate their race, and redeemithe land of -their fathers;
of their antiquity; and their glory, from the hand of the 'ruthless'spoile,';.
ormn the-chains of, superstition, and the bondage of barbarity; :and with a

determination to give their brethren in this land a country and a -name.
With, such motives as these. they may leave their native shores, and repair
to the home of their fathers with gladness of heart, and that, too, with the;
certain prospect before them of enduring much hardship and toil, in en-
tering a new country, felling the forests and clearing the ground, to make'
Vway for the ripening harvest. When the whole earth lay uninhabited andl
open for his occupancy, before their great progenitor, Ham, he selected Africa
as the residence for himself and his descendants. 'Now, when all other
parts of the. earth 'are occupied with' other races of men, why should his
descendants not-eagerly rush to that country, which is theirs by right of
inheritance, and by adaptation to their peculiar constitution? Already:
have the. colonists kindled there the light of civilization and Christianity,.
which, sooner or later, must shine over every portion of' that ill-fated and
unhappy continent. Have their kindred in this country no desire to aid.
in a work so grand, and share in triumphs so glorious?

In whatever light, therefore, the cause' of colonization is considered, it
addresses its claims to them with allthe motives of patriotism,philanthropy,
and Christianity; !for it is at once and emphatically the cause of iiberty, of
humanity, and of religion. In no other -way can they remove 'from their-
character that'obloquy which now rests upon it. In no other country can
they have opened to their vision such bright prospects of prosperity, use-
fulness, and enjoyment.

:Believing,as weconfidentlydo,that the schemeofcolonizatibn isenmi-
nently calculated to accomplish the object "for which it has been adopted,
and to' advance the welfare of all concerned, we have improved every
means of diffusing intelligence calculated to awaken the colored population
of our country to their true interest.*

*
" .

In. concluding -this report, and closing our labors in connexion with the,
society, we most cordially commend the cause to the favor. of a benevolent,
public and to the blessing of a kind and.overruling Providence. Its path-
way is not a smooth and flowers one. Rather is it surrounded with em-
barrassment, and' fronted with obstacles. What great human enterprise
was ever. undertaken without difficulty? What ever failed within the
compass of human power, -while pursued with perseverance and, blessed
by the smiles of Heaven ? Let the society proseckite,undismayed, itsgreat
work, appealing for succor to the reasonable, the. virtuous, and the Christian
portions of the public. Animated by what of encouragement is found in
the past, let them proceed under the cheering prospects which are seen
in, the future.-"Let tthem remember the condition of our forefathers, when,
collected on the beach of England. they' embarked' for this distant~land;
amidst the scoffings of the assembled multitude, and here, inr spite of all
the -perils of ocean and forest, successfully laid the foundations of this
glorious republic." Prospects were niever.darker than theirs-results could
not be more glorious. They can only have a parallel "when centuries
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shall h.ave rolled away, and the impartial historian of those future age&
shall tale a retrospect of the age iiiXwhich we live, he vill be led to .con-i
template with admiration the benevolent enterprise of African colonization,
and willconsider this as the brightest leaf in the page of the. history of .this,
country and of Africa!.. When a.great republic of colored men shall have
spread over the;. whole .western coast of Africa, and shall have extended
its influence to the very centre of that unexplored continent; whpn its.his-
tory is traced back to its origin, then will this feeble society come intop.er...
manent notice, and.will receive the honor of having 1Bid the foundationaof
a; great empire, and of having introduced and diffused among the numerous
-barbarous tribes-of that continent all the arts and comforts of civilized life,-
and all the inestimable blessings of education and Christianity.'.'
Then our present few, feeble, and sometimes despised colonists shall be

the Pilgrim Fathers of thatland, and Cape. Mesurado their Plymouth Rockl
And to the American Colonization Society shall they ever ascribe their
warmest -thanks ano their sincerest gratitude for having conceived the.
splendid design of laying- the foundations of their republic, and nursing
and cherishing it in the days of its infancy,

Twent~y-sixt/& annual report-February 17, 1843.

In no one year, since the origin of the society, have so. many and extra.-
ordinary events occurred, more or less closely related to the enterprise, of
African colonization, as during that just, elapsed; nor has this enterprise
ever so attracted general attention, or commanded. so favorably theijudg-
ment of mankind, as at this moment.
On the decease of Governo.r Buchanan, (to whose eminent abilities and

virtues a just tribute was paid in the last report,) the administration o. the
colonial affairs devolved upon the lieutenant governor, General :J., J.
Roberts,-one of the citizens of the colony, who was soon invested by the.
board of directors with all the immunities and powers of .the chief magis-
tracy of the commonwealth. Among the reasons for this appointment was
the desire, ever cherished by the society, of placing the political destinies o(
the colony in its own hands, as soon as might be consistent with its wel-
fare, and of giving assurance, even now, to its citizens. that the authority.
yet retained by the directors would be exerted in a way. best adapted to
qualify them for all the privileges and duties of self-government.
The individual chosen by the directors to succeed Governor B3uchanan

had, while in command of the colony, exhibited decided courage and tal.
ent, and, by the faithful discharge of his duties as lieutenant governor,.as
well as by his integrity in private life, won the confidence and respectof
his fellow-citizens. As governor, he has well sustained his reputation, and-
left no doubt of his disposition and ability to administer -the government-
with prudence, economy, and energy. Twice, during the. year, has-her
visited the various settlements of the colony, examined their conditions
ascertaitied their necessities, .settled their differences with the. native-popu-,
latioii-encouraged'their hopes and industry, and sought duily to impress
their minds with the necessity of a faithful performance of all their socials
political, and religious duties.
The committee have heretofore expressed their convicti-in of the neces-,
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sitycof extending, withoutdelay, the colonial territory,sodas-to securethe-
uninterrupted and'indaonfestable authority ofthe. government:of thev.colody.
overthe whole: line of.coast. from Cape- Mout to Cape Palmas; and they
ame'happyto state that two valuable acquisitions of land; have beenm ade.,
since the; last: anniverso ry-one embracing some ten miles square, onthe7
r iver St. John's; the other, of astill more. important district, at: Grand Ces".

lers,abounding..iq rice and.palm oil, and. whichhas. already excited. the
ICpidity off foreigners. Other.eligible regid's of country are offered 'on.
mrderate ttrms tothy society.; and Governor Robertshas been instructed.
to.:lose.no opportuuity, and. to neglect no proper means, of extinguishing.
thenative title on theentire coast from Cape Mount to. Cape. Palmas.
While betweenthese points notless.than sixteen or seventeen valuablesta.,
tons have been ceded to, the society, several of them extensive, upon which
settlementsare founded, while to these emigration may be. expected an-.
nually-to. increase,a d:while the decline of the slave trade, and the 'growth.
of.legitimate commerce,mainlythrough the influence of the colony,in-
vite-to. this region the traders of various nations, there is an obvious and
increasing reason that this colony should be neither disturbed in. its pres-.
ent possessions nor restricted within too narrow limits.
The agricultural interests of the-colonyhave advanced during the year.

The interest now manifested (says the governor, in his despatch of the
9th of June) by: the farmers, I think, has never been surpassed. The suc-
cess which has attended the sugar plantations at the colonial farm, the M.
E&;mission farm at White Plains, and Mr. Willis's farm at Millsburg, has
con-vincedltie people generally of the practicability of farming; and through-.
out the .commonwealth, feeling its importance, they -are making renewed
efforts. 'Within the last four or five months, some eight or ten families
have left the settlements of Edina and Bassa Cove, and established them-.
selves on the banks of the St. John's river, determined to try their fortunes
in this employment. Under date of August11, he speaks of the remarkable-
increase of the agricultural spirit in the vicinity, of Monrovia, and states that
the supply of vegetable productions was unlimited. Still more recently,
he- observes: :"I shall continue to do all in my power to encourage the set-.
tders in their efforts to cultivate the soil; and they are becoming, daily,
more:impressed with the importance of making their own sugar, cotton,.
corn, &c.,a&nd of being able soon too exchange African produce for Ameri-
can manufact-ures. They see that,-without an effort-on their own part,. they.
carlont riserto independence."

As thecolony suffers much for want of capital, so the mass of the peo-
ple are without adequate knowledge of the best modes of tropical agricul-
ture;; and but. few are well acquainted with some of the most useful arts.
The visits of three intelligent white menj one -a sugar, another-a coffee

plahter, and the third a practical ship builder, promised the greatest bene-
ims; but the first two, having made successful experiments, died; and. the
thirds having built one small cutter, owing to the failure of his health, re-
turned to America.. s The good" (says the colonial physician, Dr. Day).
"which Mr. Jeukes (who devoted himself to. the cultivation of the-sugar
canqe) did, lives after him. From him was learned something of the. art of
nmking sugar, but not So rmuh as of the manner of planting and cultivat-
ing the. cane. Following his directions, we can now grow wore than
double the quantity of cane on the samwe ground, and, I think I may safely.
add, at half the expense of labor. He, also informed uLs that we were'Cl-

916s
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tivating a very inferior quality 6f cane, and at: the-ame time- we -had somo
of'the'best quality in the world, which.ve are now extending astast as thec
grow-th will permit. HIe has demonstrated, too, what was hitherto aiprob-.
lenviz: that there is nothing in the sofl or the atmosphere that will-,pro
vent ourmaking,' with the best kind of cane,: as good, as much, and (with
the sanemenan of grinding) as-cheap sugar as is made in the West Indies.;'.'
Three thousand pounds of sugar, and several hunrdred gallons of lmlolasses,
were manufactured during the last seasonl- at the colonial farm ; and, butifor
s defect (to be easilyrere~died hereafter) in the grinding of the-cane, this
qnantity would have been more than doubled. The inhabitants of -the
village of Bexley, on the St. John's river, deserve great praise for their ex,-
'clnsive attention to agriculttural pursuits. One individual of this. settle-
ment has, during the last fifteen months, by his own unaided labor, cleared,
fenced, drained, and planted, a small spot sufficient, for the support of him-
self alnd family ; lutg a well. from which it may be watered in seasons of
drought ; erected upon it a convenient and urnple dwelling-anid thus not
'only secured his own, but shown plainly to others the way to independ.
ence.
Of commerce, the committee are able to report a very considerable in-

crease. "4More produce," says the governor," has been purchased by the
coloniists the past season, than for several preceding years."

Several valuable public buildings, have been constructed during the yeaT,
.a8nd others, before iin progress, completed. Among these are the lihgha.
wouse oi Cape' Mesurado, twenty-four feet square, and two stories high,

the 2o~ver story of which is intended for an arsenal and Fort Norris,,byl-
tery! an apartment of which is fitted tip for the use and convenience of the
destitute, where thev will be tinder tie immediate itispection of the- gov-
ernor and colonial physician. This fort, vhich occupies a healthy situation,
is to be surrounded by a garden, which the inmates may, as their.health
shall permit, cultivate. A cornmodious council and court house, fifty-six
feet long- and thirty-four wide, to be built almost entirely of stone, and two
stories high, is far advanced, and will soon be finished. in Monrovia. The
building- for the high school on Factory island, on St. John's river, is' so far
completed as to be tenantable, and the school under the care of Doctor
Johnson already commenced. The committee are gratified -to be able fur-
ther to add, that sole half dozeu commodious stone buildings, and several
frame houses, have been' erected duritig the year at Ml-onrovia;' nd-t.1hat
subscriptions have been, both there and at Caldwell, raised for the repair
-of the churches. Five small vessels, withini the same time, have beelncorn-
menced; and two completed.
of the general condition of things in Liberia, the Rev. Hilary Teage, uin-

der date of September 5, writes:
"L'hecolonnyiis looking up. Two new vessels have lately. been built

here; two more are on the stocks, aid others are in contemplation:.; two
are building- at Edina, and 'D. Washington has -just returned flom Sierra
Lkeone wilh a vessel of fifty tons, 'vhich he ptirchased there. I have pnr-
'cliased'the Regulus. Should my plans succeed', lI interld loading her with
camwoodin the: course of.the next year, andi taking her; witi'i Liberia.'sfag
at her-nrost'head, into Liverpool "
Under datewof the 15th of the same mnonthj to a gentlemnan!of Philadel.

:phia, he' write:'
i"The colonizationists have done nobly. No one who, will be at the
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rains to come here -and see' for himself will deny this, Sunless -he resolutely
closes 'his eyes' against' facts.and his mind against evidence. I ho'nesitl
'believe they have redeemed the pledge they gave the public, when, in isis;theyrfirst met at 'Washington. 'They have led the -colony along, and -foss
tered itAiitil its bulk has grown too unwieldy for their unaided arm. Front
late developmens-from attentively regarding scenes and movements
around and in' the midst of us, I am persuaded 'the elements, not only of
'future existence, 'but of future prosperity, exist -vithin us. They are arous-
ing into life, 'and will, not long hence, spring forth into vigorous and profit.
able exertion. 'That irresolution which has so long chained us down to
our seats and' to our poverty is rapidly melting from around' us, and many
of our people seem to be girding on their armor for a vigorous combat
with poverty and dependence."
To the same gentleman, the Rev. J.. B. Pinney, under date of October

12, Governor Roberts writes:
"I received communications from Washington, with the June number of

the Repository, by which I find the cause of colonization is progressing'
rapidly. The colonization convention, I think, will have a good effect;
and if the General Government can be induced to give some efficient aid,
Liberia will soon rise triumphant above the scoffs of her bitterest foes.
This she is destined to do, through the providence of God, as is shown by
the signs of the times. He is manifesting himself in the affairs of these
colonies, and by the great work of religion that is going on among the' na-
tive tribes in our vicinity. It is manifest that Liberia is to be' the centre,
from which light and knowledge and the gospel of Christ are. to giaketheir way 'into the interior of this dark continent. If nothing more was
to be gained by the establishing of colonies along this coast, but the spread
of the -gospel of peace among a barbarous and heathen people, it would be
a stfficient motive for the friends of colonization to persevere in the scheme,
and would more than compensate them for the great expense and trouble
they have been subjected to. But, sir, colonization is doing more than
this: it is establishing a permanent home for the oppressed in other count
tries,; (especially in the United States,) where they may remove and erijoy
that'civil'and religious liberty that some in vain are expecting to enjoy
some day in the United States. Their hope, however, is visionary-the
thing is-impossible, except by the intervention of the miraculous power of
'God. There are prejudices existing in the United States against the peo-
ple of color, that in all probability will exist for centuries.

' Let them remove to Liberia or elsewhere, at once, and establish them-
selves as a separate and independent people. By the means of commerce,
they will become acquainted with the world, and the world with them.
They will form foreign connexions that will brne, interest in-contact with
prejudice-when the latter must give way, and they will be brought more
speedily into loatice; and' soon acquire a reputation and standing that will
make them equal in every respect with the people of other countries.
This-appears to mne to be the quiCkeSest and only feasible way to bring about
that equality' so strongly contended for by some in your tcountry. -The
prejudices against Liberia, I think, will soon begin to vanish. The henlhh
of the colony (which has lbeen the great -scarecrow) has improved so
mitch within the last few' years, (owitig, no doubt, to the clearing awity of
the forest, and cultivating the lands in the vicinity of the settlements,) that-
Liberians themselves are astonished. The mortality among newly arrived
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emigrants has decreased within the last--ten years, at least thirty-three per
cent} This will contiiu1ie to. -bethe case,.as the lands are cultivated and
the. country opened. -- It -in my; serious opinion, sir, that in a few veais
people may remove to Liberia with as little apprehension about the coast
feveir as if tL-s were removing- to. any of. the West India islands. The
dolony, too, is acquiring-a reputation, and beginning to be known abroad.
Our merchants are already visiting foreign countries, where they are-re-
ceived courteously, and treated with that respect due to their standing at
home. Could our colored friends in America properly understand- and
appreciate the blessings of '-liberty and equality,' (as enjoyed by the peo-
ple of these colonies,) they would rather live in Liberia (with all its imagi-
nary evils) than to remain in any country (with all its luxuries) where
they are cast out and degraded. Anid such men only as are fully con-
vinced of. their condition in the United States, and who are determined to
enjoy freedom at all hazards, .ometnwhere, do we wish to come to Liberia.
I will warrant, sir, that ninety-nine out of a hundred of such men vill
never express even a wish to returns"
-A distinguished and generous friend of the society, John McDonogh,

Esq., of New erleans, expressed his desire, early in the year, of sending
to the colony, on certain conditions, under the protection of the committee,
eighty of his servants, who had long been in preparation, beneath his own
eye, for the condition and advantages of liberty. Though permission
sought by him of the State -Legislature thoroughly to educate these people
wasdenied, they had enjoyed through his kindness many and peculiar ad-
vantages, with a view to their- participation inl the rights, responsibilities,
and duties of a free community. '<I do not hesitate,'.' (observes Mr.
McDonogh, in offering them to the attention of the society,) "1 to say, (know-
ing them as I do, for the greater part have been born under my roof,) should
they settle in Liberia, that they will be the most valuable acquisition for
their number, which that colony has ever received into her bosom, and
will tend, in a higher degree, to the advancement of her best interests, than
ten times their number would do, taken from those of the same color geni-
erally through the United States. To say nothing of their moral and re-
ligious character, (which merits high commendation,) they have been rear-
ed to habits of order and industry; most of them read well, some write, and
several among them, both male and female, are capableof becoming com-
mon school teachers. But, for their talents as artisans, mechanics, agri-
culturists, sugar: makers, sugar-kettle setters, sugar-mill builders, builders
of sugar-house chimneys, (each of which is a separate trade or profession,)
blacksmiths, carpenters, masons, &c., they are emphatically the populi,-
tion which Liberia greatly needs, and who are formed to advance -her ill-
terests, A- few years after their arrival in the colony would see them int
possession, I have no doubt, of fine sugar, cotton, and coffee estates. Some
of them have pecuniary means, and all of them would have large means,
(in such a country as that,) in their knowledge of agriculture and the arts
of life."
Anxious to comply with the philanthropic views of this gentleman, as

well, as ,o. aid many applicants, for a passage from various sections of. the
Union, the ship Mariposa, was. chartered and ordered. -to New. Orleans,
whence. (after. her outfit with all needful- supplied and the embarkatiort
under the superintendance of the Rev. William McLain,-the. treasurer -6(
the society, of seventy-nine persons, liberated by Mr. McDonogh, and one

gt1.9
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'other.-respectable, colored family) she sailed ion the '9th ofJ'tine, :fo- Norrft;
ito!receive there her complement of emigrants, This fine ship sailed fro
.Norfolk, ont the 7th of July, with a very. intelligent and. select'companyIt
tWo hundrede, and-thirty-four emigrants, from'the States of Louisiana, Ala.
b.ma. Missouri, Illinois,.Tennessee, M-irginia, North Carolina, South CaY6o
lina. and the Territory of , Iowa, and, after a voyage inall respects Eutpi
cious, arrived. at Monrovia on the 21st of AAugust., -Immediately on tii
determiuation o1' the committee to despatch this expedition, instructio-O
were, transmitted to Governor Roberts to prepare-for the reception and ac!
commodation of Mr. McDon~gh's people at Blue -Barre, opposite theseqt.
tlemett ;of Greenville, on the Sinoni river, a region of many advantagdk
particularly selected by'their benefactor, and to which it .was proposedto
give the name of Louisiuja in Liberia.- The want of a perfect unddr'
standing with the native ch iefs of Blue Barre, and of sufficient time to pres
pare adequate accommodations and defences, and especially the occurrence
of hostilities between the principal tribes of that district, in connexion
with ithe certain protection and superior comforts to be afforded, tempora.
rily at ledstron the banks of the St. Paul's riAver, induced GovernoiRoberts
to comply with the earnest request of these people, and establish themfroj
the present, with their companions on the voyage, at the latter place.; There
were also economical considerations in favor of the course adopted. HEd
the Newv Orleans emigrants gone to Blue Barre, much of the cargo must
lhave beerm landed and reshipped 'and the prevalence at that seasbn-of
southeast winds, and of a strong current:setting to. the northwest, by pro-
longing thte voyage, would have rendered the cost of their removal double
the amount required at a more favorable season. In the prosecution of an
enterprise, cotiiplex and remote, causes of embarrassment will occasionally
ar-se; awid while the committee trust that-in this case disappointment will
pr-eve. ito calarnity, they are prepared,.should it bethought best, to'-carry
out their original design.
The plan and policy of Mr. McDonogh, as explained by himself in a

paniphlet recently given to the public, indicates an efficient andifarireadh-
irng philanthropy, worthy the attention of every- benevolent and patriotic
citizen of ourSoutheern States.

COl tile other eniigrants by the-Mlariposa,.eighty were. from the -State of
lTenuessee, moree than twenty of then emancipated, and to some extent
assisted :by generous nnasters,) and rnost of' them, by their-'agriculturaliand
mechar rical kknowledge, well qualified to overcome tthe difficulties which
emigrants to new countries must inevitably encounter.

Seventeen, all with one exception liberated. slaves, were from the State
of Vi;rginia-.-

FoUrteen liberated by the will of the-late Thoomas Blackledge, Esq., of
North Carolina, were not only supplied by tb-is will-with the means of.emiw
gratioia, but.also with eight thunidred dollars to enable them to commence
with c'rnfort:-and ciieerfiulness their new monde of life.:-

Ten were from Alurfreesborough, North Carolina, emancipated by tIM
will' 'of the late Mr. Brown-, of that -p-ace, and somtie small provision made
for their benefit. Two enterprising free-eoloied -amilies, cotiprising- four
teentl-ersons,"having:experienced mueh -uikikidness from:the people a-mrong
$whom -they had irsided, came by the way of New Orleans, from 1llinoieo
Norfolk, 'that they might- embark fbr a land' of' real- freedom. Atothie

|,,;',,b.''' ,Nv,
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family r-Ai four persons travelled by land from the Territory of Iowa, and
took'lpassage in this vessel.
'MAvenerable colored tiinister of the Baptistchurch, from Alahamia, wh6

hiadreceived his freedom as the reward of merit, emnbarke'd with his wife
and three children, in.the hope that his other children (for whom he has'
paid more than' $7,00) ivill'yet follow, him. These, with a 1amiily of six
persons from Louisiana, and the superintendents of the company,'Meqssrs.
Harris and Brown, completed the number of this expedition,"which, whether
regard be had to the character of the emigrants, their'sobriety and indiis-
try, agricultural and mechanical employment, the regions of country frinm
which they came, the ties by which they are connected 'with' extensive
neighborhoods of the colored population of the South, the interest 'mani-
fested inmany of them, but recently faithful servants, by their humane and
religious masters, promises not only great benefits to the colony, but to
reflect back: an influence animating to the hopes of the society in the
tTnited States.
For the present, these emigrants are divided, into two companies,' the one

accommodated at Monrovia, and the other at Caldwell, and both iunder'the
skilful care of the colonial physician, Dr. J. L. Day, assisted by two colored
physicians, who have enjoyed good opportunities for medical 'practice.
They have passed through the period of greatest danger to strangers, with
small loss,, tip to November I I; several of those who have died being aged
and infirm persons and children, and among them not one of those from
Louisiana, who have been but slightly affected by the clii ,me. Among the
settlers generally health has prevailed during the last year.
On the 15th of last month, eighteen slaves, emancipated by W. B. Lynch,

Esq., a young gentleman of Lynchburg, Virginia, embarked in a vessel
chartered by the Maryland Colonization Society, under'arrangements timade
by the committee, for Monrovia. Feeling the deepest concern for the wel-
fare of these servants, Mr. Lynch visited the Northwestern States,and, ob-
serving the unfortunate condition of their colored population. persuaded
them to choose Liberia for their home; and after supplying them with the
necessary articles of clothing, mechanical tools, and imnplements of agricul-
ture, accompanied them to Baltimore, defraying their expenses on the way,
and contributed five hundred dollars to the society for their passage and
settlement in the colony. Such acts merit not only record in the reports of
the society, but in the annals of our country.

CONSTITUTION OF THE AMERICAN COLONIZATION SOCIETY.

ART. I. 'This 'society shall be called "the American Society for Coloniz-
ing the Free People of Color of the United States."

ART. II. The object to vhich its attention is to be exclusively directed
is to promote and execute a plan for colonizing (with their own consent)
the free people of color, residing in our country, in Africa, or such other
place as Congress shall deenm expedient; and the society shall act,-to effect
this object, in co operation with the' General ;Governnrent anaisuch .oftE$he
States as may adopt regulations' on the subject.
ART.Ti I. Every citizen of the United States who shall havb' paid to the

funds of the society the sum of one dollar shall be a member of thissociety.
69
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ART. IV. There shall bea board of directors, composed of dee'a
from the several State societies and societies for the District of Columbia
and the Territories of the United States. Each society c ntributing .not
less than one thousand dollars annually into the common: treasury shall Ue
entitled to two delegates; each society having under its care a colony shall
be entitled -to three delegates; and any two or more societies uniting 'ii
the support of a colony, composing at least three hundred souls,'to three'
delegates each. Any individual contributing one thousand dollars to 'the
society shall- be a director for life.

~ART. V. The society and the board of directors shall meet annually at
Washington, on the third Tuesday in January, and at such other times and
places as they shall direct. The board shall have power to' organize and
administer a general government for the several colonies in Liberia'; to
provide a uniform code of laws for such colonies, and' manage the general
affairs of colonization throughout the United States, except within the
States. which planted colonies. They shall also appoint annually the exec-
utive committee, to consist of seven, with such other officers as they may
deem' necessary. Any two members of the executive committee, wih, the
chairnmin, shall form. a quorum for the transaction of ordinary executive
businesss; but all appropriations of money, or measure involving the ex-
jernditure of funds other' than for the payment of debts previously con.
tracted by order of the executive committee, shall be approved by at least
four members of the executive committee. The officers of the society shall
be ex officio members of the board of directors, and shall have a right to
speak,' but not to vote. The said board of directors shall designate the
salaries of the officers, and adopt such plans as they may deem expedient
for the promotion of the colonization cause. It shall be their duty to pro.
vide for the fulfilment of all existing obligations of the American Coloni-
zation Society,.and nothing ill the following article of these amendments
shall limit or restrain their power to make such provisions by an equitable
assessment on the several societies. Whenever a meeting of the board of
directors shall be regularly called, and there are not at least six members
in- attendanlce, in such' case five members of the executive committee, the
chairman being onlLe, with such directors, not less than two, as may be
presetit, shalt constitute a board, and have competent authority to transact
'any business of the society; provided, however, the board so constituted
shall carry no question unless the vote be unanimous.

Aar. VI. The expenses of ihe general government in Africa shall be
borne bv the several associated societies, according to the ratio to be fixed
by the Loard of directors.

ART. VII. Every such society, which has tinder its care a colony, asso-
ciatedtunder the general government, shall have the right to appropriate
itW owvnfunds-in .te colonization and care of its emigrants.

ARTI'. VIII. The board of directors shall have the exclusive right to acd
quire. territory in, Africa, to negotiate treaties with the native Africanftribhes,
and to appropriate the territory and define :the limits of the colonies.
, i; wiART. 1X. The President and vice presidents of the society shall be elected

. innuly..by the, society.
A,HAT. X. It shalt be the duty .of the president (or in his absence the vice
presidents, according to seniority) to, preside at meetilas.of the society, and
to ca1 imetingqwVlIen he thinks necessary.~.-tFt. Xr. The board of directors and the executive committee'shalt have
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power to f11 up all vacancies occurring in their respective numbers during
the year, and to make such by-laws for their government astAhey may deem
lnece~iary, prov-ided the same are not repugnant to this constitution.
ART. XII. This constitution may be modified or altered, upon a propo.

sition to that effect by any of the said societies, transmitted to each -of the
societies three months before the annual meetings of the board of directors,
provided such proposition receive the sanction of two-thirds of the board
at their next annual meeting.
ART. XIII. The representatives of the societies present at the annual

meeting adopting this constitution shall have the power to elect delegates
to serve in the board of directors until others are appointed by their tocie-
ties. The delegates shall meet immediately after their election, organize,
and enter upon their duties as a board.
ART. XIV. All sums paid into'the treasury of the American Coloniza-

tion Society shall be applied, after defraying the expenses of collection of
the same, and a ratable portion of the subsisting debts of the society, to
the advancement, use, and benefit of the colony of Monrovia; and the
agent of the society, or governor, shall reside therein.

CONSTITUTION OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF LIBERIA,

adopted by the board of directors of the American Colonization
Society, January 5, 1539.

The American Colonization Society hereby grants to the colonies or
settlements in Liberia, on the western coast of Africa, under its care, the
following constitution:
ART. .1. The colonies or settlements of Monrovia, New Georgia, Cald-

well, Millsburg, Marshall, Bexley, Bassa Cove, and Edina, and such other
colonies hereafter established by this society, or by the colonization socie-
ties adopting the constitution of the American Colonization Society, on the
Western coast of Africa, are hereby united into one government, under the
name and style of the commonwealth of Liberia.

LEGISLATIVE POWVER.

ART. I. W legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a
governor a 1 council of Liberia, but all laws by them -enacted shall be
subject to the revocation of the American Colonizatioli Society.
ART. III. The council shall consist of representatives to be elected by

the people of the several colonies or settlements, and shall be apportioned
among them according to a just ratio of representation. Until otherwise
provided,. Monrovia, New Georgia, Caldwell, and Millsburg, shall be
Entitled to six representatives; and Marshall, Bexley,13assa Cove, and
Ndina, to four representatives-to be apportioned among them by ihe
governor.
ART; IV. The representatives shall, in all eases, except treasohi, felo6h,

6nd breach of the peaee, be privileged from arrest during their':ttend-
annceat the session of the council, and in going. to -or returning from'i the
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same; and for any speech or debate therein they shall not be questioned
in any other place.
*ART. V. Until otherwise provided by law, the governor shall appoint

and publish the times, places, and manner of holding elections, and mailing:
returns thereof, and the same for the meeting of the council.

ART.. VI. The governor shall preside at the deliberations of the council,
and shall have a veto on all their acts: provided, nevertheless, that if, two.
thirds of all the members elected to serve in the council. shall concur in
passing a bill or resolution. notwithstanding the veto of the governor, tlie
same, when so passed, shall become a law, and have effect as such.
ART. VII. A colonial secretary shall be appointed by the governor,:

and it shall be the duty of such colonial secretary to record in a boek 6Ir
books all the official acts and proceedings to the governor, of 'the conncill"'.
aind of the governor and council; to secure and preserve the same careful;
Iv; and to transmit a copy of each of such acts or proceedings to the
American Colonization Society, from time to time: provided, however,
that such acts and proceedings be so transmitted at least once a year.
AnT. VII. A great seal shall be provided for the commonwealth of

Liberia, whereby the official and public acts of the governor shall be au-
thentic'fd; awnd the ctistdy i the said seal shall be committed to the
colonial secretary.
ART. IX. The governor and council shall have power-
To provide a uniform system of military tactics and discipline:
To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and for

governing such part of them as may be employed in the service of the
commonswealth:

Tro declare war in self-defence
To make rules concerning captures on land and water:
To makhe treaties with the several African tribes, and to prescribe rules

for regulating the commerce between the commonwealth of Liberia and
such tribes; except that all treaties for the acquisition of lands' shall be
subject to the approval of the American Colonization Society:
To prescribe uniform laws of naturalization for all persons o N.
All persons now citizens of any part of the commonwealth of Liberia shall

continue to be so, and all colored persons emigrating from the United States,
of America, or any district or territory thereof, with the approbation or
under the sanction of the American Colonization Society, or of any
society auxiliary to the same, or of any State colonization society of the-
United States, which shall have adopted the constitution of the American
Colonization Society, shall be entitled to all the privileges of citizens of
Liberia, except the same shall have been lost or forfeited by conviction
of some critbe.-

EXECUTIVE POWER.

ART. X. The executive power shall be vested in a governor of Liberia'
to be appointed by, and to hold his office during the pleasure of, the
American Colonization Society.
ART. XI. The governor shall be commander in-chief of the army, of

the navy, and of the militia of the commonwealth; he shall have powV3
to call the militia or any portion thereof into actual service, whenever eth'
public exigency shall require; and he shall have the appointment of all
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military, and naval officers, except the captains and subaltern's of militia
.Companies, who may be elected by their respective companies.

ART. X1I. The lands owned by the society, and all other property be-
longing to the society, and in the commonwealth, shall be under the ex-
*clusive control of the governor and such agents as he may appoint under
the direction of the.society.
ART. XIII. The governor, with the advice and consent of the council,

shall appoint all officers whose appointment or election is not otherwise
specially provided.for in this constitution.
ART. XIV. There shall be a lieutenant governor, who shall be elected

,by the people in such manner as shall be provided by iaw. He shall ex-
*ercise. the office of governor, in case of a vacancy in that office occasioned
by the gokrernor's death or resignation, or in case the governor shall dele-
gate to him the temporary authority of governor during the governor's
absence or sickness.

JUDICIAL POWER.

ART. XV. The judicial power of the commonwealth of Liberia ll
SVe vested in one supreme court, and in such inferior courts as the gov-
,ernor and council may, from time jto time, ordain-and establish. The
governor shall be,exofficio,chiefjustice of Liberia, and as suich shall preside
in the supreme court, which shall have only appellate jurisdiction. The
Judges, both of the supreme and inferior courts, except the chief justice,
shall hold their offices during good behavior.

ART. XVI. A code or uniform system of civil and criminal law shall
be provided by the American Colonization Society, for the commonwealth
of Liberia. a

ART. XVII. The present criminal laws in force in the several colonies
*or settlements now forming the commonwealth of Liberia, and such others
.as may from time to time be enacted, shall constitute the criminal code of
the commonwealth. Such parts of the common law as set forth in Black-
stone's Commentaries, as may be applicable to the situation of the people,
except as changed by the lawrs now in force, and such as may hereafter be
enacted, shall be the civil code of law for the commonwealth.

MISCELLANEOTS.

ART. XVIII. A great seal shall-be provided for the colonies, whereby
the official and private acts of the governor shall be authenticated, and
the custody thereof shall be committed to the colonial secretary.
ART. XIX. Until otherwise provided by law, the commonwealth of

Liberia shall be divided into counties as follows: Monrovia, New Geor-
'gia. Cald well, and Millsburg, shall constitute one county, under the name
of the county of Montyerado; and Bassa Cove, Edina, Bexley, and Mar-
-shall, shall constitute the other county, under the name of the coiihtW of
Grand Bassa.
ART. XX. There shall be no slavery in the commonwealth.
ART. XXI. There shall be no dealing in slaves by any citizen of the

'commonwealth, either within or beyond the limits of the same.
ART. XXII. Emigration shall not be prohibited.
ART. XXIII. The right of tribal by jury, and the right of petition, shalt

be inviolate.
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ART. XXIV. No person shall be debarred from prosecuting or defending.

any. civil cause,.for-or against himself or herself, before' any tribun'al i@
tlie commonwealtlb,,by himself or herself or counsel.

*ART. XXY Every male citizen of'the age of twenty-one years shal
have'the'right ofsuffrage..

ART. XXVI. All elections shall be by ballot..
ART. XXVII. The military shall at all times and in all cases be in.

subjection to the civil power.
AR{T. XXVIII. Agriculture, the mechanic arts, and manufactures, shalF

be encouraged within the commonwealth; and commerce shall 'be prd.--
moted by such methods as shall tend to develop the agricultural resources,
of the commonwealth, advance the moral, social, and political interests of'
the people, increase their strength, and accelerate and firmly establish' Landa
secure. their national independence.

aT.. XXIX. The standards of weight, measure, and money, used and:
approved by the Government of the United States of America, are hereby
adopted as the standards of weight, measure, and money, within the corn-
monwealth of Liberia; but the governor and council shall have power
to settle the value of the actual curreCny of the commonwealth, a~ccodIug:
to the metallic currency of the United States of America.

ACTS AND RESOLUJ'IONS OF STATE LEGISLATURES IN RELATION TO
COLONIZATION.

STATE OF VERMONT.

Vermont Legislature, November 12, 1827..

On the petition of the Vermont Colonization Society, the committee re-
ported a resolution instructing our Senators and members in CongressIto
use their exertions in procuring the passage of a law in aid of the objects
of the society; which was read, and adopted.

STATE OF MASS4C1ItSETTS.

Resolutions, 1831.

1. Resolved, That the Legislature of Massachusetts view with great in-
terest the efforts made by the American Colonization Society in establish.
ing an asylumn on the coast of Africa for the free people of color of-the
United States; and that, in the opinion of this Legislature, it is a subject
eminently deserving the attention and aid of Congress, so far as shallfhe
consistent with the powers of Congress, the rights of the several States of'
the Union, and the rights of the individuals who are the'objects of those-
efforts.
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2 itesolved, That our Senators and.Representatives in Congressbe, and$
thery.areher eby, requested,4in the-name of.the,State of, Massachusetts,.to6
solicit the assistance of -the General Goverpient to baidithelaudable de-
signs of that society, in such manner as Congress, in its wisdom, may d"ee
expedient, ¶ind is consistent with the provisions of the Constitution of'the
United States.'

STATE OF CONNECTICUT.

Resolution, 1824.

Resolved, That the existence of slavery in the United States is a'great
national evil, and 'that the people and the States ought to participate in the
burdens 'and the duties of removing it, by all just and prudent measures
which may be adopted with a due regard to 'their internal peace ahd
mutual harmny; and that a system of colonization, under the patronage
of the Gen~ral Government, may 'reasonably be deemed conducive to so
desirable an object.

STATE OF NEW MORK.

Resolutions of the Senate, S8pril 13, 1832.

Mr. Tallnmadge,'from the select committee 'to which was referred;the
memorials of the State Colonization Society, and of William A. Duer and
others, of the city of New York, reported the following resolutions, which
were unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the Senate applaud the motives and approve'the objects

of the American' Colonization Society, and have full confidence in the
fidelity, discretion,'and ability, of its executive officers.

Resolved, That, as the said society proposes to remove or mitigate exist-
ing evils, and, prevent or diminish apprehended dangers, it deserves the
confidence and encouragement of the American 'people.

Resolved, That the Senate commend the :said society to the considera-
tion and patronage of the citizens of this State.

Resolved, That these resolutions be transmitted to the honorable the :As-
sembly, for their consideration.
The resolutions passed the House of Assembly, with hardly a 'dissenting

voice.

STATE OF NEW JERSEY.

Resolution, 1825.

Resolved, rhat, in the opinion of this Legisl'ture, a, system of foreign
colonization, with correspondent measures, might be adopted, that would,
'in due tine, effect the entire emancipation of slaves in our .country,.and:
furnish an asyl.m for the free blacks,, without aby' violotion ofthe -nationat
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comiapact or infringementf the rights of individuals; and that such a
systemishoild' be predicated upon the principle that the evil of slaver'
a national ond;and t1aot the people and the States of lisUhnionougih

widualil, to part~iWcate tn the duties and the burdens ofremovingit.

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Preamble ield resolution, 1829.

Whereas resolutions approving of the object of the American Coloniza-
tion Society have been adopted by the Legislatures of several States of this
Union: And whereas Pennsylvania is honorably distinguished in having
led'the wayrin benevolent efforts to improve the condition of the African
race in this country, and in having seized the first moments of her inde-
pendence from foreign dominion to abolish slavery, as inconsistentt with
her benevolent institutions, and, in the eloquent language of the Legisla.
turb'.of that day, "in grateful commemoration of our happy deliverance
from that state of unconditional submission to which we were doomed by
the tyranny of Britain ;" it seems, therefore, proper that an association of
enlightened and philanthropic men, who have united to form, for free per..
sons of color, an asylum in the land of their fathers, should receive the.
countenance and support of the General Assembly of Pennsylvania; and,'.
from the success which has already attended the colony at Liberia, there is
reason to hope that it may be extended and enlarged, so as to offer a home
and a country to all of these people who may choose to emigrate thither;;,
and their removal from: among us would not only be beneficial to them,
bat highly ausipiciouss to the best interests of our country. It also holds
out to the Christian and philanthropist the hope that, by the means of this
colony, the lights of Christianity and civilization may be made to shine in
a land shrouded in the darkness of barbarism, and thus atonement, in some
mt4asure, be made for the 'wrongs which slavery has inflicted, on Africa.
Asd the evil which this society seeks to remove pervades the whole country,
it would seem' to deserve the attention of those whose duty it is, and who
are provided with the means, "to provide for the general welfare:"
Therefore-
Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Com-

monwealth ofPennsylvania in General assembly met, That, in the opin-
ion of this General' Assembly, the American Colonization Society eminently
deserves the support of the National Government; and that our Senators
be directed,.and that the Representatives in Congress be requested, to aid
the' same by all proper and constitutional means.

STATE OF DELAWARE,

Preamble and resolutions.a
Whereas the cWilmington Union Colonization Society," professing.-by

its constitution, to be"" auxiliary to the American Colollizaticon Society,"
and that the object to which its views shall be exclusively directed is the

di§4
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colonization, 'on the coast of Africa, tvitAtheirown consent,tof the free
people of *color of the United States, has, by memorial addressed to th is
General Assembly, requested the expression of an opinion, whether their
views deserve the national support, and with the national' funds, to such
art extent as the wisdom of' Congress shall deem prudent; and, in the said
memorial,' has set forth that the system of colonizing 'the free people of
color on the coast of Africa has already been commenced by the " Ameri-
can Colonization Society," and that experiments .have proved-the plans
adopted to be no longer doubtful of success, if suitable national encourage-
ment be given: And whereas it satisfactorily appears to this Legislature
that the memorialists are engaged in endeavoring to execute' one of the
grandest schemes of philanthropy that can be presented- tothe-,-American
people; that it is no less than the cause of humanity-suffering humanity-
the 'redemption-of an ignorant and much-injured race of men from a deg-
radati'on worse than servitude and chains, and placing them in that country,
on that luxuriant soil, and in that genial climate, pointed to by the finger
of Heaven as their natural inheritance:
And it further appears to this Legislature, that the object of this society

is two-fold; for, while it immediately and ostensibly directs its energies to
the amelioration of the condition of the free people of color, it relieves our
country from an unprofitable burden, and which, if much longer submitted
to,' may record upon our history the dreadful cries of vengeance' that blt
a few years since were registered in characters of blood at St. Domingo':
Therefore-
--Resolved by the Senate and Hlouse of Representatives of the State of

Delaware in General assembly met, That it' is requisite for' our pros.
perity, and., what is of tnore important concern, essential to' 'our safety, iat
measures should be taken for the removal from this country of the ire
negroes and free mulattoes. '

Resolved, That this General Assemnbly approve the objects- of the
Americat Colonization Society, and consider that these objects deserve
public support, and that they ought to be fostered and encourag;;id by the
National Government and with the national funds.

Resolved, That the Senators of this State in Congress, with the Repre-
sentative from this State, be requested to approve and promote, in the
councils of the nation, measures for removing from this country to Africa
the free colored people who may be willing to emigrate.

Resolved, That the Speakers of the two Houses be requested-offcially
to sign these resolutions, and forward a copy to each of our Senators, and
a copy to our Representative in Congress.

STATE OF MARYLAND.

Resolulions of the HFouse of Delegates, 1818.

BY THE HousE OF DELEGATES, January 26, 1818.
Resolved, unanimously, That' the Governor be requested to communi-

cate to the President of the United States, and to our Senators ankd Rep-
resentatives in Conigress, the opinion of this General Asiembly, that' a' wise
and provident policy suggests the expediency, on the part of our 'National
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Government,.of procuring,, through negotiation, by cession or purchage,4
tract ofcountry, on the western coast of: Africa, for the colonizatio!i.of.t4i
free. people ofcolor of the United States.

By. order: LOUIS GASSAWAY,.Cleri.

Preamble and resolutions of the Senate and House -of Delegates, .133
-BY THE SENATE, January 25, 1832,,,
Whereas recent occurrences in this State, :as well as in other Statesif

our Union, have impressed- more deeply upon our minds the necessity'of
devisingg some means by which we .may facilitate the removal of 'the free
people of color from our State and from -the: United States: And whereas
an appropriation, by Congress for the above object would greatly relieve
the States from the otherwise heavy burdens of. taxation for that purpose:
Therefore-

Resolved by the General dwssembly of Maryland, That our Senators
in Congress be instructed, and our Representatives. requested,. to use .their
exertions to obtain such aid from our national Treasury towards; the fur.
therance of the above object as may be in accordance with the Constita-
tion of the United States.

Resolved,,further, That, should the aid of-the National Governmentvbe
withheld, under the belief that the power to legislate on the subject is not
granted to Congress by the Constitution, thatthen our Senators and Repre.
sentatives in Congress be requested to propose such amendment to .the
Constitution of the United States as will enable Congress to make such
appropriktion.

Resolved, That the Governor be requested to forward a copy ofthe
foregoing preamble and resolutions to each of our Senators and Repreo
sentatives in Congress.

By order: JOS. H. Clerk

Read the second ti
By order:

BY THE HorsE OF DELEGATES, January 28, 1832.;
me, and. assented to.

G. G. BREWER, Clerk.
:: ...I'

STATE OF VIRGINIA.

Preamble and resolution, 1816.
Whereas the General Assembly of Virginia have repeatedly sought to

obtain an asylum, beyond the limits of the United States, for such persons
of color as had been or might be emancipated under the laws of this Com-
monwealth, but have hitherto found all their efforts for the. accomplish-
ment of this desirable purpose frustrated, either by the disturbed state. of
other nations, or domestic causes equally unpropitious to its success-they
now avail themselves of a period when peace has healed the wounds of
huimriity,.and the principal nations of Europe, have concurred with tile
Government of the United States in abolishing the African slave trade,, (a
traffic which this Commonwealth, both before and since the Revolutioni,
zealously sought to terminate,) to renew this effort-and do therefore.;;

Rejotve, That the Executive be requested to correspond with the P
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dent of the United States, for the purpose of obtaining a territory upon the
coast of Africa, or at some other piace not within any of the States or Ter-
ritorial Governments of the United States, to serve as an asylum for such
persons of 'color as are now free, and may desire the same, and. for those
who iay hereafter'be emancipated within this Commonwealth; -and that
the Senators and&Representatives of this State 'in the Congress of the United
States be requested to exert their best efforts to aid the' President :of the
United States in the attainment of the above object: Provided, That no
contract or arrangement respecting such territory shall be obligatory on
this Commonwealth until ratified by the Legislature.
Passed by the House of Delegates, December 15th-by the Senate, with

an amendment, December 20th-concurred in by the House of Delegates,.
December 21, 1816.

STATE OP GEORGIA.

AN ACT of the Legislature of Georgia for disposing ofany such negro, or mulatto, or any person
of -olor, who has been, or nisy hereafter be, imported or brought. into this. State,. in violation of,
an act of the United States entitled " An act to prohibit the importation of alavesinto 4ny poe,
or place within the jurisdiction of. the United $tates from And afterthe first day of January,

Be' it' enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the State
of/Georgia in General assembly met, and it is enacted by the authority
of the same, That it shall be lawful for his excellency 'the Governor, and
he is hereby authorized, to appoint some fit and proper person to proceed
to all such ports and places within this State as have, or may have, or may
hereafter, hold any negroes, mulattoes; or persons of color, as may-hve
been, or hereafter may be, seized or condemned under the' above-recited
act of Congress, and who may be subject to the control of this State; and
the person so appointed shall have full power and authority to ask, !de-
mand,' recover, and receive, all such 'negroes, mulattoes, or persons' of
color, and to convey the same to Milledgeville, and place them' under 'the
immediate control of the Executive of this State.

$SEC. 2. elnd be it further enacted, That his excellency the Governoisa
hereby empowered to cause the said negroes, .mulattoes, or persons of'
color, to be sold-, after giving sixty days' notice, in a public gazette, in suoh
manner as he- may think best calculated for the. interest of the State.

SEc. 3. ./nd beitefizrt/her enacted, That if, previous to any ;sale of-any
such-persons of olor,-the society for the colonization of free peTsons of pQlot
within the Ufnited States will, undertake to transport them to Africa, or
any other foreign place which they may procure as a colony for free per-
sons of color, at the sole expense of said society, and shall likewise pay to'
his excellency the Governor all, expenses incurred by the State since they
have been captured and conzdeniined, his excellence the Governor is au-
thorized and requested' to 'aid' in' promoting the benevolent Views of said
society, in such manner as he may deem expedient.

Assented to December 18, 1817.
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bTATE OF LOUISIANA.

1834.

A resolution, recently presented to, this body, proposing the appointment
of a joint committee to take into consideration the expediency of promoting.
the emigration of free people of color from that State to Liberia, was adopted
by a vote of twenty-two against eleven.

STATE OF TENNESSEE.

Report and resolution, iSIS.
Your committee are of opinion that such parts of said memorials and

petitions as ask this General Assembly to aid the Federal Government in
devising and executing a plan for colonizing, in some distant country, the
free people of color in the Uniited States, are reasonable; and, for the pur.
pose of, effecting the object which they have in view, the committee have
draughted a resolution, which accompanies this report, the adoption ofwhich
thev would recommend.
The committee are of opinion that such parts of said memorials and pe.

titions as pray the passage of a law to prohibit the bringing of slaves into
or. through the State, for sale, as well as those parts which pray that the
owners of slaves of certain ages and descriptions may be permitted to,
emancipate them without giving any security, are reasonable; and, to en-.
deavor.to accomplish those objects, they have draughted a bill, which accorn-
panies this report;;'the enacting of which into a law the committee also
recommend.

All which is respectfully submitted.
NA'E. WILLIS, Chairman.

*Mr. Willis, from the same committee, submitted the following resolution,
which was'read and adopted:

Resolved by the General Assembly of the State of Tennessee, That the
Senators in Congress from this State be, and they are hereby, instructed,
and that the Representatives be, and they are hereby, requested, to give
to the Government of the United States any aid in their power in devising
and carrying into effect a plan which may have for its object the colonizing,
iti -some distant country, the free people of color who are within the limits
of the United States, or within the limits of any of their Territories.

STATE OF KENTUCKY.

Report and resolutions, 1827.
The committee to whom was referred the memorial of the American Cot-
*onization Society have had that subjqet under consideration, and now
report:
That, upon due consideration of the said memorial, and from all other

information which your committee has obtained touching that subject,
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they are fully satisfied that no jealousies ougbt to exist, on the part of this
or any other slaveholding State, respecting the objects of this society, or
the effects of its labor.

iYour committee are further well assnired Ihat the benevolent anid hu-
mane purposes of the society, and the political effects of those purposes
are worthy the highest consideration of all lihilanthropists and statesmien
inl theUniron, whether they be citizens of slaveholding or rion-slaveholdin¢
States. It is believed by your committee thit Athe memorial itself:ivweil
calcuLlated to present the subject in a proper point of view, and to interest
the public mind in the laudable objects of that society. They therefore re-
fer'to the same as a part of this report. Your committee recommend the
adoption of the following resolutions:
Resolved by the General vissernbly of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

That they view with deep and friendly interest the exertions of the
American Colonization Society in establishing an asylim on the coast of
Africa for the free people of color of the United States; and that the Sena-
tors and Representatives in Congress from this State be, and they are
hereby, requested to use their efforts to facilitate the removal of such free
persons of color as may desire to emigrate from the United States to the
colony in Africa, and to ensure to them the protection and patronage of
the General Government, so far as shall be deemed consistent with the
safety and interest of the United States.

Resolved, That the Governor be requested to transmit a copy of the
foregoing resolution to each of our Senators and Representatives in Con-
gress.

Joint resolutions.

During the year 1828, the foiiowup- iint resolutions passed the Stoiate
of Kentucky, with only three dissenting voices:

Resolved, 4dc., That our Senators and Representatives in Congresp be
reqtjested to use their best endeavors to procure aii appropriation of money
of Congress to aid, so far as is consistent with the [Constitution of the]
United States, in colonizing the free people of color of the United States in
Africa, under the direction of the President of the United States.

2. Tehat the Governor of this State be requested to transmit a copy of
*tlie foregoing resolution to each of otir Senators and Representatives in
Congress, and to the Governors of the several States.

STATE OF OHIO.

Resolution, 1824.

A resolution recommending ;the gradual but entire emancipation of
slaves, and a system of foreign colonization, and the passage of a law by the
General* Government, twit thMe consent of the slaveholding States, provid-
iiag.that all children born of slaves thereafter be free at the age of twenty-
one, and recodgising the evil of slavery as a national one, and thie princi-
ple that, all the States should share in the duties vand burdens of remov-
ing it."
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Resolution, 1828.

Resolved by the General Assembly of the State of Ohio, That our Senti
ators in Congress be instructed, and our Representatives be requested, to
use their efforts to induce the Government of the United States to aid the
American Colonization Society in effecting the object of their institution,
which is so eminently calculated to advance the honor and interest of dor
common country.'

Resolved, That the Governor be, and he is hereby, requested to forward
to each of.our Senators and Representatives in Congress a copy of the
foregoing resolution.

EDWARD KING,
Speaker of the H-Iouse of Representative&.

SAMUEL WHEELER,
Speaker of the Senate.

JANUARY 24, 1828.
SECRETARY OF STATE'S OFFICE,

Colurnbus, Ohio, January 26, 1828.
I certify the above to be a correct copy of the original roll remaining in

this office.
JEREMIAH McLENE,

Secretary oj State.

STATE OF INDIANA.

Preamble andjoint resolutions, 1829.
Whereas the members of the present General Assembly of the State of

Indiana view with unqualified approbation the continued exertions of the
American Colonization Society to ameliorate the condition of the colored
population of our country, and believing that the cause of humanity and
the true interest of the United States require the removal of this people
from amongst us more speedily than the ability of the Colonization Society.

ill permit.:
Be it resolved by the General vRssembly of the State of Indiana, That

our Senators and Representatives in Congress be, and they are hereby,
requested, in the name of the State of Indiana, to solicit the assistance of
the General Government to aid the laudable designs-of the Colonization
Society, in such manner as Congress in its wisdom may-deem expedient.

Resolved, That the Governor be, and he is hereby, requested to forward
a copy of the foregoing resolution to our Senators and Representatives in
Congress.

ISAAC HOWK,
Speaker ofthe House of Representatives.

MILTON STAPP,
President of the Senate.,

Approved: January 22, A. D.. 1829,
J. BROWN, P6Y. -:i

A. true copy. . B .
JAMES MORRISON, 2.

Secretary of State.
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Prenm'beIanad resolzdion, 1830
Whereas the evils attending-the alarming increase of colored persons in

this-State are severely felt in many counties and threaten soon to become
insupportable",'unless promiptly checked; And whereas many are of opinion
titya laur to prohibit'their'emigration to this State would be unconstitu-
tion'alordifficult to enforce; yet all must admit, on this subject, the neces.
sity of self-defence: `rherefore-
Beitresclved by the General assembly of the State of Indiana, That

our-Representatives in Congress be requested, and our Senators instructed,
to use their exertions to procure the passage of a law making provision for
gradually removing the free persons of color who are willing to go, and
such as may be liberated or that purpose, to the colony at Liberia, in
Africa, or to such other place as Congress may direct; and that his excel-
lency the Governor be requested to transmit a copy of the foregoing pre-
amble and resolution to each of our Senators and Representatives in Con-
gress.

CONVENTION OF VIRGINIA.
The following is copied from a report of the proceedings in the conven-

tion of Virginia:
Mr. Leigh asked what would be the effect of this arrangement upon the

question of slavery ? Might the West not interfere with it? In England,
Mr. Wilbertorce wished to interfere with the emancipation of the slaves
in the West Indies. The gentleman from Hampshire, who stated that
slavery-was among the most serious evils in this Commonwealth-might
he not justify an interference with our, slaves on his principles? and would
he not seek to remove this serious evil ? [Mr. Naylor replied, that he
certainly would not; that humanity and religion did not require and justify
such an interference.]
Mr. L. replied that he had no doubt such was the honest conviction 'of

the gentleman from Hampshire; but as Mr. Wilberforce had, from being an
opponent of the slave trade, become an advocate of emancipation of the
slaves in the West Indies, so- also the transition of opinion in this State
would become inevitable-that the West would march on to it as surely
as we march directly to the grave.

'Mr.' Leigh commented' upon a remark of the .i'enerable gentleman from
Loudoun, on the system of the United States contributing to the emancipa-
tion of slaves. Are, then, the States to interfere?' [Mr. Monr.oe ex-
plained that, at this crisis, when the Western States were throwing off
our slaves from their territory, it became Virginia and the Southern States
to decide what they should do; that he did not recommend that the other
States should interfere, but that we should find it to our interest to invite
their, interposition.]
Mr. L. asked the venerable gentleman, where was the power-to inter-

fere at all; and whether, if you permitted them to do so, they would, not of
themselves do it, without our invitation ?

Mr. L. referred to- the change which the venerable gentleman from
Loudoun [Mr.Monroe] had undergone, ap to this conv ntion question : he
strongtyopposed innovation in 1810, after his return from. France ;. and
howthien, could he reconcile the change he had noi undergone ? [(Mr..P. rose to explain, but Mir.L. begged himu to let him finish the few re-'
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marks he bad to offer, as his strength was nearly exhausted.] He pro-
ceeded for a few minutes only, and then closed with a strong appeal'to
the genteman, from Frederick [Mr. Cooke] in behalf of the .mod..intre.
bus 61f moderation in public affairs., hi
When lie had closed; Mr. Monroe rose to explain his views in 1810

and, at the present time. He stated that the habits of the Frdnch people
Jsad disqualified them from enjoying a free Government, and had thrown
them into disorders. HIe pointed out the difference among the people of
Europee and of America; and that here the people were qualified for thel
enjoyment of liberty. If there were any people who were fitted tokeep,
up, a republican Government, they were here, in the United States, and it.
Yirginia. As to the people of color, if the peQple of the Southern States
wished to emancipate them (and he never would consent to emancipate
them without sending them out. of the country) they might invite the
United States to assist us; but without such an invitation the other States
ought not, and would not, interfere. He was for marching on with the.
greatest circumspection upon the subject. He concluded with apologizing.
ior the explanation he had given.

MIr. Monroe's opinion.

The Americin Colonization Society has at all times solemnly disa-
vowed -any purpose of interference with the institutions or rights of our
Southern communities. By the soundest and most judicious minds ip our
country, it has, however, been regarded as developing and demonstrat.-
ing thpe practicableness and utility of a plan which commends itself as
worthy of adoption to those individuals and States who desire not only to
benefit the free people of color, while they relieve themselves by their re-.
moval, but also to diminish, and finally eradicate, -what all sober and-un-
prejudiced minds regard as the greatest of our national evils-the sisters
of slavery. If this system is ever to be removed, it must be, we are con-
vinced, with the consent and through the agency of those most-interested
in 'its existence. To such, the scheme of African colonization presents
itself, and solicits their candid, their most profound. attention. That they'
will discern its feasibility,. we have not a doubt; pnd the triumphs of truth
on this subject, in many o? the' slaveholding States, encourage the hope
That, at no remote period, the opinions of the venerable Ex-President
Monroe in regard to it will pervade and animate the nation.'

.i9 address delivered to the Colonization Society of Kentucky,- at Frank;
fort, December 17, 1829, by the Hon. Henry Clay, at the request-of
the board of managers.

GENTrLEMEN OF TEE COLONIZATION SOCIETY OF KENTUCKY: -
I most'sincerely wish that the task 1of addr ng, -youon ibisppcqg

had been assigned by the board of managers to some;individti"l more coti
petent than I am to explain and illustrate and enforce the claiiiis of the i
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liety t- the friendly and favorable consideration of the pulblic;- I yield to
none in a thorough' persuasion: of the utility of the 'scheme of the society,'i¢1
aptodfound conviction of its practicability, and inr an ardent'desire ftr its
complete suecdss'. But I. am sensible thatiehre are imany others who could,
Morehappily than' I can, throw around, the subject those einbellishnionts
which are:best calculated to secure attentions and engage the cordial and
energetic co-operation of the community. When the applkio.tidn was first
-madd to me todeliver this address, I hesitated to comply wit' it. because
I' apprehended that my motives would be misconceived and my language
be misrepresented. Stubsequent reflection determined me to adhere to the
maximn of my whole life, to endeavor to render all the good in my power,
without heing restrained by the misconceptions to which I might expose
myself. In entering upon the duty which has devolved upon me, I ask
only the exercise of ordinary liberality in judging the imperfections which
wilAldoubtless mark its performance.

I.n surveying the United States of North America and their Territories,
the beholder perceives, among their inhabitants, three separate and distinct
racesof men, originally appertaining to three different continents of the
globe, each race varying from the others in color, physical properties, and
moral-and intellectual enidowvments. The European'is the most numerous,
'and, as' well from that fact as from its far greater advance in civilization
and in' the arts, has the decided ascendancy over the other two, giving law
to them, controlling their condition, and responsible for their fate to the
Great Father of all and to the enlightened world. The next most numerous
and most'intelligent race is that which sprung from Africa, the largest portion
of:which is held in bondage by their brethren, descendants of the Euro-
peani The aborigines or Indian race, are the least numerous, and, with the
exception of some tribes, have bitn partially emerged from'the state of bar-
barism in which they were found on the first discoveryof America. Whence,
or how- they came hither, are speculationis for the research of the curious,
on' which authentic history affords no certain light.

Their future fortunes or condition form no part of the subject of this ad-
dress. I shall, I hope, nevertheless, be excused for the digression of dedi-
cating a few passin observations to the interesting remnant of these prilni-
tive possessors of the New World. I have never been able to agrce in the
expediency of employing' any extraordinary exertions to blend the white
'and'copper-colored races together, by the ceremony of marriage.' There
would be a motive for it if the Indians were equal or superior to their white
'brethren itt physical or intellectual powers. But the -fact is believed to be
'otherwise. The mixture improves the Indian, but deteriorates the Euro-
pean element. Invariably, it is remarked, that those of the mixed blood
among the Indians are their superiors in war, in council, and in the pro-
gross of the useful arts, whilst they remain in the rear of the-pure white
race 'still further than they are in advance of the pure Indian. In those in-
stances (chiwfly 'among the French) during the progress of 'the settlement
of this contin'eoit,. in which the settlers have had most intercourse with' the
Indians, they have rather sunk to the level of their state, tian' cbiitribtfted
essentially to their civilization.

Bit if there be no adequate recommendation to the whitei- race of an
union by intermarriage with' the Indian, we are enjoined by ever duty of
religion; huimanityancd magnanimity, to treat them with kindtiess and jtisti&e,
and to, recall them, if we can, from their savage to a better condition. "'l'ie

70



TJnited States stand charged..with the fate ,of these poor children ofthe
woods, in the face of their common Maker and inl presence of the world.
And as certain as ..the~guardiah is, answerable for' the education of_ isqij.
fant ward, and the management of his estate, they will be responsible here
and hereafter for the manner in which they shall perform the duties of ;the
high trust which is committed to their hands by the force of circumstance.
I-.itherto, since the United States became. an independent Pow0ar among

the nations of the earth, they have Generally treated the Indians with jds
tice, and performed towards them all the offices of humanity. Their poli-
cy. in this respect, was vindicated during the negotiations at Ghent, and
the principles which guided them in their relations with the Indians were
then..promulgated to all. Christendoim On that occasion,.their representa.
ties, holding up their conduct in advantageous contrast witl that of Great
Britain exid the other Powers of Europe, said: " From the rigor of this sys.
temn, however, as practised by Great Britain and all the European Powers
iin America, the humane and liberal policy of the United States has volun.
tarily relaxed.

"s A celebrated writer on the laws of nations, to whose authority British
jurists have taken particular satisfaction in appealing, after stating, in the
most explicit manner, the legitimacy of colonial settlements in America,-to

--the exclusion of all rights of uncivilized Indian tribes, has taken occasion to
praise the first settlers of New England and the founder of Pennsylvania,
in having )purchased of the Indians the lands they resolved to cultivate,
..;iotwithstanding their being provided with a charter from their sovereign.
It is this example which the United States, since they became, by their in-
depenjence, the sovereigns of the territory, have adopted and organized
into a political syste-n. Under that system the Indians residing within
the United States are so far independent that they live under their own
custo"ns., and not tinder tihe laws of the United States; that their rights
upon the land, where they inhabit or hunt, rre secured to them by bounda-
ries defined in amicable treaties between the United States and. themselves;
and that wvhenever those boundaries are varied, it is also by amicable and
vuhlintary, treaties, by which they receive from the United States ample
comic nsation for every right they have to the land ceded by them. They
are so far dependent as not to have the right to dispose ol their lands to any
I)rivatc person, nor to any Power other than the United States, and to be
Wonder their. prot'eclon alone, -and not under that of any other Power.
.*Whether called subjects, or by whatever name designated, such is there.
.lation between them and the United States. That relation is neither d-.
serted now fur the first time, nor did it originate with the treaty of Green-
-ville. These principless have been uniformly recognized by the Indians
thetristl ves, not only bv that treaty, but in all tie otherprevious as well
.as slubsequent treaties between theem and the United States." Such was
the solemun atnnuncia.tion to the whole world of the principles and of the.
system regulation our relations with the Indians, as admitted by us and
recognized k ilterm. There cati l)e no violation ofeither, to the disadvantage
.of ithe weaker party, which will not subject us, as a nation, to the just re-
proac lies of all good inen, and wvhiclh tllay ijot. bring down upon us the, Eal-
edietions of a more exalted and powerful tribitnal.
t hWthtier the Indian portion of the inhabitants of the United-States -will
survive or become extinct, in tht, progress of population, which the:Euro-
,peati lac2 is rapidly making fro nthe shores of the Atlantic. to.,those ofthe
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P31-acific ocean, provided. t~ey are treated with justice and h-umani&,, is a
problem of less, importance. The two races are not prormiscuously mingled
together,lbut are. generally separate and distinct communities. There is
n6 danger to the whites, or to their purity, from the power or-from the
vices of the Jndians. The case is widely different with those who form
the.immediate object of this address.
The African part of our population, or their ancestors, were brought

hither forcibly and by violence, in the prosecution of the most abomina-
ble traffic that ever disgraced the annals of the human race. They were
chiefly procured, in their native country, as captives in war, taken, and
subsequently sold by the conqueror as slaves to the slave trader. Some-
times the most atrocious practices of kidnapping were employed to obtain
possession of the victims. Wars were frequent between numerous and
barbarous neighboring tribes, scattered along the coasts or stretched upon
the 'margin of large rivers of Africa. These wars were often enkindled
and prosecuted for no other object than to obtain a supply of subjects for
this most shocking commerce. In these modes, husbands were torn from
their wives, parents from their children, brethren from each other, and
every tie cherished and respected among men was violated. Upon the
arrival at the African coast of the unfortunate beings thus .reduced to
slavery, they were embarked on board of ships carefully constructed and
arranged to contain the greatest amount of human beings. Here they
were ironed and fastened in 'parallel rows, and crowded together so close-
ly, in loathsome holes, as not to leave room for action or for breathing
wholesome air. The great aim was to transport the largest possible
number, at the least possible charge, from their native land to the markets
for which they were destined. iThe greediness of cupidity was frequently
disappointed and punished in itr purposes, by the loss of moieties of whole
cargoes of the subjects of this infamous commerce, frovn want and stiffer-
ing and disease, on the voyage. How much happier were they who thus
expired, than their miserable survivors!

These African slaves were brought to the continent of America and
the islands adjacent to it, and formed the parent stock. of the race now
ariongst us. They were brought to the colonies, now constituting the
United States, under the sanction and by the authority of British laws,
which, at an early period of our colonial existence, admitted and tolerated
the trade. It is due to our colonial anicestors to say, that they frequently
and earnestly, but unsuccessfully, remonstrated to the British crown
against the continuance of the practice. The introduction of slavery into
this country is not, therefore, chargeable to them, but to a Government in
which they had no voice, and over which they had no control. It is
equally due to our parent State to advert to the honorable fact, that, in
the midst of the revolutionary war, when contending for her own inde-
penidence and lib arty, she evinced the sincerity of the spirit in which those
remonstrances had been addressed to the British throne, by denouncing,
upder the severest penalties, the further prosecution of the slave trade
within her jurisdiction. And I add, with great satisfaction, that the Congress
of the United States passed an act abolishing the trade as early as by their
Constitution it was authorized to do. On the second day c C March, 1807,
the act was passed, for which it was my happy lot to vote, the first section
of which enacts, "That, from and after the first day of January, 180S, it
shall not be lawful to import or bring into the United States, or the Terri.
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tories thereof, from any foreign kingdom, place, or country, any negro4
mulatto, or person of color, with intent to hold, sell, or dispose of sufh
Iegro, mulatto. or person of color, as a slave, or to be held to service or
labor." Thus terminated. we mary hope forever, in the United States, a
disgraceful traffic, which drew after it a train of enormities surpassing in
magnitude, darkness, and duration, any that ever sprang from any trade
pushed by the enterprise or cupidity of manl.
The United States, as a nation, are not responsible for the original intro.

duction or the subsequent continuance of the slave trade. Wheiiever, as
has often happened, their character has been assailed in foreign countries,
and by foreign writers, on account of the institution of slavery among us;
the justness of that vindication has been admitted by the candid, which
transfers to a foreign Government the origin, of the evil. Nor are the
United States, as a sovereign Power, responsible for the continuance of
slavery within their limits. posterior to the establishment of their independ1
ence; because, by neither the Articles of Confederation, nor by the present
Constitution, had they power to put an end to it by the adoption of
any system of emancipation. But, from that epoch, the responsibility of
tile several States in which slavery was tolerated commenced, and on them
devolved the momentous duty of considering whether the evil of African
slavery is incurable, or admits of a safe and practical remedy. In perform-
ing it, they ought to reflect, that if, when a given remedy is presented to
their acceptance, instead of a due examination and deliberate consideration
of it, they promptly reject it, and manifest an impatience whenever a sug'
gestion is made of any plan to remove the evil, they will expose themselves
to the reproach of yielding to the illusions of self-interest, and of insincerity
in the professions which they so often make of a desire to get rid of slavery;
It is a great misfortune, growing out of the actual condition of the several
States, some being exempt and others liable to this evil, that they are too
prone to misinterpret the views and wishes of each other in respect to it,
The North and the South and the West, when they understand each other
well, must be each convinced, that no other desire is entertained towards
the others, by any one of them, than for their welfare and prosperity. If
the question were submitted, whether there should be either imnlediate or
gradual emancipation of all the slaves in the United States, without their
removal or colonization, painful as it is to express the opinion, I have no
doubt that it would be unwise to 'emancipate them. For I believe that
the aggregate of the evils which wvould be engendered in society, upon the
supposition of such general emancipation, and of the liberated slaves re-
inainingpromiscuously among us, would be greater than all the evils of
slavery, great as they unquestionably are.
The several States of the Union were sensible of the responsibility which

accrued to then, on the establishment of the independence of the United
States, in regard to the subject-of slavery. And many of them, beginning
at a period prior to the termination of the revolutionary war, by successive
but distinct acts of legislation, have effectively provided for the abolition
of slavery within their respective jurisdictions. More than thirty year."
Ugo, an'attempt was made in this Commnionwealth to adopt a system of
gradual emancipation, similar to that which the illustrious Franklin had
mnainlv contributed to introduce, in the year 1779, in the State founded by
the benevolent Penn. And, among the acts of my life, which I look back
to with most satisfaction, is that of my having co-operated, with other
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zealous and intelligent friends, to procure the establishment of that system
inrthisi State.. We believed that the sum of good which would have been
attained by the State of Kentucky, in a gradual emancipation of her slaves
at that period, would have far transcended the aggregate of mischief which
might have resulted to herself and the Union together, from the gradual
liberation of them. and. their dispersion and residence in the United States.
We were overpowtered by numbers, but submitted to the decision of the

majority with the grace with which the minority in a republic should ever
yield to such a decision. I have, nevertheless, never ceased, and never shall
cease, to regret a decision, the effects of which have been to place us in
the rear of our neighbors, who are exempt from slavery, in the state of
agriculture, the progress of manufactures, the advance of improvement,
.and the general prosperity of society.

Other States, in which slavery exists, have not been unmindful of its
evils, nor indifferent to an adequate remrredv for their remo-val. But most
,of them have hitherto reluctantly acquiesced in the continuance of these
evils, because they thought they saw no practical scheme for their removal,
which was free from insuperable objection and difficulty. Is there, then,
really no such remedy? Must we endure, perpetually, all the undoubted
mischiefs of the state of slavery, as it affects both the free and the bond
portions of the population of these States.? Already the slaves may be es-
tirnated at two millions, and the free population at ten, the former being
-in the proportion of one to five of the latter. Their respective numbers
will probably duplicate in periods of thirty-three years. In the year 1863,
the number of the whites will probably be twenty, and of the blacks four
millions; in 1896; forty and eight; and in the year 1929, about a century,
eighty and sixteen millions. What mind is sufficiently extensive in its reach,
what nerves sufficiently strong, to contemplate this vast and progressive
augmentation,without an awful forebodingofthe tremendous consequences ?
If the two descriptions of population were equally spread and intermingled
over the whole surface of the United States, their diffusion might diminish
the danger of their action and corrupting influence upon each other. But
this is not the state of the fact. The slaves of the United States are chiefly
restricted to one quarter of the Union, which may be described with suffi-
cient general accuracy by a boundary beginning with the mouth of the
Potomac river, extending to its head, thence to the Ohio river, and down
it and the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico, and with that and the Atlan-
tic ocean and the bay of Chesapeake, to the beginning. Maryland, Dela-
ware, Missouri, a part of Louisiana, and Arkansas, compose the whole of
the residue of the slave district of the United States. Within those limits
all our slaves are concentrated; and, within a portion of them, irresistible
pauses tend inevitably to their further concentration. In one of the Stateb
comprised within these limits, the slave stock had, at the last census, the
superiority in numbers, whilst in several others the enumeration exhibits
the two races in nearly equal proportions.
Time alone, which unveils every thing permitted men to see, can dis-

close the consequences, now wrapt in futurity, of the state of things which
I have slightly touched. But, without violating this prerogative, we, may
venture to catch, in anticipation, a glimpse of some of them.

1'he humanity of the slave States of the Union has prompted them greatly
'to meliorate the condition of slaves. Thev are protected, in all instancens
,by just laws, from injury extending to their lives, and in many from cruelty
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applied to their persons. Public opinion has done even more than thie
laws in elevating their condition in the scale of human existence. In this-
State, as well as in others, they are treated with much kindness, and abunrd-
antly supplied with substantial food of meat and bread and vegetables, and
comfortable clothing, whilst they are moderately tasked in labor. But still-
thdy are subject to many civil disabilities, and there is a vast space between*
them-arid the race of freemen. Our laws continue to regard them as prop-
erty, and, consequently, as instruments of labor, bound to obey the man-
date of others. As a mere laborer, the slave feels that he toils for his mastery
and not for himself; that the laws do not recognise his capacity to acquire,
and hold property, which depends altogether upon., the pleasure of his pro-
prietor; and that all the fruits of his exertions are reaped by others. He:
knows thal,whether sick orwell,in times of scarcity or abundance,his master
is bound to provide for him, by the all-powerful influence of the motive of
self-interest. He is generally, therefore, indifferent to the adverse or pros-
perous fortunes of his master, being contented if he can escape his dis-
pleasure or chastisement, by a careless and slovenly performance of his,
duties.

This is the state of the relation of master and slave, prescribed by the
law of its nature, and founded in the reason of things. There are undoubt-
edly many exceptions, in which the slave dedicates himself to his master:
with a zealous and generous devotion, and the master to the slave with a
parental and affectionate attachment. But it is not my purpose to speak
of those particular though endearing instances of mutual regard, but of the
general state of the unfortunate relation.

That labor is best, if it can be commanded, in which the laborer-knows'
that he will derive the profits of his industry, that his employment depends
upon his diligence, and his reward upon his assiduity. He has then every
motive to excite him to exertion, and to animate him in perseverance. He
knows that if he is treated badly he can exchange his employer for one
who will better estimate his.service ; that he does not entirely depend upon
another's beck and nod; and that whatever he earns is his, to be distributed
by himself, as he pleases, among his wife and children and friends, or en-,
joyed by himself. He feels, in a word,.that he is a free agent, with rights
and privileges and sensibilities.
Wherever the option exists to employ, at an equal hire, free or slave la-

bor, the former will be decidedly preferred, for the reasons already assigned.
It is more capable, more diligent, more faithful, and in every respect worthy
of more confidence. In the first settlement of soine countries or commu-
riities, capital may be unable to command the free labor which it wants,:
and it may therefore purchase that of slaves. Such was and yet is the
condition of many parts of-the United States. But there are others, and:
they are annually increasing in extent, in which the labor of freemen can'
be commanded at a rate quite as cheap as that of slaves in States which
tolerate slavery.

Although in particular States, or parts of States, the increase of the Afri-
can portion of population -would seem to be greater than that of the Euro-:
pean stock, this fact is believed to be susceptible of an explanation, from the
operation of causes of emigration, which vyould not assign to it greater pro-'
lific powers. On the contrary, all the enumerations of the people of the
United States sustain clearly the position, that, contrasting the whole EiwI:
ropean race throughout the Union with the whole of the African race;.
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bond and free, also throughout the Union, the former multiplies faster than
the latter. As time elapses, our numbers will augment, our deserts become
peopled, and our country will become as densely populated as its agricul-
tural, manufacturing, aud commercial faculties will admit. In proportion
to the density of population are the supply and the wages of labor. The
demand for labor also increases with the augmentation of numbers, though'
probably not in the same proportion. Assuming our present population at
twelve millions, when it shall be increased, as in about thirty years it7'd.i
be,'to twenty-four millions, we shall have double the amount of available
labor that we can command at present. And there will consequently be a
great, though probably not proportionate, reduction in the wages of labor.
As the supply of laborers increases, a competition will arise between, not-
only individuals, but classes, for employment. The superior qualities which
have been attributed to free labor will ensure for that the preference,
wherever the alternative is presented of engaging free or-slave labor at an
equal price. This competition, and the preference for white labor, are be-
lieved to be already discernable in parts of Maryland, Virginia, and Ken-
tucky, and probably existed in' Pennsylvania and other States north of
Maryland prior to the disappearance of slaves from among them. The
march of the' ascendancy of free labor over slave will proceed from the
North to the South, gradually entering first the States nearest to the free
region. Its progress would be more rapid, if it were not impeded by the
check resulting from the repugnance of the white man to work among
slaves, or where slavery is tolerated.'

In proportion to the multiplication of the descendants of the European
stock, and the consequent dirbinution of the value of slave labor, by the
general diminution of wages, will there be an abatement in the force of
motive to rear slaves. The master will not find an adequate indemnity
in the price of the adult for the charges of maintaining and bringing up
the offspring. His care and attention will relax; and he will be indiffer-
ent about incurring expenses when they are sick, and in providing for their
general comfort, when he knows that he will lnot be ultimately compen-
sated. There may not be numerous instances of positive violation of the
duties of humanity, but every one knows the difference between a negli-
gence which is not criminal, and a watchful vigilance stimulated by -in-
terest, which allows no want' to be unsupplied. The effect of this relaxed
attention to the offspring will be to reduce the rates of general increase of
the slave portion of our population, whilst that of the other race, not sub-
ject to the same neglect, will increase and fill up the void. A. still greater
effect, from the diminution of the value of labor, will be that of voluntary
emancipation; the master being now anxious to relieve himself from 'a
burden, withoutt profit, by renouncing his right of property. One or two
facts will illustrate some of these principles. Prior to the annexation 6f
Louisiana to the Utnited States, the supply of slaves from Africa was abund-
ant. The price of adults was generally about $100-a price less than the
cost of raiiin'g an infant. Then it was believed that the climate of that
province wao 'unfavorable to the rearing of negro children, and comnpara-
tively few were raised. After the United States abolished the slave trade,
the price of adults rose very considerably; greater attention 'was conse-
quently bestowed on their children; and now nowhere is the African fe-
male more prolific than she is in Louisiana, and the climate of no one of
the Southern States is supposed to be more favorable to rearing the off-
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SpripTg. .beserfs,of Russia possessa- market value inferior tothat;ff;
th.eAfrican slaves of the. United States; and, although the lord is tkotqQe

lieyed to be bound to provide, for -the support ofhiss.dpendent,.;as the
American masterisfo r his slave, voluntarym anumissionsof! the serf 're
very frequent, influenceddnsomel degree,:no doubt, by his inconsiderable

value.
W hat has tended to sustain the price, of slaves in the United Statesha s

been that very fact of the .acquisition of Louisiana, but especially thein-
creasin g demand for cotton, and the consequent increase of. its cultivation.
The: price of cotton, a much more extensive object of culture than
sugar cane,regulates the price of slaves as -unerringly as any one sub.
jectw hatever is regulated by any standard. As it rises in price, they.
rise.;. as it falls, they fall. But the multiplication of slaves, bynat-
ural causes, must soon be much greater than the increase of the de-
mand forthem; to say nothing of the progressive decline .which'has
taken place in that great Southern staple, within a few years, and
which there is no reason to believe will be permanently arrested. When-
ever the demand for thecuiltivation ofsugar and cotton comes to befully
supplied, the price of slaves will begin to decline; and, as that demand.
cannot possibly keep pace with the supply, the pricew ill decline more and
more. Farming agriculture cannot sustain it; for it is believed that;no.
where in the farming portion of the United States would slave laborba.
generally employed, if the proprietor were not tempted to raise slavesby
the high price of the Southern market,.which keeps ittip in his, own.

Partial causesmav retard the decline in the value of slaves. The ten-
dencyof slaves isto crow-d into those countries or districts, if. not ob..
structed by the policy of States, where their labor is most profitably em-
ployed. This is the law of their nature, as it is the general law of all cap-
ital and labor. The slave trade has not yet been effectively stopped in
the island of Cuba. Whenever it is, as slaves can be there more profitably
employed on:more valuable products than in the United States, and as
the supply there is much -below the demand which will arise out of the
susceptibilities of the island for agricultural produce, they will rise in
price much, higher there than inthe United States. If the laws do not
forbidit, vast numbers. will be exported to that island. And if they do
prohibit it, many will: be smuggled in, tempted bythe high prices which
they. will. bear.

But neither this nor any other conceivable cause can, for any length of
time, check -the fall in the. value.of slaves to which they are inevitably
destined. We have seen that, as slaves diminish in price, the motive of
the proprietors of them to rear the offspring will abate; that consequent
neglect, in providing for their wants will ensue, and consequent %voluntary
emancipationwill take place. That adult slaves will, in process of time,
sink: in value even below one hundred dollars each, I. have not a doubt.
This result may not be brought about by the termination of the first pe
riod of their duplication; but that it will come, at some subsequentf and
not distant period, I think perfectly clear. Whenever the price of the
adult shall be less than the cost of raising hinm from infanlcy, what in-

ducement will the proprietor of the parent have to incur that expense?
In, such a state of things, it will be in vain that the laws prohibit-nianti-
mission.. -No laws can be enforced, or will be respected, the effect of which
is the rain of those on whom they operate. Iii spite of all their' peral-
ties, the liberation or abandonment of slaves will take place.
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.As the two races progressively multiply;and augment the source of sup-.
ply of labor, its wages will *diminish,, and the preference already noticed
will. be given offree -to slave labor. But, another effect will also arise..
There will .betnot only a competition between the. two races for employ-
ment, but. a struggle, niot perceptible perhaps. to the superficial observer,
for, subsistence. Il such a struggle, the stronger. and more powerful race
will prevail. And as the law.which regulates the state of population in
any given communityis derived from the quantity of its subsistence, the
further consequence would be an insensible decline in the increase of the
weaker race. Pinched-by want, and neglected by their masters, who would
regard then as a burden, they would be stimulated to the commission of
.crimes, and especially those of a petty description.
When we consider the cruelty of the origin of negro slavery, its-nature,

the character of the free institutions of the whites, and the irresistible pro-
gress of public opinion, throughout America as well as in Europej it is in-
possible not to anticipate frequent insurrections among the blacks in the
United States. They are rational beings like ourselves, capable of feeling,
of reflection, and of judging of what naturally belongs to them as a por-
tion of the human race. By the very condition of the relation which sub-
sists between us, ye are enemies of each other. T7hey know well tile
wrongs which their ancestors suffered at the hands of our ancestors, and
the wrongs which they believe they continue to endure, although they
may be unable to avenge them. They are kept in subjection only by the
superior intelligence and superior power of the, predominant race. Their
brethren have been liberated in every part of the continent of America,
except in the United States and the Brazils. I have just seen an act of
the President of the republic of the United Mexican States, dated no longer
ago than the 15th of September last, by which the whole of them in that
republic have been emancipated. A great effort is now making in Great
Britain, which tends to the same ultimate effect, in regard to the negro
slaves in the British West Indies.
Happily for us, no such insurrection can ever be attended with permanent

success, as long as our Union endures. It would be speedily suppressed.
by the all-powerful means of the United States; and it would be the mad-
ness of despair in the blacks that should attempt it. But if attempted in
some parts of the United States, what shocking scenes of carnage, rapine,
and lawless violence, might not be perpetrated before the arrival at the
theatre of action of a competent force to quell it ! And after it was put
down, what other scenes of military rigor and -bloody executions would
not be indispensably necessary to punish the insurgents, anrd impress their
whole race with the influence of a terrible example!
Of all the descriptions of. our population, and of either portion of the

African race, the free people of color are by far, as a class, the most cor-
rupt, depraved, and abandoned. There are many honorable exceptions
among them, and I take pleasure in bearing testimony to some I know.
It is not so much their fault as the consequence of their anomalous condi-
tion. Place ourselves, place any men in the like predicament, and similar
effects would follow. They are riot slaves. and yet they are, not free.
The laws, it is true, proclaim them free; but prejudices, more, powerful than
any laws, deny themn the privileges of freemen. They occupy a middle
station betwveet the free white population and the slaves-of the United
States and the tendency of their habits is to corrupt both. They crowd
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our large cities, where those who will work can best procure suitable esn6
ployment, and where those who addict themselves to vice can best practist
and conceal their crimes. If the vicious habits and propensities of thitC
class' werenot known to every man of attentive observation, they wouI6i'
be demonstrated by the unerring test of the census. According to the last'
enumeration of the inhabitants of the United States, it appeared that the'
rate of its annual increase was only about two and a half per cent., whilst'
that of the other classes was about three. No other adequate cause for;
this disproportion can be assigned, but that of the improvidence and vices
of the class referred to. If previous enumerations exhibited different gee
suIts, they were owing chiefly to the accession of numbers which it re'-
ceived by the acquisition of Louisiana and the events of St. Domingo..
But, if the reasoning which I have before employed be correct, this class
is destined, by voluntary manumission or abandonment, to increase, and
ultimately perhaps to be more numerous in the United States than their
brethren in bondage, if there be no provision for their removal to another!
country.

Is there no remedy, I again ask, for the evils of which I have sketched,
a faint and imperfect picture ? Is our posterity doomed to endure forever
not only all the ills flowing from the state of slavery, but all which arise,
from incongruous elements of population, separated from each other by
invincible prejudices and by natural causes ? Whatever may be the char-
acter of the remedy proposed,-we may confidently pronounce it inadequate,:
unless it provides efficaciously for the total and absolute separation, by an'
extensive space of water or of land, at least, of the white portion of our
population from that which is free of the colored.

This brings me to the consideration of the particular scheme of the
American Colonization Society, to which this is auxiliary. That scheme
does not owe the first conception of its design to any individuals, by whose'
agency the society was first constituted. Several of them, and especially
the late Rev. Mr. Finley, of New Jersey, and Mr. Caldwell, of the District
of Columbia, were entitled to great praise for their spirited exertions inl the
formation and organization of the society. But the original conception of
such a project is to be traced to a date long anterior to their laudable efforts
on this subject. However difficult it might have been supposed to be in'
the execution, it was an obvious remedy, and the suggestion of it may be'
referred-back to a period as remote as the revolutionary war. The State
of Virginia, always pre-eminent in works of benevolence, prior to the
formation of the American Colonization Society, by two distinct acts of her
Legislature, separated by intervals of time of sufficient length to imply full
deliberation, expressed her approbation of the plan of colonization.

In considering the project of the American Colonization Society, our first
inquiry should be into what it really is, then what it has done, and, finally;
what it is capable of achieving. It is a voluntary association, formed for
benevolent purposes, as must he freely acknowledged by all, if they should;
even prove the experiment to be impracticable. Its aim is to transport to
the western shores of Africa, from the United States, all such free persons
of color as choose voluntarily to go. From its origin, and throughout 'the
whole.period of its existence, it has constantly disclaimed all intention what-
ever of interfering, in the smallest degree, with the rights of 'property or
the object of emancipation, gradual or immediate. It is not only without
inclination, but it is without power, to make any such interference. It is
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noi even a chartered or incorporated company, and it has no other founda-
tion than that of Bible societies, or any other Christian or charitalbt' unin-
corporated companies in our country. - It knows that the subject of eman-
cipation belongs exclusively to the several States in which slavery is tol-
erated, and to individual proprietors of slaves in those States, under and:
according to their laws. It hopes, indeed, (and I trust that there is nothing
improper or offensive in the hope,) that if it shall demonstrate the practica-
bility of the successful removal to Africa of free persons of color, with their
own consent, the cause of emancipation, either by States or by individuals,
may be incidentally advanced. That hope is founded, not only on the true
interest of both races of our population, but upon the assertion, so repeatedly
-made, that the great obstacle to. emancipation arose out of the difficulty of
a proper disposal of manumitted slaves. Its pecuniary means, applicable
to the design of the institution, are voluntarily contributed by benevolent
States or individuals. The States of Virginia and Maryland, besides nu-
merous pious or generous persons throughout the United States, have aided
the society.

Such was the object of the American Colonization Society, organized at
the city of Washington about thirteen years ago. Auxiliary institutions
have been formed, in various parts of the Union, to aid and co-operate with
the parent association, which have limited their exertions chiefly to the
transmission to the treasurer of the society of such funds as they could col-
lect by the voluntary contributions of benevolent and charitable individuals.
The auxiliary society for the State of Kentucky, which I now address, was
organized at the commencement of the present year.
The American Colonization Society, so constituted, with such objects and

suich means, shortly after its formation went into operation. It transacts
ils business at home principally through a board of managers, which, for
the sake of convenience, is fixed in the metropolis of the Union; and in
Africa through an agent abiding there, and acting under instructions re-
ceived from the board. The society has an annual session in the city of
tVashington, which is attended by its members, and by representatives
from such- of the auxiliary institutions as can conveniently depute them, at
which sessions the board of managers makes a report of the general con-
dition of the affairs of the society during the previous year.

It would be an inexcusable trespass upon your time to enter into a mi-
nute narrative of all the transactions of the society, from its commencement
up to this time. Those who choose to examine them particularly willfind
them recorded in the several reports of the board of managers, which, from
time to time, have been published under its direction and authority. It
will suffice at present to say, that one of the earliest acts of the'society was
to despatch a competent agent to Africa, to explore its coasts and the coun-
tries bordering upon then, and to select a suitable spot for the establish-
ment of the contemplated colony. The society was eminently fortunate in
the choice of its agent, as it has been generally in those whom it subse-
queently engaged in its service. A selection was finally made of a proper
district of country, a purchase was effected of it from the native authorities,
to which additions have been made, as the growing wants of the colony,
actual or anticipated, required. The country so acquired, upon terms as
moderate as those on which the Government of the Union extinguishes the
Indian title to soil within the United States, embraces large tracts of fertile
lanld, capable of yielding all the rich and varied products of the tropics, pos-
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sesses great commercial advantages, with an extent of sea coast fromt4o
to 200 miles, and enjoys a salubrious climate, well adapted to the. negp
constitution. and not so fatal to that of the whites as many thickly peopled
parts of the United States.
Within that district of country the society founded its colony, under, the

denomination of Liberia, established towns, laid off plantations for the col.
onists, and erected military works for their defence. Annually, and as often
as the pecuniary circumstances of the society would admit, vemsels.fromn
the ports of the United States have been sent to Liberia, laden with emni.
grants, and. with utensils, provisions, and other objects for their comfort,
No difficulty has been experienced in obtaining as many colonists as the
means of the society were competent to transport. They have been found,.
indeed, altogether inadequate to accommodate; all who were willing and
anxious to go. Tlhe rate of expense of transportation and subsistence dur-
ing the voyage per head was greater in the earlier voyages. It was sub.
sequently reduced to about $20, and is believed to be susceptible of consid-
erable further reduction. The number of colonists, of both sexes, amounts
now to about 1,500.
The colony, in the first periods of its existence, had some collisions with-

the native tribes, which rose to such a height as to break out in open war,
about four or five years ago. The war was conducted by the late gallant
Rtev. Mr. Ashmun, with singular good judgment and fortune, and was
speedily brought to a successful close. It had the effect to impress up(n
the natives a high idea of the skill, bravery, and power of the colonists;
and having since become better acquainted with them, perceived the ad-
vantages of the colony, and gradually acquired a taste for its commerce
and arts, no further misunderstanding with them is apprehended, and the.
colony is daily acquiring a salutary influence over them.
The colony has a government adequate to the protection of the rights of

persons and property and to the preservation of order. The agent of the
society combines the functions of governor, commander-in-chief, and high-.
est judicial officer. The colonists share in the government, and elect various
officers necessary to the administration. They -appoint annually boards or
committees of public works, of agriculture, and of health, which-are charged
with the superintendence of those important interests. It has established
schools for the instruction of youth, and erected houses of public worship,
in which divine service is regularly performed. And it has a public
library of twelve hundred volumes, and a printing press, which issues
periodically a gazette.
The colonists follow the mechanical arts, or agriculture, or commerce, as

their inclinations or attainments prompt them. The land produces rice,
cassada, coffee, potatoes, and all kinds of garden vegetables; and is capa-
ble of yielding sugar cane, indigo-in short, all the productions of the tro-
pics. It is rich, easily tilled, and yields two crops of many articles. in tue
circle of a year. They carry on an advantageous commerce with the na-
tives, by exchanges for ivory, gums, dye stuffs, drugs, and other articles of
African origin; and with the United States. which is annually increasing,
and which amounted last year to 860,000, in the produce of the colony,
and.-in objects acquired by their traffic with the natives; receiving, in re-
turn, such supplies of American and other manufactures as are best adapted
to their wants.
Such is the present condition of the colony, according to the latest intel7-
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ligonce. Here the society may pause, and, with its pirins and enlightened
patrons aidia generous public, look back with proud satisfaction, on the
wvork which, with the blessings of Providence; has so prospered. Thats
in its progress, it has met with obstacles and experienced discouragementsi
is most true. What great human undertaking was ever exempt from
them? Its misfortunes in Africa have been similar in character, though
it is confidently believed less in degree than those which generally attend
the establishment of distant colonies, in foreign lands, amidst ignorant and
untutored savages. A large portion of the deaths which have taken place
may be attributed to rash exposure, and other imprudences, under an un-
tried sun, and subject to the action of a strange climate. But the colony
can triumphantly exhibit its bills of mortality, in comparison with those of
other colonies, in their early foundation, on this or any other continenT,
And experience justifies the hope, that the instances of mortality will co-n-
stantly diminish with the atigmented population, means, and strength of
the colony.
But at home, in the parent country, here in the United States, notwith-

standing the concurrence of so many powerful motives recommending suc-
cess to the exertions of the society, has it met with the most serious oppoW
sition and bitter denunciation. At one time, it has been represented as a
scheme to forge stronger and perpetual chains for the slaves among us.
Then, that it had a covert aim to emancipate them all immediately, and
throw them, with all their imperfections, loose upon society. Those who
judged less unfavorably of the purposes of the institution pronounced it a
bright vision, impracticable in its means and utopian in its end. There
is, unfortunately, in every community, a class, not small, who, devoid theme
selves of the energy necessary to achieve any noble enterprise, and affect-
ing to penetrate with deeper sagacity into the projects of others,pronouince
their ultimate failure, with self-complacency, a1nd challenge by anticipa-
tion the merit of prophetic wisdom. Unmoved by these erroneous and
unfriendly views, the society, trusting to the vindication which titne and
truth never fail to bring, has proceeded steadily and perseveringly in its
great work. It has not been deceived. It has every where -found some
generous patrons and ardent friends. The Legislatures of more than half
the States of this enlightened Union, among which I am happy to be able
to mention our own, have been pleased to express their approbation-of the
schemes It has conciliated the cordial support of the piotus clergy of every
denoiniitation in the lUInited States. It has been countenanced and aided
by that fair sex, which is ever prompt to contribute its exertions in works
of charity and benevolence, because it always acts from the generous imb
pulses of pure and uncorniipted hearts. And the society enrolls amongst
its members and patrons some of the most distinguished men of our coun-
try, in its Legislative, Executive, and Judicial councils. We should. be
guilty o1 all unpardonable omission, if we did not on this occasion mingle
our regrets with those of the whole people of these S:ates, on account of a
lamented death of one of theme which has recently occurred. lie was the
president of the American Colonization Society from its origin and through,
out the entire period of its existence. Like the. Father of his Country, his
illustrious relative, whose name he; bore and whose affection he enjoyed~
he was mild and gentle, firn and patriotic. The betnch, of which he was
an ornament, and the bar, of which he was the delight, feeling his great
loss, deeply share with us all in the grief which it produces.
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.The society presents to the American public no project of eniancipatioa
no new chains for those who are unhappily in bondage, no scheme that1i
impracticable. It has no power, and it seeks none. It employs iio compu1.
sion, and it desires to employ none. It addresses itself solely to the Under.
standing; its revenue flows from. spontaneous grants, and all its means and
agents and objects are voluntary.
*The society believes it is within the compass of reasonable exertions to

transport annually to the colony of Liberia a number of free persons Qf
color, with their own voluntary consent, equal to the annual increase of all
that class in the United States. That annual increase, estimated according,
te the return of the last census, from the parent stock of 233,530, at a rate
of augmentation. of 21. per cent. per annum, may be stated to be 6,000.
Estimating the whole expense of the voyage at $20 per head, the total
cost of their transportation will be $120,000. Is this sum of such an
appalling amount as to transcend the ability of the people of the United
States ? All admit the utility of the separation of the free people of color
from the residue of the population of the United States, if it be practica-
ble, It is desirable for then, for the slaves of the United States, and for
the white race. Here invincible prejudices exclude them from the enjoy.
ment of the society of the whites, and deny them all the advantages of
freemen. The bar, the pulpit, bnd our legislative halls, are shut to them,
by the irresistible force of public sentiment. No talents, however great,
no piety, however pure and devoted, no patriotism, however ardent,
can secure their admission. They constantly hear the accents and behold
the triumphs of a liberty which here they can never enjoy. In all the
walks of society, on every road which lies before others to honor, and fame,
.andi glory, a moral incubus pursues arid arrests them, paralyzing all the
energies of the soul, and repressing every generous emotion of laudable
ambition. Their condition is worse than that of the fabled Tantalus, who
could never grasp the fruits and water which seemed within his reach.
And when they die,

is Memory,o'er their tomb no trophies raises."

Whlv should such an unfortunate class desire to remain among us ? Why
should they not wish to go to the country of their forefathers, where, in
the language of the eloquent Irish barrister, they would "stand redeemed,
regenerated, and disenthralled, by the mighty genius of universal emati-
cipation."
The vices 3f this class do riot spring from any inherent depravity in their

natural constitution, but from their unfortunate situation. Social inter-
course is a want ,which we are prompted to gratify by all the properties of
our nature. And as they cannot obtain it in the better circles of society,
nor always among themselves, they resort to slaves, and .to the most de-
based and worthless of the whites. Corruption, and all the train of petty
offences, are the consequences. Proprietors of slaves, in whose neighbor-
hoood any free colored family is situated, know how infectious and pernii
cious this intercourse is. And the penal records of the tribunals, especially
in. the large cities, bear frightful testimony to the disproportionate number
-of crimes committed by the free people of color. The evil of their in'
crease in those cities is so enormous as to call loudly for effeciive remedy.
It has been so sensibly felt in a neighboring city (Cincinnati) as to require,
in the opinion of the public authorities, the enforcement of the vigorous
measure of expulsion of all who could not give guaranties of their good
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behavior. Their congregation in our great.cqpitals has given rise to a new
-crime, perpetrated by itnptincipled whites, and of which persons of that
unhappy colored race are the victims. A New York paper of the 27th
ultimo but lately fell into my hands, in which I found the following article:
l" BEWARE OF KIDNAPPERS.-It is well understood that there is at present

in this citvr a gang of kidnappers, busily engaged in their vocation of steal-
ing colored children for the Southern market ! It is believed that three or
four have been stolen within as many days. A little negro. boy came to
thiscityfromtlhe countrythieeorfourdaysago. Somestrangewhitepersons
were very. friendly to him, and yesterday morning he was mightily pleased
that they had given him some new clothes. And the persons pretending
thus to befriend him entirely secured his confidence. This day he cannot
-be found. Nor can he be traced since seen with one of his new friends
yesterday. There are suspicions of a foul nature connected with some
.who serve the police in subordinate capacities. It is hinted that there may
be those in some authority not altogether ignorant of these diabolical prac-
tices. Let the public be on their guard."
To which the editor of the paper from which this quotation is made

appends the following remarks:
"It is still fresh in the memories of all, that a cargo or rather drove of

negroes was made up from this city and Philadelphia, about the tinie that
the emancipation of all the negroes in this State took plac3 under our pres-
ent constitution, and were taken through Virginia, the Carolinas, and Ten-
nessee, and disposed of in the State of Mississippi. Some of those who
were taken from Philadelphia were persons of intelligence; and, after they
had been driven though the country in chains, and disposed of by sale on
the Mississippi, wrote back to their friends, and were rescued from bond-
age. The persons who were guilty of this abominable transaction are
known, and now reside in the State of North Carolina, and very probably
may be engaged in similar enterprises at the present time-at least there
is reason to believe that the system of kidnapping free persons of color
from the Northern cities has been carried on more extensively than the
public are generally aware of."

Whilst the concurrence is unanimous as to the propriety of the separa-
tion of the free colored race, and their removal to some other country,
if it be practicable, opinions are divided as to the most proper place of
their destination. Some prefer Hayti, others to set apart a district beyond
the Rocky mountains, within the limits of the territory of the United
States, whilst much the larger number concur in the superior advantage of the
.plan of the American Colonization Society. The society opposes no other
scheme. All other projects, if they are executed, are perfectly compatible
with its own, a.nd it wishes them full success. The more drains the better
for this portion of our population. It would only deprecate the result of
the distribution of the public attention amidst a variety of proposals, ahd
a consequent failure to concentrate the energies of the community on any
one of then.

Hayti is objectionable, as the sole place of their removal, on various ac-
counts. It is too limited in its extent. Although a large island, contain-
ing considerable, quantities of unsettled land, it is incompetent as atn asy-
lum, during any great letngth of time, for the free persons of color of the
United States. It possesses no ,advantage, either in the salubrity of its
climate or the fertility of its soil, over the western coast of Africa. The
productions of both countries are nearly the sainc. The expense of trans-
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portation to the one or to the other is nearly the same. The emigrants wouId
be in a state of dependence on the present inhabitantg of the island,vw
have more intelligence, and havemade greater advances in civilization, ad
moreover possess all the power of the Government. They spea ardi'evw
ent language. It should not be the policy of the United States,.when they
consider the predominant power of the island and, its vicinity to the South.
ern States, to add strength to it. And, finally, 11ayti is destitute of sedffe
of those high moral considerations which belong to the foundation of
colony in Africa.
The country west of the Rocky mountains is also objectionable onsov.

eral grounds. The expense of transportation of emigrants to it, whether
by sea or inland, would be incomparably greater than to Africa. They
would be thrown in the midst of Indian tribes, to whom they are as!il.
congruous as with the whites. Bloody and exterminating wars wouldbb
the certain consequence; and the United States would be bound to incur
great expense in defending them and preserving peace. Finally, thit
wave of the European race which rose on the borders of the Atlantic,
swept over the Allegany mountains, reached the Mississippi, and ascended
the two great rivers which unite near St. Louis, will at no distant day
pass the Rocky mountains, and strike the Pacific, where it would again
produce that very contact between discordant races which it is so desirable
to avoid.

'1'le society has demonstrated the practicability of planting a colony on
the shores of Africa. Its exertions have been confined exclusively to the
free colored: people of the United States, and to those of them who are
willing to go. It has neither purpose nor power to extend them to the
larger portion of that race held in bondage. Throughout the whole period
of its existence, this disclaimer has been made, and incontestable facts es-,
tablish its truth and sincerity. It is now repeated in its behalf, that thb
spirit of misrepresentation may hlave no pretext for abusing the public ear.
But, although its scheme is so restricted, the society is aware and rejoice
that the principle of African colonization which it has developed admits
of wider scope and more extensive application, by those States and private
individuals who may have the power and the inclination to apply it.
The slave population of the United States, according to tile last returns

of their census, as was shown more in detail on another occasion, increased
in a ratio of about 46,000 per annurm. It may, perhaps, now be estimated
at not less than 50,000. It was said on that occasion, "4 Let us suppose,
for example, that the whole population at present of the United States is
twelve millions, of which ten inay be estimated. of the Anglo-Saxon, and
two -of the African race. If there could be annually transported from the
United States an amount of the African portion equal to the annual il-
crease of the whole of that caste, whilst the European race should be left
to multiply, we should find at the termination of the period of duplication,
whatever it may be, that the relative proportions would be as-twenty to
twvo. And if the process were continued during a second term of duplica-
tion the population would be as forty to two-one which would eradicate
every cause of alarm or solicitude from the breasts of the most timid. But
the transportation of Africans, by creating, to the extent to which it might
be carried, a vacuum in society, would tend to accelerate the duplication
of the European race, who, by all the laws of population, would fill updtle
void space." To transport to Africa fifty thousand persons wouldvCost



dne million of-dollars, upon the estimate before stated. One million of dol-
lars applied annually, during a period of iixty or seventy years, would, at
the end of it, so completely drain the United States of all that portion of
their inhabitants as not to leave many more than those fewvwho are ob-
jects of curiosity in the countries of Europe. And is that sumn, one-tenth
part of what the;United States now annually appropriate as a sinking fund,
without feeling it, and-which, will soon not be requisite to the extinction
of the national debt, capable of producing any suffering or creating ally
impediment in the execution of other great social objects of the American
communities ? What a vast moral debt to Africa, to the world,and to our

common God, should we not discharge by the creation of a new sinking
fund of such a paltry sum ?

This estimate does riot comprehend any indemllity to the owners of
slaves, for their value, if they are to be purchased for the purpose of colo-
nization. It. is presumable that.States or individuals. no longer restrained
from the execution of their benevolent wish to contribute their endeavors
to blot out this great stain upon the American name, by the consideration
of the difficulty of a suitable provision for liberated slaves, when they per-
ceive the plan of colonization in successful operation, will voluntarily man.
umit many, for the purpose of their emigration. One of the latest numbers
of the National Intelligencer states the fact, that a recent offer has been made
of 2,000 slaves to the society, to be sent to Liberia, which the want of' funds
alone prevents its accepting. If the reasoning before employed, founded
upon the decline in value of that description oi property, be correct, Manay
will be disposed to emancipate from less disinterested motives. Front sonae
or all these sources, and from the free colored population, an amotnt may
be analnally obtained, for the purposes of colonization, equal to the nai -

ber of fifty-six thousand which has been supposed. As the work of cal-
onization advances, the ability of the -European race to promote it will
increase, both from the augmentation of its nu nbers and of its wealth,
and the relative diminution ol' the negro race; and, in the course of the
progress of its execution, it will not be found a bardensomne appropria-
tion of some of the revenue of the people of the United States to purchase
slaves,if coloniistscannot otherwise be obtained. Meanwhile, it affords cause
of the sincerest gratification, that, in whatever extent the scheirme of Af ii
can colonization is executed, good is attained without a solitary attendant
eSil.

I could not discuss the question of the extent of the respective powers
of the various Governments of this Union, without enlarging this address,
already too much prolonged, in a miost unreasonable degree. That the
aggregate of their total powers is fully adequate to the execution of the
plan of colonization, in its greatest extent, is incontestable. How those
powers have, in fact, been divided and distributed between the General
and State Governments, is a. question for themselves to decide, after careful
investigation amid full deliberation. We may safely assume that there are
some things which each system is competent to perform, towards the ac-
complishmient of-the great work. The General Government can treaf with
foreign Powers of the security of the colony, and with the Emperor of
Morocco, or other African Princes or States, for the acquisition of territory.
Itnmay provide in the colony an asylugqlor natives of Africa introduced
into the United States in contraventiorl to their laws, atid for their sup-
port and protection, as it has done. And it may employ portions of our
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navy, whilst engaged in practising to acquire the needful discipline and
skill, or in proceedinglto their appointed cruising stations, to.transport emi.
grants from the United States to the colony. Can a nobler service, in time
of peace, be performed by the national flag, than.that of transportinguine.
der its stars and stripes, to the land of. their ancestors, the sons of injured
Africa, there to enjoy the blessings of our pure religion and real liberty.?
It can employ the colony as the best and most efficacious instrument of
suppressing the infamous slave trade.
Any of the States' may apply, in their proper spheres, the powers which

they possess and the means at their command. They may remove restraints.
upon emailcipation, imposed from a painful conviction that slavery, with
all its undisputed ills, was better than manumission without removal.
Such of them may as can, safely and justly, abolish slavery, and follow the
example of Pennsylvania, New York, and other States. Any of them can
contribute some pecuniary aid to the object. And if all enlargement of
the constitutional powers of the General Government be necessary and ex-
pedient, they are competent to grant it.

I have thus, gentlemen, presented a faint and imperfect sketch of what
was' contemplated by the American Colonization Society, to which you
form an auxiliary, of what it has done, and of what the principle of African
colonization, which it has successfully illustrated, is susceptible, with due
eficouragenment and adequate means, in the hands of competent authority.
We ought not to be disheartened by the little which has been accomplish-
ed, in the brief space of thirteen years during which it has existed, or the
magnitude and difficulties of the splendid undertaking which lies before
its. ill Itei execution of those vast schemes which affect the condition and
happiness of large portions of the habitable globe, time is necessary, which
may appear to us mortals of long duration, but which in the eyesof Provi-
dence, or in comparison with the periods of national existence, is short and
fleeting. How long was it after Romulus and Remus laid the scanty found-
ations of their little state in tihe contracted limits of the peninsula of Italy,
before imperial Rome burst forth, in) all -her astonishing splendor, the ac-
knowledged mistress of tile world ? Ages passed away before Carthage and
other colonies, inl ancient times, shone out in all their commercial and mil.
itary glory. Several centuries have now elapsed since our forefathers first
began, in the morasses of James river and on the rock of Plymouth, the
work of founding this republic, yet in its infancy. Eighteen hundred
years have rolled over since the Son of God, our blessed Redeemer, offered
himself, on Mount Calvary, a voluntary sacrifice for the salvation of our
species; and more than halt of mankind continue to deny his divine mission
and the truth of his sacred word.
We may boldly challenge tile annals of human nature for the record of

any, human plan, for the melioration of the condition or advancenientof the
happiness of our race, which promised more unmixed good, or more come-
prehiensive beneficence, than that of African colonization, if carried into
full execaltion. Its benevolent purpose is not limited by the confines of one;
coritlnent, nor to the prosperity of a solitary race, but embraces two of the
largest quarters of the earth, and the peace anti happiness of both of the de-
scriptions of their present inhabitants, with the countless millions of their
posterity who are to succeeds It appeals for aid and support to the friermdsk
of libertyhere and every where. The colonists, reared itl the bosom of this
rep'iV'lic, with a perfect knowledge of all the blessings which freedom im X
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parts; although they have not always been able themselves to share them;
will carry a recollection of it to Africa, plant it there, and spread it over her
boundless territory. And may we not indulge the hope that, in a period
of time not surpassing in duration that of our own colonial and national
existence, we shall behold a confederation of republican States, on the
western shores of Africa, like our own, with their Congress and annual
Legislatures thundering forth ill behalf of the rights of man, and making
tyrants tremble on their thrones ?

It appeals for aid and support to the friends of civilization throughout
the world. Africa, although a portion of it was among the first to emerge
from barbarism, is now greatly in the rear of all the continents, in know-
ledge, and in the arts anid sciences. America owes to the old world a debt
of gratitude for the possession of them. Can she discharge it in any more
suitable manner. than that of transplanting them onl a part of its own soil,
by means of its own sons, whose ancestors were torn by fraud and violence
from their native home,and thrown here into bondage ? It powerfully ap-
peals for support to patriotismn and humanity. If we were to invoke the
greatest blessing otl earth, which Heaven, intits mercy, could now bestow on
this nation, it would be the separation of the two most numerous races of
its population, and their comfortable establishment in distinct and distant
countries. To say nothing of the greatest difficulty in the formation of our
present happy Constitution, which arose out of this mixed condition of our
people-nothing of the distracting Missouri questionwhich was so threat-
ening-nothing of others springing from the same fruitful source, which yet
agitate us, who canl contemplate the future without the most awful appre-
hensions? Who, if this promiscuous residence of whites and blacks, of
freemen and slaves, is forever to continue, can imagine the servile wars,
the carnage and the crimes, which will be its probable consequences, with-
out shuddering with horror ? It finally appeals emphatically for aid and:
support to the reverend clergy and sincere professors of our holy religion.
If the project did not look beyond the happiness of the two races now in
America, it would be entitled to their warmest encouragement. If it were
confined to the removal only of the free colored population, it would de-
serve all their patronage. Within those restrictions, howv greatly would it
not contribute to promote the cause of virtue and morality, and consequently
religion? But it presents a much more extensive field-a field only limited
by the confines of one of the largest quarters of the habitable globe-for
religious and benevolent exertion. Throughout the entire existence of
Christianity, it has been a favorite object of its ardent disciples and pious
professors to diffuse its blessings by converting the heathen. This duty is
enjoined by its own sacred precepts, and prompted by considerations of
humanity. All Christendom is more or less employed on this object, at
this moment, in some part or other of the earth. ' But it must. in candor,
be owned that, hitherto, missionary efforts have not had a success corres-
ponding in extent with the piety and benevolence of their aim, or with
the amount of therneans which have been applied. Sorne new and more
efficacious mode of accomplishing the beneficent purpose must be devised,
which, by concentrating energies and endeavors, and avoiding loss ini their
diffutse aid uncombined application. shall ensure the attainment of- more
cheering results. Trhe Atnerican Colonizationi Society presents itself to the
religious world as uniting those great advantages. Almntst all Africa is ill
a state of the deepest ignorance aend harbarisai, and addicted to idolatry
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and superstition. It is destitute of the blessings both of Christianity t-n
civilization. The society is an. instrument which, under the guidance of
Providence, with public assistance, is competent to spread the lights of both
throughout its vast dorninioris. Aid the means are as simple as theendji
grand and magnificent. They are to deviate from the practice of previous
missionary institutions,-and employ as agents some of tile very brethren of
the heathen sought to be converted and brought within the pale of civili.
zation. The society proposes to send not one or two pious members- of
Christianity into a foreign land, among a different and perhaps a suspicious
race, of another complexion, but to transport annually, for an inidefinite
number of years, in one view of its scheme, six thousand-in another, fifty..
six thousand missionaries, of the descendants of Africa itself, with the same
interests, sympathies, and constitutions of the natives, to communicate the
benefits of our religion and of the arts. And this colony of missionaries is.
to operate not alone by preaching the doctrines of truth and of revelation,
which, however delightful to the ears of the faithful and intelligent, are not
always comprehended by untutored savages, but also by works of ocular
demonisiration. It will open forests, build towns, erect temples of public
worship, and practically exhibit to the native sons of Africa the beautifult
moral spectacle and the superior advantages of our religious and social sys-
tents. In this unexaggerated view of the subject, the colony, compared
with other missionary plans, presents the force and grandeur of a noble
steamer majestically ascending, and with ease subduing, the current of the
Mississippi, in comparison with the feeble and tottering canoe, moving
slowly among the reeds that fringe its shores. It holds up the image of the
resistless power of the -Mississippi itself, rushing from the summit of the
Rocky mountains, and marking its deep and broad and rapid course through
the heart of this continent, thousands of miles, to the gulf of Mexico,'in
comparison with that of an obscure rivulet winding its undiscernable way
through dark and dense forests or luxuriant prairies, in which it is quickly
and forever lost.

Gentlemen of the Colonization Society of Kentucky: not one word need
be added, in conclusion, to animate your perseverance or to stimulate your
labors in the humane cause which you have deliberately espoused. We
have reason to believe that we have been hitherto favored, and shall con-
tinue to be blessed, with the smiles of Providence. Confiding in his ap-
proving judgment, and conscious of the benevolence and purity of our in-
tentions, we may fearlessly advance in our great work. And when we
shall, as soon we must, be translated from this into another form of exist-
ence, is the hope presumptuous that we shall there behold the common
Father of whites and of blacks, the great Ruler of the Universe, cast His,
all-seeing'eye upon civilized and regenerated Afica, its cultivated fields,
its coast studded with numerous cities, adorned with towering temples,
dedicated to the pure religion of His redeeming Son, its far-famed Niger,
arid other great rivers, lined with flourishing villages, and navigated with
that wonderful power which American genius first successfully applied;
and that, after dwelling with satisfaction upon the glorious spectacle, He
will deign to look with approbation upon us, His humble instruments, who,
have contributed to produce it ?
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.Iddress of Mr. Cloy at the 21.91 annual mleeling of the society, December
12, 1837, on the occasion of his taking the chair as president of the
society.

tGENTLEMEN OF TrE AMERICAN COLONIZATION SOCIETY:
On the first occasion of meeting you since I received the appointment

-which I now hold, I am prompted by my grateful feelings to present cordial
thanks and my respectful acknowledgments. To be called to that high
station which has been successively occupied by a Carroll, by a Wash-
ington. the most distinguished and beloved of all who bore his honored name,
and by a Madison, whose long life was one continued exhibition of public
-and private virtue, of patriotism, of intelligence, and of benevolence, wvas
among the most gratifying public honors which I have ever received, and
it will always remain one of the most cherished recollections of my life.
But, gentlemen, considering the noble aims and humane purposes of this
society, there is an honor resulting from the office of presiding at its delib-
*erations greater than any which can he communicated even by their illus-
trious names. It was established twenty years ago; and the peaceful ac-
quisitioiiof a large territory in Africa, eight flourishing settlements and
towns, containing a population already civilized, or in the proqess-of-0ivili-
zation, with schools of instruction as to our duties here below, and temples
erected to the ever-living God, pointing to the hopes and blessings of Chris-
tianity above, attest the success of the labors of the society, and encourage
to further and invigorated exertions.
The society was formed to demonstrate the practicability of colonization

in Africa; and if it were unhappily dissolved to-morrow, that great pur-
pose of its founders will have been completely accomplished. No one can
now doubt that, with the application of adequate, means, such as the Gov.
-ernments of the several States of the Union could supply, almost without
-an effort, the colonization of the descendants of the African race may be
effected to any desirable extent. The founders of the society never imagined
that, depending as it does upon spontaneous contributions from the good
-and the benevolent, irregularly made, without ani established revenue,
-and without power, the society alone was competent to colonize all the
free persons of color in the U'nited States. They hoped, and the society
-still hopes, that, seeing what has been done, and can be done, Governments
may think fit to take hold of the principle, and carry it out as far as they
may deem right, with their ample powers and abundant resources.
The object of the society was to colonize, with their own voluntary con-

.sent, the free persons of color in the United States. It had nothing coercive
-or compulsory about it. It neither had the disposition nor the power to
apply force. Throughout its whole existence, it has invariably adhered.to
that principle. It never sought to shake or affect in the slightest degree
.the tenure by which any property is held. It believed that the States
alone, in which the institution of slavery exists, had the exclusive right to
decide upon its continuance or termination. It hoped to be able to do what
it has done-to point out a mode by which any of them, or any of their
citizens, might find a home and a refuge for liberated slaves. And, accord-
ingly, many humane proprietors of slaves have embraced the opportunity
thus offered.

It has been objected against tthe society that its aimi and tenudeiicy have
,beeii to perpetuate slavery, and to draw still tighter the bouds of the slave.
It has, onl the other hand, been proclaimed that its purpose is to abolish
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slavery forthwith, and to let loose the untutored and unprepared slaves
uponsociety. Both objections cannot be founded in truth. Neitheris,
The society does not meddle with slavery, either to prolong or to discontinue
its existence. Its abstract opinion, or rather the abstract opinions of its.
members, is well known. They believe it a deplorable evil; but here it
is to be touched, if touched at all, with the greatest caution and delicacy,.
and-only with authorized hands. Both principle and policy restrain'thd
society from disturbing it; principle, because the society believes it is a
matter exclusively appertaining to the States and citizens immediately con.
cerned: and policy, because to agitate the subject at all would deprive-
the society of the co-operation of a large portion of the Union, and pre-
vent it from accomplishing an attainable-good, by the pursuit of what it4it
constrained to think an impracticable and dangerous object.

But the society attacks no person and no association. It neither assails:
those who believe slavery a blessing, nor those who believe it a great curse,
and seek its immediate extirpation, -It pursues the even tenor of its way,.
appealing to the understanding, to the humanity, and to the religion of ad
enlightened community. It had hoped to escape unmerited reproaches.
and unjustifiable attacks; but it has not, and it has only defended itself.
Because it cannot agree or co-operate with the abolitionists, they assailit.
Because it believes that the agitation of the question of abolition is unwiR&
and unhappy, alike destructive to the harmony of the whites and injul-
rious to the cause of the blacks, which is espoused, the motives and ptr-
poses and tendency of colonization are all misrepresented and condemrjed&
Why should this be ? The roads of colonization and abolition lead in dif-
ferent directions. but they do not cross each other. We deal only *ith
free persons of color; their efforts are directed towards the slave. We seek
to better the condition of the free person of color, they the slave. Why
should -our humane design be impeded, or deridetl, or thwarted, by those-
who profess to be in the prosecution of another but distinct design, which;
they profess to consider also humane ? No, gentlemen; we are no ultrdists.
We neither seek to perpetuate nor to abolish slavery. Our object is t6tal
ly different from either, and has been proclaimed and clung to from the.
begitining of the society to this hour.

It has been contended that colonization is altogether incompetent to ef
fect a separation of the two races of our population; that the evil of dis'
cordant and incongruous elements must continue, unless some more pow-
erfial agency is discovered, and that the American Colonization Society has
been able to accomplish nothing deserving of any serious consideration.
Those who thus assail us seek to try us by an imaginary standard of

their own creation. They argue that the whole of the Africari portion df
our population amounts to some two or three millions; that in a period oc
twenty years we have been able to colonize only'a few thousand, and.
hence they infer that colonization cannot exercise any sensible' influence-
upon the mass of the African element of the American population. Now;.
all that we ask is to be tried by the standard of our own promises and
pledges. Have we ever held out to the comrrinvnity-that this society, with-
out power, without even an act of incorporation from the General Govern-
ment, without any regular revenue, could separate the two classes of the
African portion of it ? Have we not invariably disclaimed anNr purpose,
on our part to interfere, in any -manner whatever, with the larger part of
it, the slaves ? Have wve i.ot, onl the contrary,, Constantly avowed our in-
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tention to be to colonize only free persons of color, with their voluntary
consent? We have thought, arid we have said, that we believe that the
principle: of colonization was susceptible of being applied to the extent of
a total separation of the two races. But we have-not attempted it. We have
left that to the care and the judgments of those who alone can rightfully
and constitutionally decide the matter. We promised only to be the pio-
neer, and to show the practicability of the principle. And have we not,
with the blessings of Providence, already successfully fulfilled every just
expectation that we ever authorized ? I

Those who complain of the tardy operations of the society should
recollect that great national enterprises are not to be speedily executed like
those of individuals, in the short span of the life of one person. Many
years, sometimes more than a century, may be necessary to their comple-
tion; arid this is emphatically the case when, we reflect upon the magni-
tude and the duration of the wrongs inflicted upon Africa. Near two
centuries elapsed, during which her sons were constantly transported to
the shores of the New World, doomed to a state of bondage. A period
of similar extent may possibly be necessary to restore their descendants to
the parent country, with all the blessings of law and liberty, religion and
civilization. A sudden and instantaneous separation of the two races, if
it were possible, would be good for neither, nor for either country. We
should be greatly affected by an immediate abstraction to such a vast ex-
tent from the labor and industry of our country ; and Africa could not be
prepared, morally or physically, t.o receive and sustain such a vast multi-
tude of emigrants. For both parties, and for all interests, the process of
separation, like the original unnatural union, had perhaps better be slow
*and gradual. And the consoling reflection may be entertained, that dur.
ing every step in its progress good will have been done.
The surprise should not be, that so little has been effected, but that so

much has been achieved by the society, with such scanty and precarious
means at its command. There stand the colonies, on the shores of Africa,
planted under its auspices. With but little or no further aid from this
country, they now possess inherently the power of sustaining themselves
and protecting their existence. The practicability of colonization is for-
ever demonstrated. Let us, then, persevere in the great and good cause,
and let us hope that the same Providence which has hitherto smiled upon
us will continue to extend to our labors His countenance and blessings.
I promise a zealous and hearty co-operation.

Remarks ofJohn Tyler, of Virginia, before the Colonization Society of
Virginia, Janzary 10, 1838, in the Hall of the House of Delegates at
Richmond, on the occasion of his taking the chair as president of the
society.

Mr. TYLER!,On taking the chair, said he could not permit this, the first
occasion on which it had been in his power to attend a meeting of the so-
ciety since he had been elected its president, to pass by without expressing
his grateful sense for the honors conferred upon him. You have appointed
mne, said he, the successor of one whose name is destined to reach a remote
posterity-of one who, in his private character and conduct, furnished an
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exemplification of all the virtues. John -Marshall was among us as oneof
us-plain, unostentatious, and unassuming; lie left us illdoubt whichmost'
to admire, his unaffected simplicity of character or his extraordinarytait.
ents. Filling the highest judicial station, followed by the admiration ofthis
countrymen, exerting an extensive influence by the mere-force of his genius
over public opiniion, his name familiar to the lips of the highest and most
humble of a people inhabiting a continent, he seemed, alone to be uncork
scious of his owvn exalted. worth. To be appointed the successor of such a
man,-however great my own unworthiness, is an honor of which I have
cause to be proud. The very origin of the C6olonization Society is, in my
memory, identified with him. At its first meeting in Washington, curiosity
led me to be present; notice had been given through the newspapers of the.
proposed meeting at Brown's Hotel, and I was attracted thither by the de.
sire to hear what could be said ill favor of a scheme which I was shorts
sighted enough to regard as altogether utopian. I did consider it in its in4
cipiency as but a dream of philanthropy, visiting men's pillows in their
sleep, to cheat them on their waking. Chief Justice Marshall, with some
fifteen others, were present; but that small number exhibited a constellation
of talent. Henry Clay presided, John Randolph addressed the meeting,atid
William H. Crawford was the first president of the Colonization Society6
Such was the beginning of a society which now embraces thousatids
of the most talented and patriotic men in the country. We have been pe.
culiarly fortunate, gentlemen, in having to preside over our deliberations
in this hall one so distinguished for all that can adorn a man as Chief Jus-
tice Marslhall; and, at the same time, the privilege of acting-in close corni
mnnitn with another of those men given by God in his especial goodness,
as a blessing to mankind-I mean James Madison, so lately one of our
vice presidents. I am not given much to that idolatry which too often puts
fetters on the mind, leading it to consecrate errors in opinion, because ad-
vanced and.sustained by men of exalted standing. But surely I may be
permitted to say, that the opinions of two such men concurring, bear strong'
evidence of truth. Their minds were of too substantial an order to indulge
in a mere vision. Their judgments were too profound to have been mis-
led by the deceptive lights of a mistaken philanthropy. While the horizon
of the future was clouded, so that my own limited vision could not pene.
trate it, they stood, as it were, on a lofty mountain's top, and a beautiful
prospect was presented to their sight. They saw-the first landing of the
.!pilgrims-on the desert shores of Africa-the busy and the thriving rose up
before their sight-the hammer of the artisan sounded in their ears-the
hum of industry floated on the breeze-songs of praise and thanksgiving
came over the distant waves-the genius of civilization had penetrated the
wilderness, overthrowing in, its progress the idol and the altar, and rearing
onl their rains temples to the true and only God. All this they saw,
and all this we now see. For myself, after learning the successful landing
of the first emigrants, and that they were speedily to be followed by others,
all my doubts vanished. The reality wvas before me. The seed was plant-
ed-spring time cattle, and it vegetated-harvest time, ana the crop was
abundant. But a few years since, and no voice of civilization proceeded,
from Africa. Now, thousands of civilized beings have made it their home,
and the wilderness may be considered as reclaimed. The exhibits anu,-
ally mnade to the public of the state and condition of the colony are caicu-;
lated to relieve the mind of all doubt. The colony is planted-advances
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with rapid strides-and Monrovia vill be to Africa what Jamestown and
Plymouth have been to America. Happily, their success is equally bene-
fcial to all the States. Nothing sectional enters into it. The same spirit
actuates all. The same policy governs all. TheTree black man is found
in Maine -as well as in Louisiana. What,- then, shall retard the onward
march of this'great cause ? Heretofore it has looked for success to private
individuals and to the State Legislatures.. My opinion is, that it should
still look to them. To appeal to Congress for aid, is to appeal to a body
having'no power to grant it-a body of restricted and limited powers, and
fettered by the terms of its own creation. From that source it rmay get
money, but it will lose friends; and friends are more valuable to it than
money. I would 'not have it successful without the concurrence of the
States. Our own State may be considered the pioneer in this great work.
Onl this subject she stands proudly pre-eminent. She will doubtless do her
duty. Policy and humanity go hand in hand in thisgreat work; united in
the accomplishment of the same object, they cannot fail to succeed. Philan-
thropy, when separated from policy, is the most dangerous agent in human
affairs. It is no way distinguishable from fanaticism. It hears not, sees
not, understands not. It is deaf, and hears not the admonitions of truth
an4 wisdom. It is blind, and walks over prostrate victims, and amid the
ashes of desolation, without perceiving that its feet are stained in blood.
and that its garments are-discolored. It understands not, until the voice of
sorrow and lamentation, proceeding from the -sepulchrc of man's fondest
hopes and brightest expectations, arouses it to consciousness. And is there
not a spirit of that sort now at work in our own fair land ? It is the an-
tagonist of that which we cherish. It invades our hearths, assails our do.
mestic circles, preaches up sedition, and encourages insurrection. It would
pull down the pillars of the Constitution, and even now shakes them most
terribly-would violate the most sacred guaranties-would attaui its object
by sundering bonds which bind and only have power to bind these States
together-the bonds of affection and brotherly love. It seeks to excite in-
extinguishable prejudices in the minds of one-half of our people against the
other half. It acts in league with foreign missionaries, and gives open
countenance to the people of another hemisphere to interfere in our donies'-
tic affairs. It is sectional, altogether sectional; in a word, it is the spirit of
abolition. From this place I denounce it, and this society denounces it.
The weapons which it uses are the weapons of slander and abuse; not as
to one sex or condition of existence only, but all, all are abused and slander-
ed by it. It labors to induce the usurpation of a power by Government
which would be attended by the destruction of the Government itself, in the
substitution (if a work so disastrous to the liberties of mankind could be ef-
fected) of a consolidated Government, a mere majority machine, in place of
the happy federal system under which we live. The opinion already pre-
vails with many, that the Government is a unit, and the people a unit.
I care not from whence they derive sanction for this-but this I will say,
that whether such sanction comes from the living or the dead, from tmen
in power or mnien out of power, it is false in theory and destructive in prac-
tice. Each State, as to all matters not ceded by compact, is as sovereign
as before the adoption of the Constitution. What right, then, have the peo-
ple of one State to interfere with the domestic relations of any other State?
What right to agitate in order to affect their neighbors? Thme reverend
clergy, too, they whose doctrines should evermore be, peace onL earth, and
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good will to men, are lendini themselves to this pernicious work. Tke
seek to enlist woman-she who was placed upon the earth, as the rainbow
in the heavens, as a signt that the tempest of the passions should subsidy.
Woman is made an instrument to expel us from the paradise of union, in
which we dwell. What will satisfy these ministers of a gospel which alone
abounds in love? Do they wish to Christianize the heathen? to spread
the light of' the gospel over the benighted places of the earth, through the
instrumentality of this society, that light may be brought to shine where
no ray of the gospel sun has ever yet penetrated ? Do they want a more
extended theatrefor theirlaborsthan that theynowenjoy ? We presentthem
one entire quarter of the earth. We invite them to go with us into'the
wilds of Africa-to sit down by the side of the black man-to teach him
to raise his eyes from the earth, on which they are bent-to look uip to the
heavens, and to ascend " through nature unto nature's God." He works
most inscrutably to the understandings of men; the negro is torn from Afri-
ca, a barbarian, ignorant and idolatrous; he is restored civilized, enlight-
ened, and a Christian. The Colonization Society is the great African mis-
sionary society. In my humble judgment, it is worth more, twice told, than
all foreign missionary societies combined. Already it has planted the cross
among the heathen, and kindled the Ares of civilization in the desert; and
that cross will stand and that light be spread until a continent be redeemed.
All this is dons quietly and peaceably, and with the acquiescence of society.
Charity dictates, and policy adopts. Can any messenger of the Saviotir,
can anv love- of his race, look upon this picture without delight? Will
nothing eont-nt him which is not done in violence ? Has he fallen in l6ve
with anarchy, that he woos her so assiduously ? Are envy, malice, and
all uncharitableness, become assistants in the ministrations of the altar'? Is
fraternal feeling and family peace become odious in his eyes? But I will
dwvell no longer on these things. Our course, gentlemen, lies plainly be.
ford us; we will steadily pursue it; we interfere with no relation in society.
In what we seek to do we are justified alike by the wisdom of the living
and the dead, and success, full, ample, and entire, must crown the enter-
prise.

EXTRACTS FROIMT PRESIDENTS' ANNUAL MESSAGES.*

Extract from the message of President Monroe at the commencement
of the 2d session 16th Congress. November 14, 1820.

In execution of the law of the last session for the suppression of the
slave trade, some of our public ships have also been employed on the
coast of Africa, where several captures have already been made of vessels
engaged in that disgraceful traffic.
iExtract from the message of President Monroe a: the commencement

of the 1st session 171h Congress. December 3, 1821.
Like success has attended our efforts to suppress the slave trade. Under

the flag of the United States and the sanction of their papers, the trade may
be considered as entirely suppressed; and if any of our citizens are
engaged in it under the flag and papers of other Po'wers, it is only from a
respect to the rights of those Powers that these offenders are not seized
and brought home to receive the punishment which the laws inflict. If

For~extracts from the messages of Presidentmn Jefferson and Madison, and a pxreviuds ines">e
of President Monroe, see pages 1087 and 1058.
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ever this Power should adopt the same policy and pursue the same vigor-
ous meals ior carrying it into effect, the trade could no longer exist.
Extract from the message of President Monroe at the commencement

of the 2dsession 17th Congress. December 3, 1822.
A cruise has also been maintained on the coast of Africa, when the

season would permit, for the suppression of the slave trade; and orders
have been given to the commanders of all our public ships to seize our
vessels, should they find any engaged in that trade. and to bring them in
for adjudication.
Extract from the message of President Monroe at the commencement

of the 1st session 18th Congress. December 2, i823.
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives adopted

at their last session, instructions have been given to-all the ministers of the
United States, accredited to the Powers of Europe and America, to propose
the proscription of the. African slave trade, by classing it tinder the denomi-
nation, and inflicting on its perpetrators the punishment of piracy. Should
this proposal be acceded to, it is not doubted that this odious and criminal
practice will be promptly and entirely suppressed. It is earnestly hoped
that it will be acceded to, from a firm belief that it is the most effectual
expedient that can be adopted for the purpose.
Extract from the message of President Monroe at the commenzenent of

the 2d session 18th Congress. December 7, 1824.
Iit is a cause of serious regret that no arrangement has yet been finally

concluded between the two Governments, to secure, by joint co-operation,
the suppression of the slave trade. It was the object of the British Gov-
ernment, in the early stages of the negotiation, to adopt a plan for the sup-
pression. which should include the concession of the mutual right of search,
by the ships of war of each party, of the vessels of the other, for sus-
pected offenders. This was objected to by this Go vernment, on the princi-
ple that, as the right of search was a right of war of a belligerent towards
a neutral Power, it might have an ill effect to extend it, by treaty, to an
offence which had been made comparatively mild, to a time of peace.
Anxious, however, for the suppression of this trade, it was thought advis-
able, in compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives,
founded on an act of Congress. to propose to the British Government an
expedient, which should be free from that objection, and more effectual
for the object, by making it piratical. In that mode, the enormity of the
crime would -place the offenders out of the protection of their Government,
and involve no question of search, or other question, between the parties,
touching their respective rights. It was believed, also, that it wonld com-
pletely suppress the trade in the vessels of both parties, and, by their
respective citizens and subjects, in those of other Powers7 with whom, it
was hoped that the odium which would thereby be attached to it would
produce a corresponding arrangement, and, by means thereof, its entire
extirpation forever.
A convention lo this effect was concluded and signed in Lofldon, on the

thirteenth day of -March, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-four, by
plenipotentiaries duly authorized by botFi Governments, to the ratification
of which certain obstacles kiave arisen, which are not yet entirely removed.
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The difference between the parties still remaining has been reduced to a
point, not of sufficient magnitude, as is presumed, to be permitted to defeat
an object so near to the heart of both nations, and so desirable to the friends
of humanity throughout the world. As objections, however, to the prin.
ciple recommended by the House of Representatives. or at least to the
consequences inseparable from it, and which are understood to apply to the
law, have been raised, which may deserve a reconsideration of the whole
subject, I have thought it proper to suspend the conclusion of a new con.
mention uttil the definite sentiments of Congress may be ascertained. The
documents relating to the negotiation are, with that intent, submitted to
vour consideration. * * *

In execution of the laws for the suppression of the slave trade, a vessel
has been occasionally sent from that squadron to the coast of Africa, with
orders to return thence by the usual track of the slave ships, and to seize
any of our vessels which might be engaged in that trade. None have been
found, and it is believed that none are thus employed. It is well known,
however, that the trade still exists under other flags.
Extract from the messa-ge of President J., Q. damss at the commence;

mnent of the 1st session 19th Congress. December 6, 1825.
An occasional cruiser has been sent to range along the African shores

most polluted by the traffic of slaves.
The objects of the West India squadron have been to carry into execu-

tion the laws for the suppression of the African slave trade ; the protection
of our commerce against vessels of a piratical character, though bearing
commissions from either of the belligerent parties; for its protection against
open and unequivocal pirates. These objects, during the present year, have
been accomplished more effectually than at any former period. The Afri-
can slave trade has long been excluded from the use of our flag, and if
some few citizens of our country have continued to set the laws of the
Union, as well as those of nature and humanity, at defiance, by persever-
ing in that abominable traffic, it has been only by sheltering themselves
under the banners of other nations, less earnest for the total extinction of
the trade than ours.
Extractfrom the message olf President Van Buren at the commenceX

ment of the 2d session 26th Congress. December 5, 1840.
The suppression of the African slave trade has received the continued

attention of the Government. The brig Dolphin and schooner Grampus
have been employed during the last season on the coast of Africa, for the
purpose of preventing such portions of that trade as was said to be prose-
cuted under the American flag. After cruising on those parts of the coast
most usually resorted to by slavers until the commencement of the rainy
season, these vessels returned to the United States for supplies, and have
since been despatched on a similar service.
From the reports of the commanding officers. it appears that the trade

is now principally carried on under Portuguese colors; and they express the
opinion that the apprehension of their presence on the slave coast has, ina
great degree, arrested the prostitution of the American flag to this inhumau
purpose. It hoped that, by continuing to maintain this force in that quarT
ter, and by the exertions of the officers in coriimand. much will be done to
put a stop to whatever portion of this traffic may have been carried al
under the American flag, and to prevent its use in a trade which, while it
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violates the laws, is equally an outrage on the rights of others and the feel-
ings of hiunanity. The efforts of the several Governments who are
anxiously seeking to suppress this traffic nMust, however, be directed against
the.facilities afforded'by what are now recognisedl as legitimate corniter-
cial pursuits, before that object can be fully accomplished.

Supplies of provisions, water casks, merchandise, and articles connected
with the prosecution of the slave trade, arc. it is understood, freely carried'
by vessels of different nations to the slave factories; and the effects of the
factors are transported openly fromn one slave station to another, without
interruption or punishment by either of the nations to which they belong,'
engaged in the commerce of that nation. I submit to your judgments,
whether this Government, having been the first to prohibit by adequate
penalties the slave trade, the first to declare it piracy, should not be the
first, also, to forbid to its citizens all trade with the slave factories on the
coast of Africa; giving an example to all nations in this respect, which, if
fairly followed, cannot fail to produce the most effective results inl break-
ing up those dens of iniquity.

[For extracts from P'resident Tyler's messages, see pages 730, 764.]

Extractsfrom an address of the colonists to the free people of color in the
United States.

At a numerous meeting of the citizens of Monrovia, held at- the court-
house, on the 27th day of August, 1827, for the purpose of considering the
expediency of uniting in an address to the colored people of the United
States, John H. Folks, Esq., in the chair, it was

Resolved, That a committee of five persons be appointed to frame a cir-
cular address, to be published in the United States, for the better inflorma-
tion of the people of color in that country, respecting the state of this col-
ony and the condition of the settlers.
Tuesday, September 4.-The committee reported the following address,

Which was adopted
As much speculation and uncertainty continue to prevail among the peo-

ple of color in the United States, respecting our situation and prospects in
Africa, and many misrepresentations have been put in circulation there,
of a nature slanderous to us, and, in their effects, injurious to them, we
feel i. our duty, by a true statement of our circumstances, to endeavor to
correct thema.
The first consideration which caused our voluntary removal to this.

country, and the object which we still regard with the deepest: concern,
is liberty-liberty, in the sober, simple, but complete sense of the word;
not a licentious liberty, nor a liberty without government, or which should
place us without the restraint of salutary lRws, but that liberty of speech,
action, and conscience, which distinguishes the free enfranchised citizens
of a free State. We did not enjoy that freedom in our native country;
and, from causes which, as respects ourselves, we shall soon forget Brever.
we were certain it was not there attainable for ourselves or our chii-
dren. This, then, being the first object of our pursuit in coming to Afri-
c, is probably the first subject on which you will ask for informations;
and we must. truly declare to you that our expectations and hopes, in this
respect, have been realized. Our constitution secures to us, so far as ours
condition allows, "all the rights and privileges enjoyed by the citizensof,
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the United States ;" and these rights and these privileges are ours. . We
are proprietors of the soil wre live on, and possess the rights of fieeholdA
ers. Our suffrages, and, what is of more importance, our sentimentsian
our opinions, have their due weight in the government we live under,;
Our laws are altogether our own ; they grew out of our circumstances,are
framed for our exclusive benefit, and administered either by officers
of our own appointment, or such as possess our confidence. We have
a judiciary chosen from among ourselves; we serve as jurors in. the triIas
of others, and are liable to be tried only by juries of our fellow-citizene
ourselves. We have all that is meant by liberty of conscience. The time
and mode of %worshipping God, as prescribed to us in his word, and dictated
by our conscience, we are not only free to follow, but are protected in fal.
lowing.

E'orming a community of our own in the land of our forefathers, having
the commerce, and the soil and resources of the country at our dispo.
sal, we know nothing of that debasing inferiority with which our very'
color stamped us in America. There is nothing here to create the feel.:
ing on our part-nothing to cherish the feeling of superiority in the minds
of foreigners who visit us'. It is this moral emancipation, this liberation of
the mind from worse than iron fetters, that repays us ten thousand times
over for all that it has 'cost us, and makes us grateful to God and our
American patrons for the happy change which has taken place in our site
uation. We are not so sell-complacent as to rest satisfied with our im-
provement, either as regards our minds or our circumstances. *We do not
expect to remain stationary-far from it. But we certainly feel ourselves,.
for the first time, in a state to improve either to any purpose. [rhe burden
is gone from our shoulders. We now breathe and move freely, and know
not (in surveying your present state) for which to pity you most, the
empty name of liberty which you endeavor to content yourselves with in
a country that is not yours, or the delusion which makes you hope for am
pler privileges in that country hereafter. Tell us which is the white man,
who, with a prudent regard to his own character, can associate with one
of you on terms of equality? Ask u.S, which is the white man who
would decline such association with one of our number, whose intellectu.
al and moral qualities am e not an objection ? To both these questions, we
unhesitatin,L make the same answer-there is no such white man.
We solicit none of you toeemigrate to this country; for we know not

who among you prefers rational independence, and the honest respect of
his feikow-men, to that mental sloth and careless poverty which you'al-
ready possess, and your children will inherit after you in America. But
it' your views and aspirations rise a degree higher, if your minds are- not'
as servile as your present condition, we can decide the question at once;
and with confidence say that you will bless the day, and your'children
after you, when you determined to become citizens of Liberia.

But we do not hold this language on the blessings of liberty for the pur-'
pose of consoling ourselves fo' the sacrifice of health, or the suffering of
want, i* consequence of our removal to Africa. We enjoy health, after'
few months' residence in this country, as uniforly and in as perfect a
degree as we possessed that blessing in our native country; and a 'dis-'
tressing!scarcity of provisions, or arny, of the comforts of life, has, for the
last two years, been entirely unknown, even to the poorest persons in this
commlurlity. On these points, there are; and have been, much mibcoft;'
ception and some malicious misrepresentions in the United States. "-'
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The true character of the African climate is not well understood in
other countries. Its inhabitants are as robust, as healthy, as long lived,
to say the least, as those of any other country. Nothing like an epidemic
has ever appeared in this colony; nor can we learn from the natives that
the calamity of a sweeping sickness ever yet visited this part of the con-
tinent. But the change from a temperate to a tropical country is a great
one-too great not to affect the health more or less, and in the cases of
old people and very young children it often causes death. In the early
years of the colony, want of good houses, the great fatigues and dangers
of the settlers, their irregular mode of living, and the hardships and dis-
couragements they met with, greatly helped the other causes of sickness,
which prevailed to an alarming extent, and were attended with great
mortality. But we look back to those times as to a season of trial long
past, and nearly forgotten. Our houses and circumstances are now com-
fortable; and, for the last two or three years, not one person in forty, from
the middle and Southern States, has died from the change of climate.

* * * *. * * *

But you may say that even health and freedom, as good as they are, are
still dearly paid for, when they cost you the common comforts of life, and
expose your wives and children to famine, and all the evils of want and
poverty. We do not dispute the soundness of this conclusion either; but
we utterly deny that it has any application to the people of Liberia.
Away with an the false notions that are circulating about the barrenness

of this country: they are the observations of such ignorant or designing
men as would injure both it and you. A more fertile soil, and a. more
productive country, so far as it is cultivated, there is not, we believe, on
the face of the earth. Its hills and its plains are covered with a verdure
which never fades; the productions of nature keep on in their growth
through all the seasons of the year. Even the natives of the country,
almost without farming tools, without skill, and with very little labor,
make more grain and vegetables than they can consume,, and often more
than they can sell.

Cattle, swine, fowl, ducks, goats, and sheep, thrive without feeding, and
require no other care than to keep them from straying. Cotton, coffee,
indigo, and the sugar cane, are all the spontaneous growth of our forests,
and may be.cultivated at pleasure, to any extent, by such as are disposed.
The same may be said of rice, Indian corn, Guinea corn, millet, and too
many species of fruits and vegetables to be enumerated. Add to all this,
we have no dreary winter here, for one-half of the year, to consume the
productions of the other half. Nature is constantly renewing herself, and
constantly pouring her treasures, all the year round, into the laps of the
industrious. We could say, on this subject, more; but we are afraid of
exciting too highly the hopes of the imprudent. Suucl persons, we think,
will do well to keep their rented cellars, and earn their tweat.V-five cents
a day at the wheelbarrow, in the commercial towns of America, and stay
where they are. It is only the industrious and virtuous that we can point
to independence, and plenty, and happiness, in this country. Such peo-
are nearly sure to-attain, in a very few years, to a style of comfQrtable
living which they inay in vain hope for in the United States; and, how-
ever short wve come-of this character ourselves, it is only a (,ue acknow-
ledgment 'of the bounty of Divine Providence to say that we generally
enjoy the good things of this life to our entire satisfaction.
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Our trade is chiefly confined to the coast, to the interior parts of the

continent, and to foreign vessels. It is already valuable, and fast increas-
ing. It is carried on in the. productions of'the country, consisting of rice,
palm oil, ivory, tortoise shell, dye woods, gold, hides, wax, and a small
amount of coffee; and it brings us, in return, the products and manufac-
tures of the four quarters of the world. Seldom, indeed, is our harbor
clear of European and American slipping; and the bustle and thronging
of our streets show something, already, of the activity of the smaller sea-
ports of the Uniited States.

Mechanics, of nearly every trade, are 'carrying on their various occupa-
tlions; their wages are high; and a large number would be sure of con-
stant and profitable employment.
Not a child or a youth in the colony but is provided with an appropriate

school. We have a numerous public library, and a court-house, meeting-
houses, school-houses, and fortifications sufficient, or nearly so, for the col
ony, in its present state.

Our houses are constructed of the same materials, and finished in the
same style, as in the towns of America. We have abundance of good
building stone, shells for lime, and clay of an excellent quality for bricks.
Timber is plentiful, of various kinds, and fit for all the different purposes
of building and fencing.

Truly, we have a goodly heritage; and if there is any thing lacking in
the character or condition of the people of this colony, it- never can be
charged to the account of the country: it must be the fruit of our own mis-
management, or slothfulness, or vices. But from these evils we confide
in Himij, to whom we are indebted for all our blessings, to preserve us. It
is the topic of our weekly and daily thanksgiving to Almighty God, both
in public and private, and He knows with what sincerity, that we were
ever conducted, by his providence, to this shore. Such great favors, in so
short a time, and mixed with so few trials., are to be ascribed to nothing
but Hisspecial blessing. This veacknowledge. Weonly waintthe gratitude
which such signal favors call for. Nor are we willing to close this paper,
without adding a heartfelt testimonial of the deep obligations we owe to our
American patrons and best earthly benefactors, whose wisdom pointed us
to this home of our nation, and whose active and persevering benevolence
enabled us to reach it. Judge, then, of the feelings with which'we hear
the motiVes and doings of the Colonization Society traduced-and that, too,
by men too ignorant to know what that society has accomplished, too
weak to look through its plans and, intentions, or too dishonest to ac-
knowledge either. But, without pretending to any prophetic sagacity, we
can certainly predict to that society the ultimate triumph of their hopes
and labors, and disappointment and defeat to all who oppose them. Men
may theorize and speculate about their plans in America, but there can be
no speculation here. The cheerful abodes of civilization and happiness
which are scattered over this verdant mountain-the flourishing set-
tlements which are spreading around it-the sound of Christian in-
struction, and scenes of Christian worship, which Wre heard and seen
in this land of brooding pagan darkness-a thousand contented freemen
united in founding a new Christian empire, happy themselves, and the
instruments of happiness to others-every object, every individual, is an
argument, is demonstration of the wisdom and goodness of the plan of
colonization.
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EXTRACTS FROM T. F. BUXTONYS WORK ON THE AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE,

AND ITS REMEDY-LONDON, 1.841. :

Our calculation may thus be brought into a narrow compass:
1Of ,joo0 victims-to the slave trade, one-half perish in the seizure,

-nnrch, and detention * . . - 500
YOf consequently embarked, one-fourth, or 25 per cent., perish.

he middle passage - - - . - - 125
Of the remaining 375 landed. one-fifth, or 20 per cent., perish in
- the seasoning .. .- - - - 75

Total loss - .. - 700

So that 300 negroes only, or three-tenths of the whole number of vic-
tims, remain alive at the end of a year after their deportation; and the
number of lives sacrificed by the system bears, to the number of slaves
available to the planter, the proportion of seven to three.
Then, applying this calculation to the number annually landed

at Brazil, Cuba, &c., which I have rated at - - - 150,000
Of these, one-fifth die in the seasoning - - 30,000

Leaving available to the planter - - - - 120,000
The number of lives annually sacrificed, being in the propor-

tion of seven to three - - - - - 280,000

Annual victims of Christian slave trade 400.000

Proceeding in like manner with the M1ohatmmedan slave trade, we find
the numbers to be-
Exported by the Imauti of Muscat -
'Carried across the desert

Loss by seizure, march, and detention

zAnnulal victims of Mohian
Annual victims of Christiz

Annual loss to i

A This amount may be verified
Taking the annual victims at
One-half perish before embarkation

Embarked
One-fourth in the middle riassange
Landed
One-fifth in the seasoning

Available -

-30,000
- - 20,000

50,000
50,000

inmedan slave trade - - - 100,000
in slave trade - - - 400,000

Africa 500,000

in the following manner:
---

- - 400,000

n ,0- 200,000
----- - 200,000
---- - - 50,000

1l60,000
- ..- - i - -, 310,000

t It may be objected that the logs iriaing frnm detention at the Mlohammedin .lave markets ij
mIot so great as that which takes place in the tlarracoons in the transatlantic trade, but, ona teh
other hand, the pnarch is much more' destructive to human life-, we mnay therefore fairlyfeafeuflat
that, in the three items of seizure, march, ardd detention, the average mbrtalityi equal to that ill'
the former case, which we estimated at " one life sacriflet for every slave embarked." I

72
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"3J4is: impossible. for any one to reach thisresult without:suspecting,;as
well as hoping, that it, mustvbe an exaggeration, and yet there are those-
who think that this is too low an estimate it

IhaAe,'n m a;f , without.teiving.thet;ata
.whiich'it rests; neither have I extracted from those data aip' im'i der~ie'-
'ih'feretnwe. I think that the reader, on going o6er the calculations , ,ill Oer?
.cej~ve that 'I have, in' almost every instance, a6ate tlle dedudtio which
ii'ii'ght Wivl i justice have been made. If, theni, we are to put coCnfidence ix
.ihe authorities which lhave quoted, (most of'them official,) we cannot
avoid the conclusion, terrible as it is, that the slave trade annually dooms
Th';he horrors of slavery-

('Cristian - -. - - - - 120,O000
'''hloha'titiledan -'- - - - - .0,000-o

170.,000
Anl murders-

Christian: - - - - - °SO;OOO'
; Woh'amrnedan - * - 50,000

330,000

;;--. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t5'00,0.0.0
.5 s5 * *e l, 0--

; ee more, thenr, I must declare my conviction that the trade will
fever he suppressed by thlesystem hitherto pursued.t You will be de-
friaid hv its enormous gains.' You may throw impediments in the way
(,' ihe:mseniscreants; you may augment their peril; you mpay reduce their
profits'; 'but enough, and more than enough, will remain to baffle all your
efforts. * *
"'.'General Turner, Governor of Sierra Leone, appears to have been a man
bf vi'gor'rous and enlarged mind; had he lived, he xvold probably have
dlone-mich Jor the suppression of thee slave trade. His reports are the

6Fe -interesting' to. me, because I find that his views as to the mode of

* Mr. Ranrikin says: "The old and netv Calabar, the Bonny, Whydah, and the Oallinas,
Ir~ii64114 an inexhaustible supply for the Frencli islands of the West Indies,'Rin Janeiro, HlIa-
vilaQia6d the Brazils, where, notwithstanding every opposition and hinnderance from the BritiA
cruisex,. one hiindred thousand are supposed to arrive in safety annually; five times that number
bavingbeen Ins"t by capture or death. Death thins the cargoes in various modes; suicide de-
W'stroirin many'e and mayiv are thrown overboard ,at the close of' the voyage;' for, as a duty of ten
l'ti'irs' ia's lety the Brazilian Government upon each slave upon landing, such as seem unlikely
I" survive, or to bring a price sufficiently high to cover this customnhouse tax, are.. purposely
dirjo~wned lcfore entering port. Those* only es'ape these wholesale murders 'who will probably
,r.ecor health anl fle.h whenremoved to the fattening pens of the sFlave. farnmer, a man who con-
tr~acts to feed uip the skeletons to a marketable appearance.".-(Vol. ii, p. 71.)
4 Itvmay, perhaps, be observed that this result disagrees with that given iu the former editions

pthiswork.. The fart is, nn-revising.my calculation, .I found .I had adopted an erroneouqs method
cJ. M-puting the lereentage, which made my result fall considerably short of tbe reality. Tfbis

tcitinite, enoyinotis as it is, I might. have still further augmented, fir I oind (as stitted in note,
1,4gez6) that the annual lMohammedan export from the eastern coast is,..nownsverained to
jili.ruJo 6(,000, belna 20,000 more than I haid rated it; ariu, as we agsunw an equal wnmber
rqi-jstisn the.seiztre, march, and detention, 40,000 might fairly he added to the aunm'umt above

fjzscs. - But enough, awd more than enough, hna been proved to eittablish my argumielnt.
T.tMacleain ,-n.rteer,,dted 16thUctobfr,. l38 savs: .My neghbpr ( ma yIAt callbirn)

at.IWhy41b,?iljcarrjes onran extrnwsilAvetrad:jutdgiig Iy thegrsn.uinberyc'
eecougigpeedtqn.h4itm, She, myst ship a vast riuirtjer aslsvesannuislv. Htideclana, unI" dWitl

tr~ut~h^,bt all the .abive tr~atieasig di ig thelast twentmv-ive vears have nPeer caused himfto.
exjort. an0e ;ci&VO i!,werthal ke would have done otherwise
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accomplishing that object closely correspond with those which I have
adopted.. -He appears to think that the abolition is to be-effected by means
of treaties with tie native Polwersiby engaging. them tb lend their assist-
ance, by thus rooting otit the slave trader from.his usual field of exertion,
and by the employment of steamers on The coast; above all, by the inflta-
ence of legitimate commerce.

Bxzracts from despaitches from Mojor General Turner, late Governor
of Sierra Leonc, dated

"J ULY 20, 1825.,
"The great increase of the slave trade in this neighborhood, together

with the inadequacy of, the ships of war on the station, have caused me to
turn my attention seriously to the evil, as well as to the remedy for it; and
whilst I admit the evil to exist to a shameful extent, I am happy to say,
that i will undertake, at little or no expense, without the aid of the navy,
without compromising the Government, anid without risk of failure, to
complete in six months such arrangements as will prevent any vessel, of
any nation, carrying ,away a cargo of slaves from western Africa; and I
pledge myself that the completion of. these measvires vill produce to Afi ica
more peace anld good order, more indrisrry,plrrosperity, and morality, arnd
to, England a larger and better field, for the exercise olf her benevolence.

Z.~~~ ~.,x *.ig

Encgland should prevent the collection of These unhappy 'victims, anid
bestow her care upon nations with knowledge to appreciate and char.
acter to retain the advantage of an intercourse with her.; that there
are such nations within owr reach, and that they are anxious to open a corn-
mn uanicatiou with us, is within my knowledge ; arid that-. will accom-
plish all these objects without much expense, if approved of, I pledge
myself. If there should be any doubt, 1 should beg that those whoG
know me best may be referred to, whether I am likely to engage in wild
visionary schemes. Should stich measures be approved of; all I want from
England are two small steamboats.
"These two boats, in addition to the one already ordered for the general!

work of this extended command, will be enough to occupy and nmaintaim
our sovereignty over the various rivers from Senegal to the Gold Coast-
a sovereignty which I will procure from the natives. if approved of, at a
small expense ; and I will establish atid mnaintaiti the Bri.is'i flag on theol1,
which will cause them to be considered British waters. and give uis th.e-
power to exclude all nations from themn."

"O)c'romr. iS1525.6
"On approaching the Sherbro, I caused tih8 ksinig alld cljef of temIwari-

time districts engaged in the war to be:,ssetrnbled and as they ihaalnl
ead3y applied to mne for protection against their eriemes. I inforniod mthlnmm

thlam the only condition tlup)oin which I would grant tilemr.efctmld. sec mlryth
ivonild he the giving li) forever thje slave trade. tnaking over to mte for they
King of England the sovereignty of their territories. ackl-n''le(laing the
lauws of England, layhimg down their arms in fitm presei wvar, amid agreeimnct
never to niidiertale any other without. the uensosetlt of Jihe cDorw0l0 ent
sierra Leintje for tihe tinmt bkein. They iimiediamlclv agreed to tlhse terms,
anid a treaty was accordingly si;ginled atld ratified.. i! pr n'um.le *3 all the
people. -
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"!scBy this treaty, upwardsododie hahdred miles of sea'coast areaddi dt'
this colony-a circutmstan'c-e'wwthci 'vt-is particular cas-e; will tend grdat y
46 increase its trade atid general prOf6p6eriteP;-
"As regards the slave trade, the district now ceded' has, formiany years

*back, been the theatre of its most activev e operations in this or perhaps any
otlier tart ofthe coast; 'and the best'information that I can collect war-
rants. mny stating the number''annually' exported at not less than fifteen
tholuisantd, All of whon wvill in future be employed in cultivating the., soil,
.re .ariirng and c6IT1itng articles of export, and improv'ing their owii con-~ditioll..

4,
- *'. 4 '4 .* * * 4'..

"The 6ther parties erigage.d'ir the war, and who are an inland people,j
sent a inessenger to, to desire that thev would no longer carry oni the war,
dis 1' had taken the Oouintry under my protection; they expressed their
wvillit'gness for petice,'and sone of the principal men among them' came
downvi and begged 'to be Miken. under our protection, which was done.' I
*cotild riot remiiniai long elduigh in the Sherbro to iecieve the more distant
ones; bUt I'l ake no doubt I shal-l be ablc to bring about a general peace
throtihotut these counttries. and 'cause the king's and chiefs to turn their
.attcLtioN0 to more lhumane ai d profitable pursuits.
.::'* * 4. 4*

"The'affai rs o this colony (Sierra Le.o6ne) are taking, a much wider range,
.PI'd the valuable 'iroducts of the interior are finding their way here ini
miuclch larger proportion than formerly, and thie influx 'of. strangers from
ver- distant nations is verve great. Thlie name and character of the colony
are spreading rapidly. as isisroved by the repeated messngers sent to ?fe
froii the rulers of diistant nratiOns, aid the eagerness with which they
.teek ezndried6'lp {rnd alliance. Our influence and authority with the
'sahlier Sttates imimediately around are gettinggreater, and the heneficial
results verv visible. 4'' *
hemnost powerful Of tileCl, the king'oftheo Mandingoes, has placed
itself inudcr our orders.".

"NOVEMBER 1, 1825.
".1. have just received from chiefs to the northward of this colonv ant

offer to give ns the soVdrE'igyntV of their country. and to abolish 'forever
tite ilave trade, receiving, in return, our- protection and the benefits of a
free trade with us."

DECEMBER 20, 1825.
Reports the success of his expedition up the rivers Rokell 'and Port Logo,

which, by their junction, fortii the river and harbor of Sierra Leonie.
'Ihe Rokell is the direct route to the countries rotund the source of the
Niger.' .

Having overcome the difficulties which had called for his active "inter-
feretice, (Gerieral Turner entered into a convention wit'h the' le th
substance of which I give in'his own words: 'o'','th
'The conivention, in the first place,'pluts al effective stop to' a1 isave
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trading, tojintprnal..Nwars, a scodirge more baneful to Africa than the slave.
trades itself,; and gives security and stability to persons .and propertyi;Jit
cjailse the chiefs and others to become industrious inl order to.procure
either by cnlltivatioii or trade, those articles of luxury which they formerly?
acquired by.the .sale 01 slaves or plunder in war; it will lead, to civilizea
tion, morality, and a desire of education and useful knowledge, by showv,
ing the advantage which.educated men will have in trade over uneducated.
ones;. and. theibeconiing provinces .of this Government will create a strong,
desire t6 learn our language anid religion.
"To us it will have the effect of greatly extending the sphere of our,

mercantile transactions, by enabling agents and travellers to pass through
the country in security, of extending and improving our geographica-
kiuowrledgge, of obtaining correct information of the power, wealth, and.
resources of each nation, and thereby forming, in the course of timer,.a.
large outlet for our manifactured goods, and of receiving, in return, vapind
able raw materials, and of spreadinlg. throughout distant nations iinpres-
sions of our wealth, influence, and greatness.. These facts are already
beginning to be felt, and the surrounding countries generally,.(with the ex-.
ception of a few factious chiefs who live. by plundering travellers,) aware
of the advantage of being connected with Sierra Leone, are petitionilug.
this Government to interfere to put an end to their wvars, and. to take them.
under its protection. Your lordship will observe, that the public are pvt
o.no expense for the accomplishment qf these objects; that there. is no,
increase of our military establishments required.

X F * * *

"I would submit that a small yearly salary should be given to each native
chief placed in charge of these provinces or districts, from £50 to £100
per year."

I have given these extracts at considerable length, because they are.
highly valuable, as showing, on the testimony of a person who had great
experience, that the true wvay to suppress the slave trade, and to extricate
Africa from its present abyss of misery, is tW be found in friendly inter.-
course with the natives, in the encouragement of their legitimate. trade,
in the cultivation of the soil, and in alliances with them for the suppression.
of the slave traffic. Acting upon this system, he says "4I have-jliltle.
doubt but I shall have the honor, ere long, to announce to your lordship,
the total. abolition of the slave trade for one thousand miles around me,,
and a ten fold increase to the trade of this colony."

I may be permitted to relate the melancholy but to me highly interest-.
ing termination: of the career of this officer. Inl the early part of the.
spring of 1826, fie proceeded to the Sherbro country, for the purpose of':
consolidating those arrangements for the abolition of the slave trade which
he had entered into with the king and the native chiefs. On his.arrivalat
the Sherbrn, he discovered that the great slave traders, who had retired frorrn.
that district on the signing of the convention prohibiting the exportatiom:
of slaves, had joined with those of the Gallinas, and had come to the res-
olution of establishing the slave trade by force, even in the districts where,.
it. had been voluntarily gi'en up by the native chiefs, and were then
assembled in force up the Boom river, seizing otir people, and putting at

defiance our power and our rights.
Upon this band of miscreants he made a successful attack, and he con-
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eludes 9is desvpatch on tfte'ed'of iMarch, 1826; bby sayitig: "'Aftercuar ifig
Awaylthe, gtirs' and stores, and destroying bv fre the 'r'wn ttd.neighhbor-
hood; woe emibarked. and got safely to the Shipping in the& Sherbto on the
23d, after desiroying th6& two 1rlnip)lwstrbhotl'ds,) with iglt siailler'
towns: where these. wretches kept their Victits' in chains tultil the ships
were ready to receive them; and I sincerely trust that this lesson *rill
teach the deluded 'of this country not to-put f:irther faith il the vain

e-
as

ings 'of these wicked-people, who, by administering to the Urdrst passions
of the ignorant and unfortunate inhabitants, not ovlay deppu'ie a#id ttrkn
into deserts the mostfiertile plains 'which Il have ever seen, but 'so blunt
their feelings and brtltalize their natures- that for a few bottles of ratu and
heads of tobacco the parent is found, without remorse, casting away his
offspring.- Each village is engaged 'against the other' for the purpose -of
making prisoners; and men, like beasts of prey, are ever on the watch to
seize their neighbors anid their fellow-men.

I received art account of this expedition from a gentleman who joined'
it as a voltuteer. He spoke of the conduct of General'Tutrber with adtli-
ration. Not content with 'heading' the attack, and commanding the bats
in the descent; he took with his own hands the soundings' of every part of
the river, and itndelirvent 'more physical toil tlhan'the lowest of the crew.
lHe paid the'greatest attention to the health of all his-party. and adminis-
tered medicine to thbm upon the slightest symptom of incipient fever.
The 'only point of which he was regardless wva9s his own health', and' to
this imprudence hie fell a victim. One of his officers ventured to remon-
strate with him on the subject, and told him that he saw he was indisposed.
The general replied, that nothing could touch his iron constitution ; that he
iievbre had taken a dose of physic, and never wotild. Onl his' arrival at
Sierra Leone, he wrote with his own hands the despatch dated March 2d,
from which I have already made quotations. On the 3d of March he
begins a' short letter to Lord Bathurst thus " I lnment exceedingly ;that
an attack of fever' got up the Boom river should )revellt myhaving the
honor of submitting to your lordship observations upon the bearings'whicA
the circumstances detailed in my despatch of the 2d inst. have upon
the state of this unhappy country, and the prospects which they hold out
for a great revolution- in the: affairs of the inhabitants." After adverting,
in three lines, to the expedition, he says: "Although' the bar of the?
Galliwas river' is an extremely 'difficult and hazardous undertaking, I think
that, by blockading them, and 'making a strong party there' I shall comn-
pletely break up the slave trade, and stop forever, from those shores, the'
export of nearr thirty 'thousand slaves annually, substituting agriculture,
sectifity of person and property, industry, civilization, and knowledge of
the Christian religion'. At all events, if my health is restored, I will do rny
best.

iAccording to iny informatit. he found the general at his'desk, quite in-
senrsible, with his pen stillin his hand, and this letter before hinl. It is
well worth notice that,'in 'his last. words, he should have dwelt UI)Ot the
extinction of the' slave trade, by the substitution of agricxtltilre, security of
personriand property;,irrdustry, civilization and knowvledge"'of 'the Christian
religion.

'The effect of General Turner's meastures are' thus described by his Suc-
cessor, in a-despatch dated 2d of July, 1826':
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"'-The nieasures adopted by General Turner have secured peaee;
0~d' traniquilliy ,to- a large :extent ofi country, have destroyed ai''iftia!
*.eort, of at least fifteen thotisald' slaves,and hiaike'bevenht&all tli'3
*retchddh'ess; misery, and bleodshed,which 'would oth&Wile have 't-
tei6ded the'makiing of these slavds.
E. fi I' * *v

"More real service has been performed by him towards the abolitibn 'of
thefslave trade, and that, too,:permaned'tly, should.. si. measure&Obe WleN
'owed up, than by all the other rheans employed by His Majesty's§Gd'V

-ernmeint fbr that puipdse."
I cannot express how deeply I deplore that twelve years should Via i

*elapsed, in which little or' nothing has been done by the Governmenit hii
furtherance of views so sound, so enlightened, and'so promisilig. i

Colonel Nicholls, whow as governor of Ferniando Po during our oc'ct.i
nation of that island, and who has had, 'perhaps, as much kndwledgbe
derived from experience, as ay'mari, of the nature of -the slave trade-, ad
-of the most effectual modes of preventirig it, in a memorial to Governmentbl
in 1830, thus describes his general vi6w:

"'There is one means, aid I am persuaded but one effectual' meransof
*destroyiihgthe slave trade; which is, by introducing aliberd1i and v/ell.
pregulated system of comrtierce 'on the coast of Africa. At'ritihe
'African is led to depend principally on the slave dealers for his siuppfie of
manufactured articles, of which he is so fond, and starids so much; in need;
The individuals engaged in this traffic are persons of the most inffimous
.aid unprincipled description; they come in- their ships to thde inouiths'of
the different unexplored rivers; where they laid a quantity of'trade goods
-of the worst kind; aMd, leaving their supercargoes to'exchang6eheM w-ith
the chiefs for slaves, return 'to the sea whilst their cargoes"are collecting,
where, as pirates, they rob our merchant ships, murder their creivs, and,
when glutted with plunder, retiirn to the coast to ship their victirns,'fro
whom they pay about £7 or £R apiece, and sell thlmn for 270 '280, or
£ioo each. In' conducting' the barter for these poor creaturess - iti 'the
chiefs, the, slavers' are frequently guilty of every sort 'of viol~eceindin'
justice. Of this the chiefs are well' aware, and' submit to it only bleaiftce
they have no redress. Were it put' in their power to procure better-tinanuit-
factured goods frorui merchants who would' have some regard 'to justai&

rind fair dealing in 'their transactions with them, they would eagerly giv
"them' the preference, particularly if they were protected'from :the ;re
:sentmcnt of the slave dealers.'

"I will'givhe, as' ieatly as I' can recollect, the substance of a cotveriation
which passed'betweenloie of the' native chiefs and myself oja this subj'edt
1 began lby asking hiim how he could act so unwisely as to sell his'-otn.
'trvnien for £7 or £RS, *hen he mihlit render them so much 'mbre profiralle
to hirm by making thehti labor? The chief mused a'while,'and'thent-sai'd;
<'If von will show me how this is to be done, I will take your advice'
I asked him how much'palin oil a man could collect during the sedsoeri ?
'Frdin one to two tuins,' was his answer.. 'Ithoniiiquiired'h"oW-a::'mdi
tcoild lye emtnploVed whlien it was not' the -palm oil season?3'In'cuttih;
down and squaring wood, gathering eleplhant's teeth, tending' cattle, aald
cultivatingl rice, corn, und yams.' was the reply. I then said to.him,
'Supp6'se a man' collects a; tun and a half of palm oil'in a sdas6'i ;'that,
*accorcling to its present value. will amount to 11 or 212 ; aud suppose
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he,.picks up ~pe.l~ephjant's tooth, the value pf whichis about 2,9. porpound,.
} ~ig it Itrequeptly fifty pounds; but-reclkon it at one-half.thatweight

that wjtil!hb9l223iQs~more. Trhe. value ofq bqpse two articles alone will be
near~y4,dou~blq ,wlat his, price bbringsyou,_if yqou sellhirn ;.apdthis ha
would bring you every year, allowing, him all tihe ot~h-r kinds of. his
labor for-his own maintenance. Upon this simple calculation, the truth of
wh~iph cannot be enied, what a loser you are by selling him., sides,
you get goods inferior, jbotlh in quality and quantity,,to those youcould
prop'ure by, exchanging the produce of this man'silabor,withkritish mer-
chants.' The chief acknowledged I was right;. but said that; when I
wuas ;gone, the slavers would come, and if he did not get slaves for them,
they, -would, burn his town, and perhaps take away himself and his :family,.
in l)lace ofthe slaves they expected him to collect for them; but that if this.
could be;prveyntedi-he;wonld sell noi more slaves. I' then told him, if he
prornised this, I.. would come to his assistance,jin. case the slavers corm.
mitted any violence against him, aild put. the, miscreants in his power -

that J should advise him to assemble, his head men and try and punish
thle delinquents by his owvn.law, and I. thought they would, not trouble him
again., I assured him, that he and his countrymen were considered by us
as much .bettermen than these slavers, and that we would protect them if'
they'would trade fairly, with us in other produce than slaves.

"This chief drove off the first-slaver that-came, asi I directed him; he is.
nIow carrying on a, thriving trade, and his peopleare more civil and kind
to, us than any I. have yet seen. I feel convinced that I could influence all'
the chiefs along the coast in the same manner; but, to be able to effect
this, it, %ould be necessary, to have the tneans of moving from one place to,
another, with a degree of celerity that a steam vessel alone could give us.
This would be requisite, both to enable us,-to keep our promise of pro-
tecting,.thli, chiefs from the slavers, and also for the purpose of going, up.
the rivers,, which are at present unknown to us, with the least possible risk.
Of health orz loss of time.

"Steamboats would also be of incalculable use to commerce, by towing:
ships over.bars and agitated currents, whilst, as a means of catching the
slave, ships, and protecting the coast .from the depredations of their, crews,
three steamers would effect more than the expensive squadron now, main-
tained there. These three vessels should carry four heavy guns each, be
ofas light a draught. of water as possible, and be manned with fifty white*
and fifty black men each; they would not cost one-half as much as one
large frigate, one corvette, and two gun brigs, whilst they would be an.
infinitely more efficient means of attaining the end proposed by the use of'
them. I pledge myself to put an. end to the whole of our expense, and
totally, to suppress the slave trade in two years. But if this plan be not
adopted, we may go on paying over and over again for the liberated AfriM
cans, to the end of time, without performing any thing beneficial, in their
behalf."

Mr.. Rendell,- who was governor of the Gambia, (where he died,) it
appiears,%contemplated, s'ome years ago, a. plan for the suppression of the
slave trade, and had made some progress in a letter intended to be ad-

* Col. Nicolls now thinks that a much smaller number of white sailors would be sufficienL
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dressed to the Duke of Wellington. I extract a rew-.passages from it,
-,which will serve To show that experience tcoodilcedhi 'to e cshare co-
clusign as that which has been arrived at by Lhe authorities 1'have aOre6'd"y
cited. In the ihtroductidn he says: "Of all the measures calculated to
ensure the prosperity of Africa,'none: promises so well as the enc sirage-
rneO1t of it§ legitimate commercee and -agriculture." He 'recommends' thee
immediate clearance and cultivation of' a district, "4 which would -at, d'r?6
embrace two of theM'nmost important objects, viz :the- irmprovemetint' in'
salubrity, and the production of such articles of export as would rlnd6i66
the colony valuable to the mother country." 'Give," hie says,'; an Withii
pulse to industry, by-establishing model plantations; let moral an'd fr&:
Jigious education'go hand in'hand; and thus most firmly do- I believe ihat
the grbat arnd benevolent' objects of the real 'friends of 'Africa will bermost
securely attained." " Government," he. adds, "' must begin, by, showing
to the natives the practicability and profit of cultivation." But he is cob-
vinced that 'the'outlay thus required would be speedily and abtirida'ntl
repaid. He speaks of cotton, coffee, indigo, aid ginger, as being' the prb
duce that would thrive the best.'

I now insert some .:extracts,' bearing on the same points, which I find in
Mr. McQueen's " View of Northern Central Africa "
"There is no effeoient way to arrest the progress of this deep-rooted evil,

but to teach the negroes useful knowledge and the arts of civilized life.
Left to themselves, 'the negroes will never effectually accomplish this. It
must be done by a mighty'power,'who will Itake them' under its' prote..
tion-, a- power sufficiently bold, enlightened,'anid just,' to burst asiinder
the chains-of that grovelling superstition which enthrall-nd debasesi§fieir
minds, and that, with the voice of authority, can' unite the' present, jarring
elements which exist in Africa,' and direct them to honorable' and useful'
pursuits. Till the native princes are: taught that they may be rich without'
selling men, arid till Africa is shown that it is in the labor 'an'd industryt"
of her population, and in the cultivation of' her soil, that trite -eglth'con;
sists, and till that population see a'power which can protect 'them from,
such degrading bondage, there can be no' security for liberty or property
in Africa ;"and, consequently, no wish or hope for' improvement amongst
her population. "

"It is in Africa that this evil must be rooted out-by African hands andc
African exertions chiefly that it can be destroyed. It is a. waste of time.,
and a waste'of means, an aggravation of the disorder, to keep lopping,
off the smaller branches of a malignant, a vigorous, and reproductive'
plant, while the root and stem remain uninjured, carefully supplied withk
nourishment, and beyond our reach. Half the sums we have expended,
in this manner would have rooted "up slavery forever.. ,Only teach them.
and show them that we will give theme more for their produce than for the;
hand that rears it, and the work is done. All other methods and'means'
will prove ineffectual. "

* * nX * *X' @A.

"The change contemplated in Africa could not be wrought in aday. But
were- we once firmnlv established 'in a' comnminding attitude on the Ni'i',;
and an end put to the two great scourges of Africa, superstition an(i6
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external slave trade, the progress of improvement would be rapid, and-the
advantages great.

*>1 5 f i . - ' , ' - , ' , , , ':
,":6othi~ng can be done, nothing ever will be done, to alter their present

iindoeit' anld inactive mode of life, till justice and general; security are
spread throughout these extensive regions. It would -be vain to expect
industry or exertion on their parts, in order to-procuresthe comforts and
the luxuries of life, when no one can call any thing he may possess his ow'n,
oriwhere the superior.wealth which he does possess serves ;only to mark.
him out -as tle prey of tile unfeeling robber or sovereign despot."
The opinions also of travellers, who have visited different.parts of Africa

at different- times, are very similar,. both as tu the capabilities of "Africa,
ind as to the opposite effects produced by the antagonist systems of the
sla'e 'trade and legitimate commerce; and they concur ill declaring that the
vncouragement of the one ever tends to the destruction of the other. This
tMAth was admitted even by Golberry, who was so far from being carried
.a ay by the phantoms of philanthropy, that he owns he feltsotne diffi-
culty in' checking tle- expression of his "s just. indignatio"ll against the
-1cruel theories" of those pretended philosophers, who imposed on the
vulgar by decrying ;the slave trade.
"I have :also observed," says Golberry, "that this surface of Africa

.(411 the country between Cape Blanco and Cape Palmas) is at [asit
tfiree hundred and seventy-fotur thousand four hundred square leagues,
which is more than a fifth of the total superfices of this large continent;
aindithat, if we should one day be enabled to traverse freely and habit-
ally' this extensive space, not only Europe would discover new sources

of wealth and ne'w, objects for industry, but that, by a natural and in-
evitable consequence, the, whole of. Africa would soon be enlightened, and
every tfinig which. yet remains ambiguous in' the centre of this continent
would; be laid open to investigation.

' There is reason to presume that, more active relations, together with
*agri'dultural and. mercantile establishments, and whiolesome institutions,
TIhiosie.object should be; the instruction and civilization, of. the negroes,
would, in the course of fifteen years, augment these products from thirty
to more than sixty millions;* and if, during this period, England.'and
France act in unison, if the Governments of tile two first nations in the
world were t6 proceed with emiilation in PiursUit of ihe safre object, 'then,
far from the slave trdde being augmented,-it would sioh 'diiniishi to one-
half,'arid 'it' would quickly be abolished by a naitiral corisequenrce; the
inexhaustible fertility.of a soil'whidh'the natives would learn to cultivate,
andwhice 'has hitlerto remained, in a manner'of speaking, abandoned to
nature, -would adidiinister to the-'wants, tid enjdytne ts of Europe, the
Afrkan' 'would beconme civilized, and the ardent wishes of a 'rational
,1iilosophy would spbedily be' adortplibsied."

Robertson speaks to the 'saifie effect: "I1f-Africa is to he made subservient
to the views of Europe, iet her have an interest in her own 'labor, and& that
interest will be the strongest and best secutlity for her friendship.' Show
her'the advantages of industry, and will she deviate so far from the 'usual
motives which actuate mankind as not to cultivate such a connexion, inI
oride, tto Impyrove.her own condition There is but one system for us,

Fraucs.
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which 'can secure-her friendshiptand her social-intercourse; and th

dquitabr' t on horandrheririgheas.t.. ;
arls te'sitimo-ny~is similar: " It cannot, however, admit of a doubt that,

all the rich and valuable productionss, both of the East and West, Indies,
might easily be naturalized, and, brought to: the utmost perfection, in thp:
tropical parts of this immense continent. Nothing iswwanting':to this end
but. eXample, to enlighten the -minds of the natives,; and instrtuctiono.
enable them to direct their industry to proper objects. It was not possible.
for'me to bhtil'd the wonderful fertility of the soil, the vast herds of cattle'
proper both for labor and,food, and a variety of other 'ircunstances,
favorable to colonization and agriculture, and reflect, withal,:on the means
which presented themselves of a vast inland navigation, without lament-
ing that a country-so; abundantly gifted and favored, by nature, ;shQuld
rerinain in its present savage and neglected state. Much more.did I lamerit
that a people. of mainers and disposition so gentle and benevolent, should
either be left' as 'they now are, immersed in the, gross and -uncomfortable!
blindness of pagan superstition, or permitted to become converts to a sys-
tem of. bigotry and fanaticism which, without enlightening, the mind, often
debases .the heart."

Mr. Laird, discllssing the best mode of establishing trade and. of civil-'
izing Africa, proposes establishing, a phain of British posts uip the.; Niger,,
aind across to the Gambia. He proposes six or seven stations, and says.:!
"There are two ways in which this might be done. with comparative
economy: the one, byh merely establishing a trading post; the. other., by!
acquiring a small territory and importing West Indian and American free
liegroes, wlho would bring with them: the knowledge they have acquired,
in the cultivation of sugar and other tropical produce, and would form,
in fact, agricultural school, for the benefit of the surrou rding population.

"B'y the Niger, the whole of western Africa Ronald be embraced; by .the,
Sharry, (which I have no doubt will be tound nniriaiabe to the meridian of.
25° east longitude,) a communication:% would be. open'Ad with all the nations
inhabiting the' unknown countries between the Niger and the t'ble. rit-
ish influence and enterprise would thereby peretrate into the remotest
recesses of the country.; cone hundred millions of ppeI,3 woul d-be brought
into direct contact with. th<; Civilized world'; new and boundless marked
would be opened to our :niniufactures; a continent teem g.with inex-,
lhaustible fertility wold yie'd her riches to our traders; not- merely a.,
nation, but huidreds of na'i )ns, would be awakened from the-lethargy-of
centuries, and become use;. andl 4'ctive members of the great common-
wealth of mankind; and every Biuiish station would become,'a.centre from,
whence religioti and comn'erce would radiate their' influence over the sur.-
rouvnding country. Who can calculate the effect that- would be producfe4,
if such a plan were foll'owerl out, and A.fricafreed from hier. chains niora
ard physical, allowed' to developed her energies in, peace and security ;
parallel can be drawn, no comparison can be instituted,'between4 AfrCa,
enslaved, anid Africa free and unfettered."

Lander confirms dhese views: "It ismore tlin.probable, as we hyte
now ascertairned, that a water communication may be carrie'd.onj.'writh so'
extensive a part of the interior of Africa, that a coniiderahletirado will be
opened with the country through which we have passed; The- hatiVIC
ornlt require :to knrow what is' vatited' fromn them-.:ni'd 'toj b' 'siP'sri,
they evill hav e i return, and much produce, that is now lost f~"ngle~t,
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will be turned to a considerable account. The countries situated on the
bitbks 6f iNiger will -become frequented from all the adjacent parts,; d"
this magnificent stream will assume an appearance it has never yet dis

Mlajor'Gray, summing up the means for bringing the Africans to a siata
of eivilizatioiand 'relieving the people from the tyranny of their ciiefs,.

-" It 'has -occurred to me there are no means more available, and, I
may add,-more speedily practicable, thanithe enlargemenit of 6ur inter-
cotrse-- with the people, and the encouragement and protection:o6f' the in;-)
terflal commerce of Africa. By this,'e can improve them in the way of"
exaniple; by the other, we can benefit them and ourselves in the way of-,
iritercltanige' of corhimodity; our habits and our manners will gain upon'
them in time, and our skill tend to stimulate and encourage theirs
"By increasing their commerce; we also obtain anf6ter happy consumrna-

tioti Fwe give them employment, and we consequently, to'a certain extent
secure them from the incessant meddling of their' maraboos. We could
congregate them in greater numbers together and therefore the'more readily
iiisthrct them'; 'and I1 may' venture to add, that if a fair trial of zeal were
uged' in: such a delightful employment, within a very few years they would
prove themselves not unfitted for the enjoyment of liberal institutions.

'That there are powers of mind in the Africani, it were quite idle to dis-
p ute, that ;the productionsof the country are capable of being beneficially
employed, must, I think, be equally incontestable' to any one who has
carefully perused'the preceding pages; and, to act with honesty, we should
not ftllow both, or either, to lie forever'dormant."'
"The European Governments,"- says Burckhardt,"'who have settlements

on-the coasts of Africa, may contribute to it by commerce, and by the 'in-
troduction among, the negroes of arts and industry."

Captain W. Allen, R. N.,* in a letter addressed to me, A ugust, 1839,'
observes: s I have' read. your 'Remedy' with great interest and atten-
tiOn "the m6re so, as I find" imbodied in it all the ideas I had formed sor.
the 6d-ame subject, dedticed from observations written on the spot.1'
There is no species of argument which carries'with it a greater force of

conviction to, my mind than the concurrence of a variety of persons, who,'
being competent to judge, and', having opportunities of forming a sound
judgment, examine a given object with very different purposes, from very
different points of;view, yet arrive, without concert or previous communi.
cation,'at the same -conclusion. In the case before us, we collect the un-
published despatches,' letters, and journals, of che several governors' 'of
Sierra Leone, Fernando Po, the Gambia, and the Gold Coast. These
documents were written at different times, with no view to publication,
and there was no connexion between the officers who wrote them. Dif-
fering ' on' many points, they harmonize exactly on those which affect'my
cbse. Each speaks of the exuberant fertility of the soil; each laments the
desolation which, in spite of nature, prevails; and each looks to the culti-
vationdof 'these fertile lands, and to the growth of legitimate commerce, as
the remedy to the distractions of Africa and the horrors of the slave
trade. 'For example, it appears that General Turner at Sierra Leone, and
Coloill Nicolls of Fernando Po, had in view much such a plan as I have

!:Captain W. Allen wag employed by the Admiralty to ascend the Niger in Laird and Old..
field's;expeditionn;
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suggested, when they spoke in their dispatch s of .putting an end to thj
blave trade'in two or three years. This unconscious union betwe n
themselves ,is tiot all. The views of these gen'tlemene correspondi w
those which I find in thexpriyate journals of the missionaries, whojbaye
:gathered their experience and formed their opinion while laboring among
the native' tribes of the Gambia. That which is .the opinion of these
soldiers and of these. teachers of religion, turns qut to be the opinion of the
most distinguished triavellers and of intelligent traders. CaLptain Becroft,
who traded on the, western coast, and Captain Raymond, who did the
same on thie eastern, tell me that trade, springing from the cultivation pf
the soil, will, and that nothing else, will, abolish the slave trade.

This uniformity of opinion between governors and missionaries, traveled
lers and traders, stops not here. Mr. McQueen and Mr. Clarlkson, who
have spent their lives in studying Africa, but not in the same school, here
cease to differ. Mr.. Clarkson thus concludes a long letter to me, dated
November 20th, 1838, (after having noticed and approved each suggestion
I had made, particularly the purchase of a large tract of country for the
establishment of pattern farms, and the selection of Fernando Pn:) cc Upqon
the 'whole, it is my opinion that, if Government would make the settle,.
nients which you have pointed outi if they were to substitute steamers in
the place of sailing ships; if they were, by annual presents. to work upon
the native chiefs; if they were to buy the land upon which their. settle-
ments would be built,. and introdtice Pattern farms for, the cultivation
of cotton, indigo, rice, or whatever other tropical production they miig-lt
think fit, they might' as. certainly count upon the abolition of the slave
trade,'even in a short time, as upon any unknown event, which men might
expect to be produced, from right reasoning, or by going the right way to
work in order. to produce it. As far as our knowledge of Aftrca, and
African manners, customns,anid edispositionas goes, a better plan could not' be
devised ; no other plan, in short, could answer. IHad this plan been fol-
lowed from the.first, it would have done wonders for Africa by this'tirne,
and it would do much for us now; in two years from the trial of it, it
would become doubtful whether it was worth while to carrv on the slave
trade; and in five years.Have no doubt that it would be. generally, though
perhaps not totally, abandoned. Depend upon it, there is no way of
civilizing and christianizing Africa, which all good men must look to, blit
this." "Teach them," says Mr. McQtiee, " that we will give them more
for their produce 'than for the hand that rears it, and the work is done.
All other methods and means will prove ineffectual."

It appears to me a matter of such peculiar moment that we.slhould dis-
tinctly settle and 'declare the principles on which our whole intercourse with
Africa, whether economic or benevolent, whether, directed exclusively to
her benefit, or mingled. (as I think it may most fairly be) with a view to
our own, shall be founded, and by which it shall be regulated,. that I ven-
ture,though at the risk of being tedious, to devote a~separate chapter to the
consideration of them. The, principles, then, which I trust to see adopted
by our country are these free trade-and free labor.:

Flee trade.

Nothing, I apprelheud,'could be more unfortunate to tile coitineit.z%v
wish to befriend, or' more discreditable to ourselves, than that Great Britaiti
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should give any color to the suspicion, of being actuated by mercenary
motivess; aii apology would thus be afforded to every other nditi6for n
attUVpt itr'icibt make to -thwatour purpose. Ve kiow, from the Duke
ovfWellihgth's desip'atches, that:thd Powers on the continent. were abbo-
titely incredulous' ask to the -purity of tie'. iiotives which prompted tie, at
tlie'icongress Of Aix ;ia' 'ChpelI~, to. urge, blond every thing e 6'elthe l
incion of the ;lav's trade.
In a letter' to'Mr.'Wilberforce, dated' Paris, September 15th, 18.14, the

burke if Wellington 'says: "it is not believed that we are in earnest about
it, 'oi;have abolishedt4 e trade on the scoe of its inhumanity. It is
thought to have' beeni a commercial speculation and that, havingabolish
ed the trade yourselves, with 'a view" to' prevent the undue. increase of
colonial produce 'in. our stores, of which ive 'could not dispose, we now
Oiauit tio prevent other nations from cultivating their c6louiies to the utmost
of their poJwer."'

'And'again, in another letter" to the right honoira'ble J. C. Villiers, Paris,

The::fforts of Great Britain to 'put'ain end to it (the slave trade) are
nrbtkattribyted 'to good motives, but to corpmercial'jealousy, and a desire to
keep the rn6nopoly of colonial produce in our6wn'hands."
The graant of twenty millions may-'ave daone 'omeihig toquench

these narrow Jea'otisi'es, but still the nations of the contin'eint will be slow
to b'liev~e that' we are entirely disint.erested. It s' ould'th'en, be made
manifest! to the world, by some signal act, 'that the MoviDg spring is huimtni-
ity; ''that if En'gland' iiakes settlements on the 'African coast, it is offly for
the more' effecttual attainment of her great' object; and that she is not
allured by the hopes either of' gain or conquest, or by the advantages,
national or individual, political or commercial, which may, and I doubt
-not will, follow the un'drtakilg. Such 'a demonstration would be given,
if, Wvith' the- declaration that it is resolved to' a'boliish the slave trade, and
that in 'this cau-se we are' ready, if'requisite,'to exert all our pouvers,
Great Britain should couple an official pledge that she ''will not claim for
herself' single benefit which 'shall not be shared bylevery nation uniting
with her in the extinction of the'slavd trade; -and, especially,
":1. That 'no exclusive privilege in' favor of Bfitish";subjects shall ever

be allowed to exist.
2., That no ciis1o6n-h6ise shall ever be establislied at Fernando Po.
S. That nodisti ctioi shral be miade there, whether' in peace or in wan,

4et~ween out own subjects and those of anv such foreignnPoiver, as to the
lights they shall possess, or the terms on vhich they shall enjoy them. In.
shorf, that- we purchase Fernando Po, and will hold' itfor no other purpose
thani the benefit of Africa.' I am well' a-ware that these n'ay' appear start-
ling proposition's-; I am, however, supported ill. them by high authorities';
thie 'sggestion as to the customr-ihouie was made to me by 'Mr. 'Porter, of
thihBoard'of Trade; and that respecting neutrality in peace or iin wat
or~iginat'ed W~ith the' learned judge of t'e British -vice admiralty courts;
Supo6rtedby -his authority, I may venture to saw that, though a novel, it
would be a noble characteristic of o6r colonyl. As it is intended for
different ends, so it would be ruled by different' principles from any colo-
ny which has ever been undertaken: it would have the distinction of
being the neutral ground of the world, elevated above the mutual injuries
of- wair:; where, for the prosecution of a good and a vast object, the sub-
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jets and the fleets of all nations may meet in amity, and where there
shall resign a perptua i'truce.' " -'

let uslook to the tendelicy of the proposition, that rnb custonlohouseshat i
be established at 'Fernando Po, or at the post to be formed at the junction
of the 'Nigdr and the' Tchadda; we might then hope that the' history !of
these' station's would be a counterpart to tiat of Singapore, which is de-
scribed as having been, in' 1819, "an insignificant fishing village, and i
haunt of pirates," but now stands as an eloquent eulogy on the viewi6of
its founder, Sir- Stamford Raffles, proving what may be effected, and, ini
how short a time, for 'our owvn profit and for the improvement of the un-
civilized world, "; by the union of native industry and British enterprise,'
when uncurbed by restrictions on trade.

Free labor.

I now turn to the second great principle, viz.: free labor.
It may be thought by some almost superfluous that this should be urged.

considering that there is an act of Parliament, which declares that cG slave
ry shall be, and is hereby, utterly and forever abolished in all the colonies,
possessions, and plantations of Great Britain." Buit if ever there were a
case in which this great law should be strictly and strenuously enforced
and in which it is at the same time peculiarly liable to be neglected or
evaded, it is in the case of any possessions we may obtain in Africa., It
is necessary to be' wise in time, and never to suffer this baneful weedl-t6
take root there. Let us remember what it has cost us to extirpate it from'
our old colonies. It is remarkable, that among the whole phalanx bf an.-
tagonists to the abolition of West India slavery, there was never one wh'o
was not, by his own account, an ardent lover of freedom. Slavery, in the
abstract, was universally' acknowledged to be detestable; and they wyere
in the habit of pathetically deploring their cruel fate, aild of upbraiding tthe
mother country, which had originally planted this curse among themi ; but
property had entwin'ed itself around the disastrous institution, and we6higa
to conternd with 'a iearfill array of securities, marriage, settlements; and
vested interests of all kinds. Again: bondage, it wvas said, had iear'ed'*h6
intellect,' and withered 'all that was noble in the bosoms of its victims. T"
have begun such an unrighteous systein was an error only less 'than that
of suddenly eradicating it, and of clothing with the attributes of free-mneia
those whose very nature had been changed and dTfiled bvy servitude.

I firmly beieve that injichof all this was uttered in perfect sincerity'; and
vet I feel the most seriouis'apprehensions lest'these wholesome convictidris
should evaporate before the temptations of a country, where"lad of 6tli
richest fertility is 'to be had for Id` Tier' acre, and laborers are tiob'6-ii
chased for X4 per head. We know, not only that the'Por'tugiese are dirn-
ihg their 'attentionl to plantations ill the neighborhoodof' Loango, biut iti
thev have been bold enough to ask us to guaranty to them their property.
that is, their shaves--il these parts. Thistoibthei -ith -ertainmi'noii'e@'
pfressibls 'ihich I eave a rd. convinces me that.t my apprehension s are not
altogether chimericall and I al') 'not sure that we shall not once enrnVe"h!-
the antique argunitiin, that Negroes, "'from the brutishilhess 6f tireit~natni'
are ineapabie (if being induced to work- byanbv tiiliis bt the'lash; at
ell'verves we shill be assured tliat if we attempt to' estublishfree l3br
we shulll assail the prejudiceS of the African chlifsi in tihe tenderest pointit.



I weadonot take care, at tile outset, to render the holding of. slavesby
British subjects in, Africa. highly penal, and perlotis in the, last degree,,we
.shalll ,se~e liir itj~ii .cap~ital. agaiuI ,emlbarked, anlid -vfsted. interest, acquired .i/
bhpuiani'flestl. \rWe shall, in., spite of the %varning rwe have jiad, commit a
seco.nid. tin theilnoinstroLis enrorr, q say nothing of. thte crini, of tolerating
.slavery. ,. A second 'tite, the slave uiaster will accuse u.5 of being at least
aCCottIplicL% in ;ii guilt; and 01.10e More we shall have tb buy oft oppose
iorby atil eXtravgant.grarit of money.

T.I:Ie sII'~eStionl5 ,the ,.shat, I make, is. that we shall lay itdownl as a
tprinmary and sacred principle that any man .who enters any territory tixat
we may acquire in Atlrica is from that nmonient "free and discharged of
all rinanner of slavery," and that Great Britain pledges herself to defend
lhim froi l il, civilized or savage, who nway attempt to recapttre him. That
one resolution will dlo nmtich to give us laborers, to obtain for ns the aec.
tions of the ol)O[i.e1tiot, to induce thein to imitate and adopt our custoitlS,
and to settic do wji, to the piusaits of peaceful industry atid prodUctive agri.
'CIItu~lre, , ,, ,,. , ,.-, .

.eNo. More daring attemript wvas ever made, to forni a settlement in Africa
thani that uniertakeii by Captain Beaver, near the close of the last celltury.

object was to established a colotnv on the island of Bulama. Notwitti.
.stanldin]g the errors into ,thiCti lie fell, atnd which proved fatal to his expe.
ditioii, }'et was it highly creditahle-to him, that at a time when the aboli-
tion ot the slave trade had made but little way iW the public mind, and
wyhen the ektiiiction of slavery oasnot thought of, lhe should have per-
ceived and applied principles so wise and so humane as those we find
scattered inl his interesting v'ol inie. His narrative proves two points first,
that tile natives of Afiica may be led to prefer legitimate commerce to
slave dealing secoidly, that they were very willing to labor for wages.

vrhe chief dissimilarity which first struck the Africans, in the conduct of
this and that of othet European settlements, wvas their refusal to purchase
slaves.

"This they cotild not account for;..neither were they altogether pleased
with it at first for, whei llegotiating with Niobana for the purchase of
thie Biafra terriiorv lie said that 'it was very hard that we wonkl not
buy his slaves !' -Ilaving made him comprehend that our intention was
rather. to cultivate tile earth thian to trade, but that we should, notwith-
standing, at all titles trade with hinl for wax, ivory, clothes, &c.; in short,
that we would buy every thing which hle had to sell, except only slaves,
who0 he could always dispose of as. he had been accustomcd-to do here
tofore, he appeared satisfied; although he could not comprehend why we
would not purchase the opie, nor~why we cultivated the other."
B.13y their steadiness in this point, they got the character of being the first

white. tnien thletiiatives.ihad ever heard of s who could not do bad."; And
4' from. n,.ocircunmstanice," says Captain Beaver, " did we, derive so much
benefit-asfr,otn our not dealing in-slaves.'?

<Th~e nativre~s not. long after found out that these new colonists not only
r o purchase slaves, hut that 'no man in their settlement was per-

mitted to be considered in the lightiof a, slave. The two first Wiho canue
t Captain ;IBeaver were full of suspicion; they remained with him a little
more thlan tree weeks, and then signified their desire to depart at the ,time
whtien! their help was most needed. Captain B3eaver. wisely did, not even
askl tiltM to remflain, but paid then their wages, and dismissed them with
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,preseltsr. Their report induced others to take service, and he never after
wanted grumetas; in one. yearehemploy ed upar.ly tW'p hundred ot .them.
The Africans of these parts plowA-ys, he says,.go 'armed, and neverpotent
tarify place themselves in' the power of even .a frielndly.tribe,; but tvhedz
they. had once ascertained that these Ernglish ,olonits.neither boighittnpnt
sold slaves,'. that every, man was paid for the. full value of. his labor, iagr
suffered to. depart whenever he chose, " they came to me unearned,", says
Captain Beaver, "and remained for weeks and months at a frime on thl..
island, without the least suspicion of my ever intending then evil. Ani
this, though he was occasionally obliged to inflict, punishment on indi'vid,
*uals of their number. for disorderly conduct. " Thus," hle says,s by 'the
negative merit of treating these people with common integrity, Was,[ n-ok
only able to acquire their confidence, and,.by their labor, to do a imost al
that was done upon the island, but also to overturn one of their strongest
prejudices against usand to convert their well-grounded suspicion of fraud
and deceit in all Europeans into esteem and respect for the character oft
white man."

I cannot dismiss the work of Captain Beaver without expressing tny
satisfaction in finding, that he, like others whom .1 have named, gather*
from his experience on the coast of Africa that the slave trade is to be ovre#
thrown by fair dealing, and by the wealth which is to be raised from the
soil. " One great motive of the Africans in making slaves, indeed, I may
say the only one, is to procure European goods; slaves are the money, thea
circulating medium, with which African commerce is carried on;,. they havd
no other. If, therefore, we could substitute another, and at the same time
that other be more certain and more abundant, the great object in tradiig
in slaves will b3 done away. T/ais may be done by the produce of the
ear,'. "; Let the native chiefs be once convinced that the labor of a free
native in cultivating the earth may produce him inore European goods it
,one year than he could have purchased if he had sold him for a slaveo
and. he will no longer see!k to make slaves to procure European commodi'
ties, but will cultivate the earth for that purpose," And; this is the tosti-
mony which he bears to African industry, and to 'the facility of proci:riMg
labor:
" I know, that those who choose always to see the African character.l.a

its worst light will probably say that they never will be induced voiUnti
rily to labor; and that I betray a total ignorance of it, in, suppositig that
they can ever be brought to cultivate the earth for wages. That asserttoft
may be made but my answer is, ' Put it to the test.' And I moreovex
say that, as far as my little know-ledge of the Africanis will enable me ta
judge, I have no doubt of their readily cultivating the earth for hire'
whenever Europeans will take the trouble so to employ them.. I never
saw men work harder, more willingly or regularly, generally speaking,
than those free natives whomn I employed upoin the island of Bulama.
What induced then to do so ? Their desire of European commodities in
iny possession, of which they knew that they would have the valuie of one
bar at the end of the week, or four at the end of a month. Some'o
them remained at labor for months, ere they left rne; others, after having
left me., returned; they knew that the labor was constants but they Also
knew that their reward was certain. I think, therefore, that,as far ais my
experience goes, I am warranted inl saying that the Africans are not averm

73
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ti*6.abor, unless those in the neighborhood of Bulama are unlike the, rest of
their species. 6So injch as to the question of labor.""

I*f I havie quoted at unusual length from Captain Beaver's work, it is
because here is testimony upon which no shadeof suspicion can rest. This
Voork was published before a word had been uttered upon the controversy
Vito free and slave labor; and it comes from a gentleman who took noth.-
in" upon the authority of others, but formed his opinions from his own
rersn a'l experience in Africa.

-,0Ishall subjoin in the Appendix further proof,' on the authority of Gen-
r-,al Turner, Colonel Denham, and Major Ricketts, who also spoke from
*h'at they saw at Sierra Leone, as to the disposition of Africans to work
orwages..

T'IShe Rev. W. Fox, missionary at Macarthy's island, whom I have al-
reaiy quoted, says, "1 the Eastern Negroes k k # * coene here and
hire themselves as laborers for several months, and, with the articles they
receive in payment, barter them again on. their way home for more than
their actual value on this island." In the journal of the same gentleman,,
jiist received, under date of April, 1838, he writes thus: ;' I have to-day
paid off all the laborers who had been employed on the mission ground,
and have .hired about eighty more, with three overseers. Many other
Vippiedfor work, and I should have felt a pleasure in engaging them,'but
tiat I wished to keep the expenses within moderate bounds."

It thus appears that free -labor is to be obtained in Africa,.even under
present circuriistances, if we will but pay the price for it; and that there is.
ho. necessity at all for that system of coerced labor, which no necessity
could justify. I a 'aware that I have trespassed on the patience of many
of my readers, who require no arguments against slavery; but I have al--
ready expressed, and continue to feel, if there be danger any where in the
Vlani for tie' cultivation of Africa, it lies in this point. And I wish the
question of slavery to be definitively settled, and our principles to be re-
solved on, in such a' way as shall render it impossible for us to retract
them, before a single step is taken, or a shilling of property invested irn the
attempt to grow sugar and cotton in Africa.

I shall here introduce the consideration of two other points, which,.
though they cannot precisely be classed as 'principles, yet are' nearly akin
to them, and deserve our very serious attention.
-- The proposal of-a settlement in Africa necessarily calls to mind our vast
empire in Ilndia; and, surely, no sober-minded statesman would desire. to
Be -renewed, in another quarter of' the globe, the career we have run in
{he East.
"A' entirely disclaim any disposition to erect a new empire in Africa. Re.
inebering what has now been disclosed of the affliction of that quarter of
th& globe, and of the horrors and abominations which every spot exhibits
acd 'every hour produces, it would bse the extreme of selfish cruelty to let
N qtuestioii so momentous be decided with an eye to our own petty inter-
9ti.` But' there is another view of the case: it would also be the most
extreme folly to-allow oiriselves to swerve one iota from its right decision,
vgeany sich indirect and short-sighted considerations.
What is the value to Great Britain of the sovereignty of a few hundred

Bevi.r s African Memoranda, p. 385.
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square miles in Benin, or Eboe, as compared with-that of bringing forward
into the market of the world millions of customers, who may be taught' to
grow the raw material which we require, and who require the manuifac-
,tured commodities which we produce ? The one is a trivial and insignifi-
oant matter ; the other is a subject worthy the most aanxious solicitude of
the most accomplished statesmen.

It appears to me, however, that the danger of our indulging any thirst'
-for dominion is rather plausible than real. In the first place, the climate
there forbids the employment of European armies, if armies indeed formed
any part of my plan, which they do not. I look forward to the employ-
xient', almost exclusively, of the African race. A few Eu'ropean's may be
required' in some leading departments, but the great body of our agelt's
must have African blood in their veins, and of course to the entire exclu-
sion of our troops.'

2d. In Asia there was accumulated treasure to tempt our cupidity; in
Africa there is none. Asia was left to the government of a company; the
African establishments will,ofcourse,be regularly subjected to parliauien'-
tary supervision. Our encroachments upon Asia were made sit 'a time
when little general attention was bestowed, or sympathy felt. for the suf-'
ferings and wrongs of a remote people. -Now,attetntion is awake onl such
topics. India stands as a beacon to warn us against extended dominions
and if there were not, as I believe there, are, better principles among Ourl
states men, there would he a check to rapacity, and a shield for the weak,
in the wak6ful commiseration of the public.

mImay add, that, were the danger as great as some imagine, it would
have disclosed itself ere this. The French have had for -sonie time a set-
tlement on the-Senegal; the Danes on the Rio Volta; the Dutch on the
Gold Coast;' the Portuguese at Loango; the Americans at Capel Mesurado,
and' the English at Sierra Lenne, in the Ganibia, and onthe Gold Coast;
and I know not that there has been upon the part of any of these a-desire-
manifested to raise an empire in central Africa. Certainly, there has beeen
none on the part of the British."
:i'*XX * M * u -;

The other point to which l-would call attention is ihe encourage-*
ment which may be afforded to the infant cultivation of Africa, by pro'.o
votingg the admission and use of its productions. I shall not advert to the
assistance which we may fairly expect from the Legislature, in this. respect,
when the subject is brought under its consideration in all its important
hearings. With the example of France and the United States 'before them
I cannot doubt that Government will introduce such measures as a liberal'
and enlightened policy will dictate. But individuals have it~ili their power
to contribute largely to the encouragement of African p)rduce, by a pref-
erencethat will cost them little. Let them recollect that for centimttes we'
were mainly instrumental in checking cultivation in Africa; we ranslcked
the whole continent, in order to procure laborers for the West Inlies. Is
it, then, too much to ask, now when we are endeavoring to raise her from.
the gulf of wretchedness into which we have contributed to pliniucg'herl
ihat while she is struggling with enorniousdifficulties, we slhiuldtlcl e 1ior
industry and excite her to unfold her capabilities, by axuiouilvy enicourjl-
ing the consumption of her produce,'
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i have thus stated what I conceive to be the gist of the whole qiiestidn,

viza: that. the deliverance of Africa must, spring, under the'blessing of God,
06vin herself: and!l have! also shown, I trust to the satisfaction of every
reader, thai she possesses abundant capabilities for the purpo e. 'rho
adxt question that arises, is, how are these capabilities to be made avail-
able? how' are we to obtain access -to them? Great, no doubt, are the
diffiulties; yet, such are the discoveries of the last ten years, that we may
now lay aside the impressions of an impenetrable continent, and .of inter-
minable wastes of sand, which have accompanied us from onr childhood.
We now know that a mighty river, which discharges itself -into the bight
of Benin by upwards of twenty mouths, is navigable, with little interrup-
tion; from theence nearly to its source, a distance of more than two thon-
sand six hundred miles. We also learn, from the travellers who have
navigated the-Niger, that there are many tributary streams, some of which,
especially the I'schadda, or Shaderbah, are equally navigable, and afford
ever facility for intercourse with the numerous nations and tribes who in-
habii the countries in their vicinity.

MaiNungo P'ark, in his last journey, (1805,) embarked on the Niger at
Bairniakoo, about five hundred miles from its source. In his narrative he
ays: " Having gained the summit of the ridge which separates the Niger6yrom the remote branches of the Senegal, I went on a little before. and-

,onoming to the brow of the hill, 1 once more saw the Niger, rolling its
immense streanm along the plain." And he tells tisit is larger, "1 even here,
itta either the Senegal or the Gambia, and full an English mile over."
When preparing for his subsequent embarkation on the Niger, he says:
"The best wood for boat building is near Kaukary, on a large navigable
branch of the Niger." Park descended the river to Boussa, whore most
unhappily he was killed.

In 1830, Lander, who had accompanied the enterprising Clapperton in
his lost 'journey to Houssa, was sent out by the British Government to
explore the Niger. He succeeded in reaching Boussa by a land route ;-
there he embarked on the river, and after a voyage of about five hundred
-and sixty miles, reached the bight of Benin, and thus solved the interest-
ing problem which had so long exercised the talents and ingenuity of
-modern geographers.

Messrs. Laird and Oldfield, by the aid of steam vessels wvent up the
'Niger from the bight of Benin, in 1832; and their journals contain much
Valuable information as to that river, and its tributary, the Tschadda.
The latter, at the point of confluence, is represented to be one mile arid a
Half broad; and the country on the banks of both rivers is described to be
wenst fertile, * ery populortis, and, wherever there is any security front the
*ravages otf the slave trade, highly cultivated.

Mr; Oldfield ascended the Niger to the town of Rabbah and he ex-
plored the Tschadda for about one humtdred mniles from its confluence with
the Niger at Addaeuddah.-
Thev also 'describe several towns-Eboe, Iccory, Iddah,' Egga, Rabbah,

:utd Fllndah-proving hiow,great are the facilities for trade and commerce
-with the interior afforded by the river.

It is to he regretted that so little of the Tschadda has been explored.
VM. Oldfield was informed that its course lay through. the heart of Africa,
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and that there were. many large towns on its banks; and Laird in menO&
toning, this river, says: " By it, a communication would be opened: with
all the nations; inhabiting the. unknown countries between the Niger and
the Nile,".

Here, then, is one of the most magnificent rivers in the world, introdue-
iig us into the heart of Africa; at a central point, it opens a way by-i s
eastern branch to the kingdoms of Bornou, Kanem, and Begharai; by
its western, to Tombuctoo; each of them bringing us into communicasian
with multitudes of tribes,,and unfolding to us the productions of a s
extensive and fertile territory.
The problem is, how shall that stream be closed to the passage of slaves

to the coast. while it is at the same time opened as a secure and act
sible highway for legitimate commerce. The solution seems almost sm:il.
evident;, we must obtain the positions which command- the Niger; ani.
without doubt, the most important of these is Fernando Po.

x *-, * * * * 5& ff

BlRt if it shailappear that this, and every other plan, is likely to be fe .

or if Government shall fiot feel itself justified in braving the difficulties a A
expetise which will be required, then must .1 express my painful convjc,;
tion, that it would be better for the interests of humanity that we: shonld&
withdraw altogether from the struggle; better to let the planters of Amer.b
ica satiate themselves with their victims, than to interpose our efforts
unavailing in reducing the magnitude of the evil, while they exasperate
the miseries which belong to it; better to do nothing than to go on, year
after year, at great cost, adding to the disasters and inflaming the wounds
of Africa. But I cannot contemplate such a result; I must hope hetter-
things. .

'V # * * **'.

What can we do to bring about this consummation ? It is in ourtpower
to encourage her commerce, to improve the -cultivation of her By.4
and lo raise the morals and he mind of her.inhizbitants. This is'alt
that we cat. do;. but this done, the slave trade cannot continue.
The first question, then, to be considered is,4n what way can we give'

an impulse to the commerce of Africa? I apprehend that, for this pnr;-,
pose, little more is necessary than to provide security, and convey -a seoDe
of security. Without this there call be no traffic. This alone, with sucly
resources as Africa possesses, will cause legitimate commerce to spring up
and thrive of itself; it wants no more than leave tq grow. Nothing s1iott
of so monstrous an evil as the slave trade. could have kept is down. :

Its natural productions* and commercial resources are inexhaustible
' PuODUeCTIONS.

' simnals.-Ozen, sheep, goats, pigs, &c., Guinea fowls, cominmo poultry, ducks, &c.
G3ra`i.i-Rice, Indian corn, Guinea cord or millet, wheat, dourah, &c..
Fruit.x.-Oranges, lemons, guavas, pines, citrons, limes, papaws, plantains, bananas, dates,..

&C.
Rot..-VAanioc, ignamet, batalee, yarns, arrow root, ginger, sweet~potato,' &c.
Timber.-Teak, ebony, lignum vitm, and forty or fifty other species of wood for all purporet
Nats.-Palm nut, shea nut, cocoa nut, cola nut, ground nut,:caster nut, netta nut, &c.
Dyex-s-(;arinine, yellow various shades, blue, orange various ,hadeg, red, crimson, brown, &e.
Dye woods.-Ca at woodl, har wood, &c.
Gams.-Copal, Senegal, nmastic, sudan, &c.
Drugs.-Aloes, calSis, sornnet frankincense, &e.
Minereals.-Gold, iron, capper, emery, sal ammoniac, nitre, &c.
Sugar cane, coffee, cotton, indigo, tobacco, India rubber, beeswax, ostrich feathers and.sk .

ivory, &c.
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rom- het'-testimonyr of merchants whoee enterprise' has, for .mandny
pot lbd-f-hem:--to: embark capital in the African trade, and-from`the'Vebb;
dece furnished by the journal of: travellers into the interior of. the coiunm
try,* we gather that Nature has scattered her bounties with the most lavishly
hand; atd'that' what is required. to make-thorn available to-the noblest
purposes is: a legitimate commerce, sustained by the Government and din
r~ted by honorable mn.
-.:'16the animal kingdom I-find that, in addition to the wild beasts'which

infestseits forests and occupy its swamps, and 'whose '-skins,'&e..are-valuw
able as an article of commerce, immense herds of cattle, incalculable -'in
numberirange its plains. Hides,;therefiore, to almost any amount,,may
be,-btained.;, and well-fed beef, of excellent quality- and flavor,'can' be
obtained; at some, of our settlements, at from 2d. to '3d per lb. There
are also in various districts immense flocks of' sheep; but as they are cov-
ered with a- very coarse -wool, approaching' to ;hair, and their flesh is nov
very'`ood on the coast, it may be said, that though numerous, they are not
valusblei; -their skin's,thowever. might form -an article: for export. 'Goats

a veryfine; 2and large kind are equally numerous, and sell: at a lowet"
prico" than sheep. 'Tbeir skins are valuable. 'Pigs can be obtained in anyr
numbers; they are kept at several of the coast stations. Domestic poul-41
tAry -eGuinea hen, common fowls, ducks, &c., are literally' swarming
especially in the interior, and may be had for the most trifling articles, in

Flrsh.-Of an immense'variety, and in great abundance.
* Nest-The foregoing is a very :imperfect list, but itmay getve to show, at a glance, some of the,

richer of Africa. For all the statements relating to Africa, its capabilities and productions, I have.
specfic authorities, but it seams hardly necessary to quote them.
eI shall here mention some of the names of countries and kingdoms:
Toimbuctoo, the great emporium of trade in central Africa.
TXbe powerful kingdom of Iago, four hundred Arabic miles from Tombuctoo, Lo-the southeadt,

ab4unas with eQrn and-cattle. Guber, to-the east of Gago, abounds with cattle. Cano, once;
the famouss Ghana, abounds with corn, rice, and cattle. Cashna Agadez, fields abound with rice,
maillet, and cotton. Oangara, south of this, a region greatly abounding in gold avid aromatics.
Baia, celebrated 'fr-Its fine gold, four months!' voyage te Tombuctoo. Eornoti, its capital, very'
lalgs jinhabitants great traders. eThe country very rich and fertile, and produces rice, beans,
couple, h~emp, indigo in adundance, horses, buffaloes, and hornedcattle, sheep,:goats, camels, &c. -

Yaoole produces abundance of rice. The country between R. Formosa and Adra atrords tho.,
fin-t~prtospt in the world.' Inland it is healthy, and the climate good. Trees; uncommonly
larg e~nd' beautiful, cotton of the finest quality, amazingly plentiful, and indigo and other dye
atpo. shiradao .The Jabliooserry on great trade in grain between Benin and Lagos. Boossa
issi mIdge emporium for trade. The place where the people from the sea coast meet the caravans
{rod; Barbary, to exchange their merchandise. From Boossa to Darfur there are numerous power-
ful, 'fertile, eultiated; well wooded, watered, populous, and industrious states." Benin, Bornou,
Dar'&ley, Darfur, Kashua, Houssa, Tombuctoo, Sego, Wasssnah, and many others, are popu.
doug-kingdoms, abounding in metals, minerals, fruits, grain, cattle, &c.

Attah, on the Niger, healthy, many natural advantages, will be a place of great importance,
alluvial soil, &c. The places on the banks of the Niger are rich in sheep, goats, bullocks, &c.

Fundah, population thirty thousand; beautiful country.
Doma,- population large and industrious.
Beeshle and Jacobs, places of great trade.
sRabba, population forty thousand.
Toto, p uition immense.
Alorie, '(Veletah,) vast herds and flocks.
Bumbum, thoroughfare for merchants, from Houssa, Borgoo, &c., to -Gong., vast quantity of

land cultivated.
Gungo, (island,) palm trees in profusion.
Eggs, two miles in length; vast number of canoes. Egga to Bornou, said to be fifteen days'

journey 'h o
Tehgadda on its bank. immntse herds of elephants seen, from fifty to hour hundred at a tisne.
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fbarqr,, both on, the ..coastjand inland. Fish of all kinds, visit the shores*i4
rivers i~n immense shoA4s, and are .easily taken-;in great qnantitiies,4rji~
*thp6,.roper.season. .

The mineral kingdom has not yet been explored, but no.ugh.tis alkreQA4y
'knrownynto' show that the, precious metals abound, .particularly gold..T. b
gold dust obtained from the beds of some rivers, arid otherwise prod uced,
is. comparatively,.at ,rpresen.t, a large branch of the. African trade., It i
-said, that gold may be. procured in: the kingdom, of. Bambouk,, ,vrhichf l
watered by the.Felema, flowing into the Senegal, and is. therefore..eily
attainable in any quantity. Martin says' (vol.. iv, p. 540) the- rnainl4e.
positories where this metal is. traced, as it-> were toits source, are tFue
mountains, Na Takon and. Semayla Seethe former, gold is very abundant,
and- is-.found united with, earth, iron, or emery. In the latter,. the gold' is
imbedded. in-. hard sandstone. Numerous streams (ber adds) flow fr.o0
these' districts, almost all of: which.flow over sands impregnated with gold.
The natives, unskilled in; mining operations, lh'ave penetrated to very little
dep.thin these mountains. 'Park found the maines of the Konkadoo hills,
which he visited, excessively rich, but very badly worked..(Chapter on.,goql
vol. i, pp..454,.465,524,and'vol. iipp. 73, 76.) The gold.which forms--the
staple commodity of the, GoldCoast,.is chiefly brought down) fromrmounteins
cf~the hlerior. It is, said that the, whole soil yieldsgold.dust, and that small
quantities arec obtained even in the town of Cape Coast.*' There are reported
to be, mines within twenty or.-thirty miles of theshore, but the natives ars
very jealous of allowing -Eppopeans to see -themi.t. Dllpuis and 13)wditch
speak of the "solid lumps'of rock gold" which ornament tle.,pergons-of
the cabooceers in the court of the king of Ashantee, at Coomassie.t. Mrs.
Lee (late Mrs. Bowditch) says that the great men will frequently, on state
,occasions, so load their wrists with these lumps, that, they -are obliged to
support them on the head of a boy. The largest piece- she saw at Cape
Coast weighed 14 oz. and was very pure.§ Dupuis, on the authority of
some Mohammedans, says that a great deal of gold-comes from Gaman,-and
'that it is ihe richest inAfrica.* Gold is said to' be discovered in a-plain
near Houssa; and another writer (Jackson) says-" The produce of
Soudan, returned by the akkabuahsi consists -principally in -gold dusty
twisted- told 'rings of Wangara, gold rings made at Jinnie (which are in-
variably of pure gold, and some 'of them of exquisite workmanqhip,)-bar$
of gold,t &c." He also states that gold dust is the circulating-medium at
Tombuctoo.'

Iron is found in Western Africa. The ore from Sierra Leone is -par.
ticularly rich, yielding seventy-nine -per cent., according to Mr. McCor-,
niack, and said to be well adapted to making steel.§ The iron brought
from Upper Senegal, by Mollien, was found to be of a very-good quality.
Berthier found it to resemble Catalonian.II Iron is found also near Tor-,

* LierrLeone Report, 1830, p. 87.
t lb., 88.
$ Dupuis'a Ashantee, p. 74; Bowditch's Travels, p. 35.
Z"Stories of Strange Lands," p. 6G.

* Dupuis, Ap. Mvi.
t Jackson's Tombuctoo, p. 245, 246.
* Jackson's Tombuctoo, p. 251.
§ Sierra Leone Report, 1830. ;
1 Mollien's Travel., Appendix.
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puetoo, and i&s ranufactuired by the Arabs.)- Thet discovery ci tisi im-
&Otasuit: metal in' Africa'i'of t-he uitmnst consequence to"tits fut''re' pr6s.

perity, and will greatly ;facilitate the accomplishment of the'object-ontel
pate-d. Early trhVellers relate that the 'mountains of Congo are iilmost' iAll

e'iginous, biut that the natives have' not:been encouraged by 'Europeans
4t6oextract their own treasures. Copper is so abundant in Maybmba, that
they gather froth the surface of the ground enough for their purpose's"J Sal
aritoniac is foind ii abundance in Dagwumba,-and is sold' cheap' in the
'Ashantee market; nitree, emery, and tronda, a species of alkali, are found
owrthe border ofthe deserrt.t might greatly enlarge this list, fro 'the
'writings of travellers who' 'have already visited the country, but it 'will be
hionig before its mineral wealth will be adequately known.

It is not,* however, to the 'iMineral treasures of Africa that we chiefly
1oo1.-wie regard the productions of the soil as of infinitely'inore value,.
speciallyy those which require industry and skill in their culture. We

look to the forests, and the plains, and the valleys, and the6 rich alluvial;
adeltas, which it would take centuries to exhaust of their fertility and pro,
duets.'

;Pifty miles to the leeward of the colony of Sierra Leone is'a vast ex-
tent'oV'fkifile ground, forming the delta of the Seeong BoomXitiam, and'
Oallinas rivers -This ground 'may contain from one thousand to fifteen.
hundred square-miles of the richest alluvial soil, capable of growing alt
tropical produce. According to Mr. McC6rmack, this delta could grovi
rilbe enough for the 'supply of the 'whole West 'Iudies.§ At 'presetit.
produces nothing but'the finest description of slaves.1 '

* "From -Cape St. Paul to Cameroons, and from thence to Cape Lopez, ex-
tends 'the' richest country that imagination can conceive. Within this
spa-ce from forty to'fifty rivers of all sizes discharge their waters into the
ocean,' forming vast flats of alluvial soil, to the extent of one hundred and'
eighty thousand square miles. From this. ground at present the greatest
amount of ourr imports from western Africa is produced, and to it and the
banks of -the rivers that flow through it do I look for 'the greatest and
mnost- certain 'increase of trade. It is a curious feature in the geography
of Africa, that so many of its great navigable rivers converge upon this
point'.-(Laird.) 'The extent to which the slave trade is carried oln in the
Waivers alluded to is immense, and offers the greatest possible obstruction t6o
the fair: trader.

With few inconsiderable exceptions, the whole line of coast iii western
Africa, accessible to trading vessels, presents immense traits of land of the
nost fertile character, which only require the hand of industry and coril-

niercial enterprise to turn 'them into inexhaustible 'mines of wealth.
Bat it is not to the coast alone that the merchant mav look for the results'

of his enterprise. The interior is represente(I as equally fertile with thoe
coast; hnd it is the opinion of the most recent travellers, as well as of
those who preceded them, that if the laborer were allowed to. cultivate

* Jackson's Tombuctoo, p. 24.
t Degiandpre., T. F., p. 38.
D13owditch, p. 333.

5 Sierra Leone Report, No. ,66, p. 64.
I There is another large delta, formed by the rivers Nunez, Rio Gralnd and Rio Ponga. 'It

Is described as very extensive and fertile. The Isles de Loss command the mouths of these rivers.
The Rio Nunez runs parallel with the Gambia.-Mr. Laird.
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the. sqFin, security, the list of productions would embrace al. the market.t
able cornmdities imported from the East and West Indies.
Between Kacutida and Egga, both large towns o the: Niger, the coung

try is~described as very fertile;, and from Egga to, Rahbah, where the river
isithree thousand. yards wide, the right bank is -represented to consist of
extensive tracts of cultivated land, with rich and beaudtifui plains stretching
as far as the eye can reac~h.-(Laird.) The coIntrydoes not deteriorate as
we ascend. the river. .We have the testimony of Park, corroborated by
Denham and Clapperton, in support of this statement, anid :their remarks;
embrace both sides of the river. The country surrounding Cape Palmas'
the Garibia, the Senegal, the Shary, the Congo, presents to the eye of the
traveller unlimited tracts of the inost fertile portion of the earth.

.-The woods of this, continent are extremely valuable. Travellersend*
merate not less than forty species of timber, which grow in vast abuWi
danwe, and are easily obtained; such as, mahogany, teak, ebony,lignum
ritA, rosewood, &c. -
While Colonel Nicolls was stationed at Fernando Po, lie gives this

account of its timber, in a letter to Mr. Secretary Hay. I extract the
passage, as a specimen of the nature of African forests. He says that
some, of the trees are ten feet in diameter, and one hundred and twenty
feet in height. "'Twenty men have been for a period of eight days cut-
ting down one tree of these dimensions, for the purpose of making a
canoe: it was quite straight, without a branch; the wood white in color,
close iin grain, and very hard. I have no nane for it, but it very much
resembles the lignurn vitu, except in color. The canoe cut out of it is five,
feet within the gunwales; forty feet long, and carries. about twenty' tons
safely, drawing but eight inches of water. We have also a very fine de-
scription of red wood, close grained, strong, and good for beams, sheath-
ing. ribs, and deck planking of the heaviest vessels of war., We could
senid home stern posts and sterns, in one piece, for the largest sh4ps. This
wood seems to have a grain something between mahogany and oak; wherw
cut thin, to mend boats, it will not split in the sun, and, when tapped or cut
down, exudes a tough resinous guin, is very lasting, and not so heavy as
teak or oak, takes a fine polish, and I think it a very valuable wood.
There is another hard wood tree of very large dimensions, the wood
strong and good.- in color brown and white streaked; it also exudes, 'when
cuit, a strong gum, which I think would be valuable in commerce. Anoth-'
vr, which we call the mast tree, from the circumstance of its being very
tall and straight, is in color and grain like a white pine. We have, besides,
the above-mentioned trees, many which are smaller, but very useful,-their
wood being hard, tough, and of beautifully variegated colors; some are
streaked brown and white, like a zebra, others of black, deep red, and,
brown."

In a despatch, 1832, Colonel Nicolls further states, that he has Commo-;
dare Hays's authority for saying that there never was finer wood for the
purposes of shipbuilding..
Of dye wvoodst there are also abundance, yielding carmine, crimson,

*-Despatch, p. 5; Coloinial Re'ords, 1832.
4 Many beautiful kinds of wood have beeii. discovered by accident armongst lhei billets of fire-

01ood brought home in'the Slave ships to Lkierpo{bl.. Mr. Clarkson giveE the flllowing atoio
in liis ' Impotlicv of the Slave Trade." After mentioning the tulip WOod and others,found .iti
this mnanner, he lays: "1 About the same time in which tbis log was discovered, (A. 1). 1787,)8



red, brown, brilliant-yellow,and the various shades frpomyellow to orangea'd a ne blue. Of gums, 'there are .copa; Sehegal,' mastic, and Studa;,1
Turkey gurm, to beo-btained ifl large quantities; and there are`6ie'stst et
the AGarnbia, where hit-tfo thetahi' hasf.ever been picked. -Of nutswict}
are beginning. to form 'a new -ahnd important article of trade, there are the
pilm iut, the shqea nut, the cola nult, 'the ground nut,'the castor nut,'the
nitta nlt',`and the 'cocoa nut. Th'epalm tree grows most luxuriantly, and
incalcdilable 4qartities of its produce are' allowed to rot on the grounds ot
wvant 0bf gathering; yet it is now the most important branch of our co
uferce with 'Africa, and'may be increased to 'any extent. 'The bit expressed
fromi its nut is used in the manufacture of soap and candles, arid in lubri'
Catnig machinery. The shea or bultter nit*. is scarcely less valuable than
the palm nut; Some travellers inform their readers tlibit it is an excellent
substitute for butter, and can be appropriated to 'the same rise's with the
pubcl oil. It is a remarkable fact, in the natural' history of these trees,
tha-'inimediately where the one ceases to yield its' ruit,'the dther fliourishes
abundantly. The ground riutt is becoming also a valuable artilJe of coma
meice; land this, with the other nuts mentioned, yield a rich supply of oil
and oil cake for the ulse 6f battle. The ,alnle of the castor nut, as an article
of medicine, needs not'be particularly adverted to. The roots which grow
Din Africa re iiire generally but little attentionn in their cultivation; among

0

4hothdr wood vessel, belonging to the same port, brought home the specimen of the bark of a tree
tha't produced a'veiry valuable 'yellow dye, and fai beyond any other ever ih une in this 'country.
'The;'Virtue. of it were discovered in the following manner: A 'gentleman, resident upon the
ODst, ordered, some wood to. be cut down to erect a hut. While the people were felling it, he was

standing by; ,during the operation, some juice flew from the bark of it, and stained one of the
ruflles or. hi. shirt. 'He thought'that-the stain would have washed out, but, on wearing it 'again
round' that the yellow spot was 'Much more bright and beautiful than before, and 'that it 'gained in
iiitre every-subsequent time of washing. Pleased with -the discovery, which he knew to be of
so:much importance to the manufacturers of Great Britain, and for which a considerable premium
hadibeen offiered,'he sent home the'bark now mentioned as~a specimen. He is since unfortunately
dead, and little hopes are to be entertained of falling in with this tree again, unless a similar acei.
4dnt'ihould discover it, or a change should take place in our commercial concerns with Africa. 1
shall now mention another valuable wood, which, like all those that have been pointed out, was
-discovered by accident in the same year. Another wood vessel, belonging to the same port, was
discharging her cargo; among the bar wood a small billet was discovered, the color of which .was
so superior to that of the rest as to lead the observer to suspect that it was of a very different
species, though it is clear that the natives, by cutting it of the same size and dimensions, and by'
bringing it on board at the same time, had, on account of its red color, mistaken it for the other.~
One-half of the billet was cut sway in experiments. It was found to produce a color that emu-
'lated'the carmine, 'and was deemed to' be so valuable in the dyeing trade, that an offer waa imme.
Adately made of sixty guineas per ton for'any quantity that could be prescured. The other half has'
bhon since sent back to the coast, as a guide to collect more of the same sort, though it is a matter of
'doubt whether, -under the circumstances that have been related, the same tree can be ascertained-
again."-P. 9.

'The bifteris prepared by boiling, and, besides the advantage of keeping a whole year without
ltiit 'is - hiter, -firmer, and, to my palate," says Park, (vol. i, p. 302,) "oof a richer flair'

'than the best butter I ever tasted' made of cow's milk." The shea tree, which produces it, is said,
to.extend over a large part of the continent, from Jaloof to Gaboon. Ad It has been analyzed by
'the French chemist, M. Chevreuil, and found well adapted for the manufacture of Soap. Being
iitotlordus, and highly capable of taking a perfume, it would be valuable far'the finer sorts."-Mrs;'
Lee, Stories of Strange Lands. p. 26.

frhegtotund'nut yields a pure golden-colored oil, of a pleasant taste, sod has been sold here
at X66 per ton. From seven hundred and fifty to one thousand tons are produced on the Gem-
'bia; but these nuts appear plentiful along the whole coast, are often mentioned by Park, and were
noticed by Denham, as very abundant near the lake Tchad. It grows in a soil too light and sandy
fior'eorn; its stalks afford fodder for cattle,; it sells at six shillings per gallon, and is as god as
'petri oil. 'The testbr nut also gro*s,'w1i in grent abundance on the banks of the Gambia, and'
4ageshbrb.
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ot, h~ers,j.xhere, ar~e,.thle, .,follQwuing.*, ..The ,matioc,. yams, swreet potatoes~, ar-.
rob~nw~rootysan.rldtgingpr ;@;thp two lattper.are,exportable, ahd.'the former yietl4
large amountpof healthful nd nutritious food. Yamscan be. so'in)prou
by.;cultivatioi that, at Fernando.,P6oCa-ptain, Bullen ,says, many weiig
from fifteen, t-otwentyifv'e pounds, and in taste almost..equal a potato. .J,
one occasion he bought upwards of four tons for seventy-six iron hoops
and say4.s: .":The nourishment derived from them to mypeople was beyond
belief."'1t The fruits,. are oranges, lemons, citrons, limes, pines,guavas.
tarmarinds,. ,papaws, plantains,. and bananas. The papaw and plan.
tain -treets(says Ashmun) are a good example of the power of anlutii,
.formly heated climate tto accelerate vegetation. You may see in the'
gardens many of the former, not more thanr fifteen months from the seed,
already. fifteen. inches round the stem, and fifteen feet high, Iwith several;
pecks of ripening fruit. Clear your, lands, plant your crops, keep tie
weeds down; and the most-favorable climate iW the world, alone, under,
thedirection ofa bountiful Providence, will do more for you than all your toil
and care could accomplish in America."j: Taniarinds are exportable or
grain, there is rice, Indian corn, Guinea corn, or millet, &c. The quanti-
ties of these can be raised to any extent, and be limited only by deniand.
The Rev. W. Fox, the missionary, says, in iis MS. Journal, August i29
1836: " This afternoon I visited Laming, a small Mandingo town (abov*`
MlacarthIy's island.) I could scarcely get into the town for the quantity of
Indian corn with which it is surrounded; upon .a very moderate calcula--
tio, and for a very small portion of labor, which generally devolves upon.
the poor women, they reap upwards of two hundred fold." I amn inform-
ed that Madeira wholly depends 0o1 the -maize raised in Africa, and that:
the rice produced there, when properly dried and prepared, is equal to that.
grown in South -Carolina. Of drugs, there are aloesli and cassia, senna,
frankincense, cardamums, and, grains of paradise, or Malagetta pepper.:
Amongst the miscellaneous products, which are in great demand in this.
country, may be enumerated ivory, beeswax, caoutchouc, or Indian rub*;.
ber. The former of these. articles will of course suffer a gradual dimi-
nution as the forests are cut down, the swamps drained, and the plains;.
cultivated; but of the latter scarcely any diminution need be apprehended.,
The beeswax of Africa is in great repute, and can be had ip any quan-
tity; and the great price freely given for Indian rubber might be a suffi-
cient induceruent to lead the African to pay more attention to its collection.
Of this Mr. Rankin says,¶ describing what he saw in an excursion amongst.
the Timmahese: "A large lump of Indian rubber (caoutchoac) lay on the.
table, also the produce of Tonmbo. This article, at present acquiring a

The ginger of Africa is particularly fine and high flavored; it yields about sisty for one; and
the people only want instruction in the method of preparing it for European markets.-Denham,
Desp. 21st May, -1827; Sierra Leone Report, 1830, No. 57, p. 30.
t Captairr Bullen's Desp., November, 1826.
* Aahmun's Life, Ap., p. 66.
§ "Nothing can be more delightful than a stroll along the borders of the beautiful fields, windl-

ing occasionally along almost impervious clusters of young palms, whose Ipreadihg branches ex-
clude every ray of the scorching sun, then opening suddenly on an immense rice field of the tnoat
delicate pea green, skirted by the beautiful broad leaved plantain and banana, literally growing
undeP the immense mases of golden fruit." Dr. J. Hall, governor of .Liberia._ZkiuionWY.
Regiaster, 1836, p. 360.

I A new use of the aloe plant has been discovered in the beautiful tissue and, eoidgemanru.featured-from its fibres, by M. Pavy, of Paris. The fibres of the.palm..&nditanmna treems e alo2
wrought by him into glossy stuffs.
I Rankin's Sierrm Leone, vol. 2, p. 218.
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high value amongst our importations, is not there made an article of 'com-.
i~erce. Like almost every other produce of the' neighborhood of Sierra
Leone,'it is scarcely known to exist; or is letirely neglected. It grows
plentifully, and may be easily obtained by malting incisions into the tree,'
roM which it flows, like cream, into calabashes tied underneath ; it hardens
within a few hours."'

Mr. Elliot Cresson, examined before the American Cormnittee. on the
Foreign Slave Trade, February, 1839, stated, in answer to the question,
*' What will be the commercial and political advantages to the United'
States, from an intercourse with ihe colony' of Liberia>" "Among the.
valuable articles of export, wax and spices are obtained in iarge quantities:
in our colony. The India rubber tree grows wild in the neighboring
voods, and ostrich feathers have been exported largely. Hides could be.
obtained in any quantities; so could rose wood, lance wood, and palm
wood, and live oak of' the best quality. One merchant in Philadelphia
last year imported from the colony a quantity of pea or ground nats, from
which he realized the profit of twelve thousand dollars. Cotton, of a very
good staple. is found there, and cultivated with great advantage, as there
is no frost there. And the articles desired in return are those produced by
American manufactures and agriculture." Colonization Heruld, March,
1839, p. 124.

Ashmlun, who seems to have had a clear view of the interest of the
Liberian settlers, writes to them thus: "Suffer me to put down two or
three remarks, of the truth and importance of which you cannot be too
sensible. The first is. that the cultivation of your.rich lands is the only
way yell will ever find out to independence, comfort,and wealth." "You
may, if you please, if G'od gives you health, become as independent, com-
fortahle, and happy, as you ought to be in this world." " The flat lands'
around yoti, and particularly your farms, have as good a soil as can be met
with ini any country. They will produce two crops of corn, sweet potatoes,
and several other vegetables, in a year. They will yield a larger crop
than the best soils in America. And they will produce a number of very
valuable articles, for which in the United States millions of money are
every year paid away to foreigners. One acre of rich land, well tilled'
will produce you three hundred dollars worth of indigo. Half an acre
mhay be made to grow half a ton of arrowroot. Four acres laid out in
coffee plants will, after the third year, produce you a clear income of tvo
or-three hundred dollars. Half all acre of cotton trees will clothe your
whole family and, except a little hoeing, your wife and children can
perform the whole labor of cropping and manufacturing it. Oue acre of
canes will make you independent of dtll the world for the sugar you use
in your family. One acre set with fruit trees, and well attended, will fur-
nish you the year round with more plantains, bananas, oranges, lines,
guavas, papaws, and pine apples, than you will ever gather. Nine
months of the year, you may grow fresh vegetables every month, and
some of you who have lowland plantations may do so throughout the
year."*

I must also quote the authority of' Denis de Montfort, a Frenchman, of
science, who, in a paper on -he gold of the Coast of Guinea, inserted'in'
the ",,Philosophical Magazine," thus writes: " There exists no country

Ashmun's Life, Ap., p. 64.



in the -world so snlsceptiblerof general cultivation as Africa; we know that
certain districts are fertile in corn.; and grain of every kind gr(vs there,
inter ixi d with sugar canes, lately introduced,.and which protect the grain
from hail. 'The plants of India, Europe, America, and Auistralia, will
flourish there in perpetual spring, and the animals of all climateslcan.be
easily naturalized.

* # * X * * *

My first object, thenr. is to show that Africa possesses within herself the
means of obtaining, by fair trade, a greater.. quantity of our goods than
she now, receives from the slave trade ; and, secondly, to point out how
this truth may be made plain to the African nations. I have further to
prove, that Great Britain. and other countries (for the argument applies as
tmluchto their-as to us) have an interest in the question only inferior to
that of Africa; and that if we cannot be persuaded to suppress the slave
trade for the fear of God, or in pity to man, it ought to be done for the
lucre of gain.

The.imiportance of Africa as a vast field of European commerce,. though
it has been frequently adverted to, and its advantages distinctly pointed
out by those who have visited that part of the world, has not hitherto
sufficiently ergaged public attention, or led to any great practical resulhs
It is, perhaps, niot difficult to account for the apathy which has been nmani-
fested on this subject; Africa has a bad name; its climate is represented,
and not altogether unjustly, as pestilential and destructive of European
life; its population is barbarous and ignorant, indolent and cruel; inure
addicted to predatory warfare than to the arts of peace; atnd its interior
as totally inaccessible to European enterprise. With the exception of- a
few spots, such as Sierra Leone, the Gambia, the Senegal, &c, its ir-
mensely extended line of. coast is open to the ravages and demoralization
of the slave trade and the devastating incursions of. pirates. The diffi-
culties connected with the establishment of a legitimate commerce with
Africa may be traced principally to these circumstances ; and could they
be removed, by the removal of their cause the obstacles arising from
climate, the supposed character of its people, and the difficulty of access
to the interior, would be easily overcome.

Legitimate commerce would put down the slave trade, by demonstrat-
ing the superior value of man as a laborer on the soil to man as an object
of merchandise; and, if conducted on wise and equitable principles, might
be the precursor, or rather the attendant, of civilization, peace and Chnis-
tianity, to the uLnenlightened, warlike, and heathen tribes who now so
fearfully prey on each other, to supply- the slave markets of the newr
world. In this view of the subject, the merchant, the, philanthropist, the-
patriot, and the Christian, may unite; and should the Government of this
country lend its powerful influence in organizing a commercial, system of
just, liberal, and comprehensive principles; guarding the rights of the
native on the one hand, and securing protection to the honest trader on the
other, a blow would be struck at the nefarious traffic in, human being
from which it could not recover, and the richest blessings would be ,coil
ferred on Africa, so long desolated and degraded by its intercourse with
the basest and most iniquitous part of mankind.

The following instances may prove the disposition of the native cbie
to form connexions with us:
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Sir Charles Macarthy,' in giving an account of the negotiations for tak-

ing possession of the Isles de Loss, states that the treaty " was made with
great facility, without drunkenness or bribery.*" In. 1826, the king ofiBarra ceded to Great Britain, by treaty, a tract of land on the northern
Shore of the Gambia, thirty six miles in length by one in breadth; for
four hundred Spanish dollars,, yearly; all slave trading to be finally pro-
hibited. In 1827, the king of Combo guarantied to the British Crown
rights nearly amounting to- sovereignty over his dominions, extending
about thirty miles along the southern bank of the river, and ten miles
along the coast, and from ten to fifteen miles in breadth, with the prohibi-
tion of the slave trade, for an annual payment of one hundred dollars.

Treaties -with the king of Bulola and Biafra, made by Sir Neil Camp-
Xbell, cede the sovereignty of those districts, and a right on the part of
Great Britain to establish forts or factories, with clauses for the abolition
of the slave trade. From the Pongas arid Nunez rivers, little or no pro-
duce, except slaves, is exported. In 1827, Sir N. Campbell saw the chiefs
'of these rivers, and obtained " the cession of the most commanding points
-up the mouth of each." Mr. Hutton states, in 1829, that he made a treaty
With the king of'Woolli at Fattatenda, and obtained the full sovereignty of
*that town, with stipulations in favor of our commerce, for the 'payment in
merchandise of two hundred dollars annually. He also made a treaty
With the king of Bondon, and observes: "The object of three or four
hundred dollars 'is trifling, compared with the advantage ihat would-re-
cult frorn such a couinekion with both these kings, whose influence extends
hot only through the whole-of Bondou and Woolli, but also to the adjoin-*ing countries of Shendrum and 'randa, celebrated for gold, gum, &c.'>
-Though we have not availed ourselves of these openings, though the
pvments to the chiefs were soon suspended, some benefit 'seems to have
been derived from these engagements. Rev. T. W. Fox, a Wesleyan'nis-
1ionary,as appears'from his journal in my possession, paid a visit to Woolli
in 1837, and urged upon the king the benefits of Christianity. " He," savs
:Mr. Fox, " listened attentively, appeared pleased, and said that' 'wats what
he wanted; and if Iwould come and sit down on his ground, he would
give me as much landas I wished, and his own children to be' educated."
Trreplied, "'That if I sent a missionary- I hoped he would protect him,
ahnd not allow any body to trouble him." Koy (the. king) answered, "-that
he belonged to white man, and' that if Tobaba fodey (the white priest)
came to Sit down in his kingdom, nobody should or would trouble liim."
.He also said, "he hoped God would preserve me; the object I had in
view was very good."
:'The king of Bondonu, also, whom Mr. Fox likewise visited in 1838.

offered to give him ground for a settlement, and said: " They were all glad
to see him, and they loved him very much, because he was a good man."
Iti~i something, in the present disastrous condition of Africa,'that there is
h good feeling towards the British, and no rooted indisposition to' listen'-to
their agents.
*In 1827, the king and head men of Brekama solicited. Sir N. Campbell to
take them under British protection ; they stipulated to renounce the slave

Q*vMr. Hutton, acting govenor at.the Gambia, effected an arrangement with the chief of Con-lactinda, which being deemed a place of importance byi our merchants, he didnot consider iftydollars annually tobt-ut..0.: bestowed in securing its chiefs friendship;
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trade, and to enter into no wars, in return for British alliance. 4" and four
pieces of baft annually."

Governor Rendahl gives a list of nineteen kings or chiefs on the northern
and twenty ot. the southern bank of the Gambia, with whom we have
some intercourse or connexion. The total sum annually divided amongst
these, for rents and propitiatory presents, reaches only R300. This liber-
alitv is not without its effect. Governor Rendall reports ;75 spent inD
presents to chiefs and head, men, 'on both banks of the river, between
ilathurst and Woolli, and says: " This expenditure has not been in vain,
as I have received intelligence that the war in Carbo, which has lasted
twelve years, is finally settled, both parties having taken my advice, and
*called in umpires to decide their difference; the paths through Carbo and
Footah-Jallou will now be open to the river, by which a great influx .of
trade must take place." Besides the tribes lying immediately oon the
Gartbia' Governor Rendall says that messengers are often received at
Bath urst, from the kings of Boaul and Cayor, to the northward of, Bondou;
Cassan, and Kaarta-Bambarra, to the eastward; and the Almanez of'
Footah-Jallou, to the southeast." I am aware that no definite ideas can
be derived from this catalogue of barbarous chiefs; we have, however,
evidence sufficient to show that the soil 'is fertile, and suited to tropical
productions ; that the forests are full of mahogany and valuable woods,.
and that the country yields gold. Hence we may justly infer, that frorn a
territory so extensive, for which nature has done so much, there is a capa-
bility of large cultivation and of considerable commerce. The com-
missioners of inquiry sent out to that country in 1827 report thus:
"When the magnitude of the river Gambia, and the various countries
through which it takes its course, are duly considered, it will probably be
concluded that, with capital and enterprise, its trade may be increased to a
considerable extent." They add, and I entirely unite with then in the
opinion: " Great as the advantages, in this point of view, which it presents,
they can never be completely available without the establishment of a
more intimate and friendly intercourse with the natives of the country."
Following the coast, we come to the Portuguese settlementsof-C-acheo and
13issao.; and then to a belt of. slave-dealing states, extending toethe-Ge gof
and blocking out legitimate commerce from the interior. HeLre, however,
we have soine claims, of which we have not availed ourselves. The fine

.little island of Bulaina, in the estuary of the Rio Grande, belongs to Great
Britain ; it is unoccupied; and, in 1826, Governor Macaulay recommended
that liberated Africans should be located there. 1 find, in Captain Beaver's
"African Memoranda," the following report of the cession of this island
to us: " The-original purchase of the island of lBulama, made by Captain
Beaver in 1792, was effected without any difficulty; though, on the first
arrival of the English, they had offended the natives by cutting wood.
without permission, and in the quarrel which ensued some lives had been
lost." When Captain Beaver entered into a palaver with the two kings.
of Canabac, touching the purchase of their hunting island of Brilama, one
of' them, while he attributed the affray to our' taking the liberty' to help
ourselves, without any leave from the native authorities, expressed' his
desire to treat with us amicably on fair terms. iHe said: "'He was sorry
for' what had happened, but that then they neither knew who weswere
nor what were our intentions; we were strangers, and we-took their land."'
teihg, however, convicted of the pacific and just dispositions of the Eng
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lish, and of the great reciprocal benefits that were likely to result from
ahn Jliropeaf'colionv established' in their neighborh6od, they readily made
over the sovereignty ard possession of the said island to the King of Great
3rita'ifi, for fodr hundred and seventy-three bars of goods (about $78

16i.. 8d.)
Two chiefs on the main land afterwards put in a claim for a part of the

price; and Captain Beaver, having ascertained that "there was 'some
jjustice in these peoples' claims," wisely satisfied them, and bought their
-onctrrence in the cession of the island; together with a still larger tract
on the main land,'for goods, the cost price of which he estimated at 25
13A. ld. There were some further charges for European agency in these
transactions.*

Captain Beaver, at all events, did not apprehend that there was any
difficulty ii his time in) obtaining any extent of territory on reasonable
terms, for-he proposes to the Government, that they should purchase be-
twveedn the' Gambia and the Rio Grande a tract of 18,000,000 of acres,
Arhich, in his opinion, might be bought for £5,000, or less,

EIXTRACTS FROM McQUEEN'S GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY OF AFRICA.-LOns
DON, 1840.

.-The whole of our present trade to the west coast of Africa, from Mogp
dore to the Orange river., is, as a whole, miserable, and still more mis-
erable when it is considered that the greater portion thereof is made ulp,
as regards imports into Africa, of articles exclusively appropriated to the
slave trade; and as regards the exports of articles, almost wholly pro-
dtuced'by the slave labor itl the native states. The following, from Porter's
Tables, is the amount for 1834:

Exports to V9frica.

Gambia, Sierra Cape Apol- Cape Moeu-
ArticteeI Leone, and to Innis, Cape rado and to

Cape Mesu- Coast, and to the Apol-
rado. -Rio Volta. Ionia,

British and Irish articles, 1834 - 297,425 £33,051 736
Foreign and colonial ditto - - 86,431 107,627 3,657

Totals - - ^ - 183,855 140,678 4,393

,z The imports into Sierra Leone, from all parts, were' for the same year,
£126,214.

. which there were, particularly, slave trade articles, thus:
Gputs, 20,355, valuo - X _ . - £10,981
Gunpowder, 5$7,950 lbs. . - 1 1,946
India piece goods - - - . - 18,206

-See the copy of these treaties in Johansom's "Account of Bulama and the Hulana Assocla
tio"' pp. 28, 29.

Table: Exports to Africa.
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Iron bars, bolt and cast iron, 1,102,690 lbs. - - 4'2,974
Hardware and cutlery 6,607
randy and geneva, 10,939, gallons - - - - 1,496
fIlm, 63,360 ditto - - - - - - 5,149
Tobacco; 332,750 lbs. 6,628

64,047
leaving only as legitimate trade £62,167, and of which sum £32,000 were
directly and exclusively imported for the support and maintenance of the
liberated Africans ill that place ; and for the use and consumption of the
balance, by the civil and military establishments in the place, the commis-
sariat accounts in the preceding pages will sufficiently account.
The exports from Sierra Leone for that year, to all paits, were (Porter's

Tables, Supplement, No. 5) 265,5.58, and in 1835 there were £140,006.
Thus:
Great Britain - - - - - ' S4,281
All other foreign countries 20- - 2,779
Other parts of the coast of Africa - - X 35,046

140,106
Included in these exports are the following, viz

Timber, value - - - - £ 35,863
Ivory - - - - - - - 4,936
Palm oil - - - - - - - 14,268

55,067
which, besides other articles, are entirely produced by the labor of the
slaves to the native chiefs beyond the bounds of the colony, viz : Timanees,
Bulloms, Mandingoes, and Sherbros. Stich is the state of this, the chief
British Africau colony, after fifty years' fostering, and in which labor flr
nine hours daily can, it is stated, be had for-3id. and 4d. sterling per day,
and yet it is at this moment consuming the slave-raised sugar of Cuba and
the Brazils, refined in England, and next exported to Sierra Leone and
our other transmarine possessions
.**

If one-half less was said and written about African slavery and the
K.rcean slave trade than is said and written, and, in place thereof, if one-
half more were judiciously done than is done to remove them, there would
be greater hopes of ultimate success in removing the one and in ameliorat-
ing the other. But there the mighty evils are; there in Africa they are
planted and grow, and stand in all their strength; and the question is, how
are they either first to be lessened, and, secondly, ultimately removed, and
the passions of Africa, and her manners and her pursuits, directed from
mischievous to useful purposes ? Railing at these, or their enormous evils
or disastrous consecrences,. will not accomplish the work. Slow, sure,
and judicious prk '.dings alone can 'bring and teach the power and au-
thority which exist in Africa to turn the exercise of that power and
authority to useful, honorable, and honest pursuits. Slavery and a slave
trade forms the general law of Africa. These two evils reign acknow-
ledged, sanctioned, known, recognised, and submitted to by all her popula-
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.i6n; 'of every rank and degree, throughout all her extended borders.
Every offence and every crime, real or imaginary, in Africa, whether commit-
ted against individuals or states, merges into slavery. All this is verv MIS-
chievous and very destructive to the peace and true interests of Africa; but
the 'question still remains, how are we to convince the whole African
population, one hundred and fifty millions of people, of this fact, for it is
the fact; and with-out convincing them that they are wrong, that they are
acting contrary to their own interests, we never can succeed in getting
'them to depart from those errors arid that course which has been undevi-
alingly pursued ever since population was'found in Africa. The only
sa&fe and rational course is, to teach her industry, to set her a good exam-
ple in all things; that example which Christianity teaches us to set, ac-
companied by that forbearance which Christianity teaches and commands
us to'show; and, above all, to teach her that selling her people will never
make her rich, or better, or wiser, but that to draw them and to teach them
to cultivate the ground, and exchange the productions thereof for what.
ever they want, infallibly will. I)o this, but do it seriously, strenuously,
and judiciously, and the end will, it is conceived be accomplished. But
if Africa continues obstinate, if she turns a deaf ear to such counsels and
such an example, then Africa must and will remain always as much lost
as she now is to herself, to Europe, and to the world.

Agriculture alone is the trule and 'stable foundation of society and civiliza-
tion. Commtnerce must followv agriculture in every country. It is by her
agriculture alone, the cultivation of her soil, that Africa call be regener-
ated, or produce that permanent and useful commerce which will tend to
extend her knowledge, tend to make her and her people independent mem-
bors of the general human society, and remove the present bitter evils that
afflict her. . Her present commerce and system of commerce will not only
never accomplish this desirable object, but, on the contrary, it leads, and
will lead, to extend the present evils which afflict her. Her present trade
is, in fact, carried on by the medium of the spontaneous productions of
nature. Few, if any, of the articles which she exchanges with other
countries for the rude and limited supplies which she seeks are the pro.
diction of human capital, labor, or industry.' So long as this continues to
be the case, so long will African commerce tend to perpetuate that idle-
nesS and want of industry which universally prevail in Africa; and so
long as this is continued, vill idleness and insecurity, with their necessary
consequences, violence, slavery internally. and a slave trade externally, be
continue; so long will the unfortuniate Africans, her princes, and her
people, continue to have no idea of the value of time; yet, until they a-re
taught this important lesson, that time, honestly and continuously occu-
pied, is the greatest of all treasures, until they understand this, and act
accordingly, all efforts to bring about any permanent advantage to Africa
will be fruitless and unavailing. It is melancholy to reflect upon the
picture which every traveller in Africa presents to us under this head.
Take one out of millions. De, CailJ6 met a man at Douasso, on the banks
of the Kowara Ba, a native of Kong, who had been thence to Jinne,
carrying a basket of colat nuts on his head, to be sold at the latter place,
and _who, when he saw him, was returning with the small stock of mer-
chandise which he had obtained in exchange, viz: a little salt and a piece
cloth, the remnants, in fact; which he had saved from the several dues
which he had paid to the petty chiefs. The journey, altogether, would
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occupy hima six months ! What a waste of Itime alnd labor ! Under suchI
a state of things, can Africa ever get better ? Can she ever get rich, inde-.
pendent, or free ? Never.!

We have failed, most signally and completely, after spending so muCh,
treasure. What, then, is next to be done? Great Britain cannot stand.
still iii this matter ; she cannot act so, and make herself the objecteot
derision to the wvhole world. She must go on ; she must put down die
Africani foreign slave trade, or i.. will put down England ;jhat is, reduce
her to the rank of a secondary Power; it will, and speedily too, crush and:
destroy all her great colonial interests, on which she has lately expended.
£20,000,000 of money, aind which colonial interests, during her late awful
struggle, afforded those supplies to her marine and those resources to her.
finances wllich enabled her to triumph over all her. enemies, over the
world combined against her.

Slowly, but securely and strongly, are the consequences of the continued
and imnmense extension of the Africani slave trade, by the increase of agri-.
niulture and commerce in different quarters of the world, raising tip into
importance nurmerous new and great commercial interests, and conse-
quently proportionate political power anld influence, in these different
quarters, thereby undermining the once predorninarit and most power-
ful interests of (.reat Britain ; changing rapidly the political interest and
power of the whole of the greatest nations of the civilized world ; and,,at
the same time, rendering eachi oit these daily greater and more powerful
thati thev previously Nvere, wlile those cof Great Britain become less.
'J'hese results are obvious to the meanest and mnost casual observer, and
will tell, in the event of either partial or general future contests, between
Great Britain and any of these Powers, with a severe and injurious effect
upon all her interests and her powerr. political, corrmmercial, agrietultural, and
social.

The application of external force to crush the slave trade has been tried
and has failed. External force alone will never succeed. To blockade
and watch all Africa is a vision, and compared to which the schemes of
the crusaders were wisdoom itself: From El Arislh westward to the straits
of Gibraltar, and thence by Cape Verde, the Cape of (Good Hope, and
Cape Guardafui, &c.. by the coast of the R1ad sea., to El Arish again,.the
coasts of. Africa extendt 15,000 geographicaliniles, iincluding seventty or
eighty miles, the Egyptian land boundary between the Red sect and the
Mediterranean. This wvhole extent of coast, with the exception of the
space from tlie Orange river, by the Cape of Good Hope, to Delgoa bay,
1,500 miles, is either directly engaged in purchasing and exporting slaves, or
in importing and receiving them. To: blockade, shut up, or it any material
degree to influence or to overawe such an eotewsive line of sea coast as
that just alluded to. is quite impracticable, and beyond the power of the
united navies of the civilized world to effect, even were these cordially to
agree and to unite in the work.

Africa is capable of producing, and in perfection, every article of tropi-
cal produce that any other quarter of the world, situated witLhin the tropics,
can-produce, besides some of superior descriptions, which are peculiar to
herself. Her dyes, in particular, are found to resist both acids and lig'lt
properties which no other dyes that we know of possess. Throughout
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all:her central and mountainous districts, from the Atlantic to tthe Red 6ee
ahd 'ihe' Iindiadn ocean,' mines of 'gold. silver, copper, and iron ,are found in
abundance, of superior quality and fineness. Sugar, coffee, cotton, cocoa,
Indian corn, tropical fruits of every description, and timber of various
Kinds, superior in quality, whether' intended for ornamental or usefulpur-
oses, are or can' be produced in almost every quarter and in> any quantity.
The population' ini all these places, though very' barbarous, are yet not
savages J),ltit, o6i the, contrary, niany of them are some steps 'advanced'izi
theroad

`

toi6ivigization: and to a better order of things. -The' 'distance from
durope;- Io- all her tropical western shores is even less than to some of the

tropical 'shores of America, and a great deal nearer than the coasts 6f
tropical 'Asia; while,' her noble rivers, especially that sovereign of the
w~rhole, 'the- Niger, opeps up ;by itself, or 'its 'greater tributarystreak's,
a;'navigation thtdugh, the whole of the central portion of that great con-
-inent, from the sources of the Rqkelle and the Rio Grande, &c., in 10° W.

s i to the sources of the wietern branch of the Egyptian Nile, the Bahr
el Abiad, in 22° E. long.; a distance from east to west ofiiebarly 2;000 geo-

*,graphical miles! Whyj then, should such a country'reiain' almost un-
.known to and wholly neglected 'by' Euirope'; and more especially by
E-n'gland ? She can,'easily aid at all 'tinies, with her 'navalpoweY, beach
the confluence of the' Niger and the S adda. There let her.plant her
banners and her pourer,' -the future capital of Africa, which will be com-
manded by ino power, but %irhich will cd mtind the two great, the greatest

:arteries of tropical Africa atind, with- these, northern tropical Africa.
* * ' *' i'*

There are three modes which namy be followed to benefit Africa and the
'world. The first is by conquest; 'the second is by colonization; and the
third is by example and persuasion-thelintrodiction of European capital,
intelligence, and industry, into that quarter, by any civilized European
Power, or by the subjects of such a Power.
The two first modes would accomplish the work of Africai regeneration

and civilization tthe most' rapidly;' the;first more rapidly than' the second;
the last slo'*er than either of the two first, but judiciously gone about, per-
haps equally stsre, and certainly without that expense and:lbss of life which
.would attend the two first, and especially on thb mode by conquest.

The' ltter, for various reasc ns, being considered the pfeferable plan and
that which it has been determined to adopt, the preliminaiystepsnecessary to
be taken.re for the BritishGovernmeit to mace treatiesofpeace,aid amity
eand cdfimrerce,'withl the native chiefs, who rule in the most commandingpositions: ini' Africa. Next, or along with these stens on, the part of the

i Government,'for certain directors to form a joint stock &rmpany;* with a
'large . capital, 'with, limited responsibility to the shareholders, and under
the knbwn: counitaennce and protection of that Governmeent, and under the
direction of well-khoinv capitalists, and judicious and eminent and practical
mercantile men.
To make these treaties with the native chiefs, a, person or persons should

be forthwvith sent to Afric), filly authorized and instructed by the British
Government.

Theexperience of many years has shown in the 'clearest manner, that
Although one agricultural company is here spoken of, it is aot. proposed to limit the privi-

leges to one. There may be fifty similar in Africa.
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while;-there is a-demand- for African :slaves, theref.will be found -the means
tobipplythatvdemand, in -one shape or another.. Rather ihan that things
should go on as they are, and as they have been going on during the last
thirty- years,-and supposing that. nothing furtherl is to be done for Africa
to aneliorate arid- change her internal -institution's and pursuiits, it would be
better, far better, for Great Britain--to wmithdraw.her ships from the African
coasts, abandon all her expensive slave trade suppression machinery, and
keep the-Z600,000 she yearly expends in vain in this matter- in her pocket.
No more. neg'Oes than are, carried from the coast of Africa would b.e
oarried- awayi(the- supply would be regulated; is it now is, by the demand)
while 'the number that might, under; such circumstances, be sfibsequently
caDrtied -awayi would be transported from Africa to America inl such a
manner au would prevent the horrid sacrifice of human life which is .at
present witnessed in the African slave trade, almost wholly owing to the
manner in which it is carriedon.

EXTRAUTS PROM GURLEY'S '.M1SS1ON-TO ENGLAND," 1841.;

Near the close. of January, George Catlin, Esq.,;in the most frieiidly aid
generous manner, proposed that i should occupy Egyptian Hall, (then-under
hiscontrol,)arnd L..announced .the purp)oseotf delivering two- lecturesol!
the principles, policy, aud success of the American Colonizatimn Society.
The following very lbrief and imperfect notice-.f these-lectures,:,-nd several
subsequent tieetings, appeared in the Londoni Suin tf February-;Sth-:

"iAgreeably, to .public notice, the .Rev.-H. R. Gurley,, secretary of the
American Colonization Society, addressed an audience on, two successive
evenings -(Thursday and -Friday) last week in-Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly,
explaining the views and enlarged benevolence of -this society towards
all classes of the colored race, in America and ;Africa, and replying.-to
various objections urged against it. At', the, close of the second, lecture,
rbr.; Gtirley was inVited bby one of his auditors, Mr. John' Scoble, of the

antilglaverv society, -to enter on a- debate. with himn.. The challenge. -was
readiy- accepted for-Monday evening, when- a highly, interesting discussion
took place, which was adjourned to Wednesday, Daniel Lister, Esq.,-pre-
siding- on both occasions. At the close,'of Mr. Gurley's reply s-to Mr.
Scoble's first speech, oti Wednesdqy, the latter, offended -at the course-of
the- Chairman, (which. was sustained by ithe meeting,)- suddenly. left;the
platform. 'Mr. Gurley was requested to proceed in hisistatements. At-'he
conclusion of his remarks, on the motion of Dr. Costello, seconded by A. -.
Wright, Esq., the meeting expressed their thanks to Mr.- -Gurley for Ihc
valuable facts and- views he had so eloquently submitted to their consider.
ationi and adjourned till- Friday-evening.-- At this third meeting, Mr.-Lister
having been again called to the chair, Dr. Costello reviewed-' in a brief' but
pertinent and able mabrner, the course of the several meetings. The chair-
man also made a few observations, expressive of his regret that any -thing
should haveioccurred which should have. been deemed by Mr. Scoble cause
sutficiejt to render his'retreat necessary. - Mr. Gurley then, at the request
'of the meeting, submitted various facts. aid doeurments, vindicating-. the
American Colonization Society and the.colonv of Liberia from objections
and- reproach, and showing its tendency to suppress the African slave
trade, and introduce civilization and Christianity among the native popula-
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tion. Ehliott CGresson,. Esq.,, followed Mr. Gtirley with many facts And
statements in corroboration of his views and of the beneficent policy of theS
society;. . .
"Lieutenant Colonel If. Dundas Campbell, late governor -of. Sierra.

Leone, then rose and expressed; in a very, earnest. and* emphatic. mantner,
his .regar.d for. the American Colonization Society, and from his personal
observations on. the coast of Africa, and reports from English naval officers
.vho-had visited Liberia, his conviction of the good character of the people
of,that-colony, and of the great benefits to be anticipated from the-multi-,
plication of similar establishments. Colonel Camipbell-then moved ai resu-
lution, 'That the American.. Colonization Society is deserving of high
avpprobation, and that this society and the colony of Liberia are contribut-
ing essentially to the suppression of the African slave trade and the civilize.,
tion of Africa.'
"Mr. Guest, in seconding the motion, suggested, by way of amendment,

'Thai, in the lectures and debates to which the meeting had listened for
several evenings, Mr. Gurley had triumphantly vindicated the American
Colonization Society froin.all reproach, and established its character as a
pure and benevolent institution.'

' Petty Vauighan, Esq., proposed to add, 'That the American Coloniza-
tion Society is worthy of the approbation and support of English philan-
thropy.' 'fThe original resolution of Colonel Campbell. and the amend-
ments, were then unanimoeusly adopted. A committee. was appointed,
and a subscription, opened, (on nrotion. of Dr. Hodgkin,) to carry forward
these objects. Thanks leaving been voted to the chairman for his able.
services, the meeting was adjourned till Wednesday, loth instant, aIt eight
o'clock, in the same place.
".At a subsequent meeting, which was addressed by several gentlemen, a

deep interest was expressed in the plan and success of the Americani Colo-
nizatioli Society;. the question in regard to a petition to Parliament, calling
for an examination into the condition and prospects of the settlements in
Africa, particularly Liberia, was considered, and- the proposal for such a
petition apprroved. The following resolution was then adopted

:'Reesolved, That a committee, consisting of Dr. Hodgkin, Lieutenant
Colonel I. 1). Campbell, A. B. Wright, Esq;i Dr. Costello, Mr. Fairburn,
Mr. Guest, :Mr. Laird, Mr. P. Vaughan, D. Lister, Esq., arid Mr. G. Ral-
ston, be appointed, with power-to add to their number, for the purpose of
properly framing the petition, and of waiting on Lord John Russell, ,with
a request that lie would present it,.and, generally, to carry out the objects
of this meeting. ".
.A more extended report of the proceedings of these ineetibigswas pub.

wished in the. London Morning Chronicle of the 19th of. February, from
which I present a few extracts, having taken the liberty to correct two or
three errors.

Says the Chronicle: "T'hese mneetings commenced on thIe 28th. and 29th
of January, when Mr. Gurley proceeded to explain his views. on each
occasion, to a highly respectable meet ing, over which D. Lister, Esq.,pre
sidedl, and which was attended, among other gentlemen, by Lieutenant
Coloniel H. Dundas Campbell, (late governor of Sierra Leone,) D)r. Hodg-
kin, Dr. Costello, Elliott Cresson, Esq., A. B. Wright, Esq., Petty Vaughan..
Esq., F. T. Texugo, Esq., (a Portuguese,) &c. There were also;many
ladies present. During the second -meeting, Mr. John Scoble, an accred
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cited agent of the anti-slavery society, too--excption at someofthestat6-
ments of the Rev. Mr. Gurley, and challenged himto: a public discussion.
Thbe'challenge was accepted, and the debate.commencedon the Mondaiy
f Vlowing, (Febrtlary '1st) Mr. Lister' again presiding, and, the meeting
being attended as before, Mr. Scoble' main argument, one'supported
-e believe, by 'very many persons anxious for the 'total, andimnmiediate
extinction ofslavery, 'was, that the -sdhemo of the American'Society,
thotigh. very goodir'itself, was in fact calculated to prolong the evil;'by
tiftrning the public attention away from the. horrors'of slavery,arnd ex-
citing their hopes of its gradual extinction by means of African colonli.
zatior. *Mr. Gurley's speeches consisted of a vindication of the principles
anidpractice of the society; their general effect, as far as the exposition or
interesting facts goes, is igren'below,' in a report of a speech delivered on a
subsequent evening. This meeting was adjourned to the 3d, when 'the
debate'was renewed; but at the closes Mr. Scoble, offended at theCouirse
of the chairman, (which the meeting afterwards''sstained,)' left the; plat-
form: without appointing a day for 'the continuation of the discussion,
Th'e meeting, however agreed to resolutions exonerating the Americani
Colonization Society front the chargeof being patrons, directly or.indi-
rectly,'of slavery, and declaring the society deserving of high approbation,
as contributing, together with-the colony of Liberia, essentially to the sip-
pression of the African slave. trade andihe civilization'of Afri&a.
"'At one of these meetings, Lieutenant Colonel Campbell saidtthat, dnr-

ihg' the three yearshe had been governor of Sierra Leone; he had-had
-frequent opportunities of observing persons from the colony of Liberia,
and lie had always found 'them very superior' in intellect, besides being
excellent mechanics, and generally very moral and well conducted. In
fact,'ht would candidly say that - o persons in his own 'colony equalled
them. From his knowledge of the interior of Africa, lie took upon him-
self to 'say, that it was by the establishment of such colonies 'as Liberia
that civilization would be effected there. It was useless tosend ouit Euro.
peaiis to that coast ; the climate was too prejudicial to them. It was the
colored man only that was fit for those regidins. The great calumny, that
the black mant was incapable of intellectual eminence, was practically
refuted, both at' Sierra Leone and at Liberia. Many of the pilots at Sier-ra
Leone were likewise preachers, and he could truly say, that one 'of the
best sermons he had' ever heard was preached by a black nian on the
ocasioin of his (Governor Campbell's)' departure from the colony. He

tftisted'that a society similar to the American Society would be established
in England. ' '
"On Wednesday, the 16th, ai 'adjourned meeting was held, inAhen cir-

cumstarices prevented Mr. Lister from presiding, and Dr. Costello took'the
chair. ' '
"The Rev. R. R. Gurley communicated' some interesting facts' to the

meeting, connected with his own proceedings on behalf of the 'societkrin
this country. Prior to doing so, however, he deprecated, in- eloquent arid
feeling langiiage, the possibility of a recent misunderstanding between' the
United States and this country, leading to the horrors of "war.' Nothing
would give him greater sorrow, or more paralyze his strength' 'in the 'great
cause of African freedom, than the bare prospect of a -war -6etween --that
country in which his chief affections lay, and this., he, mother' country,
which she owed her ancient associations, her. literature, her institutioio',

1,0h0fi
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,pd, no small part of her renown, . Indeed, it was impossible fo.r Christipaps
1,. entertain .vr.ithout horror the 'idea that America and England, 7COun
aries of common, origin language, liberty., literature, and religion, shlloi4d
itap into awar for light and triVial causes; and he could. hardly consider
alny conduct. more criminal, thazi that-of those who sought to light up the
0ame of. discord in the, public mind, and excite the passions and jealousies
of the, two nations, when the question wvas* really one for the tribiunal of
reason and justice. [Hear, hear, hear.] He [Mr. Gurley] had been asked,
since his, arrival in, England, what was the ori ,ij of this society. His an-
ower was, that the precise origin could not be distinctly stated, as the, pro-
ject for colonizing Africa with free people of color, by their own conselit,
had.. been conceived in different parts of the United States at. about. the
same period of time. Granville .SharpeI and Dr. Fothergill, in. England,
had founded Sierra, Leone., Dr. Hopkins and Capt. 'Cuffee,,of New Eng-
land, hadfavored the colonization scheme long before the origin of'the
Colonization Society. In 1818, the subject received attention both.in the
New EPrngland States and froin the Legislature of the State of Virginia,;
but the first mover for its. formation was the venerable Dr. Finley, of New
Jersey, who visited the city of Washington, consulted a number of dis..
tinguished and philanthropic mend, and held meetings, at which the founda-
tiols of the society were laid. So much for the origin of the society. Since
its establishment, large sums had been .voluLntarily subscribed, and, adding,
the value of slaves emancipated in various parts of the Union, the amount
given to the cause might be about $1,400,000. The society had received
the support of a large body of the most intelligent statesmen of America,
and of the wvisest and best men throughout the United States; and he did
not believe that there was an Arnerican present who would doubt the
truth of his statement, that seven-tenths of the vise and good throughout
the twenty-six States gave their support to this institution, as the best
which.hUrnari wisdom. could devise for securing the freedom and elevating'
the character of the colored race. Mr. Gurley proceeded to say, that the
society had been for nearly twenty years in existence, when they observed
that this plan -of Sir Thomas F. Buxton for colonizing Africa nearly re-
sembled, their own, and they accordingly sent him (Mr. Gurley) over to

communicate with the English society; fearing, also, that unless some
arrangements were made between them, the territory of the tw~o colonies
might become the subject of dispute. He had an interview with the com-
mittee, when he was informed.that they regarded it as a question tobe
settled by the Governments of the two countries. On a subsequent inter-
view with Lord John Russell, that noble lord, after expressing his full con-
curreuce in the objects of the society, and wishing it all prosperity, prom-.
ised-to take the subject -of the respective jurisdictions of the two colonies un-

der his consideration. He afterwards had an interview with Dr. Lushington,
a distinguished member of the British Civilization Society. There was

nothing to prevent, a union between the t'vo societies, seeing that their
ultimate objects were the same.

I"In answer.to questions from a gentleman in the body of the meeting,
"Mr. Gurley said that he did not conceive any question could 'arise

between the British Government and the United States, as, to dominion

* Among wrhom were Hion. O. 1P. Mercer, F. t. Key, Esq., Elias B. Caldwell, Esq., (who
had for some time conteoplatedi something of the kind,) Dr. William Thornton, Mr. Ulay,
Chief Justice Marshal, Mr. Webster, aend others.
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cier thd 0olony6.The society ihad, repeatedly sent 4in awxfiiorkial& to- 06h-
grels for -a charter,,but nobe had been grint~d.> It hadldbtainbdF a-clrnttet,
h'owrveer,from the State of hMaryland. lCongressw had done' but littwfir
them, -'eept fby selecting 'Liberia as; ik depot'for 'recaptuied Africfi4.

this'thbughrit hhd proved of much service to the colony, did not; he ap-
prehended, involve the question of-right.! '
-;0"Aftbr eloquent speeches from Mr.'Texdxgo and Colonel Campboll i
"Dr. Hodgkin tiddressed 'the' .meeting int an able speech, in' which 'she

combated the argumentvagainst this schlemerCf colonization. .'The learned
gentleman urvho 'is a memberof ;thd sobity !of :r'-iends, concluded by. roatJ6
inga.alettr fr6m'nMr.!1Buibhanan, goverhor, of liberia, bearhk strongteti
mony to the prosperity and usefelness of the colony. ' "

":'A. petition' to' the House lof;Contmons! was-;then Olgested ; 'butS in
eonsequenee ofvthe lateness 'of !the hotir, theAdistussion -was's adjburnyd
until the meeting of 'the" society, on"Wednesdypeveeiing' text: atmeight

'Cbnsiddring-th6 war which for many years had been waged in Englatid
against the :Anerican Colonization Societyi the. judgine'nt'of a very-ii'telli
gent English audience pronounced in its favor,afte~'six 'evenings of-disbtis-
sion and debate, !wa's not -less gratifying':than' unexpected., I w;stI on
vinced, that, could. the facts and' merits~of the' ease be fully- and fairl.y
exhibited to the people of that kingdom. the' opinion of the great majfity
%would also have: been pronounced in, its favor." Atthelast -meetineian
enthusiastic 'desire was expressed.by several' gentlemen, that an adjourha
ment should take place to Exeter Hall, as the central and ample bnd utuWl
place' for 'delivering, the messages and"'sounding forth -the doctrines' of
humanity to the vast community of enlightened.-' minds in Great-Britanift
But I had been left without means of following up the auspicious mnove
merits at Egyptian Hall, andof'opening a-way foriacause which I thought
it both a .-Privilege' and honor to plead, to the" reason, conscience, and
affections, of that reflecting and hiagnanimous nation.

. letter to hie Hon. Henry Clay president of the -'9rnerican ColonizatiiZ
Society, and to Sir 'Thoma* FowvelltBuxtonj chairman of'the genel
commibtee of -he: ftrian Civilization Society.

-GMxNTLkMEN: I address yotu as-representing; in an eminent mannet,'tHe
more sober general views of the' great body "of the wise and good 'in Iinmg
land and America, in'regard tn the Tmeasures demanded for the relief and
elevation -of the 'African race.. (On a subject so- ast, complex, and difflculi,
neither you-, nor those you fespectively represent, may in all points agrd&
yof; doubtless, you and'they are afiimated by the same pure motivresqaitd
seeking to effect' the same grand object. To this dbjectimany year of.m;y
lifk have been devoted. ',My official' conviexioh with the Americag lCtoloL
nization Society is terminated V,,and from 'my'pre-ont position: I may r.
'view, perhaps, the' opinions' I have folnedi. with" less danger -tthfa herrS
toforefrom biag or partiality,: The thoughtsiJ express 'have! beetiimuch
considered , and I hope they'may be deemed worthy of' attention by tdi
#dod.pbople;6f the United States -ahd of: Great- Britaiff. *"
There is much variety as well as peculiarity of misfortune in the con-
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MtiowofntohetAffican iraeex .^.The great majority; of? tbhi ,peoplIsotillinhabit
*0tir ancient JanriV of IAfica; broken;,up into almost innumerble trllW~ting, to:r somie 4eteint, in. conplexion,customsms, -kiewledgej aridS .rpe
*itjonmsi slighdy united by social ties, governed by arbitrary chies .with
14(le fornriof iaw, idd ,generally arzid- deeply degraded by long prevalent
barbarism, the rites ofEa debasinig religion, by slavery and Sthe slave :trade.
Estiwateesof'thef ppuilationmof Africa;;have varied from sixtyrmillioxis to00nephundred .ahd fifty millions, avd probably the- exact .'number lief be.
t*neen these two Oxtrenbes. -This-vast population is spread ;over a countryo6bgreat extent and fertiJhr;abundat in resources, penetrated by enany
lIarge-Jamigable arivers,-and blessed with rich advanitages for, agriculture
and commerce with civ.i;rdl nations.

A.,portion Dofthis roce occupy the 'British) West India islands, with
Javtntags and eneouragements for improvement, having beesi raisedby
tbe-powerrf -the -Entglish Governmetnt framrnlavery to freedom.-

Another portion (not exceeding, probably, altogether, including the free
bleach of 'Mexico. five-rnillions) exist as slaves in the Bmzils, Cuba,:and
ho .,rench, Spanish,FPortuguese, Danish, and-Dutch colonial, possessions in
vtrioas partsof the gloiae,-:

Another portion (about: 3,Q°OO%0) are in the United -8tates, the ma:-jority in slawlety in the Southern States of the Union, and about half:aiiillion free, indscattered throughout- all the States.
-;Niarly-oue million of -this people are in Hayti selfgoverned, and,'LrI t,islowly improving; having by a fierce and bloody conflict castoff theIiiains oftheir formerbondage...-,vFhiallyVia considerable number, (though less we presume than areir
the same condition- in Christian countries,) are in slavery in the Mahonw.dan erniprc. --

F~rom'this brief and very imperfect survey,,it is evident thabt.the whole
1inber of-Africans in -exile in.all -parts of the world is, small, comparedwith that of those still residing on the soil of Africa.:Nox canwe -dnubt,

from the facts and statements exhibited in the recent work on the slave
tradeand its remedy, that the greatest physical evils endured by the Afri-can race resulltfromWlheslave trade, which, though utterly condemned by
ihegeneral'bpinions-wnd laws ofChristjan nations,s io nevertheless!prose-oted.by-,avsric and inhumanity-.to an' unprecedented-extent,attended .bythe most shockingly criminal 'anid cruel -acts, and an immense waste of
human life. Nearly or quite half a million of wretched Africans are annu-
lly~toraifromn their homes,a; moiety of whom. perish in capture,duringtei-r nnarch~tothe coast,in the -holds of-elavesnips on their,passage across
the ocean, otduringthefttriaLs oftoil and exposure in a foreign climate.
Iftviesw of an evil, so terrible,:so enormous,. it becomesall-. humane 'and16hristian. men immediately,solemuly,and with their might,'to exert theme
Mlvdes- to discoverand apply the. remedy,and, uni indful of minor. differ-
eIuce of sentiment andl all-merely personal considerations, -to unite-inmeasures themost efficientfor-tlhe relief of such inexp~ressibletnieries,
and'; the edregsQof such. qtrocious wrongs awis are involvedin thesplve
trade. -,Yetseiethe -source and-seat of this trade is in the barbarism anddegradationof Africa, all-meaures willsprove,-WOfear, bat:-pallintive of
thelvil, whichd o notinclude asantin end thecivilization- andglevatiom oftheAfricanrace. Thle greatinuir~y-should be, I coneive,Gafowskla1I th4t , 4'-.4
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dest~~~ tkftorMt* timejbe<-cJbXrwd 5M-/t~er ~tw~ Ii Ffy

Jrvthiss inquiry otber. questions than thoseX conlden"in rt itjustio; d
establishing or.pepetuatii1g eithe'r;the sl~e trade or slavery are inlvd
IUknow 'rrot. that:ink :Englandl and :America thsr slove tradeh" anyad~o.
vea ordefende' pandz slavery as an, original' ird4 pdrmanent-systemwi"l

find fe among, cirilied, nations. But to show how the etbrrwof Philani'
thropy shall, be 'conbiansed!andi directed, so as tbi suppress utterly thel Afrikw
slave trade, secure !the abolition; of slavery-withodt detrirnutands *iitV
advantage -to all 'parties, andin; alL countries whereit existsa~nd the'iailJ'
ization of Africa, r.so darkened and debased by ignorance, s
pression and vice, -axid thisin. the shortest possible period:, i i' i tte i4.
vital importance. to the honor of our religion and' the interests of htimaniw.'

Nor: are we .in' danger of; overestimating the magnitude and grawdeur
of an enterprise; embracing prospecti-vely .the;-many millions, with thoir
future" descendants, of -one of the largest quarters of tthe globe,tetitailliwsi
from that country now in exile and chains in other '1andrsi, with their 'dr&
scendantq,: and affecting, as in its progress andi results it n-fust; the political,
cial, and commercial condition of several' civilized' and powerful qationw
Human thought and ability are oftenwasted uponi insignifitcnt and evew
unworthy objects. Those which rightly demhand our sympathy ahd, i
arefrequently very limited- in theinurmber, extentiud daraticn.nof'theirb eo
fits.- 'We open the village school, give foodfclothing,shelter, toathe deesiL
tute!, rear asylums for those stricken, down by misfortune, or~touched iftvbo4&
or estate' by the chastening hand of God, and rejoice even if a few of his
rational: creatures, our brethren, derive relief or find solace. and unwonteI:
joy'froni the ministrations otf our hands; but when a corntineniL,riesrtotu
for succor; when millioris, perishing, make to' us their' appeal ;. whent'
whole race of men, a :large, proportion of -thtisentire" htmama family,. e
upon us for deliverance from unutterable wrongs and miseries,'and a par;
ticipation in the choicest blessings: which the Divine Father, in the. boutrt
of his'. grace, has' bestowed. upon ourselves, it' were a disgraee,;fbr whift.
we could never atone, toi remain unmoved or inactive.1The evil. tob be
remedied- the good. to be conferred by our Christian exertions inusuch-acm;
surpass the boundaries of the human imagination, the comprehension of ans
finite 'mind. '-As in! charity there can be no 'excess, neither can there be' oi
zeal in such' a cause; for here enthusiasm. is sobriety.
Though my opinion is,-that, of all measures of general policy tfot' r

heneft of the 'Africanl rate, the colonization' i Africa 'of free person iof
color, 'wiih their own. consent on' the' principles developed -in the colony o
Liberia,is the best which canaatpresent-be adopted by American and ngp
lish philanthropists,; am' not insensible to the value of. rany subordi
and auxiliary plans; or to the purity 'of motive by which they area- stm
gained.' ' In various channels,and from various' points, the charities of thO
CChristian world' may fio* forth, and finally commingle in one and the. aame
broad stream, of' beneficence to Africa,
'But if the' scheme of colonization suggested, asii at. present, thae mam

plan of -benefit to the African-rae' surpasses any and all others in efficidn
and advantage; if at its comnmencementi and for se'yeral :yeous toicome,id
require great energy and'~resources, the opinion of-' England'; and Amerwg
should be' united for itsSUpportu. Opinion ig bocomi g the;miotress of.st't
and'of the world.: How' mighty the reason and benevolence of th6r.tise



ca,,,t~riesotitpg together and% foqrhe same, end.! HourdiesatMtpe.oh
hopes of.AfricaT should their opinionson thissauject tend in,5p0poit~ irae'
tiop.p isne~,,tr,4lize each;.othermif-.not.-exhaust their.strengthen ;'theiflerepess'
ok-3dntr ~ragyio.o the, bitterness of£,repr.oach. and: recrimination .,i ./.,,!,;,,":
,Avndsre it ma'y be importanti..to state.the moral Oripcipleiwhicii should
gqvern ,.tbe frieii;ls of th. African race, in endeavorsaud .enterprises.forX
thoir benefitt ;! and-,to.show that it; is Lthe.same which,. by the Divine tlawv,
ea~b , -and teveryj man is -bound to manifest in. his icbnrduict. towards. one.;an&
allof hi fellow'mn: Itis simply that principle'ofjustice-and benevolence.
inibodiod inlth, golden rule of the Saviour-of the.world.,, In its application-.
to~thesiuhabitaatsand descendants of, Africa,,therei is -no peculiarityw unless:
itolie.;intthe strength' of reasons which urge this application,' on accotint.o-
the~grea-tness of their, wrongs;and, the extremity of their miseries. Possii
bly-, also, we may be. specially bound. to remedy evils. which our -own
arkmes, or those ofiour. imnmediate .ancestors have; produced.. But, with,
these qualifications, our duty to the Africani race is the same owed by us to.
any other people in like circumstances.

v'h. law ;of, C:hristianity enjoining reciprocal and, equal benevolence,
universally; and a4t tall tinoes .1etween-man.and man, is the sole foundation:
of.htman rightsi;.:and:'this general la-w can, iii the. innumerable cases-not
defineedor settled ..by.:particular: Divine precepts; be obeyed only .by such
acts.andi.methods asi an. honest,-reason,.;shall prescribe. The principleof
thisslaw,.perfect-and. iimmutable,,.holds authority over all human society
bukin.its. application to;iartictular circumstances, conditions, and individuals
ofiithis -.society, varies endlessly, involves every 'question of expediency,
trid, requires the exercise .of our. highest faculties, of the soundest. and. mnost
sagacious judgment. No oneican. doubt the;truth of.this.doctrine who, will
reflect uponn ,his. own conduct for a single day, Why bestows he alms
upon, tMU.tdes9titute person and not -upon that, sustains this proposed measz
urepfor .the, public advantage arid noit that other, but in recognition .of: the
factithat,.iAln most of theiactions and duties of:life, Christianity governs by.
general laws) leaving. huamani reason to study, the lessons of.experience, and
totselectand. ap~ply.the means and methods of beneficence. In all domestic,
social, auid;,political Iifesand in ten thousand forms, this fact is manifested
Avery hour.; and while I see in it, for many reasons, a peculiar, wisdom and
a&high.moral discipline, I .-know that, had. it ,een; otherwise, annd special
laws dictated and prescribed each, and..everyact of our. lives, the world.
itIelf would notIconmtain the. books that. had beenwwritten.
_.,,The rights-tof- man imply corresponding. obligations, and the existence
of.one or both betweenn. men presupposes human society. I an. dealing.
nosvZ.with theiviorale of the subject, and not; with its, artificial or. .merely
liegal aspects., 'No reasoning, :then,.on the rights of man, iso.of force or
value, which treats him. as solitary'and'.alone, or .which rests merely ilpo
the dignity and immortality of his nature., -Nor isit. possible tocdiscover,
indppemident of' a seriousattention to. circumstances and consequences, frpym
the preceptive code Christianity, many of the rights!.ofs.others, and .4ourl
particular obligations of duty; and; not..less. rational. is :he, who, because
G.Qd. has left to him. the: free use. of.-his: limbs, .confronts, the steam enginei.in
its.vylocity, or. dares the wrath-,ofaall the elements, than he. .who., in .hi
plana..of benevolenice,' overlooks the fact, that not.more. perfect or unbending
inmpriaciple than: comprehensive .and accommodating inthe. modesk.iorits
ap.plictioa to .human society and. human. afirs, is the Divine law, reguiat.
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i~u~~i~gspnqnrt~, ai>in beavsen,-prtially- by exaott d-.nitioisand rnlesi
Vut -of mOliV:B -ard. the, iall-h&owirg and! benign ifi
encedf. repipro*rql4land universal ;Jove. So far as anysystem of political
or-. prsonol*.slavery violates the specific precepts or, the general ia'ws of
Christianitys it must be condemned, and>:should: be; immediately-abolished;
yewhethmr-such. .a sytm .be for atitne, onr the. whole, right or wrong; it'
is8,ciear. that the duties iand rights of, individuals invested thereby with
authority,-or bound to subilmission atid servitude, are affected and modified
bya state. of things, which. exists, perhaps- (if they are in- a& rninority'
without their choice, and: which neither one nor both .of them. find it possi -
ble to control. .,As they neither established the system,-.may not desire t.
perpetuate, and cannot abolish it, they.must fulfil. the royal law according
to the.Scriptures by'stich acts of mutual justice and kindness as4 are. comr.
patible with the necessities of. their condition and the public welfare.;
Men aslndividuals, and society as a body of individuals, are .equally

bound to do what they can to reform-abuses, promote justice, aud;seek the
pqrfectibility of all social and political institutions ; yet,,in--regard-to the
means they ado)t for these great ends, they mnust-be mainlyioverned bytheir
own: judgaienlts, deliberately and conscientiously formed under responsible
ties to-the.Author of all wisdom, theSnprema Ruler of-the -world...
-Much controversy iW. regard. to slavery arises.from the different tnean-

ings~given, by different writers ;to that term, some using it as synonymous
with the act oof reducing a. free ipersoni. toin-voluntary and perpettial servi-
tde.; others,.as that systetn or institution of. society which.-legalize&s and:
ineakes.hereditary this servitude; some as a wrong involving. every crime.
committed towards, slaves, where such aninstitution prevails; some, as the
nipre condition of the slaves; and others as'. simply the relation existing
betveen the individual master and his slaves, the effects of- which mnust
clearly depend very much upon the character of' the persons and the pecu-
liar circle mstances of the case.. SQmeddedem slavery, however mriodified, and'
wherever existing, so entirely anid intolerably criminal, that for its over-
throw they would wivL'ligly hazard-all consequences aud in- their enthu-
siasm for what they term the inalienable rights of humanity, violate the
rights of independent communities, the long-acknowledged and sanctioned
laws ofnations.-

States and individuals are alike bound by the general and-'special laws
of the Christian religion, and to hold or treat human-beings as mere prop.
evty I regard as a violation of the principles of that religion ;- yet it by rio
means follows that all -masters, fromt the very nature of the relation they-
sustain to their slaves, are to be condemned, .or that the State: -ijin which
slavery exists is bouud to proclaim immediate, uhconditional,, universal,
and entire emancipation. Tho relationof master does not oblige the mras-
ter to treat the slave as mere property. The state may repeal all- laws
which thus regard the slave, short of an act of unconditional- and. entire
emancipation. 'Evern.the liabilities to evil to which particular slavesiare.
exposed in the service of Christian masters in America may be, less- than
those to which, they would be exposed, at present, by an act-of-emanci-
pation. BLt, it may be said, the liablilitie.s t..evil of particular slaves by
emancipation could, not exist, were-there general emancipation. . This :may
be true; but I am -speaking of things as they.are, and -not: as they.mnight
be, and of the modification of-.the. duties of individuals by-.the §condition-
of societyy. To illustrate, then, my meaning, the slave of a hulnaneit. aster



ma!y hae 'ar tti~etmeet'd, 's slav*'ides,b~gvitW,-
ead ernaneipa;tintvmightcexpose him, astsin-sme ea kitVt*-'fldj to S*fitti*t
from- his wife and-children, by removal from; the Statre, And thevro1
himi'acurse rather, thaha blessing. It,may be true that his liabilitiesrt& vid'
tih slavery arelless than- they ouotild&be in freedom;

If we! look t6'a republican Confederacy', like that of the United S-att%,
df manyrSatts, in one half of which slavery exists,and in the 6the? not
umbre the evil iwas planted, in opposition to darnevt and repeated rerboW
mWrance& from the people, then colonially dependentsby a ruling but ifori
Power;- where the numbers in slavery are large, in some States- majority
of the population; distinct from all other classes in origin and complexion;
uneducated, and incapable of self-governmenti'it is clear that those provit
dently intrusted-with political control' must look to the general wnlfard,
consider the interests -of others as well as of the slaves, and that they
would disregard the; highest- obligations, should they by sudden- and 'rash
chaiige" expose: the country to revolution or all the' horrors of civil ,w*d
The tenor of the people is to be observed, as well as the physical cotiditidi
of society; the helm of po wver is not, to be surrendered to unsafe-or-incohiop
tent lands; and 'it must be remembered, for the sake of the slavesi thirL
selves, that restraints upon the freedom of men are sometimes, amdng their
dearest rights. ' My purposes however; is not to discuss' the' whole qitestioa
of slavery, but to show that. in regard to that, as well as to most' othet
evls in the'-world, Christian:discretion should be exercised, under the geneft
lrw. of Christian benevolence, and- that 'those'writers (and many such reded
ones there are) 'who confound all distioctions between slavery and thi
African slave trade ; between the guilt of-him who reduces freeon-ein'to
slavery and of him who receives-by inheritance an estate upon which ar$
slaves,.made such by laws.enacted by generations that died before he was
born'; 'between the conduct of a parent nation, forcing; for gain, this evil
of slavery~ upon her colonies, disposed, but unable, to resist, and that of
those colonies become independent States; and' in view of the differences6df
their' free and& slave population, and the 'near equality of' their numbers,
hesitating to attempt' emancipation, mainly from apprehensions that -suth
irn'attempt wul&d produce' evils greater than slavery itself; disregard 'or
leave unnoticed the deeper and more important elements in the subjdct9
from which aone we can frame arguments fir the enfranchisement' of their
slaves, convincing to the slaveholders,' because just: to facts-and to motivet)
and-trusting rather to their sense of obligation to do 'good unto all men,
than to the imagined wisdom of our own suggestions; how this obligation,
in. the particular case,. shall be discharged'.

-"Iharve no' thought or wish; to apologize for any of -the sins and wrong
ofJ slavery. The' 'doctrine I maintain appears to me the' doctrine of Chri-
tinnity, and better adapted (as surely it must be if such) to secure the
freedom and -happiness of the slaves than any one more austere, and less
capable of being discriminately applied to the ever-varying existence and
eircuinstances of"human beings. It is of the perfection' as well 'as equity
of' the Divine law, not to hold the State responsible: for crimes which ::no
State legislation could prevent or punish, nor 'the individual bound to' re-
dress -wrongs and evils created and sanctioned by State" authority, i'd
Whicb he- is unable either 'to arrest Or control. True,-every man should;
byt his influence' and example; plead for' righteousness; and'froi theoe-
tire'nientsof individual souls musna emanate the powere} to conquer Hilt;
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grdillysincre.asinglyoand..w.ithout disturbance, pe.vadelthe.,bodies politii
if"tes.ai.dkingdome. establish jistice in the -eats' of -renown,1 and
rolwn; charity queen of the world; the power of Divine truth, wisdom'
a4 love. .

ilwery (: .speak now of the system) in the United.;States and 'other
CQ.ointries is one of the many forms of oppression which 'all good .men
must desire to see speedily, and with idvantage to all Fparties,:abolished.
Osiginatlng :in -the Serrors and crimes of a-formier age, closely interwoven
wi#h all the institutions and habits of society, strengthened, by. interest an4
tim, and.in Anierica depending .upon ;no power..orlautthority except the
S.ate, individually, where it , the reason, conscience, and will of the
masters, are the principal, if notonly channels through. which the inftiu
ancvs of, truth and kindness can operate successfully for its removal. Let
Qppb influences alone operate. Censure, reproach, interference.by citizens
of othqr, States, tend but to add-rigor to the bondage and gloomnto.,the.pros.
peets of the slave population. And it should be known: in Englandias it
is known in America, that the sentiments, the judgments, the institutionsof
the people of ihe United States, are on the side of general 'liberty.- The
people of these States generally regard slavery as an, anomaly to .theen4
tire spirit and plan of their political being, and. therefore its toleration and-
support:-must lbe traced. to some :powerful reasons in their minds,'uncoui'
nected with, their- general views of politics and society.. These reasons.
arise from the wide diSerences incormplexion, history, character, and con.
dition,. between; those of. 4nglo-Saxon and African descent,.which are
thought to render intimate, social and political .union between them-nim-
practicable if desirable, and undesirable if practicable, injurious to.. both,
and of benefit to neither, and froin the dangers of collision,, were both free
onrthe. .ime soil, should ;such uni~n not be effected. . If these. ideas be
erroneous, they are general and powerful; you cannot meet and overcome
them by argumenIt, forthey spring from asociation gnd sympathies; thtey
may ;die, butcannot beconqttered..

X have expressed the opinion that the. colonization of free persons of
.(lor, with.their own consent, in Africa, on the. principles developed iuthe.
establi~hr~nnt and progress of. Liberia, is, of all plans practicable at pres-
ept, 'Most deserving support in Erngland-, and America, because of highest
utilityland promise to the African race.
rThe history of the colony of Liberia, though .brief, is full of interest

and instruction to the student. of human nature, and, particularly to thoie
philanthropists who seek to civilize .4frica, and elevate the minds of' hex
children.. Granville Sharp, Dr. Fothergill, and their associates, had founded
Sierra Leone. The rude materials with .w~hich they dommenced.their.
work,, and ,extraordinary. disasters, soon compelled them to, commit/ the
destinies of tbis .colony to the English Government.; and though it. looks
Pnt brightly and encouragingly from theAfrican shore, it has hardly Lili
'6lle4 the best hopes of its, earliest friend. he colony of. Liberia. owes
ito-existonw to a.benevolent A9Lmericansociety, has no connexion with
Goveranment, and from it. .has derived tbt occasional,;and, compared whh
that o£f iidividuals, h5mall aid. The wise, and ,ood meu ,ww, twenty.
four. years aga.,.erganized, the. American colonization Society, proposed m
plait of beneovolen to the African rwaci so ipleand .unobjectiablei-
Ihat- tbisiiens: f the;whole.-United; States might contribute.to its support,
so powerful in its tendencies of good in all directions, and comprehena4
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insets pbmiiedt b~ineficenoe,'as' to"^Want, 'in.Z4theory at Doleastj little Sir.1ily
thing of perfection. This Plan Was, to purchase fro&i the African dhiefsi
suitablei aind tsufBiieatily exteodod½'territoryi and tb! assit, such: bold 4fid
energetic free men of color, residing in the United States, as might Aesi#f
to J6mi'grate, to:fbund' thereorn a; free' and Christian' state; which,Tfrotm the
nature of'- its institutions, thhe deVelopemetit of 'itsprinciples and.resodrets,
lindd the' discipline of its circhristatinces,:mTust strengthen and elevate thie
intellctr aind moral 'character '(f its citizens; by example and endtravor
plant andi propagate cirvilizatioii and Christian doctrine in Africa; suppress
thb sittve trade; refac-po6'Werfully upon Arrierica,to promote 'emancipatibn
byire Ins disconnected: frorf datiigeii demanded by generaljiIstibe ,-ind
frauilghtWith blessing 'ti6ver 'et*attained by:it,'to' the liberated Africath
anda to theirra-ce-' thus5-§hbing by experirnent,'and demoiistrating in'fat
how thigh race may ast off the encumnbrances and entanglements'bof their
thraldcm', and; self-respected, because deserving' praise, stand in dignity anid
honor. before the w-orld.: ItWis-the peculiar excellency: of this plan, that 'f
its' suceess: ireliancee if mainly placed; upon the, ability of the descendants
and people of Africa: themselves,'when favored-in position and stimulated
byhigh !rtiotives, to rise from their degradation, assume a national character;
end secure- prosperity and a name among the nations. The puirpnse'tf
the society- has been to place the objects of' its bounty in 'such a -positin,
antd-supply to them' such motives. Poor are the' richest endow-mnts'nOf
fortune,' compared-with the acquisitions of the 'mind. 'Worthless ire'the
distinctions which others may confer on Us, compared withithosb wre May,
by great acts-artd: great endurance. achieve for ourselves. I1t has been "by
toil and' trial, by: suffering 'and conflict, by' self-denial and self discipline,'by
ha-z9ardous -adventure; and often by the iron hanjd of necessity., that indi-
viduals and nations have ascended'from' weakness, obscurity,'and disgrackb
Wt powlrer and' grandeurr ---
"'Since'a banid'of persecuted pilgrims, impelled by concern for the right

of conscience and the truths of God, first trod the icy and rock bound codat
6f "Newv England, few events of higher moral:. interest or' sublimity have
occurred 'than the establishment of the colony-of Liberia. Much praisedis
due to' the Colonization Society, but far more to the,' heroic rmen of color
Who 'went forth,'at the peril of'their lives, with no safeguard but :Provit
dence, to plant the seeds of liberty avid Christianity' 'in the 'most barbarois
qiiadtor of the world, and there, far away-from the arm of any civili ed
Governmentin the face of 'a fierce' and mighty opposition, to rear the
fabritof un.free, well-ordered and religious commonwealth. It is troe-that
this Small company of brave adventurers in the cause of their race have
been assisted by teachers' and guides from among the whites, and 'Heave-i
ha`9 smiled upon them; 'yet it-is to their own awakened' energy, their indue-
try~r~solutioncouragO, aid faith in God, that we must mainly attribute theit
stdcdst.' 'The world has littler observed, perhaps less applauded them.
Probably not one in a thousand in this metropolis has any knowledgeof
th ir bkistefide. :Yet they have founded a republican and ChriStirn sttteih
Africa,' Which promises to grow and extend itself for ages, 'and constituted
in'dfad pted 'in the'whole character of its institutions and ;lawt-to ';kindle
the-individual mind, and give full play to' all those intellectual and Mol

lties 'Which, nobly exercised, 'exalt 'men 'to greatnes,'tnay ptove 8§
central light arid power to revive aind' renovata their doountVY'ai4dthit

1016~
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But to be more specific in. regard to the principles imbodied and devel-
oped in the colony of 'Liberia.
-It isdesigned for a national..and independent political existence.
.Its. institutions are republican, or in the. hands of. the people.'
.C.onitro.l oyer them is reserved to the people of color.
S..lavery-can have no existence within the limits of: the colony.
All transactions with the native tribes are to be-conducted on the prin-

ciples of exact justice....
Both law and practice are in hostility to the slave trade.
Provision is to be made for universal.education..

-No preference is to be given to any religious sectsbut perfect, and there-
fore equal, toleration is secured to all.

Missionaries of all Christian. denominations among the native Africads
-are to be countenanced and encouraged in their work.

Colored emigrants are.. aided by the society during six months after
their arrival, receive, donations' of land, and having taken possession-.-of
.the same, and cultivated a few acres, become entitled. to all the privileges
of citizenship.. . < l . ''

Various recent and unexceptionable testimony, from sources English: as
'well as American, might be adduced to show how these principles; incor-
porated in its constitution, laws, and the manners and sentiments;of its 'citi-
zens, are so -well adapted to make it a. contented, enterprising, improving,
religious commuini.ty,.aiditng to suppress the slave trade,tandAtodiffhse'a
knowledge of-civilization and' Christianity. among the native African tribes.

This colony of 'Liberia (including 'the settlements founded'by. the peo-
ple of Maryland at. Cape Palmas) extends from that point, lat. 40 10' N.,
to Cape Mount, lat. 60 45' N., a distance by the coast of about three hun-
dred. miles, and-varying. in extent interior- from ten- to forty-miles.. :The
governor of the principal colony is a white man, that of Maryland.,a man
of color, educated in New England. The governments of. both are found-
ed upon the consent of the people, and administered. bylofficers of their
own choice. The beautiful .Wand .thriving towns or vitla6ges oif Monrovia,
Caldwell, New Georgia, Millsburg, Marshall, Green'vi'lle,' Baasa hove,
Edin7a, Bexzey, Rozenberg,' Harper, and others, ladorni this- coast,, so
recently.'covered with barbarism,auid exposed to..all the atrocities-and
horrors of the'., slave, trade. ' Eighteen churches and" many schools. are
established. Of several thousand emigrants.from the. United States, about
two thousand were. manumitted by benevolent masters' and assisted.to
take possession..of this, their' long lpst', but now recovered; and-,we trust,
secure and *permanent inheritance. The exports from this colonyy: eont
sisting of-ivory, camwood, palm oil, .tortoise shell, golds beesw ax,!and hides,
have amounted to froin-one to two hundred thousand dollars an1'niiall' 'for
several years, 'while an equal amount of. Americani'and European manui-
factures has been received in return. Several small' boasting vessels, (not
fewer than twelve or fifteen,) manned and navigated by the Colonists; are
constantly engaged from Monrovia,the 'principal' seaport, in la profitable
trade along seven hundred miles of the coast. '1SeldoMn is' 'the harbor. of
this town without foreign vessels, nearly one hundred-of' whidh, fromnthe
United States,'England, France, Sweden,' Portugal, aind!Denmark,"'t6och
there every year. The country possesses great advantages tfor agriculture
las well. as commerce: cotton, coffee sugary, rice,- indigo, palm- oil,' with
ivory, and many, rich gums, drugs, and spices, 'from :the forest-may, byin-
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dusty and energy, be produced or obtained in large quantities, for rex-
portation. --.t
The respect for good morals and religion is general andt gteat. Tr~ee

years ago,. there were about eight' hundred members of the Christian
church; profaneness and intoxication are: almost unknown, and; as, early
as 1834 a temperance society,. in a few, 'Weeks after its organization,
reckoned:on its, list five hundred members, at that time onefifth of the
entire population. Nowhere is the Sabbath more regarded, or Divine
worship attended; with more' apparent devotion. In some settlerreiidts, the
sale of ardent spirits is entirely' prohibited' 'by law; every where the use of
tberin isfdiscduraged 'by public opinion. Some thirty African chiefs have
consented by treaty to discontinue the slave trade, and many thousands of
themnative: population -have placed themselves under the protection 'and
authority of the colonial government.
lThe ministers of 'the gospel, about forty in number, hold religious

meetings during the week, as well as on, Sundays, and give religious
instruction' in the native villages. Then legislative council, the courts
of justice, the lyceums, societies for mental improvement and for purposes
of benevblence, the ably conducted presses, the public library, the ardent
desire' for knowledge pervading the whole community, a wvell-organized
militia,: and numerous civil officers discharging their duties with skill and,
fidelityi.are impressive evidences of improvement, and of the efficiency of
the-principles' inculcated and imbodied in the colonization of Liberia. To
theo-mental discipline, the force of motives, elevated arid constant, the
kindling .up of hope, in view of an almost boundless prospect of honor and
usefulness, must we ascribe the conduct and success of the people of this
colony. :

.Nor should I omit to mention how the 'gates of Africa have been opened
through this.colony, for-the admission of missionaries and other Christian
teachers to. her native population, and that sixty such persons, sustained
in their mostvbenevolent efforts by four of the- principal denominations of
American Christians, have entered upon this. field, never before visited by
the'messengers' of peace' and salvation, and been welcomed by its rude
occupants, ready. to receive the words of Divine wisdom, and to escape
:from the bondage and shadow of death.

In sundry important particulars there is, between the American Cob-
nization; Society and the African Civilization Society of England,'an
exact agreement..-

In their utter detestation of the African-slave trade,' they agree:
In the: opinion, that, fbr its .overthrow, we should not rest contented to

abide the slow progression of the principle's of justice throughout the
world, but. lay by far the greatest stress on all those efforts which may tend
to enlighten and civilize the African mind, they agree:

In 'the choice of Africa, as the great theatre for their operations, they
agree

.In, the principal: agents to. be.employed in their enterprise9 free persons
of color of African descent; they agree:

In,the design and importance of endeavors, by peaceful .and fair nego-
tiation, toobtain' the consent'of the chiefs and natives of Afriea! to abolish
the slaver trade, they qgree'.

In many of the 'means' for the civilization of the people of Africa-the
eoablishme t of.schools fr literary and religious instruction, of manufai-
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torrid and? workshops, -i which shall beitauight :the-ius~eful arts';of'model
farms to show practically the best modes of agriculture;-in, the encourtge-
mont of Christian: missions; and, finally, Iin the purpose of demonstrating
:to the view of the inhabitants of Afrida" how they may avail themselvesi
of the,, vast resio"Urces of -their county, and: find it their interests it`i
their duty, to abolish the traffic in 'slaves, they agree ta
,.-In their ideas of the 'vast extent iof good to be' attained ,by their ekei-
tions, they agree':

On' two points only, in their contemplated operations in Africa, they may
difer;-yet, independent of any reasons which I shall be able to offer 'in
favor of a' perfect union, I am not sure that even on these they willilong
'disagree.

'I refer, first, to the establishment of colonies or communities of free
persons of color in Africa, destined to self-government, and to a permanent
and independent political existence; and, second, to the question of tempos
rary authority to be exercised over such colonies, for their benefit, by' the
Governments of England or the United States. The able chairman of te
general committee of the Civilization Society has indeed declared that
their object is to civilize,'not to colonize; yet in the same letter he adds,
":It is true, I may be desirous that we -should form 'settlements, aud even
that we should obtain the right of jurisdiction in certain districts, because
.we could niot otherwise secure a fair trial or full scope for our normal
schools, our model farins, and'our various projects to awaken the: minds of
the natives, to prove to them the importance of agriculture, and:'to "nite
the spirit of commerce';?> and Sir George Stephen regards colonizn.ioti (if
we mistake not) as a thing 'incidental, if 'not necessary to the enecrutaon of
the plan of the committee; and while the chairman desires the authority of
the Government to be extended over such territory as may be aacquired,
one of 'his associates, perhaps not less distinguished than himself,Athinks
this authority, if grandted, will be but temporary; and that free men of'color
from all parts of the world 'will soon be invited and' assisted to occupy this
territory; as independent communities, On these points it is'clear the plans
of the Civilization Society are not matured. That the Governmentsof
England and America should extend, for a time, a protecting and fostering
care over colonies planted in Africa by benevolent itidividuals' or societies,
may be admitted;' the 'writer'hag on proper occasions urged the friends of
the African race in America -to make their appeal' to the several Govern-
ments 'of the Union for aidi to the cause of African colonization'; yet
neither he nor they have once thought of turning from that object the very
lode star in 'their j. olicy-the establishment of colonies, with the spirits
ability, and right to fUame afd build up their own social and political' in;
stituitions' as a tree and independent people.

For one, 'I hold that, in our endeavors to' civilize Africa, it is unwise to
rely solely or mainly upon individual missionaries, or' upon any companies
of nien not bound together voluntarily by social and political ties, aid that
the colonial system of England, though not on the whole an evil is'very

aO.ur. colonies, which,;owing to their. youth anl distancee ,friom-the parent ptale, ought ltp
havc excited and called into operation a. larger share.of maternal interest, have beoneadly misusd..
Ihe inpcqzIclqble riches.which fromm the Ianpof abundance~mhey may have even offered to pour forth
on tlo shores of Albion, have been fatuitouply, .in many instances, rejected, rind the golden oppor.-
ti~nity of ,binding with a silken chain f .commerce. the oast ,and the wast, 'and the *olith:,afid.tbe;
north of the empire, too often sacrificed for the sake of private gain pnd the promotion of selfish,
interest,. But it is to be hoped. that .the program of knowledge, the extension of colonial ch.
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imperfectly adapted to develop the power and exalt the:-haracter of 'the
native :population of, the countries over which :it extends.. The 'author 6f
the workthe he slave trade and: its remedy will concur in -this opinion.
But to, multiply colonies of freemen' of colorin 'Africa; on the. principles
.oftLiberia,is to introduce impressive. examples of order, l1aw, and govern-
ment, to' furnish to the colonists themselves the strongest and most,, ani-
mating: motives for improvement, and to command the-respect while we
eniliglaten the minds 6f the native population. 'The opinion of the learned
and able superintendent of the missions of the London Society at: tle't:apeof Good Hope, (Dr. Philip,) is entitled, to high respect. "'1 say nothing,'
he' observes, " of the advantages America may gain frormi the !colony of
Liberia, or of the advantages the people of color may gain froiii becoming
citizens of this new country. I leave such questions -to be settled' by the
citizens'. of the 'United 'States; who are by their local knowledg- better
qualified than 1 am to. decide them. But, so far as our plans for the future
improvement of Africa are concerned, I regard this settlement as full of
promise, to this unhappy continent. Half a dozen such colonies, conducted'
on' Christian principles, night be the means, under the Divine blessing, of
regenerating ;this, degraded quarter of the globe. Every prospective
measure for the improvement of Africa must have in it the seminal prin-
ciples of good government, and no better plan can be devised for laying
the foundation of Christian governments, than this new settlement--pre.
sents.. Properly conducted, your new colony may become an extensive
empire, which may be the means of shedding the blessings of civilization
and peace over a vast portion of this divided and distracted continent."

Concurring, then, in many and very essential particulars, as well as in
benevolence of motive, it remains to be seen whether the' African Civili.
zation Society of England, and the American Colonization Society, will-
on those just specified, ultimately agree. My, confidence; at least, hope,
that they will do so, rests upon a firm conviction that the principles devel.
hoped and applied in the colonization of Liberia are so just in theory, and
beneficent itl practice, as finally to command the approbation of all philan-
thropists. I have 'great confidence in the candor,' reasonableness, and
benevolencecof the African Civilization Society; and of the good'people ot
England. They have recently shown all ardent and generous zeal in the
cause of the suffering Africans. I believe them. capable of disinterested
and glorious deeds, nor do I deem my owns countrymen less capable of such
achievements in this or any other. enterprise. of humanity. The two
nations do not know, respect, trust, or 'love each, other as -they ought. Of
one descent and religion, and living 'for 'common objects, the Christians of
both countries should feel bound together by sacred and indissoluble ties,
as the heirs of an eternal inheritance and communion, once exalted 'to'
which, (if for them regret and shame there exist,) for 'few sins will they
experience more than for their violations towards, each other of justice,
brotherly kindness, and charity.

mere, and the light of the gospel with which the ministers of religion are illuminating every
land,' will awaken attention to the ' transmarine dominion. of England, where the statesman,
guided by the precepts of Christianity, may fortify our empire for ages, where the merchant may
in activity follow his peaceful and civilizing pursuits, where the naturalist may delight in scenes
of exquisite and endlessbeauty, adorned with every variety of the animal and 'vegetable creation,
where the philanthropist' may exult in 'the progressive improvement of his fellow-creatures, and,'
above all, where the Christian may rejoice in- the anticipation of that prophesied kingdom whose
branches and roots are to extend throughout 'the universe.-M., Mart n.'
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The .plan.of- colonizing Africal developed in Liberia I regard as the

best general plan; at present, for the benefit of.the African-race.
.lat.- Because it, gives. the noblest exercise -to. the minds of those who

engage in-it, and thus-most effectually improves and elevates their charac-
ter. --Whatwork-more honorable than to lay the first foundations of good
government and the church of God What can so arouse the minds of a
people, or so. fan' into a flame their enthusiasm for virtue, as to sum Onil
them to great. and worthy actions, to give existence and form to -a state,
to enact and- administer laws, to send out among.uncivilized and untamed
men- the voice of instruction and authority; support the 'high prerogatives
of justice, and, asresponsible to posterity, the world, and to God, to mark
and seal-the institutions of a newly organized society with .-indelible char.
acters of-wisdom. Nor let us think the people we would colonize ulsus-
ceptible to' the influence of-lofty motives, or that by self-discipline, in
circumstances adapted to call into life their energies, and to invigorate
them, they may not win the reputation of. wisdom.' In minds -improved
only as' theirs, she is the daughter of experience and high resolve.' The
free-blacks of the United States,-and many of the slaves also, are in that
state from which nothing great is to be expected, while they continue un-
excited end in the -shade of- a greater people, -but from which -they must
rise when untrammelled, and sent forth with due encouragements, to build
up, -unopposed by- superior.civilization, on the vast and rich lands of their
mother country,- their own fortunes, and to- redeem their race. Their
advantages for -this -work-, inferior in some respects to those of- the -first
settlers of America, are -superior in others. With less knowledge of letters,
they have more of the useful arts, of the free spirit of Christianity,-and, of
the -ll.actical operations and benefit of free government. - They have the
records of their experience, and the light of their example, and before their
eyes the mighty results of their deeds. Commerce brings them into con-
nexion with every enlightened alld powerful, people. The benevolence,
the missionary-spirit of a great nation, a spirit unequalled in any preced-
ing-age, is -ready to second their exertions. --Respotisibilities. are thrown:
upon them, of surpassing interest and magnitude. Millionsitheir brethren,
bound by superstition and slavery, 'appeal to them for light and deliver-
ance. And, finally, defeat must be ruin, while success will be the. attain..
ment of every earthly blessing and eternal honor. ;;
-The plan of -Liberian colonization is, then,- peculiarly to be- com-

mended, because bringing into -play and vigorous action the noblest mental-
faculties, and thus elevating the character of the colonists. I know of no
other plan which does, I can hardly imagine another which would doIthi's
so effectually. Depressed by ages of servitude -and habits of dependence,
such exercise- and discipline the African race especially need; nor without
it can we anticipate their rapid or great improvement. To exalt human-
character, we must touch- the springs of the' understanding, and move the
deep and generous passions of the- heart.

In the second place, I regard this plan as chief and best, because rely-
ing mainly for success, not upon precarious, individual, or transitory effort,
but upon the permanency, growth, and moral influence of well-organized-
communities. '
A few individuals might die, a few schools be broken up, a company

of missionaries, animated by the purest motives, and prepared to sacrifice
every interest for the Christian cause, might be cut of by disease or dis-
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P.ersed or, slain by savage foes;" but a well-founded 'coimoriinealtih is
destined, ordinarily, to a,;continuedc and increasing existence.;-:Though
foeeie in` its origin; it has within it durable elements of life and' power.
The settlement rises into state, the state' to empire. The colony, f
Liberia has already, within itself the means of self-defence and selfim-
provement. And if,'..iu two centuries, the republic of North America,
embracing, a population of more than' seventeen millions, has arisen'frdmn
the humble beginnings of civilization on the shores of New Englandand
Virgina.we may hope that our African settlements, so attractive (if polite
ically free and morally deserving) as they must be to the exiled children of
Africa, willrapidly expand into communities. commanding respect by their
wealth and numbers, their intelligence and strength. Their sons, natives
of. the soil, educated in all the arts of' civilization and in the doctrines-and
wisdom of, Christianity, will go' forth, not by. hundreds, bult thousands, to
instruct barbarous and degraded tribes, and lead them to knowledge and.
liberty. and the worship of the true God. ' Let them convert the wilder-
nesses of Africa into fruitful fields, her savage and enslaved' people into
civilized men, her victims of a cruel superstition into the meek disciples of
Christ; let them "build one great city,"" for beauty and strength to be
admired, and demonstrate their ability honorably to fulfil all the duties of
an independent state, and the reproach of their race, and African slavery
throughout the world, must forever, cease. The plan, thenris admirable,
because designed to trust, for the elevation of the African race, not to un-
certain, uncombined, and transitory efforts, but to the bringing into existence
and action the mighty moral machinery of a well-formed and compacted
state.

aIn the third place, I cannot but regard this plan as worthy of universal
and all possible support, because (if I may continue the figure) this moral
machinery is rightly placed, in Airica. The colony or colonies are 'to be
established in Africa, the country of the African race, where most of them
reside, the seat of-their ancient greatness, and of their more recent, long
continued, and present sufferings and disgrace, where alone, if, as a peo-
ple, they' are to be civilized and taught the truths of our religion, the work
can.-be accomplished.. Here the intellectual 'and; moral power should be
planted, to act as from a centre, most rapidly, extensively, and effectively'
to redress the wrongs and renovate the character of the race. Its benefits
will not be limited to Africa.' A civilized state of colored emigrants upon
her. shore-will be an object of universal interest, react to raise their breth-
ren in all those countries from which the colonists -have come forth,
disturb no. passions of jealousy or fear, but speak persuasively to all hearts
in favor'of emancipation, and thus not- only shed light upon Africa, but
upon the destiny of all her children. It has been well said, that raise the
character of a " single man of color, and you do a benefit to his race ;"t
and we may add, let one commonwvealth or nation of Africans attain
honorable' distinction, and their brethren in all lands, and Africa herself,
are free. The work should 'be done in Africa; for, if it could be' done
elsewhere, nowhere else could it- be done so advantageously or so well.-
Here are by, far the greatest nu nber of Africans, and this the seat of the'
slave trade and their most widespread- and appalling miseries. All the

Dr. Breokenvidgc, t Dr. Bacon.
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-eculiar evils which afflict Africans centre here, and: here Boily ca'l we
attack their foes in the fortresses of their strength.

4th. -Every candid and reflecting man, in addition to these reasons
forgiving support to this plan,' may find-inducement In the facts, that it
most effeettially promotes emancipation; aims to secure for the people-of
color now free, and those who may be nuanumnitted, and to their race, a
good far above and beyond mere emancipation ; and, finally, that avoiding
angry-collisions and controversies, combining more- elements in which -the
friends of the. Africans agree; and fewer in which they differ, than any
other; if in itself no better, it may be more productive of good, because,
sttetigthened by- the union of more minds, it may be executed with greater
power.
For evidence that it promotes emancipation, I appeal:to the opinion

and testimony of all 'sober and Christian men in the Southern States of the
American Union. 'No one -acquainted with these will deny that they
confirm my statement. And certainly the 'judgment of those men, of the
effects of moral causes operating in the midst of them, is not 'to be disre-
garded.
By Providing a home for the liberated, preferable to that in which-they

must unequally contend with the abilities and influence of the whites, it
encourages the humanity that disposes to emancipation.
-Bv the same means, it removes one, probably the greatest, obstacle to

emancipation, -founded in the apprehensions of collision between the
colored and white races, should both be free upon the same soil-an evil
which it is thought would be worse than slavery itself.
-By demonstrating how emancipation in the United States may (as on

no other plan it would) secure the highest boon-of freedom to -the manti-
mitted, an independent political existence, and through -their agency ecn-
tribute to work out the redemption of their whole race, it supplies to the
honor and Christianity of the master the moAt powerful motives for the
act.
And, finally, it has secured the voluntary manumission of slaves,
,bout two thousand,) in value (viewed as property) nearly, if not quite,

equal to the whole amount of funds given for the 'establishment of Liberia;
while its influence to prepare for future emancipations it were difficult to
estimate.

This plan of African colonization seeks for the free- people of color,
for those that- may become free, and through them for their -race, a good
far higher than mere emancipation..-
He must be ignorant of the social and political condition of the United

States who ima-gines that emancipation to the slaves there, if it could be
effected, and they remain on the soil, would prove, for some centuries-at
least, if a' benefit, rnurs than a very limited and imperfect one. But the
scheme which we advocate. opens to them the treasures of the best or-
dered and most favored existence, the means of thoroughly developing and
combining their energies; of ascending, not individually,- but as a people,
to wealth, and fame, and power; of cultivating every field and advancing ih
every path of national improvement, and benevolence, and glory. What
other plan spreads out before them so friutful and inviting an inheritance,
or reveals in the distant horizon such bright and shining-lights? .
-That this plan-embraces more points in which'the friends of the- Afri-

can.- race agree, and fewer in which they differ, than pny- other, must be:re-
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garded in.' its favor,; for though general opinion that A scheme is right
does not necessarily make it sosuch opinion cannot be disregarded,.biUt
must always .enter. into the calculations of a wise man. And- as. the'effects
of most schemes depend very much upon the manner of their execution,
one which for, its success demands the united exertions of communities or
nations may offer 'vlid-reasons for its support in the fact, that the general
verdict.of opinion may probably be pronounced in 'its favor;., Indeed, a
-plan theoretically the best, if certain to be condemned, retarded, opposed,
may be less deserving support than an inferior one generally approved,
and which can bewisely and energetically executed.
Two plans of general. policy on this, subject divide the friends of the

colored race in England and America. The one is sustained by those who,
turning froni all the wrongs and miseries of Africa-,direct their efforts mainly,
if not solely, to the emancipation of all slaves. in Christian countries, by
sounding out the doctrine of immediate abolition as a duty to, be instantly
.performed by masters, in recognition of the inherent right of the slave;
the other by the African Civilization Society, and by those who, by found-
ing, free states of voluntary colored emigrants in Africa, look for -e-Lmanci-
pation and the elevation of her children to the success and moral influence
of this expemrient. That the colonization scheme avoids those collisions
and angry controversies inevitably connected. with the scheme of abolition,
is certain ; and thiat the elements of most efficient and extensive union are
with the colonizationists,and -not with abolitionists, I hold to be equally
clear. rhat the.two schemes do not -necessarily conflict; that the same
person may, without inconsistency, advocate both, l-admit; yet a union at
present of the citizens of the So'uthern, States of the American Confederaicy
with the philanthropists of other. states or countries, for the benefit of the
people of color, otl any other than the. colonization plan, is not to be ex-
pected, This fact will, prevent most. of the citizens of' the non-slavehold-
ing States from entering into associations of their own, or combining their
efforts with foreign associations, on the abolition plgn. They know that
nothing can -be. wisely, humanely, or effectually done for the abolition of
slavery, hut with the will and consent of the masters, and that they are
bound in good faith, and by the constitution of the country, to forbear all
attempts to control or disturb the peculiar institutions of the, South. -They
desire thnl( liberty of the slave, but love, honor, fidelity, and that Union i'
the stability of which is involved the cause of republican freedom,.as well
as the best hopes. o the slave, more. Seven-tenths at least of the white
population of the United States, I believe to be colonizationists: not be-
cause (in so far as the 'people of the nou-slaveholding States are concerned)
of opposition to emancipation, with permission to lie liberated to remain
upon the soil, should this be approved by the South, 'but Lhat, not being at
present thus approved, they will not usurp the right of intervention in-the
case; and because, convinced that the colonization plan has, great and
comprehensive merit, that in n'o.. other will the South concur ; and that if
this plan be not a remedy for slavery, it is preparing the way ftr such
remedy.

II will not question, the honesty and benevolence of the great body of
Einglislh and American abolitionists, vet I regard many of their writings
and proceedings as unjust to the 'peopTe of the. United States, particularly
to the s!aveholdersi and pernicious in all their tendencies. No one can
more desire than the writer to see modification and amendment-of the
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legal codes of. the slaveholding States,. in favor of the slaves. Atrocious
crimes and cruelties are'.doubtless occasionally committed, in those States,
on'the.persons of slaves.. -In what country are not oppression, nruelty,'and
crime, found to exist,?: +iiavre they no existence in England,? Generallyk
(and I speak from personal observation and-inquiry in' nearly all the South-
ern States of the-American republic,) the citizen's of those: States are kind,
hImn e, generous, and, in a. proportion, to. the whole population, equaf to
that found in most.parts of Christendom, devout and exemplary Christlans.i
No better friends have the slaves in any part of the world than are to lbi
found in those States. Cases of harsh treatment, of severe punishment, of
wanton disregard of their feelings, of the voluntary and cruel ruptureoof
their domestic ties, of withholding from them the necessaries of lifes- o'r
denying. to them opportunities to. hear Christian instruction and worship
God, are not common; they are exceptions,. not the 'rule. Liabilities.to
evil in the systein of slavery are great; trying separations and wrongs
among slaves are frequent; yet niany laws . which darken the statutW
books of the slaveholding States are in practice nearly, if not quite, obso-
lete ; and humanity and religion are exerting a mighty and increasing iii.
fluence for the protection and good of this dependent people.

Many, very many, masters and slaves are bound together by the ties
of mutual confidence and affection. A large proportion of the- slaves ex.
hibit an aspect of comfort, contentment, anid cheerfulness. There is much
to regret, much to condemn; fearful evils which are perhaps never brauighlt
to light, in the system of slavery ; yet all things (the very heavens them-
selves, as soine vould represent) are not ,wrapt in glooi. It is not to
diminish the general sense of the injustice as well as iimpolicy of slavery,
viewed as a permanent system, that I thus write, nor that I would lessen
the moral powers that are working for its- abolition, but- in reference to
truth, and because lhe is blind w'ho sees not that injustice to the master is
injury and awerime against the Flavo. He who bears false witness against
wile- and seeks to destroy my reputation, must not expect to be my-couin-

.or. If the abolitionists of New England and of Old England have no
;sAuence-among American slaveholders, and little with the citizens gener-

allv of the, United States, to their errors in principle, and more to their
faults and offences in practice, must they trace the cause.. If their errors
and faults originate irn ignorance, they might he pardoned, and may be cor..
rected; but, while persisted in, they~sunder all, bonds of respect and moral
union -between their authors and the citizens of the Southern States of
America, and indeed of a great. majority of the Americanis. They tend
to produce between England and America. hostile sentiments, perhaps
actual war. Indeed, hlaving excluded. themselves utterly from the cotifi-
dence- of those. upon, whom,. under Providence,. depend the hopes' andc
destiny of the slave population, some of their iurmber, in the ardor of~tlieir
ill-Regulated enthusiasm and the darkness of their perverted understand-
iligs, are ready to stake upon war the success ot' their cause. ButIthe
idea that England should make war upon Amnerica to abolish slavery is
so unmerciful towards the slaves, as well as preposterous and atrocious-lii
every respect, that-I doubt. not it ;vill be reprobated by the general reason
and humanity of the Englisl nation. As I wish to show that- the prificiT
pIes of extensive and efficient union for the benefit of the African! race:are
with the colonizatiorists, andd not with the abolitionists, I dcem it pertinent
vo quote two or three passages from recent. abolition publications iti Eng-
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land) containing.sentiments wvhich,if their folly did lot equal their wicked-
uess, would be alarming to the true friends of the slaves and..of peace. ,-.
.On .the 14th of September. last, Mr. Remond, a man .of color from the

IJnited"̀ States, addressed. a. public meeting of the Glasgow Anti-slavery
Society, in the Rev. 1Dr. Heugh's church, and among other things said:..

LSuch was. the state of things on the opposite side of the Atlantic.;
and now he would put.the question, what were the friends of anti-slavery
in.. Britain to do for the.abolition cause.? A reference was, in the letter. he
hfd:rttad,.wiiade to the Northeast boundary question. After referring -to the:
ardentdesire for war with England manifested by the State of Maine;
about a few: acres of land, and their inconsistency in refusing to give liber.
t.y to the slave, Mr..Remond proceeded to.show that a war with England:
would. inevitably lead to the emancipation of the slaves. He believed
that-Etngland held the means in her own hands in relation to the system
of slavery,. and he trusted she would not shrink from the contest ; for,
dearly as he loved his country, and to dwell upon the associations which
he had experienced there, he felt that emancipation from any other quarter
was lhot to be hoped for.;' and God grant-that it might arrive early. The
American nation, he observed, had every-thing to lose by a contest wvith
England. This sentiment, he.knew,.might cost him his heard; he. knew
he would be in danger, the moment he stepped onahis native shore, for hav-
ing given expression to such views as these, but he cared not; -it would at
least be:known that one colored American had dared to speak freely and
boldly on this subjects (Cheers.) He would. riot give up the privilege
and the. prerogative of speaking out as a free man), while the breath was
in his body.. -. * ` Let there be
war between England and America, and the shackles which now held so
many:iin. bondage in his country would be broken to-morrow."

The., Rev. Mr. Keep, from the Oberlin Institution, United States, at-
tempted to. apologize to the.audience for the warmth of his friend; Mr.
Remond, who is subsequently reported to have- said:
"He.. would not have any one suppose; that he -would return lo his

country..with. the iiew. of inciting. the slave to insurrection against, his
master. He did not think it would be necessary; for he believed the slave
would...be freed only by the progress of peaceful truth. He only spoke
what-were his own sentiments in. relation to himself; and he. did not~wish
to soften down the sentiment -in the least."

C.leave it to those who can better reconcile differences than myself,
to show? Mr. Reemond's consistency in urging .a war as afiording the only
hope for emancipation, and then avowing a belief that the slave would be
freed onrly by.the. progress of Christian truth.
The editor of a. newspaper .(published,.if we mistake not, at Ipswieli)

gives, the following paragraph, evincing ignorance, and imarked by senti-
ments better suited to the intnate of a lunatic hospital than to one standing
forth. as adviser of.a humane, wise, and puissant nation
"We are afraid there is a wish. on the part of the thousands in. Ainer-

ica, who, are implicated in the slave traffic, to provoke hostilities, with
England, in order to .divert attention. from thet abolition questioll, and
get .r.id of the present agitation -created by the, laudable perseverance.of.
philanthropists in.both countries. If war be inevitable, our heart's desire
is, that it may lead !to the annihilation of American slavery. The hor-
rors of the' slave system, as pursued in, the Southern States, are unutter.
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able; nothing that the wildest imagination can Conceive surpases.the
cruelties 'inflicted on the wretched negro victims; and if.,i-t were ilf our
'power to stir :up -the spirit of the slaves to rebel against the 'heartless
planters, and by one effort shake off their fetters, we would-use that power,
lthpugh'all America were thrown into disorder, and presented one wide
field of bankruptcy and ruin. If the sword of Great Britain should be
unsheathed, let her not drawback her hand: until she has secured the free..
dom of the slave. ' * * *

" We would that America had listened to the voice of resort and mild
remonstrance from the British shores, and suppressed the lingering abomi-
nation amidst the acclaiming cheers of humanity ; but she persists in- the
unholy traffic; she welcomes to her shores the infernal slave ship,.-filled
with bales (if human merchandise; she. still -promotes the detestable
system of slave breeding in her States; she heeds not tie groans and
tears which fill her land, the boasted land -of freedom, equality, and
civilization.

--e ' * # he** e'.*.,;;
*" The horizon is dark and troubled; we know not where -war with

America will end ; her curse is of slavery; of all the dangers that threaten
her, that of slavery is the greatest ; she is wedded to the evil; arid to utter
the word abolition, in the Southern States, would be to defy death., What
"is the duty of England, is a serious inquiry. We- wish for nothing. but
moral influence; but if there must be physical conflict, let not .the. aboli-
tionists,'even in war,-be diverted from their course; but strive moreweuer-
getically to merge all dissensions and distinctionsin the overwhelming
unity of demand-annihilate slavery in J/merica."

III the number of Frazer's Magazine for the present month (April)
appears an article entitled " Wur with/ imerica a blessing to nwankindc"
While calculated (we fear designed)! to stir the passions of the un'thinoking,
to well informed and virtuous minds the falsehood of its statements and
its detestable sentiments carry with them their antidote.- While- this sage
writer'sees no hope of success in any war with America'which- should fail
to arouse the slaves to general insurrection, in the excitement of these
people to a murderous contest for liberty, he discerns the means-of a short
and easy conclusion of the struggle "A conclusion in every ;way honora-
ble and advantageous to England, and in the highest degree desirable to
the whole human race."
"Anerica, (he says,) in one respect, is, the. most sinful nation in the

world; and in her sin,as Divine and retributive justice ordinarily-pro-
vides, she finds her 'weakness and her punishment. She'e-holds tiearly
three millions of unoffending human creatures in the most 'crnel bondage;
in a thraldom infinitely worse than Egyptian,: Turkish, or Sclavonia)I. III
fact, wve doubt if the annals of the human rate afford an example of any
system of oppression at all.approachig -:to that which is'proved, on the
clearest, fu4est, arid most irrefragable eviderice, to exist in 'a ,country'Xvhicl
vaunts itself to be the freest nation on the face of the earth."

'-After quoting evidence concerning the atrocities of Amnerican' slavery
from a work entitled "-S/tavery, and. 1he' ilterhal Slave 7Trade'q/J-rhe
United State*," by the executive committee of the American Anti-slavery
'Society-a :vork as fairly and justly represeliting.American slavery* and the
American character as the records of the London police offices, the 'tr-ials
.at the Old IBailpy, or the' Newgate Calendariwould 'the characteruof the
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English people, and introducing the shocking details of two cases, in which
colored nien:, murderers, had been burnt by mobs, with the remark, "We
will adduce only.a, sample or two of what seems a common practice in
the slave States of America," he adds:

"":.Such, then, .is the sin and weakness,.of America.. -It may beta
doubtful- point how far another nation would be justified, in a time of
peace,; ini embarking in a crusade of, philanthropy, and endeavoring to
force all independent people into the relinquishment of a national sini. .But
what possible doubt canl exist as to the propriety the expediency, nay,
the absolute duty, of ;making a war subservient to the great and pre-emi-
nent; object of freeing. these three millions of cruelly oppressed human
beings,?
-Policy,too, not less than philanthropy, prescribes such a course of

warfare." By this mode, and this only, a war with America night be
brought to,. a speedy and inevitably triumphant close. As we have already
observed, a struggle between the people of England. and their descendants
in America must be a fearful, a protracted, and a lamentable one. But it'
assailed in this quarter, a 'vital point is instantly and surely reached; the
Union is dissolved, and the war is at an end.
4"Among the three millions of slaves, we may fairly calculate the,

adult males at nearly one million. Every man of all this multitude would
eagerly' rush to embrace an emancipating invader, and within a few days'
sail of the coast repose the free and happy blacks of Jamaica. In one
morning a force of ten thousand men might he. raised 'in this quarter, for
the enfranchisement of their brethren in America. ' *
"We say that this course is dictated alike by policy, by self-preserva-

tioi, and by philanthropy. By policy-for nothing would render our nwn
possessions so secure as a dissolution of the Union-an inevitable result of
this line of action. By self-preservation-for England must not venture to
involve herself in a protrac-ed contest in a distant quarter of'the globe.
By philanthropy-which tells us that if,'contrary to our own inclinations,
we are dragged into this unnatural war, it is our duty at least to endeavor
to bring good out of evil. In whatever way, then, we contemplate the
subject, we come to thi's conclusion :.
." If 'ave must have a war with 'America, let us make it a war for the

emancipation of the slaves; so' shall our success be certain, and our tri-
umph' the triumph pf humanity."
Some .indignation we' might feel at these- remarks, were they not ab-

solutely ludicrous, ahd the parting counsels to the English Government to
take possession of Cuba such as might produce smiles rather than angr 'in
the United States.
"Now," he observes, "England could, if she chose, very speedily put

-an end to slavery.,
" The three great markets for slaves, to supply which the trade is kept

up, are' the. United' States, Brazil, and Cuba. The first of these, we feel
persuaded, will be broken up whenever a war breaks out; and,even'with-
out a war, the system would lead to some dreadful internal convulsion
before long. But the last of these, Cuba, is' open to our 'approaches even
at'ithis moment.

"9Cuba belongs- to the Crown of Spain. But what is -the Crown of
Spain ? A shadow.

6 It is abundantly obvious that England could add Cubas to her colonies
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tomorrow, if she chose todo so'. But could she do so with justice and
horror? Most' unquestioiably she 'might. Has not Fngland expended
upon Spain, within the last twenty years, lany millions of sterliig
money ?" &c.
From works more grave, such as the 'British Crilic, the Eclectic Re.

view, -and the Congregational Ma~gazine, the pages of which are enriched
'by the thoughts of sober and charitable divines, recent passages might be
cfted, showing that even enlightened minds in England are misinforimed or
misled on' the subject of Amlerican slavery and the Colonization Society.
They consider "a merican Slavery a.s it i.," and the work on " S.iavery and
the Internal 'Slave. Tride in the United Stales," as giving a just general
view of that slavery, whereas a detail of crime connected wlith the manu-
facturing or poor-law systems of England would give as just a view of
those systems. I have no -wish to recriminate. But a remedy-forou'r
'censoriousness towards the faults of others may often be found in reflec-
tion upon our own ; and Divine wisdori instructs us that to condemn
the sins of others is no virtue, while guilty ourselves of doing the saine
things. Besides, he who is ignorant of the sentiments of others towards
him, or disregards thern, will find that purity of motive does not always
give him influence, and that his good intentions will find the door closed,
unless humilityj discretion, and charity, have'first opened it. Let, then,
the pious and philanthropic of England, her learned and venerable clergy,
imagine with what sentiments they would peruse, in an Arrmerican maga-
zine or review,. the following article, and they will understand the impres-
sions which the passages we have quoted will make uipon the Aninrica'u
people:

iwar vit/s England a blessing to mnankind.
"s[he arrogance, pride, and selfishness of the English nation are in-

sufferable. We are no friends to war, but are not sure that a declaration
of hostilities against this haughty and oppressive Power is not a duty'to
ourselves and to mankind. With high professions of respect to justice
and the rights of man, England has for cerlturies continued to' violate both
to an incredible extent, and without remorse. Think of- her conduct to.
wards this country. Compare it with ouir own towards her, (the best
English statesmen themselves being judges,) in the great contest of the
Revolution.
"The Earl of Chatham said: 'Your ministers have gone to Germany;

they have sought the alliance and assistance of every pitiful, beggarly,
insignificant, petty prince, to cut the throats of their' loyal, brave; and in-
jured brethren in Atnerica. They have entered into mercenary treaties.
They have let the savages of America loose upon their unoffending breth-
ren loose upon the weak, the aged, and defenseless; on old inen, women,
-and children:; on the very babes upon' the breast ; to be cut, mangled,
sacrificed, boiled,' roasted,'nay, to be literally eaten. These, my lords, are
the allies' Great Britain now has. Carnage, desolation, and destruction,
wherever her arms are carried, is her newly adopted modeof making wri..
*Our ministers have made alliances at'the German shambles; and with the
barbarians' of America, with the' merciless torturers of ;,their -species.
Where they will' next apply, I cannot tell.' 'Was it by letting loose' the
savages;of America, to imbrue their'hands in the blood of' our enemies,
that the 'duties of the soldier, the citizen' and the man, came to be united.
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Is this, honorable warfare, my lords? Does it correspond wit-h-- the Ian-
guage ,ofthe poet ? ' The pride, pomp, circumstance, of glorious war, that
makes. ambition -virtue.'

" The Duke of Richmond said: 'But, mny lords, X wish to turn your
-eyes -to another part of this business. I -mean the dreadful, inhumanities
with which this war is carried, on, shocking beyond description to every
feeling, of a' Christian or of a man. If ever a nation shall deserve to
draw down on herthe Divine vengeance of her sills, it will be this, if she
suffers such horrid war to continue. To me, who think we have.. been
oylginally,in the wrong, it appears doubly unpardonable; but, even sup.
posing we were right, it- is certainly we who produce the war.; and I do
not think any consideration of dominion or. empire' sufficient to -warrant
the sacrifices we make to it. To arm negro slaves against theirmasters,
to arm savages who we know will put their prisoners to death in the most
cruel tortures, and literally eat them, is not, in my opinion, a fair war
against fellow-subjects.'

"Col. Barre said: 'The Americans have been branded in this House
with every opprobrious, epithet that meanness could invent; termed
cowardly and inhuman. Let us mark the proof. They have obliged as
brave a general as ever commanded a body of British troops to sur-
render ; such is their cowardice. And instead of throwing chains upon
these troops, they have nobly given them their freedom ; such is their in-
humanity.'

c"Mr. Burke observed: 'The Americans had been always represented
as cowards; this was far from, being true; and he appealed to the conduct
of Arnold and Gates, towards General IBurgoyne, as a striking proof of
their bravery. Our army was totally at their mercy. We had employed
the savages to butcher them, their wives, their aged parents, and their
children; and yet, generous to the last degree, they gave our men leave to
depart on theit parole, never more to bear arms against North America.
Bravery and cowardice -could never inhabit the same bosom ; generosity,
:valor, and humanity, are ever inseparable. Poor, indeed, the Americans
were, but in this consists their greatest strength. Sixty thousand nmen had
fallen at the-feet of their voluntary poverty.'-
"And what has since been her conduct? Having -driveni us into a

war in defence of our maritime rights, which we nobly vindicated on that
ocean that-she vainly imagined was her own, she has recently again vio-
lated those rights in the African seas; as though she only sought to over.
throw-the slave, trade, and, to monopolize all credit in abolishing it, might
violate the law of nations. Has she not in time of peace, and on -our
own. sail, burnt our property P.nd- murdered our citizens? Witness
the affair of: the Caroline. Not content with denouncing us as infa-
mous before -the world for an -evil which, from mere mercenary motives,
she forced upon us, in the days of our -weakness and her tyrannous corn-
trol, her ecclesiastical bodies would exclude, on account of this evil; from
Christian fellowship, nearly one-half the churches of this Unionl; and,-as if
growing-more hardened in iniquity, she-dares to speak, not.of a magnani..
mous and open war, but--(unparalleled atrocity !) of exciting our slaves to
-insurrection-; of lighting; the -flames -of servile war throughout all the
Southern States-of this. Confederacy. And who are those that, withmnore
than savage -ferocity, would introduce amongst us all the horrors. which, a
-few years ago, darkened the heavens, and made red with the blood of- in-
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discriminate niassacre the fields of. St. Domiago ? Our enlightened,
Christian,, English, brethren ! A people who boast. of the treasures of,
their wisdom and the. purity of their faith; who are justly proudof the
immortal, names of Shakspeare and Milton, of Bacon and. Burke, of Hian.-
way, and Howard, and Wilberforce. But hats England no sins to answerfor,
that.she should take the work of retribution into her hands, and inflict the
Divine vengeance upon our guilty heads ? What nation was it: that
through several of its successive monarchs, two centuries ago, called for
subscriptions to joint-stock companies for the prosecution of the slave trade,
in order to supply laborers to her Amherican plantations ? What nation
that in 1713 formed a treaty with Spaintwhich, in the words of Lord
Brougham, 'the execrations of ages have left inadequately censured,' by
which it was. stipulated that she should introduce 4,800 negroes into his
Catholic Majesty's dorninions,-for the space of thirty years, successively.?
What nation that, for a loog period, employed from one hundred, and fifty
to two hlunidred ships in the slave trade, anid carried off on the average
forty, thousand negroes annually ; at times one-half more, and which is
stated by Anderson, in his HisIory'of Trade and Commerce, about- 1753,
to have supplied her American colonies with negro slaves, amounting in
number to above one hundred thousand every year? It is the nation of
which. Mr. Pitt said, ' The truth is, there is no natioti in Europe which has
plunged so deeply into this guilt as Britain. We stopped the natural pro-
gress of civilization in Africa. We cut her off fromn the opportunityof
improvement. W[;e kept her .dowi in, a state of darkness, bondage, igno-
rance, and bloodshed. We have thus subverted, the whole order of nature;
'ye have aggravated every natural barbarity, and furnished to every man
motives for committing, under the slave trade, acts' of perpetual hostility
against his neighbors Thus had the perversion of British commerce car-
ried misery instead of happiness to one whole quarter of the globe.'
"Arid has England, by extraordinary acts of mrn!it. ,,o atoned for theao

enormous wrongs, so cleansed her garments from the blood of Africa, as to
be entitled to carry revolution into foreign States? Even in her boasted
act of West Indian emancipation, she violated (as Granville Sharp, the
venerated Bather of abolition in England, would have said) the rights of
her own subjects, in denying them a representation in her national lQgislur
ture. Her liberality of compensation we admit.. But by what authority
of justice, while conferring personal freedom on one -people, does she hold
in political servitude another ? She treated with contempt the remoristrances
and petitions of her American colonies against the slave trade, and niow she
presumes to dictate to these colonies,, risen to independent States, where
and how they shall abolish slavery, on pain of her high displeasure.
"Ald, has she no evils at .home to remedy, that she mnusi cross thle

ocean to excite civil and servile war in America ? Let her look to India,
to South Africa, to every remote province of her empire, and see the foot-
prints of desolation or the signals of distmaty or sorrow wherever she has
conquered. Whole tribes and nations have wasted away before her,
while more than a hundred millions bow their necks -to her arbitrary
and iron, will. What is the, condition of Ireland ? More thant2,000,000
of her people in rags and wretchedness, and compelled to solicit charity
for at least half the year. And what is done to.gi've religions instruction
to.three millions, speaking only the Irish language? And what political
rights has Ireland ? Out of three counties, containing more than loo00,oo
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of inhabit iits, there are a little more than 4,000 voters." Little better
is 'thec n;dition of things in England. .GGrounld to the dust by taxation, tosLipport a Government the most lavish for expenditure in the world,'no
provision isi made for general educationj and thousands are transported
annually for crifnes of' which ignoriince may be regarded as the parent.Ani overgrowvn aristocracy, vast wealth, and boundless luxury, arb here
sedh in contrast with ignorance, misery, and starvation. Talk of Armerican
slavery, while in one city of' Great Britain, and that not thm largest, 16,000
persons are lfolUd seeking'food' and shelter in a single year: while typhus
fever, produced by destitution, is never absent; and when an able physician),
writing of Lifierick, says, (in reference to, the houses in the worst part of
the old towvin,) ' I myself have' known several of those houses' occupied by
eight 'nise,' eleven, thirteen, and I have heard that somfe of themn-are occu-
pied by sixteen families. I have seen three families living together inma
room scarcely seven feet square ! It would, indeed, be a most interesting
subject for investigation, and one which I am sure would tend to' great
practical good-an inquiry into the condition of these poor strueg lers; the
number to each house; the rents they pay;. their mode of obtaining! a
liveliho Ad azid other particulars regardiing them; but I fear I should not
be able to devote sufficient iinie to it. Here, amid broken banisters, fall-
ing staircases, sinking floors, and shattered roofs that admit every blast,may be witnessed every variety of privation, misery, and suffering, in all
its horror, which it is possible for the human mind to contemplate. I have
read all that has been written obi the condition of the poor in Scotland and
otherrplaces,and in nothing theydescribb do they exceed what is exhibited
in Limerick.' I have seen a *retched mother lying sick on a mat, in the
corner of agaaret,heronly covering a few rags; without a drop to wet
hier lips for three days, but cold wvafer ;' ter husband dead, and three little
children on the filor, who were frequently eight-and4orty hours 'without
tasting a morsel of lood. But this last is by no means an uncomrmnon occur-
renceamong them, and sometimes the interval' passed without food is much
longer. I have seein children, not otherwise unhealthy, fall into a dropsical
state, and die, front tlhe absolute debility produced by repeated abstinentce.
I have know ii awretchted young creature, a widow, without clothing, food,
or fire, when every rag was pledged,place her dying infant betwveein her
lower 'limbs- in its last momennts, in a position which is not easy to describe,
inorder tokeep some warmth in it while it was expiring.' Thrice happy
areslaves, so far as physical comfort is concerned, in America, compared
with the thousands perishing for 'want in this kingdom. And then hermanufactories. But more than enough ;her people are beginning to opent
their eyes; the ' hereditary bondmen of Irelalnd,' as Mr. O'Con6i6i'fiias it,
will not always be slaves. Her old, rotten institutions must give way;y
the sooner they are in the (lust the better. Let us, for the sake of Ireland
and India, for freedom and; humanity, declare war, anid millions will clap
their hands. At all events, England should know that an attempt onl her
part to rouse the slaves to insurrection will unite every American against
her; nor will they rest until the'Canadats shall be released from their chains,
and 'not anEFnglishmnan left on the shores of the new world. The pride of
England must be humbled. Our voice, then, is for war; and 'we conclude
as'we began,'awar with Enrgland a blessing to mankind.'.Ifan Eiiglishman turns from thisarticle with abhorrence or disdain,
let him consider that the language I have quoted from 'recent publications
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in, this country, more malignant, and certainly not more just, must excite
similar sentiments in the American, mind., And. is it by ,such publications
that Englaiid and America. are to be ;ulnited'in works of piety and.philan-
thropy?. Will mutual attacks upon character, the application to each
other of undeserved censures and cruel reproaches, bind us more, in amity
together? By'concealiiig each others' virtues, and exaggerating and gladly
holding up in the face of Heaven each others' faults, shall we, become
wiser and better, and show more impressively to the world the meekness
and power of Christian love?,

Suppose.a society established in the United States, for the avowed
purpose of effecting a revolution in England, by inflaming the passions of
her".laboring classes, insisting upon their right to share equally with the
nobility in thegovernment of' the empire; that the lands ought to be their
own, which. they have so long Cultivated for very inadequate rewards;
putting arms into the hands of her Chartist population, and maintaining
that it was utterly repugnant to the democratic spirit of Christianity, that
thousands should pine -in workhouses, or starve out of them, while others,
no better than they, drell in palaces and drink wine out of bowls,; ,an)d
that a throne, based, tpon the miseries of the people, should be overtuIrned
by their hands ; suppose .they should collect all reports of crime and, suif-
fering, throw* the responsibility for their existence upon those in power, and
pronounce all authority in England null and void Before God: would the
good and wise in this counr y have patience with.such a society, welcome
to their shore its agents, or distribute its publications ? I suspect such; in-
terference in the' national concerns of England by the people of a foreign
State would be likely to add nvew tenants to the prisons,.o~r send out addi-
tional companies of disconsolate, if not chained captives, to till .the soil of
Her Majesty's Australiau dominions.

I shall not argue the point, whether. such a society, in America would
furnish an exact l)arallel to the Abolition Society of England, for. my
object is but to say that the movements of the latter, so far a.s directedto
excite, the slave population to insurrection, or in any way to coerce eman'-
cipation, are regarded, universally, in America, with detestation, and hor-
ror. And here I may' be permitted to. correct, some of the errors in the
quotations I have cited from recent English publications, and which, I fear
may have been adopted too extensively in England, concerning American
slavery and the American Union.

1st. The idea propagated by the Times, as well as Mario us other papers,
that the consequence of ""war would be' a speedy dissolution of the Armer-
ican Union, is wholly false; on the contrary, nothing could~strengthen the
'American Union like war with a foreign Power. The bonds uniting the
several States of that Union can be relaxed and broken only (.if at all) by
internal dissensions in days of peace.,

2d. To represent the citizens of the Southern States of America as gen-
erally guilty ofrigorous, inhuman conduct towards theirslaves, is an, out-
rage upon truth as well as charity. If my. testimony, derived fromr ;eexten-
sive personal observation, be called inl question, I appeal. to the, venerable
bishops of the Episcopal church, in,those States, to confirm it, aijd desire
those who would try the. question to seek their testimony on the subject.
Much oppression doubtless exists; but a concern for the physical'comfort,
religious instruction, ind ultimate freedom of the slave.population, is in-
creasing, and will continue, I trust, more and more to increase.,
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3d. Neither fanaticism nor mistaken philanthropy may gratify itself

with the-idea that the slave poptulatioti of America are one and all ready
to fl y to arms against their masters, at thb bidding of a foreign foe. Not a
few have too iuch sense to do this, not a few too much piety, and a large
proportion, probably, would prefer the protection of humane masters,
whorri they know, to a foreign soldiery, if 'such could be landed, (which it'
could not be,) of which they know nothing.

W4th. The idea of securing freedom to the slaves, by urging them to in-
surrection, and aiding them in the work, is a dream of his folly, or insanity,
who;might smile at the conflagration of cities or the destruction of nations.
Cruel 'to all classes in America, especially to: the slaves, should it once rouse
them to action, unimaginable evils must be brought upon society, proba-
bly utter ruin upon themselves. -All this is clear to those who can think,
and for others I do not write. Fidelity and good conduct on the part of
slaves will prove their best passport 'to liberty; and far wiser is it for them
to-rely ulpon the justice and kindness of their own masters, under the grow-
irg influences of Christianity, than upon the interference of foreign philan-
thropists.
And here I conclude what I have to say on the errors connected with

this subject,' by the remark, that the various compound poisons, as Cole:
ridge 'terms them, circulated to excite discontent in the humbler classes, who
relieve but a small share of the fruits of society, appear to me to have
been in great demand among the Anti-slavery Societies both of England
and America.

"1Ist. Bold, warm, and earnest assertions, it matters not whether stip-
ported- by facts or not;-nay, though they should involve absurdities arid
demonstrable impossibilities.

2d. Startling particular facts, which, dissevered from their context,
enable a man to convey falsehood while he says truth.

"3d.' Arguments built on passing events, and deriving an undue imr
portance from the feelings of the moment.

"4th. The display of the defects, without the accompanying advantages,
or vice versa.

i5th. (Concealment of the general ultimate result behind ihe scenery
of local anrd particular consequences.

"6th. Statement of positions that are true, under particular conditions,
to men -whose ignorance or fury make them forget that these conditions
are not present,'or lead them to take for granted that they are.

"7th. Chains of questions, especially such questions as the persons best
authorized to propose are ever the slowest in proposing; and objections.
intelligible-of themselves, the answers to which require the comprehension
of a system.

"8th. Vague and commonplace satire," &c.
I am' aware that the exhibition of particular errors, and the correction

of them, is not absolutely necessary to my argument, though I' trust .1iot
impertinent to the general object of this letter. I have sought to show
that the elements of a general union are with the friends of African civili-
za:tion and colonization, and not with the abolitionists. These elements
may' respect the-instrunientalities and the particular end.; Agreeing 'mainly
in both, the former" (the friends of civilization and' colonization) may 'ex-
pect' to unite to them the mind and energy of the people'of'the Southern
States of America-a matter vitally important to tho interests and hopes o.
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the.oslaves, to any extensive uniQn of their friends in that country; and of
.highest conseqnence to the civilization of Africa.. Agreeing alea.dy- in the
field for their operations, in _the 'agents to be errployed,"in ny of the
subordinate means to be used, in the great principles of Christian discretion
to be adopted, and the grandeur of their design-the moral and intellectual
elevation of :an entire race of men-time and experience will, I t6ustj per-
fect their union, correct any irregularities, supply anydefects; in their
policy, and show. the embodied wisdom and power of two greatnation,,
harmoniously. working for the civilization and salvation of Africa.,

-I have but ailLded to the effects to be produced by the civilization ofAfrica
upon the commerce of the world. To 'England, by opening a.vast market
for the innumerable products of her manufacturing skill; and to. Amer.
ica, by creating large demands for the fruits of her agriculture, thel enefit
would be inestiniable.

Gentlemen, to you, as justly possessed of the public confidence in
your, respective countries, and presiding, the one over.the American Colo-
nization Society, the other over the African Civilization Society, I venture
to address this letter, in the hope that the institutions you represent will
gather arout'idthem the, affections and strength of England. and America;
that minordifferences of opinion will be merged ill a common' sensibility
to the. wrongs and miseries of the Africans; that these institlitions,,already
agreeing in most things, may soon conctir in all,; that, mutually imparting
to each otber tl e results of their inquiries and experience, the pathway'. of
both may become brighter with wisdom and beneficence,; that liberty to
the whole African race may follow in their footsteps; that among their
blessings. may arise a holy and inextinguishable spirit of amity between
the Christian people of England and the United States; that future ages
may behold and admire, in the civilization of the most barbarous quarter
of the world, the morally renovated character, the political elevation and
independence of her nowvrude and enslaved sons; the efficacy of generous
motives, supplied by philanthropy, to produce self-discipline, to 'train and
exalt depressed and darkened minds; and, finally, that they may' discern
light,. cast upon the mysteries of that Almighty Ruler who subverts or
builds up empires, and, extending his decrees through all space and eternity,
often educes the fairest forms of a new creation from the chaos of, turbu-
lent events, disordered passions, perverse, counsels, and untold calamity;
and while lifting their voices of praise to that God who left his chosen
family for centuries under the .oppressor'sirod, that he might bring them
forth, attended by art and civilization, from the magnificeit cities of Egypt
to their promised home, the, anthems of.a devout thanksgiving maylbreak
out from the habitations and-temples of Africa, to augment and surpass all
other. songs of the earth before his throne; and that the -benignant Father of
all men~may rejoicingly cast his eye. upon that land, made beautiful as the
gardens of Solomon and the gates of Zion. '
Well do Iknow that not a few ardent and, judicious philanthropists

condemn thewrecent policy of the African Civilization Society, and of tie
lEnglish Government., believing that the Niger expedition will; secure.no
advantages to compensate for the 'large expenditure and thepr.hable,6ay,
almost certain loss of life. Possibly the funds applied to fit out andi efiay
the expenses of. this expedition might have been more ntsfUlly employed
in improving and extending settlements or colonies already founded il
Africa. But I am not sure of this, and I have no disposition to find fault.



M6ich valuable information will beacquiredI 'trust, also great and good
results secured-, by this expedition. Whether it proceeds on thez' most
economical pln,'or ithi the best instruction's, I am incomptent,-being
Without information to judge. I wish it all possible& success; and I fer-
v6intly pray' that the generous'conduct of the English Government, in this
ctise, nay'be6soon imitated by the' Government of my own country.:

In retiring from all public connexion with a'cause to which the best powers
mofmy mind and the beet years of my life have been devoted, I have felt 'irn-
pelled, I trust by a deep serise of duty, to submit these thoughts to' youngen-
tleinn, and' to the friends of Africa and her afflicted children,' ii England
and the United States. If they contribute in the least'to allay animosity, to
promote 'truth, justice, and charity; if in a single mind they awaken a more
powefnll sympathy for a people bound in chains, and trodden in the dust; if
to a single unfortunate mar. of color they reveal, even faintly and in the
distancec, the'star of hope for himself, and the ancient and once renowned
mother land of his 1 progenitors, and rouse him to the high ambition of rebitild-
'ing her ruins, and restoring to her embrace her long lost children; if they im-
press upon the masters of slaves the great anrd universal law of Christ, "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself;" if, finally, (and would thatQI could hope
so mnuch,) they should incline American and English philanthropists to unity
of- opinion, to mutual and friendly co-operation on the same plan, because
the 'best plan for- the civilization of Africa and the elevation of all her
people, I shall not have lived in vain.

'I'-have the hohior to be, gentlemen, very'respectfully, your friend, &c.'
R. R. GURLEY.

APRIL 30, 1841.

Report ofthe select committee of the British House of Commons on 'l4e
state it/ie Britishpossessionson thewestcoast of dfrica-o'ug. 1842,

The select committee appointed to inquire into the state'of the British
possessions on the' west'coast of Africa, mbre especially with reference to
their present relations with the neighboring native tribes, and who were
empowered 'to report. their observations, together with the minutes of'evi-
dence taken before them, to 'the House, have considered the matters to
them referr'd,'aid'have agreed to the following report:
'Your committee, previous to reporting the result of their inquiries into

the 'subject' which has been submitted to them by your honorable House,
think it desirable to state the'circunstances which led to their appointment.
'In' the course of the year, 1839, information was communicated to the
Marquis of Normanby, then:, Secretary of State for the Colonies, that a
Spanish slaver, the, Dos Amigos, had, a short time previous to seizure,
been "'allowed 'to 'trade freely at' Cape Coast, a British settlement on' the
Gold Coast, arid had been supplied there by a. British merchant, a magis-
trate,' 'with some 'of the goods, not equipments, requisite for carrying on
"her unlawful traffic. This information led to further inquiry, in the course
"of which it' appeared that such practices were not unusual' and 'that Capt.
Maclean, the governor, appointed by the committee of merchants in Lon-
don, on whom the charge of the settlements of 'the Gold 'Coast 'had beenr
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devolved byParliament,in- theyear erd18d28,- did not consider himself

eit tite;to interfere;wih h- tetraffic of any v esse lof faa friendlynation,
whatever her purpose,coming to putirchase goods, in'themselves lawful,

within 'the watersofa British settlement.'Incconsequence of this informa-,
tion,Lord JohnRussell,; then Secretary of State for the Colonies, concur-
ring with his 'predecessor, gave strong instructions for" the discontinuatince
di this Pradtice, and -for the punishment of it-as illegal,expressed hiso6pin-
:ion that it was desirable the government of flese settlements should' be
resumed by the Crown, and instructed Doctor Madden, agenntleman'who had

formerly been employed as a stipendiary magistrate ini the West Indies,

-ands'ubsequently in the mixed' commission at Havana, to proceed as om'-
missioner to the Gold Coast and the other British settlements on the west
toast of Africa, for the purpose of investigating these and other matters

C onnected with the administration and condition of these settlements; He
was at the sametim e instructed to inquire into and report upon the pros-

p ects of emigration from Sierra Leone to the BritishW est India colonies.
The reports, which were the result of this gentleman's inquiries, involv-

ing materially the interestsofhurnanity and of commerce, and impeaching
gravely the characters of individuals engaged in the British trade with

Africa, in a manner which seemed to call for further investigation before
any conclusion could be fairly dome to upon the questions at -issue, have

Ueen laid before your committee, have in fact formed the basis of their
proceeding, and are publishedw ith this reports ; but, in'publishing them,
-your committee beg to state that, while they do full justice to the value
of much of the information -cont.ained in them, and to the zeal and- dili-
'gence of Doctor Madden, they do iot concur in all his conclusions or in-
tend to warrant the accuracy of his statements. His inquiries were con-
ducted over a vast surface of coast in a short period, and under circum-
stances of considerable interruption from health disordered by the climate;
and in many instances he apparently found himself compelled to take his
information from third parties, the accuracy of whose statements and the
correctness of whose opinions he had not the opportunity of testing.
'In many of his recommendations they concur,; on some, and those of

no slight importance, they have come to an opposite opinion; blit, think-
ing it would be more convenient that they should give their own conclu-
'sions, upon the -whole subject submitted to them, in a consecutive form, -
rather than in the shape of a 'commentary upon his reports, they beg to
-submit the following statement and-recommendations to the House, as the
conclusions at which these have themselves arrived:

Gold Coast.

Tn the first place, then, we recommend that the Governmnent of the' Brit-
ish forts upon the Gold Coast be resumed by 'the Crown, and that all
dependence on the Government of Sierra Leone should cease.-
We fully admit the merits of that" administration,:whether we look to

the officer employed, Captain Maclean, or to thecommittee' under whom
he has acted, which, with the miserable pittance of between$3,500 and"
44,000 a year, has exercised, from the four ill-provided forts of Dixcove,
Cape Coast, Annamaboe, and British 'Accra, manned'byta -few ill-paid 'black
soldiers, a.very wholesome influence over a coast' not much less than one
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hundred and fifty miles. in extent, and to a considerable distance inland;
preventing, within that range, external slave trade, maintaining peace and
security, and exercising a useful, though irregular, jurisdiction among the
neighboring tribes, and much mitigating, and in some cases extinguisihing,
some of the most atrocious practices which had prevailed among them un-
checked before. We would give full weight to the doubts which Captain
Maclean entertained as to his authority, until specifically so instructed, to
prevent vessels, suspected of being intended for the slave trade, hut not
having slaves on board, from trafficking in lawful goods within his juris-
diction; and we do not infer, from that circumstance, that the government
of these florts had any partiality for an abominable traffic, which, oil the
contrary, they have done much to check; but we think it desirable, for the
sake of etilarging, the sphere of usefulnessof these settlements, and of giving
greater confidence in the character and impartiality of their government,
that it should bl rendered completely independent of all connexion with
commerce, by a direct emanation of authority from the Crown, and that it
should be placed, with increased resources, in direct and immediate com-
munication with the General Governnmert of the Empire.
We recommend, further, the reoccupation of several of the forts, such as

Apollonia, Wininebah, and Whydah, abandoned in 1828, when the gov-
ernment was handed over to the committee of merchants, and the recon-
struction of others, on however small a scale, on other similar points. In
some cases the climate will be found to be not wvorse, in others better,
than oni other parts of the coast of Africa; but this evil mlay be very much
mitigated, if not entirely removed, by the employment of such Europeans
only as are already inured to a tropical climate, and of British subjects of
African descent, who, wye believe, may now be found, either within our
Africau settlements or our West India colonies, fitted for almost every
branch and grade of service;* and we look upon such establishments
as of high importance, not for the extension of territory, but of that control
over the slave trade, and wholesome moral influence over the neighbor-
ing chiefs, which we have described as having been exercised by the ex-
isting forts, and which is nuch needed at those places to which we have
particularly alluded, as well as others.
The judicial authority at present existing in the forts is not altogether

in a satisfactory condition; it resides in the governor and council, wvho
act as magistrates, and whose instructions limit them to the administration
of British law, and that, as far as the natives are concerned, strictly and
exclusively within the forts themselves; but practically, and necessarily,
and usefully, these directions having been disregarded, a kind of irregular
jurisdiction has grown up, extending itself far beyond the limits of the
forts, by the voluntary submission of the natives themselves, whether
chiefs or traders, to British equity; and its decisions, owing to the moral
influence, partly of our acknowledged power, and partly of the respect
which has been inspired by the fairness with which it has been exercised
by Captain Maclean and the magistrates at the other forts, have generally,
we night almost say uniformly, been carried into effect without the inter-

* The gentleman lately acting governor of Sierra Leone, and the Queen's advocate there, are both
gentlemen of color; and it appears that an Akoo, lately a liberated African, is now on his way to
England, to be ordaina -a clergyman of the church of England, having been instructed in Greek
under the care of the church missionary society established in the same colony.
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position of force. The value of this interposition of an enlightened, though
irregular, authority (which has extended in some cases, and with advan-
taae to humanity, even to anl interference in capital cases) is borne witness
to, not only by parties connected with the government of the settlements,
who might be suspected of a bias in its favor, but also by the Wesleyan
missionaries, and even by Doctor Madden, who, objecting to its undefined
extent, and to the matnner in which, in some respects, it has been carried
out, yet still bears high testimony to its practical value, to its acknowvledg-
ed equity, and to its superiority over the barbarous customs which it tends
to supersede. Even the duration of irmprisonment of which he complains
has been usually adjudged to offences which would have incurred a se-
verer penalty in most civilized countries, and would certainly,.if left to
the arbitrary decision of native chiefs, or to the " wild justice" of private
revenge, have been punished by death, and that frequently of the most
cruel kind. Still, however, it is desirable that this jurisdiction should be
better defined and understood, and that a judicial officer should be placed
at the disposal of the governor, to assist or supersede, partially or entirely,
his judicial functions, and those now exercised by the council and the sev-
eral commandants, in their magisterial capacity; but we would recom-
mend that, while he follows in. his decisions the general principles, he be
not restricted to the technicalities of the British lawv, and that, altogether,
he should be allowed a large discretion.

It is to be remembered that our compulsory authority is strictly limited,
both by our title and by the instructions of the colonial office to the British
forts, within which no one but the governor, his suite, and the garrison,
reside ; and that the magistrates are strictly prohibited from exercising
jurisdiction, even over the natives and districts immediately uinder the in-
fluence and protection of the forts. All jurisdiction over the natives be-
yond that point mjust therefore ho considered as optional, arid should he
made the subject of distinct agreement, as to its nature and limits, with
the native chiefs; and it should be accommodated to the condition of the
several tribes, and to the completeness of the control over them, which, by
vicinage or otherwise, we are enabled to exercise. Their relation to.the
English Crown should be, not the allegiance of subjects, to wvhich we
have iio right to pretend, and which it would entail an inconvenient re-
sponsibility to possess, but the deference of weaker powers to a stronger
arid more enlightened neighbor, whose protection and counsel they seek,
and to whonti they are bound by certain definite obligations.
These obligations should be varied and extended from time to time, and

should always at least include (as many of the treaties nov in existence on
that coast already do) the abolition of the external slave trade,the prohibition
of human sacrifices, and other barbarous customs, such as kidnapping,
under the name of " panyarring," and should keep in view the gradual
introduction of further improvements, as the people become more fitted to
admit them.

In this arrangement we should find the solution of our difficulty in re-
gard to domestic slavery, and a modification of it, under the name of
"pawns," which has prevailed within these settlements. not actually
within the forts, but within their influence, and even in the hands of British
subjects. To them, indeed, they have been already prohibited; but al-
though the system of pawns, which is properly all engagement of service
voluntarily entered into for debt, and terminable at any time by the pay-
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meant of the debt, is one which* " does not seem abstractedly unjust or un-

reasontable," yet, as liable to much abuse, and much resembling slavery, it
should, be the object of our policy to get rid of it, even among the natives;
and, in the places more immediately within the influence of British author-
ity, wve believe there will be no difficulty in limiting it at once, both in
extent and duration, and probably, ere long, i abolishing it, by arrange-
merits su;ch as we have above suggested. Some caution, however, must
be -exercised in this matter, on account of the close intermixture of Dutch
and Danish with the British settlements, though perhaps it might be pos-
sible to induce therm to co-operate in such arrangements as might be
thought desirable for the improvement of the neighboring tribes ; and great
facility and advantage would certainly arise from such co-operation, if it
could be secured.

With regard to the judicial arrangements, a plan has been suggested, by
which a supreme judicial officer.Might be placed at Ascension, at Fernan-
do Po, where no authority of any kind exists, and one is much needed, or

at some other island off the coast, visiting, with the aid of a steamer, the
various settlements on the Gold Coast periodically, as Iwell as the trading
stations in the bights of.fenin and Biafra, and exercisinD in the latter a

very wholesome influence, in the adjustment of disputes with. the natives,
which, for want of such interposition, occasionally lead to consequences
injurious totie British character and to the interests of commerce. But
your committee are aware that difficulties might arise in carrying out
this suggestion, more especially on account of the necessity for prompt
decision in most cases in which the natives are concerned, and therefore
are not prepared at present to do more than call attention to the sug-

gestion
We would here acknowledge the great services rendered to religion and

civilization on this coast by the Wesleyan body ; thev have even estab-
lished a friendly communication with the barbarous court of Ashantee,
which promises results important in every way ; and, indeed, little in the
way of religious instruction Would have been done without then. But
we would recommend that further provision should be made for these ob-
jects, by the appointment of a colonial chaplain, and by encouragement
to schools of a higher class than ally which are found there at present, to
which, among others, the neighboring chiefs should be invited to send
their sons, to receive an educationwhich might fit therm to be a benefit to
their own people directly, if they returned to their families, or indirectly,
if they remained, by entering into connexion with British interests. Some
officer also should be appointed, whose duty should be to take care of tIme
effects of intestate persons, to verify the character of vessels entering the
ports, and to attend generally tothe fiscal regylacions of thesettlements.
We beg also to call attention to the suggestion, that we should endeavor

to secure the co-operation of our Dutch and Danish neighbors, in licensing
the canoes which ply along that coast, as they seem to afford considerable
facilities to such slave trade as still exists along the leeward coast. -

.The military also should be somewhat increased in number; and their
condition, as recommended by Doctor Madden, should be improved.
A scheme for all establishment such as wve have been proposing will

befound in the evidence of Mr. Hutton, one of the council of the com-

e
Despatch of Sir G. Gray, December 4, 1837.
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mittee of African anerchants, who now govern these settlements. To the
details we do not pretend to give our sanction ; but we beg to call atten-
tion to it, as showing that all the objects which we have been recommend-
ing may be attained at an expense far short of that which was incurred
for these settlements when they protected, instead of, as now, controlling,
the slave trade, or even when they were last under the direct manage-
ment of the Crown. Indeed, in itself, it is of but trifling amount, when
compared with the objects to be attained; and we are confident that the
increased expense will be well repaid, both directly by the diminished
necessity for naval force upon the leeward station, and indirectly by the
increase of commerce, which will be the certain consequence of extended
influence over very important nations, including the kingdoms of Daho-
mey and Ashantee, of an improving population, and of the continued and
still more complete suppression of the slave trade on that coast, once in-
famous as the principal scene of its operations,

Ganbia.

For the purposes of trade and useful communication of every kind with
the interior of Africa, the settlement in the Gambia seems to possess ad-
vantages far beyond those of any other British settlement on the coast of
Africa. It has that which, in all counttries, hut more especially in Africa,
where no means of land carriage exists, save the backs of slaves, is of the
highest value-the command of a noble river, navigable for vessels of con-
siderable tonnage for several hundred miles into the interior; and it would
appear as if a. little fiscal encouragement to its products and those of its
vicinity, together with the employment of steamers, which we would
earnestly recommend, both for the suppression of the slave trade at the
mouths of the neighboring rivers, and for keeping up communication, both
commercial and official, with the settlement of Macarthy's island, (which
is itself nearly two hundred miles up the river,) and, with the countries
still higher up, would draw out untold resources for a useful and honora-
ble commerce, and even restore to us some portion of the gum trade which
we have lately lost.
As in the case of the Gold Coast, we recommend the entire separation

of this government from that of Sierra Leone. The dependence which
has hitherto existed has been the cause of great inconvenience, and seems
to possess no advantage. The laws of the settlement have been enacted
by those who are little acquainted with its concerns. Their jail has de-
pended for clearance on the uncertain arrival of a chief justice from a dis-
tance of five hundred miles, and by a voyage of above twenty days; and,
in the case of the death of one chief justice, two years elapsed before a
criminal, confined under a charge of murder, could be brought to trial,
and then, owing to the delay, the witnesses had returned to Europe) and
no evidence could be found. Even if a regular steam communication
were established, though the amount of the evil would undoubtedly be
thus diminished, yet still the uncertainty of life in such a climate should
not be forgotten; and we would recommend the appointment of a distinct
judicial officer in each settlement, who should have authority to act in case
of vacancy in either.
The. governor should have the assistance of a council; but, under the

circumstances of the settlement, we recommend that he should have full
79
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power to act on his own responsibility, and even contrary to their advice;
every member of the council, including the governor, in such cases, as in
India, recording the reasons of his opinion, for the information of the Gov-
ernment at home.
We would earnestly recommend to. consideration the)propriety of re-

establishing the former British settlement on the island of Bulama. Its
climate is certainly unhealthy, but we are not aware that it is more so
than that of Sierra Leone, or of some other places on the coast. It might
be principally, if not entirely, occupied by British subjects of negro race;
and its position, both for checking the slave trade of Bissao and its neigh-
borhood, and for drawing otit the legitimate resources of several noble
rivers, would be invaluable.
We would also suggest the erection of small blockhouses, whether up

the Gambia itself or along the coast, as at CestQs and the Gallinas, on
points where British commerce is superseding the slave trade, as they
would protect the lawful trade, and prevent the reappearance of the slave
trade, where it has beet; extinguished or is dying away.

SierraiLeone.

In regard to the machinery by which this colony is governed, your com-
mittee have no specific recommendation to offer.

In the course of their investigations, questions have arisen connected
with its past management and administration, more especially on the sdb-
ject of the-party spirit of a peculiar nature which is alleged to have acted
injuriously in regard to it, both on the colonial office at home, and on the
internal transactions of the colony itself-questions mixed up with topics
of a personal nature, and which, in spite of the facilities for a full investi-
gation, which were offered by the colonial office, your committee would
have found it impossible, within their limited time, even if it had been
their proper province, to follow out. On these points, therefore, not having
the means either of forming themselves a satisfactory opinion, or furnish-
ing the House with the means of forming one, they have thought it due,
not less to the questions themselves than to the individuals concerned, not
to report the evidence; and they are the more induced to pursue this
course, in that they are thus not prejudging any inquiry into this subject,
if, in a future session, it should be the pleasure of the House to engage
in it.

In regard to the future, much will depend on the decision which shall be
come to as to several points which have been under our consideration, such
as the continuance at Sierra Leone of the courts for adjudication of prizes
taken in the slave trade, the disposal of the rescued slaves, and the ques-
tion of emigration from Africa generally.
Now, it is hardly necessary to remind the House of the resolution cone

to by a committee which sat upon this subject in 1830, which distinctly
condemned the location of the mixed commission court at Sierra Leone,.
as highly inconvenient for the purpose, on the ground of its situation, riot
only at so great a distance as eight hundred or one thousand miles from
the places where the slaves to be adjudicated were then principally cap-
tured, but also so far to windward that captured ships were sometimes
sight or nine weeks, and on an average upwards of five weeks, on, their
passage from the place of capture to Sierra Leone, occasioning a loss of
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the captured slaves amnounting to from oxie-sixth to half of thewhole num-
ber, whilst the survivors were generally landed in a miserable state of
weakness and disease. Stuch undoubtedly was the casethen, and had been
the case then for many years, and has been still the case, though in a
somewhat. less degree,Since the report of that committee. We regrettha
meanis should not have been taken earlier to remedy this crying evil; As
the slave trade,however, now exists, that evil is no doubt much ditnin-
ished. By the provision introduced into our more recent slave trade
treaties, the cruisers of the contracting parties are authorized to seize,
vessels merely on the evidence of their equipment, wvithout making itlne-
cessary to wait till slaves areactually on board; anid thus a muchsmaller
number of slaves is brought for adjudication, and exposed to this kind of
middle passage. Moreover,the exertions, and improved quality and sys-
tem of our cruisers, the depressed condition of the sugar planters of Cuba
and Brazil, the extension of legitimate traffic, and other causes, have suc-
ceededinl diminishing altogetherthe amount of slave trade; and the scene
of its greatest activity, north of the line, liesnowwithin a moderate dis-
tance of Sierra Leone, or to windward of it. The reasons, therefore,
for removing the courts of adjudication from that colony are not what they
were. If, howvevcr, one place of adjudication only is still tobe assigned,

- and only one place of release, to thewretched victims of the slave dealer,
we believe that Ascension, or one of the Portuguese islands, would, on
thewhole, be best adapted for that purpose, as being more convenient
than Sierra Leone to the bights of Benin and Biafra, and to the Portuguese
settlements south of theline, nowv the principal seats of the existing slave
trade, and (owing to the set of winds and currents in that direction) as
being easy of access. even 'fromn the farthest extremities of the windward
coast, where any slave trade is carried on. We are aware, however, that
these are arrangements which can only be made in conjunction with for-
eign Powers, and that they involve many considerations which have not
been fully before its. They are, however, of high importance to the in-
terests of humanity, and we cannot do less than invite thebest attention of
Her Majesty's Government to the subject.
Thenext point we have alluded to, that of the place and manner of lo-

cating thle Africans who are liberated from the captured slave ships, is so
closely connected with the question of emigration from Africa generally,
that this. seems to be the proper opportunity for discussing that important
subject. Before, however, they go further, your committee desire to say
a few words as to the point of view from which they have felt it their
special duty to look at it. On another committee ha's been devolved the
charge of examining it in its bearings on the prosperityOf the West Indies;
we consider it our peculiar duly to look at itas affectingD the interests of
Africa only, whether of its natives generally, or specially of those who
come into our hands arid tinder our protection in the course of our attempts
to put down the slave trade. Now, the investigation alluded to, as de-
volved upon another committee of your honorable House, is no doubt one
of the highest importance, even to the interests of the African himself;
inasmuch as we have it on the highest authority, that the diminished sup-
ply of sugar from our West India colonies, consequent on emancipation,
gave art extraordinary stimulus to the slave trade for the supply of Cuba
and Brazil ; and the best aid for its discouragement, and the best chance
for its total extinction, would undoubtedly be the diminution of inducement
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to carry it on, which would arise from the production of sugar by free labor
in the British colonies on lower terms. But, as more immediately within
ouar province, we have thought it our duty to confine our inquiries upon
this subject to three points: 1st, Whether, indeed, there are any consider-
able materials for a free emigration front Africa to the West Indies; 2dly,
Whether it would be desirable for the African to make the change; and,
3dly, Wlhether it could be carried on, and how, without reasonable ap.
prehension, or even a possibility, of creating or encouraging a new slave
trade.
Now, as to the first point, we nlavr briefly say, that on the Gold Coast

few materials for a perfectly free emigration, or for emigration of any kind,
appear to exist. The devastations of the slave trade, and of the wars con-
nected with it, though it has nowv ceased there entirely for nine or ten years,
are yet too recent to allow of the. existence of any very crowded popula-
tion or any adventurous habits; and all, save the chiefs and afew dwellers
on the coast, who have engaged in the various pursuits of commerce under
the protection of the British, the Dutch, and Danish settlements, are slaves,
though their slavery, like that of Africa generally, is not, as to labor, of a
very grievous kind. As we proceed up the coast, wve fall in, between
Cape Palmas and Cape Mount, with a very singular race of men, consist-
ing of, many, small tribes, known commonly by the collective name of
Kroornen, scattered along a considerable range of shore; much given,
though not exclusively, to maritime pursuits ; forming part of the crew of
every English inan-of-war and merchantman on the coast; known by a
distinctive external mark, and neither taken as slaves themselves, nor
making slaves of others. Their numbers are uncertail, but are undoubt-
edly considerable, and seem to be increasing, and their ccmfidence in the
English character is ascertained. But it seems doubtful whether permis-
sion for large. numbers to leave their shores could be obtained without
some present to their chiefs; and their attachment to their own country,
wnd their present habits of migrating only for a period, and without their
families, make it also doubtful whether they would ever become perma-
nent settlers elsewhere, or, indeed, remain away from home for a longer
period than two or three years. Upon this l)oint, we would refer, in ad-
dition to other evidence, to that which was gi-veii before us by two or three
of these men themselves.

Passing by Sierra Leone for the moment, we come to the British settle-
ment of the Gambia, and here we find about one thousand five hundred
liberated Africans, whom the British Government has removed either
from Sierra Leone, from whom of course not much emigration could be
expected, though some, for they have little employment there. But we
find there a periodical migration from a considerable distance up the river,
in two tribes of Serawoolies and Tilliebunikas, who come in numbers to do.
all the severe labor of the settlement, and, having saved their earnings,
return to their. homes, apparently free to come and go without restraint or
obligation of any kind. Their case may be considered as somewhat re-
sembling that of the Kroomen, and as offering materials for a temporary
emigration in the first instance, though possibly hereafter, on further ex-
perience, for one of a more permanent character. We now return to Si-
erra Leone, and here we find the liberated Africans and their descendants
in number from forty to fifty thousand, a body of Kroomen in numbers
which are variously stated from one to five thousand, who, like the Sera-
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woolies in.the Gambia,, do all the hard labor of the coloiiy, and between
one auid two thousand of a mixed population, who, like the Kroonieu,
have come into the colony of their own accord. We. have also to deal
here with those who may hereafter be the subjects of adjudication on their
release from slave ships, or who may hereafter come into the colony, if it
should be permitted, for the purpose of emigration. These are the-mate-
rials for emigration to the West Indies which have presented themselves;
and progressively, if it were permitted, encouraged, and successful, they
would probably prove to be considerable.

Trhe next question is, whether it would be a desirable change for these
people to be in the West Indies rather than in Africa. Now, for this ob-
ject, we desired that statements might be prepared for us, founded princi-
pally on official documents, acquainting us with the state of things, the
condition of society, the temporal, thle moral, and religious advantages
which would be enjoyed in three of our principal colonies, to which we
beg to refer in our appendix, but from which we insert here a few extracts,
as s flicient for the present occasion.

Jamaica.

Of the actual condition of the laboring population of Jamaica, and con-
sequently the condition which would be accessible to the African emni-
grants, Sir C. Metcalfe gives the following description, in his despatch to
Lord Stanley of the I st of November, 1841:
"With respect to the laboring population, formerly slaves, but nowv per-

fectly free, and inore independent than the same class in other free coull-
tiies, I venture to say, that in no country in the world can the laboring
population be more abundantly provided with the necessaries and com-
forts of life, more at their ease, or more secure from oppression, than in
Jamaica; and I may add, that ministers of the gospel for their religious
instruction, and schools for the education of their children, are established
in all parts of the island, with a tendency to constant increase, although
the present reduction of the Mico schools is a temporary drawback.."
Of the means afforded for the religiousand moral instruction of the pop-

ilation of Jamaica, Sir C. Metcalfe, in this despatch, makes the following
statement:
" I turn from the cheerless prospects of proprietors to a more pleasing

feature in the present order of things. The thriving condition of the peas-
antry is very striking and gratifying. I do not suppose that any peasant-
ry in the world have so wriany comforts, or so much independence and
enjoyment. Their behaviour is peaceable, amd in soine respects admiirable.
They are foxed of attending Divine service, and are to be seen on the Lord's
day thronging to their respective churches and chapels, dressed in good
clothes, and many of themi riding on horseback. They send their children
to school, and pay for their schooling. They subscribe for the erection of
churches and chapels; and, in the Baptist communities, they not only pro-
vide the whole expense of the religious establishment, but, by the amount
of their contributions, afford to their ministers a very respectable support.
Marriage is general among the people. Their morals are, I understand
much improved, and their sobriety is remarkable.

" For these very gratifying circumstances we are indebted to the minis-
ters of religion in the island, of all denominations. Church of England,
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church of Scotland, Mvioravians, Wesleyans, Baptists, bishop, clergy, and
missionaries, all exert themselves, and vie with each other in amicable
rivalry, to do good to their fellow-creatures. The number of churches,
chapels, and, schools, built and being built, in every part of.the island,
afford a most pleasing and encouraging sight. In this -respect the pros-
pecrs of. the island are very cheering and the liberal support afforded to
useful institutions and the encouragenienit given to religious teachers, with-
out alny bigoted exclusions, are creditable to the Island legislature and
very part of tile communityy"
The reports of the magistrates, which will be found in the Parliamentary

Paper, 1842, concur in representing the great efforts which are made iti
promoting religious instruction.

"1 The nilual charge defrayed by the colony of Jamaica, for the support
of the ministers and schools of the church of England, was, in 1836,
'253,260 14s. 5d. currency, or £31,956 Ss. Sd. sterling money, as will ap-
pear by a paper laid before Parliament in 1837, and which will he found
referred to in evidence before the committee of tile House on the West
India colonies. Since the year 1836, an increase has been made; and, in
the years 1839 and 1840, an addition of £14,000 sterling per.annuin was
made to the charge. The total annual charge, therefore, defrayed by the
colony for that p-rt of the ecclesiastical and school establishment connected
with the church of England, exceeds £45,000' sterling motley. But thlis
establishment is still further extended by occasional grants by the Assent-
bly of Jamaica, by Parliamentary grants, and by certain religious societies
in England, and by individuals there and in Jamaica. In addition to this
establishment, very extensive means of religious instruction 'are afforded
by the Presbyterian, Mloravian, Wesleyan, and Baptist emissions, establish-
ed in Jamaica, and those schools and places of worship are thickly spread
over the colony, and large contributions for supporting and extending
these schools' are derived from Parliamnientary grants, frown grants by the
Assembly of Jamaica, by charitable institutions, and by private individuals
here andt at Jamnaica."t

British Guianrad.

Tf I were not convinced that the unhappy Africans are benefited by
'the transfer to this colony, I should not so urgently press the continuanice
of the pountenance of Her Majesty's, Government to that efect. I have
in my residence on this coast seen' that the Africans fromn Sierra Leone
are far from being in the civilized state I should have anticipated ; that
their condition intist, therefore, here be improved ; how much more so,
then, must the pure savage be raised by being brought amongst his own
color, who are in a high progressive state of civilization.

" Religious instruction administered at fifty-seven placesof public worship.
Each parish has at least two parochial schools under the superintendence
of the minister. Each missionary has a school attached to his domicile,
and nearly all the principal plantations in the colony, if at a distance from
the schools, maintain a school for the instruction of their laborers' children,
free of expense.

* Statement given in by W. Burge, Esq., agent fur Jamaica.
t Extract from the despatch of Governor Light to the Secretary of State, dated September 21,

1841, Parliamentary Paper, 1842, 1p. 85.
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*"An annual grant has been made by the colony, in aid of the education
of children of the laboring population in the rural districts, amounting to
$13,333.
" The average rate of wages for agricultural laborers is about five-twelfths

of a dollar per task; a day's task is understood to be seven hours, but is
generally performed in four or five hours by an industrious man; any
extra time or labor is paid for additional. I

"' House room, garden ground, medicine, and medical attendance, have
hitherto been granted free; all other requisites are provided-by the labor-
ers themselves."+

Trinidad.

By Mr. Latrobe's report in 1839, it appears there were thirty-five day
and evening schools, and fourteen Sunday, of all denominations; whereas,
by the return of the society for the propagation of the gospel, the estab-
lished church alone has now twenty-eight schools, and it is calculated that
the present number in all is not less than from fifty to sixty. As regards
churches and chapels, there are no less than eighteen connected with the
established church, eleven Roman Catholic, four Wesleyan, and one
Presbyterian, together thirty-four, for a population of from fifty to sixty
thousand souls; this would give a school for every one thousand souls,
and a church for every two thousand.
" In the colonial estimate for this year, there is a provision of 21,660 for

the established church, and for the Roman Catholic £23,236, as fixed ex-
penditure, besides £5,865 towards building churches, and £1,937 towards
education.

", The soil of Trinidad is a rich marl that requires no manuring whatever,
and of such soil there are fully one million of acres in brushwood and
forest. Were there only a sufficiency of labor, every British market might
be amply supplied with sugar from this one island; hence, foreign sugars
would be excluded, and the slave trade, as it refers to Great Britain at
least, would be practically discouraged.

" In Trinidad, too, Christian ministers can live and labor with far less
risk of health and loss of time. Government is also extremely willing to
give half the amount required for the erection of chapels, school-houses,
teachers' salaries, &c., in any part of the island where we may have even
a small society of emigrants.
" It is therefore my deliberate conviction that the people would gain an

accession to their religious privileges by quitting any part of western Africa
for the island of Trinidad.
"But, again, I think that the worldly circumstances of the emigrants

would be considerably advanced. The laborers may very easily earn a
half dollar per day on their arrival here, and in a couple of weeks, that is,
as soon. as they fully understand the nature of the work, the able-bodied
may make a dollar. A house and garden are given, to every laborer. On
these particulars, Mr. David, and the laborers who have returned with him,
will be able to satisfy you."t

* Extract from the report of Committee on Emigration, Parliamentary Paper, 1842, p. 120.
t Extract from a letter addressed by Rev. J. Blackwell, Wesleyan minister in Trinidad, to

Wesleyan ministers at Sierra Leone.
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Now, after looking at such a picture, drawn from the mostunsuspected
sources, we cannot doubt that, whether for the homeless negro just rescued
from the hold of a slave ship, or for the ignorant and uncivilized African'
who comes down to our settlements to pick up a small pittance by the
hardest labor, andti return with it to his barbarous home, it would be of
the highest advantage, it would be the greatest blessing, to make such an
exchange. But 1how is it with the liberated African of Sierra Leone, who
has been enjoying, perhaps for years, the fostering care of the British Gov-
ernment? Now, to that Government, beyond his rescue from the slave
ship, and emancipation from future slavery, and a temporary sustenance,
and his being placed within the reach-of missionary efforts, to which it has
not contributed, the liberated African cannot be fairly said to owe much.
To the invaluable exertions of the church missionary society more especially,
and also to a considerable extent, as in all our African settlements, to the
Wesleyan body, the highest praise is due. The former expend nearly
£7,000, the latter nearly £2,000, annually, upon the religious instruction of
the colony. By their efforts, nearly one-fifth of the whole population, a
most unusually high proportion in any country, are at school, and the
effects are visible in considerable intellectual, moral, and religious improve-
ment-very considerable under the peculiar circumstances of such a colony.
But a few ill-supported schools and one chaplain is all that has been con-
tributed by the Government to the- religious and moral improvement of
those of whom she has undertaken the protection. and their social improve-
ment has been unattempted. No model farm has been established, no
instruction in agriculture has been afforded. The rate of wages, when
any are earned, which is chiefly by a few in the neighborhood of 1he
towns, is 4d. to 7d. a day; and with this, and a little cultivation, a sufficient
subsistence, though nothing more, is gained. The extent of good soil is
limited ; the inhabitants wander ont of the colony for the subsistence
which they cannot find within it. There is little industry, there are small
facilities fqr trade, as the colony itself produceslittle to export, save a little
arrowroot and ginger, and the river which it commands is only navigable
for thirty or forty miles to any useful purpose, and supplies no article but
timber and camwood. With such a climate, therefore, and thus circum-
stanced,,the colony can never invite the residence of planters, or of mer-
chants of considerable capital, or become a favorite with officers, either
civil or military, of a higher order. What elements of prosperity, therefore,
can it have ? The Government has not done much, but under any cir-
cumstances the colony must be an artificial creation. The Government
ought to have established a model farm, or in some way communicated
agricultural knowledge ; and we would recommend that it should be at-
tempted even now. -But, after all, what is that to the magnificent model
farms which would surround the African in the West Indies?
We need hardly add more to prove that it would be well for the

African, in every point of view, to find himself a free laborer in- the free
British West India colonies, enjoying there, as he would, higher advanta-
ges oflevery kind than have fallen to the lot of the negro race in any other
portion of the globe.
We pass the question, though not absolutely to be lost sight of, that, in

Sierra Leone, the newly liberated African is a burden to the British Gov-
ernment as well as to himself; and that, in the West Inidies, not only
would his own condition be improved, but he would become a source of
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wealth and prosperity to the empire. But we must not omit the advan-
tage to Africa of the-probable return to hersoil of many of her own sons,
enriched with civil and religious knowledge, and bringing back with then
wealth, and the means of wealth, and civilization; "that reflux of the
west upon .-the east. in moderate numbers, and managed with caution,"
in the words of Sir Jolhn Jeremie, " to which we must look for the civiliza-
tion of the east."
But your committee had next to consider whether, in achieving this

object, any danger existed of creating a real, or plausible suspicion of a
real, slave trade under another name. Under proper regulations, they
think there is not. A free passage may be offered to the African already
settled within the colony, and to the free settler or other native who shall
have remained long enough in the colony to give the authorities sufficient
time to ascertain the circumstances under which he came, and to assure
themselves that they were entirely free from all suspicion offraud or force.
To such as thus leave their homes, a free passage back, at the end of a
certain period, say three or four years, might be promised, with full per-
mission to them to return at any time at their own expense. To the
homeless African, newly liberated, the option should be given of settling
at once in the West Indies, if he please, with permission to return hereaf-
ter at his own cost, or of removing from Sierra Leone, or of remaining it]
it onl the first adjudication, if he undertake for his own maintenance, or
can find friends or relations who will undertake it for him.
With regard. to the Kroomen, however desirable they may be as laborers,

and however advantageous the object may be to themselves, we are not
prepared in the first instance to recommend other facilities for emigration
than those which we have suggested to be offered to other natives who
might desire to make use of a British settlement as a point of departure.*'
If they should desire, as it appears that it is not improbable they knay, to
make a migration across the Atlantic, with their habits, they will find no
difficulty in making their way, for. the purpose, to Sierra Leone, where
some hundreds or even thousands of their brethren habitually reside, some
of whorm have already emigrated to Guiana, and seem to be as active in
the field as -ve have long round them to be on the sea, and to be well
pleased with the experiment.

If it should hereafter be thought desirable to form any settlement on the
Kroo Coast, however small, it might facilitate arrangements similar to
those which we have recommended for the other settlements; or they
might possibly hereafter be embarked from the coast itself, under the su-
perintendence of a man-of-war. (See Captain Denman.)
The saine door might be opened, under the same precautions, from.the

Gambia; but with regard to the Gold Coast, the supply of labor there not
appearing to be more than necessary for the wants of the country, we
would not recommend any peculiar facilities to be afforded.
The expense of the emigration would of course be defrayed by the col-

ony to which each successive band of emigrants was directed.
All this of course cannot be secured fromt abuse, without the strictest

superintendence of some Government authority, which we believe, dealing,.

On this point, however, we beg to refer to the important evidence of Captain Denman, who
thinks that, on account of the peculiar character of the Kroomen, emigration, with common pre-
caution, might be conducted from their coast without risk of abuse.-(See Question 6,995, et
preced.)

s0
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as it would do, only with British settlements, would be substantially
effective. But we would earnestly recommend that it should rather be
undertaken altogether by the Government itself. It. that way only can
perfect. security?, given and felt against. the abuses which might arise
from the competition of the agents of rivalcolonies; in that way only can
perfect confidence be given, whether to the African himself or to the pub-
lic opinion of England and the civilized world, that nothing shall be -done
whichsshall even bring suspicion upon a reputation, of which we are justly
jealous, of which we call still be proud, and which it is of the highest im-
portance that we should sustain. But under these sanctions, whether we
look to the effect of the prosperity of our free colonies in discouragingthe
slave trade, or to the advantage of placing the African in that position
where he will be most likely to raise himself in the moral and social scale,
and. to react beneficially upon the destinies of his mother country,' your
committee cannot but strongly urge uponPhrliament not only not to prohibit
the emigration of free blacks from our Atrican settlements to our West
India colonies, bRlt to encourage and promote it by the authority of Gov-
ernmellt, under the sanctions and regulations above suggested, or stich
other, as further consideration may supply.

As we have said before, the way in which this question is disposed of
will affect materially other questions connected with the-internal adnminis-
tration of the colony.

If emigration should go on to any great extent from the settled pupula-
tion of Sierra Leone, which we believe it might without in any way in-
juring the condition of the colony, but rather the reverse, (for the rate of
wages would probably rise, and it appears that it is not the successful and
thriving who are inclined to go,) it will probably be possible to dispense
with some of the establishment which is now requisite for watching over
the interests of the liberated Africans. . If, on adjudication, they are mostly

'located in. the West Indies, the much-discussed question of the best. means
of disposing of them, of the necessity of maintaining them, as now, fbr six
months, or the expediency of leaving thene at once to their own resources
and. the charity of their countrymen; the question of the best means of
disposing of the children, and the ever-new devices of successive govern-
ors for escaping from, the inevitable evils of apprenticing them to persons
on whose character no dependence can be placed. will be got rid of; and
the BritishGovernment will be relieved from the necessity of attempting
to overcome the obstacles which nature seems herself to have interposed
aitSierra Leone in the way of ensuring a prosperous condition to the objects
of its humane care.
We now come to the question which has of late"excited so much interest

and feeling-that of the facilities which British commerce is charged with
having furnished to the slave trade, and to the extent and nature of the

To prove that this expectation is not altogether even now unsupported by facts, we beg to
quote a passage from a letter in the appendix, from Mtessrs. Anderson & Co.:

"DEXEUARA, April 30, 1842.
-The SuSerior is off to-day for Sierra Leone; sixty-eight people have gone in her, including

children, an, with the exception of three or four, who are old soldiers, the whole of them are
people who came seven or eight years ago from the Bahamas, (liberated-Africans;) and they re-
turn to their native country with a good deal of money; three of them have not less than $5,000
each."
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-connexion which exists between them-a question which must be consid-
*ered dispassionately and soberly, rather with a view to what is best for fhe
object, upon the whole, and to what is practicable, than to what might at
first appear to be desirable, and what might be perhaps a partial good,
producing possibly, in other ways, a greater evil. Now, irhe first place,
-it is fair to state that we have no evidence, or reason to believe, that any
British merchant, concerned in the trade with the west coast of Africa,
either owns or equips any vessel engaged in the slave trade, or has any
share in the risks or profits of any slave-trade venture. The charge, is
this, and it must be admitted, that whether by selling condemned slave
vessels back to slave dealers, which is the rarer case; or, which is the more
common, by selling to slave dealers lawful goods, which are afterwards
employed in barter for slaves, (whether circuitously by sale to merchants
in Cuba and Brazil, or directly on the coast of Africa,) the British merchant
and manufacturer does, in common with the merchants of other nations,
furnish very considerable facilities for the slave trade.

It must further be admitted, that, owing to the equipment article in our
recent treaties; which bas prevented the actual slaver from hovering on
the coast in safety. a large portion of the goods necessary for the slave
trade is driven into vessels innocent in their apparent character, but sub-
serving the purposes oft-he slaver; and that, in consequence, a somewhat
larger portion of this kind of traffic may possibly now pass directly from
the English or other merchant to the coast of Africa-than heretofore,
when those supplies went round by Cuba and Brazil in the slavers them-
selves, without risk of capture.
Now, an opinion has prevailed, and that in very influential quarters,

and it runs through Doctor Ivladden's report, that at least such direct deal-
ing is illegal, and punishable under the statute of 5 Geo. IV, c. 5; and, if
not so already, the same parties would urge on Parliament to make it so
by new enactment; and some even would extend it to .all conilexion,
however indirect, in which a guilty knowledge of the destination of the
goods or of the vessel could be presumed. Now, this view of th3 act is
not unnatural, owing to the general and comprehensive nature of its lan-
~guage, and to the desire which must naturally exist to understand it in as
comprehensive a sense as possible, for the obstruction of so odious and de-
testable a traffic as the slave trade. But, looking closely at the language
of the act itself, and to the interpretation put upon it by the law officers of
the Crown, as alluded to by the under secretary of- the colonies, in his let-
ter to Doctor Madden, April, 1842, and to the opinion of the attorney
general in the case, inserted inthe:evidence, we cannot affirm it to be ille-
gal now, and we shall presently state to the House why, however reluc-
tantly we may come to the conclusion, we are not prepared to recommend
that it should be made so.
Now, in the first place, it is difficult to consider or to make that illegal

which is and has been done at Sierra Leone for years, by a court of judi-
cature, (in doing so, acting under treaties and under the sanction of an act
of Parliament, namely,) selling* publicly, and to the highest bidder, prize
vessels and prize goods condemned for slave dealing, indiscriminately, and
without precaution or restriction, to persons of all descriptions, including
slave dealers themselves, and which, in regard to vessels at least, had been
practised, in that colony, by persons of high character and station, unre-
proved. But, if it should be made illegal hereafter to sell a vessel to a
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party concerned 'in the traffic in slaves, the next question, and one' that
legislative body must consider, is, in what manner shall such a prohibi-
tion be enforced ? A bond that the vessel shall not be disposed 'of to a
slave dealer has been proposed; but how shall the vessel be prevented
from passing Very shottly from hand to hand, till it reaches an unlawful
owner ? And is it not unwise for the lawv to attempt that which it has so
little means of effectually enforcing ? There seems no remedy for this,
which, at Sierra Leone, in the heart of the slave trade, and where the
vessel is often suld for half its value, is an evil substantially as well as in
feeling, but that of extending the provisions of those treaties which direct
that a slave vessel shall be broken up, not sold, and altering our own mui-
*nicipal laws to the same effect.

But, in regard to goods and merchandise, should the committee advise
the House to make such dealing illegal? Now, all the witnesses, even
those who advocate this view most strongly, admit that legitimate trade,
by which is meant the exchange of merchandise for produce, is most bene-
ficial to Africa, and co-operates mratevially with the cruiser in his operations,
whether directly by the assistance and information with which the British
trader supplies him, or indirectly by diminishing the necessity of a trade
in slaves, as tal'e meats of procuring European or other goods. They ad-
mit that nothing, therefore, would be more injurious to the interests of
Africa than to interfere materially with the operations of lawful commerce.
It appears, moreover, tMat in every place on the coast north of the line,
(to which limits our inquiries have mainly been confined,) with the ex-
ception of perhaps two or three points, a lawful trade of more or less ex-
tent is, or has been, carried on contemporaneously with, and often, nay
generally, by the same persons as, the slave trade. They have told ns that
the, same goods, such as cottons, rum, tobacco, guns, and gunpowder, are
employed in both trades; and that, although those employed in the slave
trade are 'often of an inferior description, yet that quality alone will
not furnish the means of distinguishing between the one and the other, and
that, practically, there are no' means of making such a distinction; they
have told us that any restriction on traffic which they would recommend
must therefore be confined to places or persons solely or principally con-'
cerned in the slave trade, and that the law should not attempt to interfere
with any other. The question still remains, how this is to be carried out.
With regard to tfiose places where the slave trade has been extinguished,

no difficulty will arise; but with regard to those places, not few in num-
ber nor of slight importance, where, as in Bissao now, and as it has been,
and maybe again, in the Brass and Bonny rivers, the most important
marts for lawful trade upon the coast of Africa, a trade in produce and
slaves is carried on together, and by the same persons; or where, as in
Whydah and Popo, a trade in produce has been gradually growing tip
and gaining upon the slave trade, in proportion as the enterprise of the
British merchant pushes on the one, and the vigilance of the British crui-
ser checks and cripples the other, how should the Legislature deal with
them? Shall they be lawvful 'or unlawful ports or persons? What
is to legalize the traffic in such cases? What proportion, or what positive
amount, of lawful traffic? But, indeed, how is the lawful traffic to spring
up at all under such circumstances of exclusion?
Some witnesses have argued that this question of degree need not be

defined, but may be left to be solved by the practical sense of a jury. By
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what jury ? In England or at Sierra Leone ? Under what uncertainties
and obstructions would the most scrupulous trader deal with the coast of
Africa, if for the misinterpretation of such instructions, as the nature of
such a case will admit, by a supercargo, his vessel and goods are liable to
be brought some hundreds or thousands of miles out of their course, to
have the question decided bya jury, whether some person or some factory
dealt with was principally or not engaged in the slave trade, it being un-
lawful if principally, lawful if partially, in some unknown and varying
proportion, so engaged.
The question for the Legislature to consider is, whether it is worth

while to do all this, to infuse so much risk and uncertainty into a trade
which it wishes to encourage, which it looks to as one of the main instru-
ments for the civilization of Africa, for the sake of interfering with so small
a proportion of the facilities which commerce, permitted at all with Africa,
under her present circumstances, must of necessity afford more or less to
the trade in slaves. For, unless all other countries can be persuaded to
take the same view, it must, indeed, be a small proportion, and little, in-
deed, will have been done towards the object; an obstruction will merely
have been raised. for such length of time as may be required for conveying
the same goods from England, or from foreign countries, through other
channels. It would be merely a transfer, and a transfer to parties less
friendly to the object, and less under control. We have had ample evi-
dence that foreign vessels already carry on this.trade to a considerable
extent; nor is there any right, by existing treaty with foreign nations, nor

can it be expected that we should obtain it, to interrupt foreign vessels
engaged in such a traffic. But, indeed, how would it be carried on?
Thefight of search, in any shape, is one, as we know by experience, that
requires the greatest delicacy in carrying out with the ships of friendly
nations. But what kind of search must that be which would seek to as-

certain, on board of an apparently innocent vessel, innocent inher build
and in her equipment, and freighted with innocent goods, whether the
destination of such goods was not made unlawful by some document hidden
in the most obscure recesses of the vessel? How prolonged, how minute,
consequently how irritating at all times, how vexatious if unsuccessful;
hoVw likely tohe unsuccessful, if not guided by more obvious indications;
how likely, consequently, to lead to disputes and collisions among nations,
most injurious, if not fatal, to that harmonious co-operation for the com-

mon object, which is so absolutely essential to success. It mustriot be
lost sight of how large a share of these evils must be inflicted on those
who are engaged in our own lawful commerce, if such a search be applied
to them.
Now, if we were bound by a rigid principle to do this, these arguments

must be rejected, as not affecting a case of conscience; but in this case we

-are not trying the value of a rigid principle. The principlewould be in-
telligible which dictated the absolute interdiction of all commerce with
every place. from which a single slave was exported; or, further still,
with every place from which a slave trade was carried on, such as Cuba
and Brazil; or if it dictated a prohibition to send goods where there was

a probability that they might be exchanged for slaves. But this arbitrary
and uncertain limitation, so little capable of being referred to strict princi-
ple, and yet so injurious to lawfili commerce, can only rest on the ground
of its expediency, of its tendency to attain or promote the object ; must
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submit to be tried by that test, and -so tried will be found wanting. It is
no doubt galling to a zealous and gallant officer, engaged, in the service
of his country and humanity, in watching anxiously a well-kno*n slaver's
haunt, to see foreign vessels, still more, vessels bearing his own country's
flag, passing inwards and supplying those goods, though innocent in them-
selves, which are the medium of an atrocious traffic; it is not surprising,
under such circumstances, that feeling should have arisen which ap-
pears in Doctor Madden's report. and in the evidence of several, especially
the naval, witnesses. It is a feeling natural and honorable in itself, and
we hope that the English merchant, animated, as he is, by the same feel-
ings of horror for the slave trade, will endeavor to extend the influence of
those feelings through the whole circle of his transactions. But we cannot
recommend that a provision so difficult to be carried out, so vexatious,
and yet so ineffectual for its object, should be made the subject of legis-
lation.

Happily, in this great work, we need not despair.' The measures lately
adopted have done much. The evidence of all the naval officers, as well-as commanders of merchant ships, concurs in stating that, north of the line,
over a coast of many-thousand miles, the slave trade, with the exception
of u few points in the neighborhood of Sierra Leone and the Gambia, is
virtually extinct. And the continuance of these measures, well guarded
and considered in all their details, as well as extended, together with such
as we have recommended in different parts of our report, give fair ground
for hoping for ultimate success. Under this head, we would venture to
recommend that none but the swiftest vessels should be employed ; that
4ome of the best prizes should be converted to the purposes of the service.
that steamers should be engaged in watching the intricacies of islands and
the mouths of rivers; that the system of paying by head-money, so unjrst
to gallant men,* or, perhaps, by bounty at all, should be reconsidered, and
possibly replaced by higher pay and the prospect of promotion. Encour-
agement and ample protection, at the same time, should be given to lawful
trade in every shapc;t and the settlements which we hold, or which we
may form, upon the coast, should be kept open indifferently to all nations
as to ourselves, that they may see, and be compelled to acknowledge, that
in all we are attempting for Africa we are only endeavoring to provide a
feast, of which all may equally partake; and seeking, as the reward of our
exertions, no advantage to ourselves, save that which may fairly fall to
our lot from a proportionate share of a more abundant table spread out for
the common benefit of all.

As an instance of the injustice of this system, 'we beg to refer to a case cited by Captain
Denman, (Q. 7,099,) in which it appears that the capture of tvi o vessels, of the aggregate capa-
city of eighty tons, which would have held seven hundred slaves,'was remunerated with no more
than £576, because they were empty; while that of a single vessel, of little more than half that
tonnage, brought in £1,654, because she was full. Thus the least laborious and dangerous, as
well as the least effective service, receives the highest reward.

t Perhaps one or two vessels might have this specific duty assigned to them, apart from the
general operations of the cruisers connected with the slave trade.
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Extractsfrom the reports of the commissioner of inquiry info the stale
of the trade, condition, prospects, Sac., of the B'itish settlements on the
vest coast of wdfrica, accompanying theforegoing report, and printed
by order of Parliament, 1842.

GOLD COAST.

"The number of stone houses belonging to the Europeans, or natives con-
nected with them, is about 18, and are supposed to be worth from 11,000
to £2,000 sterling each. The natives -live in very comfortable. 'swishl'
houses, made of mud, which become hard and. durable, and last so long as
the roofs resist the rains.IThe dwellings of the natives, both at Cape Coast
and in the interior, are far superior in size, cleanliness, and comfort, to the
miserable huts of the Egyptian peasants, or the no less wretched cabins of
the Irish peasantry."

" The soil of Cape Coast- is generally poor and u1nprofifable on the sea
side; but -three or four miles inland it is a stiff clay, fit for every kind of
tropical produce.

" Mr. Swansey, one of the principal merchants at Cape Coast, has made
an attempt to introduce the growth of coffee and cotton, and has expen-d-ed
a great'deal of time and money 'ol the experiment. This effort, whatever
may be the result, is deserving of the highest praise. The plantation called
Napoleon is situated in a beautiful part of the country, about four miles
from Cape Coast. Formerly a garden wvas made here; by Gcvernor ror-
rane. In 1807, he speaks of receiving 4,000 coffee plants for it, and hav-
ing, peas, beans, cabbages, and turnips, coming forward in great perfection.
At his death, however, it appears to have been neglected ; and when Mr.
Swansey undertook to establish his plantation, the place was like the sur-
rounding jungle. It is unfortunately the lot of all agricultural improve-
ments in these countries to die with the individuals who commenced and
carried them on; and, unfortunately, the tendency of the climate is to abridge
European life so greatly, that ere any improvements can be said to 'be fully
carried int6 effect, the individual dies, and his executors generally find he
died embarrassed, and his relatives rarely get sufficient means to keep his
plantation in cultivation, and, after a feeble effort to keep it uip, it is ulti-
mately abandoned. It is only about four years since 'Mr. Swansey began
clearing away the ground more extensively than it ever had been dole
heretofore. IHe employs about 100 negroes in the field, under the direc-
tion of M\1r. Wilson, a gentleman well qualified by his knowledge of tropi-
cal climates, and the modes of cultivation.best suited to them, to ensure
success. I found, on inquiry, that the majority of these laborers were slaves
hired from their owners, and the wages paid for them was at the rate of 5s.
a month sterling, paid in ' romauls' of cotton cloth, or Is. 3d. a week, and
about one-third of that sum for children, a great many of whom I saw em-
ployed there, apparently well contented and well fed. I asked if any dif-
culty was experienced at finding voluntary labor oln these terms, and I -was
informed, ' so far from it, that 30 applications for employment within the
last three weeks had been refused, having no work for them.' -The negroes
here, it is said, can support themselves on 21d. % dav tolerably well; and
from lid. to 2jd. or 3d. a day, I was informed, was the ordinary rate of
wvagesall along this coast, paid to the natives when employed by Europeans.

",The first cotton crop grown here by Mr. Swansey proved very abutn-
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dant, but exception was taken in the English market to the shortness of the
staple; it fetched a low pi ice, and proved an unprofitable speculation. The
cotton trees are now growing wild, and the cultivation of them entirely
given up."
"The coffee here has been planted from slipsbroughtfronm Prince's island

about two years ago; it looked extremely well, and promised to yield an

ample crop in a few months more. So long, however, as African coffee
pays a duty of is. 3d. per pound, while West India is introduced at 6d.,
there can be no hope of this cultivation increasing to any extent, or, indeed;
of being prosecuted at all in Africa. Perhaps there is no cnlture so gen.

erally suited to the soil of all our settlements on the western coast of Africa
as that of coffee; but the heavy duty on its importation into England amounts
to an absolute prohibition. of its growth. If this duty was lowered to that
on the West India coffee, our settlements alone, in the course of a faw years,
might furnish a quantity equal to that of Cuba and Porto Rico; aiud, froni
what I have seen of the Rio Nunez and Prince's coffee, I would say of a
quality far-superior, and very nearly approaching to that of Mocca."" All out settlements on the Gold Coast are badly situated, both for trade
and-health. There is no harbor on any part of the Gold Coast, except at
Dixcove, where vessels of 20 or 30 tons burden may enter. Cape Coast,
like Anamaboe and Accra, is an openroadstead; the landing at these places
is difficult and dangerous, especially at Aecra. The surf on the beach is
at all times considerable, but at particular seasons it is so heavy that for
periods of ttro or three weeks all communication is cut off between the
ships and the shore." In the year 1840, 39 British vessels arrived at Cape Coast,and nine ves-
sels of war. During the last nine or ten years, the trade has gone on stead-
ily increasing. In the year1831,the imports into Cape Coast were £130,851
3s. I1ld., and in 1840 they amounted to £423,170. The same steady in-
crease is to benoted in the exports. These from Cape Coast Castle, in1831,
amounted to£90,282 9s. Gd., and in 1840 they had increased to £325,008.
In the three years preceding the abolition of the slave trade, the exports
from thewhole of the western coast of Africa to England averaged onl~y
£220,725 a year, exclusive of gold, and ih the three years succeeding 1S07
they had increased to£@431,269, while the imports into Africa from England
for tire former period averaged £1,278,114 sterling, and for the latter pe-
riod only £830,325 a year. This falling off is easily accounted for by the
abolition of the slave trade, which constituted the greatest part of our com-
merce with Africa at that period. In 1816, the exports from the coast of
Africa into England amountedonly to £127,32010s. 3d., and the imports
from England into Africa, of British and foreign produce, £158,559 10s. 3d.
In 1836, the latter had increased to £620,000 ; and of this amount, those
to Cape Coast and Accra amounted to £75,000, while the exports from Af-
rica into England for that year were, in round numbers,£@800,000; and of
these, £160,000 were fromn the Gold Coast; and, as has been stated above,
in the year 1540 they amounted to2325,008 from Cape Coast alone. The
descriptions of goods imported into the British settlements on the Gold Coast
are the following: Manchester goods, guils, powder, lead, iron bars, flints,
rum, pipes, tobacco, beads, cowries, brass wire, earthen ware, soap, tallow,
glass ware, wines, provisions, and periumery.

"The commodities we received from our settlements on this coastare
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gold dust, ivory, dye woods,.palm oil, and ground nuts: beginning to be
largely exported, Guinea grains and other minor articles of trade."

"c To give some idea of the relative commercial advantages of our differ-
ent settlements at Cape Coast, Sierra Leone, and the Gambia, I have drawn
up the following table of the total exports and imports for the year 1839:

Settlements. Exports from Imports into.

Cape Coast - -194,576 £354,4,0
Sierra Leone - - - 5,s,440 103,Q86
Gambia - - 162,789 153,993

415,805 611,449

" In the above table the total exports and imports are given, but of this
a large portion-is to and from foreign countries; for instance, the exports
from Sierra Leone to Great Britain amounted only to £49,782, and the imn-
ports from England to Sierra Leone to £loo1993. The exports from the
Gambia, to Great Britain amounted only that year to £70,809, and the im-
ports from Great Britain to £e67,474; so that more than otie-half of the
trade of the Gambia is with foreign states.
" I was not able to obtain any return of the amount of trade with foreign

states at Cape Coast, but I should think two-thirds of the imports and ex-
ports are to and from Great Britain. The imports into Cape Coast arnount-
ed, in. 1840, to £4-23,170, and the exportsto £325,008."

"d The British merchants on the Gold Coast complain very much, and it
seems to me with a great deal of reason, of the injury done to British corn-
merce by foreign vessels, and by transient traders who visit these places,
and are enabled to undersell the resident merchants who have expensive
establishments to support, and who have an interest in upholding the Gov-
ernment of -the place where they carry on their trade. In the month Dof
October, 1840, the merchants of Cape Coast addressed a memorial to the
governor, to be forwarded to the London committee, on this subject. In
that document they state that a duty of half per cent. upon the invoice
amount of such goods as may be landed, without any distinction of flag,
is the'only impost upon the commerce of the place; that foreigners have
consequently imported large quantities of merchandise at. a lower rate than
the merchants call do from England, so that, in point of fact, they are to
some extent excluded from their own markets. Of the foreign vessels,
American, Hamburg, and French, are those which chiefly frequent our-set-
tlements, and carry on a retail trade with the natives."

"' The imports into Anamaboe amounted, in 1840, to £50,000; the ex-
por'ts, 260,000; and the trade here, as well as at all our settlements on the
coast, is chiefly carried on in London and Bristol ships. The climate is
the same as that of Cape Coast. The locality of the fort has been greatly
improved of late years by filling up a pond of stagnant water which, was
contiguous to the fort. IThe rainis set in here and at Cape Coast in the
month of May, and continue for about four months, and these mouths are
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the most sickly in the year. The highest land. in this district is about 200
feet above the level of the sea, and the greatest variation in 1Lie tempera-
ture between the months of January and July, and between day and night,
in the latter month, is about 10 or 12 degrees."

"4 Accra lies about 75 miles to the eastward of Cape Coast. The land-
ing at this place is bad; the beach is rocky, and the surf that breaks over
it renders it dangerous, even for the canoes of the natives, when tel sea
breeze sets in with any violence. The Ashantee traders frequent this
place, and carry on a considerable trade, both at the British and Danish
settlements.. The imports into British Accra, in 1840, amounted to from
£65,000 to £70,000, and from 212,000 to £15,000 from America. The
exports from British Accra, in 1840, amounted to from £85,000 to £95.000
to Eiirope, and from £15,000 to £20,000 to the United States. The palm-
oil trade is rapidly increasing here, but the Danes have monopolized it to a
great extent, and one of their principal merchants at Christiansburg in-
formed me that five or six vessels were loaded chiefly with it last year at
the Danish settlement. * I e The country is more open here than at any
of our other settlements, and has the reputation of being more healthy. So
far as the openness of the country and the absence of jungle and swamps
in its immediate vicinity go, it certainly ought to be more healthy. Nev-
ertheless, fever and dysentery prevail there in the wet season, and several
fatal cases among the crews and officers of our squadron have occurred
here., Still, for those who are settled on shore, I would expect a greater
chance of preserving health than at any other of our settlements on this
coast. With the exception of the island of St. Thomas, which unfortum
nately'does-not belong to us, there is no place on the coast, to the north.
ward of the line, which seems to me better adapted for the location of the
emancipated negroes, and certainly no place which, from its proximity to
the bights of Benin and Biafra, and the great slave-trading establishments
in their neighborhood, is better fitted for the establishment of our mixed
commission courts."

" Thirty -four British and thirty-one foreign vessels visited British Accra
last year. The soil on the coast is light and sandy, but, a few miles inland
it is excellent, though there is little cultivation, except of vegetables. The
Danes have established a coffee plantation, which is said to produce ex-
cellent coffee."
"The palm-oil trade is chiefly carried on in the river Bonny, but it is

beginning to become of' some importance on the Gold -Coast, and espe-
cially at Accra, where, at the Danish settlement, about five or six ship loads
of it were exported ill the course of the preceding year, as I was informed
by the principal Danish merchant in that settlement.

"' The average import of palm oil into Liverpool for some years past has
been about 12,000 tons a year, value about £400,000 sterling. Three-
fourths of this quantity are exported fromn the Bonny and the other outlets
of the Niger, and gives employment to 12,000 or 15,000 tons of shipping
in the year. In the year 1840, 13,170 tons of shipping were employed in
this trade in the river Bonny and its immediate vicinity. here were 36
vessels employed in it, and the crews of these vessels ainounted to 736
men. In the appendix will be Round the details as communicated to me
during my voyage to the coast, by a. commander of one of these vessels,
Captain Brown, of the ' May,' who had made II voyages to thme coast, and
has a thorough knowledge of the trade and of' the people of the Bonny.
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He states that the oil is brought down from the interior, a distance of-about
150 miles, and sold to the Bonny traders in small quantities. It is pur-
chased from them by the English trader, and paid for in gunpowder, guns,
cutlaswes, lead and iron bars, and boilers, tobacco, rum, and Manchester
goods. The imports into Great Britain-

In the year 1808 did not exceed 200 tons a year.
- Do 1827 do 4,700 do.

Do 1834 do 13,945 do.
"In 1816, the official value of all the palm oil imported from the coast

of Africa did not exceed R23,83'1.sterling; in 1828, 1126,572; and in 1834
the official'value ofthe palm oil imported from the coast of Africa amounted
to. R458,810 sterling. The quantity of shipping employed in this trade'
since 1820 has largely increased: in 1840, in the Bonny alone, it amounted
to 13,170 tons. These data are sufficient to show the extraordinary growth
of this trade."



"Abstract of exports and imports, Cape Coast Castle, for ten years-Jfrom ist January, 1831, to 31st Deceiber, 1840.
b-A

Exports for the half year ending | £. s. d. £X. . d. Imports for the half year ending | .£ . d. £ a. d

78,818 9 6
11,464 0 0

87,654 0 0
93,450 0 0

43,735 10 0
80,412 0 0

106,615 0 0
76,122 0 0

63,109 10 0
108,596 0 3

105,778 0 0
69,054 0 0

66,187 0 0
56,516 0 0

57,756 15 7
66,450 10 0

87,929 14 1
106,647 5 0

159,008 0 0
166,000 0 0

1,691,303 14 5

June 30, 1831
Dec. 31, 1831

June 30, 1832
Dec. 31, 1832

June 30, 1833
Dec. 31, 1833

June 30, 1834
Dec. 31, 1834

June 30, 1835
Dec. 31, 1835

June 30, 1836
Dec. 31, 1836

June .30, 1837
Dec. 31, 1837

June 30, 1838
Dec. 31, 1838

June 30, 1839
Dec. 31, 1839

June 30, 1840
Dec. 31, 1840

Total

118,561 8 5j12,289 15 6

89,428 19 11
98,638 7 1

75,677 12 4
75,762 0 0

89,780 0 0
91,483 5 7

72,673 3 9
103,312 0 0

104,259 0 0
138,764 0 0

181,720 0 0
83,270 0 0

85,795 0 0
73,610 0 0

168,000 0 0
198,460 0 0

208,470 0 0
214,700 0 0

130,851 3 li

188,067 7 0

151,439 12 4

181,263

175,985

5 7

3 9

243,023 0 0

No.!4

to.0

w.F

264,990 0 0

159,405 0 0

354,460 0 0

423,1700 0

2,272,654 12 *7i

June 30, 1831
Dec. 31, 1831

June 30, 1832
Dec.-31, 1832

June 30, 1833
Dec. 31, 1833

June 80, 1834
Dec. 31, 1834

June 30, 1835
Dec. 31, 1835

June 30, 1836
Dec. 31, 1836

June 30, 1837
Dec. 31, 1837

June 30, 1838
Dec. 31, 1838

June 30, 1839
Dec. 31, 1839

June 30, 1840
Dec. 31, 1840

Total

90,282 9 6

181,104 0 0

124,147 10 0

182,737 0 0

171,705 10 3

174,832 0 0

122,703 0 0

124,207 5 7

194,576

325,008

19 1

0 0

I I

Table: "Abstract of exports and imports, Cape Coast Castle, for ten years-from 1st January, 1831, to 31st December, 1840.
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"Description ofgoods generally imported into thse British settlements on
/the Gold Coast.

Manchester goods
Powder
Rum
Beads
Pipes
Tobacco
Lead bars

The total imports iut
Do do
Do do
Do do
Do do

The total value of ex
Do do
Do do
Do do
Do do"r here is an import

Iron bars
Hardware
Glassware
Earthenware
Brassware
Cowries

GAMBIA.
) the settlement in 1836 amo

do 1837
do 1838
do 1839
do 1840

,ports in 1836 amounted to
1837 do
1838 do
1839 do
1840 do

duty of three per cent. on all

Soap
Flints
'rallov
Win es
Provisions
Perfumery.

nnted to £124,772
do 99,763
do 105,625
do lIJ3,903
do 1(15,397

1, 7,732
- 1A8,226
- 11' 9,498
-i 2,789

- 124,669
goods, Britis i and for-

eign, imported into this settlement, an extra farthing a pound oil tobacco,
and 6d. a gallon on rum.
"The quantity of shipping employed in the Gambia trade, in the above

five years, was 66,492 tons, 1,276 vessels, and 10,067 men.
" In Park's time, (1795,) the trade of this river was only able to support

two or three ships, and the imports were under £20,000.
"The shipping averaged 12,500 tons a year in 1839; 239 merchant ves-

sels entered the Gambia, the tonnage of which amounted to 12,407 tons.
There are about 40 vessels belonging to Bathurst, and built there by native
workmen, chiefly Jaloffs. These vessels are mostly schooners, from 5 to
60 tons; but I saw vessels on the stocks of much larger tonnage. The
number of canoes and boats are about 200.

"1 Less than one-half of the above-tiamed exports are to Great Britain.
"There is a considerable trade springing up in ground nuts with this

country and the United States during the last six years. It now reaches
in value about £X5,000 a year.
"In 1836, the Value of ground nuts exported was only £838; in 1837

it reached £8,053; in 1839 to £8,264; and in 1840 to £15,209.
"The increase in the exports of this commodity is very remarkable, and

shows what the commerce of Africa is capable of becoming.
". The decrease in the export of gold from the Gambia is no less remark-

able. By the colonial secretary's return in 1836 it amounted to £5,010,
and in 1840 only to £1,289. *The gold which comes from Bondou, Kar-
tha, Manding, and the mines of Brooko and Bambarra, is considered the
purest. The distance of these places from the Gambia varies from 5 to
25 days.
" In 1823, the commissioners of inquiry state, in their report, the export

of gold from the Gambia amounted to £9,912 sterling; but, on the author-
ity of Mr. Forster, a merchant of the Gambia, quoted in the same report,

Table: GAMBIA.
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' In 1822 and 1823 the exports of gold amounted to about £15,000, and
ivory £5,000 annually;' so that the exports of the former are now reduced
to about one-twelfth part of the amount exported, according to Mr. Forster,
in f822 and 1893. The trade in ivory has likewise decreased, and is likely
to continue to decrease. In 1836 the value of the ivory exported 'was
£70,055, and in 1840 it had fallen to £4,759; but the most extraordinary
decrease of all is in the recent exports of gum from this settlement: in 1836
it amounted to £20,809, in 1837 to £15,077, in 1838 to £@31,755, in 1839
to £25,114, and in 1840 it fell to £1,636. and in this year (1841) the mer-
chants have not ventured to send a single vessel to Portendic, where the
gum trade is carried on."

" It is to be borne in mind that, of the sum set down as the amount of
the value of the goods and produce exported froin the Gambia, miainely,
for 1840, £124.669, the value of the products grown in the settlement is
confined to a very small portion of the inconsiderable exports of two arti-
cles enumerated ill the list, those of rice and corn, and a small quantity of
ground Iiuts; all the rest are the products of countries which do not belong
to us, with the exception of the very large item in the export lists, for the
last five years, of goods principally British manufactures, exported from
the Gambia to the neighboring countries.

"cThese goods are exported to Bissaos, the Cassamanza, the Pongas, and
the Nunez, and are sold and disposed of at the slave-trade factories of these
notorious haunts of theirs.

" These exports of British manufactures, which swell the amount so con-
siderably of the export lists of the Gambia, and are calculated to lead peo-
ple to form a very erroneous conclusion as to the nature and extent of the
legal trade of that settlement, amounted, in 1836, to £44,865, in 1837 to
£45,221, in 1838 to £38,283, in 1839 to 257,980, and in 1840 to £31,750.

"It must be remembered that when these exports of British fabrics from
the Gambia so suddenly increased in the year 1836, the new Spanish treaty,
with the equipment clause, which made vessels seizable for carrying goods
and stores intended for this trade, had come into operation, and rendered
other methods necessary to supply the slave.trade factories with these
goods; and in 1840, when we find suich a speedy falling oF of these ex-
ports, namely, from £57,980 the preceding year, to;31,750, we have evi-
dent proof of the panic produced by Captain Denman's proceedings in the
year 1840, in destroying the slave-trade factories, and the property found
in them, at Gallinas."

There is a great deal of trade carried on in this river, (the Nunez,) both
legal and illegal. There are four British traders established here, and three
or four French likewise. A good deal of coffee is brought down the-river
from the Foulah country. About 20 pounds of this coffee was sent to me,
as a sample of its quality; and from what I have seen of this article, both
in the West Indies and in the East, I would say it approached nearer to the
quality of the Mocha coffee than any I have seen elsewhere. In 1838 and
1839, about 100 tons of the Nunez coffee were shipped to England, in the
expectation of succeeding in getting the commissioners of customs to con-
sent to its introduction at the low duty. In that expectation the merchants
were deceived, and a stop is put to any further importations of Nunez
coffee."

-" The strangers settled in Bathurst and McCarthy's island are of the
Mandingo, Foulah, and Jaloff nations. The majority of these tribes in the
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vicinity of cur settlements profess the Mahomedan religion, and are con-
sidered superior in intelligence to the pagans of the adjoining countries.
"The Mandingo negroes, of any rank or station in their own country,

are taught to read and write their own language in the Arabic characters;
but all their learning is confined to the knowledge of the Koran; they read
no other book, and are taught no other lessons in their schools, but an tin-
meaning repetition of its laws and precepts.
"The highest point of Mandingo erudition is to attain to such a know-

ledge of the Koran as to be able to repeat whole chapters of the perspicu-
on&s book by heart; and a Marabout who can do this, and write the ob-
scurest passages of it on scraps of paper, for amulets and charms, is held
in the highest honor as a scholar and a priest.
"As the country of the Mandingoes is situated on the borders of the

Gambia, they are well known ill our settlements, and their palavers or dis-
putes are frequently brought there for adjustment.
" Their priests have a digest of the laws of the Koran, which is called

Alshazzar, and by this code their quarrels are generally settled amongst
themselves.
"rThey are skilful in the manufacture of leather and the tanning of it.

Their amulet cases, swvord and dagger sheaths, whips, bridles, &c., are made
with remarkable neatness.
" They also manufacture their own cotton. cloths, and dye with indigo

and other vegetable dyes, and have the art of fixing the colors of these
cloths.

"']rle Foulahs in the vicinity of the Gambia have more of the nomadic
habits of the Arabs, and even of their lineametits, than tany other negro
tribe.
" Their features are more Nubian than negro; and if it were not that their

complexions are darker than the Nubians, and their hair more of a woolly
texture, I would hardly have known the difference between the natives of-
the country beyond Assouan and those of the country between the Gam-
bia and the Rio Grande, whom I saw at Bathurst.

"1 The Foulahs appear to me to be a distinct race from all the other ne-
gro tribes of western Africa,. and approach the nearest to the Ethiopian
Arabs.
" It would be a subject worth inquiry to ascertain what analogy there

may be in their respective languages. They are acquainted with the melt-
ing of native iron, and the manufacture of spear heads and other weapons.
In the kingdom of Foota Jallou they are numerous and warlike, while iil
the neighborhood of the Ga labia their characteristics are those of a con-
quered people. They are mild and submissive in their manners and de-
teanor.

"6 The Foulahs, next to the Mandingoes, are the most considerable of-all
the nations in this part of Africa. Their original country, now possessed
by the Mandingoes, they say was Fooladoo; they are more tawny than the
Mandingoes, their features smaller and sharper, and their hair more wiry.
In the Mahoniedati schools, the chief things taught them is to abominate
kafirs or unbelievers of all kinds, but especially of their own nation.
"The Jaloffs are distributed over a vast district on the sea side, between

the Senegal and the Gambia, between 700 and 800 miles ill length. The
kingdonm of Kayor is supposed to have a Jaloff population of from 150,000
to 180,000 inhabitants, but in most places they have so intermingled with
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the Foulahs that it is not easy to discriminate between their tribes. The
pure, unmixed, and high-spirited Jaloffs, who have not been long enough
in our settlements to have been demi-civilized and three parts demoralized
by European vices, are the finest specimens of the negro race that I have
seen. They differ widely from the Kroomen in their forms and features.
They are far from muscular, arid by no means remarkable for their bodily
vigor or robustness ; but in that air of natural nobility in their appearance,
in the intelligence and vivacity of their looks, in the independence of their
deportment, and the stateliness of their carriage, the Jaloffs so far surpass
the other natives that strangers are accustomed to look upon them as the
gentlemen of Africa. And they scarcely differ less from the Kafirs of the cape
than the Spaniards or Portuguese do from the people of Morocco. They
are of warlike habits and generous dispositions; their dress generally con-
sists of two long pieces of cloth-one wrapped round the body, and the
other worn as a kind of toga or a vestment, like the Bernoos of the Syrian
Arabs, with an aperture to be slipped over the head, and which hangs
loosely on the shoulders. In Bathurst they are employed chiefly as arti-
sans, and are remarkable for their ingenuity and manual dexterity; they
work as carpenters; ship-builders, goldsmiths, and blacksmiths. Those who
work in gold also work in. iron. There is one of this tribe in Bathurst who
has got some celebrity over all the western coast for the fineness of his
workmanship in gold. He makes rings, chains, and eari-rings, little infe-
rior to European marnufacture. I found this ingenious man squatted on a
mat in a cornier of his dusky workshop, delicately manufacturing the small
objects of jewelry around him, and at the other end a number of juvenile
and real blacksmiths hard at work at the forge and anvil, heating and ham-
mering huge bars of iron. All these people-Manidingoes, Fotulahs, and
Jaloffs-are held in the highest estimation- in the Gambia for their indus-
trious habits and general good conduct, and serve as a foil on all occasions,
in conversations, for the indolence, and poverty, and depravity, of the poor,
idle, destitute, ill-reputed, and shamefully neglected liberated Africans."

"Return ofimnpvorts into the settlement ofBathurst, Gambia, for 5 years.

Articles imported. 1836. 1837. 1838. 1839. 1840.

Beads _ £3,337 £2,628 £2,4 89 £4,472 £4,685
Cotton goods' - - - .7,839 8,518 8,2S3 7,578 7,461
Gunpowder and guns - - 17,036 14,674 11,867 18,397 11,447
Iron 2,247 2,459 2,931 2,875 2,781
Spirits - - - 3,507 5,013 4,088 5,247 3,847
Tobacco - 13,762 7,585 6,630 20,450 14,024
Stops - - - 2,150 860 1,413 1,802 1,060
Other articles - _ 64,894 58,126 67,924 93,082 60,092

Total - - - 14,772 99,763 105,625 153,903 105,397
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SaShipping employed in; the import trade in the above five years.

1oi o° vessels. Tonnage. Men.

1,,616 67,657 10,229

-"T. L. INGRAM, ColonialSecretary.
-"BATEIURST, GAMBIA, May 31, 1841."

-'_Return ofexportsfrom the settlement ofBa thurst, Gambia,forfiveyearr.

Artides exported. 1836. 1837. 1638. 1839. 1840.

CGold _ _ £5,010 £1,712 £1,218 £1,339 £1,28%
'GUm - -I 20,809 15,077 21,755 25, l 14 1,636
'Cround nuts - - - 838 8,053 8,264 11,228 15j20%
Hide - - - 17,533 18,097 14,666 17,896 20,72t
Ivory. - _ _ 7,055 7,278 4,083 5,388 4,759
Rice - _ _ 4,084 1,743 3,646 2,715 1,27g
Teak wood _ _ 12,355 12,374 4,974 4,622 5,176
Beeswax - - - 35,183 28,671 32,610 36,607 42,851
,Other exports, principslly Britisb

z02nufactures - - 44,865 44,221 38,283 67,980 31,750

Total - - - 147,732 138,226 129,498 162,789 124,66w

"S/ipping employed in theI export trade in the above five years.

No. of vessels. Tonnage. Men.

1,276 66,942 10,067

-- "T. L. INGRAM, Colonial Secretary.
"BATHURST, GAMBIA, .May 29, 1841."

E&z4ract from a letterfrom C. Grant, colonial agent, to .?ndrew Mun-
ter,;ccolnial secretary, respecting the products of the Gumbia.--1841.

"I shall briefly enumerate a few lead ing articles which form a corn!merce
among the natives in this neighborhood, and which, in my opinion, might
be made -exportable commodities.

"1. The '1'oullacouna, or bitter oil, extracted from a nut by the natives. It
produces, in its iiatural state, a goold and pleasant light, and is used-in con-
siderable quantities in the settlement.

" 2. Cotton wool. The plant. being indigetiotis in this part of the country
is cultivated atnd manufactured to a great extent on both banks of tle ri'4eg
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andlforms, in the various shapes in which it is brought to market, by far-
the most considerable article of domestic and inland commerce. The non-
inal or bartered price is about 2d. per pound in the rough. It can be pro-
cured in any quantity, but the want of -machinery adapted to the cleaning-
of it has hitherto deterred Europeans from engaging in the trade.

"; 3. Indigo. This plant, being alsq indigenous in this part of the coun-
try, is cultivated and manufactured in the native fortei with great suc-
cess, as far as the demands-of their own market require, with which they
produce dyes not inferior either in appearance or durability to that on ihe
best Indian baft. But the process of manufacturing for the European mar-
ket not being understood by the riatives, a small sample of about 70 pounds,
purchased by a Mr. Bodies some years ago, and which was found to be
of good quality, is all ihat has yet been sent to the London market.

"4. IHenip. This article, being but little in demand, is cultivated but
sparingly; a little, however, is attached to every village, of which they
make cords adapted to domestic purposes. From the number of fibrous.,
platits with which the banks of the river abound, particularly those of the
Promium species, I am filed to hope that a very important branch of com,
mnerce will be found it) this article.
" 5. Potash is manufactured by the natives from several plants and trees,,

and used in their soap and sniff marinufactories, for settling their dyes,.
.and a variety of domestic purposes. It is bartered at about 5W. per pound,.
and might be procured in considerable quantities, were not the exchangea-
ble value too high to admit of Europeaus engaging in the trade.

"G. Cardaiotr-s are also brouighit in small quantities by traders from the
interior, and fornm a branch of commerce among the natives; and could our
intercourse with the interior be facilitated, they might become of some im-
portatice as aln article of cornmerce.

"In addition to the foregoing, the natives carrv on an extensive inland
trade in Kolar wits, honey, butter, Cayenne pepper, soap, the shea or
X egetadle butter, &e.; but,, as I do not expect that anly of them will become

ltiesles of export. I shall not detain you with atl account of them, but pro-
Ceed to enu11tiierate a let' other articles to be met with in the neighborhoods
which, although not yet collected or looked upon either by natives or Eu-
ropeatis as articles of cornmerce, their exchangeable value in other coun-
tries induces me to hope that they may one day occupy a conspicuous place
ill the list of espor ts.

- 1. .As to the eaa:)nt.honi, or Indian rubber, the number of plants and
trees on the banks of the Gambia which produce this gunijuistify the con-
clusion, that large quantities of it might annually be collected: and as the
sample sent honme last year wanq found to be of a merchantable quality, I
entertain great hopes that it aiay ultimately become an article of export.

"1 2. Ebony, found on the north bank of the Gambia, and in great abun-
dance in the Saluitn blanch, a sample of which has lately been sent to Bris-
tol, hut time does not admit of advices as to its quality, or what prospect
there is of its becoming an article of trade.

",3. Bark-althourh I am not aware of any experiments having been.
made in this article, I ani satisfied that the bark of the black or red rar-
grom, the kern or rosewood, and several species of timber, plentifully found.
on the banks of this river, possess qualities which reader them valuable
both to the dyers and tantners.

"There are also acorns produced by certain trees, with which the na-
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tives, by the most simple process, have brqught the tanning and dveing of
hides to a degree of perfection that could hardly be expected of so rude a
people, although their superstitions and veneration for the habits of their;
ancestors prevent their offering them for sale in a dressed state.

" Although the foregoing articles may, on taking a superficial survey of
the country, present themselves as most likely to become export commod-
ities, there can be no doubt, were the qualities of our plants and minerals.
better ascertained, that many others of equal importance might be added."

SIERRA LEONE.
"'[he amount of goods imported into this settlement from Europe, in

1840, was £80,000.
" The amount of the goods exported from Sierra Leone, in that year,

was £72,000.
"It will be seen, by the answers of the collector of the customs to my-

queries on this subject, that there has been no material increase either ill
the imports or exports, for 14 years.

"s The descriptions of goods imported are Manchester fabrics, guns, gun-
powder, rum, girl, brandy, and hardware.

"' Those exported are teak timber, camwood, palm oil, ivory, rice, hides,
all of which are procured from the adjacent parts of the coast out of our-
jturisdictioD.

" The products that are exported, and are the fruit of cultivation in the
colony, are extremely trifling; namely, ground nuts, arrowroot, starch,
ginger, and pepper, and in very small quantities.
" The tonnage of vessels now employed in the export trade of Sierra

Leone amounts to 20,000 tons a year.
"The total exports in 1839 were, in estimated value, £5S,440; about

£50,000 of which arhount was the value of the exports to England, while
the total imports that, year amounted to £103,086, and from England
$100,993."

"; The plans of the late superior officer in command of the squadron on
the western coast of Africa were better calculated, I believe, to impede the,
slave trade, and to render its pursuit more hazardous and expensive to those
engaged in it, than those hitherto adopted to effect those objects. Captain
Tucker has the inerit of having first established a rigid blockade of the riv-
ers where the great slave-tradir.g factories were established; and instead of
allowing the slave ships in ballast to enter those rivers and take in their
cargoes, and then of using every effort to capture the vessels loaded withf
slaves, his practice wvas to prevent the slave vessels which managed to elude
his vigilance and enter the rivers from taking their cargoes on board, and;
then departing with them, and to hinder those from entering which had'
appeared off the coast for the purpose of so doing. In carrying these plate
into execution, lie wvas admirably seconded by the lion. Captain Denman.
of Her Majesty's ship Wanderer, and the officers under both. I confess I
was not prepared to meet the active zeal, the stirring energy, in this service,.
and the entire devotion of self, of one's comforts, and all pecuniary inter-
ests, which I witnessed in the conduct of those officers on their several sfta-
tions from the Gambia to the equator.
"There is no service so monotonous, irksome, andii disagreeable, as tluih

of our cruisers stationed.off the months of' tlinse ri vcrs. The influence of'
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the-climate on the health and: spirits of the officers and crews, the-breaking
down of the strongest constitutionsj and: that worst of all its influences in,
tropical climates-that which impairs the. mind before its sensible ei1ects
are felt on bodily health and vigor-the consequences that invariably at-
tend the employment of boats on the rivers, the breaking out -of fever on
board, their vessels, and the frightful havoc which that 6-seasewmakes
amongst the: mell; the disappointment they experience at seeing all their
arduous efforts for hindering the siave-trade factories from receiving their
supplies from the foreign vessels engaged in this trade completely nullified
by the proceedings of our own merchants and commanders of merchant
vessels, who supply them with -the identical goods and stores which they
capture the foreign vessels for conveying to the coast; when all these
Sources of vexation and disappointment are taken into account, it must be
admitted that no service can be surrounded with circumstances more un-
favorable to its efficiency; and yet no inefficiency exists, except what arises
f'rom the class of vessels that are employed, and the condition they are re-
duced to by being kept for much too long a period on the coast.

" Four years' actual employment is the ordinary period of service on this
coast. The period, it is felt by every' one acquainted with the subject, is
twice longer than it ought to he for this service' and for the health of those
engaged in it. Two years of actual service on the coast, would be amply
sufficient for the objects I have pointed out.
"The saving of life that would arise from this change would be consid-

crable. It is not the number of deaths on board the cruisers on the coast,
great as it is, which constitutes the chief mortality that arises from this pe-
riod of service; the long list of deaths has to be filled up from the returns
of the sick-leave list, of the casualties which have occurred either at As-
'cension: or on the passage home, or in the hospitals of Plymouth, Ports-
mouth, or Chatharm.
"The cruisers that have been four years on the coast become absolutely

unserviceable long before their orders are received for going home; from
the loss of men and officers, and the wear and tear of the vessels, and espe-
cially the corrosion of the vessels' copper in those seas, which goes on so
rapidly' that it requires to be renewed long, before they quit the station.

" I arn speaking of subjects which professional experience only may be
supposed to be qualified to treat. of. I believe; however, I am speaking
the sentiments of every naval officer. who has spent four years on this coast;
and I speak from what I have myself sect of the condition of the cruisers-
of the Lynx, the Saracen, the Forester, and several other vessels which
have been long stationed on this coast. There is no place on it where a
vessel can be thoroughly refitted, and there is no vessel's wear and tear on
this coast which do not render refittal necessary after twvo years' service
there."
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- " e estimnated value of he exports from Sierra Leone in 1839.

Articles. Amount. Articles. Amount.

Teak timber - £936,567 Pepper _ - - -
Camwood 8,129 Gum copal - - - 26
Palm dil 7,993 Arrowroot - - - 77
Ginger - - - 1,660 Coffee - - - 1:
Ground nuts 305 Sundries - - - S
Hides - - - 747
Ivorty 291
Rice - - - 1,970 Total - - - 58,440

The prices ofprovisions at Sierra Leone and the Gambia.

Colonies. Bread, per Beef, per Mutton, per Fowls, per dozen, Rice, .peipound. pound. pound. 10*. pound.

Sierra Leone - - 6d. 4d. 7d. 4s. 4d., chickens 2d.
Gambia - - - d. 2-.d. 7d. 10., fowls - ld,

Thb
The
The
The
The
The
The

price
price
price
price
price
price
price

of horned cattle at the former, a head
of horned cattle at the Gambia
of sheep at both places, about
of rice by the bushel at Sierra Leone -
of rice by the cwt. at Gambia
of coffee -at both places, per pound
of fish averages, per pound, at both places

60s..
45s..
2Ss-
.5s.

1 s.
1.s..
3d.

And the prices generally at both colonies for European stores, groceries,
salt, provisions, &c., are about 30 per cent. above the market rate in Eng-
land.
-"There are 11o manufactories in-Sierra Leone, but in the Gambia. several;,

atBathurst upwards of:2O wax refiners, and 5 at McCartly's island. -There
are also 37 native looms employed at Bathurst in the manufacture-of0coarse
country cloths, and ten working goldsmiths, who likewise carry on'the trade
of blacksmiths; and one of them a Foiilah, aman of very superior skill and
ability in his occupation as a.goldsmith, whose workmanship would be
prized in any country."

" The amount of coin in circulation inl Sierra Leone, in 1839, was estinat--
ed at from £30,000 to £35,00() sterling; and in the Gambia, the same year,.
£6,500 sterling."



Gambia McCar-
thy's island.

thermometer duriirg each month of the under-mentioned years, at the
Coast Castle, and on the cruising station off the cost.

At sea, west coast of Africa. Sierra Leone. Cape Coast Castle.

_I- -i

1835-'36

91 17 0

86 40 0

100 25 31

100 1 24

101 2 13

95 0 0

86 21 5

85 40 5

87 2 36

85 54 47

93 46 40

89 45 0

1839.

82 22 0

83 10 0

83 0 0

82 30 0

79 0 0

79 0 0

27 50 0

78 4 0

80 12 0

83 13 0

83 32 0

83 36 0

1840.

0 1 ,
76 48 23

73 2 0

79 29 4

80 36 0

75 22 0

78 0 40

80 4 0

79 38 45

79 12 0

78 33 52

82 29- 0

81 45 29

1840.

I-
0 1 ~1

81 0 0

81 40 (

82 0 0

81 40 0

82 20 0

81 20 0

79 30 0

80 0 0

80 30 0

80 30 0

80 30 0

82 30 0

1840-'41.

0 / ff

St 5 2

82 12 51

80 22 0

78 44 0

76 24 12

73 51 0

72 19 30

75 16 30

79 23 36

79 36 30

82 '2 53

Cspe Coast five
miles inland.

184t$!

74 15 39

77 1 2

77 14 5

76 3 20

75 34 11

74 21 20

73 34 4

74 53 0

73 22 0

74 25 0

77 2 0

75 22 0

-ea

"Table showing the mean range of Fahrenheit's
river Gambia, SierrawLeone, Cape

1I

Am'

.0

Afonthu.

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

z
10-

C:

_.: ..- 1..- .._, s __, _ _

Afean temperature for the year 78 45 6 81 7 30 78 18 Q 75 19 4991- 54 41 81 17 25

Table: " Table showing the mean range of Fahrenheit's thermometer during each month of the under-mentioned years, at the river Gambia, Sierra Leone, Cape Coast Castle, and on the cruising station off the coast.
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" Comparison of the rain gauge in the West Indies and western coat of

Efrica for eleven months.

Cuba. Inches. Caee Coast. Inches.-~ 1 -

1825. 1840.
February - O0.77 April - - - 5.679
March 0.63 May - - - 19.452
April - - - - 1.92 Juiae - - - - 7.688
May 2.32 July - - - - 0.411
June - - - ^ 5.35 august - . 0.885
July - 9.57 September - - - 1.855
August - - - 1-1.50 October - - 4.491
September - _ 7.80 November 3.13?
October - - - - 7.47 December 0.803
November - - - - 3.3(3
December - - 1 .40 1841.

January - - - - 1.565
February - - 0.237

Total - . 52.11 Total - - - 46,199

Queries submitted to Mr. Hartung, an .9frican trader at Hamburg, oi
the subject of western A'frica, by the chairman of the Select Commit-
lee on West Coast of4frica, in 1842, and the answers thereto.

Question 1. Have you visited the coast of Africa, and for what length
-of time, and in what capacity ?

Answer. I have made three voyages with my own vessels between Ham-
burg and the west and south coast of Africa, the goods and merchandise
being for the most part on my own account, or taken with me on consign-
ment. On the first voyage, I remained upon the coast of Africa from 1ith
IDecember, 1838, to 6th April, 1839 , on the second, from 4th December,
1839. to 9th May, 1840 ; on the third and last, from 16th December, 1840,
to 23d July, 1841.

Ques. 2. What parts of that coast have you visited, and what has been
the nature of your dealings there ?

Ans. During my first voyage, I visited Sierra Leone, Gallinas, different
places in the Kroo comrary, Elmina, Cape Coast, Annamaboe, Winnebah,
British, Dutch, and Danish Accra ; on my second voyage, I went to Sierra
Leone, thence tip the rivers Rio Nunez and Rio Pongas to Gallinaso and
back to Sierra Leone; and on my third and last, I ran to Gallinas, -thence
went to Sierra Leone, Dixcove, Bontry, Elmina, St. Paul's de Loando and
Novo Retondo (in Angola,) Igito in Blenguela, the islands of St. Thomas
and Prince's, and back to Sierra Leone. My trade consisted in the barter
my merchandise for produce, specie, gold dust, and good bills of exchange.
Ques. 3. What description of goods are exported from Germnany to Af-

rica, and what are the returns?
Ans. We take from Germany a large export of every kind of manufac-

tured goods, in linens, woollens, and-cottons; iron ware, knives, sabres, guns,
iron pots; brass basins and pans, puncheon-packs, rum, geneva, provisions,
.beads, Swedish iron, tobacco, sugar, &c.; and the returns consist of dollars,

I)

Table: " Comparison of the rain gauge in the West Indies and western coast of Africa for eleven months.
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doubloons, gold in rings and 'in dust, ivory, wax,-dry anid salted hides, -e-
woods, gums. orchilla wveed, palm oil, and spices.

Ques. 4. When did this trade from Germany commence, what has been
its progress, and what is its present extent?

Avns. My former partner, Mr. John Epffenhausen, (who yet continues
the trade,) made first an adventure out of hamburg in 1832-'33, with -a
single vessel, and one can now reckon (say in the end of 1841) that six ships
leave every year this port and that of Bremen. In this number, the enters
wise of Mr. Santos, from Aliona, with five vessels, is not included. The-
tradewoild have increased yet more, had not, in the preceding year, throughl
various annoyances and obstacles, German masters and merchants been
deterred (frightened) from further exposing their lives and property.

Ques. 5. Reports have been circulated of Hamburg vessels having been
either engaged in the slave trade or indirectly connected with it: 'do y6u.
think there is any foundation for those reports, and, if groundless, what.are-
the causes which have given rise to them ?
'Ans. Hamburg vessels have never carried on the slave trade, even when

that trade was pursued without hesitation by all other nations; and only
in the years 1840 and 1S41, when trade and freights were every-where so
bad,did sr me Bremen and Hamburg vesselsaccept charters to convey goods
from the Havana and Brazil to the coast of Africa, which is nowhere for-
bidden, and-is strictly legal with us; but through which vessels, as the Echo,.
Captain 'Sohst;-the Louise, Captain Boye, (from Hamburg,) and the-,
of Bremen, were hostilely treated (angefeindet) by English men-of-war,
and placed in difficulties. These circumstances are known in your courts,
,especially 'the ease of the Echo, in which are all the documents, and a full'
narrative of particulars; in which narrative many of the questions put to),
-me Are already treated and replied to, and to which I. refer as containing
full and correct Information, given by me as an eyewitness. All these
vessels-had only closed charter-parties to carry outwards a cargo ofgoods
ntne "'outanid home," as far as is known to me. There is thus 11o room
forsuspicion 'of the transportation of slaves; :and the slave trade presup-
poses a purchase and exportation of slaves. To show, however, tht: 'ves-
sels, without having contemplated slave trading, may yet possibly be con-
deoned in Sierra Leone, I communicate the following information, which
I have lately received, dated the 15th Miarch, Sierra Leone, from Mr. Rich-
ard' Laurence, 'a merchant there:

"I mtust inform you I sincerely hope the owner of the barque Echo may
.get justice, for I have always considered it a hard case."

" I-widl merely state to you that a Brizilian barque has been brought in
bero, and.a vegro has been discovered and proved to have put slave irons-
'on'bdard of her, to condemn her, and is now in jail for -trial."

-oanwpostscript, dated the 19th March, he writes:
-'4Jbseph Ruffel, who put the irons on 'board the 'Brazilian barque, *as

this day tried and found guilty, and sentenced 'to two years in chains."
The adventure of Mr. Santos from Altona' gave, at the time, rise tomidny

suspicions, but I know nothing accurate respecting it, as it:}had departed
betore~rry'arrival in Europe, and as I-had left Angola and Benguelabefore
its arryiwal there.

-Qjaes. 6. From yonr experience and observation on the coast of Africa,
in ewhat proportion do you consider the floatingm:ade' on shipboard -divided
amongst the different nations of Europe and tl- United States of America.?
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Ans. I think it may be assumed that, when the large timber trade which

England carries on with Sierra Leone, and the Spanish and Portuguege
slave trade, are excepted, (as neither of these should be reckoned 'ii the
general trade.,) the trade upon..the west and south coast of Africa. from 20
degrees north to 20 degrees south, is divided as follows:

The English - 11-32
Americans -- - 9- 3
French -7--32
Spaniards and Portuguese - - - 2-32
Dutch, Danes, and Germans - - - -32

Ques. 7. What, in your opinion, is the effect of that, trade in Tefereuce'
to the traffic in slaves ?

Ans. I have always been of opinion that the more the 'trade with Africa,
increases. the more will civilization aniong the different nations on the coast
increase, and the slave trade wvill perhaps at some day ceasedo itself.

Ques. 8. What plan would you recommend to put down the stave traue
and improve the condition of the people of Africa ?

Ans. I know of no means really to suppress the slave trade which roAld.
be found practicable, since the coast is too extended, the avarice of men' tool
great, the gains rising in proportion to the difficulties and obstacles; and
the blacks upon the coast always lend their aid to its support and prosecut-
tioi, as ankortg them human life is not of the same value as among the
whites,-aud as they regard men as goods or property, which one is author-
ized by hereditary right, law, and religion, to dispose of. (On this subject
I could give:somefurther details.)

I could, however, communicate a more successful mode (in my opinion)-
of repressing the slave trade in a niore humane way, and so that with time
it should .perhaps of itself cease. But this plan would require a very full
explanation, not to be misunderstood. My mnode wotildi however, in any-
case, be more beneficial and effectual in behalf of our poor sable fellow.twerk
and brethren than is at the moment practically the carrying out of the great
n:nd beautiful idea.of freedom advantageous to them, and than it will !be.
One must -have seen their misery upon the spot, to be able 'to form from-
experience a judgment in the matter.

Ques. 9. Have you any observations to make on the English naval op-
erations carried on with a view to suppress the trade in slaves?

Ans. I can only notice the injury which these English " naval opera-
tions" cause to legitimate trade, (and especially inasmuch as thee. gotniez
men act entirely according to their pri ate instructions, if not entirelyuac-
cording to their own pleasure.) If a man-of-war can say to me," If.I find
you at such place, or at such a place, I will carry you off," my trade is.
destroyed, as I cannot run the risk of his proving right or' wrong at som*
future time, even supposing theumost favorable result in Europe of my case.
Subject to such interruptipus, notrade can prosper. The trade with!Africa
has, moreover, this peculiarity : that if I am only to learn, *uhen arrived&
upon the coast, at what places I may trade, the worst consequences -to.My-
self and to my assortment of goods may result, inasmnxch as I cannot;get.
rid of articles destined for one place, even if I give them away at the next;-
and this statement will be confirmed by every merchant who has had deal-
ings with Africa.

Ques. 1o. Have you observed that any English trading vessel hasfat-
vored the operations of the slave dealer?
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Ans. All English ships and traders, as well as those of all foieign'na-
*ions, act in the same way; that is, they sell their goods to every body, with-
,out exception, if they can obtain good prices, and can expect to be paid;
iand they ask (care) little afterwards whether the purchasers turn the goods
to the slave trade, or for what else they use them.

Ques. 1 1. Have you had an opportunity of observing the system of gov-
ernment and the state of society at the different English settlements on the
west coast of Africa, and which of those settlements do you consider the
best ordered, and which of them do you consider foremost in fair dealing
-and moral respectability?

Ans. I have found that Cape Coast and Accra were in every respect the
best, and the authorities the most "respectable," although, indeed, Sierra
Leone ought and should (sollle und mies.sIee) lay claim to that honor!

Ques. 12. What is your opinion of the system pursued at the English
establishments, compared with the Dutch and other foreign settlements on
the coast ?

Ans. I have remarked that in the English settlements the authorities were
always opposed to the slave trade, (if sometimes the natives were not so,)
;as that object was always held out by England as a palladium.' On the
other hand, in the settlements of other nations the authorities were often
very negligent in their conduct.

Ques. 1.3. What system would you recommend to repress the slave trade
at those factories where it is now carried on by Spanish and Portuguse sub-
jects ?

Ans. I know of no tneans, as those people can always find new places
upon the coast to carry on the slave trade, under the protection and -with the
-aid of the natives.

Ques. 14. Have you any observations to make generally on the English'
policy pursued on the coast of Africa ?

Ans. I have great reason to complain of the manner in which the Eng-
'ish authorities and men-of-war conduct themselves, though only upon my
last voyage; on which subject I have written letters to our charge d'afaires
in London, Mr. James Colqulioun, and to the syndic, Mr. Sieveking, here,
which could be produced. And I might add several grounds of complaints:
for example, the firing shotted guns, putting it to the committee whether
-the men-of-war's men have always so steady a hand and so sure an eye as
to be certain that the ball shall pass clear of a vessel, especially at night.
Further, I might notice the manner in which these parties-come on board
and conduct their inquiries, &c., which subjects will be found noticed in the
,letters alluded to.
* Ques. 15. Have youl visited Liberia, and what is your opinion of the
American experiment there ?

Ans. I myself was never in Liberia. What I have understood upon the
coast respecting that place was very unfavorable, and always prevented
me from visiting it; the place being infamous on account of the mode of
trade and of payment. The people are said to be turbulent and indolent,
on account of which famine often occurs.*

* It is to be regretted that Mr. Hartung did not consult English gentlemen who have visited
Liberia-Captain Stoll, and Sir H. Dundas Campbell, late Governor of Sierra Leone-both
of whom give decided testimony in its favor, as superior to any other settlement in western Af-
riea; also, the testimony of the Prince de Joinville.
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Ques. 16. IT theslave dealers on the coast were prevented purchasing
goods from vessels engaged in legitimate trade, would that, in your opin-
ion, tend to repress or encourage the slave trade?

Ans. First, I know not how one could wish to prevent ships legally car-
rying on fair trade upon the coast. Every where on the coast, from 200 N.
to 200 S., where I have been, are slaves secretly to be purchased from th6
natives or from traders; and, therefore, the whole trade with the western
and southern coast of Africa must, on te-e supposition of the question, be
stopped, since all might be-called slave-trading places. Secondly, for every
*sort of merchandise, guns, blue bafts, tobacco, rum, brass pans, beads, &c.,
or for provisions, flour, toys, watches, &c., can slaves be bought; and,
finally, the people would most willingly receive gold or silver for them, to
betake themselves therewith to other markets, and there purchase goods.
One may take this view of the subject: that as little as will the aristoc-

racy and clergy of England, France, and Germany, give up or change their
rights and privileges, so little will the chiefs. races, families, and priesthood
of Africa introduce and carry through a change in their institutions; that
is to say, abolish slavery, which is notoriously interwoven in their laws,
old customs, and religion and this is a fundamental principle, not only
among the pe. pie on the coast, but especially in the interior. Itito that in-
terior no Europeans easily'penetrate; and when an exception occurs, they
are but few in nurnbecr, possessing no power to work a change any where.
It is only by following another principle that more night be done for Africa
in 50 years than under the present system in 100 or 1,000. The European
~can rarely withstand the climate's effects, and never toil in it as an artisan
or agriculturist, as all attempts to do so have shown. Thus, only through
blacks and mulattoes, under European direction and aid, can, emancipation
be worked out for Africa-speaking under that name of the country between
200 N. and 20° S.



. return ofthe exports and importsfor tfie lastfifteenl years, &tioeen the went coast of4fica and BEnlund.

Quantities of the principal articles imported into the United kibgaoni fromn 'te&'wt dom o1 Africa.

1MPOtHT. .

Ycars.

1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841

Tons.

149
79
247
734

1,591
567
558

1,793
1,961
1,175
1,543
1,002
476
704

2,012

t0a

Tons.

740
* 476

119
450
386
875
879

1,037
844
689

1,543
876
606
787
956

0

0

Pounds.

25,197
16,657
8,093
16,891
15,991
72,963
49,906
110,240
60,616
48,937
165,2S5
267,303
12,518
42,015
94,244

0

.0

Tond.

42
21

12
86
127

11

16
14
9

162
99
10

77
62

I..

Ua
Cwt.

6
6
9

102
107

113
74
73
96
115

611
600
918
897
738

a.

g.o
.UMa.,

Pounds.

20,602
1,603

14,309

16,106
8,446

44,517
124,539
53,299
50,338
83,084
32,1-12
8,372

28,019
24,348

7, 1-

la

Er
*5

Cwt.

209
196
121

110
114
363
391
555
478
656
1W7
182
1j5
284
198

CwM..0

cvi. v
65

1,033

. 2,687

385
11,97
1s,29W8.62
3,991

16,076

14, 143
27,477
4t,814
1ss3"
8,8t15

*4

Table: A return of the exports and imports for the last fifteen years, between the west coast of Africa and England.
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IMPORTS-Continued.

. -,I---tI
A.,

Pounds.

214
101

2,189
36,367
75,484
44,6f59
10,514
20,271
49,453
56,192
109,565
12,775
10,832
49,530
22,359

S

n

6

268

48

I!

100

43

177
268
48

162.
100
173

6

Yesrs.

1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
3833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841

t
a

f7:

Cwt.

3,112
2,87d
3,697
3,335
3,502
3,676
1,410
6,608
2,600
1,769
1,520
1,110
701

3,234
4,942

d
I

.,
I .

Cwt.

.14,!!i6
1U6,65'.
17'.1.9'"2
1213.440
163,468
217,805
266,991
269,908

- 256,337
276,636
223,292
28 i, 7l
343,44,:
315,458
397,076

i
I

Busbels.

871

1

42

69
310

9,229
12,946
13,S89
4,975

116
1,576

3,385

I=

0 j
03 1!.0 00.
Q .0
. I
.6
i
r

Cwt.

1,633
1,715
2,206
3,086
2,685
1,749
X,166
2,676
2,090
2,401
2,248
2,111
1,644
1,946
2,129

Cwt.

2,708
268

2
657

1,150
1,576
2,267
2,786
758

1,021
4
3
2

226
2O

b;

B:11
-WI
01,
cm

Cwt.

* 4,080
3,319
,674
0,574
3,893
* 686
1,252
3,058
3,909
4,388
4,600
4,382
4,762
3,773
5,160

Loads.

15,625
11,954
1s,gg2
19,563
23,676
15,120
13,586
13,192
14,033
13,406
23,251
11,143
11,035
12,541
13,127

-I
C.
.

II
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Quantities of the principal artices of foreign and colonial merchandise exported fiom the United Kingdom to the west coast of Africa.

EXPORTS; FOREIGN-MERCHANDI8E.

0

Pounded.

9,761
13,665
17,965
14,395
14,70:
20,273
19,211
11,085
11,643
13,446
7,622
17,216
14,785
20,413
15,560

Pounds.

7,21

9,98
13,24
7,88

19,4B
15,81
15,7.2
10,9
10,61
13,74
8,8S
7,9E
9,4:

13,68
17,9.

Cwt.

2 673

14 497

~9 218

18 .437I 597

3 870

'0428

i7 230

.0 232

18 716

'4 728

16- 547-

19 344

13 691
84 995

I o

.

Pieces.

64,867
72,619
92,962
53,652
4t;616
40,975
6%197
57,757
31,780
27,646
50,042

I 46,363-
47,805
48,840
50,321

Cwt. 1

457

361

-,0

1. 82

717'

1l,436
,1,532
-383

1,787

3,053
4,518

2,T68

2,691

4,113

5,7:630

Years.

1827
18'8
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
182 t
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
184

I

0

i M
_0t

Cs

cc
4,CM

CWt.

_I-
_

53

-

-llI110
76

37
1

182
674
576
747

1,334'
2,373

Pounds.

1 8-
t

C

R

IPounds.

107,766
125,431
156,899
177,860
226,919
263,169
277,120
205,173
206,983
372,637
294,640
382,868
363,610
-349,841
288,058

,,, . ,



RETURN-Continued.

* EXPORTS; FOREIGN MERCHANDISE-Continued.

0

Pounds.

*1,118,099
560,598
416,629
835,426

1,148,814
900,709
662,696
94a,463

1,016,080
1,279,392
1,112,819
960,233

1,036,430
1,666,219
991,330

fi.3

Gl1ID -
Gallonsi. V-*

9,884 8!
8,400
8,810 ..
8,996 _D
8,723 "
11,741
10,068
14,714
.10,436
10,572
9,815
13,495
17,038
8,526
11,793

I

Years.

r
1827
18,88
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
'1841

a

0 -0

I a

0

.o

Cwt.

210
320
170
603
569
408
521
705
502
861
356
617
598
748
f674

.0
0

0,C
Tons.

9
31
19
36
32
26
22
18
29

!22
31
31
31
50
21

.0i0
0

.e
Q

V.

Cwt.

7

5

59
30
I0

283
117
314

2,049
151

344

836
996

1,514
3,435

o

a
1- .

4

E
.Y

co -

E

Pieces.

1,160
1,772
2,428
1,029
2,633
2,880
2,794
1,6-23
2,338
3,099
2,418
2,873
5.08f
:,446
3,760

a

0

lo

.2
.e Vo
.-

. 'S
OD

Gallons.

109,205
133,187
169,544
174,300
209,805
231,451
255,274
187,595
158,555
266,918
149,452
196,988
230,715
294,017
310,047

t;

00

0to

00

Cwt.

648

491

913

761

964

821

886

864

736

963

804

938

926

6i20
672

E

Pounds.

3,884
2,082
3,474
3,836
4,739
3,142
1,117
2,633
2,809
7,137
3,352
4,242
4,774
2,609
.3,657

, , ,



IIETURN-Continued.
Qdantities and declared value or British and Irish produce and manufactures exported from the United Kingdom to the weat coast of Africa.

Pi
eD*11

I
EXPORTS; BRIT18H GOODS.

I

Beef and pork. Beer and ale.

Declared. Quantity.
value.

-.

692
369
944
S30
931
587
819
s90
840
470
423
628
275
210
126

Barrels.

679
532
490
.560
784
574
539
525
476
658
581
686
375
831
738

Declared
value.

£.

2,616
1,823
2,094
2,104
2,123
1,768
1,572
1614
I1441
1,791
1,611
:1,783
2,117
2,806
1,935

Brass and copper man-
ufactures.

Quantity.

Cwt.

4n2
781
658
700
643

1,480
1,772
2,323
1,263
2,095
1,228
1,955
1,996
2,421
2,914

Declared
value.I , -.-
£.

3,391
5,111
4,280

4,206
2,642
8,97!
11,654
7,223
12,648

F 7,172
11,130
10,5B5
13,167
16,452

Bulter and ch"e.

I.aptity.DecIud
valire.,

Cwt.

363
196
313
292
296
235
265
388
196
314
236
307
234
200
157

1,488
805

1,169
J, 104
1,311
923

1,053
1,010
765

e1,344
1,104
1,493
1,087
989
f696

Years.

1827.
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1936
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841

g0z
a

Declared
value.

46,923
59,456
92,049
81,238
73,953
95,182
111,744
91,407
87,929
137,698
88,828

11.4,210
107,992
104,934
91,247

I .

WI

I 11J .

j1:

lDeclared
v41ue.

I .

7,714
6,330
8,294
6,809

10,1196
7,286
8,498
9,044
8,036
10,154
7,400
9,282

11,069
8,673
11,437

Quantity.

Barrels.

194
102
25a
245
341
'140
233
276
.272
139
105
.168
61
49
30
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EXPORTS; BRITISH. GOODS-Continued.

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Io
SQ
'0--j

.a.0
Q

Declared
value.

£.

Cotton manufactures en-
tered by the yard.

10co

.0
-.G50

3

r d
Ul

a

Earthenware of all sorts.

1I
Quantity.

Yards.

Declared
value.

X.

Declared
value.

X£

Quantity.

Pieces.

1,249
950
538
536
577

1,260
826
860
368

1,258
791

1,187
986

1,256
1,473

1,025,804
1,536,861
1,910,940
2,506,266
2,384,000
3,878,034
4,964,666
4,975,433
3,905,158
7,706,053
4,973,412
7,368 526
9,184,772
10,488,479
8,389,266

41,840
57,376
70,104
96,042
75,058
97,642
118,872
129,584
124,777
209,609
135,323
187,101
232,801
261,297
183,632

220
194
115
283
480
533
493
727
783

1,374
786
602

1,018
1,202
840

221,642
229,291
361,274
312,160
411,766
473,797
449,014
426,84
340,801
531,172
432,769
36T,082
481,620
408,984
388,873

Declared
value.

X.

2,208
2,242
3,355
3,587
4,271
4,567
4,461
4,846
4,034
5,536
3,462
3,822
5,562
4,356
5,092

_

2
.i

.aO"
Declared
value.

I - -

2,627
2,637
2,659
2,841
2,923
3,396
2,683
2,691
2,433
2,831
2,308
3,121
3,314
2,987
2,787

Hardware and cutlery.7

Quantity.

Cwt.

487
889

1,661
1,818
1,355
3,075
2,513
5,263
3,425
4.024
4,350
2,297
2,633
&,036
4,051

Declared
value.

t4
£ w

2,$252
3,792
7,102
5,228
7,042
12,710
11,107
14,907
8,709
11,785
11,182
8,402
12,514
14,090 li
19,378 6

. ~~C

Years.

1827 -
1828 -
1829 -
1830 -
1831 -
1832 -
1833 -
1834 -
1835 -
1836 -
1837
1838 -
1839 -
1840 _
1841 -

i~~~----
I I

.
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EXPORTS; BRITISH GOODS-Continued.

Hats of all sorts. Iron and steel, wrought Lead and shot. . Linen manufactures en-

and unwrought. termed by the yard. 5 -S

.
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a, .6 .

Years.

Quantity. Declared Quantity. Declared Quantity. Declared Declared Quantity. Declared Declared io-;
value. value. value. value. value. value.

Dozen. £. Tons. X. Tons. £. £. Yardo. £. £X

1827 - - - 878 1,298 1,021 11,152 33 700 1,989 35,928 1,580 68 C
1828 - - - 583 1,034 1,371 13,447 59 1,174 2,316 36,808 1,862
1829 - - - 1,237 1,853 1,857 16,318 52 1,009 2,504 42,173 1,899 12
1830 - - - 1,283 1,561 1,406 11,823 60 908 1,603 37,067 1,721 41
1831 - - - 1,187 -1,739 1,236 11,390 65 965 2,061 69,860 2,624 74
1832 - - - 1,308 1,579 1,667 11,648 86 1,229 1.874 37,390 1643 11
1833 - - - 1,125 1,724 1,692 13,508 82 1,221 1,197 37,801 1,437 50
1834 - - 853 1,302 1,787 15,761 88 1,420 1,230 88,142 3,459 135
1835 - - - 525 845 1,105 9,907 52 1,075 1,044 52,700 2,419 93
1836 - - - 1,019 1,665 1,455 17,999 77 1,807 1,907 52,561 2,582 11
1837 - - - 436 1,031 956 12,512 51 1,094 1,940 126,441 .4,288 1
1838 - - - 665 999 -1,465 16,591 85i 1,721 1699 84,102 3,195 80.
1839 - - - 386 649 '1,739 19,964 79 1,557 1,648 103,563 3,878 84
1840 - - - 858 1,061 1,824 18,588 69 1,339 1,159 50,940 1,911 38
1841 - - 357 848 1,909 -1,864 70 1,406 1,104 66,223 2,779 125



RETURN-Continued.

EXPORTS; BRITISH GOODS-Continued.

Salt.

Quantity. Declared
value.

Bushels.

*EIa,

.a,
._
om

Declared
value.

£.

Soap and candles.

Quantity.

Pounds.-
. _I

151,418
196,385
180,140
170,130
195,240
261,900
330,310
216,480
214,047
314,132
180,119
276,040
389,574
344,740
387,150

3,077
4,194
3,699
4,207
3,872
-4,783
5,972.
3,857
4,226
8,094
4,333
7,217
9,318
6,620
7,951

68
616
146
493
465

1,297
897
714
447

1,301
874

: 1,632
294

1,226
1,449

75,433
74,622
88,683
102,496
113,699
110,257
111,605
106,492
84,308
149,796
101,456
160,367
186,159
160,685
136,219

Declared
value.
S.

2,594
2,528
2,411
2,628
2,998
2,776
2,310
1,998
1,738
2,927
2,157
2,895
3,704
3,216
2,612

6
0r._

Declared
value.

I.R
.1,107
1,047
1,003
736
ff37
801
705
860
823

1,270
712

1,234
1,135
738
847

Sagar, refined.

Quantity. Declared
"Value.

Cwt.

466
410

:476
390
404
366
820
284
393

369
311
331
364
389
276

1,049
*

774
765
716
.856
723
628
627
831
928
615
795
780
617
470

2 tD

e. R3-a

I 0a. E
% 3~1 6..Q

Declared
value.

Years.

1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841

563
482
679

1,130
388

1,231
237
949
472
500

1,164
1,131
367
700

1,026

X., a,

w

I-
,_ .

I. I

te
co:
10



RETURN-Continued.;

EXPORTS; BRITISH GOODS-Continued.

's c. Wood, viz: empty casks Woollen manufactures Woollen manufactures It
and staves. entered by the piece. entered by the yard.

Years.
I1 ____-__1 ____

Declared Quautitl. Declared Quaniy. Declared Quantity. Declared Declared Declared
vslue. value. value. value. value. value.

£. Number. £. Pieces. £. Yards. £. £. X.

..-__.__.._..._,._-_. __

1]27 - _ _ - 337 10,859 5,817 655 1,500 1,142 80 843 8,717
1828 - - 814 15,264 8,717 898 2,587 996 70 987 7,719
1829 913 12,402 7,167 467 1,528 1,530 98 1,757 7,989
1830 - - - - 999 12,139 7,272 1,190 1,832 1,120 88 1,735 7,244
1831 - - - - 763 12,329 7,597 2,623 4,620 5,082 339 2,429 7,881
1832 - - - 976 19,287 12,003 1,409 2,933 3,310 162 1,795 9,101
1833 - - - 1,136 24,814 15,627 1,029 2,496 3,400 142 1,390 7,434
1834 - _ - 377 17,366 10,806 1,513 3,159 2,131 184 1,593 9,618
1835 - - - 406 18,596 9,285 1,412 3,018 2,670 140 676 7,758
1886 - - - - 330 23,610 13,837 1,595 3,156 4,071 815 1,625 9,834
1837 - _ - - 406 16,402 9,303 1,405 2,451 3,736 250 699 8,728
1838 - - - - 572 27,201 14,962 2,202 3,612 3,151 202 2,229 9,847
1839 - - _ - 586 30,166 18,343 2,371 3,518 1,130 68 2,100 11,087
1840 - - 597 38,588 22,865 1,683 2,716 4,236 272 2,758 10,241
18341 - _ _ _ 458 29,985 17,282 2,165. 3,877 7,692 556 3,084 11,968

0:
e,-
.!9

ow

01-
Ag
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Total declared value of British and Irish produce and manufactures expo ted from the United Kingdom to the west
coast s.f/ifrica.

Senegal & the coast, Sierra Leone and Windward coast, Cape Coast Castle Coast, from the Rio
from Morocco to the coast, from tIae fnom the river Me- & the Gold Coast, Volta to the Cape

Years. the river Gambia, river Gambia, ip- surado to Cape A- from Cape Apol- of Good Hope. Toa.
exclusive. clusive, to the ni- pollonia. lonia to the Rio

ver Mesurado. Volta.

1827 - - - - £718 £75,456 £9,015 £22,414 £48,156 £155,759
1828 - --- - _ 62,1J O 12,009 41,985 75,358 191,452
1829 - - - - 85,700 7,690 48,962 103,901 244,253
1830 - 87,144 9,648 52,889 102,442 252,123
1831 - - - - 85,192 - 59,214 90,362 234,768
1832 _ 650 69,255 12,011 65,291 142,854 290,061
1833 - - - 221 68,336 386 86,263 184,004 329,210
1834 - - - 795 86,431 3,657 107,627 127,973 326,483
1835 - 6- - f94 75,388 - 87,841 128,617 292,540
1896 - - - - 7,337 108,978 - 142,063 208,A08 467,186
1837 - - - - 802 109,597 - 89,020 113,519 312,938
1888 - 2,904 134,470 - 102,685 173,295 413,364
1839 - - - - 961 123,539 - 131,444 212,426 468,370
1840 1,790 93,640 - 136,877 259,821 492,128
1841 _ _ 977 96,092 _ 133,510 180,219 410,798

it
C

WILLIAM IRVING, Insp. Gen. of Imports and Exports.
INSPECTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE, CUSTOM-HOUSE, LONDON, July 28, 1842.
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List of vessels arrived of Cape Coast Castle, (Africa,) during each year,
from the 1st Januzary, 1833, to the 31st December, 1841, distinguish-
ing British merchant vessel., foreign merchant vessel, and British
ships of tvar; extracted from the official list of arrivals and depar-
tures trannamittedperiodically from Cape Coast Castle.

Merchant vessels.

British.

67
66
65
58
75
53
88
88
$7

647

Foreign.

10

.

30
33
25
21
24.
22
25
27

217

864

British ships
of war.

6
2

11
8
7

10
11
15
15
8.

___

Total.

83
98

109
91

103
87
121
128
129

949

Years.

1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841

Total Table: List of vessels arrived off Cape Coast Castle, (Africa,) during each year, from the 1st January, 1833, to the 31st December, 1841, distinguishing British merchant vessels, foreign merchant vessels, and British ships of war; extracted from the official list of arrivals and departures transmitted periodically from Cape Coast Castle.
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Extract from-Mr. Jefferson's Message, March 20, 1806.

I congratulate you, fellow-citizens, on the approach of the period at which
you may interpose your authority, constitutionally, to withdraw the citizens
of the United States from all further participation in those violations of
human rights which have been so long continued on the unoffending in-
habitants of Africa, and which the morality, the reputation, and the best in-
terests of our country, have long been eager to proscribe. Although no
law you may pass can take prohibitory effect till the first day of the year
one thousand eight hundred and eight, yet the intervening period is not too
long to prevent, by timely notice, expeditions which cannot be completed
before that day.

Extract from Mr. Madison's Message, November 29, 1809.

By some of the other belligerents, although professing just and amica-
ble dispositions, injuries materially affecting our commerce have not been
duly controlled or repressed. In these cases, the interpositions deemed
proper on our part have not been omitted. But it well deserves the con-
sideration of the Legislature, how far both the safety and honor of the
American flag may be consulted, by adequate provision against that col-
lusive prostitution of it by individuals, unworthy of the American name,
which has so much favored the real or pretended suspicions under which
the honest commerce of their fellow-citizens has suffered.

Extract from Mr. Madison's Message, December 5, 1810.

Among the commercial abuses still committed under the American flag,
and leaving in force my former reference to that subject, it appears that
American citizens are instrumental in carrying on a traffic in enslaved
Africans, equally in violation of the laws of humanity and in defiance of
those of their own country. The same just and benevolent motives which
produced the interdiction in force against this criminal conduct will doubt-
less be felt by Congress in devising further means of suppressing the evil.

Extract from Mr. Madison's Message, December 3, 1816.

The United States, having been the first to abolish, within the extent of
their authority, the transportation of the natives of Africa into slavery, by
prohibiting the introduction of slaves and by punishing their citizens par-
ticipating in the traffic, cannot but be gratified byathe progress made by
concurrent efforts of other nations toward a general suppression of so great
an evil. They must feel at the same time the greater solicitude to give
the fullest efficacy to their own regulations. With that view, the interpo-
sition of Congress appears to be required by the violations and evasions
which it is suggested are chargeable on unworthy citizens, who mingle in
the slave trade under foreign flags and with foreign ports, and by collusive
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importations of slaves into the United States through adjoining ports and
territories. I present the subject to Congress, with tt full assurance of their
disposition to apply all the remedy which can be afforded by an amend-
ment of the law. The regulations which were intended to guard against
abuses of a kindred character in the trade between the several States ought
also to be.rendered more effectual for their humane object.

Extract from Ar. Monroe's Message, December 7, 1819.

Due attention has likewise been paid to the suppression of the slave trade,
in compliance with a law of the last session. Orders have been given to
the commanders of all our public ships, to seize all vessels navigated under
our flag engaged in that trade, and to bring them in, to, be proceeded
against in the manner prescribed by that law. It is hoped that these vigor-
ous measures, supported by like acts by other nations, will soon terminate
a commerce so disgraceful to the civilized world.

[For extracts from subsequent messages,. see pages 730, 764, 962, 963, and 964.3
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